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Ajuga reptans, 58*

Alexander, John, article by, 221

All Parties Are Eed, 13

Allen, R. E., article by, 298
Alpine Primrose, 13

Alpines for Early Bloom, 84
Alsop, G. F., -article by, 159
Alum-root, A New White, 15

Amaryllis Johnstoni, 302*

American Fringe Tree, 180*

American Peony Society, 332
American Rose Society-, 60, 296, 332
Ampelopsis, 90
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Ancient Ideas, 273
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Angell, H. E., photos by-, 169, 170
Annuals, hardy and other, 87*

Another Large Silver Bell, 16

Aphis, 326
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Apple-Tree’s Visitors, 200
Apple, White Pippin, 221

Apricot, 177*

Arbor, 320*
Arbor, Moon Vine, 31

1*

Arch, 321*
Arcieri, Chas. F., June cover design

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi, 173*, 174
Arendsi Astilbes, 237*

Art of Planting Trees and Shrubs,

180
Artful Aids to Service, 204*

Aster Glen Eyre, 94*

Asparagus Beetles, 278
Asparagus Stems Bare, 316
Astilbes, 237*, 238*

Astilbes, New Race of Hardy, the,

237 *
.

Attractive to Humming Birds, 221

Atwater, C. G., article by, 292

Barberry-, New Evergreen, 173*

Basket, Wire, 318
Bastin, S. Leonard, articles by, 34*,

128*,’ 160*, 246*; photographs by-,

34, 130, 160, 248
Beans, 276, 314
Bean Anthracnose, 278
Bearberry, 174
Bearberry-, native, 1 73*

Beautiful Pepper Vine, 14*

Beckman, T. Woods, article by, 309
Bedford, Geo. H., article by, 159
Beetle, Asparagus, 278
Beetle, Black, 326
Beetle, Flea, 316
Beetle, Peach Tree, 316
Beetle, Steely-blue, 316
Beetle, Turnip, 278
Beet, Dark Leaved Globe, 93*
Beet, Detroit Dark Red, 271
Beets, 276, 314
Begonias, 'Winter Flowering, by- J. P.

Verrees, February cover
Bell, G. G., article by, 309
Benches, Stone, 320*

Berberis verruculosa, 173*

Bermuda Spice Lily, 302*

Best radishes, 271
Bird Bath, 236*
Bird Bath, Sharonware, 320*

Bit of Paradise, a, 258
Blue and Gold, 271
Blow-Torch as a Garden W’eapon, 309
Bocconia cordata, 19*

Books, Recent, 40, 290, 298
Border, Iris, edged with alpines, 310*

Border, preparing the, 58
Box, Japanese, 172*

Box, one that is hardy,, 173
Brass tray-, 48*

Brent, Hally-Carrington, article by, 272

Bridging the Gap from Winter to

Spring, 166*

Brinton, Elinor S., article by, 84*

Brinton, Elinor S., photograph by, 84
Broad-leaved Evergreens for American

Gardens, 171*

Brown rot, 316
Brownson, Winnina E., article by-, 162

Brussels Sprouts, 287*

Buddleia, 84*

Buddleia Farquharii) 94*
Bugs, 323*
Building a Home, 223
Bulbs and Peonies, 272
Bulbs, Summer, 240*

Burke, Anna M., article by-, 231, 288*;

plan by-, 231
Burton, K. B., article by, 165*;

photographs by, 165
Bush Honeysuckle, 89*

Butterfly- Bush, 84*

Buxus Japonica, 172*

Buxus microphylla, 173
Buxus sempervirens, 173

Cabbage, 276
Cabbage, Chinese, 231
Cabbage Leaves, Holes in, 278
Cabbage Root-worm Maggot, 27
Cabbages, 314
California Dahlia Growers Unite, 260
Canna, is King Humbert the Best? 221

Calluna vulgaris, 1 74
Canning, 289*, 317*
Canning outfit, 289,* 319*
Can We Have Winter Flowers? 83
Carnations, Comments on New, 182

Carrots, 276, 314
Carrots, Forcing, 93*
Carter, Albert F., article by, 273
Case, M. R., article by-, 271
Caterpillars on tomato plants, 278
Cauliflower, 314
Ce’eriac, 287*; 314
Celery, 276, 314
Celery, Less Ground; More, 298
Centaurea dealbata, 20*

Centranthus ruber, 19*

Chamberlin, John W., article by, 13,

83, 3 io

Chart for planning the garden on a per
person unit, 27*

Cherries, Maggoty-, 316
Chiogenes serpyllifolia, 174
Chionanthus virginiana, 180*

Chrysanthemum, 226*

Chrysanthemum Anola Wright, 91*

Chrysanthemum Helen Lee, 91*
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Chrysanthemum Little Gem, 91*
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gen, 91*
Chrysanthemum Mrs. Albert Phillips,

91*
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9 1
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91* •
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ing, 20*

Chrysanthemum varieties for garden
flower, 227

Chrysanthemum Virginia Holden, 91*

Chrysanthemum Yellow Normandie,
91*

Chrysanthemum Yondota, 91*

Chrysanthemums de Luxe, 159
Chrysanthemums for the greenhouse,

90
Chrysanthemums for your garden, 90
City- Lot, Utilizing a, 62*

Clarke, Mrs. Greenleaf, article by,

235*; photographs by, 235, 236, 237
Climbers, newer hardy- trailers and, 90*

Club and Society News, 60, 124, 198,
2 56, 296, 332

Colgate, Arthur E., photographs by,

276, 277, 280, 317, 319
Color Combination, 271
Companions for Larkspurs, 262
Compulsory- Gardener, 223
Concerning Lavender Sweet Peas, 202
Concerning the Best Pea, 221

Contest, Garden Beautiful, at Wil-
liamsport, Pa., 198

Corema Conradii, 174
Corn, 231, 276, 314
Cornus amomum, 179*

Cotton in New England, 222
Cowberry-, 174
Crocus, 160*

Crocuses, guarding the, 160*

Crops, for the June garden, 276
Crowberry, 174
Crown Grafting; An Easy Way to

Make Over Old Trees, 244*

Cucumbers, 276, 314, 315
Cucumber Beetle, The Striped, 278
Cultivating Vacant Lots, 60
Currant Season, to prolong, the, 317
Cut Worm, 278, 324, 326

D. J. H., article by-, 14
Daffodils, by- J. P. Verrees, March

cover
Dahlia, 14, 240*, 241*

Dahlia, Cactus, 226*

Dahlia Cherry- Malotte, 241*

Dahlia Collarette, 226*

Dahlia, decorative type, 226*

Dahlia Doesn’t Flower? 309
Dahlia F. Earl James, 240*

Dahlia Fantastique, 241*

Dahlia from Seed in April, 162

Dahlia Growers of California Unite,

260
Dahlia in Minnesota, 83
Dahlia King of Shows. 241*

Dahlia Mrs. A. K. White, 241*

Dahlia Mrs. Frederick Grinnell, 240*

Dahlia, Peony-flowered, 225*

Dahlia, Pompon, 227*

Dahlia Ruth van Fleet, 241*

Dahlia, single, 227*

Dahlia, The Millionaire, 241*

Dahlia, varieties for continuous
flower, 226

Damson plum, 31 r*

Daphne Cneorum, 171*, 173
Daphnes, Fragrant Flowered, 192

Dean, Ruth, article by, 95*, 322*;

plan by, 95
Delphinium Zalil in Pennsylvania, 160

Deutzia discolor, 89*, 228*

Deutzia glomeruliflora, 228*

Deutzia gracilis, 179*
Deutzia kalmiaeflora, 229*

Deutzia Longifolia Veitchii, 89*

Deutzia my-riantha Fleur de Pommier,
228*

Deutzia rosea, 229*

Deutzia rosea campanulata, 229*

Deutzia rosea grandiflora, 229*

Deutzia Vilmorinae, 228*

Dianthus alpinus, 310*

Disease, Lily-, 326
Diseases, the best to be done with, 324
Do Sprays Cause Any Injury? 325*
Dogwood, Swamp, 179*

Donaldson, F. W., article by-, 223
Doing Up the Surplus from the Gar-

den, 289*

Double Glass and Other Things, 310
Doy-le, II. W., article by-, 282*;

photographs by, 282, 283
Dugmore, A. R., photograph by-, 287
Dulles, John Welsh, article by, 159
Dunbar, Evelina, article by, 60

Dunbar, John, articles by, 14*, 15*

228*

Dust Gun, 324*

Dwarf Apple, Bismarck, 99*
Dwarf Apple Tree, 177*
Dwarf Fruit Tree, where it fits, 99*
E. C. H., article by, 244*; photograph

by-, 246
Early Start Indoors, Getting an, to
Easily Grown Perennials That Flower

Quickly From Seed, 18*

Eastwood, Sidney K., article by, 36*
Easy Plans That Will Really Work, 28*

Echinops (see Globe Thistle)

Edgings for Rockeries, 310*
Edgings, rockery-, 230*

Edgings, the rockery- idea in, 230*
Editor—Why not let him know? 273
Eldredge, Arthur G., photographs by-,

58, 101 , 169, 171, 179, 238
Empetrum nigrum, 174
Endive, 314
Endive, French, 288*

Epigaea repens, 1 74
Espalier apples, 100*

Evergreens, broad-leaved, for Ameri-
can gardens, 171*

Evodia Danielii, 15*

Evolution of My Garden, 235*
Evonymus, creeping, 173
Evony-mus radicans, 1 74
Evonymus radicans,var. vegetus, 1 73*

Exochorda Giraldi Wilsoni, 89*

Expansible Garden Plan with Rose
Arbor, 22*

Experience with Plant Forcers, 83

Farm Land, Cheap, 208
Farrington, E. I., articles by, 96*,

285*; photographs by, 96, 97, 286
Fearing, Alden, article by, 325*
Fellows, Mrs. K., article by, 159
Fence, made of dwarf apple trees, 100*

Fernery in a Single Pot, making a

whole, 34*
Ferns in pots, 34*
Fertility, Keeping up, 277*

Fertilizer, making a, 46
Flea-beetles, 316
Flower Boxes, Summery, 206*

Flower holders, new, 142*

Flower Lover, article by, 159
Flowers, Preserving, 273
Flower Roots, Summer, 240*

Flower-Roots, Summer, for Present

Planting, 225*

Flower Shop, a Phonograph Adver-
tises this, 309

Flower Show, New York Annual, 124,

256*

Flowering Evergreens, by J. P'.

Verrees, April cover
Flowering Shrubs as Hedge Plants,

24
*

Flowering Shrubs, Trimming of, 208

Flowers in Spring, 31

1

Flowers, Prepare in INI ay- for Winter,

238*

Flowers, Showy and I ragrant, 1 73
Fragrant Flowered Daphnes, 192

Frames, 102*, 273*

Fraser, Samuel, articles by-, 15, 99*,

150, 177*, 221; photograph by, 326
Frederickson, Olaf P., article by-, 159
Free, M., article by, 84
French Doors Instead of Draperies,

208
Friendship Garden Club of Chicago,

296
Fringe Tree, American, 180*

Fruit Jars, 317*
Fruit Trees, Planting of, for Home

Use, 177*
Fruiting the Papaya in the Green-

house, 222*

Fruits, 92*

Fruits, stone, 134
Foes, Routing our Common, 323*

Forcing for Easter Flower, 20*

Furniture, Garden, 320*, 321*
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Cap, Bridging the, from Winter to

Spring, 1 66*

Galloway, J. C., article by, 222*;

photograph by, 222
Garden, 97*
Garden, a Hillside, 272*

Garden, a Social Service, 198
Garden Beautiful Contest at Wil-

liamsport, Pa., 198
Garden by the water side, 165*
Garden Club, Friendship of Chicago,

296
Garden Club of Ridgewood, 296
Garden Club, Organizing a, 296
Garland Flower, 173
Garden Furniture, July Cover, by J.

P. Verrees
Garden Furniture, Selecting, 322
Garden Furniture that Fits, 320*
Garden Home, Inside the, 204*

Garden, July, 313
Garden Made on a Rock Ledge, 96*

Garden, making a vegetable, in a rush,

194
Garden Plot, a small, 162
Garden Soils, Why they need nitrates,

118
Garden, The Evolution of My, 235*
Garden, The Patriotic, 275*, 3x3*
Garden, The Way to Start the New,

3i3
Garden tools, 282*

Garden Weapon, Blow-Torch as a, 309
Gardener, A Compulsory, 223
Gardens, Hospitable, 32*

Garekol, S. H., article by, 273
Garland Flower, 171*

Gaultheria procumbens, 174
Gazing Globe, 321*
Getting an Early Start Indoors, 20*

Gladiolus, 227*, 242*

Gladiolus Badenia, 242*

Gladiolus Peace, 242*

Gladiolus Prosperity, 242*

Gladiolus, ruffled, 242*

Gladiolus varieties for succession, 225
Gladiolus War, 242*

Glass, Double, 310
Globe Thistle, 19*

Globe Thistle, Is it a bad weed? r59
Globe Thistle, More about the, 272
Gooseberries for Table use, 15
Gordonia altamaha, Why So Little

Grown? 223*

Grafting, Crown, 244*
Graves, Nathan R., photographs by,

15, 85, 100, 101, 122, 171, 174, 177,

178, 180, 228, 229, 232, 233, 288, 315
Greenhouse in April, 166
Greenhouse in May, 238*
Greenhouse Business, Starting in the,

44
Grenville, M., article by, 271
Ground Covers, 173 ,

Growing Crops for Winter and Sum-
mer, 28*

Guarding the Crocuses, 160*

Halesia (Silver Bell), large, 16
Hamamelis virginiana, 122*

Hamblin, Stephen E., article by, 30*
Hand cultivator, 277*
Hansen, Albert A., article by, 222*;

photograph by, 222
Havemeyer, Theo. A., article by, 232*
Heathers, 173*
Hedera Helix, 174
Hedge, 170*

Hedges, Samuel O., article by, 13
Helping the Plant Dealer, 136
Herrick, E., articles by, 16, 167,* 262;

photos by, 167, 168
Hibiscus, 20*

Higgins, M. M., article by, 200
Hillside Garden, a, 272*
Hoe, 276*, 286*
Hoeing and Weeding—What it does,

286*

Hollies, Native and Japan, 172
Holly, American, 172
Holly, Japanese, 172*
Home, Building a, 223
Home Vegetable Gardens a Patriotic
Duty, 231

Honey Dew Melon, 92
Hood, G. W., article by, 162
Hortulus, article by, 116
Hospitable Gardens, 32*
Hot Water Hot Bed, 42
Houdek, R., article by, 309
Houses, Restoring old, 48*

How the Modern Lilac Came to Be,
232*

How to Pot a Plant, 246*
Humming Birds, Attractive to, 221

Humming Birds, to the Lovers of, 159

Ideas, Ancient, 273
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Ilex crenata, 172*
Ilex glabra, 172*
Ilex opaca, 172
Indigoferas for Late Flower, 254
Inkberry, 172*
Insect Injury, complete insurance

against, 324
Insects, 323*
Inside the Garden Home, 48*, 140*,

204*, 334
*

Insurance by Protection, 250
Irises, My Hobby in Raising New,

290
Iris, New German, Mrs. Sherwin-

Wright, 87*

Irrigation, 280*

Irrigation pipes, 280*

Irrigation system, how to select an,

280
Irvine, Camille Hart, article by, 13
Is King Humbert the Best Canna?

221

Is the Globe Thistle a Bad Weed? 1 59,

272
Italian View of our Rose Craft, 310

Japanese Plum, 159
Johnson, E. S., articles by, 16, 160

Judd, A. H., article by, 122*, 192, 234
July Garden—A Goldmine, 313
June Garden Crops, 276
June Thinning for Later Winning,

284*

Kains, M. G., articles by, 16, 52*;

photographs by, 52, 54
Kale, 276
Kalmia, 171*

Kalmia angustifolia, 172
Kalmia glauca, 172
Kalmia latifolia, 172
Kalmia, the glory of the, 172
Keeney C. N., article by, 221
Kerr, G. W., articles by, 18*, 56*, 225*;

photographs by, 19, 20, 225, 226,

227
Kimball, W. S., photograph by, 223
Kirkpatrick, E. L., article by, 26*;

diagrams by, 26, 27
Knotweed, Japanese, Weedy Ten-

dencies of the, 222*

Kohlrabi, 288*, 314
Kruhm, Adolph, articles by, 103*,

287*; photographs by, 103, 287, 288
L. B., article by, 160*, 223*, 234*
L. R., article by, 296
Lacy, Mrs. Ida, article by, 159
Lacquer ware, 48*
Lane, Bernard H., article by 15*;

photograph by, 15
Larkspurs, Companions for, 262
Lawn Clippings, 277, 315
Lawns: Cutting Old and Seeding
New, 174

Lawns Wherever Grass Will Grow,
175

*

Landscape articles fit, where, 83
Lead Figures, 320*, 321*
Leaf, a large, 60
Leeks, 287*
Lemoine, Victor, Plant Hybridist,

234
*

Lennox, L., article by, 294
Less Ground; More Celery, 298
Lettuce, 276, 314
Lettuce Brittle Ice, 93*
Leucothoe Catesbaei, 173*
Levick, Edwin, photographs by,

237 , 256

Lilac, 232*, 233*
Lilac, Miss Ellen Willmott, 233*
Lilac, Modern—How it came to be,

232*

Lilacs, Hybrid, 180*

Lily Mrs. Sargent’s, 160*

Lima Beans, 231
Lime spreader, 175*
Linnaeus, 98*
Little Bit of Experience, 13
Locust, 17-year, where it is due, 196
Lonicera amoena Arnoldiana, 89*
Lonicera Henryi, 174
Lonicera Notha, 89*
Lookout, On the, 221
Lot, treatment of the long narrow, 95*

Madonna Lily, by J. P. Verrees, May
cover

Mahonia Aquifolium, 173
Mahonia repens, 173*
Making a Whole Fernery in a Single

Pot, 34*
Making and Using Paper Pots, 116
Making the Garden Safe for the Sum-

mer, 280*

Making the Rose Garden, 128*

Malkiel, L. A., article by, 221
Management, a question of, 110
Manufacturers, Spray, 13
Manure, Liquid, 313
Massachusetts Horticultural Society’s

Spring Show, 258
Matilija Poppy, 14*

Mattern, J. R., article by, 284*
Mayflower, 174
McCollom, W. C., articles and photo-
graphs by, 20*, 102*, 166*, 238*, 21,

99, 102, 166, 167, 239
McFarland Co., J. Horace, photo-

graphs by, 14, 89
McMurray, Jessica, article by, 165*;

photographs by, 165
Melish, Lawson, article by, 326*
Meller, C. L., article by, 322*;
photograph by, 322

Melon Honey Dew, 93*
Mexican Tuberose, Experience with,

Miller, Wilhelm, article by, 169*
Mistry, Th. G., article by, 160
Mitchella repens, 174
Mixtures of Sweet Pea in balanced

quantities, 200
Mobilizing Crops for Winter, 317*
Modern Covers Are Liked, 85
Moles, 326
Month’s Reminder, 16, 85, 163, 224,

273 . 311
Morgan, F. Cleveland, article by,

310; photographs by, 310*
Mormon, James B., article by, 118
Morning Glory, double, 94*
Mountain Laurel, 171*

Mountain Spurge, 174*
Mrs. Booth’s Group, 256*
Much Ado About Planting, 165*
Muskmelons, 276
My Hobby in Raising New Irises, 290

Narcissus cyclamineus, 271
National Rose and Peony Gardens,

124
Native plants for general planting,

171*

Neviusia alabamensis, 85*
New Acquaintances, 84
New Deutzias Better Than the Old,

228*

New Race of Hardy Astilbes, 237*
New White Alum-root (Heuchera),

15
New York International Flower

Show, 124, 256*
Nicholas, Rev. Otto L., article by, 31

1

Night Lamp, 50*

Nitrates, why soils need, 118
Nitrogen of Sulphate, 292
Novelties, 87*
Novelties in Summer Flower Roots
and Bulbs, 240*

Nozzle, 280*

Nut Tree, worth of a, 106*

Olds, N., article by, 309
On the Lookout, 221
One Best Bet for the Woman, the, 271
Onions, 276, 313
Onlooker’s Thoughts About Plant
Names, 97

Orange rust, 278
Organizing a Garden Club, 296
Overhead system of irrigation, 280*
Oxytropis hybrida grandiflora, 87*

Pachysandra terminalis, 173, 174*
Pachystima Canbyi, 173*, 174
Pachystima myrsinites, 174
Pansies Can Be Grown in the South,

300
Papaver nudicaule, 19*

Papaw, 222*

Papaw, Transplanting the, 160
Papaya, Fruiting the, in the Green-

house, 222*

Paper Pots, Making and Using, 116
Patriotic Garden, 275, 313*
Patterson, J. M., articles by, 132, 194,

250, 279, 328
Pea, Concerning the best, 221
Pea Market Surprise, 93*
Peas, 276, 231, 314
Peach, Rochester, 93*
Peach Trees, To Hasten Young, 16 •

Pearl Achillea, 19*

Pearl Bush, 89*
Peonies, 96*

Peonies and bulbs, 272
Peony Lovers, for (Book review), 298
Peony Society, American, 332
Pepper Vine, 14*

Perennial border, 235*
Perennials for Succession of Bloom,

167*

Perennials from Seed, raising, 56*
Perennials, Hardy Herbaceous, 88
Perennials that flower quickly from

seed, 18*

Perrine, U. R., article by, 126
Persian Yellow Rose, 161*

Personal Experiment is a Delight, 15
Pest, burrowing, 323*
Pest, sucking, 323*
Petit, John, photograph by, 33
Philadelphia Rose Festival, 258
Phlox, 167*

Phlox argillacea, 87*

Phonograph Advertises this Flower
Shop, 309

Pieris floribunda, 172*

Plan for 18 x 30 or 35 ft. garden plot,

27*

Plan for 40 x 50 ft. vegetable plot,
26*

Plan for 50 ft. square vegetable gar-

den, 231*

Plan, Garden, with Rose Arbor, 22*

Planning on a per person basis, 27*

Plan for a long narrow lot, 95*
Plan, Planting, 22*

Plans, working, 28*

Plant Acquaintances, making new, 84
Plant Dealer, helping the, 136
Plant enemies, 278
Plant forcers, experience with, 83
Plant Lice, 278
Plant Material, School of, 309
Plant Names, 97
Plant Now and Grow Salad in Your

Cellar All Winter, 288*

Plants, new, 124
Plants for Northern regions, 150
Planting, 26*

Planting, April, 163
Planting, Evergreen and Deciduous,

132
Planting for Privacy of the Home,

169*

Planting for simple color harmony,
165*

Planting for succession of flowers, 167*

Planting for the South, 132, 194, 250,

279 > 3°°> 328
Planting, Foundation, 30*

Planting Fruit Trees for Home Use,

177
*

Planting, July, 31

1

Planting, June, 273
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Line, 276*

Planting, March, 85
Planting. May, 224
Planting, Much ado about, 165*

Planting on the Basis of Personal
Needs, 26*

Planting on the Coast. 279
Planting Potatoes, 309
Planting Trees and Shrubs, Art of, 80
Plants, transplanting, 282*

Poinsettia Cuttings, a trick with, 159
Poinsettias for Christmas. 239
Polygonum cuspidatum, 222*

Pool, 321*
Pool, artificial Waterlily, 96*

Poppy, Every-changing, 60
Poppy, Iceland. 19*

Poppy, Matilija, 14*

Poppy. Plume, 19*

Porch, Harvey \Y., photograph by,

325
Potato Bug. 323*
Potato bug on egg-plant, 278
Potatoes, 231
Potatoes, a simple way to plant, 309
Potatoes, this year prize, 186
Potted plants, 248*

Potting a Plant, 246*

Powell. E. P., article by, 179*

Preparations for summer flowers, 102*

Prepare in May for Winter Flowers,

238*
Preservation of \\ ild Flowers, 126

Preserving Flowers, 273
Primrose. Alpine, 13
Primulinus hybrid, 227*

Privacy of the Home, Planting for,

169*

Privet Hedges, Trimming of, 208
Programme at Ithaca, 60
Progressive Society, A, 198
Pruning, Summer, a Success, 31

1*

Protection, Insurance by, 250
Protecting Trees against Animals,

52*

Pumpkins, 314

Question of Management, a, no

Radishes, 276. 314
Radishes, Crimson Giant and Icicle,

161, 271
Raising Perennials from Seed, 56*

Ramsdell, W., article by, 27
Raspberry, Brinkle's Grange, 14
Raspberry, Syracuse, 93*
Rathbone, Alice, article by, 230*;

photographs by, 230
Readers' Service, 44, 208
Reading, H. G., articles by. 112, 221

Real Lawns Wherever Grass Will

Grow, 175*

Recent Books, 40, 290, 298
Recruiting New Forces, 314
Reid, Buford, articles by, 222, 300, 309
Reliable Vegetables for Present plant-

ing, 287*

Renewing an Old Strawberry Bed,
202

Repotting plants, 239*
Rhododendrons, 171

Richardson, H. H., articles by, 16,

202
Ridgewood. X. J., 296
Right up in the Front Seats! 160
Robinson. Elbe M., article by, 317*
Rock Garden, 96*

Rock garden surrounding a well, 310*

Rockery Idea in Edgings, 230*

Rockeries, Edgings for, 310*

Rogers, R. E., article by, 114
Rockwell, F. F., articles by, 160, 280*,

323*
Romneja Coulteri, 14*

Root Crops for big Values, 275
Root-worm Maggot, Cabbage, 27
Rose Admiral Ward, 94*
Rose Arbor, 22*

Rose bush, 128*, 130*

Rose-covered arch, 236*

Rose Craft, Italian View of our, 310
Rose Festival, Philadelphia, 258

Rose Garden, making the, 12S*
Rose Ilugonis, 89*

Rose Lillian Moore, 89*

Rose Mme. Collette Martinette, S9*
Rose of Sharon, 179*
Rose Persian Yellow, 161*

Rose, Rambler, Dorothy Perkins, 13
Rose Society, American, 60, 296, 332
Roses, 88*, 112, 133
Roses, A Spraying Calendar for, 260
Roses for Washington Conditions. 112

Roses. Managing the. 112

Roses transplanted in summer, 294
Routing our Common Foes, 326*

Rudbeckia speciosa, 19*

Rustic seat. 32*
Rutabagas, 314
Rutledge. Archibald, articles bjr

,
106*,

186; photographs by, 106, 10,

Salad planted in June, 288*

Sammond, H. S., article by, 62*; plan
by, 64

School of Plant Material, 309
Screen Tray, home-made, 319*
Scott, Jas. T.. article by, 182

Second Crop, Sowing for, 310
Seed-growing, 132
Seed Necessity for 1918, 313
Seed Pan, 166*

Seeds started in Summer, 273*
Seeds started in the windows, 162

Selecting Garden Furniture that Fits,

322
Septic Tank for the Countrv Home

36*

Seymour. E. L. D., photograph by,

1 75
Shawen, H. B., article by, 311*

Shawen, H. B., photograph by, 31

1

Shrub transplanted out of season, 322*

Shrubs, Flowering, as hedge plants, 24*

Shrubs for Use and Ornament, 179*

Shrubs, hardy, 94*
Shrubs, low growing flowering, 31*

Sieve. Wire, 318*
Simple way to Plant Potatoes, 309
Simplifying Garden Warfare, 323*
Sinclair, Gladys Hyatt, article by, 24.*,

25, 31
Skirmishing Orders of the Month. 316
Small Garden Plot and the High
Cost of Living, 162

Snapdragons, What’s Worth While in,

.>8-*

Snow Wreath! Why So Rare? 85*

Snowberry, 170*

Snowberry, Creeping, 174
Social Service Garden. 198
Society, A Progressive, 198
Society Notes and News, 60, 124, 198,

296, 256, 332,
Soil for seedlings, 16

Some Good Plants for Northern
Regions, 150

Some Good Things Found, 159
Sowing and Planting, 224
Sowing for Second Crop, 310
Sowing seeds, 21*

Spencer, J. H., photo by, 170
Spiraea Henryi, 89*

Spiraea Van Houtte’s, 23*

Spray Pump, 324*
Spray Manufacturers Take Notice,

13
Sprayer. Barrell, 325*
Sprayer, Kirke, 326*

Sprayer, Knapsack, 324*
Sprayer on wheels, 326*
Spraying. 323*
Spraying Calendar for Roses, 260
Spraying Outfit, 325*
Sprays—Do they cause any injury?

325*
Spring Cleaning, 16

Spring Flowers, 3 1

1

Spring Show of Massachusetts Horti-

cultural Society, 258
Sprinkler, 281*

Starting Seeds for an Early Garden, 16

Starting Seeds in Summer, 273*
Starting Seeds in the Windows, 162

Starting the new garden, 313
Stoddard, G. O., photograph by. 160

Strang, Elizabeth Leonard, article by,
22*; plans by, 22, 23

Strawberry Bed, Renewing an old, 202
Strawberry Plants, Potted, 317
Strawberry Plants. Raising, 274
Strawberry Plants, sickly looking, 278
String Beans, 231
Sturtevant. Grace, article by, 290
Sturtevant, R. S., article by, 31

1

Succession of Bloom, Perennials for,

167*

Sugar Corn Aristocrat, 93*
Sulphate, Nitrogen of. 292
Summer Flower Roots for Present

Planting, 225*

Summer Pruning a Success, 31
1*

Summery Flower Boxes and Other
Things, 206*

Sundial, a classic, 320*
Sundial, to correctly set a. 46
Supplies, getting uninterrupted. 275
Surplus from the Garden, Doing up

the. 289*

Swamp Dogwood, 179*
Sweet Bough Apple, 16

Sweet Corn, Which and Why? 103*

Sweet Corn, Carpenter’s Golden
Sweet. 104*

Sweet Corn, Golden Rod, 104*

Sweet Corn, Golden Sugar. 103*

Sweet Corn, Howling Mob, 104*

Sweet Corn in October! 309*
Sweet Corn, Original Crosby, 104*

Sweet Corn, White Evergreen, 103*

Sweet Pea Mixtures in Balanced
Quantities. 200

Sweet Peas, Concerning Lavender,
202

Swiss Chard. 277
Syringa oblata. 232*

Syringa, Old-fashioned 25*

T. F. R., article by, 161

T. S.. article by, 31 1*; photograph by,
3ii

Terrace, the patterned flag, 165*

Thatcher, A. E., articles by, 161*, 222,

237*
Thinning, June, for later Winning,

284*

This Year—Prize Potatoes! 186
Thomas, Sarah P., article by, 272
To Hasten Young Peach Trees, 16

To the Lovers of Humming Birds, 159
Tomato plant, 283*

Tomatoes, 231, 277, 315*
Tomlinson. Bland X., article by, 272*;

photograph by, 272
Tools used in transplanting, 282*

Tray Dryer, Hot Water, 319*
Trailers, 173
Transplanting Big Trees, 44
Transplanting Out of Season, 322*

Transplanting Roses in Summer, 294
Transplanting the Papaw, 160
Transplanting Yegetables to Econ-
omize on Space, 282*

Treatment of the Long Narrow Lot,

Q5*
Tree, Black Walnut, 106*

Tree, Shellbark Hickory, 108*

Trees and Shrubs, art of planting, 180

Trees, Evergreen and Deciduous, 92
Trellis. 237*. 321*

Trellis used for dwarf fruit trees, 101*

Trellis-arch, 320*

Trick with Poinsettia Cuttings, 159
Triem. Paul E., article by, 286*;

photograph by, 286
Trimming Privet Hedges and Flower-

ing Shrubs, 208
Tritoma. New Perpetual. 19*

Troth. Henry, photographs by, 28,31,

32. 325
Trumbull. E. E., article by, 289*;

photograph by, 289
Tubs. Terra Cotta, 321*

Tucker, W'm., Jr., photographs by,

175. 176
Turnip Beetle, 278
Turnips, 277, 314

Useful Things, 50*

Yaccinium Yitis-idaea, 174
Valerian (Centranthus ruber), 19*

Variegated Vine? What's this, 85
Vegetable Garden, 315*
Vegetable Gardens, Home—A Pa-

triotic Duty, 231
Vegetable Garden Making in a Rush,

194
Vegetable Jars, 317*
Vegetable planting diagrams, 26, 27
Yegetables, 92*
Yegetables, companion cropping for,

.
232

Yegetables for June planting, 287*
Yegetables that don't have to be

stored, next winter’s, 275
Vegetables, Transplanting, 282*

Verrees, J. P., cover designs by,
February, March, April, May,
July

Vinca minor, 173
Vine, one hardy evergreen. 174
Vine for Quick Effects, 31

1*

Visitors of the Apple Tree, 200

W. C. M., article by, 273*; photo-
graph by, 273

Wagener Apple Tree, 178*

Wall, brick, 320*
Walls, 101*

Walls in America, 100*

Walters, Mrs. R. W\, article by, 272
War Garden, Planting the, 271
War Times, June cover by Chas. F.

Arcieri

Waterbnry, H. E., article by, 112
Waterlilies, 96*

Watermelon Stem End Rot, 252
Waugh, Frank A., photograph by, 99
Weedy Tendencies of the Japanese
Knotweed, 222*

Weigela, 25*, 180*

Welch Bros., article by, 42
What Can Grow Close to the House?

30*

What Hoeing and Weeding Does, 286*

What I did with a City Lot and a two-
family House, 62*

What I like, 13
What’s New This Season, 87*

What’s This Variegated Vine? 85
What’s Worth While in Snapdragons,

285*

V heel Hoes, 114,277*, 315
When a Little Glass is Appreciated,

102*

When Doctors Differ, 242
Where Landscape .Articles Fit, 8-3

Where the Dwarf Fruit Tree Really

Fits, 99*
Where the 17-A'ear Locust is due, 196
Which Sweet Corn and Why? 103*

White, Elizabeth, article by, 32*

White Pippin Apple. 221

Who’s Got Brinkle’s Orange Rasp-
berry? 14

Why Garden Soils Need Nitrates, 118

Why Not Let the Editor Know? 273
Wild Flower Preservation, 126

Wilder. Louise Beebe, articles by, 83,

84, 272
\\ ilkinson, A. E., article by, 83
Wilson, E. H., article by, 171*;

photographs by, 172, 173
Wilson E. H, in japan, 31

1

Wilson, Fred A., article by, 97
Wilson. W. L., photograph by, 302
Winter Flowering Begonias, by J. P.

Verrees, February cover

Winter Flowers? Can we have, 83
Wire Worm, 326
Wistaria Does Not Flower, 83
Witch Hazel, 122*

Witloof Chicory, 231
Woodruff Under Shade of Trees, 13

Word for the Persian Yellow Rose,
161*

Worms, 316
Worth of a Nut Tree, 106*

Yucca filamentosa, 173
Yucca glauca, 1 73

Zapffe, Carl, article by, 14,
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The Charm of Old Plantings
How They Can be Reproduced

When you look at a charming view of an old fashioned flower garden

you wonder why you can’t have one, filled with such beauty and con-

tentment. And vou can.

WHEN you see one of

those colonial home-
inviting entrances,

around which shrubbery is

restfully snuggled, and may-
hap a festoon of blooming
roses caressing the door frame;

you wonder why you can't

give to your friend-welcoming

doorway an equal interest and
character.

And you can.

When you pass a winter

scene, with the old house sen-

tineled mid beautiful snow
laden evergreens, you wonder
why you can’t have a like

effect on your grounds.

And you can.

When you catch an alluring

glimpse of a tree lined drive;

or a peep over the hedge at a

box bordered walk and expan-

sive shade trees, subduing the

sun's glare and giving an air of

restful repose to it all; you
wonder why you can’t sur-

round your home and grounds

with a like effect.

And you can.

YOU can, provided you do
your planting planning

with just such definite re-

sults in mind and then stick to

the methods to best secure them.
So many disappointments

are caused by listening to the

enthusiastic recommendations
of one’s friends, to plant this or

that, irregardless of whether or

not it fits into vour picture.

Or your soil or your climate.

Much time and needless

money is also put in useless ex-

periments. Our Advisory Ser-

vice Department can relieve

you of all such uncertainties,

and abundantly help you to

make your dreams come true.

Tell us exactly what you
want to accomplish, and we
will gladly tell you how it can

best be done, in the quickest

way, that is the surest way.
Of course, our catalogue of

hardy flowers, shrubs, ever-

greens and shade trees, you are

most welcome to. But we sin-

cerely hope you will take ad-

vantage of the help our Service

Department is so willing to

give you.

In this old fashioned garden there are ten different hardy plants.

We will send you 3 of each—30 in all—for $10.00. Every one will

be a choice, fully rooted, hardy plant, that if given half a chance
will be sure to bloom the first year.

rerniimfl
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The Hardy, Scarlet Japanese Azalea
Azalea Kaempferi

(.Rhododendron Kaempferi )

One of the best Hardy Azaleas

Awarded a Gold Medal, National
Flower Show, Philadelphia, 1916.

When in bloom, this Azalea is a

blaze of color, as the scarlet blossoms
literally cover the plant.

For landscape masses, it is unri-

valled for its gorgeous effects, among
June-flowering shrubs.

It is perfectly hardy and thrives in

full sun as well as in partial shade.

Flowering Plants, $10.00 per dozen;

$75.00 per 100.

Larger Plants, $20.00 per dozen;

$150.00 per roo.

Write for our 1917 Garden Annual

R.& J. Farquhar & Co.

9 So. Market St. Boston, Mass.

Scheepers’ Gold Medal BEGONIAS Flowering
The Sensation of the New York Flower Show

W HEN the Horticultural Society of New York held its annual Chrysanthemum Show last November, the event of the

day proved to be a magnificent display of Begonias! A new race, of hitherto unknown flowering qualities, size and
color of flowers beyond compare, proved to be an unexpected surprise. A constant throng of admirers besieged the exhibit

displaying an intense interest on the part of the flower-loving public for these wonderful plants.

The Gold Medal awarded the exhibit expressed the appreciation of the Society for what was the largest and most
comprehensive show of the different kinds ever made in this country. Thirty years ago, the race was considered an im-

possibility. To-day, it bids fair to eclipse anything the horticultural world has ever known in Begonias. The tubers of

this new race of Begonias should be planted in March or April and will then produce blooms continuously from early

Fall until well into the following Spring.

Scarce Sorts—Suitable for YOUR Indoor Garden
With a reasonable amount of care, these wonderful new hybrid Begonias will grow for anybody.

Cultivated much like the “Lorraine” type, they fairly dazzle with larger flowers borne in greater

abundance, on long sprays in gorgeous colors together with magnificent foliage.

Descriptive Leaflet Free

In language easy to under-

stand, it tells all about these

new Winter Flowering Hy-
brid Begonias which have at-

tracted so much attention

wherever shown. Describes

the best of the probably forty

kinds in cultivation to-day

and tells how to grow them
successfully. Write at once
for a copy.

Beauty of Hale—A magnificent salmon, Bowdon Beauty—A double, bright rose

suffused rose. An exquisite double aver- pink, flowers of l\" diameter, being borne
aging 2 ¥' to 3" across. Strong Tubers, in elegant, many-flowered sprays. Strong
75c each. Tubers, 75c each.

Winter Cheer—A truly cheerful, rose-
carmine,with semi-double flowers, 3" across.

Strong Tubers, 75c each.

SPECIAL OFFER To introduce and popularize this magnificent new race we will mail

One StrongTuberof each above, three dependable kinds, postpaid,

Please order promptly, since supply is limited. They may be planted immediately.
$2.oo

Flower Bulb
Specialists John Scheepers & Co., Inc.

2 Stone Street
New York

»" *!&«!

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will , too
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Which work?
Do you still sow seed by the old slow, laborious hand-dropping

method, or use the up-to-date Planet Jr Seeders, and cover three
times the acreage in the same time?

Do you still cultivate in the old back-breaking, time-eating way,
or use the perfected Planet Jr hand cultivators and do the work
more thoroughlv in one-third the time?

.Do you get but meagre returns for all the time, labor and
material you put into your garden; or do 'ou get bigger, better

crops with less effort and greater profit?

These are questions no crop-grower, large or small, can afford

to pass unanswered.

Planet Jr Garden Implements
No. 4 Planet Jr Combined Hill and Drill Seeder, Wheel Hoe,

Cultivator and Plow pays for itself in a single season in the family garden
as well as in larger acreage in time saved, labor lightened, and the increased
amount of work done. Sows all garden seeds (in drills or hills), plows, opens
furrows and covers them, hoes and cultivates easily and thoroughly all through
the season.

No. 12 Planet Jr Double and Single Wheel-Hoe Combined is the
greatest hand-cultivating tool in the world. It straddles crops till 20 inches
high, 'then works between rows with one or two wheels. The plows open
furrows and cover them. The cultivator teeth work deep or shallow. The
hoes are wonderful weed-killers.

Use these tools and make your work count for most. We make 32 styles
of seed drills and wheel-hoes—various prices.

New 72-page Catalogue, Free!
Illustrates Planet Jrs doing actual farm and garden work, and describes

over 70 different tools including Seeders. Wheel-Hoes, Horse-Hoes, Harrows,
Orchard-, Beet-, and Pivot-Wheel Riding Cultivators. Write postal for it

to-day!

S. L. ALLEN & CO., Box 1108S, Philadelphia

HOW TO CHOOSE
FINE TREES, at dt

’’V 70U who love trees for their own

|
beauty or value them for the charm

they lend to roadside and lawn,

must have often wished deeply for a

more friendly knowledge of how to

choose and group them best, how to im-

prove the outlook from your windows
or make more attractive the approaching

vistas of home.

This, then, is to say that at last a book

has been written which tells just what

you want to know about trees. It is the

new catalog of the well-known orna-

mental trees and shrubs grown at An-
dorra Nurseries.

*

“Suggestions for Effective Planting”

tells what trees are best adapted by

nature for each garden and landscape,

what shrubs and trees most effectively

group together.

And all this is so beautifully illustrated

and conveniently arranged that it is as

interesting to read as your favorite maga-

zine. It is not the usual mechanical,

deadly dull nursery list. To read it is

like going around your grounds with an

old experienced gardener and discussing

in a friendly way what the place needs;

what evergreens to screen the foundation;

what will look best along the driveway

or against the ell of the house.

This book is free for the asking. We
have one all ready to address with your

name. Send your request to Box 1 00.

Andorra Nurseries
Wm. Warner Harper, Proprietor

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Readers' Service will cladly furnish information about Retail Shops
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Many years of skilled labor evolved type shown to right

Fixed Types of Flowers

and how a fixed policy governs the

conduct of Stumpp & Walter Co.

Old fashioned Howard Star Petunias. Pkt. 15c.
M'

Marvelously Double Fringed Petunias. Pkt. 50c.

'ANY years of steady work are required to make a new
type of flower come true to the plant breeder’s ideals. This
work, consisting chiefly of holding on to the best plants

and destroying those off-type, is known as the “fixing process.”
To “fix” all the desirable characteristics in new forms of plant life generally requires from five to ten years, sometimes a lifetime. Occasionally a novelty
can never be “fixed” so as to come 100% true.

Each year, the’ horticultural world offers to America all the latest and best floral novelties. Because we know the “ fickle ” traits of kinds that are not
firmly “ fixed,” it is our “ fixed ” policy never to send them out until we, ourselves have proven their merits. In strictly adhering to this policy we always do
the experimenting with novelties for our customers, instead of letting them do it for us. This is one of the reasons why, during the twenty short years of
our business life, our flower seed department has assumed gratifying proportions.

Many years of close attention to this matter have enabled us to form certain ideals as to the most dependable among easily grown flowers. The follow-

ing collections represent our ideas of reliable standards for the different purposes.

Annuals Best for Beds and Borders
Of Symmetrical growth, with harmoniously blending colors, all these bloom con-

stantly during a long period. A good choice of colors is found among all and they are
easily transplanted after showing color.

Ageratum, Blue.
Alyssum, Little Gem.
Asters, Queen of the Market, Mixed.
Candytuft, White. .

Chinese Pinks, Mixed.
Marigold, Giant Orange.

Petunias, Special Bedding Mixed.

Phlox Drummondii, Finest Tall
Mixed.

Verbena, Mammoth Mixed.

Zinnia, Tall Double Mixed.

The Above Collection of ten regular sized
packets (catalogue value SScf postpaid for SOc

Fine Annual Flowers for Cutting
The following will provide an abundance of flowers for inside-the-garden-home

decorations throughout summer and fall. All have long stems, attractive colors,
some are sweet scented and all last a long tii

Asters, S. & W. Co’s. Late Branch-
ing Mixed.

Celosia, Ostrich Plume, Mixed.
Giant Sweet Sultan, Mixed.
Calliopsis, Golden Wave.
Carnations, Giant Marguerite,
Mixed.

The Above Collection of t
packets (catalogue value £

after being cut.

Cosmos, Tall Mammoth Mixed.
Nasturtiums, Giant Flowering Tall
Mixed.

Salpiglossis, Orchid Flowering
Mixed.

Scabiosa, Tall Double Mixed.
Sweet Peas, Spencer Mixed.

i regular sized CfYp
c) postpaid for

Flowers the Children Can Grow
Even little ones can put these in the ground and they are bound to grow, also bloom

and please both little and big folks all summer:

—

Doi.ichos or Hyacinth Bean, Nasturtiums, Dwarf Mixed, for bor-
Mixed. ders.

Morning Glories, Japanese Mixed. Ornamental Gourds, Mixed to amuse
Four O’-Ci.ocks, Mixed, for beds. the children.

The Above Collection of 5 regular packets OC „
postpaid for

Qnor'irtl C'ifftz-r T° further popularize S. & W. Special Strains of these most popular
tJ/JCLIUl Ksumoinauon V/l icr an(j mosj easijy grown of all annual flowers, we will mail, to (I* "1

readers of Garden Magazine all three collections, a total of 25 packets, postpaid for «P 1

Thorough satisfaction guaranteed. Please order to-day—mention this special offer

A Distinctly Helpful Catalogue
is ready to further acquaint you with our business, its purpose
and policy. Besides all that is worth-while in new flowers and
vegetables, it lists, at reasonable prices, nearly all the dependable
standards endorsed as such by specialists in last month’s issue of
The Garden Magazine. Freely illustrated with photographic illus-

trations, with detailed culture directions, you will find it a book
well worth having. Your free copy awaits your call. Please write
for it TO-DAY.

30-32 Barclay St. New York

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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A SUCCESSFUL Planting demands of the
/\ nursery stock you buy, Beauty, Health

_Z jL and Hardiness.

Beauty and Health are conspicuous features of
Framingham Nursery Stock because we exercise
the greatest care not only in the selection of the
plants from which we propagate our stock but also
in the methods of propagation which we employ.

Because we give attention to root-growth as well
as top-growth; because we give constant, year-
round care to all our stock.

Because we are able to select from our many diff-

erent soils the sort from which each variety of
plants acquires the greatest vitality; and because
we spare no effort to keep our stock free from plant
diseases and insect pests.

Hardiness is inherent in Framingham Nursery
Stock—it is the natural result of our severe north-
ern climate.

Freknvingk^m ^Kir.reriej’
FRAMINGHAM - MASSACHUSETTS

The Garden ofa ThousandWonders
Where beautv reigns in a riot of colors from frost till frost, a garden in which each rising sun shines

upon new jewels of fragrance and beauty—such is the properly endowed hardy garden, in which old-

fashioned favorites compete with newcomers of gayer glory to win your attention. The rise in popu-
larity of the “Hardy Garden” has been one of the pleasing surprises of the last decade. We are glad

that, in a small way, we were able to help the movement felt throughout the country. During
fifteen years of business life, this nursery has become recognized the American Headquarters for

hardy plants of quality. It puts at your disposal all that is worth-while in hardy plants, in assort-

ments as complete as they are practical.

“Palisades Popular Perennials”
is the title of a most unusual 64-page portfolio, designed ppt.pn n j A l 171 ^**7 **%. c
to properly introduce you to the wonderland of hardy * CI C1 1 1 1 1

C

* 1 * iuwci uccuo
plants. It s more than a mere catalogue! With true-to- home-saved and tested with special care, are available in
nature illustrations and written in terms anybody can limited quantities. but of a distinctly superior quality,
understand, it attempts to portray the delights in store uu . u j ,

3 ^ 3

for those who contemplate the making of hafdy gardens. J
he
u
true

1

hobby- st m bardy Plant
f

welcome these

I f you are really interested, send 10c for your copy of fresh and critically cured seeds for the fun of raising hardy

this charming book, which amount you may deduct from gardens from seeds! Write us which kinds interest you.

your first order. When writing, please mention the We’ll tell you what we can supply and will furnish collec-

Garden Magazine. tions in 12 distinct varieties for $1.00.

Rnmomhov • If ,s a hardy plant, chances are you'll find it among
l\i 1

1

li t 1 lu LI . out over 1,000 distinct kinds. Why not unite to-day?

Palisades Nurseries, Inc. R
Mana^

1^3 Sparkill, New York

2

Great, New, “ More Money ” Books
Just what you need. Approved by authorities. Marvelous
books for anybody who raises anything from the soil. Pre-
pared by experts. Written by men who have spent their lives in

making money from the land.
If fruits, flowers, vegetables or trees grow on your land, you need

these books. The most practicable set on horticGlture ever writ-

ten. Ask to see them. Have them shipped to you, anyway. See the
marvelous illustrations. You will be amazed at what you learn of
apple growing, berry culture, the raising of vegetables, all about fruit

grafting and combining of fruits. How the greatest experts do it. No
fanner, no fruitman, no man who grows flowers—no truck gardener
should be without these books. Even the man who has only a
PATCH of ground should get them.

Encyclopedia of

Practical Horticulture
Absolutely no books like these ever written before. Positively

every word written by men who know the very latest methods for

making big money out of horticulture or of adding to your income.

Find out what you are wasting now. Find out how the waste can

be turned into a very considerable profit. Farmers, you know that

many people make independent livings out of fruit cultivation,

flower cultivation and vegetable growing. YOU have land also.

Learn how YOU can make money out of these things by.doing hardly

any extra work. Use them as the by-products of your farm. See
how your profits will go up.

And you Mr. City Man.whohavea yard or a garden, these books tell

you how to get the most out of every foot. They actually tell you
how. Positive formulas given—no theories or guess work. Four
great volumes 7% inches by 10% inches. More than 2,000 pages.

Hundreds of pictures, diagrams and illustrations.

ACT NOW
The present offer and price are on the present edition only.

The cost of printing and paper has gone so high that we can-

not duplicate this set again at the present price. So ask

to see the books now WHILE THIS OFFER LASTS.

See Them—Sene1 Coupon
You want to know of the very latest developments in your line of bus-

iness don’t you? No use in not having all this.information. Just say

so and we’ll ship the books. Send us only one dollar. When
they reach you read them for ten days. Send them back if you
desire and your dollar w ill be refunded. If you keep them, send
. — — — —^ only $2.00 a month until $24.00 is paid. A year to

> pay for them . You won ’t have to wait to find out
Doubleday, \ whether these books will return you a profit.

Page & Company V You’ll see right off that they will. You’ll

G. M. 2-17 V see where you can make fxo.oo here and
~ M v 1 $20.00 there with still more to come when
Garden City, New York ^ you have all of this wonderful informa-

Send me the Encyclopedia tion. Absolutely no risk to you. Cut

of Practical Horticulture in 4 % out and mail this coupon. Doitto-

big volumes. If I keep the \ day. Remember this edition is

books I will send $2 monthly \ limited, and beyond this edition

until $24.00 is paid. Otherwise I V the price is not guaranteed,

will return them at your expense. ^ Send the coupon at once.

I $1.00 to show my good
, * _

this will be returned if I Doubleday, Page
I am enclosing <

faith although
do not keep the books.

Name.

& Company

^
G. M. 2-17

\Garden City, N.Y.

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers' Sendee for assistance
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Don’t You Like Fruit?
Of course you do. But did you ever taste ripe fruit, fresh from your own

garden? Many people don’t realize at what little expense and trouble they can
raise their own fruit—or how much can be grown in a small space. Grape vines,

plum trees, etc., require little room and produce in spite of neglect.

Plan Now for Future Pleasure
Now is the time to make your plans for growing fruit—for planting trees, shrubs, roses,

etc. You can sit by the fire and think how nice it would be to have a variety of fruit next
season, or you can take the next step and figure out the best way to secure your berries,

apples, peaches, etc. You can have fruit this summer until frost comes, if you plant ever-

bearing strawberries this spring. The second year you can have other berries, rhubarb and
asparagus; the third year, peaches, plums, etc., and so on up to the Delicious apple, which re-

pays your waiting a thousand fold.

We are ready to help you now— yes, and after you become our customer. Let us send
you our new catalogue. Sent free, for the asking.

The Best Investment

First-class trees live longer and produce heavier
crops. That’s why experienced fruit growers in-

sist on quality. Quality gives profit and satisfac-
tion—the foundation of our continued success.
That’s why we sell first-class trees only.
“The trees should have a good, healthy look, with clean

bark and of size enough to indicate a good free growth

—

size of top is not so desirable as well matured wood and
plenty of roots.”—E. J. Wickson, Prof, of Horticulture.

Our trees are noted for their wide-spreading,
heavy roots and often come into bearing a year or
more earlier.

We Sell Direct-From-Nursery Only

We have no agents and pay no commissions to anyone.
This method of selling eliminates many causes for dis-
satisfaction, such as mixing labels, delays in delivery, mis-
representation and indirect responsibility. We want to be
in direct touch with you both before and after you buy
from us.

To secure the best service, high quality, tested varieties,
true-to-name, safe delivery, up-to-date information, reason-
able prices, buy direct from our catalog.

Satisfaction by Parcel Post

Our mailing size trees and plants have given satisfaction
all over this country. Prepaid parcel post shipments are a
great convenience. See pages 150-151 in our catalog.

William P. Stark Nurseries

Box 328, StWikCity/ftp.
Address and name
are both the same

Wm. P. Stark’s 1917 Catalog
-FREE

This new book gives information never
published before. It contains those varie-
ties that have proved their worth. It de-
scribes color, size, quality, best variety for
your section—apple, apricot, peach, pear,
plum, cherry, grapes, asparagus, rhubarb,
bush fruits, strawberries, roses, shrubs, or-

namental trees, etc.,—picking, ripening and
storage dates for apple, etc., etc. You can
easily find what you want—with prices in

plain figures. 160 pages, 200 pictures, con-
cise, complete, authoritative. Our catalogs
are used in horticultural classes in many
schools and colleges.

“Inside Facts of Profitable

Fruit Growing”

It is used in horticultural classes in many
schools and colleges. It tells how to plant,
prune, spray and care for fruit trees and
plants, how many trees to acre, etc., etc.

This concise, reliable book is endorsed by
experts and beginners as “A Wonderful
Help to Fruit Growers.” 10 cents per copy,
or free with orders for $2.00 up.

“How to Beautify Your Home
Grounds”

Now you can make your own plans to

add attractiveness and value to your prop-
erty—even the novice can secure results

equal to that of the experienced planter.

This book explains and illustrates the prin-

ciples of planting, with a system of unit
collections and blueprints of typical plans
for a city lot, suburban home and a home
in the country. It tells what, when, where
and how to plant—how to prune and care

for shrubs, roses, etc., at planting time and
after they attain full size. 10 cents per
copy, or free with orders for $2.00 up.

I
I

I Wm. P. Stark Nurseries.

Box 328, Stark City, Mo.

Please send your 1917 catalogue free. 1

I enclose ioc. for “Inside F acts.”
! I enclose ioc. for “How to Beautify 1

I

Your Home Grounds.”

Name

Address

I
1

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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HardyPlant Specialties

Farr’s
Hardy Plant
Specialties

J his new edition tor 1917-18 will be ready early in February. I have tried to

make this edition more complete and helpful than any of its predecessors. In its

completeness it will be a text book that no reader of The Garden Magazine will

wish to be without.

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THIS EDITION
Irises. In the Germanica section there will be

added some notable new introductions from
Europe in addition to my splendid Panama-
Pacific Gold Medal Collection, which contains

many varieties of my own introductions, raised '

here at Wyomissing.

In the Japanese section there will be the first

offering of a series of new' seedlings of my own
hybridizing. These are entirely distinct in

color, size and form of flower, from any of the

existing varieties.

Peonies. My collection is acknowledged to be

the most complete in existence. This year

I shall include a number of fine varieties,

which, owing to limited stock, I have not

been able to offer heretofore.

Tree Peonies. Of more than ordinary inter-

est will be the chapter on tree peonies and
their cultivation. 1 he purchase of the noted

collection of tree peonies owned by Brochet &
Sons (successors to Paillet Nurseries), Cha-
tenay, France, has given me a wonderful
collection which is now established in my nur-
series. These, together with the unique as-

sortment of the beautiful Japanese varieties,

gives me a collection of over 300 varieties, all

of which are established on their own roots—t his

is important, as many past failures with tree

peonies is due to grafting them on the roots of
the wild peony.

Lilacs. The collection of Lemoine’s new French
Lilacs has been enriched by the addition of
several of his later introductions.

Roses. A carefully selected list of the very
best classes for outdoor planting.

Evergreens. A choice collection of the rare

evergreen trees and shrubs for lawn planting,

including many dwarf forms for rockeries.

To insure receiving a copy of this edition you should send me your name and address

now. As soon as the work is completed the book will be mailed to you without cost.

BERTRAND H. FARR—Wyomissing Nurseries Co.
104 Garfield Avenue, Wyomissing, Pennsylvania

Planning the Carden. So many have asked me to help them plan their gardens that I have found it necessary to
form a special department in charge of a skillful landscape designer and plantsman. I will be glad'to assist you in

any way desired by offhand suggestions or by the preparation of detailed plans for which a charge will be made.

The Readers’ Service gives information

about Poultry Keeping
The Readers’ Service gives information

about Dogs and Kennel Accessories

Landscape Planting Plan—Free
A few evergreens, some Norway Maples, perhaps, and a little well-

placed shrubbery will work wonders in beautifying your home. Harri-

son Quality Trees will thrive in any climate, north or south. They
are well-grown with vigorous compact root systems and carefully

shaped tops. Tell us your needs. Our Service Department will help

you make a selection and work out a successful planting plan—all with-

out cos. 'o you. Be sure to send for our 1917 catalogue—free. It

describes a complete line of ornamental trees, shrubs, and vines. Also

fruit trees budded from bearing orchards—all kinds. Write to-day and

be prepared for the spring planting.

“Largest growers of fruit trees in the world"

J.Q.HARRieON A 6QN9 PROPRICTOR8

Box 56 Berlin, Maryland

One Hundred
and Fifteen Years
of Recognized
Reliability

TN 1802 Grant Thorburn,
founder of our firm, opened

the first seed store in New
York City.

Soon afterward he published his

first Catalog, “The Gentlemen and
Gardeners’ Kalendar.” From that
time until this, the annual Catalog
of Thorburn’s Seeds has been
known for its perfect reliability.

It lists only dependable seeds and
gives the exact results you may
expect.

Of Thorburn’s Flower and Vegetable
Seeds there is a complete assortment,
including many new and desirable

varieties, as well as some exclusive

novelties. All represent high-bred
strains subjected to the most exacting
tests by master gardeners.

The 1917 Catalog—A handbook of valuable
information. Our new illustrated Catalog will

help you to get the most out of the time, money
and labor you invest in your garden. It con-
tains many suggestions for selection, planting
ami arrangement.

Send for the Catalog nozv , that you
may plan your garden in good season

J. M. Thorburn & Co.
53-B Barclay St., through to 54 Park Place

New York City

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers’ Service for assistance
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Being odorless, you can spread it on your lawn at any time without offense.
Being finely granulated, it can quickly and easily be raked into the soil

Alpkano urrvu.sr
Established 1905

17-C Battery Place New York

PREPARED ALPHANO
Do not confuse the moisture-free,
finely granulated Prepared A1
phano, with the water-logged
generally sour,so-called “natural'
humus, which is nothing more nor
less than inert swamp muck.

The Organic Fertilizer With a Guarantee

Velvety
lawns
without

weeds.Vigorous

shrubbery and tree growth- I lowers of in-

creased size and beauty. Vegetables

greater in yield and succulence. ^ our soil

at once enriched and permanently bettered.

You can accomplish all this at small cost

and effort by doing it

The Alphano Way
The clean, sanitary way, without stench,

disease germs or caustic action.

Prepared Alphano is a well balanced

organic fertilizer, made from rich organic

matter in concentrated form, skilfully blend-

ed with the plant foods found in chemical

fertilizers; carrying in active form, the all-

important soil bacteria which force the

earth to liberate plant food, and the air to

lend its nitrogen to plant growth; including

the wonderfully efficient Azotobacters,

the gatherers of nitrogen for all plant life,

and those good germs which make phos-

phorus and other mineral elements in the

soil, soluble plant foods.

Prepared Alphano is Nature’s balanced

soil ration.

It puts the most into the soil, gets the

most out of that soil and permanently
benefits that soil for the least money.

We Stand Back of It

It has ten years of fertility producing
success to its credit. Prepared Alphano,
if used as directed, will and must make good.

We stand without question, back of every

pound sold.

Price Advance March First

Due to the increased cost of labor, fuel

and raw materials used in the manufacture
of Alphano, a consistent advance in price

has become imperative. 1 his increase

gives you assurance of the quality being

maintained.

It hardly seemed fair, however, to make
such an advance without first giving both
our old customers and prospective new
ones, a chance to buy at the old prices.

After March First, price per ton in bags
will be $15 instead of #12.

—Price per ton in bags by carload, $12
instead of #10.

5 100-lb. Bags for $5. $12 a ton in bags

$10 a ton in bags by the carload

$8 a ton in bulk by the carload

F. O. B. Alphano, N. J.

These prices hold good until March 1st only

The true Prepared Alphanc is a— Price per ton dry, ^nely granulated organic fer-

1 ii f tilizer. adding concentrated humus
in bulk by car- and plant foods to the soil. It is

load, $IO in- at once active and beneficial.

stead of $8.

—Price on 5 100-lb. bags will for the
present remain the same, $5.

Even at the advanced price, it is far

cheaper than any other fertilizer of any-
thing like an equal in plant foods alone,

regardless of the high value of the con-
centrated humus it contains.

Rot Proof Bags

Alphano is now put up in rot proof bags,

thus insuring its safe arrival to you in

good condition, and can be stored safely

if desired.

Railroads are still moving freight slowly,

so order early. It’s the only sure way of
getting it early. Take advantage of its

present low price.

1 he Alphano Book is a soil fertilizing

guide and friend. The Lawn Book tells

of their care and fare, and how to make
them. Either or both, you are welcome to.

For those who want HETMUS only, we
offer our sun dried, composted, Natural
Humus at #5 per ton in bulk carloads,

F. O. B. Alphano, N. J. This we believe

to be superior to any other natural humus
on the market. It comes from cultivated
fields of proven fertility.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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These little Handy Andy frames are n x 12 J inches. 10
of them cost only $7. SO- Price includes glass and cast iron
corner cleats and all bolts. This two sash frame

is about 6 feet square.
Costs $16.34 complete.
The 3x6 feet sash cost

$4.24 separately.
Double light same si2e,

each $5.43.
'

It’s Cold Frame Time

—

Start Your Garden Now
—Send for Booklet

THIS new booklet No. 215 tells you
exactly how you can, with surpris-
ingly little trouble, have a winter

garden under glass. One from which
you can be having vegetables and
flowers weeks before seeds are even
planted outside. It shows you how to
get a running start on your outdoor
flower and vegetable garden ; and how

to boost it busily after it is started.
Dame Spring comes late nowadays.
The use of frames is the way to over-
come her exasperating lagginess. They
turn garden uncertainties into certain-
ties. -The booklet tells you, what,
when and how to plant.
Order the sash and frames early. Get

started. Send for the booklet.

Builders of Greenhouses and Conservatories

SALES OFFICES
[)RK BOSTON PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO
31dg.

,
TremontBldg. Widener Bldg Rookery Bldg.

-AND DETROIT TORONTO
Bldg. " Penobscot Bldg. Royal Bank Bldg. Tr

FACTORIES: Irvington, N. V. Des Plaines, 111. St. Catharines

======

With a row such as this, it’s like having a goodly sized greenhouse. Junior Sash
34 x 38. inches cost $2.42 apiece. Standard Sash 3x6 feet cost $4.24 apiece.
Double light 3x6 feet cost $5.45 apiece. Price on different length of frames given
in the Booklet.

I

Water Lilies Will Grow

in Any Garden
No trouble to start them, no labor
to keep them. You can have the
waxy white, fragrant flowers all

summer, and the cost is almost
nothing. My new booklet

Water Lilies and Water Plants

tells how to plant and care for these
beautiful flowers. Send to-day for a

copy.

WILLIAM THICKER
Box E, Arlington, N. J.

All that is New and Rare in

,
—Primroses
is available at Wolcott’s! Whether it is Polyanthus
(Bunch Primroses) of the type that help make Old
England's Gardens famous, or latest novelties of any
type of Primroses, we can supply them.

and Rare Hardy Plants Everywhere

are our hobby. Specialists the world over constantly
bring to our attention the most meritorious plants in

their respective lines. We try them all—retaining
just the best for our own trade. Our free catalogue
offers them all. A postcard request will bring it.

WOLCOTT NURSERIES, Jackson, Mich.

The Firm of

Reader, Advertiser

& Co.

WE WONDER 1iowt many of
our readers appreciate how
close a bond of sympathy

holds us—the reader, the advertiser
and the publisher—together? In a

way, this magazine may be likened
to a huge company in which all of
us are stockholders and members
of the Board of Directors at the
same time.

Each month, we put before you a

complete report of the month’s
horticultural happenings and ac-

tivities. Each month, we invite

you to attend our garden “meet-
ings.” Do you know what a most
unusual thing these meetings might
become if every member of this big

company made up his (or her) mind
to attend these meetings regularly

by writing at least one letter a

month? These thousands of letters

would constitute a force that would
make itself felt throughout the

horticultural world.

In a measure, we are all trying to

serve each other. The readers are

helping by relating each other’s

experience and patronizing the ad-

vertisers; the advertisers are helping

by telling the fascinatingly intimate

stories about their own businesses

and wares; lastly we are trying to

present in timely installments all

that is worthy of being printed, on
the subject of gardening in all its

phases. And now, we of your com-
pany ask that you do us a favor.

It won’t take much to grant it and
will help lots to make our business

partnership a success!

Please, say, “I saw it in The
Garden Magazine,” when writing

our advertisers. It will help you to

get just what you want. It will

help the advertiser to a stronger,

firmer faith in your power as stock-

holders. It will help us to work
toward higher ideals in which plans

for a bigger, better Garden Maga-
zine play an important role.

This is one of the very biggest

single numbers in the history of The
Garden Magazine. All of you,

who read this, have helped to make
it so. Will you help to still bigger

achievements by displaying an ac-

tive interest in subsequent “direc-

tor” meetings, scheduled for the

first of each month?

The Advertising Manager

The Readers' Service will gladly furnish information about Interior Decoration
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Illustration shows dwarfs fruiting first year after planting

Dwarf Trees Best for the Garden

THE object of a garden is to furnish the members
of the family a succession of different fruits for

different purposes and at different seasons. Room,
therefore, is the important problem. Dwarf trees only
solve this problem because you can plant io times as

many dwarfs as standards in same space.

Dwarf trees also produce many years earlier than
standards. You get quick results—as quick as one year
with some varieties. Illustration shows second year
planted.

Dwarf trees have many other advantages; greater
ease in spraying, pruning, thinning and picking; you can
train them to grow in any form desired; less damage
from wind; and best of all, better fruit.

Dwarf fruit trees and Van Dusen Nurseries are in-

separable. Make your garden of Van Dusen Dwarfs

—

the successful and leading kind. Get a start this year,
if only an experiment. If you have only 15 x 25 feet of

space, try this Van Dusen 1917 “Dwarf Trial Collec-

tion”: Dwarf Wealthy Apple Tree, Dwarf Yellow Trans-
parent Apple, Dwarf Seckel Pear Tree, Dwarf Mont-
morency Cherry Tree, Dwarf Japan Plum Tree,
and Dwarf Peach Tree.

List Price is #3.00 but if ordered in collection special

bargain price is #2.00. Send for this ideal assortment
now. Start something this Spring.

Imported Tree Roses
There is no more beautiful

plant than a rose in bloom.
When the plant happens to be a

tree rose, four or five feet high

and loaded with blossoms, it is

about the most satisfactory and
beautiful plant that you can
have in your garden.

Our catalogue lists many
splendid varieties. Or we will

send three tree roses, one each,

Red, Pink, and White, our
selection of varieties for #2.50.

Send for the Van Dusen Book. Don’t plant your garden until you read
the Van Dusen Book. It is the real authority on Dwarf Fruit Trees—14
pages devoted entirely to their planting and care. By following this book,
you simply can’t go wrong. Send postal to-day.

VAN DUSEN NURSERIES
C. C. McKay, Mgr. Box G, Geneva, N. Y.

Wonderful Carolina Poplar
I lie most rapid growing ornamental tree

known. Beautiful as an individual, provides
substantial shade in two years, an admirable
wind break, and an exceptionally pretty back-
ground. Easily transplanted—really hard to
kill. Attain height 40-50 feet.

Carolina Poplar is a specialty with us, be-
cause our customers praise it so highly. Plant
one and you will want more. Our price is

very low; 6 to 8 ft., 25c. each’, £2.50 a dozen,
$15.00 per 100.

Plant
Nut

Trees
for Pleasure

and for Profit

Few trees equal the various types of nut trees in

beauty as shade trees around the home. With
graceful growth and majestic spread they combine
a hardiness and an endurance that braves the cen-

turies. Moreover, they yield each year increasing

quantities of the most toothsome delicacies. Withal,

nut trees are easily maintained. Properly started,

they require little attention in after years, while each year

added to their life increases the value of the grounds, the

trees and the crops. If you have room for but few trees,

let those be nut trees. If you have ample space, you could

not plantanythingbettertobecomeavaluable asset in future.

Glen Bros. Hardy Strains

Leading
Classes

Produced under widely varying climatic conditions, where the temperature

occasionally drops to 15 degrees below zero, Glen Brothers Nut Trees

grow most anywhere. A solid, firm texture of well-matured wood, to-

gether with a fibrous root system due to judicious transplanting make suc-

cess with our trees a reasonable certainty. Whether you are interested

in Almonds, Chestnuts, Butternuts (White Walnuts), Filberts (Hazelnuts),

. Black or English Wal-
nuts or Pecans, we stand

prepared to supply any
quantities at reasonable

prices. We are the

“farthest North” grow-
ers of English Walnuts.
Our paper-shell pecans

are acclimated to zero climates. If it is

“worth-while” in nuts rest assured that we
have it.

. || Illustrations above
Dk I I present

(1) Franquette
Walnut.

(2) Lady Edith—

-

a glorious new
English Wal-
nut.

(3) Kentish Cob Hazelnut.
Below we show
(4) Japan Walnut.
(5) Black Walnut.
(6) Indiana Pecan which has stood 20
degrees below zero in Indiana.

These are just a few of our leaders. To
know them all you should have our

Worth While

Kinds

Useful Catalogue—Free

Glenwood
Nursery

is located near the
shores of Lake Ontario,

where conditions are ex-

tremely favorable for

growing nursery stock of

unsurpassed hardiness

and dependability.

Fifty years’ experience

stand back of every’

plant, shrub or tree you
get from us. All are

shipped under the iron-

clad guarantee that they
must be true-to-name,

healthy and vigorous and
so well-packed as to ar-

rive in perfect shape.

We shall, with pleasure,

make good any loss di-

rectly traceable to any
neglect of this, our firm

policy. Become ac-

quainted by writing for

free catalogue TO-DAY.

Let its first ten pages acquaint you with the pleasures and possibilities

of growing nuts for both home use and commercial purposes. Though
nut culture in this country is in its infancy, its rise during the last ten

years has been phenomenal. Of course, you will find the cata-

logue to abound with attractive offers and useful suggestions
of other nursery stock suitable to beautify the home grounds.

A post card request will prove suf-

ficient to bring it by return mail.

Glen Bros., Inc.
Established 1866

1752 Main
Rochester

NewYork

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, loo
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I Grow Gladioli
Exclusively

Fifteen years of study and devoted

attention with a determination to ex-

cel in quality and so to contribute my
share in securing national appreciation

of this “orchid of the garden," is my
claim for your patronage. My sixty

“Cedar Acres,” which are particularly

adapted for growing Gladioli, pro-

duced over seven million of these bulbs

of the first quality the past season.

The range of colors and combination

of colors and markings is unsurpassed.

There are many new and marvellous

creations among this immense stock

as well as superb bulbs of all the

old varieties.

Let me send you my illustrated book-

let on Gladioli now that you may

have time to consider and be able to

order early. This booklet gives color

descriptions of the newest and most

desirable bulbs and offers special

collections. Write for it note. I want

you to have it. It is free.

“Sturdy, Heavy-rooted Plants”
A delighted customer says:

“In all my experience with nurserymen, I have
never received such sturdy, heavy-rooted plants.
If you make a practice of treating all your
customers the same way, your clientele must
be a very large one. However that may be,
my personal appreciation is very great. You
will certainly hear from me again.”

Our heavy-rooted stock is the result of frequent
transplanting, suitable soil and expert care.
We offer a

Complete List of
Quality Stock
Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses,
Vines and Flowering Plants.

We are especially prepared to supply choice
Deciduous and Evergreen Shrubs: Berberis
Thunbergii (Japanese Barberry), Azaleas,
Privet, Spirea, Lilac and Viburnum. Also Hem-
lock and Mahonia—Hedge Plants par excellence.

Large Sizes for
Immediate Effect

Many of our trees are 15 or 20 years old but all sizes have been trans-
planted a sufficient number of times to acquire a mass of fibrous or
feeding roots. These insure the safe removal of the trees to your grounds.

Get Our 1917 Catalogue—Free
Beautifully illustrated. Brimful of planting suggestions. Our prices will surprise and
delight you as they have many others. We make no charge for boxing and packing.
Now is the time to prepare your planting list. Write for catalogue to-day.

Rosedale Nurseries

HODGSONPortable
HOUSES

These houses are made in sections that

interlock for rigidity and constructed so
simply they can be quickly bolted together
by unskilled workmen, they represent the
quickest and least expensive method of

erecting a small house. Thoroughly prac-
tical for any season or climate.

If you intend to erect a house in the spring
or summer, don’t wait till then to order.

Be sure of it when you want it by order-
ing now. If 25 % of the price of the house
is paid, we will prepare and hold your
house until wanted . This saves you money
and insures prompt delivery.

Our catalog shows you the great variety

of purposes that Hodgson Portable Houses
are made for.

E. F. HODGSON CO.

Room 228, 116 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

6 East 39th Street, New York City

The Readers’ Service is prepared to help you solve your gardening problems
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GREGORY
Vegetab le Specialties

Increase Garden Yields

i.i 1 i 1 i I i 1

vU444-Ui.

J
UST as thoroughbred cows give more milk than the common
kinds, so do pedigreed strains of vegetables yield bigger crops

under all conditions. For over a half a century we have
“bred” vegetables up to higher standards. To-day, Gregory'

strains of popular vegetables enjoy a world-wide reputation. To
careful New England methods of seed selection, Old England in

particular, and Europe in general pay tribute by importing our
strains.

have always been one of ourUccls leading specialties. Our
strains of Crosby’s Egyptian Beet, il-

lustrated below, also Detroit Dark Red
and Edmands Blood Turnip are recog-
nized as the standard of perfection
everywhere. To prove to readers of
The Garden Magazine the inbred
merits of our strains of these three fore-

most sorts, we will mail one ounce of
each, three ounces in all, enough for a
season’s sowing for 55c. postpaid.

( nrrnf C sr°wn from our home-
KjUrtUls grown seeds produce
bigger, better roots of a finer color than
any others. Gregory’s Prize Danvers
has helped make New England famous
for that vegetable. Our strain of
Chantenay rules the early market.
Gregory’s Hutchinson, as shown above,
is later, but outyields all. Try one
packet of each (3 in all) for 30c. post-
paid.

O'nrti King onoweei farms. Thou:
our

Thousands
of bushels of selected strains are pro-
duced by us every year. We have dif-

ferent kinds for different seasons and
climates. Carpenter's Golden Sweet ,

shown above, surpasses all other yellow
kinds in flavor and size. Try one pound
of it—enough for repeated sowings dur-
ing the season—for 35 cents.

Gregory’s Honest Seeds
stand for bigger crops of better vege-
tables and flowers Many seeds we sell

are grown on our farms All are thor-
oughly tested before shipping. The
rigorous New England climate imparts to
our strains a vitality and general depen-
dability of a remarkable degree. When
soil and season act favorably, Gregory's
Honest Seeds always do their part to
crown the gardener's efforts with success.

Our Really Helpful Catalogue FREE
You can depend on every statement made in our catalogue. It ac-

curately describes and illustrates all the really valuable kinds of vege-
tables and flowers. Its cultural directions will prove a veritable mine
of information to the beginner, while the experienced gardener will find

our prices quite reasonable. Your copy of this free book is waiting
your call. Please write for it TO-DAY !

J. J. H. Gregory & Son
io Elm Street

Marblehead, Mass.
Established

1856

Gregory’s
Selected
Crosby's
Egyptian Beet

have created a veri-

table sensation in the

horticultural world.

As nearly ideal Dah-
lias as have been
evolved so far — of
exquisite fragrance,

artistic shape and
coloring, supported
by stout stems and
borne in miraculous
profusion—they are theflowers of the fashionable world to-day.

Easily grown on any soil in every climate.

Queen Emma

Twelve Marvelous Peony-Flowered
Dahlias Prepaid for $3.00

Must grow and bloom for you—true to name—or money refunded.

Varieties with a fragrance marked with a star

Queen Wilhelmina
'P. W. Jansen
Goddess of Fame
•Glory of Baarn

’Queen Emma
Geisha
Bar. G. de Grancy
Germania

Priscilla
Bertha Von Suttner
Cecelia
*La Rainte

Strong, Healthy, Field Grown Bulbs
guaranteed true-to-name, for $3.00 prepaid

have seen my business develop from an idea, into the largest Dahlia grow-

ing establishment in the world. The past season I devoted 35 acres to

Dahlias exclusively, on which I grew over four million plants. Notwith-
standing the enormous scope of this enterprise it has not outgrown the

ideals that dictate its policy. To grow as strong and healthy bulbs as

good soil, climate and expert human care can produce is our daily work.

To harvest, store and ship these bulbs guaranteed true-to-name is our

great task and pleasure. The many first prizes which my Dahlias have

won and are constantly winning at the leading

exhibitions throughout the country are proof

that my efforts are meeting with success and
approval.

If you are a Dahlia Hob-
byist—let’s get together.

The Dahlia King

J. K. Alexander
The Dahlia King

27-29 Central Street

East Bridgewater
Mass.

You Need This
Catalogue

As complete a manual on
Dahlias as I know of . With
most explicit culture di-

rections and numerous
bargain collection offers in

all classes of Dahlias, it

merits the study and at-

tention of every lover of
these beautiful flowers.

Mailed FREE. Write for

your copy to-day.

...

Alexander’s Dahlias

LeadtheWorld

Fragrant
Peony-
Flowered
Dahlias

TwentyYears of Growing Dahlias

aiMUIlP 1
: |

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, loo
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Naturalistic Home
Landscaping

i

little ®ree Jfarms—
OFFERS UNEQUALLED VALUE in America’s most wonderful and
useful evergreen—White Pine—more valuable and more extensively
planted and appreciated than all others combined. The dense rich
evergreen foliage gives great beauty in winter when snow laden, also
protection and screening. They break the dust and noise; give shade
and seclusion and thicken up and supplement your older plantings. Use
in your native woods and reclaim unsightly hillsides and odd corners.

Replace America's Choicest Evergreen Upon the Landscape
and Have Truly Naturalistic Planting

Wc Specialize: Our stock of many millions is the largest in America
therefore our unequalled values in these splendidly developed White
Pines, 3 to 4 feet high, twice-transplanted and root pruned.

Nobody’s needs are overlooked so we
offer a sample box of ten trees at $7.00.

All delivered to Transportation Com-
pany at Framingham, Mass.—home of

Little HI ree iFarma,

Sample White Pine 3 feet high. It

will grow to be like that in the other
picture.

The price is greatly reduced in carload lots

of five to ten thousand; 32c. each.

If you want only one standard box of 100
trees, they cost 38Jc. each; 355c. each if

you take ten boxes.

Many carloads of these Evergreens are annually shipped to America’s finest country
estates and parks and to nurserymen. They give immediate effects and permanent
evergreen beauty.

Write for information; tell us under what conditions you wish to plant. One of our
Forest Landscaping Engineers will take up the matter with you, and we can assure
you success—complete success such as many others have had. Our Engineers have
been entrusted with the biggest work and are recognized as the largest tree planters
in America. We have a splendid organization of technical men and skilled workmen.

Illustrated Catalogue Free
also instructive Bulletin on Evergreen Possibilities mailed on request. Your letter mak-
ing specific inquiry incurs no obligation and will have careful and prompt attention.

American Forestry Company ^boItormass
51 '

White Pine in Maturity

i! :
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“Successful Gardening”—My Mission

MAURICE FULD
Announces the first edition of

“ The Pathway to the Garden

of Charm”

His latest, most original and unique con-

ception of an up-to-date “Garden Guide”

for Amateurs. The response to my) first

announcement has been so unexpectedly

large that I am afraid some of y)ou are

going to be disappointed unless y)ou \0rite

right awa;9 for your free copy).

This also serOes as an announcement to my many}

friends, that I am now enjoying the reward of previous

efforts; namely, to he independently established* I

have absolutely no connection with any other firm.

MAURICE FULD
Plantsman-Seedsman

H57 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

FLOWER LORE
By MAURICE FULD

is a monthly publication especially

designed to help the truth seeking,

struggling Amateur gardener.

It is unique, original, unlike any
other and above all—practical.

Subscription $1.00 a year

-V iiiiiiiinuiiiiiiiKiiimiiuiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiniiiiJiMmiuii iiiiiimmiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiniiiiMii

1J a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers' Service for assistance
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GREENHOUSES
A Decided Departure in Their Design

S
UPPOSING it does cost a bit more for a charming greenhouse and
shingle-thatched work-room like this; isn’t it worth all it costs, in

the constant satisfaction and pride possessing joy it gives?

Why buy eight cylinder cars, and then fuss about the cost of a green-
house that costs less or more as you may incline?

Or why spend freely your money for a garage of charming design, which
really only houses your car; and then hesitate at spending a like consistent

amount for a sunshine garden of glass, where endless flowers can be grown
in abundance for you, every day, the whole glad year round?
What possible thing can you put your money in, that dollar for dollar

will return to you anything like its joy giving returns?

Don’t, however, mistake us and feel that we are urging you to spend
money needlessly for greenhouse effects. Of first importance, are green-

house results. And there is where we come in.

We will plan and construct for you, a greenhouse having a frame of steel.

It will give you the height of flower results. It will be enduringly made
down to the last detail.

It really does not matter to us whether you have a house that is stripped

for the running—a purely practical producing one; or one of attractive

design—a continual joy to your eyes.

In either case if we build it you will have the best house possible to build

for the money. Our catalog you are welcome to.

At your suggestion a representative will gladly call.

HilchingsgC^pan^
General Offices and factory—Elizabeth, N. J.

NEW YORK BOSTON PHILADELPHIA
1170 Broadway 49 Federal Street 40 So. 15th Street

The space below gives valuable storage room for tools and keeping of vegetables

Advertisers 'unit appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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What Five Dollars Will Buy in

Best in the World Nursery Stock
The purchasing power of the Dollar has greatly diminished during the

past two years. Yet, because we know how to buy, and where to do
it most advantageously, Elliotts, of Pittsburg have to-day stocks un-
impaired by heavy demands and greatly hampered importation facil-

ities. Your Dollars here will buy just as much of just as superb
quality as they ever did—possibly more! Increased growing facilities

and better ways to do things in all departments enable us to offer to

American garden hobbyists greater values in bigger variety than ever

before. Here are a few collections obtainable for $5.00. Our catalogues

mentioned below, abound with liberal offers of this kind.

II
'
|hhhm|

Hardy Plants in the Shrubbery Border

40 Unusual HardyPlants
and 12 Dahlias

A Liberal Value in Newer Hardy Plants in 6 dis-

tinct classes, as follows, for $5.00.

12 Hardy Phloxes, Best Varieties

6 Liatris, Kansas Gay Feather

6 Famous Hybrid Pyrethrum
4 Buddleia variabilis in four varieties

6 Choice Columbines in six varieties

6 Japanese Anemones, Assorted Varieties

12 Dahlias, Best Named, Our Selection

The lastly named Dahlias alone are worth $1.50. This

assortment is a typical value of the sturdiest obtain-

able in hardy plants. We cannot hope for artistic,

interesting and more beautiful gardens in this country

until hardy plants come to be used more generally.

Use either collection above or below to help attain this

desirable end.

60 First Class Hardy Plants
of Our Selection - - $5.00

Made up to please the beginner, since it will acquaint

him with 60 of the most dependable and popu-

lar standards among the favorites in hardy plants. I

All properly labeled, ready to grow in your garden.
|

Magnificent Collection

of Iris, $5.00

5
5 Splendid Iris assorted for $5.00, including German,
apanese, Siberian, Pumila (Dwarf), Dwarf Bearded
and Native, a splendid collection of our selection of

varieties. Bought separately, these Iris would cost

a great deal more.

Japanese Iris, gorgeous beyond compare

Remarkable Bargain in Ornamental Shrubs
40 Flowering Kinds for $5.00

Here is what we consider an Ideal “Suburban” Collection of Ten Choice Shrubs,
four of each kind, to help decorate the surroundings of the Garden home. Their
respective blooming seasons cover a long period, some are adorned with brightly

colored berries all winter. Here is what Five Dollars will buy in the “World’s
Best” Shrubs:

—

A Garden
of Glorious

Roses, $5.00

25 Roses in 25 best

varieties for #5.00.

This collection con-

tains the best varieties

of Hybrid Perpetuals,

Hybrid Teas and Tea

Roses in cultivation

and includes the fam-

ous“DailyMail Rose,”

Mad. Edouard Herriot,

all strong, one year

old plants, from pots

and all grown on their

own roots.
A Garden of Elliott Roses

Four strong, healthy plants

each of

Altheas, assorted

Barberry, Japanese
Rosa Rugosa, Japanese Rose

C o r n u s stolonifera (Red
Cornel)

Regel’s Privet

Fortunei’s Golden Bell (For-
sythea)

Lilacs

Hydrangea paniculata
grandiflora

Deutzia Gracilis

Spiraea, Van Houttei’s
Bridal Wreath

Though our prices will be

found much lower than those

of most nurseries, they stand

for stock of unsurpassed qual-

ity. We want to encourage

the planting of more shrubs.

At our prices you can afford

to plant them in quantities.

Unique Combination Offer
In their entirety the above four distinct offers represent one of

the most unique and desirable collections of Nursery Stock.

Send $20.00 for all Four Assortments and we will add
1 strong plant each of

The Four Finest Hardy
Climbing Vines for America

Evergreen Bittersweet
Polygonum Auberti

FREE
Ampelopsis Veitchii
Clematis paniculata

Orders for Spring shipment booked now—why not write TO-DAY?

ELLIOTT NURSERY CO.
Magee Bldg., 326 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

A Series of
Catalogues

is mailed regularly every year to

all who display interest in “
1 he

World’s Best” Seeds, Bulbs and
general line of Nursery Stock.

Some Catalogues are ready now.

Just send a postcard, mention this

magazine and your name will be

put on our mailing list. This will

keep you in constant touch with

horticultural progress as recorded

at Elliott’s! You will find the
catalogues to abound with suggestions
how to make the home surroundings
more attractive. Please write NOW.

Write to the Readers’ Service jor suggestions about garden furniture
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Among Our Garden Neighbors
What I Like.—Permit me to express my dis-

like of professionalism in 1 he Garden Maga-
zine—or anywhere else. We want a few Wil-

sons, and perhaps a few others; but after that

such pages as 177-8 are worth acres of land-

scape plots, garden lists, and the like. We
glance at them and smile at their assurance,

then look for something else. Who that loves

the soil would fail to read the two pages I

mention? I recall a garden seed list of a

year or two ago in which the “specialist”

runs so entirely to peas that he spends several

dollars for seed to use in a small garden!

So please give us the bits of experience any-

how, whether you include the routine spreads

or not. I have had every number of The
Garden Magazine, except the first one, and

I hope it will not die of professionalism,

as Garden and Forest did. I hat died of

orchids.

—

John IV. Chamberlin, New York.

A Little Bit of Experience.—In reference to

that popular Rambler Rose Dorothy Perkins

I have made it a practice to lay down branches

in the early part of June each year, by
placing them on the ground and putting

earth over them, letting them remain until

the following spring, when they are rooted

well, leaving the branches attached to the

parent plant until removed. My idea is

this, you get larger bushes and have at

the same time an acclimated plant. For
example, two years ago I planted two, so

treated, which were 8 feet long and they
bloomed profusely that season. In plant-

ing them I made a hole about 2 feet deep
and put in 8 inches of well rotted cow manure
and it would astonish one how well they
responded. I write this for the benefit of

whom it may concern. — Samuel 0 . Hedges,

Bridgehampton, N. Y.

Alpine Primrose.—In Sweden we had a wild

Primrose growing mostly in lowlands, peat-

fields, or at the side of ditches. Shape of

plant similar to Beilis perennis, but grayish

green, flower stem 6-7 inches, a cluster of

flowers of from 7 or 8 to 12 or 15 or more on
top of stem; color, shape and size of individual

flower like Primula Forbesi. Can any one
tell me the name? I have tried for years to

find out from greenhousemen, but so far failed.

Also, where can I get Chorizema varium? I

have looked in seven big catalogues but cannot
find it.

—

James J. Themanson, Monmouth, III

.

[We think the plant you have in mind is

Primula farinosa, a very variable species which
is widely distributed throughout the alpine

region. Not only in Europe, but in America
at least, the form of Primula farinosa, found
in North America, is so much like the

European plant that it is very hard to

separate the two. The American form is

sometimes known as P. mystassinica, and the

Rocky Mountain form has been called Primula
americana. The size of the flower is very
variable, and the height of the flower stalk

will vary from an inch up to nearly a foot.

The flowers are also variable in color, but
usually in shades of pale lilac.

—

Ed\

All Parties Are Fed.—I am delighted with
The Garden Magazine and read every word,
including the advertisements, from cover to

cover. It is the only practical magazine I

know of for gardeners that isn’t mixed up
with other matters. I do not agree with the

party in the December number who com-
plained of its being too professional, for, as

a matter of fact, we have articles from
amateurs as well, and I get gardening ex-

perience from both sides. Professionals keep
in touch with new methods and new plants;

so we amateurs can follow modestly in their

train and experiment occasionally, and not
remain in the old beaten track. I think I

am the first person, professional or amateur,
in this section of the country to experiment
with witloof chicory, and I must give my
experience some day.

—

J. M. Patterson, Rich-

mond, Va.

Woodruff Under Shade of Trees.—There
is a wonderful, big Sugar Maple on my
front lawn, under which nothing would
grow—Periwinkle will grow beautifully under
the Elms and “shady lawn grass” will grow
under many of the trees, but under the

Maples with their branches almost touching

the ground, there have always been ugly

bare spots, to which one of my dearest friends

gleefully calls attention, as she says; “Noth-
ing is so comforting as the faults of one’s

friends.” It has not been my fault for I’ve

tried many, many things without success.

However, I’ve at last solved the problem!

Several years ago I got a package of Sweet
Woodruff seed—called in the catalogues

Asperula odorata—which came up and spread

in a marvelous way. A year ago I took these

13

young plants as they came up in the spring
(for it is perennial), and planted them thickly,

all around the tree, making a perfect circle,

14 feet in diameter, and it has withstood
shade and drought and frost and has kept the
most perfect green; and in May is a mass ot

white bloom. 1 he German housewives dry the

blossoms to use among their linens, but it is not
assweetas Lavender, and smells like new mown
hay. [It is also used for “May-wine.”

—

Ed.]

I he leaf comes in little whorls, stands up
straight, looks so neat—and doesn’t creep like

a vine—and is always a lovely, rich, dark
green. It is the most successful plant for

the purpose that one could have. It is easily

grown and needs no care, excepting that in

the spring I trimmed it in a perfect circle

again. The leaf is pretty to put in with small

cut flowers such as pansies, etc. Start the
seeds in a cold frame or in a separate bed, and
get the plants well developed before being
transplanted under the tree.

—

Camille Hart
Inine, Penna.

Spray Manufacturers Take Notice.

—

In the December issue, page 177, is a communi-
cation from Laura J. Paxton, which is of value
to the ordinary amateur, if correct. Most of
the instructions accompanying Insecticides

refer to large quantities, generally forty gal-

lons. The owners of small gardens do not
want that quantity at a time, and it is puz-
zling to them to endeavor to figure out
the proportions on smaller lots. In fact

I have known parties to forego the use of scale

washes because as they had but one or two-

shrubs needing it they did not want to make
up forty gallons, and were afraid to attempt
figuring out the proportions for a gallon as

they might get it too strong and injure their

plants. I think it would be a good thing to

get some mathematician to figure out the

proper proportions of the leading insecticides

for, say, a gallon of prepared mixture.

—

W. C.

Egan, III.

[The reader interested in reducing the stand-

ard spraying formula to common day needs,

can turn to The Garden Magazine for June
1910 where there is an illustrated article

“Spray Formulas in Terms of Kitchen Uten-
sils,” by Prof. W. C. O’Kane, Entomologist,
New Hampshire Experiment Station. 1 he
standard formulas, with reduction to table-

spoon quantities for one or two gallons, are
given in each case.

—

Ed.\
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Who’s Got Brinkle’s Orange Raspberry?

—It seems to have “gone out.” I have
not seen any since my late boyhood.
Does any one know where it is now being

grown. Perhaps youth placed a halo upon
it, but as I remember it was a higher flavored

berry than any other yellow variety I have
tested. Golden Queen, the only prominent
yellow variety offered by nurserymen, in

my estimation is inferior to Brinkle’s Orange.
Is any reader growing both of these? If so,

let’s hear from him.

—

D. J. H., Ontario.

The Dahlia Again.—Mapy times have I read

in your magazine about the success with this

plant and the ease of culture, while others

seemed to experience difficulty. The Cactus
Dahlia has been a favorite of mine for seven
years now and I have tried a number of varie-

ties, which have always given good results, ex-

cept last year, and I have never before experi-

enced a greater disappointmentwith any plant.

I know of three other people in this vicinity

who are growing Dahlias and they too had
the same experience this year; and others,

from ioo to 400 miles from here, had no better

success. Some of the plants were dwarfed,
the buds would rot before opening, and nearly

11

\

all the blooms were to some extent blighted,

or were imperfect and worthless. In late

fall, just when the frost nipped them, the

flowers were becoming better. I believe that

the excessive wet and cold of the early part
of the season was the cause. Our growing
season is short and setbacks cannot easily

be overcome.

—

Carl Z,apffe, Minnesota.

More About the Matilija Poppy.—It was in-

teresting to read the note on this plant

in the January issue. A number of years
since there was considerable discussion in

the horticultural press, about the growing
of the Matilija Poppy, Romneya Coulteri,

a native of California found in scattered

regions from Santa Barbara to Southern
Mexico. It is said to be abundant near
Riverside.

At one time we tried to raise it from seed

at Rochester, N. Y., but the young plants

were “miffy” and our attempts were fail-

ures. Nine years ago we noticed strong roots

offered for sale in a French catalogue. We
bought a few plants, and planted them in a

very porous, leachy, sandy soil, on a slope

facing the south, in one of our city parks,

and we confess we had little hope of their

success, when hearing of so many failures.

Much to our surprise, some months after-

ward we noticed them growing vigorously,

and during the summer of 1909 the plants

produced a number of flowers, and they have
flowered freely every season since. We have
always mulched the crowns of the plants in

the winter time with leaves to exclude the

frost. The plants have spread rampantly,
by stolons, and they cover an area at the

present time of about 150 square feet.

It throws up strong stout stems four to

six feet in height, which incline at a slight

angle, and at the approach of winter the stems
are partly killed. They are then cut

down before mulching, and we treat it

much in the same way as an ordinary
herbaceous perennial.

The leaves are bluish green, or

glaucous, and are lobed into four or

five segments, on stalks

about one inch in length.

The first flower comes from
a terminal bud, and three

to five flowers are produced
on lateral stalks four to

seven inches long. The
satiny white flowers are

four to six inches in diam-
eter, and display in the cen-

tre a roundish mass of

golden yellow stamens
around the ovary. It is

usually in bloom with us

from the first of July until

the first of August,
and an individual

flower lasts about
three days.

Our experience

here with this hand-
some flowering plant

would seem to justify

the following con-

clusions: Procure
strong roots (the

roots consist of a few

The California Tree
Poppy. Romneya Coulteri
has a strong fascination for

the Eastern cultivator. It

is well worth growing for its

glorious flowers

thick prongs); plant in spring in porous,
warm, sandy loam on a southern exposure;
be sure that no water or stagnant moisture
rests on the crowns in the winter months;
and protect from frost with a generous
mulching of leaves.

—

John Dunbar, Roches-
ter, N. Y.

The Beautiful Pepper Vine. — A beautiful

native American vine that has not yet
come into its own, if I may judge from the fact

that in the fifteen years in which I have been
an amateur gardener I have not seen a single

mention of it in any gardening magazine and
have found it listed in only one catalogue out of

the dozens on my desk, is the Pepper Vine

—

—Ampelopsis arborea, described by Lin-

naeus in 1753 as Vitis arborea and called by
some botanists Vitis bipinnata, Cissus ar-

borea, or Cissus stans. Perhaps it has been
forgotten among the host of newer plants. I

have never seen it growing anywhere except

in the place where I got my first root and in the

gardens of a few of my friends to whom I have
introduced it. I can not understand why it

has been overlooked and so am going to set

forth what I have learned of it in the hope
that its virtues may be tested by some garden
enthusiast who has not yet found them out.

And if one or two of the more laggard nursery-

men who, as Mr. McFarland says in a recent

number of The Garden Magazine, “ought
to lead us but instead slowly follow” are

moved by these notes to accumulate a stock

and offer it to their customers, I shall feel that

I have transferred to these pages some of the

spell that this vine has exerted over me.
The pepper vine does not cling, like the

Boston Ivy and Virginia Creeper, but climbs

by tendrils on any light support, such as a

trellis or wire fence. It is a fairly rapid

grower—not a speed-law breaker like the

Kudzu, nor yet so unconsciously deliberate as

the Evonymus. If left to itself it develops

a somewhat woody stem (whence probably

the specific name arborea) and tends to be-

come bare at the bottom. To prevent the

bareness it should be cut back every year or

two, and so treated it will grow at just the

right rate for the average garden of not un-

limited space.

Its beauty lies wholly in the attractive foli-

age, for the flowers are minute, scarce, and of

interest only to the botanist. But the gar-

dener who can appreciate grace of form and

poise and pleasing coloring will find in the

ieaves and stems ample food for his admiration.

The photograph of a characteristic spray

shows the shape of the leaves, which average

an inch from base to tip. The young foliage

is usually bronze green—the peculiarly hand-

some hue shown by the copper beech in mid-

season—and as it matures it changes to a rich,

slightly bluish green. The leaves are what the

botanist calls nearly glabrous, which means in

plain talk smooth, but not shiny.

The young stems are no less attractive,

being of an indescribable pinkish-maroon color

that blends perfectly with the bronzy tone of

the leaves.

The greenish pinhead flowers, which grow

in clusters like those of the tricolor ivy, are

rarely followed by small berries that are at

first green, then cerise, and finally the dark

maroon of the Tartarian cherry.

The roots of the pepper vine travel laterally

and send up shoots here and there, which can

be dug up and set out, and a single vine well

started will furnish plenty of young plants.

The vine grows well in either sun or shade,

and although Britton and Brown, in their
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The beautiful foliage of the Pepper Vine would seem to jus-

tify the wider appreciation of this native plant for garden use

“ Illustrated Flora,” say that it is found in rich,

moist soil, it seems to be content with any
soil whatever. A root cutting about a foot

long that I had thrown out on a pile of yellow

clay, which was neither rich nor moist, in some
way got its ends covered and forthwith sent

up a shoot that has continued to grow vigor-

ously.
“ Gray’s Botany ” gives the range of the pep-

per vine as “Virginia to Missouri and south-

ward,” and Britton and Brown say substan-

tially the same thing. These statements and
the fact that the only nursery I know that offers

it is in North Carolina might suggest that it

is a Southern vine, not hardy in the North. But
it is perfectly hardy in southwestern Ohio and
in Washington, D. C., having been unhurt by
the severe winter a few years ago that killed

down to the ground most of the California

Privet in Washington. That seems to indi-

cate that it will live wherever the California

Privet will survive the winter, at least. I

wish some venturesome gardener north of

Mason & Dixon’s line would try it and report

results.

—

Bernard II. Lane, Washington, D. C.

Gooseberries for Table Use.—Perhaps none

but an Englishman or some one who has

recently come over from the other side or one

who has been over there would realize what
this means. Think of a plate of Gooseberries

on the table to be eaten as one would eat

Reine Claude plums or peaches-and the same
to be as highly prized as if one had a plate of

nectarines or was cutting up a melon which

had been grown under glass. There are varie-

ties of gooseberries which could be grown so

that they reached the size of two inches in

length. They can be grown here, such varie-

ties as Industry, Whitesmith, Chautauqua,
Poorman and Columbus, and undoubtedly

as soon as there is the slightest indication that

the public will appreciate them other varieties

will appear, so that there will be nothing su-

perior anywhere than those grown in America.

The Lancashire miner makes a great hobby
of his gooseberry bed. Considerable pride

is taken in being the one to win the first prize

at the gooseberry show. The gooseberry

bushes which produce these fruits are usually

grown as small standard trees with a central

trunk and perhaps one and in some cases two
layers of branches. A plant may have 4 or 5

feet spread, it is carefully pruned so that the

fruit is not too thick and it is enclosed in a

frame which is usually made with 1 inch by

j inch lath. This frame is probably 2 feet

tall and a little wider than the plants. It is

equipped with side curtains and a top, the

object of all this being to keep the rain off the

ripening gooseberries when they are approach-

ing maturity, for should the rain strike a fruit

which is just ripe it is quite apt to burst and

be spoiled for exhibition. The story is told of
a Lancashire miner who did not have his goose-
berry bed covered the night before the show.
He was giving the fruits the last 24 hours on
the bushes, and during the night he heard the
first patter of the rain on the windows and
seizing the bed clothes he hurried down-stairs
to cover up the plants with them until he had
time to put the curtains on the frames. En
thusiasm will carry one anywhere.

These fine fruits can be grown here. One
may need some shade to protect the ripening

fruits from our hot sun. The shades are laid

off during dull days and during fine weather,
for during certain seasons like the past, ex-

cellent fruits may be ripened without any
protection, but sun-scald is generally a very
serious obstacle to the ripening of the fruit

on the bush.

The varieties to plant are Industry or

Whitesmith, the former being a red and the

other a yellowish white gooseberry when ripe.

Columbus and Chautauqua are identical and
are yellowish white when ripe, and Poorman
which is of American origin and promises to

be more resistant to mildew than Industry or

Whitesmith is worthy of trial.

The bushes need dormant spraying with

Lime Sulphur 1 to 8 and then three or four

sprayings to protect the foliage from the

downy mildew, the material used being Lime
Sulphur 1 to 40, the spraying should be given

as soon as the plant is out of bloom and at

intervals of 10 days to 2 weeks thereafter.

Arsenateof Lead, 2 pounds to 40 gallons, should

be added to the first of these sprayings, to

keep off the green worms.
Clean cultivation should be given, the beds

should be well manured and the cultivation

should be very shallow, the roots being too

near the surface to warrant deep digging. If

the plant is excessively loaded it should be

thinned in order to get large sized fruit. The
green gooseberries which are taken off may be

bottled for winter use and the ripe fruit will

be an addition to the table for those who ap-

preciate it.—-Samuel Fraser, Genesee, N. Y.

Personal Experiment is a Delight.—Some-
times I wonder if these highbrow garden

experts like your globe-trotting friend, Mr.

E. H. Wilson, have any real sporting hor-

ticultural blood. For instance, you recently

published a long dissertation on Rhododen-
drons, and told how foolish people dug ’em

up from the woods. This article almost

discouraged me, because I had just bought

a carload of these hacked-up plants and Mr.
Wilson made me believe that they would

all die.

They didn’t die; practically none, certainly

not 1 per cent. They have been hand fed,

I admit; their feet never grew cold; leaves

and mulch always comforted them, and they

splendidly withstood (with the help of a

weekly bucket of water for each plant) a

fierce drought. “Safety first” may be a

good axiom, but “Take a chance” is not so

bad. Fellow Gardeners, don’t let people

who write these learned articles in The Gar-
den Magazine frighten you.

—

Effendi, Long

Island.

[Our recollection is that Mr. Wilson observed

that digging up native Rhododendrons by

the carload would not solve the question of

hardy hybrids.

—

Ed.]

Evodia Danielii.—Until Mr. Wilson’s ex-

plorations in Western China no hardy or

relatively hardy Evodias were known or cul-

tivated in eastern North America. A number
of species from the Old World tropics were

known as warm-house evergreens. We have
several species growing here in the parks, but
the only one that has flowered with us so far

is Evodia Danielii. It appears to be the
hardiest and has flowered annually for the
past three to four years.

The Evodias belong to the rutaceae family,

to which the Citrus belongs, and the foliage

of nearly all of its members is characterized

by a strong, pungent, aromatic odor, of which
the writer is rather fond, but it may be ob-
jectionable to some people, and this feature is

markedly noticeable in the Evodias.
Evodia Danielii has compound leaves ten

to sixteen inches long, usually composed of

seven to eleven sessile leaflets, ovate, acute at

the apex, rounded at the base, deep green

above, pale green below, with a few scat-

tered hairs on both sides. The flowers are

produced in terminal, compound, corymbose
clusters from August 7th to 15th. The blos-

soms are white, and the five yellow anthers

stand out somewhat prominently. The
flower clusters can hardly be said to be con-

spicuous, but they are very interesting.

The individual shown in the picture is, at

the present time, twelve feet tall; the trunk or

stem is gray and' quite smooth. Evodia
Daniellii is an important and interesting addi-

tion to our gardens and parks.

—

John Dun-
bar, Rochester, N. Y.

A New White Alum-Root (Heuchera).

—

One of the prettiest perennials introduced

within the past three years is Heuchera con-

vallaria, the “ Lily-of-the-Valley ” Heuchera.

It comes in white, H. convallaria nivea; and
flesh pink, H. c. carnea, and may best be
described as a glorification of the type. I

have found it a much stronger grower than

the old Heuchera sanguinea and a vast im-

provement over even the newer hybrids.

The plants themselves are exceedingly hand-

some, forming large tufts of ivy-like foliage,

the individual leaves fully twice the size of

sanguinea leaves and of a richer shade of

green. But it is in the profusion of bloom
and the height and size of the flowering sprays

that the great value and beauty of this new-
comer lie. The sprays ordinarily attain a

height of 28 to 32 inches and a diameter of

A welcome addition to our summer flowering trees is Evodia
Danielii which blooms in August at Rochester, N. Y.
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five to six inches at the base. 1 he stems are

strong, but graceful. The bells are more
nearly cup-shaped than those of the older

type, so that a plant in flower, except for the
distinct character of the foliage, does strikingly

resemble a gigantic Lily-of-the-Valley, thereby
justifying its name. On one of my plants I

counted last spring thirty-four flowering

sprays at one time. With me, the white
form proves the better bloomer, as well as

the stronger grower. As a foreground plant-

ing for Delphinium Barlowi, or the improved
D. formosum, nothing is more satisfactory

than this new Heuchera. As it comes into

bloom early and retains its flowers into July,

an exceedingly pretty efFect may be obtained
by interplanting the Delphiniums above men-
tioned with Siberian Irises, Polemomums, and
blue and white Campanulas, preferably of

the “peach leaf” varieties. The feathery

beauty of the Heuchera sprays almost com-
pletely hide the basal foliage of the back-
ground plants, imparting an indescribable

grace and lightness to the bed. I count this

arrangement one of my happiest garden
effects.

These Heucheras may be easily raised from
seed, which germinates readily. From two
small foreign packets—and they were very
small—I obtained forty plants. I he seed-

lings appear stronger than H. sanguinea seed-

lings and make more rapid growth. They do
not, however, bloom from seed until the sec-

ond year, and it is not until their third spring

that their full effect is produced. In this

part of New England they seem entirely hardy,

the only plants that I have lost being those

removed in the night, root and branch, along

with some valuable “type” and named
Larkspurs. But such losses are not, of course,

attributable to climatic conditions.

—

E. Her-

rick
, Springfield, Mass.

Another Large Silver Bell.— I noticed
in the December issue the note on the Silver-

bell tree which Mr. L. C. Buss of New Jersey
has in his garden, and which measures 5 feet

in circumference, 4 feet from the ground base,

and has a height of about 55 feet. Perhaps it

will be of interest to Mr. Buss to know that
in the forests of the Blue Ridge Mountains
in North Carolina, near my estate at High-
lands, at an elevation of 4,000 feet, I meas-
ured last spring an Halesia Carolina monti-
cola (which is the arborescent form of the
Halesia Carolina as now recognized by the
Arnold Arboretum) which measured 7 feet

5 inches in circumference, 4 feet from the
ground, and had a height of approximately
80 feet. 1 his Halesia is cut as a timber tree

in some sections of these mountains. If Mr.
Buss would like to see a photograph of the

tree, I have one which I would be glad to

show him.

—

II. II. Richardson, Brookline,

Massack usetts.

To Hasten. Young Peach Trees.—I have
for eight years raised peach trees for my garden
from pits and grown them unbudded. I was
forced to this unorthodox course because the

“clearwinged wasp-like fly,” which lays

peach-border-eggs days, nights and Sundays
in this neighborhood, has an epicure’s delight

in the sappy thickened bark of budded trees

at the point of union—I have raised some
good fruits, first and last, when all the budded
trees of the vicinity died.

Generally, the fourth summer after ger-

mination sees two or three fruits on a seedling

peach tree and shows whether the tree is a

good one or not. Some trees bear their third

summer if never transplanted. Crawfords
in particular give a high average tree from
seed and bear young. I have a row raised

from pits of the best fruits of a basket of

Georgia early peaches which are tender and
freeze back badly. Two of the same lot in

sheltered situations are large young trees and
full of fruit buds last spring.

The trees in favored positions l had to
cut back because in the rainy weather we had
in 1911, they bent over a path and showered
passers by unduly. The side of those trees

toward the path in 1912 was full of fruit buds
and the undipped side had few or none.

I had no more than noticed this oddity
when I received a Penna. State Bulletin on
orchard work in which Prof. H. G. Surface,
the State Entomologist, well known as a prac-
tical authority on fruit growing, announces
as a certainty that young stone fruits can be
put into bearing young by end-pruning of
twigs in August and September.

—

E. S. John-
son, Pennsylvania.

The Sweet Bough Apple.—When I was a
little boy my mother used to tell me not to
eat any green apples when I went to visit my
little playmates. She said sour and green
apples would make me sick. On at least one
occasion I was disobedient to the extent that
when I returned Mother after poking my
abdomen with her forefinger exclaimed, “Oh!
tight as a drum!” I don’t remember whether
or not I was spanked but I do remember that
I have not yet felt the ill effects of those Sweet
Bough apples. It is my belief that if more
of this old time favorite apple were planted
in home orchards anxious mothers would
find it a boon in the way I have suggested.
1 he variety is one of the most luscious, deli-

cious “scrumptious,” “ spluschious” of all

our early apples. No sweet variety with
which I am acquainted compares with it.

After you have eaten one in its prime condi-
tion you will not wonder at my mother’s ex-
clamation!

—

M. G. Kains, New York.

THE MONTH’S REMINDER
GETTING SEEDS STARTED FOR AN EARLY GARDEN THIS YEAR

THOUGH the outdoors may look

still far from inviting it is in reality

only a few days before all the outside

work will be coming along with a

rush. March will be here before you know
it. Wherever there are fruits and shrubs

there should be work enough to keep the

gardener busy for every hour of pleasant

weather he can get out-doors between now
and digging time. If you still have planning

to do,—and there is no danger of doing it too

carefully and thoroughly—save it for evenings

and stormy days.

Make a list of the things to be done, other-

wise you are likely to find yourself using as

much time in looking about for work and
trying to decide what to do next, when you do
get a chance, as in actually doing the work.

DO SPRING CLEANING NOW

A GENERAL shakeup of the greenhouse
plants can be undertaken now, taking

stock, and discarding poor plants. 1 he real

rush season is still a few weeks away, hut it is

high
.
time to get everything in readiness.

Make all the spare room you can for trans-

planting, repotting and potting up. Don’t

bother with poor looking weak plants. 1 hey
may be of some value, but probably not as

much as the other things you can grow in the

space they occupy.
Clean out the space in which you intend

to start your cuttings and seedlings. It is

best to remove every bit of soil, sand and
anything moveable. Then give a thorough
spraying with extra strong bordeaux mixture
and nicotine sulphate combined, and after

that has dried, white-wash the wood before

putting in the new soil and sand. These
precautions will take very little time if you
once get at them in earnest, and may save

dozens of seedlings. It will pay well to steril-

ize the soil to be used in starting seeds.

Killing the weed seeds alone will pay for the

trouble. If you need but a small amount
of soil it may be easily “baked” on the top of

the furnace or heater when you have a good
hot fire going, or turn a jet of live steam into

a covered box half full of loose soil.

SOIL FOR SEEDLINGS

A/IIX up now the soil for your “flats”

and pots for spring work. Sift it—add
a little bone flour—and if it is dry, water it

thoroughly, and put it away in a barrel or a

bin. It will then be in ideal condition when
you are ready to use it, giving quicker results

than soil prepared at the time of using.

Get ready “flats” and pots. Saw up all

the flats you will want—and then some more
for one always needs more than at first esti-

mated. Old pots should be allowed to soak a

day or two in water; and then scrubbed inside

and out with sand and an old stiff brush.

Before the end of this month finish all

needed repairs on old sash, and the glazing

and painting of new ones which may be

wanted for this spring. This annual job is

a messy one at the best. Get at it and finish

it up as soon as possible. If you have not

used it before, this spring try some of the

“liquid putty” for repairing—easier to put

on and stays plastic under the hard skin

forming on the surface.

HAVE YOU ENOUGH FRAMES?

'T'HREE out of five gardeners struggle -

-* along with fewer sash than they could

advantageously use. With the new style

double glazed sash you get many of the ad-

vantages of a hotbed without the trouble and
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the expense. Plants can be put out—or

vegetables sown or planted in them for extra

early results some two weeks earlier than they

can under an ordinary single glass sash, and

they will require a great deal less time:—no

mats and shutters to be put on at night or on

stormy days, and the plants get all the sun-

shine there is and show their appreciation of it

in extra rapid development.

All frames which have not been in use

during the winter should hafu the sash put on

now so that the ground can be getting warmed.
If the soil has been protected by a mulch,

remove it before putting on the sash, as leav-

ing it would keep the soil cold.

Begin work on the hotbeds by the

end of the month, so that they will be ready

for the first planting of seed. As soon as

possible get the manure for the heating ma-
terial as it must be allowed to heat with

repeated turnings, for several days before it is

placed in the frames. Get short, compara-

tively fresh manure from the horse stable.

As soon as it is decomposing through and

through put it into the frame, a six or eight

inch layer at a time—thoroughly treading

down, to a depth of 18 inches or so, according

to conditions—more in very cold climates

or early in the month. Cover this with from

four to six inches of soil and do not plant

anything until a thermometer in the frame

shows that the heat has decreased to eighty-

five or eighty degrees.

MEETING AN EMERGENCY

EVEN if you have no equipment, and want
a hotbed this spring, you can have it.

Order at once a frame and sash. Then get the

manure, and as soon as it is actively heating,

pack it in a long low pile, two to three feet

deep and from eight to nine feet wide, and of

sufficient length to tak« the frame, which on

arrival is placed in position and banked up

on the outside with manure or with leaves.

Even frozen lumps of soil will thaw out very

quickly over the hot manure and you can

have a large part of your garden several weeks

before you would if it was planted outside.

SPARE THE SWITCH AND SPOIL THE TREE

W ITH a good pair of pruning shears and

a sharp saw, it is a real pleasure rather

than a nuisance to prune up the fruit trees, etc.

With dull tools, however, it is anything but

pleasant.

Look up the December Reminder and other

spraying information which you can easily

find by referring to the index of your back
numbers of the Garden Magazine. Do
not let this month go by without getting

all dormant pruning well under way, if not

entirely finished. It will be much harder

for you to find time to do it next month.
There will be many afternoons this month,

when the thermometer will be comfortably

above freezing and the wind is not blowing,

when you should get your second application

of spray on the trees. With the prepared

sprays which one can get now ready to use by
simply diluting with water, there is no excuse

for not getting this work done.

AIDS TO HURRY-UP

IJ AVE you tried out yet the many practical
-*• accelerators for the outdoor garden

which have come into use during the last few
years? For instance: paper pots and dirt bands.
The former are merely pieces of cheap tough
paper of such a shape that when folded

over a block and held in place by a single

tack, they make very good pots. For start-

ing plants for the vegetable garden, and
for many flowers, they are better than clay

pots. Their greatest advantage is the fact

that they do not dry out quickly, and good
results can be had without expert management.
Further, they hold a good deal more soil

than clay pots of the same size, growing
stronger plants; and the plant is less disturbed

in the process of transplanting. 1 hey are

especially valuable for starting melons, lima

beans, sweet corn, etc., which cannot be

handled in the ordinary way; and also for

growing extra strong tomatoes, peppers, and
egg plants. If you want to get cabbage

—

cauliflower, and lettuce earlier than you ever

have had them before, get the small size

—

two or three inch—pots or bands for these

plants. A still more ingenious device is a

take-down flat with cheap paper partitions

or “fillers” which give pot plants without
the trouble of handling individual pots. For
planting outdoors, either in the vegetable or

the flower garden, and for starting hills or

DO THIS MONTH
Send your orders as soon as possible.
Start early vegetable seeds.
Start flower seeds for fall and winter plants.
Start cuttings for spring plants.
Make flats and seed boxes.
Clean old pots and order new ones.
Hare a general cleaning of the greenhouse.
Continue dormant or winter pruning.
Continue winter spraying.
Go over stored vegetables and fruits.

Go over roots and dormant bulbs.
Order new frames and sash that may be needed.
Make up the hotbeds, or get everything in readiness

for making them early next month.

PLANT THIS MONTH
Vegetables Inside; for forcing from seed, toma-
toes, cucumbers, melons, cauliflower.

To transplant later: beans, carrots, radish, spinach,
where they are to mature.
From roots: asparagus, rhubarb, sea kale, and

French endive, or Witloof chicory.
In frames: lettuce, beets, cauliflower, carrots,

with radishes interplanted.
Inside for plants: cabbage, lettuce, beets, and

Spanish onions. Toward th&end of the month:—

-

Cauliflower, tomatoes and celery for extra early
plants.
Flowers; for next fall and winter: Asparagus,
Begonias, Cineraria, Cyclamen, Fuchsias, Gloxinias,
Smilax.

For plants for spring setting: Ageratum, Alyssum,
Antirrhinum, Begonia (free flowering), Beilis,

Canna, Chrysanthemum, Coleus, Dahlia, Shasta
Daisy, Dianthus, Forget-me-not, Gladiolus (Colvil-

lei varieties), ornamental Grasses, Heliotrope, Holly-
hocks, Lobelia. Moonflower, Nymphea zanzi-
barensis. Pansies, Petunia, Phlox, Pyrethrum,
Salvia, Verbena, Vinca.
Bulbs; for inside: Gladiolus, Amaryllis, Calla.
Bulbs and Tubers; toward the end of the month:
Canna, Dahlia, Calla, Oxalis.

rows of plants, there are various “protectors"

and “forcers” which enable one to plant in the

open a week or two earlier, and which with

care can be used for years, so the cost is very

little. Most of these things are not mere
“novelties,” but are really practical and help-

ful. It will cost you but a few cents to make
yourself familiar with the different types, and
you will find yourself well repaid by trying

out a few this spring.

GROWING STRONG PLANTS

CUCCESS in' starting plants for setting
^ out later depends largely on getting a

quick, strong germination. It conditions. are

such that the sprouting seedlings have a life

and death struggle to get above the soil, it

will take them a week or two longer than it

should to be ready to transplant, and they
never make first class plants. If you have
had trouble in starting plants in the past,

the chances are that the fault lies with you
and not with the seedsman—your own opinion

to the contrary notwithstanding. An occa-

sional failure may be due to poor seeds, but
that is by all means the exception and not the
rule.

WHY SOME SEEDS FAIL

T TNSUITABLE soil is probably the most^ general cause of failure in starting seeds.

Average garden soil is not adapted to the
starting of seeds without some “altering.”

Here are the most obvious remedies for

poor soils:

I. Humus and Sand: To each shovelful of
garden soil, add from one to two shovelfuls

of commercial humus or of cocoanut fibre.

If you live where you can obtain leaf-mold,

chip-dirt, or tree-punk, any one of these may
be used as a substitute for the humus. Leaf
mold, the decayed accumulation of years of

falling leaves, can be gathered in any woods;
chip-dirt you can find where wood has been
sawed or kept for a number of years, and the
saw7dust and small particles have rotted and
mixed with the soil; “punk” can be obtained
from the decayed stumps of old apple or forest

trees.

If the soil is of the clay type, add sufficient

sand to “cut” it before mixing with the

other materials. The result will be a porous,

fluffy, very light material that will hold mois-
ture a long while and will not pack or form a

crust through which the developing seedling

could not easily push its way.

,
The soil is usually kept too wet when the

seeds are first put in, and not moist enough
while they are coming up. I he surface of the

flat or pan is frequently packed down by
repeated waterings until it crusts or cakes.

II. Drainage: Put a layer of drainage ma-
terial in the bottom of each flat or seed pan,

then fill in with soil nearly to the top; water
thoroughly until the soil will take no more and
allow it to stand until the surface has had a

chance to dry out enough so as not to be

sticky when you plant. After planting, cover

each flat or pan with a piece of glass which
does not fit on tightly. This actually makes a

miniature greenhouse, keeping the surface of

the soil and the air just above it moist, while

admitting air. As soon as the surface shows
the first sign of drying off after planting,

water again with a syringe or a very fine

spray. If the soil is properly prepared most

seeds will have germinated before another water-

ing will have been required.

III. Depth of planting. Don’t bury seeds

beyond chance of resurrection! For medium
sized vegetable and flower seeds, such as

cabbage, lettuce, tomatoes, celery, asters,

and zinnias about j inch; small flower seeds

should be merely pressed into the soil and
covered with a mere sprinkling of humus or

leaf mold, without soil added.

IV. How warm? Give plenty of heat until

the seedlings are well started— it takes more
to get them started than to keep them going!

Give the hardier things, such as cabbage, let-

tuce, beets, Asters, Verbenas, and Snap-
dragons, fifty to sixty degrees; and the

tenderer ones, like tomatoes, egg plants,

Heliotrope and Salvias, sixty to seventy de-

grees. Light is not necessary until after

the seeds sprout. You can put them on the

pipes under the benches or in any warm
corner

—

but remove to full light as soon as

they have sprouted, or you may ruin the

whole planting by a day’s neglect. 1 he

more light you can give, and the nearer you
can get them to the glass for the few weeks
after sprouting, until they are big enough to

transplant, the better. Also give plenty of

water and plenty of fresh air.



Easily Grown Perennials That Flower Quickly
From Seed. G

[Editor’s Note:— This article is presented as a companion to the one on Annuals From Seed in the January issue. It is a reliable guide to

varieties as well as to kinds, and is prepared by a grower of exceptional experience .]

A LARGE herbaceous border may
be made in a single season by start-

ing early in the year with seeds,

and there is the further advantage
that so many kinds are easily available and
will grow on any soil of average quality.

There is a subtle something in the perennial

border with its irregular lines and differences

in height of plants which appeals to everyone.

Then there is the constant change in color

from week to week throughout the season,

from early spring until severe frost, due to

the variety of subjects used, so that all formal

effects are eliminated. As one kind passes its

flowering season, something new is just un-

folding its flower buds to add fresh beauty
to the border. Of course, it is true some
varieties only bloom for a limited period,

yet with few exceptions they retain their bright

attractive foliage throughout the season,

while many of the early summer flowering

subjects will bloom again in the fall provided

the old flower stems are cut back to the ground
level and not allowed to form
seed. Another important point

is chat the plants increase in

beauty year by year. Some
people entertain a prejudice

against raising perennials from
seed because of the common be-

lief that the plants will not bloom

,
until the second year. That is

true, indeed, to a large degree,

but the majority of those named
in this article will flower the

first season if started early in heat

and, indeed, will flower even
from outdoor sowings made in

the spring. All the same, I ad-

vocate sowing in a hotbed or cold-

frame, or even a sunny window, as the seed
pans are then more likely to get the necessary
care and so ensure a perfect stand of seedlings,

besides furnishing earlier bloom. If a heated
greenhouse frame or window is available,

get the seed sown early in March, but if the
frame is not heated, better delay operations
until later in March. Though it is more
convenient to work in a greenhouse and the
seedlings are more easily handled there, yet
seeds generally germinate more readily and
more evenly in a hotbed, where the air is

more moist and therefore more congenial in

every way, than when grown in the rather
dry atmosphere of a greenhouse. Appended
are a few suggested collections selected to

serve definite purposes—and any one of
which can be purchased (as seed) for a

dollar or so. The reader who wishes for

more detailed instructions on the raising of

the seedlings will find the information
elsewhere in this issue of The Garden
Magazine.

Guide to the Best Kinds

IT IS quite important to use the following
Index in connection with the accompanying

tables in making up the seed order. In
the latter the popular name is given prefer-
ence, while this list is arranged alphabetically
by the technical name; thus the two cross-
index each other.

Achillea ptarmica (Pearl Flower). Useful
for cutting. Dense clusters of pure white
double flowers. Plant spreads rapidly. This
is a doubled flower form of the common
Sneezewort.
Agrostemma Coronaria (Mullein Pink).

Beautiful silvery foliage, flowers continuously
if not allowed to set seed. Var. atrosanguinea
has very dark color.

Althaea rosea (Hollyhock). Sown early in

heat, the single Hollyhock will flower freely

the first season. Alleghany type has finely

fringed flowers.

Alyssum saxatile (Gold Dust).
Almost indispensable in its group
of rockery or edging plants. It

grows anywhere.
Anchusa italica (Alkanet).

The variety Dropmore is the best

known and is a great improve-
ment on the old Alkanet and
ranks as one of our best peren-
nials. The immense flower heads
are very striking. Color rich

gentian blue. Opal is paler blue.

Aquilegia (Columbine). Sow
the Long-Spurred strain which
is by far the finest. Colors range
from white and yellow to bright

red and chocolate.

DWARF GROWING PERENNIALS FOR EDGING OR ROCK WORK

This is a most interesting list, with the exception of Dianthus plumarius they are not suitable
for cutting, yet in their season the plants become perfect masses of dainty flowers, and, in rock
work, form charming pictures. One packet of each should produce plants sufficient for a Rockery
of 125 square feet, or plants for edging, 300 to 400 feet of border.

POPULAR NAME TECHNICAL NAME
DISTANCE

APART
INCHES HEIGHT

INCHES

FLOWERING
SEASON

COLOR

Snow in Summer Cerastium tomentosum 12 6 May-Julv White
Soapwort Saponaria ocymoides 9 9 May-Aug. Crimson
Pink Dianthus plumarius 12 12 June-Aug. Various
Kenilworth Ivv Linaria Cvmbalaria 9 4 June-Oct. Pink
Tunica Tunica saxifraga 9 9 June-Nov. Blush
Gold Dust Alyssum saxatile 6 9 May Yellow
Sandwort Arenaria montana 9 6 May-July White
Bluebell Campanula carpatica 9 9 June-Aug. Blue white
Rockcress Arabis alpina 9 9 March-May White
Candytuft Iberis sempervirens 9 9 March-June White

PERENNIALS FOR CUTTING AND CONTINUOUS FLOWERING

When throughly established and given ordinary care these ten kinds will give flowers for cutting

over a long season, the majority blooming from early summer until fall. One packet of seed of
each will give sufficient plants for a border 30 x 5 ft.

POPULAR NAME TECHNICAL NAME
DISTANCE

APART
INCHES

HEIGHT
INCHES

FLOWERING
SEASON

COLOR

Mullein Pink Agrostemma Coronaria 15 18 June-Sept. Crimson
Calliopsis Coreopsis grandiflora 18 24 June-Oct. Yellow
Larkspur Delphinium Belladonna 18 36-60 July-Oct. Blue
Valerian Centranthus ruber 12 18 July-Nov. Various
Blanket Flower Gaillardia grandiflora 12 18 July-Oct. Y ellow and red

Rose Mallow Hibiscus Moscheutos 18 60 June-Sept. Various
Pearl Flower Achillea ptarmica 18 24 Mav-Oct. White
Shasta Daisy Chrysanthemum maximum 18 24 May-Nov. White
Iceland Poppy Papaver nudicaule 9 12 June-Nov. Whiteorange, yellow
Fleabane Erigeron speciosus 12 30 May-Nov. Lavender

AN ALTERNATIVE COLLECTION FOR LONG SEASON BLOOM

These :welve kinds costing One Dollar, are, with the exception of Linum and Hollyhock, first-

class cutting sorts flowering continuously until frost. One seed packet of each will be sufficient

for a bed 35 x 5 ft.

POPULAR NAME TECHNICAL NAME
DISTANCE

APART
INCHES

H w>

X w
O X— O
X 2

FLOWERING
SEASON

COLOR

Devil’s Bit Scabiosa caucasica 12 18 June-Oct. Lilac-blue

Sweet Sultan Centaurea dealbata 18 30 June-Sept. Rose
Thrift Armeria latifolia 9 18 luly-Sept. Rose
Cone Flower Rudbeckia speciosa 12 24 July-Sept. Yellow
Beard-tongue Pentstemon harbatus 12 24 lune-Oct. Red
Maltese Cross Lychnis chalcedonica 12 30 July-Oct. Scarlet

Flax Linum perenne 12 18 lune-Sept Blue
Giant Bellflower Platycodon grandiflorum 12 24 [uly-Oct. White and blue
Lupin Lupinus polphyllus 15 48 lune-Sept. Various
Red-hot poker I ntoma uvaria 18 30-48 luly-Nov. Red and orange
Avens Geum coccinium 12 18 May-Aug. Red
Hollyhock Althaea rosea 24 70-90 July-Oct. Various

EARLY BLOOMING PERENNIALS

For flowers in late spring and early summer, the following are all useful for cutting, and one
packet each of the eleven kinds can be had for One Dollar, and will produce sufficient" plants for

a bed 30 x 5 ft.

POPULAR NAME TECHNICAL NAME
DISTANCE

APART
INCHES HEIGHT

INCHES

FLOWERING
SEASON

COLOR

Alkanet Anchusa italica 18 48 June Blue
Columbine Aquilegia 18 36 May-Sept. Various
Pyrethrum Chrysanthemum coccineum 12 30 fune-July Various
Wall Flower Cheiranthus Allioni 9 12 June-Aug. Yellow
Meadow Rue Thalictrum 12 30 May-Aug. Cream
Sweet Rocket Hesperis matronalis 12 24 July-Aug. Purple and White
Babv Breath Gypsophila paniculata 12 30 June-July White
Sea Hollv Eryngium giganteum 12 36 July-Sept. Silvery blue
Speedwell Veronica spicata 18 24 June-Aug. Various
Sweet Sultan Centaurea montana 18 24 May-Aug. Blue
Catchfly Lychnis Haageana 12 IS June Scarlet

FOR LATE SUMMER AND FALL BLOOM

Every garden should have large plantings of the Early Flowering Chrysanthemum. They
continue flowering after Dahlias and other flowers are cut oft' by early frost. One packet of

each of these ten kinds should plant a bed 30 x 5 ft.

POPULAR NAME TECHNICAL NAME
DISTANCE

APART
INCHES

HEIGHT
INCHES

FLOWERING
SEASON

COLOR

Horned Poppy Glaucium luteum 18 18 fune-Oct. Orange
Purple Cone Flower Echinacea purpurea 12 36 July-Oct. Reddish purple

Stokes’ Aster Stokesia cyanea 9 12 luly-Nov. Blue

Heliopsis Heliopsis scabra 12 30 July-Nov. Yellow

Loosestrife Lythrum Salicaria 12 60 luly-Sept. Rose
Chrysanthemum Chrysanthemum 18 36 Aug.-Nov. Various

Snakeroot Eupatorium Fraseri 12 36 Aug.-Oct. White
Sneezewort Helenium autumnale 12 60 lune-Oct. Yellow

Plume Poppy Bocconia cordata 18 72 July-Sept. Buff

Globe Thistle Echinopa sphaerocephalus 18 72 July-Sept. Blue

18
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The Pearl Achillea; white flowers, plant Rudbeckia speciosa or Newmanni. Yel- The Valerian, Centranthus ruber; flowers Iceland Poppy, Papaver nudicaule; flowers red.

spreads rapidly low Cone Flower pink or white yellow, white

Arabis albida (Rock Cress). Arabis albida

is better than alpina, having larger flowers.

Double forms of both to be had in plants.

One of our earliest flowers, and on account of

its precocity should be planted extensively.

Arenaria montana (Sandwort). A beautiful

little alpine producing masses of charming
white single flowers in sunshine.

Armeria latifolia (Thrift). Forms dense
tufts of foliage. Flowers borne on long stems
well above the leaves. The form known as

A. formosa is the most popular and best for

garden use.

Bocconia cordata (Plume Poppy). A stately

plant for the back of the border or as speci-

mens on the lawn. Very free-growing and
must be restrained.

Campanula carpatica (Carpathian Harebell).

The plant forms dense tufts above which rise

the clear porcelain blue flowers. Var. alba

has white flowers, but otherwise similar.

Centaurea (Sweet Sultan). My favorite

perennial of the Corn
Flower type is dealbata

which lasts well when cut.

C. montana is a perennial

Cornflower much grown for

cutting.

Centranthus ruber (Val-

erian). Ruber has bright

rose-red flowers varying to

pink. Var. alba is white,

easily raised.

Cerastium tomentosum
(Snow in Summer). As a

silvery-gray border plant

this old-fashioned favorite

is stdl without a peer.

Cheiranthus Allioni (Wall

Flower). Better fitted to

American gardens than the

true Wall Flower from
which it differs in having
yellow instead of brown
flowers. A supposed hybrid
and sometimes biennial.

Chrysanthemum. The single forms of the
common hardy chrysanthemums are easily

raised from seed and will flower the first year;

they have been selected to light colors and
are effective for decoration. Shasta Daisy
(C. maximum, var.) is offered in several single

and double forms which vary much from seed.

C. coccineum (Pyrethrum) is a charming hardy
plant, producing large daisy-like flowers in a

wide range of colors from white to crimson.
Particularly suited to a rich soil.

Coreopsis grandiflora (Calliopsis). One of
our best hardy perennials. Fine for cutting.

Most prolific in bloom. Self sows.

Delphinium (Larkspur). The finest form
for cutting is Belladonna. From seed the
colors vary from light to dark blue.

Dianthus plumarius (Pheasant-eye Pink).

Deliciously fragrant, and most profuse bloom-
ing. It is most at home where it can ramble
over rocks and spread without interference.

D. deltoides grows nine inches high and has

rose-colored flowers, smaller.

Echinacea purpurea (Purple Cone Flower).

A very showy and strong growing plant, use-

ful alike for cutting and border decoration.

Gives an unusual color in its season.

Echinops sphaerocephalus (Globe Thistle).

A stately border plant, with blue flower heads
which change to white with age.

Erigeron speciosus (Fleabane). Sometimes
catalogued as Stenactis. Several varieties.

Grandiflorus has larger daisy-like flowers and

deeper color than the type. The flowers sug-

gest the native Asters, but come earlier.

Eryngium giganteum (Sea Holly). Hand-
some thistle-like foliage, and very striking

when in flower, the whole plant having a

metallic blue lustre. The flower heads can be

dried for winter decoration.

Eupatorium Fraseri (Snakeroot). Resem-
bling the Perennial Ageratum. I here is also

a fine lavender kind, coelestinum. The form
known as Fraseri (suited to poor sandy soils,)

is E. aromaticum melissoides much like the
white Snakeroot common in woods.

Gaillardia grandiflora (Blanket flower).

One of the best twelve perennials. Unsur-
passed for cutting, as it blooms continuously
in any soil.

Geum (Avens). Mrs. Bradshaw is a fine

double flowered variety of the “Avens.” Ex-
cellent for rock garden or in front of border.
In full sunlight plants resemble the Straw-
berry. G. miniatum is smaller, and a supposed
hybrid. In catalogues as G. coccineum, but
really G. Chiloense.

Glaucium luteum (Horned Poppy). Attrac-
tive glaucous foliage, large orange-yellow
poppy-like flowers.

Gypsophila paniculata (Baby Breath). Also
known as the Gauze Flower. Much used in

association with other flowers to give airiness.

1 here is also a double flowered form of which
a small percentage only comes true from seed.

Helenium autumnale (Sneezewort). This is

one of the very best late

flowering yellow perennials.

Improved varieties in

darker colors including red-

brown, can be had in plants;

do not come true from seed.

Heliopsis scabra (Heli-

opsis). Resembles the Sun-
flower. The double yellow

flowers of var. zinniaeflora

are of much value for cut-

ting.

Hesperis (Sweet Rocket).

An old sweet scented favor-

ite that delights in heavy
soil. One of the real typical

old-fashioned flowers.

Hibiscus (Rose Mallow).
The immense flowers are

either white, rose or crim-

son colored. Fine for back
of border or as specimens.

Starts growth late. Many
garden forms are offered.

All desirable.

Iberis sempervirens (Candytuft). Perennial

Candytuft is much like the annual but per-

sists. An extremely free-flowering ever-green.

Linaria Cymbalaria (Kenilworth Ivy). Self

sows freely. Suited to moist partially shaded

site. Behaves as an annual because frost

kills it, but comes up from seed. Continuous
bloomer.

Linum perenne (Flax). The plant makes a

slender growth, carrying its flowers in grace-

1‘lutne Poppy, Bocconia cordata; tall New Perpetual Tritoma, The Globe Thistles are blue colored
growing plant for background flowers first year throughout plant and flower
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Hibiscus with immense (lowers of white. Single early flowering Chrysan- Centaurea dealbata, a form of Sweet Sul-
rose or crimson. Starts late themum Quite hardy tan that lasts when cut

ful suspension. One
of the best low-grow-
ing, blue flowers.

Lupinus polyphyllus

(Lupin). Flowers pro-

duced on long ra-

cemes. Handsome foli-

age. Colors blue, white
and rose, offered in

many strains. The
Lupins succeed best on
soils not over manured,
and well drained.

Lychnis chalcedonica

(Maltese Cross). An
old garden favorite of

intense scarlet color

which is sometimes called Scarlet Lightning.

The most brilliant flower of its season. Of the
many Catchflies with large flowers, L. Haag-
eana is the best. Flowers nearly two inches

across. Sometimes not quite hardy.
Lythrum Salicaria (Loosestrife). A strong

growing and effective border plant. Var.

roseum superbum is larger flowered, more
robust, better color, and later blooming.

Papaver nudicaule (Iceland Poppy). Flow-
ers continuously all summer, and is best sown
where it is to bloom. A good fore-ground

plant on well-drained soils.

Pentstemon barhatus (Beard Tongue). Long
graceful spikes of bright red flowers, re-

sembling minute Gloxinias. \ ery graceful.

Platycodon grandiflorum (Giant Bellflower)

The Japanese Bellflower or balloon flower.

May be had in two colors only. Splendid

border plants, starting growth late in spring.

Rudbeckia speciosa (Cone Flower). This is

one of the finest Cone Flowers. The rich

orange-yellow daisy-like flowers are of great

value for cutting. R. Newmanni is another
name for this.

Saponaria ocymoides (Rock Soapwort). As
a ground cover for open sunny sites this is a

favorite. It makes a large tuft.

Scabiosa caucasica (Devil’s Bit). A peren-

nial that flowers the first year from seed. It

is like a large doubled-flower daisy on long,

arching stems. It has great range of color.

Var. alba is white,
foliage is glaucus oi

whitish, giving a gray
tone to border. Popu-
lar name comes from
abruptly terminated or

“bit off” root.

Stokesia cyanea
(Stokes’ Aster). The
large handsome blooms
are borne in great pro-

fusion once the plants

are established.

Thalictrum (Meadow
Rue). Very useful in

the border because of

its fern-like foliage.

Plant looks fragile and sensitive, but it is

really quite rugged. T. aquilegifolium , some-
times called Feathered Columbine, is one of

the best.

Tritoma, (Red-hot Poker). A new strain of

the Red-hot Poker (also in catalogues as

Knipkofia ) is the New Perpetual Flowering.

The advantage of this type is that plants can
be had in flower the first season from seed
sown early in heat.

Tunica saxifraga (Tunica). A spreading

tuft. For summer and fall flower. There is

a doubled flower form.

Veronica spicata (Speedwell). Thrives in

an open border away from shade and flowers

well into autumn.

Getting an Early Start Indoors, w.c.mccollom

FEBRUARY AN EFFECTIVE MONTH IN STARTING SEEDS AND CUTTINGS FOR THIS YEAR’S GARDEN. FORCING FOR
EASTER FLOWER.

THE gardener who lets slip by the

opportunities of the next few weeks
can never catch up with himself

till the fall. It is indeed now or

never that we have the chance of pushing

ahead indoors with the things that will be

wanted outside as soon as the season opens.

Bv “indoors” I mean any arrangement that

will offset the normal cold outdoors, and it

may be a greenhouse, or a frame, or even

the inside of a dwelling house window, so

long as the temperature can be had and the

air is not too dry. And remember that when
temperature is named the minimum night

degree is indicated; ten degrees higher in sun-

shine is the normal condition during the day.

Most dwelling houses show a greater range of

degree and the householder who essays starting

seeds in the living rooms must give attention

to the night temperature, as well as seeing

that there is proper light and sunshine. All

the vegetables and flowers mentioned below

can be started in a hotbed now (February) and

will surely give you a garden weeks before you

would have it by sowing the seeds in the open.

A hotbed can be purchased for about ten dol-

lars and is well worth the money.
February should be one of the busiest of all

months in the indoors, and the work to be done

is of a critical nature, since the season’s success

in the garden depends very largely upon the

way this work is performed: early vegetables

can be sown, cuttings of bedding plants

struck, cuttings of indoor decorative plants

such as Crotons, Pandanus, Dracenas, etc.,

rooted; in brief, this month marks the be-

ginning of the garden year, and too much

emphasis cannot be placed upon the advis-

ability of an early start.

MAKING THE SEEDBED RIGHT

WHEN sowing seeds get the habit of doing

it right; it is just as easy as the wrong
way and will prevent needless losses by “damp-
ing off.” Place some drainage in the bottom
of the seed box or pan (say about I inch of

broken crocks or cinders), place some moss
over this to prevent the soil running through

and clogging the openings, then place about

I inch of rough soil on top and make firm,

and never have a seed box loose and porous.

Level off by sifting about jinch of soil on top

and press gently with a seed tamp. Seed

can now be sown and pressed into contact

with the soil, and finally cover evenly by
holding a sieve above the flat and sifting on

some fine soil. Water with a fine rose or let

water soak up from the bottom and label at

once. Always label .every pan carefully

with the name of the plant, date of sowing,

and any other information that may be use-

ful later on.

SEED FOR THE FLOWER GARDRN

NEARLY all the garden annuals can be

sown the latter part of the month; but

remember that the trouble with sowing seed

early is that the little plants are usually grown
too warm and get soft. Early sowing is ad-

visable if you have a cool house to bring them
along in, and you get a much stronger plant

if it is grown along slowly. Another point

is thin-sowing, and just as soon as the plant-

lets are large enough to handle dibble them

into boxes, or a frame; Ageratum, Amaran-
thus, Salvia, Stock, Petunia, Verbena, Lobelia,

Gaillardia, Carnations, Asters, etc., can all be

sown now.
Better make a resolution now that you will

have some really good Sweet Peas this year,

and try out the pot method: sow the seed in

2-inch pots, one seed to a pot, and when large

enough transplant into 4-inch pots, these

young plants must be grown very cool, not

.more than 45 degrees nights. A frame which
has a heating coil just enough to keep the

frost out makes an ideal place for Sweet Peas,

they can then be carried along in such a

place until it is safe to set them out. You
may think this a lot of work, but you will soon

be convinced if you try it once that it is well

worth the effort.

And among greenhouse plants. Cyclamen,
Primula, single Chrysanthemum, Antirrhinum,
tuberous Begonia, and Gloxinias need sowing
this month.
Water lilies for the pond are to be had if a

start is made now. It is quite interesting

work to raise these plants from seed, and is

not out of the reach of anyone with the small-

est greenhouse. Sow the seed the same as

you would any other plant and immerse the

pan so the water is flush with the soil, when
t^>e young plants are large enough to handle,

pot them up and keep them repotted as re-

quired until they are in a 4-inch pot- from

which they can be planted into tubs. Always
keep the pots submerged, and when the seed-

lings are planted in tubs use a good rich soil,

about one-third leaf mold, and water fre-

quently several times a day.
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Increase the length of stem on forced bulbs by putting
the young plants under the bench, away from light when
about an inch long

and repotted in fresh soil. Use a light sandy
compost to encourage root action and keep
the soil rather on the dry side until root action

has started. Excepting with Amaryllis it

is advisable to start these plants in small pots

giving them a shift into a larger pot later on,

and where possible it is a good practice to

start the bulbs in small batches to continue

the flowering season as long as possible.

MAKING PLANTS FROM CUTTINGS

A LL the ornamental Begonias can be

raised easily from leaf cuttings and a

good leaf will furnish half a dozen plants or

more, by simply making a small in-

cision across the vein of the leaf which
is then buried lightly in sand. It is

difficult to get large sized shoots for

cuttings of the flowering types of Be-

gonia but short cuttings, stuck in

sand, root readily and are just as good
as the larger ones in the final result.

Cuttings of greenhouse plants to be

started now, include Bouvardia, Poin-

settias, Marguerite Daisies, Abutilons,

Allamanda, Stephanotis, Fuchsias,

Stevia, Chorizema, Gardenia, in fact

practically all greenhouse plants that

can be propagated by cuttings can be started at

this time; and do not neglect an early start

with Coleus, Geraniums, Achyranthus, etc.,

for bedding work; an early start means plenty

of good sized healthy plants when bedding out
time arrives. Young runners of Ferns potted up
now and kept growing during summer will be a

good size in fall for all kinds of decorative work.

tpASTER day this year falls on April 8th,

and there is ample time to get plants
well developed for that time. “Hard
wooded” forcing plants that are needed can
be started now. It is better to bring them
along slowly over a longer time rather than
waiting until the last minute and then sub-
jecting them to a very high temperature,
which never gets the best results. Start them
with a night temperature of not more than
50 degrees and gradually work up to 60 degrees
and do not exceed this unless you are actually
forced to in order to have the plants in flower
by Easter. Azalea, Rhododendron, Lilac,

climbing Roses, hybrid perpetual Roses,
Deutzia, Cytissus, Magnolia, Acacia, Genista,
Bougainvillea, etc.; are the most popular
woody plants for Easter decoration.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS

TT IS essential to begin forcing fruit trees
A slowly and if they are placed in a greenhouse
with a night temperature of not more than 50
degrees and kept well sprayed they will soon
show a “break;” they can then be transferred

to a slightly higher temper-
ature. Spray with water freely

until the buds show, when
they are to be kept rather dry.

Seeds sown indoors this month will give

an early start for the outdoor garden

Some of the vegetables that require early

sowing are: celery, onions, lettuce, leek, cauli-

flower, cabbage and tomato, egg plant and
peppers.

NEW LIFE IN OLD PLANTS

A LL plants that have been growing in the

greenhouse and flowering continuously

through the winter start to fade off at this

season of the year unless fed up; and as soot

is onfe of the best plant foods we have for pro-

ducing color, it can be used freely on Roses,

Carnations, Snapdragon, and other flowering

plants, also on cut greens such as Smilax,

Asparagus or Ferns that are “off color”.

Soot can be “scratched into” the benches or

dissolved in water a 12 inch potful to a barrel

of water.

Lilies that are not showing indication of

“budding up” and are wanted for Easter can
be given more heat. I hey will stand plenty

of heat, and just as soon as the buds show give

liquid feeding, using good strong solution of

both cow and sheep manure.
Keep the hardy bulbous plants coming

along in regular rotation by bringing them in

at regular intervals and placing them under the

bench for a few days to give them better

stem, and after forcing, you can save the bulb

for planting out around the grounds, first

ripen them up by storing in a cool frame and
withholding water from them. And don’t

throw away Freesia bulbs but after flowering

place them in a cool greenhouse or cold

frame to ripen; after the tops have died down
the boxes can be dumped and the bulbs picked

out and put away until fall and then forced.

BULBS FOR SUMMER FLOWER

CTART summer flowering bulbous plants^ such as Amaryllis, yellow Calla, tuberous
Begonia, Achimines, Gloxinias, Gesnera, etc.;

these plants should be knocked out of the old

pots and all loose soil shaken from the roots

It you would have
bedding plants —
Geranium, Coleus

—

etc. in abundance,
start propagating
by taking cuttings
in February

Any good varieties of Dahlia that you are
anxious to work up some stock of can be
brought up and started into growth. If put
on the greenhouse bench and covered with a

little sand or ashes they will soon throw out
numerous shoots for propagating.

Make sure now that you have all the Car-
nation cuttings you need, it is usually an easy
matter to get cuttings at this season of the
year and they root very quickly. Keep
the old Carnation plants well disbuded; this

means quite a lot o£work at this time of year,

but you never get good sized flowers if you
neglect this, and where mulching hasn’t

been practised the plants should be fed

copiously with liquid manure.

PLANTS TO FLOWER FOR EASTER



An Expansible Garden Plan with Rose Arbor
ELIZABETH LEONARD STRANG, a±£T

COMPLETE PLANTING PLAN AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR A GARDEN OF SHRUBS AND HERBACEOUS PLANTS WITH
WORKING DRAWINGS FOR A WOOD ROSE ARBOR

[Editor’s Note.— The material presented in this article will be found useful in a variety of ways. It is hardly likely that any reader will

have the identical problem to solve; but on the other hand the several parts of this scheme will be easily adaptable to a great many gardens. Thus the

arbor alone of this plan, may be built, or the herbaceous flower border taken into another situation, and even straightened. So adaptable indeed are the

various parts that we call it an “expansible” plan.]

AN INTERESTING problem evolved
itself from the request for a grape
arbor of attractive design, yet simple
enough for the prospective builder

to erect with his own hands. For in connec-
tion with this there was worked out a simple
planting plan that can in time be developed
into a little formal flower garden.

Close observation, photographs,
and measurements of well-propor-

tioned old Colonial examples around
Salem and Cambridge were of great

assistance in working out the design

for the arbor. The perspective sketches show
its appearance when completed and placed

in its surroundings of shrubbery, and the ac-

companying working drawings show the di-

mensions and method of putting it together.

There follows a list for the lumber, which may
be obtained in the proper sizes and sawed into

the lengths needed. The,
cost of the wood will

vary in different local-

ities. If the finished

arbor is to be painted,

hard pine will suffice

for material. Ifstained,

cypress would be better,

costing somewhat more.

The wood surfaces coming in contact with

the ground should be treated to a coating of

creosote, applied hot. With certain types

of houses white or light gray paint would look

best for the superstructure, contrasting pleas-

antly with the foliage of the encircling hem-
locks. With other houses a stain of dark
brown, green or

weathered gray
would look better,

blending softly into

the background of

shrubs.

The placing of

such an arbor is

most important.

"
"C-
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Select a shady location with a background
of shrubs, screened from the passersby, com-
manding a pleasant outlook, and on the axis

of a prominent door or window of the house.

PLANTING LIST FOR GARDEN AND ARBOR
(The figures are the reference numbers in the plan

shown on facing page.)

TREES AND SHRUBS
PRICE

1 Tsuga canadensis, 6 plants, 3 ft. apart, American
Hemlock, 3 in. high $15.00

2 Magnolia Soulangeana, 1 plant Soulange’s Magno-
lia, 3 ft. high . . . i - 75

3 Malus Ioensis var. Bechtel’s, 1 plant Bechtel’s

double flowering Crab, 3 ft. high 1 .00

4 Cornus florida, 2 plants 6 ft. apart. White Flowering
Dogwood, 6 ft. high 2.00

5 Cornus alternifolia, 11 plants, 4 ft. apart. Alternate-
leaved Dogwood, 5 ft. high 5 -50

6 Tamarix africana, 5 plants, 3 ft. apart, Fall flower-

ing Tamarisk, 2 ft.-3 ft. high 1.00

7 Tamarix gallica, 5 plants, 3 ft. apart. Spring flower-

ing Tamarisk, 2 ft.-3 ft. high 1.00
8 Deutzia Lemoinei, 9 plants, 3 ft. apart. Lemoine’s

Deutzia, 12 in. high 2.25

9 Exochorda grandiflora, 9 plants, 3 ft. apart, Pearl

bush, 3 ft. high 4-50
10 Evonymus alatus, 3 plants, 3 ft. apart, Winged

Evonymus, 2 ft.-3 ft. high 7. 50
11 Forsythia intermedia, 2 plants, 3 ft. apart. Golden

bell, 4 ft. high .80

12 Fothergilla major, 3 plants, 3 ft. apart. Bottle
brush, 4 ft.-5 ft 4 .

50

13 Hamamelis virginiana, 7 plants, 4 ft. apart. Witch
Hazel, 3 ft. high 2.45

14 Philadelphus grandiflorus, 5 plants, 3 ft. apart.

Mock Orange, 5 ft.-6 ft. high 2.50

15 Rose, Harison’s Yellow, 2 plants. Old-fashioned
yellow Rose, 2 years 70

16 Syringa persica var. alba, 6 plants, 3 ft. apart.
White Persian Lilac, 3 ft. high $2.40

17 Syringa vulgaris var. alba grandiflora, 7 plants, 3 ft.

apart, Hybrid white Lilac, 3 ft. high 2.80
18 Syringa vulgaris Madame Lemoine, 2 plants.

Double white Lilac, 4 ft. high 1 .00
19 Spiraea Van Houtteii, 4 plants, 4 ft. apart. Van

Houtte’s Spiraea, 3 ft. high 1.20

HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS

20 Iris Germanica, 12 plants, 12 in. apart, German
Iris, blue or yellow varieties $1.00

21 Iris pallida var. dalmatica, 15 plants, 12 in. apart.
Tall pale blue Iris 1.88

22 Papayer orientale, 9 plants, 12 in. apart, Scarlet
Oriental Poppy .75

23 Paeonia, peony, sulphur white, 7 plants, 18 in.

apart, Duchesse de Nemours, early, Madame
Emilie Lemoine, midseason; Marie Lemoine, very
late 1.75

24 Delphinium Belladonna, 6 plants, 24 in. apart.

Turquoise blue Larkspur .75

25 Phlox paniculata, 8 plants, 12 in. apart, var. James
Bennett, coral red .66

26 Eryngium amethystinum, 3 plants, 12 in. apart.

Sea Holly .45

27 Gypsophila paniculata, 4 plants, 18 in. apart, In-
fant’s Breath 1 .00

28 Statice latifolia, 6 plants, 1 2 in. apart. Sea Lavender .50

29 Chrysanthemum, hardy, 6 plants, 12 in. apart, var.

Golden button .50

PERENNIAL FLOWER SEEDS

30 Arabis albida. Rock Cress, plant 6 in.

apart 1 pkt. $1 . 10

31 Aubretia deltoides. Purple Wall Cress,
plant 6 in. apart 1 pkt. .25

32 Chieranthus Allioni, Orange Wallflower,
plz.nt 6 in. apart 1 pkt. .25

33 Myosotis alpestris Victoria Early dwarf
blue Forget-me-not, plant 6 in. apart . 1 pkt. .10

CoRNeiu
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Showing construction of seat in arbor

34 Anemone sylvestris, Wmdflower, plant 12

in. apart . . . 1 pkt. $.10

35 Primula, yellow, English Primrose, plant

8 in. apart . . 1 pkt. .25

36 Papaver nudicaule, mixed, Iceland Poppy,
plant 8 in. apart ........ 1 pkt. .10

37 Lupinus polyphyllus, white. White Lupin,

12 in. apart 2 pkt. .10

38 Digitalis purpurea var. alba, White Fox-
glove, plant 12 in. apart 3 pkt. . 15

39 Dianthus barbatus, white and mixed,

Sweet William, plant 8 in. apart ... 3 pkt. .15

40 Althaea rosea, double pink. Hollyhock,
plant 12 in. apart 1 pkt. .10

41 Thalictrum adiantifolium, Meadow Rue,
plant 12 in. apart . . I P^t- *5

42 Scabiosa caucasica. Lavender blue Scabius,

plant 8 in. apart I pkt. .15

43 Helenium autumnale superbum, Yellow
Sneezewort, plant 12 in. apart . ... I pkt. .25

44 Aconitum Wilsoni, Late Monkshood, light

blue 1 pkt. .15

BULBS TO BE PLANTED IN FALL

45 Crocus, mammoth yellow, 100 bulbs Si 50

46 Crocus, giant purple, 50 bulbs .88

47 Trumpet Narcissus, Empress, 50 bulbs .... 1 .63

48 Double Narcissus, Van Sion, 25 bulbs .... 1 .00

49 Narcissus poeticus. Poet’s Narcissus, white, 100

bulbs -8o

50 Early yellow Tulip Chrysolora, 50 bulbs ... 75

51 Darwin Tulip Clara Butt, pink, 50 bulbs .... 1.50

52 Darwin Tulip Erguste, violet, 25 bulbs .... 1 00

53 Darwin Tulip Rev. Ewbank, heliotrope, 25 bulbs . 1 12

VINES FOR ARBOR

54 Celastrus scandens, Bittersweet, 2 plants, 3 ft. $ 40

55 Rosa multiflora, trailing Rose, 1 plant, 2 years . . .30

These items grouped are: Trees and shrubs $59 -65 ; Perennial

plants, $9.24; Perennial seeds, $2.35; Bulbs, $10.18; Vines,

$.70; or a total of $82.12 for the whole scheme.

TIMBERS REQUIRED FOR ARBOR

Arch

2

Circular arches, sawn to indicated

radius . . . ..... 3 x 3

2

Circular arches, sawr\ to indicated

radius 2x3^
4 Upright corner posts 3" x 3" x 8' 5

?

'

r

4 Smaller upright posts 2'' x 3" x 5
'

7
&''

4 Upright corner posts 3" x 3" x 8, 5 |”

4 Smaller upright posts 2'' x 3" x 5
’ li

„

14 Slats or cross pieces for roof 1" x 2" x 7'
6"

2 Caps for tops of uprights . . . .
2" x 3''x 5*6''

2 Long sills underground 3" x 3
” x 9

*

8
"

2 Short sills underground 3" x 3" x 5 2

Seat

6 Outside slats at ends across back . l" x 3'' x 5' 6
'

6 Inside slats at ends across back . .
1" x 3" x 5' 1 ''

3 Outside slats across long back of seat . T '
x 3'' x io' 2''

3 Inside slats across long back of seat . i"x 3 "x 9'

2

4 Short upright leg posts, back of long

side 2
# x 3

/#
x 3 ^

2

8 Short upright inside front leg posts .
2" x 3” x 15

'

8 Braces under inside front leg posts .

2" x 3" x 17

1 Plank for long seat boards 2'' x 16'' x 9
,

2
ft

1 Cap for front edge of long seat board .
2" x 3'' x 7,4

2 Planks for side seat board .... 2'' x 16 ' x S
f

1
1/

2 Caps for front edges of side seat boards 2" x 3" x 42
2 Special corner braces, triangular, at

back corner posts, seat back . . .
2'' x 4" x 24”

IO Triangular wedges in seat back . .
2" x 2^x24

2 Seat end upright arm posts . . . 3
** x 3

f/
x 25 i

2 Seat arms 2
/f

x 4
/#

x 23

2 End braces under plank at seat arm .
2" x 2 x 16

4

Slats to hide slanting end of seat at
„
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Having in this particular instance located

the arbor on a line with the rear steps of the
living porch, and under the branches of a

handsome Red Maple, whose trunk came back
of and a little to one side of the centre, instead

of stiffly on the axis, the next consideration

was to create an attractive frame of planting

which would hide the boundaries of the

property and give seclusion from a near-by
house.

Accordingly there was placed immediately
under the branches a screen planting of shrubs
which would grow quickly to a large size,

preserve something of a woodsy or informal

character, and thrive in the shade.

These were the Alternate-leaved Dogwood,
a particularly shapely small tree having dark
glossy foliage, and blue fruit with red petioles;

the Witch Hazel, whose large green leaves

quickly give an effect of luxuriance and which
in autumn turn to a glowing yellow, followed

in November by myriads of lacy yellow flowers;

and the tall form of the quick-growing Mock
Orange, commonly called “Syringa.” This
form (Philadelphus grandiflorus) lacks the

fragrance of the familiar old-fashioned variety

(P. coronarius) but its growth is much taller.

In front of these tall shrubs Hemlocks were
placed at irregular intervals, their soft feathery

green proving an attraction for both summer
and winter. Here and there for contrast

were white Flowering Dogwoods.
The ends of the encircling shrub masses as

they emerged from the shade were planted

with interesting shrubs selected particularly

for spring bloom and autumn color.

In early spring a few golden Forsythias

stood out against the dark green Hemlock,
the cheerful effect still further enhanced by the

Yellow Crocus and Daffodils springing up at

their feet. Another feature of the early

spring was a large-flowering pink Magnolia,
picturesquely placed at one side of a large

rock where location suggested the oval design

for the future garden.

As a background hybrid white Lilacs

flanked the sides of the planting masses
and in front of these were various attractive

shrubs. Of these the Pearl bush is particu-

larly noticeable for its blossom of snowy white,

and for its early foliage, which clothes the
bush with clear light green while many shrubs
are yet clinging tightly to their leaf scales.

The Tamarix displays an attractive blending
of feathery pink blossom and fern-like foliage,

one in the spring, the other in the fall. In

autumn the leaves of the Winged Evonymus
are the most attractive pinkish red imaginable,
survived by pendant fruit of coral pink, which
bursting discloses scarlet seed. The Fother-
gilla is beautiful at both seasons—in spring

being covered with large white blossoms resem-

bling a bottle brush, and its foliage turning
deep red in the fall. As a facing to these
shrubs were the well-known but nevertheless
attractive Spiraea van Houtteii and the lower
growing Deutzia Lemoineii, whose white
masses of flowers form an excellent background
for May-flowering Tulips.

In front of the shrubs were a few bright
flowers, and with this simple beginning it is

expected at some future time to develop
this informal planting into an attractive
garden, as shown by the accompanying sketch,
having in the centre a turf panel inclosed by a

border of flowers, backed by still more shrubs
and an undipped hedge of Japanese Barberry.

For the present planting, the flowers are

kept very dainty and simple in their effect,

the idea being to provide for a succession of
peculiarly effective and unusual combinations.

First comes Crocus of purple and gold.

Daffodils, and the creeping White Arabis,

then early yellow Tulips and blue Forget-me-
not. soft yellow Primroses and nodding Iceland

Poppies of white, orange and yellow, and in

one place, purple Aubretia combined with
Wallflowers of a vivid orange.

In May, under the Bechtel’s Crab with its

fragrant double pink blossoms, flourished

pink and lavender Darwin Tulips. A little

later comes an effect composed of creamy
white Peonies, tall lavender-blue Iris pallida,

orange-scarlet Oriental Poppies and the soft

sulphur yellow of Harison’s Rose.

A competent man could prepare the soil

and do the planting in three or four days;
and although two loads of barnyard fertilizer

will be sufficient, if wood ashes are at hand
it will make the soil that much better. I ap-

pend an estimate for the retail cost of the

planting. Ten per cent, of the cost of the

plants should cover the cost of packing and
freight. While many perennials may be

raised from seed if one has time and inclina-

tion. others are necessarily purchased, as is

shown on the accompanying list.

Flowering Shrubs as Hedge Plants. Gladys hyatt Sinclair

YOU CAN HAVE BLOOM ANY MONTH OF THE SEASON, OR BY JUDICIOUS BLENDING MAKE THE HEDGE AN INTEGRAL
PART OF THE GARDEN COLOR SCHEME IN SUCCESSIVE PERIODS—POPULAR SHRUBS AVAILABLE FOR PRESENT PLANTING

I
F A plain green hedge is a glorified fence,

what is a flowering hedge? A luxury?

Not by any means! Flowering hedges are

easier for che average home grounds than
hedges of evergreen. Only the strictly formal

garden demands the clipped evergreen hedge.

Some of the oldest and commonest shrubs

make fine hedges for dividing flower and vege-

table gardens, screening the garden from the

street, sheltering a border for Lilies and, best

of all, for securing privacy at the back and
sides of the garden. A mixed hedge, while

not, of course, so showy at any one time is

in bloom much longer than one of a single sort

of shrub and the many forms and tints of

foliage give variation all summer. For a

mixed hedge one must be careful to choose

shrubs that will grow nearly of a height.

In a mixed hedge our two natives, Red Bud
(Cercis canadensis) and the white Flowering

Dogwood (Cornus florida) should certainly find

place. The former grows the taller unless

severely trimmed. It is a straight slender

shrub that covers itself, even down on its

trunk, with a mantle of small flowers of peach-

blossom tint until the whole shrub is a huge
bouquet before ever a leaf appears. It

bears immense red leathery pods with bean-

looking seeds in them. I hese sprout easily

if soaked in warm water and this is the way
to grow these shrubs if one wants many, to

paint a spring pastel in a woods-edge, for

instance, or to open the season’s ball in a

hedge of white flowering shrubs. Don’t put

them with colored Lilacs. If the Lilacs hurry
or the Red Buds linger you will have toothache.

I he Dogwood is more sociable and would be

a fine companion for Lilacs. It grows with

wide-spreading branches, its great snowy four-

petalled blossoms set starlike on the sprays

which make wonderful decorations in the

house without harming the shrub if the

pruning is carefully done.

Another very early bloomer in the mixed
hedge is the Golden Bell (Forsythia viridissi-

ma). This is a straight slim sort, its wands
th ickly gemmed with golden bells in April.

This shrub is the very heart and spirit of early

spring embodied—slim and cool and bright and
windswung, at once promise and fulfilment.

A Lilac hedge is a beautiful thing, and be-

cause Lilacs will live without care they are

usually made to do so, and seldom seen at

their best. 1 hey are starved, choked and
let to “sucker” until it is small wonder many
people are prejudiced against them. If the
few suckers that come each year are taken
out and the bushes pruned after they blossom
there are few handsomer shrubs. Their
growth is astonishing if they are heavily fed.

When pruning, cut each blossom stalk a foot

behind the flowers and shorten rampant stems
to maintain approximate trimness.

Besides the common purple and white and
the old Persian, which make as good hedges as

any, Charles X. is a single purple with good
foliage, President Grevy a double bluish

purple and Mme. Casimir Perier the best and
hardiest double white. The tall Lilac hedge
finds its place at the back boundary of the

ordinary lot or as a screen for laundry yard

or playground.
Of the same sheltering height is Mock

Orange (Philadelphus coronarius) commonly
miscalled Syringa which is the real name
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Van Houtte’s Spiraea which makes a hedge of snowy white bloom in May. Hardy and clean

of Lilac. Our own hedge

is fifteen feet high and a

joy to sight and smell in

late May and June.

For May’s adorning the

tall hedge should hold the

Japanese Snowball (Vibur-

num tomentosum). Even
those who despise the buggy
old Snowball will like this

for its handsome, dark,

clean foliage, its medium
sized, showy round blos-

soms and its general air of

brisk cleanliness. Snow-
balls show neglect as

quickly as any shrub, al-

though they will live in-

definitely without care.

They tend to grow long

legged with twiggy tops

that will not bloom. Prune,

after flowering, for straight

young wood and cut the

central growth severely that
the shrub may have air and light inside.

Deutzias bloom in late May and the first

half of June. Candidissima plena and Pride

of Rochester are tall Deutzias with lovely

pure white flowers; crenata rosea plena is a

tall double white? flushed with delicate pink.

June brings the Roses, here as elsewhere.

One’s thoughts turn naturally to the new
Hybrid Sweetbriars, but in the mixed hedge
they are a mistake. They cannot have room
for their graceful arching sprays and still

keep the hedge form, as when they are planted
together. The two Roses that will grow tall

enough and stout enough to hold a place in

the shelter hedge are Harison’s Yellow, the

early half-double yellow Rose of our childhood
and Persian Yellow the hardy double yellow
Rose with beautiful buds. They are both
thorny things but good at self defence and will

keep up with their neighbors if you give them
enough to eat. When pruning, spare these;

for this season’s flowers are borne on the ends
of last year’s wood.
Our native Elders iurnish July’s bloom in

the tall hedge. Few shrubs are more showy
than these with their big snowy corymbs
held well up to view.

August claims Hydrangea paniculata, seen

very often but none too often as a hedge.

Prune this in the late fall or early spring

as it blooms after midsummer. Cut all

flower sprays, all weak growth and dead wood.
In September and October the Groundsel

tree hangs out its fluffy white seed pods as

decorations and finishes the season among
the tall shrubs.

Hedges that bloom, of medium height,

should be oftener used in the garden to suggest

division without actual seclusion. Bordering

a drive, separating borders of warring colors,

hiding fences and foundations or skillfully

placed to lead one by its lane of bloom to

discover a special garden picture, the low
flowering hedge adds a charm obtainable in

no other way.
For a hedge of one shrub to bloom in May

the well loved Spiraea Van Houttei is incom-
parable. Hardy and hearty and clean,

graceful all summer and a very snowdrift in

spring, it stands alone. Cutting the old

wood and shortening the branches after it has

bloomed, to keep the outline, are sufficient

attention.

Japan Quince with its flaming flowers in

May is useful in hedges. It

can be trimmed very low
and still bloom freely, or

let to grow to medium size.

Where a stiff three-foot

suggestion of division is

wanted this shrub is good;
but even well established

plantings will not stand
what Van Houttei will, nor

are they as handsome.
Kerria japonica is a

treasure in a mixed hedge.

Its leaves are hard, shining

green, its growth most
graceful and its many bright

yellow blossoms about the

size of mock orange blooms,
give a distinct and cheerful

note to early May. So
handsome and striking is

this shrub that I am sur-

prised to see it so little used.

Kerria usually gives a

second crop of flowers in

the fall and its leaves stay green until very

late. Give it plenty of room well away
from pink flowering shrubs. [I think it needs

a deep, rich, or at least moist soil, for the

plant refuses to grow on our gravelly Gar-

den City soil.—L. B.]

The old double flowering Almond, though

short of season, is worth a place in the mixed

hedge for its delicate pink beauty. Its cousin,

the purple leaved plum (Prunus Fissardi), is a

fountain of white bloom in spring and its

leaves accent the turns of a winding hedge

nicely all summer.
Beside the Almond, plant the old favorite

Bridal Wreath (Spiraea prunifolia) with its

garlands of tiny snowy rosettes in May; and

beside that another variety, Margarita, that

begins in June with its corymbs of dainty pink

and continues well through the summer.
A comparatively new hedge shrub Balls of

Snow (Hydrangea arborescens var. grandi-

flora), is a treasure. Growing only to medium
height, it begins to cover itself with its large,

round white heads of bloom in June, shortly

after the May pageant of hedge bloom is past,

and holds them for eight to ten weeks, but

cuttings of this Hydrangea, taken in fall, root

Old-fashioned Syringa or Mock Orange. 15 ft. high and graciously fragrant Diervilla or Weigela, a good tempered shrub, flowering equally well in sunshine or shade
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in spring as readily as any cuttings and one
can soon raise any quantity.

Another shrub that is beautiful in June is

the Weigela. The one in the photograph,
(amabilis) stood at the end of a mixed hedge
with its hundreds of soft pink sprays, introduc-

ing one to a cross-garden border of pink and
white Peonies, Sweet Williams, Canterbury
bells and white Lilies with Pinks in front

and Foxgloves behind. There are several

other standard pink Weigelas, one good white
(candida), and as a dark red Eva Rathke.

In July follows the “Mountain-ash leaved

Spirea’’ really Sorbaria sorbifolia, with its

handsome leaves and fleecy white pyramids
of bloom that last into August. With plenty

of food and water this increases rapidly and
would make a handsome hedge by itself. The

variety, stelhpeda, is said to have larger pani-
cles, but I have never seen it.

For the season of no flowers plant a few Snow-
berry bushes; the Common or the Japan Bar-
berry for a thousand orange-red fruits to every
branch; Coral-berry or Indian Currant for the
little dark red clusters along its stem; and High-
bush Cranberry for bright scarlet fruits in

showy great bunches, enduring to mid-winter.
Many flowering hedges are not what they

should be because the soil was not right in

the beginning. I he kind of soil is not impor-
tant but the quality is. Two feet of good top
soil with a third old manure is not too good
for shrubs. If the soil is sandy, add lime.

Then give stable litter or leaves every fall for

fertilizer, for protection in winter, for mulch in

summer and for_defence from weeds.

For a permanent planting, set tall shrubs
four to five feet apart; medium and low ones
three feet. Grass should never be allowed
around the feet of flowering shrubs, but if one
cares to lift the coarser part of the covering
each spring, bulbs will do well here and be a
valuable addition; as will English Daisies,
Phlox subulata, Violas, Houstonia, Lily-of-

the-valley, Myrtle, Forget-me-nots or the
low growing, early blooming wild flowers.

Beautifying so much space, being, once
made, so handsome and permanent, needing
so little care and furnishing decoration for

house as well as garden, there are few plant
formations, take it all in all, more valuable
for the space, time and money invested
than the flowering hedge. Plant one this

spring!

Planting on the Basis of Personal Needs. Cornell University

HOW much of this thing shall I sow?
That is the ever present question

when starting in each year. Safety

lies in plenty, but space may be

limited, and unnecessary labor on the surplus

over needs is expensive, or at least wasteful.

Although amounts may change with garden
space available, there should be relative

proportions among various vegetables planted,

as far as possible. On a small plot reduce

the plantings of certain rank growing crops

and increase plantings of crops with higher

returns for the area covered. I he accompany-
ing table and the diagram, for a garden plot

40 x 50 ft., are arranged from the standpoint

of a family of five persons, to determine the

amount of various vegetables to plant.

Given the amount to plant per person and the

distance of planting, you can easily determine

the space needed for each crop.

Suppose, however, that your garden plot

is larger than 40 x 50 ft. First, include pro-

portionate amounts of the larger growing
vegetables desired, as squashes, potatoes,

kohlrabi, pop corn and sweet potatoes. Next,

increase the amount of each vegetable by one-

fifth to one-fourth, as size of the plot warrants,

in order to make sure of a generous supply
of each crop. If still more space is available,

include a few crops which are especially well

adapted to soil, cultural requirements and
special needs, in order that surplus products

may be readily disposed of at a fair profit.

On the other hand, if the plot is smaller

than 40 x 50 ft., plant less of the vegetables

requiring considerable space and giving rela-

tively low returns per area covered or leave

them out entirely. Compare diagram No. 2

with No. 1 for a definite idea of the crops

which may be left out where space is limited.

DOUBLE CROPS AND SUCCESSION

Note the suggestion of double cropping
and succession cropping in both diagrams.
Aim to keep all space occupied throughout
the season by planting the smaller growing,
early maturing crops between the rows or
plants of the larger maturing, as well as by
replacing each early crop with some other
crop as soon as the former is removed. Use
the row method of laying out the garden as

shown, also. You will soon appreciate the
advantages of the row method over that
formerly practised of planting each vegetable
in a separate raised bed, namely, cultivation

with the hand plow or wheel-hoe is possible, no
space is wasted in paths, and moisture is more
readily conserved.

After determining the amount of the various
crops to plant per family unit, refer again to

the planting table for suggestive varieties,

amount of seeds required, number of seeds or
plants per hill in row and depth of covering.
Provide vegetable plants for use where “trans-
planted” appears in the last column of the
table. Set the “transplants” a bit deeper in

the garden than plants have stood in the hot-
bed or coldframe.

As soon as you have completed your plant-
ing table and drawn a diagram of the plot,

indicating the exact location of each crop,

look after ordering the seed supply.

TO BUY SEEDS RIGHT

r~ Profit by placing your seed order early,

with a reliable seed firm. Do not count on

the local grocer. Reliable seed dealers have
developed special strains of the different

varieties, giving attention to earliness, pro-
ductiveness and good quality, and you pay no
more either! Purchase small seeds, celery,

cabbage, parsnips, lettuce, etc., by the ounce,
and larger seeds, peas, beans, corn, etc., by
the quart where possible. Let the seeds
planted from the ounce or quart the first

season constitute a crop test. Where seeds
planted are satisfactory keep the supply not
planted on hand for another season or two,
since the lifetime of most seeds is two or more
years. Arrange for early plants, cabbage,
celery and tomatoes with some near-by plant
grower, unless you have space available for

hotbed and coldframe for growing your own
supply.

USING FERTILIZERS, ETC.

Have a generous quantity of well-rotted
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Planting diagram for vegetable plot 40 by 50 feet. Designed to supply the needs of a family of five
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CHART FOR PLANNING THE GARDEN ON A PER PERSON UNIT

VEGETABLE AMOUNT TO PLANT
PER PERSON

SUGGESTED
VARIETIES

DISTANCE
OF PLANTING

SEEDS RE-
QUIRED
FOR

50-FOOT
ROW

NO. IN
HILL

DEPTH OF
COVERING

Beans (bunch) 10 ft. row Refugee 1001
Wardwell Kidney Wax

2 in. rows. 3 ft. 1 pt. 1 or 2 2 in.

Beans (pole) 4 hills Lazy Wife
Golden Cluster

2 3 ft. each way 5 pt. 3 or 4 2 in.

Beets 10 ft. row Eclipse
Detroit Dark Red (late)

15 in. rows 13 ft. 1 oz. 1 or 2 1 J in.

Cabbage 10 plants Early Jersey Wakefield
Flat Dutch (late)

18 in. by 24 in.

.

i oz. 1 Trsplt.

Carrot 7 J ft. row Oxheart
Danvers Half-long

1 in. row, 1 £ ft. 5 oz. 1 5 in. to f in.

Cauliflower 5 plants Snowball
Dwarf Erfurt

18 in. by 24 in. 2 OZ. 1 Trsplt.

Celery 30 plants Golden Self-blanching
White Plume (late)

5 in. rows, 3 ft. 1 OZ. 1 Trsplt.

Corn (sweet) 8 hills Golden Bantam
Evergreen

2 J ft. each way 5 pt. 3 2 in.

Cucumber 2 hills Davis Perfect
White Spine

5 ft. each way \ OZ. 8 4
- in. to 1 in.

Eggplant 5 plants Black Beauty
New York Improved

23 ft. each way \ oz. 1 Trsplt.

Lettuce 10 ft. row May King
Iceberg

Sow thinly in
rows 15 in. apart

\ oz. 1 \ in. to | in.

Onion (sets) 10 ft. row Silverskin
Southport

1 5 in. rows, 10 in. 2 qts. 1 1 in. to 13 in.

Parsley 5 ft. row Extra Curled
Dwarf

2 in. row, 15 in. \ oz. 1 1 in. to \ in.

Parsnip 10 ft. row Hollow Crown
Abbott’s

*1 in. row, 1§ ft. i oz. 1 f in. to 1 in.

Peas 20 ft. double row Surprise
Excelsoir
Telephone

2 in. in 8 in. dou-
ble rows 2\ ft.

1 qt. 2 2 in.

Pepper 5 plants Ruby King 2 ft. apart each
way

\ oz. 1 Trsplt.

Radish 23 ft. row Earliest White
Scarlet Frame

1 in. rows, 10 in. 3 oz. 1 3 in.

Salsify

1

5 in row Sandwich Island
Long White

1 in. rows, 15 ft. \ OZ. 1 J to 1 in.

Spinach 15 in. row Savoy
New Zealand

2 in. rows, 12 in. 1 OZ. 1 1 to 13 in.

Tomato 8 plants Earliana
Bonny Best

25 ft. each way 1 oz. 1 Trsplt.

Turnips 10 in. row White Milan
Snowball

13 in. rows, 13 ft- \ oz. 1 2 in.

manure on hand for use unless the garden
has been manured and plowed in the fall.

Apply the manure at the rate of one or two

good sized loads per 40 x 50 ft. plot spreading

it evenly on the surface and see that it is well

turned under. See that the fertilizers are

Ear/v 7~urn/p

s
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7
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Punch Beans / t Mou LO-20
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Planting diagram for a plot 18 by 30 or 35 feet. As compared with the diagram on the facing page it will be noticed
that there are less of the vegetables requiring large space and giving relatively low returns per area covered

ready for use as the soil is being fitted; apply
from 50 to 100 lbs. of a good mixture contain-
ing 4-6 per cent, nitrogen and 8-10 per cent,

of phosphoric acid per 40 x 50 ft. garden
plot. Sow the fertilizer broadcast, as evenly
as possible just before the soil is given the
final raking for planting. Make lighter

applications of nitrate of soda along near the
rows of leaf crops, as lettuce, spinach and
cabbage, where growth seems slow or checked.

THE TOOLS YOU NEED

Do not overlook the matter of suitable

garden tools. Procure good tools and have
them on hand when needed. The following
tools are necessary, and may be secured at the
prices stated:

Spading fork £1.00
Garden rake • • -75
Hoe . . . .65
Planting line . . . .25
Measuring tape .40
Garden trowel . 20
Transplanting dibble . ... .25

Total .... .• • •. $3 • 5°

Additional tools which will be useful

throughout the gardening season are:

Wheel-hoe £2
. 75

Seed drill 3.50
Knapsack sprayer 3.25
Wheel barrow 2.50

Total £12.50

Save time and energy in the garden by
keeping all tools in good working order, sharp
and bright, throughout the season. A rusty
hoe or spade has no place in the garden or shed.

Thoroughly clean and oil each tool before

hanging it up.

The Cabbage Root-Worm Maggot

TP TO three years ago all my attempts to

grow cauliflower had been failures. The
cabbage root-worm maggots destroyed every
plant, despite my setting the plants in different

parts of the garden each year, and also trying

in vain all the standard remedies, such as air-

slaked lime, wood ashes, nitrate of soda and
tobacco dust.

Three years ago I set the plants in a part

of the garden that had not been cropped with

any member of the cabbage family for five

years at least, thinking I might thus dodge
this pest. Itfailed! The maggots began their

attack on the plants as early as in the other

years. I then resorted to trying possible de-

stroyers of my own selection. These included

carbon dioxide—a teaspoonful in a hole be-

side the plant—whale oil soap emulsion, car-

bolic acid emulsion and finally a weak kero-

sene emulsion. The latter seemingly was ef-

fective, for ten of the dozen plants it was ap-

plied to recovered from the maggots and
formed heads.

The next year sixty cauliflower plants were

set in a part of the garden where plants had
been destroyed by these maggots two years

before. On the first evidence of the presence

of the maggots the entire patch was treated

with coal-oil emulsion—one pint to a plant

—

with the result that not a plant was destroyed

by the maggots. This emulsion was of one to

thirty strength. ,

Whether the kerosene kills or drives away
the maggots I am not sure.

Scotia, N. Y. W. Ramsdell.



Easy Plans That Will Really Work
SAVING TIME AND SPACE IN GROWING CROPS FOR BOTH WINTER AND SUMMER—THE USE AND ABUSE OF

“COMPANION CROPS COMMON THEORIES THAT MAY MISLEAD

D ID you ever stop to think that it

takes you longer to change your seed

drill from parsnips to onions than it

does to sow all the onions you are

likely to want? Did you ever find yourself

having a couple of narrow strips of your garden
ready for replanting—with a row or two of

some vegetable that had not matured be-

tween, so that you could neither prepare or

plant them to the best advantage? Has it

ever made you feel like “cussing” on a hot

June day to find you had forgotten your
wrench when you had to alter the width of

the hoes on your hand cultivator—and then
found again, later on in the afternoon’s work
when you had to change them back to the

original width, that the wrench was missing

altogether, necessitating a half hour’s fretful

search? Have you ever found that you could

not keep ahead of your sweet com and string

beans in the summer; and that your winter
beets were so tough that the cook had to begin

boiling them on wash-day to get them tender

enough for the Sunday dinner?

GARDENER OR MERELY GROWER

A LL these sad conditions are the result of
neglected garden duties somewhere back

in February. The good “grower” is by no
means always a good gardener. The good
grower knows how to get big crops and to

maintain the fertility of the soil. The good
gardener knows not only how to do this, but
how to secure a continuous supply of the
things he wants, without recurrent periods

of “over-production ” or wasteful surpluses.

And the really efficient gardener knows not
only how to do both these things, but his

garden is so arranged that every hour that he
can spend in it tells to the best advantage;
and duplication of work, and time wasted in

shifting from one job to another, and in mak-
ing changes in his tools, are cut down to

a minimum.

REAL PLANNING VS. MAKING A PLAN

f

|
'HERE is all the difference in the world be-

-* tween really planning the garden and
“making a plan” for the garden. It is one
thing to sit down and decide what you will

have for your garden, and then make a

sketch of it, covering all the things you have
on your list; it is quite another to arrange,

and rearrange, and then re-rearrange them,
until you are satisfied that the combinations

and sequences are as good or better than any
of the dozen other combinations which are pos-

sible. It is as complicated as a game of chess

—and as interesting.

First, of course, there is the question of

what to plant and how much to plant. I

shall not take up much space in discussing

that point because you have probably read a

dozen different suggestions about how to do
it, and have your own experience in addition.

But just as an illustration, let us ask how
many plants of early cauliflower should be

set out—assuming the family to consist of

five average appetites, plus a faithful cook.

What is the answer? From two to four heads,

according to the size, will be required for a

meal; say an average of three, unless you grow
them so well that you have no small ones!

At the time of the year when the spring-

planted crop is maturing, a head of cauliflower

remains in good condition for only a few days
after reaching full size. Fortunately, how-
ever, there is quite a variation in the time of

heading, even among plants from the same
seed started at the same time, so you can
figure on having heads in good condition,

from one planting, for from four to five weeks.

If it is used twice a week—and that will not

be too much if you are a genuine lover of

cauliflower—that will make eight or ten

gatherings, or about twenty-four to thirty

heads, to be provided. But cauliflower is a

rather uncertain crop, even under good con-

28

ditions, and it is hardly safe to figure on more
than eighty per cent, of the planting coming
through and making good heads. Three
dozen, therefore, would be the amount, in

round numbers, to set out. There is not
space here to take up each vegetable in detail,

but this will illustrate the fact that the thing
can be worked out on a mathematical basis

to a fair degree of accuracy, if you want to

take the pains to do it. The arrangement of

the different plantings for the greatest economy
and efficiency is what we are emphasizing
now.

WHAT ABOUT SECOND USE?

TN THE majority of gardens the most
important thing to keep in mind in ar-

ranging or grouping the vegetables to be

planted, is to make provision for a profitable

second use of the space available. On a farm
or a large place where the garden room is not

at all limited, it may save some time and
trouble to make only one planting, following

each crop as it is removed with a catch or

cover crop to be turned under in the fall or

the following spring. In this' way the soil

may be kept stuffed with humus, a rotation

of crops is secured, and the difficulties of

garden management are reduced to a mini-

mum. But most of us are not so fortunate,

and as much of the space available as possible

must be utilized at least twice to produce all

the garden stuff we can profitably make use of.

As ordinarily planned, each row of vegetables

is to be followed by a row of something else

as soon as it is removed.
This arrangement, however, has two dis-

tinct disadvantages. It leads the gardener into

temptation by inducing him to follow a crop

by a succession planting of the same thing or

of something similar—such as wax beans

after early string beans, or late cabbage after

early cauliflower. This is always undesirable,

and dangerously so if any disease or insect
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pest has put in appearance. Also it leaves

narrow strips of the garden, often only two

or three feet in width, which cannot be used to

advantage when the crops growing in them
have matured, and which are in the way of

planting to be done on either side of them.

Plan, therefore, to arrange your various

plantings in groups that will mature at approxi-

mately the same time. Whether they are

planted at the same time or not is of secondary'

importance, as it is an easy matter, if a careful

garden plan is made, to leave space for the

th'ngs which must be planted later.

To illustrate: Let us suppose that in the

first two weeks or so of planting this spring

you expect to put in the following vegetables

:

Beets (plants); beets; cabbage (plants);

carrots; cauliflower (plants); chard; kohl-

rabi; lettuce (plants); lettuce; onion (set);

onions; parsley; parsnip; peas, smooth; peas,

second planting; radish; salsify; spinach;

turnips. They would naturally be sown and

set out in about the following order:

VEGETABLE GROUND AVAILABLE
FOR SECOND PLANTING

Pens, smooth Early June
Onions, sets Early June
Cabbage, plants Mid-July
Radish Mid-May
Lettuce, plants Early June
Beets, plants Late June
Onions, seed Mid-September
Beets, seed Late July
Chard All season
Carrots, seed Late July
Turnips Mid-June
Kohl rabi Late June
Lettuce, seed Late June
Spinach Late May
Parsley All season
Parsnips All season
Salsify .AH season
Cauliflower, plants .... Mid-July
Peas, second planting. . . Mid-June

The trouble with this arrangement, how-
ever, would develop when it came time to

make the second plantings. 1 he same vege-

tables could however be rearranged as follows:

VEGETABLES GROUND AVAILABLE FOR SECOND
(IN GROUPS) PLANTING

Lettuce,
Beets,
Onions.
Radish*
Spinach
Peas, smooth

plants \

plants
|

sets '

1

> Mid-June.

Cabbage,
Cauliflower,
Kohlrabi
Lettuce
Turnips
Peas, wrinkled

plants t

plants i

]

1

Mid-July.

1

Beets
Carrots I

Late July.

Chard
Onions
Parsley*
Parsnip
Salsify

[ Remain all, or practically
all, season.

Note: means very small quantity required.

Radishes can be “interplanted'' in other crops; parsley

sown in seed border or out of way corner.

The advantage of this arrangement is at

once apparent. The same point should be

kept in mind in grouping succession plant-

ings, and the tender vegetables, which will

be put in during the succeeding few weeks,

until all of the garden space available has been

used.

Plants that will occupy the ground so long

that a second planting of vegetables cannot
be made after they are removed, should be

given a block or section of the garden where
they will all be together. Most of these can

be followed by a winter cover crop, and the

section devoted to them can be changed or

“rotated” from year to year, so that each
part of the garden in turn will be sure to get

a generous supply of vegetable matter which
is so necessary to maintain its fertility.

THINK OF THE SUMMER WORK

A MISTAKE often made is to plan the

garden for convenience in planting,

whereas convenience in cultivating should be

given the preference. Planting is done but

once; cultivating frequently during the season.

In working your garden throughout the sum-
mer you will find your efforts made much
more efficient by having those things grouped

together upon which the same attachments to

the wheelhoe, adjusted in the same way, are

to be used. Every time you have to take

off the hoes and put on the fullers or the rakes,

or adjust the machine for different widths of

row, valuable time is lost. In a market gar-

den, where there may be from fifty to one

hundred rows of each vegetable this is a small

item; but in the home garden, with only a

few rows of each thing, it amounts to an

astonishingly large percentage of the total

time used. It is a fact that in many instances

it actually takes longer to get ready for

the job than it takes to do it. That is why
one not infrequently sees a gardener doing

work with a hand hoe which could be done

much more expeditiously with a wheelhoe

—

but the fault is with the gardener and not with

the wheelhoe.

For the same reason your rows should be as

uniform in width as possible. A tool that is

set to do perfect work in rows twelve inches

apart will do a botchy job in rows fourteen

inches apart until it has been readjusted.

The width to make your rows should, of course,

be determined when you are making your gar-

den plan. I have grown acres of such vege-

tables as onions, carrots and beets in rows

twelve inches apart, but that is too narrow

under some conditions. If your soil is stony,

or there is any trash or rough manure, or if

it is exceptionally weedy, it would be better

to give them thirteen or even fourteen inches.

The same is true if your soil is very rich, and

you are planning to use irrigation. As a

rule, the wider the rows the more rapidly the

work of hoeing and weeding can be done

—

but the more ground it takes for the same
number of rows.

On the other hand, it is highly desirable to

keep the rows close enough together so that

the plants when full grown or nearly so will

shade the soil as much as possible. The more
thoroughly the ground can be shaded the

more moisture will be conserved and the more
throughly will the weeds be smothered until

the plants are so large that cultivation has to

be discontinued.

WHAT SEEDS TO SOW FIRST

TN STARTING out to sow a number of
A different vegetables with the seed-drill

it is always an advantage to begin with the

smallest seed. In this way much less time is

lost in adjusting the machine for each change
—which is a delicate matter and one requiring

a great deal of care, in order not to sow too

much or too little. If larger seeds follow

smaller, there is no danger that the few seeds

which may be left over of the kind you have
just been sowing, will clog up the machine.

For instance, if you sow turnips, onions,

carrots, beets, and peas, in the order named,
any seeds which may chance to be left in the

drill—and it is often impossible to get them
all out even if the machine is inverted in

the attempt to do so—will quickly work
through when it is adjusted for the larger

seeds. If, however, the seeds left in the drill

are larger than those to be sown, they will not
pass through and will more or less interrupt

the flow of seed even if they do not choke the

opening.

WHERE COMPANION CROPS BOTHER
r

l 'HERE has been much said during recent

years about “inter-cropping,” “com-
bination cropping,” and “companion crop-

ping,” etc. In planning your garden, par-

ticularly if your space is limited, it is well to

make use of all these schemes where needed,

but the thing can be easily overdone. As a

general rule it is best to plant only one thing

in a place at a time. I know from long

experience, that, generally, where space is

limited, better results can be had by extra

close planting of the same crop than by attempt-

ing combinations.

If, for instance, you were planning to set

early cabbage and cauliflower two feet by
eighteen inches apart, and inter-crop with

lettuce, beets, or radish, you could save as

much or more space by squeezing up the cab-

bage to twenty by fifteen inches and putting

the other crops planted close in the space

saved. The chief disadvantages of double

cropping in the home garden are that one of

the crops may delay the second use of the

ground when others are ready to be removed;
and there is likely to be much more of one

of the crops than is needed. Radishes, for

instance, which are frequently recommended
for use in this way, should be planted in the

home garden only in very small amounts at one

time, as otherwise there will be a large per-

centage of waste. Multiple planting has its

legitimate uses, but do not be tempted into

trying it merely for the performance of a

garden “stunt.”

NORTH AND SOUTH VS. EAST AND WEST

THE advice is frequently given that the

garden rows should run north and south,

the argument being that in this way the roots

of the plants are shaded during midday, and

each side of the plant receives its share of

sunshine. I have never been able to notice

any perceptible difference. Most crops should

be planted closely enough so that the soil will

be shaded as the plants reach full growth. Con-
venience in cultivating far outweighs any other

advantage. Usually it is preferable to have the
rows run parallel to the shortest axis of the gar-
den. If the garden is on a decided slope it will

be easier to plant and to cultivate if the rows;

run with the slope. If the soil, however, IS

such that there is danger of washing, it may be
better to run them at right angles to the slope,

it which case the roots will help to hold the
soil as soon as growth is fairly begun. A soil

with plenty of humus and manure is not likely

to wash badly.

MIXING CUCUMBERS AND MELONS

ANOTHER statement affecting the plan-

ning of the garden which I have often

heard, but have never seen verified, is that
the various cucurbits, such as cucumbers,
melons, both musk and water, squash and
citron, will, if planted anywhere near each
other, spoil the flavor of all the fruits. They
will mix and the seed will be useless, but the*

cross-polhnization or hybridization will not
affect the flesh of the fruit the first season.

I have, like most other gardeners, seen insipid

muskmelons growing near cucumbers!—but in

a sun-shy season or heavy unsuitable soil,

when they would have been the same without
associating with the humble cucumber.
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The foundation planting is always a hard problem because there is Only half the normal earth space, and that is abnormally dry

What Can Grow Close to the House? STE?J^£^£LIN

F
oundation planting about the

house is an every day problem and
always presents certain difficulties.

The conditions cannot be of the best

for plants in general, and it is mostly from the

point of view of what will grow close to the

house rather than how it shall be arranged that

the answer must be sought. But the question

of relation of foliage to the parts of the house
wall has certain practical considerations that

greatly influence our choice of material, as

will be seen. And there is quite a difference

between planning plant relations in the open
lawn or garden and in the restricted areas

close to the walls.

The use of vines on the walls is not now-

considered; we’ll suppose that no vines are

intended, or else they are high growing and
above our near line of vision. We shall take a

strip about five feet wide way round the house
and see what will grow there to advantage to

the site. Before any visions of a bed of

flowers arise before us, let us frankly take

stock of the conditions.

WHAT OF THE SOIL AND WATER?

First: The soil close to a house wall is

rarely up to the standard of the lawn near by.

No matter how carefully the grading is done
when a house is built it usually happens that

the soil put back is not what it should be,

except for a few inches on the top; while on the

contrary the topsoil should be unusually deep,

for the foundation of the house cuts off half the

root area.

Second: Little rain water falls close to the
house wall for the eaves and spouts on the
roof carry off the water that naturally would
drip down, and only perhaps twice a year does
the wind thoroughly wet a house fa9ade with
rain. After the usual summer shower the

base of the house is as dry as ever. Again,
the snow and ice from the roof in winter fall

heavily upon the plants below; the wear from
people passing and from the wind whistling

around the house puts a breaking strain upon
the branches and leaves unknown in the open
lawn. On the south side a higher temperature
than that of the open fields holds every day,

summer and winter, that the sun shines,

while on the north side and under the shade
of big trees close to the house no direct sunlight

ever is known.
How great are the difficulties under which

plants close to the house must struggle! Yet
we rarely think of this when planting and we
blame the plants when they look untidy and
straggly. So we must plan to have every

herb or shrub in its best condition all the year;

in so important a place as this no failures are to

be tolerated. Thus more than half of the plants

of the garden are ruled out—-they are not

self-supporting. Many shrubs are altcgether

too large; they hide the windows or crowd the

walk or lawn. About the usual house nothing

more than six feet high should be allowed,

and, except on the corners, no shrub that

reaches above the window sills. Vines di-

rectly upon the walls, or shrubs trained as

vines, are often the solution of the problem of

foliage in narrow places without cutting out

light. But now we are thinking of herbs

and shrubs standing free from the house.

Some plants are too small for the place; we
accidentally step on them—no rock garden

effects here.

Some plants are too trivial about a house

wall, especially low flowering herbs as bulbs

and annuals. It does not seem very appropri-

ate for a dwelling to seem to rise like a green-

house from a bank of flowers. It is green

foliage that ties the house to the lawn, not

flowers, and this should be of a permanent
character. Flowers will be just as pretty
and satisfying in beds a few feet from the
house and more easily cultivated.

IDEAL QUALIFICATIONS

So I plant shrubs or herbs, self-supporting,

trouble-resisting kinds, that have good foliage,

effective flowers when in bloom, and ability to

withstand the wear from the household opera-
tions about them. Further, I like those with
arching branches, an effect of reaching upward
against the wall and then bending toward the

lawn, an actual demonstration of the esthetic

feeling of the joining of house and lawn, but
not so spineless and limp in wet weather as to

fall upon the walks and lawn. 1 he largest

of these should go at the corners of the building

or against walls where there are no wall

openings. Those under the windows should

ultimately reach only to the sill; and in front

of the basement windows, the piazza trellises,

and small places generally where a screen is not

wanted, but touches of green foliage only,

there go small stiff shrubs and stout herbs

whose height or spread is between one and two
feet. The grass of the lawn is supposed to

come right up to the base of all these and up
to the house itself in many places.

When we have all these factors, practical

and esthetic, in mind, we can go through the

nurseryman’s list and cross off nearly every-

thing as undesirable, some perhaps from only

one count, cat better planted near the house

instead of against it. Now what have we
left?

On the sunny side, from the eastern around

to the western face of the house, though nearly

everything can be made to grow, some of the

following seem to me the most appropriate

for northern homes as satisfying to the eye

HO
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and enduring the conditions imposed by the

nature of the site.

PLANTS FOR THE CORNERS

On the corners I would perhaps choose two
or three plants of one of these:

Van Houtte’s Spirea (Spiraea Van Houttei),

Snowberry (Symphoricarpos racemosus var.

laevigatus), Weigela (Diervilla florida) in

any of the named sorts, Lemoine’s Deutzia
(Deutzia Lemoinei), Lemoine’s Syringa (Phila-

delphus Lemoinei), and Flowering Currant
(Ribes aureum). For herbs I select some of

the very tall sorts that have strong roots and
whose stems and leaves are not broken by
wind, nor require stakes: Rose Mallows
(Hibiscus Moscheutos, H. oculiroseus, H.
militaris), and the new Marvel Mallows;
Rosin-weeds (Silphium terebinthinaceum, S.

laciniatum, S. integrifolium, S. perfoliatum),

and two Sunflowers that do not spread (Helian-

thus orgyalis, H. grosse-serratus). Ifyou don’t

mind the suckering roots the Japanese Knot-
weed (Polygonum Sieboldii) is a whole clump
of shrubs in itself all summer. Such plants as

these take the place of shrubs only where
foliage is wanted in summer and the space is

to be open in winter. In most cases all corner

planting should be shrubs.

UNDER THE WINDOWS

Under the windows we put some of the

smaller relatives of these shrubs: Snow-
garland (Spiraea Thunbergii), Early Spirea

(S. arguta), Dwarf Mock-orange (Philadelphus

microphyllus), Pink Deutzia (Deutzia rosea),

Coralberry (Symphoricarpos orbiculatus), Ja-
panese Barberry (Berberis Thunbergii), or

whatever other dwarf species you can get, as

B. Sieboldii, B. stenophylla, B. sinensis, etc.;

and for yellow flowers in sun Kerria japonica
and Hypericum aureum. Many garden herbs
may be used, but thinking of good foliage

and strong stems you can consider: Peony
(Paeonia albiflora), Gas-plant (Dictamnus
albus), Bleeding-heart (Dicentra spectabilis).

False Indigo (Baptisia australis), and the
narrow foliage of all the Day-lilies (Hemero-
callis) and such Iris as the German and Si-

berian.

For very low foliage in small corners choose
from: Slender Deutzia (Deutzia gracilis),

Dwarf Bush-cranberry (Viburnum Opulus
var. nanum). Dwarf Mock-orange (Philadel-

phus coronarius var. nanus), Dwarf Mountain
Currant (Ribes alpinum var. nanum); and
stiff low evergreen perennials: Woolly Yarrow
(Achillea tomentosa), Moss-pink (Phlox subu-

lata), Lavender-cotton (Santolina Chamae-
cyparissus), Rock-cress (Arabis albida), Scotch
Pink (Dianthus plumarius), Snow-in-summer
(Cerastium tomentosum), and Creeping
Thyme (Thymus Serpyllum).

THE PROBLEM OF THE NORTH SIDE

The side with the north exposure or that

greatly shaded by large trees or near-by
buildings is the place of peculiar difficulty to

the gardener, yet on this side is often the im-

portant approach to the house. Large shrubs

are ndt easily grown, but we want no windows
hidden; flowers will be few. Low green foliage

is sufficient, and if evergreen, so much the

better. I might consider the final virtues of

the following as fitting the shady sides of a

house.

On the corners a plant or two of Bush Box
(Buxus sempervirens), or if this is not hardy
try Shrubby Evergreen Bittersweet (Evony-
mus radicans var. vegeta) trained to a stake

and allowed to take the bush form. Of
coniferous evergreens in the north for partial

shade the best for this position is American
Arborvitae (Thuya occidentalis) in its bushy
forms, as var. ericoides, plicata, and Wareana;
farther south the Retinisporas as Chamaecy-
paris pisifera var. filifera, var. plumosa, var.

squarrosa, and C. obtusa var. filiformis give

similar effects. Deciduous shrubs in rather

deep shade are not too successful for the

growth will be straggly; but try Dockmackie
(Viburnum acerifolium), Downy Arrow-wood
(V. pubescens) Dwarf Bush-cranberry (V.

pauciflorum), Yellow Bush-honeysuckle (Dier-

villa sessilifolia), Gattinger’s Bush-honey-
suckle (D. rivularis), and the Variegated

Weigelia (D. hybrida var. Kosteriana varie-

gata) whose foliage is too thin to stand full sun.

WHERE WINDOWS ARE SHADED

Under the windows in shady places we may
use the dwarf forms of Arborvitae (Thuya
occidentalis) as var. Douglasii, var. Wagner-
iana, var. Spaethii, and var. Vervaeneana, or

Chamaecyparis obtusa var. nana, var. pyg-
maea, var. lycopodioides, or others.

The best low deciduous shrub for shade in

such a place as this is Trailing Snowberry
(Symphoricarpos oreophilus) from Colorado,
with all the delicacy of spray of a Maiden-hair
Fern. You can get it of dealers in western
plants. Use also Mountain Fly-honeysuckle
(Diervilla Lonicera), Blue Fly-honeysuckle
(Lonicera caerulea), or American Fly-honey-
suckle (L. ciliata). For flowers the best

branching herbs are Seal-flower (Dicentra

eximia), White Snakeroot (Eupatorium urtici-

folium, or ageratoides), Lily-of-the-valley

(Convallaria majalis), Baneberry (Actaea

alba, and A. spicata var. rubra); for arching

foliage the Giant Solomon’s-seal (Polygona-
tum giganteum) and Larger BeUwort (Uvu-
laria grandiflora); while for broad flat foliage

the large Plantain-lilies (Hosta plantaginea,

H. Sieboldii, and H. Fortunei). Ferns are

rather out of place here, for if stepped on in

summer their beauty is gone for the season;

but the best wear is given by Cinnamon Fern
(Osmunda cinnamomea), and Clayton’s In-

terrupted Fern (O. Claytoniana).

REALLY DWARF PLANTS

For very low plants use Thuya Tom Thumb
and Little Gem, and Dwarf Box (Buxus sem-
pervirens var. suffruticosa), or an evergreen

ground cover close to the wall of English Ivy

(Hedera helix), Japanese Evergreen Spurge
(Pachysandra terminalis), or Running Myrtle
(Vinca minor). For flowers the two small

Blue Plantain-lilies or Funkias (Hosta caeru-

lea and H. lancifolia) are sure to succeed,

and you may add many spring bulbs and
woodland plants in small colonies; while if

you wish to fuss with ferns here try those

sold as Aspidium and Asplenium.
All this planting is considered as possible

about a house in a small lot or when seen from
close to it. For a proper setting as seen from a

distance you should have groups of larger

shrubs, as Lilacs, Mock-oranges, Viburnums,
Hydrangeas, etc., and such small trees as

Flowering Dogwood, set fifteen or more feet

away from the house, allowing free passage

near the walls and not cutting off light and
air from the windows. This also gives room
for the plants to develop naturally.

The selection of plants is to be governed by conditions. Tall shrubs are out of place in fr6nt of windows; evergreens are usually only for the northern side The pictures here show
low growing flowering shrubs in the sunny exposure with Rhododendrons on the shaded side (left)



“ The hospitable garden is furnished comfortably and its care ordered to suit our every day needs. If the spiteful, knobby rustic seat must remain, it at least has a cushion and is

dusted regularly”

Hospitable Gardens— ELIZABETH white

THE DELIGHT OF MAKING A GARDEN THAT CAN BE ACTUALLY LIVED IN

T
HERE is magic in the word “garden.”

It is as stimulating to a real en-

thusiast as “rats” to a terrier.

There is instant response in the

consciousness; the mental scenery is shifted

to an ideal setting, a sheltered spot of blended

sun and shade, color and perfume, where
the spirit is expanded and refreshed. 1 he

garden of my dreams has always a rose-covered

wall, with a background of noble trees and

mossy old brick walks. A definite limit to

vision gives the restful feeling of protection

so essential to the human soul in hours of

relaxation. •

There is no greater necessity for modern,

nerve-racked life than to know the supreme

peace of a garden. To be sure there are

some perverted consciences who intrude

worry about weeds and slugs even into the

sunset hours of the garden, but I

believe even they find joy in their

own fashion, just as many men, who
secretly appreciate a garden, take mas-

culine pride in boasting of their lack of

knowledge of the vegetable kingdom.

One dear scientist friend delights to ex-

claim, in a truculent tone, “I know
nothing whatever about vegetables,”

as if he almost feared their charm and

was determined not to further com-

plicate life and its affections. But it

it is mostly a convention, a foible,

like the feminine denial of all sym-
pathy with the insides of an automobile

Then, too, wise men are cautious; a

great show of interest results in re-

sponsibility. Watering, weeding, and
trimming are pleasant enough occupa-

tions occasionally done “tempermen-
tally,” following one’s inclination, but

they become detestable under super-

vision or necessity.

To be sure, it is not always the

woman who gives the garden its char-

acter; but there must always be one

sentimentalist and one unfeeling critic

to balance a properly brought up
garden.

My love and indulgence toward cer-

tain wayward spots exceeds all bounds
until the critic disillusions me, and I

see with the cold eye of a passer-by

that, what seemed a charming tangle,

is really unkempt and disgracefully

in need of pruning. Also, the critic is

wary of meals served in the garden.

Romance does not blind him to the
><>u

fact that the food quickly becomes cold and
“things” ahvays fall into his plate. Paren-
thetically, the critic is a great trial. He de-

lights to make unsportsmanlike raids into the

garden alone and unmolested to form his esti-

mates, thus escaping a prejudiced companion
who insists on admiration or sympathy and
establishes false relations.

The ideal is expected of a garden. It

must have no human failings and disappoint-

ments. Personally, being a sentimentalist,

I prefer to visit another’s garden with the

gardener, rather than the owner, for it is

the gardener who can move me with the

story of his triumphs and failures.

In literature, gardens are so reeking with

sentiment that they are only for special

moods and people. Except during the unreal

period of convalescence, it is only on rare oc-

e the "green headed” people you will always pause to render
to noble trees

casions that we have the time to assume
summer girl attitudes wfith the omnipresent
book, which is absorbed through the cover.

We cannot go on all our lives gathering
Roses around the sundial and being proposed
to on moonlight nights, and we do have to

answer uninspiring letters and make out
distressing checks quite regularly. Such
practical work can be done in a comfortable
livable garden. So many beautiful archi-

tects’ gardens have cold and unfriendly stone
seats that require spartan fortitude to linger

upon. Ants and spiders are generally in

long, undisputed possession of the picturesque
arbors, and the inviting corner of the lawn has
always just been watered. Lunch or tea

in the garden, a letter written on the veranda,
is something to be told of boastfully, showing
plainly its unusual occurrence. The Japanese

sunshade is sure to blow over, and
there is a visible effort, an unrestful

spirit of pioneering, about the occasion.

It is lik-e the grim determination of

some elaborate picnickers to have a

“ lovely time!”
It is not surprising that the critic

prefers tea stuffily indoors, where there

are sure to be matches within ^each

and there is no danger of being called

upon suddenly to prevent a catas-

trophe.

The hospitable garden is furnished

comfortably and its care ordered to

suit our everyday needs. If the spite-

ful, knobby rustic seat must remain, it

at least has a cushion and is dusted

regularly.

The habitual use of a garden gives a

flavor to humdrum days. For it is

the wise ones who snatch their pleas-

ures in passing and count less upon
the great and rare occasions. It is

the view caught when there is a “prec-

ious seeing in the eye,” the silhouette

of trees against the moon, as we
sleepily turn over at night, that lingers

longest in our memory. While the

prosaic practical affairs of life are

being carried on in a garden, there is

a bountiful influence waiting to obtrude

on the illusive, subconscious moment.
This influence lives always in the

heart of trees. Fortunate is the

person who has at least one fine shade

tree to bless his garden. If you love

the “green-headed people,” you will
homage

a ]way S pause to render homage to

32
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"If you want an inviting garden remember that it is the outdoor feeling combined with comfort which lures us out”

noble trees. They offer the repose

won from tempest-tossed nights

and calm summer moonlight, and
under the spell of their benevo-

lence of mein one feels as lacking

in pojse as a nervous, frivolous

chipmunk. In accepting the hos-

pitality of their peaceful shade, I

want to bare my head in worship

of one of the most beautiful

things of life.

Many trees like the Beech and
Linden, if unmolested and given

breathing space, will spread into

great tents, their long branches
sweeping low to touch the earth.

Ascent into their leafy apartments
is rapturously easy. A treasure

house for life has the child who
has gazed long and breathlessly

into the tender green world of

shifting sun spots far up in one
of these green fortresses, true

kingdoms of imagination. Here
puzzling realities dare not intrude.

Oh, woodman, in your madness
for trimming, spare a few such
treesof mystery and childhood joy!

In contrast to these trees of

lovable character are the ornamental trees

one sees so frequently in parks. They are of

the handsome “cloak model” variety, aloof

and conscious only of their function of decora-
tion. If you are planting trees to live with,

study their characters and choose them as

you would your friends. In Maeterlinck’s
wonderful “ Blue Bird,” the trees are curiously

changed in their French character. We do
not recognize the Willow as a dwarf and
cripple because we do not mutilate them as

do the French, and it is impossible to consider

the Elm as plebeian. If you want an inviting

garden, remember that it is the outdoor feel-

ing combined with comfort which lures us out.

Get a fresh point of view on your problem
by looking at the garden in a handglass.

It may be you never before especially

noticed the unsightly bald spots in the
planting and the ugly back fence. If it

is too windy you need a sheltering hedge
or vine-covered lattice as a windbreak;
if it is too sunny there should be a suit-

able arbor or pergola. It may be that your
garden is dominated by some trees whose
shade and root system discourage all efforts

at flowers; so much the easier in determining
the type of garden you
must have. Sometimes
there’ is comfort in

one’s limitations. Once
a good sheltering back-
ground of greenery is

established, the simple
addition of comfortable
chairs, tabourettes for

cups, tumblers, or

work, a large gay sun-
shade over a table, and
big jars filled with
branches of flowering

shrubs or wild flowers,

will create a hospitable

open spaces of lawn for play and
refreshment to the eye.

Among the little things which
add comfort and decoration to

the hospitable garden are the
wicker baskets with compartments
for carrying bottles, glasses, and
cracked ice, the brown Japanese
baskets filled with fruit, nuts, etc.,

the American Indian and Mexican
rugs and pottery, and the big tea

jars which come from the East.

A shield for the spirit lamp, and
weights on the corners of the tea

cloth, cheat the wandering breeze
of its sport. Hickory and willow
furniture will stand a lot of abuse
from the weather, and the light

collapsible tiffin tables with straw
trays are easily carried about.

It is not surprising, of course,

that so few gardens are livable and
interesting but it is saddening.

It is not necessary to have one
expensively maintained with a

fine display of flowers. The cot-

tage gardens of France are a joy to

behold. There the cabbage and
the Rose are on equal terms,

and the onion more respected than either.

The Europeans are clever in using every

tiny breathing space. How the traveller blesses

the sociable little cafes everywhere just a

step from the hot dusty roads. Shady and
vine covered, sometimes with small trees

trimmed on top to make them spread into a

leafy roof, with gravel under the chairs and
tables, and perhaps a few boxes of Geraniums,
they lure us in and invite a holiday spirit.

Are the educated, self-respecting American
farmers’ wives and village dwellers all too

proud to copy their foreign sisters’ method of

profit? There is so little outlay necessary

to start, and in these days of thirsty motorists

there is every chance of success.

For the people unable to possess a garden
will some kind philanthropist, eager to be

relieved of the burden of his wealth, please

finance a system of artistic little cafes along

our main arteries? Picturesque places could

be selected at proper distances from towns
and they could be given into the hands of

“struggling artists and architects” for in-

dividual treatment. Some one must set

an example.
Already I hear the deadeninglv practical

critic commenting fa-

cetiously on high rents,

flies and other na-

tional institutions
which sap the esthetic

life of our soda water
fountains.

Our national nerves,

however, need just
such accessible, i n -

expensive public
gardens for the
wholesome entertain-

ment of the fettered

spirits of the pave-

ment.

“Many trees, if unmolested and given breathing space will spread into great tents, their
long branches sweeping low to touch the earth.” As suggested here a sort of playhouse'
may be erected in the very branches

garden centre even when backed against a

dump heap. From this one may build to more
ambitions things—vistas, flower beds, and

“ How the traveler blesses the sociable little cafes every-
where. Shady and vine covered they lure us in and invite

a holiday spirit"



Making a Whole Fernery in a Single Pot
Photographed by S. LEONARD BASTIN

After the side plants have been firmly set in place, the

top is finished off by planting a fairly iarge sized plant of a

strong growing kind

AS THE accompany-
/\ ing pictures will prove,

/ it is quite practicable

to use a good sized

flower pot for the accommoda-
tion of a small collection of

Ferns. The pot fernery is a

welcome addition to the win-

dow garden and a variant

among indoor garden ideas.

In the first place it will be

necessary to secure a large pot.

For the best effect this should

not be less than about fifteen

inches across the top. It is

now needful to make a number
of holes all around the pot;

these should be about a couple

of inches in diameter, and
separated from each other by
the same distance. In the

pot shown herewith the holes

were worked out by using an
old augur bit. The job is one
which any handy man could

carry out.

Secure a quantity of small

size Ferns and one or two
larger ones for planting at the

top of the pot. The soil used

should be a mixture of leaf

mould and loam with a little

peat, if it can be secured. It

is also well to add a small

amount of sand to the com-
post. Now get a number of

pieces of broken pot, and ar-

range these over the bottom of

the large pot so that a good
drainage will be secured. Next
fill in with the soil up to the

level of the first row of holes,

and press down well so as to

avoid the formation of any
air holes which are so harmful
to the roots. Take the small

ferns, which should be of

various kinds offered by the

dealers for fern dishes, and
place one in each of the holes,

the roots of course being in-

The finished pot fernery is a wel-
come addition to the indoor garden
and if kept well watered and lighted
will flourish

Holes are bored into the side of the pot through which various ferns in small sizes are inserted tier

by tier

ward and the foliage on the
outside of the pot. When the
row of holes is planted all

round the pot pour in soil,

pressing well down until the
new series of openings is

reached. The operation of
planting small ferns is then
repeated, and so on until the
last round of holes is reached.
As a finish one or two large
ferns are planted at the top
in the regular way. These
should preferably be of some
rather tall growing kind. For
instance the strong, growing
Ribbon Ferns (Pteris) answer
the purpose very well.

A position in front of a light

window is desirable, and it is

a good plan to turn the pot
round daily so that all sides

may be equally illuminated.

Of course, as the ferns grow a

liberal amount of water should
be allowed and the plants will

at all times much appreciate
a good overhead sprinkling.

A few native American spe-

cies will break the natural order
ofthingsand may be keptgrow-
ing indoors with fairly good re-

sults. The cheerful little Poly-
pody is always pleasant to look

upon and it is astonishing how
this rock-clinging species holds

its own in any situation. The
Spleenwort (Asplenium platy-

neuron) as an all-round fern

takes prominent rank.

The secret of success in the
cultivation of both is the sim-

ulation of natural environ-

ment of the root growth.
Thin bits of limestone or other
rock must be placed against

the fern roots, and moss and
earth enough added to hold

them in place. This is the one
imperative demand of the

Ebony Spleenwort.

This shows the method of filling in

the soil as each tier of holes is planted.
Be sure to make each layer firm and
avoid air space
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Quality and Reputation
A LL of the seeds, plants and bulbs that you purchase are bought

on the reputation of the seller. Even the most thoroughly

trained seedsman or horticulturist is unable to give a satisfactory

opinion without exhaustive tests, and with this fact in mind it is

always desirable to first investigate the reputation of your seedsman.

The business of Peter Henderson & Co., was established in 1847

and has been built to its present proportions by the most careful

attention to quality.

The third generation of Hendersons are in charge to-day and there is some-
thing more than just a plain business relationship existing between themselves,
their employees and their customers. When you buy Henderson’s seeds you
buy 70 years of experience; you buy the prestige and reputation of years of suc-

cessful seed raising and selling; you buy seeds that have behind them the senti-

ment brought out by many years of careful, conscientious attention to our custo-

mers and their wants. The very smallest part of the cost is represented by the
seeds and it is by far the most important. Try the Henderson way this year
and see if there isn’t a difference.

“Everything for the Garden” is the

Title of Our Annual Catalogue

It is really a book of 208 pages handsomely bound, with a beautifully embossed
cover, 32 color plates and 1,000 half tones, direct from photographs, showing actual results without
exaggeration. It is a library of everything worth while, e ther in farm, garden or home.

A Remarkable Offer of
Henderson's Seed Specialties

To demonstrate the superiority of Henderson’s Tested Seeds, we have made up a Henderson Collec-

tion, consisting of one packet each of the folic ing six great specialties:

Ponderosa Tomato Henderson’s Invincible Asters

Big Boston Lettuce Mammoth Butterfly Pansies

White Tipped -Scarlet Radish Spencer Mammoth Waved Sweet Peas

In order to obtain the largest possible distribution for our annual catalogue, “Everything for the

Garden,” we make the following unusual offer: Mail us 10c and we will send you the catalogue,

together with this remarkable “Henderson Specialty Collection.”

Every Empty Envelope Counts as Cash
This collection is enclosed in a coupon envelope which, when
emptied and returned, will be accepted as 25c cash payment
on any order for seeds, plants or bulbs amounting to one

dollar, or over.

Peter Henderson & Co.

35-37 Cortlandt St., New York City

I enclose herewith ioc for which send catalogue and

“Henderson’s Specialty Collection,” with complete cul-

tural directions, including the “Henderson Garden
Plans” as advertised in The Garden Magazine.

PETER HENDERSON & CO.
35-37 Cortlandt Street NEW YORK CITY

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Deming
Perfect
Success
Sprayer

A Sprayer to fit your Garden
The new 1917 Spraying Catalogue, shows illustrations

of over 25 spraying outfits ranging from a simple

bucket pump to a 200 gal. power sprayer. That
means that you can find one of the

Deming
Samson
Spraying
Outfit

DEMING SPRAYERS
that will exactly fit your requirements, whether you need to spray
a small garden or a large estate.

Spring Spraying insures a successful garden by preventing the
ravages of bugs, worms, scale and blotch. Avoid regrets later.

Send for catalogue to-day

THE DEMING COMPANY, 112 Depot St., Salem, O.

!

|

I

'LIMITED,

EDITION
of our new Catalogue M is now ready for

distribution. It is filled with beautiful illus-

trations, helpful planting suggestions, expert

advice and complete descriptions of hun-

dreds of vines, shrubs, roses, and trees,

i (fruit and ornamental). Our aim has been

to make it a valuable manual, not a mere

price-list.

t ELLWANGER^^
\ & bakky mm?
\ \

Mt Hope Nurseriesm ' ROCHESTER, N.Y.

H\ A free copy of\ Catalogue M is

' yours for chc *

p
asking

j

ESTABLISHED -1840

^loreat.

A Septic Tank for the Country

Home
Tj'VERY little while the progressive man

1' who has running water in his house and a
bath room runs up against the old problem of a
cesspool which fails to work. At best a cess-
pool is an unsanitary proposition especially if it

is near enough to neighboring weils to cause
contamination. State boards of health are
causing them to be moved when they are too
near to buildings or to water courses. The

Method of building forms for the roof of the tank is shown
here

septic tank is a thoroughly sanitary device
which can be placed anywhere. It leaves its

owner sure in the conviction that there is no
chance of the polution of well water or that in

nearby streams and also keeps him secure from
a visit by the state board of health which may
cost him considerable money.

I he ordinary rural home requires a tank
which can be easily built with local labor and
with materials except the cement and brick

which are to be found in practically any lo-

cality. Such a tank should be five feet long
and three feet wide inside and have its floor so

as to give a depth of water in it of two feet or a

little better. The inlet pipe from the house
should be set ‘about two inches higher than the
outlet pipe. These pipes should be fitted with
tile elbows turned down as is shown in the

For the walls and floor the forms are built as shown here;
for details see text

sketch of interior arrangement. Within the

tank a brick wall should be laid up far enough
from the outlet end to give a little clearance

between the wall and the elbow.

The tank proper should be made of concrete.

But little difficulty will be experienced in mak-
ing this tank and that with the forms. 1 he

two sketches show clearly the method of build-

ing the forms which should be done in two
sections, that is, the forms for the floor and

walls are built first and poured. Then the in-

terior wall forms are removed and the forms for

the roof built.

(Continued on page 38)

The Readers’ Sendee will give you suggestions jor the care and purchase of cals and dogs and other pels
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Tested 1

Seeds
James Carter & Co.,

Raynes Park, England,
were among the first if

not the first seedsmen to

select and test seedwith
painstaking care.

For generations this same effort has been used
to improve old strains and to produce new
varieties. To-day Carters Tested Seeds are

known as “The Seeds with a Lineage.”

In Europe, Great Britain and America, Carters
Tested Seeds are giving excellent results. A
trial in your garden will convince you of their

worthiness.

We will send free on request our 1917 catalogue
"Garden and Lawn,” It is profusely illus-

trated in color giving the exact reproduction of

many of the varieties listed.

CARTERS TESTED SEEDS, Inc.

104 Chamber of Commerce Building

BOSTON, MASS.

Branch of James Carter & Co., Raynes Park, London, England

S'ec</d

earlier than you ever had before.

THOUSANDS
of up-to-date gardeners are making

1 big money— you can do the same.
Don’t be satisfied with a garden
like the other fellow— beat him
to it. Have a garden that you’ll
be proud of, a garden that will

bring the admiration of your
friends. No matter how back-
ward the Spring, it’s easy with

THE BALL SEED & PLANT FORCER
Send for my Beautiful BOOK FREE. It’s chuck
full of the latest developments in modern gardening. It gives
you gardening information found in no other publication. It

tells you how you can have a garden with flowers in full

bloom and vegetables for your table a month earlier than you
ever had before. Just drop me a post card and I’ll send
you your copy by return mail.

THE BALL MFG. CO., Dept. E, Glenside, Pa.

MOONS’ FOLIAGE
Makes tlie Home Beautiful

A TTRACTIVE as may be your house, architecturally, it is

IjL lacking in its complete home satisfaction if not set, gem-
like, in clusters of

MOONS’ Evergreens, Decorative Shrubbery and Trees

MOONS’ hAdded to the keen personal pleasure
derived from the improved appear-
ance of your house and the laying
out of the planting of your grounds
is the knowledge that MOONS’ trees

and shrubs planted, return many
fold the original cost for shrubbery
in increased property value.

Unquestionably, there is a decided
advantage in doing business with a

Nursery that has so extensive a stock

and so broad an assortment.

ave Hardy Trees and
Plants for Every Place and Purpose,
covering hundreds of acres and va-

rieties running into the thousands.
Each order is filled with freshly dug
stock with a care in packing that in-

sures success to your purchases.

LetMOON help you buy the proper
tree or plant for your grounds, ad-

vising you what will best suit vour
climate and soil. But first senu lor

our Catalogue No. A -3

THE WM. H. MOON COMPANY
Nurserymen

Morrisville, Pennsylvania

s PHILADELPHIA OFFICE
/7 4 21 South Twelfth Street

\\3gL the moon nursery corporation
W hite Plains, jjew York

Moons’ Nursery’ !

iu grounds at

Lakewood, N. J

Joy Blackberry, St. Regis Raspberry, Van Fleet Hybrid Straw-
berries, Ideal and Caco Grapes, Everybody’s Currant, Van Fleet
Gooseberry. My Catalogue No. 1 , an illustrated book of 64 pages tells

all about them and describes also all “the good old varieties” of small fruits.

It gives instructions for planting and culture and tells about the Bess Lovett Rose that I am giving away. In
it are also offered a full line of superior Roses, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs and Vines, the best Nut Trees, Hedge
Plants and Carden Roots. Send for it to-day—it is free. Quality unsurpassed—prices lou’. 59lh year—200 acres.

J. T. LOVETT, Box 125, Little Silver, New Jersey

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing— and we will, loo.
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King Greenhouses
Bring Perpetual Summer to Your Door
If the snow is falling as this picture catches your eye, step with
us into this bright cozy House and as you sink into one of the
easy chairs in the Sun Room, feel the atmosphere of rest and
comfort, smell the perfume of blossoming plants, and feast your
eyes on the blended, brilliant colors of the flowers.

If you will do this you will make up your mind this instant not
to let another Winter find you without a practical, productive,
beautiful King Greenhouse. You will write to-day for our big
picture Catalogue No. 52, and find just the type of house you want.

Why Not Have One of the King
Garden Frames or Bay Windows

at once? Every lover of the Garden should know how to build

and operate cold or hot frames. Garden frames of all kinds
are described in our valuable bulletin No. 42A. When you write

please mention the book in which you are interested.

King Construction Company North K’lndtN. y.

All the Sunlight All Day Houses
Branch Offices: New York, 1476 Broadway Boston, 113 State Street

Scranton, 307 Irving Avenue Philadelphia, Harrison Building

Hicks Catalog
On Your Library Table

is like having a landscape gardener’s expert
advice and an expert nurseryman’s complete
price list—always ready to consult, always free.

Its 8o large pages are beautifully illustrated with 122 pho-
tographic views and 109 detailed sketches of plans, groupings,
methods of planting and other helpful suggestions. Roses,
Hardy Garden Flowers, Plants, Shrubs, Vines, Berry Bushes,
Fruit, Evergreen and Shade Trees. Write for it. It’s free.

Hicks Big Trees Save Ten Years

HICKS NURSERIES

Ss

>

(Continued, from page j6)

To start the work an excavation must be
made which shall be two feet and six inches
deeper than the depth of the bottom of the out-
let pipe. This hole must be at least two feet

longer and two feet wider than the interior

dimensions of the tank. To start the forms
cut two by fours, four feet long for the studs of
the outside wall form. Set these in place for

the sides first and nail on the boards as shown
in the sketch of wall and floor forms. Then
plumb these sides and brace them to the sides

of the excavation. The clear distance between
the boards should be made four feet. Then
nail the boards for the ends of the tank on and
place a two by four stud on the outside in the
centre of the end form and brace it to the bank.
The work is now ready for the inside wall

forms. These can best be started on the

The interior arrangements of the septic tank are shown in

these longitudinal and cross sections

ground outside of the hole. Two by fours are

first cut two feet and eleven inches long, three

being required for each side and two for the

ends. Take three of these pieces and lay on
the ground so that the outside of the end ones

are just five feet apart. Then nail on the

boards cutting them in two at the middle and
making a joint over the third two by four.

This is done so that the boards will come out

readily. Every board which goes inside the

tank should be cut in the middle and then

spliced at a stud. On the bottoms of the

studs nail an inch board as shown in the sketch.

These boards are to prevent the concrete forc-

ing its way up and giving an uneven bottom to

the tank.

When the two sides are ready they should

be lowered into the hole. Then lay two by
fours across the outside forms over the studs

on the inside forms. Raise the form up by
blocking until the top is just six inches lower

than the outside and hang in that position by
means of boards nailed to the studs and to the

cross pieces. This is shown clearly in the

sketch. The inside is now ready for the ends

which should be built in the same manner as

the sides with a splice and stud at the centre.

When all are in place the studs should be

braced across the interior securely as shown in

the drawing.
The walls and floor are now ready for pour-

ing with concrete. The pouring should be

done by putting the concrete in the walls first

and allowing to come through under the form

to make the floor. For water tightness, which

is essential, a mixture of one part of good Port-

land cement, two parts of sand and four parts

of crushed stone should be used. If these

materials are not readily available a natural

sand and gravel mixture can be used in the

proportion of one part of Portland cement to

four parts of gravel. The concrete must be

thoroughly mixed with sufficient water to give

it quaking consistency.

1 he walls and floor should be allowed to set

for from eighteen to twenty-four hours when
the interior form can be removed. The brick

curtain wall can be laid up now before the top is

put on or this work can be done through the

manhole after the forms are removed from the

interior. This wall should be made four in-

ches thick with openings in it. A cement and

sand mortar of a one to three mixture should

(Continued on page 40)

The Readers * Service 'drill gladly furnish information about Retail Shops
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New Early - Flowering

Chrysanthemums
These new French introductions

begin blooming in late September,

and continue in profusion for over

six weeks, thus producing a mass of

flowers unknown in the later-bloom-

ing types. The flowers are very

large, and of beautiful clear colors.

Normandie. Delicate flesh - pink,

shaded cream, fading to blush-white.

Perle Chatillonaise. Pale creamy
yellow, with deeper center.

U Argentuillais. Rich deep terra-

cotta red.

Four plants of each variety sent
(all charges prepaid) for

My catalogue “Flowers for the Hardy
Garden’’ is a most interesting and instruc-

tive illustrated guide to the choicest hardy
perennials. You should have a copy. Write
for it to-day.

TWIN LARCHES NURSERY
Frank M. Thomas West Chester, Penna.

PHLOX AND IRIS
For Your Garden

So all readers of Garden Magazine wifi be sure to have
lovely Phlox and gorgeous Iris blooming in their gardens
this summer, I will prepay to your address

12 Plants Phlox, My selection tfJO
of named sorts *rJ
12 Plants Jap. Iris, My selec-

tion of named sorts 'rJ
Every plant is extra-strong, well-grown, and worth

more than I ask.
My new catalogue of hardy plants is free. Write for a copy.

ADOLF MULLER
De Kalb Nurseries Norristown, Pa.

Make Your Place

Radiate Beauty
Gorgeous roses for your beds

and arbors—handsome shrub-
bery for your lawns —- orna-
mental trees and sure-bearing
fruit trees to beautify—every-
thing to make your place won-
derfully distinctive you can
buy from us at

Half Agents’ Prices
For 40 years we have been

growing and selling direct to
the planter at half what Nurs-
ery Agents charge. We depend
entirely upon our catalogue and
our reputation for the sale of
our stock.
Send for our Catalogue. If

you find pleasure in having
beautiful surroundings, Green’s
Catalogue will interest you. It

will tell you about Green's
true-to-name Fruit Trees; also
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,
Berries, Grape Vines and
Plants. It also presents com-
bination offers that will save
you money. Send for it to-day.

Also ask for Green's book, "Thirty
Years With Fruits and Flowers."

GREEN’S NURSERY CO.
Box 7

Rochester, N. Y»

These lovely Roses are to be desired above most other

varieties of recent ntroduction. The brilliancy and dain-

tiness of the colors and shades, the lavish display of bloom,

and the strength of root and cane, make this trio one that

we commend to everyone, whether the possessor of only a

few varieties, or the owner of a large collection. We offer

them in pot-grown plants only, for May delivery.

Crimson Champion. Scarlet-crimson, overlaid with velvety

crimson. Flowers large. One of the best Garden Roses ever sent

out. Two-year pot plants, $1.50 each, $15 per dozen.

Ophelia. Salmon-pink, shaded roses; large flowers, long stems.

Two-year pot plants, 75 cents each, $7.50 per dozen.

Red Radiance. No other red Rose compares with this. Strong
grower, large flowers on long stems. Two-year pot plants $1.50
each, #15 per dozen.

Cromwell Gardens “Best Twelve” Roses
Radiance. Carmine-salmon and rose, shaded

copper-yellow.

Miss Cynthia Forde. Rose-pink shading to light

pink.

Laurent Carle. Brilliant velvety carmine, large.

Caroline Testout. Satiny rose; full flowers.

Mrs. Aaron Ward. Deep Indian-yellow shading
to primrose-yellow.

Jonkheer J. L. Mock. A giant. Imperial pink
with silvery reflex.

We offer the Cromwell Gardens “Best Twelve” in dormant

plants, to be shipped before April 25.

Turelve varieties (one plant of each) de- J > r/1

livered East of the Mississippi VX. J(/

We offer this same collection from large pots for May and June plant

ing for $6. Shipment by express, purchaser paying transportation.

These are a few of many good roses offered in

Cromwell Gardens Handbook of Roses,

Perennials, and Nursery Stock

New edition; will be of great help to the

gardener, amateur or professional. Send
to-day for a copy.

Cromwell Gardens
A. N. PIERSON, Inc.

Box 12 Cromwell, Conn

Kaiserin Augusta Victoria. Pearly white, shad-

ing to cream.
Madame Abel Chatenay. Carmine-rose, shad-

ing salmon.

Lady Alice Stanley. Deep coral-rose, shading
to pale flesh.

Madame Leon Paine. Silvery salmon, shading
from yellow to orange.

General MacArthur. Deep velvety scarlet.

Pharisaer. Rosy white, shaded salmon.

ORCHIDS
Largest importers and growers of

Orchids in the United States
Send twenty-five cents for catalogue. This amount will be refunded

on your first order.

LAGER & HURRELL
Orchid Growers and Importers SUMMIT, N. J,

Glass Cloth
A transparent waterproof fabric, guaranteed to generate

about the same warmth and light as glazed sash, or
money back. For all forcing purposes. Sample 3x6 feet.

50c. prepaid.
PLANT FORCERS.

TURNER BROS., Bladen, Nebraska

r
I
AHE only pruner

made that cuts from

both sides of the limb

and does not bruise the

bark. Made in all styles

and sizes. All shears de-

livered free to your door.

Write for circular and prices

Patented

527 S. DIVISION AVE., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Advertisers unit appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will
,
too

I
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Don’t You Long for a

Rose GardenThisYear?

\I^OULDNT you like to cut from your
own plants the long stemmed, dew-

dipped, fragrant beauties? You can—and

this year, too—if you plant S. & H. dormant

plants in early spring, just as soon as the

ground can be worked.

Storrs & Harrison Co’s. Roses

Are Grown in the Open Ground

We grow hundreds of thousands of hardy,

sturdy Rose plants out in the broad fields,

on the shores of Lake Erie, where the clay soil seems to have

been made for Roses, where the summers are long and the winters

tempered by the large body of water. When these plants reach

your garden you can be absolutely sure that they have been

grown right, packed carefully, shipped promptly, and are ready

to bloom for you this year.

Storrs & Harrison Co’s.

Rose and Plant Catalogue

contains descriptions of the desirable Hybrid Perpetuals, Hybrid
Teas, Climbing and Trailing Roses—roses that are adapted to all

American gardens. This is a complete garden book, listing

flower and vegetable seeds, shrubs, plants, shade and fruit

trees. Every reader of this magazine may have a copy

—

write to-day so you may plan your rose garden early.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO.
Box 340 Painesville, Ohio

wb e r r i e
(The Wonderful Everbearing and

All Other Fruit Plants)

We are headquarters for all kinds of Strawberry
Plants, including the Fall or Everbearing, which
fruit in August. September. October, and Novemlxrr
as well as in^une and July. Also Raspberry.
Blackl>erry. GooScl>crry. Elderberry. Current, and

Grape Plants. F ruit Trees. Roses. Ornamental Trees,
Shrubs. Vines, Seed Potatoes. Vegetable Plants, Eggs,

for Hatching, Crates. Baskets, etc. Large Stock, Low Prices. 34 years'

experience. Catalogue free.

L. J. FARMER, Box 729, Pulaski, N. Y.

Ask now! This beautiful o6-j>age four-color l>ook
describes 1917 varieties vegetables and flowers:“

fjff/i
handsomely illustrated: beautiful home grounds.

f flower and vegetable gardens, landscaping, shrub-
bery. orchards, farms. A dictionary on gardening!
Flower lover’s delight! Berry grower’s
book! An orchardist's manual! Most won-
derful gardening guide catalogue ever pub-

Better than our famous 1916 book. Don't miss it. Ask
A postal gets it

Galloway Bros. & Co., Dept. 2525, Waterloo, la.

m
EVERGREENS

\\ 'HEN you w ant some especially fine ever-
*
' greens, the kind that have been neither

coddled nor forced; but }>osscss that much-
sought-for sturdy constitution, resulting

from growing in the rugged climate of
New England; then come to us. No finer

trees can be found anywhere, or more rea-

sonably priced. Send/or Catalogue.

"T-

SHRUBS

672 Adams St.

North Abington, Mass.

'M'OT Just the ordinary run of shrubs, but
the full-rooted, sturdy top|>ed kind, that

you can depend on. As for Rhododendrons,
we have an exceptional assortment of both
native and imported hybrids. You will say
they are surely priced consistently.

Send/or Catalogue

mu

(Continued from page j8)

be used. The openings in the wall should not
commence nearer than six inches to the floor
nor go higher than within four inches of the
water level when the tank is in operation.

1 he arrangement of the roof forms is shown
in a sketch. 1 wo by four joists are run length-
ways of the tank and supported by posts also
made from two by four stuff. The posts
should be set on two thicknesses of inch board
to make their removal easy. The joists must
be spliced in the centre over a post. The
boards are then laid on the joists as shown with
a splice in the centre. To remove the forms
and get at the interior of the tank a manhole
must be provided. 1 his is made by leaving a

hole in the roof form about eighteen inches
square. Build up a frame of inch boards
which will be square and twenty-one inches
each way. 1 his must be braced securely on
the inside. 1 his frame is set over the hole left

in the roof form. It should be toe nailed in

place with nails driven from the inside of the
frame.

If the tank is in a place where it is necessary
to team over the top must be reinforced with
iron rods or bars spaced about six inches.

These can be purchased at a hardware store

or may be made from old wagon tire. When
the rods are laid on the form the roof is ready
for pouring with concrete. A mixture of one
part of Portland cement to three parts of sand
to six parts of crushed stone or a one to six

mixture of sand and gravel can be used. The
forms for the roof can be removed in a week’s
time and then the manhole sealed up by a large

flat stone laid on a strong cement mortar.
The action of the tank is to purify the water

by oxidizing or burning up the sewage in it.

The water coming out of the outlet pipe is

pure. 1 his should be led away some distance

from the tank to a blind ditch having a gravel

bottom. When this is done the sewage prob-
lem on the farm is solved for all time.

A tank similar to the one just described was
built by the writer recently with farm labor.

1 he cost of material used is given in the follow-

ing table.

13 bags of cement @ 45 cents $6.95
75 bricks @ I $ cents 1.13
6 5" square rods 3' 6" long .66

4 2" x 4" 8' o" long
2 2" x 4" 10' o" long
2 2" x 4" 12' o" long
150 feet i" boards 220 feet (a* $20.00 per M feet . 4.40

* 13.14

In this particular instance good sand and
gravel in its natural bed were near by on the
farm so that there was no bill of expense for

that item.

Owego, N.Y. Sidney K. Eastwood.

Farm Structures. By K. J. T. Ekblaw, M. A. The
Macmillan Company, New York. Illustrated; price,

$1.75 net.

A survey of the basic principles and the

more important practical details involved nthe
design, location, construction, and equipment
of typical farm bulidings. An eminently suc-

cessful attempt to supply the student with

knowledge that will enable him “to erect his

own minor structures and to differentiate be-

tween good and bad construction in larger

The Readers’ Service will give you suggestions jot the care and purchase oj cats and dogs and other pets
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WHY not start this spring and make a collection of American ferns and
plants ? If you have a woodland, even a very small one, you can develop

a natural garden which will be the envy of all your friends.

Qillett’s
Ferns, in over forty hardy varieties, and such plants as Hepaticas, Bloodroot,

Native Violets, Lady Slippers, Trilliums, Dogtooth Violets, Solomon's Seals,

Lilies, Cardinal Flowers, etc., will produce lasting results.

If you wish beautiful native Azaleas, Hemlocks, Cedars, Rhododendrons,
Mountain Laurel, and other native shrubs, GILLETT has them. Also special

fern collections for beautifying that dry, shady corner by the house.

Send for my illustrated catalog of over 80 pages which tells about this class

of plants, also a long list of hardy perennials for the open border. IT'S FREE.

Edward Gillett, 3 Main St., Southwick, Hass.

A bed of Trillium grandiflorum growing in the woodland

FRASER’S BEARING FRUIT TREES
Don’t wait for a young tree to grow to bearing size. My
trees are big fellows, four years old, and bore fruit last fall.

Every one is positively true to name. Set them out early
this spring and you will get their luscious fruit in 1918.

Send for Fraser's Tree Book
and my special list of bearing fruit trees for the family garden.

SAMUEL FRASER NURSERY, Inc.
173 Main Street Geneseo, New York

o/NewCastle
'THESE famous hardy, free-blooming Rose plants,
X grown to perfection in the best Rose-growing

soil in America, are by far THE BEST FOR
HOME PLANTING. Alicayson
their own roots. Once planted
they will last a lifetime. Our
great 1917 book, entitled

“Roses of New Castle”
gives expert advice—the expe-
rience of a lifetime—and de-
scribes these famous hardy
Roses. Tells how we prepay
all shipping charges anywhere
in the U. S. Safe arrival guar-
anteed. Writeforthis beautifu\
book, the most instructive of its
kind published. IT’S FREE.
HELLER BROS. CO.

Box 221 New Castle, Ind.

STRAWBERRIES
Everybody loves them. Serve them from your own garden, fresh with the
morning dew.
4. T. Garrison says: Give me the chance to fill your garden, no matter
how small, with large, luscious, tempting strawberries, seven months out of
every year.
My free book on Strawberry Culture tells how; so plain a child will understand;
also catalogue describing the kinds to grow—Early, Late, Everbearing
varieties. Write to-day.

J. T. GARRISON & SONS, Woodstown, N. J. (Nurseries, Bridgeton, N. J.)

Buy Trees Direct
You can save agents’ profits by sending
for our. free Trade List. No frills, just

full of wonderful bar-

gains for large and small
buyers. Contains 25
Family Fruit Collections.
All express or freight

charges prepaid right to

your station.

We hate never had « dissatisfied customer

WM. P. RUPERT & SON
Box 95, Seneca, N. Y.

Destroy Tree Pests^VVn^ l
c& ft#

and other enemies of vegetation by spraying with

GOODSmssnFISH OILSOAP N?3
Does not harm the trees—fertilizes the soil and aids
healthy grow th, used and indorsed by U. S. Dept, ot

Agriculture.CD C C Our valuable book on Tree and
riVEL Plant Diseases. Write for it today.

JAMES GOOD, Original Maker, 931 N. Front Street, Philadelphia

VI C K’S
GARDEN ^lYTTAl?
arS FLORAL G U IDhr 1 9 1 7

ITS FREE Several new WRITE TODAT
features. Valuable informa-

tion about planting. An authority on
Vegetable, Flower and Farm Seeds, Plants,

Bulbs and Trees. Based on our experience as
America's oldest mail-order seed concern, and

largest grower of Asters and many other flowers in

the world. With this guide, the best ever issued, we
will gladly include booklet. Asters in the Home
Garden. Both are absolutely free.

Send for your copy today, before you forgetAMES VICK’S SON
64 Stone Street, Rochester, N. Y.

The Flower City

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, loo
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GUIDANCE and assistance in the selection of plants, trees, vines, and
flowering shrubs best suited to your soil and to your landscape problem;
definite and accurate information as to what to plant and when and

where and how; hints that will help you obtain desired results in the shortest

possible time; suggestions that will save you many a failure and disappointment
and—if you wish it—actual landscape service, planning, and planting.

This is the offering of the Wagner Park Nurseries. Our Catalogue tells about it

in detad. Shows the pictures and gives the life-story of Wagner Plants that
Grow. We believe that there is no catalogue of greater value to the garden
lover. A copy will be sent you free on request.

Write to-day for catalogue 46

The Wagner Park Nurseries Box 911, Sidney, Ohio

Cooperation for the Garden Lover

IRISES EXCLUSIVELY
The most complete collection in America

Catalogue on Request

ERITH N. SHOUP
The Gardens Dayton, Ohio

ection atLast

Our Improved Excelsior Tomato
is the largest, sturdiest, most prolific home-garden
variety. Rich, red fruits ripen early and till

frost. Meat solid, delicious, nearly seedless.

While they last we will send full-size packet for 10c.

Our beautiful 1917 catalogue of Pure and Sure
Seeds, etc., is FREE. Write TO-DAY.
ST. LOUIS SEED CO., 411 G, St. Louu, Mo.

Gardening Made Easy
We used to think that a garden meant a lot of

hard work. But modern invention has taken the

backache and drudgery out of gardening, yet has

left all the satisfaction—the joy of working among
growing things. A few minutes’ brisk exercise

daily will insure an abundance of delicious veg-
etables for the home table.

IRONACE
GARDEN
TOOLS

do the work ten times faster than the old-fashioned tools, and do
it better! Will sow accurately and at even depth, cover the

seed, firm the soil, cultivate, weed, ridge and level the soil, all

as fast as you care to walk. Strongly-built, servicable tools

—

the result of 80 years’ farm and factory experience. We also

make a large line of cultivating, spraying and potato ma-
chinery. Write for booklet: “Gardening with Modern
Tools’’ to-day!

BATEMAN MFG. COMPANY, crenloch
2

; n. j

A Hot Water Hot Bed

A/fAN'Y starting the usual style of hotbed
find the work more of an undertaking

than they anticipated, and when finished the
result is often disappointing.

We raise many plants each season in cold-
frames; but one year wishing to have some
extra early, decided to try hotbeds, and to
avoid any uncertainty that might attend the
use of manure, experimented successfully with
two beds, each six feet by nine feet, heated by
hot water, and had little trouble in regulating
the temperature, which might not have been
the case with manure, the heat of which stead-
ily declines from the start.

For a frame six by nine feet, excavate a
bed running east and west, eight by eleven feet

and one foot deep with level smooth bottom.
Build a frame of one-inch lumber 6 ft. wide by

9 ft. long; 1 8 inches high one side, 2 ft. 6 in.

high on the other, and sloping at ends from
back to front which gives the proper incline

for the sashes.

This is to be set in the excavated bed so as to

leave a space of one foot all round; but before

doing so cover the bottom of the bed with fine

wire netting to extend three inches beyond
edges of the frame when set, to exclude
gophers, etc.; drive 2 rows of one inch by two
inch stakes, two feet apart, and equal dis-

tances apart lengthwise with frame, and pro-

jecting five inches above ground; set stakes the
narrow width across the bed.

Get any good make of large size incubator
lamp and tank, and pipe enough to extend
within two feet pf end of frame and return at

right angles two feet apart, back to tank.

Set lamp on a level foundation outside end
of frame, through which cut holes, or make
suitable opening for pipe, which bend if neces-

sary, to allow it to set level on tops of stakes to

which it should be secured.

Box in the lamp and space enough to work
when attending to lamp, etc., and roof in any
suitable way to protect against weather.

Now fill in Frame and other open parts with
soil to six inches above pipe, level up smooth
and even, and nail or screw cross pieces on
frame for sashes to rest on.

Light up the lamp, and in a few hours test

the temperature of bed with sashes on, also

off; use a good incubator thermometer and
regulate with it and the sashes, according to

weather conditions; a little experimenting will

show what is needed.

A good thermostat regulator can be

arranged to set over centre of bed if desired,

the same as used in an incubator.

We fitted one of our beds with lengths of

one and one-fourth inch pipe having one-fourth

inch holes drilled alternately six inches apart

on the sides for sub-irrigating.

These were placed across the bed and had
one end turned up above the soil and the other

closed; and were bent at right angles to return

two feet apart.

Water was poured in through a funnel, also

clear solutions of fertilizer, which in combina-
tion with the warmth from the hot water
system formed an ideal condition for the

finest kind of plant growth.

One great advantage of this bed is that it can

be used either as a hot bed or cold frame at any
time without change of construction. The
first cost is the greatest; but as it will give

good service for several seasons if properly con-

structed and fitted, it will be found cheaper and
much more economical of time and labor than

the average manure bed.

W’elch Bros.

Write to the Readers' Sendee for suggestions about garden furniture
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Horsford’s wla'mer

Plants
and Flower Seedi that Grow!
Old-Fashioned Flowers, Hardy
Ferns, Bulbs, Shrubs, Trees,* etc.

Also an attractive line of Hardy Fruits

and Lily Bulbs. Don't fail to see my
catalogue N before flaringyour orders. Send/or it now

!

F. H. HORSFORD, Charlotte, Vermont

greens

Beautify

Homes

Ever

Wing’s Quality Seeds
No matter whether you have a small backyard
garden or plant vegetables on an extensive scale we
can supply you with all the standard varieties as

well as many new and rare specialties. Wing’s Seeds

produce choice vegetables of highest quality. You
get a full stand under any reasonable conditions.

Wings Red Sunrise: The best early Tomato we
know. Ripens the same day as Earliana. 30%
more prolific and 30% better quality.

Try Our Famous Collection

One special pkt each of the following popular varie-

ties mailed postpaid for 10c. Beet, Lettuce, Radish,

Tomato and Nasturtium.

Write for New Catalogue

We have just issued a very attractive seed guide.

Completely illustrated.

Describes every variety of
vegetable, old and new as well as

125 varieties of Gladioli, 1 55
Dahlias, 165 Iris, 150 Paeonies,

the world’s finest Sweet Peas, the

best Asters, Pansies, Aquilegia, all

your old favorites and many new
and rare flowers. We
give big generous pack-

ets and everything in

our catalogue is reason-

able in price.

The Wing Seed Co.

Box 126

Mechanicsburg
Ohio

i/ c

f tOU'

Our sure growing evergreens lend a finished

touch to any home. For 56 years we have been
furnishing choice, hardy evergreens to people
all over America. We offer you the choice of

the greatest evergreen stock in the world—over
30,000,000 evergreens on hand.
We give expert advice free—furnish sugges-

tions on tree arrangement. Write for Hand-
somely Illustrated Evergreen Book—trees shown
in true-to-life colors — Free! Get the book.
Don’t risk failure with evergreens of uncertain
quality. Get the book and get posted.

\

D. HILL NURSERY CO.

BOX 1066
Evergreen Specialists

DUNDEE, ILL.

American Pillar Rose

Corot Outrivalled
What would Corot have given to achieve on
canvas one of the masterpieces of color which
you can effect with the ready assistance of

Dame Nature. To be explicit, we refer to

the art of Rose Culture, that fascinating

hobby which appeals to all lovers of the

beauties of Nature. The time’s ripe now for

the planning of your summer rose attractions.

Let C. & J. Roses come to your assistance,

with their almost endless varieties of form
and color. We commend especially to your
attention the

American Pillar Rose
—the most popular single hardy climber in existence;

introduced by The Conard & Jones Company. Rich,

rosy pink flowers of exquisite tints. Such an abundance
of blossoms as to almost hide the dark green foliage.

It will shoot out thick canes 20 feet long in one sea-

son, or, if desired, it can be kept in bush form for lawn
purposes. One of our delighted customers writes: “The
American Pillar is the grandest of all my 200 varieties.

A novelty indeed, over 500 buds to-day.” Another
writes us: “My American Pillar Rose seems to escape

the blights and bug pests to which so many roses (ramblers especially)

are prone.” Still another writes: “My American Pillar is now one

mass of red berries.” Prices as follows:

1 yr. 20c. postpaid; 2 yr. 50c.; Extra 2 yr. 75c.; Star size #1 by express.

1917 Floral Guide—Free
An indispensable little book that will open the eyes of every rose-

lover to the numerous possibilities of C. & J. Roses. Lists nearly

400 of the “Best Roses for America”—beautifully illustrated in colors.

More comprehensive then ever this year. Sent free and postpaid to

all readers of Garden Magazine. Why not write to-day?

CONARD & Jones Company
ROSES, Box 24, WEST GROVE, PA.

Robert Pyle, President Antoine Wintzer, Vice-President

Rose Specialists -—Backed by 50 Years 9 Experience

“How to Grow Roses”
A valuable manual of rose-culture,

which will delight you with the con-

cise way in which all the information

necessary to rose success is set forth.

Tells how and where to grow roses; how
to select, prune, etc. Editor Barron of

Garden Magazine says: “The book is a

very thorough round-up of what the

amateur wants to know about roses.”

Library Edition; 121 pages—16 in

colors. Price gi, with coupon worth

$1 with first $5 order. Write to-day!

Better Seeds forYour Garden
The per cent that will grow is marked on the package

Harris Seeds are the kind that make the garden more productive and the

vegetables more delicious. Bred as carefully as prize live stock on our own
Seed Farms five miles from Rochester, Harris Seeds have for years been used
by the largest and most successful market gardeners.

You can get fine results from this pedigree seed because every lot is

tested and the percentage that will grow is marked on the label. So you
know just how thick to plant.

Send for our free catalogue and learn about our new strains of Peas,

Beans, Beets, Corn, Cauliflower, Tomatoes, Melons, etc. See why
our method of selecting the Seed from the best individual plant en-

ables you to produce better sized and more delicious

vegetables in greater quantities.

*>
Write for the free Catalogue to-day—It shows how

V v ^ y to have a truly successful garden and enables you to

buy direct from the actual grower at whole-
sale prices.

Introductory Offer—Free
To every one sending for our Catalogue we will

send absolutely free one package of our famous
Irondequoit Muskmelon Seed—the big Melons in

the picture. Be sure to say, “Send the Melon Seeds."

JOSEPH HARRIS COMPANY
Box 51, Coldwater, N. Y.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—an I we will, too
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“Hills of Snow”
Hydrangea
Blooms in midsummer when color is scarce

in the shrubbery border. Large cluster of
pure white flowers almost hide the foliage

during July and August. A few of these
attractive shrubs, judiciously planted
around the home, will greatly add to its

attractiveness and bright appearance.

Unexcelled for Suburban Planting
Easily confined to limited space. Practically im-

mune to plant diseases. The flowers are lasting, the
foliage very ornamental. Thrive well in any soil and
require no petting or attention after planting. Sturdy,
well-rooted plants with well-balanced tops, 50c. each,

$5. per dozen. No charge for packing and delivery' to

express office.

Helpful Catalogue and Personal Advice
It puts a century of experience in growing or- FREE

namentals at your disposal. Eight hundred acres

of selected nursery stock to choose from. We welcome special

inquiries with reference to planting plans and problems.

American Nursery Co., Inc.
S
mdg,

r New York

10 pkts. FLOWER SEEDS
Extra Special Value 1 A

-

Mailed Postpaid for

The following collection blooms continuously
from early summer to late fall: Aster, Sweet
Alyssum, Marigold, Petunia, Pansy, Phlox,

Poppy, Salvia, Verbena and Zinnia. Generous
packets. Germinating quality guaranteed.

Catalogue Mailed FREE
Describes the best varieties of Roses, Dahlias, Can-
nas, Ferns. Carnations and everything for house
and garden. Write to-day.

Miss Jessie M. Good
Box 515 Springfield, Ohio

COLORADO
SAND
LILIES

CRYSTAL-WHITE, miniature
April-blooming lilies from a
rosette of pretty foliage. Har-

dy, and thrive year after year in a
sunny, well drained spot in any
garden. We want them to carry
a message of fragrance, beauty and
lasting pleasure to every garden
owner in America; 15 flowering
roots for $1.00; 100 for $6.00; pre-
paid in the U. S.. delivery now or
early spring.

Ask for catalogue of Colorado
shrubs and flowers. We also grow
and catalogue the best ornamen-
tals for the West. Either cata-
logue free.

Rockmont Nursery, Boulder, Colo.

The finest that skill can produce direct from our upland nurseries (The

largest in N. Y. State) to you direct at wholesale prices.

Bearing Age Trees— a Specialty
For the man who wants to set out a few fruit trees for family use W e

L
bave trees that will begin to

bear in one year. Splendid big healthy trees—the best that can be had for this purpose. Bearing

Age Apple 35 cts. each: Pear 40cts. each; Peach 35 cts. each; Cherry 45 cts. each; Plum 40 cts. each.

Then there are the Dwarf Fruit Trees, very satisfactory if you have a small yard. The varieties and tneir early

bearing qualities are fully described in our big free wholesale catalog illustrated in colors.

No matter whether you want to plant an orchard, set out some nut trees, or beautify your home with some
beautiful flowering hardy shrubs, we can supply what you need at wholesale prices.

^ 33 year’s experience and the financial resources of this big growing business are back of the absolute guarantee

pT we give with every tree. Write to-day for the big free wholesale catalog withi the colored1
illustrations and

;
^ we will send you a valuable folder: “HOW TO CARE FOR I REES AND SHRUBS. Remember we sell

only A-l guaranteed stock at cost of Production Plus one Profit—Write to-day.

Introductory offer- Maloney’s Ideal Garden Collection No. 4

9 First oIuhh. 2 year 4-5 ft- tree-* for *1.00 Apples: i Red Astrachan. summer, i

^ Fall pippin. Fall, i McIntosh, winter; Pear: i Bartlett, summer; Cherry: i Montmorency. ^
July; Peaches: 2 Early Crawford, Late Aug., 2 Elberta, Sept.

1 MAI HNRV RROS X WFI.LS CO.

We invite

i you to
* visit our

SS-jSL- nurseries

THE READERS’ SERVICE

This department gives direct personal service
to each reader of The Garden Magazine.
The most expert advice that the editors of the
magazine can give is thus brought to your door
just when you need it. JVrite out your question,
mail it to us, and the manager of the Readers’
Service will transmit the desired information,
after putting the question before the proper
authority. This special service has been of real
value to many, and it is available to every
Garden Magazine reader upon request and
without expense, although a stamped envelope

for reply is appreciated.

There are, however, some things we cannot
DO. We cannot supply plans for garden de-
sign, nor for garden making, nor for buildings;
neither can we make complete planting lists for
individual purposes. We are, however, in such
cases ready to give references to previously pub-
lished plans and if desired to people who we
think could adequately serve the inquirer, or to

make general suggestions regarding garden de-

signs or planting plans that may be submitted
to us. Address all inquiries to The Garden
Magazine Readers’ Service, Garden City, Long
Island, N. Y.

Transplanting Big Trees

Is it possible to transplant trees twelve to

eighteen inches in diameter with a reasonable
assurance of success; if so, at what season and
how best is it done?—W. C., 111.

—Large trees can be moved under certain

conditions; it all depends on the kind of tree

and the soil on which it grows. It is prac-

tically impossible to move Oaks. Elms can be
moved if they are carefully looked after, while
Maples are comparatively easy to move. The
essentials of successful tree moving are simple.

1 he roots must be disturbed as little as possible.

In winter you can cut out the ball of soil

any size you wish and then let it freeze solid,

when it may be drawn over the frozen ground
more economically than in any other way.
One great cause of failure in the moving of

trees is due to the fact that not enough of the

root system is taken up. As much of the root

system should be moved as there is top of the

tree. In fact, one can destroy the top of the

tree with a greater chance of the tree living

than one can destroy the roots. Trees should

be removed into similar conditions; trees

moved from the middle of a wood to an open
lawn will not do well. The top branches of the

tree should be cut back considerably in order

to offset the loss of the roots. Trees that

are to be moved should be root pruned from
time to time so that large masses of small

fibrous roots are contained in the ball about
the base of the tree. Twenty-four hours be-

fore digging, a trench is opened almost on a

line with the spread of the branches. 1 his is

filled with water and the inside ball is also well

watered. When actual moving takes place,

next day, the soil is carefully taken from all

extended roots which are then carefully

wrapped and watered and the tree is lifted

with a large ball based on the size of the trunk

—one foot of ball to each inch of trunk. The
actual move is made rapidly, the tree being re-

planted with careful replacing and tamping of

the soil. Subsequent care consists of watering

and mulching liberally—a three-inch mulch is

kept over the whole disturbed area for at least

a year.

Starting in the Greenhouse Business

I want to start in the greenhouse business;

but have but little capital and no experience.

(Continued on page 4.6)

The Readers' Service will gladly furnish information about Retail Shops
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The New American Rose !

LOS ANGELES
For All American Gardens

Pent up in the plants of this new 1

American Rose, are two years of 1

California sunshine, planting 1

in your garden will release it, 1

and you will have a glow of 1

sunshine and gold never 1

before beheld in a Rose.

A new color combination I

of superlative beauty—flame
|

pink, ‘toned with coral and 1

shaded with trans-
|

lucent gold at base |

of petals.

A vigorous grower §

producing a succession S

of strong sturdy canes,

every shoot crowned with magnifi- 1

cent flowers.

Strong two-year-old budded plants, delivered d*0 flf)
to any part of the United States for - - -

Large or small quantities at the same price. These plants are cut bac\ to 18 inches high,

and Will bloom this coming summer. Pamphlet with cultural directions with each plant.

HOWARD & SMITH, Rose Specialties
9th and Olive Streets LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Send 10 cents in stamps for a beautiful picture of "Los Angeles” Rose
in natural colors—it tells the story

Sounds good, doesn’t it? You can enjoy shortcake

from early summer until frost comes if you plant

Knight’s Superb and Knight’s Progressive this

spring. You can pick berries in a few weeks, and
continue to pick until November. These two varie-

ties are really everbearing.

Knight’s “Shortcake” Collection

$4.50

200 Superb. Delicious berries from June to frost.

100 Progressive. Excellent flavor; big crops; ever-

bearing.

100 Gibson. Flavor delicious; large. Fruits in June.
Maybe you want to grow berries for market. Gib-

son is the big money-maker; bears large crops of mon-
strous fruit, which commands the highest prices.

Knight’s 1917 Small Fruit Book
tells how to grow Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries, Grapes,
etc. Lists of varieties are given together with their points of ex-

cellence. Your name and address will bring a copy—write to-day.

DAVID KNIGHT & SON
Box 75, Sawyer, Mich.

An abundant bloomer giving a pro-

fusion of large, perfect Roses from early

summer to advent of winter frost.

MiMiliMil'IiMiMil'I'Mil.M'Uil'I'Mil'MtlTri

Shrubs That Will Bloom
In Sun or Shade

No shrub will make its very best effort in every place you put it.

Some bloom best in full sunshine, some in slightly shaded places.

These two collections offer specimens for both situations, and will

give blooms for a considerable part of the season.

Shrubs for Sunshine
Forsythia. Showy yellow flowers in early spring. Barberry. Beau-

tiful foliage and berries. Small flowers in June. Hydrangea pani-
culata grandiflora. Great white blooms from August to October.

One plant of each, delivered anywhere, $1.00
Two plants of each for $1 .75

Shrubs for Shady Places
Kerria. Golden yellow flowers. (You may have the single or

double-flowering variety— state which you want.) Hydrangea
arborescens alba. “Hills of Snow.” Snow white flowers, all

summer. Snowberry. Small flowers in summer, followed by berries

which hang until winter.

One plant of each, delivered anywhere, $1.25
Two plants of each for $2.25

Baur’s General Catalogue
plants and bulbs for every garden or estate, with the directions needed for planting
and care. Write for a copy—free.

15 East Ninth Street, Dept. A, Erie, Pa.

Is Your Yard
Part of Your Home?
T'JON’T you think your lawn would seem

more like home if it were tastefully
planted with flowers, shrubs and trees ?
We will gladly offer you suggestions for
beautifying vour grounds—absolutely free
of charge. Simply write us for directions.
We will send you by return mail printed
forms to be filled out. Skilled landscape
artists will then plan you a beautiful home
and send the suggestions free. If you ap-
prove, one of our expert plantsmen will
call on you personally to study your yards
and discuss further details.

Sixty years of constant endeavor have so
perfected our stock of fruit and flowering
trees, shrubs and flowers, that we do not
hesitate to guarantee you satisfaction, re-

gardless of locality. Any size yard or
ground, no matter how complicated, can
easily be made a home of beauty. Simply
give us a chance to prove that we can make
your yard individual and attractive.

Our catalog for 1917 is full of all

that is needed for orchard or
lawn. It can be had by request .

HOOPES, BRO. & THOMAS CO.
Dept. H, West Chester, Pa.

Established 1853 800 Acred
Philadelphia Office

:

222-3*4-5 Stephen Girard Bldg.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in uniting — and we will, too.
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Returns Two
Months Sooner by

Starting the Garden

in Early March

YOU know the possibilities of hotbeds—a chance to start growing un-
der glass, even while the snow is on the ground. To transplant

later and have blooming flowers and luscious vegetables, on your table
or ready for the markets, many weeks in advance of those gardens
which wait for the “safe” period of planting in the open.

Easy-to-BuyOr you can start a little later with
glass covered coldframes—elim-

inating the heat generating
sub-bed of manure which is

needed when the start is made
in late February or early March.

In either case, you'll be most suc-

cessful if you use DUO GLAZED
SASH—the sash with two layers

of glass and insulating air space
between—the sash that, being
frost-proof, needs no night cover-

ings—the sash of greatest service

because built to last and designed
for easy glazing.

With a LITTLE
GEM GREENHOUSE
—the luxury, heated garden frame—you
can have produce and posies, the whole
year through. This Duo Glazed F rame
giving forty square feet of growing space,
is furnished complete with heater and sub-
frame at a cost of only £49.50

A WORD ABOUT
DUO GLAZED SASH
Constructed from Louisiana Red Cypress

—

a wood that longest defies decay. The
members, joining, design, and method of
utting together are the utmost effort of a
ig sash factory backed by the resolution

to build as well as is humanly possible

The improved method of glazing is so sim-
ple. so free from complications, that you
would not be satisfied with any othertype,
once you know Duo Glazed.
They need no night coverings or shutters.

The dead air space between the closely fit-

ing glass gives not only frost-proof protec-

tion but allows the warmth from the sun to

enter and be retained.
In 3ft. by 6ft. size they cost less than $1.84
each—in lots of two dozens (slightly less

or more for other quantities). Also sold
with Hotbeds and Coldframe Outfits, in

Garden frames and in

Greenhouses.

DUO GLAZED GREENHOUSES
are built and shipped in section-

al units painted and with glass

furnished for as low as $138 in

the sunken path, 10ft. by 12ft.

size. Lean-to types at $90 and
up according to size and style

(beating systems not included
at prices quoted).

Duo Glazed Greenhouses, in a

wide choice of models and sizes,

are splendid in appearance,
strong, low in cost, easy to erect,

and because of the perfect insu-
lation afforded by the Duo Glazed Sash
and by the wall construction are econom-
ical to heat and maintain.

Catalogue Upon Request
Besides accurately listing the Duo Glazed

Line of Sash, Frames and Greenhouses, it

tells some interesting facts about hotbed and hot-
house culture—facts that may open your eyes to the
remarkable possibilities fbr the garden lover and
professional grow er. Write Jor it to-day.

CALLAHAN DUO GLAZED SASH CO., 139 Wyandot St., Dayton, Ohio

is a mixture carefully selected from our large Named List, grown by ourselves,

and comprises the best pinks, whites, reds, and many other beautiful shades
of this grand flower. We offer this mixture at the extraordinary low price of

75 Fine Bulbs, Mixed, for $1.00
mailed free to customers within 4th Postal Zone (600 miles) fronj Chicago or New York*
For further zones add 16 cents in stamps. “How to grow” in every package.

Secure these today; cut out this advertisement, attach a dollar bill, and mail it to us.

Mark your envelope Dept. G.
Our 160 page illustrated catalogue goes FREE with your order.

flowers ellSummer,
For One Dollar
THERE is no flower that is so easijy grown and blooms so readily as

THE GLADIOLUS, and by repeated plantings, a continued bloom
may be had all summer long. The long spikes are graceful and fas-

cinating in their great array of colors; cut as first flower opens and placed

in water, the flowers develop for a week, even to the last bud.
GLADIOLI require no nursing, spraying or other special attention.

Once planted the bulbs take care of themselves asking no favors and
making no demands, but adapt themselves to the best conditions avail-

able. Commence planting in April and repeat at io day intervals until

the end of June, and you will have flowers until late autumn.

Vaughan’s Homewood Gladioli

You’ll Get Wonderful Results from

DUO GLAZED GARDENS

(Continued from page 44)

How much land would I need and what kind of
a house for the raising of lettuce, flowers, etc.?
Wouldn’t it be best to buy about three acres of
land not very far from a city, with perhaps a
house and barn, and build my own greenhouse?
—A. W„ Ohio.
—The greenhouse business may prove a very
profitable one when well managed, although it

involves various business risks and the need of
training and knowledge the same as any other
branch of farming or, for that matter, any
other business. If you like plants and flowers
and feel sure that you are fitted for the business
and could put into it the energy and en-
thusiasm that any one must put in any voca-
tion in which he is to succeed, it would be a
good one for you to take up. Your plan of
buying land and building a greenhouse is all

right for any one that has had practical ex-
perience and who has enough money to keep
going until he is established and returns begin
to come in; but for any one situated as you
appear to be, it would be far better to look for

work in some already successful greenhouse
where the practical details of the business can
be learned gradually and thoroughly. Prob-
ably one of the best things you can do is to go
to your Agricultural College and talk to the
Professor of Horticulture there. He can un-
doubtedly give you valuable advice and sug-
gestions. Prof. White’s book “Principles of
Floriculture” is a book you should read care-

fully before proceeding further. Its price is

$1.7$.

To Correctly Set a Sundial

** What is the correct way to set a sundial?

—

C. H. M., N. Y.
—A sundial is useless as a time keeper unless

the gnomon is properly pointed. This cannot
be done properly by the variable compass. The
best way to get the gnomon properly pointed is

to obtain from an almanac the date at which
the pole star .will be at the meridian, and point

the gnomon that night. To do this, adjust

the poles in a line with the star, and sight along

the north-south line of the dial and these two
poles. The twelve o’clock point should be due
north. The disk of the horizontal dial must
always be exactly level and the gnomon per-

pendicular to it.

What to Use to Make a Fertilizer

What is the proper proportion of wood
ashes, hydrated lime, sheep (or any other)

manure, phosphate, bone meal, to use in order

to have a first class fertilizer and worm de-

stroyer for use on lawn, flower beds, and potted

plants? Is powdered sulphur good?—N. C.

P., Mo.
—It would be extremely unwise to make a

fertilizer mixture of lime or wood ashes and
any form of organic manure such as sheep

manure, since such a mixture results in the

wasting of much of the nitrogen. Your best

plan will be to use the lime and wood ashes by
themselves at the rate of perhaps 1,000 pounds
per acre, working it well into the newly dug or

plowed soil. Then you can add a dressing of

the sheep manure, as much as 1,000 pounds

per acre being safe, this to be well harrowed

in. Acid phosphate, if desired, can also be

applied at the same time, 500 or 600 pounds

being a great plenty. Bone meal is an excel-

lent potash and phosphoric acid fertilizer, and

can be used generously in any soil or compost
for indoor or outdoor work. Sulphur is not

a fertilizer but is useful in fighting rusts, mil-

dews and other fungous diseases.

// a problem grows in your garden write lo the Readers * Sendee for assistance
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HoMEo^HeATMER
ANNOUNCES ITS 1917 EDITION

OF THE

Heatherhome Seed
AND

Plant Book
A MASTERPIECE OF GARDEN CATALOGUES

There are no illustrations, yet the book is

as full of color as a garden in June. By
word pictures alone, simple and full of
meaning, it delights and informs. It will tell

you just the things you have always wanted
to know. 336 pages, antique paper, bound
in Heatherhome blue in a box free for the

asking. It is a beautiful, fascinating book
and we guarantee your pleasure in it just as

we guarantee to grow, and to be as de-
scribed, every seed and plant that comes
from the Home of Heather

KNIGHT STRUCK CO.
PLANTSMEN ~ SEEDSMEN

258 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

mien spring monies i\ouna

you’ll want your grounds to be as attractive as

your next door neighbor’s.

Get a Woodlawn Catalogue now and spend a

cosy winter evening studying it. The handsome
illustrations and helpful suggestions ought to

prove of considerable value to you.

It tells how to plant and take care of vines, roses,

shrubs, and trees, both fruit and ornamental.

May we send you a copy free?

WOODLAWN NURSERIES
Allen L. Wood, Prop. 917 Garson Ave,, Rochester, N. Y.

It is not an exaggeration
to say that Cowee’s Gla-
dioli have thousands of

colors, shades and tints.

My blooming fields liter-

ally out-shine the rainbow,

but among all the wonder-
ful sorts none surpass

these

Three New Gladioli

War. Deep blood-red, shad-
ing to crimson-black. Flowers
on long spikes.

Peace. The finest white.

Slight lilac feathering on infer-

ior petals. Extra large flowers.

PROSPERITY. New, and
first offering. Bright rose-pink,

shading to madder-lake. Large
flowers, long spikes; a superb
new Gladiolus.

One Bulb of Each Variety

Sent to Any Address for $3

Only two collections to a
customer. Prosperity is sold

in this collection only.
War, Peace, and Prosperity

are illustrated and described in

detail in my booklet for 1917

The Glory of the Garden
with many other well-known
and desirable varieties. A
copy will be sent with each
order for this Special Collec-

tion—or you may have a copy
free if you will send your
name and address to-day.

ARTHUR COWEE—Meadowvale Farms, Box 202, Berlin, N. Y.

Gladioli of a Thousand Shades
Don’t Expect the

Impossible
Roses that have been propaga-

ted in hot, moist greenhouses will

naturally be full of sap and much
too delicate to do well out-of-

doors until they have had time to

accustom themselves to changed

conditions. You cannot expect

to have immediate success with

plants that are thus lacking in

vitality and you are lucky if they

withstand the first frost. But
you can expect to have immediate

success with

Fairfax Roses
because they are grown slowly

under natural conditions and

wintered out of doors. They are

thoroughly hardy, acclimated to

snow and frost, and have tough

canes and vigorous roots. They

will thrive anywhere and bloom
freely the first season. Planted

this spring they will make a lovely

rose garden for you this summer
which will be a constant delight for

many years to come.

Let me send you my 1917 Rose Book— Free

It not only describes the 1 50 different kinds

of hardy Fairfax Roses, illustrated with photo-

graphic reproductions, hut it gives you care-

ful instructions on growing roses so as to have
'the greatest success with them.

W. R. CRAY
Box 6, Oakton, Fairfax County, Virginia

Advertisers 'drill appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will too
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Restoring Old Houses
Mr. James Collier Marshall, Director of the Decorating Service of The Garden Magazine's Advertising Dept., will solve your problems of home
decoration—color schemes, hangings, floor coverings, art objects and interior arrangements, making purchases at the most favorable prices.

This service is free to our readers. Address inquiries to “Inside the Garden Home,” The Garden Magazine, 1 1 West 32nd Street, New York.

THE person who is doing over an old house

trying to restore its original atmosphere has

before him one of the most difficult and, at the

same time, one of the most interesting tasks that can be

found in life. There is in it clairvoyance as well as

strong common sense and judgment, for it is in fact a

resurrection of past and gone personalities.

To do it successfully one must keep continually in

mind the modern uses to which every article is to be

put, selecting, of course, as a basis, only the necessary

things, yet keeping the spirit of the olden times well in

evidence. And this is difficult. It is easy enough to

assemble pieces and group an effective picture, but it

is another thing to establish the dignity of age with

new things in an old setting.

Success in this depends on a keen understanding of

which articles should look old and which new. It is as

great a mistake to imagine that everything must look

old, though the modern method of antiquing furnishings

is satisfactory. Indeed, too much of this kind of finish

is as trying as the obviously new, and the general effect

is about the same.
Hence one is led to combine these

types. For example, if one is furnishing

a living room of the simple Georgian ty pe,

which may have a dado ofwood panelling

white painted like the plain wood mantel,

it would be better to choose brown ma-
hogany instead of red, since it lends

itself to combinations with walnut, an

arrangement that gives the impression

of age and a long occupation of the house.

Good pieces in these woods require no
antiquing, merely rubbing down, but if a

lacquer piece is desirable, it must be

antiqued and very well done at that to be

in keeping with the other articles.

The wall treatment, which in a new
house is usually decided upon with the

architect, and presents comparatively

few difficulties, is in the old house quite a

problem. Seldom is the plaster either

smooth or firm enough to admit scraping

and painting. So paper must be used.

In this case, everything depends on the taste of the re-

storer. Yet there is no need to go far astray on this

point, as several American wall paper manufacturers
are making to-day from authentic Colonial patterns
some really beautiful papers that are not expensive.

Generally speaking, I would advise the use of the
small figured, allover designs in preference to those more
bizarre ones showing the Chinese influence. Buff or
warm yellow are far and away the best colors to be
used with the white woodwork that is common in most
old houses in this country, and they are the best back-
ground for mahogany, walnut and lacquer.

One of the best of these reproduced old papers which
might well be used above a white dado has a small
climbing vine of gray on a pale yellow ground, there
being shadings of black and lights of gold on the vine.

This charming festooned pattern gives depth to the
yellow wall and exactly gains the feeling of qu^intness
and dignity of age. It seems unnecessary to say that
such a paper needs few pictures. In fact, the effect

will be better if only a few are employed.
If your mantel is worth while, and most of the old

ones are, its effectiveness can be greatly enhanced by
building an overmantel of wood against the chimney

breast. Even though of plainest boards
and molding this will form a splendid

frame for any sort of decoration, either

picture, glass or metal. This will be par-

ticularly good in a room with a wooden
dado, and the cost will be trifling.

Curtains and hangings in a room done
with the above described paper must be
very simple. A fine scrim would be best

for the curtains. These can be allowed

to hang straight, but if the house is in the

country they will be far more in keeping
with the simple dignity of the furnishings

if they are looped back. Or, if over-

hangings are employed, the scrim curtains

might be hung straight with the over-

draperies hanging full length, caught back

either just above or just below their mid
length. A striped silk will carry out the

feeling in this room, as it does in most
simple Georgian ones, though I do not

think it should be used for portieres. A
solid color will be better.

The floor should be left as plain as comfort will allow.

Does not the sconce conjure visions for you? Of brass with
movable arms it will be excellent for your quaint old hall.

Price, $7.50

Every lover of china appreciates the atmosphere of Mintons. This new pattern is as rich in

color as in grace and will lend great dignity to the restored dining room

There is much individuality in lacquer ware of whatever de- The stoneware stirrup cups of Colonial days find a prototype

scription. This solid bowl is very effective and sells at $3.00. in these of Fulper pottery that is very good looking. Price,

Fork and spoon. $2.00 $9.00

The clever designer of this splendid brass tray has made its

very metal become a part of the pattern by allowing the brass

to be the branches. Price, $25.00
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By the
Million

For the
MillionGladiolusKELSEy

HEALTH
HEAT

Mrs. Francis King
A deep salmon pink

I
F YOU want the plain, unvarn-
ished truth about heating systems,

and the advantages of the warm air

heat of the Kelsey Health Heat, then
send for our Saving Sense Booklet. It

shows you how you can have a leakless,

noiseless, dustless, healthful heat that

will ventilate while it heats.

It gives you conclusive evidence

that neither wind ‘nor weather prevents

the Kelsey from satisfactorily heating

every room in your house.

It proves its economy beyond any
doubt. Its text is untechnical, inter-

esting, convincing.

Send for the booklet

T
he fCEL5EV
WARM AIR GENERATOR |

232 James Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

New York Boston

103-P Park Avenue 405-P Post Office Sq. Bldg.

Detroit Chicago

Space 95-P Builders Exch. 2767-P Lincoln Avenue

AliOWAY
r PolfERV0
pr Gives the essential touch

to the garden and home.
Send for catalogue of Ar-
tistic Flower Pots and
Jars, Vases, Bird Fonts,
Sun-dials, Benches and
other Beautiful Pieces.

\
GAliOWAY

TERRA COTTA CO.
3214 Walnut St.

PHILADELPHIA

USE THIS CHEST FREE^ Moth
/Sk. gSjyr;. Proof

'

s3'' 1

-Im Red

IV Bring the Blue-Birds
UV —for Happiness
• A Dodson House, built by the "man
W* the birds love" will bring a family of

i|V\ these "happiness” birds to live in your
\ \ V yard. Mr. Dodson has spent 22 years

\ ^ learning how to build houses that the
birds like. Bird Lodge, his beautiful

|
home, is thronged with native birds,

j

Wrens, blue birds, martins, each must
have a special style house. Prices range
from $1.50 to$i2. Buy nowand let your
houses “weather." The birds like them
better.

Bird Book Free—Send for Mr. Dodson’s
book which tells how to win bird friends

his 4-Boom to your garden. Describes houses, bird

rd House baths, winter feeding devices, with

ckiniriae prices. All are patented. Sent free
5

Blue-birds raise
"“h.3 b

0f^“'
!bird,&£ “ C°'°rS '

ear-but never in
"orthy of framing. Write to

They move from JOSEPH II. DODSON, of Bird Lodge
in this 4-room Director, American Audubon Society

[io] 709 Harrison Arc., Kankakee, 111.

to your lawn by
giving them plenty
of water for bath-
ing and drinking
in a

Direct
From
Factory
To
You

SHARONWARE
BIRD BATH

designed upon humane principles. The birds bathe in water from % to
2 inches deep without risk of drowning. The bath empties itself every
twenty-four hours, thereby making it sanitary. 17 in. across, 6 in. high,
weight 30 pounds. Made in various colors; decorative, artistic, practical.

Price, $4.00, F. O. B. New York.
Same bowl on pedestal: total height 39 inches. $10.00 F. O. B. N. Y.
Send for descriptive price-list of window-boxer, flower-pots, jardinieres,
garden benches, etc.

SHARONWARE WORKSHOP. 82 Leiintton Are.. New York

15 days free trial. We pay the freight. A Piedmont Prices
protects furs, woolens and plumes from moths, mice. Freight Prepaid
dust and damp. Distinctly beautiful. Needed in every L_—__———

—

home. Lasts for generations. Finest wedding or birthday g>ft at a great sav-

ing. IVritc to-day/or our great new catalogue and reduced prices—all
/repaid FREE toyou.
Piedmont Red Cedar Chest Co., Dept. 89, Statesville, N. C.
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Some Useful Things

T 1̂HERE seem!
never to be iri

any house,

however well lighted

an exactly satisfac-
Jj

1

tory night lamp,
Only a short time ago
an inquiry came to

me from the mistress?

of a large house ini

the country askings

me for a good night]

lamp—not electric—

]

that did not have an
odor. So far as I can
find out, only the old

fashioned candle
lamps fill this re-

quirement. So I

bought several such and sent them to her.

Since I have been told they are highly satisfactory,!

it may be entertaining to show one of these reproduc-'

tions of the quaint old wall candle lamps. As may be

JVouldyou doyour dining room in lavender

?

The Principles of Interior Decoration, by Frank Alvah
Parsons, President of the New York School of Fine and
Applied Arts, is the leading article in The New
COUNTRY LIFE for February. Illustrated in color,

this manual explains the theory of color harmony, and
the other rules necessary to the successful decoration
of interiors. All you need to know about interior dec-
oration is incorporated in this article, and the principles

are so clearly explained that persons of good taste will

have no difficulty in applying them.

A dozen other articles follow, each of especial inter-

est to those who live in the country.

THE NEW COUNTRY LIFE
GARDEN CITY, N. Y.

GENTLEMEN:
SEND ME THE NEXT

THREE NUMBERS OF
“THE NEW COUNTRY LIFE'’

FOR WHICH I ENCLOSE Si.

NAME

ADDRESS

G. M. 2-17

Fifty Cents a Copy Five Dollars a Year

*7/10 jYoio

Country Life
Garden City, New York

THREE OF THE
COMING MANUALS
A COLOR GUIDE TO
GARDEN MAKING

MARCH

FRUITS FOR THE
HOME ORCHARD

APRIL

WHAT A DECORATOR
WOULD DO FOR YOUR
SUMMER HOME

MAY

BIRD HOUSES
Get Ready For the Song Birds. Free

Book Tells How to Attract W rens, Blue-

birds, Martins, Flickers, etc., to live in

your garden. Thousands of CHICAGO
HOUSES in successful use. Get a CHI-
CAGO HOUSE and have birds this sum-
mer. Price 8oc. to $57.50. Write to-day.

Agents wanted, write for terms

CHICAGO BIRDHOUSE COMPANY
709-11 South Leavitt Street Chicago, Illinois

Beautify Furniture
Protect Floor and Floor Coverings
from injury by using

Glass Onward Sliding
Furniture Shoe

in place of casters.

If your dealer will not supply you
write us.

ONWARD MFG. CO.
MENASHA, WIS. DEPT. T

3 = fri'M
Make your bird garden "different,” with

|

home-made houses designed by A. Neely
Hall, pioneer bird-house builder. These I

houses cost almost nothing. Birds re- I

turn to them year after year. You make '

your garden. Why not its bird houses? Your bov or

neighbor's boy can help. A. Neely Hall’s descriptive

plans, used everywhere by manual-training schools, hints for a boy's factory,

membership in "American Bird-House League,’* certificate, badge, etc., sent

for 25c in coin. Catalogue for stamp.
The Put-Together Handicraft Shop Dept. Elmhurst, I1L

guessed, there is a thick glass knob on the bottom of]

the lamp that fits snugly into the iron socket, which is
;

made in one piece to be hung or screwed to the wall.

The different parts of this lamp can be easily replaced,

and this with

its primitive;;
efficiency make _
it most desir-

able.

Nor is the

iron trivit,
$5.50 and fine

kettle, $i2.oo,j

shown above,!

in any way;
less interesting.!

These simple, 1

'

old- fashioned

articles are
really very use*

f u 1 at the
hearthside. And
the sensible
generous-sized
dust cloth of

canton flannel

with hand pocket, comes put up in a box at 50 cents,

while the white enamelled dog pan, wood frame, shown

here, come in several sizes, at commensurate prices.

The Readers 1

Service will gladly furnish information about Retail Shops
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ROSES
you can make your rose

garden a constant source

of joy from June until the

killing frosts of November,
with the sturdy American
budded stock which I am
offering this year.

It is the strongest grow-
ing, most fibrous rooted, best

bloom-producing rose stock

you ever had in your garden.

It is a stock so decidedly

superior in quality that it

will soon be preferred by all

rose lovers.

It embraces all the most favored varieties.

My catalogue tells an interesting story of

this new rose stock.

GLADIOLI
BECAUSE of its wide range of colors, going

from the softest tints to the deepest and
most striking shades, combined with its easy
culture and its adaptation for cutting, the mod-
ern gladiolus has become one of the most popu-
lar garden flowers. I am offering all ofthe best

varieties in strong, well-developed American-
grown bulbs teeming with life and sure in bloom
promise.

My box of 25 selected bulbs of named varieties
will be sent anywhere in the United States for $1.

They will convince you of the quality of my stock.

Send for my Rose and Gladioli Catalogue.

It describes varieties and gives prices.

172 Broadway Paterson, N. J.

“A Little Book

About Roses”

A real catalogue—and more
—of real roses

1917 edition ready February 1st

Mailed

on

request

George H. Peterson
Rose and Peony Box 50
Specialist Fair Lawn, N. J.

Oriental fJrt inw OJhitfd! 'Rugs j

This book shows
in true colors

some of the most
beautiful rugs
in the world and

tells you what
it has taken me
years to learn

about

WHITTALL
RUGS

Send for it today
Address

M.J.WHITTALL
ASSOCIATES

301 Brussels Street
Worcester , Mass.

Brooder/or jo to too chicks No. 3 Poultry Housefor 60 hens—2 units Setting Coop

HODGSON PORTABLE HOUSES
The various models of these houses are arraneed after the most scientific methods of raising poultry. Years of experience have
proved this. The brooder can be operated outdoors in zero weather. The poultry house is made in 'Sections that can be quickly bolted

together by anyone. The setting coop keeps a hen by herself while setting. All neatly painted. Send for illustrated catalogue.

E. F. HODGSON COMPANY Room 31

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Carden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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PROMPT action in equipping your hot beds
and cold frames with Sunlight Sash will mean

much larger profits at marketing time.

At least that’s the experience of thousands of

successful gardeners all over the country who use

it as standard equipment.

Two layers of glass enclosing an air space form a

transparent blanket which lets in all the sunshine
and retains the warmth. Growing plants are thus
expedited—not forced—and bring fancy early-

season prices. Figuring time and expense elimi-

nated by doing away with mats and shutters,

profits are easily doubled.

Plants grown under Sunlight Sash are pronounced
“far superior” to any grown under single sash.

“Good again as the others,” says Mr. J. H.

Two layers of glass instead of one

McCormick of New Philadelphia, O. “Early in

the field and early in the market.”

Write to-day for helpful catalogue and the

present low prices. Immediate shipment.

SUNLIGHT DOUBLE GLASS SASH CO.
927 E. Broadway Louisville, Ky.

ericanFence
Woven with a mechanically

hinged joint. Big, full gauge

wires—full weight—full

length rolls. Superior quality

galvanizing— proof against hardest

weather conditions.

American Steel Fence Posts last a lifetime.

Hold fence secure against all conditions.

Dealers Everywhere

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY
Chicago New York Pittsburgh Cleveland Denver

Awarded Grand Prize at Panama Pacific International Exposition

The Supreme Award of Merit

Protecting Trees Against Animals

The chain holds the
horse while he makes a
meal off the tree

T AM a firm believer in protecting trees from
the attacks of animals. Why? Exper-

ience! Some years ago when I had charge of
the trial grounds of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture, at Washington, the War Depart-
ment turned in a miscellaneous collection of

450 mules, as it had a perfect right to do, the
land belonging to that department. The
mules not only browsed all the grass and edible

weeds to the roots, but
peeled the bark off about
100 Carolina poplars as

high as they could stand
on their hind legs and
reach. All but half a
dozen or so of those trees

died. These few eked
out a miserable existence

merely because the mules
could not reach all the
bark, so the narrow strips

were left to carry sap
from the leaves down to

the roots. But it was a

living death for them.
In a large orchard of

young trees I have been
observing for several
years rabbits and mice
have girdled about 10 per

cent, of the trees, and

though several have recovered, it was because

the injuries were slight or because they were

bridge grafted. I know of an orchard in

western New York where fully 40 per cent,

of the trees have
been bridge grafted be-

cause the owner did not

know of the risk he

ran.

It astonishes me to see

the injuries done to street

trees left without pro-

tection or even left so the

horses of delivery
wagons, doctors and
other callers, can help

themselves to the bark

and even the wood. Just

notice how this sort of

injury' is encouraged by
placing the chains on

trees as shown above.

Trees should never be

used for hitching posts.

They cost too much and

are too easily injured.

Concrete or iron or wood,
while they may seem to

be costly, are cheaper in

reality for they can be

replaced in a few min-

utes, but trees require

years to grow. Street

Properly applied wire

mesh protector. Plenty
of room for the tree to

grow

(
1Continued on p. 54)

The Readers' Service will give you suggestions Jot planting
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Below is the Mathews
Hallmark— a pledge

of painstaking crafts-

manship, and a guar-
antee of authenticity

of design whether
from English,
French, Japanese or

other influence.

“A Welcome
to

Fairyland”
C'XTRA VAGANT ? Yes—
£h but nevertheless more than
one enthusiast has used the

word “ fairyland ” to describe a
garden adorned with

S^AIatheivs

CjARDEN-(JAFT

HAVE you a sheltered nook
in the shrubbery that in-

vites a cosy bench, a knoll that

should be crowned with a Rose
Grotto, a vista that deserves a
frame of arching cypress ?

THE smallest garden, as well as the
most spacious of estates, needs the

deft contrast wrought by the addition
of a bench and table copied from some
inn yard of Merrie England or a
trellis and grotto accurately repro-
duced from a dainty French original.

'G'VERY garden lover will discover
*-' some appealing suggestion in the
hundred or more photographs con-
tained in the Mathews Gardencraft
Book—72 pages of garden furniture
and adornments fashioned of ageproof
woods. It is gladly sent on receipt of
eighteen cents in stamps or coin.

The Mathews Mfg. Co.,
915 Williamson Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio

Craftsmen and
Designers

Your 1917 Dahlia Garden
will delight you more if some of the wonderful new Decorative
Dahlias are included. Of intermediate form between the Show and
Cactus type, they surprise with their vivid colors and perfectly
shaped blooms, while their long blooming period makes them
especially valuable as cut flowers.

MUM Sorts That Lead
All the following are of surpassing beauty and size. All thrive in any

soil and their richly colored flowers are supported by long, stiff stems.

Colosse de Lyon. Large, well-

formed flowers of old rose with rich

golden-salmon tints, shading to

crimson pink at tips. $\ each.

Guillaume de St. Victor. Of
pale mauve rose, beautiful flowers on
long stems. $i each.

Hortulanus Fieb. Of colossal

proportions, with blooms over eight

inches in diameter. Of delicate

shrimp-pink color, tips slightly

tinted with gold. 50c. each.

Maman Rozain. Immense but
graceful flowers carried on long, stiff

stems. Outer petals of deep velvety-

purple color, with white edges, centre

petals pearl-white, striped with
purple, with rose tints at base.

50c. each.

Joffre. A remarkable novelty
with very large flowers of light rose,

shaded deeper in centre. $i-50each.
Le Grand Manitou. White,

striped violet red. Sometimes bears
flowers of solid color. 25c. each.
Monsieur Lenormand. Very

large but of fine form and graceful.

Soft yellow, striped red, points of
petals tipped white. A glorious sort.

50c. each.

Mammoth. Exceptionaly large,

brilliant vermilion, with darker
shading. 50c. each.

naunn acini Securely Packed
Safe Arrival Guaranteed

BDlfl

These are just a few of hundreds of kinds which I grow in the different classes. Many splendid sorts
at ioc., 15c., and 25c. each. Every bulb guaranteed true-to-name. Write for handy price list, or,

better still, send for some of above TO-DAY.

Mrs. H. A.Tate and Importer

Old Fort - - - North Carolina

Stewart’s Gates and Fences
For Garden Homes

are designed to properly reflect the spirit of the home and its surround-
ings. We make a large number of designs accepted as standards for

certain purposes. But the correct interpretation of your individual ideas

as to how your home grounds should be guarded affords us the chances

to employ that creative craftsmanship which has earned the title of

Standard of the World ”

for Stewart’s Gates and Fences. Because the first impression is usually

a lasting one, we endeavor to create correct impressions by building fence

in harmony with the home. To be tasteful and impressive, fence
f
and

gates need not be expensive. This is ihe one big factor to be considered

when buying Stewart’s Gates and Fences; they are permanent, hence

economical. Write for free catalogue to-day and become acquainted

with appropriate fence and gate designs for your purpose.

THE STEWART IRON WORKS COMPANY
655 Stewart Block Cincinnati, Ohio Beautify and Protect Your Grounds

This picture shows the simplicity, sturdiness and guod appearance of the

Excelsior Rust Proof Fence. Gives protection to the lawn, shrubbery, flowers,

etc., yet permits complete view from any point.

is made of heavy wires, dip-galvanized AFTER making. Wires are held

firmly at every intersection by our patented steel clamps. The heavy coating

of pure zinc makes the whole fence rust proof and exceedingly long wearing.

Ask your hardware dealer about Excelsior Rust Proof

Flower Bed Guards, Trellis Arches, Tree Guards, etc.

Catalogue B sent upon request.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY, Worcester, Mass.
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Quality

Lawn Mowers

THE longer you use a

“PENNSYLVANIA”
Quality Lawn Mower the bet-

ter satisfied you are with

your judgment in buying it.

The cutting knives (both flat and ro-

tary) are made exclusively of crucible

tool steel, oil-hardened and water-

tempered. Being self-sharpening there

is no “dollar a

year lor re-
grinding.

The simplicity

of adjustment en-

ables you to keep
the bearings just

right for easy,

quiet running.

That is why at

the end of a few
years a “PENN-
SYLVANIA”
Quality Mower
has cost less than
a “cheap mower.”

C ._1 “How to Care for thi
iJCUl rice a practical booklet by
an authority, mailed on request.

Look for this mark on the
handle of all "PENNSYL-
VANIA’' Quality Mowers.

"Pennsylvania”
"Great American”
"Continental"
"Pennsylvania, Jr.”
"Keystone”
"Shock Absorber”
•’Golf”

"Putting Greens”
“Horse”
"Pony”
"Undercut Trimmer”
“Braun Grass Catcher”
"Lawn Cleaner”

Pennsylvania Lawn Mower
Works

1617 N. Twenty-third Street

Philadelphia

DAHLIAS
Novelties Only

The rare Dahlias listed in my catalogue are

the choicest novelties of the ten leading European
specialists. They will win admiration in your gar-

den and carry the highest honors against greatest

odds wherever exhibited. They really represent

the aristocracy of all the latest and best in Dahlias.

Prices, 25 cents to $10.00 each
Catalogue on request

J. H. BOWMAN
497 Broadway Paterson, N. J.

(Concluded from page 52)

trees should have guards placed around them,
something substantial, something that will

prevent horses from getting at the bark.

As to orchard trees, I have tried splints

such as are used for making wooden baskets,
lath, wired or tied on with binder twine, tarred

paper and building paper, all these are fairly

good—better than nothing—but they decay,
or break down, or for some other reason have
to be replaced in one to three years. The
guard that pleases me best is made of gal-

vanized hardware cloth of one-half or three-
fourths inch mesh, the former preferred where
mice are troublesome, the latter where rabbits

are abundant. The height of such a protector
should vary with the kind of animal to be
fenced out—six or eight inches might be high
enough where only mice are to be kept out; but
where rabbits are numerous and large, the
guards will have to be at least eighteen inches

above ground and even more where snow is

likely to be deep or to drift. I generally have

In spite of protection, mice have girdled the tree. The wire
had a hole beneath it and the mulch encouraged the mice

mine extend two or three inches below ground
and twenty-one or twenty-two inches above, at

least where six to eight inches of snow may fall

and remain during the winter.

It is a good policy to make the protectors at

least six inches in diameter when finished.

This will require that the cloth be cut in 20-

inch widths so the ends may be bent and locked

rather than fastened by wire as shown in illus-

tration. When the trees have grown so they

nearly fill the cylinders of wire cloth, the locks

should be opened so there will be no danger of

girdling the trees. With apple trees this may be

expected to be necessary about the sixth year.

After the trees get enough bark they will be

fairly safe from rabbit attack, but mice may
still do damage. To prevent this it is a wise

policy to keep all grass and rubbish out of the

orchard so there will be no winter harbors or

nesting material for the little animals to hide

under. I have known apple trees as thick as

my body to be seriously gnawed at the ground

surface where straw had been placed around

them for a mulch. In the tree here shown not

only had straw been placed around the tree, but

the wire guard had been left with an opening

beneath it. The white patch shows part of the

injury which mice wrought.
. M. G. Kains.

A New Way of

Watering Your Garden

Turn on the water; point the sprays
in the extreme side position; then your
part is done. Go away and forget

about it.

The line of spray will gradually travel

across the garden, watering it thoroughly
and evenly. No beating down of plants.

No packing of soil. When watering is

done, automatically shuts off. It turns
itself and stops itself.

Made, with hand turner, as well as

the automatic.

For full particulars about this Skinner
System troubleless, botherless kind of
watering, send for booklet.

THE SKINNER IRRIGATION CO.
219 Water
Street

TROY.
OHIO

INNERYSTEM

THE
LIGHTNINGCONDUCTOR

;

PASSED THIS WAY

I
With the most congenial companions
in the world: Romance—the kind
one finds among beautiful landscapes
and rippling brooks: and mystery

—

the really baffling kind. A motor
romance, by C N. and A. M Wil-
liamson. which marks the return of

their famous “Lightning Conductor”
hero.

LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR
DISCOVERSAMERICA

At all bookstores. Illustrated. Net $1.50

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, N. Y.

Pulverized Sheep Manure
Best for Lawns and Gardens
Nature’s Own Plant Food. For all

crops. Especially good for lawns,

gardens, etc., where quick and cer-

tain results are neccssaiy. Used
extensively for small fruits, shrub-
bery, etc., Rich in nitrogen, phos-

phoric acid and potash; also adds
humus.

Sheep’s Head
Sheep Manure

guaranteed absolutely clean—nothing but sheep manure
seeds,which arc k died by heat. Dried and pulverized for easy application
200 lbs. delivered anywhere east of the Missouri River for $4.00,cash with
order. 200 lbs., enough for lawn and garden, deliveredfor $4.

Natural Guano Co. Aurora, III.

If a Problem grows in your garden write to the Rcaders> Service for assistance
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A Better Lawn f
At Less Expense

THE Fuller & Johnson Motor Lawn
Mower is designed for the large lawn
with numerous flower beds, trees, etc.

where great flexibility as well as large cutting

capacity is required.

This wonderful Mower is large enough to cut

five acres a day yet light enough not to

mar the turf, and so extremely flexible

that it will cut close up to and around trees,

under shrubbery and along walks and driveways thus
entirely eliminating the necessity for cleaning up after-

wards with a hand mower. The

Fuller & Johnson
MOTOR LAWN MOWER

is scientifically designed and built as a complete unit.

Indeed its balance and the details of the mechanical
features of the mower have received as close consider-
ation as has the motor itself. If it were possible to
dismember this wonderful Motor Lawn Mower before
you. you would marvel at the extraordinary thought
and study given to the planning of its smallest
feature—the infinite care used in the finishing and
adjusting of its smallest part—yet its greatest charac-
teristic is simplicity.

Write us now before Spring arrives for full infor*
mation and a copy of “A BETTER LAWN”

Manufacturers Distributing Co.
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Specially

designed

for use in

Private

Esta tes,

Parks and
Cemeteries
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Put Your Planting Problems Up to Meehan

Meehan Service—personal, individual service—superior because it is the

result of sixty years of cumulative experience—is at your command.

No matter whether your home grounds are large or

limited in area—write us, question us freely. Your
letter will be assigned to and answered by an expert

plantsman, who has studied your section, knows its

climatic and soil conditions, and will give you prac-

tical and helpful suggestions accordingly. This

preliminary advice is offered you without charge and

without obligation.

The Meehan Planting Plan
For Average Places

For thp ordinary city or suburban lot, or for places

up to one acre, we have devised a “New Property

Data Form,” on which you can easily give us the

information necessary to an intelligent consideration

of your needs. When you write, ask for this form.

The Landscape Department
Members of our professional staff are now planning

their visiting routes for the next three months. One

of them will soon be in your vicinity. If you will

write us at once and say it will be agreeable, it is

likely that he can arrange, without expense to you,

to call on you while in your vicinity, inspect your

property and talk the matter over with you in person.

In this connection, we offer a service of special inter-

est to those whose grounds need periodical attention.

Our visiting Plantsman will, if desired, prepare a

written report covering his recommendations in

detail; perhaps take data for plan work; set stakes

for incidental plantings or the reconstruction of a

walk or drive, or arrange for the execution of any
other landscape improvement contemplated. Be-

cause our business is countrywide, the cost of this

sort of high grade professional service is brought

to a minimum through distribution of expense over

several visits in the same locality. It is always more
than covered by the saving in avoiding mistakes and
consequent loss of time and money.

THOUSANDS OF CHARMING HOMES
all over the country owe their beautiful setting of Trees, Shrubs and Hardy
Flowering Plants to Meehan service and Meehan stock. This is planning time

!

Planting time will be here before you realize it. Better write us at once—TO-DAY•

Let us send you our unique Hand-Book of Trees, Shrubs and Hardy Flowering Plant9
for 1917 . It is FREE.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
Box 17, Germantown Philadelphia, Pa.

ill

I offer for the first lime a collection

of the choicest

Gladiolus Bulbs
obtainable in this country

My handsome and instructive

catalogue “The Gladiolus” will

be sent free upon request.

MARY LOUISE HAWKINS
LANCASTER, MASSACHUSETTS

Rhododendrons— Hybrids

Rhododendron Maximum
( The Natives)

Kalmia Latifolia (Mt. Laurel)

Send list of wants for prices.

For other trees and plants send for catalogue.

MORRIS NURSERY COMPANY
949 Broadway New York, N. Y.

. Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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If You Would Have

England’sWonderful Gardens
Plant Sutton’s Seeds

YOU know there was a

time, years ago, when
travelers returning from

England, filled with the charm
of her wonderful gardens,
thought it was impossible to have
like results in America. Happily
for you, the facts are exactly to

the contrary. Surely, nowhere,
forexample, are there lovelier gar-

dens than at Lenox and Tuxedo.
Gardens filled with the choicest

things; the unusual things; such
as are the continual pride of their

possessors. In these gardens,

Sutton’s Seeds are used exten-

sively. The one below at Lenox,
Mass., is a delightful instance.

WINTER, SON &
COMPANY

64-C Wall Street

New York
Sole Agents East

of the Rocky
Mountains

Cite
Royal Seed Establishment

READING. ENGLAND

Aside from the wonders of

Sutton’s Ray Asters, Phlox,
Giant Antirrhinum of gold medal
fame; this year’s catalogue con-
tains the usual number of in-

teresting new things. Every-
one has been painstakingly tested
and abundantly proven its

merits.

No seeds, so it is commonly
acknowledged, are tested quite
so vigorously as Sutton’s.
That is why they are uniformly

dependable.
Send 35 cents for Garden

Guide. With $5 purchase of
seeds, the 35Cts. will be promptly
refunded.

THE SHERMAN T.

BLAKE CO
429-C Sacramento

Street

San Francisco, Cal.

Sole Agents IVest

of the Rocky
Mountains.

Millions of Trees
PLANTS, VINES, ROSES, ETC.

The oldest, largest and most complete nursery in

Michigan. Send for catalogue. Prices reasonable

I. E. ILGENFRITZ’ SONS CO.
THE MONROE NURSERY Monroe, Michigan

START RIGHT
by Planting

Sullivan’s Standard Products
Trees, shrubs, vines, plants, also garden implements

of the highest possible quality, at the lowest possible
price. Send for catalogue.

SULLIVAN SEED CO., P. 0. Box 84, W. Somerville, Mas*.

“STRAWBERRY PLANTS THAT GROW”
“PROGRESSIVE” Best of the Fall-Bearers, also Standard June Sorts including Wonderful
New Seedling “COLLINS,” and a full line of other Small-Fruit Plants.

Our 1917 Catalogue describes all these and tells how you may get a year’s Subscription to Garden
Magazine Free.

C. E. WHITTEN’S NURSERIES Box 1 O, Bridgman, Michigan

Raising Perennials from Seed

S
OMETHING has been said in another
place in this month’s magazine about
certain kinds of perennials that will

flower quickly from seed sown within the
next few weeks (see page 18). The actual
method of handling the young plants is told

here:

The seeds may either be sown in shallow
boxes (flats), put in a hotbed or in the soil

which is placed over the manure in the hot-

bed, the former plan being preferable for as

soon as the seedlings are large enough they
may be transplanted into other boxes which
are replaced in the same bed until it is time
to remove them to a cold frame, or set out
in the open. The seed boxes, or flats, may
be made out of old boxes which can be pro-

cured from the grocery store and should be

three to four inches deep, fifteen or eighteen

inches wide and long. Place half an inch or

so of drainage material, broken pots, or

cinders in the bottom, then an inch of fairly'

good soil, not too fine, then fill up with com-
post made as follows: Sift the best soil at

your disposal through a very fine sieve and
mix two parts of this with one part each of

fine leaf mould and of sand. Fill the boxes

so that when pressed firm the surface will

come to within half an inch of the top. Water
with a fine rose, using the tepid water.

Sow the seed thinly in rows two inches

apart, covering the finest seeds very lightly,

or only pressing them into the soil. Large
seeds should be covered with compost to a

thickness equal to their diameter. Label

each variety correctly as it is sown. It will

greatly facilitate rapid germination if each
box is covered with a sheet of glass, and some
experienced growers cover the frames entirely

with burlap or mats until the first of the

seedlings appear. This obviates any' necessity

for watering at this stage and all seeds germin-

ate much quicker in darkness.

Every morning during bright sunny days
the sashes should be opened slightly for fifteen

minutes or so for ventilation. In the course

of a few days some of the seedlings will begin

to appear, when the boxes containing these

must be brought together in one part of the

frame and be exposed freely' to the light,

otherwise they would quickly become spindly

and weak. It will be necessary, however, to

shade them slightly when the sun is bright,

covering the frames securely again each night

with mats. When watering is necessary do

it in the morning and always use a fine rose

can and let the water be tepid.

When the seedlings have formed their

first true leaf, transplant two to three inches

apart in other boxes, and after watering re-

turn again to the frame, shading them
from bright sunlight until they are rooting

freely.

The Rentiers' Service will gladly furnish information about Retail Shops
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Verna Thompson
A Beauty Among Paeony-Flowered Dahlias

A beauty in shape, a beauty in color—a lovely white, heavily shaded cerise.

And the size is immense, large enough to satisfy even those looking for the un-

usual. The very deep, full flowers are bound to win many new friends for

this charming class of Dahlias which

has proved irresistible to Dahlia

enthusiasts everywhere.

Strong Bulbs—guaranteed true-to-name

and sure to grow if properly handled and
set out, at $3 each delivered at your door.

These five leaders really lead:

All Entirely new Introductions!

Bull Moose—A magnificent new hybrid
Cactus Dahlia, pinkish yellow, shading
canary yellow toward center. Blooms
freely, flowers large, long stems. Each $5.

Betty Dukane—A superb Paeony-

Flowered sort. Velvety carmine and
crimson, streaked and splashed with yel-

low from base to[center[of petals. Each$3.

Lady Claire—An entirely new and charm-
ing Decorative Dahlia. Light scarlet,

tipped and veined yellow. Each $5.

Mt. Shasta—A light, shell-pink Hybrid
Cactus of simply wonderful shape, size

and color. Each $5.

Lady Helen—A dull-rose Decorative
Dahlia of rarely beautiful form and color-

ing. Each $5.

Four of above are illustrated on page 18 of my free catalogue the other one on back cover

Pointers on Growing Dahlias Free
Supplying the choicest of all Dahlias is only half my business. The other half is to
help you make those Dahlias grow and bloom. My free catalogue, abounds with help-

ful suggestions, besides being a complete manual on Dahlia classification. Let it help
you make your 1917 Dahlia garden prettier and brighter than ever. Write to-day.

GEORGE L. STILLMAN, Dahlia Specialist, Box C-7, Westerly, R. I.

When you think of

Chrysanthemums

,

think of Smith’s!
Here, at Adrian, Michigan, we
maintain one of the most
uniquehorticultural workshops
in America, perhaps in the
world. With us, just one class

of plants rules supreme—the

Queen of Autumn, the stately

’Mums! Please learn to think
of us as growers of

Chrysanthemums
Exclusively

Over a quarter century ago we
decided that these were well

worth-while our special efforts.

The results have been gratifying.

We are the acknowledged origi-

nators of most American novel-

ties of merit.

Tiger-

A Free Catalogue

A Wonder in Form,
Color and Size

Owes its name to President Wilson.
A magnificent yellow, supremely fitted

to play a big part in your garden
plans. Strong, healthy plants, sure to bloom in October,
40c. each; $3 for 10; $25 for 100. 5 at the 10 and 25
at the 100 rate. Delivery on or before May 15th as desired.

of unusual character
awaits your call. Its

sole mission is to acquaint you with Chrysanthemums—

-

they claim your attention from cover to cover. Every class is

offered, every kind is obtainable at reasonable prices. Write us
NOW!

Elmer D. Smith & Company
Adrian, Mich.

Clouds of uncertainty and dis-

appointment in the planting

of your grounds and gardens

clear away before the supreme
excellence of our Nursery
products, the extent and var-

iety of our stock, the reputa-

tion of our name.

Home Grown Roses
Hardy Old-Fashioned Flowers
House Plants Evergreens

Vines & Climbers
Trees & Ornamental Shrubs
Home Grown Rhododendrons

and 150 other specialties

Arrange Early for Spring Planting

We shall be glad to send our
illustrated Catalogue

RUTHERFORD, New Jersey

Nearly Every Lawn is Starved

AND WILL RESPOND IMMEDIATELY TO
TAKOMA LAWN PLANT FOOD

Lawn Grass Requires More Fertile Soil

than any Other Crop

Takoma Odorless Plant Foods
PREPARED ESPECIALLY FOR SUBURBAN NEEDS

Concentrated—Scientifically Correct—Efficient-Economical—Odorless

LAWN PLANT FOOD GARDEN PLANT FOOD
10 lbs. enough for 1,000 square feet $1.00
25 lbs.

“ “ 2,500 “ “ 1.75
50 lbs.

“ “ 5,000 “ “ 2.75
100-200 lbs. at \'/? cents per pound
200-500 lbs. “ 4
500-1,000 lbs. “ 3J4

“

1,000 lbs. or more “ 3'/4
“ “ “

Above Prices F. 0. B. Cars Washington.

10 lbs. enough for 400 square feet $1.10
25 lbs.

“ “ 1,000 " “ 2.00
50 lbs.

“ “ 2,000 “ “ 3.25
100-200 lbs. at 5% cents per pound
200-500 lbs. “ 5
500-1,000 lbs. “ 4'A

“

1,000 lbs. or more “ 4'4 “

Delivered Prices on Application

ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY THEY ARE RECEIVED

ODORLESS PLANT FOOD COMPANY
Takoma Park

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Send for Instructive Book: “ The Maintenance of Lawns and Golf Courses.”

To Have Good Vegetables and Flowers

It is not sufficient to merely plant the seed

in order to obtain perfect specimens
like those illustrated in the seed catalogues.

Advertisers will appreciate your ment oning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we wilt, too
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Big Reduction in

Land Clearing Costs

I he recent land clearing tests con-
ducted by the University of Wisconsin
have revolutionized methods and es-

I tablished conclusively much lower
clearing costs per acre.

These tests covered the use of stump
pullers and farm powder separately and
in combination.

1 he leading kinds of stump pullers

—

hand and power—were represented.

I he dynamite used was

ait)
Red Cross Farm Powder
These tests proved the following important

facts:

ist—The cheaper Red Cross Farm Powders
will in most soils blast out stumps as well as the

more expensive 30% and 40% grades.

2nd—The combined use of Red Cross Farm
Powder and a stump puller is often the cheapest
and best way to clear land.

3rd—Properly placed charges fired with a

blasting machine greatly reduce the amount,
strength and cost of the dynamite required.

4th—Present high cost of dynamite is more
than offset by the improved methods developed
by the University’s Demonstration.
As a result the average farmer can now clear

his stump covered land at less cost per acre than
before the war.

Write Now for Full Information

Every farmer with stump covered land should know
the full facts about this modem method of land clearing.
Write to-day for

Land Clearing Bulletin No. 523

If you are interested in orchard planting, ditching,
drainage, boulder blasting, subsoiling or post hole blasting
be sure to ask for

Hand Book of Explosives No. 523

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

Wilmington Delaware

10&T&ROSES LTn£$l=
Guaranteed to Grow
and Bloom This "Year

r Thrifty, sturdy plants well sup-
plied with their own roots, ready to
grow and bloom profusely till snow

flies. Your money- back if they fail.

10 Strong Plants, Sure to Please

Send For These
* Klllamrr, sea shell pink; Antoine Heroire,
rosy flesh: B«**-le Brown, creamy white; F. R.
Patter. pink, light orange shading: Ktoile de
Lyon, sulphur yellow; Helen Rood, delicate yel-
low; Dean Hole, intense salmon ; Clothllde Sou-
pert, best of all bedders; Krnrlate, dark red;
Champion of the World, pink.

SPECIAL COLLECTION OFFER
6 Carnations^all colors 25c. 6 Chrysanthemums 25c

25c. 3 Lovely Dahlias^ 25c
>erb

6 Beautiful Coleus
10 Lovely Gladioli 25c. 10 Superb Pansy Plants 25c.

ANY FIVE COLLECTIONS, POSTPAID. $1.00
We pay all charges and guarantee safe arrival and satisfaction. A

postal will bring you a beautiful illustrated BOOKLET FREE. Re-
member— we gunr&Dtee every rose to bloom thin ounimer or your
money bark.

THE GOOD & REESE CO.
Largest Ro*e Grower* In the World. Bo* 308, Springfield, 0.

As the weather improves transfer the boxes
to cold frames, giving air freely during the
day to harden them for planting in the border,
according to weather conditions and locality.

The plants may be set in their permanent
quarters during April and May.
Another method of raising perennials

from seed is to sow directly in the hotbed.
Four inches of fine soil prepared as above
should cover the manure, into which the
seed may be sown in drills three or four inches
apart. The seedlings are, however, much
more conveniently handled in boxes.

Failing the convenience of greenhouse,
hotbed or frames, a sunny window in a

warm room may be used, or the seed sown
in finely prepared soil in the open as early in

spring as the ground can be worked into con-
dition.

PREPARING THE BORDER

I am a firm believer in fall preparation of
the soil for spring planting, digging the
ground deeply and thoroughly manuring,
leaving -the top soil rough. When this is

done the ground dries out quickly in spring
and permits planting or sowing perhaps two
or three weeks earlier than when the ground
is left untouched until spring.

If the border is not now ready, however,
get at it as early as possible, but do not at-

tempt to cultivate if the soil is wet. This
applies specially to heavy soils. As the plants

are being set out permanently—for it may
be three or four years ere they require lifting

and dividing—the soil must be made quite

rich. Use stable or farmyard manure freely,

also leaf mould (humus); and coarse bone
meal at the rate of two ounces per square
yard might also be incorporated while digging;

the humus being specially desirable in very
heavy, stiff soils.

In planting use five to eight plants of a

kind, setting them in irregular bays, and at

distances from each other as advised in the

tables accompanying the article on page 18.

When making new perennial borders, it

should be borne in mind that a fairly wide
border, that will allow for tall subjects at the
back and space to gradually taper down to

the front with plants of intermediate height,

is much more effective than a narrow border.

An ideal border for this purpose should be at

least nine to twelve feet wide.

Geo. W. Kerr.

Bugle (Ajuga reptans) a valuable dwarf perennial for car-
peting in shade, spreads rapidly, and flowers freely. Flow-
ers blue; Var. rubra has dark purple leaves

Diamond Brand

Gladiolus
are far-famed for their
certainty to bloom. Con-
tented in even poor soil, they
produce magnificent spikes of
those glorious flowers that de-
light gladioli growers every-
where. To further popularize
"Diamond Brand” Gladiolus
we will mail

35 Bulbs in Unrivaled
Color Mixture for only

$1 Postpaid
Satisfaction guaranteed or

money back. The collection
contains some beautiful new
hybrids, as well as many of the
favorites among popular kinds.
Six collections for $5., sent to
six different addresses, if de-
sired. Write for booklet,
“ Treasures of Bulb Land ”

to-day.

Netherland Bulb Co.
32 Broadway New York
Nurseries at Oegstgeesl, Holland

CARFF’S
fruit Catalog
Fully describes the

products of this 1200 acre l

nursery, fruit and seed farm.
Every plant and tree is backed

by over 25 years’ experience in
growing and propagating the
heaviest bearing strains of straw-

berries. raspberries, currants,
gooseberries. blackberries, dew-
berries, grapes and all kinds of fruit

trees. Also garden plants such as
horseradish, asparagus, rhubarb and
field seeds. Do not buy until you
see our prices. We supply growers
everywhere and our stock is the best

of its kind. Send for free beautiful

catalog to-day. A fine currant
bush sent free for names and
addresses of five fruit growers.

W. N. SCARFF & SONS
New Carlisle Ohio

Practical
Real Estate Methods

By Thirty New York Experts
A unique symposium of some thirty odd chapters dealing with
every branch of the real estate business.

Buying, selling', lending, renting, improving, developing, and
financing real estate—these and kindred topics are discussed
by men of ability and knowledge.

Net, $2.50 (postage 20c.)

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, New York

A Vegetable

Garden For

Hardy Northern Seeds
We Offer You One Package Each of
Darling's Extra Early Express Cabbage. Darling's Improved
Danvers Carrot, Darling's Perfect Snow White Celery, Darling s

Improved White Spine Cucumber. Darling's Delicious Ice

Cream Lettuce. Darling’s Mammoth Yellow Globe Onion. Dar-
ling’s Unequalled Gem Muskmelon. Darling's Double Curled
Parsley. Darling's Mammoth Hollow Crown Par>nip, Dar-
ling's Mammoth Scarlet Turnip Radish, Darling's Improved
Early Jewel Tomato, Darling's Perfect White Globe Turnip.

Also Our Valuable Garden Cultivation Book and
COUPON GOOD FOR 25i \Vlien *ent With First
Order—ALL FOR 25 CENTS POSTPAID. Cata-
logue Without Seed**, Free. Write To-day

LOU S. DARLING SEED CO.
121 Michigan St. Petoskey, Mich.

The Readers' Service will gladly furnish information about Retail Shops
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Plant Grapevines
In Your Home Garden
You can easily grow delicious

Grapes for your own table or

for market use. Plant vines

along the garden fence, beside

the back porch, or anywhere
else. They will improve the

appearance with their foliage

and furnish fresh fruit for the

whole family. It’s cheaper
than buying it, too.

Hubbard’s Small Fruit
Catalogue

lists all the leading Grapes and tells

how to make many delicious dishes

from Grapes. Complete growing in-

structions are given, together with in-

formation about other small fruits.

Send for a copy to-day.

T. S. Hubbard Company
Box 18, Fredonia, New York

Gladiolus Bulbs
From Hillair Gardens

will bring delight to every flower lover who will buy.
They are doubly freighted with joy—the joy of the
growers and the no less joy of the purchasers.

Varieties We Offer:
Kunderdi Glory, Niagara. Mrs. Frank Pendleton,
Panama, LaLuna and the old time favorites, Augusta,
America and Mrs. Francis King. No bulbs have
been better grown.

Write for free catalogue

SAYLER & TAYLOR
Hillair Gardens Huntington, Indiana

I

Pot-grown rose bushes, on
own roots, for everyone
anywhere. Plant any time.

Old favorites and new and
rare sorts, the cream of

the world’s
productions.

“Dingee Roses”
known as the best

for 66 years. Safe
delivery guaranteed any-

where in U. S. Write for a copy of

Our “New Guide to Rose Culture”

for 1917. It’s FREE
Illustrates wonderful “Dingee Roses" in
natural colors. It’s more than a catalog
—it’s the lifetime experience of the Oldest
and Leading Rose Growers in America. A
practical work on rose and flower
culture for the amateur.

\

Describes over 1000 ~ / \
varieties of roses
and other flowers
and tells how -

to grow them.
Edition limited.

Established 1850 \

70 Greenhouses -

THE DINGEE &
CONARD CO. /

Box 237, - ’“^*1
We»» Grove, P».

<?

—Early Spring Thoughts towards beautifying the surroundings of Home;

—Garden Accessories which are suitable and just the things required to lend cheer and
restfulness in the surroundings of a home, “PERGOLAS ” properly designed,

attractive Garden Houses, Arbors or Lattice Fences are unsurpassed to complete

the improvements for the Lawn or Garden. Our Catalogue “ H-29 ” will be of

great value, as well as a guide to modern building adornment, as it pictures

latest designs in practical use.

—When writing enclose 10c. in stamps and ask. for catalogue “ H-29 ”

HARTMANN -SANDERS COMPANY
(Main Office and Factory) (Eastern Office)

2155-2187 Elston Avenue 6 East 39th Street

CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK CITY

Collins’ Fruit & Floral Guide
for suburban gardens, covers every subject of im-

portance—from roses to raspberries, from privet

hedge to pear and peach trees. Includes inexpen-

sive plantings that assure a continuous profusion of

fresh fruit. Get your copy to-day—FREE
100 berry plants $0 ARTHUR J. COLLINS & SON

bear from May till Frost Box 23, Moorestown, N. J.

trim maii

Underground Garbage Receiver
Keeps your garbage out of sight in the ground, away
from stray dogs, cats, and typhoid fly. Also saves

pounding of frozen garbage.

Sold direct. Send for circular
Look for our Trade Marks

C. H. Stephenson, Mfr. 40 Farrar St., Lynn, Mass.

Beautiful Grounds Must Be
Well Planned

For Artistic Landscape Effect
You should have a plan of your grounds by an experienced
Landscape Architect showing exactly how to lay out and
plant them. PLANS COST LESS THAN MISTAKES
and may be made by mail. Estimates free.

GEO. B. MOULDER, Landscape Architect, Smith’s Grove, Ky.

CONCENTRATED PULVERIZED

MANURE
It Supplies Food For
Your Land and Plants

Wizard Brand Manure makes things grow. It is just

what your lawn, flowers, vegetables, fruit and field

crops need. Every piece of land needs replenishing

from time to time. Wizard Brand Manure is more
than just fertilizer—it strengthens soil fertility and
supplies plant food at the same time. Call for

Wizard Brand Manure by name to-day or write us

for descriptive booklet.

THE PULVERIZED MANURE CO.
Dept. 20 Union Stock Yards Chicago

If You Guess
The Cost of Spraying

your orchard, it is impossible to show you that

"SCALECIDE” is cheaper than Lime-Sulfur.

If You Know
we can prove to you conclusively (no matter

how large or small) that “ SCALECIDE is

not only cheaper and easier to apply, but is

more effective in controlling Scale, Pear Psylla,

Leaf Roller, Bud Moth, Casebearer; also

fungus, such as Canker and Collar Rot that

no other spray will control.

Write us the number and age of your trees; the number
of gallons and cost of Lime-Sulfur you use and the cost of

labor to apply it, and we will tell you what it will cost to use

"SCALECIDE.” Number 13 Booklet free. Address Dept I.

B. G. PRATT CO.
Manufacturing Chemists

50 Church St., New York City

A herlisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Tatty's
5Mums

If you need any Chrysanthemums
for your garden,—you may as well

have the best!

If records at Exhibitions count for

anything we can show that we
have taken more prizes than all

the other growers put together.

Our World-Wide organization,

looking for just the best varieties

raised in the different countries,

gives us a unique advantage.

Our Hardy sorts are suitable for

all conditions and sections, and
well worthy of your investigation.

We will send in the spring, at the

proper time to plant in the garden:

Chrysanthemum
Plants

Assorted Hardy Types that

will be satisfactory in your section;

including Singles, Pompon, and
large-flowering types; de-

livered prepaid to any
address in the country for

Catalogue

$5 .

describing over 300 varieties in Single;

Pompon; Japanese and Early Flowering

types—also my latest introduction—The
Tuxedo Collection of Japanese Anemone
’Mums; will be mailed on receipt of your
address.

Charles H. Totty
“77z<? Novelty Man

”

Madison New Jersey

COMING EVENTS Hr

UB ^SOCIETY NEW

Meetings, etc. in February
(Following dates are meetings unless otherwise specified)

1. Marshfield, Mass., Garden Club.
2 . Pasadena, Cal., Horticultural Society.
3. Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston, Mass.:

lecture.
5. New Bedford, Mass., Horticultural Society.
6 . Lake Geneva, Wis., Gardeners’ & Foremen's Asso-

ciation.
Garden Club of Myers Park, Charlotte, N. C.

7. Short Hills, N. J„ Garden Club.
9. Westchester, N. Y., & Fairfield, Conn., Horticultural

Society.
Connecticut Horticultural Society, Hartford, Conn.

10. Dobbs Ferry. N. Y.. Horticultural Society.
Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston, Mass,
lecture.

12. Park Garden Club, Flushing, L. I.

Garden Club of New Rochelle, N. Y.
Rochester, N. Y„ Florists’ Association.
New York Florists’ Club, New York City.

14. Short Hills, N. J„ Garden Club.
New York Federation of Horticultural Societies and

Floral Clubs, Ithaca, N. Y.
Lenox, Mass., Horticultural Society.
Nassau Co. Horticultural Society, Glen Cove. L. I.

15. Marshfield, Mass., Garden Club.
16. Pasadena, Cal., Horticultural Society.
17. Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston, Mass.:

lecture.
20. Lake Geneva, Wis., Gardeners’ & Foremen’s Asso-

ciation.
Garden Club of Myers Park. Charlotte, N. C.

21. Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club.
Rhode Island Horticultural Society, Providence, R. I.

Tarrytown, N. Y., Horticultural Society.
23. Connecticut Horticultural Society, Hartford, Conn.
24. Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., Horticultural Society.

Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston, Mass.:
lecture.

26. Park Garden Club, Flushing, L. I.

28. Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club.

Great Programme at Ithaca

’
I 'HE Department of Floriculture at Cornell

University has arranged an interesting pro-

gramme in the horticultural section for

“Farmers’ Week,” February 12th to 17th.

On Tuesday, February 13th, at 9 o’clock,

Miss L. A. Minns will speak on “Some Books
Every Garden Lover Should Own.” At 10

a. M. Mr. E. C. Volz will discuss “Methods
for Prolonging the Keeping Qualities of Cut
Flowers,” and he will be followed at 1

1

a. m.

by Mr. C. L. Thayer on “Hardy Lilies.”

On Wednesday the New York State Federa-

tion of Horticultural Societies and Floral

Clubs will hold a meeting at Ithaca and
the following programme will be presented:

At 9 A. M. “Roses in Greenhouses and Their
Breeding” will be discussed by Professor E.

A. White; at 10 a. m. Professor David Lums-
den will speak on “Orchids and Orchid Breed-

ing.” The Department of Landscape Art
has arranged for a lecture at II A. M. by Mr.
Henry Hicks of Westburv, Long Island, on

“Making Home Grounds Attractive.” The
afternoon programme will consist of a dis-

cussion of “Garden Roses and Their Culture,”

by Dr. A. C. Beal, and “Diseases of Roses”

by Dr. L. M. Massey.
On Thursday at 9 o’clock Dr. R. Matheson

will speak on “ Insects Which Attack House
Plants, and Their Control.” At 10 o’clock

Professor David Lumsden will discuss “The
Value and Management of Amateur Flower
Exhibitions.” At 1 1 o’clock Dr. A. C. Beal

will speak on “Outdoor Sweet Pea Culture.”

The afternoon will be devoted to a lecture and

demonstration of Flower Arrangement by
Professor E. A. White, followed by a round

table on questions relating to flower growing.

On Friday at 9 a. M. Professor Lumsden
will discuss “The Home Flower Garden and

its Care.” At 10 a. m. Mr. E. C. Volz will

speak on “Native Plants for the Home Flower

Garden.” At 11 a. m. Miss L. A. Minns will

speak on “Bulbs for Indoor Planting,” fol-

lowed at 12 o’clock by Mr. C. L. Thayer on
“ Bulbs for Outdoor Planting.” In the after-

noon there will be a demonstration on various
phases of plant work, such as the making of
window boxes and baskets, pruning, bulb plant-

ing, propagation by cuttings and seeds, etc.

American Rose Society

A PPLICATION for the registration of a

new rose is made by Mr. John H. Dun-
lop, Richmond Hill, Ontario, as follows:

“Mrs. Henry Winnett” Parentage—Rus-
sell x Shawyer. Color—Bright Red about
shade of Richmond. Large full flower, solid

color, foliage ample. Deliciously fragrant,

combining keeping qualities of Russell with
the freedom of Shawyer. Form good, petals

well reflexed and of solid texture.

The Ever-changing Poppy

TXT’E HAVE in our yard an old pit which
* * caved in several years ago. Since then

we have been filling it in with ashes from the
furnace. One day late in May, I decided to

strew some mixed poppy seed on it, never
imagining that they would do more than come
up a few inches and hide the unsightly spot.

To my surprise, on Juty 14th several poppies
bloomed. From that day until August 31st,

the old pit was a thing of beauty, indeed,

covered by from forty to fifty blooms daily of
wonderful variety.

By actual measurement many of the plants

were more than four feet tall; and the blooms
on one plant measured from \\ inches to 10

inches in diameter! That plant had a single

bloom .of an exquisite crimson with white
lacey frilled edge, and a pink centre. Every
day there were new shades, shapes, and
sizes.

There was a pink with white frilled edge
and white centre; also some very double
feathery, huge ones, of crimson, lavender,

pure white, and magenta. This variety

looked more like the huge fluffy chrysan-
themums we see in greenhouses. Then there

were single poppies, with contrasting colors

on edge and leaf; some dark red ones had a

black “maltese cross” in centre, edged with
white.

Heretofore, we have sown our seed the first

of August, and they have come up and
bloomed the following spring; but by the end of

[une, the poppies are usually all over. We
have never had such healthy fine plants as

these we planted in May.
Virginia Evelina Dunbar.

A Large Leaf

I
HAVE been interested in the article on
big trees in The Garden Magazine

for November. Is a Sycamore leaf 18 by 15

inches, exclusive of stem, worth talking

about? I have one of this size, picked in

October from a young tree some ten feet

in height.

Buffalo, N. Y. I . A.

Cultivating Vacant Lots

\ 17'HERE can I get information regarding
* * associations which have taken up the

problem of the cultivation of the vacant

lot?

Ottawa, Can. W. E. Harper.

The Readers' Service wilt give you suggestions for the care aiui purchase of cats and dogs and other pets
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Send For This

FREE SEED ANNUAL
I
T’S the best Annual we’ve ever issued. Complete—and yet

concise and to the point. Full of “lifelike” illustrations.

Hundreds of helpful, handsome, handy pages. A postal and
it’s yours—absolutely free. We especially feature Vegetable

Seeds, Farm Seeds, Clovers and Grass Seeds, Flower Seeds,

Bulbs, Gladiolus, Dahlias, Roses, Perennial Plants, Bedding
Plants, Hedges, Fruit Trees, Fertilizers, Spraying Implements,
Lawn Mowers and Poultry Supplies.

Here Are Some of Our Specials
Golden Dawn
Sweet Corn

Medium early variety—unsurpassed for sweet-
ness and flavor. Stalks
5 to 5J4 feet high—ears
of good size and usually
well filled to extreme end.
(Another popular sweet
corn is Granite State—for
which we have had many
calls.)

Lawn Seed

Franklin Park Lawn
Seed—m ade from re-
cleaned seed s—formula
of Park Commissioners of
Boston. Starts at once if

ground is in proper shape.
Free from weeds, contains
no chaff.

Paris Golden
Celery

Self-blanchin g—ex-
tremely early variety

—

compact, straight, vig-

orous, rich golden yellow
stocks. Seed carefully
tested for purity.

Asters

We offer you only the
choicest varieties and
most select strains. You’ll
really be interested in
reading about them in our
instructive Annual

Danvers Yellow
Globe Onions

Uniform-heaviest crop-
per and best keeper. True
Buxton type, early, very
thick bulb, flat or slightly
convex bottom, full oval
top, small neck, rich
brownish yellow skin.

Dahlias

A whole host of new
varieties—an extraor-
dinary array of colors

—

and a delight to every
lover of beautiful flowers.

See our annual for com-
plete descriptions.

Crosby’s Improved
Egyptian Beets
Early variety, h^s small

top, excellent form and
small tap root. Great
improvement over old
variety of Egyptian Beet.
True to shape and color.
Improved by the late
Josiah Crosby of Arling-
ton, Mass.

Begonias

Single-flowering and
double - flowering. Also
single-fringed Begonias

—

beautiful giant blooms
with elegantly fringed
edges. Rather new-
limited quantity.

For free delivery system see our
catalogue

FOTTLER, FISKE,RAWSON CO., Faneuil Hall Square, Boston, Mass.

Herbaceous Spiraeas
such as shown below growing in our nurseries will grow in your
garden. Because we value them highly as most beautiful and de-
pendable hardy plants, we have gradually acquired the

Most Complete Collection
in this country

The following new sorts produce masses of three foot flower spikes throughout the
summer:
Ceres—Beautiful light rose. Silver White—Very graceful.

Juno—Rich rosy violet. Venus—A fine deep rose; tall, branch-

Rose Perle—White, overlaid with a
in£ sP'kes.

delicate silvery sheen. Vesta—Very light rose.

Price, 35c each; $3.00 for 10

Order at once. Plant this Spring. Complete catalogue free on request.

MOUNT DESERT NURSERIES
Bar Harbor, Maine

i
A* v'. V f v* *

:
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V
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FREE Write to-day for our new
catalogue entitled

The World’s Best Dahlias

Accurately describing all the best new and standard varieties in

Cactus, Decorative, Giant Flowering, Show, Fancy, Pompon,
Paeony, Duplex, Collarette, Anemone, Century and Single. Natural
color reproductions of new Decoratives, “Dr. T yrrell” and “Minnie
Burgle” and 38 beautiful half-tone illustrations of the distinct

types. The leading Dahlia catalogue with the 1917 novelties.

PEACOCK DAHLIA FARMS, Berlin, New Jersey

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too



Giant Gladiolus
You have all often read of Giant

Gladiolus with flowers 7 inches or

more across, and spikes from 5 to

8 feet tall.

“Kunderd’s Ruffled Gladiolus”

W hile not all varieties can be
grown to very great size, it is

nevertheless surprising to what ex-

tent many kinds can be developed
by foil owing certain special

forcing cultural methods. In our

1917 catalogue we have given
special cultural instructions, such
as are not often available to the
general public, and which if care-

fully followed will give surprising

results.

We will gladly send you a free

copy of our 40-page catalogue for

a postal card request, and we don’t

want you to feel the least obligated

on that account to give us any
order whatever. Address

A. E. KUNDERD
.hen Ind., U. S. A

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers' Sendee for assistanec

Have You Gardening Questions? Experts
will answer them free. If a plant fails, tell us about
it and ask help from the Readers’ Service.

Our Spring Garden Book
The 40th since our business was established, will con-

tain offers of great interest to YOU
and YOUR CARDEN.

Our Specialties are:

Hardy Lilies, collected from all

parts of the world.

Imports from Japan: Iris Kaempferi, Rarest
Paeonias, Maples, Magnolias, Gorgeous Amaryl-
lis, Crinums, etc.

All known Vegetable and Flower Seeds.

1916 and 1917 NOVELTIES

1877 H. H. BERGER & CO. 1917

70 Warren Street New York, N. Y.

What I Did with a City Lot and a

2-Family House

AMONG the scores of typical city lot garden
schemes I have seen I do not recall one

dealing with a space as small as the one I will

attempt to describe, having only 25 x 32 feet

at the rear for lawn (used to dry clothes for two
families) and garden. The only advantage
this lot has over some others of same size

is in it’s being an end lot with southern ex-

posure and vacant lots to the south, with a

strong possibility of houses being built facing

that way which will leave this space to the
south, although some other person’s yard, open
for all time.

There is a Privet hedge from front to rear on
south side. There is no hedge between the
house and the one next door on north side,

there being a ten foot space between, seeded
with grass and a shrub here and there in a most
informal manner.
The space between the two yards is divided

by a Lilac hedge. In the middle of this space
is a bird house or rather three houses built with
threeinvertedflowerpots,with the hole enlarged

in each and the pots fastened to a cross board at

the top of a twelve foot pole, which is covered
with a Honeysuckle vine. There are also nar-

row cross pieces for the birds to perch on.

I have growing, in a flourishing manner, on
this 25 x 32 foot space: 1 peach tree—bearing

two years; 4 rhubarb plants; i small pear tree;

3 grape vines—on a trellis, erected on edge of

lawn and over the path leaning against the

house—giving shade from the hot afternoon

western sun.

Rose garden—on south side with I dozen
bushes and a border of silver leaf at the edge.

Bed of annuals at north side, sometimes of

Zinnias or Asters, with a border of Columbine
which comes up every' year and Golden Glow
and Peonies at either end. Same space has

been used for strawberries one year from which
about 20 quarts were obtained.

Under the grape vines, I intend to plant a

few currant bushes, by training vines to fruit

high (top of arbor rather than at side).

Another bed between the path and the house,

only qx 15, my two small boys have taken
possession of as their garden. This may have
too much shade when the grape vines over-

head are more fullyr grown.
Outside the Privet hedge in the"vacant lot, I

have growing in great profusion Hollyhocks,
which come up every year and reach a height

of 1 2 to 1 4 feet as if bent on being seen from the

yard. They are a mass of gorgeous color and
make a beautiful background to the whole.

This is one way of beautifying vacant land and
also keeps it from being used as a dumping
ground. In addition to the three grape vines

at the rear, by taking advantage of the end lot

with southern exposure, I have close to the

hedge about 55 feet from the house three more
grape vines on an arbor extending up against

the house and joining with the one at the rear.

Where the two meet I have made a little sum-
mer house effect by filling in the side with

narrow strips of wood making squares about

4x4 inches. This makes an inviting retreat in

the heat of the day to while away an hour or

two with a good book or to do some writing.

Upon this trellis I have a Climbing Ameri-
can Beauty^ Rose which is set in the rose

garden.

Toward the front of the house I have under
the bay window, where the grape trellis ends,

more Hollyhocks, and climbing over the end

of the front porch (but still at the side) there

are white and red Rambler Roses intermingled.

(Continued on page 64)

“Great Crops of

TRAWBERRIEQ
and How to Grow Them”^y
is the best and most complete book on Strawberry
Growing ever written. It fully explains the KELLOGG
WAY of growing two big crops each year—a big profit
in the Spring and a bigger profit in the Fall. Tells
everything about strawberry growing from start to
finish. \\ rite for this book and learn how to supply
your family with delicious strawberries the year ’round
without cost, and how to make $500 to $1200 per acre
each year. The book is FREE.

Strawberries grown the KELLOGG WAY yield more dollars
per square rod and do it in less time than any other crop. The profits

J1 made from strawberries are enormous. One
acre ofstrawberries grown the KELLOGG

J/
4 maA WAV will yield a greater cash profit than

$ 6 * ti $ ± twenty acres of common farm crops.

$ 1412.50
> s l ’ ,e amoiint Frank Flanigan of Okla
homa. made in a single season from one
and one-half acres of Kellogg Pedigree
Plants grown the'KFLLOGG WAY.
Others are doing fully as well.

p __ 399? fAt '

,l»r 64-page free book will tell you how to

f" D C n 0 flK make these big and quick profits.

I flLL D U UIY A postal will do—the book is FREE.

R. M. Kellogg Company
Box 690 Three Rivers, Mich.

ImmortalizeYour Garden

There is a distinctiveness about
Wilson’s Seeds that will make
your garden more than a memory

— — and will cause your neighbor to long

for vegetables and flowers like yours. Send
r ioc to-day for a liberal packet of seed of the New Cardi-
nal Climber—the grandest and easiest grown vine in exis-
tence—and our pretty, artistic and concise 1917 seed book
ready now. Send for the book anyhow.

J. J. WILSON SEED CO., Newark, New Jersey

Livingston’s Tomatoes
Give satisfaction. Stand for highest yield and quality. We
originated sorts for all purposes and all tomato growing sec-

tions. We grow more tomato seed than any other seedsman
in the world.

TWO BEST VARIETIES
Livingston’s Globe, finest pink, for slicing and shipping,
pkt., 5c. Livingston’s Stone, finest bright red, for canning
and catsup, pkt., 5c. Both immense yielders. Try them.

New 112-Page Catalogue FREE
One of the finest seed catalogues pub-
lished. Gives truthful descriptions and
helpful cultural directions of the most
reliable sorts of vegetable, flower and
field seeds. Tells when to plant and
how to grow big crops. Write for

Free copy,

LIVINGSTON SEED CO.
646 High St.

Columbus,
Ohio
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THE Readers’ Service can help you
find a country or suburban home

W Free
Home

Nothing will do more to improve
your home than artistic planting planned by
men who know. We have designed some of
the most attractive and successful landscape
plantings in America. Our landscape archi-
tects are authorities—graduates of leading land-
scape colleges with years of practical experi-
ence. Their work is distinctive—artistically
correct and assures immediate effect. You
can have them plan

Ail Original Planting Expressly
for Your Place

and it will not cost you a cent.
Write for particulars of our generous Free Landscaping

Offer. Our ioi years of experience growing things is at
your service to make your home and grounds more beauti-
ful and add value to your place. Our complete facilities
and world-wide business assure planting satisfaction and
maximum results from minimum investment. Write to-day

Nut Trees
My hardy Pennsylvania
Grown Budded and Grafted
trees are the best for eastern

and northern planting.
Handsome catalogue and

cultural guide free.

J. F. JONES, The Nut Tree Specialist
LANCASTER Box G PENNSYLVANIA

Yielding a Mass of Blooms

FREE
To get our beautiful Spring catalogue to as many
lovers of flowers as possible, we will mail you one
packet each of Rainbow Mixed Sweet Peas, Shirley

Poppy and Dianthus, Single; Tomato, Bonfire; Lettuce,

All-heart; and our catalogue included, if you will

send us your name and address and TEN cents in

stamps or coin to cover mailing.

The catalogue contains all the Flower and Vegetable
novelties for 1917, and much reliable information ex-

plaining in detail how to plant. One million packets
will be distributed this year. May we add your name
to our list?

WM. ELLIOTT & SONS
Est. 1845 36 Vesey Street, New York

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the

TRIPLEX MOWER will mow more lawn in a day
than the best motor mower ever made, cut it better

and at a fraction of the cost.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it will

mow more lawn in a day than any three ordinary

horsedrawn mowers with three horses and three men.

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the

waves. One mower may be climbing a knoll, the

second skimming a level and the third paring a hollow.

Does not smash the grass to earth and plaster it in the

mud in springtime nor crush out its life between

hot rollers and hard, hot ground in summer as does

the motor mower.

Send for Catalogue illustrating all types of TOWNSEND MOWERS.

Dorothy Dod’s
Favorite Flowers

Pays for Itself Quickly—Larger crops , and a cleaner product
whether fruit or potatoes, result from thoughtful and thorough
spraying with a

—

SPRAMOTOR
Whatever your requirements are, there is a Spramotor suited to them.
Made for hand, horse and gasoline power and priced from $6 to $400 .

Tell us your needs, or write for our Free catalogue and booklet on Crop
Diseases. Made in U. S. A.

SPRAMOTOR CO., 3215 Erie St., Buffalo, N.Y.

The Readers’ Service gives information

about Gardening

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will
,
too

MorrisNurseries
PYRAMIDAL BOX

TOWNSEND’S
TRIPLEX

Ft! KIPLING Ft!

Master War Correspondent
“Few writers are better equipped to write about the war, and not

one of them has his genius. He has made the new conditions of
warfare live so that the man who does not fight shall know all

about it.”—London To-Day.

Have you read his two books on the war?

Sea Warfare. Net, $1.25
(Published Feb. 20)

France at War. Net, 60 cents

All Bookstores

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
Garden City New York

Very much used, planted in tubs,

for porches and doorways. Very
beautiful planted on the lawn.

3Ya ft. $4.00 each— $7.50 a pair

4 ft. $5.00 each— $9.00 a pair

Get a postal off NOW for

the FREE catalog.

The Morris Nursery Co.
Box 802, West Chester, Pa.

The Greatest Grass-

cutter on Earth, cuts a

Swath 86 inches wide.

S.P. TOWNSEND & CO.
23 Central Aye., Orange, N. J.

The Public is warned not to

purchase mowers infringing this

patent.

An Efficient Gardener
We are in a position to assist you

in procuring the services of either a

working gardener or general superinten-
dent for your country estate.

We have on our register competent men
who have stood the test and whose character
will bear the strictest investigation.

No fee for our services

W. E. MARSHALL & Co., Seedsmen

166 West 23rd St. New York
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Real Dry Powdered

LIME-SULFUR
Not a substitute for Lime-Sulfur solution—virtually the

same material in dry powdered form. The only real Dry
Lime-Sulfur on the market. Just what growers have been wanting for

years. Cheap to ship—easy to use—can’t freeze—that’s true of all

Sherwin-Williams Dry Powdered Insecticides and Fungicides.

Lime-Sulfur
) All in

Arsenate of Lead o
Tuber-tonic i

®ry Powdered

Fungi-Bordo J
r°rm

Send for our Spraying Literature

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
Insecticide and Fungicide Makers

657 Canal Road, Cleveland, O.

“ Buffalo ” Portable Poultry Runways
Enable you to make any size yard or runway desired. Can be moved to other

locations at will. Prices as follows:

Price each section
7ft. long x 5ft. high (Six sections or more) $3.25
2ft. 6in.“ x 5ft. (Gate) (Six sections or more) 1.50

8ft. " x 2ft. high (Six sections or more) 1.75
6ft. *' x 2ft. “ (Six sections or more) 1.50

F. O. B. cars Buffalo.

10% discount for orders consisting of 10 sections or more. Best article on
the market for young chicks, ducks, geese and other small fowl. Place your
order to-day; you will be well satisfied. Send/orfolder No. 6S-E.
Buffalo Wire Works Co. ( Formerly SeheelerN Sons ), 467 Terrace. Buffalo, X. Y»

NEW GIANT PRIZE-WINNING

GLADIOLI
The home of Elm Hill Gladioli now offers a most

wonderful collection of new Giant-flowered Hybrids
to Gladioli lovers in search of the newest and best.

The massive spikes bear immense blooms of spark-

ling lustre and exquisite coloring. Try these

8 Superb
New Kinds

—

Evelyn Kirtland, Rosy
pink fading to shell

pink.

Grelchen Zang. color
Beaute Poitevine Ger-
anium.

Herada, unusual glis-

tening mauve.

Wamba Enormous sal-

mon.

Cardisun. Darkest of red.

nearly black blotch.

Bertrex. Best white,
extra fine.

Rose Wells, Light rose
color.

Candidum, White, tips of
petals tinted.

This collection has |
won twelve prizes at |
leading Expositions. |

Orders filled in ro-

tation.

One Bulb each
$2.50; 3 of each, 24

in all, for $7.

Booklet describing the |

new and standard

sorts FREE

AUSTIN-COLEMAN CO. Wayland, Ohio

Evelyn Kirtland. measuring
lent^th of spike (note yardstick)

of Gladiolus named after her.

WOULD
-YOU
HAVE A Real Lawn?
Most of the component parts ofa grass

seed mixture which would produce

such a lawn are grown only abroad.

WE offer our well-known
Imported Lawn Seed Mix-

tures at practically no advance

in prices, despite war conditions.

Order now—tlie supply is limited.

But the quality is pre-eminent.

Prices reasonable. Lawn advice free.

Barwell’s Agricultural Works

Waukegan :: Illinois

Beautiful Grounds
and Gardens

E should be planned NOW, if you intend planting g
them this spring. By so doing you will be prepared

1J
to get best results at planting time. Our new (

U illustrated catalogue tells you about the best jj
things in fruits, ornamental trees, shrubs, vines, J
perennials, etc., and gives you a reasonable price jM

for strictly first-class stock. Write for it to-day.

THE COE, CONVERSE & EDWARDS CO.

Nursery and Landscape Men
Box B Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin

{Concluded from -page 62)

In front at the base of the porch, from one 1

end to the other, is a border flower bed with
Tansies in the spring and later in the season
Geraniums or Salvia. In the middle is a

Honeysuckle vine that is not permitted to
bloom very much until it reaches the second
story of the house, as in this way it does not
darken the lower porch and helps to shelter the
upper porch, which has no roof over it. It is

trained on a trellis and against some wooden
arms that keep it away from the house and
permits any painting to be done without dis-

turbing it, and also enables one on the upper
porch to sit under its shelter or even stand
under it without striking one’s head. In

about three seasons it has grown from a small

L

I U al @ Gyp
r:

Even if your actual garden area is only 32 x 100 ft., the real

gardener can have a worth-while garden

slip stuck in the ground to be a fine sturdy f

vine whose branches reach to the top of the :

second story window.
My neighbors have told me that the per- i

fume from it in June and July can be enjoyed

half way down the block.

All these things that tend to make country

life so beautiful I am enjoying in a built up
section of Flatbush living in a detached two T|

family house on a plot 32 x 100 feet. Can you
beat it?

Brooklyn, N. Y. H. S. Sammond.
««

[Frankly, we don't think we could “ beat it.% I

We could change things, but that would be a

purely personal matter.—Ed.]

Write to the Readers' Sendee for suggestions about garden furniture
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Boddington’s Spring
Garden Guide

It contains 128 pages devoted to

flowers and gardens. It tells when,

where and how to plant ; describes

the kind of soil best suited to differ-

ent seeds, and gives the quantity of

seeds to use. It contains a'full se-

lection of flowers andvegetables and

illustrates the most favored varie-

ties. It alsolistsmanygardenimple-

ments, insecticides, fertilizers, etc.

All in all, it is a very helpful

book. Write for a copy to-day.

Arthur T.

Boddington Co., Inc.

Seedsmen
Dept. G-5, 128 Chambers Street

A LAWN, EXPERT
vill answer your lawn questions and advise how
o get the best lawns through the Readers’ Service.

retAheadof YourNeighbor
Make sure of being the first to harvest the first

flower or fresh vegetables of the season by starting

NOW! Plants of Tomatoes, Peppers, Egg Plants,

etc., must be of a certain age before they yield

crops. All will bear earlier in the season if you

Sow Seeds in Pots
Middle of February, look-ahead-gardeners sow seeds in-

doors to have -plants to set out when soil and season permit.
Cut worms and insects don’t destroy seeds and seedlings
started in paper pots.

Every Seed Means a Plant!
Our folding Paper Pots come in four sizes and shapes for

plants of different growth. We offer

2 x 2 ins. (for Sweet Peas and other flowers) per ioo $ .75
2x4 “ (for Tomatoes, Corn, etc.)

“ “ 1.25
3x3“ (for Cucumbers, Melons, etc.)

“ “ 1.25
3x4“ (for Beans,transplanted Tomatoes,etc.)“ “ 1.50

Prices per 1000 and larger quantities, see price list

Write for special folder, describing above
and other helpful garden accessories in

detail. Free, of course, also sample pots

THE CLOCHE CO., 191 Hudson St., New York

Special Offer-the Book and 3 Packages
$1.30 Worth for 50 Cents

In Canada, 60 Cents

Truly this is one of the most delightful books
on gardening you ever read. Written by Mr. E.
L. D. Seymour, Associate Editor of “Garden
Magazine” and of “Country Life in America,” it

tells in a most interesting and easy-to-understand
way just how to plan your garden and how and
when to plant the different vegetables and flowers.

Pakro Seedtape is the better way of garden
planting. It consists of thoroughly tested seeds

of only the best prize-winning strains, spaced in a

thin paper tape exactly the correct distance apart.

VEGETABLES
Beet, Crimson Globe
Beet, Egyptian
Cabbage, All Seasons
Cabbage, Jersey Wakefield
Cabbage, Premium Elat Dutch
Carrot, Danvers
Carrot, Oxheart
Celery, White Plume
Endive, Green Curled
Kohlrabi, White Vienna
Geek, Large Flag
Lettuce, Big Boston

Lettuce, Black Seeded Simpson
Lettuce. Trianon Cos
Onion, White Portugal
Onion, Yellow Globe Danvers
Parsley, Double Curled
Parsnip, Hollow Crown
Pepper, Large Bell
Radish. French Breakfast
Radish, Icicle

Radish, Long Scarlet, White Tip
Spinach, Long Standing
Swiss Chard
Tomato, Beauty

Y ou plant the tape a whole row at a time, and no
thinning out is necessary— what a wonderful
labor saver! And in addition it assures a higher
percentage of germination, a stronger plant life

and fine, straight rows.

Try Pakro Seedtape in your garden this year.

We will send you one of the books—valued at

one dollar— and any three packages of Pakro
listed below—valued at io cents each (i2§ cents
each in Canada)—$1.30 worth for 50 cents. Send
money-order or stamps TO-DAY.
Tomato, Ponderosa
Tomato. Stone
Turnip, Purple Top. Strap Leaf
Turnip, Purple Top, White Globe

FLOWERS
Alyssum, Sweet
Aster, Queen of the Market
Aster, Giant Mixed
Balsam, Double Mixed
Bachelor Buttons, Corn Flower
Candytuft, Mixed
Forget-Me-Not, Blue

Hollyhock. Chartiers, Double
Mixed

Mignonette
Morning Glory, Mixed
Pansies, Good Mixed
Phlox Drummondii, Mixed
Pinks, Double Mixed
Poppy, California
Poppy, Shirley Mixed
Salvia, Splendens
Stocks, Ten Weeks, Mixed
Sweet Peas, California Giants.
Mixed

American Seedtape Co., Dept. 118, 71 W. 23rd Street, New York City
Canadian Distributors, Wm. Rennie Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

I? INSUREYnirPlaniinfr
Build up your soil and increase the yields. Unless you add HUMUS and

PLANT FOODS to depleted soils you cannot expect results.

Ho“ure DIAMOND BRAND COMPOST UTSiX
is free from weed seeds, largely HUMUS and abounds in plant foods. It will

also stimulate bacteriological action in the soil. A large grower aptly says*

‘

Stable

Manure is the only thing that supplies all the needs for truck gardening,
green-

houses and lawns , with one application.
”
Give your lawn a coating of Com-

post this Spring—need not be raked off—it will hold the moisture during the Summer
and keep your grass green. Use it in your vegetable and flower gardens. Official

State analysis shows: Nitrogen 2.62%, Phosphoric Acid 2.37%, Potash 1.70%.

Put up in bags 100 lbs. each. 21b. sample box 15c. Write for Circular "C” and
prices.

NEW YORK STABLEMANURE CoW
j 573WASHINGTON STREET. .JERSEY CITY.N J jf

Dried, Ground

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will
,
too
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
DAHLIAS

HIGH CLASS DAHLIAS. The Wonder collection. 15 choice cac-
tus varieties, each a different color; or The Rainbow collection. 20
Select Dahlias, first class varieties all labelled. Each collection,

$1.00 Postpaid. Send for catalogue 300 varieties. Enterprise
Dahlia Farm, Harry L. Pyle, Atco, New Jersey.

WALKER’S DAHLIAS awarded Gold Medal at the San Francisco
Exposition. Trial collection of 12 free blooming novelties for $2.50
prepaid. My 1917 catalogue, a complete list of the choicest dahlias
grown, mailed free. Geo. H. Walker. North Dighton. Mass.

DAHLIAS. The best two hundred varieties selected from over
fifteen hundred of the choicest foreign and American dahlias.
Catalogue on request. M. G. Tyler, 1660 Derby Street, Portland,
Oregon.

KRELAGE’S DAHLIAS, the newest and the best, free delivered in
New York at grower’s prices. Write to-day for catalogue to J. A.
deYeer, 100 William Street. New York.

DAHLIAS!! Just send for my catalogue of over two hundred good
varieties and the best European novelties. Moderate prices.

Riverbai^w Gardens, Saxonville, Mass.

DAHLIAS, GLADIOLUS, GANNAS. PEONIES. Standard and
novelties, 5 cents up, postpaid. Catalogue. J. S. Griffing, Dept. G,
Flemington, N. J.

GARDEN LECTURES
MR. ROBERT PYLE—the well-known Garden Lecturer and
Rosarian invites correspondence from garden lovers and societies.

Subject— “The American Rose Garden” illustrated with finely

colored lantern slides. Address: West Grove, Pa.

INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES
HAMMOND’S SLUG-SHOT—thoroughly reliable in killing Cur-
rant Worms, Potato Bugs, Cabbage Worms, etc. Sold by Seeds
Dealers. Circular free. Benjamin Hammond, Beacon, N. Y.

PLANTS AND NURSERY STOCK
OREGON’S GIANT SWORD FERN growing 3 to 4 feet high.
Plants $2 to S3. Roots only, 35c. Mt. Hood Lilies, Oregon’s wild
fragrant lily, white, 35c. postpaid. Wholesale orders solicited.

Mt. Hood Lily Gardens, 515 Bristol St., Portland, Oregon.

TRITOM AS. Oberlin Peony Gardens offer Tritoma Pfitzeri,

' Red Hot Poker), strong crowns for Spring planting. Order early.

S1.25 per doz., $8.00 per 100, cash. Sinking Spring, Pa.

OREGON ROSES AND DAHLIAS—Famous the world over. Only
the choicest up-to-date varieties, listed in my catalogue. Send for

it to-day. W. E. Sherbrooke, Rose and Dahlia Specialist, Cornelius,
Oregon.

KRELAGE’S HARDY PLANTS AND BULBS for spring planting
delivered free in New York at grower’s prices. Write to-day for

catalogue to J. A. deYeer, 100 William Street, New York.

GERANIUMS—Sturdy, outdoor grown, 8 for 25c.; 18, 50c., dif-

ferent varieties. Canterbury Bells. 50c. dozen; Sweet William, 35c.

dozen; Chrysanthemums, assorted, 8 for 25c.; Pompons 6 for 25c.

Far West Nursery> Los -Angeles, California.

HARDY PEREN’N’IALS and Bedding Plants of all descriptions.

Write for free catalogue and let us help you plan your gardens.
George H. McIntyre, Easthampton, Mass.

HolsteinCows’Milk
Best For All
Purebred Holstein cows’ milk is naturally light

colored and low in fat percentage, but richest of all in

nourishing solids. Experiments by scientists have
conclusively proven that heavy, yellow milk is not the

most nutritious, for the reason that its large fat globules

render it difficult to digest. Slowly, but surely, in the

light of modem understanding, State Boards of

Health are learning that the proper milk stan-
dard is not that which insists on a high
percentage of fat in milk, but in a high grade of

health giving, vitality imparting solids such as is

contained in Holstein cows’ milk.

HOLSTEIN-FR1ESIAN ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
F. L- HOUGHTON. Secretary

263 American Building BRATTLEBORO, VT.

PLANTS AND NURSERY STOCK

PUGET SOUXD ROSES AND DAHLIAS grown oul*c t.doors
the year round in the finest Rose and Dahlia climate in the world;
all the best leading varieties at lowest Farm prices. We also spe-
cialize in Gladioli, Peonies and all hardy plants. Our stock of
Phloxes and choicest Delphiniums are our special pride. Also
Spring and Summer-flowering shrubs. Magnificent Giant Sword
Fems. 50 cts. each. Let us get acquainted. The Pudor Farms,
Puyallup, Wash.

RHUBARB ROOTS—Large two year clumps for forcing in cellar

or greenhouse. Colored leaflet free. Price Si.oo per dozen. $5.00
per 100. W. X. Scarff, Xew Carlisle, O.

A STRAWBERRY GARDEX—250 plants including the wonderful
Fall-bearers by Parcel Post, prepaid for Si. 50. Order from this ad.
Catalogue free. Leamon Tingle, Box A, Pittsville, Md.

A PEREXXIAL G.ARDEX FOR YOUR LIFETIME. 20 packets
finest hardy northern grown perennial flower seeds for S2 .50 post-

paid. together with 10 packets best annuals, or 30 packets in all.

James W. Eustis, 25 Arlington St., Cambridge, Mass.

GLADIOLI

SEXD FOR SUPPLEMEXTARY LIST of Forbes and Keith prize

medal Dahlias for igi 7. At the Panama Pacific International Ex-
position at San Francisco. 1915, our exhibit was awarded the Grand
Prize and three Silver Medals. The Denison and Francis A. Butts
(our own introduction) each received a medal. Our collection of
seedling Dahlias also received a medal. Forbes and Keith, 299
Chancery' Street, New Bedford, Mass.

COLORADO GROWN GLADIOLUS BULBS. Grown under irriga-

tion; matured in Colorado's marvelous sunshine. Special " Demon-
stration Assortment.” One bulb each of Mrs. Pendleton, Loveli-

ness. War. Princeps, Peace. Panama, Niagara, Mrs. King, Lafayette,
Halley. Glory of Holland, Kunderdi Glory, Empress of India,

Brenchleyensis, Hulot, Augusta, America. These 17 strong bloom-
ing size bulbs, each labeled, for Si.oo, prepaid. Catalogue free.

Long’s Seed and Bulb Farm, Boulder, Colorado.

KRELAGE’S GLADIOLI, the newest and the best, free delivered
in Xew York at grower’s prices. Write to-day for catalogue to J.
A. deY eer, 100 William Street, Xew York.

FOR SALE—Splendid assortment Gladiolus Bulbs, named varieties.

Also Canna roots. Dahlias. Aster Plants and California Privet. Price

list free. F. O. Godown, Flemington, X. J.

SPECIAL FOR FEBRUARY ONLY. I will send one dozen best

gladiolus bulbs postpaid for thirty cents. Each dozen will contain

such varieties as Panama, Niagara, Peace. Not the cheapest mix-
ture but the best. Sumner Perkins, Danvers, Mass.

GLADIOLI!! The latest introductions and worth while varieties.

Get my catalogue before ordering. It’s full of bargains. Raymond
W. Sweet, Saxonville, Mass.

BEAUTIFUL GLADIOLUS. Special bargain. 100 young, sure-

flowering bulbs, mixed varieties. Si. 25. 50 for 75c. Howard
Gillet, Lebanon Springs, Xew York.

SEEDS AND BULBS—Continued
THE XEW HONEY DEW” MUSK MELON. Genuine Rocky
Ford grown seed. Trial packet 5c.; ounce 25c. prepaid. Long’s
Seed and Bulb Farm, Boulder, Colorado.

TRUE ROCKY MOUNTAIN COLUMBINE SEED. Packet 10
cents. Catalogue free. Long’s Seed and Bulb Farm, Boulder,
Colorado.

MISCELLANEOUS

THE HANDY BOX OF PLANT LABELS. .Assortment complete,
from 3 i inch tag label, copper wired to 10 inch garden label, 300 in

all, painted, with marking pencil; packed in a neat, strong box for
mailing. Needed in every garden. An appropriate present to a
friend interested in gardening. Price St. 10 postpaid. Beyond the
fourth zone add fifteen cents. W. H. Bayles, Verona, New Jersey.

JAPANESE TEA GARDEN AND ROCKERY made most unique
and artistic in short time, in any part of U. S. or Canada. T R.
Otsuka, 300 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

FLORIST POTS, Hanging Baskets. Lawn Vases, Porch Pots and
Moss Aztec ware. Try our line. Ask for catalogue. The Peters
& Reed Pottery Co., South Zanesville, Ohio.

SALAD SECRETS. 100 recipes. Brief but complete. 13- oy
mail. 100 Meatless recipes 15c. 50 Sandwich recipes 15c. All

three 30c. B. H. Briggs, 456 Fourth Ave., Newark, X. J.

T50 ENVELOPES, 150 letter-heads size 6x9) inches, printed and
mailed for $1.00. Samples free. Sun Co. .East Worcester, New York.

BOONS FOR THE GARDEN ENTHUSIAST

POULTRY PAPER—44-124 page periodical, up to date, tells all

you want to know about care and management of poultry, for pleas-

ure or profit; four months for 10 cents. Poultry Advocate.
Dept. 217, Syracuse, N. Y.

BE A'OUR OWN LANDSCAPE GARDENER. By use of our
book. “How and What to Plant” 25 cents by mail. Home Grounds
Improvement Club, Newark, New York.

“HOW TO GROW ROSES”—Library Edition; 121 pages

—

16 in

natural colors. Not a catalogue. Price $1. refunded on 55 order 1

for plants. The Conard & Jones Co., Box 24, West Grove, Pa.

LONG’S GARDEN GUIDE helps you get a whole lot more pleasure I

and profit from your garden. It’s free. Address Long’s Seed and
Bulb Farm, Boulder, Colorado.

POSITIONS AND HELP WANTED

SCOTCHMAN—married. 36 yrs. of age, 22 yrs.’ practical experi-

ence in gardening in all its branches—forestry instructions; golf

courses and tennis courts. Golf course work a specialty. Served 6j
yrs. at the Royal Botanic Gardens of Edinburgh. Have been in

this country four years. For particulars apply to P. F. R., care of

Michell's Seed House, Philadelphia.

EVER HEAR OF RIPLEY BULBS AND BERRIES? Write
now for interesting pricelist, and special “Get Acquainted" offer.

Lillesand, Cambridge, Wisconsin.

SEEDS AND BULBS

HIGH .ALTITUDE ONION SEED. Special Colorado strain of

Yellow Globe that matures anywhere several weeks ahead of all

others in its class. Packet 10c ;
ounce 30c. prepaid. Catalogue

free. Long's Seed and Bulb Farm, Boulder, Colorado.

MEN—WOMEN WANTED EVERYWHERE. U. S. Govern-
ment jobs. $75.00 to $150.00 month. Vacations. Common educa-
tion sufficient. Write immediately for free list of positions now
obtainable. Franklin Institute, Dep’t T112, Rochester, N. Y.

YOUNG MEN TO LEARN BUSINESS—Nursery-, Herbaceous,
Pruning, Spraying, Road-Making, Draining, Engineering, Landscape
Gardening. Opportunity for high calibre men not afraid of hard
work. Thomas Meehan & Sons, Nurserymen and Landscape Gar- >

deners, Germantown, Phila.

50c BUYS 8 PACKETS ASTER SEED, eight kinds, the best, new-

est giant-flowering sorts. Enough for 300 plants. Finest mixed
gladiolus bulbs, 100, Si. 25. The very finest flower and vegetable

plants in season. Catalogue. Ward, Plant Specialist, Hillsdale

Michigan.

KRELAGE’S BEGONIAS, the newest and the best, delivered free

in New York at grower’s prices. Write to-day for catalogue to J.

A. deYeer, 100 William Street, New York.

HELPS MOLTING HENS >

Supplies the necessary grinders for the gizzard and
furnishes the minerals that make rapid growth of

beautifully colored, healthy feathers. Hastens molt-

ing. builds bone and muscle, makes meaty eggs

with solid shells. Write for Free Boiklet.

'I HE OHIO BAUBLE 10., <1 tleielind SI., Piiiiia, Ohio

ABSORBINE
*TRADE MARK REG.U.S.PAT. OFF.

rill reduce inflamed, swollen Joints,

Sprains, Bruises, Soft Bunches; Heals
Boils, Poll Evil, Quittor, Fistula and
infected sores quickly as it is a pos-

itive antiseptic and germicide. Pleas-

ant to use; does not blister or

remove the hair, and you can work
the horse. $2.00 per bottle, delivered.

Book 7M free

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F„ 152 Temple Street, Springfield, Mass.

LEARN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE AND GARDENING!
Uncrowded Profession! Inexpensive! Easily mastered. Begin
earning three weeks after you enroll. Write to-day. American
Landscape School, Newark, New York.

HEAD GARDENER—Position wanted by a practical up-to-date

man, in all that pertains to the work on a private estate. References
sent. Address for particulars: Box 117, care of Garden Magazine,
Garden City, N. Y.

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY for profitable spare time work.
Cooperative Representatives wanted! Money every week. National

Landscape Service, Newark, New York.

/^5aP) Indoor Closetm // ,

More Comfortable,
Healthful, Convenient
Eliminates the out-door privy,

open vault and cesspool, which are

breeding places for germs. Have
a warm, sanitary, odorless toilet right in

your house. No going out in cold weather.

A boon to invalids. Endorsed by State

Boards of Health.

ABSOLUTELY ODORLESS
Put It Anywhere In The House

The germs are killed by a chemical process in water in the container,

which you empty once a month. Absolutely no odor. No more
trouble to empty than ashes. Closet absolutely guaranteed. Write for

full description and price.

ROWE SANITARY MFC. CO.. 294-A Rowe Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Ask about the Ro-San Washstand—Hot and Cold Running Water
W'ithout Plumbing

If a problem grows in your garden write to llte Readers’ Service for assistance
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eYe'd SWEET PEAS
SSH” DREER’S

flowered

SWEET
PEAS
The old-fashioned

Sweet Peas are now
overshadowed b y
the wonderful Or-
chid-flowered kind.

This type is quite dis-

tinct, having large, open
flowers of extraordinary
size, usually measuring
two inches across, with
wavy standards and
wide spreading wings. A
large percentage bear
four of these immense
blossoms on long and
strong stems, making
them of exceptional
value for cutting. The
twelve sorts shown in

colors are leaders in their

respective colors; and
being just as easy to
grow as the ordinary
sorts, are sure to give
entire satisfaction.

Countess Spencer
No. i on plate

Lively rose pink

Dobbie’s Cream
No. 2 on plate

The best primrose
yellow

Elfrida Pearson
No. 3 on plate

The finest light pink

Florence
Nightingale
No. 4 on plate

Exquisite lavender

King White
No. 5 on plate

The largest pure white

Margaret Atlee
No. 6 on plate

The finest rich pink

Mrs. Cuthbertson
No. 7 on plate

Beautiful pink and white

Mrs. Hugh
Dickson

No. 8 on plate

Salmony-pink

Royal Purple
No. 9 on plate

Very rich color

Scarlet Emperor
No. IO on plate

The most brilliant

scarlet

Thos. Stevenson
No. II on plate

Orange-scarlet

Wedgwood
No. 12 on plate

Wedgwood or silvery

blue

<>
itr- Orchid"flo

Price, any of the above 10 cents per packet.

Collection containing a packet each of the 12 sorts for 85 cents
postpaid.

Sweet Peas are but one of our many specialties. We handle a most
complete line of high grade reliable Vegetable, Flower and Grass Seeds,

also Plants of all kinds, all of which are fully described in

DREER’S GARDEN BOOK FOR 1917
which also contains a mine of valuable cultural information. A copy will be mailed free to those mentioning Garden
Magazine.

HENRY A. DREER
M.4

714-716 Chestnut Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.



Burpee Spencers
are a revelation of beauty and daintiness. 1 hey are to-day the most popular
Sweet Peas in cultivation.

The House of Burpee is known the world over as the American Headquarters for

Sweet Peas. We were the first to grow the Spencer type in America.

At Floradale Ranch,“The California Home of Sweet Peas,” are produced the magnificent

strains that have proved unsurpassed. Thousands of trials of new varieties are made
each year, but only those that meet the Burpee requirements are grown on for seed. The
Collections offered below include the finest of these varieties. Burpee’s Leaflet on
Sweet Pea Culture is enclosed with each collection.

flA'NTRVTh

SEEDS

Atl.ee Burpee & Co.
Atlee Burpee s Co.i

mm

Six Superb Spencers
Cn|. OCp we will mail one regular 10-cent packet
r UI LDL to ,-0 seecj s) each 0f Cherub, rich

cream, edged bright rose; King W hite, the finest pure

white; Margaret Atlee, best cream pink; Rosa-

belle, a large deep rose; Wedgwood, a lovely light

blue. Also one large packet (90 to 100 seeds) of the

Burpee Blend of Superb Spencers for 1917. The

finest mixture of Spencers ever offered.

Six Standard Spencers
D__. 9 Cp we will mail one regular 10-eent packet
riM LO\- each of the following: Dainty Spencer,
pure white, edged with pink; Florence Nightin-
gale, charming shade of lavender; Irish Belle,
lovely shade of rich lilac;JVlRS. Clthbertson, finest

pink and white bicolor; Mrs. Townsend, white
-edged and flushed blue; Stirling Stent, bright sal-

mon, orange self.

For 50c
we will mail both collections named above, and a 15-cent packet

of Rosy Morn, the new early-flowering Spencer introduced in 1917.

F aa we will mail both collections as offered above and 6 of the Best “Newer Spencers" named on
TOT fI.UU page 203 of Burpee’s Annual for 1917 also one fifteen cent packet of Royal Purple, the finest

variety in this color, and one packet of The President, the sensational Irish Novelty, as offered on page 1
1

7

—

making in all Twenty True Spencers for $1.00. 1 bese

are all neatly packed in a pasteboard box. In

ordering, it is sufficient to write for Burpee’s
Dollar Box of Spencers for 1917.

7
BURPBjE'S
KING

Burpee’s Annual
for 1917

The Leading American Seed Catalog

is bigger, brighter and better than
ever before. We have added
twenty-two pages, making in all

204 pages, and best of all, you will find

thirty Burpee Specialties illustrated in

color. Burpee’s Annual is mailed free upon
request. A post card will bring it. Write
for your copy to-day and mention Garden
Magazine.

W. ATLEE
BURPEE & CO.

Burpee Buildings

Philadelphia

the country life press, garden city, n. y.
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Climate, soil and location, must ever govern the successful selection of trees, shrubs and
flowers for your planting. This one is a decided success. We can assure a like result for you.

More About The Three H’s—-Or Helpfi

Help Hints On Your Planting Problems

gently, we must have somewhat complete
information.

For example, one Long Island man asked for

a list of 12 best shrubs for foundation planting,

and forgot to tell us whether it was for the
North or South side of his home.
On the other hand, for a newly married couple

in Rhode Island, who told us they wanted “a
screen of evergreens 25 feet long, to shut out their

neighbors’ unattractive backyard activities,”

we promptly had an answer in the return mail.

One particularly pleasurable occurrence was
the giving of suggestions for a rock garden for a

retired banker’s wife, living in a Philadelphia

suburb.
For her neighbor, we have also subsequently

planned a Shakespeare Garden of Hardy
flowers.

All of which brings us back again to the start-

ing point—our Helpful Help Hints.

We want you to use us, and them. Not that

we are exactly an Information Bureau, but we
have been able to offer our customers most
satisfactory suggestions.

One thing certain, no one has finer stock than
we grow right here in our nursery.

Our new catalogue you are most welcome to.

p'ROM the way our friends are writing us
^ for Help Hints in reply to our suggestions

in last month’s advertisement; it is abundantly
evident that we have a valuable service much
wanted by the many.
The requests for Help Hints, range all the

way from the best quick clambering vine for

covering a stone chimney, up to what and how
to plant a new place, so it will look as if it had
been established for years.

One dear old lady up in Vermont, wrote us

she “was born in the sunny South, where the

lovely Cherokee Rose was associated with her

childhood days; and wanted to know if we
couldn’t send her some roses quite like the

Cherokee? Ones that would stand the severity

of New England’s Winters.” Happily we can.

Some inquirers, however, seemed not quite

to have understood our Helpful Help Hints
offer for their planting problems; as they asked
us to send the Helpful Hints; just as if it were a

booklet or a catalogue Hint-filled.

Our intention was to make it clear that if

they would let us know what their planting pro-

blems were, we would gladly suggest their solu-

tion.

Just naturally, in order to help you intelli-

There is a lot of talk
lately about roots. It

leads us to think perhaps
we haven't said enough
about ours. Come to our
nursery, and let us dig up
a tree for you. We wiil

let the roots speak for

themselves.

You can buy maples
for almost any price, but
we doubt if you can beat
these for $2. They are
10 to 12 feet high, with
trunks measuring 45 to 5
inches around. Special
price of $19. on lots of
ten.

uliuy T^gelrr5' Cct
Ai The Si£n of The Tree

Box. IO, Rutkerford N.J.
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Farquhar’s New and Rare Plants
We have in our Nurseries more Genuine Novelties than any other house in the World. They
include many hundreds of the New Chinese Plants recently introduced by the Arnold Arboretum.

AZALEA K/EMPFERI

Hardy Scarlet Japanese Azalea. The most gorgeous of the hardy Azaleas.

Flowering plants, price $10.00 per doz., $75.00 per 100. Larger plants, $20.00 per doz., $150.00 per 100.

Catalogue mailed on application

R. & J. FARQUHAR & CO., 9 South Market St., Boston, Mass.

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers’ Service for assistance
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Scheepers’ Service

In Quality Bulbs
An intimate association with bulbs combined with a lifetime experience in working over them has
created in us certain definite ideals as to what “Quality in Bulbs” really means. The application of

these ideals causes Scheepers’ Bulbs to be considered the acme of excellence by the most critical bulb
buyers throughout America.

Superb Lilies for Your Hardy Garden
The following collection of ten surpassing sorts typifies Scheepers’ Service in Selection of Lilies ideally adapted to American
conditions. All are perfectly hardy, easy to grow, blooming freely and cover the season completely.

L. Chalcedonicum— the ever popular
Turk’s Cap Lily, each stem producing 5-8

flowers of intense scarlet. July.

L. Croceum—the beautiful Orange Lily.

June-July.
L. Hansoni—Rich golden yellow flowers of

Turk’s Cap shape, with jet black spots.

June-July.
L. Henryi—one of the grandest orange-

yellow and often bears 20 flowers on stems
6 ft. tall. September-October.

L. Pardalinum Michauxi—from twelve

to thirty bright-orange, spotted yellow

flowers on stems four to six feet tall.

July-August.
L. Pyrenaicum—the yellow ‘‘Turk’s Cap.”

strongly scented. June-July.
L. Thunbergianum

—

large. Cup-shaped

flowers, brilliant apricot shade, ij feet,

June-July.
L. Tigrinum flore pleno—the well-known

double Tiger Lily. Height 4 ft. August
and September.

L. Umbellatum—new seedling Lilies with large

orange-red flowers. Height 2 ft. June-July.
Szovitzianum — Straw-yellow, spotted

black. Height 4-6 ft. June-July.

We will send two strong, healthy bulbs of each of above ten superb lilies, twenty bulbs in all, for $7.50, express prepaid. Your personal check gladly accepted

Wallace's
Gold Medal

Lilies

as described above, truly represent

Europe’s foremost quality produc-

tion in Lilies. Ever since 1901,

when Wallace’s, England’s Premier

Growers of Hardy Lilies, won the

Gold Medal at the Lily Conference

on the continent, Wallace’s Lilies

have been recognized as the stand-

ard of perfection. In 1912, at the

Royal International Show, they

again won First Prizes and Gold
Medal. Numerous other awards A Typical Garden of Wallace Lilies

have established an undisputable
leadership for Wallace’s, whom we
are proud to represent on this

continent.

A Series of
Free Catalogues

awaits the opportunity to become useful
to you. There is an Iris catalogue,
featuring many and describing all of

Wallace’s famous creations in Iris. Sep-
arate booklets devoted to Summer-flower-
ing Begonias, Winter-flowering Begonias
and Lilies are yours to command. In
addition, a General Bulb Catalogue is in

course of preparation. When writing
for catalogues, please be specific in men-
tioning which interest you most.

John Scheepers £r Go., Flower Bulb Specialists Ne^York

GARDEN FURNITURE
I OF BEAUTY AND DISTINCTION

Catalogue of many designs on request

j
NORTH SHORE FERNERIES, Beverly, Mass.

New York Agency. 31 E. 48th St.
mmiiminHiHiMnimiiniiMiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiniiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiHiiiHiiniiHHiiHiniitiiniiHiiiiiiiiiiiiHiniiMHiT:

Rhododendrons— Hybrids

Rhododendron Maximum
( The Natives)

Kalmia Latifolia (Mi. Laurel)

Send list of wants for prices.

For other trees and plants send for catalogue.

MORRIS NURSERY COMPANY
949 Broadway New York, N. Y.

Japanese Iris Flowers
Nearly a Foot Across
Many rich colors and tints—purple,

violet, red, white, blue, penciled and
blotched. Selected varieties, 3 5cts.

each, $3 a dozen.

My Hardy Plant Catalogue will

help you to grow “Jap” Irises in

your garden. Send for it, and start

an iris garden this spring.

ADOLF MULLER
DeKalb Nurseries, Norristown, Pa.

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers' Service for assistance
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F
1

The Well Appointed
Kitchen Garden

For $ 1 we will mail you one regular

packet each of

Bean, Bountiful

—

flat green-podded
Bean, Sure-Crop Wax

—

flat

Beet, Detroit Dark Red

—

early, sweet
Carrot, Chantenay

—

fine flavored
Corn, Golden Bantam

—

sweetest
Cucumber, Davis Perfect

—

very tender
Endive, Green Curled

—

fine salad plant
Lettuce, Early Curled Simpson

—

loose heads
Lettuce, Wayahead

—

early butterhead
Lettuce, California Cream Butter
Parsley, Early Double Curled— for garnishing
Pea, Little Marvel

—

early, sweet, prolific

Pea, Thomas Laxton

—

excellent flavor

Radish, Sparkler

—

round,scarlet with white tip

Radish, Icicle

—

crispest long white
Swiss Chard, Lucullus

—

a spinach beet

Yours for $1.00, Postpaid
Regular catalogue value, $1.65

Please do not ask us to make changes in above col-

lection. They are “put up” ahead of time, ready
for mailing. In its entirety, the collection stands for

the most practical vegetables suitable for growing in

small suburban gardens.

and their Reaction on the Development of our Business

kEW gardens yield all they should. In most cases, the remedy lies in better planning.
And when planning-time is short, the safest thing to do is to pursue a course that has
satisfactorily solved the problems of thousands of gardeners.

From the very beginning, we have with pleasure made it our business to help customers,
present or prospective, in garden planning and the solving of garden problems. Doing this

constantly for twenty years, for the hobby-ists throughout America, has helped us as well. A
vast amount of valuable information, quite apart from what is printed in our catalogue, is at
the constant disposal of all who are interested in gardens, fruits and flowers.

We would like you to look upon us as your personal garden counsellors. Thousands of
loyal customers consider us their confidential and dependable advisers. This is another and
perhaps not the least important one of the reasons why, within a short score of years, our bus-
iness has reached commendable proportions. In every state of the Union, Stumpp & Walter
Service in Seeds stands for such Results as only conscientiously selected seeds can score.

The collections offered below point to a safe course to pursue in planting your 1917 garden.
In their entirety they will make as ideal a home garden as any one may wish.

The Flower Garden of
New Delights

Three of the Best Popular Annuals for Cutting
Improved forms of old favorites have always been among the most acceptable floral

novelties. We thought well enough of the Salpiglossis and Zinnias offered below, to show
them in colors on our catalogue. King Asters are absolutely unique in character of
their flowers. Try these for a big show in your 1917 garden.

5 “King” Asters
Bear magnificent flowers 4^
inches across. We will mail one
regular packet each of

Lavender King
Pink King
Violet King
White King
Rose King

[A catalogue value of 65c. for

SOc. Postpaid

6 Salpiglossis
(Orchid-Flowering)

The superb “Painted Tongue,”
as shown to left above, is

worthy of a place in every gar-

den. One regular packet each of

Purplish Violet
Bright Pink
Light Blue

Golden Yellow Scarlet
Brown with Gold

A catalogue value of 65c for

50c. Postpaid

5 Giant Zinnias
Giant, double-flowering crea-
tions, wonderfully attractive,
useful and lasting. Flowers meas-
uring 5 inches across. One reg-

ular packet each of

Tall Giant Double White
Tall Giant Double Rose
Tall Giant Double Crimson
Tall Giant Double Yellow
Tall Giant Double Purple
A catalogue value of $1 .25 for

$1.00 Postpaid

Special Combination Offer:
vegetables offered above will make us many new friends. Send $3 for all 4
collections and we will send, to express our appreciation of your patronage,
2 Dozen Choice Gladioli FREE!

30-32 Barclay St., New York

Our Catalogue Will Help
to make your flower and vegetable garden a bigger and
better success. Few books you get will please you more
and none can prove more helpful. True-to-nature illus-

trations, truthful descriptions and unusually explicit cul-

ture directions combine to make it a welcome addition to
your horticultural library. A copy awaits your call

—

it’s free!

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Good-bye Backache!
No more tedious bending over long rows of vegetables.

Don’t waste your valuable time with old-fashioned tools.

There’s health, pleasure, and economy in a good garden.

And, it costs so little in time and effort, if only you have
the right tools. A few minutes gardening every morning will

furnish plenty of crisp, fresh vegetables for the home table.

IRONAGE
Solve the Home Garden Problem

Do the work ten times faster than the old-fashioned tools

and do it far better, too. A woman or even a boy or girl

can push one. Not toys, but sturdy, long-lived tools—the
result of 80 years’ tool-building experience.

Combined Drill and Wheel Hoe
Many tools in one. Will open its own furrow; sow in con-

tinuous rows or drop in hills, cover the seed with loose

soil, pack it with a roller and mark the next row—all in

one operation! Quickly changed as needed into a fast-

working wheel hoe. Stored in small space.

Wheel Hoe, Double and Single

The only combined double and single wheel hoe on the

market. Easily changed from one form to the other.

Double wheel hoe enables you to stride the rows when
the plants are young;
while the single hoe
works between the rows
of larger plants.

Write for Booklet

Iron Age Garden Tools may
be had in 38 combinations,
one for every garden purpose
and to suit ever}' pocketbook.
Send to-day for booklet,
“Gardening with Modern
Tools” and plan for a bigger,

better garden.

Bateman
M’f’g Co.

Box 35-G

Grenloch, N. J.

Makers also of Potato,

Spraying and
Cultivating Machinery

Ml m
How We Started

in Garden Seeds
It is just about 25 years ago that Alfalfa was introduced

into the corn belt by our Mr. Joseph E. Wing, who later

became the founder of this business.

On the principle of only selling seed proven “Best by Test”
the business during the following 10 years grew very rapidly.

Dealing then in field seeds, we soon found customers who
wanted the same distinct service in garden seeds. During
the last few years our vegetable and flower seed depart-
ments have developed at a rapid pace, until to-day we
stand prepared to supply the “Best by Test” in all garden
seeds as well as in such flowering bulbs as Gladioli,

Dahlias, etc., and in Peonies.

Vegetable Specialties for

Your Garden
We always wanted to be more than mere sellers of seeds.

The breeding of important varieties, the selection of pedi-

greed strains, the introduction of rare, new kinds of merit are

as much our life work as supplying staples. For five years

we have worked along definite lines of improvement in types.

Here are a few of our “pets” worthy of your consideration :

—

Wing’s Golden
Sugar Corn

Offers all the wonderful qualities

of famous Golden Bantam in an ear

one-half as large again. “Going
some,” you will exclaim. But it is

true and nothing we can say will

convince you as quickly as a fair

trial this season. Matures in about

80 days from date of planting. We
will mail \ pint for 15c.; 1 pint for

25c.; quart for 45c. Safe arrival

and satisfaction guaranteed.

Red SunriseTomato
Introduced by us in 1915, this bids

fair to eclipse Earliana

in popularity and use-

fulness. Fully as early

as the earliest strain

of Earliana, 30%
more prolific and
of distinctly superior
flavor. Thin skin, solid

meat, small seed cells.

P a cket

“Cos” Lettuces for the Epicure
These deserve more 'attention. They remain in fit condition longer

and stand more heat than the average head lettuce. We really find most
of them far superior to anything we can grow late in the season. Try
Express, Green Provence, and Magnum Bonum for early, midsummer and
late. Packets 10c. each, all 3 for 25c. postpaid.

Catalogue Telling all About Garden Making FREE

i

We make it our business to tell in an unusually thorough manner how
the seeds we sell should be handled
for biggest success in your garden.

w,ns’ s One die ^ew catalogues you will
Golden ^jjr j/ get containing definite data about
Sugar i, time of maturity. Write us TO-DAY.
Corn Jf

THE WING SEED CO.
Mechanicsburg

Ohio
Box 1526

1 1BBHHi I

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will
,
too
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10,000 Beautiful
Evergreen Trees

Block of Pyramidal trained Arbor Vitae at the Greening Nur-
series. This block has been especially trained to give a Colonial
effect. Note height of trees as compared with man in the pic-

ture. Price, $1.50 per foot for this class of stock

Arbor Vitaes are splendidly adapted to the formaiion of hedges and windbreaks. I hey lend character to any
home surroundings and are of pleasing appearance the >ear around

Special to Landscape Architects
LARGE QUANTITIES OF PERFECT SPECIMENS of the Amer-

can Arbor Vitae or Thuya occidentalis, as well as a big variety of nursery
products for park, garden, lawn and orchard are available at the Greening
Nurseries. It will pay you to send for our big 128-page catalogue.

Get This FREE Book
it pictures and describes the Greening line

of Evergreens, tells how Greening trees are

raised in soil that insures their growth in

almost any American soil and climate. It

illustrates the great variety of sizes and
shapes of American Arbor Vitae ready for

this spring’s transplanting, and it also con-

tains valuable pointers on how to care for

Evergreens. Simply ask for the EVER-
GREEN BOOK—a card will bring it, no
charge or obligation. Send to-day.

Greening Nursery Products Grow Where You Live

Sixty-seven years’ experience in the nursery business—three genera-
tions of Greenings—a magnificent 1530 acre Michigan nursery—an
ideal climate that insures hardiness—and a staff of experts in growing
and nursing plants—these are the reasons why Greening products are

in demand and appreciated by the most particular buyers. Greening’s
shrubs, trees, and plants are used and grow satisfactorily in every state

in the Union—we ship everywhere.
Be sure to take advantage of this EVERGREEN TREE offer. Send

for the Evergreen Book. Don’t delay—send to-day; spring’s on its

way. Address

The Greening Nursery Company
“Largest Growers of Trees in the World”

Monroe, Michigan

Choice products of the old reliable GREENING NURSERIES

—

all young, sturdy trees. Declared by a prominent eastern landscape

architect “the richest in color and best in form I have ever seen”—full-rooted,

four to six times transplanted in the most fertile clay loam and a climate

tempered by the breezes of Lake Erie—sure to grow in practically every

American soil and climate. These 10,000 glorious Evergreen beauties,

“hand-made” American Arbor Vitae, are now

For formal gardens or as specimens on the lawn, Arbor Vitae are

unsurpassed. They stand any amount of training and, in contrast

with other evergreens or deciduous trees are a delight to the

eye the year around.

ready for early spring delivery
Greening’s American Arbor Vitae are selected stock. Fifteen years ago, in the Experimental

grounds of our Nursery, we began propagating and cultivating the hardiest Evergreens the

world affords. Sturdy youngsters as they grew, they were transplanted many times. By
constant root and top-pruning, we developed those compact root systems that insure successful

transplanting and the perfect shapes which landscape architects demand. We can dig and ship

with Big Ball of Earth. Our soil, a heavy loam with clay subsoil, clings firmly to the large

masses of fibrous roots, enabling the plants to get

quickly established in new surroundings.

Now, after fifteen years devoted to perfecting the

Greening Evergreen, we offer you these 10,000 beauti-

ful, hardy, sure-to-grow ornamental Evergreens—you
may select the sizes and shapes (we have a wonderful
variety) that will best enhance the beauty of your
landscape architecture. The time to select your
spring trees is NOW.

Advertisers unit appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Special Anniversary Premium
We wanl lo make the occasion a memorable one for readers of The Garden

Magazine. With every order received as the result of this announcement,
we shall send, with our compliments, a strong plant. Helen Lee. illustrated

above. It is one of our 1917 Novelties, of perfect incurved form and a
very pleasing shade of flesh pink, easy to grow. We are confident this

variety will become very popular, especially among the amateurs, who do
not succeed with many of the large flowering kinds. When writing please
mention this special offer.

K

WillYou Help Us Celebrate Our

Twenty-Seventh Anniversary?
An Intimate Bit of News About America s

Foremost Chrysanthemum Specialists

ELMER D. SMITH & CO., Adrian, Michigan

N March i, 1890—just 27 years

ago, we sent out our first Chry-
santhemum novelty ! From that

clay to this, we have exerted

our energy in the development
of new varieties until our pro-

ducts are known the world over,

enhancing their beauty and har-

diness until they have become
preeminent as a flower for every
garden home. In 1907 we dis-

continued all branches of flori-

culture except Chrysanthemums, and since have given

them our undivided attention. To-day, we are the

acknowledged introducers of most American novel-

ties of merit.

“Chrysanthemums for Every Purpose”
is the title of our catalogue which will introduce to you the product

of one of the most unique horticultural establishments in the world

—

a nursery devoted to Chrysanthemums exclusively. It describes

every class of ’Mums—from the tiny, but graceful Pompons to the

most magnificent Exhibition sorts imaginable. A copy of this book
should be in the library of every garden hobby-ist. Please write for

it TO-DAY—it’s free.

Chrysanthemums
Exclusively

Grow your own Vegetables
Continued rise in food-costs makes a garden of

your ow n more desirable than ever.

You can make it pay big crop-dividends by using

Planet Jr Garden Implements. They do the work
of three to six men, or enable you to cultivate four

times the acreage possible with ordinary implements,
because they are especially designed to save time
and labor and are scientifically constructed of the

finest materials to give lifetime service. Used for

over 45 years and by over twro million farmers and
gardeners with greatest success. Fully guaranteed.

Planet Jr Garden Implements
No. 25 Planet Jr Combined Hill and Drill Seeder, Double

and Single Wheel Hoe, Cultivator and Plow will work two
acres of ground a day. It is a great tool for the family garden,

onion grower, or large-scale gardener. Is a perfect seeder and
combined double and single wheel-hoe. Unbreakable steel frame.

No. 17 Planet Jr is the highest type of single-wheel hoe made.
Its light durable ingenious construction enables a man, woman,
or boy to do the cultivation in a garden in the easiest, quickest

and best way.
Use these tools and cut down living costs. We make 32 styles

of seed drills and wheel hoes—various prices.

New 72-page Catalog, Free!
Illustrates Planet Jrs doing actual farm and garden work, and describes over

70 different tools including Seeders, Wheel-Hoes, Horse-Hoes. Harrows, Orchard,
Beet, and Pivot-Wheel Riding Cultivators. Write postal for it to-day !

We grow all worth-while kinds of early, midsummer and late

blooming period 1/ 1 all classes. Please let us be your advisers

on Chrysanthemums, and their value to you. To get acquainted
why not let us send you an

“All American”
Collection

50 Plants - - $7.50

This includes ten American Nov-
elties—all named—as introduced by
us during the last three years; 25
exhibition varieties, 5 Pompons, 5

Anemones and 5 single sorts. No
greater value among these gorgeous

fall-flowering beauties is obtainable

anywhere. 1 he novelties alone are

worth the price—all are recognized

and approved by the foremost growers throughout the world.

We will send 50 strong plants, properly labeled, securely packed
and delivered in time to bloom in your garden or greenhouse

next Fall, for $7. 50.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Carden Magazine in writing—and we will, too



Special Combination Offer
Taken collectively, the fruits offered on this page are ideal for the home
garden and country estate where Quality is the prime consideration. We make
you the following offer:

For $25. we will deliver free east of the Mississippi:

6 Apples A
all 3 Sour Cherries, together with from our

4 Plums > your 2 two-year-old Sweet Cherries s selected
5 Pears

J
choice 5 two-year-old Fay Currants

j
strain

In all, 20 Trees and 5 Bushes for $25

About Dwarf
Fruit Trees

Dwarf Fruit Trees
areour hobby! Wegrow
36 varieties of Apples
and 14 of Pears. The
trees range from nur-

sery size to trees ten

years old. The big

ones have been trans-

planted and root

pruned and are ready
to move at prices with-
in the reach of all.

Fruit Trees
|

Ready to Bear
In Your Garden

Samuel Fraser Nursery, Inc.
Box O Geneseo, New York Fraser's Trees are profitable because

they have strong, healthy, vigorous roots

Fraser’s Tree Book tells about them and contains a lot of valuable data in regard

to varieties of Fruits and Ornamental Trees. It is mailed free on request—please

mention Garden Magazine.

Ten years ago we laid plans to do the unusual
for American Fruit Lovers. We felt there would
be a demand for fruit trees, ready to bear, if

we were ready to furnish the product. Our fore-

thought, skill and time, together with nature’s cooper-

ation enables us to now offer fruit trees of unusual
character and promise. We now have trees in all

stages of development, up to 10 years of age, of the

kinds and varieties listed below.

We could not grow all kinds—so we grew the best.

These trees have been root pruned and transplanted,

sprayed and cultivated and given care, such as is

generally bestowed only on “pets” in the home
garden.

Let These Four-year-old Trees Save You
2 to 3 Years of Waiting

Every tree is a specimen, well-grown and true to-name. The trees were propagated
from individual trees of merit, trees we know, trees that have produced record

crops—and their root systems are unexcelled. Most of the trees bore fruit last year.

Apples you will like Plums for All
The old
favorite
Bartlett Pear
is standard
for home use

The Pears
Big, husky, specimen trees in the

following popular kinds:

Angouleme—Very large, yellow, juicy. October. Anjou—
Of splendid quality for winter use. Bartlett—The popular

standard for canning or eating out of hand. September.

Clapp’s Favorite— Luscious, large. End of August.

Seckel—The best of all. Ripens in September.

$2. each; all 5 for $8 (delivered east of the Mississippi).

A finer lot of trees than these never grew! We
are willing to abide by your judgment. They
ripen in the following order:

Yellow Opalescent
Transparent R. I. Greening

Oldenburg Banana
Wealthy Baldwin

White Pippin
Northern Spy
Boiken
Rome

If desired, we will tell you the varieties which
best suit your soil and climate.

$2 each; any 6 for $10

(Delivered and safe arrival guaranteed).

The plum has been neglected.

Plant a few and enjoy the ripe fruit

direct from your own trees. Try
these;

Burbank is luscious.

Monarch is a good blue plum.

Fellenberg is the finest Prune.

Shopshire Damson makes the best Jam
and Pickles.

$1.50 each; 4 for $5

Cherries guaranteed to please s" ppl!' of !“ r

Early Richmond ripens early. Montmorency is the standard. Morello is the black late which will hang a month.

$1.50 each; all 3 for $4

We will add, free, a two-year-old Napoleon, wTite sweet cherry and a black sweet cherry as per combination
offer below.
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The Readers' Service will gladly furnish information about Interior Decoration

ThreeReasonsWhy 1^1

VonShould Planl
DwarfTrees ihisSpring

Most everyone plants a fruit tree Some-
time—plant yours this Spring

,

to gain a

year’s time and the advantage of this season’s
growth, without the loss of another year. This

is reason number one.

Soil and Season combine in the Spring to make trans-
planting successful—reason number two. The root

system of dwarf fruit trees readily overcomes trans-
planting shocks. A good mulching assures complete
success. Dwarf fruit trees planted this Spring will

give you fruit sooner than your neighbor who plants
a standard tree. To learn more facts worth knowing
about our Dwarf Fruit Trees, ask for our

Free Manual of Dwarf Tree Culture

Address.

Check for

Name

1 hat’s really what you will find our
catalogue to be. No other nursery-
man in America pays so much
attention and tribute to Dwarf
Fruit Trees as we do, and many
pages of our Catalogue are de-

voted to their management and
possibilities. We record the many

phases which practical experience has
taught us will be of interest to the
Home Gardener. Profitable crops

for home use may be grown in

almost thesmallest backyard.
1 hese trees begin bearing

from two to six years

quicker than standard
trees. Illustration
shows 3 year old pear
tree. Dwarf Fruit

1 rees need less room
and are easier to care

for. You will find them a delightful, fascinating and practical hobby.

W I McKav saw Prepare NOW to *ather r°ur
• * T*^*^**J OOJ 9m own fruit crop in a few years.

Perhaps you have never grown any Dwarf Fruit Trees and would
like to try an assortment? To enable you to do a little experimenting

at trifling cost, we make the following “Dwarf Trial Collection”

for only $z.oo.

1 Dwarf Wealthy Apple ------ $.50

1 Dwarf Yellow Transparent Apple - - - - .50

1 Dwarf Montmorency Cherry ----- .60

1 Dwarf Seckel Pear ------- .40

1 Dwarf Japan Plum ------- .60

1 Dwarf Peach Tree ------ -40

List Price - -- -- -- - $3.00

Special Collection Price F. O. B. Geneva $2.00

Why not prepare now for the joys of gathering the fruits of your
own efforts in the near future?

THE VAN DUSEN NURSERIES
C. C. McKAY, Mgr.

Box G
Geneva, N. Y.

is enclosed

** Y V

Shrubs that

Really Beautify
To be attractive at all times is a quality much to be

desired among ornamental shrubs. Some dazzle during
the blooming seasons, then become commonplace. Others
have attractive foliage, but insignificant flowers. Few
shrubs we know combine as many desirable features as

Virginia White Fringe
(Chionanthus Virginica)

Its deep, shiny green foliage contrasts handsomely with the

long sprays of white, fringe-like flowers borne in latter May,
followed by purple berries later in the season. Well-developed
specimens grow to be 8 feet tall, ar^ of symmetrical outline, an
ornament for any lawn. Strong plants, 50 cents each, #5 per dozen,

including haling.

Spiraea Wilsoni
Brought from the wilds of China by America’s most famous

plant collector. Bears magnificent “plumes” of white flowers, in

size almost like a lilac spray, but very feathery and grotesque. A
novelty that is sure to excite the admiration of passers-by and
neighbors. Strong plants, 50 cents each, $5 per dozen, packing free.

The Oriental Plane Tree—Ideal for Quick Shade
grows in our 800 acre nurseries by the thousand because of its wide
scope of usefulness for this country. As a tree to line avenues

it is unsurpassed. Quickly develops into a fine specimen if given

ample space. All sizes, from 65 cents up, and in quantities to

fill any sized orders. Because we grow oriental planes in excep-

tional quantities we can make exceptional prices.

Let American Nursery Co’s Suggestions help you
We will appreciate opportunities to help you makeyour money go

further when invested in trees, shrubs and plants. We extend a

cordial invitation to those interested to visit our nurseries. Full

directions will be gladly given as to the most convenient means of

reaching them. Please request our catalogue and such advice as

you wish.

American Nursery Co • y
Building New York
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We Grow Acres of New Gladioli
Every Year

AT the A. E. Kunderd Gladiolus Farm, Goshen, Indiana, a small portion of which is shown below, we grow
/-% millions of Gladiolus Bulbs annually. Among them, over one quarter of a million of all new seedlings

receive special care, and are coming into bloom this season and in 1918.

Giant Ruffled (shown below, reduced in size)

were originated by us. Our Kunderdi strains of the

beautiful new race of Primulinus Hybrids are as

different from other Primulinus Hybrids as our
Giant Ruffled differs from other and older gladiolus.

We are growing thousands of the choicest, each
separately, and a long list of the best selections from
these are offered to our customers this season. In

this way our customers can get something new, and
entirely different, for their gardens each year. Also,

an entirely new late flowering race is offered this

season for the first time by us.

This year we catalogue 23 1 very choice varieties,

all of our origin and most of them obtainable only
from us. The largest and firest collection offered

anywhere in the world.

Our Catalogue illustrates 30 varieties and gives

the very best of cultural information, how to grow
giant gladiolus, etc., etc. It contains 40 pages and
cover and is free for a postal card request. Whether
you buy gladiolus from us or not you ought to get a

copy for the valuable instructions on culture, etc., it

gives and which are not usually available to the
general public.

A. E. KUNDERD RUFFLED
N
gT^AdToLUS Goshen, Indiana

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning TJic Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too.
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Salads of refreshing coolness may be yours if you grow
Gregory’s Select Sorts of Lettuces. Among our 22 distinct

sorts are kinds for every purpose and to please every taste

and fancy. We are particularly proud and fond of our
extra choice strain of

Gregory's
Black=Seeded Tennisball Lettuce

Crisp, Flavory and Tender All Summer
It is as nearly an “ideal” sort for the home garden as one may
wish. Above picture shows it just as it will grow in your garden.
Forms heads early, resists heat well and is suitable for repeated
planting throughout the season. No finer flavored lettuce ever

. grew! I ry it at the following prices:

—

Pkt. yc; oz. 2jc; lb.

j
(enough for a whole season) 70c, postpaid.

1 Cucumbers as you like them
Fine, long, slim fellows with few seeds and flesh of surprising crisp-

as ness—you can grow them with Gregory’s selected strain of “Vickery
Forcing,” illustrated below. “Hills” like

the one shown below are the rule and Reliable Garden
the vines bear constantly. Pkt. 10c; }4oz. Advice FREE
35c; oz. (enough for 50 hills) 60c, postpaid.

Gregory’s Seeds
are known everywhere as the American
standard of excellence Our pedigreed strains

of many popular vegetables enjoy a world-

wide reputation. To acquaint more readers

of The Garden Magazine with their inbred

qualities, we will mail j ounce of Vickery Cu-
cumber and a quarter-pound

of ourTennis Ball Lettuce for

One Dollar, postpaid. Take
advantage of this Special Offer TO-DA \ .

J. J. H. Gregory & Son
10 Elm Street Marblehead, Mass.

Our free catalogue abounds
with practical cultural direc-

tions. Sixty-one years of ex-

perience in gardening and
seed production stand back of
every one of our statements,

and every packet of seeds.

You can’t afford to pass up
our pedigreed vegetable seed

specialties — and our flower

seeds are just as good. Please

send for catalogue now.

Delicious Salads

I Have Over
7,000,000

Bulbs To Sell
The harvest of my sixty acre

Gladioli Farms.

Owing to the fact that I raise all

my own bulbs, and do not depend

on foreign importations, I can offer

the best varieties at specially low

prices—for example:

America, Light Pink $2.00 per 100

Baron Hulot, Blue 3.00
“ “

Halley, Salmon Pink 2.00
“ “

Isaac Buchanan, Yellow 6.00
“ “

Mrs. Frank Pendleton, Jr.

Pink, Red Blotch 7.50
“ “

My illustrated booklet describes

many new and marvelous crea-

tions. You should have a copy

of it.

It is free for the asking,

WENHAM.MASS
BOX 21

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers' Service for assistance
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MRS. WARNAAR BIANCA ATTRACTION

A Novelty Treat for American Dahlia Lovers
We grow, every year, on our own farms several hundred standard sorts of Dahlias, besides scores of new introductions.

Last season we tested about sixty of the most highly recommended novelties. Among these six ranked way above the rest in

every respect. Four of them we illustrate here, all of them are simply superb. We feel sure you will be delighted with these
splendid creations. To put them within the reach of all we offer

These Big Six for 5 Dollars—“by Express
We will send one strong, field-grown root

of each of the following six giant-flower-

ing new Dahlias for $5. All are excep-

tionally free bloomers, with extra-long

stiff stems, ideal for garden, exhibition, or

table decoration.

Attraction Large, elegant flowers of the

exhibition type. A clear, lilac

rose, carried on long, strong stems. Awarded first-

class certificate of merit at Haarlem and Amsterdam.
Bound to attract world-wide attention. Each $1.25.

Of the Peony Cactus type. The only

true lavender, very free flowering.

Award of merit, Amsterdam. Each, $1.25.

— _ Large, attractive flowers of very fine

form, greatly admired by all who saw
them on our grounds. Crimson and violet reflected

color. Various awards of merit. Each, $1.25.

Unquestionably the best red cactus
to date. Enormous flowers of reddish

scarlet color, with fine, long, strong stems. This
won us two first prizes at the big show of the
American Dahlia Society at New York last year.

Each, 75 cents.

Mrs. Warnaar An exhibition and
garden Peony-Cactus

of superb quality. Giant, creamy-white flowers,

shaded with apple blossom pink. Various awards
of merit. Each, $1.25.

Yellow King

DIANA

The finest Peony Decora-
tive Dahlia ever intro-

duced. Clear yellow, of elegant form and large size,

with long, strong stems. First Class Certificates.

Each, $1.

We will send one strong, field-grown root of each
of these 6 Winners (regular price $6.75) for 5
Dollars. Only 200 Collections are available. Please

rder soon and read about the special Premium in

"Special Collection Offer” below.

Roots or Plants —
Which?

As the third generation of Dahlia
growers, we have come to the con-
clusion that strong,- field-grown

roots of the type we grow and
supply are far superior in every

respect to either pot-grown tubers
or plants. Please note that we
offer field-grown roots only.

Our Catalogue is ready to further

acquaint you with all we grow and
offer. Promptly mailed free. Write
TO-DAY.

Special Collection Offer
With either of the collections offered on this page, we shall in-

clude, with our compliments, and to help off-set transportation

charges, one strong, field-grown root of our sensational 1914 novelty

“Golden Gate” Dahlia Free
N. A. Hallauer, Fruitland , N. Y. y writes: Hugo Kind

, Hammonton , N. writes:

I grew a few of your “Golden Gate’' Certainly was well pleased with your new.
Cactus Dahlias this past season and I wonderful Dahlia “ Golden Gate.” The
want to tell you it is truly a wonder. grandest I have ever seen of its type.

For the Newcomer Among Dahlia
Lovers

Twelve High-class
Named Sorts

We Are Dahlia Specialists
and grow all the most dependable kinds for cutting. We know what’s good
and worth while— all we offer are guaranteed true-to-name, must reach

you in good condition to grow and bloom for you. Order now, supply
of 5 Dollar Collections is limited as stated above. Catalogue Free.

To further popularize the cultivation

of the choicer kinds of Dahlias we will

send 3 strong, field-grown roots each
of a select Cactus Dahlia, Decorative
Dahlia, Peony-flowered and Show
Dahlia of recent introduction, giving

you a fine named sort of each type,

twelve magnificent Dahlias in all, for $3.

As a premium (tooff-set express charges)
we will add a strong root of “ Golden
Gate,” described alongside. Early
orders invited. We ship during April.

LONG ISLAND DAHLIA GARDENS, Hicksville, L. L, New York

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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1

A Few of the Choicer European
Contributions to

American Dahlia Gardens
VXT’HATEVER America contributes to the
’ * world at large, wt have to take our hats

off to the nations of Europe who, in the midst of a

terrible conflict, still find time to work bn the cre-

ation of new flowers. In a way, this announce-
ment is a tribute to Dahlia growers abroad. We
owe them much. Among their most important
endeavors toward finer types I rank the

Peony Flowered Dahlias
THE SENSATION OF TWO CONTINENTS

For artistic appearance they surpass anything in Dahlias
to-day. Their delightfully irregular flowers vary from
almost single to a flat semi-double. Petals are sometimes
flat, sometimes curiously twisted and curled. The follow-

ing, while not strictly new. will prove a pleasing addition

to every Dahlia garden.

r- /• 1 Dwarf growing, with long, strong stems holding
ILngllSn flowers up so they look at you.

AAfgYDfj]c Kakadee—Lemon yellow, passing to white at tips.l/cw Ofexquisite form and very beautifulcoloring. $1.00.

Millais—Creamy yellow, suffused sort, by mistake, was left out of

with a pale pink; beautifully blended my catalogue, but I have plenty of

and shaded. Very large. $1.00. tubers to fill all orders. £1.00.

Norah Lindsay—One of the largest Titian—A very large flower in rose-

of this type, also very free flowering. cerise shade, a great bloomer. $1.00.

Of unusual “dove” color, suffused I an Dyck—Old rose of very large
pink, mauve reverse. \ ery distinct size, and very distinct and beautiful,

and beautiful. $1.00. Petals are twisted and turned in a

Princess Ida—The largest and most peculiar but pleasing way. $1.00.

beautiful white. Petals are waved One strong tuber of iT— (PC 0/1
and fluted in a lovely way. This each sort—6 in all— JO'

Avalanche—A splendid pure white, large but very graceful.

1nn rl Bertha von Suttner—Salmon shaded yellow. Very large
IlOllCinCl an(j yery p0pU i ar $.50.

Chatenay—Splendid soft carmine Queen JVilhelmina—An old favorite,

rose, shaded crimson, good stems. Extra fine and very popular. $.25.

2-S°- Souvenir De Franz Liszt—One of the

Duchess of Brunswick—Flowerseight first introductions of this type, but

to nine inches across. Color, brilliant still hard to beat for size and beauty,

red. reverse apricot. Very beautiful. Color white, overlaid crimson. $.15.

$1.00. Mondscheibe—A very large canary

Geisha—One of the most popular. yellow, entirely distinct, very free

Large flowers, red and yellow, flowering and beautiful. $1.00.

petals large and curiously twisted. One strong tuber of Sr. r O'A C)C)

50. each sort—8 in all—JOT .VU
r-> } Mad.Coissard—A beautiful Tyrian purple with greenish-
r ranee S white disc around centre. Very large and fine. #.50.

Mad. Card—Currant red, margined yellow and shaded"'ing
lilac. Very unusual. #1.00.

Mad.Curlelin—Deep scarlet through- Phenomenal—A mixture of the

out. Somepetalsofthisonemeasured shades of red, violet purple and
last Season were 35 in. x 2j in .$.50. white. The petals are curled or

Mad. Herriot—In size and shape twisted in a peculiar fashion, giving

like Mad. Curtelin, but pure white the flower a most graceful appear-

in color. £1.00. ance. #.50.

Mons.Jobez—Whitestriped in a very One strong tuber of C (PA QQ
distinct way with crimson purple. each sort Gin all J

Sure to attract attention. $1.00. The three collections for $12,50

Securely packed, safe arrival guaranteed
I grow hundreds of other kinds in all classes and at all prices. Every desire

,

whim or farlcy can be satisfied, every purse can be suited. Write for handy
descriptive price list—Jo become acquainted

MRS. H. A. TATE
Old Fort North Carolina

.
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“Over-Hauling” Time!
Among the many immediate tasks confronting

home gardeners is the work of putting the lawns sur-

rounding the home into condition to withstand the

approaching summer. To have smooth, dense
lawns of velvety green color is a worthy object easily

attained with proper seeds and treatment. Why not
put your lawn problems up to me? I welcome inquir-

ies on the subject of turf production in all its phases.

Lawns Guaranteed
by a Specialist

More than twenty years ago, I “discovered”
that nearly all lawns in this country were built on a

fundamentally wrong basis. Few lawns are made
so they last, most being put on top of the ground.

Lawns made along correct lines for lasting satisfac-

tion become part of the ground. To achieve such

lawns, I recommend my

Mixtures for Specific Needs
For seeding new ground and "*

renovating old lawns useTuck-
er’s “Defiance” Permanent
Lawn Mixture—per bushel

$8.50; per 100 lbs. $30.

For shady places use Tucker’s
“Defiance” Permanent
Shady Lawn Mixture—per

bushel $8.50; per 100 lbs.

$30.

(All grass seeds delivered anywhere in the U. 5.)

Particular attention is called to the fact that these mixtures weigh

about 28 pounds to the bushel (instead of 15 lbs., as generally sold).

They are composed of the Best Grade Grass Seeds Only, in mix-

tures as only a quarter century of experience can compound.

Nothing but permanent grasses are used, insuring real turf. Let

us send you special information hose to prepare your soil for these

special mixtures.

n ntinnl has ^een Part 'cular business and hobby for nearly
*rClCLl(~Cll a quarter century. The fact that over a hundred Golf.

*TV i* lift I- •n Country and Tennis Clubs as well as hundreds of
* UrT mlVMllKirlg Estate Owners have seen fit to employ my services

should prove conclusively that turfs constructed by me give lasting pleasure. The
type of advice that has made possible the existence of perfect turf under most try-

ing conditions, is yours to command. Write to-day for “Interesting Data on

Grasses.” also “Practical Illustrations of Turf Production.” Both brochures are

free—as are samples of grasses that interest you.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in netting—and we will, too
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The rhododendron lined walk and rock garden on a far-famed estate at VVyncote, Pa., just out of Philadelphia, are all

Alphano fed. Their surpassing beauty and vigor, tell a conclusive story of right plant foods.

It’i

ALPHANO
The All-In-One Fertilizer

a Square Deal and Your Money’s Worth. If

Don’t Get It; You Get Your Money Back
You

OUR twelve years of established Alphano success, is

in itself a guarantee that Alphano will and must
make good.

In this All-In-One fertilizer, is contained all that your
soil needs to produce vigorous roots and an abundant
growth of leaf; stalk; flower and fruit.

Alphano base is rich, black, concentrated organic matter.
Alphano in its prepared state, mellows up heavy soils and

binds together loose ones. It forms a soil sponge, holding
the moisture. It makes the ideal breeding place for the ben-
eficial soil bacteria.

Its lime in a natural mild form, sweetens the soil.

Its nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash, with which it is

liberally supplied, furnishes in a completely balanced form
the vital life giving, growth producing plant foods.

Its bacteria in teeming billions, yeast the soil; break down
and free the locked up food minerals; and gather nitrogen
from the air.

Every ton of Alphano is inoculated with all the important
nitrogen gathering nodule bacteria, that find their happy
homes on the roots of the clovers, alfalfa, peas, beans
and the various agricultural legumes.

Alphano being a perfectly balanced
soil ration; it entirely solves your lawn
and garden enriching worries.

It is the short-cut-easy-way to vig-
orous growth and lasting soil pro-
ductiveness.

It is free from weed seeds; sanitary,
odorless, and being finely pulverized, can
be quickly and easily mixed with the
soil of your flower and vegetable garden;
or raked into the roots of your grass.

For the price, we sweepingly assert.

5-100 lb. Bags for $5.

$15 a ton in bags
$12 a ton in bags by the carload
$10 a ton in bulk by the carload

F. O. B. Alphano, N. J.

that there is no soil builder sold, containing) anything like

its equivalent value in plant foods, and rich organic mat-
ter, the actual essence of fertility.

The amount of potash alone that it contains, would cost
you several dollars to buy.

Rot Proof Bags
We have perfected a process of rot proofing the bags,

which insures Alphano reaching you in good condition.

Natural Humus
Under exceptional soil conditions the application of

humus, alone, may suffice without the added cost of plant
foods and processes involved in the manufacture of Pre-
pared Alphano. The use of natural humus is not to be
advocated without competent advice, which we will be
glad to give you upon request. We can furnish the best
raw humus product on the market; far better than any
swamp muck. It comes from cultivated fields of proven
fertility. The price of this sun-dried, composted, natural

humus is $5 per ton in bulk carload
shipments, f. o. b. Alphano, N. J.

Railroads are still overburdened,
making deliveries slow. So make sure
you have your Alphano in time, by
ordering at once.
Our Alphano Book is a guide to all

your soil enriching problems.
Our Lawn Book, tells of their right

care and fare; and how to make new
lawns or repair old ones.
You are welcome to either or both.

Ale)Kano Humus Co
Established 1905

17-C Battery Place, New York

No more conclusive
evidence need be given
of Alphano's mellow-
ing and fertility pro-
ducing powers, than
this celery. It was
grown on a heavy clay
soil, that previous to
its Alphano feeding,

was practically unpro-
ductive and next to
impossible to keep
from surface baking.
It is now as fertile

and free working as
any garden need be.
Name of owner on
application

Soil Tester

Free

With the purchase of 5 bags or

more of Prepared Alphano, we
will give you a complete Soil

Testing Outfit, provided this of-

fer is tom out, signed and includ-

ed with your check or money or-

der. This Tester not alone tells

you how much lime your soil

needs, but its humus require-

ments as well.

Easy to use. Stops all guess
work. May save you dollars and
dollars. Complete tester sold

separately for $1.00.

Name !

Address.

G. M
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Naturalistic

Home
Landscaping

JLtttle Ctee jfatnis

Sample While Pine 3 feel high. It
1 will grow to be like that in the other

|
picture.

Birthplace of Little Trees that Live

OFFERS UNEQUALLED VALUE in |
America’s most wonderful and useful §
evergreen—\\ hite Fine—more valuable

j

and more extensively planted and ap- J
predated than all others combined. The jj
dense rich evergreen foliage gives great

beauty in winter when snow laden, also |||

protection and screening. They break j|
the dust and noise; give shade and seclusion and thicken up and :

supplement your older plantings. Use in your native woods and

reclaim unsightly hillsides and odd corners.

Replace America's Choicest Evergreen Upon the m
Landscape and Have Truly Naturalistic Planting J

We Specialist Our stock of many millions is the largest in America there- jH
fore our unequalled values in these splendidly developed White Pines, 3 to jjj

4 feet high, twice-transplanted and root pruned.

The price is greatly reduced in carload

lots of five to ten thousand
;
32c. each.

If you want only one standard box of

100 trees,'they cost 385c. each; 355c.

each if you take ten boxes.

Many carloads of these

Evergreens are annually
shipped to America’s finest

country estates and parks
and to nurserymen. They
give immediate effects and
permanent evergreen beauty.

Write for informat ion; tell

us under what conditions

you wish to plant. One of

our Forest Landscaping
Engineers will take up the

matter with you, and we
can assure you success

—

complete success, such as

many others have had.

Our Engineers have been

entrusted with the biggest

work and are recognized as

the largest tree planters in

America. We have a splen-

did organization of technical

men and skilled workmen.

Illustrated Catalogue

Free

Nobody’s needs are overlooked so we
offer a sample box of ten trees at $7.00.

All delivered to Transportation
Company at Framingham, Mass.

—

home oflUttle Crec Jfarms.

HI also instructive magazine
“Concerning Trees” mailed

S3 on request. Your letter

I making specific inquiry in-

ipi curs no obligation and will

I have careful and prompt
4 attention.

American
Forestry

Company
Division A-l

15 Beacon Street

Boston, Mass.

White Pine in Maturity
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Choice

Evergreens

are

decorative

twelve

months

in the

year

Concolor Fir

Evergreens ~

°

ur lading specialty- We grow them
by the thousands and in more than 70

varieties—sizes 1 to 20 feet. All our stock is frequently
transplanted. Trees are dug with great care and packed
while still fresh from the ground—no storing. Hence their

splendid root systems and high vitality. We particularly

recommend the four varieties shown here. Taken together,

they will give you almost every landscape effect to be had
wTith evergreens. Large Stock, Lowr Prices.

Douglas Spruce un ‘versa ' favor*te because of its rapid

growth, the unusual symmetry of its horizon-

tal branches and the rich beauty of its decorative coloring. Surely, “the
tree for the million.”

ConcnloT Fll* (Silvery Fir). A rare and beautiful tree that is
V/U11V.U1U1 1 II

j-apjJiy gaining in pqpularity. Has distinctive,

graceful habit. One of the best known park superintendents in the coun-
try says, “I know of no evergreen more beautiful than the Concolor unless

it be a well-grown Hemlock.”

One of our most beautiful native trees—rapid ingrowth,
*

fjne feathery foliage. The best tree for hedge planting.

Also makes a splendid lawn specimen. Although perfectly hardy far north,

does not thrive in windy situations.

jpj^mg Mugho (P" ar f Mountain Pine). Forms a dense bush

—

landscape effects.

ultimate height 4 feet. Invaluable for certain

We have a fine stock of this rare variety.

Large Sizes for Immediate Effect
You can enjoy the beauty and shade of our big trees this very summer.
We have done the waiting. Many of our trees are twenty years old.

Nevertheless, they are not expensive for they do not need special machinery
for transplanting. Maples up to 25 ft. Fruit, bearing sizes. Shrubs and
Vines up to 8 ft. Roots in proportion to the tops.

A well-known landscape architect writes: “The material sent to ... .

is most satisfactory, and I consider these prices as

Hemlock low as they ought to be. The root systems, as you
say, are most unusual and it gives me great pleas-

ure to know that such things can be bought.”

Get Our 1917 Catalogue
Lists and describes a complete s'tock of Evergreens,

Deciduous Trees and
Shrubs. Irish Roses and
Climbing Vines, Fruit

Trees and Small Fruits.

A reliable illustrated

planting guide free.
Write to-day for your
copy.

Pinus Mugho

Rosedale Nurseries
S. C. HARRIS

Box A.Tarrytown, N.Y.

I

The Readers' Service will gladly furnish information about Nursery Slock, etc.
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“Just supposing” this was your own: think of the joy of gardening
in its sunshiny warmth, when grouchy old Winter is growling away
outside! Roses, sweet peas, snap dragons, carnations—armfuls of
them. What more could you ask?

GREENHOUSES
A Glimpse at the Joy of Owning One

WHEN you start to tell of the joys of greenhouse
possessing, it is quite like endeavoring to list

the countless delights of summer.

Perhaps one could best say that a greenhouse makes
possible an all-year-round summer land. Or, that in

it you can gratify your cherished longing during the

long mid-winter months, for certain of your flower

friends. Or realize that most pleasurable of pleasures:

the cutting here and there from your winter garden,

choice blooms to take to some invalid friend or “shut-in.”

Then there is the experimenting side. The keen
zest of trying things the wise ones shrug their shoulders

over and take on that look of superior experience, so

irritating to enthusiasts like you and me.

And then again, there’s the almost fiendish glee in

showing the Superior Ones results that open their eyes.

Over and above it all; there is the downright fun of

gardening with none of its backaching bend-over work.
Gardening it is, under ideal happy-making conditions.

But it’s not safe to assume you can have such results,

regardless of the kind of greenhouse you buy. On that,

much of your continued pleasure absolutely depends.

That is where we come in and insure you from any
regrettably rude awakening. We build greenhouses.

The dependable kind. We want to show you just why
they are dependable.

You now have the advantage over us, of knowing
our name and address. If you will reciprocate, we will

gladly see that one of our new greenhouse catalogues

promptly reaches you.

Hitckings^G.mpany

NEW YORK
1170 Broadway

General Offices and Factory—Elizabeth, N. J.

BOSTON
49 Federal Street

PHILADELPHIA
40 So. 15th Street

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing— and we will, too
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Is Your Garden Up-To-Date?

In other words, are you growing just what every-

one else grows or would you like to be ahead?

IF SO INVESTIGATE MY NOVELTIES FOR 1917
In Plants for the Garden

Hardy Chrysanthemum
Novelties

“Mrs. Harrison Craig, ”|yel-

low, overlaid with bronzy-

crimson.

“Mrs. Dean Emery,” bril-

liant chamois-pink.

50c plant; $5.00 dozen

New Single ’Mums
Anemone ’Mums
Pompon ’Mums

300 varieties to select from.

New Delphiniums

Totty’s Special Hybrids

Equal, or superior to the

finest named sorts; one year
old clumps.

50c each; $5.00 dozen

New Hardy Asters

Glory of Colwell, light lav-

ender; Mrs. Walkerdine. pale

blue.

Nancy Ballard, Reddish-
purple, and 25 other varieties

of this sturdy Hardy plant.

30c plant; $3.00 dozen

Rose Novelties
Hugh Dickson, Ltd., sends us

the following:

“Lillian Moore” the Panama-
Pacific Exposition Trophy
Winner.

“Ethel Dickson.” Lovely
silvery-pink.

“H. D. M. Barton.” Freest

crimson ever introduced.

“Golden Spray.” Splendid
Single yellow, and “Ulster

Standard.” Beautiful Single

Crimson.

Any of above $2.50 per plant;

$25.00 per dozen

Two Beautiful Sorts
From France

“Primerose.” Lovely pink-
ish-yellow and “Mdm. Collette

Martinette” an improved Sun-
burst.

$1 .00 per plant. $10.00 per dozen.

We catalogue 250 varieties of

Garden Roses; Hybrid Tea;
Hybrid Perpetual

;
Rugosa;

Climbers; Single; Tea Scented;
and Polyantha types.

New Heliotrope

“Elizabeth Dennison”

We received the MEDAL
OF HONOR for this variety
at the Panama Exposition.
Plants from 2§-inch pots,

spring delivery.

20c plant; $2.00 dozen

New Salvia “America”
Perpetual blooming type.

Blooms as freely in midwinter
as in the garden. Splendid as

a Xmas or Easter plant and
unsurpassed as a bedder.
Plants from 2^-inch pots,

spring delivery.

15c plant; $1.50 dozen

Hydrangea Novelty
Gloire d’Boissy

Deep brilliant pink; the lat-

est introduction from France.
$1 .00 per plant $10.00 dozen

AGreat “Mock Orange” Novelty

—Philadelphia (Syringa

)

“Bouquet Blanc”

1 he finest introduction in

Shrubs in years. Looks like a

bank of feathery snow when
in full flower.

50c plant; $5.00 dozen

From a Novelty Standpoint, We Issue the Most Unique Catalogue in America

Eighty pages of splendid information for flower-lovers. If you did not receive your copy a

postal will bring it to you and enable you to keep abreast of the times.

Charles H. Totty The Novelty Man Madison, New Jersey

nem* mmMWm
The Readers 9

Service will gladly furnish information about Retail Shops
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Dahlias in Minnesota.—I have no doubt
that Carl Zapffe (page 14 Garden Magazine
for February) has been reached by the tarnish-

ed plant bug in Minnesota. These insects have
made it practically impossible to flower the

Dahlia here for a long time and they are now
attacking the Calendula and some other flower-

ing plants. They are a mottled brownish or

greenish bug, not a beetle, about as big as a

small grain of wheat and when they sting

the Dahlia it will not blossom for a long time.

If I try to raise the Dahlia next season I shall

cover every plant with a wire or cloth screen

till the bug disappears in the fall. I made
something of a fight last season by picking

the insect off the Calendulas and using insect

powder on the Dahlias, though I did not begin

early enough to save them. The plants grew
sturdily enough, but not one of them blos-

somed. If the buds formed they turned brown
at half size and did not grow any more. I

have been acquainted with this insect a long

time and would very much like to know how
to get rid of it.

—

John W. Chamberlain,

Buffalo, N. Y.

The Garden Magazine is Appreciated.

—

If I disliked The Garden Magazine, I would
write and tell you so, or else I would quit

taking it! Inasmuch as I like it very much, I

think it is no more than fair for me to write

and tell you how well I like it. I read every

column of the reading matter and almost all

of the advertisements. Some of your special

articles are of exceptional value to me. I

think that, all in all, I like best the “Which
and Why” articles by Mr. Adolph Kruhm.
These seem to me to be the best of their kind,

and each article is worth a year’s subscription

to your readers, I think. The article on
“Lettuce” in the March, 1916 issue struck me
as being so well written, and the illustrations

were good. His articles are written in such a

concise and pointed manner that they can’t

help but clear up many of the vague points

in the minds of amateurs.

—

J. N. Lait,

Nebraska City, Neb.

Where Landscape Articles Fit.—My acquain-

tance with The Garden Magazine is not
so very old and perhaps that is why I find

it so interesting. Of course, some articles do
not appeal to me at all; a good many, that I

read with interest, cannot possibly be of help

in our climate and with our soil conditions,

but it is a pleasure to me to know what can
be grown in other sections of the country,

and what a big garden can become. At any
rate, I haven’t a number that did not bring

me something; in fact, more than I can use.

With the value of landscaping just coming to

the place it should hold in our country, The
Garden Magazine certainly should give it

plenty of space. Even our villages are waking
up to the fact that it is right to make them-
selves as beautiful as possible. How can
this be done without a proper plan? And
so, why not get some ideas from a reputa-

ble magazine before we hire an expensive

landscape architect?

—

Mrs. C. A. Kirby,

Heron Lake, Minn.

Can We Have Winter Flowers?—We who
stay beside our gardens all the year sadly miss

their flowering in the winter. It has been my
effort to prolong the autumn blooming and
to hasten the spring by all the means within

my knowledge, but there must always be at

least three flowerless months. I read the
delightful narratives of English gardeners,

who go about their gardens in mid-winter,

peeping behind a sheltering boulder or turn-

ing back a blanket of leaves to find this or

that lovely thing bravely flowering and I

wonder if, even in the climate of New York,
some of this pleasure might not be ours.

1 he latest flowering perennials in my garden
are Aconitum autumnale, Anemone japonica.

Chrysanthemum nipponicum, Aster tartari-

cus and A. grandiflorus, Helianthus maxi-
milianus, the hardy Japanese Chrysanthe-
mums, and Crocus speciosus. These carry

us well into November and through this

month there are usually a number of annuals
that vouchsafe a quite sturdy flowering.

Often on Thanksgiving Day I have gathered a

charming nosegay of China Roses and purple

Horned Violets for the dinner table. Decem-
ber and January are bare of flowers in my gar-

den, but in February, if there comes a warm
spell, an indomitable little Daphne mezereum,
against the warm south wall, slips on a lav-

ender garment that accents the air for yards
around. Occasionally too, the Naked Jas-
mine, on the same warm wall, ventures a few
yellow stars, but usually waits for March for

a full display. With early March come the
Snowdrops and Winter Aconites, closely fol-

lowed by Crocus imperati in sheltered

corners, and I frequently enjoy the brilliant

83

violet-scented blossoms of Iris reticulata above
a carpet of snow. But these are not enough;
and if any readers of The Garden Magazine
can give me news of flowers, wild or cultivated,

with which to deck out this cheerless season,

I shall be very grateful. Can any one tell me
of the winter Heliotrope, Petasites fragrans,

or of Iris stylosa?

—

Louise Beebe Wilder,

Pomona, N. Y.

Wistaria Does Not Flower.—A few
months ago an inquiry was made regarding a

Wistaria vine that did not bloom. I knew
of one that was fine as a vine, strong and
sturdy, but no flowers. The remedy lay

between an axe and treatment which was
this: a hole was dug beside the vine in the
late fall and a bushel of rich hog manure
buried there. The treatment was drastic but
spring time brought a wealth of flowers,

almost rivaling the famous Japanese pictures

of Wistaria. The treatment was followed up
in a milder way and the vine was a thing of

beauty.

—

Mrs. G. W. Bain, Nassau, N. Y.

Experience with Plant Forcers.—My curi-

osity was aroused about two years ago, by
wonderful tales of results obtained, by using

plant forcers and I decided to test them for

myself. During the late winter of 1915-16 I

obtained several styles or types of these for-

cers. Some had board sides with glass over

the top, being built on the same lines as a

coldframe, only much smaller; others had
paper sides, the paper being treated with a

substance to prevent injury from moisture;

still another style had glass sides, in fact it

was practically all glass. I he last style

reminded me of the French bell glasses, com-
mon in European gardens. The foreign forcer

or plant protector is round or bell shaped while

the American is made entirely of flat panes.

Another style differing in construction from
the coldframe was also obtained. It consists

of specially treated paper on the back and
sides, but with a glass front.

The early spring of 1916 was ideal for test-

ing. There were warm sunny days, followed

by cold nights or days, and also enough rainy

days. Corn and beans were started under
several forcers about four weeks before they
could be safely planted without protection.

April 2zd, lettuce and radish were planted at

the same time in a long row, and at intervals

a plant forcer was placed over the row.
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In due time the seeds germinated and devel-

oped fast under protection. Those outside

had two or three setbacks due to temperature
falling to 29 and 30 degrees. April 27th a

few tomato plants were transplanted under
the tall plant forcers. One night the tempera-
ture fell to between 27 and 28 degrees. The
plants looked rather sickly the next morning,
but recovered again and grew wonderfully
well. Radish and lettuce under cover, May
10th, were l\ times as large as those without
protection. Beans and corn were three

inches tall. Tomatoes were spreading out
and growing fast. We then had a cold night

when the temperature fell below 27 degrees

and the next morning my test with beans,

corn and tomatoes, first planting, ended, be-

cause they were frozen and could not recover!

The radish and lettuce were not hurt much
and continued after a slight rest, to demon-
strate the great advantage of plant forcers.

I immediately replanted under each forcer,

and by so doing, obtained an advance crop

ten days ahead of regular outside plantings.

From my first year’s results I am frank to

say that plant forcers will not protect from a

hard freeze where the temperature falls be-

low 27 degrees; but, where no such drop
in temperature is obtained, they will protect

and they will give advanced results.

—

A. E.

Wilkinson, Ithaca, N. Y.

The Butterfly Bush (Buddleia).—Of late

years the Butterfly Bush, Summer Lilac,

etc., has been very much advertised and ex-

ploited. We acquired some specimens under
the name of B. variabilis Veitchii, simply be-

cause the name sounded attractive, the pic-

tures looked pretty, and every one else

seemed to be buying. But to tell the truth,

we were decidedly disappointed; the plants

seemed weak growers; did not branch out into

dense bushes, as shrubs usually do, and in-

clined to winter kill; blossoms were few and
not at all showy. They received exactly the

same care as the old favorite shrubs, and
when friends and neighbors reported the

same lack of success we condemned Buddleia
variabilis as a novelty of little worth.

Last summer, however, I was traveling in

Lancaster Co., Pennsylvania, and found a

Butterflv Bush growing and flourishing in a

manner most astonishing—especially after my
own unsatisfactory experience. I could not

resist further inquiries as to care and treat-

ment, and also to take a photograph. This

bush was growing by itself in full sun. It was
at least six feet high and eight feet in diameter,

svmmetrical in form, with dense leaf growth
and covered with rich fragrant spikes of flow-

ers. It was truly living up to its name for a

dozen or more gorgeous big butterflies were
hovering over the blossoms. This was at a

little power station at a junction of two trolley

lines. The man in charge had much leisure

time and interested himself caring for the

flowers and tiny grass plot. I learned that

he treated his Buddleia more like a half hardy
perennial than a hardy shrub (as it is described

in the catalogues). In winter it is protected

with a covering of manure, and bundles of

cornfodder shield the top from the sun’s rays.

Before growth starts in the spring the top is

cut back—leaving about two feet of the main
branches. This causes a thick new growth
each year. Every day in dry weather a

bucket of water was poured around the roots,

and sometimes a little fertilizer given. This
daily care during the parching summer time

is perhaps the chief reason for his success.

Moisture and food encourage a constant

growth so that a succession and wealth of
bloom follows as a natural course .—Elinor
S. Brinton, West Chester, Pa.

[Unquestionably the best treatment of the
plant is to cut it down annually and depend on
the new growth. It is to be regarded as a sub-
shrub, like the Bush Clover, or even Perennial
Phlox. Water too, and that in abundance is

imperative for any good results.

—

Ed.]

Alpines for Early Bloom.—We are in-

trigued by those “Alpines which bloom earlier

in spring than anything else you can grow”
(see Garden Magazine for January, page
201). Our diminutive rock garden is our
favorite child at present and we shall be very
glad to buy it the new toys you mention if

Summer Lilac (Buddleia) six feet high. It is treated as a half
hardy perennial and given plenty of water in summer

you will tell us their names and how to make
them work .—Carl S. Miner, Chicago, III.

—As an ardent alpine plant enthusiast I was
greatly interested in your note hinting that

alpine plants might be grown even though the

only space available happens to be a border
along the fence. Why not indeed grow a

few alpines? As you point out, a square yard
will accommodate a score of plants, and then,

think of the interest and enjoyment that can

be obtained from that square yard! No
other class of plants possesses their delicacy

and brilliance of coloring and their cultivation

has that element of difficulty that is sufficient

to stimulate our interest and one comes to

love them for their very capriciousness. They
are not so very hard to grow if we only study
them a little and minister to their, sometimes,
exacting needs. Most alpines will succeed

when they are planted in a deep stony soil,

very well drained (this is most essential) that

will encourage their roots to penetrate so that

they may be cool and moist during the hot
summer days. If they are planted on the

lee side of a large rock their roots will usually

manage to find cool moist conditions, and if

large rocks are not available a few stones

placed on the surface amongst the plants

will prevent evaporation and help toward
giving that coolness at the root which is so

essential. Here is a list of a few (only a few

of the many available!) “alpines which will

bloom earlier in the spring than anything else”

that have been grown successfully around
New York and which are obtainable from
nurserymen in this country who make a

specialty of alpine and rock plants.

Adonis vernalis a plant which grows about
12 in. high with beautiful, fern-like foliage

topped with glistening yellow flowers two or

three inches in diameter. Grow it in half
shade in deep sandy soil containing humus,
do not disturb it once it is in position, and,
year after year, it will bloom and charm
with its dainty freshness .

Anemone Pulsatilla (The Pasque Flower).
For a sunny position. The soil should have
some old mortar or broken limestone mixed
with it. It has silky, lilac purple flowers.

There are several varieties—red, white, and
double. The high alpine, A. vernalis, is an
even more exquisite plant but I have not been
able to find it listed in any of the American
catalogues.

Erinus alpinus likes a sunny well drained
position. It delights in growing in the

chinks and crevices of an old wall. About
three inches high, with rosy purple flowers.

I he variety carmineus with carmine flowers

is the prettiest little gem imaginable.

Myosotis alpestris (Alpine Forget-me-not).
The true high alpine form is a compact, little

plant about three inches high spangled with
blossoms of azure blue. This alpine Forget-
me-not differs greatly from the common .1/.

palustris but some nurserymen do not seem to

appreciate this fact and supply the latter when
the former is ordered!

Noccaea alpina, or, IIutchinsia alpina, forms
tufts of tiny glossy foliage, starred with pure
white blossoms. It grows about three inches

high. Calcareous, gritty, soil, and sunshine,

cause this plant to thrive.

Omphalodes cappadocica, more correctly

0 . cornifolia, grows about a foot high, and
has true blue, forget-me-not like flowers.

Moist well drained soil, and a semi-shady
position is most suitable for this species.

Primula Auricula—Bears-ears—Alpine Auri-

cula. Is sometimes precocious and produces
its blossoms in November and December.
The high alpine form has its leaves covered

with a white, farinaceous like substance. It

is easily grown.

Primula denticulata. The Himalayan Prim-

rose, has round balls of lilac flowers produced

on stems six inches to a foot in length before

the leaves appear. It likes a rich, moist

soil.

Primula marginata is one of the gems of

the genus. It has toothed, grayish leaves

with silvery margins. The truss of rose

colored flowers is often larger than the entire

plant. It is perfectly at home when planted

in a rock crevice packed with leaf soil.

Whilst on the subject of alpine plants I

would like to ask; has anyone used them as an

edging to the hardy perennial border? If not,

why not? They are excellent plants for

this purpose. A few small rocks can be dis-

posed, as naturally as possible, along the

front of the border and a selection of the more
easily grown species planted. A delightful

effect can be obtained, when the border is

flanked by a gravel path, by using the trailing

kinds, which should be allowed to encroach

upon the walk, giving a natural and informal

appearance unobtainable in any other way.

—

M. Free, Brooklyn.

New Acquaintances.—One of the pleas-

antest and most advantageous branches of

gardening is the making of new acquain-

tances. Not necessarily plants of recent

introduction, but any that have not before

come our way and that we have reason to

think would be lovely and suitable to our con-

ditions. In America our circle of flower

friends is as yet rather limited and there is

every reason why it should be extended to

include some of the many delightful char-
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acters of diverse nationalities

that may easily be drawn
into it.

Not every one has time or

space for much experiment

and no one desires to fill his

garden with uncertainties.

For this reason I am sending

the following list of plants

that have been collected out

of those tried in the past three

years, to become permanent
residents of the garden. All

are hardy and desirable.

Alyssum rostratum* and argenteum.
Anchusa myosotidiflora*.

Aster (hardy) Glory of Colwell, Feltham
Blue, Mrs. Perry Improved, Thom-
son!, Climax.

Campanula lactiflora alba magnifica*,

E. Molineux,* Brantwood,* carpatica

White Star.*

Corydalis cheilanthifolia*, and lutea.*

Delphinium Lizzie, Clivedon Beauty.
Capri, Amos Perry, and the varieties

of grandiflorum, Blue Butterfly, "Azure
Fairy.*

Doronicum plantagineum var. excelsum.
Erigeron speciosus* var. superbus.
Eupatorium ageratoides (for shade).

Euphorbia polychroma
—“Spurge.”

Geum, Mrs. Bradshaw.*
Iris setosa, Labrador,* lurida, Monspur,

lutescens.

Lilium Brownii, Hansoni, croceum.
Linaria dalmatica.*

Muscari (Grape Hyacinth) Heavenly Blue.
Narcissus, Beauty, Katherine Spurrel, Madame Plemp.
Oenothera Afterglow,* and fruticosa.

Paeony, Mme. Emile Galiee and Albatre.
Papaver rupifragum.*
Primula pulverulenta.*

Phlox Peach Blow, Africa, Wanadis, America, Baron von Dedem,
Rijnstroom, Le Mahdi.

Salvia virgata nemorosa, Sclarea, “Clary*,” and uliginosa.
Scutellaria baicalensis.

Thalictrum dipterocarpum,* glaucum and minus adiantifolium.*
Tulip (Cottage) Moonlight, Inglescomb Pink, John Ruskin.
Tulip (Darwin) Mystery, Salmonea, Flamingo, Crepescule,

Duchess of Hochberg, Bleu Celeste.

Verbascum Miss Wilmot, phlomoides* and Apricot Hybrid.*
Viola G. Wanberg.*

ROCK PLANTS

Aubrietia Lavender.* Mrs. Lloyd Edwards.*
Arenaria montana.*
Achillea Clavennae* and tomentosa.
Armeria setacea* (syn. juncea).

Campanula pusilla*, and Portenschlagiana.*
Dianthus atrorubens,* arenarius,* caesius.* graniticus,* neglec-

tus,* petraeus,* superbus,* sylvestris.*

Erysimum pulchellum (syn. rupestre).

Gypsophila repens.*

Helianthemum vulgare,* and Mrs. Croft.*

Lychnis alpina.*

Mentha Requieni.
Pyrethrum leucophyllum.*
Silene asterias,* alpestris,* and Schafta.*

Stellaria Holostea
—

“ Stitchwort.”

Those marked * were raised from seed.

—

Louise Beebe Wilder, N. Y.

Snow Wreath! Why So Rare?—As it

seems to be in order now to pay attention to

the lesser known, but perhaps, at the same

Cyclopedia says: “It likes

a loamy, well drained soil.”

It seems to grow well, too, at

Rochester, N. Y. The plant

is a medium sized shrub and
the leaves ovate, doubly ser-

rate, and the five sepals are

quite conspicuous and persis-

tent.

The plant has been recom-
mended for forcing indoors,

but I have never seen it used

that way; but where it will

thrive in the open garden I do
not know of a more graceful

shrub in its season. The
feathery blossoms attract a

great deal of attention. Their

character is well shown by
the accompanying illustra-

tion.

—

L. B.

What’s this Variegated Vine?

—Will Bernard H. Lane, who
wrote of the Pepper Vine
in the February number (or

any one else) tell me the name
of my variegated-leaved vine,

which must be quite nearly related to the

Pepper Vine? It is a rather slender, tendriled

vine, with grape-like leaves and reddish stems.

The berries are blue and similar in appearance

to the Pepper-tree berries that I have seen in

California. The vine is nearly hardy here,

having wintered without protection for some-
time, though it does not increase in size very

fast. It is very handsome, on account of

both the green-and-white leaves, which look

like a small grape leaf, and the berries. I

have supposed that it was a Vitis, but it may
belong to the closely-allied Ampelopsis.

—

John Chamberlain, Buffalo, N. Y. [Possibly

Ampelopsis heterophylla, which was, however,

formerly called Vitis heterophylla. 1 here is a

variety amurensis, which is a stronger grower,

and makes a good live wall cover.

—

Ed.]

The Modem Covers are Liked.—After

looking over back files of The Garden Mag-
azine i wish to congratulate you on the im-

provement in the cover designs. The one
from your November number now hangs on
the wall of my den, framed in a narrow antique

gold frame. The articles “What Kind and
Why” by Adolph Kruhm are the best garden

articles I have read in twenty years—Ross

Nicholds, Portland, Oregon.

Snow Wreath (Neviusia alabaraensis) a southern native shrub that grows well in New York State.
Flowers white in May. It is allied to the Spiraeas

time, more worthy native plants, I would
introduce for favorable consideration the

Snow Wreath, Neviusia alabamensis, named,
as I learned, for its discoverer, the Reverend
R. D. Nevius. About three years ago, a

friend in Rochester, N. Y., gave me a small

piece of this little shrub, in general habit like

the Spiraeas to which indeed it is closely

related, and it has been growing at Garden
City, and flourishing indeed ever since. In
its season of bloom it recalls in a way the

Fringe Tree, only in miniature and shrub form.

At Garden City it flowers during May and is

completely gone by the end of that month,
although it is described as flowering in June
and July.

There is only one Neviusia and that is found
near Tuscaloosa Ala. and on Sand Mountain.
The entire flower looks like a tassel of creamy
white filimus. There are no petals and the

flowers are produced in profusion along the

slender wand-like branches. In the Standard
Cyclopedia of Horticulture we read: “It does
not seem perfectly hardy North of Philadel-

phia, though it can be grown as far North as

Massachusetts in sheltered localities.” At
Garden City it grows in the full exposure
without any injury. The soil is open, loose

gravel, and therefore well drained. The

THE MONTH’S REMINDER

MARCH should be a month of most
active preparedness rather than one
of watchful waiting. The lazy gar-

dener may lie down on the job, if he
wants to, with self satisfaction; but it is also

the month when the energetic gardener grabs
I ime by the forelock with both hands and
gives him the biggest yanks he is capable of.

The count is taken in June!

KEEP UP-TO-DATE ON EQUIPMENT

r\ON’T spend all your evenings with the
seed catalogues. Keep up-to-date on

garden helps as well as on vegetable and flower
varieties. Within the last five years there
have been at least a score of practical and
really helpful little inventions and intro-

ductions that save time or make garden results

surer or earlier. For example the paper pot.

For “pot plants” of tomatoes, peppers, etc.,

and starting things that are not usually trans-

C
lanted, such as Sweet Peas, melons, lima
eans, sweet corn, etc., paper pots are superior

to the ordinary clay flower pot; they hold a

third to a half again as much soil in the same
space, and do not dry out, giving stronger
plants with less care. They are to be had in

various sizes and depths either in individual

pots, or in “multiple,” like an egg-crate filler,

designed to fit into a flat. With the latter,

even such plants as cabbage and lettuce may
easily be grown as “individuals,” giving
plants that are not checked in transplanting,

and therefore gaining several days over the

ordinary kind. Plant “forcers” or “boost-

ers” of various types, designed for con-

tinuous rows, individual plants, and hills,

are also indispensable to the gardener who
is looking for the earliest results; with them
cabbage and early plants can be set out
as soon as the soil can be dug, and growth
will begin at once even if there is a “ relapse” to

bad weather such as usually happens after the

first few good days. Other handy accessories

include a new type of sled or scuffle-hoe; a

handy little adjustable marker; a pulverizer

and seed-bed preparer, new this year; handy
celery bleachers; plant protectors and sup-

ports of various kinds. [Next month’s
Garden Magazine will give special attention

to recent inventions in tools and appliances.]
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IS THE HOTBED MADE UP YET don’t let the new cuttings run away

A BOL T the first and the most important
out-door job for the month is the making

of the hotbed. No matter how wintery no
time should be lost in getting ready to plant.
We gave directions for the preparation of the
manure last month. After the bed is made up,
wait until the temperature begins to drop—
gets down to about 85 to 80 degrees F.—be-
fore you begin to plant—hardy things first,

and toward the end of the month the tender
things. While seeds may be sown directly

in the soil it will really save time, and be more
convenient in caring for them later, to make a

few flats for sowing. In this case, a corner of
the bed may be left with only a couple of inches
or so of soil, over the manure, where the seed
flats may be put.

KEEP ’em FROM CHOKING EACH OTHER!

CEEDLINGS started last month in the
^ greenhouse or the early hotbed needing
close watching and transplant just as soon
as they are large enough. The better the start

they get the more danger there is that they
will injure each other if left even a few days
too long. Many gardeners transplant di-

rectly into the soil in the frames. If you have
been in the habit of doing that, try at least

part of your plants in flats this season. Make
them deep enough—at least three inches, and
for cauliflower and second transplanting of
tomatoes better three and a half.

TRANSPLANTING FOR BEGINNERS

TRANSPLANTING: (1) Go to it just as
soon as the seedlings are big enough to

handle.— (2) Don’t feel that you must save
every little seedling; discard the weak ones at

the beginning and give the others the room
they would have taken up.— (3) Don’t do a

“wobbly looking” job; put the stems well down
into the soil; almost up to the seed leaves.

—(4) Sift the soil before transplanting (saves

finger nails, temper and time!).—{5) Put
a layer of old manure or compost in the

bottom of each flat, and press the soil down
firmly, especially in corners and along sides,

before you begin to plant.— (6) If no manure
is available, mix a fourth to a third of
“ humus,” and a sprinkling of bone meal flour,

with the soil.—(7) Water the soil thoroughly—
preferably by placing the flat for a few min-
utes in a shallow pan or tub and letting it soak
up from below—before transplanting. Water
only lightly, to settle the soil, afterward, and
withhold water for a few days.—(8) Keep the

plants shaded from hot sun until they “take
hold.”—(9) Keep in same temperature in

which they were growing for a week or two,

when they can be removed to a cooler place,

such as cold-frames.

FOR EXTRA FANCY PLANTS, USE POTS!

A LL plants, whether vegetables or flowers

—

from which extra early results are wanted,
should be pot-grown. Just try a couple of

dozen cabbage and lettuce plants in small

paper pots or dirt bands and set them out
side by side with flat-grown ones, and note

the results. For tomatoes, egg-plants, etc.,

four or five inch pots should be used. You can
set out tomato plants with the first fruit clus-

ters set and well started as easily as not if

you will take the trouble to grow the plants.

And with the handy, inexpensive plant pro-

tectors now available, you can set them out a

week or ten days sooner than heretofore.

WHAT was said in regard to attending
to transplanting strictly on time applies

equally to the cuttings put in during the last

few weeks—only more so! You can see when
the seedlings are spoiling for attention, but
the cuttings are likely to get away from you
underground, before you realize it. The best
time to “pot up” is when the newly formed
little roots are but a quarter to a half inch long;

after they get that far a few days’ neglect may
allow them to get two or three inches long, and
in a tangle that will mean breaking off many
of them in potting, without there being any
noticeable change in the tops to give warning.

POINTERS FOR BEGINNERS

DOTTING: (1) Get at 'em early: better a
A root just pushing out than two inches long;

it will come all right in the pot.—(2) Don't use

DO THIS MONTH
Send orders that are stili delayed.
Investigate new garden tools and helps.
Make-up the hot bed.
Sow early vegetables at once if not already

started.
Transplant seedlings as soon as ready.
Provide paper pots for extra strong plants.
Pot off cuttings as fast as rooted.
Select or start plants for cut flowers in April and

early May.
Start roots or bulbs for potting up.
Get coldframes into commission.
Prune grapes before first warm days.
Prune canefruits as soon as possible.
Haul and prepare pea-brush and bean poles.

PLANT THIS MONTH
Vegetables Under Class; for forcing in the hot-
house: cucumbers, melons, tomatoes, dwarf beans.

In the coolhouse or frames: beets, carrots, lettuce,
cauliflower, onion sets, peas, radishes, and spinach.

Under glass for setting out: second plantings of
beets, cabbage, cauliflower, lettuce; and in the first

part of the month, or by the middle, according to
locality, first plantings of celery, egg-plant, peppers,
okra, and tomatoes.

Out of doors, as soon as ground can be worked:
plant onion sets; sow smooth peas, lettuce, onions,
radish, beets, Swiss chard, spinach, and early
turnips; also celery for plants to be transplanted
later; and where favorable, well hardened lettuce,
beet, and cabbage plants from seed sown early
last month.
Flowers; Under Glass For Next Fall or Winter
Use: Begonias, Primulas, Fuchsias, Cineraria, As-
paragus, Smilax and others mentioned last month,
from seed. Carnations, Chrysanthemums, etc.,

from cuttings.
For cut flowers for spring: Clarkia, Calliopsis, As-

ters, Snapdragons, Gypsophila, Mignonette, etc.,

for transplanting to greenhouse or frames.
Outside as soon as soil can be worked: Sweet Peas.

Also transplant or divide, early blooming hardy
perennials in variety as Pansies and English Dai-
sies.

Bulbs under glass, start: Caladiums, Callas, Am-
aryllis, Oxalis, for summer blooming porch plants;
and Cannas and Dahlias for setting outside later
when weather is warm.

big pots; two inch for most things, or two and
a half for extra stout Geraniums, will be better

than larger. If you get stuck and have to use

big pots, put in plenty of drainage material,

and place several cuttings in each, near the

edge.—(3) Use freshly sifted soil, with a little

sand added if it is heavy; fill the pot, if a small

one, level full; put the rooted cutting well

down into it; rap the bottom firmly against

the bench to settle the soil; press it down still

firmer with the thumbs; and the job is done!

After treatment same as for transplanted

plants.

don’t LEAVE A HOLE IN THE SPRING

/''AFTEN there is a gap in the supply of

cutflowers between the time the winter

sorts begin to fail, and the first good things

come out of doors. Make provision now.

March, 1917

against getting caught. A few plants picked
out now and discouraged from flowering will
bloom freely later; a few of the strongest of the
seedlings of annuals and early blooming per-
ennials, if given a little extra room and care
now, and set out in a bench or in a warm
frame, will come along two or three weeks
earlier than the out of door things. On many
places there are perennials that would be all

the better for dividing in the spring, and a
few surplus clumps taken up now and put in

the greenhouse or a frame will flower freely.

Look ahead

!

START ROOTS AND BULBS FOR POTTING

^ANNAS, Dahlias, Caladiums, I uberous
'—4 Begonias and similar things will give
much quicker and surer results if well started
before being put outside. Instead of placing
them directly in pots place in flats of sphag-
num and sand, on the return pipes or in some
other warm place, and pot up when they show
good strong sprouts. The Cannas and Dah-
lias will be better if cut and placed with a
single sprout to a pot. Tuberous Begonias
should be placed at first in pots but little

bigger than the bulbs, and repotted as they are
grown on.

COLD FRAMES AND SASH IN GOOD SHAPE?

TT IS only a short time now before every
A square foot of “glass” or cover of any kind
that is available will be wanted for plants
growing or being hardened off in the frames.
Eix up frames the first good day; fix sash on a
bad day. A good banking up with coal ashes
or soil will do a great deal toward making an
old leaky frame serve for another season.

Cracks can be stuffed with sphagnum; that
is not as good as a substantial repair, but it is

better than having the frost strike through and
nip something.

LAST CALL FOR GRAPE PRUNING

TF THERE is one plant that will “bleed”
more irrepressibly than anything else it is

the grape. Also, it requires about the sever-

est pruning of anything in the garden. So if

this wonk is still waiting to be done, get at it

immediately. Grape pruning is a somewhat
complicated job—if }

rou haven’t done it be-

fore, look up all the information you have avail-

able on it.

GIVE THE CANE FRUITS A CHANCE THIS YEAR

TAID you cut out the old blackberry and
raspberry canes last summer or fall,

after they had fruited? If not, clean them out

now, as soon as the snow is out of the way. And
burn them. The new canes—last season’s

growth—should be headed back a little; quite

a bit, if you want them to be self-supporting.

But don’t “prune them up” from the bottom
“to make them look neat and trim.”

HAVE YOU ANY PEA-BRUSH?

THIS is about the last chance you will

have to get it. Have it drawn and laid

in a long low pile, all one way, and the butts

even. Then lay over it plank, with heavy
stone on top, concrete fence posts, or any other

old thing that will give it a good pressing

down. Before it is used, you can take your
pruning shears and snip the tops off even.

Peabrush so “treated” will not only be much
easier to handle, and look infinitely neater;

it will go farther, and if space is limited, you
can get your tall peas six to twelve inches

closer together with it than with the just-as-it-

comes straggly kind.
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WHAT’S NEW THIS SEASON
A REVIEW OF THE TRADE’S OFFERINGS OF NOVELTIES IN SEEDS, PLANTS, SHRUBS, ETC.

By THE EDITORIAL STAFF

The silvery-lavender Phlox (P. argillacea), native of the
sand barrens of the middle west, flowers from May to
August. (Palisades)

The New German Iris. Mrs. Sherwin-Wright, has golden
yellow flowers. A chance seedling. (Dreer)

form coppery-red color. Giant Flowering

Zinnias in distinct colors (Stumpp & Walter)

are another instance of American industry

in concentrating on distinct color strains.

A New Double Morning Glory is Snow Fairy

(Burpee). “A well-formed single white Morn-
ing Glory in the centre, completely surrounded

by numerous white petals.”

It is somewhat surprising to see so few

Sweet Pea novelties that are absolutely novel

—perhaps the truth is that the limit of varia-

tion along present lines is approaching.

Floradale Fairy (Burpee) is the nearest ap-

roach to a yellow Sweet Pea that has yet

een obtained. It is a large flowered, rich

Oxytropis hybrida grandiflora. a perennial with silvery

growing foliage and pea-flowered spikes of bloom. Likes
dry hot sites. (Dreer)

E
ACH year all branches of the trade—

-

seedsmen, plantsmen, nurserymen
and florists exert much energy in an
effort to lay before all plant lovers

and garden makers a selection of new and

interesting subjects for cultivation in the

garden an^ greenhouse. Not a year passes

without there being some novelties that, to

say the least, merit attention. This year

The Garden Magazine asked the coopera-

tion of the introducers in gathering together

the cream of the season’s introductions so

that the readers of the magazine might easily

get as it were, a “bird’s-eye view” of the

whole. The influence of the European war
is clearly to be seen in the comparative scarcity

of seed novelties in both flowers and vegetables;

which loss is, however, being met by improved

lines of such staples as are grown in America.

A great activity is noticeable among the

nurserymen too in introducing the recent

discoveries of hardy shrubs and herbaceous

plants from China. A glimmering awakening
of interest in alpines may be deduced from the

prominence given in a few cases to both

European and native mountain plants.

“What’s New?” The fascination of

the new, experimenting with “said to be

superior” has always held an allure.

With the whole world to draw from the

offerings every year are assuming the

proportions of a perplexing problem.

To the layman, the novelty pages

of a seedsman’s or nurseryman’s cat-

alogues are the most interesting part

of the book, also the most complex.

Even the craftsman is not always in a

position to judge on the strength of de-

scriptions and illustrations offered, where
the different kinds “belong.” The in-

troducer’s name that stands back of a

novelty, is, in most cases, the best

guarantee as to its merit. Yet, what
pleases one homegardener, does not nec-

essarily meet an equally favorable recep-

tion from all of us—conditions are vari-

able, and personal requirements are indi-

vidual. The progressive gardener studies

the novelties. And be it remembered
that everything which we grow as a

“standard” to-day was at some time

cream, and produces a large proportion of
doubles or duplex blooms.
A number of improved “Orchid flowered,”

types are offered by more than one house,

but inasmuch as they are mere color variations

the reader can get the detailed information
from the catalogues.

The China Aster, an established specialty

of the American seed trade, naturally crops

up in selected types and pure colors—two
pink, one red, viz., Pink Superb (Michell)

of the Comet type and Peerless Pink (Dreer)

of the popular Late Branching type. Sensa-

tion (Dreer) is of the Dwarf Bedding type,

with garnet red flowers.

The Double-flowering Cosmos, already re-

ferred to and illustrated in The Garden
Magazine for January, is a popular offering

by all the leading specialists. The type is

not quite fixed as the flowers vary consider-

ably in their degree of doubleness; offered in

pink and white.

Cosmos Midsummer Giants (Farquhar) is

offered as an early-flowering strain, about
four feet high and in three separate colors

—

pink, white, and apple-blossom.

Solanum ciliatum (Dreer) an interesting

plant from Porto Rico, is handled in the same
way as Petunias or tomatoes, it grows
about two feet high, with bright shiny prickly

leaves, bearing small white flowers followed

by scarlet fruits which remain on the plants

after the leaves have fallen.

Texas Bluebell (Vaughan) is a species of

Eustoma, closely allied to the Gentians having
the purple-blue color of the family, and
native in the Southern States. In

Southern California where it has been

previously grown, it is perennial.

Two new forms of Salvia splendens.

Var. Elizabeth Dunbar is a white

chance seedling, discovered by Mr.
John Dunbar, Assistant Superinten-

dent of the Rochester Parks. Flowers

similar in shape and size to the old form,

pure white corolla and light creamy
white calyx; plant dwarf and bushy;

in plants only, but said to come true to

color from seed. Var. Scarlet Beauty, also

dwarf, color more intense brilliant scarlet than

Clara Bedman. (Vick).

previously a novelty somewhere to someone.
Progress is made by reaching into the un-
known—trying out novelties.

HARDY AND OTHER ANNUALS
f

I 'HE effects of the' European disorganiza-

tion are clearly seen in the dearth of

flower seed novelties. It is also to be noted
in passing that from the same cause annuals

in separate colors (excepting such as are the

product of domestic growers) are practically

unobtainable. The American seedsmen are

meeting the situation, however, and offer, for

example:
Verbena Crimson King (Howard & Smith).

Large scarlet florets and trusses. The raiser

claims that on well grown plants individual

flowers will cover a silver dollar. Schizanthus

Pink Beauty (Michell). Rose pink, without
any marking. New California Poppies
(Dreer), in named varieties including Geisha
with ruffled petals scarlet on the outside, rich

golden orange inside, and Vesuvius with uni-

87
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HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS

'
I 'HE decided tendency of the average

American garden owner to concentrate

more and more on ironclad plants for the

outdoor garden meets with an active response.

The recent discoveries of hosts of new plants

in China, and which are so admirably adapted
to American conditions, is stimulating the

dealers to reach out for the best of them, and
quite a number are offered this year for the

first time. Since it takes time to work up a

commercial stock of anything of this nature,

we cannot expect to find all the possible

acquisitions put before us at one time, and
the tendency seen this year may be taken as an

indication of the way the tide of novelty in-

troduction is to flow for the next few years.

It is equally to be noted that a few meri-

torious native plants are being given some
attention. A strange condition it is that has

hitherto sent us to the European grower when
we wanted many noteworthy native plants, a

condition that is not yet entirely obviated

indeed.

Among the specialties of this season’s offer-

ings are also a few plants, old so far as discovery

is concerned, yet appropriately novelties, when
regarded from the viewpoint of the gardener.

Aquilegia akitensis. A Japanese alpine

Columbine with large blue and yellow flowers

(Dreer).

Anemonopsis. From Japan. (Be careful

not to confuse this genus with Anemopsis
which is a Mexican drug plant.) The bell-

shaped flowers are rich violet, large and of a

waxy appearance. Adapted for shaded loca-

tions. Height 25 feet. (Michell)

Anemone hupehensis. From central China,
allied to Anemone Japonica. Grows from 10

to 12 inches high, flowers ij inches in di-

ameter, pale mauve-rose, from early in Aug-
ust until late Autumn. (Dreer)

Aster amellus King George. Individual

flowers are said to frequently measure three

inches in diameter. Blue. (Dreer)

Aster novae-ang/iae Glen Eyre. Bright

pink shading to lavender-pink. (Pierson)

Erinus alpinus. An alpine plant imported
from Europe and valuable for wall or rock

garden. (Knight & Struck)

Hemerocallis citrina. A species from China.

About four feet high, with pale lemon-yellow

flowers. (Dreer)

Hemerocallis Meehani. A garden hybrid

Day Lily with deep yellow fragrant flowers.

(Meehan)
Heliopsis scabra varieties. 1 hese resemble

somewhat the hardy Sunflowers. Blooming
season July—August. Var. gratissima. Single

flowers with 4 or 5 rows of reflexed florets of

ochre yellow shade. 3 ft. Var. excelsa.

Double flowering having 4 or 5 rows of petals,

with fringed tips, chrome-yellow. 4 to 5 ft.

(Michell)
' Hibiscus Mallow Marvels. This year sees

the offering of named varieties of what has

hitherto been a mixed strain: Purity, white;

Mammoth, creamy white, crimson centre;

Maiden Blush, blush white, crimson centre;

Nymph, light pink, white centre; Early Bell,

light pink, crimson centre; Monstrosa, deep
pink, crimson centre; American Beauty, shade
of American Beauty Rose; Giant Crimson,
crimson, maroon centre; Fez—small, turkey
red bell flower. (Meehan)

Lychnis Ilaageana varieties. (1) grandi-

flora unit, fringed apricot colored flowers, and

(2) grandiflora alba white. Also L. Senno,

a Japanese species reintroduced. Brilliant

crimson. (Dreer)

Lychnis Arkwrightii . Hybrid of chalce-

donica and Haageana, and flowering in early

summer in shades of scarlet and orange.
(Knight & Struck; Farquhar)

Oxytropsis hybrida var. grandiflora. From
the Swiss Alps and revels in a hot, dry position,

forming tufts of silver foliage from which
issue many spikes of pure white pea-shaped
blossoms. (Dreer)

Phlox pilosa splendens. One of the early

flowering types forming a dense growing bushy
plant, fifteen inches high, producing lilac-

rose flowers in May. (Michell)

Phlox argillacea (the Silvery-lavender
Phlox). Found in the sand barrens of the
middle West. Various shades of white, pale

lavender and lilac, May to August. Peren-
nial adapted to dry situations. (Palisades)

Polygonum in variety, (1) liehiangensis.

From northern China. Flowers from July
until frost in sprays of creamy white. (2)

sericeum. Flowers from May until June.
Two feet high. Feathery spikes of white
flowers. (Dreer)

Poppy, Oriental, var. King George. Petals

are deeply cleft or fringed, not unlike those of

the Parrot Tulip. Scarlet, with a black

blotch at base of each petal.

Poterium obtusatum. Feathery dark pink

flowers with a bright sheen. Flowers from
July until September. (Michell)

Thalictrum dipterocarpum (Meadow Rose).

Rosy purple; blooms from June to August
already has been referred to in these pages.

(Michell)

Trollius (Globe Flowers) in variety. Var.

Ledebouri. Cup-shaped flowers, rich orange
color; height of flower season May and June.
Var. pumilus yunnanensis; Golden-yellow
salver-shaped flowers. (Dreer)

Veronica spicata rosea var. Erica. Spikes

of pink flowers on bushy plants 10 to 12 inches

high during June and July. (Dreer)

Specialists in Peonies present new or rare

varieties as the occasion offers. It is some-
what difficult to decide here just when a

variety ceases to be a novelty in the broad
interpretation. Nothing can be offered to

the trade or public that is strictly new as it

takes several years (five to ten) to get up a

sufficient stock of a really new variety and
by the time it is offered freely it is no longer

really new, but may be rare. Equally some
old varieties are still so rare that they become
practical novelties if any grower is able to

work up a sufficient stock. Each Peony
grower has “up his sleeve” some few seedlings

as yet unnamed and unintroduced among
which are many of merit. Such a one as

Therese (Dessert 1904) is unpurchaseable in

any quantity at any price. There is offered

in America this year (Farr) for example a

group of eight Peonies of German origin,

raised by Goos & Koenemann. these have
been under trial and observation in this

country for several years and in the trials of

the American Peony Society were regarded

with much interest. 1 he reader may turn

back to the issue of September, 1916, for

other information on recent Peonies. Domes-
tic raisers such as .Shaylor and Brand offer

their own seed as before.

Both German and Japan Irises include' a

few newcomers. Perhaps the most interest-

ing happening is in the introduction by Farr of

a set of American raised named seedlings of the

Japanese type, which will not be available for

distribution till next summer. In the German
section there is a golden-yellow novelty Sher-

win-Wright (Dreer) supposed to be a chance
seedling from the well known Honorabilis.

PLANTS FOR THE GREENHOUSE

L'OR the conservatory and greenhouse,
apart from the regular “florist’s flowers”

and Roses, etc., the greatest variety of
new things is to be seen in (1) improved forms
of the already popular ferns, some of which
were illustrated in The Garden Magazine
for last December—(2) additions to the fam-
ily of splendid large-flowered hydrangeas of
French origin, of which some notice was given
in the Novelty Review of a year ag^ Crotons
are offered by one dealer in an assortment of
twelve. All these are naturally of foreign
origin. In flowering plants there is a new
fringed strain in Chinese Primrose, Pink
Pearl, and Calceolaria Cotswold. Hybrid,
with flowers of lemon-yellow and gold to

brown.
Buddleia asiatica. The white flowering,

extremely fragrant, blooming December to

April, which is only a greenhouse plant in

the East, is recognized as a useful garden plant
for Southern California. (Coolidge)
An American hybrid from the foregoing

and B. officinalis is the winter flowering
Buddleia Farquharii. The first authentic
hybrid in the genus. The flowers are pale
pink, fragrant and borne in long, cylindrical

tail-like clusters.

I wo Snapdragons, both pink, reflect popu-
lar fashion in floral colors. De Soto (Vaughan)
is described as “Enchantress” pink and
Weld Pink (Farquhar) is given a salmon
shading to orange. Both are large flowered
types, suitable for cut flowers.

AMONG THE ROSES

TJTERE we find a rich assortment of new
things. The sensational Lillian Moore

which won the Thousand Dollar prize at the

Panama-Pacific Exposition, in the open garden
trial, naturally claims the leading interest in

the list of introductions from the Irish pro-

ducers (to whom we all look each year). It

was the winner in a contest of six hundred
varieties. The originator’s description is

“pure Indian yellow with a slightly deeper
centre.” 1 his is from Hugh Dickson. (Totty)
Other introductions of that raiser for this

year include: //. D. M. Barton a bedding Rose
of the type of Gen. McArthur. Ethel Dick-

son silvery-flesh reverse petals. This variety

resembles Mdm. Chatenay in type. Golden

Spray sending up long branching shoots.

Th£ flower in the bud state is a deep Marechal
Niel yellow, long and pointed; but when open
the bloom is practically a single, six inches

across. Ulster Standard three inches in

diameter, crimson, plants two feet in height.

From France we get Madame Collette Alar-

tinette (of Pernet-Ducher who gave us Rayon
d’or; Sunburst; Mrs. Aaron Ward.) This
latest aspirant to public favor is described as a

rich golden-yellow in the bud which opens to

a marvelous old-gold, and one grower says it

fades less than any other yellow (Pierson,

Totty and others). Another Rose classed

in the yellow section is Primerose (Soupert

et Notting variety) reminding one of Ophelia

in its habit and inflorescense but has consid-

erably more apricot in the shadings. An-
other Pernet Rose—Admiral Ward. (Dreer)

named for the well-known American amateur.

A large globular flower of intermingled shades

of fiery crimson red; foliage bronzy green.

A Rose of purely American origin is the

variety Los Angeles, raised by Howard &
Smith, of Los Angeles—hence its name. 1 hey

describe it as a flame-pink deepening to coral



Rose Lillian Moore, H. T.. which won the
Thousand Dollar prize at San Francisco last year,
Indian yellow with deeper centre (Totty)

Left: Abelia grandiflora, a shrub that is being
recognized for the South; pink flowers all summer.
Right: Spiraea Henryi, one of the newest Chinese
introductions and an addition to the spring garden
flowers, white (Farquhar)

Hybrid Bush-honeysuckle, Lonicera notha,
yellowish pink flowers in May, followed by red
fruits in July and August (Farquhar)

Deutzi a longifoli A Veitchii is excellent for the cool greenhouse or open
air in the South. Large white flowers in dense Corymbs (Farquhar)

NEW
ROSES
AND

FLOWERING
SHRUBS

Rose, H. T„ Madame Col-
lette Martinette (by Pemet)
is a new claimant for favor, as
a yellow that bleaches but little

(Totty, Pierson, etc.)

Rosa Hugonis, or Father Hugo’s Rose, is a new
species from western China. Flower clear yellow,
appearing early in the season (Conard & Jones)

Deutzia discolor, Chinese, flowers white, large

appearing in June, and a new Pearl Bush (Exochor-
da Giraldi Wilsoni) on right with short stalked

flowers in March. Leaf stalks green (Farquhar)
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Bush-honeysuckle (L. amoena Arnoldiana) with

Dink flowers, very graceful. A garden hybrid
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and shaded gold long pointed in the bud.

I his Rose, no doubt, will be largely grown
this year, and is being offered by the princi-

pal growers.

Other H. T. novelties in which it will be ob-

served shades of yellow predominate, include:

Edward Bohane (Dickson & Sons) crimson
orange; G. Amedee Hammond (Dickson k Sons)

cadmium yellow or apricot, shading to buff;

Margaret Dickson Hamill (Dickson &: Sons)

straw yellow and carmine shades; Mrs.
Mackellar (Dickson k Sons) yellow, fading

to almost white. Aladdin (W. Paul) coppery-
yellow, changing to orange-yellow. Cheerful

(McGredy) pure orange. Circe (W. Paul) flesh

white shaded carmine. Clarice Goodacre (Dick-

son k Son) ivory, with zones of chrome. Cleve-

land (Hugh Dickson) coppery-yellow, flushed

reddish copper. Crimson Emblem (McGredy)
glowing crimson. Donald MacDonald (Dick-

son k Sons) orange-carmine. Imogen (W.
Paul) orange-yellow, shading to pale yellow.

Isobel (McGredy) carmine red, tinted orange

scarlet; yellow centre. Flame of Fire (Mc-
Gredy) deep orange. Gorgeous (Hugh Dick-
son) orange-yellow, veined reddish copper.

Modesty (McGredy) pearly-cream, flushed

rose. Miss Stewart Clark (Dickson & Sons)

solid golden-yellow. Mrs. Mona Hunting
(Hugh Dickson) chamois-yellow. Mrs. Bryce

Allan (Dickson & Sons) carmine rose, lightly

perfumed. Mrs. Glen Kidston (Dickson k
Sops) cinnamon rosy-carmine; type of Lady
Pirrie. Nellie Parker (Hugh Dickson) creamy
white, flushed pink. Prince Charming (Hugh
Dickson) reddish copper. Red Cross (Dickson

& Sons) orange and red. Tipperary (Mc-
Gredy) golden-yellow in the bud. Ulster Gem
(Hugh Dickson) primrose yellow. IV. C.

Gaunt (Dickson & Sons) deep brilliant red.

Paul’s Scarlet Climber (Wm. Paul & Son,

1917) has medium sized semi-double flowers,

scarlet shaded with bright crimson which
color will not burn or fade until the petals

fall. A strong climber and perfectly hardy.

The preponderance of yellow shades is no-

ticeable. The foregoing are listed largely

by Dreer, some by Harris and a few by other

rose growers.

A new Rose species, which might perhaps

more properly be considered as a flowering

shrub is Rosa Ilugonis (Conard & Jones)

probably the first Rose to bloom in the spring,

coming into flower from ten days to two weeks
ahead of the early Harison’s Yellow. 1 he

color is intense canary-yellow, very bright

and attractive, and the plant is noteworthy
all the growing season by reason of its dainty

foliage. The young shoots are rich crimson

in color. Reference to this hardy Chinese

introduction has been made in an earlier

number of The Garden Magazine.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR YOUR GARDEN

T AST season was characterized by won-
derful weather for Chrysanthemums,

even through the Middle West, where for

many previous autumns a killing frost early

in the season destroyed any chance of suc-

cessful growing in the garden.

The Singles were particularly favorites.

Alongside of the Singles old-fashioned little

Pompons are simply lost as they are so modest
in growth and while one gets the same colors

the ideal varieties for the hardy garden are

the sorts that flower from September 25th to

November 15th giving an average of six or

seven weeks of bloom. This condition is

found in the modern Early Flowering strains.

These are not so hardy as the Pompons, how-

ever. The ideal way of course, is to have a

bed embracing all the types—Early Flower-
ing, Singles, and Pompons; then when the
Early Flowering are cut away the Singles are

coming into their own; and when these are

past and gone the Pompons remain to succeed
them.
The Early Flowering type this year is en-

riched by three additions, all seen at the last

season’s fall shows (Totty) Mrs. Harrison
Craig, in which the rays are brilliant orange
with a dust-like crimson shading over this

yellow color. Mrs. Dean Emery is another
novel color, chamois-pink. The last—but
not the least—is Secretary Reagan, a milk
white; so distinct as to petalage as to be some-
times mistaken for a Show Dahlia.

Some of the novelty Singles (Totty) are:

Carlotta, massicot-yellow; dwarf. II. Marie
Totty, brilliant crimson with scarlet shadings

and yellow around its green centre disc;

wonderful color but cannot be recommended
for garden growing, but any one who has a

cold-house can grow it with splendid results.

Henrietta Taylor, pale-lavender and white.

Millicent Piper, pure white, flowering early

in October. Rose IValker, bronzy orange
tipped blood-red, with petals twisted on the

end like a cactus-dahlia. Mrs. Albert Phil-

lips, deep lavender and cream. Veronica,

pale pink and snow-white combination. Viv-

ian Cook, magnificent yellow. Miss Ruth S.

Bergen, bright amaranth with straw-yellow

zone in centre. Charlotte Waite, a marvelous
rose-pink in color, Mr. Bergen of Summit,
N. J., who gave us Mrs. Francis H. Bergen,

this year has another fine variety, Miss Ruth

S. Bergen.

Among other Singles that were favorably

received last fall, are the three Pierson

novelties: Jane Ingalls a seedling of a peculiar

shade of reddish-bronze. Katewood a clear,

even shade of pink, spoken of as among the

best pink singles for middle of November
cutting. Pink Simplicity is a flesh-pink, for

exhibition use or for general cutting.

There are a great many Pompon varieties

that bloom early enough to give the grower

much satisfaction and will flower until they

are buried by the snow but when they bloom
so late that the foliage is disfigured by the

frost they are not so pleasing to the grower as

varieties he can pick with good foliage,

flowers, etc. Lillian Doty a variety that

nearly everyone knows is one of the finest

pink Pompons to-day; and this year’s novelty

White Doty (Scott, I otty, and others) will be

as popular as the pink variety. New sorts

in Pompons are not as numerous as in the

other types. The little miniature flowered

yellow Pompon “Baby,” especially popular

under glass, gives us two promising seedlings

—Little Gem (Smith) lavender pink, a little

larger than its parent, about one inch in

diameter. This was the highest scored seed-

ling at Cleveland, Chrysanthemum Society

of America, 1915. Hilda Canning (Pierson)

is the other seedling from the same parent of

which it is a bronze counterpart.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR THE GREEN-
HOUSE

npHE year 1916 was conspicuous in the
-* Chrysanthemum world, by the exhibit-

ing of the Japanese Anemone types—known as

the “Tuxedo Collection.” These were raised

by Mr. Carl Schaeffer, Supt. for Mr. Richard

Mortimer, of Tuxedo, N. Y., and created a

sensation in the Philadelphia, New York,

and Tuxedo Shows. Mr. Schaeffer is now

more than eighty years of age and has made
a specialty of this type for more than fifteen

years. These varieties are now introduced
to the public. Chrysanthemum experts pro-
nounced these Anemones as one of the re-

markable “breaks” in Chrysanthemum grow-
ing of recent years. (Totty)
A named Anemone Chrysanthemum* is

The Crest (Smith), maturing the end of No-
vember. The guard petals are long, when
grown cold can be had after Christmas;
pure white, showing traces of pink with age.

The Large-flowered Chrysanthemum for cul-

tivation under glass (cutflowers) comes to us
in about the usual number of claimants—it

would seem that each year sees a score or so
offered and a corresponding number of older
ones just drop out. Only at rare intervals

does a “William Turner ” appear. Among
this season’s novelties as offered by two lead-

ing dealers are:

Barbara Davis, a seedling of Brutus and
Indian Summer and has the dwarf habit of the
former; reddish Uronze. Margaret Waite,
a deep pink sport of the well-known late

pink Single, Mrs. E. D. Godfrey, but has more
petals. Can be had in December. Romaine
Warren, orange yellow or light bronze; a
clean grower of medium height; when finished

* it shows an open centre of dark orange color.

Virginia Holden, deep, velvety crimson;
flower well formed, small. It makes a good
quantity of blossoms to the spray. (Pierson)

Miss Anola Wright, rose pink, resembling
Chieftain or Doctor Enguehard. Eight and
one-half inches or more in diameter; buds
selected August 30th or soon after, produce
the best blooms. Helen Lee, color a delicate

flesh pink of Enchantress Carnation shade.

First week in November. Four feet. Select

bud the last of August. October Herald, or-

ange yellow; best blooms from buds selected

August 25th; grows eight inches or more in

diameter; 4^ to 5 ft. tall from May planting.

December Queen, the latest yellow approaching
orange, slightly penciled with red; blooming
Nov. 25th to Dec. 5th; of unusual size consid-

ering the lateness, being 7 to 8 inches in

diameter; double to the centre from buds
selected September 20th to 30th. Four feet

from June planting. Yondota, a rose-pink,

entirely free from the objectionable magenta
shade so often found in pinks. Blooms
October 25th from buds selected August 25th;

5 ft. from May-planted stock. Smith's Im-
perial, incurved white, fully developed Octo-

ber 22d, from any bud after August 25th.

Dwarf habit, 45 ft.; from May planting will

produce three to four perfect flowers per plant

for those who prefer them only medium size.

(Smith)

THE NEWER HARDY CLIMBERS AND
TRAILERS

r
I 'HREE ornamental-leaved Ampelopsis

(Farquhar) (two of which are not adapted

to the colder regions) merit attention:

Amelopsis Henryana ( Vitis Henryana.)
Resembles our native woodbine. 1 he ground

color of the leaves is dark velvety green, with

the mid-rib and principal veins silvery white.

The foliage changes to a vivid red in fall, mid-

rib and vein remaining white. Tender.

Ampelopsis Thomsonii ( Vitis Thomsonii.)

The leaves are greenish purple above, and

bright claret color beneath; changing in the

autumn to rich red. 1 ender.

A third which is hardier

—

Ampelopsis

aconitifolius var. dissecta, growing 8 to 10 ft.

tall, has bright blue fruit.



Chrysanthemum Yondota
(Early Flowering) Rose-pink,
for cut flowers: under glass.

(Smith)

Chrysanthemum
.

Miss Ruth S. Bergen
(Early flowering) Grows
six feet high. Color
amaranth with yellow
about centre. (Totty)

Chrysanthemum Pink Simplicity
Single) Flesh pink in large sprays and
large individual flowers. For exhibition
and general cutting. (Pierson)

Chrysanthemum
Katewood (Single). An
even shade of pink for

mid-November cutting.

(Pierson)

Chrysanthemum Little Gem
(Pompon) Lavender pink seedling
from the yellow Baby, flowers one
inch across. (Smith)

Chrysanthemum Anola Wright (Commercial In-
curved) Very large blooms of dull rose pink, with slight
violet cast. (Smith)

Chrysanthemum Margaret Waite
(Single). A deep pink sport from Mrs. E.
D. Godfrey with more petals. Can be had
in December. (Pierson)

Chrysanthemum Helen Lee
(Incurved) Gives blooms first

week in November. Delicate flesh

pink color. (Smith)

Chrysanthemum Yel-
low Normandie. Deep
golden yellow sport of
Normandie, and otherwise
like that. (Pierson)

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Harrison Craig
(Early Flowering) has a curious combination
of colors—orange with a dust-like crimson
shading. (Totty)

Chrysanthemum Romaine Warren (Early Flowering)
Orange bronze, and when mature shows open centre of dark
orange. (Pierson)

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Albert Phillips (Semi-single)
Deep lavender. One of the earliest blooms, being fully open
on October 5th. (Totty)

Chrysanthemum Virginia Holden (Early Flowering)
Moderate size but one of the richest colored flowers; deep
velvety crimson.
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A New Trumpet Vine (Bignonia radicdns

var. aurea

)

is a yellow-flowered counterpart

of the old favorite with red flowers (Dreer).

Clematis koreana. Resembles the yellow

globe flowered C. tangutica, but has glaucous
foliage and flowers of a copper-yellow.

Evonymus radicans Silver Gem (Farquhar),

the best variegated form of the climbing
Evonymus, from the world famous house of

James Veitch & Sons, London, and the allied

Evonymus kewensis (Bay State) a very fine-

leafed plant [in reality the juvenile stage

of E. radicans var. vegetus], are useful

for rockeries and rock-gardens. Both are

quite hardy.

Lonicera Henryi. This new Honeysuckle
is the only really evergreen twining vine

hardy in eastern Massachusetts. It is a free-

growing plant, with dark green leaves and
black fruits, and makes a delightful tangle on
rocks or tree stumps.

TREES, EVERGREEN AND DECIDUOUS

CIX New Chinese Spruces (Farquhar):
^ Picea asperata and vars. notabilis and
ponderosa: P. Balfouriana, P. montigena, P.

retroflexa, all recent introductions of E. H.
Wilson are among the real novelties which
will appeal to the interest of the skilled crafts-

man who likes to possess the latest introduc-

tions and who is willing to experiment over a

long period of time.

A beautiful new Silver Birch from the bor-

ders of Thibet is Betula japonica var. szechu-

anica, with relatively thick, dark green leaves,

broadly triangular in shape and retained on
the tree late into the fall; said to be perfectly

hardy and very quick-growing. (Farquhar)

Cercis canadensis alba is, as the name im-

plies, a white flowered form of our common
Red-bud—a White-bud, in fact. (Meehan)
Eucommia ulmoides (the Hardy Rubber

Tree). From central China, growing 40 to

60 ft. tall, with elm-like leaves.

Phellodendron sachalinense is a broad-shaped

tall stemmed tree, with attractive black fruit

and feathery foliage. The hardiest species

of this Chinese genus, quick growing and en-

during adverse conditions well. (Moon)
A Dwarf Pin Oak, is a natural variation of

our native tree discovered in the nursery rows

and preserved by grafting. (Meehan)
A decided effort is being made to put be-

fore planters the merits of nut trees as com-
bining both useful and ornamental qualities.

The novelty feature here is not in the

variations or even kinds of nut bearing trees,

but in the recognition of varietal adaptations

and differences. Specialists offer lists of

walnuts, filberts, almonds, pecans, etc., all

of which are being planted in the East, and
planters can now get from several sources

English Walnuts, and Thin-shell Pecans true

to name.

FRUITS AND BERRIES

YEAR ago The Garden Magazine em-
phasized in particular the marked tend-

ency of everbearing or continuous cropping
strains. 1 his has become so marked, that

the Everbearing Strawberry which yields real

berries from late summer till early winter
has become a recognized factor in the fruit

garden. For the home gardener the attrac-

tions of this particular type of berry admits
no question. Everbearing Strawberries are

a reality and a necessity. 1 he Strawberry in

general continues to crop up in ever-changing
varieties year after year. A few favorites

remain as standbys and the home-gardener
must needs try the newcomers season by
season. Big Late (Kellogg) is a pistillate,

deep scarlet fruit, which stands up well under
rain.

Of four new Peaches, the Rochester is offered

by all leading growers. In appearance a cross

between Early Crawford and Elberta with
more red on the yellow skin than Elberta;
flesh yellow; freestone, early bearer. Ripens
a short time before Crawford’s Early and
nearly two weeks earlier than Elberta.

Three other peaches (Munson) are: Frank,
a yellow cling, ripening two to three weeks
after Elberta. Globular, yellow, covered
over with rich red. In Central Texas this

variety has always set a full crop. Millard
comes a week after Elberta. Red cheek,
yellow skin and clingstone flesh. Nearly
round, flesh firm and fine grained. Barbara
comes in a week after Frank. It is a highly

colored, yellow fleshed freestone. Round
shape, flesh firm, bright yellow. Spicy qual-

ity of the Bell, good for canning.

Plum Mammoth Gold. Young bearer and
suitable for the home table because it ripens

very early. Red blushed, yellow cheek.

(Stark) Four plums (Fraser) are; Sannois,

though unattractive in appearance is of good
flavor and quality. The tree is small, fairly

vigorous grower, and ripens quite late. This
is one of the finest French plums which has

somehow been overlooked. Miller s Superb
one of the highest flavored yellow plums
grown. French Damson, the largest of the

Damsons. Middleburg, v6ry late, a dessert

and cooking fruit which lacks a little in

appearance, but appeals to the home gar-

dener.

Cherry Stark Gold. A sweet cherry of

golden-yellow color. Ripens about two
weeks later than Early Richmond but will

hold on the tree ten days after ripening.

(Stark Bros.)

Apple Shiawassee Beauty originated in

Shiawassee County, Michigan, and is of the

Fameuse or Snow type. Resembles the

Mclntpsh Red, as regards quality, but instead

of being covered with bright red, it is striped

red on a yellow base. November to January.
(Green)

Raspberry Syracuse is a bright red variety

particularly desirable for the home garden
for the. reason that while not an Everbearing
variety, it sometimes continues fruiting abund-
antly for a month or even longer. Originated

in Syracuse, N. Y. (Green)
Currant Diploma is of large size, a vigorous

grower, and abundant cropper of bright red

fruit, borne in long clusters. (Green)

BEANS AND PEAS

'HE last three years have been very poor

years for developing new strains of beans.

Moreover, the New York State crop was
nearly ruined by a freeze late in September
and such late varieties as Thousand-to-One,
Refugee, and Hodson Wax were entirely

ruined. Beans grown under irrigation in the

Far West gave rather a disappointing yield.

Some crops, on the other hand, are exception-

ally good, but the supply of garden beans, as a

whole, is much shorter than we have ever

before known it.

The bean that is making the most rapid

strides toward popularity is Surecrop String-

less IVax. This is very much like New Kidney
Wax in size and shape of the pod, character

of plant and season of maturity, but seems to

be more hardy and more prolific, while on the

other hand, the New Kidney Wax has an
advantage in having nearly all white seed
instead of black.

Laxton’s Superb Pea, offered for the first

time by the leading houses, is a dwarf with
large pod somewhat resembling Pioneer, but
more curved. If cooked young, the quality
is -up to the usual standard of smooth or round
seeded kinds. One of the really good new
peas, to be offered later, which has been com-
ing to the front during the last few years, is

World’s Record, a little earlier than Gradus
and fully equal to it in quality, with pods al-

most as large.

Despatch (Burpee) is a first-early round-
seeded variety suitable for the early market.
A little later than Alaska but more prolific.

Vine three feet high.

Marvelous (Burpee) has vines eleven inches
in height, with rich green foliage; pods pro-
duced in pairs, averaging three and one-
quarter inches in length and usually contain-
ing eight grains. It matures about the same
time as Little Marvel.

Market Surprise (Dreer) is an eanly pea of
English origin. The plant grows to a heigl^
of 30 inches, and is very thrifty and prolific.

It matures the crop in sixty-five days and is

suitable for early planting.

OTHER VEGETABLES

YITHAT has been said in connection with
* V beans is also true of corn and some other

staple vegetables have suffered so that a very
short supply is in sight. The reader will find

an appraisal of the newer varieties of Sweet
Corn elsewhere in this issue.

Several seedsmen offer new strains of many
standard varieties of the favorite garden
vegetables, and special attention is given to

types suitable for forcing, as New Amsterdam
and Perfect Forcing Carrots, and Dark-Leaved
Globe Beet. We are recording Lettuce

Unrivalled as an all season possibility of but-

ter-head type and similar to Big Boston, but

lighter. Other offerings listed are fre-

quently repetitions of last or a recent season.

For the Jirst time in ten years, Livingston

offers a new Tomato, Many-fold. A bright

red sort of prolific character. Fruits are

generally borne in clusters of four to five.

In season of maturity it seems to be a second

early, coming before Stone, which it is said

to almost equal in size.

Another tomato novelty is Red Sunrise

(Wing) frankly described as a strain of

Earliana selected for greater yield and
earhness.

Under the name of Honey Dew Melon (or

some slight variant) several firms are offering

strains of the round yellow kind, green flesh,

aromatic melon that has within a year or so

become fairly familiar in the large cities dur-

ing the winter time, as California Casaba.

This is a high quality fruit, weighing about

eight pounds each, round to oval, thick

meated with small seed cavity. Fruits may
be laid away for use late in the fall on account

of the hard shell. Adapted to all places of the

latitude of Philadelphia to California, but is

not recommended for locations where the

growing season is short. Mr. E. Stanley

Brown, Horticulturist, East Moriches, N. ^ .,

recommends (through Dreer) a yellow-fleshed

Ice Cream Melon as the “ par excellence” of all

Watermelons. The flesh is bright golden-

yellow, skin beautiful green and shape elong-

ated. Placed carefully on the barn floor,

away from the chilly blasts, they keep well

into the winter.



f

Sugar Corn Aristocrat (Extra early). Ripening with
Cory. Raised at Newport, R. I. The grain is broad,
grows 4-6 ft. high (Dreer)

Apple Shiawasse Beauty, of the Fameuse type, origi-

nated in Michigan. Striped red or yellow. Season, No-
vember to January (Green)

Peach. Rochester (Yellow, freestone). Two weeks
earlier than Elberta and is possibly a cross of that and Early
Crawford. Bears early (Green)

Forcing Carrot. New Amsterdam makes roots about
four inches long, and small core; bright orange red. Foliage
about six inches high (Burpee)

Forcing Carrot represents a type that is excellent for
the home garden to be grown in frames and eaten when
small (Dreer)

Lettuce Brittle Ice recommended as a hot
weather crisp-head variety in the home garden
(Burpee)

Melon Honey Dew. Of the Cassaba type,
round, yellow, with hard rind and so keeps well into
winter. Adapted to the warmer sections with a
long growing season (Dreer)

Dark-leaved Globe Beet is a repre-
sentation of the forcing type of vegetable.
This is a strain selected for deep color
(Dreer)

Pea Market Surprise. A dwarf,
round seeded, extra early, maturing in

sixty-five days. Grows to a height of
thirty inches. Prolific of pod, much like

Little Marvel
Raspberry Syracuse. Originated in Syracuse, N. Y. Bright red, and produces fruit over a

period of four weeks (Green)
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introduced as an article of commerce, is new,
and there is indeed a vast wealth of material

that is available under this category. A few
things that certain specialists have offered in

limited quantities only during the last two or

three years are now more widely distributed

and are being offered generally. This is true of

Rocksprays (Cotoneaster), and some others.

In the following list of notable offerings we
cannot do more than make a selection of the

most distinctive types. Some of these have
been tried in a limited way already and have
earned their reputations; others are yet in the

experimental stage.

Abelia grandiflora, while not a new plant,

has but comparatively recently had its value

recognized in landscape work for the South-
west. By pinching in the ends of the strong

shoots during the summer, a compact, dense

plant can be made, with glossy leaves all

winter, with red tinged in the young branches.

Flowers white, tinged with pink from May
onward.

Berberis brevipaniculata. A bush 4 to 6

ft. tall with small, wedge-shaped leaves clus-

tered together. The small yellow flowers are

produced on erect panicles 3 to 5 in. long.

These are followed by masses of salmon-red
fruits in early Autumn.

Berberis Maximozuiczii. Resembles B.

Thunbergii in habit and fruits, but has larger

leaves.

Berfcris stenophylla. A hybrid between
Berberis Darwini and Berberis empetrifolia.

An evergreen shrub with golden-yellow flowers

and deep green leaves.

Berberis Wilsonae. A deciduous shrub with

small, glossy green leaves with reddish au-

tumnal tints in the fall. Fruit round, coral

red. Much branched stems covered with

long spines. Almost evergreen in California.

Buddleia yunnanensis. “Has a trifle wider

leaf than other Buddleias. The blossoms

are soft lavender, with brownish yellow eye.

Also offered in a white variety, alba.” (Knight

& Struck). [There are two plants which might

answer to the name of B. yunnanensis. One
is Buddleia yunnanensis Gagnepain and the

other is B. nivea var. yunnanensis Rehd. &
Wils. The first one is similar to B. Lind-

leyana, but differs in its denser and shorter

spike and shorter and straight corolla. It

has rather small and nearly smooth leaves.

The other has the under surface of the leaves,

the branches and the inflorescence densely

woolly; the leaves are 6-8 inches long and the

spike is about of equal length or a little longer.

The B. nivea var. yunnanensis, a vigorously

growing shrub with rather stout upright

branches, is tender in the North—Ed.]

Cotoneaster divaricata. A handsome shrub,

erect, spreading and much branched in habit,

with leaves turning crimson in the Fall, and
bearing in profusion scarlet fruits, which are

retained through the winter.

Cotoneaster horizontalis var perpusilla.

A prostrate shrub for rockeries and for cloth-

ing banks; has lustrous green leaves, turning

crimson in the fall and bright scarlet fruits,

which remain on the plants until the spring.

Cotoneaster salicifolia var. floccosa. With
distinct, narrow leaves, and more spreading

of habit than the old type. Fruit scarlet,

freely produced.
Daphne collina introduced from Germany a

few years ago. More woody than Daphne
cneorum, standing up in a thick compact
bush. At maturity it will probably reach a

height of from two to three feet. The blossom

strongly resembles cneorum; a little deeper

shade of pink. Blooms in June, fragrant.

Glen Eyre, .one of the improved forms of the New
England Aster. Color bright pink, shading to lavender.
(Pierson)

Deutzia crenata var. magnifica. A hybrid

between crenata candidissima and Vilmorinae.

Pure white flowers about the end of May.
Deutzia Schneideriana var. laxiflora. A

hardy Deutzia from central China grows 4 to

S ft. high, with large pyramidate trusses of

pure white flowers.

Elsholtzia Stauntoni. While not quite new,

is valuable because it blooms in the autumn.
Like the majority of the fall-blooming shrubs,

it flowers on the current year’s wood. It

attains a height of four to five feet, and forms

dense spikes of rosy-purple bloom. The
whole plant has an agreeable, minty odor.

Enkianthus campanulatus. A hardy shrub

from central Japan, grows six to twelve feet

high and is very bushy. The bell-shaped

flowers, borne in racemose clusters, are yellow,

deeply stained and striped with salmon and

crimson. Leaves turn color in autumn.
Exochorda Giraldii var. Wilsonii. A large

bush or small tree covered in spring with

racemes of pure white flowers which are larger

than those of the well-known type.

Forsythia suspensa var. atrocaulis. Differs

chiefly in the purple color of the young growth,

and in the dark purple or nearly black stems.

Hibiscus syriacus var. William R. Smith.

A new white Rose of Sharon, flow'ers fully four

inches in diameter, opening out flat.

The new Pemettiana Rose Admiral Ward, is a blending

of fiery crimson shades. (Dreer)

Double Morning Glory Snow Fairy, the characteristics of
which are clearly shown in the photograph. (Burpee)

HARDY SHRUBS

/CHINESE introductions predominate

—

this is but a natural evolution of events.

Notwithstanding the fact that a great many
American shrubs have not yet been brought
into general cultivation, still the attention of

plant collectors generally has been centred

on the recent introductions of western China.
The demand that has been expressed by the

public is meeting its natural response in the

trade. As time goes on we will see more and
more of these Asiatic introductions which
past experience has proven are so admirably
adapted to the American garden. It is hard
to draw7 a strict line here as to what is posi-

tively new7 or practically new. From the view-

point of the gardener, a plant that may be as

old as the hills, yet w hich has not been actually

Buddleia Farquharii, with pale pink, fragrant flowers, is

a tender hybrid for the greenhouse. (Farquhar)
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Hypericums Arnoldianum
,
Kalmianum, and

lobocarpum. These midseason flowering

shrubs with clear yellow flowers in masses,

grow four to six feet tall and as much in di-

ameter; they are very densely branched.

Ligustrum acuminatum var. macrocarpum.

A hardy Japanese Privet in habit like L.

ibota, but with very large shining black fruits.

Lonicera bella. Bush-honeysuckle, hybrid

between L. tatarica and L. Morrowii. It

grows eight to ten feet tall and more in di-

ameter. The flowers vary from pure white

to pink, and the red fruit ripens in August.

Lonicera muscoviensis. A hybrid Bush-
honeysuckle 12 feet high with arching and
spreading branches; flowers in abundance and
masses of crimson fruit ripening early in July.

Hardy as far north as Ottawa.
Lonicera thibetica. Compact hardy shrub,

four to five feet tall, with spreading, drooping
branches; gray-green leaves, white on the

underside; flowers pink, fragrant; bright

scarlet berries.

Loropetalum chinense is an interesting, low
growing shrub that must ultimately find a

place among our finest ornamentals. Es-
pecially adapted to the Pacific slope.

Philadelphus Hybrids: Virginal, one of the

best of Lemoine’s hybrid Mock-oranges.
Bouquet Blanc (Lemoine), which looks like a

bank of feathery snow when massed.
Philadelphus incanus. Bush growing six

to ten feet tall, much branched, twiggy in

habit and floriferous. The flowers i| in.

in early July. The' leaves are woolly, ovate
and retained well into the late fall.

Philadelphus sericanthus var. Rehderianus.
Mock-orange growing ten to twelve feet tall,

with large flowers freely produced in July.

Philadelphus Falconeri. A wide-spreading
shrub up to eight feet tall, with slender arch-

ing branches, laden with masses of large,

white, fragrant flowers in June.
Philadelphus Magdalenae. One of the pret-

tiest and neatest of the Asiatic Mock-oranges,
forming a much branched bush six to eight

feet high. Flowers mid-June. Quite hardy.
Potentilla Veitchii. Grows two to three

feet tall, with sprays of pure white flowers

from May until late autumn.
Potentilla fruticosa var. splendens. Has

bright yellow flowers. Well adapted for rock
gardens.

Spiraea Henryi var. notabilis. Bush three to

six feet tall. Flowers white, in large trusses.

Spiraea Rosthornii. Four to six feet tall,

with much branched axillary corymbs of
pure white flowers.

Stranvesia glaucescens and S. undulata are
two evergreen shrubs of special merit to the
Pacific coast.

Syringa tomentella. A new species of Lilac

from the borders of China and Thibet; grows
ten to fifteen feet tall and produces pale pink,

fragrant flowers in branched trusses ten to

twelve inches long.

Viburnum Sargentii. This Asiatic relative

of the American High-bush Cranberry is the
most beautiful of the Opulus group. White
blossoms are followed by masses of red fruits,

which are retained late into the fall.

Viburnum joetidum var. rectangulum. A
low-growing evergreen shrub useful as a
hedge plant or a small specimen ornamental
in the warmer sections of the country and on
the Pacific slope.

The foregoing are offered by several firms

as Farquhar, Cooledge, Meehan, A. N.
Pierson, Mount Desert, Moon, Dreer, etc. and
may be obtained from possibly any of the
leading dealers in hardy shrubs.

[Note: Reference to Summer Flowering
Bulbs and Roots is deferred till May. Tools
and Accessories next month.

—

Ed.]

Treatment of the Long Narrow Lot Landscape Architect

A PRACTICAL SOLUTION OF A TYPICAL SUBURBAN PROBLEM, THE HOUSE PLACED WELL BACK

I
T WAS a Victorian fashion to set the house

far back in the yard, and it was a Victorian

as well as a Colonial fashion to have a gar-

den in front of the house. The door-yard

gardens of the two periods differed chiefly

in their depth, that of the later gardens being

as a rule much greater, because of the distance

between house and street. They varied also a

little in content, for by the “eighteen-thirties”

perennials and Box had lost some of their

without which a rectangular stretch of lawn
would be dull and uninteresting. A central

walk, if there is one leading up to the front

door, becomes a long lane bordered with
flowers, and there is something very inviting

about such an approach.
In this plan the whole front yard is filled

with flowers and the very simple, design de-

pends for its success upon big masses of them
which grow up to hide one path from another.

needs privacy and this the fence and hedge
are designed to accomplish. A hedge also

shuts off the drive that runs along one side

of the property to a garage in the extreme
tear, and in front of this building, the turn
around, being somewhat short in radius, is

left in gravel for its full width of forty-eight

feet. As no garden is a success without a few
big trees, to give it dignity, two Oaks or Hard
Maples or Elms overarch the gate in the

popularity to bedding plants and annuals.

But enthusiasm for newcomers can never
long overshadow esteem for old standbyes,

and we find ourselves now trying to make
room for all the kinds that clamor for a place

—

the latest improved varieties of this year’s

flower books by the side of old years’ favorites.

The garden in front of the house adapts it-

self well to the uses of a long narrow lot, for

the too obvious shape of the lot is disguised

by the varying heights of flowers and bushes,

A treatment quite as pleasing would be to

border the surrounding hedge with wide
flower beds, leaving a central panel of green

cut in half by the entrance walk, running be-

tween an avenue of small trees like Hawthorn
or Dogwood. A foot-path overarched in this

way by the branches of some small graceful

tree, or bordered straight to the door with

flowers, has an intimate feeling, a pleasant air

of personally conducting.

A garden in front of the house of course,

hedge, and one twisted gnarly veteran shades

the seat at the opposite end of the path.

The four smaller trees at the crossing of the

paths and the two at the gate might be Haw-
thorns or Magnolias or if one’s choice is for

evergreens, Retinisporas or old Box, though
this is precious and hard to find. The topiary

work of old gardens would fit well here, with

four tidily clipped birds or urns, to mark
the corners, and add the charm of their clumsy
playfulness.



A Garden Made on a Rock Ledge E - s - F^SE^GTON

HERBACEOUS BORDERS ESTABLISHED AND EVEN WATER PLANTS SUCCESSFULLY GROWN ON A SITE OF SOLID
ROCK BY BLASTING OUT POCKETS FOR SOIL, ETC.

WHEN Mr. William Sherman built

his all-year house overlooking a

Massachusetts bay, he had to blast

out every foot of the cellar excava-

tion. When he came to make his garden he

found that every inch of his lot was underlaid

with a solid ledge a hundred feet or more
deep. Could anything have been less prom-
ising? Yet the Sherman gardens have be-

come so charming that they are famous in a

local way.
There being rocks everywhere, Mr. Sher-

man simply made them the basis of his gar-

dening scheme. What most people would
have considered an insuperable obstacle, he
found to be an asset. In other words, he
turned his whole place into a rock garden,

with a lily pool as its central and crowning
feature. To begin with, the lot, which is 150
feet deep with a frontage of 83 feet, was com-
pletely covered with Blueberry bushes and
Horse Briers, whigh had found enough thin soil

on the surface and in the rock crevices to cover

their roots.

When this tangle had been cleared away,
it was found that the ledge made a long slope

at the back of the lot from one side to the

other. A certain amount of leveling was done,

Hardy Waterlilies flourish in this artificial pool on a ledge
of rock

much larger and more elaborate pool was
soon planned. This second pool was made
on the top of a long sloping rock that pro-

jected itself above the ground well toward
the rear of the lot and had always been very
much in evidence. It required a man with
imagination to visualize that piece of granite

transformed into a beautiful pool of still

water, but the transformation was made and
wholly by the labor of Mr. Sherman and his

two sons. Of course it required more than a

snap of the finger and a “Presto, change” act.

It necessitated the building of a concrete

wall three feet high and a foot across the

top for one thing, and that was done with the

aid of boards set up on the rock for a mould.
In order to create a more natural effect on the

side nearest the house a number of large

stones were set up and cemented together.

At the upper end only a few small stones were
needed, because of the ledge’s slope.

When the pond had been finished it was 25
feet long and about 15 feet across at the widest

point, but was quite irregular in outline, as

it conformed to the shape of the boulder on
which it was built. It was fully two feet deep
at the lower end, but only six inches at the

end opposite. Prepared soil was placed in one
part of the pool and a few Lilies planted in it.

The other Lilies are grown in tubs, which are

taken into the basement of the house in the

fall, although only hardy Lilies are used.

The soil for the tubs and that in the pool

comes from a compost heap in a rear corner of

the yard, mixed with well rotted stable manure
and sand. The Lilies planted in this soil grow
with the greatest luxuriance and great numbers
of plants have to be removed every year to

keep the pool from becoming overcrowded.

Among the best sorts grown are Nymphaea
W. B. Shaw, pink; N. Marhacea chromatella,

yellow; and N. Marliacea rosea, rose-pink.

There are masses of Lotus at one side and

behind them a bed of Cattails, which grow
both in and out of the water and are perfectly

at home in spite of the seeming anomaly found

in the growing of bog plants on a hillside ledge.

Just where the Cattails came from Mr.
Sherman does not know. He had desired

some of these plants for several years, but had

never obtained any so far as he was aware.

Yet one year they came up in the most nat-

ural sort of way and made “cats” the next

season in profusion. The explanation must
lie in the fact that it is a common practice for

Mr. Sherman to go into the woods and marshes
and bring home wild plants which he sets out
along the water’s edge. Among some of these
plants there must have been roots of the Cat-
tail, although no plants were to be seen.

When the sun shines on the pool in mid-
summer, the water is brilliant with gold fish.

There were ten of these fish to begin with;
now there are at least a hundred. Across the
shallow upper end of the pool Mr. Sherman
has made a miniature wall with small stones
and into the retreat thus created, the gold
fish come to spawn. Afterward they are
driven out and kept excluded until the spawn
have developed into little fish and these fish

have attained a length of half an inch. It is

not until then that the danger of cannibalism
on the part of the older fish is over. As it is,

there is considerable loss each year, and yet

the fish multiply fast enough to keep the

two pools well stocked. I say two pools,

for the smaller one was not given up when its

bigger neighbor came into being. Both are

kept filled with Lilies and are a delight all sum-
mer long. They are filled with a hose as

may be necessary, but the water is seldom

Surely not one’s conception of a garden site! But look at

the other pictures

with a little blasting at one
corner, but it was some
time before the possibilities

of the place began to shape
themselves in the owner’s

mind. Almost at the be-

ginning, however, he made a

little bird bath near the

house by stopping up one

end of a crevice between two
rocks, and filling it with the

hose. Soon robins, blue-

birds and other feathered

visitors began to come in

large numbers, and as many
as 25 birds have been

counted in the yard atone
time.

The next season another

natural hollow, but a larger

one, was utilized to create

a lily pool, which proved

such a delight that a

drawn off, and the gold fish

prevent the breeding of

mosquitoes. The Lilies
planted in the larger pool

and the gold fish winter

outside without loss. Al-

together these water gar-

dens are most satisfactory.

Water plants, however,

are not depended upon for

flowers to the exclusion of

other kinds. On the con-

trary, the whole lot is bright

with blossoms, except for a

narrow lawn that has been

made just back of the house

and on the sides. By haul-

ing in some loam and utiliz-

ing the thin surface cover-

ing already there, much of

the ledge has been hidden

from view, but here and

there great boulders poke
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Starting with a rock covered with Briers this garden of real delight has been made where grow aquatics, herbaceous perennials, and in their season tender summer flowers in variety

themselves above the surface. Where that oc-

curs, more stones are added, earth is thrown in

among'them and a rock garden made. An im-

mense rocky shoulder on one side of the house
is surrounded each season with Begonias, while

more flowers of the same kind are grown on top

of it. Another great rock is concealed by
Geraniums andTrailing Vinca, growing in earth

which is held in place by a circle of pudding-
stones gathered about the place and rolled to

that spot. Boston Ivy climbs over less con-

spicuous rocks, and also rambles over the iron

fence, keeping company with a well estab-

lished and rampant Hall’s Honeysuckle. Even
a magnificent Peony has been persuaded to

make itself at home in this garden on a ledge.

Back of the house and partly concealing

the water garden from the street is a bed of

Salvia each season, their fiery hues being

softened by another bed some distance in

advance, which is filled with Vinca rosea, var.

alba. On the other side of the lot is a large

Grape vine which covers a rock growing high

out of the ground but which, being completely
covered, seems to be merely a support for

the vine. Near the back fence it has been

found possible to coax a few beans and other
vegetables into bearing.

Practically all the work on this place has
been done by the owner and his sons as a

means of recreation and exercise. Nothing
has been hurried, but everything has been
done well. Even the iron fence posts have
been made fast by setting them deep into

solid rock or into concrete foundation posts

where the rocks were not conveniently placed.

And it would be difficult to find a suburban
home anywhere which has been successfully

developed under greater difficulties.

An Onlooker’sThoughtsAbout PlantNames FREHAZP0N

AN ENGLISH novelist—was it Mr.
Phillpotts?—once wrote of the terror

inspired by some of our plant names.
He asked if it seemed fair to call an

innocent green flowered East Indian, with

white berries, “Fluggea”; while “Rhyncosper-
mum jasminoides” brings forth the assertion

that the nomenclature of the world flora is an
infamy crying to reason and to Heaven to be

swept away!
1 he whole subject of plant names is worth

attention—for it has its phases of importance,
of interest, and of mere curiosity. Plant lov-

ers can get an added pleasure from knowing
the meaning there is in the names of their

treasures. Many a pretty story, bit of senti-

ment or point of human interest may underlie

what too often appears merely dull and dry
terminology.

I he present universally used “binomial”
or “two-name” system of nomenclature
started in 1753 with the publication by the

great Linnaeus of his work “Species Plant-

arum.” Then, for the first time, were plants

named according to a uniform system based
upon the principle that two names—generic

and specific—each consisting of one word,
should be sufficient.

Prior to this time plant names were made
according to whim or individual desire, and
were chaotic in the extreme. It was a worse
condition than with names of humans a couple

of centuries earlier, for plant names might be

long and descriptive—a half dozen or more
words was not exceptional. Names of this

kind may be found in the works of old writers

—reaching back before the Christian era.

Late in this period before Linnaeus brought
order out of confusion, arose the custom of

coining plant names from personal names.
The two-name system naturally had its

opponents, but its advantages, and the in-

fluence of its great originator, led to its

speedy and almost universal adoption. The
various editions of Miller’s “Gardener’s Dic-

tionary” show the old and the new—the later

editions adopting the Linnaean system.
There still remained an inclination to

change, while seeking improvements, the two
names of the binomial system. Most people
were content to be guided by fhe leading sys-

tematic botanists; and these obtained a large

measure of uniformity by their willingness

to accept priority in names. Sometimes con-
tinuing research showed that an approved
name was not the oldest, that more than one
person had named a plant at the same time,

or that the identity of species or genus had
been misunderstood. Such an indefiniteness

as occurred with our grand climber Wistaria

was not unique. This vine was named after

Dr. Wistar or W’ister of Philadelphia by
Nuttall. It transpired more recently that

not even the family descendants knew whether
the last syllable should be spelled with an
“a” or an “e.” It remained for an inter-

national botanical congress to settle the spell-

ing, arbitrarily, to get desirable uniformity.

I hese are illustrations of the chances for

variations in naming, so that it became need-

ful to have definite and uniform rules for the

best service of the increasing activities in
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botany and horticulture. In 1867 De Can-
dolle presented to the International Botanical
Congress at Paris a code of rules to be fol-

lowed in making names. Naturally a vital

feature was the preservation of the oldest

name. Continental botanists followed this

“Paris Code,” in a majority; but in Britain

more attention was given to what is known as

the “ Kew Rules.”
In 1892 the Botanical Club of the Amer-

ican Association for the Advancement of
Science made a short code, variously amended
until it was issued in amplified form as the

“Philadelphia Code.” Several other organi-

zations tried for improvements which should

meet general favor, until in 1905 there came
from the International Botanical Congress
in Vienna what is known as the “ International

Rules” or “Vienna Code.” Americans ob-

jected to it and advocated the “Philadelphia
Code,” now often known as the “American
Code.”
Of course there are interesting objections

to both codes, but their merits, and the desir-

ability of uniformity, have so firmly estab-

lished them that it would seem that no varia-

tions from them can be successfully promul-
gated. It is of course very desirable that the

differences between these two codes may be

harmonized so that one system may be uni-

versally followed in making plant names. A
good comparison of the name variations af-

forded by these two most prominent systems
is between the 7th edition of Gray’s “Manual”
and the 2nd edition of Britton’s “Manual.”
The first uses the “International Rules” and
the second the “ Philadelphia Code.”

It is apparent that even with one system of

rules universally approved, there would remain
some possibilities of varieties. The variabil-

ity of plants themselves has led to trouble

which no code of rules could obviate. Botan-
ists have more than once been misled even
to the extent of using the same name for dif-

ferent plants; and often different names have
been applied to the same plant by some acci-

dent or for other usually poor reasons. This
leads directly to the common practice in

science of following the name with the name
of the botanist who was the author of the

name, thus—Centaurea Cyanus (Linn). Of
course the latter is omitted in current practice,

but becomes important in accurate work.
Knowing the author one can trace back to his

works, or perhaps to his herbarium, and thus

reach a degree of accuracy in identification

not easy or indeed possible otherwise, because
of the confusing elements which have been
described.

Latin is used, according to the rules, for

descriptive terms. Other names are in the

vulgar tongue, usually, and are not translated

when transferred to other languages. Latin
is obviously appropriate for this purpose, al-

though it offers some difficulties to people to

whom it is unfamiliar. It is a common delu-

sion that professional horticulturists are

fond of Latin names and like to display them
before novices. The truth is different. Ex-
perts like to use popular names and beginners
sometimes affect Latin names. The old

stager says Japan Honeysuckle, Dogwood and
Redbud; it is the amateur, typically, to whom
these names are less familiar.

At the same time to a florist or a gardener
brought up with plants, Latin names are easy.

A man may speak broken English or poor
English and not halt over the specific name of
a plant. The wider public, however, may take
makeshifts or may go stumhlingly, and may
never realize what a wealth of real human in-

terest and vitality may underlie what appears
to be only a dull though necessary operation.
It does not take much study to uncover this

—

and to a plant lover the resulting pleasure is

worth the trouble.

Of course improvements seem possible.

It is hard for instance for a distracted amateur
to see why we should have ruber, rubra,
cardinalis, coccinnea, fulgens, and splendens
all meaning red species. Doubtless some of
these words mean different reds when used
strictly, but it is not so in the practice here
considered. Likewise there are alba, albida,

albus, blanda, nivea, niveus, and candidum
for white; coerulea, azurea, violacea, and coe-

lestina for blue; and aureum, flava, luteus,

flavum and sulphurea for yellow. Size is

LINNAEUS
Carl von Linne, the Swedish botanist, born 1707, died

1778, is called the Father of Modem Botany. He it

was who brought order out of chaos indeed by the intro-
duction of his system of naming plants with two words

—

one generic and the other specific. Before the time of
Linnaeus, the name by which he is usually known, plant
names were descriptive titles without any system or
without showing the relationship of species within a genus.

Linnaeus was educated as a physician and became so
entranced in studies of natural history that he practically
abandoned medicine, until his later years, becoming in-

stead a professor of botany, but in his time, botany and
medicine were nearly always closely united. He did not
confine his attention only to botany, but he also classified

animal life.

He travelled largely through the countries of Europe
and published a great many papers and books. His
collections and library were sold at his death to Sir

J. E. Smith, the first President of the Linnaean
Society of London, and in that way became finally the
property of the Society itself, in whose library they now
stand together with many manuscripts.

His father had intended to train him as a priest and was
so disappointed at his son’s enthusiasm in natural history
that he finally proposed to apprentice him to a trade, and
it was through the interest of a physician that he was
brought into active association with his chosen field.

He became Professor of Botany at Upsala, having at-
tracted the attention of Rudbeck, the then professor.
Linnaeus had previously applied for the position of gardener
in that institution. In 1737 he published his “Genera
Plantarum’’ which is considered to be the starting point in

modern systematic botany. At this time he held a chair
in the University of Amsterdam. Linnaeus, in his travels
as a botanist, visited France and England, and in September
1738 he returned to Stockholm and started to practice
medicine. In 1741 he was appointed to the Chair of Medi-
cine at Upsala but resigned it to take the Chair of Botany.
In 1753 he published “Species Plantarum” in which he
listed all the species of plants with which he had acquaint-
ance. His lectures were attended by great numbers of
students and he was given the Patent of Nobility in 1761.
He died January 10, 1778, at Upsala, and was buried in the
Cathedral there.
The Linnian system of classification of plants was based

on the numbers of the stamens and the pistils of the flower—artificial, but thoroughly practical, and it served its

purpose. He was an indefatigable worker and the im-
pression that he has left on natural history can never be
effaced.

In the above picture Linnaeus is shown wearing in the
coat lapel a sprig of twin flower, Linnaea, in which his

name is commemorated—a small, almost insignificant

plant. It was named after him at his own request as

being his favorite flower.

major or nana, majus or nanus. “Common”
species are officinalis, vulgaris or hortensis.
Fragrance is indicated by fragrans, odorata,
moschata, odoratissima and suaveolens. Tex-
ture is shown by pubescens, tomentosa, mollis,
villosa, hirsuta, rugosa and spinossissima.
While these names are numerous, yet is there
not a pleasure in them after they become
familiar enough to be easy steps?

Doubtless there are plant names disagree-
able to everyone—yet sometimes what one per-
son finds ugly may please another. It is best
to tolerate the bad names for the sake of a sys-

tem which alsoyields so much that is delightful.

There is little objection to Heddewigii as a part
of a flower name, but what should be done
with thenameof the Polish botanist which leads

to Tachichatchewia—assuming of course that
you are an English speaking person.

Botanists often commemorate achievements
and pay compliments and in this practice
comes names like Brugmansia or Bougain-
villea. De Bougainville was a French naviga-
tor who died in 1811. A combination of two
names is in Neonicholsonia Watsonnii. Nichol-
son was director at Kew Gardens and thus in

one species of a genus of plants named in his

honor, courtesy is also extended to his suc-
cessor. A very curious instance of plant
naming comes from the great Linne^us. He
had a friend, a Swedish Bishop John Bro-
wall, for whom he named the pretty little blue
Browallia. One species was Browallia elata or
elatior in token of his pleasure at their friend-

ship. Later the intimacy waned and he named
another species Browallia demissa—while still

another was called Browallia alienata in token
of a complete separation.

Every country has its vernacular names

—

mostly appropriate and pleasing. Chiono-
doxa, a compound Greek word, becomes by-

mere translation Glory-of-the-Snow to English
speaking people. But invention in this direc-

tion is not so active as formerly. Surely no
one would use the name Eschscholtzia if it

could be avoided, yet it is so old and popular
it seems almost an old fashioned flower, and
California Poppy does not gain in popularity.

Apparently the chief reason why common
names do not appear as formerly is that the
present botanical systems speedily, accurately

and universally identify a plant. In earlier

times the botanical name came after the

common name, and it may have had no wider
acceptance or approval. Thus it would have
no such importance as it has to-day, and the

common name had its chance to live. Some
old common names were applied to two or

more plants as Gilliflower, Fair Maids of

France, Virgin’s Bower and Bachelor’s But-
tons. Some common names seem full of the

delight of generations of men, as Heart’s Ease,

Forget-Me-Not, Burning-bush or Baby’s-

breath. Sometimes a liking for nicknames is

detected, as when Love-in-a-Mist is also

Devil-in-a-Bush, or Bleeding Hearts is Dutch-
man’s Breeches. Common names are diffi-

cult to invent offhand—the best ones seem the

product of generations. The competition

of botanical names is so much stronger than
formerly that there is danger of losing good
common names. More and more are Lark-

spurs called Delphiniums; Monkshoods, Aconi-

tums; and Columbines, Aquilegias.

There is room for both. The old common
names should be kept. Much may be done if

books and magazines will use them when possi-

ble—adding them when botanical names are im-

portant. Seedsmen and nurserymen can help

by giving both names. Some gardening books

also reach out in this direction, as when in a
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recent one Arenaria montana is called Moun-
tain Sandwort, Sempervivum arenarium is

Sand Houseleek, and Tigridia is Tiger-
flower. What matters it that a certain

spotted Mimulus is also called Tiger-flower?

A newer name is Rockspray for Cotoneaster,
and this is so good sounding and descriptive

that it deserves favor. Some names now
nearly forgotten are worthy of revival: Pearls

of Spain for White Grape Hyacinth, Virgin’s

Bower for Adlumia or a Clematis, Goldilocks

for Helichrysum, and Rosaruby for Red
Adonis. InQueen Elizabeth’s time Bachelor’s-

buttons was applied to Ranunculus.
One writer has said that certain plants were

first bought because of the attractiveness of

their names such as Stephandria flexuosa,

Zea gracillima variegata, Euphorbia corollata,

and Armeria formosa. The first attraction to

others has come from their poetical associ-

ations, as with Asphodel, Rue, Rosemary
Spikenard, Lavender, and Amaranthus. Some
names, on the other hand, seem to need
changing, or at least translation. An example
of this is the early annual Aster known
in English as Queen-of-the-Market. It

originated in France and was known there

as Reine des Halles. This name was not

particularly euphonius, and from a com-
mercial point of view at least, the transla-

tion helped (with English speaking people).

Many good common names are derived from
the Latin, as Paeony, Violet, Lily, Tulip and
Rose. Genuine Anglo-Saxon names are such

as Beech, Bramble, Yew, Holly, Ivy and Oak.
Michaelmas Daisy and Christmas Rose derive

a common name from the time of blooming;
while Snapdragon, Monkshood, Snowdrop,
Cockscomb, and Hartsfongue come from the
appearance of some part of the plant.

All will remember, in “Alice in Wonder-
land,” where Alice, the White Rabbit, the
Mouse and the Dodo fell into the water and
then wondered how they would get dry. The
Mouse says “I’ll make you dry enough. I’ll

read a few pages of this English History, its

the driest thing I know.”
May we hope that no such comment may

ever be made about plant names—and that

they will always possess a vital human inter-

est because of the associations and the beauty
of the names themselves. Probably the plants

do not need this additional attraction, but
they deserve it.

Where the Dwarf Fruit Tree Really Fits SAMUEL FRASER
New York

THE FRUIT GARDEN IN RELATION TO OTHER FEATURES—QUALITY OF CROP AND ECONOMY OF SPACE AS PRIME
FACTORS—GARDEN VS. ORCHARD

handle all the departments in a proper and
orderly manner. Indeed, I used to work in

such a place, and one of . the things that im-

pressed me was the garden wall and the fruit

trees thereon. The garden was used for other

things besides fruit, but a great deal

of skill and much thought had been
put into the planning and develop-

ment of this feature.

This will serve as a goo„ illustra-

tion of the fact that we must b

prepared to do our own thinking,

in developing our gardens to meet
our own conditions: It is customar_

to locate the European garden so that it is well

sheltered from the north and east, the idea

being that the slope toward the south secures

as much sun as possible. If we take this sug-
gestion bodily we are apt to run into trouble,

for our amount of sunshine is a very variable

factor in different parts of the country and
local conditions must be considered; for

instance, in Western New York, at Ithaca,

there are on the average about 86 bright days
in the year and 186 cloudy, but so short a

distance away as the Hudson River Valley,

there are 186 bright days in the year. Since
relatively speaking a great many of these

bright days occur during the winter and
the sun shines brightly on the frozen

trunks of trees, we much more frequently

see the injurious results of the so-called

“winter injury” in the latter locality.

It is recognized as good practice under
the latter conditions to place a shingle

upright on the south side of a fruit tree

or to so place something that it will cast

a shadow and prevent the sun’s rays

striking the trunk direct, for the injury is

most apparent on the lower part of the trunk;

the branches tend to cast shadows and protect

the upper part. This is one good reason for

thejlow-heading of fruit trees in such a loca-

tion.

I very much doubt the advisability of ex-

tensive planting of wind-breaks round a fruit

garden. Would it not be better to plant on the

windward side varieties least liable to be in-

jured by winds? But if planting in the nature
of a windbreak be made for its esthetic value,

that’s another matter.

A soil which is “kind ” and easy to work—
a loam or sandy loam— is much more amena-
ble than a clay, and if such can be secured it

will suit a majority of fruit types. Pears and
plums, however, do very well on the heavier
soil types. Usually one must take the actual
soil and by drainage (if it be wet), or h.y

manuring and liming (if it be in poor condi-

tion), render it workable. But if one can
study the requirements of the plants which
are to be set out and can locate them
with the idea of furnishing the optimum con-
ditions, the future management will be much
easier.

Among other things an adequate supply
of water is necessary. Although we are

long past the idea which formerly pre-

vailed in English gardens that water was
to be used in ample quantities for the pur-

pose of washing the foliage in order to free

the plants from aphis and other destruc-

tive insects, yet the germ of truth which
underlies that practice should not be lost,

namely, that if we maintain the plant in

the best possible conditions it will be in

better shape to overcome the injurious

effects of attacks by insects and disease.

I
T WOULD seem to be nothing but plain

common sense that the site for a fruit

garden be selected with regard to the

welfare of the trees to be planted. Yet,

too often the setting of .the garden is given

preference to the welfare or requirements of

the trees. In Europe gardening has been

through a longer evolution than it has in

America, and we may properly make use of

some of the old world principles, though
changing the detail.

The gardens of a well equipped English

estate to be in class A must embrace certain

varied features: they are subdivided into de-

partments, each under the management of

one of the several foremen, and the whole
administered by the Head Gardener who is

looked up to and is expected to be able to

It’s easy to pick
the fruits from
dwarf trees

This dwarf apple, Bis-
marck, planted Jin May at
Amherst, Mass., bore four
large fruits in October of
the same year
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A surprising amount of ingenuity was
expended in the past in order to get an
adequate water supply and to distribute it;

to have it placed so that it would not be seen,

yet reached easily. For instance, I recall

that in the fruit garden at Dalmeny, the seat

of Lord Rosebery, a water pipe was placed on a

projecting brick ledge, situated 4 inches

below the surface of the ground.

At 50 ft. intervals it was tapped
so that the trees growing on the wall

and in the garden could be readily

watered.

To-day with our overhead and
other systems of irrigation we achieve

much better distribution and fre-

quently with marked advantages.

There are decided advantages in

having an adequate water supply
which can be promptly applied.

Thus two years ago when the tem-
perature fell to 26 degrees for six

hours on the night of May 26th, at

a time when peaches were in blossom

or had just bloomed, Mr. Dell T. itus,

at Irondequoit, N. Y., was able to

start the overhead irrigation system
with which his orchard was equipped
and leave it running until morning,

with the result that the peach crop

was saved! It is folly to neglect

this one factor when trying to

produce the highest type of fruit

in a garden. A sprinkler system
is thus a protection from both
frost and drought. In addition the stor-

age plant for the water may frequently

be made into a source of enjoyment, especially

if there is running water on the place. A
small pond or reservoir is an ideal storage; it

is of esthetic value; it enables one to grow
water-loving plants and it encourages the
birds.

WALLS IN AMERICA

In some American gardens walls are built

for the specific purpose of grow-
ing fruit thereon. In many other

instances walls which necessarily

exist, as the wall of a stable or

some other building, can be uti-

lized for the production of fruit. A
brick or cement wall is not an
essential, however, and if the aver-

age unsightly board fence exists it

can be used equally well. Indeed,

people in suburban districts are

losing their opportunities when
they fail to make use of the usual

board fence. Even where there are

no walls or fences, trained fruit trees

may be grown on a lattice work
made of timber or wire, provided
strong supports such as concrete

posts are provided, although wooden
posts will endure if properly cared for.

For horizontal cordons which are

trained at 18 inches from the ground,
wooden posts are quite frequently

used, but for the trees which go up
to a greater height, whether upright

cordons or espalier, and where
there is apt to be considerable wind
pressure, a permanent post is essential.

In a country such as England, the reason
for utilizing a wall is that the temperature
near it is so much higher than it is in the open
that plants grown on or close to it are forced.

On the other hand the north wall is

esteemed because upon it varieties which
were relatively hardy and which fruited at

the end of the season could be greatly delayed
in the ripening of their fruit.

These walls are usually built 10 to 12 feet

high; frequently they are made of brick, al-

though sometimes stone is used. With a
view to breaking the monotony in some in-

stances the north wall is built 14 feet high
and the wall on the south side of the garden

was surfaced because concrete was deemed to
be better than the brick itself.

It has been estimated that the temperature
of a south wall is equivalent to that on the
open plain seven degrees of latitude further
south, viz., 600 miles.' In many places, however,
in this country, this additional degree of heat
during a hot day in late summer or early

fall is a disadvantage. However, the
country is large and there are also

regions where the protection of a

south wall might be used with ad-
vantage.

For most American conditions it

is better to place a trellis of some
kind against the wall as the walls

themselves get extremely hot in

summer. The trees are then tied to

the rails of the wooden trellis or

wires which should be made closer

or wider according to the type of

tree to be trained.

In sections of the country where
there is danger from the inroads of

rabbits it will be well to arrange a

ring or outer fence for the garden
which should be placed anywhere
from 30 to 60 feet from the wall.

In some instances this may consist

of a sunken fence or a hedge, but in

such a case it is wise to provide a

wire fence of such a nature that rab-

bits and hares can be excluded.
Fence made of dwarf apple trees on Paradise roots used as a landscape feature in

the approach to the arbor THE LAYING OUT OF THE GARDEN

might be but 10 feet. In some instances

walls are built 16 feet high for the purpose of
growing trees on them and in others where
they are used for peaches, cherries, grapes,

and figs, they may be but 6 feet high. Some-
times screw eyes are built into the wall and
through these wires are threaded, the trees

being trained on the wire. This saves a certain

amount of nailing. In other cases wooden
strips are nailed to the wall and the trees

fastened to the wooden strips. Sometimes

A strip of land 10 to 20 feet from the wall

(according to the size of the garden) is con-

sidered as being utilized by the roots of the

plants grown on the wall. This area is not

cultivated too deeply. Usually a walk is

made at this distance and in some cases it is

bordered by either low espalier or horizontal

cordon trees. Considerable attention was
often given to the “ fitting” of the land in these

borders, and at times they have been so

enriched as to cause an enormous produc-

tion of wood growth and very little

fruit, and dwarf trees got the blame!

It is needless to say that the gar-

den should have adequate drain-

age.

In some instances the bulk of the

garden may be filled up with dwarf
standard or bush-form trees; in

others, the body of the garden may
be used for the production of small

fruits or vegetables. A very effective

display [can be made by planting

espalier trees 4 feet back from the

walk and using the space between

the walk and the trees for flowers; or

the garden may be laid out in more
or less formal fashion in order that

the maximum space is secured for

the espaliers and cordons. Dwarf
standards usually have a trunk from

1 to z\ feet tall with more or less

rounded heads and are developed

with a minimum of effort.

THE KINDS OF TREE SHAPES

Espalier apples planted four feet from walk, and intervening space used for flowers

a heavy coping is put on top of the wall so that

a sheet may be hung from it to afford protec-

tion to plants when they are in bloom and
there is danger from frost. In other instances

the coping is movable so that it can be taken

off when not in use. The basement of the

wall should be solidly built of concrete and in

some instances in Europe even a brick wall

It may be well to define some of

these terms here:

A Cordon is a dw^arf tree trained to a single

spurred stem. The trunk may be vertical,

oblique (frequently at an angle of about 75
degrees from the ground), or horizontal.

Horizontal cordons w’hen planted on each

side of a walk are spoken of as cordon-rails.

Such trees have practically but one dimen-

sion—-length or height.
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An Espalier is a dwarf tree which is trained

on a lattice or wall. The trellis which sup-

ports the tree is also spoken of as an espalier.

Espalier trees have height and width but no

thickness; but they have many forms. 1 here

may be two U-shaped arms; they jnay be

placed horizontally or obliquely.

Dwarf trees may be grown as small stand-

ards, bush-shaped and pyramids, and such

trees have three dimensions—height, width

and thickness.

In some instances a lattice work fence is

built of living trees; these may be used to

emphasize the approach to a seat at the end

of a garden. Trees may be shaped into all

kinds of forms, but in such instances the pro-

duction of fruit is usually sacrificed absolutely.

Among the types of espalier a common
form consists of a central trunk which runs

upright as high as the wall or lattice work,

and at intervals of 6 or 8 inches on each side

branches are developed. For this purpose

a beginner should secure one-year old trees

or as the English term them “maidens,”
which consist of a straight whip and all the

buds should be left on the trunk for they are

needed to form the head. The tree, after it

is planted, is staked, or fastened to the wires,

and the branches are allowed to develop at

intervals and should a branch fail to form at

the right point a bud is inserted there which is

then trained on the horizontal wire. This

form is frequently used for all kinds of fruits.

In other instances the trunk varies in length

according to requirements but is often I to

2 feet long and from its apex branches are

allowed to develop which are trained like a

fan radiating in all directions. This method
is frequently used in greenhouses where nec-

tarines are grown, and the peach and nectarine

lend themselves quite well to it. The U form
and the UU are sometimes used for espaliers,

and both apples and pears are frequently

thus trained.

The trellis used for dwarf fruit trees in this garden is an
attractive feature in itself

This wall is properly designed to accommodate supports for

the dwarf pear tree which is kept clear from the wall itself

For the lowest-growing dwarf trees a trunk
a foot high is adequate. In some cases they
are trained as pyramids and for such purposes

four branches are allowed to start from
the top of the trunk and are trained almost
horizontally for a space of two feet. These
are then staked in an upward direction pointed

toward the centre of the tree and are held in

this position until they have assumed the

required shape. These four main branches
are allowed to set fruit buds and fruit spurs

but are not allowed to make secondary

branches. In some cases 5, 6 or 8 branches
are used instead of 4. It is, therefore,

formality in outline which differentiates

between a pyramid and small standards and
bush shaped trees. The apple is the fruit

commonly trained in this fashion.

One of the interesting things to me in the
garden already mentioned was a section of
wall covered with pear trees planted 15 inches

apart; they consisted of cordons with straight

trunks which were allowed to grow to a height
of 12 feet, and at intervals on this single trunk
fruit spurs were allowed to develop, so that a

tree carried from 15 to 30 fruits. In order
that these might ripen in position or stay
on long enough to reach a proper degree of
size, it was sometimes necessary to tie raffia

round the stem and support the pear.

Apples are frequently trained in the same
way for which purpose trees on the French
Paradise root, not Doucin, are selected so that
they will be dwarfed to the greatest extent.

As a general rule it may be stated that rapid

growing plants, such as peaches, nectarines,

cherries and plums, are best handled as

espaliers either fan shaped, or horizontal

armed; and slower growing apples and pears

as cordons, although the latter may in addi-

tion be used in any other form.

ADVANTAGES OF THE DWARF

The dwarf tree is particularly well suited

to the home garden where there is no horse

tillage. It is suited to the backyard, for the

reason that the highest quality fruit may be
produced. The trees are in such a position

that they can be easily sprayed and thinned

and in addition there is a considerable amount
of enjoyment derived from directing the ener-

gies of a plant. Even an upright cordon apple

tree will be 12 feet tall in five years; either

peach or Japanese plums will reach the same
height in three years. [The planting and
further handling of dwarf fruit trees will be

discussed next month.

—

Ed.]

Peaches and pears on the wall of a Long Island garden
where wires are used as a trellis



When a “Little Glass” is Appreciated New York

The life of bulbs in flower will be considerably prolonged by
their being put in a cool place

T
HIS is the time of year (just between
winter and spring), when the real gar-

dener feels the need of frames, at least,

to bridgeoverthegap. Heated frames,

of course, are more useful than plain unheated
ones and can be used now for all kinds of early

sowings for the garden; and next month, with
the heat shut off, they are fine to harden the
plants before setting out. If you have a green-

house you need frames, too; and if you have a

garden you surely need frames as they will pay
for themselves in increased crops.

Flowers for Present Use

JN THE greenhouse, too, there is plenty of
opportunity to forestall' the summer de-

mand for flowering plants as well as for cut
blooms, and at the same time, the Roses and
Carnations] are giving their harvest from the
work of last summer and fall. They must
needs be kept up to pitch by feeding freely,

giving them a couple of applications of liquid

manures every week. Use a variety of foods
—sheep manure, cow manure, guano in differ-

ent forms—and some of the stronger chemicals
such as nitrate of soda rather than any’ one
alone applying of course in liquid form. Also
spray frequently to keep insect pests, especi-

ally aphis, under control.

Gardenias will do well from cuttings
started now, but don’t make the attempt

unless your greenhouse has abundance of heat.

Lse a bench with bottom heat if possible.

After rooting carry over in pots until they are

in four inch pots from which they are usually
transferred to the benches. Use the richest

compost you can make up with enough
leaf mold and sand to keep it open. Such a

soil with plenty of heat and moisture will give
good Gardenias.

Young plants of the various greenhouse
plants such as Bouvardia, Abutilon, Eupa-
torium, Stevia, Paris Daisy, ^Swainsona,
Chorizema, Fuchsia, etc., can be potted up
just as soon as they have rooted in the prop-
agating bed. As most of these are grown in

pots, it is advisable to keep them in as small
a one as possible. Let them exhaust the soil

in one pot before they are transferred to an-
other.

Preparing for Summer Flowers

YOU lose half the value of a greenhouse
unless its services are utilized at this

time to help forward the stock of summer
flowering bulbous plants. 1 here are, indeed,

some very showy things to be had for the
greenhouse or conservatory during summer,
and they deserve more attention. One of

the best yellow summer flowers is the Yellow
Calla; the Gloxinia is one of the most gorgeous

of all flowers—a little fastidious in require-

ments, but not really hard to grow. The
little blue Achimenes is one of the few really

blue flowers, and too well known to need any
description is the Tuberous Begonia. If

started at interv als all will flower continuously

during summer.

Cuttings for Bedding Out

XJOW it will surely happen when the sum-
L ^ mer comes that you will require Gerani-

ums, Coleus, Alternanthera, Ageratum, Helio-

trope, etc., for the beds or boxes, etc., all of

which can be easily taken care of now. Keep
on propagating if you are at all short, not

neglecting to pot up the cuttings immediately

they are rooted, because they soon get drawn
and spindly in the propagating bed. Cannas
should be started before potting, or they may
be handled in a frame. And if you have any
favorite Dahlias, the bulbs can now be started

into growth and cuttings taken to increase

stock.

Of course, you want good Chrysanthemums
in November! So, don’t be afraid to throw
away varieties that are not “top notchers,”

Ventilate frames freely, so as to harden off young seedlings
prior to planting out

and replace them with the best new comers.
Poor varieties require just as much attention

as good ones. Therefore, get some of the
best novelties, and don’t neglect the cuttings;

spray frequently until rooted, and pot up as

soon as rooted; more promising batches of
Chrysanthemums are destroyed in the pro-
pagating bed than at any other one time.

Start right by keeping the young plants clean;

you can’t have good Chrysanthemums if you
allow them to become infested with blackfly.

All Your Seeds Sown?

TT IS far better to have a surplus than a
*• shortage, and the cost of a few seeds is a

small matter, as against a satisfactory supply
of Antirrhinum, Asters, Petunias, Salvias,

Sweet Sultans, Salpiglossis, Heliotrope and
other “annuals.” Seeds sown in heat now
will give strong early plants, but they need
proper care, and if that can’t be given, don’t

sow indoors at all. When the young plants

make the third leaf, dibble off in boxes or on a

bench in the greenhouse far enough apart so

they will have sufficient room to grow until

they may be safely set out—about 2 inches

each way. Water carefully until they have
started root action, and do not grow warm
as they then suffer greatly when set outdoors.

Vegetables are handled exactly the same as

the young flower seedlings; cauliflower, cab-

Constantly stir the soil about young plants; it prevents "damping off” and keeps the
soil fresh

Transplant into the frames seedlings of vegetables and flowers as soon as they are ready, and
ventilate freely
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bage, lettuce, tomatoes, egg plant, peppers,

celery, etc., may be sown in the frame or green-

house this month.
The Single Chrysanthemum will flower this

season from seed sown now. It is interesting

work, and as you may get some very fine

varieties, it is worth the effort starting a good

quantity of seed. Snapdragons intended for

forcing must be sown now, carrying over the

plants in pots for the summer in a frame. By
careful watering they can be confined to 4
inch pots from which they can be planted into

the benches next August or September. Buy
the best strain of Forcing Snapdragon you can

procure.

Ornamental Grasses are popular for bedding

work and they are excellent for cut green to use

with flowers. Most of these grasses are

annuals and the seeds are so fine that if sown
out of doors they are usually lost. The best

method of handling is to sow in flats rather

thinly and when large enough to handle break

up in small clumps and pot up; these can then

be planted in groups or rows as desired.

For The Summer Season
*

I 'HERE are several worth while purposes

to which you can put the greenhouse in

summer, as for instance a few potted fruits. If

properly cared for these little trees produce

wonderful fruit which cannot be matched for

size and quality with any fruit grown in the

open.
Another worthy summer crop is the musk-

melon, especially as it is rather difficult to

get good flowered fruit out of doors if there is

any excess of rain during the ripening period.

Start seeds now.
Good cut flowers of the annual type such as

Asters, Salpiglossis, Sweet Sultan, etc., are

always in demand during the summer season,

and grown in the greenhouse will give flowers

that far and away surpass the garden grown
blooms.

Certain vegetables that do not do very well

because of bad weather condition in the open
can be grown to perfection inside. Cauli-

flower in the greenhouse will produce heads
of wonderful quality and practically every
plant heads up; cucumbers are also uncertain

out of doors, but inside they can be grown to

perfection.

Keep pinching the laterals in the early

fruit houses; persistence and close application

will do more to produce quality fruit than any-
thing else. It is time that late fruit houses
were started, as it is almost impossible to keep
them back any longer without injuring the

canes, spray them frequently when starting

and tie the canes down to insure an even break.

Handling Decorative Plants in Tubs, etc.

r> AY-TREES, Hydrangeas, Laurels, Aucu-" bas, used in tubs about the porch need
overhauling now: sponge the foliage, using a

mild, soapy insecticide, and retub any that

require it. When doing this use a rich com-
post and ram down the soil thoroughly, using
for example a pick handle. Bear in mind
that these plants do not like a loose spongy
soil; at the same time be sure to provide suf-

ficient drainage at the bottom.
Hard-wooded forcing (such as Acacia,

Genista, Azalea, etc.) after they have finished

flowering, should be stored away, as the green-

house space, at this time of the year is valu-

able. Dig out one of the frames deep enough
to accommodate these plants. The hardy
hard-wooded plants need to be put into some
sort of pit where they will have protection

until all danger from freezing is past, as after

being forced in the greenhouse they are full of

sap and tender, and placing them directly

out-of-doors after they have finished flowering,

may ruin many.
Tender stove plants such as Crotons, Dra-

cenas, etc., that have not been repotted must
be fed freely with liquid manures; also all trop-

ical or tender vines that are planted out such

as Allamanda, Stephanotis and Bouganvillea.

Which Sweet Corn and Why? AD0LP
N
I

lvf
RUHM

RECORDING THE REMARKABLE ADVANCE IN POPULAR FAVOR MADE BY THE YELLOW-GRAINED SORTS IN
THE PAST DECADE

either of them to yield as

handsome, well-filled ears

nor as good a flavor; for,

what you gain in earliness

you lose in size and June
suns cannot store that

sweetness in the kernels for

which we have to thank
the hotter suns of a more
advanced season.

In connection with the

time of maturity given for

the different sorts, I

must ask your indulgence

for variations that are

apt to occur. No other

vegetable in our gardens is as

exacting in its requirements, as

far as climatic conditions are con-

cerned, as is sweet corn. To
perfect its ears, it needs, perhaps,

more moisture and more sunshine

than any other vegetable. If the

moisture fails during July and
you planted Crosby’s corn about
the first of June, the plants will

simply stop growing and wait for

rain. A prolonged drouth is apt

to cause a variation of anywhere
from

-

a week to ten days in the

getting ready of the ears.

Another thing! If you live

in a latitude above that of Bing-

hamton, N. Y., and away from
the beneficial influence of a

maritime climate, it will pay you
to pin your faith to the earlier and
midseason kinds and to make
repeated sowings of earliest varie-

White Evergreen Com, a very choice white early, maturing in 95 days

Golden Sugar is a newcomer in yellow sweet com, maturing in 85 days

C
ORN-ON-THE-
COB—hm! Golden
Bantam—hm!! The
difference in the

emphasis registers the dif-

ference in anticipation when
the man who “knows” first

learns of the arrival of

“roasting ears.” Not that

I would want the reader to

imagine for one minute that

Golden Bantam is the only

golden pebble on the beach!

The change in popular
opinion regarding yellow-

grained sweet corn
has brought about remarkable
changes in the offerings of Ameri-
can seedsmen. Nevertheless, it

is safe to say that all the new-
comers in golden sweet corn are

indebted to Golden Bantam for

the appreciation which the whole
yellow class now deservedly re-

ceives.

When making a decision on
what to plant for your own use
this year ask yourself (as in the

case of every other vegetable),

first: “What do I want?” and
then “When do I want it?” and
then choose sorts to serve your
wants. You can have sweet corn
five days to a week earlier than
Early Dawn mentioned as my
own choice of a first-early. Both
Peep O’ Day and Early Malakhoff
beat that variety in time of
maturity. But please don’t expect

* i
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Left: Original Crosby, a proven favorite. Right: Howling
Mob, a leading second early. (Both white)

ties rather than to count on the late sorts

in both classes for your late supply of this

delicious vegetable. More than once have
I seen Country Gentleman “nipped” by early

September frosts from sowings made middle of

June.
Of course, there is one sure way to beat

Jack Frost in his own game! Simply start

your seeds indoors while he still makes sur-

prise visits outdoors. Handy little paper pots

may be bought at surprisingly low cost.

Most seedstores now carry them, too. Take
three evenly sized kernels to every 3-inch pot
and press them about one inch deep into

the soil. Do this any time after April first

and keep the pots reasonably warm and
evenly moist. Within two weeks sprouts
will show. When the little plants are about

3 inches tall, begin to keep them cooler to

keep them from becoming spindly. It is

hardly safe to set them outdoors before all

danger from frost is over—about the time
your Maple trees are out in full leaf.

Now, there are two ways to proceed in

setting out these pots. If you have succeeded
in raising 3 fine sturdy plants of about equal
size, set out your plants in hills three feet

apart, pots and all. The pots easily rot,

while protecting the young corn from cut-

worms early in the season. But don’t forget

to tear of the bottom of each pot so that the
roots ma}^ spread quickly.

On the other hand, if you have not suc-

ceeded in getting a good “stand” (and this

frequent^ happens to all of us, no matter
how carefully seeds are selected) set your
pots one foot apart in rows, with three feet

between the rows. And don’t set your pots
in one straight row, fifty feet long, bur rather
in five short rows, each ten feet long, forming
a little “block” or square. This is a point
some gardeners are apt to overlook. Yet,
upon its observance depends entirely how well

the patch is fertilized which, in turn, deter-

mines how well the ears will be filled.

While the subject of fertilization is before

us, let me caution you not to plant white
and yellow sorts of the same season of matur-
ity side by side. If you do, you are bound
to find yellow kernels all through the harvest

of white ears and vice-versa. Not that it

matters much or affects the quality in any
way. But don’t suspect your seedsman of

selling you a poor strain if you ignore the
question of cross-pollination.

CORN FOR FIVE FROM JULY TO FROST

About Decoration Day I generally sow three

fifteen-foot rows each of Golden Bantam and
Sweet Orange. A week to ten days later I

sow an equal amount of space to Howling
Mob and Golden Rod. Of course, middle of

April, I start about fifty pots of Early Dawn
in our warm and sunny cellar. This gener-

ally insures us the first ears of the season- for

the “Fourth of July” dinner. For a succes-

sion up to frost, I depend on repeated sowings
of Golden Bantam and Howling Mob. And
it is perhaps worthy of mention that these

two sorts seem to have a heavier husk than
most others. As the result, they not only
resist the attack of worms admirably, but also

stand slight frosts without material injury

to the ears within.

Notwithstanding many opinions of others

to the contrary, I have found the growing of

corn in rows, with the plants one foot apart

in the row, to be far preferable to the hill

method. A given area will then yield more ears

and, where the soil is rich and well-fertilized,

the ears will be just as large as those grown
on plants in hills. In poor soil, of course,

where manuring in hills has to be resorted to,

the method of planting in hills is the only

choice. Where corn is planred in rows, slight
hilling is advisable, especially in windy sec-
tions. Every time the wind blows your corn
over, its development receives a setback.
To get the best out of every ear of corn

you grow, regardless of variety or in which
season you harvest it, the question of gather-
ing is of prime importance. To know whether
the corn is “ready” (at the best stage of de-
velopment in flavor and quality) open the
husk just a little and press a fingernail against
a well developed kernel. If the skin yields
to a slight pressure and plenty of milky juice
is noticeable, the ear is ready for pulling.
\\ hen gathering the first picking, don’t pull or
jerk the whole plant, but rather give the ear a
twist and a downward break.

Left: Carpenter’s Golden Sweet, one hundred days to
maturity. Right: Golden Rod, a combination of Golden
Bantam and Stowell’s Evergreen. (Both yellow)

Don’t gather the ears until about half an
hour before you wish to eat them. Have the
water at a boiling point and boil ten minutes.
That allows five minutes for getting them on
the table “piping hot.” At the risk of being
considered extravagant I suggest that a half a

teacupful of granulated sugar be added to the
boiling water. It works as insurance against
disappointments in quality over which, in the

case of sweet corn, we have all too little control.

THE SWEETEST CORN FOR THE HOME GARDEN

NAME READY FOR
LENGTH OF
AVERAGE NO. OF ROWS REMARKS ON THE VARIETY

TABLE EAR PER EAR

The Choicest White Kinds
Earlv Dawn 75 davs 6 in. 10 rows Earliest sort of good size and really fair quality
Pocahontas 85 davs 8 in. 10 rows Very first of second early sorts. Exceptional quality
Gregory’s Original Crosby 87 davs 8 in. 14-18 row Of verv choicest quality. Remarkable ears illustrated

Howling Mob 90 davs 9 in. 12 rows The leading second early white grained com of quality
White Evergreen 95 davs 10 in. 12-14 rows Choicest strain

Country Gentleman 100 days 9 in. zig-zag Best flavored of all real table kinds

The Pick of Yellow Kinds
Golden Bantam 80 davs 6 in. 8 rows Most popular earlv standard yellow
Golden Sugar 85 davs 7*-8 in. 10-12 rows A newcomer with all the Golden Bantam flavor in larger size

Seymour’s Sweet Orange 90 davs 7 in. 12-14 row Of light yellow color but equal in flavor to darker sorts

Golden Rod 93 davs 6-8 in. 8-10 rows A happv offspring of Golden Bantam and Stowell’s Evergreen
Golden Cream 96 days 6 in. zigzag A shoepeg variety, offering Golden Bantam and Country Gentleman flavor in one
Carpenter’s Golden Sweet 100 days 7 in. 12 rows The latest of the yellow kinds of really delicious quality
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1917—A Garden Year
At no time in many years has the im-

portance and the necessity of the

home garden been so great as this year

OUR country is facing a critical situation in the matter of food

supply and yet a partial remedy is in the hands of most
every individual. One half of your summer living expenses

are for vegetables that should come out of your own garden. A space

even as small as 25 x 50 planted with seeds of a high quality such as

Henderson’s is sufficient for a family of six throughout the entire

season. Fresh, crisp vegetables every day should be reason enough
but in addition the saving makes it of the greatest importance.

To get the full results from your garden you should plant the

best seeds obtainable. Seventy years of successful seeds growing and selling make
Henderson’s the standard. Henderson’s Seeds are Tested Seeds.

“Everything for the Garden” is the title of our 1917 catalogue. It

is really a book of 208 pages, with 32 colored plates and over 1000 half tones, all

from actual photographs. Our annual catalogue is always exceptional, but this year

we believe it the most beautiful and complete we have ever published.

A Remarkable Offer of Henderson’s Specialties
But after all it is actual results which count, and to demonstrate the superiority of Henderson’s

Tested Seeds we have made up the Henderson Collection consisting of one packet of each of the
following six great specialties:

Ponderosa Tomato Henderson’s Invincible Asters

Big Boston Lettuce Mammoth Butterfly Pansies
White Tipped Scarlet Radish Spencer Mammoth Waved Sweet Peas

To obtain the largest possible distribution for our annual catalogue, “Everything for the
Garden,” we make the following unusual offer: Mail us ioc and we will send you the catalogue,

together with this remarkable “Henderson Specialty Collection,” and complete cultural directions.

Every Empty Envelope Counts as Cash
This collection is enclosed in a coupon envelope which, when
emptied and returned, will be accepted as 25c cash payment
on any order for seeds, plants or bulbs amounting to one
dollar, or over. Make this year a garden year.

PETER HENDERSON & CO.
35-37 Cortlandt Street NEW YORK CITY

Peter Henderson & Co.

35-37 Cortlandt St., New York City

I enclose herewith ioc for which send catalogue and
‘‘Henderson’s Specialty Collection,” with complete cul-

tural directions, as advertised in The Garden Magazine.

Advertiser ; will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too.
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ROSELAND
Is Calling You

More and more every year we are learning the joy of liv-

ing with flowers around us—more and more we are taking

a wholesome pleasure in watching the buds unfold into

glorious blossoms. What is more attractive than the

garden where the eye rests on masses of roses mingling

their colors in a riot of loveliness? By setting out the

right rose-bushes this spring you can cut flowers from

them during the last days of May, and they will bloom

almost continuously until the frosts of late fall.

“How To Grow Roses
—a handbook on rose-culture, brimful of concise infor-

mation on planting, pruning and growing. Endorsed
by such eminent authority as S. S. Pennock, Pres.

American Rose Society; Prof. Amo H. Nehrling,
etc. Take advantage of one of these three offers:

(1) Sent postpaid for $1 (contains coupon worth $1
with $5 order for C. & J. Roses.) (2) Postpaid for

50c. with $2 order for C. & J. Roses. (3) Sent FREE
with $5 order for C. & J. Roses. And don’t forget
to ask for our

1917 Floral Guide—Free
-—tells all about the 400 varieties of C. & J. Roses

—

guaranteed
to bloom. 253 instructive illustrations. Every rose-lover will
find it a valuable help in selecting the right varieties. The “Best
Roses for America.” Write us to-day!

CONARD*ROSES
& JONES CO., Box 24. WEST GROVE, PA.

Robert Pyle, Pres. A. Wintzer, Vice-Pres.

Rose Specialists—Backed by 50 years’ experience

The Reader’s Service gives informa-

tion about Gardening
The Readers’ Service gives informa-

tion about Real Estate

Plant Norway Maples
For Quick Effect

Write

Plant Harrisons’ Norway Maples this spring. Ro-
bust and hardy, they grow rapidly into towering

round-topped trees with a dense hright-green foliage.

Will be a source of delight when the hot days come.

Harrison Quality Trees
or

Catalogue

are grown by experts in “The World’s Greatest Nur
series”—carefully shaped by proper pruning—mag-

nificent root systems. They will live and thrive in

any state, North or South. We grade liberally—you
get good, big trees for your money. Packed with

great care—roots of ornamentals are securely wrapped
with burlap. We take equal pains with large or

small orders. Ship by freight, express or parcels post.

Our Service Department will help you to beautify your home
grounds at least cost. Tell us your conditions.

Our 1917 illustrated catalogue describes a complete stock of

ornamental trees, shrubs and vines. Also apples, peach and
other fruit trees. Write to-day. It's free.

44Largest growers of fruit trees in the world 44

.J.G.HAHRjaON & 6On

3

PROPRICTOBa

Box 56 Berlin, Maryland

Norway Maples
the King of Maples

The Worth of a Nut Tree'

ARCHIBALD RUTLEDGE, PA.

TF there is any available space on the farm,
A on the suburban place, or even in the city

or village lot, plant a nut tree—plant as many
as you can! Planting a nut tree is like

securing a good, interest-yielding bond, with-
out having to pay for it. A fine young nut
tree can be had for the price of a cigar; and,
with the time that one might waste in glancing
through a newsless newspaper, the tree can
be set. That’s practically all the expense and
all the work there is to it.

1 he decision to plant a nut tree should be
readily reached by any man or woman who
loves a tree of beauty, of shade-yielding
qualities, of productiveness, and of per-

manence. When planted in any numbers, the
timber-value should also be an attractive

incentive. Few lovers of the great outdoors

Even in winter when bare of all foliage the Black Walnut is

an eflective tree in the landscape

(and is there any one who does not love nature)

need to be urged to plant trees. They recog-

nize them as essential to many forms of natural

beauty, and know them to be frequently as

useful as they are beautiful. But why, they

may ask, plant a nut tree? Why is there a

preference for this particular kind of tree?

As has been suggested, the nut tree has the

double value of being both ornamental and
productive. It is like a great oak that has the

faculty of bearing edible acor.is. Moreover,
it is a long-lived tree; hardy, lusty, and cap-

able of attaining massive proportions. It is

independent of most of those conditions of

weather and climate which render other trees,

with possibilities of equal value, less likely to

succeed. A nut tree is singularly free from the

attacks of insect pests. Like everything that

grows, it has its enemies; but these can be

readily controlled.

A man should plant a nut tree because he is

planting it for himself, his children, and his

grandchildren. The pecan tree will round the

century mark in beauty and strength. I he

black walnut, the shellbark, the shagbark

hickory, and even the white walnut or “ butter-

nut” will thrive after the time-limit of a man’s

life has been passed. The nut tree is therefore

. (Continued on p. 108)

The Readers’ Sendee mil give you suggestions for planting
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$5 Home Garden Collection $5
We make this offer to demonstrate the high quality of our

nursery stock—the advantages of buying direct-from-our-nurs-

ery instead of through agents— and our ability to deliver

hardy, guaranteed trees and plants anywhere in prime condition.

106

Fruit Trees

and Plants

Money Back

if Not

Satisfied

This selection will give

you an abundance of

choice, fresh fruits from

your own garden for nearly

six months; strawberries

first, followed by other

berries and tree fruits, last

of all, the winter apples.

The Everbearing Straw-

berries will bear this sum-

mer and fall; next year

you will get bush fruits

and grapes, later on, tree

fruits and finally, the in-

comparable Delicious.

“Last February, I ordered one

of your special $5.00 assortments of

fruit trees. I am more than pleased

with the result of that planting as

every one of the fruit trees made an

exceptional growth in the past year,

and I did not lose a single one of

them.”—Forrest McKinley, Dent-

ing, New Mexico.

“We received your $5.00 collec-

tion, and must say
|
we are exceed-

ingly pleased with it.”—Mrs. Emile

Rooke, Meriden, Connecticut.

“Your trees received. They ar-

rived in splendid condition. I am
well pleased with the collection.”

—

Charles Shoefer, St. Charles, Mo.

These trees and plants

are the largest size we
grow. They are healthy

and vigorous and have the

unusually wide-spreading,

heavy roots which have

pleased home and com-

mercial planters all over

this country.

If, for any reason, you

are not satisfied upon re-

ceipt of this collection, we
will refund your five dollars

promptly, with no “if’s,”

“and’s” or “but’s.” This

offer expires April 2, 1917.

“Just received our $5.00 special

nursery order from you. Each tree

and shrub was a joy within itself,

about as near perfection as anything

I have seen in the nursery line.”

—

A. W. Cornelius, Rantoul, Kansas.

“I planted a $5.00 trial order

from you, and must say that I was

real pleased with same. Intend to

plant more of your stock this year.”

—Geo. Thornewell, Hamilton, On-

tario, Canada.

“That $5.00 trial collection I or-

dered from you came last week, and

I must say I never saw a finer lot

of trees from any nursery.”—Thos.

R. Jones, Jr., White Stone, Vir-

ginia.

APPLE 1 Delicious red winter
1 Wealthy red fall

1 Grimes Golden yellow winter
1 Yellow Transp’r’nt yellow summer

PEAR 1 Bartlett yellow summer
1 Kieffer yellow winter

PLUM 1 Endicott red midseason

CHERRY 1 Early Richmond red early
1 Montmorency red midseason

The 106
PEACH

GRAPE

trees and plants are as
1 J. H. Hale
1 Georgia Belle
1 Elberta
1 Carman
1 Greensboro
1 Agawam
1 Niagara
1 Concord
1 Moore Early
2 Worden

yellow midseason
white midseason
yellow midseason
white early
white -early

red late
green early
black midseason
black early
black early

follows:
STRAWBERRY
RASPBERRY
BLACKBERRY
GOOSEBERRY
CURRANT
ROSE

IRIS

25 Progressive

25 St. Regis

25 Early Harvest

2 Oregon Champion

2 Perfection

1 Dorothy Perkins

I Crimson Rambler

5 Assorted “The

red

everbearing

everbearing

black early

red midseason

red midseason
pink climbing

red climbing

Rainbow Flower”

We cannot make any change in this collection, but would be glad to include any additional trees or plants

you wish to order. Let us send our 1917 catalog, FREE on request.

“A Wonderful Help to Fruit Growers.”

Complete, concise, up-to-date guide—88

pages, many pictures—tells how to plant
and care for fruit trees, plants, etc. This
book sent free with this collection, or with
any $2.00 order, or for 10 cents per copy.

This illustrated 160-page book describes

the varieties that have proved their worth.

It contains new information never printed

before. You can find what you want easily

and quickly. Prices are given in plain

figures.

“How to Beautify Your Home Grounds.”

This book tells how to make your place

more attractive and more valuable at little

expense and trouble—how to plant and
care for shrubs, roses, etc. This book sent

free with this collection or with any $2.00

order, or for 10 cents per copy.

William P. Stark Nurseries, Box 388 StaticCity/fom

To William P. Stark Nurseries, Box 388, Stark City, Mo. Enclosed find $5.00 (check or money order) for which please send me f. o. b. your packing
house, your $5.00 Home Garden Collection, 106 fruit trees and plants, money to be refunded if I am not satisfied on receipt of collection. Send books also.

NAME. ADDRESS.
(Please give express station also)

The Readers' Service will gladly furnish information about Retail Shops
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'T'HE TIME IS NOW SHORT. If you have
not yet ordered the nursery stock for your

spring planting, you should, in justice to your-
self, do so now.

You have no more time to spend reading cata-

logue literature.

You have no more time to waste admiring beau-
tiful horticultural pictures.

But you HAVE time to order your nursery stock

from a reliable house which you can trust to not

disappoint you.

Our reputation for giving satisfaction is your
greatest safeguard against disappointment. Or-
der now.

FRAMINGHAM - MASSACHUSETTS

\ii\s*erie*

When you’ve had enough
you ’ll still want more

TN this delicious Sweet Corn are concentrated all the
1 excellent qualities of its well known parents, Golden
Bamtam X Stowell’s Evergreen, which have been the

i “All Star*’ varieties for many years past. The earliness

j
and sweetness of the former and the tenderness, size and
color of the latter are all combined in BANTAM EVER-
GREEN, the greatest achievement in Corn raising
of the present day.
If you want to thoroughly appreciate the delicious quali-
ties of good Sweet Corn, try BANTAM EVERGREEN,

I freshly cooked, straight from the garden,
r Last year the demand exceeded the supply and we were
= obliged to refuse hundreds of orders during the late season.

Half pint 20c; Per pint, 35c; Postpaid
For those desiring the two we will mail the GOLDEN
BANTAM and BANTAM E V EKGRE I N, in separate packages

Half pint of each for 35c Postpaid
Pint of each for 50c Postpaid

P 160-page illustrated Catalogue FREE with each order.

VAUGHAN’S SEED STORE
31-33 W. Randolph Street (Dept. G) CHICAGO
43 Barclay Street (Dept. G) NEW YORK

100 Strawberries Plants $1.40 Paid

Progressive, Americus or Superb. We introduced
Progressive. Say which. 25 Everbearing Red Ras.
70 cts. postpaid. Catalogue Free, all about the
New Everbearers and other important varieties.

C. N. FLANSBURGH & SON, Jack.on, Mich.

Start an Iris Border
No plant is more beautiful, hardier, or more
generally satisfactory. Here are twelve of the

loveliest German Irises, in the most distinct

colors. Plant them early,—not later than
April 15,—and they will bloom in your garden
next summer.

Kochii. Richest royal purple.

Kharput. Violet, and velvety purple; huge flowers.

Khedive. Soft silvery lavender.

Queen of May. Lovely lilac-pink.

Miralba. Old-rose; most distinct.

Florentina. The best large white.

Mrs. H. Darwin. Pure white, slightly veined
violet.

Mme. Chereau. White, frilled lavender-blue.

Flavescens. Uniform pale, creamy yellow.

Darius. Canary' yellow, purple bordered cream.
Monhassan. Standards orange yellow, falls

maroon-black.
Hector. Standards straw yellow, falls deepest

purple.

12 plants, one of each $
variety. Delivered for

The list of Irises in my catalogue "Flowers for the
Hardy Garden,” is particularly attractive, for it

includes some of the newest and rarest sorts. Be-
sides Irises, the choicest varieties of Delphiniums.
Phloxes. Peonies, and many other perennials are

described in detail, with many suggestions on culture
and arrangement for color effect. A copy is free

for the asking.

Twin Larches Nursery
Frank M.Thomas,West Chester, Pa.

{Continued from p. 106)

not only an investment, but it is one of con-
siderable permanence.

Except when it is crowded by other trees, as
when it grows in the forest, so that it must
tower for light and air, the nut tree is one of
the most beautiful and attractive of the land-

scape. It has a rugged, masculine grace. It

is frequently cone-shaped, with its massive,

heavy-foliaged limbs often sweeping far out
and down until they touch the ground. This
feature of growth is especially noticeable in the
pecan and the shellbark. The nut tree wears
abundant foliage, and gives excellent summer
shade. The boles and limbs are clean, and
give a sense of stalwart vigor—what Tennyson
calls “stubborn hardihood.” This renders
the aspect of a nut tree in the winter especially

fine. Naked and dark and strong, it braves
the storms and the bitterest cold, waiting in

the confidence of noble strength the resurrec-

tion of the world with the coming of spring.

A nut tree should be planted because the
value of the nuts themselves is not to be over-

looked; and to think of the pleasure of gather-

ing them in the yard or the orchard! They
are always a welcome addition to the family
pantry, especially since an increasing number
of uses for them has been found; not only in

candy, but in salads, in ice-creams, in cake,

and in many kinds of desserts. Their keeping
qualities are excellent. Stored unshelled in a

cool place, they will keep well for at least a full

year.

The practical question of what nut tree to

plant, after the decision to plant one has been
reached, is readily answered. In general

terms, plant on your own place those nut trees

which are native to your section of the country,

or which should be native forest trees there.

These noble trees, though hardy in many
ways, are somewhat exacting of certain con-

ditions; and no man deserves to succeed in

planting who tries to grow things without pay-
ing an especial regard to their nature and their

needs.

America’s chief native nut trees are the

pecan, tha black walnut, and the shellbark, this

The Shellbark Hickory is a sturdy grower, handsome, and
profitable. This tree yielded four bushels of fine nuts

{Continued on p. no)

Write to the Readers’ Service for suggestions about garden furniture
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ARE you neglecting your trees ?

Do you know positively that
they are strong and healthy—

are you sure they are free from
decay and disease ?

The owner of the tree shown above assumed that

its condition was perfect, but he intended to find

out some day for a certainty.

His neglect was fatal. The tree, sound in appear-

ance to the untrained eye, inside was seriously

decayed. One day a severe storm blew and the

weakened tree gave way—ruined beyond saving!

It was a case of “the last straw which broke the

camel’s back.”
Take no chances with your trees—have them
examined now.
But be sure to select Tree Surgeons of proved

ability—experts who can save your trees without
guessing or experiment.

Davey Tree Surgery Is Safe

Your trees, many of them the product of several generations,

are priceless. Once lost, they can not be restored in your life-

time, or that of your children.

To whom shall you entrust them? There can be only one an-
swer, for there is only one safe place to go—to Davey Tree
Surgeons.
Safe—because Davey Tree Surgery is time-proved; its record

of successful performance for thousands of estate owners spans
a generation.

Safe—because the Davey Company is a successful institu-

tion of financial stability and amply able to make good in

every detail.

Safe—because no Davey Tree Surgeon is allowed any respon-

sibility until he has conclusively demonstrated his fitness.

He must have served his full course of thorough practical

training and scientific study in the Davey Institute of Tree
Surgery—a school, the only one of its kind in the world, which
we conduct for the specific purpose of drilling our men in Davey
methods and Davey ideals.

Safe—because Davey Tree Surgery has been endorsed as best
by the United States Government, after exhaustive official

investigation.

Safe—because Davey Tree Surgery is recommended by thous-
ands of prominent men and women whose endorsement you
can accept with complete confidence. (Several such endorse-
ments appear on the right.)

Tree “patching’* cannot save your trees. Only scientific

mechanically perfect treatment by men trained through years
to the point of finished skill can be permanently successful.
And for such treatment by such men there is only one safe
place to go—to Davey Tree Surgeons.

Write to-day for Free Examination
of your Trees

—and booklet, “When Your Trees Need the Tree Surgeon.**
What is the real condition of your trees? Are insidious dis-

eases and hidden decay slowly undermining their strength?
Will the next severe storm claim one or more as its victims?
Only the experienced Tree Surgeon can tell you fully and
definitely. Without cost or obligation to you, a Davey Tree
Surgeon will visit your place, and render an honest verdict
regarding their condition and needs. Write to-day.

The Davey Tree Expert Co., Inc.
1203 Elm Street, Kent, Ohio

0Operating the Davey Institute of Tree Surgery
, Kent, Ohio.)

Branch Offices, with Telephone Connections:
New York, Philadelphia and Chicago

Permanent representatives located at Boston, Newport,
Lenox, Hartford, Albany, Poughkeepsie, White Plains, Stam-
ford, Jamaica, L. I., Morristown, N. J., Philadelphia, Harris-
burg, Baltimore, Washington, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Detroit, Cincinnati, Louisville, Chicago, Milwaukee, Minnea-
polis, St. Louis, Kansas City. Canadian Address: 81 St.

Peter Street, Quebec.

Five typical letters from
hundreds by satisfied

Davey clients

Mr. William Almy, William Almy iff

Co., Boston:
“The skill of your workmen is remarkable. I

am sorry I did not have this work done sooner
as I apparently lost a tree by not having an
expert examine my trees before."

Mr. Joseph Pulitzer
, Jr., owner of the

New York World and the St. Louis Post-

Dispatch:
“Your work on the trees on my place was done in

a most thorough and painstaking manner."

D. S. Chamberlain
, President

,
Chamber-

lain Medicine Co., Des Moines, Iowa:
“I congratulate you on the excellent work you
are doing. I have seen much of this character
of work done in some foreign countries, as well
as in the United States, but none as perfect,
scientific and satisfactory as yours."

Dr. G. L. Doenges, Superintendent
,

The
Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Md.:
“We have been very much impressed by the
work done here by the Davey Tree Company."

Mr. Robert E. Friend, Second Ward
Savings Bank, Milwaukee, Wis.:
“I cannot commend too highly the work you
have done both this year and last on our place
at Pine Lake. Your work on the University
Club trees here in the city, under my super-
vision, was also very good indeed."

Davey Tree Surgeons
FOR SAFE TREE SURGERY

Every real Davey Tree Surgeon is in the employ of the Davey Tree Expert Company and the public is cautioned against those falsely representing themselves

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will , too.
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GLADIOLI
The Best Summer Flowers

for Pleasure or for Profit

Have a Beautiful Garden from July to October

Gladioli make the showiest of beds and exquisite, long-lasting
bouquets and are in enormous demand for cut flowers. You
can now have a handsome big bed of these glorious flowers; all

colors mixed, from white to crimson, as well as many beauti-
fully variegated at almost no cost. As easy to grow as a weed.
I sell good plump bulbs that will bloom this summer; import-
ing in enormous quantities direct from reliable Holland growers.
John N. Fagan , 2829 Unruh Street, Tacony, Pa., says: “ I

had $ 100 zvortk of pleasure. They are the largest and most
beautiful I have seen

.”

Stores ask 25c or more a dozen. Many growers demand
double last year’s prices. Nevertheless I shall again, for the
fourth successive season, continue my sensational and popular
low-price offer while stock lasts. Here is my unbeatable offer.

20 Bulbs, 25c 100 for $1.00 1,000 for $8.00
7T. R. Barington , Summit Hill, Pa., says: “ The gladioli

were most beautiful and displayed a riot of most charming colors.”

You will say the same thing
As a lover of choice flowers, can you resist such a liberal

offer when I give such amazing values and send the bulbs
prepaid? Don’t wait until stock is gone; order NOW.

CLARENCE B. FARGO Desk 6 Frenchtown, N. J.

Double Value
This Month
This unusual get acquainted

offer enables you to provide
for a lovely display of ever-
blooming Hybrid Tea Roses
at almost no cost. The
regular price of these Roses
is 5 for $i, but I now offer

double for the money—10
Roses, each one a different

kind, properly labeled, sent
prepaid, and all for only $i,

if you mention this paper.
If you appreciate choice
Roses, don’t miss this liberal

offer. Provide NOW for a

permanent and handsome
display at small cost.

LEARN
To Speak Spanish

In a Few Days
It is by far the most important foreign language to-day for all\

Americans—a truth that the present Mexican situation has
merely emphasized. Whether you are a soldier, sailor, teacher,
business man. or professional man—whoever you are, in fact—a knowl-
edge of Spanish \\ ill be an immense advantage to you at this time. It

will make things easier for you in a hundred ways and will put many
dollars in your pocket. Remember that new avenues of trade are open-
ing up every day with the Latin-American republics, and the man who
can speak Spanish will be at a premium. You ran soon heroine fluent

—

a
little spare time daily makes you so—The Koseuthal tommon-Sense
Method of Praetieal Linguist ry will teach you to speak, read, and write
Spanish readily if you will devote ten minutes oi your leisure time each
day to this wonderful system which teaches you in the way a child

learns to speak, by nature s method. Write NOW for free booklet,
*• Revolution in the Study and Teaching of Foreign Languages. ”

FUNK A WAGXALLS COMPANY Dept. 940 NEW YORK

KNIGHT’S
Fresh Strawberries from
Your Own Garden

It is easy to have fresh Strawberries almost every
day from spring to late fall if you plant Knight’s
Superb and Knight’s Progressive Strawberry
Plants this spring. They will bear in a short time and
will continue to fruit until frost.

Knight’s Guide to Small Fruits is valuable to the
home gardener and market grower. It tells how to raise

Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries. Grapes, etc.,

and lists the leading varieties. Send for a copy to-day.

DAVID KNIGHT & SON
Box 75 Sawyer, Michigan

BERRYPLANTS

sw
Tuber-Tonic

Good for potatoes and bad for bugs

A three-in-one potato spray that kills insects, prevents blight

and acts as a tonic to the plant.

Like all Sherwin-Williams Dry Powdered Insecti-

cides, it is cheap to ship, easy to use, and cannot freeze.

All in
Lime-Sulfur

Arsenate of Lead t Q powdereJ
1 uber-tomc [ r~

Fungi-Bordo
J
toTm

Send for our Spraying Literature

The Sherwin-Williams Co.

Insecticide and Fungicide Makers

657 Canal Road, Cleveland, O.

(Concluded from p. 108)

last species having two varieties. Of the nut-
bearing bushes, the filbert is practically the
only one worth considering. Of these, the
black walnut is the least exacting, and the
pecan the most exacting, as, also, it is by far

the finest of American nuts, if not of all nuts.
1 he black walnut will grow from the Canadian
line to the Gulf, and from coast to coast. The
butternut, which is a variation of the black
walnut, has a liking for hill and mountain
country, and thrives throughout the northern
tier of States. The shellbark and shellbark
hickory will grow throughout the northern 1

regions of the United States; being native,

however, only in the New England and Middle
\

Atlantic States, and in the more mountainous
portions of the Southern States. This fine

tree, which apparently seems to prefer river-

banks and creek-bottoms to other locations,

will grow well on almost any soil, as its great

root-system renders it impervious to the

effects of drought. It is generally found along
streams because the nuts which produced the

trees were floated there and found congenial
lodgment against the bank. The pecan, a

truly superb nut, is strictly a Southern tree;

and as yet has not been found to thrive north
of North Carolina. Hardy varieties are now
advertised; but their certainty to succeed in a

cold climate has not been established.

Whenever you think of your children and 1

grandchildren, plant a nut tree! Whenever
you think of your own future, plant a nut tree!

If you want good summer shade, plant a nut
tree! If you want to gather on your lawn bet-

ter nuts than the market can offer, plant a nut
tree! If you want your work to outlast a

hundred years, plant a nut tree!

A Question of Management

T AM living in the outskirts of a city of

100,000 and have a lot about an acre in

area. I am desirous of. keeping a gardener 1

and would build a barn and keep a cow, chick-

ens agd pigeons. There is some available

pasture fairly near. Would this be practical

from a financial standpoint, when it is costing

us about $16.00 a month for milk, $4.00 a

month for eggs and $12.00 a month for a gar-

dener, a total of $32.00? I intend to keep

between 50 and 60 birds.—C. M. D., Ontario,

Can.
—It is always difficult to give a definite an-

swer to such a question since the success and

profit of the plan would depend very largely

upon the ability and energy of the laborer em-

ployed and all the other factors that make
up the returns obtained from crops and stock.

As a general thing, it may be estimated that it

costs $150 per year to keep a cow. The
figures here show that nearly $195 is spent for

dairy products in this time which suggests

economy in owning a cow. Fifty hens ought

to be sufficient to supply the family’s needs,

and these should not cost more than $1.00

each per year to maintain, which just about

balances the present expenditure for eggs.

Of course, practically all of the grain food for

both chickens and cow will have to be bought,

but by using a part of the acre for poultry

runs and having other land available for cow
pasture, it would seem as though the food

costs might be kept down to normal limits.

Of course, an acre is rather more than one

might need for garden truck for summer con-

sumption; but a good gardener ought to be

able to raise on that space enough potatoes,

roots, celery, etc., to lay in supplies for a good

part of the winter as well.

Write to the Readers’ Service for suggestions about garden furniture
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WHY not start this spring and make a collection of American ferns and
plants ? If you have a woodland, even a very small one, you can develop

a natural garden which will be the envy of all your friends.

Gillett’s
Ferns, in over forty hardy varieties, and such plants as Hepaticas, Bloodroot,

Native Violets, Lady Slippers, Trilliums, Dogtooth Violets, Solomon's Seals,

Lilies, Cardinal Flowers, etc., will produce lasting results.

If you wish beautiful native Azaleas, Hemlocks, Cedars, Rhododendrons,
Mountain Laurel, and other native shrubs, GILLETT has them. Also special

fern collections for beautifying that dry, shady corner by the house.

Send for my illustrated catalog of over 80 pages which tells about this class

of plants, also a long list of hardy perennials for the open border. IT'S FREE.

Edward Gillett, 3 Main St., Southwick, Hass.

A bed of Trillium grandijlorum growing in the woodland

Strawberries
Make Big Profits

growing strawberries. Our illustrated
Book of Berries for 1917 points the way.
It is a complete guide for the amateur; a
valuable reference book for the experi-
enced grower. It’s free. Write to-day
for your copy.

The W. F. Allen Co., 88 Market St., Salisbury. Md.

Simplex Weatherproof Plant Labels

Permanent. Easy to U,e. Always legible. For all outdoor mark-
ing. Use on roses, shrubs, trees, and seed rows and you will
not forget the names. The writing may be erased when desired.

PRICES, Postpaid, Including Copper Wires
No. 1, size 3 x ] inches, 25 cents doz. $2.00 per 100
No. 2, size 4 x \ inches, 50 cents doz. $4.00 per 100

At your dealers or from

STEWART & CO.. 171 Broadway, New York

Thrifty, sturdy plants well sup-
plied with their own roots, ready to
grow and bloom profusely till snow

flies. Your money back if they fail.

10 Strong Plants. Sure to Please

Send For These

ANY FIVE COLLECTIONS, POSTPAID, $1.00
We pav all charges and guarantee safe arrival and satisfaction. A

postal will bring you a beautiful illustrated BOOKLET FREE. Re-
member— we guarantee every rose to bloom this summer or your
money bark.

THE GOOD & REESE CO.
Largest Rose Growers In the World. Kox !IOS, Springfield, 0 .

Ki Harney, sea shell pink: Antoine Revoire,
rosy flesh; Bessie Brown, creamy white; K. R.
Fat/.er, pink, light orange shading: Etoile do
Lyon, sulphur yellow; Helen Good, delicate yel-
low; Bean Hole, intense salmon

; Clothilde Sou-
pert. best of all bedders; Eearlnte, dark red;
t liampion of the World, pink.

SPECIAL COLLECTION OFFER
6 Carnations, all colors 25c. 6 Chrysanthemums 25c.

6 Beautiful Coleus 25c. 3 Lovely Dahlias 25c.

10 Lovely Gladioli 25c. 10 Superb Pansy Plants 25c.

products
nursery, fruit and seed farm.

Every' plant and tree is backed
by over 25 years’ experience in

growing and propagating the
heaviest bearing strains of straw'-

berries, raspberries, currants,

gooseberries. blackberries. dew-
berries, grapes and all kinds of fruit

trees. Also garden plants such as

horseradish, asparagus, rhubarb and
field seeds. Do not buy until you
see our prices. We supply growers
everywhere and our stock is the l>est

of its kind. Send for free beautiful

catalog to-day. A fine currant
bush sent free for names and
addresses of five fruit growers.

W. N. SCARFF & SONS
New Carlisle Ohio

Jf a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers' Service for assistance
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The Cloche Co’s.,

March Bulletin
To the plan-ahead home gardener,

March offers the long awaited op-
portunity to start actual planting

operations—indoors. Secure some
good soil from your florist, order
Cloche Company’s Paper Pots, as shown
below, at once, and sow seeds of “long
season” vegetables. These pots are sub-

stantially made from stiff manila board
and are guaranteed to do the work wT

ell.

For Tomatoes and other small seeded
vegetables size 3x3 will prove just right.

Sow 2 or 3 seeds in each pot. For Sweet
Peas, size 4x2x2 is just right. For
smaller flower seeds, the size 2x2x2 pots

will serve nicely.

Prepare NOW for

Early Corn and Beans
As soon as your seeds reach you—cer-

tainly not later than March 15th—open
the packages, select the plumpest kernels

of your corn and beans and sow 4 in each

3"x4" pot, as shown to extreme right.

At $1.50 per hundred, these pots will ad-

vance the season of maturity by at least

two weeks—enough to save you ten dol-

lars on extra early vegetables. Two other

sizes of pots are available. Send for cir-

cular and free samples of any pots that

interest you.

Miniature Greenhouses

75c. Each
The model of “Groquick” Forcer,

shown below, is the latest step in devel-

opment of these handy helps to home gar-

deners. Three wires and four pieces of
glass completely enclose a space eleven inches wide
at base and seven inches high. Just the thing to
ward off late frosts from the melon or cucumber
patch! Ideal for gathering additional heat on sunny
days to hasten the crop. Price 75c. each, complete
with wire and glass. $8 per doz.

Other Useful Accessories
of value to home gardeners everywhere are fully

described and pictured in a neat little folder for

which please send. We carry the latest and best in

Cultivators, Lawn Sprinklers, Bloom Protectors,

Celery Bleachers, Lawn Trimmers, besides a full

line of “Grow-Quick” plant forcers for
every purpose and at all prices. We try to

serve Garden Magazine readers in the capacity of

a National Department Store of New Garden Ac-
cessories. Please think of us as such and write to-

day—“lest you forget.”

The Cloche Co.,
131 Hudson Street, New York

Phone, 5220 Franklin

March, 1917

Roses for Washington Conditions

TT WOULD be well nigh impossible for any
one person to choose the best Rose for any

given locality, for no one person is likely to

have thoroughly tried out all varieties; and
moreover, each individual has his or her own
preference in regard to color, form, habit,

etc. I do not, therefore, attempt to say what
variety is best for Eastern Washington and
the Inland Empire. From my own experi-

ence, however, and from my observations in

the gardens of others, I can state what I

believe to be the finest Roses for general gar-

den culture in this locality.

The standard varieties which I, myself,

have planted and thoroughly tried out, are

Madame Caroline Testout, La France, Paul

Neyron, Lyon, Betty, White Maman Cochet,

Frau Karl Druschki, Hugh Dickson, Gruss
an Teplitz, Madame Segond Weber, Killarney,

and Marechal Niel. I do not include any
of the Ramblers, nor so-called June Roses

which do well as a rule.

Of those mentioned, and they are all good,

I should unqualifiedly pronounce Madame
Caroline Testout the best in every way. It

is a sturdy, vigorous grower, and is equally

good as a specimen plant as in a hedge. The
stems are long, the blossoms full, and every

petal of a surpassingly rich, though delicate

shade of pink and exceptionally free from

discoloration or other blemishes. It lasts well

after cutting and even in midsummer a vase

of Caroline Testout should last nearly a week.

Like most Hybrid Teas, it is a free and per-

petual bloomer producing flowers in abun-

dance from June until mid-October.

Next to Caroline Testout, I should place

Paul Neyron. Although not nearly so free

a bloomer as my first choice, the size and

beauty of the flowers, often five and six

inches in diameter and the unusually long

stems (I have cut them over four feet long),

make it a striking and valuable Rose for cut-

ting or for exhibit. Of the white Roses, Frau

Karl Druschki is the best though not quite so

free a bloomer as might be desired. It does

better, however, than most H. P s.

La France, one of the finest of the Hybrid

Teas in some localities and a well known
favorite, is seemingly not suited to this dry

atmosphere. The petals are very delicate

and easily discolored by hot winds or dust.

In the early autumn days, La France im-

proves, but in the summer time I am sel-

dom able to find flowers suitable for ex-

hibition. Marechal Neil (Noisette'' is also

unsatisfactory, as it is too tender.

Of the red Roses, Hugh Dickson (H. P.)

seems to be the most satisfactory. It has the

most delicate perfume of any variety.

Washington. II. F. Waterbury.

Managing the Roses

'TTO TRY to raise many Roses without
A frequent spraying would be to court dis-

aster, for insect and bacterial enemies are

persistent and destructive. The best sprayer
is one of the compressed air type, having an
automatic nozzle that can be controlled by
one hand, leaving the other free to turn back
the bushes so that the under sides of the

leaves can be sprayed. For the green fly or

aphis a paper of strong smoking tobacco
steeped in a gallon of water makes a cheap
and efficient spray where commercial nicotine

sprays cannot be procured. Whale oil soap
solution is also good for exterminating plant

lice, or they may be driven off the plants by
frequent use of the hose, using a fine spray
nozzle. As these insects suck the juices from
the tender tips of the plants and do not eat

the leaves, poisons are useless, the best remedy
being something that will kill them by con-

tact, and nothing excels tobacco either in

solution or dry powder.
A combined arsenate of lead and bordeaux

mixture spray, procurable from dealers in

spraying materials, will both kill all leaf

eating larvae and prevent mildew and other

fungi if applied regularly every two weeks
throughout the season. If mildew appears,

dry flowers of sulphur should be applied im-

mediately to the affected leaves. Potassium
sulphide (liver of sulphur), one-half ounce
in a gallon of soft water, dissolved fresh each

time, should be sprayed every few days as

long as the mildew persists. This is a posi-

tive remedy. As mildew is the most destruc-

tive pest, as well as the hardest enemy of

the Rose to combat, the importance of early

application of sprays and persistence in the

use of effective measures of eradication cannot

be over estimated.

Aphids are easily destroyed by gently

stripping the infested tender tips with the

thumb and forefinger, their bodies being easily

crushed by the process. The presence of

various green worms, the larvae of many
species of insects, is usually detected by the

curled leaves in which they hide. If these

are watched for carefully and crushed by the

fingers as soon as they appear there may be

no need of using poisonous sprays or dusting

with hellebore. My own experience with hel-

lebore is quite disappointing, and I find that

nothing is quite so effectual as hand crushing.

The common rose beetle, that reprehensible

bug that eats the very heart out of the choicest

Roses, can only be controlled by hand pick-

ing and as he prefers white blooms to

colored ones it is well to have an occasional

bush of some free flowering white variety,

such as Clotilde Soupert, for his allurement.

Pennsylvania. H. G. Reading.

The Readers' Senice will gladly furnish information about Retail Shops
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'AlfOWAT
r PoTf-ERV0

Doubles tfie Garden’s Charm

Classic Simplicity is typical of the many
beautiful designs in our Collection

Galloway Pottery is everlasting Terra Cotta, made
in a variety of forms, including Bird Fonts, Sun-
dials, Flower Pots and Boxes, Vases, Benches, Gaz-
ing Globes, and other interesting pieces that recall

the charm of Old World Gardens.

Catalogue will be sent upon request

GallowayTerra CoTia Co.
3214 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA

JAPANESE GARDENS
Most of the U. S. and Canada is

I
perfectly suited for delightfully ar-

I'tistic tea gardens and rockeries.

[.Surprisingly quick results at mod-
lerate cost. This has been my spe-

;

cialty for thirty years.

T. R. OTSUKA, 300 South Michigan Blvd., Chicago

Horsford’s And Lily

Cold Weather Bulbs

Plants

And

Flower

Seeds

That

Grow

Old - fashioned
Flowers, D e 1

-

phiniums, Peo-
nies, Iris, Fox-
gloves, Holly-

hocks, Wild Flowers, Ferns, Trees,

Shrubs, Vines, etc.

The Fruits I offer are selected va-
rieties which resist extreme cold.

Those that easily winter kill are

not included. Don’t fail to see our
new catalogue before placing your
spring orders. Prices are very low,

considering the quality of stock.

Ask for catalogue N.

F. H. HORSFORD,
Charlotte, Vermont

In Sutton’s Catalogue are
Choice Flowers and Vegetable

Found Nowhere Else

YOU who have favored us been growing, developing an
by coming to our beauti- perfecting seeds for gener;

ful, garden graced England tions.

know fully well the surpassing Very naturally, it has r<

beauty and charm of its suited in being more than
flowers. business with us. It is a lil

You Americans, so we under- work of genuine pleasure,

stand, sometimes think of us I his pleasure, we woul
as being a bit stolid, and lack- share with you in the wonde
ing in enthusiasm. But surely ful charm of our flowers an
no nation, so enthusiastically the surpassing varieties of oi

fosters, or more genuinely vegetables,

loves flowers. Let us send some Sutto
Every little town has its lib- Seeds to you this year,

erally patronized flower shows. Send 35c for Garden Guidi
In this exceptional environ- When your orders total $5. th

ment, the Sutton family have 35c will be promptly refunde<

THE SHERMAN T.

BLAKE CO
429-C Sacramento

Street

San Francisco, Cal.

Sole Agents West
0/ the Rocky
Mountains.

WINTER, SON &
COMPANY

64-C Wall Street

New York
Sole Agents East

of the Rocky
Mountains Royal Seed Establishment

READING. ENGLAND

Exquisite tints of orange, salmon, ecru, white, cream, with scarlet and maroon veinings

and markings, will be found in this collection of

Primulinus Hybrid Gladioli
The flowers are large, carried on long straight spikes that are superb for cutting. The bulbs are

grown at Meadowvale Farms, and are of blooming size only.

One Hundred Bulbs (t* 1g
In Many Varieties for 1 <3

A box of these bulbs will make splendid presents for your garden-loving friends.

THE GLORY OF THE GARDEN
my Gladiolus booklet for 1917, will be mailed to you or your friends, if you will send me the correct name and address.

Bulbs should be ordered soon—so it will be well to send for the booklet to-day.

ARTHUR COWEE, Meadowvale Farms, Box 203, Berlin, N. Y.

Advertisers ivill appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will , too
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Quality

Pennsylvania Lawn Mower
Works

1617 No. Twenty-Third St.

Philadelphia

Lawn Mowers.
You can’t go wrong if you

follow the lead of Professional

Gardeners, Ground-keepers, etc.

and buy a “PENNSYL-
VANIA’’ Quality Lawn Mower.

There is a “PENNSYL-
VANIA ” for every requirement.

Quality mate-

rials, skilled
workmanship,
scientific con-

struction and
careful adjust-

ment have
made them the
standard for nearly

half-a-century.

Ask your hard-

ware dealer or

seedsman. H e

knows.

Cent Free "How lo care for iherree Laun,” a practical

booklet by an authority mailed on request

This .nark on the handle is

your guarantee in selecting

my of the “PENNSYL-
VANIA" Quality Lawn
Mowers.

Pennsylvania”

Great American”
Continental”
Pennsylvania, Jr.”
Keystone”
Shock Absorber”
Golf”
Patting Greens”
Horse”
Pony”
Undercut Trimmer”
Braun Grass Catcher”

Lawn Cleaner”

INGEEDACfC
Sturdy asOaks
Pot-grown rose bushes, onown roots, forevery-

one anywhere. Plant any time. Old favorites

and new and rare sorts, the cream of the

world’s productions. “Dingee
Rc'-es” known as the best for 66

- years. Safe delivery guaranteed
anywhere in U. S. Write for a
copy of

Our “ New Guide to Rose Culture”

for 1917. It’s FREE.
Illustrateswonderful “Dingee Roses”
in natural colors. It’s more thanacat-

^ alog— it’s the lifetime experience of

the Oldest and Leading Rose Growers in America.
A practical work on rose and flower culture for

the amateur. Describes over 1000 varieties of roses and other

flowers and tells how to grow them. Edition limited.

Established istiO. 70 Greenhouses.

THE DINGEE A CONARD CO.. Box 337 W.«tGro«.P».

Wheel Hoes

*
I 'HAT the gardener has a wheel hoe of some

kind almost goes without saying. That
he knows just how to use it doesn’t always go
that way. I’ve found some helps from ex-

perience and other wheel-hoers’ experiences

that have saved me a lot of time and made a

good many better jobs than I would have had
without.

I he two six or seven inch blades that are a

part of every wheel hoe proper are used very
likely a good many more times than all of the

other attachments together. They, can be

used in most kinds of work. But with us there
was an objection to them because they left the
soil unbroken and so many weeds lived even
after they were cut off simply because the thin

slice of soil left by the hoe was just enough to

keep the weeds going till it rained. So we
took a good piece of board about six inches by
two by one and a half, made a bolt hole through
the centre to fasten this to the wheel
hoe frame, bored six § inch holes through the

piece at right angles to the bolt hole, ran wires

of about No. 8 size through them and sharp-

ened the end of the wires so that they made a

sort of rake which followed a few inches behind
the blades. 1 he wires were of different lengths

so that there was no trouble about clogging

with weeds. 1 his leaves the surface as smooth
as could be desired and breaks up the slice of

soil so that the weeds are killed and the soil

left with a dust mulch.
I find that if a wheel hoe is run when the

ground is slightly damp there will be a certain

amount of soil sticking to the tires. This will

make small bumps that will throw the hoe out

of balance just enough to spoil the work as

long as the lumps are on the tires. I keep a

dull knife handy for scraping this dirt off. It

pays to do this several times or until the dirt

stops gathering on the wheels.

I have found a deep cigar box or any sort of a

box mighty handy when fastened to one handle

of the hoe. There is apt to be some trash or

straw on the surface of the most carefully

prepared seed bed. It can be quickly dumped
in this box and carried to the end of the field

and by simply turning over the hoe the

contents dumped where they will not harm
anything.

As a part of every blade of the wheel hoe

there is an upright part that is intended to

allow close cutting to the row and to prevent

some dirt from tumbling onto the small vege-

tables. If this is left with a sharp edge it will

do a lot of harm in a good many kinds of work
after the vegetables get closer to maturity.

Blunt this edge with a file or grinding machine
and save considerable of the crop you are

tending.

After using a wheel hoe for a few years it be-

comes worn and loose in the spindles. I his

with the blades is the only place that a wheel

hoe wears out. I have found a considerable

help in using a heavy piece of tin as a washer
to take up this wear. A wobbly wheel makes
sure, quick and accurate work almost im-

possible. Steady, firm wheels will also help it

a lot.

When you have to have the blades renewed
at times it is a pretty good plan to get them an

inch or so longer than you expect to use.

Usually a six inch blade will leave strips of

uncultivated surface between the rows if the

drilling wasn’t exactly straight. I he longer

blade will get these places. Besides that it will

wear longer because it is wider when first pur-

chased.

Ohio. R. E. Rogers.

SaVo
FLOWER AND PLANT BOX

rA 1 JilN 1 HU JAiN. 23rd, 1917

Made of Heavy Galvanized Steel

Self Watering—Sub Irrigating

waters the growing plants from the bottom
making longer roots and better plants,

leaving top soil mealy and loose. Pour
water in the tube once a week. Perfect

air circulation and drainage.

AllYearRound Flower Box
Savo Flower Boxes are leak-proof and rust-

proof. No transplanting—you can move Savo
Boxes indoors or out when desired and have
beautiful Flowers and Plants the year round.

For Windows Porches Sun Parlors
Six sizes—artistic in design and beautifully finished in

Aluminum, Gilt or Dark Green.

Write for FREE Booklet

SAVO MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. B, 39 So. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.

A—Outside body of box. B—Water in the double arched
reservoir. C—Layer of coarse gravel over perforated
arches. D—Soil above with growing plants.

WriteforThis

FreeBook
At Once

This book tells everything you want to
know about spraying. We also want
to tell you about our double-acting
Auto-Spray No. 5.

SPRAYING
.GUIDE

Wv’l

No. S

It’s Double Acting
The Same Spray With

Half the Labor
Double-acting feature makes spray continu-

ous. Any variety of spray—for trees, or

bushes close at hand. Actual test showed
pressure of 180 lbs. per square inch with-

out extra effort. This means power to turn

and thoroughly saturate leaves with the

solution.

The All-Purpose Sprayer for trees,

shrubs, plants, potatoes, etc. Furnished

with convenient knapsack tank if desired.

We make spravers in 40 styles—both hand
and power. 'Write for FREE Spraying

Guide and details of No. 5 Auto-Spray.

E. C. BROWN CO.
850 Maple St. Rochester, N. Y.

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers’ Service for assistance
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Is your garden a joke?
The manual for March is made up of three

articles under the group title of “A Palette

for Garden Making.” These articles are written

to direct you toward successful gardening,

and away from the garden that is merely a col-

lection of flowers.

128 color pictures illustrate the text, and
all the information necessary to the planning,

planting, and upkeep of the garden is included.

With this manual as a guide you can bring to

successful maturity ^ny flower that lends itself

to your local conditions.

Nearly a score of other articles follow, each

of which will help you get more out of life in

the country.

The manual for April is on Quality Fruits

for the Home Orchard, and is as complete as

the manual for March. These two articles are

of exceptional value to those interested in garden-

ing, and the short term offer includes them both.

THREE OF THE COMING MANUALS
ILLUSTRATED IN COLOR

Quality Fruits for the Home Orchard

April

What a Decorator Would Do
for Your Summer Home

May

The Rose for America

June

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
The price of The New COUNTRY LIFE is fifty cents a copy

—

five dollars a year. We also make a short term introductory
offer. If you want the number described above, together with
those for April and May, with their beautiful color illustrations
and useful manuals, use the coupon attached below.

Hho Nqlv

Country Life
GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

Gentlemen: Send me the March, April and May num-
bers of The New COUNTRY LIFE. I enclose $1.00.

G. M. 3-17

HODGSON
Portable HOUSES
Are you thinking of erecting a small

building? If it’s anything from a bird
house to a cottage—listen. Imagine doing
away with the trouble, worry and extra
expenses that go hand in hand with build-

ing. Imagine buying the best lumber all

finished, painted and fitted—ready to be
put together in a jiffy to form the exact
house you want. That’s exactly what buy-
ing a Hodgson Portable House means.

There are Hodgson bungalows, garages,
play houses, screen houses, chicken houses,
dog houses and every other kind of houses
imaginable. Get a catalog and you’ll see
them all. They can be quickly and easily

erected by unskilled workmen. They with-

stand all kinds of weather.

Here is the best way to buy. By paying 25;f of the
price of your house we will prepare and hold it until

wanted. This saves you money and insures prompt
delivery. Our catalog is illustrated with photo-
graphs—and prices, too. Send for it

E. F. HODGSON COMPANY
Room 228, 116 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

6 East 39th Street, New York City

This Is the NEW Rose
LOS ANGELES

The Fairest Flower of

CALIFORNIA

Strong

This new rose, originating in “the Land
of Sunshine and Flowers,” is an
American Rosefor American Gar-

dens. It is surpassingly bril-

liant in color, beautiful in form
and exceedingly free in bloom.

The editor of the American
Rose Annual says:

The plants you sent in March of your
American-bred rose ’Los Angeles,’ have
grown astonishingly, and the gorgeous

flowers ofsunshine and gold
fairly glow with beauty, by
daylight and nightlight. I

am delighted."

J. Horace McFarland
Harrisburg, Penna.
June 23, 1916.

New in Color—flame pink,
toned with coral, and shaded with trans-

lucent gold at base of petals.

Profuse in Bloom—an unbroken succession of
large, perfect flowers from early summer to late

fall. From bud to bloom it is unsurpassed.

„ in Growth—tall, vigorous canes, each one
bearing a large number of superb flowers. Foliage
mildew-proof.

We will send strong two-year plants to (1*0 00
any part of the United States for - - each

Larger quantities at same rate. These plants are cut back to 18 inches, and will bloom

this year. Cultural directions With each plant.

HOWARD & SMITH, Rose Specialists
9th and Olive Streets LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Send 10 cents in stamps for a beautiful picture of "Los Angeles” Rose in

natural colors—it tells the story.

The Readers* ’ Service will gladly furnish information about Interior Decoration
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lA Pound

Spencer

Sweet Peas

25^ Postpaid

This mixture of gigantic, orchid-flowering sweet

peas contains the finest SPENCER varieties in

all shades from purest white to darkest crimson.

This is our 1917 special offer. We will send the

quarter pound of Sweet Peas postpaid to any

place in the United States or Canada, together

with a copy of our

New Garden Guide
containing full cultural directions. This guide

also describes and illustrates the best in flowers

and vegetables, and gives many helpful sugges-

tions for successful planting. March sowing

insures success with Sweet Peas. Mail your

order to-day.

Arthur T. Boddington Co., Inc.
Seedsmen

Dept. G-6 128 Chambers St. New York

Ask now! This beautiful 96-page four-color book
describes 1917 varieties vegetables and flowers;
handsomely illustrated; beautiful home grounds,
flower and vegetable gardens, landscaping, shrub-
bery. orchards, farms. A dictionary on gardeningl
Flower lover s delight! Berry grower’s
book! An orchardist’s manual! Most won-
derful gardening guide catalogue ever pub-

lished. Better than our famous 1916 book. Don't miss it. Ask
to-day. A postal gets it

Galloway Bros. & Co., Dept. 2525, Waterloo, la.

WEEBER & DON
The House of

ASTERS
1 here are many reasons

for the growing vogue
of these favorite blooms,
w e are specialists in re-

liable asters, and can
give you anything in

this line you may want.

As a trial, we will send
our

“MASTERPIECE” Asters
in 3 packets—white, pink, and blue. Of

Regularly sold at 20c each, value 60c, for CtOC.

GLADIOLI—Special Offer

50 W. & D. Matchless (Mixture) . . . $1.00

(Deliverid west of the Mississippi
, $1.25)

WEEBER & DON
109 Chambers St. New York

Making and Using Paper Pots

r'^JARDENERS who have facilities for

starting plants in advance of the outdoor
season—greenhouse, hotbed, cold frame or

even a tall sunny window—can use paper pots

to great advantage. The kind that is made by
folding an oblong piece of paper around a

block of wood and clinching a small tack
through the bottom folds to bold it together is

both cheap and effective. They can also easily

be bought ready made, in regular pot shape.
The one objection that I have found to the
homemade kind is that they are hard to take
care of if made in large numbers in advance.
Being of the same diameters at the top and
at the bottom, they cannot be nested, and
thus take up a good deal of room. On the

other hand, this shape is an advantage because
it permitsthem to hold the maximum amount of

soil for the surface space they occupy. This en-

ables them to receive and retain more moisture
and permits a greater root growth than taper-

ing clay pots do. The difference in earth-

holding capacity is really surprising. For in-

stance, a paper pot folded over a block 3^ by 3§
by 4 inches will hold as much as a standard
five inch clay pot, and will occupy a surface

space 4 by 4 inches, while a five inch clay pot

will occupy a space 5! by 5J inches.

It is said tl*t paper pots of this kind will

last six weeks, which, of course, is generally

long enough to carry plants to the season of

outdoor setting. But they will really last six

months if properly handled, and, fortunately,

the proper way is the most convenient way.
This is to keep them in flats. The pots may he

made to fit the flats, or the flats to fit the pots,

just so the fit is comfortably close without
binding. A flat 12 by 18 inches will take care

nicely of a dozen pots folded over a 3^ by 3§
inch block; and a flat 8 by 12 inches will hold

fifteen pots folded over a 2 by 2 inch block.

Place the pots in the flat before you fill them
with soil, and press the soil down gradually and
evenly so as not to force them out of shape.

They cannot be packed as firmly as clay pots

can be, and for this reason they should be level

full when the planting is finished. After two
or three waterings the soil will settle so as to

leave ample space for top watering if desired.

The better way to water, however, is to set the

flats in a trough or large pan that will permit

the water to come nearly to the tops of the

pots—the nearer it comes, the more quickly

the work will be done. The water will find its

way through the folds of the paper, and rise

through capillary attraction even above its own
level. When the soil is thoroughly saturated

let the flats drain for a while before placing

them in the frame. By this method you can

put either seeds or plants in perfectly dry sifted

soil and be sure that it is well and evenly

packed and watered. The same plan is de-

sirable for subsequent waterings as it keeps the

plants dry and tends to lessen the danger of

damping off.

The paper and wooden blocks for making
these pots may be either bought from several

different dealers, or provided easily at home,

(iContinued on p. 118)

They have fresh vegetables in abundance when others
have none, or pay high prices for stale and wilted ones.

Callahan’s

£)uo(
lazed

Hotbed find Cold Frame Sash

gives pleasure, health and profit. No danger of losing

the fruits of your labor, because these sash are insulated
j

against cold by double glass and an air space between— I

Jack Frost simply has to stay out!

Built of "everlasting” Red Cypress—the wood that 1

defies decay.

Sizes to suit every plan and purse—Two Sash 3' 0" x
3' 3” with top frame and glass for two layers. $8.85, or
top frame, two large sash 3' 0" x 6' 0" and glass $13.45. i

Callahan Garden Frames furnish your table all the year
round. Ask for catalogue.

Every new and modem convenience is found in Calla- I

han Sectional Greenhouses. Catalogue free upon re-

quest.

Callahan^Duo-Glazed Sash Co.,

1350 Wyandot St. Dayton, Ohio.

$150.00 in Gold to the Winners!
Think of it ! Large, tempting, red strawberries 7 months every year, and a
chance to win cash prize. EARLY, LATE, EVERBEARING.
Grow for home and save money; grow for market- make money
Our free book on strawberry culture tells how—so plain a child will under-
stand. 60 years’ experience. Full information. Write today.

J. T. Garrison <fc Sons, Woodstown, N. J.

Grapes Will Grow
In Any Garden

No matter whether your garden
)

is an acre in extent or “handker-

chief” size, you have room to

grow Grapes. They will grow
wherever there is earth enough to

set the vines in. Plant them along

the fence or train the vine over

the back porch. Hubbard’s vines

grow anywhere. Send for

Hubbard’s Small
Fruit Catalogue

A booklet which tells how to plant
Grapevines and grow Grapes. We have
been growing good vines for fifty years
and our stock is giving satisfaction in

home gardens and the largest vine-

yards. Send for our catalogue to-day.

T. S. HUBBARD COMPANY
Box 18 Fredonia, New York

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers' Service for assistance
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TwoYears’ Growth in One
Save time— labor— money! Trees

planted in blasted ground grow faster,

healthier and bear earlier and heavier.

Get ready now for spring planting.

Last year thousands of farmers and
orchardists who wanted to plant in blasted

ground had to plant in the old way because

they failed to order in time a supply of

(MD
>

A

hil-

5
te

l
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Red Cross
Farm Powder

Explosives are slow shippers. They require

from 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. If your dealer
does not carry Red Cross in stock, don’t take
a chance on delay. Now is the time to place
your order with him.

Get the Full Information
Learn how to use Red Cross Farm Powder

and what it is doing for thousands of farmers
and orchardists everywhere. Our book is a

modern education in up-to-date methods of
tree planting, orchard rejuvenation, stumping,
sub-soiling, ditching, etc. You ought to

have it. Send now for

Hand Book of Explosives No. 523

E. I. du Pont de Nemours& Co.
Wilmington, Delaware

IPET0MAT0ES
earlier than you ever had before.

THOUSANDS
of up-to-date gardeners are making
big money — you can do the same.
Don't be satisfied with a garden
like the other fellow— beat him
to it. Have a garden that you'll

be proud of, a garden that will

bring the admiration of your
friends. No matter how back-
ward the Spring, it’s easy with

HE BALL SEED & PLANT FORCER
nd for my Beautiful BOOK FREE. It’s chuck
'1 of the latest developments in modem gardening. It gives
u gardening information found in no other publication. It
!s you how you can have a garden with flowers in full
x>m and vegetables for your table a month earlier than you
er had before. Just d -op me a post card and I’ll send
•u your copy by return mail.

HE BALL MFG. CO., Dept. E, Glenside, Pa.

Plant 'Your Garden the

J?0KRq

Introductory Offer

1 30 Worth, For
*-P A In Canada, 60c

FLOWERS
ioc. per Package

(In Canada 12 1-2C per package

Alyssum, Sweet
Aster, Giant Mixed
Aster, Queen of the Market
Mixed

Bachelor Buttons or Com Flower
Balsam, Double Mixed
Candytuft, Mixed
Forget-ine-not. Blue
Hollyhocks, Chartiers
Mignonette, Grandiflora
Morning Glory, Mixed

Pansies. Good Mixed
Phlox Drummondii. Mixed
Pinks, Chine Double Mixed
Poppy, California
Poppy, Shirlev Mixed
Salvia. Splendens
Stocks. Ten Weeks Mixed
Sweet Peas, California Giant
Mixed

VEGETABLES
T n I0C

- Per Package
(lnCanada, 12 1-2C per package)
Beet, Crimson Globe

Early Egyptian
Cabbage, All Seasons
Cabbage, Jersey Wakefield
Cabbage, Premium Flat Dutch
Carrot, Danvers
Carrot. Oxheart
Celery, White Plume
Endive, Green Curled

Kohlrabi, Early White Vienna
Leek. Large Flag
Lettuce, Big Boston
Lettuce, Black Seeded Simpson
Lettuce. Trianon Cos
Onion, White Portugal
Onion, Yellow Globe Danvers
Parsley, Double Curled
Parsnip, Hollow Crown
Pepper. Large Bell
Radish, French Breakfast
Radish, Icicle

Radish, Long Scarlet
Radish, Scarlet Turnip White
Tip

Spinach, Long Standing
Swiss Chard
Tomato, Beauty
Tomato, Ponderosa
Tomato, Stone
Turnip. Purple Top, Strap Leaf
Turnip, Purple Top, White
Globe

"Garden Profits,’

Mr. E.L. D. Seymour has just written a delightfully in-

teresting book for Home Gardeners.
It tells in simple terms how to plan your garden, just

when to plant the different Vegetables and Flowers and
just how to plant them. It gives authoritative and exact
information that is easy to follow and that should be in the
hands of everyone desiring to have a successful Home
Garden.
Mr. Seymour is the author of

"The Garden Almanac," and is As-
sociate Editor of the "Garden Mag-
azine” and "Country Life in Amer-
ica."
The book is beautifully bound in

boards, splendidly and abundantly il-

lustrated in colors, and its regular
price is $1.00. We will be glad to fur-

nish those interested in the better Pak-
ro Seedtape way of planting with a
copy of Mr. Seymour’ s book and 3
packages of Seedtape, totaling in
value Si .30, for 50c. Simply send post
office money order or stamps to-day
for the book and Pakro Seedtape.

'Way This Spring
Try this better way of planting your garden.
Get some Pakro Seedtape from your dealer and just plant

the tape, a whole row at a time, at the depth stated on each
package, moisten well and cover with earth.

Pakro Seedtape consists of selected seeds spaced exactly the
correct distance apart in a thin paper tape. Pakro Seedtape
gives you a better garden with less labor because of the fol-

lowing advantages:

/— Thoroughly tested seed. Every variety grown
especially for us and selected by experts from the
very best prize-winning strains. •

2

—

Saves time and labor. You can plant a whole
row at a time instead of a few seeds at a time, and
be sure of getting straight rows and a fine, even
stand.

3

—

More economical. Only enough seeds are
planted to insure proper growth.

4

—

No thinning out required. Proper spacing of
seeds in tape makes this labor unnecessary.

5

—

Pakro grows better. The paper tape absorbs
and holds moisture around the seed with the re-

sult of a quicker and higher percentage of germi-
nation and a stronger plant life.

Pakro Seedtape comes in 30 varieties of vegetables and
18 varieties of flowers. Get it from your dealer. Write
for our beautifully illustrated free catalogue.

The Readers’ Service gives Building

Information

A LAWN EXPERT
will answer your lawn questions and advise how
to get the best lawns through the Readers’ Service.

If You Love Your Garden
XX TRITE for our catalogue of plants, trees and

\/\/ flowering shrubs. It tells you what to plant
T T and where and when and how. Shows how to

get uninterrupted joy from your garden from spring till

winter. Brings Wagner Landscape Service to your
assistance in solving difficult planting problems.

We have tried to make it the most helpful manual
ever published for the home garden maker. A copy
will be sent free on request. Write for catalogue 47.

WAGNER PARK NURSERY CO.
Box 912 Sidney, Ohio |:i

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will , too
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A Better Lawn
At Less Expense

THE Fuller & Johnson Motor Lawn
Mower is designed for the large lawn
with numerous flower beds, shrubs and

trees, where great flexibility as well as large cutting
capacity is required.

This wonderful mower is large enough to cut five acres
a day yet light enough not to mar the turf, and so ex-
tremely flexible that it will cut close up to and around
trees, under shrubbery and along walks and driveways
thus entirely eliminating the necessity for cleaning up
afterwards with a hand mower. The

Fuller & Johnson
MOTOR LAWN MOWER

is backed up by 70 years' reputation of the Fuller &
Johnson Mfg. Co. for the highest manufacturing integ-
rity. It is scientifically designed and built as a com-
plete unit. Indeed its balance and the details of the
mechanical features of the mower have received as
close consideration as has the motor itself. If it were
possible to dismember this wonderful Motor Lawn
Mower before you, you would marvel at the extraordin-
ary thought and study given to the planning of its small-
est feature—the infinite care used in the finishing and
adjusting of its smallest part—yet its greatest charac-
teristic is simplicity.

Write us now before Spring arrives for full infor-
mation and a copy of "A BETTER LAWN"

Manufacturers Distributing Co.
444 Publicity Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
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The Readers’ Service gives information

about Gardening

DOSESo/NewCastle
'T'HESE famous hardy, free-blooming Rose plants,

grown to perfection in the best Rose-growing
soil in America, are by far THE BEST FOR

HOME PLANTING. Alicayson

7 \
‘ their own roots. Once planted

• they will last a lifetime. Our
great 1917 book, entitled

"Roses of New Castle"
gives expert advice—-the expe-
rience of a lifetime—and de-
scribes these famous hardy
Roses. Tells how we prepay
all shipping charges anywhere
in the U. S. Safe arrival guar-
anteed. Write for this beautifu\
book, the most instructive of its
kind published. IT’S FREE.

HEJXER BROS. CO.
Box 321 New Castle, Ind.

{Concluded from p. 116)

1 lie block of the size desired has a small hole
bored through it from end to end. Through
this is passed a long bolt that extends also

through a table top, or a board that may lie in

the lap, and is held loosely in place, so that the
block may be revolved by a nut on the lower
end. The oblong piece of paper—heavy man-
ila or jute, but not heavy enough to crack when
folded sharply—is somewhat more than the
height of the block plus half the width; and is

sufficiently long to fold round four sides of the
block starting in the middle of one and lapping
over almost half the next. I he paper extending
above the top of the block is then folded against
it in the way that the end of the wrapper of a

package is folded and turned down and a shoe
tack about a quarter of an inch long driven
through the folds and clinched against the top
of the bolt. The pot is then slipped off of the
form, and is ready for use.

\\ hen setting out time comes let the soil dry
a little to prevent crumbling. Peel the paper
off of the block of earth, set it in a hole pre-

pared for it and pack the earth snugly around
it. Plants may he thus set out in the hot sun
of midday and they will not wilt because their

roots have not been disturbed, and conse-
quently have not suffered the loss of their hair-

like feeders, which is inevitable in ordinary
transplanting. If preferred, the plants may
be set without removing the papier. It is a

good plan to do this if cut worms are feared.

Hortulus.

Why Garden Soils Need Nitrates

XTITROGEN is one of the most necessary of

' plant foods. For the quick and successful

growth of vegetables, garden soils must possess

nitrogen in readily available form. This can
be provided by some form of easily soluble

commercial nitrate. Either dried blood, sul-

phate of ammonia, or nitrate of soda may be

used.

For ordinary garden crops, nitrate of soda is

the best of these nitrogenous fertilizers. Its

use not only provides a nitrate immediately
available for growing vegetables, but it tends

to correct soil acidity better than either of the

other forms. Nitrate of soda, however,
should be used in connection with some form of

organic material, such as farm manure, crop

refuse, weeds or green manuring crops. If

used together, commercial and organic ferti-

lizers provide the soil with nitrates throughout
the growing season.

There is a very important scientific reason

for this combination. In the spring and early

summer, very little nitrogen in soluble form is

available for growing crops in garden soils.

What remained of available nitrogen not

utilized by plants during the preceding grow-
ing season the soil loses during the winter and
early spring either by drainage or by leach-

ing. For the first few months of crop growth
nitrogen in readily available form must be
supplied, and nothing is better for this purpose

than nitrate of soda.

But if this commercial fertilizer is applied

{Continued on p. 120)

YourLawnNeedsRollinq

Before Roll Inc
Frost heaves the sod leaving it

full of cracks in which roots will

dry out and die.

After Rolling
Rolling settles the sod back and
packs moist earth around the
roots giving them a quick start

DUNHAM ROLLER
WATER
WEIGHT

(TRADE MARK)

The steel drum can be filled with water,
giving any weight to suit soft lawns, firm turf,

or tennis court. When empty the roller is

light and easy to handle.

NoTip Lock holds the handle up-
right when not in use and the
scraper cleans off leaves and dirt.

Axle is fitted with roller bearings.

See the roller at your dealers and
ask him for Free Lawn Book.

THE DUNHAM CO.
203 First Ave.

BEREA, OHIO
New York Office and Ware-

house, 270 West St.

Would
a Real
Most of the com-

ponent parts of a

grass seed mixture
which would pro-

duce such a lawn

are grown only
abroad.

Despite war con-
ditions, we offer

you have
Lawn?
our well-known
imported, hardy,

lawn seed mixtures

at practically no

advance in prices.

Order now—the

supply is limited.

But the quality is

very choice.

Prices reasonable. Send for lawn folder.

Barwell’s Agricultural Works
Waukegan :: Illinois

Make Your Gardening
Profitable and Easy
T |_ RAPkfFP Weeder, MulcherThe 0/\l\Pv.Il,K and Cultivator

See
TH

Kmes

3 tools in i, cuts the weeds under ground
and works the surface crust into a mois-
ture-retaining mulch—Intensive culthn-
tlon. Only garden tool that successfully,

in one operation, destroys the weed and
forms the necessary soil mulch. “Best
Weed Killer Ever Used.” Has shovels
for deeper cultivation. Self adjusting,
easily operated, inexpensive. Write for

free illustrated catalogue and special Factory-to-User offer.

BARKER MFG. CO., Dept. 11 David City, Neb.

The Readers’ Service gives information

about Greenhouses and Sash

Strawberrie
EVERBEARING AND OTHER KINDS^

Also Headquarters for Raspberries, Black-
berries, Currants, Gooseberries, Grapes,
Asparagus, Fruit Trees, Roses, Shrubs,
Seed Potatoes, Eggs for Hatching, Crates,
Baskets, etc. 34 years’ experience. Cata-
logue free. Write to-day, address

L. J. FARMER, Box 729, Pulaski, N.Y.

The Readers’ Service will gladly furnish information about Retail Shops
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HENRYA.DREER
714*16 Chestnut St., Phila.

Dreer’s Vegetable Seeds
have 79 years of experience back of them, and in no other business is expert
knowledge so necessary. You can materially reduce the high cost of living by
having a garden and grow your own vegetables.

Dreer’s Lawn Grass Seeds
are blended from the highest grade seeds of strong vitality. Let us send you our
booklet on Lawn Making—free.

Dreer’s Garden Book for 1917
is declared by a legion of enthusiastic gardeners to be the most complete and valuable

reference, both on growing vegetables and flowers ever issued. Colored and duotone
plates—over a thousand illustrations. Lists everything worth growing, both novelties

and standard varieties. A copy sent free if you mention this publication.

Dreer's All Heart Lettuce— is the most dependable hard-heading lettuce ever
introduced. Magnificent large yellowish green heads with extremely solid heart.

Flavor rich and buttery. Slow to run to seed even in hot weather. Packet,
10 cents.

Why Not Have a Lily Pool
n Your Garden or Greenhouse?

Many varieties of Water Lilies can be grown in a pool

(or tub) just as well as in a small pond. Every garden has

soil, water, and sunshine—all the lilies need. They grow
as readily as asters or sweet peas—and are far more beautiful,

fragrant, and unusual. If you have a greenhouse you can
have blooms all the year. My new booklet

w

Water Lilies and Water Plants
pictures several varieties in nature’s glorious colors. The
best sorts forgarden and greenhouse growing are described. Full

directions are given for constructing a water garden, with a list

of plants that will be useful with the lilies. Write to-day for

a copy of this booklet and plan for a water garden this summer.

WILLIAM TRICKER, Box E, Arlington, N. J.

For YOUR Garden
JBIMB

Delicately nurtured roses,

propagated in hot green-

houses, are not suitable for

planting out-of-doors. Even if

they do not die at the first touch
of frost it will take them years to

get acclimated so that they will

bloom freely. What you want for

your rose garden is plants that have
been grown under conditions similar

to what you can offer them.

Fairfax Roses
are propagated under natural conditions and
wintered out-of-doors. They are hardy and

vigorous, immune to frost and snow,
and should thrive in YOUR garden as

well as they do in ours. They will

bloom luxuriantly the FIRST season

—rich, rare blooms full of color and per-

fume—without special care or nursing.

1917 Rose Book Free
My new Rose Book tells you how to grow roses

successfully and if you follow directions you
can have a superb rose garden this summer.
Write for a copy—it’s free.

If you are having trouble with your roses

that you do not understand write me about
it and I will gladly advise you what to do.

wTrTgray
Box 6, Oakton, Fairfax County, Va.

Three Rarely Beautiful Roses
In this trio of superb Climbing Roses is a whole June-ful of joy

for the rose-lover. They are widely different in color and form

of flower, but are united in beauty and loveliness. I he three

were originated and introduced by the W est Chester Nurser-

ies—which vouches for the value of this new trio.

Climbing American Beauty. Huge flowers, 4 inches across;

handsome rosy crimson; fragrant. Plants are strong growers,

covered with flowers.

Christine Wright. A wonderful clear pink Rose, usually 4

inches in diameter. Beautiful in bud and flower.

Purity. Pronounced by experts the most beautiful climbing

Rose. The broad petals are ivory white, with stamens of bright

golden yellow. The flowers are large and borne abundantly on
strong plants. Purity is sold in this collection only.

3 Plants, One of
Each, Delivered (|)0

‘Hoopes' Specialties”
shows Climbing American Beauty. Christine Wright
and Purity in their marvelous natural colors. Tne
bookie L is a real aid to rose-growers, and lovers of

beauty on the home grounds. Send your name
and address for a complimentary copy.

HOOPES, BRO. & THOMAS CO.
45 Maple Avenue West Chester, Pa.

Advertisers will appreeiale your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, loo
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These little Handy Andy frames are n x 12$ inches. 10
of them cost only $7 -59 - Price includes glass and cast iron
corner cleats and all bolts.

It’s Cold Frame Time

—

Start Your Garden Now
—Send for Booklet

This two sash frame
is about 6 feet square.
Casts $16.34 complete.
The 3x6 feet sash cost

$4.24 separately.
Double light same size,

each $5.45.

THIS new booklet No. 215 tells you
exactly how you can, with surpris-
ingly little trouble, have a winter

garden under glass. One from which
you can be having vegetables and
flowers weeks before seeds are even
planted outside. It shows you how to
get a running start on your outdoor
flower and vegetable garden; and how

to boost it busily after it is started.
Dame Spring comes late nowadays.
The use of frames is the way to over-
come her exasperating lagginess. They
turn garden uncertainties into certain-
ties. The booklet tells you what,
when and how to plant.
Order the sash and frames early. Get

started. Send for the booklet.

lor^cRqriJiamfi.

NEW YORK
42nd St. Bldg.

CLEVELAND
Shetland Bldg.

Builders of Greenhouses and Conservatories

SALES OFFICES
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO ROCHESTER

Tremont Bldg. Widener Bldg Rookery Bldg. Granite Bldg.

DETROIT TORONTO MONTREAL
Penobscot Bldg. Royal Bank Bldg. Transportation Bldg.

Des Plaines. 111. St. Catharines. CanadaFACTORIES: Irvington, N. Y

With a row such as this, it’s like having a goodly sized greenhouse. Junior Sash
34 x 38 inches cost $2.42 apiece. Standard Sash 3x6 feet cost S4.24 apiece.
Double light 3x6 feet cost $3.45 apiece. Price on different length of frames given
in the Booklet.

Tsuga caroliniana
From the high Carolina Mountains, the

most beautiful Hemlock known.

Rhododendron carolinianum,
the new, clear pink species.

Rare American Plants and Specimen Evergreens.

Rock, Water and Wild Gardens designed and executed.

HARLAN P. KELSEY, Landscape Architect,

Salem, Massachusetts.

Owner,
Highlands Nursery in North Carolina, Boxford Nursery

in Massachusetts. Catalogs.

Beautify Your Home Outside
Your lawns and gardens radiate your

personality. Plant beautiful ornamen-
tal trees, shrubs and plants to add a
picturesque touch; plant for fruiting.
Green’s sure-bearing, true-to-name
fruit trees, grape vines, berries, etc.,
all of which you can buy from us at

Half Agents' Prices
We sell direct to you. There is no

Nursery’ Agent to pay. Green’s stock
is backed by forty years of success-
ful growing and direct selling.

Send for our Catalog. Contains val-
uable planting information and money-
saving combination offers. Write toda/.

GREEN’S ,^ 7 Wall St.

NURSERY Rochester,

COMPANY New York

{Concluded from p. 118)

with organic manures, the two supplement
each other in providing the soil with plant food

|

for the entire season. Nitrate of soda is

readily soluble and the nitrogen in it im-
mediately becomes available for the crops.

Not so, however, with organic manures. To
make their contained nitrogen available for

plants, the activity of nitrifying soil organisms
is necessary’. But when garden soil has a tem-
perature below 50 degrees F., these soil

organisms are practically dormant. As the
soil temperature rises with the progress of
summer, the nitrifying organisms become more
active and change the nitrogen pf organic

]

manures into nitrites. While these forms are

readily soluble, the season is well advanced in

northern climates before the nitrogen of
j

organic manures is made available for garden
crops; so that if early vegetables are desired
some form of commercial nitrate fertilizer

should be applied to the soil.

In growing vegetables in the home garden I

use in connection with nitrate of soda, poultry
|

manure compost as the organic material.

This is composed of straight poultry droppings i

and waste material from the scratching pens.

This combination has given quick growth and
large yields with asparagus, beans, beets, cab-

bage, cauliflower, lettuce, peppers, radishes,

spinach and tomatoes. Horse manure is not

as good a fertilizer because it contains organ-

isms which change nitrates into gaseous
forms which pass off into the air instead of into

the soil.

When used on the garden, nitrate of soda

gives the best results when applied as a top-

dressing. In northern parts it should be used 1

several times during the early part of the

growing season, that is, until the soil has be-

come quite warm. Then the nitrogen from the

organic materials becomes available. The
first application should not be made until the

plants are well established. This may be fol-

lowed by other applications every ten days or .

two weeks according to the weather. The
rate should not exceed 100 pounds to the acre t

at each application. A very little nitrate of j

soda, therefore, is required for a hundred- 1

foot row. If applied in large quantities at a

time, the plants are not only liable to be in-

jured, but the contained nitrogen would be

partly wasted by leaching before it could all

be utilized by the crops.

When the plants are small, nitrate of soda •

may be applied by a side-dresser drill, a useful n

garden implement. But when the plants be-

come larger it is necessary to apply the nitrate

by hand. Care should be taken not to

sprinkle it on the leaves of the plants if they 1

are damp, as nitrate of soda burns the foliage. 1

As soon as possible after being applied, it

should be worked into the soil.

While dried blood is more easily applied

than nitrate of soda, its contained nitrogen is s

not so readily available. If heavy applica- i

tions of a nitrogenous fertilizer are required, 3

dried blood is the best form of nitrogen to ap-

ply. It is not so likely to injure the plants, its 4

nitrogen is slowly made available by soil or-
1

ganisms, and the nitrates are utilized by grow-

ing crops for a much longer period.

Sulphate of ammonia is not so generally
^

recommended as the other two nitrogenous

fertilizers. In fact, until more is known about

its effects gardeners should use it with caution.

Its contained nitrogen is not so easily trans-

formed into nitrates for the use of crops unless .

some calcium carbonate is applied with it or

the soil is thoroughly limed.

Kensington, Md. James B. Mormon.

If a problem grous in your garden icrite to the Readers f
Service for assistance
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Moon’s
^MMRSERIES

iected

1
cause the plants are especially

and freshly dug and packed for each

order; have been reared with a care for their

vigor of growth and shapeliness of form that

make attractive lawn plantings with a perma-
nent accumulative value and enjoyment.

Perhaps one of the reasons why MOONS’
plantings are so unparalleled is because we
personally are interested in having our cus-

tomers make selections best adapted to their

place, climate and purpose.

Our informative Catalogue No. 3-3, with its

many illustrations, should be your first

guide. Then let our Letter-Aid Bureau help.

THE
WM. H. MOON COMPANY

Nurserymen

Morrisville, Pennsylvania

What a Home is

THE MOON NURSERY CORF.
White Plains, New York

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE
21 South Twelfth Street

If

to;

Have you a copy of the

Heathekhome Seed
AND

Plant Book
New 1917 Edition

A MASTEKPIECE OF GARDEN CATALOGUES

A most unique and
‘

'different” book for

all garden lovers—full of practical and
helpful suggestions. 336 pages, printed

on antique paper and bound in

Heatherhome blue.

Last year's edition was exhausted shortly

after publication. If interested send at

once for free copy.

We want you to know the superior

quality of Heatherhome Seeds, Plants

and Bulbs.

KNIGHT £r STRUCK CO.
PLANTSMEN - SEEDSMEN
TWO HUNDRED FIFTY EIGHT

FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

M. H. Walsh, Rose Specialist

Box 376, Woods Hole, Mass.

A Springtime of Beauty

In Walsh’s New Roses
My new ramblers are among the notable introduc-

tions of recent years. Rambler roses are my specialty

and my efforts have always been to produce ramblers
of unexcelled quality and beauty. Here are two of my
latest introduction.

Walsh’s “Regina.” A charming novelty. White,
tipped with delicate pink. Walsh’s “Regina" won
the Silver Medal at the National Flower Show in
1916. Extra-strong plants $2 each.

Walsh’s “America.” My best introduction. Del-
icate pink, with yellow stamens. Blooms in clus-
ters, sometimes seventy-five in a bunch. Every
rose-lover should plant Walsh’s “America.” Extra-
strong plants $1.50 each.

Walsh’s Handbook of Roses
might be truthfully called a text book of roses, for it

tells all about my own varieties together with those of

other noted growers. Complete and accurate lists of

Hybrid Teas, Hybrid Perpetuals, and Teas are given,

besides information on how to control rose pests. Bet-
ter send to-day for your copy.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Witch Hazels in the Arnold
Arboretum

f

|
*HE winter season deprives us of a lot of

pleasure out-of-doors in its lack of

flowering trees and shrubs. The Witch Hazels,

give us a tide-over of flowers usually from
September to March and should be more
generally grown around winter residences.

Most of us are familiar with the common
Hamamehs virginiana of our eastern woods,
a very common shrub from Nova Scotia to

Florida, generally found on the borders of

woods or by the sides of rocky streams.

The yellowish flowers of the native Witch Hazel appearing
with the old fruit make a pretty winter picture

Its flowers appear in late autumn, as the

fruit of the previous year is ripening and

often the leaves change color. The petals

are strap-shaped, of a bright yellow color

with a calyx dull brownish yellow inside.

This plant is usually raised from seed.

Another little known American species is

the spring flowering Witch Hazel, Hamamelis
vernalis, a low-growing shrub seldom morethan
six feet high and differing from the former in

spreading by means of stolons which eventually

form a thicket. 1 he flowers are not so

large nor of such a bright yellow as those of

Hamamelis virginiana, but the inside of the

calvx is a dark red color. The leaves also

differ by being more of a dull green. Its chief

attraction comes by flowering usually during

January or February and seems to have no

objection to any degree of frost experienced

here. It may be propagated by grafting on

H. virginiana, or by division.

Before H. vernalis has finished flowering the

beautiful China Silky Witch Hazel, Hamamelis
mollis, comes out. 1 his is a native of Central

China and bears large leaves densely tomen-

tose below and holds most of these usually

till after the flowers have opened. It forms

a bush or small tree, and bears large flowers

of a bright golden yellow, with petals § of an

inch long, broader than any of those in the

other varieties and less twisted, and the

calyx is of a purplish red color inside. A very

desirable plant to grow and easily grafted

on the common Witch Hazel.

For a further selection of these shrubs we
have the Japanese Witch Hazel, Hamamelis
japonica, and its variety arborea, both with

the same yellow colored flowers contrasting

effectively with the rich red calyx. With us

H. japonica is more erect growing than the

var. arborea; both flower in February.

Jamaica Plains. A. H. Judd.

and other pets

A WOMAN FLORIST

6
Hardy Everblooming
TV On their own roots W

ALL WILL BLOOM A. . 1
THIS SUMMER

Sent to any address postpaid;
guaranteed to reach you in good growing condition

GKM ROSE COLLECTION
IteMle Hroun, Creamy White
Kliea Held, Rosy Crimson
( lolhllde *oupert. White and Pink
Snowflake, Pure White
Radiance. Iirilliant Carmine
l*re*. Taft, brightest Pink

SPECIAL BARGAINS
6 Carnations, the "Divine Flower,” all

colors 25c
6 Prize-winning Chrysanthemums * 25c
6 Beautiful Coleus 25C
3 Flowering Cannas 25c*

3 Choice Double Dahlias 25c
3 Choice Hardy Iris 25c
10 Lovelv Gladioli 25c
10 SuperD Pansy Plants 25c
15 Pkts. Flower Seeds, all different 25c

Vny Five Collections for One Dollar. Post-
paid. Guarantee satisfaction. Once a customer, _
always one. Catalogue free.

MISS ELLA V. HAINES Box 66, Springfield. Ohio

The Readers’ Service gives informa-
tion about Home Decorating

P'DE'IT' Write us, giving some idea of your spraying
* needs and we will forward absolutely free, a
copy of our valuable illustrated work on CROP DISEASES,
also full particulars of aSPRAMOTOR
best suited to your requirements. We make SP RAMOTORS
from $6 up. Write us to-day.

, • it c a *4^ Spramotor Co.Made in U. S. A. t

3216 Erie St., Buffalo, N.Y.

The Readers’ Service will give you suggestions for the care and purchase ol cats and dogs

HardyPlant Specialties

Farr’s
Hardy Plant
Specialties

Edition for 1917-18. I have tried to make this edition more complete and help-

ful than any of its predecessors. In its completeness it will be a text book that

no reader of The Garden Magazine will wish to be without.

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THIS EDITION
Irises. In the Germanica section there will be

added some notable new introductions from
F.urope in addition to my splendid Panama-
Pacific Gold Medal Collection, which contains

many varieties of my own introductions, raised

here at Wyomissing.

In the Japanese section there will be the first

offering of a series of new seedlings of my own
hybridizing. These are entirely distinct in

color, size and form of flower, from any of the

existing varieties.

Peonies. My collection is acknowledged to be

the most complete in existence. This year

I shall include a number of fine varieties,

which, owing to limited stock, I have not

been able to offer heretofore.

Tree Peonies. Of more than ordinary inter-

est will be the chapter on tree peonies and
their cultivation. The purchase of the noted

collection of tree peonies owned by Brochet &
Sons (successors to Paillet Nurseries), Cha-
tenay, France, has given me a wonderful
collection which is now established in my nur-
series. T hese, together with the unique as-

sortment of the beautiful Japanese varieties,

gives me a collection of over 300 varieties, all

of which are established on their own roots—this

is important, as many past failures with tree

peonies are due to grafting them on the roots of
the wild peony.

Lilacs. The collection of Lemoine’s new French
Lilacs has been enriched by the addition of
several of his later introductions.

Roses. A carefully selected list of the very
best classes for outdoor planting.

Evergreens. A choice collection of the rare

eveVgreen trees and shrubs for lawn planting,

including many dwarf forms for rockeries.

To insure receiving a copy of this edition you should send me your name and address

now. As soon as the work is completed the book will be mailed to you without cost.

BERTRAND H. FARR—Wyomissing Nurseries Co.
104 Garfield Avenue, Wyomissing, Pennsylvania

Planning the Garden. So many have asked me to help them plan their gardens that I have found it necessary to
form a special department in charge of a skillful landscape designer and plantsman. I will be glad to assist you in

any way desired by offhand suggestions or by the preparation of detailed plans for which a charge will be made.
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BUTTERNUT

Profits, Foods, Beauty, Pleasure
IN RUGGEDLY HEALTHY, HARDY

W BLACK
WALNUT

Usefully decorative, with luxurious foliage and symmetrical growth, affording generous shade, they are Pre-eminently the sort of
trees for a gentleman’s estate.

Above all, they’re highly profitable. A reasonable number of these trees will not only supply your own household requirements in nut
foods—now a wide spread, popular and healthful usage—they will go a long way toward maintaining the up-keep of your grounds.

Nut trees from the Glenwood Nurseries are bred under strenuous climatic conditions, and come to you superabundantly fortified with rugged
vigor, toughness of fibre, and hardy health and strength that assures their successful growth and bearing in the cold climate of the East and North.

There is always an eager market for all the nuts you can spare from your crop at attractive prices.

Our English Walnuts and Pecans (Paper Shell) are bred for cold climates. Hickories, Filberts, Black Walnuts and Butternuts
not only produce ample crops of sweet, tender and nutritious nut meats but make exceedingly decorative landscape trees.

We are Landscape Artists, and we are being constantly called upon to supply trees of these varieties for the most exclusive estates.
Let us advise you, according to the size and requirements of your estate; the conditions of soil, drainage and elevation.

We will cheerfully send you our 1917 catalogue on receipt of your name and address. It explains
Nut culture , the care and culture of Fruits, Roses, Shrubs, Evergreens, etc., GRATIS.

GLEN BROTHERS, Inc., Glenwood Nursery,

1753 Main Street, Rochester, N. Y
(Established 1866)

JAPAN
WALNUTHICKORY NUT

Rare and Beautiful Plants
Japanese Bell-Flower Tree

( Enkianthus campanulatus)

A very distinctive shrub with handsome yellow and
red. pendulous flowers. The brilliant autumn coloring
of the leaves is especially attractive. Prof. Sargent
says, “By Japanese Botanists it is spoken of as one of
the most beautiful flowering trees of Japan.”
2-3 ft. high $.50 each $4.00 per 10

Japanese Flowering Dogwood
(Cornus Kousa)

Similar to our native White Flowering Dogwood.
Flowers very showy, appearing after the leaves in June
and contrasting well with the bright green foliage.

2-

3 ft. high $ .50 each $4.00 per 10

3-

4 “ " 1.00 “ 7.50 “ “

Early Flowering
Hydrangea

(Hydrangea paniculata praecox)

An early flowering form of the Panicled
Hydrangea, flowering in July when flow-
ers are scarce, four to six weeks earlier
than Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora.

//£ ft. high $.30 each $2.50 per 10

Japanese Storax
(Styrax Japonica)

A most graceful shrub with pendulous
clusters of white, bell-shaped blossoms
are charmingly distinctive.

2 ft. high $.50 each $4.00 per 10

Soulang’s
Magnolia

(Magnolia Soulangeana)

Blooming before the leaves appear, it J
presents a wonderful show of pinkish- |J
white blooms. Specimen bushes, four
years older than usual with big balls of ||
roots, and probably fifty flower buds.
5-6 ft. hfg/x $4.50 each $35.00 per 10

Photinia Villosa
A Chinese representative of the Shad- |[
bush. Flowering abundantly and fol- m
lowed by remarkably red fruits, attrac- ||
tive to birds in winter.

Hicks’ Nurseries,
lllllllilllllllllilllH

Box M, Westbury
Long Island, N. Y. p
IIIM^

Nearly Every Lawn is Starved

AND WILL RESPOND IMMEDIATELY TO
TAKOMA LAWN PLANT FOOD

Lawn Grass Requires More Fertile Soil

than any Other Crop

Takoma Odorless Plant Foods
PREPARED ESPECIALLY FOR SUBURBAN NEEDS

Concentrated—Scientifically Correct—Efficient Economical- Odorless

LAWN PLANT FOOD
10 lbs. enough for 1,000 square feet $1.00
25 lbs.

•• " 2,500 “ “ 1.75
50 lbs.

“ “ 5,000 “ 2.75
100-200 lbs. at 4J4 cents per pound
200-500 lbs. ” 4
500-1,000 lbs.'

“

1,000 lbs. or more “ 314

GARDEN PLANT FOOD
10 lbs. enough for 400 square feet $1.10
25 lbs.

“ ” 1.000 “ " 2.00
50 lbs.

“ “ 2,000 “ “ 3.25
100-200 lbs. at S l/2 cents per pound
200-500 lbs. “ 5
500-1,000 lbs. “ 4'/2
1.000 lbs. or more “ 4*4 “

Above Prices F. 0. B. Cars Washington. Delivered Prices on Application

ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY THEY ARE RECEIVED

ODORLESS PLANT FOOD COMPANY
Takoma Park

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Send for Instructive Book: “ The Maintenance of Lawns and Golf Courses.”

To Have Good Vegetables and Flowers

It is not sufficient to merely plant the seed

in order to obtain perfect specimens
like those illustrated in the seed catalogues.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will , loo
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Why Not
^ , a real

Hardy
Garden

from SEEDS ?

The constant delights of

hardy gardens may be yours
for very little money. Spend

just a little while each day
with a vigorous lot of seedling

plants and your desires for hardy
plants will be easily fulfilled. We
gather each year, partly for our own
use, the freshest and choicest home-
saved seeds of many hundred different

kinds. These we will share with

readers of The Garden Magazine.

You Can Have a $100
Garden for $2 — Postpaid

We will mail one packet of seeds of

each of 25 distinct and beautiful hardy
perennial plants, all easily grown from
seeds, for S2 or 1 2 packets distinct kinds

for $1. .Among them you will find

many popular favorites as well as some
rare new kinds. These seeds, with rea-

sonable care, should produce over one
hundred dollars’ worth of hardy plants

within a year. Should you want
specific varieties name them or write

for list of kinds available.

“Palisades Popular Perennials”
is a 64 page portfolio of unusual character.

Besides serving as an introduction to over a
thousand distinct hardy plants, it describes

them in easily understood language and gives

their common names. It will prove a decided

acquisition to any horticultural library.

Serves. the beginner as well as advanced
hobby-ist alike. The price is ten cents which
amount may be deducted when ordering seeds

or plants. Those who prefer to start hardy
gardens with plants will find ours to measure
up to the highest standards known, at rea-

sonable prices.

Write for catalogue TO-DAY or better

still, let us mail you above collection of

Seeds. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Palisades Nurseries, Inc.

R. W. CLUKAS, Manager

Sparkill New York

/O COMING EVENTS Q
mmmmtkrni GTUB ^SOCIETY NEW0

Meetings, etc. in March
(Following dates are meetings unless otherwise specified)

10.

12.

14 .

15 .

15-18 .

15-22 .

16 .

17 .

19 .

20 .

21 .

21 -25 .

23 .

24 .

26 .

28 .

31 .

Marshfield. Mass., Garden Club.
Pasadena, Cal., Horticultural Society.
Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston,

Mass. Lecture: Strawberry Culture.
Garden Club of Myers Park. Charlotte, N. C.

Subject: Insects and Plant Diseases.
Lake Geneva, Wis., Gardeners' & Foremen's

Association.
Short Hills. N. J., Garden Club.
Westchester. N. Y., & Fairfield, Conn., Horti-

cultural Society.
Connecticut Horticultural Society, Hartford,
Conn.

Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston,
Mass. Lecture: Cranberry Culture.

Dobbs Ferry. N. Y., Horticultural Society.
New York Florists' Club, New York City.
Park Garden Club, Flushing, L. I.

Rochester, N. Y„ Florists' Association.
New Rochelle, N. Y., Garden Club.
Nassau Co. Horticultural Society, Glen Cove,
N. Y.

Short Hills, N. J„ Garden Club.
Lenox, Mass., Horticultural Society.
Marshfield, Mass., Garden Club.
St. Louis, Mo., Spring Flower Show Association.

St. Louis Spring Flower Show.
Horticultural Society of New York and New
York Florists’ Club, New York City. Inter-
national Spring Flower Show.

Pasadena, Cal., Horticultural Society.
Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston.
Mass. Lecture: Orcharding in the West and
South.

New Bedford, Mass., Horticultural Society.
Lake Geneva, Wis., Gardeners’ & Foremen’s As-

sociation.
Garden Club of Myers Park, Charlotte, N. C.

Subject: The Vegetable Garden.
Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club.
Rhode Island Horticultural Society, Providence,

R. I.

Tarrytown, N. Y., Horticultural Society.
Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston,

Mass. Spring Exhibition.
Connecticut Horticultural Society, Hartford,

Conn.
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., Horticultural Society.
Park Garden Club, Flushing, L. I. Lecture: Art

in the Cottage Door Yard Garden.
Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club.
Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston

Mass. Lecture: Alpine Plants.

New Plants Registered

DY THE American Rose Society—Mrs.
Chas. Gersdorff, a new climbing hybrid

tea offered by Mr. Chas E. F. Gersdorff,

Washington, D. C. 1 he plant is of strong

climbing habit. Strong thorns not too thickly

set. Flowers in clusters of two to four buds
long. Color Killarney pink, shading to

blush; tea fragrance.—B. Hammond, Secy.

By the American Gladiolus Society. The
variety Prosperity by Arthur Cowee, Berlin,

N. Y. The following is a description: The
plant is tall, most striking, and attractive.

Its massive proportions, broad, heavy foliage

of a rich green, erect, and vigorous habit of

growth, give evidence of a strong constitu-

tion. Flowers are large. Color is a bright

rose shading to madderlake, except the last

segment, which has a chamois-yellow base.

Anthers violet, styles white. Unsurpassed

as a keeper.—A. C. Beal, Chairman.

The New York Annual Flower Show

Peasone for Carnations; one for Sweet
another for table decorations, etc. 'j|

This arrangement insures a continuous
interest, and visitors on different days find

different attractions in perfection. The plant
exhibits will be drawn from the leading private
establishments around New York, including
the collections of the New York Botanical
Garden and of the City Park Department
(Central and Prospect Parks). Noteworthy

,

contributions are also coming from some of I

the larger private establishments of Phila-

delphia. The Garden Clubs are contributing
actively to the success of the event. Trophies
are offered by Mrs. J. Willis Martin, President

of the Garden Club of America, and by Mrs.
Charles F. Hoffman, President of the Inter-

national Garden Club of New York.
The volume of exhibits bids fair to outclass

any previous event; the space taken up by the

trade section is larger than has ever been sold

for any previous flower show held in America.
Rose gardens and rockeries built on the

ftoor of the exhibition hall, and which have
formed such attractive features in previous

shows, will be represented again on a more
extensive scale.

An effort is being made to arrange the

plant exhibits in naturalistic groups and to

reproduce, so far as possible, the appearances
of tropical plants growing under natural

conditions. The interest in the Rose and
other special feature gardens will be aug-

mented this year by a new scale of points for

judging: 40 points to be considered for artistic

design, general effect and accessories; 2q
points for variety; 20 points for cultural

perfection; 20 points for practicability.

The Tea Garden feature, under the man-
agement of the ladies of the American Red
Cross, will be conducted on much the same
lines as last year; the receipts of that feature

being devoted directly to the objects of the

Red Cross.

The representative committee of man-
agement is under the direction of Mr. T.

A. Havemeyer, President of the Horticultural

Society of New York as Chairman, with John
Young, Secretary of the New York Florists’

Club, 54 West 28th St., from whom schedules

and other detailed information may be ob-

tained.

-

National Rose and Peony Gardens

FLOWER lovers are being asked by the
r\f HGrfiriilfnrtil I n Vf*Qticrnfinns

npHE International Spring Flower Show
is now firmly established as an annual

event in New York. It takes place this

year in the Grand Central Palace, March
15th to 22nd, and as in previous years, is under

the direction of the Horticultural Society of

New York and the New York Florists’ Club,

which two organizations are representative

of the wider, general interests of the city and

trade growers. As in former years, there

will be the special attractions on the different

days of the Exhibition—one for Roses;

Office of Horticultural Investigations

of the U. S. Department of Agriculture to

contribute to the test gardens at Arlington,

Virginia, just across the Potomac from

Washington, Roses and Peonies of varieties

not now represented in the Government
collections. It is the hope of the Depart-

ment to assemble at the Arlington gardens

as nearly as possible complete collections of

varieties of the two flowers. These collec-

tions will be used for comparison and study

of conditions under which they thrive best,

and also as a basis for plant breeding work.

At the present time approximately 700 vari-

eties of Rose and 400 varieties of Peony are

growing in the Arlington gardens. 1 hese

represent about one-half the varieties of each

of the flowers believed to exist in the l nited

States.

The Department of Agriculture is creating

(Continued on page 126)

The Readers' Service will give you suggestions for planting
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The “Old Glory”
Gladiolus Garden
A selection from choice named vari-

eties and color sections. The bulbs

are grown in our fields, selected from
our regular stock, and we are sure the

“Old Glory” will give you a wonder-
fully beautiful display this summer.

One Hundred Select Bulbs
Delivered to Your Door, $2
All the new varieties of Gladioli; Dah-

lias, Gloxinias, Bedding Plants, Roses,

Shrubs, Fruit and Shade Trees, Garden
and Flower Seeds are presented in our

1917 Seed and Plant Annual

a book of nearly 200 pages. It points

the safe way to a garden that will give

the greatest pleasure and profit to the

planter. Send your name and address

for a copy.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO.
Box 408 Painesville, Ohio

You Certainly

Will Be Glad You
Sent for This

FREE
Seed Annual

REALLY, it’s both instruc-

tive and useful. Hundreds
)f helpful, handy, handsome
sages—all splendidly illustrated,

lust send us your name and ad-

dress and we’ll gladly send you
1 copy—absolutely free.

Splendid Specials
Danver’s Yellow
Globe Onions

Uniform—heaviest cropper and best

keeper. True Buxton type; early, very
thick bulb; flat or slightly convex bot-

tom; full oval top; small neck; rich,

brownish-yellow skin.

Dahlias
A whole host of new varieties, an ex-

traordinary array of colors and a delight

to every lover of beautiful flowers. See
our Annual for complete descriptions.

Crosby’s Improved
Egyptian Beets

Early variety has small top, excellent

form and small tap root. Great improve-
ment over old variety of Egyptian beet.

True to shape and color. Improved by the

late Josiah Crosby of Arlington, Mass.

Begonias
Single-flowering and double-flowering.

Also single-fringed Begonias—beautiful

giant blooms with elegantly fringed

edges. Rather new—limited quantity.

For Free Delivery System—See Our Catalogue

FOTTLER, FISKE, RAWSON CO.
Faneuil Hall Square Boston, Mass.

There are wonderful results to be secured
both in garden effects and for household
cut flowers with Gladioli, Cannas, Dahlias,

Montbretias, etc., and at such a small out-
lay of time and money! Just try an
assortment of our imported-to-order bulbs
this year. By planting in proper combi-

nations and intervals you can have an abundance of

beautiful flowers steadily from spring till frost, and with
practically no trouble at all.

Our Plan Saves You Half
This is our plan. You tell us what bulbs you wish. We

order them for you directly from the growers in Holland,
where the best bulbs come from. Long experience and
frequent visits to Holland and personal acquaintance with
the growers enable us to buy each kind from the best spec-

ialist in that variety, and as your bulbs are packed by the

grower and then forwarded to you as soon as they reach

this country, you get much better bulbs and at much less

than they would cost you if passed through the usual

middlemen. Thousands of customers buy their bulbs

through 11s every year and they can tell you. You need
not pay for your bulbs until after delivery, nor take them
if not satisfactory. (References required from new cus-

tomers.) But remember

—

You Must Order Now

—

Not Later Than April 1st
Our prices and the quality of bulbs secured depend upon

buying direct from the growers for April and May delivery.

These are just a few of the prices our plan secures you:
Dozen 100

Gladioli America, 1st sized bulbs . $ .25 $1.40
Gladioli America, 2nd sized bulbs . . .18 1.00
Gladioli XXX Mixture, finest offered .30 2 00
Choicest Named Dahlias .... 1.00 6.00
Choicest Large Flowered Cannas . .85 5.50

For prices on other items and on smaller quantities,

send to-day for our Import Price List. It is Free, write for

it now'.

J„ We have a limited quantity of specially selected,
UvCUO pedigreed seeds, representing choice varieties of

everything grown in Mr. Elliott’s private garden, that this

year, for the first time, are offered for sale, and at no ad-

vance in prices. These are highest grade seeds produced.
Write for list and prices of flower and vegetable seeds

at once.

Elliott Nursery Co.
326 Fourth Avenue Pittsburgh, Pa.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing — and we will, too.
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have an individuality and charm that is all their

own—combining grace, dignity and beauty of line

with that rare productiveness which makes the

King an ever greater pleasure to the owner.

As you pass the home of Mr.L.B. Price. Greenwich. Conn.,

t lie Conservatory illustrated below would not stand out
prominently. You would carry away a picture of a stately

residence, every detail of which is in perfect harmony. But
if you stepped into the Conservatory itself you would realize

that right here was one of the beauty spots of the home.

Let us add another beautiful feature to your home—no
matter whether you are just building or occupy the home
your grandfather planned, a King can be added to harmonize
with its style of architecture—just send for our illustrated

catalogue No. 52. Look over the various houses andjthen let

our experts work with you, to furnish just the King you want.

King Garden Frames
are fully described in our new garden bulletin No. 42 A—Here
again you will find new improved methods which make the King
Frames very productive—When you write please be sure to tell us

which book you want.

KING CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
353 King’s Road, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

All the Sunlight All Day Houses

Branch Offices: New York, 1476 Broadway Boston. 113 State Street

Scranton, 307 Irving Ave Philadelphia. Harrison Bldg.. 15th & Market Sts.

SIMPLEX
Weatherproof Garden Labels

Permanent, neat, not too conspicuous,
will last for years

The holder is made of rust proof iron galvanized
and japanned green. The card is of celluloid

protei tt d by a cover of mica. Easy to mark.
Writing will last indefinitely but may be erased
when desired and the label re-marked as often
as necessary. Excellent for flower beds, useful
for marking positions of perennials, bulbs, etc.

Fine for roses, shrubs and peonies in formal gar-
dens. Useful also in markingMvegetable rows.
18 inches long.

No. io, card size 2? x i \ inches, 15 cents each
No. 11, card size 3x2 inches, 20 cents each

Shipments by express. Customers Paying trans-
portation. At your dealers or frotn

STEWART & CO., 171 Broadway, New York

An Efficient Gardener
We are in a position to assist you

in procuring the services of either a

working gardener or general superinten-

dent for your country estate.

We have on our register competent men
who have stood the test and whose character

will bear the strictest investigation.

No fee for our services

W. E. MARSHALL & CO., Seedsmen

166 West 23rd St. New York

March, 1917

(Concluded from p. 12f)

the test gardens in cooperation with the
American Rose Society and the American
Peony Society. I he Rose garden was begun
in 1915 . The Peony collection was started
last fall. The majority of the plants have
been contributed by nurserymen and flor-

ists, though many have been given bv
amateurs.

Persons who believe they have varieties
of Rose or Peony not represented in the
Arlington gardens and who wish to con-
tribute to the collections should first write
to the Office of Horticultural Investiga-
tions, Washington, D. C., offering specific

varieties or requesting a list of the varieties

desired.

Wild Flower Preservation

FAETROIT has organized its forces to pre-L/serve the native flora. The Highland
Park Garden Club, the Garden club of Michi-
gan, the Zoological Association, The Flor-

ists’ club, the Audubon society, the Detroit
Institute of Science, the Recreation Com-
mission, the Library Board, the Park Com-
mission, the heads of the Botany depart-
ments of the high schools, the Lincoln High-
way Association and others are in cooperation
to encourage the planting of wild flowers in

city parks, suburban recreation gardens
and fields and along the edges of golf links.

Detroit and its environs was originally

blessed by one of the most complete nature
plantings to be found in the States. Within
the limits of the city grow the Nymphaea
tuberosa and the water Chinquapin, the rarer

Orchids, the Prairie Rose and the dwarf
Late Iris. Almost every oak native to Michi-
gan and a most complete exhibit of native

Sunflowers and wild 1 horn are found in its

waste places. It was said that Palmer
Park originally included all but ten of our
native trees and these have since been sup-

plied.

The Twentieth Century Club at the in-

spiration of Samuel Alexander, a local bot-

anist, initiated the wild flower movement
and created last October its wild flower gar-

den sub-committee.
Of course, for years certain citizens have

set aside spaces in their home grounds for

native flowers. One leading insurance man
told me once that the corner of his garden
which gave him most pleasure was the one
devoted to wild flowers. Being an ardent

fisherman, his journeys through the state

brought him in contact with numerous wild

plants of the rarer species. \\ henever he

saw a choice specimen he carefully dug it

up and wrapping it in paper brought it

home. Of course, there are some of these

wildings that resent such efforts to change
their place of residence, and will pine away
and die in the home garden. Success, how-
ever, with the majority comes with a little ex-

perience in the handling.

As an incentive to the Club’s sub-committee

before mentioned, is the record of wild flower

conservation as displayed in Cleveland.

That city began about fifteen years ago to

save the wildlings by interesting the school

children in the movement. Everywhere
flowers were ruthlessly torn up and all forms

of vandalism prevailed. In less than two
years a change passed over the community.
The leader of the work, Mr. E. W. Haines,

says that now not a flower is disturbed, that

the population as a whole takes a vast pride

in city gardening.

Redford, Mich. U. R. Perrine.

The Readers* Service is prepared to help you solve your gardening froblems
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Sturdy andStrong
Rooted

TAON’T be satisfied with

one fleeting month of

rose bloom joy.

Plant some of my sturdy

American budded all-sum-

mer bloomers, and be able

to go out into your rose

garden for months and cut

big generous bouquets for

your table.

The superior quality of

the rose stock which I am ofFering this

year will soon be recognized by all rose

lovers. It requires no coddling. Every
plant can scoff at rigorous winters.

My rose catalogue describes all the best varieties

Gladioli
*

I H3 YOUR mid-summer garden should

be added the delightful charm of the

stately, yet graceful gladioli. Its range of

wondrous colorings is truly a revelation.

It is happily adapted to cutting for home
decoration. I am ofFering all the most fa-

vored varieties in full sized healthy Amer-
ican grown bulbs. Every bulb is true to

name and sure in bloom promise.

Send for my Rose and Gladioli Catalogue

As a tryout for quality-convincement , I will
send a box of 25 choice, selected bulbs, of named
varieties anywhere in the U. S. for $1.

172 Broadway Paterson, N. J.

Peterson
Roses

Need no blare oftrumpets to

proclaim their superiority

They’re advertised by their

friends beyond our ability to

supply ere the season is over.

Is your order in?

Catalogue on application

George H. Peterson
Rose and Peony Specialist

Box 50 Fair Lawn, N. J.

RUTHERFORD

Bobbink <£> Atkins
forld’s

Choicest

trsery&Gre

'oducts

r°wn InA®6110

Sunshine and Showers — and the
"World’s Choicest Nursery and Green-
house Products Grown in America”
assure the Garden Beautiful. In the
expert character of our home nurs-

eries, in the extent and variety of our
stock, in the supreme excellence of our
products—we do our part.

Arrange now for Spring planting.

HOME GROWN ROSES
HARDY OLD-FASHIONED FLOWERS

TREES and SHRUBS
EVERGREENS

HOME GROWN RHODODENDRONS
and 150 other specialties.

We shall be glad to send

our illustrated catalog.

Joy Blackberry, St. Regis Raspberry, Van Fleet Hybrid Straw-
berries, Ideal and Caco Grapes, Everybody’s Currant, Van Fleet
Gooseberry. My Catalogue No. 1, an illustrated book of 64 pages tells

all about them and describes also all “the good old varieties” of small fruits.

It gives instructions for planting and culture and tells about the Alida Lovett Rose that I am giving away.
In it are also offered a full line of superior Roses, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs and Vines, the best Nut Trees,
Hedge Plants and Garden Roots. Send for it to-day. It is free. Quality unsurpassed—prices low. 39th year—200 acres.

J. T. LOVETT :: :: Box 12S :: :: LITTLE SILVER, N. J.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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A Beautiful Planting of

New Michaelmas Daisies
such as shown above, growing in our nursery, may grace your home-grounds next fall

from plants set this spring. We offer a representative collection of the finest im-
ported hybrids especially adapted to American gardens. Being perfectly hardy, they
will prove a permanent asset. We especially recommend the following

Four Sorts That Will Delight You
You will find these perennial Asters ideal for cutting. All flower profusely, last well after cut-

ting and are of pleasing colors.

Climax—A beautiful clear blue with golden St. Egwin— Soft pink. Two feet tall and one
of the best for growing.

Star Shower— Elegant, creamy white on
stems 4 feet long. A jewel!

Price, any of above, 25 cents each, $2.00 for 10

y CutulOSUG Of * s ready to further acquaint you with all we grow at Mt. Desert.

t-j,
& Favored by a climate ideal for the growing of hardy plants, we spec-

l 13.111 I reasures ialize in those which, because of their meritorious character, are far

ahead of the rest. You will find our catalogue as delightfully different as the quality

of our plants is unique. We invite your call for the book or plants or both.

MT. DESERT NURSERIES, Bar Harbor, Me.

center. 5 to 6 ft. tall.

Day Dream—Pale lavender flowers borne on

3 to 4 ft. stems.

The most important horticultural acquisition of recent years. Awarded the
only Silver Medal ever given by the Massachusetts Horticultural Society for
novelty and excellence in Sweet Corn.
DE LUE’S GOLDEN GIANT is the result of eleven years’ selection by Dr.
Frederick S. De Lue of Boston, Mass., from the product of “Howling Mob”
crossed with “Golden Bantam.”
With its 12 to 16-rowed ears it gives nearly four times the yield per acre that
the Golden Bantam does with its smaller 8-rowed ears. The stalks are short
and frequently produce two ears each.

Its orange golden color is richer; it is more delicious in flavor and is equally
early.

To introduce DE LUE’S GOLDEN GIANT we offer a limited quantity in packets
containing 25 kernels each at 25 cents the packet. Not more than 4 packets to
any one customer. Postpaid anywhere in the United States and possessions.

Our 170-page Annual Catalogue and Gardeners' Guide,
450 illustrations, several colored plates and cultural

directions, will be mailed on application.

DE LUE’S GOLDEN GIANT
SWEET CORN

JOSEPH BRECK & SONS
New England* s Leading Seed Store for Nearly 100 Years

51 and 52 No. Market Street Boston, Massachusetts

'eglnneiS

Making the Rose Garden

VV7'HEN the frost is really out of the ground
* * it is time to think about the planting

of the Roses. To any one but a gardener a
bundle of dormant Roses looks extremely
unpromising—just a mass of brown branches
with a few straggling roots. Yet, with proper
treatment, these sleeping plants may be
induced to wake up and display a wealth of
flower and foliage in a few short months.
Many amateur growers find the advice of the
experts in the matter of cutting decidedly
confusing; indeed the novice is often tempted
to abandon in despair all efforts to master
the intricacies of pruning. It may be of
interest then to outline a few simple rules

which are of wide application:

Cut away all dead wood. Whatever kind
the Rose may be, clear out all the obviously
weak shoots, leaving only the strong twigs.
The manner of dealing with these latter de-
pends upon the habit of the Rose. Weak
growing sorts must be pruned severely, those
of moderate growth less strongly; the very
robust kinds require much less cutting.
With climbing Roses it is all sufficient just
to take away a foot or so of the tips of
the shoots. When buying your Roses the
dealer will be able to give you some useful

hints on the habits of the specimens. It is

fairly easy, however, from an examination of
the plant, to decide whether it should be
classed as a weak, a moderate, or a strong
grower. Bushes that have made only a foot
or so of slender growth may be classed as

weak. Those which
have made a growth
of two or three feet

are moderate, whilst

the kinds which
shoot out from four

to six feet are of an
exceptionally robust

habit. In all cases

make your cut down
to a strong bud
pointing outward
from the centre, and
then proceed on the

following lines ac-

cording to the kind

of Rose. Weak
growing kinds must
be cut back to from
one to three buds
near to the base. In

the case of a Rose of

moderately strong

growth the shoot

might be reduced to

about a third of its

Rose bush cut back ready length, leaving four
for the years work. Note ^ L , \i7i-i ^
depth of graft below soil hve DUCiS. W hllst

(Continued on page ijo)
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Plans forYour Garden
should include
WHEATLEY
GARDEN POT-
TERY, Bird
Baths, Shapely

Vases and Pots and Benches.
Our catalogue on request.

Wheatley Pottery
is weatherproof, and very in-

expensive. Orderdirectfrom
the Pottery. We pay freight

on all purchases amounting
to $5.00 or over. (U. S.)

WHEATLEY POTTERY

Fire Protection for the Country Home

Water-Supply
SYSTEMS
insure dependable, ever

ready protection from fire;

bring steady, high pressure

water supply anywhere as

conveniently and as surely

as a city waterworks.

The Complete Systems

are built to last—to perform their

daily duties without expert super-

vision or mechanical attention.

A Deming installation

marks a perfect
home.
Information glad-

ly furnished

—

simply write
for manual
of installa-

tionsuggestions

or let us plan to

meet your specific needs.

.THE DEMING CO.
113 Depot St., Salem, Ohio

Height 25 in. Bowl 20 in.
2431 Re.ding Road Cincinnati

wide. Price $12.00. Established 1879 Dealers attention

Martinet

NewEverbloomingRoses
lor Your Garden

“Grown in New England” has a special

meaning— hardy, vigorous, with vitality

to stand everything but the grossest

abuse. Cromwell Gardens Roses are

“grown in New England”

—

Madame E. Colette Martinet. Deep golden
yellow. One of the finest yellow garden roses

in existence. A glorious cut flower. Strong, 2-

year plants from pots, $1.50 each, $15 per dozen.

Red Radiance. No other red rose compares with
this. Strong grower, large flowers on long stems.
Strong 2-year plants from pots, $1.50 each, $15 per
dozen.

Ophelia. Salmon pink, shaded rose; large flowers,

long stems. Strong, 2-year plants from pots, 75 cts.

each, $7.50 per dozen.

Crimson Champion. Scarlet-crimson, overlaid with velvety
crimson. Flowers large. One of the best garden roses ever sent
out. Strong, 2-year plants from pots, $1.50 each, $15 per dozen.

Imogene. One of the most prolific roses—almost never out of bloom. Somewhat dwarf
in growth, every branch carrying one or more large flowers. Color, orange-yellow vary-
ing to light yellow. Strong, 2-year plants from pots, $1.50 each, $15 per dozen.

Gorgeous. Deep orange-yellow flushed with copper. An exhibition
rose of the first magnitude. Strong, 2-year plants from pots, $1.00 each,

$10 per dozen.

Old Gold. Not entirely new, but a real acquisition to those who
appreciate the dainty characteristics of the single or semi-double rose. Color,
reddish-orange, with coppery red and apricot shadings. A lovely thing
when cut in the bud stage. Always in flower and a vigorous, healthy
grower. Strong, 2-vear plants from pots, 75 cts. each, $7.50 per dozen.

Panama. A seedling from Frau Karl Druschki and a splendid rose for

the garden. Exceptionally free. Color, delicate flesh with lighter shad-
ings. Strong, 2-year plants from pots, 75 cts. each, $7.50 per dozen.

The above varieties are offered for delivery in May or later

Cromwell Gardens Handbook of Roses,

Shrubs, Trees and Greenhouse Plants

new edition, will be of great help to the gardener,
amateur or professional. Send to-day for a copy.
If you want to know what we know about Roses,
ask us.

Cromwell Gardens
A. N. Pierson, Inc.

Box 12 Cromwell, Conn.

Ophelia—A Wonderful

ORCHIDS
Largest importers and growers of

Orchids in the United States
Send twenty-five cents for catalogue. This amount will be refunded

on your first order.

LAGER & HURRELL
Orchid Growers and Importers SUMMIT, N. J.

Nut Trees
My hardy Pennsylvania
Grown Budded and Grafted-
trees are the best for eastern

and northern planting.
Handsome catalogue and

cultural guide free.

J. F. JONES, The Nut Tree Specialist

LANCASTER Box G PENNSYLVANIA

The Readers’ Service will give you
information about Gardening

Bartlett Pruning Tools

No. 18

are designed on scientific principles,
made of the highest grade materials
and sold on their merits.
We make a complete line including

our ioinled TRKE TRIMMER, and will be
glad to send our catalogue upon re-
quest, also our booklet on pruning
with first order.

No. 18, Pruning Saw, Price, $2.10

No. 777, Two Hand Pruner, 26-in.
Ash Handles, $2.40

Your dealer can supply you ; if he does
not, mail money order to us and we
will ship prepaid.

BARTLETT MFG. CO.
Box 12, Boydell Bldg.

DETROIT MICHIGAN
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Insure Your
Plants!

It is as important to protect them
against the attacks of insects and
fungus as it is to properly fertilize

them.

The Recognized Standard Insecticide

for the aphis (or green fly) and all

sap sucking insects there is no more
efficient remedy. Equally effective

on house plants and those grown in

the garden—flowers, fruits, or vege-

tables—and easily applied.

Fungine
is accepted by the best growers as a

specific remedy against mildew and
blights affecting flowers, fruits or

vegetables. Unlike Bordeaux Mix-
ture it does not stain the foliage.

Vermine Makes
War On Worms

and other pests working at the roots

of plants. By thoroughly soaking

the soil, it will destroy the soil

vermin so injurious to vegetation.

The above named products are

concentrated liquid spraying ma-
terials and are applied by diluting

with water as per directions on
each can.

They are highly endorsed by the

foremost professional and commer-
cial growers and are popular among
amateurs, being free of the dis-

agreeable features of most insecti-

cides and fungicides, while most ef-

fective in their action.

Put up in various sizes to meet
the requirements of all growers,

whether of an extensive garden or a

few plants, APHINE, fUNGINE
and VERMINE are listed in the

catalogues of, and sold by the re-

presentative, seed firms throughout

the country.

For further particulars apply to

Aphine Manufacturing Co.
Manufacturers of

Agricultural Chemicals

Madison New Jersey

{Concluded from page 128)

in a strong growing kind the shoot might be cut
down about half.

Almost any soil can be made to support
Roses if it is properly prepared. Deep digging
is of the first importance and, in a heavy soil,

the ground might be trenched to the depth of
three feet with advantage. At the same time,
it is a good plan to put in some good stable

manure. In a light soil the quantity should
be greater than that which is used in a heavy
soil. If it is possible to work in a layer of
broken bricks, or stones, under the prepared
soil, so much the better, seeing that Roses
dislike anything in the way of standing
water.

I he opening in the soil for each plant,

whether it be a bush or a standard, must be
wide enough to take the roots when they are
spread right out. It should also be deep
enough to permit of the uppermost roots
being about four inches below the surface of
the soil. It pays to take a little time spread-
ing the roots out; if these are all bunched up

Rose bush, with previous year’s growth, ready for cutting
back. Compare it with illustration on page 128 showing
same bush cut back

together the Rose will take longer to settle in.

The standards or half-standards should have
their bare stems supported with a stout stake.

This must be pushed into the hole before the

earth is filled in. Tread the soil well down
over the roots using a gentle but a firm pres-

sure.

In the case of bush Roses there is always

a danger of the plant sending out suckers

from below the graft. The chance of this

will be minimized if the little knob where the

graft was made is covered at the time of

planting. The point of the graft should be

two inches below the surface of the soil.

As the suckers appear they must be rigor-

ously cut away, seeing that they will seri-

ously affect the legitimate activities of the

plant if permitted to remain, and often they

ultimately kill the grafted part. Suckers

are, of course, easily distinguished from

the ordinary foliage by the small briar-like

leaves.

When planting Roses it is an excellent idea

to sink a flower pot of moderate size by the

bushes. Water and liquid fertilizers can be

supplied to the plants by simply filling up

the pots. The liquid gradually filters away
into the soil through the hole in the bottom

of the pot.

S. Leonard Bastin.

March, 19]
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§ Hardy Chrysanthemums
L

T The moil satisfactory of
r our late-blooming plants

r Even when the first snow covers the foliage
T you will find some flowers—but in the early
T fall’s mild days you can cut freely from these

“J generous bloomers.

Z* A Half-dozen Plants to
Start Your Collection

T* Doris, Pompon. Red button flowers. Midseason.
Garza, Anemone-flowered. White. Superb; late.

Golden Climax, Pompon. Bright golden yellow.
Golden Mensa, Single. Yellow. Large. Midseason.
Lilia, Pompon. Deep Red. Midseason.

H Western Beauty, Pompon. Deep Rose-pink.
: 1

- Strong Pot-grown Plants
-1 one of each variety, 75 cents
T Two plants of each, for $1.25 I

T Baur*s Plant Catalogue l

will be sent to every purchaser of this collection—and to T
— others who ask for it. It offers some special attractions

in perennials, roses, shrubs. Write for it to-day.

"SecuA—
—

/j/2T J

3 3

1 15 East Ninth St., Dept. A ERIE, PENNA. 3
• liMiM'M'M'bl'I'H'J'l'I’l'i'l'i'l'MM'I'Pliiq.Miiqili • I

Easter Sunday Falls on April 8th

Thousands of homes have been
cheered, the weary days of thousands
of Invalids and Shut-Ins have been

brightened by watching the

wonderful budding and
blooming of our

Magic Lily of Valley

which flowers in 15-18 days
from time of planting in

our SPECIALLY prepared
MOSSFIBER. Pure white,

deliciously fragrant, the

lovely bells ring out a
JOYOUS EASTER GREET-
ING to your friends.

We send POSTPAID, with fiber
to plant and directions how to grow successfully:

6 pips $0.50 20 pips... $1.25
12 pips. . .85 50 pips . . 3.00
Owing to IVar, Stock Limited—Prtce Advanced

Our SPRING 1917 Gardenbook, full of GOOD things, is

at your command. Send for it.

H. H. Berger & Co., 70 Warren St., N. Y.
»

For the

WORLD’S BEST DAHLIAS
write the

“DAHLIA KING”
for free illustrated

CATALOGUE AND CULTURAL GUIDE FOR 1917

Six New Dahlias everyone should grow; all being free-flowering and of good

Regular Price

Achievement (Collarette), maroon, white collar $.50

Caecilia (Peony), lemon-yellow .50

J. K. Alexander (ColossaJ), purple x.oo

J. M. Goodrich (Decorative) salmon. .75

Maude Adams (Show), pink and white .50

Mina Burgle (Decorative), scarlet .50

Collection for $3. prepaid. I highly recommencfthese.

J. K. ALEXANDER
27-89 Centrul St., E. Bridgewater. Mu**.

Alexander Specialties: Dahlias. Gladiolus.

Peonies. IrUes. Phlox. Hardy Plants and

“The Bahlla King” Ornamental and Flowering Shrubs.

Irises, Hardy Plants, Lilies and
Japanese Garden Specialties

Send for our new 1917-18 Catalogue

Over 500 fine varieties of Irises

R
-

1 r' J _ 1980 Montreal Avenue
ainbow Gardens s,. Paul, Minn.

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers' Service for assistance
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HOW TO CHOOSE
FINE TREES S ^

YOU who love trees for their own beauty or value them for the charm
they lend to roadside and lawn, must have often wished deeply

for a more friendly knowledge of how to choose and group them best,

how to improve the outlook from your windows or make more
attractive the approaching vistas of home.

This, then, is to say that at last a book has been written which tells just

what you want to know about trees. It is the new catalogue of the well-

known ornamental trees and shrubs grown at Andorra Nurseries.

“Suggestions for Effective Planting” tells what trees are best adapted

by nature for each garden and landscape, what shrubs and trees most effec-

tively group together.

And all this is so beautifully illustrated and conveniently arranged that it

is as interesting to read as your favorite magazine. It is not the usual mech-
anical, deadly dull nursery list. To read it is like going around your grounds

with an old, experienced gardener and discussing in a friendly way what the

place needs; what evergreens to .screen the foundation, what will look best

along the driveway or against the ell of the house.

This book is free for the asking. We have one all ready to address with

your name. Send your request to Box 100.

Andorra Nurseries
Wm. Warner Harper, Proprietor

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa.

Jnto a Modern
Jxnry/and

"

Such a trellised

arch, rose-g r o w n

,

leading into a Gar-
dencraft Garden is

literally a gateway
into Fairyland. The
fine touch of a well-

placed arbor, the
friendly intimacy of a
cozy hooded bench, the
crowning glory of a rose
temple transform your
garden from a beauti-
ful flower plot into the
nearest corner of
Queen Mab’s dominions

Mathews

is described in a handbook which
is something more than a cata-

logue—rather a treasure-trove of

garden suggestions. Its 72 pages
are a delight to the lover of out-

door life. It is gladly sent on re-

ceipt of eighteen cents in stamps.

THE MATHEWS MFG. CO
915 Williamson Bldg., Cleve

Old World gardens and half-
forgotten paintings. French
villas and English inn-yards,
have each furnished their
inspiration to our designers.
With painstaking craftsman-
ship our henchmen have re-
produced the designs. The
Hall Mark (below) is your
guarantee of accuracy and
workmanship.

No Trees Like These
For Avenue or Lawn

The superiority of
L
the Norway Maple and the American

Linden, as shade trees, must be conceded. 1 hey are not only

clean, wholesome trees, beautiful the year round, but they thrive

in anysoil or any location, even in the smoky atmosphere of cities.

The Maple’s symmetrical, rather drooping shape, its lovely

yellow flowers in Spring, its dense dark green foliage and its

brilliant coloring in late Autumn combine to give it an all-season

elegance, well suited to refined home surroundings.

The Linden is of rapid growth, forming a broad, round open

top, making it exceedingly desirable. Its fragrant, creamy-

white flowers in July are great favorites of the honey bees.

Our stock of both these trees is probably the largest and

finest in America, and we can fill all orders, in any quantity,

in uniform sizes. They are straight, healthy trees, grown six

feet apart to give ample light and air and nourishment for the

fully developed root systems. Every one is big enough to look

well right now, but not so big as to be extravagantly expensive.

Write For Our 1917 Handbook To-day

It describes in detail hundreds of choice, vigorous Trees,

Shrubs and Hardy Flowering Plants and tells how to grow them
successfully. Mailed free.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
6717 Chew Street, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Carden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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gACK in 1825,
when John Quincy

Adams was President, our

Minister to Portugal asked

his friends to send him an

assortment of Thorburn’s

Seeds, so he could grow

some vegetables such as he

“used to have at home.
’

Since 1 802, Thorbum’s Seeds

have been known for reliability

and results.

The 1917 Catalogue lists a

complete line of tested seeds,

with full instructions for plant-

ing and culture. Sent free on

request.

One of our hand-
somest Novelties

is New Rudbeckia

A Hardy Dwarf Perennial with double,

semi-double and single flowers,

very desirable for beds and borders.

Beautifully colored yellow and
orange petals, splashed in varying

degrees vyith darker shades of red.

Also mahogany and chocolate,

with purple or yellow centres.

If sown early in March under

glass, will flower the first

year.

Price, 25 c the packet

J. M. Thorburn & Co.
Established 1802

53-B Barclay St., through
to 54 Park Place

New York City

Seed-growing—Evergreen and
Deciduous Planting—Roses

H ARDY vegetables can be planted this

month; but it is far more important
to get the ground in good tilth than
to hurry the seed into the ground.

If this was not done in February get about it as

quickly as possible now. Directions for prepar-
ing the soil are given in The Garden Maga-
zine, February, 1915, as are also directions for

making a hotbed. It is not yet too late to
plant Irish potatoes. There are several good
early varieties, the Irish Cobbler, Eureka and
The Beauty. Try a row of each.

Plant in the open ground the Passano and
Eclipse beet; Black Valentine snap beans and
the wrinkled type of garden peas, of which
the Champion of England is a good well tried

variety. Sow seed of Succession cabbage to

follow the Early Jersey Wakefield. Sow in

the open ground or in a cold frame to be trans-
planted later such lettuces as May King, Han-
son, Wonderful, and Romaine or Cos. After
transplanting, force them with applications
of nitrate of soda every two weeks between
the rows, being careful not to put it too near
the plant or too much at one time. Make
successive sowings also of radishes—first the
little round scarlet kind and after that the
long white or Icicle radish.

1 ransplant from the hotbed into the cold-
frames the early tomatoes, eggplant and
peppers or any perennials for the flower garden
which are large enough. Keep shaded until

they recover from the shock of transplanting.

Water them in the mornings as long as the

days are cool, but later on the late afternoon
is the best time. They should be planted four

inches apart in the frames or set in three inch

pots and sunk into the coldframe. In that

way the plants get no set-back when trans-

planted into the open ground later and can
easily be slipped right from the pot into the

hole which has previously been made ready
for it. For this purpose old tomato cans are

very useful. Melt out the bottoms. Place

them in rows on planks that have been put in

the bottom of a cold frame, the planks to be
the length of width of frame; i. e., six feet.

Fill the cans and all around them with good
earth and in each can set a tomato plant.

Keep well watered and shaded from the hot
sun. When danger of frost is past, about the

fifteenth of May, lift out from frame one plank

at a time and take to the garden plot and the

tomato plant can be slipped right into the hole

by holding the bottomless can above it; and
with earth packed about it, it will keep right

on growing. Small papier mache pots are

advertised for this purpose in Garden Mag-
azine and are very desirable as they are set

right into the hole and they soon disintegrate.

Sow in coldframes Prizetaker, Italian and
Spanish Onions to be transplanted later into

the open ground. This month the Silver

Skin and the Norfolk Queen onion will be

ready for table use.

plant evergreens now
f
I 'HOSE from the nurserymen come with

a ball of earth about the roots and
wrapped in burlap. Remove the burlap,

(Continued on page IJ4)

Garden Time
Is Right Here f

Are You Ready?
First thing is to order your outfit of
frost-proof plant growers — Sunlight
Double-Glass Sash for cold frame, hot-

bed, or a small ready-made Sunlight
Greenhouse.

They double your profits!

Immediate shipments.

Start Seed With
Suntrapz

Midget seed starters and
plant growers — work in-

doors or outdoors. Two
of them to start the seed will set out both a cold frame and an
ample kitchen garden. They will put you weeks ahead

Try a few Suntrapz. 50c each. (No glass)

Delivered anywhere east of Rocky Mountains

Get our complete catalogue of Garden Outfits. Free.

Sunlight Double

Glass Sash Co.

927 E. Broadway

Louisville Kentucky

Huntington Quality
Combined with Huntington prices makes a
combination that is hard to overlook in these
times of war prices.

Gladioli—Loveliness, Mrs. F. Pendleton, Jr.,

Mrs. Watt, Christine M. Kelway, per doz.,

$1.50; 100, $8.00.

Pink Perfection, Schwaben, Europa, War,
Peace, per doz., $1.00; 100, $5.00.

LUy Lehmann, Panama, Niagara, Empress
of India, Princepine, Willy Wigman, per doz.,

75c.; per 100, $3.00.

Scarsdale, Attraction, B. Hulot, Faust,

Princeps, Fred Wigman, Glory of Holland,

per doz., 50c.; 100, $1.75.

America, Mrs. F. King, Augusta, Independ-
ence, Mad. Monneret, Halley, Pink and White
mix., Red mix., all colors mix., doz., 35c.; 100,

$1.25.

Five hundred thousand perennials in stock,

at rock bottom prices.

Our catalogue of finest seeds, bulbs, peren-

nials, roses, ornamentals, etc., is free for the

asking. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Ask your florist, he knows us

RALPH E. HUNTINGTON
Wholesale Grower

Painesville Ohio

Dahlias
The Brockton Dahlia Farm is again

to the front with the largest and best

collection of Dahlias in the United
States. All new roots, tagged, and
true to name. It will pay you to give

me a trial order — try me and see.

Catalogue free.

W. P. LOTHROP
East Bridgewater Massachusetts

The Readers' Service will flodly furnish information about Retail Shots
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The beauty of this evergreen is preserved by an

pCELSIOR
RUST PROOF

BED
GUARD

L
ET air and moisture reach the roots. Work the ground. This Excelsior Rust Proof
Bed Guard prevents trampling and packing by animals. Also protects the lower

'

branches, preserving the symmetry of the tree. Prevents mowers and garden tools
getting too close and clipping off the tips of the branches. These guards can be moved
about or taken up and laid away for the winter.

Excelsior Bed Guards are made of extra strong, heavy wires, held securely at every
intersection by the Wright patented steel clamp. Dip-galvanized after making. This not
only prevents rust, but securely solders the lateral to the vertical wires, which means
added rigidity and strength. If you would know more about these garden necessities,

write for catalog B.

We also make a full line of Excelsior Rust Proof tree
guards, fences, trellises, tennis railings, gates, etc.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY Worcester, Mass.

Madame Chereau
Pure white with ruffled border of blue

Madame Chereau, White bordered blue
Celeste, Pale sky blue

Queen of May, Rose,

Jacquesiana, Fawn and reddish violet

Foster’s Yellow, Creamy yellow

The Loveliest Border Plant
in the Whole World

Perfectly hardy. Unex-
acting in its requirements.
The entire plant is decora-
tive with handsome leaves
and flowers of elegant form,
exquisite texture, wonderful and
varied coloring. For a trifling

initial cost, one may have a bed or
border that will last forever and
increase in beauty from year to
year.

In our collection we number 165
of the best varieties and species
obtainable from America and
Europe. It includes bearded and
beardless German, Japanese, Si-

berian, Interregna and Pumila.
A selection from these will give a
succession of bloom for many
months.

For $1,50 we will sendyou this beau•

tiful collection. Actual value, $2.00

Collection \
Tall Bearded Irises

Kochii, Deep claret

Mrs. G. Darwin, Pure white
Violacea Grandiflora, Bright violet

Honorabilis, Mahogany and gold

Queen of Gypsies, Dead leaf and dusky yellow

Write for Our New Catalogue
It describes our Irises, Gladioli. Paeonies, Cannas, Hardy Phlox, Dahlias and many other
plants and bulbs. It also lists all kinds of flower, field and garden seeds.

THE WING SEED CO., Box 1426, Mechanicsburg, Ohio

The Iris

MAGAZINE

Special No. 2 Improved Hot Bed Frame *

covers 2T sq. ft. Over 8 ft. long and wide enough to fit in a 3 ft. space. Sash

has 6 large lights of extra heavy glass. Carefully packed; easily set up. Price

complete, freight prepaid anywhere in U. S. . .

East of Mississippi. This is an ideal frame for Pnce (PI O Oj|
the beginneras well as advanced horticulturist. Delivered y 1 V/V
Catalogue D covers all types of glass gardens and has valuable information on
gardening under glass. Write for a copy to-day.

WM. H. LUTTON CO., Main Office and Factory, Jersey City, N. J.

Show Room, 3rd Floor Grand Western Office, 710 Sykes Block
Central Terminal, N. Y. City Minneapolis, Minn.

Horticultural Architects and Builders of All Kinds of
Modern Glass Structures

“All plants, of every leaf, that can endure
The winter’s frown, if screen’d from his shrew’d bite.

Live there and prosper.”

—

Cowper.

LUTTON GREENHOUSES
Transform Winter's Frown to Summer’s Smile

In them you can indulge in the most fascinating of all horticultural hobbies—under-glass gardening—with the assurance that you will get big dividends,
not only in enjoyment, but in money value as well.

LUTTON Greenhouses are warmly recommended by owners, architects and
gardeners for their high architectural standard .and practical, efficient design.
Let us quote you a few opinions from your locality.

If you are contemplating buying a greenhouse we can show you how to»save
considerable by buying a smaller house and installing LUTTON COLD
FRAMES with it for starting your plants; or, if you already possess a green-
house, you can greatly increase its growing capacity by using these frames.

“Spring unlocks the flowers to paint the laughing soil.”

But why wait for Spring?

Steal a March on April’s Showers
by planting your flower and vegetable seed at once in

LUTTON MINIATURE GLASS GARDENS
Your garden will be yielding its bounty weeks ahead of your neighbors.
Tomatoes planted in these frames nozv will be ripe in June, while the green
fruit of plants started outdoors will be no larger than a walnut. Twenty
or more varieties of vegetables can be raised by the amateur in Lutton
Miniature Glass Gardens.

As you can regulate the temperature within LUTTON Miniature Glass
Gardens, transplanted stock is healthy and hardened against the sudden
changes that ruin seedlings grown in any other manner. Thousands are

in successful operation all over the country, and no garden will produce its

best results without them. The prices are remarkably low considering
present high cost of materials and labor.

Send your order to-day. Prompt ship-

ment and satisfaction are guaranteed.

Special No. 3

Diminutive Greenhouse
covers 40 sq. ft. of garden space. High enough to receive fairly tall plants.

Six large lights of extra heavy glass to each sash. Hinged at top. All ready

to put together in a few minutes. Portable, strongly made, neatly finished.

Carefully packed. Price complete, freight Price O O /Y/Y
orepaid anywhere in U. S. East ol Mississippi. Delivered

The Readers’ Service will gladly furnish information about Retail Shops
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ladiolu
I want to send you
my beautiful, illus-

trated book called “The Glad-
iolus.” It contains a short
history of this beautiful flower,

tells the best planting location,

the kind of soil, when and how
to plant, the care and cultiva-

tion of the plants while grow-
ing, how to water, how to
properly cut the flowers, and
how- to take care of the bulbs;
or, in a few words, it contains
the result of my experience
with Gladiolus covering a

number of years.

Gladiolus Bulbs
I have listed some of the

most successful varieties with
prices. Many of these are

offered now- for the first time,

and are the very best of my
prize winning collection. Two very
beautiful and popular varieties,

Daisy Rand and Mary Fennell are

illustrated in four ^ colors.

Send for a copy.

Mary Louise
Hawkins

Lancaster
Mass.

The Readers’ Service gives infor-

mation about Gardening

GUIDE TTt7
ITS FREE^7 Several new WRITE TODAY

features. Valuable informa-
tion about planting. An authority on

Vegetable, Flower and Farm Seeds, Plants,
Bulbs and Trees. Based on our experience as

America’s oldest mail-order seed concern, and
largest grower of Asters and many other flowers in
the world. With this guide, the best ever issued, we
will gladly include booklet. Asters in the Home
Garden. Both are absolutely free.

Send for your copy today, before you forgetJAMES VICK’S SONS
62 Stone Street, Rochester, N. Y.

The Flower City

(Concluded from page IJ2)

place the plant in the hole, fill up with water,

hold evergreen erect and fill in gradually
with good earth putting the bottom soil on
top and with this a mixture of bone meal.
The next day after the water has thoroughly
seeped through, press the foot about the plant

on all sides and leave a slight depression so

that during the hot dry summer months it

can be better watered. If one attempts trans-

planting evergreens from the woods, care

should be taken not to allow the roots to get

dry. They should be wrapped in burlap im-
mediately after digging, to protect from wind
and sun and the hole should have previously

been made ready for the plant, so there should
be no unnecessary delay and therefore less

chance of the roots drying out. All broken
or bruised roots should be carefully cut away
before planting. For the first summer ever-

greens should be kept watered until they be-

come established. See article in March num-
ber of Garden Magazine, 1916.

THE STONE FRUITS

CET out peach, plum and apricot trees

^before it is too late; i.e., the early part of

March. A very good, w-ell flavored early peach
is the Mayflower and there are the old re-

liables, the Elberta and Early and Late Craw-
fords. 1 ry a few of the Hale peaches. Plant

a new strawberry bed. Ehe St. Louis is well

flavored and less acid than many strawberries

and good for the home garden but will not

ship well. 1 he old strawberry bed should

have attention now. See February issue of

Garden Magazine for directions. Fry a

few of the new kinds advertised and also a

few of the everbearing ones.

Scatter over the asparagus bed a mixed
commercial fertilizer and work this in with the

manure which was spread on in the fall.

Mound up the beds if white asparagus is de-

sired, but leave the beds level if green stalks

are preferred.

AMONG THE ROSES

IVE attention to the rose garden now.
'-*The Hybrid Perpetual Roses give better

results from severe pruning, cutting them
down within a foot and a half of the ground
after all old and diseased wood is cut away.
The more tender varieties only require the

old or diseased wood cut away. The climbers

are treated in the same manner. Before the

tender leaves make their appearance, spray
thoroughly with Bordeaux mixture with an
addition of arsenate of lead, a pound and a

half to fifty gallons. Winter strength should

only be used when the plants are dormant.
See directions in March number of Garden
Magazine, 1916.

Scatter hard wood ashes or soot about the

base of the bushes. Both are good fertilizers

and the latter an insecticide as well. Do
not spade deeply near the bush as it will bruise

it and also loosen it from the ground, but as

the bushes should be planted two feet apart,

trenching could be done between them; i. e.

dig two feet deep and put rotten manure at

bottom of trench and refill first with the top

soil, putting the bottom soil on last and with

this soil work in a little bone meal. This

work is better done in the fall when there

isn’t such a rush of work but if one has time
it can be done this month. If done in the fall

low growing annuals can be sown under the

rose bushes and forget-me-nots bloom so early

they are most welcome after a colorless

winter.

Virginia J. M. Patterson.

Pulverized Sheep Manure
Best for Lawns and Gardens
Nature’s Own Plant Food. For all

crops. Especially good for lawns,
gardens, etc., where quick and cer-

tain results are necessary. Used
extensively for small fruits, shrub-
bery, etc., Rich in nitrogen, phos-
phoric acid and potash; also adds
humus.

Sheep’s Head
Sheep Manure

guaranteed absolutely clean—nothing but sheep manure free from weed
seeds,which are killed by heat. Dried and pulverized for easy application
200 lbs. delivered anywhere east ofthe Missouri River for f4.00.cash with
order. 200 lbs., enough for lawn andgarden, delivered for $4.

Natural Guano Co. 8
Auroik

er
in.'’

Ever

greens

Beautify

omes

Dorothy Dod’s
Favorite Flowers

Yielding a Mass of Blooms

FREE
To get our beautiful Spring catalogue to as many
lovers of flowers as possible, we will mail you one

packet each of Rainbow Mixed Sweet Peas, Shirley

Poppy and Dianthus, Single; Tomato, Bonfire; Lettuce,

All-heart; and our catalogue included, if you will

send us your name and address and TEN cents in

stamps or coin to cover mailing.

The catalogue contains all the Flower and Vegetable

novelties for 1917 , and much reliable information ex-

plaining in detail how to plant. One million packets

will be distributed this year. May we add your name
to our list?

WM. ELLIOTT & SONS
Est. 1845 36 Vesey Street, New York

Our sure growing evergreens lend a finished
touch to any home. For 56 years we have been
furnishing choice, hardy evergreens to people
all over America. We offer you the choice of

the greatest evergreen stock in the world—over
50,000,000 evergreens on hand.
We give expert advice free—furnish sugges-

tions on tree arrangement. Write for Hand-
somely Illustrated Evergreen Book—trees shown
in true-to-life colors — Free! Get the book.
Don’t risk failure with evergreens of uncertain
quality. Get the book and get posted.

D. HILL NURSERY CO.
Evergreen Specialists

BOX 1066 DUNDEE, ILL.

The Readers' Service will gladly furnish information about Retail Shops
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GLADIOLI
Easy to Grow — Sure to Bloom

Should you perchance have seen these superb

varieties with their magnificent spikes growing
in your friend’s

garden last sum-
mer then you
also must have
them for your
garden. Their
appeal is irresis-

tible.

Plant in fair

soil — 5 inches

deep -— cultivate

as you would
vegetables and
you will get fine

bloom. Try the

following

Schwaben -— prim-
rose

Mrs. Frank Pen-
dleton

—

soft-pink

W ar

—

red

Panama—rose-pink

Mrs. F

.

King

—

flame-pink

Peace

—

white

Halley— salmon-
pink

Lily Lehma n

—

white and pink

Baron Hulot

—

blue

Niagara

—

buff

One each of above 10

postpaid for $1

6 collections for $5

A. B. Coovert
1625 West Second St.

Dayton Ohio

GLADIOLI, DAHLIAS.
ROSES and PEONIES

I grow the best varieties true to name. The quality of

my stock is as good as the best. Send me a trial

order and be convinced. Catalogue now ready.

N. A. HALLAUER Ontario, N. Y.

& Mnm -m-
msk

I i ti

* i

* “PERGOLAS
Tea houses

-3
>

.

SUMMERHOUSES
GARDEN ACCESSORIES

Hartm^nn-Sanders Co.
MAIN OFFICE ANO FACTORY

Elston and Webster' A ves. CHICAGO -

Eastern Office: 6 East 39th St., New York

When writing enclose 10c in stamps and ask for

Catalogue H-29

ft A .9 , » t

Every Planting Need

WHETHER it’s delightful old-timey hardy

flowers dor your old-fashioned garden, ever-

greens—big or little, sturdy climbing roses,

shrubs or shade trees—any or all of them—that com-

prise your planting needs, we have the stock to supply

those needs.

No need to send to one Nursery for this; that Nur-

sery for that; and still another Nursery for something

else; and then have to write to a number of different

Nurseries to find out why this or that doesn’t come.

No need to be held up by having to wait for some

certain kind of stock to be shipped from some certain

Nursery after all the other stock is received from the

other Nurseries.

When you buy from us, you make one responsible

firm responsible for all the stock you need.

In making your selections from our complete stocks,

you can do so with the assurance that you can depend

upon getting what you want. Its future can be de-

pended upon as all of it has backbone, tried and tested

by our severe New England Winters; and because the

strong fibrous roots that make for that sturdy backbone

are all carefully preserved in digging up for shipment.

You get all of the roots, as well as all of the tops when

you buy Bay State stock.

With our catalogue before you, it will be an easy

matter to make your selections. You are most

welcome to it.

Something

About

Our Hardy

Flowers

They are hardy

flowers that really

are hardy.

This rugged New
England climate of

ours automatically

culls out the weak-

lings from our stock;

and because every

plant that we sell has

stood the supreme
test that it imposes

you can be absolutely

sure of its hardiness.

Every plant has

good vigorous roots

and on most varieties

you can depend upon
bloom the first season

after planting.

Every plant re-

quires not the least

bit of coddling and
will come smiling
through rigorous winters.

From our Hardy
Flower catalogue, you
can select the old-timey
favorites that you will

want for your garden.

series

G72 Adams Street,
North Abington, Mass.

DAHLIAS
Latest Introductions

You want the latest introductions. The newest

and finest in the world. The kinds that have not

become common. I have just what you want.

I originate them. I grow Dahlias exclusively,

about 1400 varieties. I have the best kinds that

are more common, as cheap as 25 unlabeled bulbs

for $1.00 and 15 labeled bulbs for $1.00. F. O. B.

Westerly or add 25c. to pay postage in U. S.

Get my new free illustrated catalogue with cul-

tural instructions and descriptions.

GEO. L. STILLMAN, Dahlia Specialist

Box C-7 Westerly, Rhode Island

in

Hundreds of Plant Novelties

Lonicera Nitida, the hardy Evergreen

Bush Honeysuckle; Berberis Wilsoni

—

25 cents each, delivered any place in the

United States. Buddleia Asiatica, Vibur-

num Foetidum, Rectangulum Stranvesia

and hundreds of other plant novelties.

C0LL1DGE RARE PLANT GARDENS
Pasadena California

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will
,
too
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A Work Saving Result
Insuring Sprinkling System

For Your Garden

DON'T let all the painstaking work that you’re
going to put into that garden of yours this
Spring; all the seeding, hoeing and back-
aching—go for naught. Protect it against

the dry weather days that come along and shrivel up
your flowers or vegetables.
A Skinner System Sprinkling Line is your sure

insurance against stich a happening.
No trouble. No bother. Just turn on the water

and it does the rest. Thoroughly and uniformly
waters your garden with a fine mist-like spray. Does
not pack the soil. Nor injure the finest foliage. Easy
to put up, take down, or change location. A few min-
utes’ attention waters your garden. Fifty foot line

fully equipped costs $13.75. Waters 2,500 square
feet. For other lines add 25 cents a foot extra. For
$14 we can equip lines with an Automatic Turning
Device, which will move the spray from one side to
the other and then itself shuts off the water. Time
of watering under full control. Send for full infor-

mation about this Skinner Sprinkling System.

THE SKINNER IRRIGATION CO.
219 ' y |'||||iNs Troy

Water St. Ohio

OF" IRRIGATION.

Dulbs
We are growers of these bulbs on our own
farms, and the 1916 acreage was double that of

former years.

FLOWERS ALL <2> *|

SUMMER FOR M* A
There is no flower that is so easily grown and
blooms so readily as the Gladiolus, and by re-

peated plantings a continued bloom may be had
all summer long. The long spikes are grace-

ful and fascinating in their great array of colors;

cut as first flowers open and placed in water,

the flowers develop for a week, even to the

last bud. Commence planting in April and re-

peat at 10 day intervals until end of June, and
you will have flowers until late autumn.

“HOMEWOOD” GLADIOLUS
?.» Fine Bulks. Many Kinds Mixed, for

*1.00. MAILED FREE
to customers within fourth postal zone f6oo
miles) from Chicago or New York.

For further zones add 10c In fttamps.

“llow to Grow” In every package.
To interest Boys, Girls, Young Women and
Men in grow ing these flow ers, we make the
following exceptionally low prices for smaller
bulbs, many colors mixed.

“KENWOOD” GLADIOLI'S BUUBLET8
60 for 50e; 25 for 20c; IO for 1 Oc; all postpaid with our

1 60 puge catalogue. Addrean Dept. G

VAUGHAN’S SEED STORE
31-33 W. Randolph Street ------ CHICAGO
43 Barclay Street - -- -- -- - NEW YORK

Hot Bed Sash
85c

CYPRESS, well made, with
cross bar, blind tenons, white
leaded in joints,

Glass, $2.00 per Box
C L On** Qaa/1 pearliest vegetables in cultivation. Send 10c
‘JaHipit vfUI dCcu for one pa' ket each, Robinson's Earliest Tomato,
Earliest Round Red Radish, Earliest Lettuce, and we will include our illus-

trated Seed Catalogue, one 25c profit sharing coupon, one xoc profit sharing
coupon anti three silver premium certificates, all for 10c to introduce our “Best
Quality Seed."

C. N. ROBINSON & BRO. Dept. 8. Baltimore, Md.

These Prices Are Your
Opportunity

To introduce our mail-order department
we are offering a fine lot of carefully grown
parking trees, 2 to 2£ inches in diameter.
measured 2 inches above

Per 10

ground-

p.t :,o

-line.

P.r 100

American Elm $8.50 $37.50 $70.00
American Sycamore 7.50 32.50 60.00
Sugar Maple 10.00 47.50 95.00
Soft Maple
Norway and

7.00 30.00 55.00

Carolina Poplar 5.50 17.50 32.50

Prices: f.o.b. Council Bluffs, Iowa. Terms: 20%
cash with order or 5% discount for cash in full.

Order To-day— This offer is limited and
may be recalled

MENERAY NURSERIES, Inc.
3101 Avenue A Council Bluffs, Iowa

**Here Since 1868”—250 Acres Nursery Stock

Gladiolus Bulbs
From Hillair Gardens

will bring delight to every flower lover who will buy.
They are doubly freighted with joy—the joy of the
growers and the no less joy of the purchasers.

Helping the Plant Dealer

npHE best brains of the plant trade have
tried to devise ways and means to over-

coming delays in the execution of orders, but
they have nature to face, and it frequently
happens that a sudden cold spell will freeze
up all out-of-door stock, or that a few wet
days will just as effectively put a stop to the
filling of orders, and all of the well-laid

schemes for the rapid and careful filling of
orders goes for nothing. The only chance
the plantsmen have, is for spring to open up
by the middle of March and stay open, per-
mitting the filling of early orders and reliev-

ing the rush which is sure to come beginning
with the middle of April, and lasting until

the close of May, or later.

It is probable that the spring of 1916 was one
of the worst seasons ever experienced in the
plant trade. March was a real winter month,
and as late as April 8th there was a general
snow storm which covered the Eastern states
to the depth of three inches or more, and
while the snow melted rapidly it brought
business to a standstill and there was not
less than three precious weeks of time lost,

that under favorable weather conditions would
have seen thousands of orders filled and
planted.

EARLY DELIVERY HELPS

Varieties We Offer:
Kunderdi Glory. Niagara, Mrs. Frank Pendleton,
Panama, LaLuna and the old time favorites, Augusta,
America and Mrs., Francis King. No bulbs have
been better grown.

Write for free catalogue

SAYLER & TAYLOR
Hillair Gardens Huntington, Indiana

Let Us Introduce Ourselves
By sending you by mail each or all of our 1917 special

collections as listed below together with our new catalogue

16 Ever-Blooming Roses for $1.00
These plants bloom the first and each succeeding year from
early spring till severe frosts. They are noted for their
exquisite coloring and delightful fragrance and the harvest
of bloom they give amply repays for their trifling cost.

7 Packets Home Garden Vegetables for 50 cents
Boston Beans, Wax Beans, Sweet Com, Radish, Lettuce, Onions
^.nd Beets.

16 Packets Flower Seeds for 75 cents
Columbine, Candytuft Canterbury Bell, Coreopsis Grandi-
flora, Forget-me-not, Foxglove, Blanket Flower, Baby’s
Breath, Hollyhock. Iceland Poppy, Pinks, Larkspur, Oriental

Poppy, Scabiosa Caucasica, Sweet William and Shasta Daisy.

SULLIVAN SEED CO., P. 0. Box 84, West Somerville, Mass.

Everything for the Lawn, Or-
chard and Fruit Garden, Fruit Trees at

$10 per 100 and up. Shade and Ornamental
,

Trees, Shrubs, Roses—-at lowest prices. BUY
NOW, before prices advance. New Specialties;

Rochester Peach, Butterfly Bush, St. Regis Ever-
bearing Raspberry. Send for catalogue.

GROVER NURSERY COMPANY
94 Trust Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

Established 1890 —

Beautify and ma\e productive your idle land

by planting

EVERGREENS
1000 Three Year Old Trees for $6.00

Catalogue and booklet on request

THE NORTH-EASTERN FORESTRY COMPANY. Cheshire, Conn.

SELL YOUR SPARE TIME
We will pay you well for all you have— every spare hour can

mean money—by securing new subscribers to the World’s Work,
Country Life in America, and The Garden Magazine. Write to
Circulation Dept.

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York

The flower loving public can do very much
indeed to help the general situation, relieving

pressure in the store and nursery and so ensur-
ing bett.er attention to individual orders by
placing their orders early, and by taking as
early delivery of their plants as possible, and if

circumstances should compel late ordering
to wait gracefully until preceding orders are
executed. Do not push nor trouble the
overworked plantsmen by frequent inquiries,

all of which consumes time to looking up
facts and in answering, and otherwise hinders
instead of hastening the work. You may
be sure that every dealer in plants is just as
anxious to have your order filled, as you are
to get the plants, and at this particular time
with a real shortage of skilled as well as com-
mon labor, the plantsman’s lot is not a bed of
roses, and we should all try to make it at
least a little less thorny.

In the past few years there has been a wide-
spread movement to relieve the congestion
and consequent discomfort to buyer and
seller alike of Christmas goods, by the advice
“ Do your Christmas Shopping Early.” This
has resulted in quite an improvement and
benefit to all, by spreading over 6 to 8 weeks
or more the vast amount of Christmas
business, that was formally squeezed into

2 to 3 weeks.

CONGESTION IN APRIL

But the Christmas business rush in the
big stores was never worse than the congested
conditions found in most plant establish-

ments during the height of the planting season,

extending from the middle of April to the

end of May, and while each year more and
more buyers take up the question of what to

plant early in the year, and place their orders

a month or more in advance of the time they
are wanted, there are still many more who
do not think of ordering their supply of plants

until planting time is upon them, and very
properly their orders have to fall in line behind

those who believe in preparedness, and are

much disappointed when they have to wait
two weeks or more before their orders can be
executed.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Have You Arc
OullooH
Like This ?

DO your eyes find contentment in the

shapely outline of fine trees or is the

landscape marred by unsightly buildings,

passing wagons and the neighbors’ wash?
No matter how pretentious or how small

your grounds may be

Hicks Big Trees
will make them more beautiful at small cost.

Thousands of splendid trees of all sizes are wait-

ing the call to beautify your property and en-

hance its value.
10 to 16 ft. trees for lawn and landscape effects,

4 to 15 ft. trees for hiding unsightly views, 1 to 4

ft. evergreens for screening foundations.
Each tree is dug with a large ball of earth around

the roots, then canvas-wrapped and roped to a
wood platform. We ship successfully 1000 miles.

Send for catalog of trees, shrubs, roses and hardy
flowers.

Hicks Trees are Guaranteed to Grow

Hicks Nurseries

FOXGLOVE '

(Gloxina Flowered) white, purple, rose-spotted.

SweetWilliam, rich colorings, Double Hollyhocks,
pink, bright red, dark red, black. Strong hardy
plants. Seeds, sc. packet.

YE ROBINSON OAK CROFT, Pawtucket, R. L

Iris TO GET ACQUAINTED. Twelve

p . choice Iris postpaid for one dollar,
i COilieS Darius, Dr. Bernice, La Tendresse,

Pallido Dalmatica, Queen of May. Mrs. H.
Darwin, &c. Send for list of Iris and Peonies.

GEORGE N. SMITH, Wellesley Hills, Mass.

trauma*
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Healthy
Gardens

You can have a garden that your neighbors will ad-
mire—one you will be proud of—a healthy garden, free

from weeds and thoroughly cultivated, by using the

DULL-EA5U
ADJUSTABLE

GARDEN CULTIVATOR
Instantly adjustable from 7 to 18 inches so you can
cultivate the full width of any row, right up close to

the plants without injuring them.

Used as a rake for preparing the soil. Does the work
quicker,easierand better. Middle tooth can be emoved
for cultivating two rows at once. Light, sturdy, well
balanced—a tool that makes gardening a pleasure.

For sale by most dealers. If your dealer hasn’t it.

write your name and your dealer’s name on the mar-
gin of this ad, tear out and mail to us with $1.25 and
you will promptly receive your Pull-Easy by Parcel
Post prepaid. Literature on request.

THE PULL-EASY MFC. CO.
201 Barstow Street Waukesha, Wisconsin

for 19x7.

Success With Sweet Peas

To one of the most successful

growers and exhibitors of Sweet
Peas in this section I am indebted

for the planting directions on page
14 of WILSON’S SEED ANNUAL

These cultural notes are the secret of

his success. Forty of the newest Spencers are

offered in WILSON’S SEED ANNUAL for 1917.
arranged conveniently as to color.

Send for your copy NOW and include 10c for a packet
or 30c for an ounce of our SILVER GILT MEDAL
MIXTURE awarded the SilverGilt Medal of the National
Sweet Pea Society of Great Britain’ at the Panama
Pacific Exposition.

—

J. J. Wilson, Prest.

I. J. WILSON SEED CO., Newark, N. J.
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NEWGIANT PRIZE-WINNING

GLADIOLI
The home of Elm Hill Gladioli now offers a most 1

| wonderful collection of new Giant-flowered Hybrids 1

| to Gladioli lovers in search of the newest and best.

The massive spikes bear immense blooms of spark- |

j ling lustre and exquisite coloring. Try these

Evelyn Kirtland. measuring

g length of spike (note yardstick

i

1 of Gladiolus named after her.

8 Superb
New Kinds

—

Evelyn Kirtland, Rosy
pink fading to shell
pink.

Gretchen Zang, color
Beaute Poitevine Ger-
anium

Herada, unusual glis-
tening mauve.

Wamba. Enormous sal-
mon.

Cardisun, Darkest of red,
nearly black blotch.

Bertrex, Best white,
extra fine.

Rose Wells. Light rose
color

Candidum, White, tips of
petals tinted

This collection has
won 12 prizes. One
hull) each $2.50; 3 of J
each, 24 in all, $7.

Our FREE BOOK
contains CULTUR-
AL KNOWLEDGE
worth dollars to |
you. A postal will

bring a copy by
return mail.

^
AUSTIN COLEMAN CO Wayland. Ohio

Your Trees Need

SCALECIDE”
Because it kills every kind of scale and destroys

the aphis eggs before they hatch
Because it wipes out the Pearl Psylla, Bud Moth and

Case-Bearer. Also stops the growth of
Canker and Collar Rot

Because it is invigorating to tree growth insuring better

fruit and bigger crops
Because it Saves money , time and trouble. You cannot

afford to do without it

Sold on a "money-back" proposition. Write for

Circular No. 13

G. PRATT CO^ Manufacturing Chemists

50 Church Street Depth New York

liHB

Beautiful Grounds
and Gardens

should be planned NOW, if you intend planting

them this spring. By so doing you will be prepared

to get best results at planting time. Our new

illustrated catalogue tells you about the best

things in fruits, ornamental trees, shrubs, vines,

perennials, etc., and gives you a reasonable price

for strictly first-class stock. Write for it to-day.

THE COE, CONVERSE & EDWARDS CO.

Nursery and Landscape Men
Box B Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin

The Garden Gate
Swings Open!

Before your eyes spread vistas of beauty and origin-
ality. The whole world has contributed this month to
make this issue of 1 he Garden Magazine a memorable
event. From the wilds of Thibet and China to the
dyke-guarded lowlands of Holland, from the peaceful
w aters of the Pacific to the rugged coast ofNew England
the horticultural world presents to our readers, in this

issue, a Review of Progress in Plant Life as recorded
through New Creations or Introductions of rare forms
of old types.

This month, more than ever before, we have felt the
limitations of paper and ink and space in the presenta-
tion ot the new things that make gardening in all its

phases the fascinating occupation which it is to all of our
readers. lo plant a new plant, shrub or tree, to sow
the seeds of new vegetables or flower—to watch over
these valuable pets with a spirit almost akin to mother-
love—those are the worthy actions which this issue at-

tempts to stimulate in the hearts of thousands of our
readers.

Will the March issue of The Garden Magazine suc-
ceed? Will it deliver the message entrusted to it by the
editor and advertisers? Will it help to popularize the
things offered and, by doing so, make America a land of

better fruits and prettier flowers, more useful vegetables
and more ornamental shrubs and trees?

Of course it will, and you, reader, are going to help.

To help means to boost! To boost means to proclaim
the message of this magazine, the foremost exponent of
better gardening. To boost means to talk to all your fel-

low garden enthusiasts about more and better gardens as

advocated by our mutual hobby, The Garden Magazine.
Please talk about your favorite gardening paper!

Please say, when ordering seeds, plants or catalogues,

that 1 he Garden Magazine proved the incentive! It will

help you to get just what you want, it will help us to

prove to our advertisers that you are really the en-
thusiast of discriminating tastes which we know you are.

May we count on you to tell others what you think of us?

The Advertising Manager

Improved Fruit, Dairy and Stock Farms
20, 40 or more acres, in vicinity of Fresno, San Joaquin Valley,
heart of winterless California, greatest raisin belt in world; now
paying good profits; houses, barns, fences, live stock—everything
ready; crops in many instances paying better than #100 an acre.

#2,500 will buy a $10,000 place, with long time on balance. Your
farm income will take care of future payments. Only limited
number of farms can be had on these terms, so write to-day. I

will gladly put you in touch with those having farms for sale.

C. L. Setgra?e» Industrial Commissioner, AT&SFRy. 985 Ry. Ex., Chicago

Wing’s
Flower

SEEDS
Are of

Highest Quality

We can supply you
with all your old

favorites as well as many
new and rare specialties.

Trial Offer

1 Special Packets 1ID Mailed Postpaid for X DO
The following collection bloom all

season. Aster, Cosmos, Gaillardia,

Larkspur, Marigold, Pansy, Petunia,
Pinks, Poppy and Zinnia.

1

Write for New Catalogue
We have just issued a very attractive seed guide.

Completely illustrated. Describes every variety
of vegetable, old and new, as well as 125 vari-

eties of Gladioli, 150 Dahlias, 165 Iris, 150
Paeonies, the world’s finest Sweet Peas and
everything that makes a garden beautiful.

THE WING SEED CO., Box 1026, Mechanicsburg, Ohio

We Specialize in

p
N
R
w
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Hardy Plants=i
As soon as new kinds make their appearance, either

abroad or in this country, we secure them! If they
measure up to the Wolcott Standard of Merit, we
propagate, them on a large scale to make possible
their distribution

At Popular Prices
Our plants are guaranteed true-to-name and des-

cription. We welcome inquiries for any rare hardy
plants—of many, our stocks are so small as yet, that
we do not list them. A unique little folder describes
most new hardy plants of merit—from Anchusa to
Wallflower. Mailed free on request—write To-day.

WOLCOTT NURSERIES, Jack.on, Mich.

IRISES
Special offer of surplus stock, for beautiful mass effects. We
are offering all varieties of Germanica or Tall bearded Irises

priced at 15c. each at $5.00 per 100. All varieties priced at 25c.

at $8.00 per 100. This offer is good only for 1917 so get your
order in early before the stock is cleaned_up. If you have any
of my catalogues order from those.

Erith N. Shoup, The Gardens, Dayton, Ohio
Iris Specialist

KIPLING ON THE WAR
“France at War” and

“Fringes ol the Fleet”
“Kipling has magic, and Kipling has mind. These two little

books are worth a dozen of the more pretentious war books.”
—If. Y. Globe

Each, Net 60 cent*. Doubleday, Page & Co.

Millions of Trees
PLANTS, VINES, ROSES, ETC.

The oldest, largest and most complete nursery in

Michigan. Send for catalogue. Prices reasonable

I. E. ILGENFR1TZ’ SONS CO.
THE MONROE NURSERY Monroe, Michigan

tom, m.oft

Underground Garbage Receiver
Keeps your garbage out of sight in the ground, away
from stray dogs, cats, and typhoid fly. Also saves

pounding of frozen garbage.

Sold direct. Send for circular
Look for our Trade Marks

C. H. Stephenson, Mfr. 40 Farrar St., Lynn, Mats.
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Underground System for Lawns Overhead System for Gardens

Rain When and Where You Want It

Cornell Systems of Irrigation

CORNELL Overhead and Underground Systems equipped with

patent adjustable Rain Cloud Nozzles provide thorough, scien-

tific, economical and effective irrigation where and when it is

wanted and do away with the inefficient and troublesome garden

hose.

Cornell Systems are inexpensive and economical in operation and

represent a distinct saving in water consumption and cost of labor, by

reason of even distribution and simplicity of control, the turning of a

valve being the only operation. They can be installed at any time
without injury to lawns or gardens. Our systems have no unsightly

overhead piping to mar the landscape.

Our services include a survey of your property, together with plans

and estimates covering the complete installation of our systems—also

water supply and pumping plants. We also manufacture portable

sprinkling apparatus to cover areas of from 25 to 85 feet in diameter.

Write to-day for illustrated booklet.

W. G. Cornell Company
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS

Plumbing, Heating, Lighting, Automatic Sprinklers, Water Supply Systems, Sewage[Disposat Plants, Automatic Sewage Ejectors

45 East 1 7th St. New York
CHICAGO BOSTON WASHINGTON BALTIMORE NEWARK CLEVELAND ST. JOSEPH, MO.

Railway Exchange 334 Shawmut Avenue 923 12th Street, N. W. Munsey Building 86 Park Place Leader-News Building Corby-Forsee Building

Rain Cloud Nozzles
$2.00 to $3.00
f.o. b., N.Y.

The Lowest Priced Horticultural Encyclopedia Obtainable

We offer this in the New and Revised Edition of

Johnson’s Gardeners’ Dictionary

and Cultural Instructor

JUST OUT
Edited by J. Fraser, F.L.S., F.R.H.S. and A. Hemsley

Recognized the world over as the most complete and compact HORTI-
CULTURAL DICTIONARY extant. Covers the whole field of horticulture

and floriculture in 923 pages of closely set type.

Immensely useful to all flower lovers and of particular value to all who
have to refer frequently to names, explaining the name of every plant in

cultivation, when the plant was introduced, from what country it comes and
other similar facts, together with short cultural and propagation hints. Many
plants bear a number of names, but the matter has been simplified by giving

each in its alphabetical sequence, and whichever name the reader happens
to know will direct him or her to the correct one.

Johnson’s Dictionary deals with every phase of gardening, from flower

pots to orchid culture, and mossy lawns to tools and tool houses. Brief

instructions are given for the proper method of cultivating the species of

every genus listed, including the most suitable soil, the best methods of

propagation, and whether hardy or requiring greenhouse or stove protection.

Fruits receive special attention, each kind having a more or less lengthy
article devoted to its cultivation. Every' garden vegetable is discussed in

detail, in proportion to its importance, with regard to the best methods of

cultivation, most suitable soil, handiest or most expedient ways of propaga-
tion and rearing. Herbs are dealt with similarly. A description of all the

more common diseases, insect pests and other enemies are given, together with
methods of prevention and remedy.

In durable cloth binding, g x 6 in., $6.00, delivery prepaid

Prospectus on application

A. T. DE LA MARE CO., Inc., 440 West 37th Street, New York City

OUT two tablespoonsful in a gallon of

water. Sprinkle it on the soil around
shrubs, plants, or grass and you can see

the growth in 3 to 10 days.

Such results would be unbelievable if not vouched for by

prominent growers and seedsmen in Cleveland, where it has

had 3 years’ thorough trial.

Nitro-Fertile is an odorless liquid, containing all the elements

needed for plant growth in a form which the plant instantly

assimilates. It will stimulate immediate and sturdy growth,

give you better foliage, finer blooms, larger fruit.

Order a small
quantity NOW

—

You will come
back for more

1 gal. $2.00
1 qt. 60c.

H Pt. 25c. at
your dealer’s.

Dealers Wanted in

Every Town

The

Fertile Co.
1007 Leader- News

Bldg.

Cleveland, 0.

Trade-Mark

Trial Bottle
35c. Postpaid
Half pint bottle

enough for 15
gallons of fertil-

izer for 35c. and
name of your
dealer.

Try it now on
house plants or
seedlings.

Trade-Mark

“The Soil

Builder”
A combination
of active plant
foods with just
enough lime
and phosphate
to sweeten soil

and keep it pro-

ductive. A com-
plete fertilizer.

Cartons, 25 lb. and joo lb. bags.
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“Taking Tea in Comfort’’
Mr. James Collier Marshall, Director of the Decorating Service of The Garden Magazine’s Advertising Dept., will solve your problems of home
decoration—color schemes, hangings, floor coverings, art objects and interior arrangements, making purchases at the most favorable prices.

This service is free to our readers. Address inquiries to “Inside the Garden Home,” The Garden Magazine, 1 1 West 32nd Street, New York.

Fully as practicable as the usual tea wagon, this one has the
added quality of good looks in design which adapts it to most
dining room furnishings

1)

S
INCE Americans
have begun to take
their afternoon tea

less seriously and enjoy it

for itself as well as for its

tea-party-ness, our host-

esses have
begun to ex-

ercise their
personal
tastes in the

matter of tea

service with

the delightful

result that in

almost every

home this so-

cial hour is

marked by
some individ-

ual attention

that adds tre-

mendously to

the enjoyment of the occasion.

Interesting and beautiful as many of

these tea parties are it must be said that

few of us Americans have learned to take

tea comfortably, or even to serve it in com-
fort. In this we are obliged to take off our

bonnets and make a low salaam to the

English who, above all things else, do this

best. Never does an Englishman take his

tea in an uncomfortable position and for

long this has been laughed at as a part of his insularity,

yet, now, scientists tell us that to give food to our

tired, weakened stomachs in an uncomfortable position

is downright harmful.

Thus we find a scientific reason for being comfortable
at tea time and to reach this there must be plenty of

comfortable chairs, properly cushioned and placed

sensibly, regarding the light. Naturally the hostess

wishes to sear her guests with their backs to the light,

which is likely to place her facing it. Yet this may be

This iron stick can also stand
on its own feet

Equally comfortable for one or two people, this easy sofa is ideal for the tea time
and can be used satisfactorily in the boudoir

gotten around by arranging the table in the corner

that will place her at right angles to the light. And
the place for the tea table should be definitely decided

upon in decorating the house. It should be so arranged
that the hostess dominates from her seat the various

groups of guests in the room and can control the con-

versation as easily as the teapot.

Also, it is Infinitely

more interesting if there

are chairs or a chair and
small sofa quite near the

tea table though not ob-

structing with the ser-

vice. This
affords the

hostess an
opportunity
to look after

a difficult
guest, or one
she wishes
especially to

honor.

Very good
looking and
unusual i s

the tea cart

illustrated
here. Note
its simple

lines and
restraint of decoration. Somewhat English

in its conception and feeling, though of

domestic make, it is equally as practicable

as the ordinary wagon and far more distinc-

tive. It is even more attractive looking

w hen not in use.

It works very simply. One opens the
tete-a tete lids and by so doing lifts automatically the

tray which holds the tea things. This is

held fast by a little snap on the side which, when released,

allows the tray to sink slowly into place pulling the leaves

together above it. There is, also, a solid mahogany tray

that slides into a groove immediately under the chest.

There is a dainty distinction in

this lustrous painted china tea
caddy

a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers’ Sendee Jor assistance

1 fere one may relax into the very arms of comfort, for this chair

is built with that end in view, and take one’s tea at ease

Not only does this cart carry in the tea things, but a spacious

tray slides from beneath the body for practical service in hand
or on a side table

INSIDE
THE

GARDEN HOME
TAMES COLLIER MARSHALL
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Belgium’s
1917 Contribution

to

American Gardens
It was our good fortune recently to

receive from Ghent, Belgium, the largest

export shipment of Quality Begonia
Bulbs since the beginning of the war.

The bulbs arrived in record time in ex-

ceptionally fine condition and are as fine

a lot as Belgium ever grew.

Tuberous Rooted

Begonias
Summer Blooming

make equally ideal garden or pot plants. Planted
in beds or borders outdoors, their large single or
double flowers make a magnificent showing.
They enjoy partial shade. As pot plants, two or
more tubers in a 6-inch pot will make a great show
throughout the summer and fall. Foliage is

highly ornamental. In red, white, rose, yellow and
orange color, in both single and double shape.

Extra Special Offer
We will mail one fine bulb each of above

colors in the double flowering type and two
strong bulbs each of the five single flowering
sorts, fifteen sure-to-bloom bulbs in

all postpaid for X •

Please order promptly, mentioning
this special offer.

“Treasures of Bulbland”
is the title of a unique booklet designed to intro-

duce to you the choicest in bulbs that Holland
affords. We import to order—let us save you
money. Write to-day.

Netherland Bulb Co.

32 Broadway, New York

Attract the Birds
to your lawn by
giving them plenty
of water for bath-
ing and drinking
in a

SHARONWARE
BIRD BATH

designed upon humane principles. The birds bathe in water from to
*2 inches deep without risk ot drowning. The bath empties itself every
twenty-four hours, thereby making it sanitary. 17 in. across, 6 in. high,
weight 30 pounds. Made in various colors; decorative, artistic, practical.

Price, $4.00, F. O. B. New York.
Same bowl on pedestal: total height 39 inches, $10.00 F. O. B. N. Y.
Send for descriptive price-list of window-boxes, flower-pots, jardinieres,
garden benches, etc.

SHARONWARE WORKSHOP. 82 Lexington Ave., New York

The Birds Will Soon Be Here
Everyone should do what lie can for their pro-
tection and increase. The houses illustrated
are made according to directions of Govern-
ment officials. They are at the same time
ornamental and reasonably priced. The three
for $5.50. From combined prices of any two
deduct twenty-five cents, f. o. b. Verona.

W. H. BAYLES
Verona, New Jersey

No. ei for Flicker, with
bracket. Price $2.50

No. 32 for Bluebird, with
bracket. Price $2.00

No, 41 for Wren
Price $1.50

No. 0 Poultry House Setting Coops Pigeon House

HODGSON PORTABLE HOUSES
This sanitary poultry house is an egg record breaker for 12 hens. The setting coops keep the hens by themselves while setting. The
pigeon house (with its flight cage) is fitted complete for 10 nests. Hodgson poultry and pet stock houses are the most scientifically

constructed on the market. Made of painted sections that can be easily bolted together by anyone. Send for illustrated catalogue.

E
TT1 unnrcnw milD A MV Room 31 1,116 Washington Street, Boston, riassachusetts

. r. nULMjijUlN LUMrAlM 6 East 39th Street, New York City

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, loo
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This lively water-sprite would grace

any garden. It is but one of many
types of Mott Fountains.

JK BEAUTIFUL piece of sculpture

adds the final touch of charm
to the fountain.

Owners of modern country places

will find many new suggestions in

our catalog of Display Fountains.

In addition we are always ready to

prepare original designs for unusual

requirements. We will be glad to

furnish you with full information.

We issue separate catalogs of Display
Fountains, Drinking Fountains, Bird
Fountains, Electroliers, Vases, Grilles and
Gateways, Settees and Chairs, Statuary,
Aquariums, Tree Guards, Sanitary Fittings
for stables and cow barns.

Address Ornamental Department

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS
FIFTH AVENUE AND 17th STREET, NEW YORK

Some New Flower Holders

S
HALLOW bowls are still popular for dining table us

»

though the newer patterns indicate that those witl

short pedestals are gaining somewhat over the fla

shapes. 1 hese pedestals are very good looking, mar'

of them having some little ornament that gives them a

classic look.

Frequently the handles express this as is the case of
’

the Italian pottery dish pictured at the top of this
j
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The Birds are Coming
Let Them be your guests.

Place bird houses on your grounds
and the birds will protect your
fruit and shade trees. Our folder

illustrating 40 designs is FREE.
Write to-day

CHICAGO BIRD HOUSE CO.
709-11 So. Leavitt St. Chicago, Illinois

Sewage Disposal
Eliminate The Cesspool With Its Foul
Odors And Serious Health Menace.

Aten Sewage Disposal System
costs but very little, and can be in-

stalled by a novice. No technical

knowledge required. Self

operating at

absolutely
no expense.

Our booklet
No. 11 tells

how it works.

ATEN SEWAGE DISPOSAL CO. ,286 Fifth Ave., New York City

Marsh-made wood
trellises are the

safest supports for
plants. Safer and
cheaper thanmetal.MARSH

(wood)TRELLISES
Stand years of exposure

Made of best Michigan White Pine, free
from knots or blemishes. Take paint per-
fectly. You risk injury to your plants by
using metal supports. Wood resists heat;
metal absorbs it. Send for catalogue.
Your dealer will be glad to get Marsh
Trellises for you

MARSH TRELLIS CO., Westboro, Mass.

—DAHLIAS—
STRONG FIELD ROOTS

My carefully selected collection of over two hun-
dred distinct varieties of the Dahlia comprises
some of the most wonderful creations to date.

For profusion of bloom, quality and size of flowers,

my Dahlias are unsurpassed. I have exercised a

great deal of care and patience in my endeavor to

obtain these results, and I have been successful.

A trial order will convince.

Write for 1917 Catalogue—FREE. Many new creations

of my own are described.

W. L. HOWLETT, Grower
208 Thirty-second Street Norfolk, Virginia

column, where a slight dissimilarity of curves seems
to add to its beauty. These pottery dishes are excel-

lent for fruits as well as flowers, their glazes blend-

ing softly with the colors of the fruits and flowers.

This one has
dainty sprays of

blue and green

flowers on a pink

putty ground.

Not a less in-

teresting decora-

tion is the ma‘
hogany table
shown here which
is especially de-

signed to hold

cut flowers and
plants. Its good

looks speak well

for it and its price

is only $10. The
large crackle bowl

on it costs $4.

Tubs for grow-

ing plants are

not easy to find.

They are too
heavy and
clumsy, and at

best are far too

expensive for the

ordinary purse.

The tin lined
wicker basket il-

lustrated has
none of these
draw-backs, being

light weight,
cheap—$5 com-
plete—and good
looking, and is

strong enough to

last many years.

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers' Service for assistance
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If
Indiana Limestone

Garden Seat
The aristocrat of garden seats. Lends itself

readily and beautifully to many forms of garden
decorations. This garden bench is made of gen-

uine stone and will last forever. 54" long x 17"

wide, price $26 delivered prepaid.

Our Catalogue on Request

EASTON STUDIOS, Bedford, Indiana

Make your bird garden ‘•different.” with
home-made houses designed by A. Neely Hall,
pioneer bird-house builder. Birds will return
to them year after year. You make your gar-
den. Why not its bird houses? Your boy or
neighbor's boy can help. A. Neely Hall's 25
copyrighted tell-how plans, used everywhere in school and

t!iCommunity campaigns, hints for a boy’s factory, membership in “American

i

lird-House League.” certificate, badge, etc., sent for 25c in coin. Catalogue
or stamp. The Put-Together Handicraft >hop, Dept.G, Elmhurst, 111 .

Use This Chest FREE

1 Piedmont Red Cedar
Chest. Your choice of 90 styles and designs
sent on 15 days' free trial. We pay the freight.
Piedmont protects furs, woolens mid plumes from
moths, mice, dust and damp. Needed in every
home. Lasts for generations. Finest wedding or birthday
gift at great saving, li'rite to-day /or our great cata-
logue and reducedprices—all postpaidfree.
Piedmont Ked Cedar Chest Co., Dept., B. Statesville, N. C.

The Readers’ Service will help solve

your building problems. Send us

your questions and difficult points.

Beautify Furniture
Protect Floor and Floor Coverings
from injury by using

Glass Onward Sliding
Furniture Shoe

in place of casters.
If your dealer will not supply you
write us.

ONWARD MFG. CO.
MENASHA, WIS. DEPT. T

Hang Up a Dodson Wren House
These friendly little brown birds will

soon be here looking for a home. Hang up
my 4-room Wren Bungalow and a family
will move right in and raise 2 or 3 broods.

I have studied bird habits and worked
for bird protection for 22 years. My

’W^. houses bring the birds because the birds

\ like them. Entire collection described in
catalogue with prices. Includes bird
baths, feeding devices, etc. All are
patented.

Bird Book Free—My illustrated book tells

how to attract birds to your garden. With it I

send, free, my bekutiful "Nature Neighbors”
cypress with copper folder, together with a colored bird picture

coping. Wrens won’t worthy of framing. Write to (u)

JOSEPH H. DODSON
Director of the National Audubon Association

709 Harrison Ave., Kankakte, 111.

$5 00 for this 4-room
Dodson Wren House;
built of oak; roof of

live in a one-room
house, they want a
fresh room for each
brood.

Ik

Whether Your Home Is Old or New
This Heat Is the Heat of Heats

I
T IS the heat of heats, mainly because
it is a health heat.

A heat that is as fresh and whole-
some as the gladsome sunshiny outdoors.

A heat that has the welcome restfulness

of being noiseless; no hissing and sissing;

or thumping and banging.

A heat that allows a contentment of

mind, because of an absolute freedom
from leaking valves, or frozen pipes to

flood floors and ruin rugs or ceilings.

A heat, that because of its freedom
from radiators and the accompanying
exposed piping, is not an ugly obtrusion,

and a mar to the harmony of the room.

Whether in an old or new house, the

NEW YORK
103-P Park Avenue

BOSTON
405-P P. O. Square Building

of

The
I WARM

Kelsey heat ducts can be kept out

sight, and the heat openings be incon-

spicuous.

The old Carter House, at Shirley,

and the Patrick Henry House, at Brook-
neal, Virginia, are both Kelsey Health
Heated. Imagine the unfitness of radi-

ators, in either instance.

To say it briefly, the Kelsey Health
Heat, heats and ventilates at the same
time. It mixes the air with just the

right amount of moisture.

It will deliver more heat from less coal

than any other heat. We can prove it.

Send for booklet, “Some Saving Sense
on Heating.”

CHICAGO
2767-P Lincoln Avenue

DETROIT
95-P Builders* Exchange

232 James Street, Syracuse, New York

Old
Uomestead

HODGSON BirdHouses
The birds are mating. Soon their chirps and songs will
fill the air. Now is the time to buy the bird house you’ve
so often contemplated.
Hodgson bird houses are artistic, strong and durable. They are ver-
min-proof—made principally of red cedar. The illustrations show you
some of the quaint styles. If one of them appeals to you—mark it, tear
out the advertisement and mail it to us with your order. Or ask us
for more information—or a copy of our catalog showing many kind*
and styles. We’ll give your request immediate attention.

Hodgson houses are guaranteed to suit you.

Suet Box , .

Bungalow .

Old Homestead
Colonial • • a .

Dutch Colonial
Tree Boxea .

• 75c each—$8.00 per dozen
• . 24"x28"— 6 rooms—$ 9.00

. . 16" x 18"—10 rooms— 10.00
• . 16" x 24"—28 rooms— 20.00

. 18" x 36"—32 rooms— 25.00
• . $1.00 each or $10.00 per dozen

F* HODGSON CO., Room 228, 116 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

6 East 39th Street, New York City

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will
,

too.
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Holstein Milk and the
Color Fallacy

SHORTHAND
Exhaustive experiments by the University of Missouri

show that the natural yellow coloring of cream and
butter is derived from Carotin, a yellow pigment found
in fresh green feeds. For some unexplained reason,
some breeds of cows make more use of Carotin than do
others, when making their milk, but the butter maker
who adds a vegetable coloring matter to butter is only
doing what the cow would do, if she had feeds rich in
Carotin. High color in cream or butter does not
denote richness in butterfat. Holstein cows' milk
is naturally light colored, but nch in body and tissue building solids,
and in vitality: and Holstein cows are the most economical producers
of milk and butter, and their yield is more constant than that of any
other dairy breed.

HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
F. L- HOUGHTON, Secretary

263 American Building BRATTLEBORO, VT.

Indoor Closet
More Comfortable,
Healthful, Convenient
Eliminates the out-door privy,
open vault and cesspool, which are
breeding places for germs. Have
a warm, sanitary, odorless toilet right in
vour house. No going out in cold weather.
A boon to invalids. Endorsed by State
Boards of Health.

ABSOLUTELY ODORLESS
Pot It Anywhere In The House*

The germs are killed by a chemical process in water in the container,
kbsolatelj no odor. No more

trouble to empty than ashes. Closet absolutely guaranteed. Write for
full description and price.

ROWE SANITARY MFG. CO., 394A Rowe Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Ask about the Ro-San Washstand—Hot and Cold Running Water

Without Plumbing

Offers You
a Big Future
This Year

RESOL\ E TO-DAY that during this year you will accomplish
something especially worth while. Commence devoting some of
your spare time to acquiring the accomplishment that opened the
way to fortune for such successful men as Frank A. \ anderlip,
Pres. National City Bank of New York; George B. Cortelyou,
Pres. Consolidated Gas Co., of New York; Joseph Cashman,
Gen. Mgr., Wall Street Journal; and many others.
That accomplishment is EXPERT SHORTHAND—not the mediocre
shorthand that fits you for a poorly paid position as an ordinary office
stenographer, but the specialist’s shorthand that trains you to fill the most
resign sible and most highly paid positions in the stenographic world—
positi ns paying from $2,000 to $10,000 yearly—and in some cases much
more than that.
Robert F. Rose will train you. by’ mail, for this expert work. He will
teach you the same sy’stem that has made him one of the most expert
shorthand writers in the country and qualified him to make official reports
of such iui)x>rtant events as government legal cases, national political con-
ventions, etc..—work which requires the highest degree of speed and
accuracy and which pays almost incredible sums to the reporter.

} ’ou are completely protectedby a money-backguarantce
in caseyou are dissatis/ed Tvith this course. li’e coop-
erate in securing a position /oryou “when you ^finish.

Even ifyou are already a stenographer, you need the Rose Course. Ordinary
shorthand will not win for you the high-salaried ]x>sitions. You need
EXPERT shorthand—and this course will give it to you without interfer-
ing any way with your regular work.

SEND FOR THE FREE BOOK
How To Become A Master Of Shorthand—it will be sent with
full {>articulars of the Rose course without putting you under expense
or obligation of any kind.

MAKE THIS START TO SUCCESS—NO

W

—resolve that in a short time you will master this expert shorthand that
leads so directly to independence* The first step is to send for full, free
information. Do it now:

FUNK & WACNALLS COMPANY. Dept. 926, 354 Foorth Ave., N. Y.

REES at HalfAsents Prices
Baldwin Apple 6 to 7 ft. at $0.00 per 100
Bartlett Pear 6 to 7 ft. at 11.00 per 100
Elberta Peach 5 to 7 ft. at 0.00 per 100

ROSES, SHRUBS and ORNAMENTALS at lowest
prices. Free catalog. Complete line.

THE WH. J. REILLY NURSERIES,
47 Ossian Street, Dansville, N. Y.

Guaranteed byCertified Grower-

IE DAGE'
L- rSLUE SSW WkW k BOTTLES

WILL MEND IT 104

Woven with

hinged joint,

wires—full

length rolls,

galvanizing— proof

a mechanically

Big, full gauge

weight—full

Superior quality

against hardest

weather conditions.

American Steel Fence Posts last a lifetime.

Hold fence secure against all conditions.

Dealers Everywhere

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY
Chicago New York Pittsburgh Cleveland Denver

Awarded Grand Prize at Panama Pacific International Exposition

The Supreme Award of Merit

'onGSy Specialties
Giant Mastodon Pansies
A marvelous blend of rich

and most pleasing colors;
flowers of gigantic size. Pkt.
(250 seeds)425c; 5 pkts.S1.00.

Gladiolus Mrs. King
160 Bulbs for $1,00

Small butVigorous bulbs that
will bloom this season. Will
delight you. 160 for Si.oo,
prepaid.

Gladioli—Demonstration

Assortment
One bulb each of Mrs. Pendleton, Loveliness, War,
Princeps, Peace, Panama, Niagara, Mrs. King,
Lafayette, Halley, Glory of Holland, Kunderdi
Glory, Empress of India, Brenchleyensis, Hulot,
Augusta, America. These 17 strong, blooming size
bulbs, each labeled, for $1.00, prepaid.

Gladioli
—

“Sunshine Mixture”
A high grade mixture of fine varieties, grown to
perfection in sunny [Colorado. 100 bulbs §2.50,
prepaid. Catalogue free.

/ONGS&
Seed and Bulb Farm

Boulder, Colorado

SeedBiSI
Tells you what and how to plant in your
vegetable and flower garden and when to
plant it. Makes crops sure and dependable.
Send ioc. for onepackage each of Giant

p J^JT |7Pansy and Radish Seeds and get the book

THE HOLMES-LETHERMAN SEED CO.
228N Cleveland Ave., Canton, 0.

TREES and SHRUBC
* PORTER’S HIGH QUALITY STOCK^PORTER’S HIGH QUALITY STOCK!

,——-Illustrated Price List free. Write for copy to-day.

PORTER’S NURSERIES
Box 201 Evanton, 111.

NOTE—Big Stock of Large Specimen Norway Maples at Low Prices

-

GROWN IN NEW JERSEY
under soil and climate advantages, Steele’s
Sturdy Stock is the satisfactory kind.
Great assortment of Fruit, Nut. Shade
and Evergreen Trees, Small-fruit Plant*,
Hardy Shrubs, Roses, etc. Fully des-
cribed in my Beautiful Illustrated Des-
criptive Catalogue—it’s free!

T. E. STEELE
Pomona Nurseries Palmyra. X. J.

If You Want Beautiful Grounds
Whether large or small, have a plan made for them

by an experienced Landscape Gardener.
Promiscuous, hit or miss sort of planting on a lawn

never looks well and costs more in the long run than
working to a definite plan. Planting plans by mail a
specialty. Send rough sketch for estimate.

GEO. B. MOULDER, Landscape Architect. Smiths Grove, Ky.

WE WILL HELP YOU
We have helped many young men and women to make money.

If you have the time we have the opportunity. We want new sub-

scribers to the World’s Work, the New Country Life and the Gar-

den Magazine. For particulars address Circulation Dept.

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York

faction atLast

Our Improved-Excelsior Tomato
is the largest, sturdiest, most prolific home-garden
variety. Rich, red fruits ripen early and till

frost. Meat solid, delicious, nearly seedless.

While they last we will send full-size packet for/Oc.

Our beautiful 1917 catalogue of Pure and Sure
Seeds, etc., is FREE. Write TO-DAY.
ST. LOUIS SEED CO., 411 G, St. Loui*, Mo.
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This Year Plant the NEW

Rochester Peach
Begins to bear fruit after one year

—

heavily the second year. Tree so strong

and hardy to produce heavy crop after a
16-below zero freeze.

Bears 10 Days Earlier than Crawford

or other yellow free-stone varieties and fruit is

large and handsome. That’s why in Rochester
market last summer, the Rochester Peach

Sold for $1.00 a Basket with next best variety

at 60 cents and others as Low as 15 cents

Exceptionally prolific in quantity of fruit that’s

juicy, sweet, and fine for canning.

Write us to-day about Rochester Peach. Don’t
plant a peach until you get complete story in our
catalogue which lists everything for orchard and
garden. Send in your name and address to-day.

L. W. HALL COMPANY, Inc.

509 Cutler Bldg. Rochester, N. Y.

YOU Should Plan!

1
Larkspur, Foxgloves, Hollyhocks, Phlox. Columbines,
Poppies, Etc. Because they represent a wonderful va-
riety. Because they increase in size and beauty each suc-
ceeding year, and with the proper selection you can have a
handsome garden with an ever changing color from May to
December. New catalog just out. lists more than 200 varie-
ties, beautifully illustrated, tells you how to gel more pleas-
ure out of your garden. Send for catalog and special offer.

W. E. KING
Box 386 Little Silver, New Jersey

Specialist in Hardy
Old Fashioned Plants

Woodruff’s Gladioli
In spite of unfavorable weather my gladi-

olus flowers again took first premium at Iowa
State Fair in 1916 as our Independence-
grown glads have always done since 1907.
Ask your neighbors about them. I am

going to change my offer this year. I

will send you postpaid, two each. America,
Mrs. King, Augusta. Cracker Jack. Queenly,
Burrell, Cheerful, and one ( 1 ) each Princepine,
Baron Hulot, Halley, Niagara, Golden King, all

marked, and 40 of my State Fair Premium Mix-
ture, including many named sorts and the new
Blue Shades: all for ($ 1 .00 ) One D« liar. Also my
new 1917 catalogue of named sorts, with direc-
tions for culture.

GEO. S. WOODRUFF
Independence Iowa
Be sure to mention the Garden Magazine

6 Glorious ROSES
MAILED POSTPAID FOR Ckr*

ALL WILL BLOOM THIS SUMMER /Sf
Hardy, Everbiooming, Guaranteed True to Name

COLLEEN—Bright rose on cream
ground. CRIMSON QUEEN—Bril-
liant crimson. EUGENE MARL1TT
•—Rich carmine. LADY GRENALL
—Intense saffron orange, superb.
THE QUEEN — Pure white, large,

extra. PRES. TAFT—The best large
pink. fine.

1 will send the 6 Roses in large 2 year size
postpaid tor only $ 1 .25 .

DAHLIAS
Sure Blooming Collection

RF.I) 1 1XSSA It — Cardinal red. ROHT.
BROOMFIELD—Snow white, large. QUEEN

VIC TORIA—Pure yellow; I OI NTESS OF I.ONSDALE—Salmon pink,
fine >VM. AC*NEW—Crimson, very free. FLORADORA—Rich wine red,
cactus. One tuber, any variety, 15 eents. Any 3 for -lOeents. The 0 for
75 rent* postpaid.

n A MI |
i Prrn New Ontnry. Cactus, Black Striped, Double,uLLU Single, all colors. Kor lOe. I will send 50

fceeda—enough for a fine Dahlia Garden. Catalogue FREE

MISS JESSIE M. GOOD
Florist and Dahlia Specialist Box 207, Springfield, Ohio

TOWNSEND’S

TRIPLEX
The Public is Warned not lo purchase

mowers infringing the Townsend Patent

No. 1.209.519. Dec. /9th, 1916

The Greatest Grass-

cutter on Earth, cuts a

Swath 86 inches wide.

S.P. TOWNSEND & CO.
23 Central Aye., Orange, N. J.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the

TRIPLEX MOWER will mow more lawn in a day
than the best motor mower ever made, cut it better

and at a fraction of the cost.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it will

mow more lawn in a day them any three ordinary

horsedrawn mowers with three horses and three men.

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the
waves. One mower may be climbing a knoll, the

second skimming a level and the third paring a hollow.

Does not smash the grass to earth and plaster it in the
mud in springtime nor crush out its life between
hot rollers and hard, hot ground in summer as does
the motor mower.

Send for Catalogue illustrating all types of TOWNSEND MOWERS.

RHODES DOUBLE CUT

527 S. DIVISION AVE., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

r
I 'HE only pruner

made that cuts from

both sides of the limb

and does not bruise the

bark. Made in all styles

and sizes. All shears de-

livered free to your door.

Write for circular and prices

Rose Lovers Please
attention. If you are interested in growing
the very BEST ROSES, send for my catalogue

to-day, it is free.

Z. R. PINAULT
Department H. New Bedford. Mass.

The Readers’ Service will help you

solve your garden problems. Send us

your questions and difficult points.

Glass Cloth
A transparent waterproof fabric, guaranteed to generate

about the same warmth and light as glazed sash, or
money back. For all forcing purposes. Sample 3x6 feet.

50c. prepaid.
PLANT FORCERS.

TURNER BROS., Bladen, Nebraska

Practical Real Estate Methods
By Thirty New York Experts

Net $2.50 Postage 20 cents

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N.Y.

ROCKMONT
NURSERY
Boulder, Colo.

Offers a unique service to western garden enthusiasts. Centrally located for

the economical distribution of the most complete stock of ornamentals west
of the Mississippi. Shade trees, evergreens, flowering shrubs and vines,

Hollyhocks, Peonies, Iris, Phlox. Specializes Colorado native shrubs
and flowers, including alpines and rock plants. Illustrated catalogue

free, if you address D. M. ANDREWS, Owner, Boulder, Colorado.

C'OI'LflNS’ Guide, Free
COVERS ALL GARDEN NEEDS llllllllllllllllllilliiilUllllllll

1 "

Privet Hedge, sturdy plants at less than sc a foot—will soon add
Si a foot to your property value.

100 berry plants for $2—finest fresh strawberries and rasp-

berries from May till October at 2C a quart.

5 finest roses, guaranteed to grow, delivered to your home for Si.

Shows these special offers in colors; tells how to get
finest fruit and vegetables at lowest cost. Write to-day

ARTHUR J. COLLINS & SON. Box 23. Moorestown, N. J.
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‘Great Crops of

is the best and most complete book on Strawberry
Growing ever written. It fully explains the KELLOGG
WAY of growing two big crops each year—a big profit

in the Spring and a bigger profit in the Fall. Tells
everything about strawberry growing from start to
finish. Write for this book and learn how to supply
your family with delicious strawberries the year ’round
without cost, and how to make $500 to $1200 per acre
each vear. The book is FREE.

Strawberries grown the KELLOGG WAY yield more dollars
per square rod and do it in less time than any other crop. The profits

made from strawberries are enormous. One
acre ofstrawberries grown the KELLOGG
WAY will yield a greater cash profit than
twenty acres of common farm crops

$1412.50
is the amount Frank Flanigan of Okla-
homa. made in a single season from one
and one-half acres of Kellogg Pedigree
Plants grown the KELLOGG W A Y.
Others are doing fully as well.
Our 64-page free book will tell you how to
make these big and quick profits.

A jjostal will do—the book is FREE.

R. M. Kellogg Company
Box 690 Three Rivers, Mich.

Best Novelty for Garden
and Lawn

PERSIAN NUT TREES (Juglans Regina) Beautiful stately
shade trees, profitable crops, delicious nuts, often bear in 4
years. One tree yielded 3141 in 1916. Our pedigreed trees
are guaranteed HARDY, they are ones you’ve read about.

Special Offer to Garden Readers
2 trees for £3, 4 for $5 or 8 and 1 Japanese walnut for 3io,
thrifty extra well rooted two year trees delivered prepaid.
Quantity prices and other particulars on request, but better
order at once. This is big value and opportunity. Great
satisfaction assured. Please be prompt.

DANIEL N. POMEROY & SON
Box G, Lockport, New York

MONTREAL M. MELON
The largest and best flavored Musk Melon

in existence. Grows to weigh as much as
20 pounds, and fetches $3.00 to $5.00 each.
GENUINE SEED per package postpaid 50c.

Do not confuse this variety with the Am-
erican variety. Send for catalogue of
Northtrn Grorvn Seeds.

DUPUY & FERGUSON
MONTREAL CANADA

SELDOM SEE
a big knee like this, but your horse may have
a bunch or bruise on his ankle, hock, stifle,

knee or throat. *

ABSORBINE
*TRA0E MARK REG.U.S.PAT. OFF.

« B will clean it off without laying up the horse.

No blister, no hair gone. Concentrated

—

only a few drops required at an application. $2 per bottle delivered.
Describe your case for special instructions and Book 8M Free.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., 152 Temple St., Springfield, Mass.

0 au p IKp Ttppc Kil1 San Jose Sca,e * Aphis. White
udVC MIC 1 1 God Fly. etc,, by spra> ing your trees with

GOODSpStShFISH oilSOAP N?3
r Sure death to tree pests.

| trees—fertilizes the soil.

I)ept. of Agriculture.

FREE 0ur

Contains nothing injurious to
Used and endorsed by U. S.

aluable book on Tree and
Plant Diseases. Write today.

JAMES GOOD, Original Maker, 931 N. Front Street, Philadelphia

Pearl Grit
Every Hen an Egg Factory

They can’t help laying when they get PEARL
GRIT. It “chews” the food in the gizzard, and
adds sulphur and carbohydrates for eggs, lime
for shells. Booklet free. Write to-day.

THE OHIO MARBLE COMPANY
71 Cleveland Street Piqua, Ohio

For Your Poultry
Runways

You will find “Buffalo” Portable Poultry Runways
helpful. They add to the pleasure and profit of

poultry raising, on small plots or large country estates.

Erected by pressing Galvanized steel posts of sections

in ground. Quickly changed. Permit yard rotation,

no extra posts. No tools or staples necessary. Add
new sections as your flock increases. Last a life time.

Always neat. Safely confine Chicks, Rabbits, Puppies

and any small domestic bird or animal. Sections come
in three sizes. Write for free booklet No. 67‘A on the

“Buffalo ” Portable Poultry Fencing System.

BUFFALO WIRE WORKS CO.
(Formerly Scheeler’s Sons)

467 TERRACE BUFFALO, N. Y.

CONCENTRATED PULVERIZED

MANURE
It Supplies Food For
Your Land and Plants

Wizard Brand Manure makes things grow. It is just
what your lawn, flowers, vegetables, fruit and field

crops need. Every piece of land needs replenishing
from time to time. Wizard Brand Manure is more
than just fertilizer—it strengthens soil fertility and
supplies plant food at the same time. Call for
Wizard Brand Manure by name to-day or write us
for descriptive booklet.

THE PULVERIZED MANURE CO
Dept. 20 Union Stock Yards Chicago

w
Morris Nurseries
Our catalog contains a wonder-
ful list of trees, plants and flow-
ers for Spring planting. Every-
thing for lawn, garden, or or-
chard, and all of hardy, highest
grade stock. Send for the Morris
Nursery Catalog NOW. Pick
out the stock you want and get
it planted early. We are ex-
tremely careful to send out fruit
trees true -to -name. Spring is

near. Send for your Free Cata-
log today.

MORRIS NURSERY CO.
Box 802 West Chester, Pa.

Ft! KIPLING ft!

Master War Correspondent
“Few writers are better equipped to write about the war, and not

one of them has his genius. He has made the new conditions of

warfare live so that the man who does not fight shall know all

about it.”—London To-Day.

Have you read his two books on the war?

Sea Warfare. Net, $1.25

(Published Feb. 20)

France at War. Net, 60 cents

All Bookstores

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
Garden City New York

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
DEPARTMENT

SALAD SECRETS, ioo recipes. Brief but complete. 15c by
mail. 100 Meatless recipes 15c. 50 Sandwich recipes 15c. All

three 30c. B. H. Briggs, 456 Fourth Ave., Newark, N. J.

HEAD GARDENER—Estate Beautifier, married, small family,

looking for good position. Address Joseph Weber, 151 Martling

Avenue, Tarrytown, N. Y.

THE CHARM OF A JAPANESE GARDEN—An artistic and

experienced Japanese gardener is available for immediate commissions

in designing and making Japanese gardens. He will execute work for

either owners or architects. Highest references. Correspondence in-

vited. AddressJapan, Garden Magazine, 11 West32nd St., New York.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Carden Magazine in writing—and wo will, too



CHINESE WOOLFLOWER
This was introduced from China by us three years ago and has proved a great success everywhere.

There is not the slightest doubt but that it is the most magnificent garden annual. Its ease of culture and
long continued season of bloom (early in July until frost), together with its massive bunches of wool-like
flowers and glowing color combine to make it the showiest as well as the most odd and novel garden flower.

Plants grow two to three feet high, the blooms starting early with a central globular head which often
reaches the immense size of two feet in circumference. Scores of branches are thrown out, each bearing a
ball of scarlet wool. All these branches support numerous laterals with small heads of bloom mixed with
fresh green foliage so that a plant looks like an immense bouquet splendidly arranged and set in the
ground. None of the blooms fade in any way until hit by frost, but all continue to expand and glow with
a deepening richness of color, a deep crimson-scarlet. SEED—10c per pkt., 3 pkts. for 25c.

NEW EVERBLOOMING SWEET WILLIAM
Begins blooming in fifty to sixty days from seed, and continues in profusion all sum-

mer and fall. Also the following year, being hardy.

Truly everblooming in every sense of the word. Flowers large, clusters very large, and colors ex-
ceedingly varied and beautiful, ranging from pure white to blood-red, ringed, spotted, etc. Such a be-
wildering array of superb colors so exquisitely combined it is hard to find in any other flower. SEED

—

10c per pkt., 3 pkts. for 25c.

AMERICAN MASTODON PANSIES-Perfect Marvels in Size and Beauty

These Pansies have a robust vigor unknown in other strains. Flowers larger than the Trimardeau,
with the substance and rounded form of the German strains, a touch of the Masterpiece in the artistic
curves of the petals, the wonderful colors of the Orchid Pansies and a delicate fragrance like the violet-
scented.

The enormous size of blooms, nearly four inches across, clear tones of color and with wonderful tints
and variegations and free flowering qualities, even through the hot summer weather, will be a revelation.

Mixed Colors—Such as white with dark centre, dark blue and light blue, pure white, black, laven-
der, violet, blue, bronze (new), royal purple (new), rose, cerise-red, red with silver rim, mahogany, yellow,
wine-colored, red and gold, lavender and gold, striped, margined, etc.

10c per pkt. of 100 seeds; 3 pkts. for 25c: % ounce, $1.00

SPECIAL OFFER FOR 20c
We will send these three great Floral Novelties and two more—five altogether—for only 20c, 3 lots

(15 pkts.), for 50c. See our Catalogue for colored plates, culture, etc.

ICE-PROOF MASTODON PANSY PLANTS
Special Offer for Spring Delivery. Have a Beautiful Bed of Pansies at Small Cost
We grow young, vigorous plants of the Mastodon Pansy in open ground from September sown seed

that are ready for delivery from January to May. For the Southern and Pacific States we can ship now.
For colder latitudes shipments are made as early in spring as the plants can be put out. They are hard-
ened by the ice and snows of winter, and in spring are ready to jump into vigorous growth and bloom.

Price—mixed colors, postpaid, 25 for 50c; 100 for $1.75; 300 for $5.00

NEW SEEDLINGS OF JAPAN IRIS
Immense size—Wonderful Colors—Quick Blooming

We have developed a wonderful strain of Hybrid Seedling Iris Kaempferi that are marvels in beauty
and perfection of bloom, with a wide range of exquisite colors in blue, lavender, white, rich purples, plum-
red, tinted, striped and mottled in endless variety. These Iris are perfectly hardy and bloom profusely,

bearing large petaled double and single flowers. Flowers seven to ten inches across on stalks four feet

high, and no two alike. Strong Roots for quick blooming. 5 for 50c; 12 for $1.00; 100 for $6.00.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS OF BEST BULBS
Being the largest growers of Gladioli we can make the following attractive offers for

finest Bulbs and best sorts. All Postpaid.

5 OF THE NEWER AND FINER GLADI-
OLI FOR 25c

Every sort in this collection stands high among
the very finest sorts of to-day. The 5 for
25c.
Klondyke—Light yellow, crimson centre.

Snow Cloud—White suffused pink.
Baron Hulot. Fine blue.

Attraction—Rosy scarlet, white centre.
Halle—Orange pink; very large.

FINEST MIXED GLADIOLI
All colors and varieties, 25c per doz., $1.75

per 100, $15.00 per 1000.

GERMAN IRIS
Finest sorts mixed, 60c per doz., $4.00 per 100.

NEW DAHLIAS
Eight splendid sorts named, foi $1.00

NEW CANNAS
Ten extra fine sorts (mostly new), named, for 75c

OUR f ATAI Of IIP of Flower and Vegetable Seeds, Summer-flowering Bulbs, Window and
\JUI\ \^r\ 1 VJUL Bedding Plants, Hardy Perennials, Vines, rare new flowering shrubs, and
the greatest new Fruits and Berries, sent free to all who apply. Scores of Sterling Novelties.

We are the largest growers of Gladioli, Cannas, Dahlias. Lilies, Iris, etc. Our gardens at Floral Park
and Flowerfield comprise more than one thousand acres. We are headquarters for all Summer-flowering
Bulbs, and our stocks are large and complete.

ORDER AT ONCE—THESE OFFERS WILL NOT APPEAR AGAIN

ADDRESS: JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, INC., FLORAL PARK, NEW YORK
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Seeds

BURPEE’S DOLLAR BOX
Home Garden Collection of Vegetables

Foi* <R 1 00 we niail a complete Collection of Fordhook tested and proved
Vegetable Seeds, suitable for a medium size garden, together with

booklets “Food Value of Fresh Vegetables” and “Vest Pocket Gjaide on Vegetable Cul-
ture,” as follows:

Bean

—

L2 pint Burpee’s Stringless Green Pod.

Bean— i pkt. Fordhook Bush Lima.

Beet— i pkt. Burpee’s Extra Early.

Carrot

—

i pkt. Danvers Half-long.

Sweet Corn— i pkt. Golden Bantam.
Cucumber—

1
pkt. Burpee’s Extra Early White Spine.

Lettuce— i pkt. Wayahead.

The above assortment of Choice Vegetable Seeds carefully packed and sent postpaid

to any address on receipt of $1.00.

Lettuce—
i pkt. Iceberg.

Peas—Lg pint Gradus.

Parsley— i pkt. Dark Moss Curled.

Radish— I pkt. Long White Icicle.

Radish—
i pkt. Rapid Red.

Tomato— i pkt. Chalk’s Early Jewel.

Turnip— i pkt. Petrowski.

Five of the Finest Fordhook Vegetables
2 ^ rpnts we mail one packet each of the following vegetables, which are unequalled in their

class. No other small collection would quite -so completely fill the requirements of the

the most famous

average garden.

Bean—Fordhook Bush
Bush Lima.

Beet—Black Red Ball, rich color, tender, fine

flavor, early.

Corn—Golden Bantam. extra early, hardy,
luscious and sweet. - r - ‘ 4

lpletelv requirements <

Lettuce

Radish
-Brittle Ice, large head, crisp and m.ld.

Rapid Red, quickest growing round red

radish, crisp and solid.

25c buys the Five of the Finest ?s named above.
Five collections for )si.oo and mailed to separate
addresses if so ordered.

As a Compliment to the Ladies we wdl include with each collection a regular

io cent packet of Fordhook Favorite Asters.

Burpee’s Annual for 1917
1 he Leading American Seed Catalogue is bigger, brighter and better than ever before. We have added twenty-two pages, mal ing in all

204 pages, and best of all. you will find 30 Burpee’s Specialties illustrated in color. Burpee’s Annual is mailed free upon request. A post
card will bring it. Write for your copy to-day and mention Garden Magazine.

W. ATLEE
BURPEE & CO.

Burpee Buildings

Philadelphia C/o« '</OkJ Annual
-/ ^-**

’917

DURPEES POROMOOtV FlNEST
VEGt FABLES

THE
r-lA'NTRL’TH

A - LT

SEEDS
THAT £fc.OW

Atlee Burpee & Co
w Atlee Burpee & Co

THE COUNTRY LIFE PRESS, CARDEN CITY. \\ Y.



ARDENS TO REDUCE LIVING COST

APRIL I917

25 Cepts

CITY, N.Y.



Brighten Up the Corners
With Our Hardy Blooming Flowers,

Free Flowering Shrubs and
Multi-Colored Evergreens

FOR so little as even $5 or $10 a year, it is surprising the

way you can each season add another and another bright

spot to your grounds.

We have a charming little booklet called “Nine Help Hints,”

that contains 18 different collections for 9 different planting

brightenings-up. With this booklet as your guide, you can out-

me a scheme for the next nine years. Or you will find it most
helpful in solving your immediate planting problems, large orsmall.

You and your friends are heartily welcome to as many copies

of the booklet as you wish.

Hardy Flowering Perennials
All our perennials listed here, are pot grown from cuttings

instead of from seed. This guarantees to you, plants absolutely

true to name and habit. They are sturdy, full rooted plants,

every one of them. Shipped with the ball of soil on, overcoming the

transplanting shock incident to the usual clump division method.

Oriental Poppies
12, 2 of each, $3.50. 6 for $1.90.

3- each

•35

Delicata, Rosy pink $
Iris Perry, Bright salmon
Mrs. Perry, Salmon pink
Oriflamme, Orange scar-

let

Perry’s Favorite, Rosy
salmon

Perry’s Blush, Blush
pink .25

“

Larkspur
12, 2 of each, $7.50. $4 for 6.

Rev. E. Lascelles, Deep
blue, white centre, 5-6' $1.00 each

Belladonna semi-
plena, Sky-blue, rosy
mauve centre, 2 35

“

Moerheimi, Pure white,
5-6' .50

"

Salland, Dark blue,
branching, 4' .75

“

Capri, Sky-blue, much
branched. 5-6' .75

u

Lize van Veen, Cam-
bridge blue, white eye, 6' .75

*

Heliopsis
12, 2 of each, $5. 6 for $3.

Aurata, Pompom flowers,

deep golden $ .50 each
Cucullata, Bright clear

yellow
Gratissima, Reflexed pet-

als. ochre yellow
Imbricata, Lemon yellow
Latiflora, Bright chrome
yellow

Zinniaeflora, Bright yel-

low
All the above are good for cutting,

the flowers lasting a long time in

water. Height 2-3 feet. All the vari-

eties new.

Verbascums

iRgehry Co
Af Ihg Si^Tn ofThe Tree

Rutkerford N.J.

8, 2 of each, for $3.

A. M. Burnie, Apricot, 3' $ .30 each
Caledonia, Bronzy yel-

low 3
Densiflorum, Primrose
yellow, mahogany centre,

5
-6 '

Mars, Buff, turning red
toward centre, 3'

Order early for early planting. Send
for the "Nine Helpful Hints” Booklet.
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HYPERICUM PATULUM VAR. HENRYI

TwoPlantsEveryoneShouldGrow

Azalea Kaempferi
HARDY, SCARLET, JAPANESE AZALEA
The most gorgeous of all the Hardy Azaleas.

Flowering Plants, $10.00 per doz; $75.00 per 100

Larger Plants, $20.00 per doz; $150.00 per 100

Hypericum patulum
var. Henryi

A new hardy St. John’s Wort, growing 2| to 4 feet,

with masses of clear yellow flowers produced in

great profusion during July and August; foliage re-

tained late into the Fall. A very desirable yellow-

flowered shrub.

Flowering Plants, $3.50 per doz; $28.00 per 100

Larger Plants, $5.00 per doz; $40.00 per 100

Catalogue of Other Choice Introductions on Application

R.& J.Farquhar&Co 9 So.Market St., Boston

For every flower there is

“just the right piece” of Fulper

POTTERY
LOW and HIGH BOWLS
VASES and ODD SHAPES

TWIG STICKS

FLOWER HOLDERS
WALL VASES

and many beautiful pieces for

decoration and use

Sold by the best stores everywhere. Illus-

trated Portfolio G on request.

FULPER
FLEMINGTON 333 4th Ave.

N. J. New York

(4edal ofHonor—highest awatd
—Panama Pacific International

Exhibition—San Francisco, 1915

W HEN summer comes, will it find your garden

ready? Will that cozy nook which stood empty last

summer have its welcoming bench? Will your rosesclimb
a Frenchified trellis or smile down upon you froth a dainty arbor? Will

that long-desired entrance gateway be an artistic reality?

A T^m
The Mathews

Hall Mark is a
pledge of authen-

ticity of design

and of benebwork]
fashioned and

joined with

exacting care.

designers and craftsmen have anticipated your needs. From historic

English gardens and half-forgotten French paintings, from Japanese
memories and modern schools of art, the designers have selected and
adapted the choicest designs. With painstaking guild-spirit our bench-

men have reproduced these designs in selected wood. The results are

best told by the 72 pages of illustrations and descriptions in the

Mathews Gardencraft Handbook. This garden-lovers suggestion

book will be gladly mailed you on receipt of 18 cents in stamps.

The Mathews Mfg. Co., ‘Designers, Craftsmen

9 1 5 Williamson Bldg. Cleveland,Ohio

Advertisers unit appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will
,
too
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Japanese Cedars
(Retinosporas)

For harmonious color effects, Retinosporas are unsur-
passed. Their graceful habit of growth makes them a

permanent pleasure to the eye. Add to this the fact that

you can always maintain Retinosporas in just the shape
and size you want to because they stand, shearing well,

and you will know the principal reasons why we think of

them as

The Ideal Evergreens for limited space

They are of medium growth, hence well adapted for small spaces
and for uses in beds, or borders. As individual specimens, by
free development, they may be grown to a height of 15 to 20 feet.

Plumosa. Of compact, bushy growth. Delicate foliage of attractive

bluish green shade. Sturdy specimens, 2 to 3 feet tall. $i.50each.
Plumosa aurea. The golden-yellow form of the above making a

strikingly handsome picture, especially among darker foliage plants or

evergreens. $1.50 each.

Filifera. With long, thread-like, pendent foliage. Of light green
color, no other evergreen approaches it in unique appearance. $1.50 each.

Squarosa. Bears shearing to almost any shape or size, though 20
feet tall when fully grown under favorable conditions. Foliage quite dis-

tinct, compace and tufted. $1.50 each.

Special Offer

We will supply a svmetrical specimen of each of

above four kinds, 2 to 3 feet tall, carefully labelled and
properly packed, for $5, f. o. b. express office.

Rhododendrons for Color Harmony
The blue-green evergreens and dark green, glossy foliage of

Rhododendrons blend in perfect contrast. Besides thousands
growing in our nurseries we import, each year, the finest of the

new hybrids suitable for American conditions. In varieties of

our selection we offer bushy well-budded plants at $1 each, $90
per hundred, carefully packed, delivered to railroad station.

A special treatise on Evergreens, together with our com-
plete catalogue is yours, free for the asking. We extend a

cordial invitation to those interested to visit our nurseries.

Full directions will be gladly given as to the most convenient
means of reaching them.

American Nursery Co., Building New York

HODGSOfi
Portable HOUSES
N UMEROUS blueprints; bids from build

ers; extra expenses, and continuous lit

tie worries make the planning and erectini
of even the smallest building a nerve-rackim
strain.

That’s why you have put off giving th(
children a playhouse, or building yourself ;

garage, summer house or what-not. But-
Here’s the Hodgson way, the up-to-datt

way. You get a Hodgson catalogue. Lool
over the many photographs of portable build-
ings. Pick out the cottage, bungalow, chicker
house, garage, tent house or playhouse which
suits your taste and pocketbook. 'Then order.

By paying 25% of the price of your house we prepan
and hold it until wanted This saves you money anc
insures prompt deliver)'. Then, when it is delivered, y<*
receive the best lumber, all finished, painted and fitted-
ready to put together in a jiffy to form the exact house yog
saw in the photograph.

Send to-day for our catalogue. It tells and shows yogi
everything concisely.

E. F. HODGSON CO.
Room 228, 116 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

6 East 39th Street, New York City

°ffie HOMEo/'HEAniER
ANNOUNCES ITS 1917 EDITION

OF THE

Heatherhome Seed
and

Plant Book
AMASTERP1ECE OF GARDEN CATALOGUES

Tells'just the things you want
to know. 336 pages, antique
paper, bound in Heatherhome
blue in a box, free. A beauti-

ful, fascinating and instructive

book. We guarantee your pleas-

ure in it j'ust as we guarantee
to grow, and to be as described,

every seed and plant that comes
from the “Home of Heather "

— write for it now.

KNIGHT dr STRUCK CO.
PLANTSMEN - SEEDSMEN

258 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

'

.

:

:

:

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers' Service for assistance
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Garden Tool Sets—Three sizes, $4.50; $5.75; $7.00.

Wicker Garden
Basket, complete

with tools as
illustrated, $10.50.

This Garden Trellis

is painted green with

the figure of the bird

in colors. It comes in

two sizes: 24 inches

high, $2.00; and 30

inches high, $2.75.

Garden Bird Bath of decorative stoneware, on a pedestal.

The height is 18 inches and the price $12.00.

Left to right: bulb

planter $1.00; dibbler,

Trowel $.50. Fork $.50 $.25; daisy grubber,$.65

NOW is the time to get out in that

garden of yours and get things

under way for Spring. Whether you
like your garden merely as a place to

putter round, or whether you use it in a

serious effort to offset the high cost of

living, come to Lewis & Conger’s for the

tools so needful to your purpose.

Jewis&Qdnger
Forty-fifth Street and Sixth Avenue

NEW YORK

r ^
.11. ..LULL, IE ;i;i; u...

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Some Good Plants for Norther

Regions

AX/’HAT new shrubs can I plart which ai
* * hardy in New \6nrk and will add to the a

tractiveness of my home was asked me b

several people at the West .rn New Yor
Horticultural Society Meeting and I pronj
ised I would send a list to The Garden Mac
azine. So here it is!

If you are interested in planting some shrul

bery which will attract the birds and at tb

same time have a good appearance during tl

winter time from their berries, I should be ii

dined to include the Barberries, both Commo
and Japanese, Snowberry and Coralberry, an J

in something taller growing some of the Haw
thorns, Crabs and the White Flowering Doji

wood. The various and new Barberries, tb

Flowering Crabs, Buckthorn and Sumacs an

some of the Viburnums strike me as ei I

tremely interesting, also some of the Weigela
Of the berry-bearing shrubs worthy of plac

are the Inkberry, Regel’s Privet, Mapli
leaved Viburnum, Goumi, Winterberry, V ,

burnum Wrightii; this and Viburnum Opuli
are probably the best red-berried Viburnum
The American Holly which is a small evei

green might survive in a sheltered spot, but tli

Japanese Holly would probably live anywhen
Some of the Evonymus (another group <

|

Chinese plants) have good colored foliage i

the fall. Among these the winged Evonj
mus, E. alatus, which has a corky growth o l

its branches, is of interest.

Among plants with colored twigs is th

Green Dogwood, which is more hardy tha

Kerria which often shows a little winter ir

jury in New York; the red-barked Willoi

and Siberian Dogwood, and there is the Ye
low Dogwood which has yellow twigs. The
there is the purple barked V illow and th

Black Raspberry. These all show up we
when planted in front of a background.

In Forsythias, which you will probably wan
to plant in order to get some early yellow bios

soms in spring, either F. europaea or F

intermedia spectabilis should be used; som

of the other kinds are not hardy in this section

In the Honeysuckles, Lonicera Maacki
var. podocarpa, w'hich is a new one introduce!

from China and bears small red berries, is wel

worthy of a place. It will grow 8 or io fee

tall if given room like a small tree and is a ver;

interesting plant. There is a wonderful col

lection of these Honeysuckles which have beei

brought in during recent years from China an<

other places and they wall add very much ti

our gardens in the future.

A few of the Magnolias might be planted

they would need room and should not bi

crowded. Some of the kinds which will sui

this section are M. stellata, Soulangeana

Wilsonii. Among some of the flowerinj

Crabs which are a mass of bloom in May am
later are picturesque with their load of frui

and should be planted so they eventually havt

20 feet of space is Malus ioensis. There is ;

double flowering one (Bechtel’s Crab), and ;

single blossom one; the latter sets fruit

Malus floribunda is very effective in earl)

winter with its fruit. Malus baccata is an-

other tree-growing type. 1 he Wild and|

Flowering Cherries are beautiful and furnish

a lot of food for birds. This list includes th(

Bird Cherry, Sand, Wild Black, Mahaleb, and

European Bird Cherry and some of the new

Chinese and Japanese.

I judge most people will also be interested in

planting some of the new Lilacs. There is a

(Continued on page 152)

>

buy mm
GARDEN

- -*

this year. It cosls 18 cents a foot, and is worth
every cent of it. Hose seldom wears out— it

usually dies and falls to pieces. Cheap hose

I

cannot last because it is made of worthless
compounds.
Bull Dog 7-ply hose lasts longest because there is plenty of live

rubber in it. Letters come to us frequently, telling of lengths in

service 14 or 15 years.

Your dealer has it at 18 cents a foot in 25 or 50 foot

5-8 in., with 3-4 in. connections. If he is out of

your order direct.

' *° A 2-cent Stamp will bring you our pradical booklet ,

“ Making The Garden Grow.”
You’ll like it.

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber
Department G - Cambridge, Massachusetts

Built for

the wrens

:he

birds love

Brings the Birds
This 4-room Dodson Wren House is built of oak.

Cypress roof with copper coping. Will bring

one or two wren families to live with yon —
cheerful, friendly, musical bird neighbors.

Order Now—the Birds are Coming
Every day sees new arrivals looking for

a home. Send for your Dodson houses
to-day. A few wren houses—a mar-

tin house, will fill your garden with insect

destroying song birds. Entire collection

described in catalogue. Wren and blue-bird
houses. J5.00. Martin Houses. J12. Nesting
shelves, $1.50 up. Bird baths, feeding devices.

BIRD BOOK FREE
In it. Mr. Dodson .Vice- President and Direc-

tor of the American Audubon Association, tells you how
he attracts hundreds of birds to Bird Lodge, his beau-
tiful home. Sent free with beautiful bird picture in

color taken from "Nature Neighbors." Write to

Joseph H. Dodson, 209 Harrison Ave., Kankakee, ID.

SCHEEPEKS
STANDS FOR

QUALITY
JOHN SCHEEPERS COMPANY

Flowerbulb Specialists

2 Stone Street New York

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers
1 Sendee for assistance



ElmerD. Smith& Co.

Chrysanthemum Specialists

Adrian Michigan

IlllllllilllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllU

W. G. CORNELL CO.
Engineers and Contractors

Plumbing, Heating, Lighting, Automatic
Sprinklers, Water Supply Systems, Sewage
Disposal Plants, Automatic Sewage Ejectors

Of course we publish a free cata-
logue! We have a copy for every
reader of Garden Magazine who is

interested enough to ask for it. De-
scribes all dependable sorts in all

classes and offers strong plants at

reasonable prices. Why not join the
vast army of Chrysanthemum en-
thusiasts by writing us TO-DAY?

45 East 17th St.

Chicago
Railway Exchange

Baltimore

Boston
334 Shawmut Ave.

Newark

New York
Washington

923-12th St., N.W.
Cleveland
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Chrysanthemum
Novelties

of Merit
The Editor of The Garden

Magazine considered the three

Chrysanthemums shown here

worthy of pictorial representa-

tion in the big Novelty Review
last month. This is but a just

tribute to their unusual charac-
Yondota teristics which are bound to

find recognition wherever ’Mums are grown. Because
we devote our efforts to Chrysanthemums exclusively

most of the sorts introduced by us are recognized as

leaders everywhere. During the past twenty-seven years

we have evolved

Top Notchers in

all Classes

If you are fond of ’Mums, write
i s. We grow sorts to please every
fancy, from the mammoth exhi-

bition kinds to the tiny but freely

flowering, old-fashioned Pom-
pons. With our early, midseason
and late kinds you can enjoy
the beautiful “Queens of Au-
tumn” during a long season. Helen Lee

Collections for Every Purse and Purpose

IlillllllliliiiilllllMliilllMIIIMIliililihllMililllti Hill!:,

Cornell
Systems of Irrigation

make you
6 ‘rain-independent

’

WHEN your neighbors’ lawns and
gardens are burning up during the
dry days of midsummer, your

grounds will be flourishing in luxuriant
green, if irrigated by the Cornell Systems.
For all time these systems deliver you
from the anxieties and losses due to un-
certain weather.
Cornell Systems are quickly installed, without

injury to the ground. They eliminate the ineffici-

ent, time-wasting hose. And they are inexpensive
to operate.

The Underground Systems for Lawns, illus-

trated below, lends beauty to any lawn, and does
not interfere with mowing.

The Overhead System for Gardens consists of
upright pipes rising from underground lines. No

overhead piping to interfere with

f
cultivation. No small apertures to
become clogged.

The famous Cornell “Rain Cloud

”

Nozzle produces an artificial rain
which can be instantly regulated at
will from a fine mist to a heavy shower.
For small lawns we recommend our
Portable Sprinkler, covering areas
from 15 to 45 feet in diameter.

Write for Illustrated Booklet

We will send strong plants, properly labeled, securely packed, guar-

anteed to reach you safely and bloom next fall, where properly cared for:

Five 1917 Novelties, our selection, but including plant of

each of three sorts shown here for------- - $3.00
or thirty Best Exhibition Standard Varieties ----- 2.50

or twenty-five Best Exhibition Standard Varieties - 2.00
or fifteen Best Exhibition

Standard Varieties - - 1.50
or ten Best Exhibition and

either ten Pompons, ten

Anemones, ten Singles (20
plants in all) for - - - 1.25

or ten Plants of either Anem-
ones, Pompons, or Singles

for ----- - .75

These collections are offered through
The Garden Magazine only, at from
30% to 60% less than our catalogue
prices. Please refer to this special offer.

Miss
Anola
Wright

Special Premium:
With either the $2.50 or $3.00 collec-

tion,we willsend, with our compliments
a copy of Smith’s Chrysanthemum
Manual, a 100 page book full of au-
thoritative information on the subject.
Single copies 50 cents.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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SELL YOUR SPARE TIME
We will pay you well for all you have—every spare hour can

mean money—by securing new subscribers to the World’s Work,
Country Life in America, and The Garden Magazine. Write to
Circulation Dept.

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York

Have you gardening questions? If a
plant fails, tell us about it and ask

help from the Readers’ Service.

Japanese Irises in Their Native Home

In the lower picture Japanese Irises are shown equally at home in my fields at

Wyomissing. The Rev. Dr. Rice, who came here to see them after having spent

many years in Japan, expressed his surprise at the luxuriant growth and abundant
bloom. He stated that it surpassed any that he had seen in Japan.

In your garden they will thrive as well with only ordinary care. Spring is an
ideal time to plant, as they w’ill bloom the first season.

Farr’s Hardy Plant Specialties
will tell you all about the rare varieties that

have been collected from the old Palace and
Temple Gardens in Japan—parents of many
new seedlings that I have raised here at Wyomis-
sing, to which I have given the dainty and poetic

Japanese names. I am now offering a few of

these for the first time.

The completeness of the Japanese Iris

section is only a hint of many other suggestions

of interest to the garden lover. Peonies in over

500 varieties; the splendid collections of

Lemoine’s Lilac, Philadelphia, and Deutzias;

the section devoted to Delphiniums, Hardy
Phloxes, Roses and Rock plants, are all notable

features in this book of 112 pages of text, to

which are added 30 full page illustrations (13

in color). If you are a lover of these things I

shall be glad to mail you a copy free on request.

BERTRAND H. FARR—Wyomissing Nurseries Co.
104 Garfield Avenue Wyomissing, Pennsylvania

I offer twelve named varieties of Japanese Irises, my selection of choice sorts, for $ 2 .

One hundred Plants in Twenty-five varieties for $ 12 .

Real Novelties and Novel Realities”
IN HARDY PLANTS

'THE biggest collection offered anywhere is found in our
1 supplement to Palisades Popular Perennials.
Of great interest to the amateur and commercial grower

alike.

It ^describes uncommon plants of singular beauty, de-

sirability. and simplicity of growth; inexpensive to ac-

quire.
Mailed with one 25c Novelty hardy plant not before

offered elsewhere, on receipt of three two-cent stamps, the
value is credited on first order.

A Palisade Hardy Border
A perfect picture in your garden to last for years will be I Our "Artistic ” Border. 100 feet by 3 feet costs $25 only,

the result if you allow us now to plan a scheme, whether of for 300 plants, freight charges included. Consider what is

contrasts or of harmonies, to be carried out this spring.
|

“ saved
r
’ by this system and what is gained in true beauty.

PALISADES NURSERIES, Inc. (
Im^mVg

°
aHn 9

n,ion
) SPARKILL, NEW YORK

(iConcluded from page 150)

wonderful collection of French origin with

which you are probably familiar. The plants

can be left to stand singly, but I think they are

often most effective when they are given a

setting with a background of other plants.

As to the Evergreens; among dwarfs is'that

hardiest strain of English Yew, Taxus baccata
var. repandens. It may be used if not too ex-

posed; also there is the more hardy Japanese
Yew (Taxus cuspidata) also Taxus cuspidata
brevifolia or short leaved. These are hardy.

I find the short leaved Japanese Yew a very '

effective low-growing shrub and owing to its

slow growth the specimens are more expensive
than some of the others.

Among Junipers there is J. horizontalis,

which may be used for ground covering, alsothe

prostrate Juniper nana. Juniper chinensis

Pfitzeriana which lives well under our con-

ditions is taller growirtg. I could also give you
a longer list of Junipers which would be worth
planting, also some of the new and rare Pines

which have come in recently from Japan and

one or two from parts of Europe, such as ex- 1

posed elevations in Serbia.

Some Mahonias, Japanese or American
would be worth including, and because of its

interest a Japanese Umbrella Pine. Canadian
Hemlock would probably find a place as a

background for some of the other things. It is

one of the finest trees we can use for planting

in a mass and instead of a Colorado Blue

Spruce I would suggest a Silver Fir which has

biue-green foliage like a Blue Spruce, but is
,

more hardy. The Chinese Arborvitae has a

very deep-green color and is more delicate in

its makeup than the American; Nordmann’s
Fir has a wondrous dark-green foliage. For .

common hedge planting or to fill up for awhile

Norway Spruce or American Arborbitae can be

used to give quick effect, but a hedge of Jap-
anese Quince, if one will spray for scale, is

beautiful early in spring. American Arbor-

vitae makes a good screen hedge.

One other thing I would like to mention is

Sorbaria arborea which is one of the Spirea

group and is a particularly interesting plant

for its mass of white blooms in summer. For

a plant for bloom in the winter, a massof yellow

bloom in November and December, and of in-

terest to the children the Witch Hazel, Ham-
amelis mollis, is the best.

I have not mentioned anything about the

new Barberries, but there are some of decided

value for us, as B. verruculosa, also B. (Jilgi-1

ana and B. aggregata. Some of these are

evergreen and in addition are desirable in

other ways. They will improve any hedge

planting you would make and give color during

the winter to clumps. There is a hardy Cedar

of Lebanon, Cedrus Libani, which 1 saw grow-

ing in Boston; it is slow-growing. I saw

specimens there which were 30 years old, but it

strikes me as well worthy of planting.

If you want something to cover a building

the Evergreen Bittersweet Evonymus vegetus

is new and hardy; it bears red berries. I here

is a house at Erie, Pa., on which this has

climbed to a height of 30 feet.

Among the Deutzias, gracilis has very good

foliage and flowers and is useful for planting on

the sunny side of the house. Among Spiraeas,

Thunbergii has a place because of its dwarf

habit and good flowers and Anthony Waterer

on account of its blooming late in the summer
despite the objection to its color that some

purists feel. Some of the Wichuraiana Hybrid

Roses keep their foliage late into winter.

There is no end to the good things available

now for beautifying our grounds.

Geneseo, N. Y. Samuel Fraser.

The Readers’ Service will gladly furnish information about Retail Shops
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Mount Desert’s Review

of New and Rare Plants

of Special Merit
Mount Desert Nurseries beg to announce the publication of an attractive little brochure designed

to more intimately acquaint plant lovers with particularly good things among the new or rare shrubs

and hardy herbaceous plants. Among them will be found some old favorites, rarely met with in the

modern garden. Others are offered for the first time in this country.

Special attention has been given to the many remarkable introductions of Mr. E. H. Wilson, so

well-known to Garden Magazine readers, through his illuminating articles on rare and new plants

from China. Our new “Review” offers all those which we have been able to secure and propagate

within the limited time since their introduction. A copy of the “Review” may be had free for the asking.

MOUNT DESERT NURSERIES, Bar Harbor, Maine

.
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Lutton Miniature Glass Gardens
are like little greenhouses. They also embody the combination which enables you to gratify
your desires for your favorite flowers and vegetables. At the same time they help you
to solve the problem of the High Cost of Living.

Twenty or more kinds of vegetables and a great variety of flowers can be raised by the = §E

amateur in LUTTON Miniature Glass Gardens. Their prices are remarkably low consider- |||||
ing present high cost of materials and labor. Prompt shipment and satisfaction guaranteed.

“Spring unlocks the flowers to paint the laughing soil."—Heber.

A COMBINATION—not a simple key—is used by Spring to unlock the great
Vegetable Kingdom.

LUTTON GREENHOUSES
employ the same combination.

Spring’s Combination The Lutton Combination
Warmth from the sun. Perfectly controlled temperatures.
Vigorous action of light. Every available sunbeam reaches plants.
Abundance of fresh warm air. Thorough ventilation with tempered air.

April showers assist roots to absorb Efficient drainage keeps earth just wet
food. enough.

You will readily see from the above that the LUTTON way is Nature’s way, with
this difference—the LUTTON Greenhouse is always the same, day after day
throughout the year, whereas Nature is fickle, cold one day and warm the next.
That is why the products grown in LUTTON Greenhouses excel those of unas-
sisted Nature.

WM. H. LUTTON CO.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, Jersey City, N. J.

SHOW ROOMS, 3rd Floor WESTERN OFFICE,

Special No. 2 Improved Hot Bed Frame
covers 21 sq. ft. Over 8 ft. long and wide enough to fit in a 3 ft. space. Sash has 6 large
lights of extra heavy glass. Carefully packed: easily set up. Price complete, freight
prepaid anywhere in U. S. East of Mississippi. This is a fine Price 1 O O O
frame for the beginner as well as advanced horticulturist. Delivered 1 4 ,vf U

Special No. 3—Diminutive Greenhouse
! covers 40 sq. ft. of gar-

den space. High enough
to receive fairly tall

plants. Six large lights
of extra heavy glass to
each sash. Hinged at
top. All ready to put
together in a few min-
utes. Portable, strong-
ly made, neatly fin-

ished. Carefully
packed. Price complete,
freight prepaid any-
where in U. S. East of
Mississippi.

3 Grand Central Terminal, N. Y. City 710 Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.

Horticultural Architects and Builders of All Kinds of Modern Class Structures

$ 23.00
Catalogue “ D" covers all types of glass gar-
dens and has valuable information on gar-
dening under glass. Write for a copy to-day.

Advertisers urtll appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in wiling—and we will, too
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'^'OW IS THE TIME to plant about your home
^ ^ grounds or country estate those evergreens, shrubs

and trees which will not only increase the value of

your property but also increase your enjoyment of life.

For two short months the planting season will continue.

For two short months we shall be very, very busy
digging, packing and shipping Framingham Nursery
Stock for those persons who appreciate the best in

nursery stock as in everything else.

However rushed we shall be, we shall give your order

that careful, exacting attention to details upon which

our success is founded.

The nursery stock you buy will benefit by a long

growing season if given early shipment. Early ship-

ments are obtained by early orders. Order now.

FRAMINGHAM - MASSACHUSETTS

Belg

i

400 Bearing Apple Trees

Sold and delivered by Fraser

Not one of them failed to grow

We -can move such trees into your garden now
and save you years of time. These trees are five

to ten years old and if planted this spring should

bear luscious fruit in 1918. They have already

borne fruit; we know they are true to name.

APPLES. Hubbardson, McIntosh, Wealthy, Spitzenberg.

Big standard trees; bore I to 2 barrels of fruit in 1916 .

Trunks 4 to 6 inches in diameter, each $20. Packing

and crating at cost.

APPLES. 12 varieties—your choice. Trees 4 and 5 years

old. $2 each, 6 for $10.

PEARS. Angouleme, Anjou, Bartlett, Clapp, Kieffer,

Seckel, Wilder, Worden-Seckel. Five-year-old trees, each
$2, delivered; 6 for $10.

CHERRIES. Richmond, Montmorency, Morello, largest

size, each $2, delivered; 6 for $10, delivered.

PLUMS. Burhank, Monarch, Fellenberg, Shopshire

Damson, $2 each; any 5 for $8.

In small size trees we carrv all the best varieties of Apples, Pears,

Plums, Cherries, Nuts, and Small Fruits, all propagated from plants

we know to be true to name and of merit. These trees are the best

obtainable.

Samuel Fraser Nursery, Inc.,

173 Main Street Geneseo, N. Y.

The success of fruit trees depends on 1
their roots. This illustration shows the l
heavy root system of one of Fraser’s
Apple Trees

1

FRASER’S TREE BOOK,
]

a useful booklet about fruit

trees, written in plain English

by a man who knows fruit,

tells all about them and will

be sent to everyone inter-

ested in trees for the garden.

Send your address.

ium s<

1917 Contribution to

American Gardens
It was our good fortune recently to

receive from Ghent, Belgium, the largest

export shipment of Quality Begonia
Bulbs since the beginning of the war.
The bulbs arrived in record time in ex-

ceptionally fine condition and are as fine

a lot as Belgium ever grew.

Tuberous Rooted

Begonias
Summer Blooming

make equally ideal garden or pot plants. Planted
in beds or borders outdoors, their large single or
double flowers make a magnificent showing.
They enjoy partial shade. As pot plants, two or
more tubers in a 6-inch pot will make a great show
throughout the summer and fall. Foliage is

highly ornamental. In red, white, rose, yellow and
orange color , in both single and double shape.

Extra Special Offer
We will mail one fine bulb each of above

colors in the double flowering type and two
strong bulbs each of the five single flowering
sorts, fifteen sure-to-bloom bulbs in

all postpaid for y 1 •

Please order promptly, mentioning
this special offer .

“Treasures of Bulbland”
is the title of a unique booklet designed to intro-

duce to you the choicest in bulbs that Holland
affords. We import to order—let us save you
money. Write to-day.

Netherland Bulb Co.

32 Broadway, New York

Write to the Readers' Service for suggestions about garden furniture
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WhL, not a useful

GardeA this year?

>i

UR catalogue is really

a “text book” on gar-

dens, brim full of good

suggestions, cultural

directions and with a wealth

of pictures and descriptions of

just what you want in vege-

tables and flowers. J

For instance, we will send you,

prepaid, the following splendid

assortment of vegetables for a

small family for

$ 1.00
(Assortment “A”) >

1 pa. Beans’ Refugee Greeru-Pod

I
“ Beans, Golden Wax

1
“ Beet, Egyptian

1
“ Cabbage, Early Wakefield

I
“ Carrot, Half-Long

5 pt. Com, Early Bantam

1 pa. Cucumber, Imp. White
Spine

1
“ Leek, Best Flag

1
“ Lettuce, Big Boston

I
“ Onion, White Globe

1
“ Parsley, Extra Curled

\ pt. Peas, Thorbum’s Extra-

Early Market

1 pa. Radish, Scarlet Turnip

1
“ Spinach, Viroflay

I
“ Turnip, Snowball

We also have other and more elab-

orate assortments which are shown on

pages II and 12 of our Catalogue.

Write for a copy to-day

M.Thorburn

Company
53B Barclay St.,

through to
54 Park Place,
New York

end&
this j

Bobbink^Atkins

HOME GROWN ROSES
TREES and ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS
HARDY OLD-FASHIONED FLOWERS

OUR GIANT FLOWERING MARSHMALLOW
HOME GROWN RHODODENDRONS

EVERGREENS
and 150 other specialties

Five hundred Acres of Nursery; Half a Million Feet Under
Glass. Visit our Nurseries only eight miles from New York
or write for our Complete Illustrated Catalogue.

Rutherford,New Jersey

Marshall’s Matchless

SEEDS
and BULBS
Our 1917 catalogue con-
taining 96 pages, will

be mailed free on request

W. E. MARSHALL & COMPANY
Seedsmen

166 West 23d Street New York

Bunch Primroses
The hardy Polyanthus are among our finest

spring flowers for wild gardens and rocker-
ies. The following rare, new English sorts

are among the handsomest:

M unstead, from cream to
deep orange, plants 25c each

Munstead, from pink to

deep crimson, plants 25c each
Exhibition White, with yel-

low eye, plants 35c each
Exhibition Blue, deep
purple to light blue, plants 50c each

Special Offer
one strong, true to name plant of each of

above choice sorts. Unique catalogue free.

WOLCOTT NURSERIES Jackson, Michigan

Wolcott’s
for

Hardy Plants

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too



EVERYBODY CAN AFFORD THEM AT THESE PRICES
Twice Transplanted, root-pruned White Pines, 3 to 4 feet high.

32c each in carload lots of 5,000 to 10,000.
38'/4c each for a Standard Box of 100 trees.

35‘/£c each for ten boxes.
$7.00 for sample box of 10 trees.

Write for Information. Tell us under what conditions you want to plant. We
are anxious to give you the kind of advice that will help to make your planting a
success such as thousands of our customers are having every year. We have a splen- SB
did organization of technical engineers and skilful planters. Recognized as the
largest tree planters in America, we stand prepared to help you either in person or
by correspondence.
An illustrated catalogue of the best trees for American landscapes and American

forests is yours free for the asking, also our instructive magazine, "Tree Life.” Let
us put your name on our mailing list.

AMERICAN FORESTRY CO
Div. A-2, 15 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass
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For Those Who Covet Size
in Dahlias

Here are two sample collections of Exhibition Dahlias of truly

phenomenal size, yet graceful in shape and of pleasing colors. Eight
inch flowers are frequently met with. Prices quoted buy strong

guaranteed-to-grow-and-bloom roots.

These 3 Giants The •*Colossal” Four
asshown, are French sortsofproven merit. Fireburst, immense scarlet shaded orange.

Le Grand Manilou. to left, striped.

Madame Maize, in centre, grandest white
known.

Sour, de G. Doazon, to right, red; can be
grown to 10 inches in diameter.

All three pre- <£ |
paid for *

/. K. Alexander, exquisite violet purple.

American Beauty, gorgeous wine crimson.

Elsie Davidson, colossal golden yellow.

These four sorts are truly remarkable
creations in size and beauty. C7
Prepaid for ^“

vergreens

Everybody

3 Helpful

Catalogues Free
The first is now ready. Des- I

cribes Roses, Dwarf and Stan- I

dard Fruit Trees, Shrubs and
Vines. Also Ornamental Trees 1

including large sizes for im-
j

mediate effect. Evergreens a

specialty. Unusually fine
J

offerings in the four best broad- J

leaved varieties—Mahonia, Leucothoe, Mt. Laurel, and

RHODODENDRONS
Iron-clad Hybrids from i to 4 ft., also native plants both
nursery-grown and collected.

Second, June 1st.—Dutch bulbs at 20% discount for

orders before July 1st. Marvelous New Breeder, Rem-
brandt and Darwin Tulips; Narcissus,

Daffodils, Jonquils, etc.

Third, August 1st.—Peonies and Hardy
Perennials. Our leading fall specialties. We
have acres of fine specimens. One order for

Peonies last fall called for over 3,000 plants,

1,865 °f one variety.

A postal brings the entire series. You
need our 1917 Catalogue in making
your spring planting list. Send to-day,

ROSEDALE NURSERIES
S. G. Harris

Box A Tarrytown, New York

The
Dahlia

King

Those sending $3 for both collections will receive,

with our compliments, an extra root of an extra fine

giant Dahlia of our choice. Catalogue giving com-

plete classification and expert culture directions FREE.

J. K. Alexander, The Dahlia King

27-29 Central St., E. Bridgewater, Mass.

JUttle Cm jfarms
Birthplace of Little Trees that Live

White Pine
is America’s most valuable and extensively planted evergreen,
both for ornamental and commercial uses. It combines

beauty, utility and profit as

no other species does. The
foliage is rich, deep green and
gives great beauty in winter
when snow laden. It grows
fast and dense and adapts it-

self to the greatest variety of
soils and conditions. It is un-
surpassed for dust and noise-

breaks along roadsides, for

screens and borders and for

avenue planting. It is the
ideal species to use for back-
grounds to supplement older

plantings, and to underplant
in native woods.

Redeem unsightly places,

bare hillsides, odd corners, and
make poor soils and other use-

less lands yield a crop by
planting them with White
Pine.

Think of buying a beautiful ever-

green tree 3 to 4 feet high for only

32c. To encourage liberal plant-

ing this Spring we are offering

splendidly developed White Pines

at that price in carload lots of

5,000 to 10,000.

Supplies good trees for every
purpose. We grow, from seed,

all the valuable evergreen and
hardwood trees and many of
the shrubs and vines.

Our trees are available to all.

Orders for ten trees are given as

painstaking care as carload ship-

ments.

JJ a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers' Service for assistance
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This leanto has a complete frame of steel. How light—how graceful and attractive it is

GREENHOUSES
How They Should Be Constructed

are two points about a greenhouse that some in
c

)
their enthusiasm in the prospects of having a home
built affair, seriously lose sight of.

The first is, that in order to secure the maximum of

light required for the greatest success of your plants, the

framing members, of necessity, must be reduced to a small-

ness akin to fragility.

Second, that due to the uncontrollable condition of altern-

ate moisture and dryness, the destructive conditions are ab-

normal.

To build, then, a greenhouse with a frame of wood suffi-

ciently strong to bear the weight of glass, wind and snow, it

must be made so heavy as to seriously retard plant growth. It’s

like expecting grass to grow vigorously under the shade of a tree.

The only way to successfully secure both strength and

lightness, is to build with a frame of steel.

When you get into structures of steel, it’s no work for a

carpenter.

You must have skilled men, thoroughly versed in their

business.

That is exactly why we are in the business of building

greenhouses.

Not only do we know how to plan and construct them to

secure to you the best results, but have an intimate knowledge

of plant requirements.

This insures to you conditions being carefully considered,

the ignoring of which would cause you many disappointments.

You would not think of going to a plumber to have him

make an automobile for you.

Then why think of a carpenter for your greenhouse?

Our new catalogue you are welcome to.

It explains our construction comprehensively.

It contains some fifty or more distinct houses ranging in

price from a few hundred up to many thousands of dollars.

HitcKln exrtcC Company*

NEW YORK
1170 Broadway

General Offices and Factory—Elizabeth, N. J.

BOSTON
49 Federal Street

PHILADELPHIA
40 So. 15th Street

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, loo.
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Price $1.00 per foot f.o.b. Monroe , with large ball of earth

Specimen
Evergreens

for Immediate Effect

ready for

Your Grounds
How we “made”

these trees
Only the sturdiest and best colored youngsters were

selected from the nursery row. They were then pruned,
both tops and roots, and transplanted good distances'
apart in another field. In repeating this process from
4 to 6 times over a period of io to 15 years, the weak
trees were discarded as were those of faulty growth.
Those that survived this “sifting” process we now offer

at prices that represent but a fraction of what the trees

will be worth to you, on your grounds!

1 hey are “ready” in every sense of the word, ready to grow, ready to take a perfect part
at once in the decorative scheme of your home grounds.

f ifteen years ago we became thoroughly convinced of the permanent value of American
Arbor Vitae in the “Landscape Beautiful.” We promptly started to propagate a stock of
generous proportions. We were willing to do the work and waiting, in order to offer American
Garden Lovers a finished product. This year sees the fulfilment of our ambition to offer you
the finest stock of Specimen Arbor Vitae ever produced in this country.

10,000 Ready for Immediate Delivery

We invite you to come and make your own selections.

We firmly believe our stock of these Arbor Vitae to be
unequalled in this country. They are available in

many shapes and any quantities. You will also find our
stocks of all materials needed to make pictures with
plants unusually complete. Write for large 128-page

catalogue and let us figure on
your nursery stock requirements
for the season.

American Arbor Vitae Pyramid Form. Price $1.00
per foot, f.o.b. Monroe, with large ball of earth

Special to Landscape
Architects

We started with selected stock, propagated from parent plants of proven color value and
exceptional hardiness. Time and again, they were transplanted, roots and tops were pruned to

insure proper development and well-balanced shapes. We provided a great variety of shapes
so that we might please many fancies. Of each shape we carry many sizes to be able to suit

all purses. All, regardless of shape or size, are as well-grown, dependable and sure to thrive

as only 67 years of constant efforts in one line of business can cause a product to be. Specimens
of the type shown below cost $1.50 per foot. Unique methods of digging, packing and shipping
enable us to guarantee their arrival in perfect shape for instant effect and continuous growth
on your grounds.

Greening’s Line of Nursery Products
grow where you live

Because grown under nearly ideal conditions of soil and
climate our nursery of more than 1,500 acres turns out

plants, shrubs and trees of a quality unsurpassed in this

country or Europe. Thepeculiarclavloamof our nurseries

encourages a wonderfully fibrous root system. Aided by
frequent transplanting, hardened by a climate of great

diversity, Greening’s Nursery Products may be depended
upon to thrive perfectly in practically all soils and sections.

GetOurFree Evergreen Book
onTrees forImmediate Effect

Its chapter on Evergreens, telling how to plant and
care for them is worth any tree lover’s time. Besides,

we want you to write for our Descriptive Catalogue
which shows and describes how we grow, dig, pack,

and ship plants, shrubs and trees of Quality such as

only experts in plant growing can produce. Hundreds
of pleased users of Greening Trees, in all sections of the

country, express their thorough satisfaction with the

results they have scored, due to our methods. The
same careful and conscientious service is yours to

command. Write for our free catalogue to-day and
learn all about the most remarkable stock of Arbor
Vitaes ever offered in this country.

The Greening Nursery Company
"Largest Growers of Trees in the World’’

Price $1.50 per foot f.o.b. Monroe, with large ball of earth Monroe Michigan

7

Ulil

*

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers’ Service for assistance
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Some Good Things Found.—From the
attractive covers and well written advertise-

ments, all through, I have enjoyed The Gar-
den Magazine of 1916. I very much appre-

ciated the articles by Mr. E. H. Wilson which I

read and re-read. [Ihese have just been
republished in book form.

—

Ed.\ The April

number was especially helpful—the articles on
“Roses” by Harold Staples and “Simple
Rock Garden Effects” by H. S. Adams I often

refer to. The September number was a joy

—

what Mr. Melish wrote about the “Iris,” and
I

1 Mr. Saunders concerning “Peonies” interest

me immensely. “Foundation Planting” by
Dr. Miller in October and the article on “ Dar-
win Tulips” by Mr. Duffy made that number

|

valuable to me; Mr. Duffy writes in such a

cheerful mood that it is like hearing from a

1
personal friend. Frequently there are articles

on subjects in which I am not particularly

interested, but I pass them by with the

thought that they will be helpful to some of

our other friends; and of course, there are

p
many of us to be considered. It gives me
pleasure to congratulate you on The Garden

i

1 Magazine of 1916 and I have great confidence

!

in your ability to satisfy reasonable garden
s lovers for this coming year—Mrs. Katherine
; Fellows, Belvidere, III.

Chrysanthemums de Luxe.—The Garden
| Magazine suits me tip-top. The recent

article telling what Rhododendrons to plant
I is very valuable and I shall discard some I

have and get varieties that will respond to good
1 treatment. 1 he articles in the Readers’ Ser-

^
vice I wouldn’t miss, the notes of hurry-up
device plans, the planting tables, the varieties

of both vegetables and flowers to plant and
how to plant them are all exceedingly inter-

1 esting and helpful and just what we want,

j

Keep it up! I cultivate some two dozen
1 varieties of Chrysanthemums in the green-

house. Last year I acquired Wm. Turner;
it stands head and shoulders above the rest.

Are there more like it? One can’t select

from a catalogue. A short article on the

Chrysanthemums giving the names of the six

largest and best all around Chrysanthemums I

feel sure would interest many of your readers.

—Olaf P. Frederickson, So. Coventry, Conn.

[Perhaps some readers will tell us what they
I have found to be the best half dozen Chrysan-

themums, large flowered of course.

—

Ed.]

A Japanese Plum.—On page 224, issue for

January, A. Van Gelder describes the growth
of a Japanese plum and calls it Abundance.
It is probably the Burbank which does grow
laterally, whereas, Abundance grows verti-

cally. There is a treat in store for A. Van
Gelder if he has never eaten a genuine well-

ripened Abundance plum. The Burbank is

firm while Abundance is a veritable goblet of
nectar.

—

Geo. II. Bedford, E. Stroudsburg, Pa.

Experience with Mexican Tuberose.—The
catalogue describes it as “beginning to bloom
in May” but also says “nothing will kill

it but frost.” Should they be potted in the

house now and transferred to the garden
“when all danger of frost is over?” I got
blooms from mine the first year. In Septem-
ber not in May. Last year, however, they
bloomed not at all. Aside from this “ever-
blooming” quality, the only point in their

favor seems to be that they may be lifted

each fall and grown again the following season.

I should like to hear from others. My garden
is only a border 10 x 125 feet, but I extract

much inspiration from The Garden Maga-
zine none the less—have devoured it for ten

years.

—

Flower Lover, III.

[The Tuberose flowers normally in late

summer from spring planting, but can be

forced earlier. The bulb will not endure frost

and is best taken up and dried off for winter

rest.

—

Ed.\

A Trick with Poinsettia Cuttings.—This city

has started a “City Beautiful” campaign.
Many timely suggestions are being passed from
one lady to another, such as: In planting

cuttings of Poinsettias it is well to split the end
that goes in the earth, thus giving more surface

of the plant to the earth. It has proven of

advantage also to place a bean, pea, piece of

rice, or other similar seed in the lower end.

This seed sprouts quickly and becomes a root

for the Poinsettia. I hese suggestions might
reasonably apply to any cutting. With Poin-

settias it :s also suggested that the top end be

filled with very damp earth. Many people
complain of the ants. One lady puts grits

near the seeds. The ants eat the grits first

thus giving the seeds time to sprout.

—

Mrs. Ida

Lacy, St. Augustine, Fla.

[Let the good work go on, here and in every

other city till our whole country is transformed

159

into a chain of garden cities, thanks to the

Garden Clubs, etc.

—

Ed.

Is the Globe Thistle a Bad Weed?—In
the February issue the Globe Thistle is il-

lustrated and described as a stately border
plant. Magazines with the influence of yours
do the country very great injury when
suggesting, Thistles, Daisies, etc., as garden
flowers. I know their beauty but every
farmer knows them as a curse.

One of the worst weeds the Horse Nettle
which is spreading over the country, and
which it is almost impossible to eradicate was
introduced by an enthusiastic botanist, into

his garden. If you once have occasion to

fight I histles, Dandelions, etc., you will

realize what work is.

—

John Welsh. Dulles,

West Chester, Pa.

[Regretfully, we are unable to follow our
correspondent. \ heGlobeThistles (Echinops)
have decided garden qualities that make them
desirable.' The garden and the farm points

of view may not always be identical, but we
think our correspondent is unduly excited.

Has any one, as a matter of actual fact seen

even a half acre stretch of Echinops? True,
an occasional plant will be found in waste
places, but even then it is hardly justifiable

to denounce it as an obnoxious weed. Let’s

be fair to all!

—

Editor.

To the Lovers of Humming Birds.—Hum-
ming birds, like all the world, go to dine where
good food is to be had. By supplying a gar-
den with flowers that cater especially to the
long bills and hollow tongues of the hum-
mers, one can entice them to be constant
visitors all summer. Some flowers, like the
dainty Jewel Weed, are fertilized only by the
humming birds and depend upon them
for their very existence. Others, though pri-

marily adapted to the humming birds, admit
other visitors. A garden planted with Lark-
spur, Lychnis, Bee-balm (cousin of Bergamot
the spicy) Columbines, Sweet William, Gladio-
lus, Foxglove and Monkshood will offer

them an enticing feast. I have seen the birds

try to pry open the petals of the still closed

flowers of the Trumpet vine. Before the
Hollyhocks are unfurled, while the tightly

rolled petals still make a sheath-like tube, the
birds plunge in their long bills, though I have
never seen them about the fully opened flowers.
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They hover by the hour over the Nasturtium
beds. They pay vagrant calls on many
other flowers—Primroses, Geraniums— in fact,

they thoroughly patronize a garden which
offers them a feast of honey and nectar.

—

G. F. Alsop, N. Y.

Right up in the Front Seats!—Well, three

spring numbers of the Garden Magazine are

at hand, and I see you’ve “gone and done it!”

—

put the subscribers right in the front seats, and
relegated the contributors to the rear of the

hquse. I knew you’d been considering that

move for some time, but I doubted if you’d
venture it, for it’s something of a radical de-

Here’s a scheme that protects Crocus flowers from the
pestering destructiveness of sparrows

parture. Apropos of the change, I have a

iittle personal confession to make: While I

have occasionally written for the front pages,

it has for a long time been the back pages, the

“Odds and Ends from Everywhere,” that I

read first when the magazine came to hand.

They had what in the popular fiction maga-
zines they call “human interest.” And they

had also garden interest; little things that the

regular contributor would never think of

writing about; little points on culture, or

varieties, or the behavior of certain plants

under special conditions, that he would never

get to, or could not know about. This move,
it seems to me, will do a lot toward making
The Garden Magazine less like a book and
more like an interested and experienced

friend ' coming to walk with us in our gar-

dens every few weeks, and letting us know
what their garden neighbors are doing, and
finding out. Too bad your subscribers are

scattered so far afield that they can’t be got

together once in a while for a good old-

fashioned “ meeting”; but this, it seems to me,
will be the next thing to it. Good luck to

“the Neighbors!”

—

F. F. Rockwell.

[Can’t we have both? The garden gate is

always open at Garden City and a cordial wel-

come is extended to any neighbor who favors

us with a visit, as indeed many do each sum-
mer. I like that idea of a real “field day”
with a tent on the lawn, if a date can be

arranged to suit, say in Peony time; or a

united pilgrimage to some centre of great

garden interest. What would you have?

—

Ed.]

Delphinium Zalil in Pennsylvania.—Some
time since a contributor famous for her gar-

dening experience speaks of never having
seen Delphinium Zalil in flower. That men-
tion inclines me to speak of the plant, which
flowers in my garden in early July, in ordinary

light garden soil. The leafage is very like that

of the annual stock-flowered Larkspur, fine and
glossy and wilting easily when cut. The plant

is three and a half feet high, two feet being

spike. Individual blossoms are pale butter
yellow with a dash of egg yellow at the eye,

not more than three quarters of an inch in

diameter, carried stiffly out on inch long

pedicels from the stalk. Side spikes have not

yet begun to come out, but are well budded.
The whole appearance of the Zalil is that of a

wild flower not yet worked up by gardeners,

light, pretty, and not very conspicuous. If

one had a large bed of it to cut from, it would
be an odd and charming table flower with
feathery grasses and some light greenery like

the sweet hay fern of summer meadows. I am
growing it for an experiment in crossing with

the highly developed blues of the Kelway
Delphiniums—a venture which I do not think

can come to much good, by the way, because
the types are too far apart.

If any one wishes to grow the Zalil for itself

because it is a rare plant, I cannot describe its

general type better than by comparing it to

the Habenaria group of wild orchids. H.
orbiculata in greens, and H. speciosa, the tall

fringed spike in pinky purples, might find the

Zalil a full sister so far as general floral effect

goes. The light and open spike of the Haben-
aria genus is nowhere so well imitated as in this

Delphinium, and the twisted spiral rank of the

flowers on their scape is noticeable.

—

E. S.

Johnson, Pittston, Pa.

Guarding the Crocuses.—Crocuses, and other

low growing flowers of spring, are often at-

tacked by small birds. Whole beds of these

blossoms are sometimes sadly mangled and
most gardeners are at their wit’s end to know
how to meet the difficulty. One plan that

works is shown in the accompanying photo-

graph. Short stakes of wood are pushed at

intervals into the ground and fine black cot-

ton is stretched in between these. The cotton

is almost invisible, yet it affords an ample
protection for the flowers. A bird while trying

to make an attack is seriously alarmed on
coming into contact with the threads and,

suspecting a trap, is not in the least likely to

make a second attempt.—S. L. Bastin.

Transplanting the Papaw.—In these pages

for January, 1917, Mr. W. L. Wilson, of Indi-

ana says: “If a Papaw plant found in the

woods could be transplanted with enough care

and earth, no doubt it would live, but it seems
that by the time a Papaw seedling is big

enough to be found it is too big to transplant,

and the result is, that even when great care is

used, it dies.” Now for some evidence :

It was early in November, 191 5, that a friend

brought us from some distance eighteen

Papaw sprouts. They were 3 or 4 ft. high

and about \ in. in diameter; had been

“grubbed up” on a piece of land he was hav-
ing cleared. They had indeed been grubbed,

for most of the roots had been left in the

ground; but as I had wanted a Papaw “ patch
”

for a long time, I commenced to eat Papaws
then and there! The sprouts were “heeled

in” tied up in a bunch—standing upright

—

just as I had received them. This was done
with the intention of planting them in a few

days, but as we were busy building that fall,

they were left there until spring. During

the winter I read several articles to the effect

that they could not be transplanted success-

fully, so by spring time my Papaw “patch”
was mighty small. As soon as the ground
was in good condition for planting I pro-

ceeded to work, but the sprouts seemed “as
dead as a door nail.” The tops were all

shriveled and the wood almost black. As we
did not need the ground where they were at

that time I did not even pull them up.

Some time in June that particular piece of
ground was needed for strawberry plants.

I noticed one of the Papaw sprouts had a

small new growth near the ground and de-

cided to plant that one just to see what it

would do. I pulled up the whole bunch and
found that all were alive from six to fifteen

inches above the ground, but the roots had
made no growth at all that I could find. I

washed all the earth off the roots, then lay

them in the shade and let them dry; let them
lay until they were good and dry—that was all

wrong, according to the Law and the Prophets,
wasn’t it? I cut back the tops to live wood,
and the roots, too! Most of them were dead
two or three inches from where they had been
cut off. By the time I had that done the root

system was mostly a memory. Then I

dipped all the fresh cuts in melted wax, and
planted these sprouts in fairly good garden
soil. After planting I placed an eight inch

drain tile over each plant and where they were
more than a foot high I put two tiles, one on
top of the other. We had a very hot and dry
summer. I he Papaws were watered once in a

while, not regularly, nor as much nor as often

as they should have been.

Now, I come to the strange part of it.

They all lived! Each plant put out from two
to seven shoots, and each shoot made a growth
of not less than two inches (and some as much
as eight inches) in length. 1 hey seemed to

go into the winter in good shape. Now I have
been wondering what did it. Was it drying

the roots; the grafting wax; or protecting

them from sun and wind? Or did they grow
in spite of it all? Anyway, when I have trees

or shrubs that are said to be hard to trans-

plant I am going to try the washing-drying-

grafting-way, protection from sun and wind
method.— Th. G. Mistry, Indiana.

Mrs. Sargent’s Lily.—This Lily has been
under trial and observation nosv sufficiently

long for us to decide that it is really what it’s

claimed, a perfectly hardy garden counterpart

of the Easter Lily of the florists. Coming to

us at the same time as the Regal Lily, it has

been somewhat overshadowed by the glory

of that, but Lilium Sargentiae is good enough
to stand on its own merits and planted along

with L. regale—comes into flower just as its

companion is passing out, and the two plants

get on very well in company. 1 hey like similar

conditions, but Sargentiae in my observation

resents enriched soil conditions even more than

Mrs. Sargent’s Lily, with flowers of pure white, six inches

long and fragrant, is a perfectly hardy plant, blooms in

early summer



Could any hardy shrub be more gorgeous than the Persian Yellow Rose with its profusion of golden yellow flowers and it is quite hardy too!

does regale. If planted in the open border,

I where it has room to grow naturally, where it

is not fussed over and interfered with and in a

! soil not by any means rich, the big white

trumpet of the Sargent Lily is indeed a pretty

picture in midsummer. It is pure white, the
' petals have great substance and the flowers

exhale a characteristic Lily fragrance. It is

i indeed a magnificent flower and has proved

itself quite hardy in New England. The
plant grows from four to eight feet high and
bears about half a dozen or more flowers from
five to six inches long. The leaves are thickly

scattered and in the axils bulbils are borne in

profusion, from which new stock can be

raised.

—

L. B.

Crimson Giant and Icicle Radishes.—

I

noticed in Mr. Kruhm’s article on radishes

(which appeared some time ago, and is “re-

capitulated” again in the January issue) that

he has the following to say about Crimson
Giant Globe, and Icicle radishes: Crimson
Giant Globe, first roots ready in 26 days; 50
per cent, ready 17 days later; keeping quality,

ten to fourteen days. Icicle, first roots ready
in 35 days; 50 per cent, ready 8 days later;

keeping quality, good as long as they last.

I have grown both these varieties by the

thousand for market, in frames and outside,

and my experience with them has been quite

different. Planted side by side in a cold-

frame the first roots of each were “big enough
to eat” at the same time, just inside the

month, or 28 to 30 days. First out-doors
planting, with ground still cold, takes a few
days longer. For market they are allowed to

get a little bigger, as not so many are required
for a “bunch.” [Incidentally, there’s an
argument for the man who wants to know if

it “pays” to grow his own vegetables.—Ed.]
and we usually got one small gathering of

Crimson Giant Globe three or four days before

Icicle was ready. For home purposes, Icicle

is ready on an average of five days after

Crimson Giant Globe.

As to keeping qualities, or length of time
the roots remain in good condition, I have
found Crimson Giant Globe far superior to

Icicle, there being crisp, good-flavored roots

long after Icicle ceased to be fit to use. With
me Icicle, which continues to develop very
rapidly after reaching edible size, gets “pithy”
and goes hollow almost to a root, while a large

percentage of Crimson Giant Globe are still

in good condition—too large, but crisp and
solid; more pungent of course than when
younger. In fact, I have cut open many left-

over roots that had sent up seed stalks, and
found them still firm, stringy (a fibrous sup-

port or “root-system” develops in the bulb to

support the tall top) but still free from pithi-

ness, and for any one liking a real “hot”
radish, still good to eat. The men fre-

quently peeled and sliced them as a “relish”

with their lunches, but they were too Mexicano
for me! While both are small, however,

Icicle is the more pungent. While Crimson
Giant Globe is not recommended for growing
under glass, as it belongs to the “large top”
type, I have found it more profitable even for

that purpose than “Rapid Red” and other

“forcing” varieties, because it takes so few
roots to a box, and they “bunch up” so much
more rapidly—an important item with present

prices of labor.

In short, personally I consider Crimson
Giant Globe the one best bet for a general

purpose early radish, inside and out. Under
irrigation, it can be grown right through the

summer. But one word of warning—get

good, true seed! I made one planting a few
years ago that developed about every red rad-

ish in creation, from the old Scarlet Turnip to

fuzzy-rooted parsnip-shaped mongrels, except

Crimson Giant Globe.— T. F. R., Connecticut.

A Word for the Persian Yellow Rose.—We
often hear expressed the desire to have in our
gardens a pure yellow Rose belonging to

the H. P. or H. T. section with all the good
qualities of a Frau Karl Druschki or Caroline
Testout. Such a Rose would certainly be a

great addition, but until it does appear—and
this does not seem probable in the near future

—I think more attention might be given the

good yellow Roses we already have. The
Persian Yellow Rose is a very old friend in

many English gardens; and as it is equally

successful here one cannot too highly recom-
mend it to those who would have beautiful

Roses. Very pleasing results may be had by
planting a bed of this Rose, or a group in the

mixed border will make an attractive mass of

pure yellow throughout the summer. An open
sunny position and a well-drained soil are

necessary; but, with these given there is

little further attention required, although a

moderate amount of pruning occasionally will

prove beneficial. As numerous stems are

produced from the roots I have found it most
satisfactory, if one does prune, to entirely

remove a few of the older stems instead of

merely cutting them back part way. This will

be found to give the plants increased vigor and
a better appearance. The sweetness of this

Rose, its beautiful color, the long season of
flowering and absolute hardiness entitle it to a

prominent place in all gardens.

—

A. E. That-

cher, Maine.
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Starting Seeds in the Windows.—For years
I have taken The Garden Magazine and
value it very highly, and am particularly

interested in your new feature “Among our
Garden Neighbors.”

So many books and papers deal in such
large terms, thousands of bulbs, hundreds of
this and that, that the ordinary gardener is

discouraged. Yet one can raise a goodly
amount without a hot bed or conservatory,
just in ordinary windows. With three good
sized windows I have raised six hundred
seedlings and transplanted them in tiny pots.

I would like to call attention to the joy
to be had with hardy Chrysanthemums both
single and double, preferably the former,
such wonderful pastel colors and shading,
and such quantities of blooms! I planted
mine in the house the latter part of March,
the first year had a goodly amount of blos-

soms, the second year a great profusion till

frost. From two packages of seeds I got four

dozen fine plants. Another late discovery
of mine is the double white Morning Glory
which blossoms till frost most profusely and
the blooms keep open till late afternoon.

It is fine for covering stumps and trellises or
for a background for a hardy border. I

use it on wire netting as a background for a

hardy border of purples, blues, lavenders
and white with a little light pink—this is

very effective. It is such fun to experiment
though of course one must not expect to

always succeed.

—

H. II. Ossining, N. Y.

Dahlias from Seed in April.—Flowers from
seed the first year. “Impossible!” is what
greeted me when last April I planted Dahlia
seeds in flats. I rue, I could have bought a half

dozen roots for a two dollar bill, but I had
read in The Garden Magazine that from the
seeds came the new varieties. Perhaps the
element of the game, call it gamble if you
wish, is stronger in some than in others. To
me there is a strong fascination in tending for

a plant not knowing into what it may develop,
but also knowing that out of thirty I may have
a few rare plants, some good ones and of
course some odds and ends that duplicate my
old stock. In August and early September I

called in my doubting friends.

From the point of the gamble I was lucky.

Beginner’s luck ! At the end of the row stood a

giant of his kind, towering five feet in height
over all others, topped with a magnificent
single blossom seven inches in diameter. The
heart of gold surrounded by deep velvety red

petals. Next to this was a pure white Cactus,
a beautiful flower with long stiff stem. Near
by another Cactus—the inside of the petals a

soft reddish yellow, the outside a bronze color.

There were pure gold Shows; single yellows
which worked up well in large bouquets of cut
flowers; double reds and single reds. Others
looked as if more than one paint can had been
spilt on them. 7 here was a wonderful assort-

ment, an assortment that would make happy
the heart of any lover of the flower.

With the variety of blossoms also came the
variety of foliage, some tall, some short and
branching, ideal for hedges. Some with broad
leaves others of a soft green and as feathery

as fern. But of all my best prize was a soft

orchid pink with broad petals which curled

ever so slightly at the ends. 1 he heart was a

deep firm ball of unfolded petals. It was a

beautiful plant branching well from theground.
—JVinnina E. Brozvnson, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

THE SMALL GARDEN PLOT AND THE
HIGH COST OF LIVING

G. W. HOOD Sta^Ka

rsity

WHAT CAN BE DONE BY EACH INDIVIDUAL TO COMBAT THE INCREASED COST OF FOOD MATERIAL

[Editor’s Note:—Each individual reader of the Garden Magazine is in a peculiarly favorable position to exert an influence on public
opinion concerning the production offood crops in the home garden. National movements are under way to stir up action among those who have the

opportunity but who as yet have not seen just how to do the thing in mind. People generally do not understand the possibilities of small areas.

\

S
HOULD a nation suffer for a waste
of its opportunities? Is not the high

cost of commodities only an answer
to this waste, and a reflection of our

great extravagance?
Recently three committees met in New York

to investigate the high cost of living. Their
findings on the subject did not warrant any
short cuts to the reduction of the cost of com-
modities, but they were of the opinion that it

might be offset by better organization and
more cooperation. This report not only agrees

with other more or less local investigations

going on in various parts of the country, but it

also draws the same conclusion. After a care-

ful analysis of the situation it appears to me
that all these reports shed very little light on
the true situation. I believe they are at-

tacking the problem at the wrong end. There
exists in this country to-day an unusual and
never-before-experienced condition, brought
about by no act of our own, which we, as a

nation, cannot change. Without a doubt the

great European war is either directly or in-

directly the cause of the high cost of every

commodity. Can you expect anything else?

Isn’t it just as natural to have this condition

existing in our country to-day as it is for water
to flow down hill? We didn’t start it, we can’t

stop it. Can we do anything to relieve this

distressed condition?

If my analysis of the present situation is

correct, there is only one remedy, and that

remedy lies in the increased production of our

living commodities. I neither mean the pro-

duction of wheat and potatoes on a larger

scale, nor the planting of more acres of peas and

beans to flow in the regular channels of trade,

which is offered to the foreign buyer.

One way seems to be open, and not only to

those individuals who own farms or control

large tracts of land, but open to millions of con-

sumers all over the country. These millions

can in a way be producers. Every consumer
can produce edible products that do not flow

in the natural channels of trade, but which
flow in the all important direction of the family

table. Figures and facts stand ready to prove
the assertion that millions of dollars could be

saved annually if each consumer in large and
small towns would make his home plot or an
adjoining vacant lot into a family garden.

You do not have to go out of your own town
to find these unused and available spots. Pos-

sibly at your own backdoor or by the side of

your kitchen window, there is the opportunity!

You know it too; but still assure yourself that it

is of no practical value. Unfortunately there

are millions of people who think the same, and
that is the reason why they and the nation are

lamenting the fact that every commodity is so

high in price. Do your duty now. Become a

producer in a small way. Add your energy to

that of your neighbors, and the total combined
product will mean millions of dollars to this

country, as well as a great saving to yourself.

Now is the time to think, plan, and act. See

that your home plot, your neighbor’s backyard
and vacant lots in your district grow vege-

tables, not weeds.

Did you ever stop and think of the great

number of vacant acres in our cities? Did you
ever figure up what these vacant acres could

produce? Did you ever think that you are to

blame for this woeful waste of nature’s gift to

us? Wake up. Look around. Get busy.

FACTS AND FIGURES

Small areas, such as city gardens occupy,
and ranging from plots ioby iofeet to 40 by 60
feet produce fromi.4 cents a square foot to 3.8

cents a square foot. A trifling amount you
say. Why should I plant a garden when I can
only make 1.4 cents a square foot? Multiply
that 1.4 cents by 43,560 or the number of

square feet in one acre, and the result is

$619.84. If you multiply the number of square
feet in an acre by the maximum yield of 3.8

cents per square foot you would have the sum
of $1,655.28, the maximum income from one
acre. A total return varying from a minimum
of $619.84 to a maximum of $1,655.28 an acre is

no trifling matter. Think of what it would
mean to your community to have every square
foot of vacant land produce even the minimum

!

Think what it would mean to increase the

total production of our country by this

method. Remember now, these products are

not for sale, they are not to be shipped to

Europe, they are for the family table. If every

family became a producer many problems in the

high cost of living would be largely solved.

Six hundred and twenty dollars are the mini-

mum returns from an acre of backyard gar-

dens; sixteen hundred and fifty dollars is ap-

proximately the maximum income from an

acre of vacant lot and backyard gardens.

These figures are not theoretical, they are from
actual trials. They are not taken from one or

two cases, but are the results of a series of

twenty different combinations and the average
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Combination 1—including onion, radish,

lettuce, beets, beans, parsnips, and late cab-
bage—produced 2.8 cents per square foot or
$1,219.68 per acre.

Combination 2—including peas, beans,
cabbage, cauliflower, and peppers—pro-
duced 1.4 cents per square foot or $619.84
per acre.

Combination 3—including egg plant,
sweet com, cucumbers, and tomatoes—pro-
duced 1.8 cents per square foot, or $784.08
per acre
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Combination 7—including potatoes, and
late endive—produced 1.75 cents per square
foot or $762.30 per acre

Combination 4—including celery, musk-
melon, spinach, mustard and summer
squash—produced 3.5 cents per square foot
or $1,024.60 per acre

Combination 5—including radishes,
beans, beets, turnips, cabbage, and toma-
toes—produced 3.7 cents per square foot or
$1,611.72 per acre.

Combination 6—including beans, let-

tuce, radishes, beets, and tomatoes—pro-
duced 3.8 cents per square foot or $1,655.28
per acre

for each combination of triplicate trials.

Isn’t this matter worth our serious considera-

tion ?

WHAT VEGETABLE COMBINATIONS TO GROW

I anticipate a few of the questions that will

come to your mind; What shall I plant;

What companion cropping shall I follow; how
shall I plan my backyard?
The combinations of vegetables which can

be worked out are almost unlimited. These
combinations must be based on two conditions;

first, the amount of ground available, and
second, the taste of the individual. The profit

cannot wholly determine the selection because
it would be pure folly to grow the most profit-

able combinations, when a large percentage of

the vegetables were distasteful to the grower.

The accompanying suggested groupings give

some idea as to how to plant, and these caabe
modified to suit individual cases.

These groupings are concrete facts from
tests carried on in triplicate, the produce
weighed, and sold at market prices, and all for

small areas ranging from io feet square to ioo

feet square. The crops cultivated by hand;
planted close together, and intensive methods
employed.

VOCATION VERSUS AVOCATION

Success in life is often determined by a man’s
avocation. 1 hat is, a large share of his pleas-

ure comes in doing what he really likes to do
and from which he gets his greatest enjoy-

ment. Gardening on the home plot or on a

vacant lot is truly an avocation. Truck farm-
ing is a vocation requiring all of one’s time, and
is the profession by which the grower makes

his living while home gardening is a profitable

recreatityi. In other words the products of
the home garden represent the labor income

of otherwise lost time. The gardens can be
made and cared for during mornings and
evenings. They furnish healthful exercise

and produce profitable incomes. There can
be no shortage of labor because every owner is

his own laborer, and every owner is the con-

sumer. Isn’t it a pleasure (to say nothing of

the profit) when you can harvest three bushels

of fine, first class potatoes from a small garden

15 by 20 feet? Think of what this would mean
at the present price of the tubers! Can any of

us afford to let this opportunity pass? Can
the whole people afford not to turn all door-

yards into gardens this spring? Become a pro-

ducer and boost home consumption. You owe
it to yourself, your neighbor, your country.

THE MONTH’S REMINDER
THE BUSIEST PLANTING SEASON—THE YEAR’S SUCCESS HANGS ON THIS MONTH’S ACTIVITIES

DON’T keep putting off April work
because March weather continues to

hang on after the first of the month.
Many things on the April programme

can be attended to even in bad weather, and
the worse the weather is, the more important
it is to get these things done, because the

bigger the rush will be when finally it does
“break.”

THE OPENING OF THE SPRING DRIVE

' I 'HE first big job is to get the ground plowed
-* or spaded. Work up all your ground

just as fast as you can get it done. As soon
as the soil on your earliest patch of ground has
begun to dry up on the surface, indicating

that the frost is out, or nearly out of it, test

with a crowbar, or a sharp stick. Each
day’s delay after the soil will crumble is a

dead loss of valuable time. Light and well-

drained soils will be ready to work as soon
as the last inch or two of frost is “rotten”
enough to break through easily. Each day’s

delay is taking a chance on a much longer

delay, for the first few good days may be

followed by a week or so of cold, rainy wea-
ther. A day’s delay at the “psychological
moment” may mean a week, or ten days’ delay
if you don’t take advantage of it.

WHEN IS IT SAFE TO PLANT?

*
I 'HE extra hardy things, such as beets,

swiss chard, carrots, kale, kohl-rabi,

onions, smooth peas, radishes, salsify,

spinach, and turnips, from seed; and cabbage
plants may be sown or set out just as soon as

the soil is dry enough to be worked. They
will “come through ” all right in spite of snow,

and frosts severe enough to “crust” the sur-

face of the soil, after they are planted. In

making these extra early plantings however,

be careful to have all plants thoroughly hard-

ened off, and to plant seeds quite shallow and
extra thick, as the percentage of germination

will not be as high as it would be a couple of

weeks later. Sweet peas, hardy perennials

(from the nursery or transplanted) dormant
Roses, small fruits, also can be put out as soon

as possible.

These extra early things may be followed

in a week or ten days with lettuce, beets, and
cauliflower plants, lettuce, wrinkled peas, and
early potatoes—the weather conditions being

the determining factor.

BE PREPARED FOR YOUR NURSERY STOCK

f
I 'WO important factors in achieving success
-* with new plantings of fruit trees, shrubs,

ornamentals, small fruits, and other “nursery

stock” are (1) getting them planted as soon
as they are received and (2) putting them into

thoroughly prepared soil. Shrubs or small

fruits that are to go into a border or bed
should have the ground prepared by plowing
or forking up all of it. For single specimens or
isolated -trees fork up and prepare a generous
sized hole at least two feet in diameter, and
better, four or five. The roots from a spring

planted shrub or tree will spread through and
fill up such a space by fall of the first year.

A little well-rotted manure or compost, if

available, will be good for working into the

soil. But even if this is used, bone, preferably

a mixture of both fine and very coarse, should

be used in addition. Several handfuls dis-

tributed well through the soil will be none too

much for each plant. Where the subsoil is

hard, or water “stands” within two or three

feet of the surface, the soil below that in

which the plants will be set should be per-

forated or broken up in some way. If the

subsoil is gravelly or sandy, it need not be

touched.

WORK FOR UNPLEASANT DAYS

TXT’HILE sowing and transplanting can de-
’’V cidedly be done to the best advantage
when one is comfortable—there are other out-
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door jobs that can be pushed on the disagree-

able days. First of all clean up anything in

the way of out-door work left over from last

month. Look over last month’s Garden
Magazine and check up the different jobs

suggested. One thing frequently overlooked

is the pruning of late summer flowering shrubs.

Attend to it now, before the new growth, on
which this summer’s flowers will be borne,

starts. Shrubs that have been allowed to go
for several years without pruning, and are

beginning to get “brushy” and overcrowded,
will be improved by cleaning out the surplus

old wood, cutting it clear back to the ground,

and leaving room and light for the new growth
to develop freely. Be careful not to merely
“trim”such a plant, which will merely aggra-

vate the trouble which it is sought to remedy.
The “heading-back” of a shoot or branch
stimulates the production of side growths
below the point at which the cut is made.
Most shrubs are far more beautiful when al-

lowed to assume their natural habit of growth
which they will do if they are thinned out
instead of being cut back. Spring flowering

shrubs had better not be touched now; wait till

just after flowering.

KEEPING THE HARDY PERENNIALS HEALTHY

/"\FTTIME hardy plants which do finely for

the first few years gradually “run out”
without apparent cause. The most general

cause for this condition is the overcrowding
of the plants due to the production of new
centres or “crowns” in the clump which the

plant forms, and a gradual reduction of the

plant food in the soil within reach of its roots.

The remedy is simple. Any plants in this

condition should be taken up now, as early

as possible, and “divided” and replanted.

Each clump or crown will give you several good
small plants. Separate the old clump into

parts with the aid of a transplanting fork and
the hand, or a spading fork, rather than by a

knife or sharp spade, as the natural lines of

breakage or cleavage can be followed more
closely. If the plants are to go back into the

same position, manure and bonemeal should

be dug into the soil before replanting. This
treatment will take only a few minutes for each

plant, and will restore its vigor and size of

bloom for several years. Many perennials,

such as phlox, which increase rapidly should be

taken up and divided every two or three years;

while others, such as peonies, will go for much
longer periods.

SPARE THE ROSE BUSH AND SPOIL THE BLOOM

A NOTHER “first early” job for outdoors
is the pruning of the hardy Roses. You

can attend to the hybrid perpetuals (and to the

rugosas if they were not trimmed last fall) at

once. The teas and hybrid teas it is better

to leave until the buds begin to swell, as the

winter killed wood can then be more easily

distinguished. Don’t be afraid of severe

pruning! To get the biggest and the best

flowers, a plant should be cut back with what
to the beginner would seem brutal ruthlessness

—that is, cut out everything but from four to

eight good-sized branches or canes, and cut

these back to three to six buds. Another
thing, which seems somewhat of a paradox to

the beginner, is that weaker growing plants

should be pruned back more severely than
strong growers. For the most effective dis-

play in the garden, cut out the surplus and
weaker branches, leaving about twice as many
as you would to get the biggest flowers, and
cut back those that are left from a third to a

hall. In short, the more severe the pruning
the better and bigger the flowers, but the fewer
of them.

CLEANING UP WALKS AND DRIVES

A S SOON as the soil dries out enough to be
firm and solid under foot, get at the trim-

ming up of walks, roads, drives, etc. This is

work that can be done a little at a time with-
out serious disadvantage. Where the coal

man has driven over the edge of your lawn, or
some one has shaved a corner too close, and
cut off a slice of sod, get busy just as new
growth starts. Such damages can often be
repaired with the back of spade. Where they

DO THIS MONTH
Plow, spade, or rake all ground that is to be
planted as soon as soil and weather permit.
Get ground ready for setting out fruit trees, orna-
mentals and other nursery stock to be received.

Transplant, or divide, hardy perennials, flower-
roots, etc., requiring attention.

Top dress all lawns and renovate where neces-
sary.

Prune Roses and late flowering shrubs only ; do
not touch others.

Trim up and edge all walks, roads, beds, and
borders.

Remove mulch from bulbs. Rose beds, hardy
border, etc.

Re-pot seedlings and cuttings to be used for
setting out later; also young plants to be grown
on for next fall and winter use.

Attend to any grafting or budding as soon as
weather conditions are favorable.

PLANT THIS MONTH
Roots, bulbs and tubers; Anemones, Gladioli,
Irises, Incarvillea Delavayi, Montbretias, Ranuncu-
lus, Zephyranthes; also Cannas, Dahlias, and Tigri-
dias, toward the end of the month after danger of
frost.

Shrubs and Trees; nursery stock, including decidu-
ous shrubs and evergreens, as early as possible.

Fruits; all the orchard fruits, apple, pear, peach,
cherry, plum, and quince; and the small fruits

—

currants, gooseberries, raspberries, blackberries, etc.,

and strawberries, the earlier the better.

Vegetables Under Glass; for forcing: pole beans,
cucumbers, melons, summer squash, sweet com,
frotn seed : tomatoes, peppers, egg plants, cucumb-
ers, and melons from pots.

For transplanting outside: pole and lima beans,
sweet com, cucumbers, gourds, okra, pumpkins,
squash, summer and winter.

Vegetables Outdoors; seed: beets, carrots, corn,
(extra early), kohl-rabi, leeks, lettuce, onions, pars-
ley, parsnips, peas, potatoes, radish, salsify, swiss
chard, spinach, and turnips.

Seeds for plants to transplant later: asparagus,
brussel sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower, celery, leeks,

lettuce, cos lettuce.

Plants from frames, and roots: asparagus, beets,
cabbage, cauliflower, horse radish, kale, lettuce,
onions, onion sets, sprouted potatoes, rhubarb.

Flowers Outside; from seed: Asters, Candytuft,
Carnations, Celosia, Centaurea, Eschscholtzia, an-
nual Hollyhocks, Marigolds, Morning Glories,
Nasturtiums, annual Poppies, Sweet Peas, Sweet
William, and others of the hardy perennials or
biennials.

Growing plants from frames or florist: Ageratum,
Asters, Sweet Alyssum, Antirrhinums, Beilis per-
ennis, Dianthus, Forget-Me-Nots, Pansies, Paris
Daisies, Petunias, Stocks, Verbenas, and other
hardy perennials and biennials (These may also
be started from seed in the open).

Hardy Perennials: from the nurseryman;
Aquilegia, Anemone, hardy Asters, hardy Chrysan-
themums, Delphiniums, Iris, Peony, etc., etc.

are too severe for that, cut out the damaged
part to a clean edge and fit in pieces of turf,

being sure to tamp them down very firmly.

Ruts and hollows can be evened up by filling

in with a mixture of half good garden soil and
half humus, and seeding on the top. If you
have much edging to do, by all means get an
edging tool. I his costs but a few dollars;

it is made on the principle of a wheel hoe. If

you haven’t enough work of this kind to get

one of these, there is a little hand tool, some-
what like a scuffle hoe but with one edge
turned up vertically, which does very quick,

neat work. While the eye must be trusted

to ascertain extent in trimming and edging, it

is better to assist it with a line.

REMOVE THE WINTER OVERCOAT BY DEGREES
TN 1AKING off the mulch from the bulb
*- bed, hardy border, rose bed, etc., don’t
be in too much of a hurry to get busy at the
first sign of spring, but be still more careful to
avoid leaving it on until the plants have
started beneath the mulch; when removing it

exposes the tender growth to late frosts. It

is better to take off only from a half to a third
at first, and remove the rest one to two weeks
later. Save the old mulch for summer
mulching, or for the compost heap. Where
manure has been used, do not pick it up too
clean, but dig into the soil the small fragments
that remain, using a wide tined fork.

KEEP ONE EYE ON THE GREENHOUSE AND
FRAMES

VI/'HILE the work of repotting and shifting
v v the young plants, cuttings, and seedlings,
which have been started during the last two or
three months, may be done on rainy days, it

should not be left for a rainy day after they
need attention. A few days’ neglect may
mean serious damage. Young plants that
have been potted up into two or three inch
pots, and even plants that need transplanting,
can be held back a while, if you are too rushed
to attend to them, by withholding water to
some extent, and also by shifting them, and
giving them more room. With small pots, for
instance, that were placed “edge to edge” you
can take out every other row, thus preventing
the tops from crowding and getting weak and
spindly. Even flats of plants which are
moved so that there will be two or three inches
between them each way, may be “held” for

several days. The shifting gives the growth a

temporary check, and the added space and air

will brace them up very perceptibly.

ARE YOU GRAFTING?

jC'RUIT trees (apple, pear, peach, plum, or
cherry) which, though healthy, do not

bear, or bear fruit which is not satisfactory in

flavor, may as well be worked over to better
quality. The cost is next to nothing, and even
ifyou have not attempted this kind of work be-

fore, if you will study directions, and follow
them carefully, at least a part of your attempts
should be successful. If your place is so small

that you have room for only a few trees, there

is no reason why you should not have several

varieties of fruit on each. This work should be
done before growth starts. If you don’t care

to try it yourself, get some local gardener to do
it, and by helping him you can learn more in

fifteen minutes than you can in half a day’s
reading.

don’t sacrifice your plants

T) EMEMBER that everything you are

going to set outdoors, from a cabbage to a

Coleus, should be well hardened off before

you shift it from the frame to the garden.
This is of the greatest importance, even where
you do not have to anticipate trouble from
late frosts, or expect to use plant protectors.

They should be given full air day and night

for several days—better a week—before being

put in the open. This hardening off, of course,

must be done gradually. Plants taken from
the greenhouse and put in the frames will get

almost as much of a shock as in being changed
from the frames to the field. Keep them
rather close for a day or two, but give more
and more air as rapidly as they seem to be able

to stand it, until you can leave them fully

exposed.



Much Ado About Planting oiL

PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS THROUGH EXPERIENCE WITH POPULAR HARDY PERENNIALS—PLANTING FOR SIMPLE
COLOR HARMONY

W HAT a pity that

nature has been

so shockingly un-

systematic in her

distribution of soil. One
place is a yellow sand bank,

where all the fertilizer filters

through and disappears,

while the next a few hun-

dred yards away, is solid

clay that must be blasted

to stir it at all. Where, oh

where, is that rich loam

spoken of in every garden

book as the only basis for

raising anything ? The
single advantage of the

present arrangement is that

after gazing at one’s own
failures on sand one can

walk over and see what the

neighbors were unable to

achieve on clay, and that is

indeed cold comfort.

As time and gardening interest march on-

ward, people come to realize more and more
that a dominant note in color, or at most two
harmonious ones, produce a better effect than
running a chromatic scale of shades. Prob-
ably nothing as satisfactory as blue and white

has so far been evolved, for cool restfulness

when the pure blues and clear whites are se-

lected. The following combination has been
tried and not found wanting.

The patterned flag terrace in this scene adds a decided charm to the garden lines

BLUE

Anchusa italica Dropmore
Anchusa italica Opal
Anchusa (annual)

Delphinium, especially

Belladonna
Myosotis dissitiflora (bien-

nial)

Myosotis semperflorens

(perennial)

Plumbago Larpentae
Salvia azurea (perennial)

Salvia Pitcheri (perennial)

FLOWERING IN

Anemone japonica Geante
Blanche

Campanula persicifolia

alba

Empress Candytuft (an-

nual)

English Iris

Funkia subcordata
Japanese Iris

Lilium candidum
Lilium speciosum album

FLOWERING IN

Late August till frost

June and July

Blooms all summer
Late June
August and September
Late June
Late June
August

June
June
July till frost

June and August

April

End of May till frost

All summer and fall

August and Septem-
ber

September and Octo-
ber

There are several other lovely blues, but
they are not hardy in this climate, notably the

blue Hydrangea and Plumbago capensis.

All blues with lavender tones have been
eliminated.

If by chance you inject a clump of pale

lavender Japanese Iris into your scheme, the

mistake is too fascinating to be regretted.

The Delphinium flowers in June, in August
and practically the rest of the time also. It is

a wonderfully energetic performer. The an-

nual Anchusa is easily raised from seed, and
when the perennial variety is over, this one
has formed large plants and blooms freely

until frost. The biennial Myosotis comes in

April, and its place is filled late in May by the
perennial semperflorens, which lasts through
the season if it is kept picked.

The photograph of the swimming pool shows
Mrs. McMurray’s blue and white garden which
is in front of the house, at the foot of a high

terrace, and from it again the bank is terraced

down to Lake Erie. The white pool, painted

blue on the inside, and the

two white pergolas carry

out the colors of the flow-

ers, while the evergreens at

the corners and the grassy

slopes form a restful con-

trast.

On the other side of the

house, in the photograph
showing the flagged terrace,

a long narrow lawn leads to

a studio and a second gar-

den, screened from the

house by evergreen, shrub-

bery and tall trees. In this

portion of the place, a white
dove-cote, a drinking pool

and the white doves them-
selves bear a definite share

in the color arrangement
already mentioned. A con-

crete wall shuts out the

street, and from the seat

under the pergola it is

pleasant to sit at ease and view the beauties of

the domain. After the Anchusa has finished

blooming, scatter the seed over moist sand and

they will germinate quickly. Some dead stalks

were left lying on a little beach of lake sand

and presently a nursery of seedlings ap-

peared. Delphinium and Columbine seed

scattered under shrubs give a fine yield, as

do the Michaelmas daisy seeds.

At the end of their second year, one finds the

Peach-leaved Bellflower, Campanula persici-

folia to have formed numerous heads. If these

heads are separated in July and planted in a

semi-shaded position they will grow well and
bloom the following season. Often as many
as a dozen or fifteen can be produced from a

single plant. When Foxgloves are about over,

they usually put out three or four branches.

Cut these with a sharp knife, leaving a small

portion of root with each one, plant, and you
have multiplied your Foxglove by the number
of its branches. These always come true to

color, which is scarcely ever the case when they

are raised from seed. In this way it is pos-

sible to duplicate one’s favorite shades. Hardy
Coreopsis is easily reproduced. At the joints

of the branches is a cluster of leaves and
two tiny rootlets, which if cut and placed

in a semi-shaded position will form stocky

plants.

Blue and white is the color scheme of the garden by the water side
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Bridging the Gap from Winter to Spring. W.C. McCOLLOM
APRIL ACTIVITIES IN THE GREENHOUSE— GETTING FLOWERING PLANTS READY TO GO OUTSIDE—

PLANNING FOR FALL BLOOM

jk T THIS season of the year the con-

/\ tents of the greenhouse are in a “tkan-

Y \ sition” stage. Many plants have
done their work and must be dis-

carded or put aside to reestablish themselves

for another year. Many plants that have
been kept indoors during the winter will soon
be taken from the greenhouse to the porch

or the dwelling rooms. Yet the change of

treatment must be done with care; Palms
that are to be used around the grounds or as

decorative plants in the house must not be

suddenly changed from a high temperature and
intensely moisture laden atmosphere to out-

door conditions. They must be “hardened
ofF” by gradually reducing both watering at

the roots and overhead spraying so as to check

the growth, and at the same time establish

a lower temperature by degrees. The change
must be gradual or the plants wall lose their

color and turn yellow. By starting the change
early in April there will be a sufficiently long

tempering period before the plants are needed
or indeed before it is safe to use them out of

doors. At the same time watch things inside

and don’t let aphis and other pests get ahead.

Spray with mild insecticides frequently as a

preventive, for if done regularly you will

not have to resort to fumigation very often.

If a real fumigation is necessary hydrocy-

anic acid is by far the most effectual means.
You can get the formula by writing to the

Readers’ Service Department of The Garden
Magazine. In milder attacks some of the

regularly offered tobacco preparations may be

used. They are perfectly safe to handle, but

not so powerful.

Don’t neglect to “harden off” properly all

lants that are to be taken to the gardens,

all such can be placed in one greenhouse it is

rather an easy matter to gradually reduce the

temperature until the plants are well hardened.

If only a small quantity is to be handled, a

cold frame will answer the purpose very well,

and by the way, plant a good big supply of

lettuce in the frames. It grows so easily at

this time of the year that there is no reason

why. any one owning a few hot bed sash should

not have quantities on hand.

TURNING OUT PLANTS THAT WERE FORCED

/'"'LUMPS of perennials that have been

forced in the green-

house should be planted

outdoors for it takes these

plants a season or two to

get back to normal. It is

really preferable to use
new stock every winter

that has been grown on
rapidly, the spent plants

being used in the perennial

borders.

Get ready out of doors as

soon as possible, a border

for grow ing on Paris Daisy,

Bouvardia, Stevia, etc. It

is as wTell to have this border

near the greenhouse so the

plants will not be neglected,

and use plenty of manure
and bone meal when getting

the ground ready. It is a

little early to set out these

plants, -but getting the

border ready now will save

a hurry-up job later.
Get busy ^

Fr

Cut out weak wood on late fruit trees under glass, which
must now be started into growth

CARNATIONS, ETC., FOR NEXT WINTER

TN THE latter part of the month Carna-
tions can be planted out in the field; so

prepare ahead by spading into the soil a

liberal quantity of manure, also giving a

coating of lime. Set the plants in rows about
two feet apart so that a wheel cultivator can be
used to keep the soil well worked. When
setting out break the bottom of the ball of
roots with your fingers so the roots w ill start to

penetrate down right away. Then cultivate,

spray with bordeaux mixture and pinch
frequently. Don’t neglect the plants during
summer because next winter’s success under
glass depends upon the earlier treatment in

the field.

If you want to keep up the quality of your
Carnation flowers to the last, the plants

should be shaded; some sort of roof trellis,

that breaks the sun rays is preferable, and

in heat and transplant in time. The seedlings in the seed pan are right size to
handle

such accessories can be attached to the green-
house.

Also turn out the young Violet plants in

a well-prepared border. Rich soil is important
and the runners must be kept removed and all

diseased leaves kept picked off. All spent
bulbs that have been forced can be placed out
of doors or knocked out and dried prior to

planting them out. Roots of Spirea, Tulips,
Narcissus and all the smaller bulbs can be used
for outdoor planting, but not for forcing again.

ROSES AND CHRYSANTHEMUMS AND OTHER
FLOWERS

Rose plants must be ordered if you
^ ' are to plant new stock and have not taken
your own cuttings. Have all arrangements
made so the young plants can be benched just

as soon as they are received; but, before plant-

ing, give the rose house a thorough renovating.

Clean out the benches and paint with hot
lime, rake up under the benches, and if the

house needs painting or repairing now is a

good time to attend to it.

Keep right on propagating Chrysanthe-
mums; put in quantities of the Single type as

they are very7 useful for cutting. Don’t neglect

to pot up the cuttings as soon as they are

rooted; and keep spraying them to prevent in-

festation with black fly. Antirrhinum, Pri-

mula, Cyclamen and other pot plants that are

being grown along for forcing in the greenhouse
should be removed to a frame out of doors; a

good practice is to place about one inch of

coarse cinders in the frame to place the pots on
and some slat trellises will be required later to

shade the plants.

Continue making cuttings of the best

varieties of Dahlia. The young plants should
be petted up just as soon as they are rooted,

and not be allowed to become pot bound.
Don’t, under any circumstances, take a chance
on planting out until after June ist, as a cool

spell will cause a severe set-back.

Canna roots should be potted up to get well

rooted before they are planted out the latter

part of May. 1 he better developed the plants

the quicker the desired bedding effect is had.
All summer-flowering bulbous plants such

as Gloxinias, Begonias, Achimines, etc., can
now be fed freely with liquid manures, care

always being exercised that the manure
waters are not spilled on
the foliage which is apt to

burn.

This is the right time to

start plantings of Aspar-
agus, Smilax, etc., for cut

green. These plants are

rank growers, and of course,

require good, rich soil. By
planting in the greenhouse
now, you will have good
large well-established
clumps that won’t feel the

effects of cutting later on.

PLANTS FOR* THE WINDOW
GARDEN

CUCH popular subjects as

^ Geraniums, Fuchsias,

Begonias, etc. for window
cultivation must be started

now. They can be carried

along the summer in pots

plunged out of doors and
will be in excellent con-
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Put hard wooded plants in a frame to rest up before planting
out

dition to move into the dwelling house
in fall.

WINDOW BOXES AND HANGING BASKETS

Start filling window boxes, hanging baskets,

etc., using plenty of plants, especially of the

trailers, and don’t neglect to provide plenty of

drainage in the bottom of the boxes. Keep in

the greenhouse a while to get growth well

started. One of the greatest factors to suc-

cess in the greenhouse is a good compost heap.

It really does not pay to be satisfied with “some
soil” simply because it is easy to get. Take a

spade, get a good turfy top sod, and stack

it up using one load of manure to every
three loads of topsoil and mix in about one
shovelful of crushed bone to every twelve of

compost. Stack it up well and round the top
so the rains won’t leach out the good quali-

ties of the manure. This heap can be chopped
and turned several times and will then be
ready for use, if the soil is heavy and in-

clined to sour a little lime added will be
beneficial. Root Violet cuttings now and be careful to keep them

clean and healthy

Perennials for Succession of Bloom Massachusetts

PRESENT PLANTING IN THE HARDY BORDER TO GIVE SUCCESSION OF FLOWERS WITH CHANGE OF COLOR EFFECTS

E
VERY kind of garden has its problem of

succession, and in the perennial border
the question becomes acute. Many
—in fact, most— annuals are practically

mid-summer bloomers, while perennials seem
to have each its month or two’ of flowering

after which, unless the plant has some foliage

beauty that commands attention, it assumes
the shabby-genteel appearance of a human
being who has seen better days.

To judge from magazine articles, and from
gardens that I have visited, annuals (especially

the quick-flowering sorts), are relied upon al-

most entirely to achieve the desired effect of

continuous bloom. Yet annuals, howsoever
beautiful, have always seemed to me, with
their hint of transitoriness, out of place in

the perennial garden, whose dominant note,

as its chief charm, is permanence.
Yet I admit that many of the annual-filler

combinations are very alluring. A lover of
Poppies, I pounced with avidity on a garden-
er’s suggestion that Shirley Poppy seed,

scattered between clumps of Papaver orien-

talis, would give one a delightful Poppy planta-

tion for summer flowering. The Shirley seed
was duly scattered over a considerable space
between forty large clumps of the Perennial

Poppies. But, alack and alas! the spring rains

beat down the heavy frondlike foliage of the
Orientals, and the little Shirleys, hundreds of
them, drooped, yellowed and died. The
survivors, a scant three dozen, were weak,
sickly plants that made a very poor show in

bloom for the desert place they were scheduled
to make to blossom.
The trouble I experienced in obtaining

summer bloom on the ground occupied by the
Oriental Poppies turned me back to peren-
nials. Surely, I thought, there must be plants
hardy enough to outlive a New England winter,

strong enough to obtain a living between the
Poppy roots, and enterprising enough to push
above the foliage before its heavy spread shuts
off the sunlight. After due deliberation and
much consulting of catalogues, I made choice
of the white Phlox Mrs. Jenkvns, a strong,

When the Phlox is in full bloom during late June and July
(compare with photographs on following page)

tall variety with immense flower-heads, for

background planting, with the earlier Miss
Lingard, also white, and the rather dwarf
Frau Antoine Buchner, for fore-effect. With
these Phloxes I alternated Platycodons and
auratum Lilies. Very early spring bloom is

provided in this colony by Emperor and Van
Sion Narcissus and the lavender-blue Cash-
mire Primrose, followed by the Darwin Tulip
Pride of Haarlem. A few groups of pale pink
Chrysanthemums and lavender and white
hardy Asters furnish fall flowers. This sec-

tion of the garden, as at present planted, has
thus seven distinct color-effects and periods of

bloom with flowers practically from spring to

frost:

1

—

Blue and yellow: Narcissus and Primroses.
2

—

Carmine-rose: Darwin Tulips.
3

—

Scarlet and white: Oriental Poppies. Japan Snowball in

background.
4

—

Blue: Platycodons. Delphiniums in background.
5

—

Blue and white: Platycodons (last flowers) and Phloxes.
6

—

Lavender and white: Hardy Asters.
7

—

Pink: Hardy Chrysanthemums.

Another border that formerly gave me much

anxious thought is still in process of evolution,
from pink and white Hollyhocks as a back-
ground for pink and white Shirley Poppies,
it has become thickly inhabited by several

different families of perennials all dwelling
together in peace and amity.

1

—

Emperor and Empress Narcissus.
2

—

Late Tulip Yellow Gesneriana.
3

—

Delphiniums. Chrysanthemum maximum Princess Henry.
Gladiolus Baron Hulot.

4

—

Hollyhocks, pink and white. Chrysanthemum maximum.
5

—

Delphiniums (second-flowering). Chrysanthemums.

A walk through the centre of one part of my
garden is bordered on either side by a bed
forty feet long by fifteen wide. In these beds
the perennial planting is arranged for a suc-

cession that I have found one of my greatest

garden satisfactions. The walk is edged each
side with pink and white Pyrethrums (Pyreth-
rum roseum hybridum grandiflorum), so that

in late spring and early summer one seems to

walk through a flowering lane. This effect

is very beautiful. After their period of flower-

ing the Pyrethrums are cut back to within a

few inches of the ground, their pretty foliage

and symmetrically rounded form making them
a pleasing summer edging plant. On the left

of the walk, clumps of German Irises in

lavender and pink (Her Majesty) are fol-

lowed without a break by masses of pink Dar-
win Tulips. The Darwins are subsiding when
the pink Oriental Poppies (var. Masterpiece)

come into flower all along the line, the great

silver-pink blooms lifting themselves grace-

fully and graciously above the lane of pink

and white Pyrethrums that about the same
time break into flower. A row of white, flesh,

and pink Peonies afford background. The
next effect is blue—all shades frorh purple to

porcelain, with here and there masses of

relieving white. Against a mass planting of

English Delphiniums, fifty clumps of named
Japanese Irises, in plum, purple, indigo, azure,

and porcelain shades, unfurl their wonderful
flags over the graceful foliage. Rose, pink,

and white Hollyhocks, and rose, pink, and
white Phloxes then take up the tale, with
foreground planting of Gladiolus America
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among the Irises. For later flowering I have
used, with pleasing results, delicate shades of
pink Antirrhinum, but the last two summers I

have relied on successive plantings of Gladiolus
and have been perhaps better satisfied, as

Gladiolus and Iris foliage associate extremely
well.

On the other side of the walk the planting
is similar except that white Oriental Poppies
were used instead of pink. Also the back-
ground is heavier, as this border and one
fronting the lawn come together on the line.

Flowering shrubs are set at intervals behind a

double row of Delphiniums. Hollyhocks are

at present omitted from the scheme of things,

though I think I shall make space for them by
curtailing the liberty of the Bocconias—one
may have too much of even
a good thing!

Another very pretty and
satisfactory border that is

planted for succession has

an early spring show of

Cashmire Primroses (var.

Rubin), followed by Bar-

onne de la Tonnaye Tulips.

Clumps of Oriental Poppies,

a clear and brilliant red sev-

eral shades deeper than the

scarlet of the type, give

pleasing masses of color in

May and early June. Often-

times they are still flower-

ing when the Siberian Irises

and white Heuchera con-

vallaria begin. I he result-

ant effect is strikingly

beautiful—and very patrio-

tic! I he glowing scarlet of

the Poppies would be sorely

missed on their passing were
it not for the beautiful shad-

ing of blues which follow in

Delphinium Brunonianum,
D. caucasicum, D. cash-

merianum, Barlow’s Delph-
inium, and the taller Eng-
lish Hybrids in the back-

ground. Among and in

front of the dwarfer Lark-
spurs are planted blue and
white Peachbells (single and
the new double varieties,

Campanula persicifolia gi-

gantea Pfitzerii and ditto

Moerheimi), while the
“Lily-of-the-valley” Heu-
cheras before mentioned
border the bed with their

graceful sprays. Medium
and late Phloxes in shades
of pink and delicate sal-

mon, with pink and salmon
Hollyhocks carry on the bloom until the

second flowering of the Larkspurs. A few
clumps of late white Phloxes, followed by
silver-pink Chrysanthemums end the season.

A planting of Japanese Anemones (var.

Queen Charlotte and Whirlwind), for late fall

flowering added much to the autumnal charm
of this border, but they withstood Massa-
chusetts winters so badly that, after a few
years of annual replanting, I regretfully

resigned their effect.

A short border, twenty by six feet is planted

as follows:

For May and early June bloom: Oriental

Poppies, the type, with undergrowth of For-

get-me-nots, the old palustris and the newer
double Forget-me-not (which, by the way, is

only semi-double), but of erect growth and

great beauty. In late June and during July:
Miss Lingard Phlox and Delphinium formo-
sum grandiflorum, supply color. These are
succeeded in August by Rose Loosestrife and
Phloxes of harmonious colors.

Curiously, the least satisfactory of my
plantings for succession has been the one that
has cost me the most in time, forethought,
and, also, money.

Its spring effect, however, is very pleasant.
^ ellow and white Primroses; Emperor, Mme.
de Graaff, and Barri conspicuus Narcissus are
followed by 1 ulips in colonies of twenty-five
(W bite Lady, Baronne de la Tonnaye, Gretchen
and Clara Butt). These bloom with the Bleed-
ing-hearts and Spireas scattered through the
border. Under a group of trees Poet’s

Narcissus, vitellina Tulips, and the yellow

and white fringed Primroses bloom together.

Close by, Darwin Tulips Dream and Mrs.
Potter Palmer group pleasingly with masses
of purple and white Sweet Rocket, Siberian

Irises, and a few tufts of Arabis albida

Rhododendrons in white flesh and rose are

grouped with rose and pink Tulips and Die-

lytras. Bluebells and Aquilegias in many
varieties follow throughout the border, which,

for a few weeks afterward, is pleasantly

pretty with masses here and there of rose-

colored Balm, Monarda didyma rosea. But
beauty truly reigns here during the supremacy
of the Foxgloves which stray along the border’s

curves and are masses under the trees. With
the Foxgloves’ passing, the glory of the border

declines. I have not been able to achieve any

subsequent color effect of distinction. Some
little tone is obtained by Phloxes in white
and varying shades of rose and lavender, and a

few Larkspurs have been interplanted with
good effect.

In September the border takes heart of
hope again for a brief space with the coming
of the hardy Asters, Aconites, and Golden
Rod. The Japanese Toad Lily thrives here,

but it is an exceedingly late bloomer and not
especially showy.

For two years I achieved a beautiful August
effect by scattering auratum and longiflorum
Lilies throughout the border, but the third

years the bulbs deteriorated. Interplantings i

of the Dwarf Harebell, Campanula punctata, i

along the edge of the grass proved charming in

June and July and their

season of bloom was pro-

longed by constant nipping
of seed-pods. Hemerocallis
kwanso does well here, also

the pretty Clematis Davi-
diana and superbum Lilies.

Still, from August on, the

bloom is so scattering that

I cannot count the autumn
arrangement as one of my
garden successes. The
border is, however, still in

evolution, and I am hoping
that it may eventually work
out its own salvation.

One of the really pretty

and showy plants that its

autumn flowering can boast
of is a new Hardy Aster
novae-angliae var. praecox
rosea. As its name would
indicate, it is a clear bril-

liant rose, the ray florets

very silky, like those of

Boltonias. It is a tall,

erect grower, each stalk

branching luxuriantly at the

top and breaking into a

mass of brilliant bloom in

September—October. It is

by all odds the showiest
Hardy Aster I have seen

and I think if I only had
enough of it my “bit of

woodland” might be trans-

formed by its magic into

the fall border of my
dreams. There is also a

blue form of this Aster, it-

self very beautiful, but nei-

ther so sturdy nor so flori-

ferous. The individual

blossoms, while somewhat
resembling those of the Bol-

tonia, are much larger and,

especially in the rose-colored variety, show a

distinct tendency to come semi-double.
The interplantings described are only a few

of the many that may be happily worked out,

affording constant change of garden aspect

with only the initial labor and expense.

“What,” said a neighbor friend to me, one day,

“is the magic of your garden. One day it is

all pale yellows and blues, almost the next it

has flushed rose.

One reads much of the “pink garden,” the

“blue garden,” and the “white garden,” but I

think I should tire of a garden that was always

one color, however beautiful. The owner of

the perennial garden can, however, approxi-

mate the general effect of any one of these for

a little space by carefully studied interplant-

ing. And a most fascinating study it is.

The spring effect is dominated by the Daffodils and Tulips with Primroses. Later the Larkspurs succeed
and they in turn give way to other perennials



The ideal is to set a house back far enough to enjoy privacy and a view in front and side yards. House and grounds look better if they are not all visible from the street and the
return view of lawn and shrubbery is better than any street view

Planting for Privacy of the Home WILHSl,!£iLLER

THE CHANGED ATTITUDE OF THE PEOPLE TOWARD THE PURPOSE OF A GARDEN—HOW THE TRANSITION HAS
COME ABOUT

I
T IS the automobile, I believe, that

has done more than any other one
thing to make privacy popular in

America. Fifteen years ago the common
idea of “solid comfort” was to sit in a rocking

chair on the big front porch where one could

see everyone who passed by. That was all

very well in the days before electric street

cars and asphalt streets, when an occasional

buggy came by on the fragrant and silent cedar

blocks and father looked up from his paper
now and then to greet a friend on the

sidewalk. But times have changed.

City thoroughfares now roar with

traffic, and even on the residential

streets home-owners commonly com-
plain that the passing show is too

much of a good thing. People flock

to the suburbs and the country to

escape it, and the old-fashioned open
front porch, built for dress parade,

has given way to the retired side or

back porch which is screened and
often used as a summer dining room.

It is too much to say that we as

yet have a national passion for pri-

vacy as the English have, but the

change in public opinion amounts
almost to a revolution. Middle-aged
people can remember that when they
were young “privacy” and “snob-
bishness” were considered by most
persons to be the same thing. High
walls and hedges were thought to be
“ exclusive” and “ unamerican.” Yet
nowadays some of the most hospit-

able and friendly people in the world
earnestly assert that privacy and de-

mocracy are entirely compatible, while some
declare that in order to preserve decency,

self respect, and the finer features of home life

a certain amount of privacy out-of-doors is

absolutely essential.

Until the end of time, I dare say, people will

differ honestly as to whether a seven-foot wall

is exclusive or not. I must confess that I have
seen some walls that say very plainly “I want
people to keep out unless they are invited”
or “My owner is a very rich man, as you can
tell by the amount of money spent upon me!”

But there are other seven-foot walls that seem
to say “Those who live here are fond of peace
and beauty, and they believe their friends will

be doubly happy here because this garden spot
is a bit retired from the world.” Such people
always managed to put a touch of friendliness

into bricks and mortar and there is a smile of
welcome at the gate. I know a few persons
who frankly say they do not care what the
public thinks. But most people who can
afford to build brick walls care very much in-

deed what the public thinks. They do not
wish to lose the good opinion of their

town. And there is no reason why
such a sacrifice need be made nowa-
days. We have tasteful architects

who can build the right kind of walls.

Or if a wall seems questionable the

shrubbery border is safer, because
it rises gradually and the town has

time to adjust itself to the change in

the social atmosphere.

The arguments for privacy seem to

me all of one piece, but among the

people who have actually enclosed

their front yards there seem to be

five worthy points of view, any one of

which may be the original motive.

Among these I do not include display

or exclusiveness, as these seem less

worthy.
First, then, is the point of view of

the people who are sensitive to un-

sightly objects. They do not like

to look out of parlor or living room
and see poles, wires, vacant lots full

of weeds or strewn with rubbish.

They do not like to see the com-

One of the commonest mistakes is made by amateurs who wish to screen their
side yards. They put tall shrubbery at the back line of the house, instead of
the front. That arrangement exposes the side yard to the public gaze, while
this protects it

109
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monplace freight traffic of the streets, especi-

ally when groceries, coal, fish or laundry
arrive at the same moment with the invited

guest. The first thought is to be shielded

from all this as much as city conditions will

allow. Then, too, there is the dust nuisance
from which many people still suffer in city and
country, even in these days of swept streets

and oiled roads. The high wall or hedge cer-

tainly stops a lot of dust from getting into lawn
and house.

A second group of people consider the home
a place of refuge from the city. Granting that

the passing show may be a beautiful and in-

teresting thing at times, they want a rest and
change from it occasionally. Outside excite-

ment is always there when one is in the mood
for it. People of quiet taste like a peaceful

garden in which they may recharge their bat-

teries to do their work in the world.

A third group of people have the social in-

stinct and naturally desire an outdoor living

room. They like to take tea on the lawn or

entertain friends in a garden. One cannot do
these things properly in a yard that is open to

the gaze of curious passersby.

A fourth group comprises those who have
difficulties with the neighbors. Even if all the
neighbors in the world had the neighborly
spirit, there would still be good reason for high
enclosures around front or back yards. One
cannot let too many children have the run of

one’s place. Dogs are destructive to flowers

and to fancy evergreens. Cats kill our song
birds. The people next door or across the way
may be frankly inquisitive or too watchful of

our doings.

The woman’s point of view also needs special

attention. There are ladies who manage
somehow to dig in the dirt without “looking
like a fright,” but I have never met one who
would concede that she looked her best in

working attire. One of the greatest blessings

a woman can have is to work outdoors alone in

her own garden. Indeed every member of the

family ought to have that privilege. It is

necessary for the good of tbe human race.

Whether paterfamilias ought to go to church
on Sunday morning or whether he may
occasionally live that hour among his Tulips

and Daffodils conscience must decide. But if

a front yard is really private every member of

the family may work, play, rest, or read there

six days in the week or seven without annoy.

One individual specimen of any shrub, planted against a
fence helps the feeling of privacy (Snowberry)

Hitherto there has been more talk about
privacy for the back yard than for the front.

This is natural for the common American
attitude is expressed by the saying “Front
yard public, back yard private.” Moreover,
we all know whole cities that seem to have no
front yards at all. Yet it is surprising how
many places there are in nearly every town
whose only chance or best chance for privacy is

in the front yard. I suppose that fifty feet

square is about the minimum for working out a

satisfactory outdoor living room, and in al-

most any town, big or little, a half hour’s ride

in an automobile will discover many front

yards larger than that which are owned by
people of moderate means. And this is true in

spite of the wonderful growth of modern cities

and the many influences that tend to make
lots smaller and smaller.

Some of the most interesting living prop-
ositions of to-day are furnished by places laid

out fifty to seventy years ago by the leading

citizens of that day. Some of these have grand
old houses that look like Greek temples, while
those in the Victorian style can sometimes be

modernized within and transformed into Col-

onial houses. Ih^je places generally have
magnificent proportions and lovely old shade.
Sometimes the trees are much too thick, and
the yards are made gloomy by Norway Spruce.

It makes all the difference in the world to let

the light into these old places and open a cen-

tral lawn. Have you not been tempted by a

vision of this sort in some quiet country town?
On the other hand many of the old places,

like those on Euclid Avenue in Cleveland or

Jefferson and Woodward avenues in Detroit,

had retirement, but no real privacy, because
the trees were high-branched and any one could

see the whole yard at a glance. These places

can have real privacy by putting «n tall shrub-

bery near the sidewalk.

It is a pity that people do not always dis-

tinguish between real and imitation privacy.

Many persons who build three-foot walls de-

clare that they “want a little privacy,” but
any wall, hedge, or border that can be looked

over gives no real privacy. If those who
adopt half-way measures will search their

hearts they may find that pride of ownership
or love of display have unconsciously in-

fluenced the decision. It is the most natural

thing in the world for the new owner of a piece

of ground to wish to mark his boundaries, and
this instinct accounts for many thousand
Privet hedges that are trimmed to a height of

four feet. But this is a stiff and artificial way
to advertise one’s ownership of real estate. A
better aim is to blend one’s home with the en-

vironment, and irregular boundary plantings

are more natural than conventional hedges.

I hope every reader of this article will avoid

the very common mistake of planting too near

a sidewalk. Thousandsof people have planted

their Lilac or Privet hedges right next to the

concrete, without thinking that tall shrubs

commonly spread five or six feet on either side.

The bushes soon overhang the walk and then

there is trouble. People do not like to be
crowded off the sidewalk even by wayward
branches. And if the hedge is trimmed the

effect is not good. *

Of planting materials there is a bewildering

variety. The selection and grouping of shrubs

is a fine art. The tallest bushes are leggy and
it is necessary to face these inside and out with

medium or low-growing shrubs that arch over

to meet the ground. In order to keep out cats

and dogs it is well to use a good deal of Jap-
anese Barberry. If this must be in a straight

line it will look better next the side walk than
on the lawn side. If a Barberry hedge is too

artificial, it is possible to interweave groups of

wild Roses and other prickly bushes through-

out the border in such a way as to preserve a

natural effect.

There is complete privacy here because the hedge is too tall to see over, but an irregu-

lar border of shrubs in variety would blend better with the landscape and would offer

passers-by more color throughout the year

People ridicule “gingerbread houses'" nowadays. They may admire the horticultural

perfection of vines and hedge, but they cannot atone for bad architecture and landscape.

The house is too near the street, and the hedge loo low



The Mountain Laurel (Kalmia) is the most beautiful of evergreen shrubs that can be grown in Eastern North America, and the most satisfactory

Broad-leaved Evergreens for American Gardens*
E. H. WILSON Arboretum

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO RELIEVE THE WINTER BARENESS OF NORTHERN GARDENS—NATIVE PLANTS THAT ARE
SPECIALLY WORTHY FOR GENERAL PLANTING— WHILE THE PLANTS OF THIS CLASS THAT CAN BE

GROWN ARE COMPARATIVELY FEW, YET THE BEST OF THEM ARE NATIVES

THE gardens of New England present

a marked contrast to those of Old
England in that their habitants,

save the Conifers and the Yews, are

bare of leaves in the late autumn and through-

out winter. There is a nakedness that em-
phasizes the dreariness of the winter season.

We have so few hardy, broad-leaved evergreen

shrubs, and no trees; whereas in Great Britain

they have many and there is a greenness and
freshness about their gardens at all seasons of

the year. We cannot help envying them their

good fortune in being able to grow out of doors,

and with no trouble, a wealth of plants which

are ever clothed in restful green. Climate
alone is responsible and since this is beyond

human control, the garden lovers who live

in the colder parts of eastern North America
must bow to the inevitable. Tall-growing
Broad-leaved Evergreens belong to the warm,
temperate, and torrid parts of the earth and,

with few exceptions, are not found in the cold,

temperate, and arctic regions.

NEW THINGS UNLIKELY

1 lie Rhododendrons, the noblest group of

hardy broad-leaved flowering Evergreens,
have been dealt with in an earlier article, and
here we may review carefully the remaining
field in order to find out just what is our posi-

tion in the matter of hardy broad-
leaved evergreen plants. The reg-

ions of the world where
possible hardy types of

these subjects grow
have been pretty well

ransacked and the chances
of New England gardens
securing any notable ad-

ditions are remote. China, which
has so bountifully supplied us with
favorite flowers during the past

hundred years and more, has con-
tributed very little to our list of
hardy broad-leaved Evergreens.
North Japan has been fairly liberal

and one or two have come to us from
Europe, but the great majority are

native of American soil. If the
whole of this country were under
consideration, it would be found that
more such Evergreens can be grown
out of doors here than in the whole
of Europe. Indeed, this is true if the

Pacific Slope alone be considered, but such
favored regions are outside of this purview.

In New England and southward to Wash-
ington, D. C., the case is very different and it

is only after years of trial that gardeners learn

just what plants can withstand the hot dry
summers, and cold changeable winters char-

acteristic of these parts of eastern North
America. The Arnold Arboretum is the only

The fragrant pink flowers of the Garland Flower, Daphne
Cneorum, produced all summer, have earned its popularity

The Japanese Andromeda (A. japonica) has larger flowers and grows
taller than the native A. floribunda, but is not so hardy
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place in this country where data on the com-
parative hardiness of woody plants, covering

a long period of years, is to be found. For
this reason, this article is based on the ex-

periences of that institution. Here and there

in gardens, even in the neighborhood of

Boston, Mass., a plant thrives which is not

hardy in the Arnold Arboretum. Neverthe-
less, this Arboretum is the safest guide for all

desirous of growing hardy woody plants in

the colder parts of the United States of Amer-
ica. Very probably some reader has in his (or

her) garden some broad-Leaved Evergreen not

mentioned here and this should be a source of

joy, for the list in its extreme limits is all too

scant.

THE GLORY OF THE KALMIA

We who garden in the cooler parts of east-

ern North America may envy those of warmer
climes their variety of broad-leaved Ever-

greens, yet in the native Mountain Laurel

( Kalmia latijolia) we possess one plant that

has no superior. The foliage is good at all

seasons and in mid-June the broad, dome-like

clusters of bowl-shaped flowers, either pure

white, or silvery to deepest pink, make a

wondrous picture. Truly the Mountain Lau-
rel is in early summer the glory of woodland
and i hill slope, and is the most beautiful of

evergreen shrubs native of eastern North
America. Many Asiatic Rhododendrons have
larger leaves and larger and more brilliantly

colored flowers, but of all the broad-leaved

evergreen plants which can be grown success-

fully in this climate, Kalmia latifolia is the

handsomest and most satisfactory. There is a

variety (alba) with pure white flowTers and
another (rubra) with deep pink, nearly red

flowers and rather dark leaves. Between
these extremes there are forms with flowers

of all shades of pink and there is one (fuscata)

with flowers conspicuously marked by a

chocolate band. Another variety (polypetala)

has the flowers segmented into narrow lobes,

but this plant is not very ornamental. 1 he

variety obtusata, which rarely flowers, has

broad, handsome, Rhododendron-like leaves.

Lastly, there is a dwarf variety (myrtifolia)

with small leaves and small clusters of minute
flowers. All these varieties are sports from
the wild type and have all been found on wild

plants. By hybridization and selection it is

highly probable that new and improved forms

could be evolved. In the matter of soil and
situation, the Mountain Laurel is not exacting,

but it is fond of leaf mould and an autumnal
mulch of leaves is beneficial. Like other mem-
bers of the great Heather family, it detests

limestone. This Kalmia is essentially a social

plant and when massed together is most ef-

fective.

The two other Kalmias (K. angustifolia and

Pieris flnibunda which opens its flowers at the first burst
of spring. The buds are showy all winter

K. glauca

)

hardy in this climate are much less

ornamental but are likewise evergreen. The
former, familiarly known as the Sheep Laurel,

is common in swampy places from Maine to

Georgia and westward to Wisconsin. It is a

The Japanese Box, is hardier than the Common Box. Dwarf
in habit with narrow wedge shaped leaves

branching shrub growing from a foot to a yard
tall, and has dull olive-green leaves and clus-

ters of crimson-pink flowers. It is popularly

believed to be poisonous to sheep. The other

species, known as the Pale Laurel has much
the same distribution. It is a twiggy and
smaller plant with flattened stems, narrow-

leaves with recurved edges and white on the

under side and has terminal clusters of pale

lilac to crimson-pink flowers. It is essentially

a moisture-loving plant.

THE ANDROMEDAS

Closely related to the Pale Laurel and very

similar in habit, foliage, and general appear-

ance is Andromeda polifolia. I his is a low'

shrub from one to two feet tall, w-ith slender

stems and small clusters of pinkish urn-shaped
flowers and is distributed through the cold,

temperate, and subarctic regions of the North-
ern Hemisphere.

Another very hardy member of the Heath
family is Pieris floribunda (better known as
Andromeda jloribunda), w-hich opens its small,
white, Heather-like flowers at the first burst
of spring. I his plant is native of the higher
slopes of the southern Appalachian Moun-
tains and is a low, broad, round-topped bush
with dark green shining leaves and short,
erect clusters of flowers which are fully grown
in the autumn and the flower buds are white
and conspicuous through the winter. Its

Japanese relative (P. japonica) grows taller

and has larger flowers but, unfortunately, is

much less hardy.

FOR SHADE OF TREES

For planting in the shade of trees and more
especially by the side of woodland streams
Leucothoe Catesbaei, with yard-long, arching
stems, glossy green, broad, pointed leaves, and
axillary racemes of small, pure white flowers,

is a charming plant. It is native of the moun-
tains of Virginia and Georgia, but is very'

hardy. By the side of a babhling brook in the
Hemlock grove of the Arnold Arboretum it is

perfectly happy and a joy to behold at all sea-

sons of the year.

NATIVE AND JAPAN HOLLIES

The American Holly (Ilex opaca), with its

dull green leaves, is much inferior to the

English Holly (/. Aquifolium), which has lus-

trous foliage, but it has the merit of being

fairly hardy in northern Massachusetts,
whereas its European relative is not. The
American Holly is a large bush or small tree

and has red fruit. It delights in a cool soil

and a position sheltered from cutting winds
and the morning sun in wfinter.

A broad-leaved Evergreen which should be
planted in every garden is the Inkberry

( Ilex glabra), one of the most attractive of

native shrubs. It is densely branched and
compact in habit and grows from five to eight

feet high and as much in diameter, and has

dark, glossy green, smooth, rounded leaves

and black fruit on inch-long stalks. It forms

a neat and shapely specimen in the open, is

excellent for massing, and is a good hedge
plant. The leaves do not burn and the plant

grows well in ordinary' garden soil and is beau-

tiful at all seasons, be it midwinter or mid-
summer. One would reasonably suppose that

so useful a shrub would be grown in quantity

by the nursery-men of eastern North America,

but, alas! this class from earliest generations

has derived its inspiration entirely from Eu-
rope and apparently despises American plants

as too common for attention.

1 he Japanese Ilex crenata is another valu-

able evergreen Holly and being an exotic is

fairly easy- to obtain from nurserymen. It

Inkberry (Ilex glabra) one of the most attractive of all

evergreen shrubs, growing well in ordinary soils
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The native Bearberry (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi) is a wide
spreading ground cover that thrives in full exposure

The creeping Evonymus (E . radicans, var. vegetus) is inval-
uable for covering walls with north and west exposures

It is rare in nurseries where forms of the

less hardy B. sempervirens erroneously and
unintentionally pass muster for it.

Another native that makes an ideal ground cover is

Pachystima Canbyi with dense, small, light green foliage

A new Evergreen Barberry (Berbens verruculosa

)

from China that has withstood full winter exposure in

Boston

ONE BOX THAT IS HARDY

ters of yellow flowers and bloomy black fruits

but gray-green leaves. This species grows
about a foot high and has a creeping rootstock

from which shoots arise and form a broad,
low thicket. Very beautiful and quite hardy
is the new Chinese Berberis verruculosa, with
prostrate and arching stems, small, prickly

Holly-like leaves, dark shining green above
and white below. It grows from one to two
feet high, is very densely branched and has
yellow flowers in the axils of the leaves and
these are followed by bloomy black fruit.

SHOWY AND FRAGRANT FLOWERS

Very handsome in flower and striking at all

seasons are the Yuccas with their spear-like

evergreen leaves. Three species (T. flaccida,

Y. jilamentosa and Y. glaucd) are hardy in the

neighborhood of Boston Mass., and thrive

in ordinary garden soil. Their pure white,

nodding, top-shaped flowers are borne in pro-

fusion on erect, branching stems from four

to six feet tall.

The Garland Flower (Daphne Cneorum) is a

well-known evergreen with gray-green and
terminal heads of fragrant pink blossoms.

Many find it difficult to establish for it resents

transplanting and for this reason pot-grown

plants should be obtained in preference to

those grown in open ground.

TRAILERS AND GROUND COVERS

For planting beneath trees there is nothing

better than Pachysandra terminalis, a native of

Japan and China. It grows about ten inches

high and, spreading from a creeping rootstock,

forms a dense ground cover in situations where

but few plants will grow. I he leaves

are light green, and the inconspicuous

flowers are followed by whitish fruits.

Another favorite broad-leaved Ever-

green is the Lesser Periwinkle ( Vinca

minor), native of Europe and western

Leucolhoe Catesbaei with yard-long arching stems is a handsome under-
growth plant

The Creeping Mahonia (M. repens) is much hardier

than its taller relative the Oregon grape. Grows about
a foot high

makes a stiff bush with its short, dense
branches and is handsome as a specimen and
is well adapted for making hedges. The
leaves are small, blackish green and the fruit

is black and is freely produced. There are

two or three forms of this Holly and if plants

are raised from seed much variation in size of

leaf is shown. Those with the smallest leaves

are hardiest and seldom burn in winter,

whereas the form known as major has not
proved hardy in the Arnold Arboretum. This
shrub, or small tree, is widely spread in Japan
and is also much grown in Japanese gardens
where it is usually clipped and trained into the

grotesque.

MAHONIAS AND BARBERRIES

The lovely Oregon Grape (Mahonia Aqui-
folium), with its lustrous, metallic green leaves

which in late fall assume rich shades of bronzy

The Common Box of Europe (Buxus sem-
pervirens) is scarcely hardy in New England
and as a rule browns badly in March and
looks unsightly in the spring. There are

many forms of this Box, and the hardiest is

myrtifolia, with dull green leaves which are

longer than they are broad. As a low edging

around formal beds the Common Box winters

fairly well when the snowfall is normal or in

excess of normal, but if exposed to full sun in

March the leaves scald. A much superior

plant for northern gardens is the Japanese
Box (B. microphylla) and its taller growing

variety japonica, both being perfectly hardy
in the Arnold Arboretum. The type is dwarf
in habit and has narrow, wedge-shaped leaves

and is very useful for edging purposes and for

rockeries. The variety has rounded leaves,

yellowish green in color and makes a compact
bush in size comparable with its European
relative. Both flower in early spring and
are freely visited by bees. The Japanese
Box, which is distinguished from the

Common Box by the relatively long stalk

to the rudimentary ovary of the male
flowers, is far from being well known.

The Heathers and Heaths grow quite easily in New Eng-
land if given full exposure to sun and air. Photographed in

Arnold Arboretum

green and blackish crimson is, unfortunately,

not properly hardy here. In winters, when
the snowfall is heavy and lies on the ground
until spring, this shrub winters fairly well;

but usually the leaves burn badly and though
the stems are not often killed the plants are

very unsightly until new leaves develop.

Much hardier and entirely satisfactory is its

relative M. repens, with similar terminal clus-
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Asia, his plant trails over the ground and
forms Inroad mass of glossy dark green. It

thrives equally well in the open and in partial

shade. There are forms with white and pur-

ple flowers but none is better than the type
with its clear blue flowers.

A very pleasing little evergreen is Pachy-
itima Canbyi, native of the mountains of

North Carolina and Virginia, which forms

neat little clumps six inches or more high.

The foliage is dense, small, and rather shining

pale green. The western P. Myrsinites is a

taller plant with much larger leaves but the

habit is less good and it often suffers in winter.

These plants have inconspicuous flowers and
are related to the Spindle-trees (Evonymus).
The Cowberry ( Vacciniutn Vitis-idaea) is a

northern, circumpolar plant which grows a

few inches/ high and forms dense, broad
mats. The leaves are shining green, the

flowers white or pinkish and the fruit dark
red. At any season of the year this little

plant is pleasing. A closely related evergreen

is the Box Huckleberry ( Gaylussacia brachy-

cera), one of the rarest of American plants.

It is a spreading plant growing from six to

ten inches high and has shining green Box-like

leaves.

The Mayflower or Trailing Arbutus {Epi-

gaea repens) common on the borders of rocky
woods and hillsides of New England and
southward, is a lovely plant but alas! not very

amenable under cultivation. Its sweet-

scented white to delicate pink flowers open
beside the remnants of snowdrifts in early

spring. It is regrettable that this plant, a

favorite with everybody, is so coy and hard
to please in gardens. An allied plant, the

Wintergreen or Checkerberry (Gaultheria

procumbens), however, grows readily in any
garden soil. This common shrub, so abund-
ant in woodlands and wild places generally

from Maine southward and west to Michigan,
grows from three to six inches high and has

lustrous dark green ovate leaves clustered on
the top of a ruddy stem and tiny urn-shaped
white flowers which are followed by pure red,

hanging, aromatic fruits.

The Crowberry (Empetrum nigrum), abund-
ant in cold, temperate, and sub-arctic regions

throughout the Northern Hemisphere, has
insignificant leaves, yet it forms neat mats
of dark green in the vicinity of eternal ice and
snow. Its relative, Corema Conradii, is a
more conspicuous plant with broader leaves

and forms compact clusters about six inches

high.

GROUND COVER FOR OPEN PLACES

As a ground cover in the open there is noth-
ing better than the Bearberry (Arctostaphylos

uva-ursi), with its long trailing shoots and
gray-gretn leaves forming a dense carpet.

I he flowers are white or pinkish, urn-shaped,
and borne several together at the end of the

lateral shoots; the fruit is globose and wine-
red. Like many other members of the Heath
family, the Bearberry is not only native of this

country but is spread over the colder regions

of the Northern Hemisphere. This prostrate

evergreen can be used to good effect in many
ways, but I never saw it more appropriately

employed than in a private cemetery on Long
Island, N. Y., where, in an opening in a thin

wood, it carpets a basin or bowl round which
nestle flat graves in clearings of the native

vegetation.

The Creeping Snowberry (Chiogenes ser-

pyllifolia), with thread-like stems and white
fruits is pretty on rocks and tree stumps in

shady places. So, too, is the well-known

Partridgeberry ( Mitchella repens), with a sim-
ilar habit and scarlet fruits, though belonging
to a widely different family.

HEATHER AND IVY

Twice previously in these pages reference
has been made to the Heather (Calluna vul-

garis) and certain Heaths (Erica spp.), but I

may again emphasize the fact that these
charming plants are perfectly hardy provided
they be grown in the open where they may
enjoy the full sun and wind.

For climbing plants with evergreen foliage

we are badly off. The Ivy (Hedera Helix), so
celebrated in poetry and folklore, is not
hard}', although here and there rambling
over an old tomb in a shady part of some
cemetery, a plant may be found more or less

indifferent to the winter’s severity. No other
plant can exactly take the place of the Ivy,
but we are really fortunate in having so good a

substitute as the Japanese Evonymus radicans
and its variety vegetus. These are invaluable
plants with good foliage, are quite hardy, and
admirably adapted for covering walls and
the north and west sides of buildings. On

Mountain Spurge (Pachysandra terminate) is indeed an all

around ground cover growing both in the open and in shade

boulders or even in the open border they form
a fine tangled mass of green. They are root

climbers and have small white flowers in

clusters and attractive white fruits which open
and display the seeds with their orange-

scarlet covering. The juvenile stage, of the

variety vegetus is sold under the name of

Evonymus radicans, var. minimus and also as

Evonymus kezvensis. It has prostrate stems
and prettily marbled rounded foliage and is a

charming cover and rock plant. In China
grows E. radicans, var. acutus and the baby
stage of this plant has ovate, marbled leaves

and from the manner of its growth in the

Arnold Arboretum promises to be a very use-

ful addition to the best of evergreen climbers.

ONE HARDY EVERGREEN VINE

The only hardy and really evergreen twining

vine we have is Lonicera Henryi, a recent

addition from China. Over walls and rocks

this plant makes a delightful tangle and, w'hilst

the flowers are not showy and the fruit is dull

black, the leaves are of good size and dark
green throughout the winter.

There are a few other broad-leaved Ever-
greens whose hardiness in New England is

not yet fully established and a number of the
low-growing plants mentioned here are better
suited for the rockery than for the open
border.

Lawns: Cutting Old and Seeding

New
TX/’HEN cutting the lawns use a sharp mow-

ing machine. A poor “ mower” pul^s out
the young grass roots and all, instead of cut-
ting it. Never let the grass grow more than one
inch high. Regular cutting stimulates root ac-
tion. Roll the lawn after cutting—it pays
to do it at least once a week, but only when
the surface is moderately moist. Never roll,

when surface is wet, especially on clay soil.

Always use a grass catcher or rake off clip-

pings carefully with a lawn rake. Grass
cuttings scattered over the lawn are apt to
mildew. This, in turn, is apt to cause acidity
in the soil. Where grass is cut twice a week,
it may be left to “fly” during July and

*

August. But always catch your clippings,

when crab grass is in sight, since no amount
of raking the clippings will remove the crab
grass seeds which are Bound to drop.

Io keep the lawns in perfect condition dur-
ing the dry spells of summer, judicious water-
ing is essential. Always remember that one
good soaking is preferable to frfequent sprink-
ling. The latter tends to bring the roots to

the surface—to the detriment of the life of the
lawn. Constant sprinkling weakens the
young grass, all watering done after sunset
is twice as beneficial as that done during the
day.

A FEW HINTS ABOUT SEEDING

Thick sowing of grass mixtures—especially

those composed of fine-bladed grasses—is

absolutely essential. 1 he backbone of every

good turf are the Agrostis, Fescue and Poa
types. In order to thrive, their roots should

mingle quickly. If they don’t, they are apt

to draw together in “areas,” leaving small

“pockets.” A conservative suggestion is to

use one pound of thoroughly recleaned seed

to 200 square feet, or for larger areas, six

to eight bushels per acre.

Here are a few mixtures that will be found

particularly suitable for the purposes men-
tioned. It should be borne in mind, how-
ever, that no two soils are exactly alike, hence

the need of selecting mixtures useful for your
own specific needs.

FOR RENOVATING OLD LAWNS

30 % Kentucky Blue

30 C
( Redtop. Fancy

20 % Chewing’s N. Z. Fescue

10 % Rhode Island Bent
IO % Crested Dogstail

FOR PUTTING GREENS

45 % Rhode Island Bent
40 % Creeping Bent

15 % Redtop, Fancy

FOR TURF TENNIS COURTS

40 % Chewing’s N. Z. Fescue
30 % Rhode Island Bent
30 % Red Top, Fancy

FOR POLO GROUNDS

30 % Redtop, Fancy
20 % Rhode Island Bent
20 % Chewing’s N. Z. Fescue
10 % Meadow Fescue
10 % Kentucky Blue
10 % Crested Dogstail

These are average mixtures. Seedsmen offer

ready-made mixtures of grasses, each under a

sort of proprietary name. The leading houses

do not differ essentially from each other in

these “standard” mixtures, which are gen-

erally satisfactory over a large territory. Spe-

cial mixtures will be made up on request to

suit special conditions or peculiar require-

ments, and for any very large undertaking

or for unusual conditions it will often be best

to consult a grass seed expert or lawn making
specialist. For be it always remembered, a

good lawn is the very foundation of a garden

of delight.



Real Lawns Wherever Grass Will Grow
SUMMARIZING THE EXPERIENCES OF THE MOST SUCCESSFUL LAWN MAKING SPECIALISTS— PREPARATION OF

THE SOIL, DRAINAGE, FERTILIZING, SEEDING, CUTTING AND WATERING

OS T lazvns unfortunately, are built

on top of the ground! In striving

after immediate effects, we are all

too apt to disregard the first princi-

ples of turf production—that of putting the soil

in proper condition before sowing seeds. For

unless the soil be prepared properly, a per-

manent lawn is impossible since the grass

merely rests on the top soil instead of grow-

ing in it!

Nearly all soils will support one grass or

another. Yet every grass will do better where
some attention has been paid to the physical

make-up of the soil.

To illustrate:—If you lime your surface

excessively, you are favoring Kentucky Blue

Grass and some of the more valuable grasses,

such as the Fescues. On the other hand if a

soil is neutral or inclined to be of an acid na-

ture the Agrostis types of grass (Bents) will

do best. Not that the Agrostis grasses will

refuse to grow in a neutral or a limed soil,

but results will not be such as where the soil is

prepared to suit the grasses in the first

place.

When planning a new lawn, the first step is

to dig into the soil, to the full depth of a spade,

lifting out as solid a “chunk” as will hold

together on the spade, and study the make-up
of the various “layers.”

Rarely is there more than six inches of

“top soil”—the soil that forms the real basis

of the lawn. Quite frequently, especially

near the house, the soil consists of that stiff,

yellow clay which came out of the cellar

excavation, and a series of tests will often dis-

close a wide variation in the immediate vicin-

ity of the house. You are also apt to find

quantities of lime, plaster, lumps of cement,

broken bricks, etc., all of which have to be
removed before a lawn can be made.

PUTTING THE SOIL IN CONDITION

Since it is not practical to select as many
kinds of grasses as you have varieties of soil,

the logical thing is to put all the soil in such
condition as will support a well-balanced mix-
ture of grasses. This is not difficult. The
quickest way is to dig over (or plow) the whole
surface to be put to grass and then apply

specific remedies for specific needs. Let us

start with an area in which heavy, yellow or

other clay predominates. That kind of soil

needs four things above all else—-drainage,

lime, humus, and available plant food.

If economy is a factor and you have pati-

ence to wait a clay soil can be handled
thus:

Dig or plow as soon as possible in spring and
scatter coal ashes or fine cinders or sand
broadcast. These are as good material as

caa be had to make unwieldy soils more fri-

able. Don’t simply bury them, but incorpor-

ate with the help of cultivator, disc or harrow.

A strawberry cultivator is the best implement
for this purpose, and man power is preferrable

to horsepower in pulling the cultivator, since

it. does not “pack” the soil as badly. Then
scatter either well rotted manure, compost or

commercial humus over the surface and work
that into the soil. Again—don’t dig it under,

but work it in, perhaps with a fork, to a depth
of four inches.

After repeated, light rolling of the land and
cultivating it, sow Pacey’s Rye grass this

spring. This will quickly produce a good
green lawn but it is not permanent. By fall,

this Rye grass will have fulfilled its mission,

having further mellowed the soil, and have
given the manure or compost a chance to be-

Lime is an important factor in fitting most soils for

grasses. Specialists use a lime spreader
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come properly decomposed. It is now ready
to be turned under, to enrich the soil with
fibre and humus. Spade to a depth of about
six inches, scatter air-slacked lime and bone-
meal at the rate of ten pounds to every hun-
dred square feet, and seed the ground to a

well-balanced, permanent mixture.

MAKING ENTIRELY NEW TOP SOIL

On the other hand, assuming you are re- ,

luctant to wait a year there are two possible

methods of procedure: sodding or making over
the top soil.

Seldom indeed, can sod composed of de-

sirable grasses be had; again, some seeds will

have to be sown anyway, since hurriedly laid

sod never “joins” perfectly the first year.

Lastly, most sod is “hide-bound” and re-

quires a great deal of “feeding” to become a

self-sustaining lawn. It should be rolled often

and spike perforating rollers must frequently

be used to aerate the soil under the sod. Of
course, there are exceptions. Good sod and
sodding will save time and trouble on em-
bankments, slopes and similar places where
excessive rains may wash. As a general rule, a

thorough preparation of the top soil and seed-

ing is the most satisfactory course to pursue in

the long run.

Clay soil itself is not an entirely undesirable

basis for lawns, since it retains moisture well,

but its stiff, tenacious nature must be broken
by adding clean, sharp building sand and
humus. On an area of 25 x 40 ft. Mr. Tucker
finds the best results in general from this

formula as used in his practice: 1 yard of

building sand and 1 ton of fine granulated

humus, with 100 pounds sheep manure and

50 pounds of a chemical fertilizer of about

35 : 6= 10: 1. (A yard of soil or sand equals 9
Canal barrow loads or a wagon load, 9 feet

long, 3 feet wide, one foot deep).

Mix thoroughly, screen through f-inch

mesh and scatter broadcast, as evenly as

possible, and roll twice with a lawn roller.

Then rake or cultivate the surface and remove
all stones. Let the surface lay in this condi-

tion for two or three days, then prepare your
seed bed by rolling and dragging the surface to

get it as even as possible. Sow the seeds in
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Too much stress cannot be laid on the importance of pre-
liminary preparation of the ground

two directions—first nortli to south, then
east to west. Choose a still day and sow
only when the ground is in fair gardening
condition. After seeding, go over the soil

both ways with a special disk-harrow or disk

cultivator to get the seeds at Jeast \ inch into

the soil. Hand rake to even up, roll again,

and you should get the kind of a lawn that

you can be proud of.

UNDER DRAINAGE

Draining the subsoil must not be over-

looked. No matter how well the top soil

is prepared nor how well the grass may flour-

ish at the start, if the subsoil lacks drainage,

moisture will stagnate beneath the turf.

Now, stagnant moisture either eliminates air

space or poisons the air at the roots. Either

result is disastrous, since young grass of

the better and most desirable lawn kinds

does not thrive under such conditions. More-
over, such soil condition encourages the
growth of sorrel, an undesirable tenant in

good lawns.

One way to secure proper drainage is to

remove all the top soil to a depth of 6 inches

and construct a cinder bed, two inches deep,

of ordinary coal ashes, or power house or loco-

motive cinders. Or dig the soil to a depth of

IO inches, and incorporate the cinders into

the lower stratum, or work the cinders lightly

into the subsoil, then scatter a 2-inch layer of

half rotted stable manure over this and re-

place the top soil. In extreme cases, tile

may prove necessary. But since conditions

differ so greatly, even on one and the same
country estate, that phase of lawn construc-

tion becomes the work of specialists in that

field.

WHEN YOUR GRASS LOOKS
YELLOW AND SICK

I he chances are there is

just one thing wrong, viz:

the soil is sour or getting
so. Sour or acid soil is

generally the result of
either of two conditions:
lack of drainage, or the
top soil itself is such as

to not admit sufficient

air.

In addition, there is

the possibility of per-

fectly good top soil, well

drained, becoming full of

acidity. Supposing you
followed the advice of a

specialist last fall and
sowed Rye or Clovers. It was their mission to

enrich their soil with nitrogen, while the green
forage, turned under, would act as “green”
manure. But if such herbage, turned under,
is not given at least a month m which to de-
compose, the resulting fermentation will al-

most have the same effect on the top soil as

lack of drainage—they will sour it and put
it in decidedly unsanitary condition for any
grasses, while sorrel, plantains, dandelions and
other top rooted plants thrive. So, don’t
let weeds deceive you as to the condition of
your soil.

The specific remedy for such cases is ground
or shell lime which should be applied at the
rate of 50 pounds to every 1000 square feet

of lawn. An equal quantity of charcoal will

likewise prove beneficial.

KEEPING LAWNS WELL

After a lawn or turf has been constructed on
a proper foundation and is in flourishing con-
dition, the price at which it may be main-
tained is constant vigilance. Occasionally
spots develop in the best of lawns. To
remedy defects due to causes other than acid-

ity is largely a matter of properly “feeding”
the grass by fertilizing and aerating the soil

underneath it.

Prior to every fertilization, the sod should
be opened up or perforated with either a per-

forating roller (where large areas require

treatment), or a hand sod perforator may
suffice where home-lawns of ordinary dimen-
sions need attention. I hese tools are de-

signed to break up surface cohesion. This is

the term used by experts to describe “hide-
bound” lawns which are generally the result

of too much rolling when the ground is wet.

Lawn perforating encourages the grass roots

Alter seeding give a thorough rolling and “cross raking”

to spread and thicken the turf, besides

aerating the soil. After spiking, humus,
sheep manure or commercial fertilizer should
be applied, to be followed by rolling

with ordinary medium weight roller. Most
standard “complete” lawn grass fertilizers

contain 3! per cent, nitrogen, 6-IO per

cent, phosphoric acid, 1 per cent.-2 per cent,

potash.

An application of a fertilizer containing
these elements will prove particularly, effec-

tive before the rainy season of either spring

or fall, the latter part of March or early

April being generally considered the best

time. Bone Meal gives sufficient lime and
staying plant food to make frequent applica-

tions throughout the season highly beneficial.

Humus will supply the vegetable matter or

compost, so essential to lighten any soil and
encourage healthy vegetation. Some “ pre-

pared” humus has chemical fertilizer added.

Sheep manure is a concentrated form of organic-

matter suitable for liberal use. Add a “com-
plete” fertilizer frequently, in small quanti-

ties, and the lawns cannot help but look well-

cared for, well-fed, healthy and buoyant
with life.

Occasionally spots develop that are be-

yond redemption so far as treating the soil

beneath them is concerned. The most effec-

tive and economical remedy in such cases is

to dig and remove the soil to a depth of 6 to

8 inches. Then cover base of the excavation

with two inches of cinders, mix soil, manure,
and sand to fill two additional inches and
fill balance of spot with a top dressing like

that previously, described for new top soil.

Roll lightly both ways, rake perfectly level,

sow seeds and proceed as suggested pre-

viously.

Putting in a foundation of lime, loam etc., to support the fertile topsoil Commercially prepared humus as used by lawn building specialists, to improve the topsoil



Planting Fruit Trees for Home Use STMFR

[Editor’s Note.—In last month’s issue the fitness or otherwise of dwarf fruit trees was discussed from the home garden point of view; because

the conditions will vary in different regions it was emphasized that no general rule could be laid down. Moreover it is not desirable to plant dwarffruits un-

less they are to be given the attention they require; but inasmuch as the home garden is not a commercial orchard there are great opportunities for the

dwarf fruit tree if only because it enables the gardener to indulge in a big variety on a comparatively small area. The reader is advised to consider the present

article in the understanding of last month’s contribution , which laid down certain basic facl.\

W HEN
planting
dwarf
fruits the

average man has to

adapt himself to a

newscaleof distances;
and indeed this is

quite important.

Where apples are to

be used on walls they
will frequently need

18 to 20 feet of wall

space, while pears on
standard roots might
be given as much as

30 feet, sour cherries

on Mahaleb roots 15

feet, nectarines and
peaches may be con-

tained in 15 feet
width, plums and ap-

ricots 20 feet. In

some instances where
figs are grown 15 to 18

feet are allowed; this

with walls 12 feet

high. If the walls are

not SO high a greater This dwarf apple, grafted on

distance should be
given. Thus, on a wall 6 feet high, a dwarf
apple on Doucin stock may need 30 feet,

cherries and pears up to 35 feet, some of the

plums almost as much. Some varieties will

stand more pruning back than others.

In planting the aim should be to set the

trunk at least 9 inches from the wall so that

it will not be in touch with it. In some in-

stances trees which have already been trained

and are five or six years old or more are se-

cured and planted in order to furnish imme-
diate returns, while the trees which are to

permanently occupy the space are given

more time to develop.

ADVANTAGES OF WIRES VS. WALLS

Espaliers on wires have the advantage over

wall trees in that they can bear on both sides.

The fruit can become very much better col-

ored. The bush, small standard or pyramid
trees when on Paradise root may be planted at

12 feet apart; when on Doucin root 20 feet

would be better, but even this will be modified

to some extent by the variety. A variety

such as Winter Banana or Wagener which
comes into bearing early and persists will not

attain the same height nor spread as Tompkins
King or Stayman or some other free-growing

variety, and it is important that one become
familiar with the habit of each variety before

determining the distance to give it.

WHAT KIND OF STOCK

For the man who likes to grow fruit as a

recreation, probably there is nothing which
can furnish so much satisfaction as a selection

of high class apples on the Paradise stock.

In passing it may be mentioned that the

Paradise stock, or as some call it, French
Paradise, is the one which gives the most
dwarfing effect of all; it is the only one to use

for Cordons and small Espalier; while the

Doucin, sometimes called the English or

broad-leaved Paradise, is only semi-dwarf.

pinched back with the

exception of one or

two which are allowed

to continue the

growth in the main
direction, that is, in

the horizontal they
are continued horiz-

ontal, in the upright

cordon the upper
shoot is allowed to

pass on upward. Dur-
ing the winter time
these are shortened

back to keep the tree

in bounds and this is

much more easily ac-

complished after the

tree comes into bear-

ing than before. As
soon as the tree is

well in bearing these

leaders can be cut

back to two or three

buds and should
growth still continue

to be too rampant it

is the custom in Eu-
Doucin stock has been trained to form a table. Its trunk shows that it has acquired some age rope to root-prune.

The trees may attain a height of 20 feet when
grown on this root. Of all forms the bush or

small standard is the most easy to handle and
perhaps the most satisfactory, although if one
decides to plant on the property line probably

nothing would make a more satisfactory hedge
or division fence than a row of upright cor-

dons. The upright cordon also lends itself

to shaping so that it may be trained to con-

stitute an arch, depending somewhat on the

location.

Winter and summer pruning are usually

given; as soon as the bulk of the shoots have
made a growth of 7 or 8 leaves they are

Walls offer positive protection from cold. Thus in Western
New York this apricot thrives on the wall of a house

THE ART OF ROOT-PRUNING

A trench is dug three or four feet away
from the tree and every root is cut off, per-

haps half the tree is done at one time and half

at another. This may be done any time be-

tween early winter and May. We have suc-

cessfully root-pruned trees in June, but pre-

fer to not do it later than this, our idea being

that up to June all growth made is taken from
food already stored in the trees the previous

year; certainly the bulk of it is. From this

time on the tree is busily engaged in the forma-

tion of fruit buds, and the storing of sap for

the ensuing year and if its energies are largely

centred in the production of fruit buds, little

pruning should be given which would upset

it. The root-pruning may be just as well

done when the leaves drop in fall as in early

spring and at the time of root-pruning a cer-

tain amount of heading back can then be

accomplished. If the tree is growing too

vigorously it may be root pruned on both

sides. In the case of wall trees and where the

wall runs into the ground to the extent of

two feet all the roots will be found to be on one

side of the wall. Occasionally a tree is found

which has a deep-growing tap root and from

our experience this is more common in Spy
than in any other variety we grow. To keep a

tree dwarf it is necessary to cut this. Apple

trees on Paradise should be planted deep

enough, yet not so deep that the trunk sends

out roots. I have seen them planted 4 inches

deeper than the bud with advantage, but in

such cases it is necessary to examine them
from time to time and make sure the trunk is

not sending out roots.

There is a great tendency for small standard

or bush trees on Paradise to blow over. The
deep planting tends to assist them to remain

upright. They are not as long lived as stand-

ard trees.

From time to time diseased and affected
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branches will be found which will demand
their removal. Such work can u'sually be done
without injury and the tree rebuilt.

WHAT VARIETIES TO PLANT

Apples: From our experience thus far we
have found the following list of varieties of

apples to be very successful as dwarfs: Astra-

chan, Primate, Chenango, Oldenburg,Wealthy,
\\ agener. Spy, Badey Sweet, Cox Orange, Mc-
Intosh, and we are informed that Fall Pippin,

Williams Red, Mother, and Gravenstein are

equally successful. It seems unwise to grow
ordinary varieties in the garden, so that, while

Bismarck is extremely beautiful, and grows
very well as a dwarf, it is hardly worth the
room; the same is true of Alexander, Twenty
Ounce, Beitigheimer and probably serveral

other varieties. Probably Baldwin, Sutton,

Grimes, Winesap, and Yellow Transparent
should be added to the list of desirables.

Pears are dwarfed by budding the variety

on the quince root, but not all varieties unite

well with the quince and it not infrequently

happens that about the time the tree is 6 or 7
years old the top blows over. \ here is no
reason, however, why we should not as time
goes on select some dwarf-growing seedling

pear roots and use these for the purpose of

propagating some of these varieties which are

indifferent growers on the quince root. Now
it is necessary in order to grow them on the

quince to double work, i. e. the trunk is of a

variety which will unite with the quince, the

top is the one desired. At the present time
the varieties which are usually budded direct

on the quince are Angouleme, Anjou, Bart-

lett, Seckel, Louise Bonne, Lawrence, and all

of these lend themselves very well to training.

Among varieties which also are of value

because they can be trained easily but which
are difficult to bud direct on to quince may be

mentioned Bose, Nelis, Easter Buerre, Jose-

phine, Comice, Diel.

Peaches and Nectarines are usually grown
on plum stocks in order to dwarf them, and
frequently they are budded on the Lombard

Wagener apple on Doucin stock. Eight years from the bud
and six years planted. Orchard in sod

Pyramid trained dwarf apple tree which is an object of in-
terest in the border and from which the owner can gather
the crop as he wants

plum trunk in order to get the result. For
growing under glass they are frequently top-

worked 3 or 4 feet from the ground and the

fan-shaped wall tree is the form which seems
to find the most favor. If they are to be
grown out-of-doors, there is no need for them
to be budded so high on the trunk; they would
be much better if they were but 6 inches from
the ground. In regions where the winters are

too severe for peaches to live without shelter

the espalier ma}' be laid down and covered
for winter.

One thing to remember in pruning the

Peach is that the fruit is borne on wood
of the previous year’s growth. Under cer-

tain conditions a certain amount of summer
pruning is given. Any excess of branches
which start are pinched back from time to

time, and weak shoots which are apt to

crowd are removed.
In the winter time another pruning is usu-

ally given which consists of the thinning out
of the wood, the removal of old wood or any
which is diseased and the rearrangement of the

new. The peach will stand considerable prun-

ing. It must not be allowed to become too thick.

The nectarine is also well worthy of con-

sideration and when grown under glass is

highly esteemed even in Western New ork

which is recognized as a fruit growing section.

PEACHES ON A HEAVY SOIL

Those having a very heavy soil and wishing

to grow peaches may do so by having them on
the plum stock. The plum root is much better

adapted to the heavy land than is the peach.

Anybody attempting to grow dwarf plums
should select the best of each class, for in-

stance, among the Japanese, Red June, Abund-
ance, and Burbank may be used, but they are

apt to overgrow the stock and be short lived.

They grow very rapidly so that it is probably

best to use them as small standards rather

than as wall or espalier trees.

Among the European varieties, those which

are particularly desirable include Bavay,

Reine Claude, Coe’s Golden Drop, Bradshaw,

Italian Prune, Shropshire Damson, French

Damson, Grand Duke, MiddLeburg, Sannois,

which are all valuable on account of their

high quality. As at present grown in the

American nurseries, these are budded on
Myrobolan stock. In order to dwarf them
they might be budded upon the Sand Cherry.
As a rule most of the European varieties form
their fruit spurs on one and two year-old
branches and in pruning care should be taken
to give them ample light. They will stand
considerable thinning. 1 he best results are
usually secured by growing them as stand-
ards rather than as espalier.

Dzt arf Cherries are secured by budding them
on the Mahaleb roots. Sour cherries unite

much better with this root than the sweets,

and since the Morello cherry, which is a very
sour black cherry when ripe, is normally a

dwarf grower, it is one of the best to use as a

dwarf tree. The sweet cherries when budded
on this stock are not nearty so successful as

the sours. They are much more apt to die

at the time they come into bearing than to

live. Among good varieties of Sour Cherries

are Richmond, Montmorency and Morello.

TREES IN POTS

All kinds of dwarf trees may be grown in

pots. In this form they may be grown in the

greenhouse and made to produce their fruit

out of season. A 12-inch pot is adequate for a

dwarf apple on Paradise roots and consider-

able interest may be aroused by the growing
of figs in such, even in Northern New \ ork.

They will need some shelter during the winter

months but may be plunged in the soil out-

of-doors during the summer. 1 he plants will

need liberal feeding of commercial fertilizers

during the growing season or moderate water-

ings of liquid manure may be given especially

at the time the fruit is ripening.

While there does not seem very much open-

ing for dwarf trees as a commercial proposi-

tion the time may come faster than we now
think when the demand for the highest class

of fruit will warrant their consideration, but
for the large mass of suburbanites and for

those who wish to have the pleasure of grow-
ing these handsome small trees they are a

source of much enjoyment and undoubtedly
can be made to be of profit.

Wagener on Paradise stock; same age as the tree on the left

and growing under like conditions Height 5 ft.
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THE MOST SERVICEABLE HARDY SHRUBS THAT FIT AROUND THE HOME AND WHY THEY EXCEL— PLANT NOW
/ FOR THIS YEAR’S EFFECTS

T
HE home maker who plans a garden
should learn to understand the sim-

plicity of shrubbery planting whether
for ornament or for screen or shelter,

and that the best hedges are made of the very

commonest plants. The Osage Orange and

Honey Locust (Gleditschia) are harsh affairs,

and fast passing out of use for hedges. The
Osage Orange has the advantage of being free

from insects and the Honey Locust is nearly

immune, except that the mice gnaw it badly

about the roots. The Pyracantha, or Fire

Thorn is able to resist cattle and is far better

than either of the above plants near a house;

the white-fruited variety is entirely hardy in

New England and New York. It is hard to

charming, especially when it sifts the moon-
beams through it. In the hedge form this

foliage is very attractive and ornamental. 1

have had the Siberian Pea-tree recommended
to me for hedge work; in South Africa it is

the chief hedge plant. With me in Western
New York, the foliage is most beautiful while

the plant is entirely hardy.
However, all in all, for a hedge plant where

considerable strength and turning power is

needed, there is nothing better than the Buck-
thorn, or Blackthorn. I have never seen one
give up after it has been put in use, but I do
not know where to find an Osage Orange hedge
in the state of New York. Uhe Buckthorn
needs trimming about three times a year, and

Swamp Dogwood (Comus Amomum) blooming in June
and July is a strong growing shrub that will endure partial

shade

For base or frontal planting of tall growing shrubs the
white tasselled Deutzia gracilis is excellent. Flowers very
early

conceive of a hedge of this sort as looking

badly from neglect. It grows easily from

cuttings, and is so astonishingly thorny that

neither fowl nor beast

will touch it twice.

In fact, there is noth-

ing better than this

Thorn around the

suburban garden, or

at the rear of a place

likely to be invaded

by boys.

Dwarf pears and
apples have been used

for hedges. These if

planted about three

feet apart and not

trimmed up at all will

interlock their limbs

impenetrably. They
are very long lived,

but not necessarily

very handsome and,

of course, spraying

will usually need
yearly attention. The
English Hawthorn
does very well in

Northern sections,

when it is not at-

tacked by woolly
aphis, a pest that is

very destructive during dry seasons. Growing
wild, this Thorn makes a very dense bush, and
when we use it for a hedge the individuals

should be planted far enough apart to let them
develop their characteristics. The cross breds

and sports of the Hawthorn are equally good,

and some of them far more beautiful. The
Paul’s Double Scarlet is simply superb,

whether grown as a hedge or as a single plant.

If you can find seed of the Thornless Honey
Locust, you will get just as good a hedge plant

as if you grew the Three-thorn variety. I have
been able to get a single tree (now forty feet

high) of this exquisite variety. There is not

on it a single thorn, of any size. The foliage is

For late summer bloom the Rose of Sharon, in its multi-
tude of varieties, single and double, is a well liked
favorite .

it can be cut very close without doing any
mischief. I cut mine back one half or»more
about once in ten years. The mice never

gnaw this plant, and
nothing else attacks

it, except the plum
louse. This aphis
breeds as freely on
the Buckthorn as on
the Plum, passing

later in the season to

the Hop yards. It is

a good plan to mulch
any of these hedges,

especially where mice
are dreaded, with coal

ashes—from anthra-

cite coal. This gritty

stuff is a great bother

to mice, and to any
other gnawing crea-

tures.

The Common
Lilacs are frequently

used, but to my fancy

are not by any means
as good as the Persian.

The new F rench
Lilacs, double and
semi-double, can be

set in close rows,

about four or five feet
\\ hen planting a hedge pay attention to the soil and see to it that the situation is one where the plants have a chance to

grow. Competition with big trees for light and food is not a favorable condition
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Flowering shrubs planted on a division line and given room to grow hide fences and rails
(Hybrid Lilacs used here)

American Fringe Tree, (rear) and Weigela (front) grown as single specimens illustrate the
way to get the real beauty of flowering shrubs

apart, and will give a display unequalled during
May and June, and after that are by no means
unsightly. The white-flowering Common Lilac

must not be planted with the other Common
Lilac, for it grows twice as stout and twice as

tall. The Tree Lilac could be made into a very
stout hedge, but must be planted at least six

or eight feet apart; this of course would only
serve for ornament. The Persian Lilacs will

require great width of room, not less than ten

or twelve feet, for they hang over irj dense
masses of bloom during May. One effective

arrangement is to place rocks in front of the

shrubs, among which ferns are planted.

There is considerable of the windbreak about
these large plants, and that is no trifling object,

even in the suburbs of town. Behind them
can be grown some plants which are semi-

hardy, such as many of the Hybrid Rhododen-
drons.

The Weigelas make good hedges, but the

wood is brittle, and after awhile the roots rot,

and need renewal. But planted with Deutzia
gracilis, or some other low creeping shrub in

front* it is a useful shrub, and moreover it

grows well in shade. The Hydrangeas have
much to recommend them. The fairly new H.
arborescens. Hills of Snow, that blossoms all

summer, from the first of June, is better than
the popular H. paniculata grandiflora. One
more shrub of exceedingly good effect is the

Althea or Rose of Sharon and here again the

wood is brittle, and some sorts are not quite

hardy, when young; they grow hardier as they
grow older. If planting Altheas select those

that have have about the same style of

growth.

For exquisite color in the winter, a line of

Red-barked Dogwood beats everything. In

the summer this plant is not at all pretty or

attractive, although it has a delicate white
flower; but at the time when the foliage drops

from deciduous trees, this plant changes its

green bark to a deep rich crimson -a habit

shown by almost all trees and plants, but in

this case very conspicuously so. It is delight-

ful to look at all winter. Its only rival is a

long line of Barberries. The birds rarely

touch the Barberry, at least not until Spring,

so we have the beauty of the scarlet fruit all

winter. Here again, however, we have to

remember that the wood is brittle. I should

prefer to set my plants six feet apart, and let

them lean over and tangle up with each

other.

I he Purple Beech is fine as a single specimen
and also makes splendid hedges, and so will

any Beech if eaten off by cattle, or trimmed by
man, until stubbed. The ordinary Purple
Beech is not quite hardy but Rivers’ (which
is the best colored too) is frost proof. It is

superb in leaf, equally beautiful in the autumn
browning, and noble when it stands naked.

In the Southern States I use Privet very
freely, and am inclined to recommend the

Amoor River sort for general planting in the

North. It blossoms when quite small, and is

pretty when grown as an individual plant.

We can also grow the Japan Evonymus in

Horida, and the Cape Jessamine. Our Roses
also are very effective, but they do not surpass
a close row of Camellia japomca; and if one is

to use a trellis, it would be difficult to conceive
anything finer than a screen of Cherokee Rose,
with the Camellias fronting it. The rugosa
Roses are very attractive for their luxuriant

foliage as well as their flowers, but the free-

flowering leas in the South are close rivals.

1 he best shrub of all, for lawn, garden, or

hedge, I think is the Tartarian Honeysuckle,
a bush growing eight or ten feet high, and never

better than when allowed to take nearly its own
way of growth. It is gloriously covered with
bloom in May, after which you may use the

shears somewhat. It is grand for a windbreak as

well as a hedge, and it will break a line of snow
drift thoroughly. If it is broken at any point

it will soon fill up the gap of its own accord.

Indeed, a hedge of this sort may be left for

years untouched; and then you may use your
shears as freely as you like.

There are few plants better fitted than the

Japan Quince to make low growing hedges,

and dividers between lawns. It forms an
impenetrable hedge, is sufficiently thick and
thorny, and it is gloriously beautiful in the

flowering season.

I do not recommend any special treatment
for hedges, farther than to give them good
garden soil, and thorough mulching when
planted. Use very little barnyard manure,
unless such as has been thoroughly composted
with other material.

A country home is beautiful very largely

according to the taste displayed in planting.

You can spoil as easily as you can ornament.

It is important to know whether a screen is

wanted, or a low growing flower-giving divi-

sion line. I have even seen the trifoliate

Orange planted for a lawn hedge close by

houses. It is a terrible plant, fit only to turn
range cattle. To get rid of such a hedge after
it has taken possession of the ground is a task
few like to tackle.

The Art of Planting Trees and
Shrubs

T 1 IS a critical time (as far as the welfare
of the plants is concerned) when they

reach the planter. With the roots wrapped
and the tops all bundled up, dormant stock
will endure a great deal of knocking around
before it is unpacked; but as soon as the wrap-
pings are taken off, conditions are changed.
The unwrapping should be done in a sheltered,

shady place for even gentle winds and sun-
shine can accomplish wonders in taking mois-

ture from the roots. If the unpacking must
be done in the open, dig a trench in the ground
into which the roots can be laid so that a

shovelful of soil can be thrown over them at

once. This is “heeling-in.” It may be well

also to water them if they are to be left thus

for any considerable time. Even when heeled

in use burlap wrappings or other covers to

protect the tops of the plants from exposure

until planted.

When planting, be sure that the hole is

sufficiently large. The effects of too small a

hole will be marked in stunted growth, per-

haps for years to come. Never put fresh

manure in the ground; when planting use well

rotted manure and do not let that come in

actual contact with the roots. Before plant-

ing cut off, with a clean cut, any broken roots.

It will be well also to reduce the top in some
degree. Usually about one-third of the growth

should be taken out or cut back. Remember
the roots have suffered a shock in trans-

planting, so do not overtax their strength.

Make the soil around newly set plants really

firm, using a maul or tamper for large plants

and tramping very firmly about smaller ones.

Give a thorough watering—this helps to settle

the soil and fill up any spaces. Finally mulch.

This is really important. A mulch may con-

sist of constantly stirred soil; but something

should be done to conserve moisture, and the

mulch should be retained in condition through-

out the first year after planting. Newly
planted evergreens should be protected from

winds.
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How the European War
affects American Lawns
South German Agrostis—the backbone of

all putting green mixtures—is absolutely out

of the market. So are the fine-leaved and
Sheep Fescues. All these grasses form impor-

tant parts in Grass Mixtures of Quality. Sub-
stitutes for different purposes must be used

with discretion and a thorough knowledge of

what they will and will not do. Chewing’s
N. Z. Fescue, for illustration, one of the few
fescues available in any quantity, varies con-

siderably in quality and quickly loses germ-
ination! Red Top, the best grass permissi-

ble to take the place of German Agrostis,

varies so greatly in grade that great caution

must be exercised when buying it. I am al-

ways ready to state the analytical purity and
vitality as ascertained for me by the best

laboratories in the country.

Let me prescribe

Specific Mixtures

for YOUR Needs

Over ioo Country Clubs, besides many
private estates, bestow their patronage upon
me year after year, with the perfect confi-

dence of being served in ioo point fashion.

I offer no “cure-all” for lawn ills! I rather

investigate your specific lawn troubles and
suggest remedies based on 20 years’ experi-

en#. Write me to-day for “Interesting
Data on Agrostology,” also “ Practical Illus-

trations on Turf Production.” These two ab-
solutely unique brochures are gladly mailed
FREE to every reader of The Garden Mag-
azine. Write to-day stating what interests

you most.

Right Now is The Time to Prepare

for Beautiful Lawns
’ELL-KEPT grounds and lawns
relate to the home as a frame
does to a picture. And the

setting of many a pretty home
is spoiled by lawns that fail to satisfy. Lawns
of lasting beauty and utility are generally

the result of deliberate study and careful

work. To attempt the making of lawns
without thorough study of the soils that are

to support them, invites disappointments.

As a lawn specialist, I of-

fer to analyze your soil

and make such recom-
mendations as will guaran-
tee you perfect lawns, no
matter where you live.

First Aid to

Your Turf

Yov will enjoy

reading these

FREE Books

PerlWps the most urgent

need of all lawns at this

time is rolling, spiking and
fertilizing. Tucker’s Putt-

ing Green Roller makes as

ideal a lawn roller as I

know of. It leaves a cleaner, smoother sur-

face than a wooden roller. Being built of

4 iron cylinder sections, it is practically ever-

lasting. So well-aligned and
so perfectly balanced that a

boy can roll it with ease. De-
tailed description on request.

Price $23.00 f. o. b. New York.

Weight 150 pounds.
Frequently rolled turf on

clay soil is apt to become
“hidebound.” To remedy
this condition I advise the use

of a perforating roller, the

spikes of which penetrate the

sod and stimulate root action.

Before every fertilization, the

sod should be spiked open. My specially

designed and improved Perforating Rollers

for either hand or horse power will be found

Why lawns don’t thrive is fully ex-

plained in my prospectus
“
Practical

Illustrations of Turf Production
.”

Not a scientific treatise on soils and
seeds, but plain statements how to

secure perfect lawns at least expense.

Fully illustrated with many views of

my work. "Interesting Data on
Agrostology ” will tell you what is re-

quired to put lasting lawns around
every home. Write for these free

books TO-DAY

to do the work effectively, easily and thor-

oughly. Tell me what lawn areas you have
and I will send full details about the perfor-

ating roller that will best serve your needs.

Everything for The Links

in any quantity but of only one quality—
THE BEST—is available here at reason-
able prices. Grass Seeds and supplies of
every description have been the object of

my special study for near-

ly a quarter century. As
the result, hundreds of the

leading country clubs and
estates depend on me to

supply them every year
with all they need to keep
lawn, links and turf in

perfect condition.

Put your lawn problems
up to me—I shall pre-

scribe seeds and supplies

best for your specific

needs. Properly handled
they are guaranteed to pro-

duce results you want.

Everything for the Links
TRADE MARK

Reg. V. 8. Pat. Off.

Lawn Items of

Immediate Interest

Tucker’s “Magnet” Fertilizer is

of the highest guaranteed analy-

sis. A specific help for thin turf

on clay, sandy, gravelly or loamy
clay soils. It will stimulate

growth and improve the color of

turf. W ill green up any brown or

burnt spot. Price $24 per hun-
dred, subject to market changes.

Sample on request.

Many other specific “Magnet”
remedies are available for different

purposes, such as eradicating

worms, ants, weeds, etc. Send
for list and prices.

For Seeding New Groundor renovating old lawns,

I recommend my “
Defiance” Permanent Lawn Mix-

ture. Per bushel (of 28 lbs.) $8.50; $30 per 100 lbs.

For Shady Places use “Defiance” Perma-
nent Shady Lawn Mixture—per bushel

$8.50; $30 per 100 lbs. All grass seeds de-

livered anywhere in the U. S.

William Tucker
Grass and Turf Specialist

35 Nassau Street, New York

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too.
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Garden Necessities That Repay You
Bushes, plants, vines must have some kind of support and protection in order that they may

grow most luxuriously. The best for the purpose, the one that combines beauty in itself as well
as proper construction for endurance, is always the cheapest in the end. Trellises and bed

guards repay many times over in plants, blossoms and foliage.

The Excelsior Rust Proof Trellis on the end of the porch
shown here not only supports the vines, but is ornamental as

well. The bed guards are of the same make

—

same construction and materials. These

Trellises and Bed Guards
are made of heavy, tough, springy steel wires,

which are held at every intersection in the vise-

like grip of the Excelsior Steel Clamp, a pat-

ented feature. AFTER making, the

whole fabric is galvanized by the

Excelsior Process, that not only
makes it rust proof, but thoroughly
and completely solders it into one
rigid mass. These trellises won’t
buckle, droop or sag. Winds and
shock have no effect on them. They
can be taken down and used over,

and will last for years.

To insure getting full value for

your money, ask your hardware
dealer for these products. We also

make Excelsior fences, tennis
fences,tree guards, gates,and similar

garden necessities. We will cheer-

fully send catalog B on request.

WRIGHT WIRE CO.
Worcester, Mass.

Horsford’s And Lily

Cold Weather Bulbs

Plants

And

Flower

Seeds

That

Grow

Old - fashioned

Flowers, D e 1
-

phiniums, Peo-
nies, Iris, Fox-
gloves, Holly-

hocks, Wild Flowers, Ferns, Trees,

Shrubs, Vines, etc.

The Fruits I offer are selected va-

rieties which resist extreme cold.

Those that easily winter kill are

not included. Don’t fail to see our
new catalogue before placing your
spring orders. Prices are very low,

considering the quality of stock.

Ask for catalogue N.

F. H. HORSFORD,
Charlotte, Vermont

,0SES S/' NEW CASTLE
—the most authoritative book on rose planting, cultiva-
tion and pruning ever published. Beautifully printed in
colors, this valuable guide gives special prices and tells

all about our famous Roses, Plants and Bulbs. It’s the
lifetime experience of America's largest rose growers.
You will be astonished at our low prices. Tells how
we prepay express charges anywhere in the U. S. and
guarantee safe delivery. Write to the Rose Specialists
for your copy to-day.'

HELLER BROS. CO., Box 421, New Castle, lnd.

For

and Pleasure

On your lawn, road-
side or other non-
productive ground.

$ioo to $300 per

acr^iet profit; fine shade, too. Write for free Nut
Bo™ Hardy Northern varieties. Largest Northern
Pecan Nursery in America.

McCOY NUT NURSERIES
719 Old State Bank Bldg. Evansville, lnd.

Comments on New Carnations

nPHE turbulent desire for something that is

new, or different, saturates every human
spirit, and the novelty creators are constantly
endeavoring to satisfy this incessant craving.

1 he call for novelties in flowers is just as

emphatic as the call for novelties in fashion.

Every new creation is the “ best ever, ” just as

the latest and newest baby is “the cutest

thing.” Every creator’s goose is a swan in his

own estimation and it devolves upon the critic

to turn on the current of cold facts in his critical

analysis. But location, climate, atmospheric
and soil conditions enter into the growing of

flowers to such an extent that even the cold

critic may err in his judgments, and it is not
always safe or even fair to call the introducer to

account for a seeming failure. His novelty
may be all he claims for it in his locality, and
yet be an utter failure in another.

In the case of Carnations, this truth has been
emphasized many times. The western-raised

Carnations, with few exceptions, have never
materialized in the East, while the eastern-

raised varieties invariably have done well both
in the East and West. Enchantress (Fisher)

and Beacon (Fisher) are two sterling varieties

that have stood the test of time in every cli-

‘mate and vicissitude, and they are used as

standards of comparison.
1 here have been many pink and white vari-

eties that have stood well the test of time, but
no red and scarlet colors. While there have
been many aspirants, few of them have been
long lived. Beacon is the one outstanding
exception.

1 he past two years have seen a number of

new-comers and they are principally in the red

and scarlet class. Their survival is a question

that only time can answer. The latest and most
promising of this year’s offerings is a western-

raised variety named “Iheonanthus” (Anthon
Thea). It traces its genealogy back to Scott

and Lawson by way of Enchantress, a noble

line of ancestors. It has an exceptionally large

flower and a fine scarlet color, with a good
stem, and may be likened to a scarlet En-
chantress. In and around Chicago it is well

and favorably spoken of. It certainly looks

like a winner. The demand for stock from all

accounts is going to be heavy. There may not

be enough to supply the demand this year.

Merry Christmas, another novelty of the same
color, is not well enough known to the writer*®

pass judgment on.

Of last year’s introductions the scarlet

“Nebraska” looks the best. It certainly is a

beauty. In size, color, and habit 1 heonanthus
will have to travel some to beat it. \ ery little

of it has been disseminated in the East, and
stock will still be scarce this year. I lie stock

as grown in the West, Middle West and East, is

giving entire satisfaction and it looks like a

universal sort. It is vigorous and healthy,

(Continued on page 184)

The Readers' Sendee will gladly furnish information about Retail Shops
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America now leads the world in the production of high

grade Asters, and our own famous strains, grown
under our personal supervision, are acknowledged by

experts to be unsurpassed.

We offer in our 1917 Garden Book over sixty dis-

tinct varieties and colors, but particularly recom-

mend the following collection of six sorts, embracing

several distinct types and colors, and which we feel

sure will, on account of their free growth, profuse

flowering, large size, and general excellence please the

most critical growers of this popular flower:

DREER’S SIX FAMOUS AMERICAN ASTERS
Dreer’s Peerless Pink. Conceded to be the finest

pink Aster ever offered. The form is nicely shown in

the illustration.

Dreer’s Crimson Giant. Densely double flowers of

rich blood-crimson.
Crego’s Giant White. The finest white Comet variety

with immense fluffy flowers

Crego’s Giant Pink. Identical to the white variety

except in color, which is a beautiful soft shell-pink.

Rose King. Handsome double quilled flowers of a

brilliant rose color.

Violet King. Very double, slightly quilled flowers

of a pleasing soft shade of violet.

Price: Any of the above Six Famous American Asters,

15 cts. per packet ;
anytwo packets for 25 cts.

;
or a collection

containing a packet each of the six sorts for 65 cts.,

postpaid.

For complete list of Asters and cultural directions see

our Garden Book for 1917. Copies free with each order.

Asters are but one of our specialties in
#
Flower Seeds.

Among our many other specialties we would mention
particularly:

DREER’S RELIABLE VEGETABLE SEEDS
The very best of the novelties as well as the well-

tried standard sorts.

DREER’S CELEBRATED LAWN GRASS SEEDS
Special brands noted for their adaptability to vari-

ous situations and soil conditions. Dreer’s Booklet
on Lawn Making free on request.

DREER’S ROSES FOR THE GARDEN
We offer this season over 250 of the very choicest

varieties, more than half of the number being of the

Hardy Everblooming Hybrid-Tea Class, all in strong

two-year old plants that will give a full crop of flowers

this season.
All of the above and many more with valuable cultural

hints are fully described and illustrated in £
DREER’S GARDEN BOOK FOR 1917
The most complete and comprehensive catalogue of

Seeds, Plants, and Bulbs published in the United States.

A copy free to those who mention this publication.

UUMDV A HDCTD 714 716 chestnut St -

HLniU A. UIYLLIX Philadelphia, Pa.

jCARFF’S
,

Fruit Catalog
Fully describes the

products of this 1200 acre
nursery, fruit and seed farm.

Every plant and tree is backed
by over 25 years' experience in

growing and propagating the
heaviest bearing strains of straw-

berries. raspberries. currants,
gooseberries, blackberries. dew-
berries. grapes and all kinds of fruit

trees. Also garden plants such as
horseradish, asparagus, rhubarb and
field seeds. Do not buy until you
see our prices. We supply growers
everywhere and our stock is the best

of its kind. Send for free beautiful

catalog to-day. A fine currant
bush sent free for names and
addresses of five fruit growers.

W. N. SCARFF & SONS
New Carlisle Ohio

A Pool in the Garden
is the centre of interest. Water Lilies,

Lotus, and other aquatics can be grown
easily. My booklet for 1917

Water Lilies and Water Plants

tells how to grow them in tubs, pools, and
natural ponds. The best sorts for outdoor and
indoor culture are noted, with many illustrations.

I grow water plants exclusively and have the

largest establishment in the world. Send to-

day for this booklet.

William Tricker

Box E

Arlington,

New
Jersey

These Prices Are Your
Opportunity

To introduce our mail-order department
we are offering a fine lot of carefully grown
parking trees, 2 to 2j inches in diameter,

measured 2 inches above ground-line.

Per 10 Per 50 Per 100

American Elm $8.50 $37.50 $70.00
American Sycamore 7.50 32.50 60.00
Sugar Maple
Soft Maple

10.00 47.50 95.00
7.00 30.00 55.00

Norway and
Carolina Poplar 5.50 17.50 32.50

Prices: f.o.b. Council Bluffs, Iowa. Terms: 20%
cash with order or 5% discount for cash in full.

Order To-day— This offer is limited and
may he recalled

MENERAY NURSERIES, Inc.
3101 Avenue A Council Bluffs, Iowa

"Here Since 1868**—250 Acres Nursery Stock
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FR
BOOK
on Lawns
32 Pages
Illustrated

Step into the store where you see this sign in the window and ask
for their free book on lawns. You will find they have lawn
mowers, hose, grass seed, tools and everything you need for lawn
or garden. Ask them to show you the

DUNHAM WEIGHT ROLLER
TRADEMARK

By simply pouring water in the steel drum, the

weight can be regulated to suit any condition—soft

lawn, firm turf or tennis court. It can be quickly
emptied for storing away.
Rolling is not hard work with this tool. The axle

turns smoothly in steel roller hearings. The handle
is held upright when not in use by a NoTip Handle
Lock and the scraper cleans all leaves and dirt

from the drum.
Your lawn needs rolling NOW

TL_ TV.,„ L _ 203 First Ave., Berea, Ohio
I ne Uunnam GO., (Suburb of CUvdam0
Warehouse: 270 West St., New York City

If your dealer hasn't the book, write us direct Fill with water to any desired weight

Lij T 1 1 1 n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 m 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ti 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n 1 1
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1 COLLINS’ GUIDE and Garden
Includes the best, proven varieties of plants, trees, roots

and vines; of all classes—from raspberries to

roses, from apples to asparagus. Attractively
illustrated, with color cuts of helpful, low-cost, special

offers. Get your FREE copy to-day.

ARTHUR J. COLLINS & SON, Box 23, Moorestown, N. J. =
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I'GALLOWAYBROS&Co'I
- LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

Waterloo Iowa
DEPT. 10

P. F Scheibe - Manager
EXPERTS i/7AMERICAN
andEUROPEAN IDEAS
HOME GROUNDS
CITY, PARK and
CEMETERY PLANNIN6

MEDALS WON
IN COMPETITION WITH
THE BEST LANDSCAPE TAitNT //>US

KILL the

WEEDS
Keep your paths,

drives, gutters,
tennis courts, and all

other open spaces free

from weeds and grass at

low cost. Atlas gets down
to the deepest roots—kills posi-

tively. One application does for

whole season. 2 quart sample can sent
postpaid for $\ . Please state your seedsman’s name.

Chipman Chemical Eng. Co., Inc.
95 Liberty Street New York

W££D-KILL£R
Grass and Weed-Killing1 Chemical

De Luc’s Golden Giant
SWEET CORN

The most important horticultural acquisition of recent years. Awarded
the only Silver Medal ever given by the Massachusetts Horticultural Society
for novelty and excellence in Sweet Corn.
DE LUE’S GOLDEN GIANT is the result of eleven years’ selection by Dr.

Frederick S. De Lue of Boston, Mass., from the product of “Howling Mob”
crossed with “Golden Bantam.”
With its 12 to 16-rowed ears it gives nearly four times the yield per acre that

the Golden Bantam does with its smaller 8-rowed ears. The stalks are short
and frequently produce two ears each.
Itsorangegoldencolor is richer; it is more delicious in flavor and is equally early.
To introduce DE LUE’S GOLDEN’GIANTwe offer a limited quantity in packets
taining 25 kernels each at 25 cents the packet—not more than 4 packets
any one customer—postpaid anywhere in the United States and possessions.

Out 170-page Annual Catalogue and Gardeners * Guide . 450 illustrations,

several colored plates andcultural directions, will be mailed on application.

JOSEPH BRECK & SONS
New England* s Leading Seed Store for Nearly 100 Years

51 and 52 No. Market Street Boston, Mass.

(<Concluded from page 182)

with long stiff stems. It k not as bushy a
grower as Beacon or Enchantress, and for
profit the plants should be set closer.

Nebraska is a safe bet, and unless its con-
stitution fails it, as has happened with so
many scarlets, it should be a standard for

years to come.
Belle Washburne is another of last year’s

scarlet introductions that has made many
friends. 1 he color is good and the stems are

exceptionally long w ith size of flowrer well up
to the average. It is happily a variety that
comes into flower early and it would be profit-

able to grow as a Christmas crop only, and then
thrown out after the holidays to make room for

spring stock.

Aviator, still another scarlet oflast year, re-

minds one of old Victory. The growth is

sparse and wiry. The stem holds the flower
well erect. It is a pigmy compared with the
other varieties already mentioned. Yet,
probably if planted close together and on a

bench that has not too much head room, it

might be grown with profit.

Last in this color comes RedWing (Lawson).
In habit of growth, character and almost every
particular, it is a counterpart of Beacon. The
color is better, how7ever, and very few split

calyx are seen. It is a veritable weed to grow,
and knowing what Beacon has been, it is safe

to say that this improved variety is a welcome
addition.

With such a string of scarlets to choose from
no wonder the layman is puzzled. To one w7ho
has seen them all and tried most of them, it

would be a puzzle to name the “one best.” The
best three, however, wre can say without hesi-

tation are Theonanthus, Nebraska and Red
Wing.

Cottage Maid (Cottage Gardens) is a

novelty of this year’s introduction which has
been favorably knowm for some time. It is a

sport of the well known Mrs. C. W. Ward, with
all the characteristics of the parent except

color which is a flesh pink resembling very
much that of Enchantress Supreme. Mrs. C.

W. Ward has been growrn for* years for its

color (a dark pink) in fact it is the only dark
pink variety to-day that is fully reliable

(Good Cheer which wras to displace it is be-

having miserably in many places). The color

of Mrs. Ward is its chief asset. The chief

opponent to Cottage Maid, will be Enchantress
Supreme. Will Cottage Maid displace En-
chantress Supreme? We hardly think so.

Still w here Mrs. Ward does well, Cottage Maid
should be given a trial.

Araw'ana (A. N. Pierson) is a new crimson

w hich is a welcome addition to this color. We
really need a good crimson at this time and
Arawana will fill the gap. Princess Dagmar
in this color is a fancy Carnation, but is too

slow a producer for general purposes. British

Triumph is a beautiful crimson w'ith a sweet

clove perfume, but also a slow producer.

Harry Tenn is still growm, but is too small.

Arawana is up to the average in size and a

healthy, vigorous grower.

From a commercial florist’s viewpoint: the

Carnation business to-day is very chaotic, and

hardly any grower in the country is making
any money out of flow'ers. Indeed, there is

danger of these passing out of commercial cul-

tivation. At 5 c. a flower, the yield is less

than a dollar a square foot of bench space.

The best growers in the country are giving

them up. Roses produce asmany flowers each

month as Carnations do, at a better price per

flower. Carnations produce five months in the

year; Roses nine months.
Jas. T. Scott.
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OUR INTRODUCTIONS
of CANNAS in past years, to-

day make the most brilliant

Summer displays in America’s
finest Parks, Public Gardens
and Home Grounds.

Three Best Cannas Grown
” The Best

* llcUllU in Existence

Of all the varieties we have grown and seen we have
never seen its equal. The flowers are of immense size and

substance borne in large spikes of glistening scarlet.

Leathery green leaves. 4 ft.

Doz. $3.50; 3 for $1.00; each, 35c, prepaid.

YELLOW KING HUMBERT
y

This is a sport of the well known King Humbert which we
introduced years ago.The flowers are golden yellow, spotted

and splashed with red, the huge spikes when massed in beds
making a dazzling golden blaze, that can be seen, literally

for miles. Makes a splendid companion to Firebird. 4 ft.

Doz. $7.50; 3 for $2.00; each, 75c prepaid.

KING HUMBERT
This Canna has been the sensation of the past IO years.

Forms huge spikes. The delightful contrast of the bronze
foliage and brilliant scarlet flowers has made this canna the

most popular variety to-day. Makes a splendid companion
to either of above. 4 ft.

Doz. $1.50; 3 for 50c; each, 20c, prepaid.

SPECIAL PRICE FOR THE THREE
One plant of each, prepaid FOR $1.00
Three plants of each, prepaid FOR $2.85

160 page Catalogue “Vaughan’s Gardening Illustrated,' J7D 17 17
all lists revised. ri^LL

VAUGHAN’S SEED STORE
31-88 \V. Randolph St. Dept. G) CHICAGO
48 Barclay St., (Dept. G) NEW YORK

MIBMIlIi
NORTHERN GROWN AT ROCHESTER

j
True-to-name fruit trees at low prices. Apples, peach, pear, plum,
quince and cherry trees for sale. Also grapevines, currants, omamen-
tal trees, roses, plants, etc. Buy them direct from us at Half Agent’**

1

Frleea. For more than 35 years we have been selling direct. Write
for our new catalogue. ' i

GREEN’S NURSERY CO., 7 Wall St.. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

LJtr If g: U-JLgC3l-

Bigger Crops! Better Quality
It will pay you big to spray the
Brown’s Auto Spray way this year;
then you can be sure of thorough
spraying. And then you can be
sure of more, finer fruits, vege-
tables, field crops, flowers. 400,000
users—farmers, orchardists, gar-
deners, U.S. Experiment Stations,

recommend to
you

—in all their 40 styles, hand and
power. They especially recommend
Style No. 1.—shown here. Capacity. 4
gallons, just right for 5 acres field crops
or 1 acre trees. Fitted with Auto-Pop
nozzle. Throws all kinds of sprays.
Wonderfully fast, thorough work. See it

—and entire line—at your dealer’s. Or
write us for low prices. Free catalogue
and Free Spraying Guide.

E. C. Brown Co.
850 Maple St. Rochester, N. Y

Lawn Mowers
jENNSYLVANIA” Quality Lawn Mowers have
maintained a reputation for easy-running, long
life and thorough satisfaction

among Gardeners, Greens-Keepers
and private users for half-a-century.

Nearly a million and a half have
been sold in this country and abroad.
There are several vital reasons—highest-grade materials

throughout; every bearing carefully bored and reamed to

size; every blade made of crucible tool-steel, oil-hardened

and water-tempered. Thr^e final inspections insure easy

running and positive self-sharpening.

Your dealer or seedsman will be glad to explain “PENN-
SYLVANIA” Quality Mowers in detail. Ask him.

Look for this mark on the
handle of all “PENNSYL-

'VANIA” Quality Mowers.

“Pennsylvania”
“Great American”
“Continental”
“Pennsylvania, Jr.”
“Keystone”
“Shock Absorber”
“Golf”
“Putting Greens”
“Horse”
“Pony”
“Undercut Trimmer”
“Brann Grass Catcher”
“LawmUleaner”

PENNSYLVANIA LAWN MOWER WORKS
1619 N. Twenty-third St., Philadelphia

Sent Free
"How to care

for the Lawn,”
a practical
booklet by an
authority,
mailed on re-

quest.

THE most complete stock of

hardy plants in America. Illus-

trated catalog of hardy plants, shrubs,

trees and bulbs sent free on request.

ELLIOTT NURSERY COMPANY
326 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

GILLETT’S
Hardy Ferns and Flowers
For Dark, Shady Places

Plan NOW to get ready to

plant your native ferns,

plants and bulbs early in

the spring. Early plant-

ing brings best
results.

N Send for descrip-
tive catalogue of over

80 pages. It’s FREE.

EDWARD GILLETT
3 Main Street, Southwick, Mas*.

Advertisers mil appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in miJing—and we will, too
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Rurpees
l) Seeds

garden collection

This assortment of
seeds comprises a
careful selection of •
Burpee Specialties* Grow

DOLLAR BOX£’S

Fnr$1.00 we w
,

iU Tjail a
TUI 1— completeCollec-
tion of Fordhook tested and
proved Vegetable Seeds, suit-

able for a medium size gar-

den, together with booklets

“Food Value of Fresh Vege-
tables” and “Vest Pocket
Guide on Vegetable Culture.”
Bean— ' ’> pint Burpee’s Stringless

Green Pod
Bean— i pkt. Fordhook Bush Lima
Beet— I pkt. Burpee’s Extra Early
Carrot—

I pkt. Danvers Half-Long
Sweet Corn— I pkt. Golden Bantam
Cucumber— i pkt. Burpee’s Extra

Early White Spine
Lettuce— i pkt. Wayahead
Lettuce—

i
pkt.»Iceberg

Peas --Y2 pint Gradus
Parsley— i pkt. Dark Moss Curled
Radish— i pkt. Long White Icicle

Radish— I pkt. Rapid Red
Tomato— i pkt. Chalk’s Early Jewel
Turnip— i pkt. Petrowski

The above assortment of choice Vegetable Seeds carefully

packed and sentpostpaid to any address on receipt of$1 .00

'

Burpee’s Annual
for 1917

The Leading American Seed Catalogue is

bigger, brighter and bet-

ter than ever
before. We
have added
twenty-two
pages, making
in all 204

es, and,
of all, you

will find thirty

Burpee’s Spe-
cialties illus-

trated in color.

pee’sAnnual is

free uponrequest. A post card will bringit.
Write for your copy to-day and mention The
Garden Magazine.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.
Burpee Buildings Philadelphia

be
ag
st

This Year—Prize Potatoes!

A MONG the crops of the garden and the
1

field, none is of more unequal production
than the potato. "1 his, however, is not the
potato’s fault. As in the case of most un-
equalities of this nature, the trouble is almost
wholly with the grower. According to the
reports of the United States Department of
Agriculture, the average yield of potatoes per
acre, during the ten year period from 1993
to 1912, was 96 bushels. This, I should say,

measured by the average man’s experience,

is a large crop. It is not often that those who
grow potatoes without considering the nature
of the plants and the proper way to handle
the crop find their yield running more than 60
bushels', and yet where this crop is properly

E
lanted, fertilized, and cultivated, it has not
een found a difficult matter to grow from

400 to 500 bushels on an acre. During the
Slimmer just past the writer saw" lifted from
a 2| acre field 590 bushels of choice tubers.

1 his crop was grown on sod land. It was
given no unusual attention, but it was managed
in an intelligent and systematic manner.
When we read of yields of this kind, which are

by no means uncommon, it should bring us

to the determination to grow this year prize

crops of potatoes, for there is no reason why a

man who grows potatoes at all should not
grow fine ones, if he understands what is

required.

The first consideration is that of seed. A
great deal has been written about the proper

seed for potatoes. Some writers urge the

using of large potatoes; others of small pota-

toes; others of eyes only. 1 he size, however,

should not govern the selection of seed.

After it has been determined what variety the

grower wishes to plant, the selection of the

seed should be made on the basis of the follow-

ing points: (a) Smoothness of skin, indicating

freedom from scab or other similar diseases,

(b) Marketable shape, of the tuber, (c)

General appearance of plump health, insur-

ing the grower that the tuber has not been

sprouted. If early potatoes are to be grown,

a standafd variety should be planted. The

same is true, of course, of late potatoes.

In either case, it is better to grow a tried

variety than to experiment. Let those who
are fully equipped for experimentation try

the new varieties. It is better for us to

grow those which have been tested and have

proven their worth. In regard to cutting

potatoes, it is generally conceded that two
eyes should be left in each seed piece. One
eye would be sufficient if there were a cer-

tainty of its germination; but, as there is

always doubt, each seed piece should have the

two eyes. This cutting insures a good stand

and this is of prime importance, for replanting

is not only tedious, but it may mean that the

(iContinued, on page 188)
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Doubles tfe Garden's Charm

Classic Simplicity is typical of the many
beautiful designs in our Collection

Galloway Pottery is everlasting Terra Cotta, made in a
variety of forms including Bird Fonts, Sundials, Flower
Pots and Boxes. Vases, Benches Gazing Globes and other
interesting pieces that recall the charm of Old World
Gardens.

Catalogue will be sent upon request

Gau-owafTerra CoTta Gb,
3214 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA

Exquisite tints of orange, salmon, ecru,

white, cream, with scarlet and maroon
veinings and markings, will be found
in this collection of

Primulinus
Hybrid Gladioli
The flowers are medium size, carried on long

straight spikes that are superb for cutting.

The bulbs are grown at Meadowvale
Farms, and are of blooming size only.

One Hundred Bulbs In
Many Varieties for $15

A box of these bulbs will make splendid

presents for your garden-loving friends.

The Glory of the Garden

my Gladiolus booklet for 1917, will be mailed to

you or your friends, if you will send me the cor-

rect name and address. Bulbs should be ordered

soon—so it it will be well to send for the book-

let to-day.

ARTHUR COWEE
Meadowvale Farms

Box 204 Berlin, New York

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Madison,
Wisconsin

A Better Lawn
At Less Expense

THE Fuller & Johnson Motor Lawn
Mower is designed for the large lawn
with numerous flower beds, shrubs and

trees, where great flexibility as well as large cutting
capacity is required.

This wonderful mower is large enough to cut five acres
a day yet light enough not to mar the turf, and so ex-
tremely flexible that it will cut close up to and around
trees, under shrubbery and along walks and driveways
thus entirely eliminating the necessity for cleaning up
afterwards with a hand mower. The

Fuller & Johnson
MOTOR LAWN MOWER

is backed up by 70 years' reputation of the Fuller &
Johnson Mfg. Co. for the highest manufacturing integ-
rity. It is scientifically designed and built as a com-
plete unit. Indeed its balance and the details of the
mechanical features of the mower have received as
close consideration as has the motor itself. If it were
possible to dismember this wonderful Motor Lawn
Mower before you, you would marvel at the extraordin-
ary thought and study given to the planning of its small-
est feature—the infinite care used in the finishing and
adjusting of its smallest part—yet its greatest charac-
teristic is simplicity. .

Write us now before Spring arrives for full infor-
mation and a copy of "A BETTER LAWN”

Manufacturers Distributing Co.
450 Publicity Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Specially

designed

for use in

Private

Estates,

Parks and
Cemeteries

Hardy Everblooming

> ROSES KS5 25
'

ALL Sure to Bloom and Bloom ALL Summer.
Clothilde Soupert, delicate variegated.
Star of France, the reddest of all reds.

White Cochet, a magnificent white.
Hermosa the popular pink.
La France, beautiful rosy pink.
Marechal Neil, a deep yellow.

Our 25c Collections
6 Chrysanthemums 25c
6 Fuchsias 25c
6 Carnations 25c
6 Geraniums 25c
6 Coleus 25c
6 Tuberous Begonias 25c
6 Tuberoses 25c
12 Gladioli 25c
12 Pansies 26c

The io collections, including the 6 Roses, 72 Plants, for $2.00

Any Five Collections For $1.00
IVe guarantee, satisfaction and safe arrival

Our 1917 catalogue, "Floral Gems." showing LTD 17 17
over xoo flowers in natural colors, sent JT IvlLlL

McGREGOR BROS. CO., Box 644, Springfield, o.

mHToMoon's
"That lawn, so beautiful today,
would look as barren and forlorn

as when the house was built were
it not for MOON. They told me
what was needed—all by corre-

spondence, too, I only sent them
a rough sketch of the grounds.”

Unquestionably there is a decided advan-
tage in dealing with a Nursery that have
hardy Trees and Plants for Every Place and
Purpose. Each order is filled with freshly

dug stock, never more sturdy, and most
carefully packed for shipment to any dis-

tance.

(

Write us for Catalogue A-3, over 2200 varieties shown and listed,

Our Letter-Aid will advise you what will best suit your climate and soil,

J THE WM. H. MOON COMPANY
m - Nurserymen

Philadelphia office Morrisville, Pennsylvania the moon nursery corp,
21 South Twelfth Street White Plains, N. Y.

Powdered Arsenate of Lead
Sure death to tree pests

Saves time and money. Cheap to ship and easy to handle. Cannot freeze and
keeps indefinitely. Quick death to all leaf-eating insects with absolute safety to

foliage. Convenient—economical—safe—sure.

Lime-Sulfur
Arsenate of Lead

Tuber-tonic
Fungi-Bordo

All in

Dry Powdered
Form

Send for our Spraying Literature

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
Insecticide and Fungicide Makers]

657 Canal Road, Cleveland, O.

Make Your Home
More Attractive,More Valuable

This is comparatively easy and inexpensive
if you follow the concise, yet complete, direc-

tions in “How to Beautify Your Home
Grounds.”
This 48-page book explains the principles of

planting, with 70 pictures and diagrams, in-

cluding blue prints of typical plans for a city

lot, suburban home, country house and one on
which to draw your own plan. It describes

and tells how to plant, prune and care for

roses, shrubs, etc. A system of unit collec-

tions make [it easy for the novice to secure

results equal to that of the experienced planter, and also reduces

the cost. 10 ccnls per copy—Money back, if not satisfied.

WILLIAM P. STARK NURSERIES
Box 428, StWlkCtfi/]7lo.

For Safe
Tree Surgery
The DaveyTree Expert Co.

1204 Elm St., Kent, O.

Davey
Tree Surgeons

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we unit, too
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I want to send you <;T
my beautiful, illus-

trated book called “The Glad-
iolus.” It contains a short
history of this beautiful flower,

tells the best planting location,
the kind of soil, when and how
to plant, the care and cultiva-

tion of the plants while grow-
ing, how to water, how to
properly cut the flowers, and
how to take care of the bulbs;
or, in a few words, it contains
the result of my experience with
Gladiolus covering a number of
years.

Gladiolus Bulbs
Developing my own varieties and

growing only gladioli, my offerings are
unaffected in quality or in price by
the vagaries of foreign importations.

I have listed some of the most suc-
cessful varieties with prices. Many
of these are offered now for the first

time, and are the very best of my
prize winning collection. Two very-

beautiful and popular varieties, Daisy
Rand and Mary Fennell are illustrated

in four colors.

Send for a copy.

Mary Louise
Hawkins

Lancaster
Mass.

Our Spring List-
OF

Dahlias, Gladioli, Lilies,

Phlox, Iris

and other summer-flowering bulbs and hardy
perennials is now ready. Send for it, and we
will also send later our Fall Catalogue of the

Best Dutch Bulbs
procurable in this country

Franken Brothers
Deerfield, Illinois

fContinued from page 186)

crop will lose days or weeks of the most fa-

vorable growing weather of the whole season.
After the question of seed should be con-

sidered the question of soil. The texture of
soil in which potatoes ought to be grown is

really of vital importance for tubers are in-

tolerant of soil which is hard, tough, cohesive,
or sour, l he plants demand good drainage;
and soil that is rich in humus, mellow in con-
dition, deeply worked and pulverized until

it is very friable. Few soils are naturally
in this condition, regardless of whether they
are new or have been under cultivation. It

should, therefore, be understood how best
to improve soil in which potatoes are to be
planted. If the area is extensive the best
method is to apply manure liberally in the
autumn, to plow under this fertilizer, and to
leave the land fallow over the winter. If, in

addition to this fertilizer, a good sod has been
turned under, the soil will be in admirable
condition for growing the crop in question.
Soil treated in this way should, in the spring,

be thoroughly w-orked with disk harrows until

not only the surface but the body as well have
become thoroughly pulverized. If the area
to be handled is small, the chemical condition
of the ground may be brought to a state ap-
proaching perfection by the addition of liberal

quantities of woods earth, sifted coal ashes,

and materials of a similar nature. Care,
however, must be taken not to enrich the
land too highly with fertilizers having a heavy
percentage of ammonia, for this will cause
the crop to develop tops at the expense of

tubers.

Ideal potato soil is rich, loose, loamy, sandy
or gravelly; therefore, as any soil is made to

approach a soil of this kind, it becomes adap-
table to the growing of the best potatoes.

After the seed has been selected and the
soil prepared, the potatoes should be carefully

planted. Growers differ as to the proper depth,
but 4 inches has given excellent results.

Where the soil is very loose, inclined some-
what to be blowy and powdery, 5 inches would
not be too deep to plant. Questions also

arise concerning the spacing of the rows and
of the individual plants in the row. I wish
to quote descriptions of several notable crops

grown a few years ago. These descriptions

mention the points in question:

“The first prize in the potato contest for the
states of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and
Connecticut was won by Mr. A. W. Butler,

Brockton, Massachusetts, whose yield was
365 bushels from 1 acre. Mr. Butler’s acre

was planted on rocky loam. The rows were
36 inches apart and seeded with Green Moun-
tains, cut to 2 eyes, planted 14 inches apart,

by hand, and covered 3 inches deep. I he

piece was cultivated 5 times by machine:
First, when the potatoes were 2 inches high

and then about every two weeks. The
acre was sprayed with Pyrox when the plants

were ;rbout 4 inches high and then about
every two weeks until they had been sprayed

5 times.” Another prize acre yielding 503
bushels and grown by Mr. Alvah B. Cobb, of

Penobscot, Maine, employed the following

spacing: The rows were 33 inches apart; the

plants were 10 inches apart in the row, and
the seed pieces were covered 4 inches deep.

In this same contest the second prize was
awarded to Mr. O. B. Keene, of Liberty,

Maine. His crop was 4i9Tiushels. He had
dropped the seed pieces 8 inches apart in the

rows, and covered them from 6 to 8 inches

deep.

{Continued on page iqo)

Galloway Landscapes
are “Different”!

They lend character and distinction to a place, mak-
ing it stand out from the rest. Their pleasing, artistic
effects, worked out with well chosen trees, shrubs, and
plants, satisfy that longing for the beautiful things of
Nature, which most of us possess.
Our years of experience, both in this country and

abroad, have given us the ability to handle successfully
landscape work of every character. Beautifying the
Home, School, Factory, Park or Cemetery Grounds.
Laying out Sub-divisions, etc. The Galloway Plan of
Landscape Gardening, expressed in a nutshell, means—

a

COMPLETE landscaping service.
Those interested in landscape work are invited to

correspond with us. Our charges are reasonable, con-
sidering the time and thought we put in on each plan;
our service prompt and satisfactory.

GALLOWAY BROS. & CO.
Landscape Architects Waterloo, Iowa

xrrx017 17D I TIT from your trres if you keepIVIUKL P I\UI l them free from San Jose
Aphis, White Fly, etc., by spraying with

GOOD'SSSFISH OILSOAP N?3
Kills all tree pests without injury to trees. Fertilizes

the soil and aids healthy growth.

CpCp Our valuable book on Tree and
r I\LL Plant Diseases. Write today.

JAMES GOOD, Original Maker, 931 N. Front Street, Philadelphia

ORCHIDS
Largest importers and growers of

Orchids in the United States
Send twenty-five cents for catalogue. This amount will be refunded

on your first order.

LAGER & HURRELL
Orchid Growers and Importers SUMMIT, N. J.

Ever-

^ greens

Beautify

Homes

furnishing choice, hardy evergreens to people

all over America. We offer you the choice of

the greatest evergreen stock in the world—over

50,000,000 evergreens on hand.

We give expert advice free—furnish sugges-

tions on tree arrangement. Write for Hand-
somely Illustrated Evergreen Book—trees shown
in true-to-life colors — Free! Get the book.
Don’t risk failure with evergreens of uncertain

quality. Get the book and get posted.

D. HILL NURSERY CO.

BOX 1066
Evergreen Specialists

DUNDEE, ILL.

The Readers’ Service is prepared to help you solve your gardening problems
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Garden Ornaments
In Cast Stone and Metal

ARTISTIC in design, permanent in con-
1 * struction—Mott ornaments in cast
stone are appropriate for garden or interior

decoration.

They can be obtained in white marble,
granite or antique finish.

Mott metal ornaments are prepared in

special -designs to meet every architectural
demand.
We issue separate catalogs of Display Fountains,

Drinking Fountains, Bird Fountains, Electroliers, Vases,
Grilles and Gateways, Settees and Chairs, Statuary,
Aquariums, Tree Guards, Sanitary Fittings for stables
and cow barns.

Address Ornamental Department

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS
Fifth Avenue and 17th Street, New York

lui!!ii:uitiiniiiiirinrniHi!iiinn;iniiniiii:iTi,'iii:i;ii;:iiim!TTn

Dahlias or Gladioli

My catalogue of either one clearly

describes the latest and best novelties,

well as the standard sorts. Prize

winners for the fall shows. Prices are

very reasonable. Copy mailed on

request. Which do you want? Or
both ?

RIVERBANK GARDENS
Saxonville Massachusetts

Rhododendrons— Hybrids

Rhododendron Maximum
(The Natives)

Kalmia Latifolia (Mi. Laurel)

Send list of wants for prices.

For other trees and plants send for catalogue.

MORRIS NURSERY COMPANY
949 Broadway New York, N. Y.

Dahlias
The Brockton Dahlia Farm is again

to the front with the largest and best

collection of Dahlias in the United
States. All new roots, tagged, ' and
true to name. It will pay you to give

me a trial order — try me and see.

Catalogue free.

W. P. LOTHROP
East Bridgewater Massachusetts

Springtime is Plan Time—
AS you consider coming improvements and more

perfect* appointments for the country home
and country life, take advantage of the absolute

reliability and ample capacity of

BEMING Ttfater+Supply

SYSTEMS
Deming equipments do their daily tasks without thought

or attention from the user; they bring to every home the most modern, the simplest and

the easiest-to-operate equipment for home and farm water supply.

Deming systems are compact and easily installed—they fit right

into a corner of the basement. Operation is by hand, windmill,

motor or gasoline engine. Capacities are 1 80 gallons to 60,000

gallons per hour.

A book of illustrations and easy-to-read descriptions of many
water supply installations gladly sent free on request. Write

THE DEMING COMPANY
Pump Specialists for 37 Years

114 Depot Street Salem, Ohio
More than J.000 types and sizes of hand andpower pumpsfor all uses

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will ,
too
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The individuality of the owner always finds an opportunity for Expression in each
King Greenhouse.

On stepping into your “King” your friends feel your personality just as they do in
your home and you are able to point with pride to the features you have suggested to add
to its comfort and charm.

However.aside from the Beauty of the Construction and the individual details, King Greenhouses arouse
the greatest pride of ownership because they are so productive, so practical and so easy to operate. Our
experts see to it that your ideas are incorporated without sacrificing the least little practical feature.

Send for our illustrated literature and tell us about what you have in mind. We prepare special
sketches or send a representative without charge.

We will build you a Greenhouse or Conservatory that will always be a delight to you and your friends.
King Garden Frames are illustrated and described in our Bulletin No. 42A.

• • -

interested.
Ask for it—if you are

King Construction Company
35S King’s Road North Tonawanda, New York

ALL THE SUNLIGHT ALL DAY HOUSES
Branch Offices: New York, 1476 Broadway; Boston, 113 State Street; Scranton, 307 Irving Ave.

Philadelphia, Harrison Building, 15th and Market Streets

JAPANESE GARDENS
Most of the U. S. and Canada is

perfectly suited for delightfully ar-

tistic tea gardens and rockeries.

Surprisingly quick results at mod-
erate cost. This has been my spe-
cialty for thirty years.

T. R. OTSUKA, 300 South Michigan Blvd., Chicago

TREES and SHRUBC
A PORTER’S HIGH QUALITY STOCK^J

Illustrated Price List free. Write for copy to-day.

PORTER 9S NURSERIES
Box 201 Evanston, 111.

NOTE— Big Stock of Large Specimen Norway Maples at Low Prices

Beautify and make productive your idle land
by planting

EVERGREENS
1000 Three Year Old Trees for $6.00

Catalogue and booklet on request

THE NORTH-EASTERN FORESTRY COMPANY. Cheshire, Conn.

GROWN IN NEW JERSEY
under soil and climate advantages, Steele’s
Sturdy Stock is the satisfactory kind.
Great assortment of Fruit, Nut. Shade
and Evergreen Trees, Small-fruit Plants,
Hardy Shrubs, Roses, etc. Fully des-
cribed in my Beautiful Illustrated Des-
criptive Catalogue— it's free!

T. E. STEELE
Pomona Nurseries Palmyra. N. J.

{Concluded from page iSS)

It may be well to remind the grower that
rows should invariably be run north and south
rather than east and west, and that rows on a
slope, however slight, should* run across the
slope rather than up and down.

It has been mentioned that Pyrox has been
successfully used as a spray on large acreages
of potatoes. 1 his preparation can be safely
recommended for it combines all those ele-

ments which protect growing potatoes from
the attacks of both early and late blight, and
which are fatal to any Colorado beetles which
may disturb the plants. Of course, bordeaux
mixture for blight and arsenate of lead for

insects are just as good as Pyrox; but the use
of each of these for a separate reason doubles
the work of the grower.

I he tillage of potatoes consists chiefly in

keeping the ground clear of weeds, of breaking
any crust formed after showers, and of keeping
a dust mulch about the plant. Naturally this
tillage is possible during the first half of the
season only, for when the vines begin to mat
the alleys and the tubers begin to form close

to the surface, it is a bad policy to try further
cultivation. If the area planted is small, a
great deal of hand weeding can be done.
During the early stages of the growth of this

crop it has been found that cultivation with a
rake is very effective. While it is advisable
to draw the soil toward the roots of the plants,
they should by no means be hilled.

The appearance of the field will clearly

indicate when the harvest is ready. Of course,
if the aim of the grower is to obtain a medium-
sized crop of very early potatoes, he himself
best knows when to lift the tubers; but the
average man wants his potatoes to do the
very best they can. He should, therefore,

permit thevines to grow to maturity and to die.

The tubers sometimes make fine growth after

the vine begins to turn yellow; then, too, the
crop can be more easily kept if the potatoes
have thoroughly matured.

It is not usually understood how early

potatoes may be planted nor yet how late

this same crop can he successfully grown. In

the latitude of southern Pennsylvania, pota-
toes have frequently been planted as early

as March 15th and as late as July 15th. In

nearly every instance, these extra-early and
extra-late crops were in every way satisfactory.

Some of the very finest late potatoes that the
writer has ever seen were planted on the 16th

of July and lifted on October 18th. When
such possibilities are considered, it is realized

that land can easily be double-cropped with
potatoes and some other vegetable. For
example, after early potatoes, celery, sweet
corn, late cabbages, turnips, late beets, late

string beans, and other similar crops may be

grown. On the land to be used for very late

potatoes, lettuce, strawberries, green peas,

early beets, radishes, and the like may be
grown. Sometimes an old strawberry bed,

turned under about July 1st and planted to

late potatoes, will give excellent results.

It should be remembered, however, that when
the potatoes are planted late an early variety

should be used because the season of growth
will be short.

There is great pleasure and profit in growing
fine potatoes, There are loss and disappoint-

ment in growing a crop that is just ordinary.

Why not grow prize potatoes? There is

nothing difficult about it. Others succeed

readily. If we do not follow their example
we deserve no sympathy. This year, let it

be prize potatoes or none.

Pennsylvania. * A. Rutledge.

TOWNSEND’S

TRIPLEX
The Public is warned not to purchase

mowers infringing the Townsend Patent

No. 1.209.519, Dec. 19th, 1916

The Greatest Grass-

cutter on Earth, cuts a

Swath 86 inches wide.

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO.
16 Central Ave., Orange, N. J.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the

TRIPLEX MOWER will mow more lawn in a day
than the best motor mower ever made, cut it better

and at a fraction of the cost.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it will

mow more lawn in a day than any three ordinary

horsedrawn mowers with three horses and three men.

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the

waves. One mower may be climbing a knoll, the

second skimming a level and the third paring a hollow.

Does not smash the grass to earth and plaster it in the

mud in springtime nor crush out its life between

hot rollers and hard, hot ground in summer as does

the motor mower.

Send for Catalogue illustrating all types of TOWNSEND MOWERS.

Advertisers -Mill appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in -writing—and we will, loo
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Shield Your Home
The Year ’Round

Shade trees guard the home against the intense
heat of the summer sun ; evergree«s dull the frosty edge of
winter’s chilling blasts.

Every home can be made more pleasant and
comfortable with Hoopes’ trees .and plants, and every
dollar you invest in trees, shrubs and roses makes i

^ your place more cheerful, more attractive— and J
& more valuable.

% There is a Hoopes salesman in your M
% locality. When he calls ask him about planting js

3ft your grounds. Arrange with him to have our M
landscape artists prepare free planting plans. S
Or write to the office for your copy of

‘Hoopes* Specialties”
It is both a planting guide and a
catalogue. Good “Grown in
America” specialties for every
planting need are treated in full.

Hoopes, Bro. & Thomas Co.
45 Maple Avenue West Chester, Pa.

Quick Growth for Lawn and Garden
Your grass, flowers and vegetables’wiil show the same remark-
able results that these Cleveland people secured.

Nitro-Fertile is an odorless liquid to be mixed with water

—

two tablespoonsful to the gallon. It soaks in around the roots

where it is immediately absorbed
by the plant, thus stimulating a

quick, healthy growth.

Nitro-Fertile supplies every ele-

ment needed for plant growth and
will give you better foliage, finer

fruit and larger blooms.

miOfEl
Trade-Mark

Trial Bottle, 35c. Postpaid

Half pint enough for 15 gallons of
fertilizer will be sent [for 35c. if

your dealer’s name is mentioned.

Order now— 1 Gal. $2.00; 1 Qt.

60c.; I Pt., 25c. at your dealer’s

THE FERTILE CO.
1007 Leader-News Bldg. Cleveland, O.

t complete fertilizer in powdered form

What Cleveland Users Say

Rudolph F Thurman, Supt., F.
E. Drury Estate.

“To Nitro-Fertile 1 give thecredit
of producing chrysanthemums that
won first prize in the Cleveland
Flower Show. Have also given it

a thorough trial on outdoor plants
with very marked results.”

A. C. Kcndel, Seed Merchant

“After selling Nitro-Fertile for
three years, we find the results of
its use to be very evident. We look
for constantly increased sales in it,

to our retail trade.”

Hugh L. Thomas
, Gardener to

Chas. A. Otis

“One had only to see my vegetables
and flowers to note the marked dif-

ference between those treated with
Nitro-Fertile and those not treated
with it.”

AUo manufacturers of Lime-Fertile

Which way do you work?
Do you still sow seed by the old slow, laborious hand-dropping

method, or use the up-to-date Vianet Jr Seeders, and cover three

times the acreage in the same time?
Do you still cultivate in the old back-breaking, time-eating way,

or use the perfected Planet Jr hand cultivators and do the work
more thoroughly in one-third the time?

Do you get hut meagre returns for all the time, labor and ma-
terial >'ou put into your garden; or do you get bigger, better crops

with less effort and greater profit?

These are questions no crop-grower, large or small, can afford to

pass unanswered.

Planet Jr Garden Implements
No. 4 Planet Jr Combined Hill and Drill Seeder, Wheel Hoe, Culti-

vator and Plow pays for itself in a single season in the family garden as
well as in larger acreage in time saved, labor lightened, and the increased
amount of work done. Sows all garden seeds (in drills or hills), plows, opens
furrows and covers them, hoes and cultivates easily and thoroughly all

through the season.
No. 12 Planet Jr Double and Single Wheel-Hoe Combined is the

greatest hand-cultivating tool in the world. It straddles crops till 20 inches
high, then works between rows with one or two wheels. The plows open
furrows and cover them. The cultivator teeth work deep or shadow. The
hoes are wonderful weed-killers.
Use these tools and make your work count for most. We make 32 styles

of seed drills and wheel-hoes— various prices.

New 72-page Catalogue, Free!
Illustrates Planet Jrs doing actual farm and garden work, and describes

over 70 different tools including Seeders, Wheel-Hoes, Horse-Hoes, Harrows,
Orchard-, Beet-, and Pivot-Wheel Riding Cultivators. Write postal for it

to-day!

S. L. ALLEN & CO., Box 1 108S, Philadelphia

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, loo
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5 Big Offers
Home of Elm Hill Gladioli

FROM
THE

Evelyn Kirtland, the famed
Giant Gladiolus. 50c. each: $>.
fbr 12. Miss Kirtland measuring
length of spike (note yard stick)

of Gladiolus named after her.

The following collec-

tions have pleased hun-
dreds of customers and
will please you as well.

“All Star” Collection

Gladioli
50 large bulbs in 6 distinct

colors, properly named and
labelled. $1.

Ten Gorgeous

Dahlias
2 plantseach of a fine Peony,
Cactus, Decorative. Show
and Collarette Dahlia. SI.

Ten Hardy New
Chrysanthemums

io fine plants in five lovely
colors. $1.

Ten Beautiful

Iris

The hardy "orchids'* for the
millions. $1.

Ten Everblooming

Roses
For a garden of delightful

fragrance. $1.

All 5collections, togeth-
er with a fine bulb of
famous Evelyn Kirt-
land Gladiolus for $5.

All prices postpaid East of
Mississippi River. West of

that add io% for postage.
Our free book of Culture
Directions is worth many
dollars to you. Write for it.

AUSTIN-COLEMAN COMPANY
Originators, Giant and Distinct Gladioli WAYLAND, OHIO

HOL.CO- SeedBook
Tells you what and how to plant in your
vegetable and flower garden and when to
plant it. Makes crops sure and dependable.
Send icc. fcr one package each of Giant rnrr
Pansy and Aster Seeds and get the book T I\EE<

THE HOLMES-LETHERMAN SEED CO.
228 N. Cleveland Ave., Canton, 0.

YOU Should Plan!
-nr “T" \Y
JJL A_
Because they represent a wonderful variety.

Because they increase in size and beauty each suc-

ceeding year and with proper selection you can
have a handsome garden with an everchanging
color from May to December. Here are the
names, both botanical and common, of a few
kinds you should plant this spring:

Anemones
Anthemis
Aquilegia
Beilis

Buddleia
Campanula
Convallaria
Delphinium
Dicentra
Digitalis
Monarda
Myositis
Papaver
Primula
Scabiosa
Rudbeckia
Stokesia

Tritoma
Valeriana

Windflower
Golden Marguerite
Columbine
English Daisy
Butterfly Bush
Bellflower
Lily of the Valley
Larkspur
Bleeding Heart
Foxglove
Bergamot
Forget-me-nots
Poppies
Primroses
Blue Bonnet
Conefiower
Cornflower Aster
Torch Lily
Hardy Heliotrope

All of these and many others all described in our new
catalogue, many beautiful illustrations. Tells

HOW TO GET MORE PLEASURE OUT OF
YOUR GARDEN

Send for catalogue and special offer

W F KING Specialist in Hardy
• *-*• ^ 1

1

X VJ Old Fashioned Plants
Box 386 Little Silver, New Jersey

The Fragrant Flowered Daphnes
'

I 'HERE are about forty species of Daphne
generally distributed over parts of Europe,

North Africa and Temperate Asia. The ma-
jority are greenhouse pot plants and the sweet
scent of Daphne indica, var. odorata is fa-

miliar. Fortunately a few species prove quite
hardy and include some of|the most desirable

of small evergreen and deciduous shrubs.

The Mezereon, Daphne Mezereum is the
earliest to flower out-of-doors; a deciduous
shrub with slender erect branches that flowers

very early in spring, usually about the first

week of April, and before the leaves appear.

The flowers are produced all along the

branches and are usually of a purplish-red

color, although they vary white to red. There
is an autumn flowering variety (grandiflorum)

with large deep purple flowers. In Daphne
Mezereum the flowers are succeeded by quanti-
ties of scarlet or yellow poisonous berries.

About the middle of May Daphne Genkwa
produces along the whole length of its branches
rather large flowers of a pale lilac color, ap-

pearing before the leaves. 1 his is a spreading
shrub with erect branches and grows about
three feet tall. Plants of this species de-

rived from Japan have never proved a success

in the Arnold Arboretum, but plants raised

from seed collected by Mr. E. H. Wilson in

\\ estern China have proved fairly hardy in an
exposed position, and last year produced seed

from which a number of seedlings have been
raised, and if these prove, as they should do,

more hardy than the type they will be a very
welcome addition to our earl}' flowering dwarf
shrubs. Mr. Wilson speaks highly of this

plant in his book on his travels in Western
China and considers it by far the finest species.

Among the hardy kinds Daphne Cneorum
appears to be the general favorite and is com-
monly known as the “garland flower” from
the fact that in that part of central Europe
where it grows wild the girls use it when in

flower to make garlands for their hair. The
flowers here are produced about the middle of

May in terminal clusters on semi-prostrate

branches. 1 hey are of a rose pink color and
very fragrant. In a suitable position this

dwarf plant soon forms a wide spreading mat
with narrow deep-green leaves that are re-

tained all winter. A second crop of flowers is

frequently produced during September. I here

is a variety called majus with larger, darker

colored flowers, and there is also said to be a

variety with white flowers. I have never

seen Daphne Cneorum produce seed.

Daphne altaica, from the mountains of

Southern Siberia is a perfectly hardy de-

ciduous shrub with erect branches growing
about three feet tall. The flowers, which are

white and scentless, are produced in terminal

umbels during the early part of June. The
foliage is of a yellowish green when young.

From the European Alps comes Daphne
Alpina which has very fragrant white flowers

assembled closely together. I his species may
also be readily distinguished from D. Altaica

which it otherwise resembles by the downy
covering on the lower surface of the young
leaves and on the young branchlets. It grows
about two feet high and flowers during the

early part of June. It is partially evergreen

but requires protection here during the winter.

Daphne caucasica flowers at the same time

as the two previously mentioned species, and
has a similar habit of growth. I he flowers are

white and of a disagreeable odor. It also

grows about two feet tall and a light pro-

tection usually carries it through the winter.

Arnold Arboretum W. H. Judd.

NIAGARA
‘

Sin 1 Dust Mixture,
applied with -

NiagaraHandDuster*
= 'T'HIS light little hand machine protects your plants by =|== 1 blowing a cloud ot fine dust over the foliage— it gives ===
7== better protection than a liquid sprayer— does the work much == more quickly and eliminates the disagreeable sloppiness of === handling the liquid. •=

Niagara 3-in-i Dust Mixture is a finely powdered, carefully ==
-= combined insecticide and fungicide — made especially for ==
-—

:

use with this duster. ==

E=E Put up in pound packages— thoroughly mixed, ready to use. === it offers the most convenient, cleanly way to protect your == plants from aphis, slugs, potato bugs, etc., etc. ==

= Duster, $2.50 ; Niagara 8-ln-l Mixture, 40 cts- 1b. ==-

If your dealer can't supply you, write us for full particulars. ==

| NIAGARA SPRAYER COMPANY §
83 Main St., Middleport, N. Y.

== Makers of the famous Niagara Duster and Dust Materials

which hate revolutionized the protection of == orchards and field crops

DoubleYour Garden Joys
With Select German Iris
The colors in this group of German Irises har-

monize and will form the nucleus of a valuable
collection in your garden.

Cherion. Lilac-mauve and violet. La Tendresse. Soft
lavender-blue. Lord Salisbury. Amber-white and dark

R
urple. Pallida plicata. Clear purple; lilac edge. Maid
larion. Clear lavender; touched purple. Queen of May.

Delicate pinkish-lilac.

One plant of each variety,
delivered in the United States V *

My booklet includes a list of German and Japanese Irises,

Peonies, and many other perennials. Mailed to your address
on request.

ADOLF MULLER
DeKalb Nurseries Norristown, Penna.

Make Your Gardening
Profitable and Easy
T , RAPkTFP Weeder, Mulcher
The DA.KrvHt\. and Cultivator

See
THE

KlffifSs

3 tools in i, cuts the weeds under ground
and works the surface crust into a mois-
ture-retaining mulch—Intensive cultiva-
tion. Only garden tool that successfully,

in one operation, destroys the weed and
forms the necessary soil mulch. “Best
NVeed Killer Ever Used ” Has shovels

_ . for deeper cultivation. Self adjusting.
easily operated, inexpensive. Write for

free illustrated catalogue and special I-~actory-to-User offer.

DARKER MFG. CO.. Dept. 11 David City. Neb.

A WOMAN FLORIST
Hardy Everblooming

6
On their own roots

ALL WILL BLOOM
THIS SUMMER

Sent to any address postpaid;
guaranteed to reach you in good growing condition

Roses 25
GEM ROSE COLLECTION

Re.vsle Brown. Creamy White
Rhea Reid, Rosy Crimson
< lothllde Soupert, White and Pink
Snowflake, Pure White
Kadlanee. Brilliant Carmine
Pre*u Taft, Brightest Pink

SPECIAL BARGAINS
6 Carnations, the “Divine Flower," all

colors 25c
6 Prize winning Chrysanthemums - 25c
6 Beautiful Coleus 25c -

3 Flowering Cannas 25c
3 Choice Double Dahlias - 25c

3 Choice Hardy Iris - 25c
xo Lovely Gladioli 25c
10 Superb Pansy Plants 25c

15 Pkts. Flower Seeds, all different 25c

Any Five Collection** for One Dollar. Post-
paid. Guarantee satisfaction. Once a customer,
always one. Catalogue free.

MISS ELLA V. BAINES Box 66, Springfield.Ohlo

The Readers' Service will give you suggestions for the care and purchase of cals and dogs and other pets
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ApplyOurLawn PlantFoodNow
This Month

It will cause a marked improvement
in your lawn throughout the year
at a very little cost to you.

Takoma Odorless Plant Foods
PREPARED ESPECIALLY FOR SUBURBAN NEEDS

Concentrated—Scientifically Correct—Efficient-Economical—Odorless

LAWN PLANT FOOD GARDEN PLANT FOOD
10 lbs. enough for 1,000 square feet $1.00 10 lbs. enough for 400 square feet $1.10
25 lbs.

50 lbs.
"

100-200 lbs.

200-500 lbs.

500-1,000 lbs.

1,000 lbs. or more “ 354

2,500
' “ “ 1.75

5,000 “ “ 2.75
at 4J4 cents per pound
“ 4

3*A

25 lbs.

50 lbs.

100-200 lbs.

200-500 lbs.

500-1,000 lbs.

1,000 lbs. or more

1,000 “ “ 2.00
2,000 “ “ 3.25
at S'/z cents per pound
“ 5

ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY THEY ARE RECEIVED

ODORLESS PLANT FOOD COMPANY
Takoma Park

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Twenty-eight page book: "The Maintenance of Lawns applicable also to

Golf Courses," full of the latest authoritative information, sent free with

every order on request.

Each year, as our soils become more im-

poverished, the necessity for giving vegetables

and flowers proper and sufficient food increases.

Our Garden Plant Food Supplies this

Universal Need

Protect Hour Garden
Jrom jnsects arid ctfse&se

PREVENTION is better than cure. Begin
to spray your plants and flowers during

their dormant period and an occasional additional

application during the summer will destroy all in-

sect life and insure brilliant foliage, fine flowers,

perfect vegetables and fruit.

For $2.00 we supply our Imperial Home Garden Package mak-
ing fifty gallons of spraying material, enough for a f-acre garden
a whole season. With it we send a spray pump and our com-
plete spray guide for Home Flower and Vegetable Garden
FREE. All Imperial products are manufactured from formulas

recommended by the U. S. Government and Agricultural
s

\. Colleges.
x

s If your hardware dealer cannot supply you, send $2.00 to us di-

rect and complete package will be forwarded by prepaid express.

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL CO.
Ann Street, Corner Elizabeth

GRAND RAPIDS
MICHIGAN

A Wealth of New Material for the

Gardens of America

Aristocrats of the Garden
By ERNEST H. WILSON, M.A.,V.M.H.

Of the Arnold Arboretum. Author of "A Naturalist in Western China"

Mr. Wilson is particularly well qualified to speak authoritatively on this subject.

He has spent several years in searching remote regions of the world for hardy plants that would be not merely acceptable,

but ultimately valuable for the gardens of America.

“Aristocrats of the Garden” gives his conclusions as a result of his life travels and of his years of experience and research

work in the gardens and nurseries of Europe, Asia, and America. He tells of the wonderful and beautiful material in hardy
plants, trees and shrubs now made available for American gardens and, at the same time, focusses attention on the most worth-
while plants known and tried out, but unfortunately not yet really popularized. Interwoven here and there are occasional

accounts of his own experiences in plant hunting and travel.

This book originally appeared as a series of articles in The Garden Magazine. A chapter of personal experiences in exploring

for the Dove Tree has been added. A valuable feature of the book is the index which includes over 800 references to plants.

Edition Limited to 1,200 Copies. Crown 8vo. Sixteen full page illustrations. Index. Boxed, net $5.00

GARDEN CITY

ORDER FROM YOUR BOOKSELLER

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE COMPANY NEW YORK

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will y too
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A Ditch in a Jiffy

A few pounds of Red Cross

—

a blast—and the ditch is made,

—quicker than you could say

“Jack Robinson”—far quicker

than men could dig it—many
times cheaper too.

RED CROSS FARM POWDER
is the modern farmer’s magic power.

It lightens labor and lessens time.

Thousands of farmers the country over

have found it a short cut to easier work,

bigger results and greater profits.

Get Posted Now
Write at once for our big book telling

the new and approved methods of

ditching, draining, stumping, sub-soil-

ing, tree planting and road building

with Red Cross Farm Powder. It is a

revelation of up to date farming

methods. You ought to have it. Send

now for free

Hand Book of Explosives No. 523

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO.

Wilmington Delaware

The Readers’ Service will help you

solve your^garden problems. Send us

your questions and difficult points.

P
ROFIT and
LEASURE

in growing your own
vegetables this year

Atkinson’s
PREPARED

Humus
contains everything necessary for any plant and any soil

Each Pound („JiSr

) will grow more than
FIVE LBS. OF LUSCIOUS VEGETABLES

Why pay extortionate prices for stale stuff if you have ground enough
for a kitchen garden? Atkinson’s Prepared Humus, Cream of the Earth
top dressing, will produce affine putting green or lawn quicker and cheap-
er than by any other method. The original, clean, odorless. Prepared
Humus. Beware of imitations and substitutes. Apply now on lawns
for immediate results Prices F. 0. B. cars at warehouse BOGOTA,
N. J. 100 lbs. $3.00; 30 lbs. $2.00; 25 lbs. $1.25: 5 lbs. 35c. Send for
300 lbs. trial order at ton rate $7.50 with instructions.

M. B. ATKINSON Bogota, New Jersey

Vegetable Garden Making in a

Rush
'

I 'HE chief routine work is to harden off the
egg plants, tomato and pepper plants in

the cold frames by leaving off the glass during
the day (unless the weather is cool), being
careful of course to recover the frames at night.

Start sweet potatoes to get sprouts in a hotbed
made of wet leaves packed down and a four-

inch top layer of sand.

Onion plants raised in cold frames can be set

out in open ground the end of this month.
Fall planted cabbages should be pushed on by
frequent applications of nitrate of soda.

Among the strawberries work in a good com-
mercial fertilizer and put straw or pine tags

close around the plants to keep the berries

clean.

It is not too late to plant early potatoes
though if the weather is open and the soil in

good condition, it is best to get them in the

ground the end of February or first of March.
Eureka and Irish Cobbler are good early sorts.

In planting a garden, put the long season
crops such as rhubarb, carrots, salsify and
parsnips in one section. Plant cucumbers,
squash and melons to themselves and widely
separated from each other. It is thefirevalent

opinion [quite erroneous, however, Ed.] that

the close proximity of these curcubits affects

the flavor of each other. However that may
be, each one requires much space, as the melon
hills should be six feet apart each way.
The garden plot for melons and tomatoes

should now be put in condition, checked off in

squares, six feet apart for melons, four feet for

tomatoes. At the conjunction of the squares
dig a two-foot hole and put in a foot of well

rotted cow manure, pell the dirt over this and
make a hill. At the end of May plaGe in the

centre of each hill the tomato plants and the

melon seeds respectively.

Continue planting the wrinkled varieties of

garden peas, also biweekly plantings of string

beans, beets, summer varieties of lettuce and
radishes until the first of June and begin again

at the end of summer for the fall garden.

The Government is urging a larger planting,

too, of medicinal herbs. Farmer’s Bulletin

663 gives interesting and valuable information

regarding these. It could be made an in-

teresting and profitable occupation and it is

certainly a necessary part of home pre-

paredness.

LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN

In early spring the weeds begin to appear on
the lawn and it should have immediate at-

tention for if the weeds are not hoed out when
they first appear, they increase at a surprising

rate. The bare places should be raked over
and grass seed sown and rolled in and a little

nitrateof soda scattered over just before a rain.

The coarse manure which was spread over
the flower borders in the fall should now be

spaded into the ground, incorporating at the

same time a little' bone meal and acid phos-
phate.

The perennials sown in the cold frames last

August should be removed to the borders and
well rotted cow manure or good compost

(Continued on page ig6)

Double Value This Month
This most unusual offer enables you to provide for a lovely

display of everblooming Hybrid Tea Roses at almost no cost.
The regular price of these Roses is 5 for $1, but 1 now offer
double for the money— 10 Roses—each one a different kind,
properly labeled and sent prepaid, all for only $1 (or 60 for $5),
if you mention this paper. If you appreciate choice Roses,
don't miss this liberal offer. ORDER NOW.

CLARENCE B. FARGO
DESK 6 FRENCHTOWN, N. J.

1
“

Be Prepared
To save your lawn and garden from burniug up under the

hot summer sun. You can be completely insured against this

eventuality by using the new Campbell Oscillating Sprinkler.
This machine is at once reliable, durable and entirely auto-

matic. Simply turn on the water and let the sprinkler do the
rest. The little streams of water travel from one side to the
other every three seconds, thus giving an absolutely even dis-

tribution without the possibility of flooding.

Because this sprinkler waters a rectangular area it is espe-
cially desirable for watering along the edges of sidewalks,
driveways and such places where any circular sprinkler would
be wholly unsuitable.

Our new catalogue fully describing this, as well as many others ,

will be sent upon request

THE GEO. W. CLARK COMPANY
259-F Fifth Avenue New York

“/ have never hung
by the eyelids to the

summit of a climax

with an interest so

intense as the supreme

episode of ‘The Balance
9

inspires.
9

9

“THE BALANCE** is an unusual first novel

by Francis R. Bellamy.

All Bookstores. Net $ 1 .35

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.

Write to the Readers’ Service for suggestions about garden furniture
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E
Lilacs andRare Ornamental

Shrubs
We specialize in Lilacs on their own roots.

Our collection comprises the finest of the latest

introduction.

CEDAR HILL NURSERY
BROOKVILLE, LONG ISLAND

Post Office: Glenhead, L. I.

Albert Lahodeny, Mgr. T. A. Havemeyer, Prop.

IIBlfliiM

Get This Unusual Catalogue

“SUGGESTIONS FOR
EFFECTIVE PLANTING’’

£.v
A T last a book has been written which tells

* * what trees and shrubs are best adapted
by Nature for each garden and landscape

—

and how to group them most effectively.

“Suggestions For Effective Planting” is not

the usual mechanical, deadly dull nursery
catalogue. To read it is like going around your
grounds with an experienced gardener, dis-

cussing in a friendly way what the place needs.

“Suggestions For Effective Planting ”—in its

arrangement—groups the trees and plants best

suited for each purpose.

ANDORRA NURSERIES
WILLIAM WARNER HARPER, Proprietor

Box 100 Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa.

“A book is a theatre that repeats its performances

free of charge.”

c/1 Place 0/^fUnusual Service I

• 1

E
...W*

|

1
;F

!|

The Lord& Taylor Booh. Shop
CONDUCTED BY DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.

Fifth Avenue and Thirty-Eighth Street, New York

THE Lord & Taylor Book Shop begs to announce that the

literary lectures in Cliickering Hall are continuing on Tuesday

afternoons at three o’clock.

Owing to the interest which has been shown in these lectures,

admission will be by ticket only. Chickering Hall seats only 299, and

this rule will be strictly observed. Tickets may be obtained on

application at the Lord & Taylor Book Shop.

April 10, Poetry Day. April 17, lecture on Benjamin Franklin,

Printer, by John Clyde Oswald. Full information at the Book Shop.

These lectures are arranged by the Lord & Taylor Book Shop in

furtherance of its desire to keep its patrons au courant with the best

in current literature.

Gorgeous
New Cannas

Of all bedding plants these new Can-
nas are first and foremost. The large

flowers and broad petals bring out in a

most striking way every shade and tint of

the superb colors. We offer these new
varieties in a collection of

Three Plants of Each Variety

For $3.00 Postpaid
Firebird. Absolute pure scarlet, without streak or blotch.

Garam. Bright carmine; the best we have seen.

Hungaria. The beautiful pink of a Paul Neyron rose.

Kate F. Deemer. Rich yellow, changing to white, with yellow throat.

Long Branch. Bright crimson, with irregular dots of yellow.

\
We grow these and many other varieties of Cannas, bedding plants,

bulbs, roses, in a location peculiarly adapted to plant propagating.
All your garden needs can be supplied from

Storrs & Harrison Co’s
Plant and Seed Annual

which devotes nearly 200 pages to house and bedding plants, bulbs,

roses, shrubs, ornamental and fruit trees, which are true to name,
free from disease, sold direct to the planter—no agents—and safe

arrival guaranteed. Write to-day for the catalogue.

The Storrs & Harrison Co.
Box 409, Painesville, Ohio

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Good-
Backache!
No more tedious bending over
long rows of vegetables. Don’t
waste your valuable time with
old-fashioned tools.

There’s health, pleasure, and
economy in a good garden.

And, it costs so little in time
and effort, if only you have the

right tools. A few minutes’ gar-
dening every morning will furnish plenty of crisp, fresh vegetables for the home table.

IRONAGE
G
T
a
oo,

e
s
n

Solve the Home Garden Problem
Do the work ten times faster than the old-fashioned tools and do it far better, too.

A woman or even a boy or girl can push one. Not toys, but sturdy, long-lived

tools—the results of 80 years' successful tool-building experience.

Combined Drill and Wheel Hoe
Many tools in one. Will open its own furrow; sow in continuous row's or drop in

hills, cover the seed with loose soil, pack it

with a roller and mark the next row—all in one
operation! Quickly changed as needed into a

fast-working wheel hoe. Stored in small space.

Wheel Hoe, Double and Single
The only combined double and single wheel
hoe on the market. Easily changed from one
form to the other. Double wheel hoe enables
you to stride the rows when the plants are

young, while the single hoe works between the
row's of larger plants—does thorough w'ork.

Write for Booklet

Iron Age Garden Tools maybe had in 38 combinations,
one for every garden purpose and to suit every pocketbook.
Send to-day for booklet, “Gardening with Modern Tools”
and plan for a bigger, better garden.

Bateman M’f’g Co.
Box 35-G Grenloch, N. J.

Makers also of Potato , Spraying and Cultivating Machinery

Irises, Hardy Plants, Lilies and
Japanese Garden Specialties

Send for our new 1917-18 Catalogue

Over 500 fine varieties of Irises

Rainbow Gardens 19“
t

M
pruI,

e
Minn.

nue

Iris

Peonies

Phlox

12 choice Iris postpaid for

$1.00

12 choice Phlox postpaid
for $1.00

Or part of each. Send for list.

Geo. N. Smith, Wellesley Hills, Mass.

A Big Garden Easily Tilled

Eiifei

Send for

Book ^
FREE

Buy Your Greenhouse Ready-cut!
Wholesale prices. Comes glazed, in sections.
“Easybilt.” Erect it yourself. Any size. Highest grade
materials supplied complete. Shipped promptly anywhere.
Send for our Greenhouse and Hot Bed Sash Booklet. FREE. Write NOW!

2328
Gordon-VanTine Co.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back

6296 Case Street

Davenport, Iowa

0Concluded from page IQ4)
placed in the holes to w'hich they are trans-
ferred. Plant in groups rather than rows.
Do not put in same beds flowers whose colors
clash. If a calendar is kept as advised in

these articles one should know the blooming
periods of the various flowers and thus be able
to arrange a pleasing effect. Also sow seeds of
annuals in the open border.

Transplant from hotbed into cold frames the
perennials that were sown in February, three
inches apart. Shade with lath sashes in hot
days and glass frames should be put in if

nights are very cool. Water in the mornings.
Plant a few of each kind of flower in small

E

ots and sink into the cold frame. These can
e used as reserves later on in the summer to

fill in the gaps in the borders.

Violets should now be separated and planted
in rich mellow soil in rows in the open ground
and given constant cultivation' and care
throughout the summer to make large plants
to put in the cold frames the end of August for

winter blooming.

FLOWERS FOR SUMMER DROUGHT

Drought resisting flowers should claim at-

tention in the South so one can have flowers

during the months of July and August.
Petunias and Verbenas are especially desirable

and in the latter there is a wide range of color.

Snow-on-the-Mountain Euphorbia blooms the

latter part of August into September, is two
feet tall and makes lovely cool masses of

white and green in the garden. As a low grow-
ing plant the Abronia, so like the Heliotrope in

flower and the Verbena in leaf, is a great ad-

dition to the garden because of its long season

of bloom and easy cultivation.

Dormant and potted Roses can be planted

this month, also Peonies and perennials and
many deciduous shrubs, though it is a little

late for the early blooming varieties (The
Forsythias, Loniceras, Pyrus japonica, Mag-
nolias Soulangea and stellata). They should

be planted in the fall, as they bloom in Jan-
uary, February, and March or immediately
after the blooming season.

Spray the grape vines and all fruit trees with
bordeaux mixture for brown rot and fungous
diseases and two weeks later add to the mix-

ture which should then be summer strength a

little arsenate of lead to destroy the plum
curculio and the coddling moth. Examine
peach and plum trees for the peach borer. It

is at the root and should be dug out with a

sharp knife or wire and the trunk painted with
coal tar a foot below and above ground.

Virginia. J. M. Patterson.

Where the 17-Year Locust is due
r PHIS Spring the 17-year locust (or brood

VIII of the periodical cicada) maybe looked

for in western Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio,

northern West Virginia, northern New Jersey,

northern Maryland, central North Carolina,

southwestern New York, southern South
Carolina, northwestern Illinois, and Martha’s
Vineyard, Massachusetts. And also possibly

in N. Carolina, southern S. Carolina, south-

western New York, and northwestern Illinois.

In counties where this insect appeared in

large numbers in 1900, fruit trees should not be

planted extensively this spring. Young trees

may have the trunks and large limbs wrapped
with paper to prevent egg-disposition, and

the upper limbs should then be either in-

closed by mosquito netting as complete

protection or sprayed liberally with bor-

deaux mixture or lime-sulphur wash as

partial protection.

The Readers’ Service will gladly furnish information about Retail Shops
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V\ Pound

Spencer

Sweet Peas

25f£ Postpaid

This mixture of gigantic, orchid-flowering sweet

peas contains the finest SPENCER varieties in

all shades from purest white to darkest crimson.

This is our 1917 special offer. We will send the

quarter pound of Sweet Peas postpaid to any

place in the United States or Canada, together

with a copy of our

New Garden Guide
containing full cultural directions. This guide

also describes and illustrates the best in flowers

and vegetables, and gives many helpful sugges-

tions for successful planting. April sowing

insures success with Sweet Peas. Mail your

order to-day.

Arthur T. Boddington Co., Inc.
Seedsmen

Dept. G-6 128 Chambers St. New York

F

FAIRFAX ROSES
MEAN thesuccessfulgar-
den. Grown in Nature’s
way they withstand weather
conditions anywhere. Plant
the Fairfax to insure a suc-

cessful garden this year.

Book on request giving instructions as to the

proper method of growing roses

W. R. Gray, Box 6, Oakton, Va.

A Garden of Gladioli
I for the cost of a few blossoms at the

florist’s. The most satisfactory col- |

|
lection ever offered at any price.

40 AMERICA, the best light pink. §§

30 MRS. FRANCES KING, flame
jj

scarlet, very striking.

10 BARON HULOT, beautiful violet 1
blue.

10 GLORY OF HOLLAND, very fine §
large white.

10 NIAGARA, the very best yellow. §|

100 Bulbs, Postpaid . $2.00 |
A Half Collection . . $1.15 §

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money J
back. Send for our list of low prices g
on Asters, Gladioli, Phlox, Iris, and

|j
other plants.

Asterdale Gardens
203 Stambaugh Building

Youngstown Ohio

Shade Trees
srgreens, Shrubs
Stock That You
Can Depend OnYou get all of the fibrous vigor-

giving roots as well as all of the tops
when you buy Bay State stock.

N PLANNING your planting, you do sowith ^definite picture firm\y fixed

in your mind of just the effect that you desire that planting to. give.

You order from your nursery catalogue accordingly. The shade trees,

evergreens, shrubs or whatever it may be, arrive. You set them out.

Then comes the acid test. If they are good, sturdy, strong-rooted, de-

pendable stock, you will get the effect you had in mind—not only the first

year, but every year. If they are weak, spindly-rooted, “anaemic” stock

the first winter will exact its blighting toll and turn your planting plans so

far awry as to be most distressingly disappointing.

Avoid such disappointments. Order your stock from a Nursery
whose stock you can absolutely depend on.

You can absolutely depend on Bay State stock. It has all stood the

stringent test of our long, severe New England winters, that automatic-
ally cull out every weakling. Every plant and tree has good vigorous root

power. Every plant and tree is sturdy, in the full sense of the word.
Send for our Hand Book and make your selections with the comfort-

able assurance of sure results.

672 Adams Street,
North Abington, Mass.

MONTREAL M. MELON
The largest and best flavored Musk Melon

in existence. Grows to weigh as much as

to pounds, and fetches $3.00 to $5.00 each.
GENUINE SEED per package postpaid 50c.

Do not confuse this variety with the Am-
erican variety. Send for catalogue of
Northern Groiun Seeds.

DUPUY & FERGUSON
MONTREAL CANADA

DAHLIAS SATISFACTORY
PRICES

Many choice varieties, Cactus, Decorative, Show, Pae-
ony and Single sire listed in our illustrated catalogue, free

upon request. Roots are all field grown and true to

name. Special trial offer, 1 2 different varieties for $ 1 .00.

C. E. VARNUM & SON. Atco, New Jersey

ROCKMONT
NURSERY
Boulder, Colo.

Offers a unique service to western garden enthusiasts. Centrally located for

the economical distribution of the most complete stock of ornamentals west

of the Mississippi. Shade trees, evergreens, flowering shrubs and vines,

Hollyhocks, Peonies, Iris, Phlox. Specializes Colorado native shrubs
and flowers, including alpines and rock plants. Illustrated catalogue

free, if you address D. M. ANDREWS, Owner, Boulder, Colorado.

Advertisers mill appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and me mitt, too
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O ~ COMING EVENTS Q
kTLUB ^SOCIETY NEW0

Meetings and Lectures in April

The following dates arc meetings unless otherwise

specified

2. New Bedford, Mass., Horticultural Society.
3. Garden Club of Myers Park. Charlotte, N. C., Bulb

Show.
Lake Geneva, Wis., Gardeners' & Foremen's Associa-

tion.

Garden Club of Pleasantville, N. Y., Lecture: The
Home Vegetable Garden.

4. Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club.
5. Marshfield, Mass., Garden Ciub.
5. Pasadena, Cal., Horticultural Society.
9. Park Garden Club, Flushing, L. I., Programme: Our

Native Birds.
Rochester, N. Y., Florists’ Association.
New Rochelle, N. Y., Garden Club.
New York Florists' Club, New York City.

11. Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club.
Lenox, Mass., Horticultural Society.
Nassau Co. Horticultural Society, Glen Cove, N. Y.

13. Connecticut Horticultural Society, Hartford, Conn.
Westchester, N. Y., & Fairfield, Conn., Horticultural

Society.
Minnesota, Minn.. Garden Flower Society.

14. Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.. Horticultural Society.
17. Garden Club of Myers Park, Charlotte, N. C., Sub-

ject: Making a Garden.
Lake Geneva, Wis., Gardeners’ & Foremen's Associa-

tion.

15. Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club.
Rhode Island Horticultural Society, Providence, R. I.

Tarrytown, N. Y„ Horticultural Society.
19. Marshfield, Mass., Garden Club.
20. Pasadena, Cal., Horticultural Society.
23. Park Garden Club, Flushing, L. I. Lecture: The

Hardy Garden.
25. Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club.
27. Connecticut Horticultural Society, Hartford, Conn.
23. Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., Horticultural Society.

Garden Beautiful Contest at Williamsport, Pa.

FIRST-YEAR flower garden, composed
exclusively of annuals, proved the winner

in a spirited and interesting “City Beautiful”

contest, conducted by the Rotary and Gar-
den clubs of Williamsport, Pa., during the

past summer. 1 he garden, the property of

Mr. and Mrs. V. King Pifer, and surrounding

their summer cottage, not only won the lead-

ing prize of #25, offered by the Rotary Club
to the flower garden or yard showing the

greatest improvement, but captured the

special prize of $20, offered by the Garden
Club, for the most beautiful flower garden

in the city and its suburbs. More than 500
gardens were entered in the contests.

Early in June the plot about the cottage

was bare and without sod. \\ here now are

lawns, there was a strawberry bed in July.

There were no permanent plantings about

the cottage with the exception of several

two-year-old peach trees. Mr. Pifer, after

surveying the place, decided that in order to

make a flower garden that would prove at-

tractive, only annual-blooming varieties could

be used. He never had grown flowers and

made use of those with which he was more
or less familiar and wlpch were among the

most common varieties—Cosmos, Marigolds,

Balsams, Zinnias, Bachelor-buttons and Nas-

turtiums. These were grown from seed, in

large quantities and set out after the border

beds had been prepared. There were no

flower beds in the lawn, all being used in the

borders or close to the cottage.

The- only rule observed by the contestant

was to stick to straight lines and endeavor

to produce massed effects. Cosmos invari-

ably formed the background, with Mari-

golds and Zinnias in all shades in front.

Masses of Bachelor-buttons and Balsams

were intermingled to produce variety, all the

beds being bordered with the trailing varieties

of Nasturtiums. One of the attractive fea-

tures of the garden was the front border, 140

feet long, containing triple rows of cosmos
which attained a height of six feet and dur-
ing July, August and September bore their
pink, garnet and white blossoms most pro-
fusely. The choice of annuals made by the
contestant produced a constant bloom through
July, when most gardens are ragged, and
lasted until bitten by the frosts of late Septem-
ber.

Speaking of his success Mr. Pifer, who is a
newspaper man and worked his garden morn-
ings and evenings, says: “I am led to believe
that whatever success my garden achieved
was due to the fact that massed effects were
used and that the flowers were grown in such
profusion. Instead of trying to grow dozens
of varieties I selected six, but there was
enough of every flower to excite interest

and admiration. Variety was sacrificed for

quantity and color effect. It was a showy
garden in the strictest sense of the word,
running the entire scale of color harmony
from the most delicate colorings of the pink
and white Cosmos to the bold, flaunting and
brilliant hues of the Marigolds and Zinnias.

The only color I tried to avoid was the ma-
genta.”

A Social Service Garden

T AST summer my attention was drawn
'tp an entirely new club, whose purpose

was professedly humanitarian
—

“Aster Club,”
of Monroe, Conn. The membership con-

sisted of enterprising young ladies who were
spending the summer in the vicinity. All

were members of the Civic Club of the
town; Judge Peck, of Derby, furnished the

seeds.

The work of planting the seeds fell largely

to the girls of the town, but ground space for

the aster garden was secured from a church.

The seeds were planted in large pans filled

with rich soil. By the first of June the plants

were ready for transplanting.

Transplanting day presented a novel sight

as the members, clad in sun hats and armed
with hoes and trowels, arrived in automobiles

and teams, each member with her pan of

Asters.

By the end of August the plants were a

mass of flowers.

The first cutting of more than one thousand

blossoms was taken by three of the club mem-
bers to the Griffin Hospital of Derby and

that hospital being the nearest to Monroe
was given weekly donations of the fresh cut

flowers. The second cutting of a thousand

blooms was sent to the New Haven Hospital,

while later in the season cuttings were sent

to Grace Hospital of New Haven and St.

Vincent’s Hospital of Bridgeport. The club

also furnished bouquets for the churches and

the sick of the neighborhood. In this way
hundreds of sufferers were cheered by the ef-

forts of this novel Aster Club.

A .Progressive Society

THE Columbus Ohio Horticultural Society

has undertaken a campaign of active

education, under the newly elected President,

Prof. Wendell Paddock. It will issue from

time to time pamphlets or bulletins on

popular topics, beginning with one on Roses

in the Home Garden.

[If 0 Problem grows in your garden write to the Readers' Service for assistance
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|
Build a Hedge— 1

|
Not a Fence

1 A hedge on the home grounds is much |

|
more attractive and valuable than a 1

fence. A hedge lasts longer and does I

not “tumble down” after a few years =

of service. The ideal hedge plant |

is American Arborvitae, a dense, |

quick-growing evergreen of hand- §
some appearance. I

Each io =

American Arborvitae 2 feet gi.oo £8.oo =

American Arborvitae 3 feet 1.50 12.00 =

American Arborvitae 4 feet 2.00 16.00 E

For a Hardy Dwarf Evergreen plant Black Spruce. E
Plants 8 years old, 10" ball, 60 cents each E

Send us your requirements in Evergreens. =
Be sure to order during April so we can ship in May. E

Fraser’s Tree Book |
tells about good hedge plants and other ornamentals for E
home ground plantings. Lists of fruit trees for every pur- E
pose are also given. Send for a copy. =

Samuel Fraser Nursery, Inc. §

173 Main Street, Geneseo, New York E

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiMiMiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir

Simplex Weatherproof Plant Labels

Permanent. Easy to Use. Always legible. For aW outdoor mark-
ing. Use on roses, shrubs, trees, and seed rows and you will

not forget the names. The writing may be erased when desired.

PRICES, Postpaid, Including Copper Wires
No. 1, size 3 x \ inches, 25 cents doz. $2.00 per 100
No. 2, size 4 x f inches, 50 cents doz. $4 00 per 100

At your dealers or from

STEWART & CCX, 171 Broadway. New York

Systematic Gardening

Pays Bestk *
It is not the size of the garden that counts!

If is the method pursued in planting and culti-

vating it. Intensive cultivation of any garden
means to keep each square foot of space con-

stantly busy. On correct crop rotation depends
the quantity and quality of the garden’s product. To make
your garden yield maximum returns for every effort, use the

Efficiency Garden Chart
Doubles Your Carden Yield. By its use you can

raise $50 worth of vegetables on a plot of ground 35 ft.

square. It teaches the novice, as well as the experienced
man, intensive gardening as practised by experts—to make
two vegetables grow where one grew before. It enables
one to visualize and plan in advance for the whole season
his entire garden.

Price 75c Postpaid

Other Useful Of immediate usefulness are our
. . Paper Pots for starting seeds of

Accessories tender vegetables indoors; our
Cloches will keep belated frosts

off your rows of extra early crops; our Lawn Edger will

keep your lawns looking trim. We have an ideal garden
cultivator, besides other useful, thoroughly practical tools

for the garden hobby-ist. Send for complete descriptive
booklet of all—do it TO-DAY.

THE CLOCHE CO., 131 Hudson St., New York

Kelsey’s Rare, Hardy American Plants
and Carolina Mountain Flowers

RHODODENDRON CATAWBIENSE (illustrated

above) (True) Bright red purple clumps as grown at my
nurseries. Hardiest and best species known. The hardy
parent of the hardiest hybrids.

Prices at Highlands Nursery
9-12 in. $.35 each $2. per 10 $18. per 100
1-1* ft. .50 “ 3. “ 10 25. " 100

1 \-2 “ clumps, budded $2. each $16. per 10 $135.
per 100 and up to 5 ft. clumps by the carload.

RHODODENDRON
CAROLINIANUM-New
clear pink— The most
beautiful dwarf species
known.
• Prices at

Boxford Nursery
9-12 in. strong plants
$.75 each $6. per 10

$50. per 100

1-

1* ft. clumps, budded
$2. each $17.50 per 10

$150. per 100

2-

3 ft. clumps, budded
$6. each $50. per 10

LEUCOTHOE CATES-
BAEI. The finest broad-
leaved edging and border
plant. Foliage green and
rich bronze where exposed
to sun in autumn.

Prices at
Highlands Nursery
6-12 in. $.20 each

$1
.
per 10 $8.50 per 100

$25. per 1000
1-1* ft. $.25 each

$1.50 per 10 $12.50perl00
$100. per 1000

6-12 in. clumps $.50 each
$3. per 10 $27.50 per 100

$225. per 1000

1-1* ft. clumps $.75 each
$4. per 10 $37.50 per 100

$325. per 1000

AZALEA LUTEA, Great Flame Azalea. Colors red lead,

orange, yellow and cream color and others. Our most bril-

liant flowered American shrub.

Prices at Highlands Nursery

6-12 in. $.25 each $1.50 per 10 $12.50 per 100

1-

1* ft. .40 “ 2.50 “ 10 22.50 “ 100
l*-2 “ clumps, budded $1.00 each. $8.50 per 10. $ 75. per 100

2-

3 “ “ “ 1.50 “ 12.50 “ 10, 100. “ 100

The Finest Collection of Rare, Hardy, Native Plants in Existence. New Illustrated Catalogue

HARLAN P. KELSEY, Owner
Highlands Nursery, 3800 ft. elevation in. the Carolina Mountains

Salem, Massachusetts

PLANS AND PLANTS
is a dependable 48-pp. Guide for the tasteful planning, planting
and care of Home Grounds, Gardens, Shrubberies, etc. En-
ables you to choose from confusing Catalogue lists, those Trees,
Shrubs and Flowers you ought to have, will like best and are
easiest to grow. Gives practical solutions for most Garden
problems. Tells how to avoid costly mistakes.

32 beautiful and helpful pictures of well-planted Grounds and
Gardens. 15 detailed Planting Plans. Price 20 cents (stamps).

H. C. DURAND, 500 Lee Avenue, Webster Groves, Mo.

Shrubs Attract Birds
In addition they ornament roadsides, lawns, terraces and walks.

Birds always nest where food is abundant and they are fond of

most shrub berries. If you have a lot of berried shrubs growing

around your home you may be sure of having many friendly birds

about. There are over 30 varieties of shrubs which can be easily

grown from seed at small expense without transplanting. Write
to-day for further information contained in our free booklet.

A. H. & N. M. LAKE, Box 105, Marshfield, Wisconsin

An endless variety

ofexquisiteshades

fied by right selection

from the nearly 400
varieties of C. & J.

Roses—“The Best Roses
for America.” And

every one is guaranteed to bloom. Over half

a century of rose-growing experience enables
us to guarantee; our customers rose-success. A
big help to rose-culture is our book:

How to Grow Roses
19

“A very thorough roundup of what the amateur most wants
to know about roses,” says Editor Barron of Garden Maga-
zine. Full of non-technical information on selecting, planting, pruning

and spraying roses. The year-round “Calendar of Operations” is an es-

pecially handy feature. Library Edition, 121 pages (16 in full color),

price $ 1 , postpaid, with coupon worth $1 with first $5 order.

1917 Floral Guide—Free
Describes nearly 400 of “The Best Roses for America”—marks IOI of the choicest with a

a selecting help you’ll appreciate. 92 pages—253 illustrations. You’ll surely need this

book before you complete your rose-plans. Write us—to-day!

CONARD ROSES
& JONES CO. Box 24. WEST GROVE, PA.

Robert F>yle, Pres. A. Wintzer, Vice-Pres.

Rose Specialists Backed by 50 years' experience.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Carden Afagazine in writing— and we will, too
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Roses
Out-of-the-
Ordinary

WITH the sturdy Ameri-
can grown roses that I

am offering this year, you can
makeyourrosegarden aconstant

source of joy all summer long.

Every plant throws out good,

vigorous roots that insure its

hardiness. Every plant is grown
slowly under natural conditions

afid thoroughly acclimated to

snow and frost. All of them are

free blooming and delightfully fragrant. None of

them requires any special attention or coddling.

They are of a quality which I know to be dis-

tinctly superior to that of roses budded on

other stock.

My Rose Catalogue describes all the most
favored varieties. Send for it.

Gladioli
THE surprising range of the Gladioli's colorings

and the wondrous markings found in its long
graceful spikes, have given to the modem ones, a

high place in the favor of garden lovers.

Satisfied in garden soiland requiring no nursing they
will give you a joyous succession of blooms from June
to frost, if planted at intervals of about two weeks
My American grown Gladioli bulbs are full sized

solid fellows, fully developed and healthy, I guarantee
them to be true to name and sure in bloom promise
My Rose and Gladioli Catalogue will make it easy

to make your selections. Send for it.

To convince you of the surpassing quality of
my Gladioli bulbs, I will send a box of 25 choice,
selected bulbs, of fine named varieties, anywhere
in the United States for $1.

Tfe/es a*4> lQtc&z
172 Broadway Paterson, N. J.

Bird Houses
that satisfy

We have made.50 thousand suc-
cessful bird homes, bird baths
and feederies. They are not
patented and we gladly aid con-
servation of bird life by selling

them also in KNOCK DOWN
form at manufacturers’ prices.

Martin House, 26 room, ready
built with one coat paint, $5.00
House No. 32.

Write for Our Folder
and Compare Values

CHICAGO BIRD
709-11 S. Leavitt SL

Willowdale Nurseries
In addition to our regular line of first class

nursery stock of all kinds we have a select stock

of big trees running in caliper from 3 inches up to

6, 8 and in a few cases 10 inches or more. The
list includes Oriental Plane, American Ash,

Catalpas, Elms, Maples, Oaks, Lindens, Pop-

lars, Sweet Gum, Salisburia, and Tulip Trees.

Catalogue and prices on application.

THE RAKESTRAW - PYLE COMPANY
Kennett Square Pennsylvania

The Apple-Tree’s Visitors

(A Record taken in Eastern Massachusetts)

TN ALL my wanderings through woodlands
in quest of bird friends, I have not found

more pleasure than in keeping the record of

bird acquaintances that came within the nar-

row range of one tree. That tree was near the

windows of my room, and was the object of my
morning and evening outlook. I chose it be-

cause of its nearness, and selected it from a row
of apple trees, because it had brighter and
more fragrant blossoms. The apple was a

Winter Porter of fine flavor and pale gold

color. The tree was old enough to hide many
insects in the crevices of its rough bark. A
few feet from the ground its trunk divided into

five spreading branches that reached within a

few yards of the two houses that stood on either

side. How many birds visited my tree I can-
not even guess, but the large number I saw, no
less than the various kinds, greatly surprised

me, because of the nearness to dwellings and to

the street.

I began making my record the latter part of

April, and the first bird of which I made note
was the Myrtle Warbler. I had seen him a

few days before in the horse-chestnut tree at

the other side of the house, and had thought
that he would soon fly farther north to build

his nest, but he came to my tree again in May,
and much more to my surprise visited it in

August. I had thought that he was enjoying
the cool glades of the Maine woods or less

favorite Canadian haunts, while I was spending
the hot August days in a Boston suburb.

On May 7, a Black-billed Cuckoo came to

my apple tree. I had never seen a Cuckoo
before. He was not at all disturbed by my
presence at the window, but searched dili-

gently for insects, giving me only an occasional

glance.

On May 17, a beautiful Scarlet Tanager and
his olive mate flew through the branches of the

tree. I had never seen a Tanager in our
orchard before. Already my tree was becom-
ing noted, or else a limited range had sharpened
my powers of observation.

l iie busy little Black and White Warbler
crept about the branches of the tree to seek out
insects. Of course Robins and Sparrows were
frequent visitors, and especially welcome was
Robin Redbreast with his morning carol and
evening twitter. The Orchard Oriole came
once; and the Baltimore Oriole with his mate
were occasional visitors. On a rainy day a

Rusty Blackbird perched on a branch near the

house. •

After many rainy days the sky cleared, and
what was my delight to see my tree full of

birds! I suspect that it had proved to be a

sheltered place, between the two houses, from
the gentle breeze that had risen after the storm.

I can hardly tell how many or what kinds I

saw within a few hours, for my scanty knowl-
edge was taxed by this sudden onrush of bird

friends. Several birds of a kind I had not seen

before were perching now here, now there, on
the limbs of the tree. They were probably
Flycatchers. A Yellow-breasted Vireo darted

in and out among the leaves again and again;

and a strange little bird—at least a stranger to

our orchard—came near several times, with an
erect tail and a saucy turn of the head. I sus-

pected he was Master Wren, a frequenter

about many houses. The Robins and the

Sparrows came plentifully, and before long I

heard a faint “Chink,” and hurried to the

window to find that my pet “Downy” of the

orchard had also found my tree a sheltered

place from the wind. Only a few days before,

a loud “wick, wick, wick,” from his cousin, the
Flicker, had called me around the corner of the
house just as he flew out of the tree.

Golden Robin and his mate came often in

the morning. Several Grackles came also;

some walked about on the lawn, a few perched
in the tree. One settled himself in a comfort-
able place, and stayed there for several hours.

I went close to the window and gave a low
whistle to call his attention. He appeared
not to notice my calling, but a Robin perched
nearby gave strict attention and bent his head
in a listening attitude. I have often noticed

that the Robin more than any other bird seems
cognizant of the human voice.

Many more birds than I saw must have come
to my apple-tree, but it seemed strange that

my favorite, the Goldfinch, should never once
favor me with his presence there, though he
would hop about in the top of my birch-tree on
the other side of the house, and sing sweetly,

for hours at a time. I suspect that the seeds

which he found in the garden nearby were
more attractive to him than the insects of the

orchard.

At the end of the summer I felt that my
observations within the narrow range of one
tree had given me more enjoyment than
many wanderings here and there.

Framingham, Mass. M. M. Higgins.

Sweet Pea Mixtures in Balanced

Quantities

MANY of the “mixtures” offered bjr seeds-

men are not prepared with much thought
as to the balance of colors or pleasing effects.

If we grow separate colors side by side, we
generally grow about the same number of feet

of each color. In this way we have quite a

large assortment of the most popular colors for

an attractive display. But when we start

cutting the flowers for mixed bouquets we see

how unbalanced our colors really are because

some overwhelm the others.

White is the foremost color in every good
complete mixture and constitutes the basis.

Colors like cream, light amber, slightly

tinted, and white delicately edged varieties,

while very similar in general effect cannot take

the place of white.

The next in importance are those of slightly

deeper color, but of practically the same in-

tensity. These comprise light pink, blush

pink and cream pink, also light blue, light

lavender, soft lilac and soft mauve. Still an-

other color group is made up of colors which
are more striking, as they are more intensive.

Naturally, we need less of each of these to give

the mixture the proper appearance. Pink

(including lavender pink and salmon pink),

rose (including rose-carmine and deep rose

pink), and medium blue (including lavender

and azure blue) belong to this class and should

be represented in equal volume.

There is still another group, the colors of

which are deeper than any considered hereto-

fore, but of vVhich the same quantity of seeds

should be added. These are scarlet, orange

and deep cherry—the very colors that lend life

and brilliancy to every bouquet.

In addition there are four classes of dark

shades of lesser importance which give the

mixture a greater variety but should be used

sparingly because of the overwhelming color

contrasts which they create.

Dark flowers in a bouquet of lighter shades

are decidedly more conspicuous and it is logi-

cal therefore to use less of them.

(1Continued on page 202)

The Readers’ Service will give you suggestions /or planting
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THE SKY-BLUE ROSE OF SHARON

For Immediate Effect

WE have an exceptionally fine stock of exceptionally
choice Shrubs, in large sizes— 5 feet and more. They

are not over-grown, however, but particularly well-grown —
distinctively “ Meehan Products.” They have lived a dif-

ferent life from the ordinary run of shrubs — have had
more room, more care, better cultivation. They are ideal
for new plantings on old places, for screens to hide un-
sightly buildings or views, or for quick results in any loca-
tion. We can make especially low prices on large quanti-
ties. Here are a few rare and unusually beautiful varieties:

The Sky-Blue Rose of Sharon (Hibiscus Syriacus
Coelestis). Flowers azure changing to lavender blue.

A Charming shade. August.

Storax (Styrax Japonica). Loveliest tall growing, hardy
shrub. Flowers pure white. Elegant foliage. May.

Cork -winged Spindle Bush (Euonymus alatus)-

Unique and always attractive. Gorgeous Autumn foli-

age. Brilliant scarlet berries.

Cornelian Cherry (Cornus Mas). Yellow blossoms in

April, followed by bright red berries.

White Fringe (Chionanthus Virginica). Rich, bold foli-

age, unusual fringe-like blossoms. May.
Pink Deutzia (Pride of Rochester). Superb specimens
of this elegant, useful and popular shrub. June.

Smoke Bush (Rhus cotinus). Misty, smoke-colored
flowers in June. Gorgeous foliage in Autumn.

Pink Spiraea (S. Bill ardi ) . Spikes of bright pink flow-

ers in July and August. Fine habit and foliage.

These are only a few of the multitude of really good
things described and priced in our

1917 Handbook of Trees and Hardy Plants

Write for your copy to-day. You will find it full of
helpful suggestions and cultural information.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
Nurserymen and Landscape Gardeners

6717 Chew Street Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

FB KIPLING Ft
Master War Correspondent
“Few writers are better equipped to write about the war, and not

one of them has his genius. He has made the new conditions of

warfare live so that the man who does not fight shall know all

about it.”—London To-Day.

Have you read his two books on the war?

Sea Warfare. Net, $1.25

(Just Out)

France at War. Net, 60 cents

All Bookstores

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & COMPANY
Garden City New York

DELIGHTFUL NEW BOOKS FOR BIRD LOVERS

Friends in Feathers
By GENE STRATTON-PORTER

Author of “Moths of the Limberlost,” “The Song of the Cardinal,” “Morning Face,” Etc.

This volume represents at once the finest and the most difficult field work
done by Mrs. Stratton-Porter.

She here tells how she became so friendly with shy, wild song-birds that she was able to

study them and photograph them at close range. These are all birds that do not congre-

gate in flocks but must be taken singly and many of them have never before been photo-

graphed in their natural positions
;
yet so patiently did she work and wait among them that she

was able to secure pictures of birds showing fear, anger, greed and other emotions plainly on
their faces. Jill of the many Illustrations are the author’s own. £A£e/, $3.50

The Bird Study Book
By T. GILBERT PEARSON

Secretary, National Association of Audubon Societies

Mr. Pearson, who is one of the best informed writers on birds in America, here presents

a book in which the beginner or the child can get in simple language the fundamental facts

of bird study.

He presents his subject in a manner sure to kindle enthusiasm, telling how to get on neigh-

borly terms with birds.

Colored frontispiece. Pen and ink drawings by Will Simmons, and Sixteen Photographs. Net, $ 1 .25

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York

“There were moments
during which I sat con

-

centrated on this tale with

all the interest a man
might feel in his own win-

ning hand at poker.

* ,

Alexander Harvey in “The Bang”

THE BALANCE—Francis R. Bellamy
Net SI .35. All Bookstores

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.

“I Wonder What Number

That Article Was In?
”

How many times have you said that to

yourself when you wanted to refer to some
article that you had previously read in The
World’s Work? Then you try to find it and
after looking through piles of torn maga-
zines on some out of the way top shelf, you
give it up.

Keep your back copies and send them to

us. We will bind them in volumes each
containing six issues, for 75 cents a volume.

These volumes begin with the May and
November numbers, and each contains a

complete index which we furnish without
extra cost.

With your back copies bound, you will

find that you can keep them in better shape,

and at the same time can more easily refer

to them for the valuable information they
contain.

THE WORLD’S WORK
Garden City New York

Start Seed With
Suntrapz

Midget seed starters and
plant growers — work in-

doors or outdoors. Two
of them to start the seed will set out both a cold frame and an
ample kitchen garden. They will put you weeks ahead

Try a few Suntrapz. 50c each. (No glass)

Delivered anywhere east of Rocky Mountains

Get our complete catalogue of Garden Outfits. Free.

Sunlight Double

Glass Sash Co.

Bot-beds 927 E. Broadway
aod Cofcltramcs Louisville Kentucky

Before
you build
the Poultry

house—or after

decide to plan
your grounds so
that you can ro-

tate yards and thus keep
the birds in best condition.

“Buffalo” Portable Fenc-
ing sections can be ex-

panded from several pens
to one yard in a jiffy. Buy
fence a section at a time.

To erect, just press gal-

vanized steel posts in

ground by hand. “Buffalo”
Portable Poultry Runways
double the interest and
add profit to poultry keep-
ing. Always neat. Can
be stored in winter. You’ll

find valuable suggestions
in the free Booklet, No.
67A, mailed upon request,

Send for Booklet to-day.

Buffalo Wire Works Co.
(Formerly Scheeler’s Sons)

467 Terrace, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Broad - Leaved
Evergreens

Hicks’ Rhododendrons

These are not newly imported plants but have
been growing in our nursery for several years.
They are doubly valuable because they have
become acclimated to our growing conditions and have
developed wonderful root systems many times larger than
those of freshly imported plants. From the countless
number of varieties, we have selected a list of forty kinds,
representing those of proven hardiness and of the clearest
colors. For foundation plantings Rhododendrons are
unexcelled. The heavy, dark green foliage is persistent
all the year round and the immense, showy flowers can-
not be duplicated by any other shrubs. Every plant is

guaranteed to grow and if they fail, we will replace them.
1-5 It. #1.35 to #15.00 each; #11.00 to #140.00 per lO

Mrs.
, president of the —-— Garden Club, said, “We

suggested to Mr. Hicks that he adopt 'Color Standards and
ColorNomenclature’ by Ridgewayand he did soimmediately.”
Another lady who is author of several authoritative books

on landscape gardening, said, “Hicks’ catalogue has the best
color descriptions.’’

-Another lady said, Rhododendrons would be beautiful if

people did not make such inharmonious color combinations.”
You will find Hicks’ catalogue describes colors accu-

rately stating which are clear red and which have a
purple tinge or magenta. You can study autochrome
plates of them at the nursery or you can buy the plants
in full bloom.

HOLLIES
American Holly (Ilex opaca)

One of the most ornamental evergreen shrubs or small trees
with handsome glossy foliage andattractive scarlet red berries.

Several plants should be obtained to be sure to get the
berry-bearing form. Why not grow your own Christmas
Holly?

1 ft. high # .75 each # fi.OOperlO3“ •• 1.50 •• 13.50 •• 10
8 “ “ 8.50 “ 80.00 “ 10

Japanese Holly (Ilex crenata)

One of the most valuable of Japanese introductions. A low
evergreen shrub with lustrous light green leaves. The abun-
dant black berries are very pretty. The Japanese Holly is

suitable for planting in formal gardens, as a hedge plant, or
as a foundation planting it serves admirably.

15-1# In. #1.00 each #9.00 per 10
We will be pleased to send you our new catalogue for 1Q17

describing shade trees and evergreens that save 15 years,
shrubs, hardy flowers, new food plants.

HICKS’ NURSERIES, Box M, Westbury, L.I., N. Y.

SELL YOUR SPARE TIME
We will pay you well for all you have—every spare hour can

coin money—by securing new subscribers to The World’s Work,
The New Country Life, and The Garden Magazine. Write to
Circulation Dept.
Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York

COMMERCIAL

If you use HUMUS try the ideal

Natural Humus—coarse, fibrous and
in an active state of decomposition.

The HUMUS that is different and
always reliable.

Commercial HumusCo.,
504 Firemans Bldg..

NEWARK, N.J.
REMEMBER THE NAME—COMMERCIAL HUMUS

{Concluded from page 202)

1 he four colors to be used with discretion are
dark red, dark blue, purple and maroon.

Striped and bicolor varieties are to be used
sparingly. 1 he square below gives you my
idea of a complete, well balanced mixture:

—

5 Parts

White

2 parts scarlet

I part dark blue

I part dark red

I part purple

I part cream & edged I part maroon

3 Parts

Light Pink

2 Parts

Pink

2 Parts

Rose
3 Parts

Light Blue
2 Parts

Medium Blue

In making a mixture I used the following

varieties, arranged in their groups:

White: King White, Constance Hinton.
Cream: Primrose Spencer, Isobel Malcolm. Edged: Dainty

Spencer, Mrs. Townsend.
Light pink: Charm (blush pink) Florence Morse Spencer,

Elfrida rearson. Cream pink: Mrs. Rout/.ahn, Mrs. Hugh
Dickson, Mrs. C. W. Breadmore, Margaret Atlee. Light blue:

Alfred Watkins, Pearl Gray, Orchid, Aster Ohn.
Pink: Beatrice Spencer, Countess Spencer, Illuminator

(cherry pink). Rose: George Herbert, Decorator. Medium
blue: Wedgwood, Tennant Spencer.

Scarlet: Scarlet Emperor. Orange: Helen Grosvenor, Thos.
Stevenson. Cherry: Fiery Cross.
Dark red: King Edward Spencer, Vermilion, Brilliant, Orion,

Arthur Green. Dark blue: Blue Jacket, Jack Tar. Purple:
Purple Prince Spencer, Royal Purple. Maroon: Othello Spencer,
Nubian. Striped: Aurora Spencer (orange salmon on white)
Empress Eugene (light lavender on white)|. Senator Spencer
(chocolate on heliotrope).

Naturally the same plan for color mixtures

could be adapted to other flowers to be sown in

mixture.

—

Seedsman.

Concerning Lavender Sweet Peas

ALL lavender and blue varieties of Spencer
Sweet Peas have seeds which are more or

less spotted and wrinkled. 1 his is typical to

this color class and has nothing to do with the

germination power. One ounce of a lavender

or blue variety contains about half as many-
seeds again as a variety with smooth medium-
sized seeds.

—

Seedsman.

Renewing an Old Strawberry Bed

Six Glorious Hardy Lilies

For $1.00 Delivery included

STRONG PLUMP BULBS
Flower first season

L. Auratum “Japan’s Golden
Queen.” Immense blooms with a
golden band through the centre
of each white petal. 20 cts.

L. Roseum. White spotted
and clouded rosy red. 20 cts.

L. Album. Shimmering satin
white, long green anthers, ex-
quisitely fragrant. 25 cts.

L. Tenuifolium. Masses of
coral red bell like flowers. 15 cts.

L. Superbum. Our most gor-
geous native lily. Oriental in the
beauty of its leopard skin petals
of brilliant deep orange with
dark spots. Extra size. 20 cts.

L. Krameri. Gem of the col-

lection. The most beautiful
rose trumpet lily in existence.

30 cts.

FullIGrowing Directions With
Every Order

It is the Land of the Rising Sun that supplies the “newT features”
for our Gardens. Our imports from Japan this year should have
your attention. Wonderful Paeonias, Iris Kaempferi. RARE
shrubs and trees, Maples, Magnolias. Send for our Garden book
and choose for yourself something New and Interesting.

H. H. BERGER & CO., 70 Warren St., N. Y.

Boost Your
Garden

Nitrate of Soda will give it

a quick and robust start.

200 pounds to the acre or

2 pounds for a plot 20 x

20 feet is proper feeding

for young plants. Help

others as well as yourself

to better fruits and vege-

AN OLD strawberry bed—that is, a bed
three or four years old—can be made to

bear fairly well by the following process.

As soon as picking season is well over, cut

the tops from the plants and weed the bed
thoroughly. Pull out ruthlessly any plants

that are found between the rows, cut off all

runners, and cultivate between the rows. I do
not burn over the old tops, as I have not been

successful with that method though it is often

recommended; but I rake off the rubbish and

burn it elsewhere. Cultivate until fall, and

after the first frost, cover the bed lightly with

well rotted manure and straw. If the bed is

not too large, it pays to drop the manure be-

tween the rows and cover the plants with straw

beside. In the early spring, rake off the straw,

work in the manure, and mulch between the

rows with some clean mulch—the straw may
be used, or I find lawn clippings fine, as they

keep down the weeds and make a nice clean

bed for the strawberries to rest on. When the

blossoms come, water the bed with nitrate of

soda and water, about a tablespoonful of soda

to a pail of water, putting it about the roots,

not on the crowns. This method of treating

an old bed pays, giving one a fair crop of

berries while waiting for the new bed to get

started.

New Jersey. M. T. Richardson.

tables. Address

DR. WM. S. MYERS, Director

25 Madison Ave., New York

SALESMEN Wanted
to sell

Our West Virginia Grown
NURSERY STOCK. Fine canvassing outfit FREE.
Cash Commission Paid Weekly. Write for terms
THE GOLD NURSERY CO., Mason City, W. Va.

“I am reading f The Balance

’

all over again from the begin-
ning just to renew my youth.”

Alex. Harvey in **The Bang

”

Every bookstore has this new novel

Net $1.35. Doubleday, Page & Co.

The Readers' Service will gladly furnish information about Nursery Stock t etc.
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FLOWER AND PLANT BOX

PATENTED—JAN. 23rd. 1917

Made of Heavy Galvanized Steel

Self Watering—Sub Irrigating

waters the growing plants from the bottom
making longer roots and better plants,

leaving top soil mealy and loose. Pour
water in the tube once a week. Perfect

air circulation and drainage.

AllYearRound Flower Box
Savo Flower Boxes are leak-proof and rust-

proof. No transplanting—you can move Savo
Boxes indoors or out when desired and have
beautiful Flowers and Plants the year round.

For Windows Porches Sun Parlors
Six sizes—artistic in design and beautifully finished in

Aluminum, Gilt or Dark Green.

Write for FREE Booklet

SAVO MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. B, 39 So. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.

-CV '.

A—Outside body of box. B—Water in the double arched
reservoir. C—Layer of coarse gravel over perforated
arches. D—Soil above with growing plants.

Handy Box of Plant Labels
Assortment complete, from 35 inch tag label, copper wired,

to 10 inch garden label, 300 in all, with marking pencil; packed
in a neat, strong box for mailing. Needed in every garden.
An appropriate present to a friend interested in. gardening.
Price $1.10 postpaid. Beyond the fourth zone add fifteen cents.

W. H. BAYLES, Verona, New Jersey

Let Us Teach You
Landscape Gardening By Mail
Uncrowded Profession! Inexpensive!
Easily mastered. Begin earning three

weeks after you enroll. Write to-day.

AMERICAN LANDSCAPE SCHOOL
20 South Main St., Newark, New York

QUALITY RED POTS
Made of best material by skilled labor,
uniformly burned and carefully packed.

Famous “Moss-Aztec” Ware
includes Azalea Pots, Fern Dishes,
Hanging Baskets, Lawn Vases, etc. W rit e
for catalogue and name of nearest dealer.

PETERS & REED POTTERY CO.
So. Zanesville, Ohio

SUNDIALS
Real Bronze Colonial Designs

From $3.50 Up
Also Bird Baths, Garden Benches, Fountain
Sprays and other garden requisites.

Manufactured by

The M. D. JONES CO.
72 Portland St. Boston, Mass.

Sendfor illustrated Price-List

They started
even!

One was fed grain—the other

Purina Chicken Chowder
and Purina Chick Feed

Grain feed contains an excess of heat and energy elements, and is short on bone,

blood, feathers and lean meat forming elements.

A chick fed only grain develops only as fast as the least quantity of these elements
is supplied in the feed. Purina Chicken Chowder provides the elements deficient in

grain feed, and develops the chick to the maximum. When fed with Purina Chick
Feed, as directed, we guarantee

Double development or money back
during the first six weeks of a chick’s life. If your dealer doesn’t sell Purina feeds

(in checkerboard bags) send us his name and get our

64-page Poultry Book FREE
Ralston Purina Mills, 829 Gratiot Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Made of big,

strong, stiff

steel wire,with

contin u o us
stay wires,
from top to bot-

tom wrapped
around each hor-

izontal wire and
securely held by

the Royal loop,

giving great

strength and
resiliency.

American Steel

Fence Posts last

a lifetime. Hold
fence secure
against all con-
ditions.

Sent Free—Our
Book, “How to
Build a Fence.”

Dealers Everywhere

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY
Chicago New York Pittsburgh Cleveland Denver

Awarded Grand Prize at Panama Pacific International Exposition—The Supreme Award of Merit

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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TH
GARDEN HOME

JAMES COLLIER MARSHALL

ARTFUL AIDS TO SERVICE
Mr. James Collier Marshall, Director of the Decorating Service of The Garden Magazine’s Advertising Dept., will solve your problems of home
decoration—color schemes, hangings, floor coverings, art objects and interior arrangements, making purchases at the most favorable prices.

This service is free to our readers. Address inquiries to “Inside the Garden Home,” The Garden Magazine, 1 1 West 32nd Street, New York.

ONE of the hardest things

to arrange for the small

house is ease of table or

tea service, since limited space

is likely to induce a cluttered

appearance when small tables

are brought in for this pur-

pose. Hence any new ideas on
this subject are worth consid-

eration.

With space saving ever in

mind, the mistresswho has but
one maid to serve tea will be

delighted with the service tray
table at the lower left hand
of the page. Here is a ques-
tion solved satisfactorily.
This table is really a tray that
may be fully dressed in the
pantry,
carried in

and with-

out un-
loading its

conten t s

ontoanoth-
ertableone
begins to

serve. This sleight of hand is accomplished

by pressing down with the thumbs the two
steel springs upright beside the handles

when the legs, folded beneath, are released.

Better still, when tea is over a similar opera-

tion brings them back to their original posi-

tion and the journey pantryward may be

begun without further ado.

More simple,' but equally useful, is the

mahogany table at the lower right which
folds, with the leaves upward, into a quite narrow
space, the leaves being securely fastened underneath.

Nests of tables are, of course, quite old friends al-

though most of them are of such fragile build or delicate

finish as to limit their usefulness. These, however, are

quite sturdy, generously proportioned with solid under-

standings yet of light weight.

A dish of black Japanese lacquer, with red gold
leaf decorations, makes an admirable sandwich
tray and is equally good for fruit

Brand new is this cake stand
with triple top trays. In mahog-
any with inlay, $10

When my lady goes a picnicing such baskets as these are mighty handy and sensible, being
compact and light weight. From left to right, they cost $6.50, $5.00, and $6.00

Beyond these sensible quali-

ties they are of a most com-
fortable height. One would
not suffer the “eating off the

mantel” sensation while tak-

ing refreshment. Then, too,

they are of a size and so well

fitted as to make their use pos-

sible in a living room for other

purposes. Stained a fresh
green and decorated with
rough Chinese carvings they
are very good looking.

The baskets seen here are

very interesting since they are

designed for transporting

sandwiches and other edibles

to picnic tea or for automobile

luncheons. Their compact-
ness rec-
omm ends
them at

once, both
of the right

hand ones

h a v i n g
two com-
partments
of quite sizeable proportions. The painted

basket is intended for fruits and provides

that required air and an upright position,

and is strong enough to be really useful for

perishable foods.

Not inappropriate and I hope interesting

will be a word here regarding the chair

shown at the upper right of this page. De-
signed for breakfast room use although per-

fectly satisfactory for the small dining room
these chairs, there are two arm chairs, are copies of old

ones brought from Friesland in Holland. The delicate-

ly and quaintly painted Dutch scenes on the slats are

done in rich red, gold and brown, which colors also are

sprinkled in dots over the deep cream ground. With
the table they make a most effective dining room.

From quaint Friesland comes this

chair to make gay an American
breakfast room

This wise little tray table knows when to stand on its feet and
when not to. Of mahogany it costs $17.50

China has given us practical aid in sending this nest of gret

tables, that can be used for many purposes. Price. $25.00
Every woman and many men know the value of a simple fold-

ing table. This $10.00 mahogany one has slightly curved legs
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UNIVERSAL- PORTABLE - SHELF’
•PATENT -APPLIED • FOE-

rial

•THEN

•PULL' BOTTOM
• FORWARD -AND-5HELF-
*15 • HEADY • FOE.- U5L*

A novel device within

this metal shelfholds

it in proper posi-

tion. SIZE 71
inches square. Weight
one pound. Support
aweight of 20 pounds
or more.

New, novel, useful

and practical, in de-

mand among all classes of people everywhere.

Price: Green, Brown or Black, 25 cents each.

White, Gilt or Aluminum, 30 cents each.

Postage on one shelf to any part of the world, 12 cents

AGENTS WANTED, write for liberal proposition.

THE GEORGE W. CLARK CO.
259-L Fifth Ave., New York

RE-
MOV-
ABLE STEEL

FLAG POLES
CLOTHES POSTS

KELSEy
HEALTH
HEAT

N,

t f

Dining room in the old Patrick Henry House,
Brookneal, Va. Although the fireplaces have been
carefully preserved, every room is made comfort-
able by Kelsey Health Heat.

Then and Now

Notwithstanding the back
chilling, face burning fireplace

method of heating in the days of

the Revolution, folks were then a sturdy

lot, notably free from colds and akin

troubles.

They had ample fresh air in their

homes.
There was no way of preventing it.

The fireplaces ventilated while they

heated.

So does the Kelsey Health Heat.

Not only does it heat with large

volumes of freshly heated, fresh air; but
it automatically mixes with its freshness,

just the right healthful amount of

moisture.

That it is positive in action and eco-

nomical in operation, there are abundant
proofs.

Let us send you some interesting

printed matter that will give you some
conclusive facts for comparing Kelsey
Health Heat with all other heats.

NEW YORK
103-P Park Avenue

BOSTON
405-P P. O. Square Building

The [Celsev
I WARM AIR GENERATOR |

CHICAGO
2767-P Lincoln Avenue

DETROIT
Space 95-P Builders Exchange

232 James Street, Syracuse, New York

No holes to dig. Strong

steel sockets driven. All

high-carbon galvanized steel.

Slip easily into sock-

ets, removable in a

moment. Don’t dis-

figure lawns, no de-

cay, last life time.

Adjustable ten-
sion hook on
clothes posts make
clothes hanging easy.

Tennis Net Posts;
Back Stops; Fence
Posts on same prin-

ciple.

Ask dealers or Write usfor bookletA

Milwaukee Steel Post Co.
Mitwaukee,Wis.

m:s

CHEAPER
THAN
WOOD

Marsh-made wood
trellises set off
to advantage the

beauty of your
flowers and vines.

MARSH
(wood)

TRELLISES
Stand years of exposure

Made of best Michigan White Pine,
painted green. Free from knots or blem-
ishes. A Marsh Trellis would surely beau-
tify some place around your house or
garden. Send for catalogue. Then see
your dealer.

MARSH TRELLIS CO., Westboro, Mass.

Use This Chest FREE
Moth-

Proof

Cedar

Chest

Sent

Piedmont Red Cedar
Chest. Your choice of 90 styles and designs
sent on 15 days' free trial. We pay the freight. A
Piedmont protects fnrs, woolens and plumes from
moths, mice, dust and damp. Needed in every
home. Lasts for generations. Finest wedding or birthday
gift at great saving. IVrite to-day /or our great cata-
logue and reducedprices—all postpaidfree.
Piedmont Red Cedar Chest Co., I)ept., 4. Statesville, N. C.

r actory

Prepaid

War is Killing Off Much Bird

Life in Europe
Let Us Give Them Homes in America

Your choice for $1.25. 3 of either group for $3.50
A 14 roomed Martin House for $20.00.

CRESCENT CO.,“Birdville” Toms River, N. J.

The Touch ofthe Artist

in the Fence De Luxe

I
N selecting a fence it is important that it harmo-

nize with the architectural taste and spirit of the

home and its surroundings. You may be sure of

both beauty and service by insisting on

fffiWARf&
,3s IRON FENCEA

TheStandardoftheWorld

Stewart Iron Fence and Gates possess stately individuality.

They add to the appearance of lawns and gardens. A Stewart

Fence will endure for many generations and stands for perma-
nence and security. Get our 1917 Fence Guide Book—FREE.
We will gladly help you make suitable selection. Stewart’s

Book is recognized the World’s Fence Encyclopedia.

Send for it to-day.

THE STEWART IRON WORKS COMPANY
655 Stewart Block Cincinnati, Ohio

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Garden Accessories which are suitable and
just the things required to lend cheer and
pleasure to the surroundings of a home.

When writing enclose 20c stomps and ask

for Pergola Album, H-30.

Lattice Fences

Garden Houses

Gates and Arbors

HARTMANN -SANDERS COMPANY
Factory and Main Office:

Elston and Webster Avenue, CHICAGO
New York Office: 6 East 89th St., New York City

Attract the Birds
to your lawn by
giving them plenty
of water for bath-
ing and drinking
in a

SHARONWARE
BIRD BATH

designed upon humane principles. The birds bathe in water from % to

2 inches deep w ithout risk or drow ning. The bath empties itself e\ ery
twenty-four hours, thereby making it sanitary. 17 in. across. 6 in. high,
weight 30 pounds. Made in various colors; decorative, artistic, practical.

Price, $5.00, F. O. B. New York.
Same bowl on pedestal: total height 39 inches. $15.00 F. O. B. N. Y.
Send for descriptive price-list of window-boxes, flower pots, jardinieres,
garden benches, etc.

SHARONWARE WORKSHOP, 82 Lexington Ave., New York

<1

Make your bird garden “different,” with
home-made houses designed by A. Neely Hall,
pioneer bird-house builder. Birds will return
to theiTi year after year. You make your gar-,

den. Why not its bird houses? Your boy or
neighbor’s boy can help. A. Neely Hall’s 25
copyrighted tell-how plans, used everywhere in school and

community campaigns, hints for a boy’s factory, membership in "American
Bird-House League. " certificate, badge, etc., sent for 25c in coin. Circular
for stamp. The Put-Tojjether Handicraft Shop, Dept. G, Elmhurst, III.

Beautify Furniture
Protect Floor and Floor Coverings
from injury by using

Glass Onward Sliding
Furniture Shoe

in place of casters.

If your dealer will not supply you
write us.

ONWARD MFG. CO.
MENASHA, WIS. DEPT. T

SPECIAL OFFERfor Caul'

Nests won't cost yoa *| /,
Your bens will 1 w

TT-Nw pay for them
In More

Yon
will get
20 to 60
per cent
moreeKVB withKNUDBON
Galvanized Steal

Lice Proof
These wonderful sanitary
Beets last a lifetime. Satis-
faction— Unlimited Guarantee.

The Illaetration shows
.
our leaner—6 Neat Set. 1, I Over‘

**M?*n, 'Kt1 "*«*•
on t Wait. Make Bia Money oo Poultry. Write- - knutooMIg. Co., BOJ269.SI. Joseph. Mo.

Summery Flower Boxes and
Oth er Things

T h e
shops
spec-

ializing on
flower box-

e s and a

hundred
things for
summer use

in house,
porch and
garden are

now put-
ting forth

their best
e ffo r t s in

this direc-

tion with
the happi-

est results.

Boxes for

growing
plants lead

in number
of designs

offered and 1

—

all a re in-
teresting. Those pictured here are perhaps the best of
the smaller ones.

Cut from the piece of wood that forms the back of
the box the little girls of the upper designs are hand

painted.

1
Their
quaint cos-

,

t u m e s

,

done in
fresh gay
colors,hav-
ing reverse

sides natu-
ral, or to

express it

differently

the little
maids have
a back as

well as a

face. Tin
1 i n i n g s

make them
practicable

and when
filled with
low spring

fl o w e r s ,

pansies,
violets or

even grass,

the effect being very amusing as well as decorative.

The square one at the bottom is, as will be guessed,

intended for plants to stand on the porch floor. It

costs $8.50, while the upper ones are $6.00.

Are You Planning
to Build?

OF What Shall I Build My House
is the title of the 32-page

reprint from THE HOUSE BEAUTI-
FUL in which are shown handsomely
printed illustrations of beautiful houses
which help to answer that question.

The question of which material you
will use in building your house is usu-

ally one of the first that confronts you
and that must be definitely answered be-

fore further plans can be made.

This reprint, which is the same size as T H E
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL (91

" x nf),
contains"among others the following illustrated

articles by prominent architects:

The Wooden House
By Thomas P. Robinson

The Stucco House
By David B. Barnes

The Brick House
By Austin D. Jenkins

Grouped about and supplementing each of

these three articles are illustrations of many
noteworthy houses built of the three different

materials.

Can you afford to be without this source
of help and information when you make
your house building plans ?

We offer this reprint and THE HOUSE
BEAUTIFUL (single copies 25c each) for

four months for

$1.00
Simply pin a DOLLAR BILL to the coupon

and mail it to-day

THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL, G. M. 4-17
3 Park Street, Boston.

Enclosed find $1.00* for which send THE
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL for four months and one
copy of “Of What Shall / Build My House** to

the following:

Name . .

Street

City State

•Foreign postage 45c extra; Canadian postage 25c extra.
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Have a Lawn of Velvet
Free from weeds-—By sowing Long’s

purest white clover and blue grass seed.

Safety-First White Clover Seed
Large plump seeds, full of vitality, the purest

and cleanest to be obtained anywhere, at any price,

(ask for free sample and catalogue). Lb. 60c;
10 lbs. $5.75; 25 lbs. $14.00. Postage extra
if mailed.

Safety-First Blue Grass Seed
Weighs 27 lbs. to the bushel

This seed is saved by the modern stripping

method, carefully cured, then cleaned and recleaned,

leaving the strongest Blue Grass seed for my stock.

It’s amazingly heavy and the germination is twice

as high as most lighter weights. Free sample for

any test at any time. Lb. 30c; 10 lbs. $2.80;
25 lbs. $6.50. Postage extra if mailed.

J. D. LONG, Seed Specialist

Boulder Colorado

DAHLIAS
My Special Ofler of 24 prize winners post-
paid for $3.00. All different. Sure to
please you. Catalogue mailed on request.

Geo. H. Walker, North Dighton, Mass.

STOPS
LAMENESS

from a Bone Spavin, Ring Bone, Splint,
Curb, Side Bone, or similar trouble and gets

horse going sound. It acts mildly but quickly

and good results are lasting. Does not blister

or remove the hair and horse can be worked.
Page 17 in pamphlet with each bottle tells how.
$2.00 a bottle delivered.

Horse Book 9 M Free.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., 152 Temple Street, Springfield, Mas*.

THE READY REFERENCE GUIDE
SITUATIONS WANTED

SITUATION WANTED by head gardener, married, age 39.
Bohemian. 24 years’ experience in all kinds of general gardening
and nursery. Wishes position on private place. First class refer-

ences. H. S., P. O. Box 172, Roslyn. L. I.

SUPERINTENDENT seeks position on first class private estate.

25 years’ experience with everything pertaining to same. English,

age 39, married. Please state wages. Box 118, The Garden Maga-
zine, Garden City, L. I.

JAPANESE LANDSCAPE GARDENER wishes position on
private estate. Expert in Japanese garden making, all branches of

horticultural work, well qualified to manage extensive gardens.
Highest references as to character and ability. U. Narahara, 330
E. 57th Street, New York.

MISCELLANEOUS

OREGON & CALIFORNIA RAILROAD CO. grant lands. Title
to same revested in United States by act of Congress, dated June g,
1916. Two million three hundred thousand acres to be opened for
homesteads and sale. Timber and agricultural lands. Containing
some of best land left in United States. Now is the opportune time.
Large sectional map showing lands and description of soil, climate,
rainfall, elevations, etc. Postpaid one dollar. Grant Lands Locating
Company, Box 610, Portland, Oregon.

SALAD SECRETS. 100 recipes. Brief but complete. 15c by
mail. 100 Meatless recipes, 13c. 50 Sandwich recipes, 15c. All
three, 30c. B. H. Briggs. 456 Fourth Ave., Newark, N. J.

DAHLIAS: 5 Peony for $2.00 postpaid. Dr.
Perry, velvety dark Mahogany, 50c.;

H.IJ. Lovink, white blending to lilac,

boc. ; John Wanamaker, profuse bloomer of orchid pink flowers, 50c.

;

Queen Wilhelmina, large white, long stems, 25c.; Wm. Reed Butler,
one of the finest pure white dahlias, flowers very large, almost full to
the centre, 50c.; 3 Decorative dahlias for $2.00; A. C. Ide dark crim-
son, long stems, 50c.; Mrs. Fleers, a combination of red and rose,
50c.; Princess Juliana, pure white, valuable for cutting and decorat-
ing, 40c.; W. W. Rawson. large pure flowers overlaid with amethyst
blue, 30c., Zeppelin, delicate shade of mauve, 50c.; 4 superb Cactus
dahlias for $1.00.; postpaid; Henri Cayeaux, old gold, shading to yel-
low, 25c.; Mme. Henri Cayeaux, beautiful rich pink, tipped white, in-
curved florets, 25c.; Reinie Cayeaux, ruby crimson, long stems, 25c.;
Yonne Cayeaux, white, somewhat star shaped, 25c.; Koerners White,
large white single dahlia, the waxy white encloses a centre of a pleas-
ing shade of yellow, 25c. Any dahlia sent postpaid at price quoted
or 1 of each, 15 in all, for $5.00. Ralph Benjamin, Calverton,
Long Island, New York.

wounds and abrasions

d be immediately protected

infection bv the use of

actually attract the Birds
because they supply the natural nesting conditions. The only

’ Houses that really protect and conserve bird-life.

Scientifically constructed. The inner nesting
chamber, entirely independent ofthe outer walls,

maintains an even degree of temperature and
moisture—an absolute necessity lor successful
hatching—whether the house is placed in the sun
or shade. Prices from $1.50 to $36.00.

Reiber Bird Homes. Feeding. Watering and
Supply Stations are the result of the life-long study
of E. H. Reiber. “The Bird Man." and are protec-

ted by United States Patent.

Designing: and executing of Bird Gardens a specialty

We will gladly send you our book describing these ex-
ceptional Bird Homes.

> REIBER BIRD HOMES, West Webster, N. Y.

Dept. S.

We Pay The Highest Cash Prices for

OLD BAGS or BURLAP
of all kinds—Any Quantity

WE PAY THE FREIGHT
Become our Agent, buy old bags for us

HUDSON BAG MFG. CO. Bayonne, N. J.

Improved Fruit, Dairy and Stock Farms
20, 40 or more acres, in vicinity of Fresno, San Joaquin Valley,

heart of winterless California, greatest raisin belt in world; now
paying good profits; houses, barns, fences, live stock.—everything
ready; crops in many instances paying better than $100 an acre.

$2 ,
500 will buy a $10,000 place, with long time on balance. Your

farm income will take care of future payments. Only limited

number of farms can be had on these terms, so write to-day. I

will gladly put you in touch with those having farms for sale.

C. L. SeagriTe*. Industrial Commissioner, AT & SF Ry. 985 Ry. Ex., Chicago

Underground Garbage Receiver
installed at your home in the early Spring Clean Up

—

means less danger from infantile paralysis germs. Elim-
inate the dirty garbage pail.

Sold direct. Send for circular
Look for our Trade Marks

C. H. Stephenson. Mfr, 40 Farrar St., Lynn, Mass.

A Work Saving Result
Insuring Sprinkling System

For Your Garden

DON’T let all the painstaking work that you’re
going to put into that garden of yours this

Spring; all the seeding, hoeing and back-
aching—go for naught. Protect it against

the dry weather days that come along and shrivel up
your flowers or vegetables.

A Skinner System Sprinkling Line is your sure
insurance against such a happening.
No trouble. No bother. Just turn on the water

and it does the rest. Thoroughly and uniformly
waters your garden with a fine mist-like spray. Does
not pack the soil. Nor injure the finest foliage. Easy
to put up, take down, or change location. A few min-
utes ’ attention waters your garden. Fifty foot line

fully equipped costs $13.75. Waters 2,500 square
feet. For other lines add 25 cents a foot extra. For
$14 we can equip lines with an Automatic Turning
Device, which will move the spray from one side to

the other and then itself shuts off the water. Time
of watering under full control. Send for full infor-

mation about this Skinner Sprinkling System.

THE SKINNER IRRIGATION CO.
218 i Troy

Water St. Ohio

No.^O Poultry House Setting Coops Pigeon House

HODGSON PORTABLE HOUSES
This sanitary poultry house is an egg record breaker for 12 hens. The setting coops keep the hens by themselves while setting. The
pigeon house (with its flight cage) is fitted complete for 10 nests. Hodgson poultry and pet stock houses are the most scientifically

constructed on the market. Made of painted sections that can be easily bolted together by anyone. Send for illustrated catalogue.

E. F. HODGSON COMPANY

Advertisers unit appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in uniting—and we will, too.
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30 & 32 Barclay Street New York

The

GARDEN MAGAZINE
READERS' SERVICE

For direct personal service to the individual reader • |

Ask your questions.

Trimming Privet Hedges and Flowering Shrubs

Should a California Privet hedge be trim-

med flat on top or rounded? What is used as

a guide for the trimmer to enable him to keep
the hedge straight? How should flowering
shrubs be trimmed?—E. J. C., Mich.
—Privet hedges can be trimmed either way,
flat or round topped. It is merely a matter of
personal preference, but where there is much
snow in winter it is better to trim the hedge
with a round top as it reduces to some extent

the danger of breakage by snow. A good
hedge trimmer simply uses his eye as a guide.

Occasionally you will see a man use a line but
this is because he does not seem sure of him-
self. There is one invariable rule about
pruning: Prune if at all, immediately after the

plant ‘hrough flowering. Pruning, merely
for the sake of cutting back, is wrong. Cut
out at the base all the old wood that has
flowered. By doing this you encourage the

plant to put vigor into the new growth.

French Doors Instead of Draperies

—Would it be proper to place French doors in

place of draperies in the doorways between the

living room hall, and the library, dining room
and sun room? If so, what style would be the
most appropriate and would it be necessary to

make transoms over the doors?—W. M., New
York.
—There is no doubt that the substitution of

French doors for hangings would improve the
living room and open up the whole first floor

very nicely. As to style, these had better be

the straight rectangular, small-paned type,

two doors to each opening, hinged to open out
upon the living hall. We would not use tran-

soms over these doors, but would have the

doors the same height as others in the room,
closing the space over the head t,o the ceiling

as a plaster wall. In the opening to the sun
room, being twelve feet wide, I would take out
the grill work and make this a plastered wall

over the top of two pairs of French doors; or

there might be two stationary glazed panels to

match the doors and two doors in the centre.

Cheap Farm Land

Are there any #io an acre farms for sale? I

have been successful in raising hens in my back
yard and, while I have only a very limited

capital, I want to buy a cheap farm and start

in the poultry business.—H. D. M., Iowa.
—There are probably farms to be bought as

low as $io per acre in several parts of the
country, but the chances are that these are of

such a type and in such a condition that they
will call for expert knowledge and extremely
hard work if they are to be successfully culti-

vated. We would not want to attempt to

suggest any particular farm but you can obtain
descriptions of a good many by writing for in-

formation and assistance to the State Depart-
ments of Agriculture of New York at Albany;
Massachusetts at Boston; Rhode Island at

Providence; of Pennsylvania at Harrisburg;
Virginia at Richmond; Ohio at Columbus, and
New Hampshire at Concord. Some of the

railroads such as the New York Central at

Grand Central Terminal Building, New York
City, and the New England Lines, with offices

at Boston, can also supply descriptive literature

about lands along their lines.

Dahlia Novelties
B of exceptional character, at exceptionally

p moderate prices were the subject of our ad- H
j|

vertisement on page 77 of the March issue of
J9 The Garden Magazine. Please refer again to

1 that page and its unusual “Special Collection
jj

§| Offer.” JVrite for Free Catalogue.

LONG ISLAND DAHLIA GARDENS
HICKSVILLE, L. I., NEW YORK

E-Clipse-All Self-Sharpening Lawn Mower Plates Will
Keep Your Lawn Mower Sharp Automatically

Easily attached and requires NO attention. Write for Descriptive
Circular, special price if you mention this Magazine.

CROWN SUPPLY COMPANY, Boston, Massachusetts

Nut Trees
My hardy Pennsylvania
Grown Budded and Grafted
trees are the best for eastern

and northern planting.
Handsome catalogue and

cultural guide free.

J. F. JONES, The Nut Tree Specialist
LANCASTER Box G PENNSYLVANIA

^IROSES
Dingee roses are always grown on their own roots
—and are absolutely the best for the amateur planter.

Send to-day for our

“New Guide to Rose Culture” tor 1917
—it's free. It isn’t a catalog—it's a practical work on rose
growing. Profusely illustrated. Describes over 1000 varieties

of roses and other flowers, and tells how to grow them. Safe
delivery guaranteed. Established 1850. 70 greenhouses.

THE DINGEE St CONAKD LO., Box 437, West Grove, Pa.

~ro

GALVANIZED IRON

PERMAN ENT
MARKING ’

SAMPLE FREE
LORD MFC. CO. 102 W.40-ST.. N.Y

• The Readers’ Service is prepared to help you solve your gardening problems
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GffieGountruside
SuburbanLife

SIX GREAT SPECIAL NUMBERS FOR ONLY ONE DOLLAR

Because You Live in the Country
The Countryside Magazine is for you. And Editor and conducts the Motor Service; F. F. Rock-

this nffpr is for von y rrrpnt cnocinl well > J65316 p Frothingham and Parker T. Barnestms oner IS lor you. SIX great Special write on Horticulture and Gardening; Frank A.
numbers, with gorgeous covers by Paul Waugh writes on Trees; Professor Hugh Findlay

Bransom; a wealth of beautiful pictures, will conduct "The Countryside Garden Laboratory.”

and articles on every phase of country liv- WALES' h™™
31 to appear m The

r i tn ii rpi i ^UUIIU yblUC CYCiy 1IHJI1LI1.

ing, for only One Dollar. The numbers are

:

March . Garden Number Note These Names
Spring Planting Number

ron_call of contributors under the new own-
May Suburban House Number ership includes such names as: Margaret Woodrow
June Porch and Lawn Number Wilson; Zona Gale, author of "Friendship Village”;

i„l„ u llmL„ George Madden Martin, creator of "Emmy Lou”;SumnTr SP°.rts ^
um

L
ber W. H. Truesdale, President of the Lackawanna

August Motoring Number Railroad; Rev. Harry Emerson Fosdick, of Union
- .. Theological Seminary; Mary Sargent Potter, daugh-

This is the limited offer of the new owners ter of Professor Sargent of the Arnold Arboretum;
(The Independent Corporation) to enable Hudson Maxim; Joyce Kilmer; Edna Dean Proctor;

you easily to make the acquaintance of g^^t^dw^ Whde?" autho?‘of^e bS
the greater Countryside Magazine. CiOOU Trail”; Gutzon Borglum, Sculptor; Kathleen Norris,

only if you accept before April 20. author of “Mother”; Walter Prichard Eaton;
John Burroughs; Norman Harsele; Max Eastman;

Reranse von live in the eonntrv—or evrieet Josephine Daskam Bacon, Herman Hagedorn, MayBecause you live in tne country—or expect
jrwin . Edward F . Bigelow; Jack London; Wilfrid

to live there some day or go there now Wilson Gibson; Cecilia Beaux; Herbert Reed (Right

for rest and recreation, The Countryside Wing); P. A. Vaile; Margaret Deland; Mary Roberts

ic v/)i/ r mafTninp Rinehart; Marion Harland. and many others whose
IS your magazine. names stand hjgh in American literature.

Every important problem that concerns « . . _
your comfort or enjoyment as a country INote 1 nlS rrogram
householder you will find discussed in The
Countryside by recognized authorities who Here are the specific interests to which The Country-

Stand highest in their chosen fields.
s,de devotes lts attentl0n pnmanly:

House Building—The acquisition of land, se-

Each number has its big central subject lecting the building site, placing the house, sci-

in season—but every number is a garden 6
J'
tlfic

,

construction, modern efficiency, buyimg
, ,

J & the best building materials and equipment,
number, a building number, a house fur- choosing the house plans, dealing with the archi-

nishing number, a decoration number, a tect and builder—on these subjects the country house

poultry number, a motor number—a coun- owner needs sound advice. He gets it in The Country-

try living number in every sense. The
s,de Magazine '

Countryside service never stops, in any interior Decoration—What is new in flooring,

part of its field. wall coverings, mantels, bath room fittings,

lighting fixtures, wood finishing? The Country-M i tl PoufiiHoc side has articles and pictures about everything that
INOlC 1 flcSc r catures goes to make the house inside comfortable, beautiful,

sanitary and efficient.
Space permits only brief mention of the editorial

Avm
S
n r°

f

FmhnriT five urtirlee HOUSE FURNISHING Choosing rUgS, Curtains, hang-

rates
3
" Th^ House Livable ”

6
Harold a’ CaDarn ings - furniture - Every object that helps to make

ti^o A meriea^^eiet v' ef your bfe indoors complete you will find discussed

i?a^ A^cffit^S! is printing a ser1Sof
y
articl^ on '"Th6^untryside by writers who know their sub-

"The House Outdoors." J. Horace McFarland ‘

launches our campaign “Better Roses for America”
.

with an article in March illustrated in four colors. Outside the House—Preparing and keeping up
the grounds to make your house in the country

“The Whole House-Room by Room” is another beautiful in its setting, putting up greenhouse and
new feature to begin soon—a series of monthly garage, buying seeds and bulbs, planting the garden,

manuals—taking up the problems of construe- choosing efficient tools, planning the flower bed,

tion, decoration and furnishing as applied to each selecting porch and garden furniture and decorations,

room as a unit from bedroom to library. enriching the soil, raising small fruits, keeping poultry,

dogs and live stock—all these delights of country

Churchill Ripley writes during 1917 on Rugs; IivinK are dwelt upon in The Countryside by experts

E. I. Farrington writes on Poultry (every month); who write from scientific knowledge and experience.

Harold D. Eberlein and Abbott McClure write on but in such a way that everyone may understand and

Furniture; William Haynes and Mrs. Leslie Hall receive the maximum of help and pleasure from their

write of Dogs and Kennel Interests; Charles Dexter reading and from the pictures.

Allen tells what is new in Textiles; Harold J. Howland
supplies a monthly editorial on the Spirit of the Horticulture—Here again The Countryside en-
Countryside; Theodore M. R. von Keler is the Motor joys unusual distinction because of its excep-

tional sources of information and its scientific and
accurate presentation of horticultural knowledge.

Sports and Recreation—Life in the open air

is a big factor in your scheme of country living.

In The Countryside, as the seasons come round, you
will find striking and picturesque articles on motoring,
golf, tennis, riding, driving, skating, shooting, fish-

ing, camping, boating and other sports—to help you
get the most out of your life along the countryside.

The Neighborhood—Good roads for your motor
car, better schools for your children, proper lighting

for your side-walk, the country club for your recrea-

tion, the suburban church for your worship, improved
railway stations and train service for your suburban
travel, more attractive approaches for your town—

-

these things concern you intimately; and these are
things for which, as you will see. The Countryside
stands.

The Countryside

Shop
A new and unique service free to every reader.
This alone is worth many times the full subscrip-
tion price—merely in what it saves you.

The Countryside Shop keeps you in touch with
the new things, and the best things, offered by the
merchants and makers, growers and distributors.
It brings you the new ideas of those who plan and
execute. It tells you how to get things, what to get
and where to get them. Its expert counsellors are
leaders in their special fields. Consultation is free

—

regarding Seeds, Bulbs, Shrubs or Trees, Garden
Equipment, Outdoor Adornment, House Plans,
Building Materials, House Furnishings and Decora-
tions, Furniture and Rugs, Motor Cars and Acces-
sories, Trucks and Tools, Poultry and Dogs, Sporting
and Outdoor Goods, Country Property.

Say Yes Now

119 West Fortieth Street, New York

Use the yes blank below. No matter about the
money to-day. The main thing is—get your ac-
ceptance in and enjoy your first number of what we
plan to make the most definitely useful periodical
aid to country living in America—and the most
interesting.

I The Independent Corporation
|

119 West Fortieth Street, New York

I YES. Send me the six numbers of

J

The Country side, beginning with the

I

March issue. I will send $i shortly.

I

J

Name

I

I Address -

I

I

I

|

b- _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Send No Money
now. Just mail
the yes blank and
make sure of this

unusual bargain.
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Plant Fruit Trees This Spring
That Will Bear

Good Crops of Fruit Next Summer
Why Wait when you can buy our bearing size trees and save from 3 to 4 years?

I hese trees are twice transplanted, are root and top pruned and given special care
and attention in order to bring them to early bearing—a great many of these trees

have borne fruit in our Nursery before they are sent out.

Why H aste Your Money—your time—your land, waiting for young trees to come
into bearing? You would have to grow a 2-year tree at least 3 years before you would
have them up to our bearing size, and then you would not have as well a shaped tree,

or a tree that would come into bearing as quick as the trees we furnish you. Look
at the time wasted—look at the care you would have to give these trees. We are

experts in the growing and handling of fruit trees because we have been at it for 25
years, and we can give you specimen trees that it would be almost impossible for you to

develop, because you have not had the experience.

A Few Specials to Get Acquainted
All trees bearing size and guaranteed

Apple Trees Pear Trees
$1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

$7.50

Bearing Size

1 Red Astrachan
1 Delicious
1 McIntosh Red
1 Baldwin
1 Northern Spy
1 R. I. Greening

List price

Our special price to you for

these 6 Apple trees, $5.

Dwarf
Fruits

These little trees take

up but very little room
in the home garden,

they can be planted 6

to 8 feet apart; and
will produce the finest

specimens of fruit in

2 or 3 years. They
are very pretty and
attractive and it is a

great sight to see them
trimmed in all shapes

with ripe, rich fruit on

them.

Introductory
Offer

1 Dwarf McIn-
tosh Red Apple 35c

1 Dwarf Deli-
cious Apple -35c

1 Dwarf Bur-
bank Plum 35c

1 Dwarf Bart-
lett Pear 35c

1 Dwarf Rich-
mond Cherry 35c

1 Dwarf El-
berta Peach 35c

List price $2.10

Enclose a $i bill in an envelope and we will

send you this collection, also one of our hand-
some catalogues,

“Good Fruit and How to

Grow It.” FREE.

Bearing
Size

1 Bartlett $1.25
1 Clapps 1.25
1 Duchess 1.25
1 Seckel 1.25
1 Keiffer 1.25
1 Anjou 1.25

List price $7.50

6 of the finest Pears that grow with
a variety from early summer to win-
ter. Our special price to you, $5.

Cherry & Plum
1 early Richmond Cherry $1.25
1 Montmorency
1 Morello
1 Burbank Plum
1 Abundance “
1 Lombard “

List price

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

$7.50

This fine collection of Plum and
Cherry—special price to you, $5.

We Will
Plant Your
Trees and
Guarantee
Every Tree
to Grow
Our Mr. John Reil-

ly, president of our
Company has arranged
to plant and lay out
some orchards and
small garden plantings

in and around New
York City and will be

located there the latter

part of April and May.
He will be pleased

to make your planting

so that they will grow
and bear fruit young.
This is an excellent op-

portunity to get an ex-

pert to plant your trees

at perhaps not any
more cost than you
would pay an inexper-

ienced man. Every
tree will be guaranteed to grow and bear fruit

young, and true to name. We will be glad to

go over this with you whether you want io
trees or 1,000 trees.

25 Years’ Experience Have Taught Us
How To Grow Good Trees

Our beautiful illustrated Catalogue of 56 pages, with illustrations and descriptions of all

kinds of fruit trees, ornamental trees, roses, shrubs, etc., will be sent free for the asking.

Send to-day for our free catalogue “Good Fruit and How to Grow It.”

JOHN H. REILLY CO., 99 Reilly Road, Dansville, N. Y.

Build Up
Your Soil

Grow better crops—have nicer, better looking
lawns. Wizard Brand Manure supplies the
worn out soil with fertility. It makes things
grow. .All land needs this soil food to build up
lost fertility. Use it—seethe big difference in all your
plants. Call for Wizard Brand Manure by name to-day
or write for descriptive booklet. Prepared only by

The Pulverized M^uure Co.
Dept. 20 Union Stock Yards, Chicago

CONCENTRATED PULVERIZED

MANURE
High Class Dahlias

As good as the best. “New creations and old favorites." No
war prices. Good value given for your money. 20 select va-
rieties, $i.oo. 15 choice cactus varieties, $1.00. 12 Grand
Giant Flowered Dahlias, $1.00. All labeled. Sent postpaid
anywhere. Latest Dahlia Catalogue, 350 varieties, mailed free.

Send for your copy at once.

ENTERPRISE DAHLIA FARM
Harry L. Pyle Atco, New Jersey

Asters — Dahlias— Gladiolus
12 dozen named Asters—12 varieties, 144 plants.

finest the world has produced to date $1.00

The 12 finest and freest blooming Dahlias in our
collection of over 500 varieties $1.00

50 of our World Famed Gladiolus Hybrids—the
greatest flower in the world for your garden $1.00

The Three Collections for $2.50

NATIONAL SHOW GARDENS
Box 1000 Spencer, Ind., U. S. A.

V \ T T/~ once you try them you will

VV C JCNnOW be satisfied with nothing but

Sullivan’s Standard Stock
Clean, vigorous, well grown nursery stock, tested seed, sure to germinate,
fertilizers, tools and all garden accessories of proven worth.

**Your garden lacks nothing we cannot supply"
Write to our information bureau for advice or suggestions.
Catalogues on request.

SPECIAL FOR APRIL . SIX SHRUBS FOR $1.00

Spiraea Van Houtei, common Spirea; Forsythia Fortunei, Golden
Bell; Hydrangea Grandiflora, Hydrangea; Budleya Magnifies, But-
terfly Bush: Deutzia Pride of Rochester, Deutzia; Philadelphia
Coronarius, Mock Orange.

SULLIVAN SEED COMPANY
P. O. Box 84 West Somerville, Mass.

If\ f ri Beautiful blue Siberian Iris, one of

I 1^ I the very choicest plants for borders

or cutting. Most graceful of all

the Irises. Makes showy masses and is perfectly

hardy. Strong roots 20 cents each, $1.00 per doz.

postpaid; $7.00 per 100; $50.00 per 1,000. Finest

collection assorted perennials, same price.

WYOMANOCK NURSERIES

R. 5, Lebanon Springs, New York

Surplus StockfromPrivateGarden
Unusual variety of rock plants, new
perennials and old-fashioned plants.

Prices moderate. Send for list.

L. B. WILDER, Pomona, New York

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers’ Service for assistance
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The World’s Best Dahlias I

1

!

i

A revelation of loveliness to the uninitiated. The varieties

described below are a few that for size, form and coloring, are

in a class by themselves and will give the greatest pleasure and
satisfaction, in the garden, in the house, or on the exhibition

table. We guarantee these dependable Dahlias to be just

as represented, absolutely true, all strong roots, sent promptly.

We guarantee every one to grow.

12 Superlative Decorative Dahlias
Dr. Tyrrell. A new decorative, reaching 8 inches in diameter, and inches

deep; a strong vigorous grower, with dark glossy foliage and strong stems; a

great acquisition, strong roots. $2.00 each.

A. C. Ide. A grand decorative, of large size and splendid form; color

dark velvety red. 50c. each.

Bertha von Suttner. A glorious variety, of great size and
exquisite irregular form and exquisite coloring, being prim
pink overlaid and suffused soft mauve. 35c. each.

Bloemhove. An exquisite new decorative, of larg-

est size, splendid form and free bloomer; color clear

lilac rose. £1.00 each.

Flamingo. Brilliant red; immense size,

with long broad twisted petals; a strong
grower, with long stiff stems. 75c. each.

Hortulanus Fret. A grand variety of fine

regular form and immense size, color an ex-

quisite shade of salmon pink. 75c. each.

Hortulanus Witte. Very large, pure
white with good stems. 35c.

each.

John Wanamaker. Clear or-

chid pink, awarded first prize

for best pink, any class, by the

American Pahlia Society. Large,

exquisite form. 50c. each.

Melody. A grand clear canary
yellow, edged lighter; large, fine

form; an early and profuse bloom-
er. 25c. each.

Minnie Burgle. The best red

to date; rich cardinal red; large,

stiff stems, a vigorous grower,

and free bloomer. 50c each.

Old Gold. Rich old gold color,

a splendid variety, with long

stems; distinct. 50c.

Richmond. A splendid new
decorative; rich crimson; splen-

did form; an early and profuse

bloomer. 50c. each.

Special Offer : One strong root

of each of the 12 Superlative
Decorative Dahlias described
above for $7.00

.

Kalif. Bright scarlet, of gigantic size; a strong grower and free bloomer on
long stiff stems. 75c. each.

Lustre. Scarlet vermilion, shading to crimson; large, early and free. 50c.

each.

Marjorie Castleton. A splendid rose pink tinting lighter at centre; an early,

free and continuous bloomer. 20c.

Mauve Queen. Clear rosy mauve; an exquisite flower, with long slender

incurved petals. 25c. each.

Richard Box. Clear light yellow; largest size and exquisite form. 50c.

each.

Wunderkind. A wonderfully lovely dahlia, of fine form; color light yel-

low, suffused rose. 25c. each.

Special Offer: One each of above 12 Loveliest Cactus Dahlias, strong roots

for $5.00.

12 Loveliest
Cactus Dahlias

Bianca. A new cactus of larg-

est size, and splendid form,
color clear rose. 50c.

Bridal Robe. 1 he best white cactus; very large; a strong vigorous grower,
with long stiff graceful stems. 50c. each.

Conquest. The best dark cactus, being a rich velvety maroon; large, finely

formed with long, narrow incurved petals. 35c. each.

Delicat. Dark rich purple; large and splendid form. 50c. each.

Crystal. Immense size; clear soft silvery pink, with long incurved petals.

75c. each.

Hedwig Severing. A splendidly formed cactus; color soft silvery rose; very
free. 50c. each.

NEW GIANT DECORATIVE DAHLIA DR. TYRRELL

Free
Our New Cata-
logue Entitled

6 Grand Paeony Dahlias
Dr. A. Kuyper. Large, rich orange. 50c.

each.

F. R. Austin. An exquisite new
paeony dahlia, of splendid form; color

yellow suffused and shaded, carmine
and crimson, edged lighter. $1.00 each.

Geisha. Rich yellow and scarlet; a

superb flower, of largest size, and strik-

ing color contrast. 40c. each.

H. J. Lovinck. Soft lilac; very
large, fine form. 35c.

Peace. The best pure white.

?i.oo each.

Mrs. Wm. Kerr. A glorious

variety, of exquisite form and
coloring; rich cream, suffused

pink, overlaid and shaded bright

carmine. $1.00 each.

Special Offer: One each of
the 6 Grand Paeony Dahlias for

$4.00.

12 beautiful decorative
dahlias, our selection, for

12 beautiful cactus dahlias

our selection, for $1.50.

6 beautiful paeony dahlias,

our selection, for $i.co.

Book
“The Dahlia”
5th edition. 80 pages, 10^
by 7|, clear, concise, and
practical. Beautifully

illustrated
;
50 cents post-

paid Free on request

with an order amounting
to #5.00 or more

The World's Best Dahlias
accurately describing 730 of the very best selected from the

2,500 “best dahlias,” secured from all sources, grown by 11s the
past season, and valuable information; copiously illustrated with
natural color reproductions of Minnie Burgle and Dr. Tyrrell,
free. Send to-day for copy.

THE LEADING DAHLIA CATALOGUE

\

I

!

1

,
PEACOCK DAHLIA FARMS, P. O. Berlin, New Jersey 1



W7 MARY FENNELL
The Beautiful

EXCLUSIVELY
The Fashion in Flowers this Summer

Masses of glorious color out-of-door—un-
surpassed for home and table decorations

Over 7,000,000 Gladioli bulbs of superior quality
and in great variety were harvested the past
season at Cedar Acres. American grown bulbs are

the best in the world. Cedar Acres is proud to have con-
tributed its share to the fame and quality of this glorious
American product.

New and Marvelous Creations for 1917
Favorite Varieties — Interesting Novelties — Special Mixtures

Choicest bulbs by the dozen—hundreds—thousands. Special mention must be made of

“AMETHYST”
One of the New Novelties

AMERICA: Too much cannot be said of this
beautiful, dainty pink, immense flowers of
wax-like texture, on strong spikes. 50 cents
per dozen. $2 per hundred, $15 per thousand.

AUGUSTA: Beautiful white, with lavender
anthers. Strong spike, often having two or
three branches. 50 cents per dozen. $2 per
hundred. $15 per thousand.

BARON JOSEF HULOT: One of the finest
blue Gladioli. A deep violet blue with well-
opened llowers. 50 cents per dozen, $3 per
hundred, $25 per thousand.

LUROPA: A very fine white Gladiolus of per-
fect form, many pure white blooms, close and
compact, open at once. $1 per dozen. $8 per
hundred, $75 per thousand.

HALLEY : Early blooming, large well-opened
flowers of delicate salmon pink, placed on
long graceful spike. Similar to the popular
Mrs Francis King. 50 cents per dozen, $2
per hundred, $15 per thousand.

MRS. FRANK PENDLETON: Spectacular,
large, well-expanded flowers, light pink,
heavily blotched with blood red in throat.

$1 per dozen, $7.50 per hundred.

MARY FENNELL (see illustration) : A patri-

cian of the garden. Beautiful light lavender
flowers on a tall slender spike, lower petals
penciled with primrose yellow. $2 per dozen,
$15 per hundred.

PANAMA: A companion to America, very
popular: perfect Hermosa Pink in color with
large wide-open wax-like flowers. 75 cents
per dozen, $5 per hundred.

PRINCEPS (known as the thousand dollar

Gladiolus). Amarylis-like flowers of a rich

dark scarlet, marked with white on the lower
petals. Foliage of a beautiful dark green
and very attractive. 50 cents per dozen, $4
per hundred, $25 per thousand.

PRIMULINUS HYBRIDS
The range of color of these Hybrids surpasses that of any family of flowers in the floral

kingdom. This is gained by crossing the species Primulinus with the larger varieties
of the gandavensis type Exquisitely dainty and graceful, they have an added beauty
of wonderful coloring, from the softest primrose to a beautiful rose. 75 cents per
dozen, $5 per hundred, $40 per thousand. Primulinus Hybrids Seedlings. 50 cents
per dozen, $3 per hundred.

NOVELTIES
AMETHYST. Strong open flower of a deep amethyst color, slightly suffused rose. Beautiful for

bedding. 50 cents each, $5 per dozen.

CRIMSON GLOW (Betscher). The most beautiful red gladiolus yet on the market. Very
large open flowers of the finest form. $1 each. $10 per dozen.

WISTARIA. Pale lavender, suffused violet with darker throat. One of the few good bluish

lavender varieties. 50 cents each. $5 per dozen.

MIXTURE S—The Best the Market Offers

AMATEUR MIXTURE includes all the best varieties selected from the collections of the best

hybridizers and growers of America and Europe. Colors that do not harmonize are eliminated.

The most interesting and satisfactory mixture to grow. $5 per hundred, $40 per thousand.

CEDAR ACRES MIXTURE. An endless variety of color, striped, variegated, mottled, as well

as a fine selection of clear colors, with beautiful throat markings. The variety is unlimited.

$1.50 per hundred, $12 per thousand.

My new Illustrated Booklet listing and describing varieties and giving
culture suggestions—FREE—you should have it.

B. HAMMOND TRACY
Box 27 Wenham, Massachusetts

wmmmmmmmm.
THE COUNTRY LIFE PRESS. GARDEN CITY. NEW YORK



“Let me suggest, also, that everyone who creates or cultivates a garden helps, and helps
greatly, to solve the problem of the feeding of the nations”

—

President Wilsons Appeal April 15, 1917.

The GARDEN
MAGAZINE

MAY 1917 Price 25c

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE COMPANY, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK
it
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No. I For blotting our the ob-
jectionable, nothing so happily com-
bines prompt results with pleasing
effects, as an evergreen screen. No
matter how utilitarian its purpose, it

decoratively “fits into the picture.”

No. 2. Don’t lose sight of the
surprising range of color gradations
in present day evergreens; or forget
the satisfactoriness of the dwarf kinds
when mingled with the others. For
foundation planting, they have no
equal.

No. y. In a desire to have your
entrance imposing, and even a bit

restraining to possible intruders; don’t
lose sight of the forbidding effect it

also has on your friends. Plant
evergreens. Let them lend their
greeting the year around.

Four Timely Memory Joggers

About Evergreens
And Our New Hardy Flowers

1

Behind the evergreen screen in the first illustration, you can just catch a glimpse of a

building. It might be a stable, a garage or even a carelessly cared-for home; or mayhap
just plain “undesirable neighbors.”
No matter who or what, the evergreen screen effectually shuts out the objectionables

all the year around. It is a form of “spite fence” that beautifies your grounds and to

which the “screened parties” can hardly take exception.

Just now we have a goodly lot of screen size trees for immediate effect. Or smaller
ones, with most promising grow-up-possibilities. See Help Hint Number Three in our
Helpful Hint Booklet.

No. 2

lo take away that barefooted look of foundations, and link the house naturally with the

grounds; there is nothing quite so satisfactory as evergreens, in their multi-colored foliage

effects. Of course, they cost more than shrubs, which is as it should be. Shrubs serve

their full purpose for only a feu> months of the year. Evergreens are contributing their

beauty the entire year about.

Help Hint Number One in our Helpful Hint Booklet fully describes foundation plant-

ing of evergreens.

No. 3

^ ou know how particular the solicitous hostess is, that the first impression as you enter,

shall truly reflect the home, as well as make you feel genuinely welcome to it.

I he same thought is merited for the entranceway to your grounds.

Take away that impression of austerity that bareness conveys. Turn it into a cheering

welcome by a bit of well thought out evergreen planting. Summer or Winter, they

will be always there, waiting to greet you and your guests.

See collections No. One or Two in the Helpful Hint Booklet.

No. 4
No matter how many hardy flowers you may have; or how crowded you are for room;

there is something about the delights of gardening that won’t let you rest without each

year adding some choice new things.

It happens that this year we have a most unusual collection of new ones, most of which

are gold medal winners in the London Show.
All of them are rooted from cuttings and pot grown. 1 he ball of earth shipped with

them, insures their quick transplanting success.

In Oriental Poppies, we have six new ones. A collection of two each, of the six, you
can possess for so little as $3.50.

There are also 6 truly wonderful Larkspurs. #7.50 buys two each, of them all.

Likewise, Heliopsis (Hybrid Sunflowers 2 to 3 feet) in unusual colorings and formations;

charming for cutting—$5 for 12, which includes 2 each, of 6 kinds.

Verbascums, in primrose, buff, apricot and bronzy yellow. Here indeed is a find. 1 hey

remind you of the stately field Mullein, very much “dolled up.” #3 buys 8; two each of

the four kinds.

Helpful Hint Booklet
On its cover is a real delightful old timey flower garden in full colors, made from one of

Wallace Nutting’s famous pictures.

On every page is a help hint for some specific planting problem.

No lengthy descriptions. No staggering Latin names. Ample information in tabloid.

Prices for separate items or in collections.

You will find it a short cut, happy solution to the most of your planting perplexities.

You and your friends are heartily welcome to copies.

uliuS* T^geVir5s Cor
AI Tho Si*$n ofThe Trog

Box IO, Ruth»rford N.J.

Kim
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me
—and Lilac time is Spring time at its best, with the air heavy with fragrance, and every bush a mass
of glorious color—seemingly perfect. But the master hybridizer, M. Victor Lemoine, touched them
with his hand, and, lo, from the purple and white a multitude of new forms and colors appeared—even
seasons now changed—early ones, late ones, each a glorified evolution from the old type. Ellen
Willmott, with long pointed snow-white trusses of flowers nearly an inch in diameter; Madam Buch-
ner, flushed with soft rose; Belle de Nancy, soft lilac pink; the splendid early flowered giant, Leon
Gambetta, with semi-double flowers almost as large and as perfectly formed as tuberoses; Waldeck-
Rosseau, great trusses of dark violet; President Loubet, Negro, Toussaint Louverture, with all

the richness of their dark crimson and wine colors, are but a few examples of the more than one hun-
dred new kinds in my new garden at Wyomissing.

Now is the time to study these and make a selection for your own garden. Make it a point to

visit a comprehensive collection; Highland Park, Rochester, The Arboretum, Boston, or come to

Wyomissing— it is worth while. Here I grow Lilacs on their own roots, which is the proper way, as

plants budded on privet are short-lived.

Select now, while they are in bloom
to you, for fall planting. If impossil

select a few of those 1 know to be the
THE prices of the best new lilacs

range from gi.oo to $1.50 for plants
on their own roots. To readers of The
Garden Magazine I make the following
ofFer for fall delivery:

6 plants, in 6 varie-
ties, my selection «J>D,t)U

12 plants, in 12 varie- __
ties, my selection l^.UU

25 plants, in 25 varie- __ __
ties, my selection ££.UU

(Sixth Edition, 1917-18) which describes Lemoine’s Lilacs, Deut-
zias, Philadelphus, Japanese and. German Iris, more than 500 vari-

eties of Peonies, Evergreens, and Rock-plants. 1 12 pages of text,

30 full page illustrations (13 in color). A book of distinct value to

garden lovers. It will be sent on request to all interested.

BERTRAND H. FARR—Wyomissing Nurseries Co,

104 Garfield Avenue Wyomissing, Penna

1

Idvcrtisers wilt appreciate your mentioning The Carden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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More Crops from
j

Your Garden
This book shows you how to use your soil the most times in a season by

timing the planting of different things in the right rotation — how to get the
biggest production from every inch of soil according to character of soil, shade,
etc.—how to force growth—-to fertilize, and guard against pests. Few people
know how to get the big yield possible from a small garden. This book tells how.

Flowers, too! You can have them until snow flies again, also vines that
will climb chimney-high this summer—if you know how.

A good garden cuts
down the grocery bills

But it is the downright joy of growing
things, the table pleasure ofvegetables five-

minute fresh, the physical and mental good,

a profitable outdoor interest—these are the

big values of a garden. And right now it

is practical patriotism to grow a garden.

Now is the time to start.

Get this book and you’ll

get a successful garden
It is an authoritative encyclopedia of garden lore. It

covers the entire field of growing things—vegetables,

berries, fruits, flowers,

vines, trees, etc. We will

send it to you by return
mail for ioc. in stamps.
If you are not delighted
with this book tel! us, we
will return your ioc., and
letyou keep the book too!

Send for it now so you
can make your garden
pay big this year.

Corona Chemical

Company

Milwaukee, Wis.

Chrysanthemums that willBloom
in Your Garden this Fall! *

Sturdy beauties in both single and double (Pompon) form
that will brighten your fall garden with a riot of colors.

All are perfectly hardy, plants increase in size from year

to year, to bear greater quantities of flowers each succeeding fall.

For cutting they are unrivalled. The colors embrace all pop-

ular shades from bronze and terra-cotta to pure white. To further

popularize these hardy garden gems, we recommend

Early-Flowering Hardy Kinds
for immediate outdoor planting

We will mail, postpaid, all sorts our selection, a good as-

sortment of colors, guaranteed, strong plants as follows:

SPECIAL OFFER
10 plants, 10 varieties $1. 25 plants, 5 varieties $2.

$3.50 100 “
,
10 “ $6.

This is an extra special offer to Garden Magazine Readers only, since our regular

retail price is £10 per 100 plants. Please order at once, while stocks are complete.

Write for Free Catalogue
Fully describes all worth-while ’Mums. Explains how our
house became the recognized leader in the Chrysanthemum
World. Write or order soon.

Elmer D. Smith & Co.cX^rAdrian, Mich.

Are You Planning
to Build?

OF What Shall I Build My House
is the title of the 32-page

reprint from THE HOUSE BEAU i I-

f L L in which are shown handsomely
printed illustrations of beautiful houses
which help to answer that question.

The question of which material you
will use in building your house is usu-
ally one of the first that confronts you
and that must be definitely answered be-

fore further plans can be made.

This reprint, which is the same size as T H E
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL (9V' x 12J"),
contains among others the following illustrated

articles by prominent architects:

The Wooden House
By Thomas P. Robinson

The Stucco House
By David B. Barnes

The Brick House
By Austin D. Jenkins

Grouped about and supplementing each of

these three articles are illustrations of many
noteworthy houses built of the three different

materials.

Can you afford to be without this source
of help and information when you make
your house building plans ?

We offer this reprint and THE HOUSE
BEAUTIFUL (single copies 25c each) for

four months for

$1.00
Simply pin a DOLLAR BILL to the coupon

and mail it to-day

THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL, G. M. 5-17

3 Park Street, Boston,

Enclosed find S 1 .00 * for which send THE
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL for four months and one
copy of **Of What Shall I Build My House" to
the following:

Name

Street

City State

•Foreign postage 45c extra; Canadian postage 25c extra.

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers' Service for assistance
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MANURE AT
$222A TON
would be cheap but a gallon of Nitro-

Fertile, which costs exactly $2.00, will

stimulate more plant growth. It

will give a better balanced ration.

is a liquid fertilizer. It is free from weed

seeds. It is odorless. It may be applied

by mixing with water and sprinkling on

the soil with a common sprinkling can

—

AND—you get it by mail or express.

Stimulates immediate sturdy growth in

all garden plants, sh rubs, flowers and grass.

One gallon of Nitro-Fertile mixed with

water makes 120 gallons of fertilizer.

Order now for your early plants and

seedlings.

Pints, Post Paid, 50c. Quarts, Post Paid, 75c.

One Gallon, F. 0. B. Cleveland, $2.00

DEALERS WANTED

THE FERTILE CO.
1007 Leader-News Building Cleveland, Ohio

GROWN IN NEW JERSEY
under soil and climate advantages, Steele’s
Sturdy Stock is the satisfactory kind.

Great assortment of Fruit, Nut, Shade
and Evergreen Trees, Small-fruit Plants.

Hardy Shrubs, Roses, etc. Fully des-

cribed in my Beautiful Illustrated Des-
criptive Catalogue—it’s free!

T. E. STEELE
Pomona Nurseries Palmyra. N. J.

UP-TO-DATE DAHLIAS
FTWFT RITA—World ’s Greatest Red , $ 1 .00 each . Special^ 1 1

introductory offers—12 Beautiful Decora-
tive, our selection, $1.50; 12 Grand Cactus, our selection, $1.50; 10

select varieties, $1.00. One root of Ethelrita added free to each of

the first hundred orders received from this advertisement. Mention
The Garden Magazine.

C. E. VARNUM & SON, Atco, N. J.

Write To-day for this Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs

Special Offers Which
this Book Contains
Fine Mixed Hya- ioo 500
cinths $3.30 $16.00

Fine Bedding Hya-
cinths 4.50 20.00

Second sized Named
Hyacinths 5.75 25.00

Fine Mixed Single
Tulips x.oo 4.50

Extra fine Mixed
Single Tulips 1.20 5.50

Extra fine Mixed
Double Tulips 1.30 5.50

Fine Mixed Darwin
Tulips x.35 6.00

Fine Named Darwin
Tulips 2.25 xo.oo

Fine Named Crocus i.xo 5.00

Easter Lilies fCandi-
dum) per doz $1.75 11.00

Double Daffodils 2.15 10.00

Narcissus Empress
(Monsters) 3.25 14.50

Narcissus Empress
(Large Selected)... 2.60 xi.50

Narcissus Emperor
(Monsters) 3.35 X5.00

Narcissus Emperor
(Large Selected)... 2.60 11.50

NarcissusGoldenSpur
' Large Selected)... 2.60 xi.50

Spanish Iris, Splendid
Mixture 60 2.25

Paper White Narcis-
sus for Christmas
flowering 2.25 9.50

Prices for hundreds of varieties
and forsmallerquantitiesareshow n
in this catalogue. It is the most
comprehensive bulb catalogue
published. Free—w rite for it now.

Special Low Prices from Now
Until July 1st—Not Later

Don't plan your garden, don't buy a single thing until

you have seen this catalogue!
Mail the coupon below or send a postal. Look over the

catalogue—page after page of imported bulbs—the very flowers
you want. Learn how you can have, this season, the very gar-
den you have always desired!

Hyacinths, Tulips. Narcissi, Crocus, give, for a small outlay
of time and money, an abundance of flowers in the house from
December until Easter, and in the garden, from earliest spring
until the middle of May. Bulbs are grown almost exclusively

in Holland, in enormous quantities, and sold at very low prices.

Usually they cost double before reaching you.
By ordering from us now instead of waiting until Fall, you

make a large saving, get a superior quality of Bulbs not usually
to be obtained at any price in this country, and have a much
larger list of varieties to select from.

Our orders are selected and packed in Holland, and are
shipped to our customers immediately upon their arrival in the
best possible condition.

Direct from Specialists
Our connections abroad make it possible for us to buy bulbs

from the best specialist of that variety. Every bulb shown in

the catalogue you get direct from growers who have made a life

study of the flowers they grow; thus you are assured bulbs of the
first quality.

Order Now—Pay When Delivered
To take advantage of the very low prices offered in this cat-

alogue. we must have your order not later than July 1st, as
we import bulbs to order only. They need not be paid for

until after delivery, nor taken if not of a satisfactory quality.

References required from new customers.
Send for our Special Order catalogue. Make your plans /

now. See how little it will cost to have, just the garden
you have always wanted. +

Fill out the coupon or send a postal for catalogue to-day^-

Elliott Nursery Co. /'
/
/

367 Fourth Ave. Pittsburg, Per. >

Read What These
People Say

Finest he ever saw! "I have
received my order of gladiolus,
and they are the finest I ever saw.
The tulips and peonies that I

bought last fall have grown splen-
didly.”

—

H. T. F. , Bangor , Me.
Always perfect* "Your splen-

did bulbs arrived. Enclosed find
twenty-five dollars. As always, the
stock you sent is perfect.”

—

A. G.
IF., Galesburg, Ills.

More than delighted! ’‘The
bulbs I ordered from you are now
in bloom in all their glory, I am
more than delighted with them,
and shall send another order.”—M. J. B., Clinton. Ills.

Admiration of the town! “I
want to tell you how magnificent
my daffodils are. They are the
admiration of the town, and have
given us untold pleasure. Each daf-
fodil is the size ofa tea cup. Many
bulbs have four flowers and not
one has failed to produce two.”—G. D. S., Uniontowti, Ala.

*
Surpasses tulip beds

In city parks. I have w
a bed of tulips from f
bulbs purchased from f
you. It surpasses f
anything I have +
seen in the city ^
parks —J.S
A. D.. *
Cordell f o-"
Ofcla. ? / o •

/ / 1 /jr
>

ASTER Vicks’ Mikado white, pink, laven-

DI tMTC der. Crego lavender, white, pink,

1 LAIN 1 o rose. Vicks’ Rochester lavender-

pink, white, lavender. Vicks’ Branching white,
rose, lavender, pink, purple. Lavender, violet, white, crimson
ind pink King. Lavender Gem, Enchantress Pink, Royal Pink,

Royal Purple. Ready for delivery June 1st to July 15th, $1.25

per 100 . The Oldbrick Farms, Orwell, Ashtabula Co., Ohio

A PERENNIAL GARDEN
FOR YOUR LIFETIME

20 Packets finest hardy northern grown Perennial

Flower Seeds for $2.50 postpaid, together with 10

packets best Annuals—or 30 packets in all.

JAMES W. EUSTIS, 25 Arlington Street, Cambridge, Mass.

*
I ' H E latest word

in efficiency and
economy in Garden-
ing with Glass.

Sash of all sizes carried in stock.

Small, inexpensive, ready-made Greenhouses
for summer delivery.

Suntrapz—the wonder working plant bo$es

that come by mail.

Get our Catalogue of Garden outfits. Free

SUNLIGHT DOUBLE GLASS SASH CO.
927 East Broadway Louisville, Ky.

CANNAS
Do you know what a wealth of garden glory

our modern mammoth-flowering cannas will

afford? You can revel in a blaze ot bloom
from the first of July until the frost cuts it

down in autumn. C. & J. Cannas have won
highest awards at every notable exposition in-

cluding San Francisco and San Diego.

Send for our free 1917 Floral Guide and get better ac-
quainted with C. & J. Cannas. Write to-day.

The CONARD & Jones Co.
Box 24 West Grove, Pa.
Rose and Canna Specialists—Backed by 50 Years' Experience

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will. too.
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[ 7TTH its 72 pages of varied
V garden photographs,

>/Mathews
A

A pledge of
art is try—
the Mathews
Hall Mark

.

handbook will give you scores of artis-

tic suggestions in the form of arches,

trellises, benches, tables, pergolas that
will aid you in transforming your garden in-

to "an out door fairy land." It will be gladly
mailed you on receipt of 18 cents in stamps.

THE MATHEWS MFG. CO.
Designers and Craftsmen

915 Williamson Bldg. Cleveland, Ohio

%
make equally ideal garden or pot plants. Planted
in beds or borders outdoors, their large single or
double flowers make a magnificent showing.
They enjoy partial shade. As pot plants, two or
more tubers in a 6-inch pot will make a great show
throughout the summer and fall. Foliage is

highly ornamental. In red , white, rose, yellow and
orange color , in both single and double shape.

Summer
Blooming Begonias

yt SERVICE that Serves is one that provides for

prompt delivery to the customer of the best

"* grade of goods in the best condition. Such a

service is the Framingham Nursery Service.

cr'IIE methods of propagation we employ ; the care

we use in growing and caring for our nursery

stock; the attention we give to eliminating undesirable

varieties and to producing more desirable sorts; the

care we use in digging and packing our stock; the

promptness with which we fill all orders; the care we
exercise in choosing transportation routes; the atten-

tion we give to following shipments to their destina-

tion; the aid we give our customers in the after care

of plants—all these details make our service a service

that serves.

jN\iri*eriex
FRAMINGHAM - MASSACHUSETTS

>

&

EXCLUSIVELY —

B. HAMMOND TRACY
Box 27 Wenham, Mass.

The Readers’ Sendee will give you suggestions for the care and purchase of cals and dogs and other pets

A Dozen
Prominent
Skinner

System Users

J. P. Morgan.
Glen Cove, New York

John Wanamaker,
Wyncote. Pa.

James B. Duke.
Somerville. N. J.

Alfred I. Dupont.
Wilmington, Del.

Authur Brisbane.
Allaire. N. J.

T. A. Havemeyer.
Brookville, L. I.

Samuel Untermeyer,
Yonkers. N Y.

C. Oliver Iselin,

Glen Cove. N Y

Herbert Pratt.

Glen Cove. N. Y.

J. D. Forgan.
Chicago, 111.

Carroll L. Post.
Battle Creek. Mich.

Thomas Fortune Ryan,
Oak Ridge. Va.

One of the Skinner System sprinkling lines in garden of Alfred I. Dupont, Wilmington. Del.

The Skinner System Will Banish Your Watering Worries

THE Skinner System makes you the weather
-*• man.
To spend those delightful Summer evenings

lugging a hose around is no fun!

It's still less fun to stand by and see the
drought shrivel up the garden or lawn that you
set 'such store by.

Luckily you needn’t do either!

With one turn of the hand, .you can bring down
on your garden crop a finely broken-up-spray
like the gentle rains of heaven. Will not pack

or puddle the soil. Will not injure the finest
foliage. Not only waters abundantly, but waters
correctly and uniformly. Not only protects
your crop against the toll.of drought, but adds
surprisingly to your garden returns.
By a simple attachment fitted to the standard

sprinkling line you can make it automatic.
You have only to turn it on. Sprays turn slowly
across the garden. H turns itself off w hen the
garden is completely watered.
Send for our Booklet. It blazes the way to

botherless, worryless watering.

The Skinner Irrigation Co.

TROY, OHIO

Extra Special Offer
We will mail one fine bulb each of above

colors in the double flowering type and two
strong bulbs each of the five single flowering
sorts, fifteen sure-to-bloom bulbs in

all postpaid for

Please order promptly, mentioning
this special offer.

$1.

“Treasures of Bulbland”
is the title of a unique booklet designed to intro-

duce to you the choicest in bulbs that Holland
affords- We import to order—let us save you
money. Write to-day.

Netherland Bulb Co.

32 Broadway, New York

TheTouch That Transforms
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To gamble with
the weather is to
playalosinggame
YOUR beautiful lawns and gardens, on

which you have expended so much money,

time and labor, should not be left to the

mercy of the scorching dry spells of summer
when it is so easy to protect them with the

Sy&tems of Irrigation

An Underground System of piping in conjunction with

the Cornell Rain Cloud Nozzle sends the water evenly

in a fine spray over every foot of your lawn or garden.

A turn of the control valve and you have an artificial

rain which can be regulated at will in duration or

quantity.

The Underground System, adapted for lawns can be

installed without disfigurement of the turf and does not

interfere with mowing.

The Overhead System for Gardens is supplied from
underground piping and upright nozzles which do not

interfere with cultivation. The Cornell Portable Sprink-

ler is recommended for small areas of 15 to 45 feet

diameter.

Write for illustrated literature.

W. G. CORNELL CO.
Engineers and Contractors

Plumbing, Heating, Lighting,A utomatic

Sprinklers, Water Supply Systems,

Sewage Disposal Plants, Automatic

Sewage Ejectors.

45 E. 17th Street New York

Rain Cloud Nozzles
$2.00 to $3.00

f. o. b. New York

Chicago

Railway Exchange

Washington

923 12th St., N.W.

Newark
86 Park PI.

Kansas City, Mo.
Commerce Trust Bldg.

Boston

334 Shawmut Ave.

Baltimore

Munsey Bldg.

Cleveland

Leader-News Bldg.

i

LUTTON GREENHOUSES
Where Sea Breezes Blow

C
ORROSIVE SALT AIR is the despair of builders
of “just-as-good” greenhouses. A few weeks under
its influence will cause the metal frame-work to

rust and show up the true character of any greenhouse.
A “yellow streak” soon marks the house of inferiority,

then follow repair bills, inefficiency and regret.

It is under the very worst conditions that LUTTON Greenhouses
best demonstrate their superiority. No owners endorse LUTTON
construction more enthusiastically than those who reside near the sea.

We welcome severe tests of our greenhouses—that is why we are
always particularly glad to receive orders to erect greenhouses where
the sea breezes blow. We are now building two large greenhouses
within thirty feet of the water at Beverly, Mass.

Long Island is a typical sea-coast section. Many LUTTON Green-
houses are giving entire satisfaction there. For lack of space, only
a few of the larger Long Island installations (many repeat orders)

can be mentioned, viz. those owned by the following named gentlemen:

Mortimer L. Schiff, Oyster Bay
C. K. G. Billings, Oyster Bay
J. T Pratt, Oyster Bay
C. M. Pratt, Oyster Bay
J. A. Garver, Oyster Bay

J. E. Aldred, Glen Cove
E. W. C. Arnold, Babylon
Duncan Arnold, Babylon
Benjamin Stern, Roslyn
E. L. Meyers, Lloyds Neck

LUTTON V-Bar Greenhouses are thoroughly rust-proofed—not
merely painted like “just-as-good” structures. They embody many
other unique features of the greatest practical value—both horti-

culturally and architecturally. Let us explain the advantages of

our construction and send you the opinions of owners.

WM. H. LUTTON CO.
Main Office and Factory :

263-269 Kearney Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

Show Room: 3rd Floor, Grand Central Western Office: 710 Sykes Block,

Terminal, New York City Minneapolis, Minn.

WHICH INTERESTS YOU?
Greenhouses Conservatories
Glass Gardens Cold Frames
Sun Parlors Hot Beds

ASK FOR PARTICULARS

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing — and we will, too
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J7T For late planting, buy plants

jJ grown in the cold northern

regions, where the winter lasts

longer and the normal spring is

very late.

JTT Mount Desert’s rigorous cli-

jJ mate produces plants of great

vigor and hardiness, and the late-

ness of the shipping season—April

25th to June 15th—is to your ad-

vantage for late planting. We send

you only strong plants, which can-

not fail to grow.

f|T Our illustrated general catalogue is a

TJJ most interesting production which we
shall be pleased to send upon receipt of a

post card. We sell a general line of nur-

sery stock, flowering shrubs and high class

herbaceous perennials—all well grown in

a rigorous climate.

#TT Remember—this climate makes roots

1 and growths start late. The newer

type of Astilbis are among our leading

specialties.

A supplementary list, in brochure

form, of New and Rare Shrubs and

Hardy Plants, describes one of the best

collections of New Plants ever offered in

this country. This includes many of

Mr. Wilson’s notable introductions.

We make a specialty of plants for

Rock and Wall Gardening.

MOUNT DESERT NURSERIES
Bar Harbor Maine

iiiiinwimnii

HODGSONPortable
HOUSES

[[raiUllllllMHllllWlMMlll

THE thoughts of a new cottage, garage
or playhouse for the children give you

a pleasant thrill. But the thought of
plans, builders’ bills, infinite little worries
and expenses soon put a damper on your
enthusiasm. .

Now, if you want to know the exact cost of your
building; if you want to be sure of no ‘‘extras”
and no worries; if you want to see a photograph
as it will look— all before you are obligated in

the least — do this: Gel a Hodgson Catalogue. In
it you will find photographs, plans and prices of
portable cottages, garages, playhouses, bungalows,
screen houses, tent houses, chicken houses and lots

of other kinds of houses. Pick out the one that suits

in price and proportion. Then order.

By paying 25% of the price of your house we will

prepare and hold it until wanted. This saves you
money and insures you prompt delivery.

Send for a copy of our catalogue

E. F. HODGSON CO.
Room 228, 116 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

6 East 39th St., New York City

3 Helpful
Catalogues Free

Oarage

The first is now ready. Describes
Roses, Dwarf and Standard Fruit
Frees, Shrubs and Vines. Also Orna-
mental Trees, including large sizes for

immediate effect. Evergreens a spe-

cialty. Unusually fine offerings in the
four best broad-leaved varieties—
Mahonia, Leucothoe, Mt. Laurel, and
Rhododendrons. Iron-clad Hybrids

from i to 4 ft., also native plants, both nursery-grown and collected.

The second will be ready June 1st. It lists choice

Dutch Bulbs at 20% Discount
for orders mailed before July 1st Marvelous New Breeder, Rem-
brandt and Darwin Tulips; Narcissus, Daf-
fodils, Jonquils, etc. For over twenty years,

we have ordered our bulbs direct from the

same Dutch grower. Each year we have in-

creased our order—positive proof that the

quality is right. We have figured our costs

closely and give you the benefit in real bar-

gain offerings.

Third, ready August 1st—Peonies and
Hardy Perennials. Our leading fall spec-

ialties. Just what you need tor fall planting.

A postal brings the entire series, postpaid.

You need at once our money-saving book
of Bulb Bargains. Send to-day.

ROSEDALE NURSERIES
S. G. HARRIS

Box A Tarrytown, New York

1J a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers' Service for assistance
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Think of the perpetual Spring-joys of a house like this! When a question of dollars
is the only thing that stands between you and it, why longer deny yourself?

GREENHOUSES
The One Compartment Subject

f
HIS deciding on the size greenhouse you want, is quite
like buying an automobile. You start looking at run-

abouts; and first thing you know, you are trying the
front seat of a seven passenger touring car.

In your enthusiasm in thinking of the good times you can
give all the family, and so many of your friends, all thought of

upkeep expense has been crowded in the background.

But when you do “come to;” what a dull-thud-jolt it

gives you.

So with this moral in mind, why not start off with a run-

about size greenhouse like this one; and later on add to it.

This one is 1 8 feet wide and 37 feet long.

A space 12 feet in length is divided off as a workroom.
That leaves 275 square feet of bench space, besides two walks
of ample width.

Can’t you just see that centre bench filled with sweet

peas and snap dragons; while on the side ones, are a happy
family of blooming bulb favorites, from hyacinths to gladioli?

Think of those days in February and March when every

once in a while in spite of all the arguments with yourself,

a sort of drab blanket drops down and makes you just a bit

uncomfortable with yourself—and for others. Can’t you
just see those times being turned into sunshiny days, by a

couple of hours in your greenhouse, chucking your flower

chums under the chin, while you fuss around them?

Can’t you picture that favorite bowl of yours on the living

room table, always filled with blooms ?

Can you longer think of these things which a greenhouse

makes so possible; and put off another day, finding out how
much we will build one of our splendid iron frame ones for?

Don’t you already begrudge the joys you have so unrealiz-

ingly denied yourself?

Shall we send our catalogue? At your suggestion we will

gladly call and talk things over with you.

NEW YORK
1170 Broadway

General Offices and Factory—Elizabeth, N. J.

BOSTON
49 Federal Street

PHILADELPHIA
40 So. 15th Street

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too



The President to the People

The White House,

April 15, 1917.

My Fellow Countrymen:
. . . Every one who creates or cultivates a garden helps, and

helps greatly, to solve the problem of the feeding of the nations;

. . . every housewife who practices strict economy puts herself in

the ranksof those who serve the nation. This is the time for America

to correct her unpardonable fault of wastefulness and extrava-

gance. Let every man and every woman assume the duty of

careful, provident use and expenditure as a public duty, as a

dictate of patriotism which no one can now expect ever to be es-

cused or forgiven for ignoring.

The supreme need of our own nation and of the nations with

which we are cooperating is an abundance of supplies, and

especially of foodstuffs. The importance of an adequate food

supply, especially for the present year, is superlative. Without

abundant food, alike for the armies and peoples now at war, the

whole great enterprise upon which we have embarked will break

down and fail. The world’s food reserves are low. Not only

during the present emergency, but for some time after peace shall

have come, both our own people and a large proportion of the

people of Europe must rely upon the harvests in America.

Upon the farmers of this country, therefore, in large measure

rests the fate of the war and the fate of the nations.

1 he time is short. It is of the most imperative importance

that everything possible be done, and done immediately, to make
sure of large harvests. I call upon young men and old alike and

upon the ablebodied boys of the land to accept' and act upon this

duty—to turn in hosts to the farms and make certain that no pains

and no labor is lacking in this great matter.

The supreme test of the nation has come. We must all speak,

act, and serve together!

Woodrow Wilson.

220

In order to provide this pace for the appeal of the Presi-
dent of the United States, Mr. B. H. Farr has permitted
his advertisement to be placed elsewhere in this issue.
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THE NEIGHBORS’ DUTY

THE whole world faces a shortage
in food crops this year. The re-

sources of the grain producing
countries (of which America is one)

will be taxed to the utmost to feed
millions of people. This is not a sen-
sational scare ; it is a cold, stern fact,

proved by official figures.

Every pound of food that is pro-

duced by those who have the oppor-
tunity to utilize small pieces of land
for their own supply will help to re-

lieve the general pressure. The Gar-
den Neighbors are in a position of

unusual opportunity to render prac-

tical aid because they are more or

less skilled workers. They should
largely raise their own vegetables,

stimulate their neighbors to do like-

wise, and also cooperate with all

local and national agencies to de-

velop the home garden.

It is the patriotic duty of every
reader of The Garden Magazine to

contribute his or her quota in this

national crisis.

Leonard Barron

On the Lookout.—There is nothing

that I enjoy more than the exchange of

experiences of other readers. It brings

out many a point that is not usually

found in professional articles. For what
professional can foresee all the scrapes we
amateurs get into? Thus I found that

some of my climbers do not bloom or

shed their blossoms before they open and
then I see some one in the same fix and
find that it is sour soil that does it. Out
with the lime and we try it. I delight in

scanning the advertisements of the nur-

series being always on the lookout for

something suitable and out of the ord-

inary.

What shrub more beautiful than the

Swamp Honeysuckle, a close relative of

the Azalea, but hardy and growing in

our Jersey woods ?

How many readers spend sums of

money for Rhododendrons which some-
times fail to grow for want of care and
knowledge of their requirements? Yet
right at our door is the Laurel, first

cousin of the Rhododendron, hardy and
grateful if you plant it in the shade with

plenty of leafmold. Just go across the

lot as I did last fall and get all the bloom
in spring that you want. Possibly others

find some other shrubs in their neighbor-

hood that are just as accessible and
handsome in appearance. I find the

Holly is the hardest thing to transplant

successfully,

—

L. A. Malkiel
, New York

and Keansburg.

Is King Humbert the Best Canna?

—

I have tested fully one hundred varieties

of Canna and have visited the Canna fields

of two of thelargest producers of these

plants for sale critically examining the

several hundred varieties while in flower

with the result that I picked out King
Humbert as the most magnificent dark-foli-

aged, red-flowered variety, of the whole lot.

I planted a clump of it on each side of the
steps leading to my front door. As the

house is built of light cream-colored brick

the contrast of big bronzy leaves and bril-

liant, red-flowers (most of them more than
four inches across) the plants were very strik-

ing. I hey gave a strong emphasis to the

front of the house visible the moment one
turned the street corner a block away. Prob-
ably the size of the specimens was increased

over the normal because I made the sod very
rich with poultry manure and rather friable

with sand and leafmold .—John Alexander,

Illinois.

Attractive to Humming Birds.—In the

April number of The Garden Magazine I

read a contributor’s list of flowers that are

attractive to humming birds. I have learned

by observation that the Red-flowering Horse-
chestnut is very attractive to the ruby throat,

and they will come to it from all directions

-2-21

when it is in full bloom. I once counted
upward of twenty-five humming birds in

one of these trees at the same time, and
it was a beautiful and impressive sight,

one that I shall never forget. Those who
wish to attract the humming birds will do
well to plant one or two Red Horse-
chestnut trees where they can be seen from
the porch.

—

II. G. Reading, Franklin, Pa.

White Pippin Apple.— I think this might
be considered for the home garden be-

cause it is in season with Albemarle
Pippin which it resembles, but the tree

can be grown over a much greater area;

it is not so finicky in its soil requirements
and the fruit is of value for use late in

the season. For home use and those in

love with the Golden Russet we believe

we have one of the finest strains of this

variety which we have seen. 1 he writer

found it at an exhibit of the Connecticut
Pomological Society and could not believe

that it was a Golden Russet but became
convinced that the entry was right and
was later assured by the grower that he

put up a couple of hundred barrels a

year exactly like those shown and also

received confirmatory evidence from the

buyer who purchased the fruit and I re-

alized that I had run across one of the

finest things in this line and that it was
worth saving .—Samuel Fraser, N. Y.

Concerning the “Best Pea”. In the Jan-
uary Garden Magazine Mr. Kains, seems

to be much pleased with Sutton’s Dis-

covery Pea.

It is true that the vine is tall and rank
and the pod large but unfortunately it

is not a good filler. In my test in

Montana under irrigation and with ideal

conditions there were about 40 per cent,

of skips, hence only 60 per cent, of a

full pod of peas. It might be satisfactory

to the pickers who want large pods but

are not so much concerned about the “peas
in the pod.” it may be useful in extend-

ing the picking season as it was about a

month later than the first Extra Earlies, and
more than two weeks later than Little Marvel.

Mr. Kains complains that the Little Marvel
is hard to pull and hard to shell. If “hard
to pull,” this fact would indicate the robust

vigor that is necessary to give a good crop

under adverse weather and moisture conditions
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and if hard to shell, it proves that the pods are
well filled. A half filled pod gives up easily.

—

C. N. Keeney, Le Roy, N. Y.

Fruiting the Papaya in the Greenhouse.—“We have them for breakfast every morn-
ing,” wrote the friend of our boyhood, in

sending us the seeds from Manila, P. I. This
was enough to make them interesting to us,

aside from being a novelty that might be
worth trying. Years before we had sown
seeds from Florida, and found they germinated
almost as readily as tomatoes, but had then
been unable to carry them farther than the
first summer. Now we had better facilities,

and wanted to see what they would do. We
sowed the seeds in a small box, and when the

young plants were several inches high, potted
them up. In a year’s time they were in six-

Tropical Papaws grown from seed and fruiting successfully
in a greenhouse in Pennsylvania

inch pots, and the largest were then about two
feet high. We picked out two of the best and
planted them together in the box seen in the

illustration, where they at once made a won-
derful growth, and in the fall began blooming.
Fortune had favored us, for the trees proved to

be mated, one staminate, one pistillate.

Curiously enough, the first half of the year
is a resting period, but from July to December
the growth is rapid. The staminate flowers

are produced throughout the year, but during
the resting period the stems of the clusters are

short. During the rapid growth of autumn,
the stems lengthen to from twelve to twenty
inches, and the clusters are beautiful for decor-

ative purposes, with cream-colored waxen
flowers amid an abundance of buds. I hey
last when cut, for weeks, and have a pleasing

fragrance, almost too heavy at times. 1 he

pistillate flowers, borne only during the fall

months, are much larger, stemless, and borne
singly in the axils of the leaves; hence are very
few in number compared with the abundance
of the others, and having no cut flower value,

are of interest chiefly as forerunners of the

fruit crop.

We were disappointed when one after

another, the pistillate buds dropped off with-
out opening. Finally one developed properly,
and we pollinated it with the flowers from the
other tree, and the young fruit began to grow.
\\ hen it had reached the size and appearance
of a May-apple or Mandrake fruit it, too,

dropped ofF. 1 he nextYseason we were more
successful, and three fruits were matured.

Early in June the largest began to show
yellow, and soon felt mellow to the thumb;
but it continued getting yellower until the
green showed only in mottlings on one side,

and a pronounced musky odor developed, by
no means tempting. Then we picked it.

When the knife went through we almost
regretted our rashness, for the hollow fruit

was thickly lined on its inside surface with
what looked suspiciously like toads’ eggs, each
dark- seed being surrounded by a whitish

gelatinous covering. This fruit was nine

inches long, and weighed three pounds.
After fruiting we removed the bottom from

the box, and set the plants on one of the

ground beds of the greenhouse, so they may
have all the root room they desire. To our
surprise we found they were far from pot-

bound, the roots showing very little on the
bottom of the small box.

—

J. C. Galloway,

Pennsylvania.

The Opal Anchusa.— Prior to the introduc-

tion into English gardens some fifteen years

ago of Anchusa italica, Dropmore variety,

the members of this family had little claim
upon the lovers of perennial flowers, but
to-day there are no more beautiful plants

grown than the improved forms of the Alkanet.

I well remember the first appearance of the

Dropmore variety at the Temple Show in

London, and it was certainly the most popular

plant of the year, being shown in superb form
by Mr. Maurice Pritchard of Christchurch.

This variety is well known in American gar-

dens and its rich blue flowers make it one of the

most striking plants of the border in mid-
summer. The variety Opal was introduced

a few years afterward and to my mind is

more beautiful than the dark blue Dropmore.
I he color of Opal is a glorious pale blue, sim-

ilar to that of Delphinium Belladonna, and
during the blossoming period I do not know of

any plant so singularly handsomV 1 his

Anchusa deserves a prominent position in

every garden, and when it has become fully

established, the second or third year after

planting, it makes a wonderful display. I he

main stem rises to a height of five or six feet

with numerous side branches and is com-
pletely clothed with the flower panicles. It

amply repays good cultivation and should

be planted in a well-drained border where
water will not collect around the crowns, and
after the plants have become established they
should not be disturbed.

—

A. E. Thatcher,

Bar Harbor, Me.

Cotton in New England.—A few years

ago I sent to a friend in New England a half-

matured cotton plant. Shortly afterward,

I received in acknowledgment a very enthusi-

astic letter.

Then, I received another letter from him the

next autumn. “When planting my garden last

spring,” he wrote, “I decided to try an experi-

ment. I separated the seeds from one of the

bolls of cotton and planted them in a bed

prepared as for Petunias. This was May
first. May fifth the gawky seedlings like

colossal, short-stemmed Nasturtiums ap-

peared. There followed a few cool nights

during which my cotton prospects were not
bright. The plants turned yellow and dropped
the cotyledons leaving only a small green bud
at the top of the short stalk. But when June
came they feathered out like spring chickens.
Fuzzy growths shot out from every side of the
stem.

“By the twentieth of July the plants had
attained a height of z\ feet. The funny buds
(which you call ‘squares’) I mistook for

bugs, and destroyed nearly all of them before

discovering my mistake. Near the first of

August the first hlossom came. The first day
it was pure white in color; the second, it was
pink turning to crimson in the afternoon; the
third day it curled up in the shape of a little

doll, and fell to the ground leaving a soft green
ball the size of a pea where it had been.

“Soon some of the plants had from 20 to 30
bolls the size and shape of partridge eggs.

But frost came before one of them opened. I

gathered several of the larger and fullest

matured fruits and hung them in my study as

souvenirs of my achievement. When I re-

turned home one week later I received another
surprise. Hanging from the walls of my room
were great fluffy snow-white cotton bolls.

I ran into the gaiden and the bolls upon the

old plants were bursted and the buds curled

back so that you could see they had made an
effort to open, also. I never before saw a room
so beautifully decorated as is mine, and I

veritably believe the decorations will last all

winter.”

—

Buford Reid, Ark.

Weedy Tendencies of the Japanese Knot-
weed.—I notice the Japanese or Giant Knot-
weed listed in several of the new catalogues '

from several large seedhouses.

Now since its presence in the garden is a

potential source of danger possible purchasers

should be warned. A comparatively new
importation from the Orient, the Giant Knot-
weed is beginning to make itself at home on
this side of the ocean; it is escaping its bounds
and becoming a pestiferous weed. One of

the first places from which the plant has been

reported as escaping is the vicinity of Chester,

Pennsylvania. Since then, according to au-

thorities whose duty it is to record the dis-

tribution of plants, it has escaped locally

throughout the territory- from Newfoundland
to Virginia and from the Atlantic Ocean to

the Mississippi River.

Giant Knotweed, Polygonum cuspidatum, offered as a
garden plant may become a troublesome weed
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Because of its underground, creeping stem

habit, the Japanese Knotweed may become

a vile weed. This underground stem or root-

stock develops numerous buds, each of which

may form a new plant; thus it creeps from

the desired limits, invading the territory of

more worthy plants. In the vicinity of State

College, Pennsylvania, the plant has become
obnoxious in several localities; I have been

compelled to fight the weed each spring in

the vicinity of my home.
The pest is difficult to com-
bat due to the deep-seated

rootstocks, which must be

carefully dug out. Cutting

back the little plants as they

come above ground in the

spring seems to be of no
avail, since numerous others

are constantly appearing to

take the place of those cut

out. If all the plants, in-

cluding the parent, are kept

continually cut back for a

period of at least two years,

the rootstock must eventu-

ally become starved out,

since green tissue is neces-

sary in order to manufac-
ture food. A foimer gar-

dener of the Brooklyn Bo-
tanic Garden informs me
that he had a similar exper-

ience with this plant.

The Japanese Knotweed
is variously listed under such
scientific names as Poly-
gonum cuspidatum, Pleu-
ropterus Zuccarinii and
Polygonum Zuccarinii. It

grows to a maximum height
of eight feet, and is rendered
conspicuous by the profus-

ion of greenish-white flowers

which appear from July to

October in the form of long,

slender racemes; the flowers

and the resulting triangular

fruits are very characteris-

tic. The plant is readily

identified by the large long-

pointed leaves with peculiar

baseswhich have theappear-
ance of being abruptly cut ofF as though with a

pair of shears. The noxious feature, the
rootstock, is characterized by being rather
heavy and woody, and studded with many
large, often reddish buds, each of which is a

potential plant; the rootstocks may be dug
out in sections several feet in length.

On account of its possibilities of develop-

ing into a pestiferous weed, those who con-

template using the Japanese Knotweed in

the spring planting should proceed with cau-

tion. Many of our worst weeds, of which
the Orange Hawkweed is a conspicuous ex-

ample, were originally imported into this

country for the purpose of garden cultivation

and escaped their artificial boundaries to

pester the farmer and become sources of great

economic loss to the nation. The presence

of the Japanese Knotweed in the garden ap-

parently is a menace which should not be
tolerated. Our list of garden plants, which
have escaped to become noxious weeds, is

already far too large; it should not be added
to by this new pest.

—

Albert A. Hansen, Dept,

of Botany, State College, Pa.

Gordonia—Why So Little Grown?—There
are many plants about which I ask myself

this question, but perhaps more frequently
in connection with our native Gordonia alta-

maha than any other flowering shrub. It

has a great deal of interest, both because of
its period of flowering (late fall) and of its

strange personal history.

Here is a shrub bearing large, cup-shaped
flowers of white, with clusters of conspicuous
yellow stamens resembling as nearly as any-
thing a small single white Peony. In a

specimen growing at Garden City, the flowers

measure four inches across and they are

produced from the end of August until the

weather gets too cold in October. The speci-

men is now six to eight feet high and was
planted in the open lawn about three years

ago as a small rooted cutting in October.

It has another attraction, that is the claret-

red color of the foliage in late fall. It does

not produce its flowers in a large crop, but
scatteringly over a period of two months and
that at a time when there are very few other

flowers to be had for anything in the outdoor
garden. The specimen shown in the photo-

graph is growing in Mr. Robert W. De Forest’s

gardens at Coldspring, L. I. Every once in a

while the nurserymen will offer the Gordonia,

but it is not generally in stock.

The plant’s individual history is curious.

It was discovered alongside the Altamaha
River, Georgia, in 1765, by John Bartram, and
was introduced into England by his son, Wil-

liam, nine years later and was lost. The
second collection was made in 1778 from which
all plants now in cultivation have been de-

rived. It is curious that the plant has not

been seen in a wild condition since 1790 and
the majority of the plants now in cultivation

have been derived from the plant growing
in Bartram’s garden in Philadelphia. It

would indeed seem that Gordonia altamaha
is an appropriate shrub for American gar-
dens.

—

L. B.

Building a Home..—In renewing our
subscription I feel I must write and tell you
what a help your magazine has been to us.

We are city people with little money, who were
determined to live in the
country and hoped to make
a living there. We rented
one place, as an experiment,
to make sure we really

would like the country.
Then we bought a twelve
acre fruit farm and loved it

but after five years’ struggle

with lack of help and lack

of knowledge, we failed

ignominiously and, very
sorrowfully, went back to

town. Just about the time
The Garden Magazine
was first published we made
another attempt to live our
of town. We bought twelve

acres of pasture land. It

had nothing on it but a few
trees and they were so sit-

uated that we could not

build near them. We sub-

scribed for The Garden
Magazine and followed its

teaching closely.

Two years ago we sold

that place for an unusual

price for this vicinity and
we have bought another

place with half the money.
The new place looked al-

most hopeless but is now be-

ginning to show the effect of

The Garden Magazine’s
influence. In a short time

we are sure we are going to

have a beautiful little home
—and a living. We grow
Gladiolus and Aster blooms
for a city florist and small

fruits for the city market.

Once, three years ago we
decided we would not take the Garden any
longer but would depend upon our old num-
bers but we soon felt so out of date that we
subscribed again for a three years’ term.

It would take a much longer letter to fully

express our appreciation of your magazine.

—

F. IV. Donaldson, Pennsylvania.

As a Subscriber to The Garden Magazine
I have gleaned a great many useful hints in

gardening from it and would commend it to all

amateurs in gardening. I have a small home
in this little growing hamlet and have planned

many little ways to make its surroundings

pleasing to myself. May your useful maga-
zine continue in the future as valuable as it

has been in the past.

—

Samuel 0 . Hedges,

Bridgehampton, N. Y.

A Compulsory Gardener.—Being one of

the obsessionists who simply have to garden

in the compulsory, Kipling, sense, I find the

guidance of The Garden Magazine most
helpful, and increasingly valuable from year to

year. And now comes the pleasure of meeting

Mrs. Wilder in the January issue. It makes
one wish for more! Mrs. Wilder can make a

Poppy note delightful.

—

A. R., Nezv York.

Gordonia altamaha, one of the rarest of shrubs in gardens, is a native of Georgia, but not seen
wild since 1790. Flowers white in late summer and fall



THE MONTH’S REMINDER
SOWING AND PLANTING CONTINUED

ARL'l this month finish up planting or

transplanting held over from April.

Early vegetables, except those that

are tender to frost, must be started at

once, and frost will now only be likely^ in the

Northern states. Succession sowings of rad-

ishes, lettuce, beets, carrots, and other short

season vegetables can be made now. Allow a

week to ten days after the first planting for

most of these. Let “ short rows often” be your
rule.

May is also the flower planting month for

both seeds and plants. Here, too, with the

hardy and semi-hardv sorts, early planting

is one of the big factors in getting results.

Get the ground ready as soon as possible to

give it all a chance to thoroughly warm up
before planting. Do not plant too deep !

Most flower seeds are very small, and need
barely be covered. 1 he use of humus in

covering them generally insures satisfactory

results. Press humus down lightly.

SUMMER BULBS IN RICH SOIL

C UCCESS with summer-flowering bulbs

depends largely upon their getting a

quick, strong start. Most of them are ten-

der and should not be set out until the ground
is warm. They prefer rich, mellow soil.

1 uberous-rooted Begonias, Caladiums, Cal-

las, and other particularly tender bulbs are

greatly benefited by the use of individual

forcers. In dividing Dahlia clumps, be sure

to have an “eye” remain with each root.

Dahlias do not send out sprouts like a potato,

hence do not look for any when planting.

PLANT A “SUCCESSION CROP” OF GLADIOLUS

' I 'HESE sure and beautiful flowers, which
have forged to the front rank of general

popularity within the last few years have but
one drawback, you cannot get flowers right

up to frost from one early planting. For suc-

cession of bloom, succession of planting is

essential. Planting at different depths, put-

ting the larger ones down four or five inches,

will give a second lot of blooms when those

from the preceding month’s planting are

going by.

NEXT WINTER’S WINDOW GARDEN

TN 1 HE bustle of getting the summer plants
A

started, do not overlook the present op-
portunity of starting plants for blooming
indoors next winter. Set aside a few square

feet of ground for the starting of Heliotrope,

Fuchsias, everblooming Carnations, Silk Oak
(Grevilla robusta) and other good house
plants of similar character. All these grow
readily from seed, will provide a plentiful

supply of pot plants little later on, and prove
ideal for bloom in the winter window garden.

PLANT NOW FOR ROSES NEXT JUNE

I 1 IS not too late to have a Rose garden this
A

year! If you act promptly, you can enjoy
an abundance of blooms next month! Good
strong, field-grown plants, potted during
last fall and winter, are obtainable at reason-

able prices. 1 hey will be in full growth when
you get them, and ready to go right ahead and
flower freely this season if transplanted with
reasonable care. One of the great advantages
of using this style of plants is that it practically

receives no check in transplanting. In planting

grafted or budded Roses, be sure to get the
“collar or “union,” where the bud was joined
to the stock, two inches below the soil, and be
very sure to firmly press the soil about the
roots. ’I ou can use your feet to help pack the
soil without any danger of getting it too com-
pact. After planting, rake surface loose and
fine, to leave a soil mulch about the plant.

DO THIS MONTH
Finish planting, vegetables—succession crops, and
late or tender things.

Make a second planting of Gladiolus.

Make ground ready for flower seeds and plant
as soon as conditions are favorable.

Plant summer bulbs as soon as soil is warm enough.

Plant potted Roses for bloom this year.

*[ Promptly thin out all vegetable and flower seed-
lings.

^1 Get all early weeding done on time.

*[ Put in plant supports for vegetables and flowers.

•[Make ready for warfare on garden pests and dis-
eases.

*T Attend promptly and thoroughly to spraying
of all fruit trees.

*[ Give plenty of air and water to all plants under
1

glass.

PLANT THIS MONTH
Vegetables Under Glass; for forcing: beans, cucum-
bers, melons (seed); tomatoes, peppers, cucumbers,
melons (plants).

For transplanting later: pole and lima beans,
corn, cucumbers, muskmelons, watermelons, sum-
mer and winter squash (in paper pots).

Vegetables Out-of-doors; succession plantings:
beets, parrots, lettuce, peas, radish, spinach, turnips,
and also late potatoes.

After danger of frost: first plantings; beans, sweet
corn, cucumbers, martynia, melons, okra, pump-
kins, from seed; and egg plants, peppers, and
melons, and other plants started in paper pots,
from the frames.

In Seedbed; for transplanting later

:

cabbage, cauli-
flower, brussel sprouts, late celery, leeks, and to-
matoes for late crops to mature just before frost.

For Plants; for transplanting in the fall or for forc-
ing: French artichoke, asparagus, rhubarb, sea
kale, witloof chicory.

Flowers; under glass if not already started: Be-
gonias, Daisies. Fuchsias, Geraniums, Lantana,
Lemon Verbenas, Petunias, Streptocarpus, and
others for next winter's bloom.

Out-of-doors: bedding plants such as: Geraniums,
Ageratum, Alternanthera, Abutilon, Alyssum,
Asters, Lobelias, Petunias, Phlox Drummondi,
Verbenas, Vincas, Japanese Ivy, German Ivy.
After danger from late frost: Begonias, Coleus,
Heliotrope, Salvias, Coboea scandens, Moonflower,
and Kudzu vine.

From seed: to remain where sown: annuals and
biennials; the above, and also: Balsams, Calden-
dula. Candytuft, Castor beans, Celosia, Coxcomb,
variegated corn. Cosmos, Pinks, Gypsophila (re-

peated sowings), Annual Larkspur, Marigold,
Mignonette, Morning glory. Nasturtiums, Poppies,
Salpiglossis, Annual Sunflowers, Zinnias, etc.

Bulbs Outdoors; Bulbous Anemones, Gladiolus,
Zephyranthes; and (after danger from frost):

Tuberous Begonias, Caladiums, Callas, Cannas,
Dahlias, Tuberoses, Madeira vine and Cinnamon
vine, etc.

Shrubs Out-of-Doors; Potted Roses; and early in

the month, all ornamental shrubs as mentioned in

last month’s Reminder.

Fruits Out-of-Doors; if planted at once: fruits and
small fruits mentioned in last month’s Reminder.

SPARE THE PLANTS AND SPOIL THE CROP

/"''’ROWDF.D rows often result in inferior
1

1

vegetables. This is just as true of

corn, peas, and beans as of root crops. Do
your thinning early—the earlier the better.

Every day’s delay after the plants have
made a good start, not only adds to the work
but also to the injury or the set-back which
the remaining plants sustain. I he exception

to this rule is onions, which are likely to be

thinned out more or less by the attack’ of the

onion root maggot. Even these, however,

should be thinned before they get larger
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than 5 inches tall. Onions will stand over-
crowding better than almost any other vege-
table, but careful records prove that even
onions, judiciously thinned, produce con-
siderably increased yields.

SPEEDING UP EARLY GROWTH

TL ST after thinning or after the second
cultivating will be a good time to give a

top dressing of nitrate of soda to root crops,
and other vegetables which are well enough
established to be benefited. It always pays
to pulverize and sift the nitrate before apply-
ing it. If it is coarse and lumpy, it is not
only more difficult to apply, but a good deal
will be wasted, and if some of the larger
lumps fall near the plants it is apt to injure

them.

THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST WEEDS

r)ON’T let the weeds get ahead of you.
Even if you have to get some one to

help out for a few days, it will be much cheaper
in the long run—for weeds not only multiply,

but they grow while you wait. Hoeing or

weeding that could be done in thirty minutes
to-day may require two hours by next week!
Keep your wheelhoe going so that no weeds
will ever have a chance to start between the

rows. If you go over the ground once a week,
you can wheelhoe as rapidly as you can walk.

This will reduce the work of hand weeding
and hoeing to a minimum.
Another often neglected matter is the timely

providing of supports for such plants as tall

peas, Sweet Peas, beans, tomatoes, annuals,

and perennial flowers. Any that may need
support should be taken care of before they

ha\4e begun to climb or to lean over. If they
once go down, it is next to impossible to

handle them satisfactorily. I he best time
to put in supports is when planting.

A CRITICAL TIME FOR THE FRUIT CROP

tjTARLY spraying saves the first crop. A
general spraying is due “before the buds

open.” Another “after the petals fall and
before calyx closes.” Get ready well in ad-

vance. A few warm days may open out the

foliage, begin to swell the buds, so quickly

that you will be taken off your guard. Where
you have a number of different varieties,

spraying will have to be something of a

perpetual performance every two or three

weeks, as by the time the later things would
be ready, it will be too late to catch the early

ones just right, and vice versa. 1 Ins spray-

ing means not a little extra work, but you
cannot be sure of good fruit without it.

BE PREPARED FOR GARDEN PESTS

T'VDN’T repeat last year’s experience, and
wait until the enemy is within your

(garden) gates before you get ready to fight.

You may find yourself needing some special

things later, but by all means have ready in

advance, a general purpose spray, such as

combined arsenate of lead, bordeaux mixture,

and nicotine sulphate, which is effective against

both chewing and sucking insects and fungus

diseases. Spraying in the vegetable garden

is not a difficult thing if done systematically;

it is a hundred times more work to dislodge

the enemy when he is once established than

to keep him out in the first place.



Summer Flower-Roots for Present Planting G ^kerr

PROVIDE NOW FOR THE GREAT DISPLAYS OF LATE SUMMER AND FALL—HOW TO MANAGE FOR SUCCESSIONS
OF BLOOM TILL THE TIME OF FROST—PRACTICAL COMBINATIONS

T
HE advent of early summer brings

with it fresh opportunities for the

garden enthusiast, notwithstanding

the fact that too commonly the

belief exists (or at all events if not the belief,

the practice) that by early May the whole

garden planting of the season is complete.

It is true, and it is not true. Of course, the

forehanded gardener who starts his seeds

in February or March, and the man who takes

advantage of the greenhouse opportunities for

getting an extra early start in the youngest

days of the year, will by this time have accom-

plished a great deal toward the ultimate

beauty of the garden at the present season.

But even he, with all his forehandedness

and preparedness, cannot force events out

of their place, and with the advent of May •

and on through that month into June,

there is a new field of planting activity

with summer flowering bulbs and flowering

roots for late bloom. Of the standbys of

the summer and fall garden, which must re-

ceive attention at this time, there are three

of outstanding superiority—the Gladiolus,

the Dahlia, and the new large

flowered hardy Chrysanthemum.
Added to these, of course, there

are those of lesser importance,

such as the Begonia, Caladium,
the Tuberose, Amaryllis, besides

hosts of others. And last, and

by no means least, is the Canna.
To begin with the end, the

Canna has a fitting place in the

summer garden. A misused and

a maligned plant perhaps, hard

to use effectively in some in-

stances, or (would it not be more
correct to say), it is so effective

when used that it has a danger of

overbalancing its associates. 1 he

modern Canna, with individual

flowers, taking on almost the pro-

portions of a man’s hand, are

vastly superior to the old-time

Indian Shot as to be hardly thought of

in the same moment. The Canna is a

plant that may be grown in any situa-

tion, provided it has water. The large

flowered modem hybrids which have
been given us by the work of Mr. Antoine
Wintzer, are large-flowered, the trusses

immense, and the plants can be had in a

range of heights and in a rich gradation of

color from white, through pink and yellow
to crimson.

The present month is the summer garden-
er’s opportunity of the planting of these

and associated roots, and planting done now
and next month will insure flowers from July
until frost.

THE GLADIOLUS

Each year sees an increased activity among
lovers of the Gladiolus. More varieties are

introduced, more variations of color are

noticed, and the improvement of form and
habit in the inflorescence is marked. This
summer bulb is indeed a flower in a million

for the gardens of America. It is one in

which every gardener can indulge his fancy.
The connoisseur, the seeker for rarities, has
all the scope for extravagance that he may
wish; while at the same time the sternly

practical man, who wishes the most for the
smallest outlay, can surely find material to

satisfy his desires. Some varieties there are

that will flower nine weeks from date of plant-

ing, and by making successional plantings at

intervals of two weeks, blooms may be had in

the garden until frost brings down the curtain.

The Gladiolus will give the best account of

itself when planted in clumps among other

subjects, as in the herbaceous border or in

the shrubbery. That is far better than setting

them out in military like rows which only

seems to accentuate what natural stiffness

they possess. When planting in mixture
with other subjects, it is well, however, to

observe that they are not planted in close

proximity to subjects which are gross feeders

course, being set 3 to 6 inches deep, according

as to whether phe soil is heavy or light. Then,

sow annuals broadcast according to fancy.

The seed of these annuals will be lightly raked

into the soil, except in the case of Nastur-
tiums which must be planted one inch deep.

Later the seedling annuals must be thinned
out rigorously to perhaps nine inches apart.

Additional batches of Gladiolus can then be
planted in here at fortnightly intervals until

mid-July, which will insure a continuous dis-

play of bloom from the bed. Grown in this

way and allowed to finish their flowering on
the plant, the flowering spike must be cut
down as the last flowers fade in order to

give room for succession and to main-
tain a neat appearance. When cutting,

leave as many leaves as possible on the

plant in order to perfect the new bulb
which is the secret of next season’s vigor.

1 he variety of Gladiolus is almost in-

finite, but I may be allowed to name a

few as suggesting appropriate combina-
tions with the better known annuals.

Halley—a Gladiolus with flowers of
salmony-pink, blooms within
two months from date of

planting, looks well on a carpet

of golden flowers of the Cali-

fornia Poppy. It also makes a

good combination with the yel-

low-flowered Gladiolus Niag-
ara, which variety however
requires two weeks longer to

produce its flowers and must be
allowed for by earlier planting
if simultaneous bloom is de-

sired. I he variety America,
with its massive spikes of deli-

cate pink, combines well with
Niagara; both flower ten weeks
from planting. Another charm-

ing picture that I obtained last year
was the Baron Hulot and Golden Queen
Gladiolus, planted in a bed with a carpet

of white Petunia or white Drummond
Phlox. Gladiolus Dieulafoy and Pan-
ama are an appropriate combination
with Sweet Alyssum Little Gem.
I append a list of well-known var-

ieties with approximate flowering

times for each from date of planting,

from which data the individual will

be able to work out schemes to fit

his particular desires.

The Peony-flowered Dahlia, the newest type of this popular
flower, is well adapted to garden decoration. The flowers
are held well above the foliage

or among the roots of shrubs which are liable

to make an undue toll upon the fertility of the

soil and to the detriment of the Gladiolus.

Happy effects may be obtained by planting

Gladiolus in conjunction with annuals of

long season, such as Petunia, Eschscholtzia,

Phlox, Sweet Alyssum, or dwarf Nasturtium.
A bed of annuals and Gladiolus in mixture is

satisfactory for a late planted garden. First

of all, plant over the area with Gladiolus

bulbs 15 inches apart. These bulbs, of

America
Raron Hulot
Cracker Jack
Golden Queen
Halley

Jean Dieulafoy
Mrs. k King

. Watt
Niagara

Panama
Rosy Spray
Scribe

TIME FROM
PLANTING
UNTIL

FLOWERING

10 weeks
9
9
9

fine pink
dark violet blue
rich crimson
light yellow with carmine blotch
salmon-pink 8
primrose, chocolate blotch 9
light scarlet 1

1

w’ine-red 1

1

canary yellow 10

fine white IO
deep pink 12

white and rose 1

light rose flaked red II

pink marked crimson 10

Of the more recent developments of the

Gladiolus, attention is focussed favorably

on what is known as Primulinus Hybrids,

which introduce us to a series of shadings of

yellow flushed with pink and rose. The flowers

are daintily proportioned and gracefully set

along the spike in a somewhat looser arrange-

ment than is characteristic of the older style

of Gladiolus. As cut flowers for decorative
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Decorative type

REPRESENTATIVE FLOWERS OF POPULAR TYPES OF THE DAHLIA
Cactus type Cactus type Collarette type

purposes, they outclass the other members of

the family. And, although of comparatively
recent introduction, have achieved a decided

popularity. These Primulinus Hybrids,
which are the results of blending the species of

Gladiolus primulinus (yellow) with the older

types, flower nine weeks after planting, and
they have the further advantage that as each
plant throws up a succession of spikes, the

flowering season is continued over a period

of several weeks. Planted in combination
with the yellow California Poppy as a ground
work, a harmonious study in yellow is assured.

As regards the depth of planting Gladiolus, it

should be remembered that, apart from all

other considerations, deep planting has the
practical advantage of obviating the neces-

sity of staking.

THE DAHLIA

Plant Dahlias in May, or June, or July?
Why should we defer planting if

it can be done in May, and will

not May give better results than
late June? The time

to plant Dahlias is a

much debated question

among the

experts
even.
There are

probably
many fac-

tors that
control the

a n swer.
The mat-
ter of loca-

tion is a

big factor.

For i n

-

stance, it is

beyond
quest ion

that in some sections it makes not

the slightest difference whether the

roots are set out in early May or

early July. Where early May plant-

ing can be done, the plants begin to flower

about the middle of July, and under dis-

budding continue blooming until frost, yet

in a neighboring district the best results

will accrue from planting as late as it is possi-

ble to keep the plants out of the ground.

Many good Dahlia enthusiasts devote part

of the Fourth of July to the ceremonial setting

out of Dahlia roots. W hy? Because in some

plants are then cut back hard; that is to say,

clear to the bottom pair of leaves so that the
subsequent development of the plant is from
soft, young growth, made from the base.

Fresh succulent growth is essential for the pro-

duction of Dahlia flowers. If you must plant
your Dahlia roots in May (and it is very
hard not to do so) if you have not had success
with them of late years try the new practice

this year of cutting them back during the
early part of July.

Green plants or dormant roots? Again a

matter of opinion. Many experienced growers
say that there is no advantage one way or the
other, while others claim that the green
plant—that is a plant that is rooted from a

cutting taken in heat in spring— will give

exhibition quality flowers. The Dahlia has
long been a favorite garden plant in England.
Indeed it has been largely developed to its

present perfection in that country, and there

nothing but green plants are used
when flowers are wanted.
My own experience during the past

few seasons in Pennsylvania has led

me to favor green plants, but this

statement needs qualifying to the ex-

tent of saying that as

far as the ultimate
quality of the flower is

concerned the results

are the same. The cut-

ting back system has

one disadvantage, that

is the inclination of

some plants to throw
out numerous suckers

from the old root after

the original top has

been cut back. This, of course, is

the result of stimulating into

growth the latent eyes which under

normal conditions would have re-

mained practically dormant, but

which the check of cutting back

stimulates into action. I hese

must be watched for and removed, cutting

them well below the soil level. 1 his is im-

portant in order to get air and light freely

circulating around the growing stems.

Perfect flowers—flowers which will he

thrown well above the foliage, which can be

seen—means disbudding regularly, a practice

which is necessary with all the Cactus, large

double Show and Decorative types of the

Dahlia. Disbudding is not necessary with the

sections the wood from early growth becomes
so hard that it cannot continue the succulent

development that is essential for the pro-

duction of good flowers. In other words, in

certain localities late planting tides the

plant over the early August drought so

that it continues a normal, succulent growth
later, whereas by early planting under such
conditions, the early August drought produces
a fatal hardening of the tissues. It matters
not how thoroughly the ground is cultivated,

nor how frequently it is done, Dahlia plants

stop growing and the mam stalk becomes too

hard in sections where the late July and Au-
gust drought is accompanied bv excessive

heat. Under such circumstances flower de-

velopment is made impossible unless the

This shows how one individual plant of the modern early

flowering Chrysanthemum will develop under good cul-

tivation. A veritable bouquet
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CACTUS-FLOWERED DAHLIAS

As early, free and continuous flowering

varieties, which can be thoroughly depended
upon in any season, try the following:

PEONY-FLOWERED DAHLIAS

Hortulanus Budde, coppery red.

Baron G. de Grancy, pure white.

Glory of Baarn, soft pink.

King Leopold, lemon-yellow.

Miss G. Keeling, light rose.

Mrs. Hugh Dickson, rich salmon.

Mrs. W. E. Whineiy, rich rose.

Single Century in variety. 1 hese are par-

ticularly showy and have flowers of great size.

DECORATIVE DAHLIAS

Delice, lovely rose-pink, one of the best.

Jack Rose, rich deep crimson.

Lyndhurst, scarlet, an old favorite.

Minnie Burgle, the finest red decorative.

Perle du Parc, pure white.

Bertha von Suttner, mauve-pink.

Type of single Dahlia. Very useful for interior decoration
and cut flowers

,

Single, Collarette and Pompons, nor indeed

with many of the Peony flowered types.

Disbudding is quite simple.

It is merely nipping out the

smaller buds that surround

the main bud on the central

stalk, thus allowing only the

strongest, largest bud to

develop into a flower.

Pinching back the lateral

shoots will also help. It is

unfortunate that many of

the finest Cactus flowered

varieties “hang” their
flowers so that while on the

plant only the back is ex-

posed to view. These, of

course, should be grown
only when the object is the

development of the flower

for itself. For garden, de-

corative, or even for interior

decoration of cut flowers,

these weak-necked brothers

had better be avoided.

When wanted primarily for

decorative purposes, the

gardener will plant freely of

the Peony flowered, the sin-

gle, the cbllarette, and the

decorative types, choosing

varieties according to his

personal preferences. All

these types flower more
freely than varieties of the

Cactus type which, with

few exceptions, as for in-

stance Countess of Lons-
dale, do not flower very
freely. 1 his variety though
not an up-to-date introduc-

tion, has fine habit and is

not surpassed in freedom of

blooming by any variety of

any type out.

The Pompon is a diminutive replica of the old fashioned
Show type; llowers are here shown about natural size

ing for at least six weeks in this section, are
now available. They are indeed the glory
of the autumn garden.

Set out the young plants
in rich, good ground during
May. Give them ample
room to develop, say two
feet apart, and pinch out
the leading growths to en-
courage a bushy habit.

They require little attention
beyond cultivating and wa-
tering during periods of
drought. The varieties

vary a little in earliness,

some beginning to bloom in

late August; but all are seen
at their best from mid-
September until frost. Last
fall they flowered until the
middle of November. A
little frost may mark the ex-

panded flowers but does not
spoil the buds which, if the
weather becomes mild
again, develop perfectly.

Reliable varieties in this

remarkable family are:

Cranfordia, bronzy yellow.

Cranford White, pure
white, sometimes tinged

pink.

Carrie, deep yellow.

Chas. Jolly, rosy pink.

Dorothy, large pure white.

Evelyn, crimson-bronze.

Harvest Home, bronze.

Le Pactole, bronzy yellow.

Miss B. Hamilton, rich

deep yellow.

Nellie Blake, crimson.

Normandie, cream white.

Petite Louis, light mauve.
By disbudding flowers

may be had four inches, and
even more, in diameter.

Countess of Londsdale, salmon-pink.

Marjorie Castleton, rosy-pink.

Miss Willmott, orange and yellow.

Floradora, rich crimson.

Morning Glow, yellow and amber.

T. G. Baker, yellow.

The foregoing are what might be termed
“garden varieties,” where plenty of flowers

are the first consideration. From May or

June planting they will bloom late August
and early September.

HARDY GARDEN JAPANESE CHRYSANTHEMUMS

Chrysanthemums as charming as the

indoor varieties, perfectly hardy, and flower-

Among the modern Gladiolus types none are more distinct nor more useful as all around flowers than the

"primulinus hybrids'’ in shades of yellow flushed rose and pink



New Deutzias Better Than the Old j°hn dunbar

[Editor’s Note:— The American Spring garden will always welcome new flowering shrubs of real merit. A novelty though always of interest
is not necessarily better than the older things, and so may never become popular. With new shrubs time is required to prove their relative merits and
exact work of the kind that Mr. Dunbar here records is valuable. The Garden Magazine feels gratified in being able to place before the garden
lovers of America these important notes and recommendations by a man abundantly qualified to speak with authority and from actual experience.]

AMONG the most popular early

flowering shrubs the Deutzias have
long been leaders, ranking as garden
shrubs with such common favorites

as the Lilacs and Spiraeas. It is, however,
true that they cannot be classed among the

hardiest of shrubs, but where they get winter
protection, and even in the colder regions

where the winter snow mantle is sufficient,

they never fail to give a wealth of bloom in

early summer.
\\ here the temperature is likely to drop

considerably below zero, and to remain there

for some time, Deutzias will hardly succeed,

unless very well protected. It is important to

plant them on a well drained light loam, on
land gently sloping if at all possible, where
the frost will not settle. It would be a mis-

take, where the winters are cold, to plant them
in the centre of a well protected hollow, where
the frosty air is sure to lodge. It is wiser

to plant on the slopes leading to the hollow,

giving opportunity for the cold air to settle

lower down. We have a large collection

of species and hybrids in the public parks of

Rochester, and they flower splendidly. Occa-
sionally the temperature drops a little below
zero, but it never continues for any length of

time.

Deutzias always flower best on the young
wood of the previous year. The thinning

out of old wood, and old flowering sprays

when the plants are dormant should always

be attended to.

Recent improvements owing to the intro-

duction of new species and hybrids from them,
have made available for our gardens Deutzias

that in quality of flower and in size of the

individual bloom outclass anything that was
known among the old timers. It is now a

good many years ago since the Lemoines of

Nancy, France, began the work of improve-

ment of Deutzias by crossing the different

species and carrying the work still further

by re-crossing the hybrids again with species.

In the resulting progeny of all this work there

are rfiany most lovely garden shrubs in which
floral profusion, size of blossom, and rich

coloring, have been greatly developed. More
recently we have been given, through the

travels of E. H. Wilson in China, several

interesting species of intrinsic beauty, natives

of Western China. These, as is the case with

other of Wilson’s plants, are introduced

D. myriantha Fleur iJe Pommier, or Apple Blossom. Flowers
rosy pink about May 30

D. slomeruliflora “ is one of the many good things intro-
duced by E. H. Wilson.” Greyish-white leaves; flowers white
nearly an inch across. June 1

D. discolor, flowers white fully } inch across. June 25

through the Arnold Arboretum. I purpose
to call attention to what I consider the best of

the newer species and hybrids with notations

as to their flowering period.

AMONG THE SPECIES ARE:

Deutzia discolor producing dense compound
corymbose clusters of white flowers, along

the branches, from f-|- inch across. It is

a strong grower, and very handsome in bloom.

In normal seasons it flowers about June
25th. From 3 to 4 feet high. Though this

has been in cultivation for some time it is

only recently we were able to secure plants

through the Arnold Arboretum.
Deutzia glomeruliflora has flowered with us

for two seasons, and is one of the many good
things introduced by E. H. \\ ilson from West-
ern China. It has distinctive grayish white
leaves which are very soft pubescent. I he
beautiful white flower corymbs are produced
abundantly along the branches, which are
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slightly curved toward the terminals. The
flowers are f of one inch across, and are fully
opened about June 1st. It forms a neat
shrub 2 feet high at present, what height it

will ultimately attain I do not know.
Deutzia longijolia is another introduced by

Mr. \\ ilson. It has a distinctly upright branch-
ing habit, and somewhat long, lanceolate leaves.
The corymbose flower clusters are produced
on the ends of branchlets, 3 to 5 inches long,

and are exceedingly variable in color, shading
from pinkish red to purplish red. It blossoms
about June 21st. Air. Wilson when visiting

here on January 7th, was much surprised
and pleased to see by the old flowering
branches, how well this flowers with us.

Deutzia Sieboldiana is not a new species,

but is rare in cultivation. It is the lowest
growing of all the Deutzias, and has a very
neat compact habit. It has smallish white
flower panicles, which are not conspicuous;
but it is a very graceful shrub. It flowers

about June 19th.

Deutzia Vilmorinae, certainly strikes a most
distinct note amongst the Deutzias, and it is

a gem amongst all of the Deutzia species,

and hybrids. It will ultimately attain a height

of from 4 to 5 feet. • 1 he handsome white,

loose, corymbose flower clusters are produced
at the ends of branchlets, \\ to 6^ inches

long. 1 he blossoms are seven-eighths of an
inch across. Usually flowers about June 1-5.

Deutzia Wilsoni flowered with us for the

first time in 1916. The white flower corymbs
are very compact, and are produced on the

ends of branchlets to 3 inches long. The
leaves are pubescent above and grayish tomen-
tose beneath. It blossoms about June 19th.

Our plants are small but it is said to attain a

height of 6 feet.

THE FOLLOWING ARE HYBRIDS

Deutzia carnea is a most lovely flowering

shrub, having numerous panicles, 4 to 45
inches long, of pink or pinkish red flowers,

and blossoms in a normal season, about June
28th. This is a hybrid between Deutzia

gracilis and D. purpurascens and is usually

catalogued under the name of Deutzia discolor

carnea.

Deutzia elegantissima is just what the name
implies—a most elegant flowering shrub.

It sends up slender branches, which produce

branchlets 5 inches long, terminated by

U. Vilmorinae strikes a distinct note, and is a gem. 4-5 ft.

high. Flowers white. June 10
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Deutzia magnified and its forms represent

hybrids between Deutzia scabra and D. Vil-

morinae. Deutzia magnifica formosa, has
double white flower panicles with petals some-
what reflexed on branchlets 5 to 8 inches long.

I his is very showy and floriferous, and would
appear to be an excellent form for cut flower

purposes. It flowers about June 21st.

Deutzia magnifica insignis, bears strong

marks of Deutzia Vilmorinae, one of the

parents. The branches are slender and dark
colored, with smallish leaves. The double
white, broad flower panicles,' somewhat in-

clined to be corymbose, on slender branchlets

5j inches long are very conspicuous. It

blossoms about June 19th.

Deutzia magnifica latiflora is a form with
single large flowers on upright panicles. The
pure white single blossoms are very attractive.

The flowers on our plants however, do not
attain the size the originators claim for them,
as they state they are i§ inches across. Per-

haps when the plants become better estab-

lished, the inflorescence may improve. It

blossoms about June 21st.

Deutzia myriantha is a hybrid between
Deutzia parviflora and Deutzia setchuenensis,

as given by the Lemoines. Alfred Rehder
places it as a hybrid between Deutzia Le-

moinei and D. purpurascens. This is hardy
with us, which surprises me, as one of the

alleged parents, Deutzia setchuenensis will

not stand our winters. Deutzia myriantha
is a charming garden plant. 1 he large loose

pure white flower cymes are produced on
slender branchlets, and stand out prominently.

It blossoms about June 21st. Forms a bush
i\ to 3 ft. high.

Deutzia myriantha Fleur de Pommier is a

neat, upright branching shrub, producing
numerous flowering branchlets four to six

inches long, terminated by the showy rosy pink
corymbose clusters. [Hence its varietal name
signifying “ apple blossom ”]. A beautiful

garden plant, and blossoms about May 30th.

THE “ rosea” FAMILY GROUP

The following Deutzias are all the resulting

progeny of crossing Deutzia gracilis with

Deutzia purpurascens.
Deutzia rosea is a small growing shrub, with

arching branches When in bloom the

branches are thickly covered with pretty

panicles of pink flowers, turning in a few days
to deep rosy pink. This is a dainty flowering

shrub and usually is in bloom about May 28th.

It flowers about the same time as the common
Deutzia gracilis.

Deutzia rosea campanulata is one of the most
charming of all Deutzias. It grows freely,

and the long, graceful, arching branches

covered with the panicles of campanulate,

or bell-shaped, large white flowers, surrounded

by reddish calyx lobes, combine to make it

an extremely beautiful form. It usually is

in blossom about May 30th. 1 his should

be in the collection of any person who wanted,

say six of the best Deutzias.

Deutzia rosea carminea stands out promi-

nently as a highly colored form in bloom. The
habit is upright, and the panicles of deep rosy

pink flowers, distinctly carmine red outside,

give it a singular appearance. The young
branches and branchlets are darkish red in

color. It is usually in bloom about June 1st.

Deutzia rosea eximia is a most superb form.

The habit is inclined to be upright. The
numerous flowering branchlets, 5 to 55 inches

long are terminated by handsome flower

panicles. The blossoms are f of one inch

across, and are richly tinted with deep rosy

D. Kalmiaeflora which has flowers somewhat like Mountain
Laurel is the tenderest of all the hybrids. June 1

broad corymbs of handsome white flowers

whicharetinted outside and inside with pinkish

red. It usually blossoms about June nth.
This is a hybrid between Deutzia purpurascens
and D. Sieboldiana, and is catalogued under
the name of Deutzia discolor elegantissima.

Deutzia Kalmiaeflora. As the name implies

the flowers have a faint suggestion of Kalmia
blossoms. They are produced in smallish

corymbose clusters. The blossoms are rose

tinted inside and strongly marked with car-

mine outside. This is a very beautiful form
and is a hybrid between Deutzia parviflora

and D. purpurascens. We find this to be

one of the most tender of the hybrids. It is

apt to be injured in a very severe winter.

It is usually in bloom about June 1st.

Deutzia Lemoinei Boule de Neige is always
very noticeable in bloom. I he numerous
dense upright panicles of creamy white flowers

stand out prominently. This is one of the

progeny of Deutzia gracilis crossed with

D. parviflora. It is very hardy, and blossoms

usually about May 30th.

D. rosea campanulata. “One of the most charming of all.”

Bell shaped white flowers and reddish calyx. May 30

D. rosea has pink flowers becoming rosy as they age. A
small growing shrub that flowers May 28

pink outside. It generally comes in flower

about May 28th.

Deutzia rosea grandiflora forms a bush ot

considerable size, and is inclined to grow more
vigorously than most of the hybrids. This
was sent out by the Lemoines a number ol

years since, and we have grown it for a good
many years. The white flowers are almost
one inch across, and beautifully rose tinted on
the outside, and borne on numerous ample con-

spicuous panicles. It flowers about May 30th.

Deutzia rosea multiflora is distinct foi its

abundant white flower panicles, which are

thickly clustered together on compact small

bushes. The blossoms are | of one inch across.

It is in full bloom in normal seasons about
May 28th.

Deutzia rosea venusta is a form with remark-
ably pure white flowers, and the individual

blossoms about 15-16 of one inch across. The
flowers are borne on large conspicuous panicles

on fastigiate branches, which renders it very
distinct amongst other Deutzias. It blossoms
about May 28th.

D. rosea grandiflora White flowers rose tinted on the out-
side. Almost an inch across. A vigorous grower. May 30



The Rockery Idea in Edgings ALICE
£
A™B0NE

A SUCCESSION OF FLOWERS AND ACTIVE INTEREST ALL THE YEAR ROUND—HOW ROCK AND ALPINE PLANTS
MAY BE USED IN ANY GARDEN—BIG RETURNS FOR LITTLE LABOR

A few appropriate plants nestling alongside rocks will give flower in earliest spring

ON A gentle slope that

meets the curve of the

drive at its foot, lies

the garden - of - the -

many-edgings, its space divided

into beds and borders by three

long cross - walks and four

shorter, intersecting walks.

The plan gave opportunity
for the use of stones to wall

the slightly terraced beds, and
the rockery - like edges thus

gained were furnished, for the

most part, by sowing seeds one
spring for the next year’s bloom,
and the planting of bulbs in the

fall. Once established, they be-

came the garden’s most attractive feature,

take the season through.

Low-growing things of the alpine class like

so well to nestle themselves among stones,

(and they do it so prettily with mats, and
tufts, and cushions of various grays and
greens) that the edges they help to make are

not only interesting in themselves, but they
are as becoming to the beds they frame as were
old-fashioned strings—to the pretty face

above them when

—

“Tying her bonnet under her chin,

She tied the young man’s heart within.”

And something of the fascinating effect of bon-
net strings is repeated when the charm of the

edgings goes straight to the gardener’s heart.

The secret of the charm is found, of course,

in the endearing character of those close-to-

the-earth plants that belong among rocks.

They are garden pets that, somehow or other,

have an irresistibly appealing way with them.
I he value of these edges as a garden adjunct

is particularly evident in the spring, when
gay o'r delicately tinted Tulips rise from
white Arabis waves; when Forget-me-nots
and the 1 ulip White Swan are set in the gold

of hardy Alyssum; when Aubretia’s lilac-

pinks, the yellows of the Primrose and the

purple of Dwarf Iris join the colors, while

English Violets prompt a child-neighbor to

say, “Your garden makes the whole world
sweet.” Then is come the most poetic mo-
ment of the garden year.

Beauty, indeed, at just this time is so elo-

quent, that the garden easily evolves its

poetry without the aid of words, thus out-

doing in simplicity some of the modern vers

libre methods.

Although the early spring effect is hardly
equalled by any subsequent display, another
period of loveliness follows in late May and
June. For then the broader, bolder edging
skirting the drive, which allows more freedom

The edging is permanent and the effects change as the sea-

sons roll by giving a constant interest

of planting than the others, is bedecked with

Saponaria, Iberis, June Pinks, Cerastium,

the rich green of Tunica sprinkled over with

its tiny pink flowers, Sedum acre. Moneywort,
and Lilies-of-the-valley in partial shade, and
late Darwin Tulips—backed by a band of Iris.

Delight in the bright, fresh coloring, un-

touched as yet by midsummer gaudery, is

enhanced by its contrast with the soft grays

of Stachys lanata, Cerastium, and Sedum.

To secure continuance of
bloom in this broad edging, a

few 1 uberoses are provided;
seedlings of dwarf Marigolds,
including the desirable Tagetes
signata pumila, are set among
Tulips; dwarf Zinnias, too, if

one can be fairly sure of one’s

colors; and annual Wallflowers
that help to bring our newer gar-

dens into pleasant touch with
those of the old world, which
Wallflowers suggest. These are

the last flowers to leave our Gar-
den. Even as late as this wait-

ing. (December fourteenth) a

bowlful of Wallflowers, cut when
in bud, is still fresh and fragrant.

With the aid of late blooming annuals, of

autumnal Crocus, and those indispensable
Sedums Sieboldi and spectabile, September
makes a good showing until heavy frosts.

Here, too, the various grays and greens of

leafage take their part well in seeing the season

through, and in this connection the fragrant

green of Lemon Thyme is noticeable. With
slight winter protection, this interesting little

herb makes itself quite at home in a snug
cranny among the rocks from which it tumbles
cascade-like, to root on the drive.

Setting the edges to rights for another year
is simply good garden fun. 1 he pleasure

comes in early fall when little touches are

given here and there either to work out some
happy thought of improvement, or to guard
against frayed edges by repairs.

A worn out hardy Alyssum or two may need
replacing with seedlings from spring sowing;

a bit of Tunica’s green fringes would trim that

small boulder prettily, so a vigorous self-sown

plant is set in place; those stylish rosettes

that houseleeks have the knack of making
are dotted around in crevices or pockets,

wherever a finishing touch is needed, and once
sewn fast to the garden’s costume wfith a

trowel—there they are, with the look of having
always belonged precisely where they are

placed; lastly the planting of 1 ulip bulbs

occurs, and then winter may come when it will.

For even winter cannot rob these edgings

along walks and drive of all interest. Small

evergreens used at the corners of beds, to
gether with ever-grav-greens and ever-blue-

greens of alpines and June Pinks carry the

edges through the trying cold, to the charm of

the spring garden again.



Home Vegetable Gardens A Patriotic Duty
ANNA M. BURKE Ma“a'hu-

MAKING THE MOST OF LIMITED SPACE—VEGETABLES IN CONTINUOUS SUPPLY—USING THE GROUND TWICE
' OVER—ECONOMICAL LABOR METHODS

OUR kitchen garden is small—a scant

fifty feet each way—yet from it are

gathered practically all the vegetables

needed for a family of three from the

middle of May to the first of November, with a

good surplus sterilized in glass jars for winter

use.

Yet, however great the yield, I always con-

sider that the best crop gathered from the

garden is experience. I he year that I do not

discover some new variety, an improved
method of growing, or some better arrange-

ment or combination of vegetables, leaves me
with a barren feeling, conscious of having

taken a step backward rather than forward in

garden culture. But let us take things

specifically in detail.

Corn. Although the catalogues set the middle

of May as the time to plant corn, we plant

half a row about May 1st, or even

earlier if the season is warm. 1 he

dwarf yellow varieties (Golden Bantam
and its successors), are quite hardy,

and if the weather is good, early plant-

ing gives a fine start, whereas the loss

of a few seed is immaterial if conditions

prove unfavorable. This year I shall

try the experiment of setting a row of

io-inch boards along each side of the

trench and laying sheets of glass on
top, to form a sort of frame. This
simple device proved very successful

with lettuce last fall, keeping it grow-
ing up to Thanksgiving in the open
garden. I shall try the same device

with string beans, and later with cu-

cumbers [and, we hope tell I he Gar-
den Magazine of the results—Ed.).

It took at least two years to impress

upon me that in this latitude the

late varieties of corn (such as Sto-

vvell’s Evergreen), do not mature well

if planted much after June 1st. Here-
after, for filling late gaps in the

garden I shall use some early variety.

String Beans. After experiencing

the surfeit of string beans that fol-

lows a generous planting of this veg-

etable, I have adopted the plan of

sowing a very small quantity at in-

tervals of two weeks. Much seed is wasted
by planting thickly, because beans need to be
six inches apart in the row to do well, and eight

or ten inches apart is better still. By selecting

only the plumpest and firmest seed, I can set

them the required distance apart, thus wasting
no seed and sparing myself the trouble of thin-

ning thereafter. Our garden is comparatively
free from cut-worms, thanks to frequent cul-

tivation and the encouragement of bird neigh-

bors, but where this pest abounds the seed

must be sown more thickly to allow for his

depredations.

Lima Beans. Having tried without marked
success the pole varieties and the large-seeded

bush limas, we have found that the small Sieva

bean (Henderson’s Bush Lima) can be de-

pended upon to produce a good crop whether
the summer be cold or hot, wet or dry. Every
seed seems to germinate (therefore may. be
Sown thinly, requiring less seed), and the yield

of small, but well filled, pods continues until

frost.

Tomatoes. We have always trained our

tomatoes on 6-foot stakes, because they take

up less room, but after several years’ experi-

menting I have come to the conclusion that the

pinching off of all but one stem is a needless

sacrifice, unless one desires to grow a few speci-

men fruits. Two and even three or four stalks

may be allowed to develop, with no appreciable

loss in size or quality of the tomatoes, and the

yield is much greater. About the first of

September pinch off the tip of each branch,
allowing the strength of the plant to go into

developing the fruit already set, rather than
producing more blossoms which could not be
expected to mature before frost. Contrary
to the advice of some authorities, we find the

tomato does best in a fairly rich soil.

Chinese Cabbage. Although we usually fight

shy of novelties, we tried the Chinese cabbage
and found it a most attractive vegetable,

producing firm, elongated heads of crisp.

white leaves, which may be used as a salad or

cooked as a vegetable. It is delicious either

way. Care must be taken, however, not to

plant the seed too early, or the heat of mid-
summer will cause it to send up blossom stalks

instead of forming heads. If planted about
the first of July and kept growing steadily, firm

white heads, weighing two or three pounds, will

be produced in September. Query: Might
it not also be started in a frame in March and
matured before hot weather, as in the case of

cauliflower?

Witloof Chicory. If you relish the bitter

tang of this salad (sometimes called French
Endive), for which restaurants and markets
ask such good prices, you may be interested

to know that it can be forced all winter in your
own cellar. An article by Frances K. Porter in

the April, 1916, Garden Magazine prompted
me to try this vegetable, and my almost per-

fect success makes me anxious to add a word in

its favor. Seed was sown in drills eighteen

inches apart about the middle of May, thinned

to stand six inches apart in the row, and kept

cultivated all summer, with an occasional dose

of nitrate of soda. The larger the roots, the
better they will'force. About the first ofNovem-
ber the parsnip-like roots were dug and piled in

a sheltered corner next the house, covering

them with coarse litter. A dozen roots were
forced at a time, setting them upright in a deep
box (an orange box with two compartments is

ideal) and filling in around them with good
garden loam, mixed with fine bone meal. I he
box should be deep enough so that the soil may
cover the tops to a depth of three or four

inches, and this top soil should be sifted. The
box was placed beside the heater in the cellar,

given a good watering with lukewarm water,

and covered with papers to keep out the light.

In a few days white shoots began to show and
in two weeks we had thick cones of tightly

folded leaves, crisp and perfectly blanched.

We cut them an inch or two below the surface

of the soil, and the plants continued to

send up more shoots. By bringing in

roots at intervals of two weeks, salad

may be enjoyed all winter.

Peas. \\ e used to be quite satisfied

if this delectable vegetable graced our
Fourth of July dinner table, but after

observing an old Italian, who tilled a

vacant lot nearby, pick well grown
peas by the middle of June, I set out

to learn his secret. It was really very
simple—merely early planting in the
sunniest spot available. Now we do
not wait until the ground has dried

out, but just as soon as it can be
worked (about April 1st to 9th, lati-

tude of Boston), the first sowing of

peas is made in a 2-inch trench. If

possible, the trench is opened the day
before, which gives the sun a chance to

warm and dry the soil. Only an inch

of covering is put on the seed, the rest

being filled in as the little plants grow.

These early planted peas have a larger

and better root system than those

planted later, with consequent increase

in quality and quantity of pods.

Another “experience”: By plant-

ing medium and late varieties at one
time in the latter part of April we get

a longer yielding season than if early

varieties are planted at intervals in succes-

sion. The early varieties all strive to make
up for lost time the moment they get

into the ground, and rush to maturity in

quantities that glut the market, leaving a

dearth to follow. The late varieties are

planted in a 6-inch trench, which gives their

roots better foraging ground through the heat

of midsummer. Indeed, this season I am
planting the late peas in a 10- or 12-inch

trench (like Sweet Peas), filling in the trench

gradually, of course. This should help them
to weather quite a severe dry spell.

Potatoes. Most books on gardening state

that the potato has no place in a small garden

—although after the exorbitant prices com-
manded by this plebeian vegetable during the

past winter, one expects to see even the front

lawns turned into potato patches! But even

under normal conditions I think it pays to

plant a row or two of early potatoes, and to

plant them early. My neighbors used to scoff

until I “showed” them by having potatoes for

the table by July Fourth, when theirs were
scarcely in blossom. If the ground is at all fit,
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early potatoes may be planted the first week
in April. If the season is backward, time may
be saved by sprouting the seed in a warm cel-

lar. By planting the sets in a furrow eight

or ten inches deep, gradually filling in as they
grow, they may be given level cultivation,

which prevents the evaporation of moisture
that is attendant on the old hilling system.

Companion Cropping. In the arrangement
of the garden, perhaps, more than in anything
else do we learn by experience. When one has

but a limited space available for a garden plot,

it is necessary to utilize every inch of it

throughout the summer. By allowing a little

extra space between the rows two crops may
often be grown as companions, with great

saving of space. Some combinations which I

have found especially good are:

(i) Early Peas, Lettuce and Tomatoes:
The early peas are planted in two double rows

with a 3-foot strip between the double rows.

By planting in double rows one row of brush

supports two of peas. After the peas are in, a

shallow furrow is plowed through the middle

of the 3-foot strip, plenty of fertilizer is worked
in, and young lettuce plants from a frame are

set in the furrow, placing them six inches apart

and leaving a 12-inch space after every second

lettuce plant. In these empty spaces tomato
plants are set about the middle of May, the

supporting stakes being first set. I he peas

are out of the way by July 1st, and are followed

by celery plants in one row and Chinese
cabbage in the other. Thus we are able to

grow peas, lettuce, tomatoes, celery and
Chinese cabbage in a strip five feet wide and
fifty feet long.

(2) Late Peas and Corn: The late peas
are also planted in double rows, with a 3-foot

strip between, and in this strip is planted
about June 1st Golden Bantam corn for suc-

cession, putting a few winter squash seeds in

the row at intervals of four feet. The squash
and corn have the ground after the peas are

done.

(3) Onion Sets and Green Peppers:
These form an excellent combination. The
onion sets are planted about the first of April in

two shallow furrows eighteen inches apart.

They are placed three inches apart in the row,

skipping a set every eighteen inches. The
latter part of May, sweet pepper plants are

set in the empty spaces. Both onions and
peppers may be cultivated freely, and by the

time the onions are ready to pull, the peppers

are beginning to branch and will occupy the

ground until frost.

(4) Potatoes and Late Corn: By leav-

ing a 4-foot space between the potato rows
instead of the regulation three feet, a row of

late corn may be planted between them May
15th, setting some pumpkin seeds in the row
with the corn. Squash or other vines may be

used as well. The point is that the corn and

vine crops will flourish in the same row and will

use the ground until frost.

(5) Corn and Cucumbers. Our cucumbers
are planted in rows instead of hills, setting four

or five seeds of early corn every two feet in the
row. We prefer the drill system for cucumbers
because the ground may be cultivated more
easily with the wheel hoe, and by pegging
them with forked sticks the vines may be

trained along the row, taking up less room and
enabling the fruit to be gathered without
trampling the vines.

(6) Radishes: No special part of the garden
is set aside for radishes; instead, the quick-

germinating seeds are used as a marker for

those which germinate more slowly, or the seed

is sown in rows which a few weeks later will be

used for other vegetables. We have found
Icicle excellent.

There are one or two points which must be

borne in mind in planning for companion and
succession crops. The ground must be well

fertilized. Sufficient room must be left for

frequent cultivation, except with vine crops

which ultimately cover the ground and render

cultivation unnecessary. Vegetables which
must be sprayed with poisonous solutions

should not be planted near those whose edible

portions are exposed above ground. In even

the smallest garden rotation of crops should be

practiced. The accompanying plan has been
proved by use.

How the Modern Lilac Came to Be THE0 A-J^EMEYER
RECOUNTING THE STORY OF MR. LEMOINE’S WORK AS TOLD BY HIMSELF

F
ROM the time of my first acquaint-

ance with the modern Lilac, I have

been a devoted admirer. Compared
with the original plant—the Com-

mon Lilac of the old-time gardens—these of

to-day with their great variety of color, larger

flowers that will in some cases cover a five

dollar gold piece, greatly increased size of

truss, are hardly to be mentioned in the same
breath, except for the fact that they are all

Lilacs. What vision it was that led the won-
derful f rench nurseryman, Victor Lemoine,

to grasp the latent possibilities of this magni-

ficent flowering shrub! Ably assisted by his

wife, as the old gentleman has himself told

me, he worked for years in developing the

Lilac into what we have to-day.

But to go to the beginning: the

development of the Modern Lilac

dates from 1843 when M. Libert-

Daminont, a nurseryman of Liege,

Belgium, obtained a Lilacwith small

double lilac-blue flowers, described

by Charles Morren, a botanist of *

Liege, under the name of Syringa

vulgaris fl. plena “Liberti,” this plant, in-

teresting as a curiosity, but without any orn-

amental value was also mentioned in the lists

of other nurserymen of the day, under the

name of Syringa vulgaris azurea plena. It

would be difficult indeed to find it now, any-

where.
T his was the variety that Victor Lemoine,

C

erhaps the greatest hybridizer, and plant

reeder the world has ever known, had the idea

of crossing with the Single Lilacs in an effort

to produce a race of ornamental Double Lilacs.

Now the flowers of these plants are small.

This work of crossing demands good eyesight

which Mr. Lemoine did not then have, and so,

he told me, he sought the aid of Madame and

placed into her care the very delicate work of

cross fertilization. I his work, first started

during the Franco-Prussian War, when Nancy
was occupied by the Germans, solely as a

diversion from the trials of the time, was
carried on by Mme. Lemoine for many years

under the direction of her husband.

Syringa azurea plena was most difficult to

work on, the minute flowers being formed of

*^ ,

One of the progenitors of the modem Lilacs. Syringa
oblata, which was used by Lemoine

many petals, nearly microscopic, without
stamens, and with a pistil covered with the

lobes of the interior petals, malformed and
sterile. Yet this was the plant selected for the

seed bearing. It was necessary to work from
a step ladder on account of the size of the bush,

uncovering a number of flowers to expose the

pistil and then apply the chosen pollen to the

flower when one was found in which the pistil

was not too much malformed. The pollen

was supplied from the handsomest varieties of

Single Lilacs available; and Syringa oblata, a

Chinese early flowering species, the flowers of

which were often destroyed by the late frosts.

Thus it will be seen that the plants finally

attained were the achievement of patience and
tedious work. Even so, the results were ever

in doubt, and from more than

one hundred flowers crossed,

the first year produced only

seven seeds. The following

year thirty fertile seeds were
gathered, and the work con-

tinued.

The first fruits of the work
of Mr. and Madam Lemoine

were seen in 1876 when three bushes

flowered. The first received the name
of Syringa hybrida hyacinthijlora

plena, and was a true hybrid between

Syringa oblata and Syringa azurea

plena. The thyrses of this variety

were quite well developed, the flowers small, a

little separated, double, of a lilac-blue color

and flowering fairly early. 1 he foliage recalled

that of Syringa oblata and took a purple

autumn tint that rendered it attractive.

This variety was put in commerce in 1878,

and is not cultivated now; but a specimen

can be seen in the Lilac collection of the

Arnold Arboretum, Boston, Mass., where it
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flowers before any of the others. Its fragrance

is very marked.

Syringa Lemoinei flowered for the first time

in 1877, and was put in commerce in 1879;

this was not a hybrid but simply a cross

between Syringa azurea plena and another

variety of Single Lilac; the flowers of this

variety were double, of a good size and pure

blue-lilac in color. From the same cross

also resulted the varieties Revoncule and

Rubella plena (1881) and Mathieu de Dom-
basle (1882).

The first Double Lilacs were crossed with-

out much difficulty with Single Lilacs and

gave after a few years a new line of seedlings.

The following were placed in commerce

—

Alphonse Lavalle and Michel Buchner (1885):

Maxime Cornu, President Grevy, Pyramidal

and Lamark (1886); Toumefort, Comte
Horace de Choiseul, Mme. Jules Finger and

Senateur Volland (i887);Condorcet, Virginite,

Leon Simon and La Tour d’Auvergne (1888);

and Jean Bart and Emile Lemoine (1889).

Most of these varieties, however, are not now
in commerce having been replaced by better

kinds.

As time progressed the younger Lemoine,

Emile, gradually succeeded to the part his

mother played in active hybridizing and began
to fertilize the single varieties with the pollen

of the double. This work was far more diffi-

cult and needed the steady hand and keener

eyesight of youth, as with the single varieties

it was necessary to open by hand the flowers

while yet in bud, to remove the stamens and
when ready apply the pollen from the chosen
double flower, as otherwise the single varie-

ties would have fertilized themselves naturally

and interfered with the cross.

In particular the fine single variety Marie
Legraye was used as a parent, crossed with
double varieties, and most of the finest double
white Lilacs of to-day come from this cross.

The following Lilacs have been introduced

by Mr. Lemoine and his son:

1890

—

Mme. Lemoine, President Carnot, Linne and Dr. Jus-
sieu (double).

Claude de Lorraine, General Drouot and Mon. Lapage (single).

1891

—

Comtesse Horace de Choiseul, Belle de Nancy, and
De Humboldt (double).

1892

—

Pierre Joigneaux and Mme. Abel Chatenay (double).

1893

—

La Mauve, Charles Baltet, and Souvenir de Louis
Thibaut (double).

1894

—

Obelisque, Mme. Casimir Perier, and Louis Henry
(double).

1895

—

Dr. Maillot, Grand due Constatin, Monument Carnot,
and Doyen Keteleer (double).

1896

—

Rabelais, Boussingault, Francisque, Morel, Abel Car-
riere, and Charles Joly (double); Congo (single).

1897

—

Mme. Leon Simon, Marechal de Bassompierre, Prince
de Beauvau, and Guizot (double).

1898

—

Arthur William Paul, Dr. Masters, Marc Mitchell,
and Colbert (double); Toussaint-Louverture (single).

1899

—

Comte de Kerchove and Wm. Robinson (double);
Crampel, Negro, Volcan, and Othello (single).

1900

—

Georges Bellair, F.douard Andre, Maurice de Vilmorin,
and President Viger (double).

1901

—

Le Printemps, President Loubet, Dr. Troyanowsky,
and Mme. de Miller (double).

1902

—

De Saussure, Jeanne d’Arc, Paul Hariot, and Viviand-
Morel (double^.

1903

—

Dame Blanche, Gaudichaud, and Miss Ellen Willmott
(double); De Miribel, L’Oncle Tom, and Pasteur (single).

1904

—

Mireille, Deuil d’Emile Galle, Waldeck, Rousseau.
Banquise, Taglioni, and Etoile de Mai (double); Reaumur and
Christophe Colomb (single).

1905

—

Charles Sargent, Due de Massa, Rene Jarry Desloges,
Desfontair.^s and Maximowicz (double); Montgolfier and Ed-
nond Boissier (single).

1906

—

Siebold, Victor Lemoine, and Montaigne (double).
1907

—

Jules Ferry, Leon Gambetta, Godron, and Planchon
(double).

1908

—

Edmond About and Jules Simon (double).
1909

—

Hippolyte Maringer, Mme. Antoine Buchner, and
Olivier de Serres (double); Decaisne, Milton, and Tombouctou
(single).

1910

—

Comte Adrien de Montebello, and Marechal Lannes
(double); Cavour and Vestale (single).

19 * I— President Fallieres and Henri Martin (double); Gilbert,
Danton, and Ronsard (single).

19 * 3—Naudin, Thunberg, and President Poincare (double);
M arceau, Laplace, Lavoisier, and Monge (single).

1915

—

Emile Gentil, Paul Thirion, Claude Bernard, Jean
Mace, and Magellan (double); Diderot and Mont Blanc
(single).

1916

—

Edith Cavell, double pure milk white, buds cream
and sulphur; Julien Gerardin, double soft lilac; Saturnale,
single bluish mauve; Vesuve, single claret purple, nearly red.

So much for what we have before us to-day,

but the end is not yet for as Mr. Emile Le-
moine informs us he has also produced some
interesting hybrids between Syringa Giraldi,

a new early flowering species from Western
China and the Common Single and Double
Lilacs. These hybrids are very ornamental
and valuable shrubs, they grow very fast,

some of them making as much as five feet of

bered—that is, in this country to be really

successful, Lilacs should be had on their own
roots, not grafted. It is common practice in

the European nursery trade to graft Lilacs

on Privet, with the result, all too often, that

ultimately the planter has a fine collection of
Privet, the Lilacs having succumbed to the
borer. If, however, these plants are on their

own roots, the attack of the borer simply

1
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The present day perfection of development in the Lilac is fairly represented by Miss Ellen Willmott which has large
branched thyrses of large double white flowers

new growth a year; flower a week or ten days
before the other Lilacs and are both double
and single. Those already in commerce are:

Lamartine and Mirabeau (single), Berryer
(Semi-double), and Vauban and Claude Ber-

nard (double). What does the future hold?

A LTHOUGH the Modern Lilac has been
given considerable attention in some

places, yet it may be questioned whether the

full merits of the modern improvements are

really appreciated. People buy “Lilacs,” and
they get—just Lilacs. What a pity when there

is such a selection of these improvements that,

from a flowering standpoint, are so vastly

superior. There is one point to be remem-

results in the production of so many more
suckers from the ground, and the glory is

multiplied.

Lilacs may be planted in fall or spring.

1 he Common Lilac starts growth very early

in the season and is best handled, therefore, in

early fall. Io achieve the maximum of floral

beauty, the Lilac needs pruning every year,

otherwise, it has a tendency to grow to too
great a height so that the flowers are not
easily seen. Cut off all flower clusters as

soon as blooming ceases, and it is a good thing
also to remove suckers from the base, espec-

ially in the case of the Common Lilac. Re-
member that the Lilac flowers on the wood of
the previous season, and therefore must not
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be cut back in winter, nor, obviously, in

spring. 1 he only winter pruning that is

permissible is the cutting nut of weak, crowded
or superfluous branches, but do not cut back.

Overgrown bushes that are to be brought into

control, should be cut back in the winter time
in order to get it down where it is wanted.
I his, of course, sacrifices the flower for the
season, but it induces strong breaks and well-

formed bushes for the future. Do moderate
pruning and disbudding just after the bloom-
ing period, and generally thin out and attend

MEASURED not alone by the num-
ber of novelties, but also by their in-

trinsic value to the gardens of the

world, Victor Lemoine, the great

French nurseryman, deserves credit as the

greatest plant breeder, "creator” if you will,

that the world has ever seen. Not a person

who grows plants in a garden but what at one
time or another, if not always indeed, has

handled something that was the product of

this master craftsman. His modest, retiring

nature found a large share of its reward in the

mere achievement of the results, yet for many
years horticulturists looked forward eagerly to

the announcements of novelties in the annual

catalogue of this redoubtable nurseryman.
Very often other hybridist plant breeders,

who have made for themselves reputations

along special lines, devoted their time and
energies to the development of one particular

group of plants; but Victor Lemoine accom-
plished in fully a score of different lines, results

that in each would have sufficed to build the

reputation of any one man. How many people

to-day even have a ghost of an idea of the debt
of reverence due to the memory of this trans-

cendent genius?

Elsewhere in this number of The Garden
Magazine reference is casually made to the

map’s achievements in Lilacs, and Deutzias,

and Astilbes, and these are but typical in-

stances of what he did in his little nursery at

Nancy.
Victor Lemoine came from a long line of

descent of practical horticulturists. For gen-

erations back his ancestors have been gardeners

and nurserymen. He was born at Belme,
Lorrain, October 21, 1823. He died December
11, 1911, being then in his 89th year.

After completing his studies at college

and before establishing himself in the place

which his name has largely helped to make
famous, he devoted several years to traveling

and working in the leading horticultural

establishments of his time, according to the

custom of the profession in the old world. At
that time Mr. Louis V an Houtte had a famous
establishment in Ghent, Belgium, and part of

the time Lemoine spent there. It was in 1850
that he established himself in a very small way
as a florist and gardener at Nancy where he
earned the admiration and veneration of the

craft the world over. And in his later years
he was much honored by horticultural and
scientific organizations of France and Europe,
and he was the first foreigner to receive the

Victorian Medal of Horticulture of the Royal
Horticultural Society, and only a few weeks

to the symmetry of the bush but be cautious
over pruning of any sort. It is easy to do the
wrong thing.

Propagation is by cuttings of the young wood
in early summer. Placed in sand in a hotbed
kept shaded, they will root freely in about
two months. Layering can also be done in

late summer, and of course, suckers, where
such are developed, can be removed in spring
with their roots, and if cut back will start
readily.

Two well known public institutions have

AN APPRECIATION
before his death the Massachusetts Horti-
cultural Society honored itself by granting
Lemoine the George R. White Medal of Honor.

In a short note such as this, it is quite im-
possible to even catalog the multitude of val-

uable productions and introductions of Victor
Lemoine. It would require a space of several

pages in small type! Has any other plant
breeder, living or dead, produced a tithe of
the permanent worth of this master crafts-

man ! Casual reference has already been made
to one or two lines of his activity, and we

VICTOR LEMOINE
Bom October 21, 1823; died December 11. 1911. In his

world famous nurseries at Nancy, France, he worked in-

cessantly in the hybridizing of garden and greenhouse plants
and to such purpose that there is not a garden to-day in

which the products of the master genius are not familiar
friends

should remember that he was concerned very
largely in the modern Gladiolus, and to show
still further diversity, reference need only be

made to the Begonia Gloire de Loraine which
alone is such a popular plant in its particular

class that its absence would now be greatly

missed. Sixty years of continuous plant pro-

duction is in itself a wonderful record, and the

work is still continued in the succeeding gener-

ation under his son, Emile.

representative collections of Lilacs: the
Arnold Arboretum, although it lacks some
of the most modern varieties, and the
Park System of the City of Rochester, New
York.
As to planting, a common fault is over-

crowding, not giving sufficient room. In the
private collection of Prof. Sargent, Brookline,
where the plants have been given ample space
to develop, it can be seen that they require
twenty to twenty-five feet, and yet we plant
Lilacs three feet apart!

HYBRIDIST

It was in 1852 that the first mention of
Lemoine’s work was found in the Revue
Horticole—a double flowered Portulaca. Two
years later, under the name of Gloire de
Nancy, came the first double Potentilla, and at
the same time the first Streptocarpus hybrids
which later on were developed by another
establishment into some of the most pleas-
ing of greenhouse plants. It was about the
same period that Lemoine turned his hand to
fuchsias and introduced many varieties, in-

cluding the double flowered hybrid Solferino.

Work thus begun was continued without
cessation, but the creation of hybrids and
crossings was occasionally varied by the in-

troduction into commerce of new species or
varieties for which he was always on the look-
out. 1 hus a white form of Spiraea callosa

came in 1862; in 1866, Hydrangea paniculata
grandiflora, and in the same year he pro-
duced and sent out the first genuine double-
flowered Zonal Geranium, Gloire de Nancy.
In 1868 he began the introduction of his hy-
brid W eigelas, which have not been super-

ceded to this day. It was in 1874 that the

horticultural world was surprised by the first

double tuberous Begonia, and this great genus
in all its other branches has from time to time
been greatly benefited by this one man’s work.
Indeed without Lemoine the Begonia would
probably never have “arrived.” He intro-

duced new perennial Phlox and the hybrid

large-flowered Clematis in great number, in-

cluding, more recently, the reddish-flowered

Andre Leroy and others.

Space forbids anything like even a partial

catalogue of achievements of which, however, a

fairly complete list will be found in “Horti-

culture” December 23, 1911. Our purpose

has been to show in a broad way how much we
owe to Victor Lemoine. No mention- has been

made of the greenhouse plants and of the im-

provements of previous crosses which contin-

ued to pour out in such profusion from his nur-

series. During the last fifteen years of his life

he devoted his energies to the improvement on

Deutzias, Peonies, Hydrangeas, Weigelas,

Gladiolus, Astilbes, Lilacs, Delphiniums, Pyre-

thrums, Heucheras and Pentstemons; but in

passing, mention must in justice be made to

the fact that he worked also with Mont-
bretias. Dahlias, Saxifrages, Chrysanthemums,
Bush Honeysuckles, Spiraeas and Phloxes the

results of which we all enjoy the year round.

Truly as we look back we are positively

appalled at the immense volume of results, and

again we ask: Has any other plant creator

given us as much? L. B.

VICTOR LEMOINE, PLANT



Along the path set with stepping stones is the real perennial border, widened year by year till now it is seven feet wide and is rich with a succession of bloom throughout the season

The Evolution of My Garden mrs. greenleaf clarke

HOW THE GARDEN OF DELIGHT GREW FROM THE PRACTICAL VEGETABLE PATCH GIVING FLOWERS THROUGH-
OUT THE SEASON—THE WAY FOR THE BEGINNER

F
ROM personal experience I can tell those

who look with longing eyes on a neigh-

bor’s lovely garden with its dainty and
welcome blossoms heralding the advent

of spring and on through to the rich and gorge-

ous blossoms of May, June, and July, into the

gay annuals of August and September until the

Japanese Anemones and Chrysanthemums bid

us farewell in October and November, that this

is all possible for you without the aid of a gar-

dener and even with no experience, provided

you are willing to become acquanited with the

plants through personal contact, the glory of

success, the sorrow of failure, a little patience

and some work.

The garden of which I tell is located on an

ordinary city lot, 60 x 120, which also includes

the house. It started with a row of Sweet
Peas, the trench being made with a trowel,

little or nothing known about flowers, until

as year by year has passed (seven in all), the

lure of the garden has become more and more
alluring, and I now am deep in the throes

of “gardenitis.”

The sixty-foot border of Sweet Peas, which
was first made to separate the mam lawn
from a very good sized vegetable garden,

has gradually widened, first taking one row
of beans, then another, then robbing the

cucumber patch!—Who does not know the

symptoms '—until finally this year the vege-

tables had to go and a Rose and Chrysanthe-
mum garden takes its place. We no longer

eat!

The house, with the lawn surrounding it,

occupies about one half the lot; the garden
has the rest. Across the back of the lawn
runs a border 60 feet long, with a 4-foot path
taken out, not in the middle, but divided

according to the ratio of 2 and 1. 1 he 4-foot

path runs directly to the back of the lot

across which is planted an Ibota Privet hedge
6 feet high. I his hedge encloses the back
and sides of the garden. I he border 20 feet

and 35 feet long is 2 feet wide. It is bordered

on the garden side with Box edging, and in it

are planted Darwin Tulips. I hose wonder-
ful Tulips with their pastel colorings, accented

here and there with a rich, dark neighbor,

during their season are the queens of the

garden. After they have gone, I plant in

between them (for I have left the bulbs in

the ground with good success) pale pink and
white Petunias, and mixed Drummond’s
Phlox, with a border of white Verbenas next

the Box edging, and the other side a border of

blue Ageratum with white Sweet Alyssum.
This sounds like a woeful mixture and would
never appeal to one of asthetic taste! But act-

ually it is charming, and I came upon it quite
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by accident. Previous years a hedge of mixed
Zinnias had been planted there, which were
most satisfactory, but having had the Zinnias
for some years and desiring a change I thought
I would try the Phlox. An ounce of seed

planted in a cold frame was a failure. Ob-
taining a few plants only from the seed

planted, I bought from the florist four dozen
Petunias, two dozen white and two dozen
Rosy Morn. These (true to color of course)

were planted in between Phlox already raised

with some old seed sprinkled in. The border
of white Verbenas had been planned, having
seen it at the S. A. F. Convention Gardens in

Boston a few years ago. Two packets of

seeds furnished me enough plants. The
Ageratum and the Sweet Alyssum sowed it-

self. I expected a conglomeration of dis-

appointment, and I was disappointed—but
happily so. Such a dainty, cool, lacy, delicate

border!

Next this narrow border outlining the lawn,

running parallel with it, is a 60 foot path, 4
feet wide, set with stepping stones and grassed.

These stones I set myself. A great feat done
one March when the spring breezes were
spring breezes and the lure of the garden
called to me. Along this path is my real

perennial border; the original one beginning
with four feet, and widened every year until
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Beyond the arch covered wit h Roses lies the Rose and Chry-
santhemum garden which formerly was a vegetable patch

ncfc' it is 7 feet wide, with one strip 35 feet

long, a path four feet wide, and another strip

20 feet long. Then comes another path
parallel with this border 60 feet long.

An arch separates the perennial border
from the Rose and Chrysanthemum garden,

which was formerly a vegetable garden, and
in this garden too I have an opportunity to

enjoy a few special annuals and Gladiolus.

THE FIRST STAGES

When the perennial border was first started

seeds of Foxglove, Larkspur, Sweet William,

and Canterbury Bells were planted with roots

of Phlox and Coreopsis. Nothing had been

thought about color schemes, “well considered”

planting, height, or anything of that sort.

TJiey were just plain “planted.” But the

ground had previously been enriched for

vegetables, was good to begin with, and what
was not was made good with fresh loam, and

the plants grew and grew like Jack’s bean-

stalk; they grew to heaven. The blue of the

sky kissed the blue of the Larkspur. .
Is

there any blue so heavenly as the Larkspur!

I will never forget those twenty or thirty

great plants as big as a bushel basket, with

those glorious light and dark blue spikes.

They were magnificent. I remember that

summer I had a border of white Candytuft

in blossom at the same time, which looked

like great white drifts nestling against the

base of the Larkspur. Verily the clouds

dropped down to earth and visited my gar-

den! I would stand enraptured before those

wonderful plants.

But alas! one night a thunder storm came
and with it a heavy wind, and it was then I

commenced to learn. I wonder if we always

have to learn life’s lessons by thunder storms.

Alas! in the morning on running to the win-

dow to feast my eyes on that sea of blue

—

blue and clear as the bluest sky—they lay

striken on the ground like so many fallen

soldiers, not dead, but brought low. Oh
the wreck of it all! With long stakes in my
hands, I went into the garden and tied up the

broken, brittle plants, so glorious the day
before, so ingloriously brought low. My
heart ached—but I learned my lesson. I

then commenced to read, study and observe.
And from that time, I have striven to give my
plants their best and most propitious setting.

I then began to realize after the Larkspurs
were cut down the awful gap it made, and
year by year I have been learning what to

have and what to omit in order to have color

as’ well as the things one loves best. That
is one reason an old garden has such charm.
It has been years in the making by loving

hands and eyes.

REMAKING THE BORDER

The fall following disaster to the Larkspur
the plants were distributed through the peren-

nial borders which I commenced to remake. At
the sides of the garden and in the corners by
the Rose garden Heleniums and white Bol-

tonia were planted. These blossom in the

early fall and continue until cut down by
frost. The garden is one mass of gold and
white in September, so graceful and airy

—

a picture to behold. In front Larkspur and
white Foxgloves are planted at intervals,

which are glorious in late June and July and
beneath and below is a hedge of pink and white

Asters and bordering the paths Box edging.

Here and there ate German Iris with now and

then a group of auratum and speciosum Lilies.

Pyramidal Arbovitae trees are used to some
extent in this garden as accents. At the

base of one of these trees, where is the stump
of an old apple tree, a few rocks have been

piled on which rests a bird bath. At the

foot of the old tree is planted a Boston Ivy

which weaves itself in and out among the

rocks and up on to the bird bath, making a

lovely picture as well as a welcome spot for

the birds.

In the springtime yellow Narcissus borders

the walks, rising between the little box plants.

Blossoming at the same time are groups of the

dwarf border Iris of purple. The garden is

then one glory of purple and sunshine. Har-

monious combinations of Darwin I ulips are

planted through the garden, so when the

Narcissus are gone the Tulips are there to

greet us, and .these in turn lapse over until

the German Iris is there in all its richness and
beauty. I sometimes cannot tell which I

love most; the German Iris or the Larkspur.

The German Iris is scattered through the

borders in great quantity, overflowing into

the rose garden and a neighboring lot. Then
come the Larkspur among which are planted

groups of Madonna Lilies, the blue and white

being most effective.

THE SEASON OF LILIES

By the time the candidum Lilies have gone,

the regal Lily begins to blossom. What a won-
erful Lily that is, with its long, full graceful

throat of yellow, its wax white petals slightly

turned back, its glorious orange stamens and

the outside delicately flushed pink. There is so

much substance to the whole blossom, and

above all its delicate, delicious odor. That
gorgeous Lily I find hardy thirty-three miles

north of Boston, and it multiplies. It fills a

place when the glory of the July garden is

passing, and the Japanese Iris are waning.

A very satisfactory combination was found

this summer with German Iris, Dr. Bernice,

yellow Columbine, and back of this the

yellow Day Lily. And who can be without

that magnificant Iris, Black Knight, with its

rich Pansy-like blossom and glowing orange

beard—the very last to blossom with me.
blossoming with some of the Larkspur? Both
these things are high-priced, but worth it.

After the Larkspur leaves the garden then
come the Phlox followed by the Lilium spe-
ciosum in profusion—all lovely and interesting.

A large plot of Japanese Iris occupies the
centre of the longer perennial border. In
drifts between are planted annuals in solid

colors, such as Snapdragons, Scabiosa, Cal-
liposis, Calendula, etc. Back and at the
sides of the bird bath is an effective combina-
tion of Liatris and Physostegia. They are
lovely together.

Now step through the arch down the Rose
walk, I call it. The path is Box bordered as

all the paths are, and either side are Roses,
for the most part Hybrid Teas. One section

is devoted to briar Roses, the lovely yellow,
•single and double ones. On the trellises

are Tauschendschon, and that beautifully

decorative Silver Moon. The foliage is

clean and of* such lovely color that if there
were never a blossom that Rose would still be
in the garden. These Roses are being trained
to run from one trellis to the other on small
cable or wire. In between the Roses are
planted quantities of Gladiolus.

THE MEASURE OF MERIT

I have reached the stage where I discard

all plants or blossoms that I do not consider

lovely. In a small garden one cares to afford

space only for the blossoms that are the

choicest, so with the Gladiolus I cultivate

those I love best. On the farther side of the

rose garden is a good-sized border of Chry-
santhemums. Annuals border this whole
garden. Ihis portion is comparatively new,
and it has not yet been worked out to per-

fection. Last summer I tried Statice in vari-

ous varieties, with disappointing results. The
blossoms are all right, but it takes such quanti-
ties to make a show, and for a small garden are

impracticable.

I cannot let the Hollyhocks pass by with-

out mention—that garden favorite. They
are lovely down in one corner with the hedge
for a background; and Sweet Peas! One

The bird bath is an appropriate addition to the garden, in-

viting the birds to linger amid the flowers
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must have them. They are not pic-

turesque growing, but so sweet

smelling and fragrant. For years I

have been experimenting and pond-

ering how to plant so as not to spoil

the scheme of the garden and yet

have the blossoms. Finally I have

stumbled upon a plan which I find

good for my garden. A dozen to

fifteen plants planted separately in

rich soil will supply enough blossoms

for a handsome display in the house.

Plant the seed in February in small

pots in the house, 3 seeds to a pot.

When they come up, pull out the

two weakest plants, leaving one

sturdy plant. After it has sent out

four to six leaves nip off the top.

This causes it to branch. As soon

as the weather permits, generally

here the last of April or early May,
I set these plants out here and

there in an open space. Then I

transplant near it for the Sweet
Pea plant to climb on a single plant

of Boltonia. The Boltonia sends

out few leaves, two only at intervals

up the plant for several feet. The
Sweet Pea tendrils work their way
in and out up the stalk, and lo,

you have blossoms on a live stalk.

If the sweet Pea withers all you
have to do is to pull off the dead
vine and you have a plant to take

its place that will send forth a lacy

white bouquet in the fall when
one wants flowers so much.

PEONIES, THE GARDEN’S MONARCHS

One cannot do without those

monarchs of the garden—Peonies.

Where pray have these been placed?

two stunning plants in my 7-foot

The trellises and arches help to frame the garden views and focus the sight onto
proper places. Rambler Roses drape them in June

I have help out with color in June; then a hedge
strip to of them has been placed either side of the

lawn, continuing the outline of the
1 ulip border up toward the house.
In front of my porch overlooking
the garden is a hedge of Elizabeth
Campbell Phlox, back of this white
Foxgloves, and in front Columbine.
At either end is that lovely single

Peony Araeos, which blossoms with
the Columbine. With pink and
white, it makes a lovely combina-
tion. I cannot say good-by to the
fall blossoms without mention of
the Japanese Anemone, pale pink
and pure white. They are so lovely

they just pull at the heart strings.

I have a hedge of them in front of
my cellar window. The lot is so

shaped that the garden is on a

slope, so at the rear of the house
is a deep brick foundation of, I

should say 12 feet. This wall is

covered with Japanese Ivy, at the

base of which is a Barberry hedge
which is kept clipped. In front

of the hedge are the Japanese Ane-
mones. It seems to be just the

place for them, for they flourish

so vigorously. Here in the spring

time is a charming border of yel-

low Pansies, Forget-me-nots, and
English Daisies, and rising from the

Darwins is Tulip Gesneriana lutea

pallida, which is pale yellow. 1 hat

makes one of the most exquisite

borders you would ever care to see.

Such a joy is even a small garden,

that home would not be home
without these beautiful blossoms,

that come to welcome us year after

year. It is something any one can

possess with not too much work,

and such work as there is brings with it health,

joy, and happiness.

The New Race of Hardy Astilbes A - E - ™ATCHER

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS UPON THE WELL KNOWN FLORISTS SPIRAEA” THAT HAVE GIVEN A GROUP OF GRACE-
FULLY FLOWERED PLANTS IN PINK, ROSE AND WHITE, FOR BOTH BORDER AND GREENHOUSE

T
HE well known “florists Spiraea,”

or correctly Astilbe japonica, to-

gether with the best of its numer-
ous varieties and hybrids have for

years been popular, both in private gardens
and commercially, for Easter decoration and
cut flower purposes. Indeed many thousand
roots are imported annually from Europe as

their adaptability to all kinds of floral work
and the simplicity of their cultivation made
them practically indispensable. Now, al-

though hardy and suitable for the outdoor
border they have never been very common in

the hardy garden and it is their value in this

regard that I would now emphasize and es-

pecially to draw attention to the superb race of
plants produced by the European plantsman
M. Arends and generally known as the
“Arendsi Hybrids.”

Previous to the appearance of these hy-
brids some very fine varieties had
become popular, of which Peach
Blossom and Queen Alexandra
are well known examples. That
redoubtable hybridist, V. Lem-
oine was also responsible for

the introduction of some greatly
improved varieties, some of the more note-
worthy being Nuee Rose, Panache, Mont

Among the new Arendsi Astilbes is a range of color from
white and cream to pink and rose-purple, with height rang-
ing to six feet. Excellent for the greenhouse

Blanc and Nebuleux. The Lemoine hybrids

are all expellent garden plants, much stronger

in growth than the older japonica forms and
including many delightful pink and rose

shades, the result of Astilbe chinensis and others

being used in their making.

It remained, however, for another Chinese

species (or two species) to produce the mag-
nificent Arendsi Hybrids and our gardens are

beautified to-day with what hardly seemed
possible a short decade \go.

Something more than a dozen years ago

Mr. Wilson introduced from the wilds of

China two remarkable species of Astilbe which
were destined to play an all-important

part in the production of the beautiful hybrids

we now have. Astilbe Davidi is perhaps

the better known of the two, and more
generally planted on account of the con-

spicuous red of the flowers, but its con-

gener, Astilbe grandis is also a de-

sirable garden plant with creamy
white flowers. Under favorable con-

ditions these two plants soon attain

eir maximum size and are conspicuous

objects in the garden. Both have large

spreading leaves but of an entirely different

character; those of Astilbe Davidi being very

dark green and the leaflets narrow, while
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Astilbe grandis is pale green and broad. The
flower stems, produced during the latter part

of July and August, grow to a height of five

to six feet, which makes them easily the giants

of the family, and their great vigor and extreme
hardiness recommend them strongly for culti-

vation in American gardens.

Although well adapted for growing among
other herbs in the herbaceous border I have
found them most valuable for growing in the

semi-wild garden, especially near the water’s

edge, where the rich reddish-purple coloring

o{ Astilbe Davidi is seen to the best advantage.

M. Arends early recognized the potential

value of these two species, more especially

Astilbe Davidi, for hybridizing, and
the results of his labors we can now
enjoy. The variety of hardy herb-

aceous plants is now very large and
while there are many of great beauty
there are none more useful nor more
beautiful indeed than the “Arendsi
Astilbes.” The fact that they are

able to adapt themselves to a great

variety of soils and situations makes
them equally valuable for the ama-
teur’s garden or for the large estate.

While they succeed—that is will grow
and flower — with the smallest

amount of care, yet it should be

borne in mind that Astilbes will

repay any extra attention one may
give; and to have them appearing

at their best they should he cop-

iously supplied with moisture at the

roots during the growing season.

An ideal situation where they are

completely at home and seen to the

best advantage is on the margin of

a pond or stream; but failing this I

recommend selecting, if possible, a

position where the sun’s hottest rays

do not reach them.

Before planting have the soil

deeply dug or trenched, and anything
which will add food, such as decayed
leaf mould or well rotted manure
may be freely incorporated. The
preparation of the ground is import-

ant, and if done well the plants will

continue to increase in vigor and
need little attention for several

years. As the crowns increase

rapidly it is advisable to divide and replant
them occasionally.

I here are now quite a number of vet)' dis-

tinct varieties which are annually being added
to by our European friends, and where space
permits the very best results are obtained by
planting the different sorts in separate groups
or beds. Where this can be done the effect is

extremely beautiful, as nearly all the varieties

have very light, feathery spikes when fully

expanded and the colors are of the more deli-

cate shades. A mass of such a variety as

Ceres or Gloria in its season produces in the
pleasure ground or by the water’s edge a

singularly beautiful effect.

One of the most noticeable results of the in-

troduction of the Chinese species into these

hybrids is their late flowering season, which
greatly enhances their value as garden plants,

and it is possible by a judicious selection of

varieties to have a wealth of blossom from the

middle of July till well into September and
this too from May planting. They will be
greatly appreciated at that season, when the
earlier summer flowers have passed and the

Phlox and early autumn plants have not com-
menced to blossom.

These new hybrids are known collectively as

the Astilbe hybrida group and the number of

varieties which have received names and have
been disseminated are all excellent garden
plants varying considerably in their season of

blossom, color and form. Having for some
years grown them in quantity and proved the

merits of each I have selected those which seem

to me the most beautiful. If one has sufficient

room, however, they are all worthy of in-

clusion.

Ceres is one of the first to flower and is one
of the most beautiful. The spikes are about
three feet tall and very branching, and when
the delicate pink flowers are fully opened they
produce a striking mass of color.

Gloria is also a variety of great merit and if

planted in a group the deep salmon-pink
plumes are very handsome.

Venus blooms at the same time but the flower

stems are a foot taller and the color deep rose.

Vesta flowering some two weeks later than
the foregoing (and a plant of exceptional merit)

has numerous rose colored plumes
fully four and one half feet tall;

and, while the foliage of all the var-

ieties is good, in this the leaves

are specially ornamental, being ex-

ceptionally broad and vigorous and
are produced up the flower stems
for fully half their height. Vesta
would be a desirable variety to

grow for the handsome foliage alone

and as a pot or specimen plant is

most valuable.

White Pearl is conspicuous when
massed and remains a long time in

good condition.

Rose Perle is very attractive,

the white flowers being overlaid

with a delicate silvery sheen. Opal
is a favorite with all who see it

on account of the delicate pink

coloring. It is a charming plant

Gruno is a new variety of excep-

tional merit and one of the best of

this new race. It is a very free

grower with a loose spike and
graceful habit and the rich sal-

mon-pink color finds many admir-

ers; for room decoration in a cut

state I do not know of anything
more valuable.

Salland is a giant in stature and
admirable for naturalizing or plant-

ing by the water’s edge. In a

damp situation the flower stems

will grow fully six feet high and
the rich red color is most effective.

It is very similar in every respect

to A. Davidi except that there is

an absence of any purple coloring in the

flowers.

Moerheimi is an excellent companion to

Sulland and is also a recent addition which

grows equally tall but has white flowers.

The above mentioned list is by no means
exhaustive and there are a number of others

equally deserving of inclusion but those

named are fully representative and dis-

tinct.

Here's a suggestion for the massed effect of Astilbes. The plants are perfectly
hardy and the graceful flowers have an individual airy charm all their own. Why not
grow Astilbes in the mixed border?

Prepare in May for Winter Flowers w - c ^PLLOM

A CATALOGUE OF PRESENT ACTIVITIES IN THE GREENHOUSE THAT WILL ENSURE CUT FLOWERS
FOR THE HOLIDAYS

I
E YOU would have real chrysanthemums
in the fall, the greenhouse during
summer must be kept occupied with
the young plants. And where the glass

is available it is the most natural thing in the

world to devote a large space to these flowers

because there is nothing else in their season

that will give such bloom.

There are numerous ways of growing
Chrysanthemums: They may be grown in

pots, for example, and if pinched frequently

will make nice little bush plants for house

decoration. The large hush plants so familiar

at our fall shows are of course propagated

immediately after the flowering season each

fall, but small plants in 4-inch pots now can

be planted into 8-inch pots and will make
good-sized plants by the time they finish.

For cut flower work the plants can be planted

in benches, or larger pots, and grown to one or

two stems. In any case all Chrysanthemums
should he given their final shift now, use plenty

of crocks to assure perfect drainage and the soil

should contain a good percentage of chopped

I
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sod, and bone meal in the proportion of i to

io is invaluable, firm the plants thoroughly

when planting, using a potting stick. Keep
the plants well sprayed, indeed, several times

a day on bright days is none too much.

CARNATIONS INDOORS OR OUTSIDE?

THE chief objections to benching the plants

are that you can’t use the house for any
other purpose during summer, and ofttimes the

plants get infested with red spider from in-

sufficient ventilation, yet if you prefer the

method of planting directly into the green-

house, the plants should now be set the cus-

tomary distance apart (from 12 inches to

15 inches according to the variety), the

benches first having been cleaned out of all

old soil and painted with a coat of hot lime,

then filled with good turfy loam from the com-
post heap. The other method of handling is

to plant the roots outdoors and grow them out
there.

For outdoor planting the rows should be at

least 18 inches apart so the ground can be

worked properly with a cultivator, the plants

can be set out from 9 to 12 inches apart in the

row, they should be pinched regularly, culti-

vated regularly, and sprayed with bordeaux or

copper solution at frequent intervals.

DRY OFF THE ORCHIDS

DRACTICALLY all winter flowering Or-
chids require a rest during the summer to

ripen up the bulbs; this is only giving them the

natural weather conditions they enjoy in their

natural habitats. As these plants are usually

Cucumbers of the English forcing type are a splendid crop
for the greenhouse. Sow the seeds in pots, and when well
rooted, plant in hills

grown in a high temperature it is impossible
to rest them under such conditions, and the

best method is to place them in a small house
which should be shaded by a roof trellis of

some description. Under no circumstances
allow the plants to dry up so as to turn the

foliage yellow, but they should be partially

dried to ripen up the bulb and harden the
foliage, the plants should be sponged if they
are infested with scale or other insects.

Orchids flowering during summer or in active

growth should not be treated in this man-
ner.

Gardenias intended for flowering next win-
ter must be kept growing vigorously, as this is

the season to put all possible growth on the

plants, since later on they must be rested up
before the forcing starts. See that the plants

are well supplied with plant food, keep them
well sprayed using a mild insecticide occa-

sionally to keep down mealy bug and other

pests, keep all flowers picked off, and keep the

atmosphere charged with moisture and heat at

all times.

WHERE FRUIT IS GROWN

l/'EEP the laterals picked from your grapes.

The secret of good grapes is constant
pinching. You never see good grapes where a

monthly assault is made on the grapery and
great quantities of growing shoots are re-

moved at one time; do a little every day,

never let the growth get so large that you need
a knife, just the thumb and forefinger should

be all that is necessary to remove the laterals.

Proper watering of fruit borders is an art, it is

hard to tell from surface appearance the true

condition down in the border where the bulk
of the roots is located. A good scheme is to

make holes with a small crowbar to test the

condition. Liquid manures are also useful

during the growing season; these can be mixed
in barrels and dumped right on the border, the
top, being afterward raked.

POINS ETTIAS FOR CHRISTMAS

'
1 'HE Poinsettia is one of our best Christ-

mas plants, and is always acceptable as a

cut flower or in pots. The old stool should be
brought forth now and started into active

growth, make cuttings of all the young shoots.

They root readily. The cuttings must have a

high temperature and bottom heat is pre-

ferred; if no bottom heat is available, build a

little glass propagating case where the high

temperature can be held. \

Pot plants, such as Cyclamen, Primula, etc.,

will by now be out in the frame for the sum-
mer, set on cinders to assure good drainage.

Keep the plants sprayed frequently but very
lightly.

Winter flowering greenhouse bulbs such as

Callas, Freesia, etc,, in pots, should now be

absolutely ripened up, by being laid on their

side in a dry place where no water will touch
them, they can be left in this condition until

later in the summer when it is time to pot
them up for forcing operations again.

GREENS FOR CUT FLOWERS

Z^UT greens to mix with flowers are usually

short each winter. 1 he time to provide

against any event is now. Beds of Smilax or

Asparagus for cutting can be planted now;
spaces underneath the benches and right on

the edge of the walk can be used for the more
hardy types of Fern such as Crytomium,
Pteris, etc., as they do not take up any valu-

able bench space and they will be one of the

most profitable yielders. Don’t neglect to

plant plenty of Ferns and use a good range of

varieties and a rich yet light soil.

Bedding plants of all kinds can be set out
late this month; where any quantity of bed-
ding is practiced this is quite an item, releasing

a large amount of greenhouse space that mav
be devoted to other things. Of course, before

setting out the plants are to be properly hard-
ened off so they won’t get checked after plant-

ing.

AMONG THE ROSES

DLANT Roses this month; the benches
being first painted with hot lime, and

then some rough sod and manure placed in the

bottom to prevent the soil falling through the

openings in the benches; then the bench
should be filled level with the top of the sides,

with good finely chopped soil front the compost
heap. It can then be marked ready for

planting. After planting the soil should be

well firmed, Roses do not like a poorly drained

soil, and a loose porous soil does not drain well.

A brick may be used to firm the Rose bed, but
don’t on the other hand get it unduly hard.

A little judgment is necessary. When water-

ing simply apply water to the bench adjacent

the plant, the other portion of the bench will

only need moistening occasionally. Keep the

young plants well sprayed and ventilate

freely.

When the roots form a perfect net on the outside of the
earth is the proper time to repot plants. Knock them out
and examine them



Novelties in Summer Flower-roots and Bulbs
A REVIEW OF THE SEASON’S OFFERINGS

By THE EDITORIAL STAFF

In the March issue of The Garden Mag-
azine we presented a review of the plant

and seed novelties for the current season, but
withheld any reference to the “Summer
Flower-roots’’ till the present more opportune
season.

What’s New in Cannas

' 1 'HE usefulness of the Canna as a summer
-*• bedding plant stimulates hybridizers in the

production of new colors. This year’s crop of

novelties displays a tendency on the part of the

introducers to be very exacting that the new
sorts surpass hitherto popular standards.

Simply to be “different” fails to suffice. 1 he

following are said to be of outstanding

merit.

Eureka, a white-flowering sort, bears trusses

of substantial flowers. (Dreer).

A Yellow King Humbert, a yellow sport of the

well-known King Humbert, grows about four

feet high. Individual flowers are said, to

measure seven inches in diameter. A vigorous

grower. (\ aughan).
Snow-Queen, four feet in height, is another

step toward a good white bedding plant. A
close examination reveals faint pink spots, on

the petals. Flowers are six inches across, with

rounded petals two and a half inches broad.

They are borne in large clusters above the

foliage, on erect, branching heads. Aurora,

five feet high, has green foliage. Flowers-

scarlet, broadly edged with pure yellow.

Druid Hill, a dark-stemmed, dark-foliaged

Canna, four feet tall, with crimson flowers of

average size. JMorning Glow, four feet high,

provides unusual color contrast through foliage

of olive-green, striped and veined with bronze.

Flowers soft shell-pink, with orange-red

centre. (Conard and Jones).

What’s New Among Dahlias

npHE past year has witnessed remarkable

progress in Dahlias. \\ hile the Great W ar

has temporarily closed many avenues through

which novelties generally reach us, it has like-

wise -stimulated the American hybridizers’

activity in unprecedented fashion.

One amateur Dahlia enthusiast in par-

ticular, C. L. Mastic, of Portland, Oregon, has

broken all records in the production of hitherto

Mrs Frederick Grinnell (Rooney). The pink Peony-
flowered Dahlia which attracted notice at the last New
York Dahlia Show

unknown, bizarre and fantastic forms of

Dahlia Seedlings. As the result we shall soon
have a new and distinct class of Dahlias—

.

orchidaeflora perhaps.

One Indiana grower states frankly “we are

preparing to introduce several new Dahlias

—

about a hundred varieties—next season, but

they will be named and placed on the market
through shows first, before cataloging. In the

case of this grower we wish to record remark-
able efforts and results to improve upon the

foliage of the Dahlia plant. A veritable riot

of variations in foliage has followed the hy-

bridizers’ attempt to call into existence more
decorative foliage besides more ornamental
flowers. As the result, Dahlia foliage varying

in appearance from that of a heavy Magnolia
leaf to that of the finely laciniated and
serrated Mustard foliage, now adds difficulties

to the Dahlia lover’s selection of varieties that

would best fill his (or her) needs. Another
peculiar “break” in plant type confronts us

with flower stems of Dahlias big enough and
thick enough and strong enough to serve as

“walking sticks” when divested of foliage!

From North Carolina comes the news that,

despite the world conflict, English growers

have developed scores of new varieties. In-

deed, the increasingly popular Peony-flowered

type promises to have the same general effect

on Dahliadom as the arrival of Spencer Sweet
Peas had among Sweet Peas.

It well behooves American Dahlia growers

to be on the alert, lest the hopeless confusion

in nomenclature, as now existing in Roses,

Sweet Peas, etc., be repeated among Dahlias.

We are on the threshold of a new era in

Dahlias. Size, shape, color, even general

characteristics in form are undergoing com-
plete transformation. Among the offerings

listed here, are some that actually have been

seen at exhibitions in previous seasons but

which are now being offered to the public in

quantity.

CACTUS AND HYBRID DAHLIAS

Mrs. A. K. White, snow-white, with long

stems. Fine for cutting (J. Bassett).

St. Leonards is a clear, yellow, one half of the

petals suffused with bright red, almost solid

scarlet at the tips. A constant bloomer, last-

ing from five to seven days as a cut flower.

Early frosts are said not to affect it (Tyler).

Mt. Shasta is a Hybrid Cactus, immensely
large, full and deep. Light pink. F. Earl

James is a Hybrid Cactus of deep mottled

cerise-pink. Mrs. Stillman is a newcomer of

the Cactus-Paeony type. A unique shade of

clear pink (Stillman).

Centurion. Crimson scarlet, long, narrow,

interlaced and twisted petals. Melody. Clear

yellow for half the length of petals, rest pure

white. The Quaker. Of delicate flesh pink,

with white centre. Gigantic. Old-gold color.

Described as the finest exhibitionCactus Dahlia

yet produced. Wacht am Rhein. \\ ith broad

petals on order of English Exhibition type.

Rosy pink suffused with white (Tate).

Marguerite Phillips. Pure white, incurved.

W. E. Peters. Crimson-scarlet, incurved.

Rev. A. II. Lowe. Yellow, outer florets tipped

and tinged with rosy shading. Incurved.

Uranus. Creamy white, speckled and

striped rosy pink to vermilion-scarlet. In-

curved. E. F. Harves. Clear salmon-pink,

straight-petaled. Lorna Doone. \ ellow at

>£40

base, shaded pink and tinged with carmine
(Alexander).

DECORATIVE DAHLIAS

Berch Van Hemstide is a large, pure yellow.

Mina Burgle is a large, brilliant scarlet.

Santa Cruz is a lemon-yellow, shaded with
salmon-pink (Hallauer).

Seedling Dahlia Five-Eighteen. A large

sort, frequently measuring six inches in diame-
ter. The quilled flowers are canary-yellow,

free from centre. Available in plants only
(Michell).

Giant Geyser is the largest deep magenta car-

mine of this type. Lady Betty of light velvety
purple color. Lady Claire is a bright fiery

scarlet, heavily tipped yellow. Lady Helen
presents a peculiar mixture of beautiful shades
of pink and lavender-cerise. Bears flower up-
right, facing. Exceptional flowers have meas-
ured more than nine inches in diameter. The
Millionaire, a light lavender, of exceptional

size (Stillman).

Colosse de Lyon. Old rose suffused with
golden salmon, shading to crimson-pink at tips.

Jojfre. Cyclamen rose, centre shaded deep
rose. G. De St. Victor. Pale mauve-rose.
Loveliness. Of the same shade of pink as

Delice (Tate).

Tenor Alvarez. Violet-red, striped and
splashed lilac and white. Darlene. Shell-pink,

blending to white at centre. Frank A. Walker.

Lavender-pink. J. M. Goodrich. Salmon-
pink, each petal tipped primrose-yellow

(Alexander).

THE PEONY-FLOWERED NOVELTIES

Mrs. II. J. Tily. A deep yellow with orange
sheen (Bassett). The Chatenay, of the color

of the Chatenay Rose (Hallauer).

Autumn Beauty is of sunset yellow, the base

of the petals blending into a golden yellow on
outer edge and Poinsettia is of Poinsettia color

—bright scarlet with golden yellow centre

(Knight & Struck).

The Stillman list includes: Marguerite
Clark, typically curled and twisted petals, the

face of which is of light cream color, the re-

verse side a cerise-pink. Maud Tripp pre-

sents an unusual color combination, consisting

of purple-lavender, pink and yellow; and The

F. Earl James (Stillman) is a good representative of

the Hybrid Cactus Dahlia. It is of a curiously mottled
pink color
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The Millionaire (Stillman). Decorative, mauve pink, large

Loma Family of Peony-flowered Dahlias is

a group of twenty new seedlings in as com-
plete a set of colors and shapes as has ever

been evolved within a period of two years. No
two are alike.

James Franklin Graham is of orange-red

color suffused with old rose, with a golden

sheen. Reverse of petals is mauve (Tyler).

Mrs. Bowen Tufts. Deep rosy red (Alexan-

der).

PEONY DAHLIAS

Kakadee. Lemon-yellow, white tips. Ti-

tian. Rose-cerise; of large size. Norah Lind-

say. Dove color, suffused pink, mauve re-

verse. Van Dyck. Old rose, with curiously

turned and twisted petals (Tate).

Other new Peony-flowered Dahlias that won
the Gold Medal at the Panama-Pacific Inter-

national Exposition are:

Carnival Queen. Cherry, tinted and shaded
amber. Empress. Salmon-scarlet. His
Majesty. Clear salmon, tinted amber, shading

to clear yellow at the base of the petals showing
a large golden disk. Loyalty. Soft rose with
heavy carmine markings and shadings.

Modesty. Salmon, tinted amber, shading to

clear yellow at the base, with golden disk.

Melba. Blood-red. Ophir d’Or. Old gold

Fantastique, Orchid-flowered (Tyler). Represents a
highly attractive type from the Pacific slope. Shaded crim-
son with white tips to the rays

Cherry Maiotte semi single Cactus or "Orchid”type (Tyler).

Erick red with yellow rase and pale reverse

fading to a rich tan. Sunshine. Bright sulphur-

yellow. Sunburst. Golden yellow, shaded old

gold. War. Blcod-red (Wilmore).

Mrs. A. K. White (Bassett). A good white decorative

SHOW DAHLIAS

Mary Pickford is of lemon-yellow color,

shading to salmon-pink with a slight tinge of

mauve (Bassett).

Dreer’s Yellow. Claimed to be “The Best
Yellow Show Dahlia yet sent out.” Flowers
average seven inches in diamater. Fully

matured they assume ball shape (Dreer).

Caleb Powers. Large shell-pink. Maud
Adams. White, shaded with pink. Rose.

Large, deep rose (Hallauer).

King of Shows said to be as perfect a Show
Dahlia as ever shown in this country. Pure
deep butter-yellow. Largest of All, deep lilac

color, unusually strong growing, of medium
height, with exceptionally large leaves (Still-

man).

COLLARETTES

Among the new Collarettes are Annette,

Billy Spear, The Peach, Color Blender, Grace

Loraine and Yellow Prize (Stillman); and
Fairy Queen. Yellow, with white collar.

Lotus. White, with lemon-yellow collar. Lily.

Pure white, cupped like a water lily. Dainty.

Soft pink, with lemon-yellow collar. Rosette.

Yellow at base, with creamy edging and
tips, centre suffused cerise, collar white

(Tate).

Ruth Van Fleet one of the ten '‘sisters" in the Loma family (Stillman) King of Shows (Stillman) is a newcomer in a class that is somewhat neglected to-day
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Newcomers Among Gladiolus

THE march of events among Gladiolus is

even more astonishing than among Dahlias.

The advent of the new “ruffled” (Kunderi)

and Primulinus types opened up rich fields for

the experimentalist and hybridizer. While
their efforts are exceptionally fruitful (Kun-
derd alone recording more than 1,000 new
seedlings for 1917) the work of producing such

quantities of each new kind as would make their

marketing profitable, is necessarily slow.

As the result, while the trade abounds with

new comers of rare shapes, sizes and colors, the

number available in the open market is really

surprisingly small. The present limitations of

European importations are adding impetus to

home activities so that we may look for really

important events in Gladiolus during the next

few years.

Among those offered through catalogues and

other channels, we note:

Evelyn Kirtland. A seedling from the well

known Mrs. Erancis King and said to be one

of the tallest in existence. Rosy pink, darker

at the edges, fading to shell-pink at the centre,

with scarlet blotches on lower petals (Austin

Coleman).
Bertrex, a white, with lilac lines in the throat

(Hallauer).

Prosperity has flowers as large as those of

Peace and War. Color, a bright rose, shading

to madder-lake except on the lowest segment
which has a chamois-yellow base. The an-

thers are violet, styles white (Cowee).

Badenia , said to be the best blue Gladiolus to

date “is giving much better results since be-

coming acclimated and growers seem well

pleased with spikes secured from American-

grown bulbs” ( 1 racy).

Amethyst, a bedding variety of deep

amethyst color, slightly suffused rose (Tracy).

growers asked, failed to vote, or misunderstand-
ing the question, pointed particularly to novel-
ties. Our object was to get a popular vote on the

most adaptable varieties. The result is in-

teresting in so far as a few varieties did se-

cure three votes. 1 hese are presented here-

with, and the comments given are gathered
from all the various remarks sub-

mitted.

Countess of Lonsdale. 1 he favorite Cactus
from every point of view. Regret it has not a

more distinctive color. Flowers average four

inches in diameter on good stems. Height
of plant three feet. Color, salmon and ap-

ricot.

Delice. Decorative. Rose-pink, beautiful

color. Good grower, free flowering, blooms
average four inches, borne well above the

foliage. Excellent keeper.

Geisha. Peony-flowered. One of the largest

Dahlias grown. Individual form. Strange
color combination—scarlet, yellow and gold.

Flowers five to six inches. Plants medium
height. Stems drooping. Distinctively for

garden purposes. One of the most striking in

cultivation. Early and continuous bloomer.

llortulanus Fiet. Decorative. Salmon and
yellow. Very free flowering. Tall grower,
stems three feet long.

Kalif. Hybrid Cactus. Bright scarlet, im-

mense size and held on long erect stems.

Plant five feet high. Never fails, no matter
what the conditions are.

Mina Burgle. Decorative. Scarlet. Near-
est perfection of any I have grown. Very free

flowering. Stems wiry and stiff. No fen-

dency to droop. Good habit of plant, branch-

ing freely. Flowers medium to large. Good
keeper.

This gives the six sought. No other var-

iety was selected by more than one grower.

When doctors differ, who shall decide:

Margaret. Carmine with large white

blotch on the lower petals, the white and car-

mine blending into a violet tint. Flowers are

arranged in two rows, facing the same way and

set without crowding (Vaughan).
Sunbeam. A golden yellow hybrid of the

Primulinus type (Vaughan).
Lily White. White, with a sulphurous tint

in throat which completely fades when spikes

are placed in water (Kunderd).

Among the “ruffled” Gladiolus (Kunderdi

type) the following record further progress:

Crinkles. Pink with lavender-rose tint.

Professor Bailey’s choice in New Ency-

clopedia of American Horticulture as being

the most pronounced type to date, among
“ ruffled ” Gladiolus.

Pride of Lancaster. Orange-salmon, with

deeper orange throat.

Rose Glory. Rose-pink, deeper in throat

(Kunderd).

“When Doctors Differ”

From left to right. War. peace. Prosperity (Cowce). The
colorings are fittingly appropriate

IfHAT are the best half dozen Dahlias for

' all around garden use

?

1 his question was

at before the leading Dahlia specialists who
ere asked to name the selected six without any

ference to class or color—a difficult problem

e will admit, and our thanks are due in pro-

artion to those who have given the replies.

These represent the Dahlia interest

om coast to coast and are as follows:

lessrs. Alexander, Burns, Chapman, C lark,

•uthie, Kerr, Mastick and Willmore. Other
The light violet blue of Badenia is unique. Vigor said to be

improved by domestic cultivation
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Strong two year old growing plants that will bloom profusely this year. The very finest
standard sorts as well as the latest introductions of the world’s most famous hybridizers.
Roses for every purpose—for cutting, for bedding, for porches, for hedges, for pergolas,
f°r hardy borders.

The Dreer Dozen Hardy Everblooming Hybrid Tea Roses
will furnish a constant supply of blooms throughout the Summer and Autumn, and include
the best of every color.

Caroline Testout: Full globular flowers stance, and just as handsome in the full blown
of bright satiny-rose; very fragrant. flower as in the bud form.

General MacArthur: Rich crimson scarlet. Lady Ashtown: Produces perfect blooms under
Healthy vigorous grower, producing its sweetly all weather conditions. The flowers are large,

scented flowers of good form in great profusion. double with high pointed centre, and are produced

Jonkheer J. L. Mock: One of the best bed- on lon
g

5
j?
ms : splendid for cutting; in color a soft

ding varieties. The flowers, on long stiff stems, ro3e
.
shading to yellow at the base of the petals,

large size and perfect form, of a deep imperial Lady Alice Stanley: Absolutely perfect in

pink, the outside of the petals silvery rose white. form, color, size, freedom of bloom and fra-

Kaiserin Augusta Victoria: Soft pearly grance. In color a beautiful shade of coral rose.,

white, tinted with just enough lemon in the the inside of the petals shading to flesh pink with

centre to relieve the white; remarkably fragrant, deeper flushes.

beautifully formed flowers on long graceful stems. Laurent Carle: Produces its large deliciously

Killarney: One of the most popular of garden scented, brilliant carmine flowers throughout

roses. Sparkling brilliant pink, buds long and the season, nearly as good in hot, drv weather

THE GORGEOUS,
Satin-like Blossoms of

MEEHAN’S

Mallow Marvels
are of such surpassing beauty that they
are considered the sensation of the plant

world to-day.

From mid-summer until frost, when the sturdy
5-foot bushes are covered with the enormous flowers,

the effect is really dazzling.

Even a single specimen, while in bloom, is the most con-
spicuously beautiful feature of the lawn or yard, and,

used in masses, they dominate the entire grounds. 1 hese

absolutely hardy perennials were originated by us, and
naturally should be obtained from us. No flower-lover

can afford to be without them. Order NOW.
Strong 2-year roots, Pink or White, 50 cents
each; 5 for $2.00; Red, 75 cents, 5 for $3.00;

mixed colors, 35 cents, 5 for $1.50

Write for our 1917 Handbook To-day
It describes in detail hundreds of specially choice, well-grown
Trees, Shrubs, and Hardy Flowering Plants, and tells how

to grow tjiem successfully.
Mailed FREE.

Thomas Meehan & Sons
6717 Chew St., Germantown

PHILADELPHIA - PENNA.

Springtime
at Mayfair

means meadow and woodland gay with Daffo-

dils, gardens glorious with the stately 1 ulips.

Your own personality—not the salesman’s, nor

the catalogue’s, not even your neighbor’s—will

be expressed in your garden, if you spend an

hour at Mayfair choosing the varieties you wish

to have next spring.

The Flowers Wait for You
and I will gladly tell you when to come. If

you are too far away, my Blue Book is the best

substitute for a personal visit. If you cannot
come, my Blue Book will go to you.

CHESTER JAY HUNT
Mayfair

Dept. A Little Falls, N. J.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing —and we will, too
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Let us help you select the

fountain that will meet your

particular needs.

We issue separate catalogues of Display

Fountains, Drinking Fountains, Bird Foun-

tains, Electroliers, Vases, Grilles and Gate-

ways, Settees and Chairs, Statuary, Aqua-

riums, Tree Guards, Sanitary Fittings for

stables and cow barns.

Fountains
Whether for the open lawn

or shady nook, Mott Fountains

blend in charmingly with their

surroundings.

Address Ornamental Department

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, Fifth Ave. and 17th Street, New York

JUST WHAT I NEEDED!
“I feel it is only right to tell you that while

I received many much more expensive
books. yet none in which the subject is treated
as interestingly and practically as you have
done in your book. How to Beautify Your
Home Grounds.’

"

—W. S. Forbes, Winchester, Mass.
“Your book. How to Beautify Your Home

Grounds’, is filled with very helpful informa-
tion and suggestions of just the kind I need.”

—A. M. Conwell. Oxford, Ohio.
This book enables the beginner to secure re-

sults expected only by an expert 1 1 also tells

what, where and how to plant, prune and care for Roses, Shrubs,
Hedges, Climbing Vines, etc. Describes each shrub and plant in de-
tail, blooming season, etc 10 cents per copy. Money back if not satisfied

WILLIAM P. STARK NURSERIES
Box 468, Stook CityJftc.

COMMERCIAL

If you use HUMES try the ideal

Natural Humus—coarse, fibrous and
in an active state of decomposition.

The HUMUS that is different and

always reliable.

COMMERCIAL HUMUS CO.,
504 Firemans Bldg..

NEWARK, N.J.

REMEMBER THE NAME—COMMERCIAL HUMUS

For Bigger gHH A
Better Crops IT J\jtV 1
With Sherwin-Williams Dry Powdered
INSECTICIDES & FUNGICIDES
Sherwin-Williams makes the only real Dry Lime-Sulfur on the market.

Like other Sherwin-Williams dry powdered insecticides and fungicides, it

contains practically no water. Cheap to ship—easy to handle—can’t freeze

—gives maximum killing power at minimum expense.

Lime-Sulfur
Arsenate of Lead

Tuber-tonic
Fungi-Bordo

) All in

Dry Powdered

\ Form

Send for our Spraying Literature

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
Insecticide and Fungicide Makers

657 Canal Road, Cleveland, O.

Crown Grafting; An Easy Way
to Make Over Old Trees

TAID you ever graft a fruit tree? It is

wonderful when you come to think of it:

that the tiny cutting inserted into a foreign

stalk, should grow and expand and assert its

own individuality above that of the root that
feeds it. Our most popular form of grafting is

the cleft; that where the stock is split and the
cutting or cions inserted into either side of the
stock. And this often gives good results, but
did you ever try the crown graft?

My experience with cleft grafting was not as

satisfactory as one is led to expect from the
description of it. Out of a possible dozen at-

tempts, only one lived. It is true that the
stalk-wood was of considerable size (two or

three inches), but had this been of rapid

growth, it might have been successful. As it

was, the growth was comparatively old on half

starved trees and the grain of the wood con-

siderably twisted.

When the next season came around, we de-

cided to know why and it was soon evident

from a few experiments that the twist of the

slow growing stock was responsible for the fact

that the cions did not engage the bark prop-

erly. So right here we stopped and consulted

the little book. This stated that it was a

popular form abroad for large stalks, but the

native experts had never heard of it. As
described by the Government pamphlet, it

consisted in cutting the cions evenly wedge
shape (a long cut) and inserting them between
the bark and the wood of the stock. Right

here you will note that the two bark surfaces of

the cion engage the bark of the stock their

whole length, wherein the cleft cion is generally

inclined slightly outward so as not to miss a

jointure and thus reduces the area of the meet-

ing.

When we carried out the directions literally,

we found that the pressure necessary’ to force

the cion into place was sure to strip the bark

from its rather slender wedge. So we tried

inserting a pen-knife between the bark and
wood of the stalk, being careful not to injure

the bark. This proved successful and easy.

There was no binding to be done. 1 he

bark did the binding and wax was banked
about the cion at the point of its insertion.

The tips of cions also were waxed. On the

smaller stalks we used from three to four cions

and on the larger from five to eight. Of
course the cut made in the stock was pitched

to shed water.

Our luck with the crown graft was very satis- .

factory’; out of all that we put into eight trees

—from one to three in each, not one was lost.

Some that did not respond at all at first

were given up as hopeless, but even these came
on later and showed up well. I he reason for

this irregularity lay in the vigor of the stock,

the stronger coming first.

(Continued on page 246)

The Readers ’ Sendee uill gladly furnish information about Retail Shops
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Lilacs andRare Ornamental
Shrubs

We specialize in Lilacs on their own roots.

Our collection comprises the finest of the latest J
introduction.

CEDAR HILL NURSERY
BROOKVILLE. LONG ISLAND

Post Office: Glenhead, L. /.

Albert Lahodeny, Mgr. T. A. Havemeyer, Prop. §

Bobbink & Atkins

Special FeatureiTSflfring Planting

ROSE

S

FLOWERING SHRUBS
HARDY OLD FASHION FLOWERS

OUR GIANT FLOWERING MARSHMALLOW
SHADE AND FRUIT TREES

VINES AND CLIMBERS
RHODODENDRONS
EVERGREENS

and 150 other specialties

500 acres of Nursery; half a million feet under grass.

Visit our Nurseries, only 8 miles from New York, or
write for our complete Illustrated Catalogue.

Rutherford,New Jersey

Grow your own Vegetables
Continued rise in food-costs makes a garden of

your own more desirable than ever.

You can make it pay big crop-dividends by using

Planet Jr Garden Implements. They do the work
of three to six men, or enable you to cultivate four

times the acreage possible with ordinary implements,
because they are especially designed to save time
and labor and are scientifically constructed of the

finest materials to give lifetime service. Used for

over 45 years and by over two million farmers and
gardeners with greatest success. Fully guaranteed.

Planet Jr Garden Implements
No. 25 Planet Jr Combined Hill and Drill Seeder, Double

and Single Wheel Hoe, Cultivator and Plow will work two
acres of ground a day. It is a great tool for the family garden,

onion grower, or large-scale gardener. Is a perfect seeder and
combined double and single wheel-hoe. Unbreakable steel frame.

No. 17 Planet Jr is the highest type of single-wheel hoe made.
Its light durable ingenious construction enables a man, woman,
or boy to do the cultivation in a garden in the easiest, quickest

and best way.
Use these tools and cut down living costs. We make 32 styles

of seed drills and wheel hoes—various prices.

New 72-page Catalog, Free!
Illustrates Planet Jrs doing actual farm and garden work, and describes over

70 different tools including Seeders, Wheel-Hoes, Horse-Hoes, Harrows, Orchard,
Beet, and Pivot-Wheel Riding Cultivators. IVnu postal jor it to-day\

S. L, ALLEN&CO., Boxll08S, Philadelphia

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Carden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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-Timely Topics—
Slowly but surely, the fact is brought

home to all Americans that a. food

shortage of serious proportions is con-

fronting the nation. The staples of life

—wheat and potatoes—are unusually

short. Stocks of canned goods are al-

most exhausted. Canned vegetables

will be at a premium before the next

season’s crop is ready.

Because of this, we consider it the

patriotic duty of every American to

help relieve the situation by growing

more vegetables. This is our first step

to popularize the idea of

AVegetable Garden
for Every Home

To help the beginner, as well as the

“seasoned” gardener, to score the best

possible results in the garden, we have
published a booklet, 1 6 pages and cover,

devoted to vegetables exclusively. It

stands for the last word ingrowingqualitv

vegetables with time-table precision.

Tells when to sow, and how, how much
to sow for any desired supply, how to

cultivate and harvest the crop, how to

have the kind of vegetables you like best

the year around! The price is io cents

which will be refunded in form of a Due
Bill accepted as cash with future orders.

Invest One Dollar
to Save Twenty

The following truly “pedigreed” vegetables

will easily yield $20. worth of vegetables in as

small a space as 15 X45 feet. All are of top

notch quality, easily grown by anybody, in

most any soil.

For One Dollar, we will mail postpaid,

one regular packet each of

Bean, Bountiful— flat green-podded
Bean, Brittle IVax—round-podded
Beet, Detroit Dark Red—early, sweet

Carrot, Chantenay—fine flavored

Corn, Golden Bantam—sweetest

Cucumber, Davis Perfect—very tender

Endive, Green Curled—fine salad plant

Lettuce, Early Curled Simpson—loose heads
Lettuce, IVayahead—early butterhead

Lettuce, California Cream Butter

Parsley, Early Double Curled—for garnishing

Pea, Little Marvel—early, sweet, prolific

Pea, Thomas Laxton—excellent flavor

Radish, Sparkler—round scarlet with white tip

Radish, Icicle—crispest long white

Swiss Chard, Lucullus—a spinach beet

With each collection we will send a compli-

mentary copy of the booklet described above.

It will help you make new records with above

vegetables.

Other Items of

Immediate Interest

To the late starter among home vegetable garden-

ers, we can supply Cabbage, Cauliflower, Lettuce,

Egg Plant, Pepper and Tomato plants. Different

sized plants are available in tomatoes and the best

varieties are provided in all classes.

Prices and variety names on request. Write lor

complete free catalogue or, better still, start a vege-

table garden by ordering above collection.

"Stumpp&Walter Co
3
.°^NEw7Y^RK

eet”»

(Concluded from page 244 )

Our orchard was an old one much ill-treated

and neglected and considerably infected with

canker and blight. I hus severe cutting back
was necessary and in many cases even to the

main stump itself. In this the crown graft

was the saving grace.

All the cions were left to be thinned out in

the spring. Some even may be sufficiently

developed to be used as cions for the coming
year.

We had one tree that was simply starved,

one half was grafted last spring, while the

balance is to be done this season. But it

seems as if this might have been done all at

once, leaving a few water sprouts to keep the

spark of life going.

A word as to cions : Those which were cut the

fall before and kept over winter, did not do as

well as they might, having a tendency to dry;

those cut in the

spring did better.

Those were cut just

before the buds
started to swell and
were laid away and
inserted when the

leaves on the stock

were about the size

of a mouse-ear, and
even larger. Some
of the cions were
from clippings of

the prior late fall

that had laid under
the snow all winter

and as far as could

be seen they did as

well as the others.

As a matter of ex-

periment, cuttings

were taken from a

young tree—a seed-

less, coreless apple

—that the mice had

effectually girdled during the winter. The
main thing in these tests was that the wood

The old apple tree that was
crown grafted and saved for

better things

was dormant.
We would add a word of caution from past

experience. Do not put in the cions too

early. The stock should be in condition to

start the growth at once.

As for the crown graft, we take off our hat to

it; one takes very little chance with a Crown
graft.

Conn. E. C. H.

How to Pot A Plant

POTTING is one of the commonest garden

operations and yet it is often carried out

in a very careless manner. A huge num-
ber of plants come to grief owing to the fact

that they have not been properly placed in the

pot. Clean pots are very desirable at all

times, and old ones should always be washed

before use. The question of drainage is of

immense importance. A quantity of broken

crocks should be secured and one of these

which is of a good size and rounded, must be

arched over the hole. Then build up two or

three layers of other crocks as shown in the

photograph. Finally add a layer of moss,

fibre, or similar material. This ensures the

safety of drainage and prevents the settling

down of the earth in between the crocks—

a

frequent cause of an imperfect passage of

water. Now throw in a little soil so that the

pot is about a third full. I ake the ball of the

plant to be repotted and, if needful, loosen

the soil at the base. Now put the plant ex-

(Continued on page 248

)

YOl R rose garden should be
a joy spot of beauty and

delightful fragrance all summer
long!

That’s just what you can
make it with my sturdy-rooted

American grown roses. They
are unexcelled for vigorous
growth, bounteous bloom and
hardiness.

They will thrive practically

anywhere; coming up smiling

after rigorous Winters. They
will give you a sure first season’s

bloom profusion and be a con-
stant delight in years to come.

This is a rose stock that is bound to make
friends because of its surpassing quality.

My Rose Book tells the whole story of this out-of-
the-ordinary rose stock, and describes the most popular
varieties.

Gladioli
Joy Givers for Your
Mid-SummerGarden

THE modern Gladioli is excellently adapted
for either bedding or background planting.

The wonderful combinations of colors that it

embraces, go all the way from the magnificent

and gay, to the most delicate. Its charming
grace of habit is truly fascinating.
My American grown Gladioli bulbs are all plump and

healthy; teeming with life. They are quality bulbs in

the full sense of the word.

Send for my Rose and Gladioli Catalogue
To those unacquainted with the quality of my

Gladioli bulbs (to make them acquainted) 1 will
send a box of 25 choice, selected bulbs of named
varieties, anywhere in the United States for $1.

172 Broadway Paterson, N. J.

FREE
For Your Name
and Address

T HIS Spraying Guide has
enabled over 400,000 farmers,

experiment stations, gardeners,
orchardists. florists, to prevent crop ruina-

tion by insects and blights—to better

quality and quantity of yield. Sent free

for your name and address.
' Annihilates Bugs
and Blights that

,
Ruin Crops

and Kill Trees
Brown's Auto-Spray made

1 40 hand and power styles. Style No. 1 is pop-
ular for general use. Right size for 5 acres berry

plants, or one acre trees. Easily carried over your shoulder. Also
investigate Brown's Non-Clog Atomic Nozzle. Cannot clog.

Cleans itself automatically. IVrite /or FREE Guide To-day.

E. C. BROWN CO., 850 Maple St.. Rochester, N. Y.

Write to the Readers' Service for suggestions about garden furniture
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30 Named

Gladiolus Bulbs
$1.00

10 America, soft flesh-pink.

10 Mrs. Frances King, light

crimson-scarlet

10 Augusta, white with

purple throat or

75 Mixed Gladiolus
Bulbs $1.00

American Hybrids in a

splendid variety of colors

and shades.

Postpaid in U. S. A. east of the

Mississippi River. Points west

25 cents extra.

Spring Garden Guide

Containing cultural directions for

securing a succession of bloom sent

with each order. This guide also

illustrates and describes the best

in flowers and vegetables, and
gives many helpful suggestions for

successful planting.

Arthur T. Boddington Co.
Seedsmen Dept. G-8

128 Chamber* Street NEW YORK

Fraser’s Evergreens
Will Grow Anywhere

These evergreens are grown up here

in New York state, where they must
be hardy to survive They are used
to cold winters and hot summers and
will grow anywhere from Canada to
Florida. Send your order early and
plant in May.

Each 100

American Arborvitae. The
best for hedges 2 to 3 feet $1.50 $60

Dozen 100

Norway Spruce. Good for

windbreaks, 1§ feet $3.50 $30

Time is short—not much left. Order your
fruit trees and ornamentals now.

Fraser’s Tree Book will help you select both
fruit and ornamental trees. Send for a copy.

Get More Flowers this Season
The more light, air, and moisture your vines have the better they will grow
and produce blossoms and leaves. They get all they need if they have an

TRELLIS
on which to climb and spread their glory to the elements. They are made of extra

heavy, strong steel wires, held at every intersection bv the Excelsior steel clamp,
which is a patented feature. This gives them rigidity and strength to withstand
heavy winds and sudden shocks.

Dip-galvanized AFTER making. This completely solders the whole trellis into

one rigid fabric at the same time making it completely rust proof.

The arch at the entrance, porch-end trellis and fence shown here are all made in the same manner and of the
same materials. They are truly economical necessities for the home grounds.

Interesting catalogue B mailed for the asking

We also make a full line of Excelsior •—

-

tree guards, bed guards, fences,
3!

-
'

' "
- -

-

'

railings, gates, etc. V <

WRIGHT WIRE CO.
Worcester, Mass.

A LAWN EXPERT
will answer your lawn questions and advise how
to get the best lawns through the Readers’ Service.

The Readers’ Service gives Building

Information

SAMUEL FRASER NURSERY, Inc.

173 Main Street Geneseo, New York

SimplexWeatherproof Plant Labels

j

Permanent. Easy to Use. Always legible. For all outdoor mark-
i ing. Use on roses, shrubs, trees, and seed rows and you will

not forget the names. The writing may be erased when desired,

j

PRICES, Postpaid, Including Copper Wires
No. 1, size 3 x \ inches, 25 cents doz. $2.00 per 100
No. 2, size 4 x J inches, 50 cents doz. $4.00 per 100

At your dealers or from

STEWART & CO.. 171 Broadways New York

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy

S DOES YOUR
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

GARDEN 1

J
PLEASE YOU?

f

i If Not Consult

! FARQU tu > iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

9 South Market Street

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

Boston, Mass.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllM

‘dverlisers will appreciate yarn mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Adjusted for narrow rows

It’s Fun to Garden
Fun for the thousands who garden the
Pull-Easy way. You can put new life

into your garden—keep it healthy and
make it grow—do the work quicker,

better and easier with a

DULL-EA5U
Adjustable

Garden Cultivator
Instantly adjusted to any width from 7 to 18 inches.

Can be used as a rake if desired. Middle tooth

quickly removed for working two rows at once.

For sale by most dealers. If your dealer hasn't it ,

write your name and your dealer s name on the mar-
gin of this ad, mail to us with $\.2p ($1.35 west of
the Rockies and in Canada) and you will promptly
receive your Pull-Easy by Parcel Posty

prepaid.

Literature on request.

The Pull-Easy Manufacturing Co.
203 Barstow Street Waukesha, Wisconsin

S This Vine Will
Grow Anywhere

Euonymus radicans vegeta has been pronounced
the best American climber. It grows anywhere, climbs

to considerable height, the dark green foliage is beautiful

all the year. Red berries borne freely in fall and winter.

This climber can be used on walls, verandas, fence or

pergola.

No. 1 plants, 50 cts. each
No. 2 plants, 75 cts. each

Extra large plants $1.50 each

Send money with order—plants will be shipped
promptly. Ask for a copy of my catalogue of

Japanese Irises, Peonies, Shrubs and Evergreens.

AdolfMuller nu
dIs^b

Es

^NomstownTenna.

{Concluded, from page 246)

actlv in the centre and pour soil in all round
the sides. A potting stick is very handy at
this time as it is easy to ram the mould down
firmly. I his is really an important matter
seeing that air pockets in the soil may be the
cause of trouble. The roots of the plant on
entering these holes shrivel up and die. Fill

in the soil to within about half an inch of the
top of the pot, and the business is then com-

Use a dean pot and put in broken crocks covered with coarse
litter to prevent blocking the drainage

plete. A glance at the accompanying photo-
graph will give a good idea of the way in which
a plant should stand in the pot.

After repotting it is a mistake to soak the
soil with water at once. If it is suitably moist,

as the mould always should be at potting
time, it is just as well to give no water at all for

twenty-four hours. It is important that the
newly potted plants should be in a cool shady
place for the first few days, otherwise they will

flag seriously.

Never water a plant in a pot unless it needs
it. Roots breathe just like other parts of the

A properly set plant (left) and one badly potted. Note how
the roots are placed in the soil in each case

plant and, where the soil is waterlogged, there

will be very little air. I hus it really does pot

plants good to be allowed to become quite dry

now and again, always providing they do

not droop seriously. A reliable method of

finding out whether a plant needs water is the

tapping of the pot with the knuckles. If the

soil is very dry a sharp ringing sound is the out-

come; on the other hand where the earth is

damp the outcome is a dull thud.

Bournemouth, Eng. S. Leonard Bastin.

The Giant Tulip
Prince of the Netherlands
Darwin Tulip

Magnificent deep cer-

ise rose, margined pink, wi
with pale blue centre. >*,£

Beautifully formed
flower of unusual size. A
Giant. Vigorous stem and
foliage. A wonderful Tulip
for tall bedding and a superb
forcer.

Price:

$1.50 per doz.; $12.00 per 100

Many unusually beautiful
Tulips, Narcissi, Hyacinths,
etc., are listed in our Free
Import Catalogue.

You can secure quality stock very reason-

ably if you order before July 1st. Send
postal for Catalogue now.

QUALITY BULB CO.
824 Chamber of Commerce Building

Rochester, N. Y.

G I L L E T T ’ S
. Hardy Ferns and Flowers

For Dark, Shady Places

Plant your native ferns,

plants and bulbs NOW. It

is not too late to get good
results if you do your

planting immedi-
ately -

v'\ Send for descrip-

Ks" tive catalogue of over
80 pages. It’s FREE.

EDWARD GILLETT
3 Main Street, Southwick, Mass.

JAPANESE GARDENS
Most of the U. S. and Canada is

perfectly suited for delightfully ar-

tistic tea gardens and rockeries.

Surprisingly quick results at mod-
erate cost. This has been my spe-

cialty for thirty years.

Rustic Garden
Furniture

is highly ornamental and fits well in any garden

scheme. Made in substantial fashion from best

Red Cedar available, it outlasts most other kinds.

Pergolas, garden seats, chairs, summer houses,

rustic bridges, etc., of standard designs or made
according to your own ideas. I also make bird

houses, fern hanging baskets, and many other

rustic garden ornaments. Write for freely illus-

trated catalogue. Goods shipped anywhere. 1

D. P. VAN GORDON Cos Cob, Conn.

The Readers’ Service will give you suggestions for planting
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PENNSYLVANIA
Lawn Mo rs

£14 :

The easy-running action of

“PENNSYLVANIA”
Quality Lawn Mowers is

proof of perfect mechanism ,

therefore, little Wear.
Self-sharpening blades insure per-

fect cutting at all times without the

trouble and expense of regrinding.

Every blade is a cutting knife, made
of crucible tool steel, oil-hardened and
water-tempered, and cuts like a pair of

fine shears.

“PENN-
SYLVANIA”
Quality Mowers
are not only

the cheapest in

the end, but by far

the most satisfac-

tory in operation.

Your hardware

dealer or seedsman
will show you the

various sizes and
types.

"How to care foroem rree the Lawnr a pr
J
ac_

tical booklet by an authority
, mailed

on request.

Pennsylvania Lawn Mower
>v Works

1617 N. Twenty-third St.

Philadelphia

This is the hall mark of
I-awn Mower Quality and
appears on the handle of
all •PENNSYLVANIA’’
Quality Mowers:

“Pennsylvania"
“Great American"
“Continental"
“Pennsylvania, Jr."

“Keystone"
“Shock Absorber"
“Golf"
“Putting Greens"
“Horse"
“Pony"
“Undercut Trimmer"
“Braun Grass Catcher"
“Lawn Cleaner"

WATER.
SUPPLY
SYSTEMS

Piffi m
TO give an adequate uninter-
1 rupted water-supply with the

least “fuss and bother” is the aim

DEMING
Hydro -Pneumatic Systems

As a result of 35 years of specialization

on pump designing and construction.

Deming Systems are as simple, sure and
permanent as long experience, expert

workmanship and carefully chosen
materials can combine to make
them. Catalog on request.

The Deming Company
115 Depot Street Salem, Ohio

An attractive snug-up porch planting of Rhododendrons. Note
the charming link-up it makes between house and grounds

Rhododendrons
Results

The absolute dependability which
you can place in Bay State Rhododen-
drons, you can place in all Bay State
stock.

No matter whether it’s shade trees,

evergreens, shrubs or hardy flowers

—the stock that stands the critical

test of our long hard Winters, must
be hardy.

kAarw . Where planting cer-

HHPgjagK- tainties are the desider-

atum (and where are

jQhKP''- they not?) you can
plant Bay State stock

Sppt with the assurance of
'

its attainment.

Making your selec-

tions will he an easy
matter with <uir Hand

'T' H E lovely multi-colored hybrid

varieties which are so desirable, are

mostly grown abroad.

In buying from us you can have your
choice between the new ones imported

the year of your order, and those that

have spent a year or more in our nursery,

becoming thoroughly acclimated.

When we say “thor-

oughly acclimated” we
mean exactly what we
say. For our severe

New England climate

ruthlessly shows u p
every weakling. We
stand the loss of the

weaklings—not you.
The stock that survives

and comes to you must
have the backbone to

transplant satisfactor-

ily and thrive lustily.
The roots are not chopped off in digging. You get
them all. Every root ball is burlapped separately
when shipped.

678 Adams Street,
North Abington, Mass.

Marsh-made wood
trellises set off

to advantage the

beauty of your

flowers and vines.

MARSH
(wood'

TRELLISES
Stand years of exposure

Made of best Michigan White Pine,
painted green. Free from knots or blem-
ishes. A Marsh Trellis would surely beau-
tify some place around your house or
garden. Send for catalogue. Then see
your dealer.

MARSH TRELLIS CO., Weitboro, Mas,

Dahlias
The Brockton Dahlia Farm is again

to the front with the largest and best

collection of Dahlias in the United

States. All new roots, tagged, and
true to name. It will pay you to give

me a trial order — try me and see.

Catalogue free.

W. P. LOTHROP
East Bridgewater Massachusetts

|

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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'ABOWAf
r PolfERV^

Doubles tfie Garden’s Charm

Classic Simplicity is typical of the many
beautiful designs in our Collection

Galloway Pottery is everlasting Terra Cotta, made in a
variety of forms including Bird Fonts. Sundials. Flower
Pots and Boxes. Vases. Benches. Gazing Globes and other
interesting pieces that recall the charm of Old World
Gardens.

Catalogue will be sent upon request

GabowayTerra CoIta Cb.
3214 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA

Ever-

greens

Beautify

Homes

Our sure growing evergreens lend a finished

touch to any home. For 56 years we have been
furnishing choice, hardy evergreens to people

all over America. We offer you the choice of

the greatest evergreen stock in the world—over

50,000.000 evergreens on hand.

We give expert advice free—furnish sugges-

tions on tree arrangement. Write for Hand-
somely Illustrated Evergreen Book—trees shown
in true-to-life colors — Free! Get the book.

Don’t risk failure with evergreens of uncertain

quality. Get the book and get posted.

D. HILL NURSERY CO.

BOX 1066
Ecergreen Specialists

DUNDEE, ILL.

Insurance by Protection

\VTHAT with gathering the first spring
’ ’ crops, and planting the second crops,

spraying, weeding, and transplanting, May
is a month full of activity for the gardener.
Keep up spraying during May and June.

Grapes are subject to brown rot, so, as soon as
the blooms appear, spray with bordeaux,
summer strength. Peaches and plums have
brown rot and also are attacked by the cur-
culio; the apple tree pest is the codling moth.
For spraying these fruit trees, ij pounds of
arsenate of lead should be added to 50 gallons

of bordeaux to destroy the insects.

Summer pruning is necessary for all fruit

trees and grape vines. When the limbs over-
lap and the branches are too close, cut out so

as to let in more light and air. If blight ap-

pears, trim away the affected leaves or

branches and burn immediately. Thin out
superfluous fruit; five inches apart is close

enough for fruit and bunches of grapes that

are small or imperfect should be cut out. Too
much fruit saps the vitality of the tree and the
weight breaks the limbs.

Spray potato and tomato plants in their

early stages using bordeaux with arsenate
of lead. Sulphocide is spoken of as an ex-

cellent spray for tomatoes. Vegetable plants

need constant spraying throughout the grow-
ing season—every two weeks is not too often.

Grape vines need bi-weekly spraying until the
grapes attain considerable size, say until the
middle of July. 1 rim off the ends of thegrape-
vines and let in some light. Brown rot and
mildew come from too much shade in a damp
season. More perfect bunches could be ob-
tained by bagging the grapes.

V atch out for the currant worm. Helle-

bore has been found efficacious, also a

sprinkling of lime or coal ashes about the

roots.

In setting out cabbage and tomato plants,

put a collar of paper about the stem,
letting it extend an inch below and an inch

above the ground to protect them from
cutworms.
The early tomatoes can be set out in the

open ground by the end of April if provision

is made to cover them at nights in case of frost.

Have large earthen pots, or burlap bags, or

newspapers held in place by strong sticks, at

the side of each plant in readiness to cover

them every night.

Peppers and eggplants, if transplanted to

pots and sunk in the cold frame, need not be

planted in the open until later. The cu-

cumbers, squashes and canteloupes which were
started early in the hot beds, as suggested in

the February number of Garden Magazine,
could now be placed in the holes prepared for

them in the open ground, five feet apart, and
the individual 10 x 12 frames turned over them
to protect from frost and insects and hasten

them to fruition.

The latter part of May, fall cabbage, celery,

brussels sprouts, cauliflower, whitlool chicory,

main crop and late tomatoes may be sowed in

the cold frames. After the first garden peas

are used, turn under the vines and plant late

corn, such as Country Gentleman or Stowell’s

(1Continued on page 252)

Earliness Counts Most!
The vegetables you gather before middle

of June are worth the most! They will be of
greater value this year than ever before because of
current high prices. Make sure of early vegetables
by enlisting the help of

“Gro-Quik” Forcers
Insure earHer 'and larger crops of better vegetables.
Working on the principle of miniature greenhouses
they keep out late frosts in the spring, early frosts in
the fall. They hasten maturity, preserve moisture
keep vegetables clean. Quickly put together, easily
handled and moved. Patented wires and any size
glass do the work. “Grow-Quik" Forcers earn their
cost many times in one season.

Sizes, Shapes, and Prices for Every
Purse and Purpose

Tent-shaped forcers, as shown above, are useful in
forcing lettuce, onions, tomatoes, etc. S6.81 will
buy enough glass and wires of size A to cover a row
31' feet long. Wires alone $1.25 per dozen. Sample
wire of tent-shaped forcer mailed on receipt of 15c.
Write for complete detailsof this wonderful invention.
Send for Free Booklet describing Forcers and many

other garden helps.

THE CLOCHE CO., 131 Hudson St., N.Y.

Trade

A Powerful Fungicide for
Fruits, Vegetables and Flowers

Peach Leaf Curl, Brown Rot, Apple ’Scab. Grape Mildew,
Potato Blight, Cucumber Wilt, Bean Blight, Rose Mildew, etc.

Most inexpensive, i gal. makes 200 gals, spray. $1 to $2 per
gal. according to size package.

Booklet free .

B. G. Pratt Co. Dept. I 50 Church St., N. Y. City

Make Your Gardening
Profitable and Easy

The BARKER ^CuUivato"
3 tools in i. cuts the weeds under ground
and works the surface crust into a mois-
ture-retaining mulch—intensive eulthn-
tlon. Only garden tool that successfully,
in one operation, destroys the weed and
forms the necessary soil mulch. "Best
Weed Killer Ever Used.” Has shovels
for deeper cultivation. Self adjusting,
easily operated, inexpensive. Write for

free illustrated catalogue and special Factory-to-User offer.

BARKER MFG. CO., Ilept. 11 Oavld City, Neb.

BARTON’S
LAWN TRIMMER

TAKES THE PEACE OF SICKLE AND
SHEARS—NO STOOPING DOWN-

SAVES 90' c OF TEDIOUS LABOR

Cuts where lawn mower
will not, up in corners, along

stone-walls, fences, shrubbery,

tomb-stones, etc.

It is simple in construction

and made to endure. Makes
a cut 7 inches wide.

Price only $3.75 each . Send
Money Order to

E. BARTON, Ivyland, Pa.

Write to the Readers' Service for suggestions about garden furniture
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Deutzias
and Lilacs

are among the most satisfactory shrubs for

the home grounds. Lilacs form ideal screens

and backgrounds. For base or frontal plant-
ing, Deutzias are ideal. In our 800 acre nurseries, we
grow all well-known sorts of merit in large enough
quantities to make their liberal use inexpensive.

Kinds Worth Planting
Among Deutzias, we offer

D. Gracilis, shown above
D. Crenata. pink
D. Lemoinei, white
D. Candidissitn1»

,

white
D.Pride 0/Rochester

,

rose

Strong plant*. 50e each:
all 5 for $9.

Lilacs we recommend
Marie Le Graye, white
Charles X, reddish purple
Rubra de Marly . blue
ll'm.Robinson ,double pink
Michael Buchner, •• lilac

Slrons own-root plants.
00* r'nrh; all 5 for $9.50

Order Now for fall delivery. All will bloom next spring

Let our Catalogue help
It answers many questions about plants, shrubs and

trees; tells how to plant and use them to best advantage.
Write to-day

Xr New YorkAmerican Nursery Co. Bldg.

“^Perfect Lawns
And How to MakeThem is told in detail

in an interesting 16 page booklet re-

cording a quarter century’s experience in

lawn making. A free copy is awaiting
your request. Please ask to-day.

Grass Seeds for All Needs
In any quantity of Best Quality Only are my
specialty. Put your lawn problems up to me.
Correspondence invited from Golf Clubs,
Park and Estate Superintendents. “Every-
thing for the Links” my specialty.

William Tucker spfdati.t

.m -~ 35 Nassau St., New York

OSES sf NEW CASTLE
—the most authoritative book on rose planting, cultiva-
tion and pruning ever published. Beautifully printed in
colors, this valuable guide gives special prices and tells
all about our famous Roses. Plants and Bulbs. It s the
lifetime ex|«erience of America’s largest rose growers.
You will be astonished at our low prices. Tells how
we prepay express charges anywhere in the l

T
. S. and

guarantee safe delivery. Write to the Rose Specialists
for your copy to-day

HELLER BROS. CO.. Box S21. New Castle, Ind.

NATURAL HUMUS
6 Bags for $5.00

Every garden needs something to stimulate the soil; some-
thing to bring back its producing qualities.

NATURAL HUMUS the producer of better planrs and
greater crops WI LL DO THIS. Order 6 Bags to-day.

NATURAL HUMUS CO. 526 W. 179th St., N. Y.

BUY BULL
GARDEN
this year. It co&s 18 cents a foot, and is worth
every cent of it. Hose seldom wears out— it

usually dies and falls to pieces. Cheap hose
cannot last because it is made of worthless
compounds.
Bull Dog 7-ply hose lasTs longest because there is plenty of live

rubber in it. Letters come to us frequently, telling of lengths in

service 14 or 15 years.

Your dealer has it at 18 cents a foot in 25 or 50 foot lengths, made
5-8 in., with 3-4 in. connections. If he is out of &ock, we will fill

your order direct.

A 2-cent Stamp will bring you our practical booklet,

“Making The Garden Grow.”
You’ll like it.

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Compan
Department G

Irises, Hardy Plants, Lilies and
Japanese Garden Specialties

Send for our new 1917-18 Catalogue

Over 500 fine varieties of Irises

onc 1980 Montreal Avenue
St. Paul, Minn.Rainbow Gard

Cambridge, Massachusetts

ORCHIDS
Largest importers and growers of

Orchids in the United States
Send twenty-five cents for catalogue. This amount will be refunded

on your first order.

LAGER & HURRELL
Orchid Growers and Importers SUMMIT, N. J.

ROCKMONT
NURSERY
Boulder, Colo.

Offers a unique service to western garden enthusiasts. Centrally located for

the econorhical distribution of the most complete stock of ornamentals west
ot the Mississippi. Shade trees, evergreens, flowering shrubs and vines,

Hollyhocks, Peonies, Iris, Phlox. Specializes Colorado native shrubs
and flowers, including alpines and rock plants. Illustrated catalogue
free, if you address D. M. ANDREWS, Owner, Boulder, Colorado.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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BOOK
on Lawns
32 Pages
Illustrated

ROLLING
Frost heaves
the sod and
roots die out.

ROLLING
Rolling packs
moist soil
back about
the roots .

THE LAWN STORE
Step into the store where you see this sign in the window and ask

for their free book on lawns. You will find they have lawn
mowers, hose, grass seed, tools and everything you need for lawn
or garden. Ask them to show you the

DUNHAM WEIGHT ROLLER
TRADE MARK

By simply pouring water in the steel drum, the

weight can be regulated to suit any condition—soft

lawn, firm turf or tennis court. It can be quickly

emptied for storing away.
Roiling is not hard work with this tool. The axle

turns smoothly in steel roller bearings. The handle

is held upright when not in use by a NoTip Handle
Lock and the scraper cleans all leaves and dirt

from the drum.
Your lawn needs rolling NOW

TP 1 T\ 1 203 First Ave., Berea, Ohio
1 116 Uunnam {Suburb of Cleveland)

Warehouse: 270 West St., New York City
If your dealer hasn't the book, write us direct Fill with water to any desired weight

WEEDS! WEEDS! WEEDS!
(And why you have no cause to fear them)

THE ISBELL WEEDER HOE
Pulls the weeds instead of cutting them. Twelve
teeth pierce and pulverize the soil better than
any straight bladed hoe, with less than half the
time and labor; 50 inch handle. $1.00 post-

paid in U. S.

SIDNEY M. ISBELL Box 6 Jackson, Michigan

Glass Cloth
A transparent waterproof fabric, guaranteed to generate

about the same warmth and light as glazed sash, or
money back. For all forcing purposes. Sample 3x6 feet.

50c. prepaid.
PLANT FORCERS.

TURNER BROS., Bladen, Nebraska

SHARONWARE
S Rarely attractive in design, Sharonware

Bird Baths are constructed to insure the

safety of the birds when bathing. As the

bowl slopes very gradually toward the cen-

tre, varying the depth of water from § to

several inches, they quickly and easily

regain a footing. Because of this fact,

Sharonware Bird Baths are endorsed by all

| the Audubon Societies.

SHARONWARE WORKSHOP

Horsford’s

That
Grow

Our customers tell us that

our Vermont-grown stock
stands transplanting better

than stock from farther

south . Old - fashioned

Flowers, Wild Flowers, Lilies, Shrubs, Vines, Trees,
etc. A small line of selected Fruit Stock, the Hardiest

Varieties, are also offered. Prices very low for the

Cold Weather Plants
Lily Bulbs and
Flower
Seeds

quality of stock. Ask now for catalogue M.

F. H. HORSFORD, Charlotte,Vermont

The Readers' Service will give you helpful

hints in planning your new home

BIRD BATHS
Sharonware Garden Furniture adds charm
and distinction to any lawn or garden, 1
large or small. Visit our workshop where i

are displayed bird baths, fountains, sun- j§

dials, benches, flower boxes, gazing globes, I
vases, jardinieres, etc.

Tripod Bird Bath, height 33 inches, <£ *1 Q AA
bowl 24 inches Price (F. O. B., N. Y.) A O •vv

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

82 Lexington Avenue, New York City

Destroy Tree PestsLYY^ ££ &£
and other enemies of vegetation by spraying with

GOODSSFISH OILSOAP N?3
Does not harm the tTees—fertilizes the soil ami aids

healthv growth. Used and indorsed by U. S. Dept, of

Agriculture FRCC Our valuable book on Tree andn\LL Plant Diseases. Write for it today.

JAMES GOOD. Original Maker. 931 N. Front Sreel, Philadelphia

The Readers’ Service gives information

about Dogs and Kennel Accessories

BuyAburSummer CottageWholesale!
As low as $181 at our “direct-to-you” prices. Ready-

cut. Easily erected yourself. Shipped anywhere complete. Prompt

delivery Highest grade materials. Send for FREE book GordonA an Tine

Homes," with photos, prices and specifications. Write NOW .

GordoruVanTine Go. 6297 Case street

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back Davenport, Iowa

{Concluded from page 2j0)

YV hite Evergreen or Howding Mob, in the same
place.

Strawberries should be kept clear of w-eeds

and the fruit protected by pine tags being

placed beneath the bunches, as the ripening

season is about the tenth of May.
Asparagus cutting begins about the first of

April and is kept up for two months, after

which the plants are allowed to growT
. Aspara-

gus should be cut early in the morning and
kept in water until used. It drys out very
quickly and gets tough. Asparagus and all

other vegetables should be canned the same
day as gathered.

Keep up a succession of planting of green

peas, lettuce and beets and snap beans until

June 1st, stop off and begin again the end
of August. Plant com, lima beans, squash,

cucumbers and melons w'hen the apple trees

are in blossom. Keep up bi-weekly plantings

of corn, beginning with the early varieties,

such as Golden Bantam and Adam’s Early and
later Country Gentleman, Stow'ell’s Evergreen

and Howding Mob and Egyptian. The early

varieties are usually7 dwarf and can be planted

as close as one foot apart in the row's, w'hich are

two feet apart. Later varieties are planted

as far as eighteen inches or two feet apart.

The climbing Roses are sometimes subject

to mildew7
. A precaution is a bi-weekly spray-

ing of bordeaux from the first of March until

they bloom. Fkwvers of sulphur can also be

used if the bordeaux tvas not begun early.

Give bpsh Roses the same treatment, but as

bordeaux whitens the leaves, Lasher’s spray

could be used (see Garden Magazine, May
1915, page 224). It has been found efficacious

against the Rose chafer.

All early flowering shrubs should be pruned

immediately after blooming. A constant

stirring of the soil prevents baking, especially
(

after a rain and thus the moisture is conserved.

A dust mulch is very necessary7 in a dry climate

and cultivation should take place after each

rain.

Chrysanthemums can be separated and

transplanted now if it w7as not done earlier.

Put a few roots aside in pots in a protected

place and pinch off side shoots and buds to

make specimen plants. Tobacco dust or coal

ashes sifted on the Chrysanthemums and

Peonies and about the roots w ill rid them of the

black aphis. If Aster seeds are sown the

latter part of May and transplanted into the

open ground by July, they will more likely

escape the black beetle, but it has been found

that pepper plants planted beside the Asters

attract the beetles and save the Asters.

Dahlias planted in good loose garden soil,
j

not too rich, and cultivated often will do

better than if planted with too much fertilizer,
j

for they- are apt to run to leaf. Keep the soil I

stirred around the base, trim off all weak i

shoots and mix writh the soil a little bone

meal.
Gladioli are planted in succession from early

j

spring bi-weekly until July 1st, making thus

a constant show of bloom all summer.

Virginia. J. M. Patterson.

Watermelon Stem End Rot

WATERMELON stem rot results in a

decay of the melon, at the stem end. I

Cut and burn all w7eeds around the field 'i

during the winter. Spray with Bordeaux
j

mixture. Most important of all, apply a i

paste made of common starch with six per
j

cent, bluestone to the freshly cut stems as

the melons are being packed.
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A Better Lawn
-—At Less Expense

THE Fuller & Johnson Motor Lawn
Mower is designed for the large lawn
with numerous flower beds, shrubs and

trees, where great flexibility as well as large cutting
capacity is required.

This wonderful mower is large enough to cut five acres
a day yet light enough not to mar the turf, and so ex-
tremely flexible that it will cut close up to and around
trees, under shrubbery and along walks and driveways
thus entirely eliminating the necessity for cleaning up
afterwards with a hand mower. The

Fuller & Johnson
MOTOR LAWN MOWER

is backed up by 70 years’ reputation of the Fuller &
Johnson Mfg. Co. for the highest manufacturing integ-
rity. It is scientifically designed and built as a com-
plete unit. Indeed its balance and the details of the
mechanical features of the mower have received as
close consideration as has the motor itself. If it were
possible to dismember this wonderful Motor Lawn
Mower before you, you would marvel at the extraordin-
ary thought and study given to the planning of its small-
est feature—The infinite care used in the finishing and
adjusting of its smallest part—yet its greatest charac-
teristic is simplicity.

Write us now for full information and a copy of * A
BETTER LAWN.”

Manufacturers Distributing Co.
456 Publicity Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

$225
f.o. b.

Madison,
Wisconsin Specially

designed

for use in

Private

Esta tes,

Parks and
Cemeteries

V WOMAN FLORIST
» Hardy Everblooming

) Roses
On their own roots

ALL WILL BLOOM
THIS SUMMER

Sent to any address postpaid;
guaranteed to reach you in good growing condition

C

OKW RUSK COLLECTION
•*«de Itrown. Creamy White
ita Keld. Rosy Crimson
othllde Soupert. White and Pink
owflake. Pure White
idlance. Brilliant Carmine
•e*. Taft, Brightest Pink

SPECIAL BARGAINS
Carnations, the "Divine Flower,” all

colors 25c
Prize Winning Chrysanthemums 25c
Beautiful Coleus 25c*
Flowering Cannas 25c*
Choice Double Dahlias 25c
Choice Hardy Iris 25c
Lovely Gladioli - -- -- -- -- -- 25c
Superb Pansy Plants 25c
Pkts. Flower Seeds, all different 25c
'ty Five Collections for One Dollar. Post-
ild. Guarantee satisfaction. Once a customer,
vaysone. Catalogue free.

188 ELLA V. BAINES Box 70, Springfield, Ohio

My home is my pleasure. Perhaps it didn’t cost as much as some houses to

build. But what fun I‘ve had planning it! And, of course, the grounds have
been my greatest source of joy.

Moons’ helped me. First, by sending their catalogue. It suggested just the right

species based on the rough plan I made. And such fine, healthy specimens of

evergreens; not expensive, either, especially when you consider their size

and growth.

But, my secret. I was made a flattering offer to sell. I find the house isn’t worth
any more, but the grounds are. So, really, my pleasure has been making me
money. Moons’ have helped me. If I were you. I’d write Moons’ for Catalogue

No. A-3.They have a Hardy Tree or Plant for every place and purpose.

THE WM. H. MOON COMPANY
NURSERYMEN

Morrisville, Pennsylvania
The Moon Nursery Cc

White Plains, N. Y
Philadelphia Office

21 South Twelfth Street

HODODENDRONS-HARDY FLOWERS
The Most Beautiful

Flowering Shrubs
Catalog describes colors according to
the color chart of the French Chrysan-
themum Society. You can make har-
monious color combinations. Thou-
sands to select from, grown here sev-
eral years and have large root systems.
You can plant now and have a beauti-
ful show June first. Beautiful foliage.

Grown in Pots and Now
Ready to Transplant
We have a large stock of hardy per-
ennials which will give your old-
fashioned garden a riot of color and
fragrance this year. Phlox,
Sweet William, Hollyhocks,
Blue Bell, Larkspur and all the
old favorites. Prices are 15c. 20c.
25c. Most of them 15c.

Send for list of trees mid shrub prepared in boxes or bill balls ofearth for late planting.
Want them now 1 Have them note. Satisfactory growth guaranteed or replaced free.

Hicks Nurseries, westbury , l. i. Box M, Phone 68
Phlox

A Garden of Gladioli
for the cost of a few blossoms at the j
florist’s. The most satisfactory col- |

lection ever offered at any price.

40 AMERICA, the best light pink. m
30 MRS. FRANCES KING, flame |

scarlet, very striking.

10 BARON HULOT, beautiful violet B
blue.

10 GLORY OF HOLLAND, very fine |
large white.

10 NIAGARA, the very best yellow. J

1 00 Bulbs, Postpaid . $2.00

A Half Collection . . $1.15

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money B
back. Send for our list of low prices B
on Asters, Gladioli, Phlox, Iris, and M
other plants.

Asterdale Gardens
203 Stambaugh Building

Youngstown Ohio

Rose Arches
Seven ft. high and

four ft. wide

EXTRA-HEAVY
RUST-PROOF
$12.00 each

PAINTED
$8.50 each

Porch Trellis

and Arches

All sizes and shapes
made to order

Brook Trellis Co.
Maker and Builder

Fence , Tennis-courts
,

Log and Chicken Runs,
Tennis Net Posts

, etc.

37 Barclay St., N. Y.City

Write for Circular

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Your Garden Tools
The push -ahead-a-steD-at-a-time V
kind are the ones you want—with

high wheels to run easy over rough
ground, even with a woman behind the tool,

and with adjustments so that a boy or girl can
handle it. Tools of this kind will do as much in

one hour as you could with old fashioned hoes in
ten hours. Easy work and better results.

Wheel Hoes
and Seed Drills

Include 38 or more styles and combinations from which
any gardener can choose just what he needs. Accurate
sowing in rows or hills, perfectly safe cultivation astride

young plants or between rows, hoeing, weeding, ridg-

ing, opening furrows and covering them. 16 inch
wheels. Steel tube frame.

IRONAGE

Ask your dealer to-show them and write

us for booklet “Home , barm and Mar-
ket Gardening with Modern Tools."

BATEMAN M’F’G CO.
Box 352

Grenloch, N. J. ^

Also

Spraying

Machinery,

Potato

Machinery,

Cultivating

Tools, Etc.

No. 6
Drill

and
'> heel
Hoe

INGEE POSFS
Sturdy as Oaks XVV/ IfJ
Dingee roses are always grown on their own roots
—and are absolutely the best for the amateur planter.
Send to-day for our

“New Guide to Rose Culture” tor 1917
—it's free. It isn't a catalog—it’s a practical work on rose
growing. Profusely illustrated. Describes over 1000 varieties

of roses and other flowers, and tells how to grow them. Safe
delivery guaranteed. Established 1850. 70 greenhouses.

THE DINGEE U ('ONARD CO., Box 537, West Grove, Pa.

EVERGREEN AZALEAS
and other beautiful
Flowering Evergreens

THIS is the heading of just one of the de-
partments in our splendidly illustrated

catalog— “ Suggestions for Effective Planting."

Just now this department is of particular in-

terest, because all of the plants described are
conspicuous for their fairy flowers in the
spring. They are immediately appropriate for

arrangement on the borders of higher evergreen
plantings—about the base of the house or in

the garden, etc.

We will gladly mail you this unusual catalog
on request. Meanwhile, here is one of your par-
ticular favorites:

JAPANESE EVERGREEN AZALEA
lAzalea amoenaj

Each 10 100

PA ft. . §13.50 §125.00
2 ft. . . 18.50 165. IK)

2'A ft. . . 3.50 33.50 300.00

HA. X 2 'A, very broad . . 7.50

An (1 0 r r a Nu rse r i e,
William Warner Harper, Proprietor

Rox 100, Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.

G A R I) E N M A G A Z I N E

The Indigoferas for Late Flower

A LTHOUGH the majority of the Indigo-
x feras are found in tropical climates it is

foitunate that we have a few capable of stand-
ing the varying climatic conditions of this part
of New England. Most of the species inhabit
the tropical regions of Africa while a few are

found in America and also Asia. We read that
for more than two thousand years the value of
indigo as a dye derived from one of the species,

presumably I. tinctoria, had been recognized
in Asia but its use for many years was for-

bidden in Europe and a decree of the Diet in

Germany, held in 1 577, forbade the use of
“the Devil’s dye” as it was called, and it

was likewise forbidden in France from 1596
to 1669.

It was not till after the discovery of America
that Indigo was obtained in any very large

quantities in Europe, and the plant from
which it was prepared was found growing
wild in most of the tropical parts of the western
hemisphere; this plant was probably I. Anil
and was formerly cultivated in great abun-
dance in Jamaica. This Indigofera was found
growing spontaneously in Carolina in the

year 1747, and so abundantly that 200,000
pounds were shipped to England and sold at

a very good price, but from that time its

further cultivation was not -very extensively

prosecuted. We learn that the Aztecs were
well aware of its value as a dye. Recent intro-

ductions from Asia have brought to our gar-

dens one or two species that do not produce
'

beautiful dyes, but in return give us delightful

shrubs and beautiful flowers.

Indigofera Kirilowii was introduced a few
years ago from Korea by Mr. J. G. Jack.

It forms a sub-shrub about 3 ft. tall and
annually produces numerous racemes of large

bright pink flowers during June and July.

It spreads rapidly by means of suckers, giving

us an easy method of propagation, although it

produced seeds for the first time in the Arnold
Arboretum during 1913.

Another taller growing shrub, introduced

from Central China by Mr. E. H. Wilson,

and growing to the height of more than 6 ft. is

Indigofera amblyantha. The flowers are pro-

duced in slender axillary racemes, and are very
numerous and pink in color. Its great value

lies in the fact that these racemes continue to

lengthen individually and produce a succes-

sion of flowers from July to October. What
hardy shrub gives us such a continuance of

flowers as that? A few of the flowers produce
seeds that are contained in a long and narrow
pod. It propagates fairly easily from cuttings

which by the end of a year make large plants,

as it is a rapid grower in its early stages. This
is a plant that should find a place in every

garden.

Another low growing species and more of a

hardy herbaceous character is Indigofera

decora var. alba, a very useful plant for the

rockerjr or shrubbery border. 1 he branches

are slender and annually killed to the ground,

but they produce during the month of July
numerous racemes of snow-white flowers.

This plant comes from Southern China.

A similar much branched low growing shrub

is Indigofera Gerardiana, a native of the Hima-
layas, and acts in the same manner as the

formei in regard to hardiness. I he foliage is

neat and pea-green in color and forms a pretty

hush, but the bright pink flowers are not very

freely produced. This plant was introduced

from India into England in 1842, where it is

usually grown against a wall and is often called

Indigofera floribunda.

Arnold Arboretum. W. H. Judd.

Special Offer
Your Last Chance

Large Importation just received

Iris Kaempferi
Their beauty of form and wealth of <x>lor appeals to 1

every eye. In a gorgeous assortment, flowering the
first season, strong clumps, the most magnificent grown
IRIS, each 20 cts., per doz. $2.25. Per 50 SET $9.00.

Novelty Iris “Kamata”
the finest yet discovered in Japan. Great transluscent
BLUE Blooms RADIANT Fleur-de-Lis, each 50 cts

3 for $ 1 .00 .

Japanese Paeonies
Prime favorites with all landscape architects

Single Herbaceous. Lotus flowering like the beautiful Lotus of

Japan, in various colors. 6 beauties $2.50.

Double Herbaceous. Full globular blooms, rich and effective for

grouping. 6 various colors $3.75.

2 NOVELTIES. Ama-no-sode. Shell rose pink. Fuyajo. Velvety
crimson, reverse satiny white. Each $T.00 .

Tree-Paeonies. Magnificent shrubs of unusual vigor, bearing large, I

splendidly formed flowers, ea(h 75 cts. Doz. $8 .00 .

Have you a JAPANESE Hydrangea? These are among the showiest
of flowering shrubs:

Aiga-Ku. Brilliant blue. Beni-Gaku. Vivid deep rose.

Hortensia Involucrata, Double. Blush white. Each 65 cts.

3 for $1.75.

Novelty Hortensia Rosea. Flowers in large clusters of coral rose

bloom, each 75 cts.

Japan Maples. Adapted for groups or lawn specimens.
Acer Atropurpureum with coppery red foliage.

Acer Dissectum with cut leaves of fern like appearance. 2 to 3 ft..

each $1.00. Extra large, $2.00 to $3.00.

Climbing Japan Hydrangea. Hardy climber, glossy foliage, covered
with great clusters of creamy white flowers. Fragrant. Each 75 cts.

Magnolias. Azaleas. Bamboos, and various other rare plants, all listed in our
Garden Book. Send for it. REMEMBER, these are all HARDY plants,

of easy growth, and most adaptable to our climate.

H. H. BERGER & CO., 70 Warren St., N. Y.

AMERICAN GROWN GLADIOLUS
BULBS ARE THE BEST

We Offer The Following Subject To Prior Sale

Charlemagne

Each

$.30

Dozen

$3.50

Hundred

$25.00
Queen of the Blacks . .25 2.75 22.00

Eucherist .25 . 2.75 22.00
Empress of India . .

.

. . .10 1.00 6.00

War . . .10 1.00 8.00

Rosella . . .06 .60 4.00

Panama . .10 1.00 8.00

Niagara . . .10 1.00 7.00

Mrs. Francis King . . .04 .40 3.00

(D & S Mixture Special) .03 .30 2.00

DEGROAT & STEWART Dept A, Bath, N. Y.

YOU Should Plant

Because they represent a wonderful variety.

Because they increase in size and beauty each suc-

ceeding year and with proper selection you can
have a handsome garden with an everchanging
color from May to December. Here are the

names, both botanical and common, of a few

kinds you should plant this spring:
Anemones
Anthemis
Aquilegia
Beilis

Buddleia
Campanula
Convallaria
Delphinium
Dicentra
Digitalis
Monarda
Myositis
Papaver
Primula
Scabiosa
Rudbeckia
Stokesia

Tritoma
Valeriana

Windflower
Golden Marguerite
Columbine
English Daisy
Butterfly Bush
Bellflower
Lily of the Valley
Larkspur
Bleeding Heart
Foxglove
Bergamot
Forget-me-nots
Poppies
Primroses
Blue Bonnet
Coneflower
Cornflower Aster
Torch Lily
Hardy Heliotrope

All of these and many others all described in our new
catalogue, many beautiful illustrations. Tells

HOW TO GET MORE PLEASURE OUT OF
YOUR GARDEN

Send for catalogue and special offerW F kr IMP Specialist in Hardy
. H.. Old Fashioned Plants

Box 386 Little Silver, New Jersey

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers’ Service for assistance
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Ornamental
Flowering and
Fruiting Shrubs

S
HRUBS are usually chosen for their brilliant

flowers in early summer. What about the
rest of the season? It is possible to have a se-

lection of shrubs giving a succession of flowers

throughout the whole summer season, and later

followed by an equally attractive display of col-

ored fruits in autumn. Doubly effective and
ornamental are the following flowering and fruit-

ing shrubs selected fromourextensivenursery list.

These plants are attractive every month in the
year and will add a distinctive charm to your
garden.

Cornelian Cherry (Cormis Mas)
I ft. high £.25 each £2.00 per 10

Japanese Cornelian Cherry (Cornus officinalis)

3 ft. high £ .65 each £6.00 per 10

4 ft. high 1.00 each 7.50 per 10

Spice Bush (Benzoin odorijerum)
I§ ft. high $.25 each £2.00 per 10

Fragrant Honeysuckle (Lonicera fragrantissima)
2 ft. high $.25 each $2.00 per 10

3 ft. high .35 each 3.00 per 10

4 ft. high .50 each 4.50 per 10

Black Alder (Ilex verticillata)

1-2 ft. $.15 each £1.25 per 10
2 ft. .30 each 2.50 per 10

Chinese Christmas Berry (Photinia lillosa)

2 ft. £ .25 each $2.00 per 10

3 ft. .50 each 4.00 per 10

5 ft. 1.00 each 8.50 per 10

Regel’s Privet (Ligustrum Ibota Regelianum)
%

I ft. $.15 each $1.25 per 10
2 ft. .20 each 1 .60 per 10

Japanese Dogwood (Cornus Kousa)
£ .50 each £ 3.00 per 10

1 .00 each 7.50 per 10

1.50 each 10.00 per 10

Beach Plum (Prunus maritima)
$.20 each £1.50 per 10

.30 each 2.50 per 10

Silver Thorn (Elaeagnus umbellaid\

£.45 each £4.00 per 10

Arrow-wood (Viburnum dentalum)
£.25 each £2 .00 per 10
.50 each 4.50 per 10

Japanese Bush Cranberry
(Viburnum dilalatum)

£.75 each £6.00 per 10

We shall be pleased to send you our catalogue
“Home Landscapes” describing several hundred
species and varieties of trees and shrubs. Our
late planting list is now in preparation and will

be available to those wishing it. Besides our
general catalogue, we have catalogues on

“Evergreens for Summer Planting”
“Evergreens for Winter Planting”
Rhododendrons
Hardy Garden Flowers
Trees and plants for May-June planting

Visitors to our Nurseries are welcome at any time

Hicks Nurseries
Westbury Long Island, N. Y.

2 ft.

3

4 ft.

1-

l| ft.

2-

2j ft.

4 ft.

2 ft.

3 ft.

2 ft.

i Have you gardening questions? If a
plant fails, tell us about it and ask

1 help from the Readers’ Service.

The Kirke System is an ingenious, scientific method for using insecti-
cides or fertilizers while watering lawns, garden, shrubbery and foliage.
Greatest time. labor and money saver ever invented for garden lovers.
Write for illustrated pamphlet.

KIRKE CHEMICAL CO. 250 Robinson St.. Brooklyn. S. Y.

m

if

§

The left hand pile grown on Alphano fed sandy soil. Right
hand one from same number of hills, in same soil treated with
fertilizer costing three times as much as Alphano.

^ ALPHANO
RC0.US,PAT.0Fr. ALPHANO
Produced Three Times the Potatoes

At a Third the Fertilizing Cost

ALPHANO
RC9. U.S.PAT, Off.

W. BAINES, of Newport News,
Virginia, made affidavit before H. H.

Nobles, Notary Public of the following re-

sults secured with Alphano grown potatoes.

He states that half his rows were
treated with a fertilizer costing $45 . a ton.

The other half with Alphano at one-

third the price. In both cases a like

amount of each was used.

The above photograph shows potatoes

dug from same number of hills. The left

hand one is from Alphano fed sod.

It is evident that three times the crop

was produced at one-third

the fertilizing cost.

Be it also borne in mind,
that the soil was the loose

sandy sort.

It is safe to assume that
part of the increased yield

was due to the moisture

5— 1 00 lb. bags for £5.
i? 15. a ton in bag;*
lM 2. a ton in bag* by the carload
«§» I 0. a ton in bulk by the carload

F. O. B. Alphano, N. J.

holding properties of the rich organic base

used liberally in the making of Alphano.
Another factor was doubtless the teem-

ing bdlions of active mineral food liberat-

ing bacteria that this organic matter
puts into the soil. Potash is one of the

foods these bacteria are positively known
to unlock from the soil and make useable

to the roots.

Alphano in itself is rich in potash,

phosphate, nitrogen and natural lime.

Alphano is an All-In-One fertilizer. A
perfectly balanced soil ration, that is high

in plant foods and low in cost.

In use for 1

1

years.We stand

back of every pound sold.

Alphano is equally good
on grass, shrubbery', flowers

or vegetables.

Buy it, try it and judge

for yourself.

W.

RUDYARD KIPLING
For nearly a generation the acknowledged master of the

short story in the English-speaking world. A new volume.

UA Diversity of Creatures
11

Containing 14 new stories, with as many new poems, the first col-

lection to appear since “ Rewards and Fairies,” nearly seven years ago.

Cloth, net $1.50. “A Diversity of Creatures” is also issued in the red leather

Pocket Edition, which already includes the following titles:

Actions and Reactions
Birthday Book
The Day’s Work
Departmental Ditties

The Five Nations
From Sea to Sea
Just So Stories

Kim
Life’s Handicap
The Light that Failed

Many Inventions
The Naulahka
Plain Tales from the Hills

Puck of Pook’s Hill

Under the Deodars

Rewards and Fairies

The Seven Seas
Soldier Stories

Soldiers Three
Songs from Books
Stalky and Co.
Traffics and Discoveries

Published by The Century Company uniform with above: Captain Courageous, The Jungle Book, The Second Jungle Book.

Each, Net, in Limp Leather, $1.75

At all Bookstores DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we unit , too
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Dormant Rose

Plants
for Immediate Planting

We can supply in two

year old, imported plants:

HYBRID TEAS
Chateau de Clos La Tosca

Vougeot Sunburst

Dorothy Page King George VI

Roberts J. B. Clark

Konigin Carola Laurent Carle

Mdm.Abel Chatenay La France

Mrs. Cornwallis Wm. Shean

West Francis Scott Key
Mrs. Walter Easlea Viscountess Folkes-

Lady Alice Stanley tone

Lieut. Chaure Ophelia

$5.00 Dozen—$35.00 Hundred

Hoosier Beauty Gorgeous Cleveland

Mdm. Edw. Herriott

$10.00 Dozen—$75.00 Hundred

HYBRID
PERPETUALS

Frau Karl Druschki Merveille de Lyon

Ulrich Brunner A. K. Williams

Alfred Columb Mdm.Alfred Carriere

Gen. Jacqueminot

$5.00 Dozen—$35.00 Hundred

BABY RAMBLER
or POLYANTHAS

Geo. Elgar Perle D’or Rodhatte

Yvonne Rabier

$5.00 Dozen—$35.00 Hundred

AUSTRIAN BRIAR
ROSES

Juliet Rayon d’Or

$5.00 dozen—$35.00 Hundred

Also smaller quantities of other varieties;

and a full line of

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
and DELPHINIUMS

Write us your wants

Charles H. Totty
The Novelty Man

Madison New Jersey

Meetings, Lectures and Exhibitions in May
{The dates rejer to meetings unless otherwise specified)

1. Garden Club of Myers Park, Charlotte, N. C.,
Subject: Summer Gardening.

Lake Geneva, Wis., Gardeners' & Foremen's Associa-
tion.

Garden Club of Pleasantville, N. Y.
2. Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club. Daffodil Show.
3. Marshfield, Mass., Garden Club.
4. Pasadena, Cal., Horticultural Society.

School Garden Association of New York, New York
City, N. Y.—Arbor Day and School Garden Day of
New York City Schools.

5. New York Botanical Garden, New York City, N. Y.;
Lecture: School and Home Gardening Courses.

7. Park Garden Club, Flushing, L. I. Lecture.
New Bedford, Mass., Horticultural Society.

9. Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club.
Lenox, Mass., Horticultural Society.
Nassau Co. Horticultural Society. Glen Cove, L. I.

11. Connecticut Horticultural Society, Hartford, Conn.

11-

12-13 St. Thomas, Ontario, Horticultural Society.
Tulip Festival.

12. Horticultural Society of New York An. M't’g. Lecture.
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., Horticultural Society.
School Garden Association of New York, New York

City, N. Y.
New York Botanical Garden, New York City, N. Y.,

Lecture: The Spring Flower Garden.

12-

13 Horticultural Society of New York. Exhibition.
14. Park Garden Club, Flushing, L. I.

Rochester, N. Y., Florists’ Association.
New Rochelle. N. Y., Garden Club.
New York Florists' Club, New York City.

15. Garden Club of Myers Park, Charlotte, N. C.
Lake Geneva, Wis., Gardeners' & Foreman’s Associa-

tion.

16. Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club.
Rhode Island Horticultural Society, Providence, R. I.

Tarrytown, N. Y., Horticultural Society.
School Garden Association of New York, New York

City, N. Y. Annual Meeting.
17. Garden Club of Myers Park, Charlotte, N. C. Flower

1

1

Festival.
Marshfield, Mass., Garden Club.

18. Pasadena, Cal., Horticultural Society.
California Dahlia Society, San Francisco, Cal.

19. New York Botanical Garden, New York City, N. Y 1

Lecture: Garden Soils and Their Treatment.
21. Park Garden Club, Flushing, L. I.

23. Short Hills, N. J.. Garden Club.
25. Connecticut Horticultural Society, Hartford, Conn.
26. Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston, Mass. i|

Iris Exhibition.
New York Botanical Garden, New York City, N. Y. I

Lecture: Modern Methods of Producing Seeds for I
Farm and Garden.

Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., Horticultural Society.
28. Park Garden Club, Flushing, L. I.

30. Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club.

The New York “International”

TT WAS a great display of both plants and
A

flowers—highly cultivated specimens

—

that was on view in the Grand Central

Palace, March 15th to 22nd. The universal

comment was the simdarity to last year’s

exhibition, not only in mass but in detail, lo

a very large extent the same features occupied

the same places on the floor. 1 he attendance

was not so great as in former years, but from a

technical viewpoint the exhibits left nothing

to be desired. They were excellent. 1 he

Rose Gardens of the two Piersons, competing
against each other as before, showed better

finish, albeit the same treatment as before, and
opinion was about equally divided again this

year as to whether or not the judges had erred.

The decorative groups of private estates,

arranged by the gardeners, ran a close contest;

and here again there was much diversity of

opinion as to the fitness of the awards. Mrs.

Willis Martin’s presentation cup for the most

artistic exhibit in the exhibition was awarded >

to the group staged by Mr. Fardell for Mrs. I

Booth, Glen Cove. The award was made by I

an outside committee of ladies and was based

entirely on art lines. 1 his garden is shown in

the accompanying photograph.
Again, another leading feature was the 1

Rockeries. I hese were even more charming
than before and clearly reflect the demand that

has arisen generally for this latest phase of

garden embellishment. Naturally they typify

rather than illustrate, inasmuch as at the time

of the year when the exhibition is held, the

plants employed are all forced, and in con-
i

sequence, we get advance season combinations.

It would seem desirable that in future 1

exhibitions the management give attention to

a change of presentation. Variety lends in-

terest and life, and it is hardly likely that there

can be much better quality of the product dis-

played, nor can there be very much change in

the material employed. The opportunity for

(Continued on page 258)

Mrs. Booth’s Group at the New York Flower Show
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Earth Holds IVluch Beauty! These Books Will Help You Find It

result of Mr. Wilson’s years of search in Europe, Asia and America for beautiful material in hardy shrubs and plants,

experiences, particularly in his quest of the Dove Tree, are included. “The most important contribution to garden

Aristocrats of the Garden, by Ernest H. Wilson, of the Arnold Arboretum
suitable for American Gardens,

literature in recent years.”

My Garden
By Louise Beebe Wilder

A book at once practical

and inspirational, which
shows the possibilities of

the seasons in turn

through the year. Net,

$1.50.

This volume represents the

Some accounts of personal

The Bird
Study Book
By T. Gilbert Pearson

The Secretary of the

The Edition is Limited to 1 ,200 Copies

Boxed, Net, $5.00

Index Contains Over 800 References to Plants

16 Full Page Illustrations

National Association of

Audubon Societies here

tells the fundamental

facts of bird life for be-

ginners in a way to kindle

enthusiasm. Many illus-

trations. Net, $1.25.

The Garden
Bluebook

By Leicester B. Holland

A comprehensive manual
giving all the needed in-

formation about the 200

hardy perennials. Net,

$4.00.

Woodcraft
Manuals

ByErnestThompsonSeton

Manual for boys and
manual for girls, detail-

ing sports, games and
woodcraft lore suitable

for each. Net, 50 cents,

each.

FOR SALE AT ALL BOOKSTORES

in order to appreciate Nature. The big, fundamental facts, the
really interesting things that make every walk seem different, are told in the new

Worth Knowing Series
THESE books give a comprehensive and new familiarity with the out-of-doors; the everyday things

of Nature without burdening you with detail useless except to the trained naturalist. They are

midway in scope and appeal between "The Pocket Nature Guides” and the larger “New Nature
Library”; not as condensed as the former nor as detailed as the latter. They solve the problem of the

average person, who wants to know just the things worth knowing in the nature world about him. 192

illustrations, 144 of them in color.

BIRDS WORTH KNOWING TREES WORTH KNOWING
By Neltje Blanchan By Julia Ellen Rogers

BUTTERFLIES WORTH KNOWING FLOWERS WORTH KNOWING
By Clarence M. Weed Adapted from Neltje Blanchan’s Works by Asa Don Dickinson

Each Volume, Net, $1.60

Book of
Garden Plans
By Stephen F. Hamblin

An aid to the garden

planner and one which

enables him to approach

his work intelligently

from the standpoint of

the landscape gardener.

With many pictures and
20 blue-print plans.
Net, $2.00.

The Farm
Mortgage
Hand Book

By Kingman Nott Robins

Everything the investor

needs to know about farm

mortgages. Net, $1.25

PUBLISHED BY DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

Prolea joHr Garden
Jrorn jnseefs <3110/ cfj'sease

PREVENTION is better than cure. Begin
to spray your plants and flowers during

their dormant period and an occasional additional
application during the summer will destroy all in-

sect life and insure brilliant foliage, fine flowers,

perfect vegetables and fruit.

For $2.00 we supply our Imperial Home Garden Package mak-
ing fifty gallons of spraying material, enough for a f-acre garden
a whole season. With it we send a spray pump and our com-
plete spray guide for Home Flower and Vegetable Garden
FREE. All Imperial products are manufactured from formulas

recommended by the U. S. Government and Agricultural

Colleges.

If your hardware dealer cannot supply you, send $2.C0 to us di-

rect and complete package will be forwarded by prepaid express.

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL CO.
Ann Street, Corner Elizabeth

GRAND RAPIDS
50 gallons with Pump MICHIGAN
$2.00 express prepaid

r"
PAVED
WALKS

Kill theWeeds—once for all
Beautiful grounds can be kept beautiful—free from weeds

—

without paying the almost prohibitive cost of hand-weeding.

Owners of estates and homes, ground round about is steril-

country clubs, municipalities

and railroads all over the coun-

try employ Atlas Chemical

Weed Killer instead of costly

hand-labor.

Atlas comes in highly concen-

trated liquid form. You mix

it with 20 parts water and ap-

ply in ordinary sprinkling can

or cart. Atlas enters the plant

at the surface and soaks down
to the deepest root. Weeds
die in a few days and the

ized for all season.

One gallon of Atlas Weed Killer

keeps 6oo sq. ft. clean for the

whole year. Compare this with

costly hand-w'eeding which
must be done over and over again

Sample Offer /
We will furnish you a trial *

.

2 qt. can of Atlas on re- /

ceipt of $i.oo and this * / /
coupon, postpaid, if / / /
you mention your

dealer’s name.

/

dims W££D-KILL£R
Grass and Weed-Killing' Chemical

v//
/ / ..•••'

.** &$' N? ^ 6.

y
Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we wilt, too
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“Does Excellent Work in My
Garden,” says George Ade
“Gave perfect satisfaction,” says Charles F.

Corbin, of Corbin Screw Corporation. “Exceed-
ingly satisfactory,” writes Carl F. Lomb, of Bausch
& Lomb. You, too, can keep your lawn and
grounds green, flourishing, beautiful, with

i The Campbell Turbo-Irrigator
Assures your plantings plenty of moisture at

proper time. Gives gentle, rain-like, even shower,
saturating evenly entire circular area 80 to 100 feet

in diameter. Does not pack soil nor injure tender-
est foliage. Trouble-proof, lasts for years.

Our booklet, "Artificial Rain," illustrates
many other styles of sprinkling devices sold
at reasonable prices. Write for free copy.

GEO. W. CLARK C0..259-F Fifth Ave., New York

Use This Chest FREE

Alpine Primroses
are among the most charming of the earliest

spring flowers. They are hardy as oaks and
-their habit of growth adapts them ideally

for
Rockery Gardens

Try these famous strains of a famous
Scotch Grower:—
2 Primula auricula $i.oo
2 denticulata x.oo w w

| T^l

\
Hardy Plants

Special Offer :

—

We
7

1" se
,

nd a"
* 14 plants (cata-

logue value £4.75) for $3.50. Unique cata-
logue of Rare Hardy Plants Free!

WOLCOTT NURSERIES Jackson, Michigan

Wolcott’s
for

Moth-

Proof

' Cedar

Chest

Sent
on

Piedmont Red Cedar
Chest. Your choice of 00 styles and designs
sent on 15 days’ free trial. We pay the freight. A
IMi-ilmnnt protect** furs, woolens mid pinnies from
mollis, mire, dust and damp. Needed in every
home. Lasts for generations. Finest wedding or birthday
gift at great saving. Write to-day for our great cata-
logue and reducedprice*—all postpaidfree.
Piedmont lied Cedar Chest Co., Dept. - i . Statesville, N. C.

School of Horticulture for Women
In the
Garden

Box 105, AMBLER, PA.
Three short courses in Practical Horticulture for

Amateurs. Spring. Summer and Fall. Instruc-

tion and practical work in Flower Gardening,
Fruit Growing,Vegetable Gardening, etc., etc.

V ery moderate terms.
For particulars address

ELIZABETH LEIGHTON LEE, Director

GARDEN ^TOOL
5 P

For weeding, digging, plant*
ingandtransplanting-Handy,
rigid, serviceable—Changed
immediately to tool wanted

—

Nothing to mislay—Guaran-
teed by •‘Steinfeld.” famous

for the Food Chopper. Coffee Mill, Cot
Bed. etc.

8TKINFELD BROS., 116 W. 32nd St., IV. Y.

[TROWEL
WECDER

IN l DIBBER

I |

MOt
I l FORK

cheer and pleasure to the GATES AND
surroundings of a home. ARBORS

When writing enclose 20c and ask for
Pergola Album “//-jo"

Hartmann -Sanders Company
Elston and Webster A-Oenue - - - CHICAGO
New York office: 6 East 39th St., New York City

0Continued from page 256)

advancement and novelty rests in the pre-

sentation. One attractive feature of the ex-

hibition was a very large display of plants by
the City Park Department which indicates an
increased coordination of the various horti-

cultural interests of the community.
Ihe Tea Garden, under the auspices of the

American Red Cross, served its purpose as in

other years, and drew a proportionate benefit

from the visitors.

Philadelphia Rose Festival

'
I 'HE Annual Convention and Exhibition
-* of the American Rose Society was held in

Philadelphia March 20th to 22nd. At the

business meeting, held in the Bellevue-Strat-

ford, on Wednesday, March 21st, Mr. S. S.

Pennock presiding, the usual routine of busi-

ness was transacted. As officers for the follow-

ing year to serve from July 1st next: President,

Benjamin Hammond, who formerly served

the Society so efficiently as Secretary; Vice-

President, William L. Rock. Honorary Vice-

Presidents: Rev. E. M. Mills, D.D., W. K.
McKendrick, J. Horace McFarland, Dr.
Robert Huey; Treasurer, Harry O. May.
I he newly elected Secretary is E. A. White,
Professor of Horticulture of Cornell Uni-
versity.

Interim reports of various committees^ were
submitted on Rose nomenclature and on
Management of the Various Test Gardens that
have been opened in different parts of the
country. The work of the Rose Society is

broadening out rapidly, and the increase in

membership is in a degree due to the
splendid work done by the preparation under
the auspices of the Society of the Rose
Annual, of which the 1917 edition has been
issued.

The Rose Exhibition was a great artistic

triumph. 1 he floor of the Armory was com-
pletely filled with Rose displays chiefly by
local growers and florists. The decorative

use of the flower was abundantly illustrated.

Dreer’s contributed a distinctly educational

note in an exhibit which comprised a green-

house set in beds of Roses and filled with Roses.

Every plant was in flower, and there were
hundreds of them, and everything was
properly labeled with its name printed

in large type. Ihe famous Californian

novelty Los Angeles was on view, a vigorous

almost rank grower, with sturdy canes thickly

set with stout thorns, and the flowers a pleas-

ing shade of pink and of large size.

Another novelty, the introduction of which,
in 1918, will be looked forward to keenly is Gol-
den Emblem, which as seen at this exhibition

would appear to be the best yellow colored

Rose. Staged as an H. 1\, it is evidently

strongly impregnated with Pemettiana blood,

and the future will have to tell its merits.

“A Bit of Paradise”

'
I 'HIS is the title under which the Spring
-* Show of the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society made its announcement, and the
description may be said to fit. It was a splendid
exhibition of well-grown plants, and a fea-

ture was the Flemish Garden of Farquhar.
An innovation which may well be adopted
by other organizations wherever they hold

exhibitions was the presence of a staff of ex-

pert gardeners whose duty it was to give infor-

mation to the exhibitors to explain the exhibits

and in other ways do all in their power to

make the horticultural display what it is al-

(Continued on page 260)

SUNDIALS
Real Bronze Colonial Designs

From $3.50 Up
Also Bird Baths. Garden Benches. Fountain
Sprays and other garden requisites.

Manufactured by

The M. D. JONES CO.
72 Portland St. Boston, Mass.

Sendfor illustrated Price-List

Marshall’s Matchless

SEEDS
and BULBS
Our 1917 catalogue, con-
taining 96 pages, will

be mailed free on request

W. E. MARSHALL & COMPANY
Seedsmen

166 West 23d Street New York

^
BIRD HOUSES

Our Folder illustrating the best, most successful and largest

line on the market, is Free. Write to-day and compare values.

CHICAGO BIRD HOUSE CO., 709-11 So. Leavitt St., Chicago, 111.

FAIRFAX ROSES
MEAN thesuccessfulgar-
den. Grown in Nature’s
way they withstand weather
conditions anywhere. Plant
the Fairfax to insure a suc-

cessful garden this year.

Book on request giving instructions as to the

proper method of growing roses

W. R. Gray, Box 6, Oakton, Va.
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IMMOVABLE FLAG POLES
TEEL AND CLOTHES POSTS

No holes to dig. Strong

steel sockets driven. All

high-carbon galvanized steel.

Slip easily into sock-

ets, removable in a

moment. Don’t dis-

figure lawns, no de-

cay, last life time.
,,

Adjustable ten-
sion hook on
clothes posts make
clothes hanging easy.

Tennis Net Posts;

Back Stops; Fence
Posts on same prin-

ciple. 7:
,

.

Ask. dealers or write usfor booklet A
CHEAPER /

Milwaukee Steel Post Co. THAN v j Lj

Milwaukee,Wis. WOOD

Healthy Bulbs in $7—
Ten Superb Sorts for prepaid

For details regarding tkis remarkable offer, consult

page 68 of Garden Magazine for March. Lib?

catalogue on request.

JOHN SCHEEPERS COMPANY
Flowerbulb Specialists

2 Stone Street New York

DAHLIAS: 5 Peony for $2.00 postpaid. Dr.
Perry, velvety dark Mahogany, 50c.;

H. J. Lovink, white blending to lilac,

1 x:.; John Wanamaker, profuse bloomer of orchid pink flowers, 50c.;

ueen Wilhelmina, large white, long stems, 25c.; Wm. Reed Butler,
le of the finest pure white dahlias, flowers very large, almost full to
le centre, 50c.; 5 Decorative dahlias for $2.00; A., C. Ide dark crim-
>n, long stems, 50c.; Mrs. Fleers, a combination of red and rose,,

x.; Princess Juliana, pure white, valuable for cutting and decorat-
ig 40c.; W. W. Rawson, large pure flowers overlaid with amethyst,
lue, 30c.; Zeppelin, delicate shade of mauve, 50c.; 4 superb Cactus
ahlias for $1.00.; postpaid; Henri Cayeaux, old gold, shading to yel-
>w, 25c.; Mme. Henri Cayeaux, beautiful rich pink, tipped white.,in-;
jrved florets, 25c.; Reinie Cayeaux, ruby crimson, long stems, 25 c.

onne Cayeaux, white, somewhat star shaped, 25c.; Koemers White,
irge white single dahlia, the waxy white encloses a centre of a pleas-
Mg shade of yellow, 25c. Any dahlia sent postpaid at price quoted
r i of each, 15 in all, for $5.00. Ralph Benjamin, Calverton,
«ong Island, New York.

Reiber Bird Homes
because they supply the natural nesting conditions. The only
Bird-Houses that really protect and conserve bird life.

Scientifically constructed. The inner nesting
chamber, entirely independent ofthe outer walls,
maintains an even degree of temperature and

f moisture—an absolute necessity for successful
hatching—whether the house is placed in the sun
or shade. Prices from $1.50 to $30.00.

Reiber Bird Homes, Feeding. Watering and
Supply Stations are the result of the life-long study

' of E. H. Reiber, “The Bird Man," and are protec-
ted by United States Patent.

Designing and executing of Bird Gardens a specialty
We will gladly send you our book describing these ex-

ceptional Bird Homes.

y KKIHKK BIKI) HOMES, M eat Webster, N. V.

Arare combination ot practical and ornamental construction whicl

every King, from the simplest house to the most sumptuous r

out of the class of the usual and the ordinary.

Write for descriptive literature and tell us what you have in mind—Our
experts will prepare special sketches or we will send a representative if you pre-

fer without charge or obligation.

We will show you that you can own a King Greenhouse or Conservatory that will

add grace and charm to your garden.

King Construction Company
360 King’s Road, North Tonawanda, N. Y. 4

ALL THE SUNLIGHT gsS?**- ,'JLy JOSC'-i
ALL DAY HOUSES

BRANCH OFFICES: JrT ' 'T~~~
~ ~ -

New York, 1476 Broadway; Boston, 113 ij, DA\ ~

State Street; Scranton, 307 Irving //C'

| j
— f V

_A.*.
. Avenue; Philadelphia, Harrison //fC' \

! J I 1 I \\ »jaV\
Building, 1 5th and Market ’ft i

| I i Y\ \ \ \ \ ^
VVY

y
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Now is the ideal time to win bird friends—to bring one or more
families of these happy little neighbors to your home. For
they’re mating now. And you can find no more satisfactory

or attractive home for them than one of the many

Dodson Bird Houses
These scientific little homes actually attract birds, for they supply the needs

of these feathered folks. My houses are built upon knowledge grained through
23 years of study of bird life. They are always occu-

pied, for the birds like them.

Here is a 4-room Wren
House that is most suc-
cessful. Built of solid
onk, cypress roof und cop-
per coping. Price $5.

28-room Martin House
of white pine — venti-
lated. $12.

$5.00 for this
Flicker orWood-
pecker house.
Built of Norway
pine, cypress
roof and copper
coping. It is ven-
tilated and has
detachable bot-
tom.

JOSEPH H. DODSON
Vice-President and Director, American AudubonAssociation

709 Harrison Avenue KANKAKEE, ILL.

Bird Book Free
Be sure you get the genuine—

from Joseph H. Dodson, of Bird
Lodge. “The Man the Birds
Love.” My new book, “Your
Bird Friends and How to Win
Them.” tells how to attract and
protect our beautiful songbirds.
Also illustrates full Dodson line,
with prices. Sent fred with bird
picture in. colors for framing.

P
ROFIT and
LEASURE

in growing your own
vegetables this year

Atkinson’s
PREPARED

Humus
contains everything necessary for any plant and anv soil

Each Pound ("im«&£') will grow more than
Five Lbs. of Luscious Vegetables

A complete plant food to be applied occasionally as long
as growth is desired throughout season

Why pay extortionate prices for stale stuff if you have ground enough
for a kitchen garden? Atkinson's Prepared Humus, Cream of the Earth
top dressing, will produce a fine putting green or lawn quicker and cheap-
er than by any other method. The original, clean, odorless Prepared
Humus. Beware of imitations and substitutes. Apply now on lawns
for immediate results. Prices F. O. B. cars at warehouse BOGOTA,
N. J. 100 lbs. $3 .00 : 30 lbs. $2 .00 : 25 lbs. $ 1 .25 ; 5 lbs. 35c. Send for
300 lbs. trial order at ton rate $7.50 with instructions. Please send
your dealer s name with your order.

M. B. ATKINSON, Bogota, New Jersey

Dog Kennel No. 4 Poultry Housefor 200 hens—5 units No. 3 Poultry House for JO hens

HODGSON PORTABLE HOUSES
The Hodgson poultry and dog houses enable you to take care of the stock with the least amount of trouble. This dog kennel is well-
ventilated, sanitary and storm-proof. The poultry houses are made of red cedar, vermin-proofed, and are absolutely complete inside.
All neatly painted and made in sections that can be quickly bolted together by anyone. Send for illustrated catalogue.

E. F. HODGSON COMPANY Room 311, 116 Washington Street, Boston, Massachusetts
6 East 39th Street, New York City

%

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will
,
too
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TOWNSEND’S

TRIPLEX
The Public is learned not to purchase

mowers infringing the Townsend Patent

No. 1.209.519. Dec. 19th. 1916

The Greatest Grass-

cutter on Earth, cuts a

Swath 86 inches wide.

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO.
23 Central Ave., Orange, N. J.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the

TRIPLEX MOWER will mow more lawn in a day
than the best motor mower ever made, cut it better

and at a fraction of the cost.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it will

mow more lawn in a day than any three ordinary

horsedrawn mowers with three horses and three men.

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the

waves. One mower may be climbing a knoll, the

second skimming a level and the third paring a hollow.

Does not smash the grass to earth and plaster it in the

mud in springtime nor crush out its life between
hot rollers and hard, hot ground in summer as does
the motor mower.

Send for Catalogue illustrating all types of TOWNSEND MOWERS.

ENTERPRISE PROTECTIVE FENCE
protects and beautifies

An Enterprise fence is an unclimbable barrier—security against tramps,

prowlers, thieves and other undesirable persons. In addition to giving

ample protection, it beautifies and lends distinction to city homes, country

estates, etc., etc., and enhances property value.

Investigate—Send for Illustrated Catalog
Write today for illustrated catalog. It describes hundreds of styles, quotes prices, and. ex-
lains our free offer to make a blueprint showing all details of fence needed to protect and
eautify your premises.

ENTERPRISE IRON WORKS, 2422 Yandes Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

Specialists for 33 years in All-Iron and Send today for

Iron-and -Woven -Wire protective fencing this catalog

Stable HorseManure
WELL ROTTED

Dried and Pulverized or Shredded
In Bags or Bulk in Box Cars

Odorless, nutritious, conveniently packed.
For use of Florists, Landscape Gardeners,
growers and general farming purposes. For
grass and lawn, vegetable and flower gar-

dens, also potted plants. Long Island trade

a specialty.

M. McGIRR’S SONS COMPANY
264 W. 34th Street New York City

OUR SPECIALS FOR MAY
What $1.00 Will Do

6 Shrubs for $1.00

Rose F. K. Druschki Bush Honeysuckle Weigela
Butterfly Bush Hydrangea Clematis paniculata

10 large packets flower seed for $1.00

Aster Sweet Alyssum Hollyhock
Zinnea Sweet Peas Four o’clocks

Verbena Nasturtium Marigold
Candytuft

16 large packets vegetable seeds for $1.00

Lettuce Radish Swiss Chard Parsnip
Cucumbers Parsley Turnip Cabbage
Sweet Corn Peas Carrots Kohlrabi
Beets Beans Squash Onions

"Your garden lacks nothing we cannot supply.” Catalogues on request

SULLIVAN SEED CO., P. 0. Box 84, West Somerville, Mass.

May, 191

(Concluded from page 258) I

ways supposed to be, but hardly ever is

namely, really educational to the public.
To President Saltonstall, who originated the

idea, the thanks of the unskilled public was un
stintingly accorded.

California Dahlia Growers Unite

Y\/T 1 H the object of combining activitie;
’ * so as to act as a unit in popularizing

the Dahlia in the West, the two California
organizations devoted to the interest of the
Dahlia (The California Dahlia Society and the

1

California Dahlia Growers’ Association) have
been merged into one organization under the

’

title of the Dahlia Society of California.

The bulletin services united.

The Dahlia planting season in California
I

corresponds exactly with that of the East,
the season being late May and up to July

j

15th.

The officers for 1917 are: President, T. A. I

Burns, San Francisco, Cal.; Vice-President, I

Pierson Durbrow, San Francisco, Cal.; Treas- I

urer, F. C. Bums, San Rafael, Cal.; Corres-'
j

ponding Secretary and Editor, Newell F. Van-
derbilt, 725 Fifth St., San Rafael, Cal.; Finan-
cial and Recording Secretary, C. S. Quick,
Berkeley, Cal. The Annual Exhibition will be
held at St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco, Sep-
tember 2 1st and 22nd.

A Spraying Calendar for Roses

f
I 'HE Talbot Garden Club of Trappe, Md.,

(Mrs. P. B. Spring, Pres.) h as covered
in the convenient form of a card for hanging
on the wall directions for spraying Roses as

follows:

Early in the spring, before growth begins,

spray dormant rose bushes and soil thor-

oughly with scalecide or some form of lime
sulphur.

As soon as the leaves begin to push out
spray weekly with bordeaux, to which add
arsenate of lead, 1 tablespoon to 1 gallon;

or use Pyrox, a compound of these two.
Beginning May 1st, spray every 10 days

with 1 ounce Potassium Sulphide, 2 gallons

water, for mildew, throwing spray on under
side of leaves as far as possible.

For aphis or green fly use strong tobacco
water, dipping the affected branches into it

when possible. Also dust tobacco on to leaves

when moist.

For slugs or worms use a “contact” insecti-

cide—kerosene emulsion, or whale oil solu-

tion; also white hellebore (fresh)— 1 ounce
hellebore, 3 gallons water.

The following remedy for rose bugs is

recommended and is worth a trial: 3 pints

sweet milk, 3 pints kerosene, 1 quart water.

Shake well together. Add \ pint to 1 gallon

water, stir well and spray the Rose bushes,

wetting the ground thoroughly over the

roots. Use every 10 days during the bug
season.

A radical policy pursued in one garden for

several years has greatly diminished the an-

nual crop of rose bugs. The season of the bug
is only about three weeks, and by the time it

appears the height of the Rose bloom has

passed m this particular garden. 1 he blos-

soms are all promptly cut off except the very

green ones, when the bugs appear, and a star-

vation blockade established. The discour-

aged bugs disappear, and by the time the

Roses begin their second bloom the pest is

over.

After June all sprays may be used less fre-

quentl} -

.

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers' Service for assistance
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A Greenhouse for Every Need
Whether you are contemplating a modest lean-to or an ex-

5 tensive conservatory, you can secure a greenhouse of Moninger

|
construction which combines beauty of design with maximum

|
strength and durability. For fifty years we have been build-

|

ing greenhouses, both large and small, and we believe we can
help you to start your greenhouse gardening right by building

|
the greenhouse best suited to your needs.

Write us of your plans and we will be glad to send you
1 sketches and estimates without charge.

Send for our new booklet which tells you

what to plant in your under-glass garden.
I

1

JOHN C. MONINGER CO.
CHICAGO CINCINNATI NEW YORK

924 Blackhawk St 2316 Union Trust Bldg. 814 Marbridge Bldg.

1

1

Beware of Imitations of G & B
PEARL Wire Cloth—

THE great demand G & B PEARL Wire Cloth has created through
its remarkable wear qualities has brought a flood of imitations and
substitutes on the market. These other screen materials may look

a little like PEARL—at first—but they don’t, can’t and won’t stand up
in use or wear anywhere near as long as genuine G & B PEARL screens.

Spend a little time making sure you’re getting genuine G & B PEARL
so as to avoid spending a lot of time later in painting and repairing
screens. Look for the two Copper Wires in the Selvage and the Round
Tag which appear on every roll of real G & B PEARL.

There*s a retailer near you who sells and recommends G IAB
PEARL for permanently screening doors

, windows and porches.
See him or write us direct for samples and literature. Address
Dept N.

The Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co.
New York, Georgetown, Conn., Chicago, Kansas City

Pearl is made in two weights—regular and extra heavy

The best Hardware Dealer in your city sells "PEARL"

For every flower, every plant, there

is "just the right’ piece of Fulper

POTTERY
Exquisite forms—Wonderful Colors,

Individual, Decorative

Sold by best stores everywhere

Halftone portfolio on request

FULPER
. New York Studios

333 4th Avenue
Old Tiffany Studio Bldg.

0
Potteries at

Flemington, N. J.

THE DV PLEX ALCAZAR
TWO RANGES IN ONE

D Made in two types: One using wood or coal and Gas: the other
burning wood or coal and Oil. No changes necessary for different

fuels—no parts to be removed or replaced. The DUPLEX ALCA-
ZAR means better cooking and a more comfortable kitchen the
whole year ’round—at less cost.

r One of the largest and most progressive stove factories in Amer-
ica is responsible for the DUPLEX ALCAZAR and it is made in

steel, cast iron and porcelain construction in styles to suit every
taste and need.

T See it at your dealer’s in the type and style best suited to the
needs of your section. Or write us for descriptive literature, men-
tioning whether you are interested in Gas or Oil type.

Alcazar Range & Heater Company
381 Cleveland Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.

M2 lyiliDlllirill 1™* 1!

SEND for

DUPLEX
ALCAZAR
Catalogues
FREE

on request

Two Ranges in the Same Stove!
XN the Summer when you want to cook and keep the kitchen cool, use gas or oil; in 7

I the Winter when you want to cook and keep the kitchen warm, burn wood or coal— m
and do it all in the same range. The wonderful DUPLEX ALCAZAR is two ranges in

one and burns the different fuels singly or in combination.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Join the

American

Red
Cross

O' /

QUALITY RED POTS
Made of best material by skilled labor,
uniformly burned and carefully packed.

Famous “Moss-Aztec” Ware
includes Azalea Pots. Fern Dishes,
Hanging Baskets, Lawn Vases, etc. Write
for catalogue and name of nearest dealer

.

PETERS & REED POTTERY CO.
So. Zanesville, Ohio

HIGH CLASS DAHLIAS
Be up to date. Plant the best. 12 Grand Giant Exhibition Dah-

lias, 15 Fancy Cactus varieties, 15 Choice Decorative varieties, or 20

Select Named Dahlias, all labeled, your choice, each collection, $1.00

postpaid anywhere. Or make your own selection from my new 1917

catalogue of 350 varieties. Gladly mailed free on request. Write
for a copy to-day.

ENTERPRISE DAHLIA FARM
HARRY L. PYLE Atco, New Jersey

b.i irajadsuftkTrei Underground Garbage Receiver
fm\

installed at your home in the early Spring Clean-up—means less

danger from infantile paralysis germs. Eliminate the dirty garbage pail. Before buying
send for our catalogue. It will pay you.

12 years on the market Look for our Trade Marks Sold direct factory

C. H. STEPHENSON, Manufacturer, 4-0 Farrar Street. Lynn, Massachusetts

Companions for Larkspurs
TAELPHINIl MS associate charmingly with

either Madonna or longiflorum Lilies.
As happy in association are the white Japan
Irises, single and double. An effect of great
richness has been attained by using Del-
phiniums for a background and massing Iris

Jomo-no-umi and Monarda didyma in front.
I be deep blue Japanese Irises and the charm-
ing sky-blue Kumo-no-sora, form, with Del-
phiniums, a garden picture that might well be-
entitled a “study in blues.”

I have often seen yellow suggested as the
appropriate color combination with Delphin-
iums, but the yellows do not, in my opinion,

Larkspurs alternated with Phlox as background
Iris and Snapdragon

• English Hybrid Delphiniums
D Phlox
Oriental Poppy Blush Queen
-{-German Iris (pale blue and pink shades)
Xjapan Iris

OSnapdragons

for Japan

bring out at full value the unrivalled coloring
of the Larkspurs. I have often thought
that the advocates of a yellow and blue
color scheme are speaking two words for the
yellows and one for the blues, for yellow is a
difficult character in the average hardy gar-
den, blue being one of its few- friendly asso-
ciates. Forget-me-nots, the azure Delphin-
iums and Anchusas are undeniably beautiful
with pale yellows, such as English Primroses
and the delicately tinted hybrid Columbines,
but the darker shades of both colors are far
happier apart. Nothing is more beautiful
with the matchless deep blue of the formosum
Larkspur than the snowy white of the early
flowering Phlox Miss Lingard, or the stately
Madonna Lilies.

The tall branching Nice Stock, Mont Blanc,
where it can be successfully flowered in sum-
mer, is beautiful as a foreground planting for

Delphiniums. A white Salvia new to me,
Salvia globosa, the remarkable inflorescence of
which covers the plant like a drift of snow, will

be of value for the same purpose.
In one of my own borders alternate planting

of Phloxes in harmonious shades and Del-
phiniums forms the background for fifty

Japanese Irises in white and varying shades of
blue. Among the Irises there are planted
Snapdragons in delicate colors, with an edging
of Dwarf Pinks. 1 he informal growth of the
Snapdragons lends grace to the otherwise stiff

planting of Irises and covers the yellowing
foliage of the latter with friendly flowers until

frost. Spring effect is provided by clumps
of late blooming I ulips and German Irises

Dalmatica, the newer Lohengrin and Her
Majesty, while early June will, I hope, find in

flower the pink Oriental Poppy Blush Queen.
A perennial stately as the Larkspurs and an

excellent associate in upholding the dignity
of the border’s background is the Plume
Poppy, Bocconia cordata. Single and double
Hollyhocks are also good for the purpose;
coming into bloom after the first flowering of
the Delphiniums, their vigorous growth af-

fords a cover for the Larkspurs during the
latter’s brief period of rest and, when they in

turn experience the garden shears, their shab-
biness is effectually concealed by the lux-

uriant second-growth of the plants they have
similarly befriended.

Mass. E. Herrick

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers
1

Service for assistance



lichen you build your

garage, be sure to have

swinging doors

rI 'IIIS type of construction

permits all entrances to

be opened at the same time.

STANLEY
jARAG
HARDWARE

has been especially designed for

garage use. Doors hung on Stan-
ley Hinges close weather tight

—

and Stanley fastenings keep them
so.

Swinging doors equipped with
Stanley Hinges take no inside

space and open and close easily

and smoothly, without sagging
or sticking.

Write to-day for booklet V-5 on
Stanley Garage Hardware. It

will be of interest to you. All the

better Hardware Dealers carry
Stanley Garage Hardware in
stock or will gladly get it for you.

THE STANLEY WORKS
New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

New York:
100 Lafayette St,

Chicago:
73 East Lake St.
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Talk It Over
With Your Architect

WHY give your architect full sway on his designs
and specifications for every part of your house,
and then decline his guidance on the heating?

He is in a position to know heating systems of all

kinds. He is fully informed on their advantages and
disadvantages for various purposes.
Why employ his experience as a safe guard against

paying dearly for experience, that his experience has
already bought; and then proceed to leave him out
when it comes to so essentially serious a thing as heating?

When architects in ever increasing numbers put the
Kelsey Health Heat in their own homes; they are in a
position to do you a sincere service in advising it for

yours.
If it should happen that your architect unfortu-

nately does not know full facts about the Kelsey, we
will gladly do our part in sending him particulars. The
sending to us of his name would help to promptly put
us in touch with him.
The Kelsey Health Heat Booklet you are welcome to.

New York
109-P Park Avenue The JCelsev

I WARM AIR GENERATOR IDetroit

Space 95-P Builders Exch. 232 James Street, Syracuse, New York

Chicago

2767-P Lincoln Avenue

Boston

405-P P. O. Sq. Bldg.

Kelsey Health Heated residence of Architect \Y. A. Delano, Wheatley
Hills. L. I. Member of the firm of Delano and Aldrich, New York.

An infected wound is usu
ally a neglected wound.
To prevent infection
of cuts and abra-
sions, promptly use
Listerine.

4 SIZES
15c, 25c,

50c, $1.00

LISTKRIM.

PHARMACAL COMPANY

“Everybody is Gardening This Spring.

Let the Birds Assist You”
War is killing off much bird life in Europe

Let Us Give Them Homes in America
Your choice for $1.25. 3 of either group for $3.50. A 14
roomed Martin House for $20.00.

CRESCENT CO.,“Birdville” Toms River, N. J.

Beautify Furniture
Protect Floor and Floor Coverings
from injury by using

Glass Onward Sliding
Furniture Shoe

in place of casters.

If your dealer will not supply you
write us.

ONWARD MFG. CO.
MENASHA, WIS. DEPT. T

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too.
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Feed the
whole
Chick!

By feeding grain alone you over-feed part of the chick’s body and under-feed other

parts. Grain feed supplies an excess of heat and energy but is deficient in elements

that make blood, nerves, bone, lean meat and feathers.

Purina Chicken Chowder
contains an abundance of the very elements which grain feed lacks—and thus all parts of the chick get
maximum nourishment. When fed with Purina Chick Feed as directed, we guarantee

Double development or money back
during the first six weeks of a chick's life. Sold only in checkerboard bags, by leading dealers everywhere.
If your dealer doesn’t keep Purina Feeds, send us his name and get our 64 page Poultry Book FREE,
containing charts for breeding and feeding, care of baby chicks, blank egg records, etc. Write

RALSTON PURINA COMPANY
829 Gratiot St., St. Louis, Mo.

TRAC* HARR RIG U S PATOFF

PORTABLE.

“Yard Rotation”

What Can be Done With
SIX SECTIONS

The sketches illustrate four changes which
may be worked out with six sections around
a small poultry house. Any one of these
arrangements is secured in a few moments
just by quickly and easily re-setting the
sections. You then have a chick-tight,

neat, durable fence—but subject to any
change you wish to make.

Fen

Pen

Yard Rotation doubles the pleasure of poultry raising. It permits
the quick changing of yards without digging, and without heavy
tools. Yard Rotation becomes a practical science when “BUF-
FALO” Portable Poultry Runways are used. Adopted by poultry,

rabbit and dog fanciers. Just as practical on large farm as back
yard plot.

“BUFFALO”
PortablePoultry
Runways are
now in use by
many fanciers

who appreciate
the extra plea-

sure and profit

derived from a
plan that per-

mits yard rota-

tion, and keeps
the birds work-
ing on fresh soil while a green crop grows in the old yard.
Most practical plan ever devised for back-yard gardens—but
equally serviceable on large farms where temporary pens are often quickly wanted. These
sections are erected by pressing into the ground. Very durable. Attractive. No large

tools or staples required. Write for a copy of Booklet No. 67A on the “BUFFALO”
Portable Fencing System—it’s free, and crowded with helpful suggestions.

BUFFALO WIRE WORKS COMPANY, 467 Terrace Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
FORMF.RL Y SHEELER'S SONS

^
Mouse

Yard
j

1 1 1

hi
Pen

Pen

X

ARCHITECTURAL HARMONY

E
\ ERY charming note of individual dis-

tinction in the architectural style of
your house will have consistent expres-

sion in the design of your fence ifyou choose

fCWABf
IRON FENCE
TheStandardoftheWorld "

For protection, economy, permanence and beauty,
specify Stewart’s Iron Fence, Gates and Lawn Fur-
niture for residences, country estates, town houses
and factories

Get our 1917 Free Style Book showing more
than 100 modern designs—a guide to good
taste—a mine of information. Send for it to-
day.

Stewart representatives wanted in every community

STEWART IRON WORKS COMPANY
655 Stewart Block, Cincinnati, OhioI

\

ABSORBINE
TRADE MARK RIG.U.S.PAT. OFF.

Reduces Bursal Enlargements, Thick-
ened, Swollen Tissues, Curbs, Filled
Tendons, Soreness from Bruises or
Strains; stops Spavin Lameness, allays pain

Does not blister, remove the hair or lay up the

horse. $2.00 a bottle at druggists or delivered.

Book 1 M Free

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., 152 Temple St., Springfield, Man.

DAHLIAS
My Special Ofier of 24 prize winners post-
paid for $3.00. All different. Sure to
please you. Catalogue mailed on request.

Geo. H. Walker, North Dighton, Mass.

The Readers’ Service will help you

solve your garden problems. Send us

your questions and difficult points.

THE READY REFERENCE GUIDE

"HOW TO GROW ROSES”—Library Edition; 12 r pages—16 in

natural colors. Not a catalogue. Price $1, refunded on $5 order

for plants. The Conard & Jones Co., Box 24, West Grove, Pa.

MR. ROBERT PYLE—the well-known Garden Lecturer and

Rosarian invites correspondence from garden lovers and societies.

Subject — "The American Rose Garden” illustrated with finely

colored lantern slides. Address: West Grove, Pa.

OREGON & CALIFORNIA RAILROAD CO. grant lands. Title

to same revested in United States by act of Congress, dated June 9.

1916. Two million three hundred thousand acres to be opened for

homesteads and sale. Timber and agricultural lands. Containing

some of best land left in United States. Now is the opportune time.

Large sectional map showing lands and description of soil, climate,

rainfall, elevations, etc. Postpaid one dollar. Grant Lands Locating

Company, Box 610, Portland, Oregon.

UNUSUALLY attractive Country Home, Gothic style, large lot, 15

rooms, modern equipment. For details write **M,” 107, Third,

Towanda, Pa.

The Readers ’ Service will gladly furnish information about Nursery Stock, etc.



Choice and
Practical Books

on Nature and
Garden craft

ARISTOCRATS OF
THE GARDEN
By Ernest H. Wilson

The results of many years of re-

search all over the world for hardy
plants and beautiful shrubs,
which are now made available for

American gardens.

Boxed, net, $5.00
(Edition limited to 1,200 copies)

THE GARDEN BLUE-
BOOK

By Leicester B. Holland
Net, $4.00

BOOK OF GARDEN
PLANS

By Stephen F. Hamblin
Net

,

$2.00

THE AMERICAN
FLOWER GARDEN
By Neltje Blanchan

Net, gi.8o

MY GARDEN
By Louise Beebe Wilder

Net

,

$1.50

THE BIRD STUDY
BOOK

By T. Gilbert Pearson
Net, $1.25

FRIENDS IN
FEATHERS

By Gene Stratton-Porter

Net, $3.50

Your Bookseller or the Publishers

will be glad to tell you more
about these books or send you

|
EDITED BY LEONARD BARRON, Editor of The Garden Magazine

|

1

How Many ofthese Garden Flowers Can You Name?
THESE ILLUSTRATIONS ARE TAKEN FROM

THE POCKET

Garden Library
MORE THAN EIGHT HUNDRED popular garden flowers; each

one shown in its wonderful natural colors; each one with description

and directions telling how to plant and when and where; the

whole divided according to the seasons, into four exquisite little volumes,
representing an investment of about $38,000!

f[ Do you wonder we claim that it is, bar none, the most remarkable, practical and
authoritative series of garden books ever published:

fT No longer need you plan your garden blindly; no longer need you guess at the names of
flowers. Each is here, classified according to color and carefully indexed.

fT The same size (s’Jx.UJ) ar>d styL as the Pocket Nature Guides (see below) of which
hundreds of thousands are sold every year.

GARDEN FLOWERS of SPRING
By Ellen Eddy Shaw

GARDEN FLOWERS ofSUMMER
By Ellen Eddy Shaw

Flexible linen, each, net, $ 1.25

.

GARDEN FLOWERS of FALL
By Ellen Eddy Shaw

FLOWERS of WINTER
By Montague Free

Flexible leather, each, net, $1.50

Cp,.pi , T lNTrvrF * P°cket Garden Library is published May 15th. As the first edition is limited and it

^ DDl L . takes months to reprint, we advise that you do not wait till publication day, hut ORDER
IMMEDIATELY from your bookseller or the publishers, in order to make sure of a set for this summer’s garden.

Uniform with this Series Are the Popular Pocket Nature Guides

Land Birds, Water and Game Birds, Butterfly Guide, Western Bird Guide,
1 ree Guide, Flower Guide ( Wild Flowers), How to Make Friends with Birds.

Flexible linen, each, net, $1.00. Flexible leather, each, net, $1.25. At All Bookstores.

The
Worth Knowing

Scries

A new series that tells

just the things that the

average person wants
to know about Birds,

Trees, Wild Flowers

and Butterflies.

A much needed link be-

tween the larger Nature
Library books and the

Pocket Nature
.
Library.

Each volume covers the

most interesting American
varieties of the subject

discussed. They contain

192 illustrations, 144 in

color. Each, net, $1.60.

BIRDS WORTH
KNOWING

By Neltje Blanchan

BUTTERFLIES
WORTH KNOWING
By Clarence M. Weed

TREES WORTH
KNOWING

By Julia Ellen Rogers

FLOWERS WORTH
KNOWING
Adapted from

Neltje Blanchan’s Works

'

'

'
• - —:... . . at; ^



A scientist’s answer
A letterfrom Dr. H. D. House

, Neiv York State Botanist and form-
erly professor in the Biltmore Forestry School

Mr. M. L. Davey, General Manager,
Davey Tree Expert Company, Kent, O.

Dear Mr. Davey:

I believe that I owe you many thanks for the
opportunity which I have had just recently of
seeing the Davey organization in convention
at Kent.

I was deeply impressed by the mutual deter-
mination of your men to accomplish perfect
work and to place quality above all other con-
siderations. This and the trained ability and
cooperation of your men are doing much to re-

store that confidence in the profession of tree
surgery7 which has been greatly injured by
poorly trained and unscrupulous workers.
After an inspection of work accomplished by
your men and a study of their methods, I am

Write for Free Examination of Your Tree*

—and booklet. “When Your Trees Need the Tree Sur-
geon.” What is the real condition of your trees? Are
insidious diseases and hidden decay slowly undermining
their strength? Will the next severe storm claim one
or more as its victims? Only the experienced Tree Sur-'

geon can tell you fully and definitely. Without cost or
obligation to you, a Davey Tree Surgeon will visit your
place and render an honest verdict regarding their
condition and needs. Write today.

The Davey Tree Expert Co., Inc
128 Elm Street, Kent, Ohio

(OperalinR the Darey Institute oj Tree Surgery)

Branch Offices, with Telephone Connection: 225 Fifth Avenue, New York
2017 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia 450 McCormick Bldg., Chicago
P-rmanent representatives locate! at Boston. Newport. Lenox. Hartford. Stamford, Albany. Pouehkeensie. White
Plains. Jamaica. L. I . Morristown, N. J„ Philadelphia. Harrisburg. Baltimore, Washington. Buffalo. Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Detroff, Cincinnati. Louisville, Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis. St. Louis, Kansas Citv. Canadian
Address: 81 St. Peter Street, Quebec.
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The Patriotic Garden
Keeping Crops Growing

“Everyone who cultivates a garden helps
.

greatly to solve the problem of the feed- Sowing for SUCCCSSiOn
ing of the nations.''— Woodrow Wilson

Fertilizing Spraying
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Canning and Drying

Midseason
Transplanting

June Planting Calendar

Water and Irrigation

Iris from Seed

Budding and Thinning
Fruit
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Underground System for Gardens.

Overhead System for Gardens.

“Do Your Bit” to Increase the

Country’s Food Supply
by making your garden produce its maximum. In-

sure the success of your planting and make the most

of your expenditure for seeds and fertilizer. Each
foot of soil will yield its utmost, regardless of heat

or protracted drouth if you install the

Systems of Irrigation
An arrangement of underground piping leads the water to upright

sprinklers capped with the famous Rain Cloud Nozzles which deliver a fine

spray or a heavy rain, as you prefer, over every part of the garden. The
volume and heaviness of the shower can be controlled perfectly, giving just

the amount and character of irrigation which you need. Cultivation is not

interfered with by this installation.

For your lawns use the Cornell Underground System with Rain Cloud Noz-
zles. Perfect irrigation over the whole area and no interference with mowing.

Write for illustrated literature.

W. G. CORNELL CO.
Engineers and Contractors

Plumbing, Heating, Lightftig, Automatic Sprinklers, Water Supply Systems,

Sewage Disposal Plants, Automatic Sewage Ejectors.

45 East 1 7th Street New Y ork
Chicago Newark Baltimore Boston

Railway Exchange 86 Park PI. Munsey Bldg. 334 Shawmut Ave.

Washington Cleveland Kansas City, Mo.
923 12th St., N.W. Leader-News Bldg. Commerce Trust Bldg.

“Everyone who creates or cultivates a garden helps, and helps greatly,
to solve the problem of the feeding of the nations."

—

President Wilson.

THE PRESIDENT’S WORDS refer to all kinds of gardening.
They apply just as much to Gardens Under Glass as to out-
door gardens; so there are more reasons than ever before why

you should start building that long-contemplated greenhouse at once.

Remember, no matter what happens, all kinds of garden products
will be scarce for many months—perhaps years. With a Greenhouse
you are assured a plentiful supply for your own family while at the
same time you help, by just so much, to conserve the national supply.

You can depend upon splendid results from LUTTON Greenhouses,
for they embody improvements found in no other glass structure.

Furthermore, their graceful lines and crystal brightness will hold
your admiration.

Tell us your greenhouse requirements and we will

submit a proposition specially adapted to your needs.

WM. H. LUTTON CO.
Main Office and Factory :

263-269 Kearney Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

Show Room: 3rd Floor, Grand Central Western Office: 710 Sykes Block,

Terminal, N. Y. City Minneapolis, Minn.

Modern Greenhouses
Conservatories Sun Parlors Glass Gardens Cold Frames

Springtime

in Your Garden
should bring you the added delight of having

flowers you have never seen before. 1 he 1 ulips

and Daffodils described in my Blue Book include

many rare or little known varieties, as well as

everyday kinds for everyday purposes.

It Will Be Lovelier Than Ever

if you have The Blue Book of Bulbs to help

you plan next year’s garden. ^ our copy is

ready for you now, but unless I have your order

by June 25th, the rare things may appear in your

neighbor’s garden—not in yours.

CHESTER JAY HUNT
Mayfair

Dept. A Little Falls, N. J.
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A Five Dollar Investment
that spells

Crop Security

ALPHANO
Alphano Humus eliminates

war risks in the home vege-

table garden. It acts as in-

surance and crop guarantee at

the[same time. With potatoes,

celery, lettuce, etc., it will

double and treble your garden
yields.

Alphano gives more ferti-

lizing material for less money
than any other fertilizer on
the market. It will do more
than either manure, chemical
fertilizer or inoculation alone,

as Alphano does the work
of all three.

Then why hesitate? Order
a sample shipment to-day!

Learn all about the re-

markable work of this soil

builder, growth maker and
crop getter.

Write us to-day!

5-100 lb. bags #5. $12. a ton in bags by carload

$15. a ton in bags $10. a ton in bulk by carload

F.O.B. Alphano, N. J.

ALPHANO HUMUS COMPANY
17-C Battery Place New York

For Late Planting
^JI Mount Desert’s rigorous climate produces plants of great

vigor and hardiness, and the lateness of the shipping sea-

son—April 25th to June 15th—is to your advantage for late

planting. We send you only strong plants, which cannot
fail to grow.

tflj Our illustrated general catalogue is a most interesting
J production which we shall be pleased to send upon receipt

of a post card. We sell a general line of nursery stock, flower-
ing shrubs and high class herbaceous perennials—all well grown
in a rigorous climate.

A supplementary list, in brochure form, of New and Rare
1 Shrubs and Hardy Plants describes one of the best collec-

tions of New Plants ever offered in this country. This includes
many of Mr. Wilson’s notable introductions.

We make a specialty of plants for Rock and Wall
Gardening.

MOUNT DESERT NURSERIES
Bar Harbor Maine

Load Your Gun!
Load it in defense of the crops which nature is helping
you to grow. Load it to defeat the enemies that

threaten to endanger our food supply. Load your gun
to fight bugs and droughts and, incidentally, to stimu-
late the productiveness of every row in your garden.
All this is made easy by

The Kirke System
—at Your Service

This garden gun presents the most in-

genious device imaginable to perform two
most important missions in the garden

—

it fertilizes and destroys insects, and all

through the simple mediums of water
faucet and garden hose.

THE KIRKE SYSTEM comprises a
cylindrical, nickel-plated metal cartridge

holder (see above) which is- connected
either at faucet or nozzle end of hose,

preferably the latter. In this holder is

inserted a cartridge of fertilizer, insecti-

cide or fungicide.

The Kirke cartridges to be placed in

the Kirke holder are of four types—fer-

tilizer, insecticide, fungicide and germi-
cide. There are nine different preparations

as priced below. The cartridges dissolve

uniformly and gradually, insuring an even solution of the preparation.
This is thus evenly distributed over the lawn, garden, shrubbery.
The preparations are of the highest grade of concentrated and extremely
activechemicals. They are of sufficient hardness to prevent wasting.

Insect-Destroying Cartridges

Abolish the use of cumber-
some hand-pumps, hand-sprayers,
carts and wagons, etc., for dis-

tributing Insecticides. These
cartridges will work as well for

you and give you the same sat-

isfactory results as are scored by
thousands, who already enjoy
the benefits. Highly endorsed
at all leading flower shows and by special-

ists throughout the country. Nine distinct

preparations are priced below.

Prices:

—

Cartridge Holder
Fertilizer Cartridge
Tobacco Insecticide

Arsenate of Lead

Half
Doz. Doz.Each

$3.00
0.35 $2.00 $3.60
0.38 2.15 4.00
0.48 2.65 4.80

Fertilizes While Watering

A clean, odorless, positively

active, easily handled, practicable,

economical, and efficient method
of fertilizing, requiring no experi-

ence. It eliminates the need of

unsanitary stable manure, so
objectionable, because of its disagreeable

odors, and the great abundance of weed-
seeds it contains.

The cartridges of Concentrated Fertilizer

for the lawn and garden dissolve in as much
water as will pass through the ordinary

garden hose in about five hours.

Half
Prices:— Each Doz. Doz.

Bordeaux Fungicide $0.35 $2.00 $3.60

Angle Worm Destroyer 1.50 8.00 15.00

Fly Maggot Destroyer 0.38 2.15 4.00

Sulphur Cartridge 0.35 2.00

Salt Cartridge 0.15 0.85

3.60
1.50

Renders Life-time Service for $3.00
The nickel-plated cartridge container is simplicityntself—a child can fill and handle it. It is

a neat device and cannot get out of order. Its use will greatly reduce your garden troubles

and disappointments.
• l

Write to-day for descrip- l rbp
tive literature telling all i^.11 IxC
about this remarkable
labor saver in detail.

Tables on sowing and »
planting of allJtinds of IflC*#
seeds free,

order NOW.
Write or

!MMIiaHlllll!lllin(!III]!l!

For Sale by Leading
Seed Stores through

out the country

(llllllllllllllllllHlillllllllllll llllflll

Chemical

250 Robinson St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

IIIlllllll

If your dealer cannot
supply, order direct

from us, at above
prices

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we wilL too
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Plant Bay State Stock for

Permanence
HpO plan and plant for new results, is genuine fun!
T But to have to plan and plant all over again next year,
or the year after, to secure the self-same result that you
thought you secured this year, is not fun; it’s exasperating.

Avoid such exasperations. Plant stock with real back-
bone. Stock with the vigorous root power to transplant
satisfactorily; thrive lustily, and come unflinchingly
through long hard Winters.

Bay State stock is just such stock. You can plant it

with the assurance that you won’t have to fill in Winter-
made-holes next year, or the year after; the assurance that
it’s going to “stav put.”

Our Hand Book of Information describes old-timey
hardy perennials that really are hardy; climbing roses of
the full rooted, free-blooming, dependable kind; and hun-
dreds of other Bay State “good things.”

You are heartilv welcome to a copy.

illIEHE nn: 11

House and grounds must blend to show to best n
vantage. A planting of MOONS' Shrubbery soften* the angular li,of house foundations, increases the intrinsic value of the home
besides the pride afforded in beautifying your property.

Ask for Catalogue No. A-

3

THE WM. H. MOON CO., Nurserymen
Morriaville, Pennsylvania

Marshall’s Matchless

SEEDS
and BULBS

1

Our 1917 catalogue, con-
taining 96 pages, will
be mailed free on request

W. E. MARSHALL & COMPANY
Seedsmen

166 West 23d Street New York

'
I

' H E latest word
in efficiency and i

economy in Garden-
ing with Glass.

Sash of all sizes carried in stock.

Small, inexpensive, ready-made Greenhouses
for summer delivery.

Suntrapz—the wonder working plant boxes

that come by mail.

Get our Catalogue of Garden outfits. Free

SUNLIGHT DOUBLE GLASS SASH CO.
927 East Broadway Louisville, Ky,

The Rockery Idea
is spreading rapidly. It’s the humble cozi-

ness of the dainty rockery plants, that
appeals to all. Veritable jewels for the
rockery garden or border are

Leaved Saxifrages
Saxifrages megasea Hybrids

from Smith’s Irish collection,

supposed to be finest in the
world. Among earliest flowers of
spring, with beautiful foliage.

Very hardy, grows in any soil.

Wolcott’s
for

Hardy Plants

Special Offer:—Wewiii mail 12
r sturdy plants tor

$ 2 . For scores of other plants suitable for

rock gardens consult our catalogue—FREE!
WOLCOTT NURSERIES Jackson, Michigan

HICKS BIG
EVERGREENS
can be successfully transplanted
in midsummer to add a wealth of
immediate beauty to your lawn.
Winter or summer, tneir stately
beauty and warm green color
make a picturesque outlook.
Use evergreens for seclusion, hiding

unsightly views, small and large hedges.
We ship successfully 1000 milrs and
guarantee to grow. Send for catalog.

Hicks Big Trees Save 10 Years

HICKS NURSERIES
Box II Westbury, L. I., N. Y. Phone 68

ORCHIDS
Largest importers and growers of

Orchids in the United States
Send twenty-five cents for catalogue. This amount will be refunded

on your first order.

LAGER & HURRELL
Orchid Growers and Importers SUMMIT, N. J.

SEROSES
Dingee roses arc always grown on their own roots

—and are absolutely the best for the amateur planter.

Send to-day for our

“New Guide to Rose Culture” lor 1917
—it s free. It isn’t a catalog— it’s a practical work on rose

growing. Profusely illustrated. Describes over 1000 varieties i

of roses and other flowers, and tells how to grow them. Safe

delivery guaranteed Established 18^0. 70 greenhouses.
Til K IHM.FK & ( <>YUM> Ml.. H»\ fill 7. W>»t ttrov*. Pa.
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Driven to America
by the War

—

the improved French Cloches or “Gro-
Quik" Forcers came to America under
war pressure. They now want to serve

this country to combat and defeat the

high cost of living. They will hasten
development of the early and protect the

late garden.

Let them Help
in Your Garden

“Gro-Quik” Cloches encourage rapid development
in the June planted vegetable garden. They gather
a maximum amount of light, retain the heat and
preserve the moisture—thus creating nearly ideal
conditions for plant growth. Different sizes and
shapes make “Gro-Quik” Forcers adaptable to
many purposes. All are reasonable in price.

A i C . , ,
1 1 The ten t-shaped style, as

l >J 111 cl 1 1 shown above, will hasten ma-
g-y turity of Spinach, Lettuce,

Onions, Beets, etc. Size A.
takes glass size 9 x 14”. A

unit of 27 wire holders covers a row 31, feet long.

Wires $1.25 per dozen. Complete units of 27 wires
and glass $6.81. Other sizes and shapes at corre-
spondingly low prices. Sample of single wire
forcer 15c postpaid.

Besides "Gro-Quik” Plant Forcers we handle a
most unusual line of really useful garden accessories.

If it is needed in the garden, chances are we have it g
or will secure it for you. Write for descriptive
booklet

.

THE CLOCHE CO., 131 Hudson St., N. Y.
\

Something new /

'ALL-CROP"

ARMOGERM
Fertilizer Bacteria

Dr. Earp Thomas’ latest and greatest

contribution to Soil-Bacteria Culture.
“
All-Crop” Farmogerm is an extension of

the well-known benefits ofFARMOGERM
(the standard inoculation for Legumes) to

all field and garden crops, fruits, vegetables and
even flowers. It is a composite culture of 37
different strains of seed and soil bacteria. Will

supply bacteria to increase the yield of any
crops and enrich the soil in nitrogen, obtained
by the germs from the air. Costs only $1.50
per acre. Buy All-Crop Farmogerm to-day.

Read of the wonderful things
“
All-Crop Far-

mogerm will do for your soil in a circular we will

be glad to send you Free. Write for it to-day.

EARP-THOMAS FARMOGERM CO.
Dept C Franklin St. Richmond, Va.

BUY

because it, lasts longest,. Hose seldom wears out,— it,

usually dies and falls to pieces. Cheap hose cannot, last

because it, is made of worthless compounds. BULL
DOG 7-ply hose lasts longest, because there is plenty

of live rubber in it,. Your dealer has it, at, 1 8c a foot,

in 25 and 50 ft,, lengths, made 5-8 in. with regular 3-4

in. connections. If he is out of stock we will fill your
order direct,.

A 2c stamp will bring you our practical booklet,

“Making the Garden Grow.” You’ll like it,.

Your hose will serve you best, when equipped with a

“BOSTON” Spray Nozzle. Ask your dealer to show
you one. Be sure it, is marked “BOSTON.”

BO/TON WOVEN HQ/E
CAMBRIDGE,M

CANNAS
Do you know what a wealth of garden glory

our modern mammoth-flowering cannas will

afford? You can revel in a blaze of bloom
from the first of July until the frost cuts it

down in autumn. C. & J. Cannas have won
highest awards at every notable exposition in-

cluding San Francisco and San Diego.

Send for our free 1917 Floral Guide and get better ac-
quainted with C. & J. Cannas. Write to-day.

The CONARD & Jones Co.
Box 24 West Grove. Pa.
Rose and Canna Specialists—Backed by 50 Years' Experience

rmimiumimfmmjimiii i

Plants Grow and Bloom When Fed Flora-Tone

Flora-Tone supplies in concentrated powder form all

the essential plant foods.
Plants fed with Flora-Tone thrive remarkably. You can al-

most see them grow.

Just what you need for Flora-Tone is cleanly and
your house plants, flower or odorless, and is packed in con-

vegetable garden, or lawn. venient spout-top boxes.

Enough for 20 plants, 50 cents, postpaid. Neat bag—con-

taining a year’s supply for the average home, $1.00, postpaid.

THE FLORA-TONE COMPANY, Lakeland, Florida

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Mott Fountains
The quiet dignity of a Mott •

Fountain lends itself to the nat-

ural beauty of its surroundings.

It adds distinction to the

modern country place.

Write for our special catalogue

which describes the Mott Fountains

in detail.

We issue separate catalogues of Display

Fountains, Drinking Fountains, Bird Foun-

tains, Electroliers, Vases, Grilles and Gate-

ways, Settees and Chairs, Sanitary' Fittings

for stables and cow bams.

Address Ornamental Department

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, Fifth Ave. and 17th Street, New York

Pot-Grown Perennials
Y\~E have grown in pots some of
** our choicest perennials, for

summer planting. Strong rooted
and healthy. Order some of these
for your own hardy garden!

Blue Spirea $ .25 each $2.50 doz.

Torch Lily .25 " 2.50
“

Larkspur .75 •• 7.50
“

White Flowering Mugwort
$ .25 -each $2.50 doz.

Sage .20 “ 2.00 “
,

Julius' "Rgehry Cor
At Tho Si

^
n ofThe Tree

The Skinner Irrigation Co.
of Troy, Ohio

Announces the establishment of a New York office

at 1 3 1 Hudson St., in charge of Mr. C. H. Allender

It is our intention to serve through this office those
interested in the Skinner System of Irrigation, in all

districts suburban to New York City.

All fittings for the Skinner System, including Lawn
Sprinklers and Complete Garden Sprinkling Lines,
will be carried in stock in this office.

Our service and advice on any Watering"problem is

at your service without obligation.

Still Time to Have Good Gardens

by starting with sturdy plantsThe Rally Call
This is a Message of Good Cheer for latecomers to the ranks of gar-

den makers. You may gather vegetables as early as the early starters

if you set out plants during June-July. Our plants are grown in soil

thoroughly sterilized with live steam. The plants have been sprayed

as a protection against blight and fungus diseases.

‘Double-Rooted’
Transplanted PLANTS $1.00 per IOO

Postpaid

Though worth double the price of plants as ordinarily grown, we can sell

them so reasonably because of immense quantities provided. Guaranteed to reach

destination in good condition after a week’s journey. Do not ask us to send less

than IOO of one kind. Rather combine order with neighbors, thus taking advantage of the greatest

bargain plant offer ever made by us. All plants are grown from selected strains secured from lead-

ing seed specialists.

Cabbage— for winter use. Succession; Sure-

head; Danish Ballhead; for summer use, Co-
penhagen Market and Burpee’s All Head, Ey.

Cauliflower— Snowball; Dry Weather.

Egg Plant—New York Improved Purple.

Peppers— Ruby King. Chinese Giant.

Tomatoes—Stocky plants, 8 inches high, with
extra fine root system, started under glass and
repeatedly transplanted. Varieties: Earliana;

Bonny Best; Red Rock; Stone.

The following at 50c per 100
We also offer, postpaid:

—

Beet—Crosby’s Egyptian.
Celery—Golden Self Blanching; New Easy

Blanching. Winter Queen.
Lettuce—Grand Rapids; Big Boston.
Onion—Prizetaker; Southport, Red and Yellow

Globe.
Sweet Potatoes—Red and Yellow Jersey;

Gold Standard and Southern Queen.

I also offer for Fall Planting Big Boston Lettuce, Egyptian Onions, and Kale Seed

—

Strawberry, Blackberry, Currant, Gooseberry, and Raspberry plants, also Asparagus, Rhubarb,
and Cultivated French Dandelion Roots. Ready for delivery during October-November and again

March-April. Write for variety names, leaflets, describing my methods of growing, etc. Order NOW!

W. J. Ritterskamp, ^Loro»
5
Ga^denf

r
Princeton, Ind.

8=9Timely Topics—
. . Everyone who creates or cul-

tivates a garden helps greatly, to solve
the problem of the feeding of the
nations. —Woodrow Wilson

We applaud the sentiments of the
President. Thoughts to that effect

inspired our campaign for “A Vege-
table Garden for Every Home”
which we opened in last month’s
Garden Magazine.
June is fraught with gardening

possibilities. It presents no limi-

tations. You may still start at the

beginning and reap before fall. You
may add to previous plantings and
gather a greater harvest than ever.

To make patriotic gardens profit-

able, we have published a booklet

telling

HowTo Grow
Vegetables

“ Vegetables for the Home Garden
abounds with timely suggestions how to

make every square foot of ground yield

the most of the choicest vegetables.

Tells when and how to sow all kinds; how
much to sow to cover given needs and
when crops mature. It is the latest word
on growing vegetables and how to have
the best in ample quantities the year
around. Price ioc per copy, but gladly

Mailed FREE to Garden Magazine
Readers upon request.

$10
Worth of Vegetables PA

From Seeds Worth DUC
For 50c we will mail large packet each of

Beet, Detroit Dark Red; Bean, Bountiful,

green-podded; Corn, Golden Bantam; Cu-
cumber, Davis Perfect; Lettuce, Iceberg,

crisphead; Radish, Chartiers Summer.
Planted any time during June, these vege-
tables will bear their delicious product with

time-table precision. All resist summer
heat to perfection and should bear$io. worth
of vegetables during August-September.

Other Kinds that
Reduce Living Cost

All will mature before frost from seeds planted this

month. Postpaid at prices quoted.

Bean, Brittle Wax—§ Pt. 20c., Pt. 35c.

Carrot, Long Red Surrey—a heavy yielding winter
keeper, Pkt. ioc., Oz. 25c.

Endive, Broad-leaved Batavian—good either as salads,

soups, or spinach. Pkt. 5c., Oz. 15c.

Kohlrabi, White Vienna—Pkt. 5c., Oz. 25c.

Leek, American Flag— Pkt. ioc., Oz. 30c.

Rutabaga, Long Island Improved—Pkt. Sc., Oz. 15c.

f^Nowisthe time to set out Celery plants,

Cabbage plants for winter use. Lettuce ^ ,
and other salad plants, all of which we CjclFClCn
can supply. Our stocks of Fertilizers,

Insecticides and all garden accessories FllFlLS
are complete.

Our Midsummer Catalogue
Will be issued July 1st. Strawberry plants , Celery,

Cabbage , Cauliflower plants , Perennial Flower Seeds,

Lawn Sprinklers , Sprayers for Insecticides and Fungi-
cides as well as Insecticides and Fertilizers are listed.

Send for a copy.

Stumpp&Walter Co
3
.

0
^new^ork

eot
*"

The Reader? Service will give you suggestions for the care and purchase of cats and dogs and other pets
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Perhaps you have a garage you can attach just such a greenhouse
to. If so, do it by all means. It's a saving in several ways.

GREENHOUSES
The Two Compartment Subject

DO YOU happen to know that fully 75 per cent of
the greenhouses built are two compartment ones,

about 18 or 25 feet wide and 50 feet long?

Well, it’s so.

So, because that size house is just a fine all-around medium
size, that gives practically all the growing space the average
person needs.

With the two compartments, you can have, for example:
April weather in one and July in the other.

This gives you a chance to have violets and such semi-

cool thriving plants in one compartment, and in the other,

roses and like warmth loving friends.

Or one compartment entirely for vegetables and the other,

general flowers.

In automobile language, a two compartment house, in

combination with a row of cold frames along the sunny
southern side, gives you three gears. Low, medium, and
high.

While you are building, it costs so comparatively little

more to have a two compartment house 50 feet long, than a

single compartment one 33 feet, that it seems like a mistake

not to have it.

But whatever you decide on; don’t think that one green-

house is quite like another, as far as their construction is

concerned.

They differ greatly. Differ in first cost, cost of running,

and cost of keeping them running.

All three points are well worth your careful consideration.

Their disregard may turn an otherwise joy-giving possession

into a regret.

Why don’t you suggest our coming and talking the whole

matter over with you?

Of course, you are welcome to our new catalogue—that’s

understood.

General Offices and Factory—Elizabeth, N. J.

NEW YORK BOSTON PHILADELPHIA
1170 Broadway 49 Federal Street 40 So. 15th Street

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing and we will, too.

t
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Some Common Sense Facts
On the Watering of Your Flowers and Vegetables

of your garden; and gradually turn them completely
over to the other side.and then automatically shut off

the water and stop. It can be attached to your
regular hose. With it, you can water at night,

which is by far the best time. Tum it on
when you go to bed, and forget about it.

It is the surest way of getting more
vegetables or flowers from the same
space with less work. With it you
can double your garden results,

without doubling your garden
space. Naturally, it soon
pays for itself.

Send for a trial fifty

foot line. You can in-

crease it later to any
length you wish.
Our complete
catalog you
are wel-

come to.

reel watering that yields results. Any spray which
throws a stream large enough to bruise a flower, or fast

enough to stand on the surface of the ground, or cold
enough to shock a plant is a wrong way to water.
The Skinner System waters your vegetables and

flowers in a gentle, beneficent way that is entirely

under your control. It is the soft, gentle spring rain

which makes plants grow. It waters uniformly, over
a space of a few square feet; or acres. Its passage
through the air takes the chill off the water. Its finely

broken up drops fall on the delicate plants without in-

jury. It waters as fast, but no faster than the ground
will absorb it, so it neither packs nor puddles the soil.

For so little as $15.75 you can secure a complete
Skinner System Sectional Sprinkling Line that will

water 2,500 square feet. (50 x 50 feet.) You can in-

crease to any length at the rate of $5.40 for each 18
foot section added.
For $15.50 additional you can equip it with an

automatic turner, which you can set to operate at any
speed. It will start the sprays watering on one side

The Skinner Irrigation Co.

219 Water St,, Troy, Ohio

'"THERE is a right and wrong way to water. There
1

is a way to make sure that you have the right

way. The right way is the Skinner System way.
We can prove that it is the right way. Prove it

solely by what it has done, and is doing. Not
only has it doubled the number of potatoes

in a hill, for instance, but it produces
better potatoes. Better in taste,

better in keeping qualities. They
are better, solely because the

watering is based on nature’s

natural laws. Following
nature’s laws, is just plain

commonsense. The
Skinner System of

overhead watering

is a common-
sense way. It

is not alone

watering,

but cor-

i

Plan to Plant Peonies
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for masses of rich and varied bloom. Your choice of

nearly 200 varieties—old and new—single and double.

Not divisions hut strong, 1, 2 and 3 year plants. Prac-

tically every one of our plants blooms in the nursery the

first year, some having 3 or 4 flowers. Such stock is

bound to give you satisfaction. Liberal discounts on

quantities and reduced prices on many costly varieties.

A visit to the nursery June 10 to 20 will aid in making a selection.

Visitors welcome any day but Sunday. German Iris, May 20 to June

10; Japanese Iris, June 25 to July 15.

Our 1917 Peony Catalogue will offer many help-
ful suggestions. It’s free. Write to-day.

ROSEDALE NURSERIES
Box A, S. G. Harris, Tarrytown, N. Y.
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Pp p p Write to-day for our newE catalogue entitled

The World’s Best Dahlias

Accurately describing 730 selected from over 2,500 of the “best” secured from all

sources—all the best and standard varieties in Cactus, Decorative, Giant Flowering,

Show, Fancy, Pompon, Paeony, Duplex, Collarette, Anemone, Century, and Single.

Natural color reproductions of new Decoratives, "Dr Tyrrell” and "Minnie Burgle”
and 38 beautiful half-tone illustrations of the distinct types. The leading Dahlia
catalogue with the 1917 novelties.

Book "The Dahlia” new, fifth and revised edition, 80 pages 10J^ x ~\i,
clear, concise and practical. Beautifully illustrated. 50 cts. postpaid.

PEACOCK DAHLIA FARMS, Berlin, New Jersey

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers’ Service for assistance
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Detroit Dark Red is the best beet we
have ever grown. It may be that it would
not be as good if we had allowed it to grow all

summer and use it in fall and winter, when
other beets we have grown are woody, tasteless,

and require long boiling to make them even
edible. The way we handled it the last two
years was to pull and can the beets when
not larger than z\ inches in diameter. They
are then tender, stringless, full flavored and
easy to cook and can. Our whole year’s

supply was canned in August. We did not
have a single beet root to store in the cellar.

The points we like best about this beet are

its excellent flavor, its deep rich, dark color,

and its freedom from woodiness—as we have
handled it. Our soil is a heavy limestone

clay which bakes very badly in midsummer
because deficient in vegetable matter. Our
garden has not been irrigated.

—

M. Grenville,

New York.

Blue and Gold.—Back of an old gray
boulder in my garden, which in summer is so

overgrown with Honeysuckle that we have
continually to trim in the vine to keep its sun
dial clear is in blossom to-day (April 22d), a

beautiful bed of the rich, blue Chionodoxa
sarnensis. Back of the bed are two clumps of

white Snowdrops still in blossom, and this

morning the little Narcissus cyclamineus hung
out its dainty yellow bell with the reflexed

perianth. The combination of blue and gold

is so especially charming that I made a note of

it that others may try it. The two flowers

also combine well in size as Narcissus cycla-

mineus is not only earlier, but smaller than
the other daffodils.

—

M. R. Case, Hillcrest

Farm, fVeston, Massachusetts.

[We are glad to know of someone who is

sucessfully growing this delightful little alpine

bulb.

—

Ed.\

The “ Best ” Radishes. — Mr. Kruhm’s
notes on radishes and F. T. R.’s letter of

difference concerning Crimson Giant Globe
and Icicle are interesting, particularly as F. T.
R.’s remarks about the keeping qualities of

these two varieties contradict my experience

and observation for a number of seasons in

many localities and under different conditions.

A large quantity of seed sold as Crimson
Giant is of very inferior quality and has noth-
ing in common with the true Crimson Giant.

When F. T. R. says the first roots were “big
enough to eat” at the same time I believe he

must have had a strain differing widely from
the original Crimson Giant, which was intro-

duced some time ago under the name Wurz-
burg Giant Forcing and was renamed Crimson
Giant. My experience with the true stock of
Crimson Giant is that it is decidedly earlier

than Icicle, but the roots do not form all

within a short time. The contrary is the case

Who Cultivates

AGarden Helps
*

1
1HE problem of food supply for the

nations can be largely solved by
increased individual production of

garden crops for home consumption.
Everything that is thus raised and
used helps the general situation by
leaving in the market an equivalent

amount of material. In the aggregate

such production is prodigious—a slice

of bread a day (= %
/i oz. flour) saved in

the twenty million households of the
country would liberate the yield of

470,000 acres of wheat, to say
nothing of all the related labor of

transportation, handling and storage.

The present issue of The Garden
Magazine was largely re-cast at the
last moment in order to better meet
the present urgent needs of the coun-
try. Elsewhere the reader will find

material dealing specifically with the

activities of the current month, as
regards (1) present planting of new
ground, (2) planting for succession,

(3) application of efficiency methods
in handling, cultivating, fertilizing,

etc., and (4) the need of preserving

from waste all surplus of the garden.

Current needs have attention this

month. In the “Patriotic Garden” of

subsequent numbers the then current

details will be given timely attention.

with Icicle—that is to say it is later but the

majority of roots reach edible size within a G.

short time.

Both varieties sown side by side at the same
time and given the same cultivation show that

Crimson Giant is earlier, not only with its

first edible roots but also with the main crop.

Icicle comes in later with the first marketable
roots and also with the main crop. When it

comes to keeping qualities. Icicle surely has it

on Crimson Giant Globe, the flesh of the former
being somewhat firmer making it a better

keeper. The fact that a few late forming
Crimson Giant outlast the main crop of

Icicle cannot be considered. I have seen

both varieties overgrown and both were
pithy, but sowings made at the same time
will show that Icicle is still fine while Crimson
Giant is unfit to eat.

—

Seedsman.

The “One Best Bet” for the Woman

—

Throughout this country-wide agitation of
“What to Plant” as a step to preparedness
for the woman amateur gardener who feels

willing and eager to her finger tips, but inex-

perienced except where flowers are concerned,

three requirements seemed to stand out viv-

idly in my mind—the thing undertaken must
be easy to grow, easy to dry, easy to store.

And the answer is either Navy beans or

Black Eyed peas, both for our own consump-
tion and as our contribution to the soldiers’

families who may need help next winter

We all want to have something to give and
if we heed the words of wisdom from eminent,

long headed agriculturists and economists

it is more than apparent that there is small

assistance in buying in order to give—we must
produce, to render real assistance Other-
wise, the shortage is merely pushed on round
a circle. Corn, grain, potatoes, as ar. extra

crop, seem to a woman so vast an undertaking
that she is submerged by the bare contem-
plation. With the aid of a young gardener,

whose hands are already so full he is half dis-

tracted, she feels she cannot “tackle” it.

But a row of trim peas or beans presents no
such terrifying picture either in the planting,

tending, gathering, or storing. This bean
and pea idea had been in my brain, bobbing
up at every mention of the food question for a

month, and I had come to the point of won-
dering why the sense of it was not more readily

seen and generally accepted, when I went to

Washington to the Woman’s National Farm
and Garden Conference and could barely

471
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subdue a frantic desire to shrewishly scream
out “I told you so!” when no less than four
experts recommended their planting. Dr.
Knapp, of the United States Department of
Agriculture, voiced a plea for all dried fruits

and vegetables. He said they were not being
used nearly as generally as formerly, years
ago, and that now of all times was the mo-
ment to revive them—peas and beans being
especially indispensable. Miss Bagg, as rep-
resentative from the Royal Horticultural
Society of England, in speaking of how Amer-
ica could best serve the Allies said: “Money
and food, before men. The dried foods are
paramount in importance, being easy to han-
dle and transport.” And Miss Creswell, ex-

pert on canning, spoke of the shortage in

cans (there being almost 50 per cent, less

cans available this year than were used last)

and of the large increase of price in glass jars;

she said “ People should realize this and every
one should plant staples which do not require

canning—every one may grow peas and beans
to dry and if they only would it would be of

enormous value to the country.” Clinching
the matter, our Assistant-Secretary of Agri-

culture, Carl Vrooman who has spoken and
written much on the present Agricultural

situation says, in connection with substituting

vegetables for meat, “In the war we shall

probably be called upon to supply meats to

our allies, along with wheat and many manu-
factured foods. W e produce no excess of

meats. Moreover, you cannot grow beef

cattle in a few weeks or months. But by
planting now—such legumes as beans, cow
peas, and peanuts, the meat supply can be
supplemented materially this summer. The
public doesnotyet realize that these vegetables

are so rich in protein and nourishing fats

that they open up food resources which it

would be criminal to neglect.” In varieties,

the concensus of opinion seems to be the Black

Eyed pea and Navy bean. It appears in

Virginia the former is as indispensable as the

potato but in many other States people have
not even a bowing acquaintance with them.
On good authority I find an easy and econ-

omical way to grow them is in connection

with com. To every grain of corn drop in

two or three peas; the corn is in no way in-

convenienced or affected and the cultivation

and care of one serves the other. When
planting alone use one quart of peas or

beans for a row 1 50 feet long. I think our
meagre acquaintance with these products is

chiefly confined to an occasional purchase
to form the foundation of thick soups, but
they can of course be served as winter vege-

tables—the beans baked, a la Boston-baked
beans—and as regards their nutritive prop-

erties we have just heard from one who knows
that they stand high in the list. It goes

without saying that when I think of this huge
country and my tiny bit of cooperation it all

seems too laughable to seriously entertain

but, on the other hand, many drops must fill

the bucket, and unless we all take care of our

own special little problem we are bound to call

on the resources of the county which, we all

agree, must go elsewhere. In addition, a

principle seems involved—if we fail to “do
our bit,” aside from materially injuring the

United States, we lower the morale of the

finest country in the world. Lately, when-
ever the question has been asked: “What is

your Garden Club going to grow to give away
next winter, to help the general tension?”

I’ve hardly been able to suppress a smile, as I

waited for the stock answer: “Oh, we are

all growing an extra row of carrots.” Of

course I know carrots are supposed to enhance
the beauty and general charm of the consumer
and I suppose the needy might have personal
vanity enough to feel a certain thrill of appre-
ciation and pride as they approached their
mirrors, in spite of the fact that, in all like-

lihood, they had to tighten their belts, but
personally I should prefer feeling that in giving
substantial dried foods I was helping to pro-
duce a little muscle and brawn, bringing a
tinge of red into a child’s cheek and inducing
—in certain regions unmentioned—that com-
fortable feeling, described by the omnibus of
Paris, which, when unable to shelter further
occupants, swings out a sign bearing the
word “complet.”

—

Hally Carrington Brent ,

Maryland.

Violets and Irises are used along the terraces of this hillside
garden to hold the soil and prevent washing

A Hillside Garden.—My garden is 85 x
150 feet, on a hillside sloping south, which is

an. ideal exposure for this climate. The hill

is really a “half grown” mountain, which here
we call a ridge, so it is rather steep. I had it

plowed and left rather deep furrows. In my
ignorance, I thought it would keep the soil

from washing. After it was all planted in

early vegetables, such as green peas, beets, etc.,

I waited for the seed to come up. A hard rain

came first, water formed in the furrows, and as

it sloped a little to the centre, a break came;
water, seed, and earth came down the hill

together and seed came up everywhere except
on those beds. I was discouraged. Wise
heads suggested planting on the level. I did,

with even worse results. I replanted, but will

not dwell on my failure that year.

I was determined to have a garden, so in

the fall, I divided the hill into four sections,

terraced it by making a drop two feet or more.
Then a three-foot walk at the base of each
terrace. I had it limed and plowed, then
planted Crimson Clover as a winter crop,

both for benefit of the soil and to hold it during
the winter. Wise heads were sure my banks
would wash unless sodded. I had no sod,

but I did have an abundance of California

Violets and German Iris, so I planted a row
of Iris at the top of the bank and the Violets

on the slope, another row of Iris on lower side

of walk. It was planted very thickly, so there

would be no break for water to get through.

It not only holds the dirt, but is a beautiful

sight when in bloom. Where I had to build

the terraces up, one man plowed a deep fur-

row, another filled it in with corn-stalks,

leaves, and any rubbish convenient. The
next furrow plowed would cover it. It re-

quired much work, but it paid. I now have
good soil, and best of all, no washing. The
picture shows how pretty it is, even when not
in bloom. Last summer, it was put to a good
test. For a month, we had rain almost every
day, on several occasions, a “near” cloud-
burst, but not a wash! In one section, I have
four rows of red raspberries and four rows of
strawberries and any winter crop, such as
spinach, mustard, and turnips (which we plant
here for early spring) so that section is not dis-

turbed, but mulched with leaves and straw.
The other three are plowed and left rough,
the freezing and thawing make it very mellow
by spring.

—

Bland N. Tomlinson, Tennesjee.

Bulbs and Peonies. — “It’s always fair

weather when good fellows get together,” and
likewise there is always good talk when gar-

deners get to gossiping. I agree with Mr.
Rockwell when he says that this column is

just like a walk and a talk in a friend’s gaiden.
We have a “gossip exchange” at every meet-
ing of I he Garden Club of Myers Park, Char-
lotte, N. C., as every member answers roll

call with an experience or a question, and some
of the information thus gained seems to me to

be worthy of my passing it on.

At this season of the year our attention is

on bulbs, and we have learned, by tales of
bitter experience, that bulbs must be allowed

to die down in their own sweet time, and wiO
resent being hurried out of the way. So
never disturb them when the tops are still

green, and never cut down those green tops.

Tulips have short legs, we have also learned,

only because you have expected nothing bet-

ter from them, and have planted them too

near the surface of the ground. Plant them
deep and their pride being thus aroused, they
will rise to heights of glory. A club member
who has proved by her beautiful Peony
blooms that she knows what she is talking

about, tells us not to fertilize Peonies until

just before blooming time; early fertilization

makes a rank growth of leaves and stems at the

sacrifice of blooms. She also recommends
fertilizing Peonies with manure water (water

in which rotted manure, tied in bags, has been
allowed to stand for some time).

—

Sarah P.

Thomas, Charlotte, North Carolina.

A Comment on The Garden Magazine.

—

I have read Lennie Greenlee’s complaint in

a recent number and the replies thereto in

later issues. I like some articles better than
I do others because I am able to carry out their

lessons. I take it that The Garden Maga-
zine is a publication intended to serve a very

large and varied public. Some wealthy sub-

scribers with unlimited space and means with

professional gardeners to carry out the work,

some subscribers with only moderate means
and good-sized space, and others with small

means and space. Your duty is to try to

serve all. As far as I am concerned I like to

read an article even if I am not able to carry

it out in practice. I really enjoy reading the

advertisements. They are helpful too.

—

Mrs.
R. JV. fValters, Springfield, Ohio.

More About the Globe Thistle.— Anent
Mr. Dulles’ remonstrance in the April

Garden Magazine against the recommenda-
tion of Globe Thistles, Echinops, for orna-

mental purposes, I would like to say that I

have been growing them for many years—all

the kinds I could get, and can say with some
authority that there is no danger of any
becoming an annoying weed, or even naturaliz-

ing itself, sparingly save one. After eight
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years, only one has appeared in the meadow

—

a pasture— beyond my garden enclosure.

This is the Silver Thistle, Echinops spaeroce-

phalus, a European species. It is a strikingly

handsome plant growing from five to seven

feet tall, with spiny, glaucous foliage and

silvery thistle-like flower heads. It is a

hardy and prolific seeder, able to raise up a

family in heavy grass, rocky soil or a well

made gravel path. But as it is of biennial

duration, no danger from it need be feared if

the flower heads are cut off before they seed.

The two varieties generally grown in this

country, E. bannaticus from Eastern Europe,

and E. Ritro from the shores of the

Mediterranean, are most conserva-

tive in their behavior. The latter

does not self sow at all in my garden
and the former but sparingly, and
not with anything like the persis-

tence of Phlox, Spiderwort, Holly-

hocks, and many other time honored
garden plants that have not become
a menace to the farmer. I have
never seen the Silver Thistle in any
garden save my own. I hope my
experience with these particular

Thistles may reconcile Mr. Dulles

to their use for they really are most
decorative and beautiful.

—

Louise
Beebe Wilder, Pomona, N. Y.

Ancient Ideas.—In the Garden
Magazine for April, page 159 is a

note under the title “A trick with
Poinsettia cuttings” in which it states “that
a bean, pea, or other seed placed in the split

end of a cutting will form a root for the
cutting, etc.” If the editor allowed this in

the magazine as a joke, I think it should be
labeled as such, as there are still many people
that would consider this a real bit of news,
and I feel that it certainly takes from the
value of a paper that is considered reliable

to have such foolish things jprinted without
comment as to their falsity. Such items
should be given under a separate heading of
“Some ancient ideas concerning gardening.”
—Albert F. Carter, Greeley, Colo.

[Quite right, it is so ordered, hereby! But

really it never occurred to us that there would
be any necessity of labeling a thing so obvious.

Our mistake!

—

Ed.
j

Starting Seeds in Summer.—During the

summer weather it is very difficult to get seeds

to germinate properly because of the hot suns

and the general dryness of the air. If left

for a single day without water the vitality is

burned out of the seeds. Shading during the

germinating period is a great help and should

be practiced, but too dense a shade is bad too;

and any shade must be removed at the first

evidence of germination. A quick change

ofttimes ruins the tender young seedlings. A
scheme which I like very much is to cover

the frames with cheese cloth. This admits
air and light, but still breaks the direct rays

of the sun sufficiently to enable one to keep
that evenly moist condition in the soil which
is so essential to seed germination. The
frames are made of shingle lath with plaster

lath cleats to keep them in shape; the

cheapest cheese cloth is good enough for this

purpose. Make the frame the same width as

the cloth.

—

W. C. M.

Preserving Flowers.—A few years ago, while

traveling in the South, I met an old Japan-

ese gardener and became interested in his

odd methods of growing and preserving
plants. I learned a number of things from
him, among others the art of preserving flowers

in their natural forms and colors. I have
since experimented with a number of flowers,

such as Asters, Cosmos, Calendulas, Calliop-

sis. Cornflower, Marigold, Sweet William,
Scotch Pink, Stocks, Zinnias, etc., and with
few exceptions have had good results.

Fine sand is necessary, which must be
washed until all the soluble particles are gone,
when the water runs off quite clear. When
the sand is thoroughly dry, pass it through

fine and coarse sieves so that all large

grains will be separated Store the

sand in a perfectly dry, warm place.

Cut the flowers when fully developed,

taking care that they are not wet
and bury them in the dry sand.

—

S. H. Garekol, Maryland.

Why not let the Editor know?—
To the Editor’s desk the other day
came a letter from a gentleman whose
note in a recent issue of The Gar-
den Magazine had evidently been
very welcome to a host of readers.

He said, inter alia: “7 had more
correspondence I think about that

Matilija Poppy story than anything

I ever wrote before.”

It is of course gratifying to learn

that so much interest was evinced;

but there’s a sad side to the story.

Not a solitary letter of comment reached the Edi-

tor. Here then was a note that the readers

liked; they would probably like to know more
of the Matilija Poppy, but the Editor has

nothing whatever tojustify his affording that plant

a single line of space in the future (except for

the accident of a personal letter on a differ-

ent subject).

Now the point of this paragraph is to im-

press on the individual reader once again the

propriety, to say the least, of addressing to

the Editor letters arising out of the contents of

the magazine. Besides, it will be a really prac-

tical help to the making of a magazine that will

better and better serve the readers’ interest.

THE MONTH’S REMINDER
JUNE THE MOST EFFICIENT PLANTING MONTH FOR ACTUAL FOOD CROPS

If you are a fresh recruit in the army of the spade and hoe and “ in the dark” about anything whatever concerning your garden write to our
Readers’ Service Department, stating your trouble. We are anxious to help.

W E ARE at war! We are at war
for the avowed purpose of making
Democracy, not only international

but universal! Every gardener
in the land has a part to take in the fight!

His duty awaits him just as certainly, and, if

anything, more imperatively, in the rows of
vegetables in his garden, as does that of the
soldier in the trenches at the front. The
gardener who neglects his work and loses a
crop which might have been saved, or who
fails to plant even a few rows of vegetables,

which might have been “worked in” by a little

more intensive culture, will have brought down
upon himself the opprobrious epithet of
“slacker.” World famine begins to loom up
as something more than a remote possibility.

Shoulder your hoe, or your compressed air

sprayer, and do your “bit”!

GET PLANTING DONE SOON AS POSSIBLE

TN MANY sections, there is danger of late

frost up until the first week in June.
Under these conditions, the setting out of the

more tender vegetable plants, such as toma-
toes, eggplants, peppers or melons, squash,

lima beans, or sweet corn, started in paper
pots, in a cold frame, must be delayed until

it is safe to plant, but should not be post-

poned beyond that time. Every day counts

in the short interval between the last frost and
the beginning of the prolonged dry spell which
is likely to come within a few weeks thereafter.

The later the tender things have to be set out,

the more imperative it is to supply them with

fertilizer mixed in the soil directly in the hill

which will supply an abundance of quickly

available nitrogen. Chicken manure, sheep

manure, or a little ground bone and dried

blood mixed together are all excellent for this

purpose. This enables the plants to begin

growth at once instead of having to wait

until they develop the root system. When
planting, use plenty of water under each

plant, at the bottom of the hole.

DEFENCE AGAINST THE ENEMY!
*

I 'HE most important factors in cutting

down the yield of the average home
garden are insects and diseases and lack of

sufficient moisture. Prepare, at once, if you
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have not already done so, to carry on your
war, which is sure to come, with the former.

If you are a newcomer and cannot look up
back numbers of The Garden Magazine
which give information in detail about the
various garden pests write to the Readers’

Service Department for help. Briefly, the

“strategy” of garden warfare is as follows:

There is one corps of garden pests such as

potato bugs, cabbage worms and others of

similar nature which live by actually biting off,

chewing and swallowing parts of the foliage or

stems or fruits. You campaign against these

with an internal poison which may be sprayed
on the plants in either wet or dry form; the

approved ammunition is arsenate of lead.

Another army of the enemy includes the vari-

ous plant lice or aphids such as infest Roses,

pea vines, melons, etc., also scales of different

types, which are not affected by internal

poisons because they live by sucking the juices

from the inner tissues of the plant. Attack

these with sprays which kill by contact—of

which nicotine extract or oily emulsions are

the best. The stronger the solution, the more
convenient to handle and the more economical

to use.

Various vegetables, and some flowers may
be assailed by “blight” and “rust”—or

anthracnose. Intrench yourself against these

by preventive fortifications of bordeaux mix-

ture, which can be bought in stock form

and used after dilution with water, according

to directions; dry powder for dusting on is

very convenient for small gardens.

It is quite practical to use a combination

spray, containing all three of these ingredients,

which will be effective at one operation against

chewing insects, against sucking insects, and

as a preventive against blight, rust, etc.

If you have a compressed air sprayer and

are using wet sprays, use the combination of

arsenate of lead and bordeaux spray (see

page 278) and add to it before using, nicotine

sulphate. If you are using a “dry” duster,

vou can get the combined arsenate of lead and

bordeaux in powder form. A small hand
sprayer, in which tobacco or oil preparations

can be applied on the first appearance of any
plant lice or any sucking insects is most useful.

The great secret in being successful with your

spraying, is to have your materials on hand,

and to be able to “shoot” immediately upon
the first appearance of the enemy.

GARDEN PRODUCE MUST NOT BE WASTED!

THIS year, of all years, must be a canning

year! Take this hint and act on it

promptly. Buy your cans, or glass jars, if

you have not already done so, at once. I here

will be an unprecedented shortage of these

things before the season is over. Also save

any wide mouthed bottles, pickle jars and so

forth. Many gardeners fail to do what
should be done, and that is, throughout the

season to use up all available vegetables as

soon as they are ready, and before they are

old and tough. What isn’t eaten must be

canned. Beans often mature much faster

than they can be used upon the table. Here-

tofore the majority of gardeners did nothing

with the extra part of the crop—it was al-

lowed to spoil on the vines. 1 lus year the

tactics must be changed. Pick all pods as

soon as they are large enough to be used.

Eat or give away what you can at the time,

and then can the rest. If any of them get

too old, pick the pods as soon as they begin

to dry up, instead of leaving them to spoil on

the vines; they can be shelled out and used as

dried beans for winter. Next month’s Gar-

den Magazine will have more to say about
canning and drying.

IMPORTANCE OF WATER

^[O ONE thing which you can do will go
^ so far toward insuring the success of

your garden and the production of a big

yield as the installation of a modern irrigating

system—no matter how small or how large

your garden may be. The expense is little.

With this year’s prices for vegetables it will

probably pay for itself two or three times over
before freezing weather. Elsewhere, in this

number of the Garden Magazine (and in

next month’s), you will find particulars of the
various systems. Study your own problem

DO THIS MONTH

1 Finish setting out tender plants.
* Spray for insects and diseases.

IT Be prepared for saving all surplus garden produce.
IT But in a modern irrigation system.

If Attend to succession plantings in time.

IT Plant for an ample supply of winter vegetables.

IT Keep on planning as well as planting your garden.

H Do all the mulching you can to conserve moisture.
IT Keep flowers cut daily.

IT Keep the lawn rolled, and don’t cut it too short.

U Prepare to grow your own potted strawberry
plants.

If Try some of the newer salads.

PLANT THIS MONTH
Vegetables; from seed: bush and pole beans,
lima beans, corn, cucumbers, melons, martynia,
okra, pumpkin, squash, cos lettuce, French endive,
Chinese cabbage.

Plants: in northern sections, from frames; Lima
beans, corn, cucumbers, eggplants, melons, peppers,
squash, tomatoes. Toward end of month, from
seed bed: Brussels sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower,

celery, kale, leek, late tomatoes.
Succession crops; beans, beets, carrots, corn,

cucumbers, kohlrabi, lettuce, peas, radish, turnips.

Flowers; from seed: tender annuals, such as

Balsam, Begonias, Castor Bean, Dolichos, Im-
patiens, Portulaca, Salvia, etc.

From pots: tender bedding plants, such as
Begonia. Heliotrope, Musa, Salvia, etc. For
late gardens: Roses, hardy perennials, etc. (from
pots).

For Fall and Winter Use; in seed border, to

transplant later to pots: Antirrhinum, Begonia,
Carnations (“pinks"). Geranium, Heliotrope,

Lobelia, Mimosa, Petunia, Stocks, “Silk Oak,”
Verbena.

Bulbs and Tubers; Callas, Caladiums, Gladiolus
(succession plantings); Cannas, Dahlias, etc.,

where not already planted.

carefully, and make your selection accordingly,

but—put in irrigation. If you are at all handy
with tools, you can do the work yourself—as
there is nothing to it, but the joining together

of pipes valves, etc., which can be bought

ready fitted if you give the proper dimensions

when ordering.

ATTEND TO SUCCESSION PLANTING

ONE of the greatest faults of the average

home garden is the gaps between the

crops. After the spring planting is done,

one is likely to think that that part of the

work can be forgotten until it is time to put

in the fall things. Don’t make this mistake.

Keep up succession plantings especially of

beans, sweet corn, lettuce, radish and other

things which go by quickly after they reach

maturity. Small plantings made often is

the proper method of procedure.

KEEP PLANNING AS WELL AS PLANTING

UNLESS you have made out a garden

plan which shows everything to be

planted throughout the season, give some

thought now as to the best things to follow

the crops which will be out of the way during

the next few weeks. (See p. 275). Do not

wait until the ground is clear before deciding.

Next make the most of small area by inter-

planting—two or three weeks can usually be
gained by planting the new crop between the

rows of the old, or between the plants that have
not yet been harvested. The beginner at

gardening will find one of the efficiency charts,

on which the vegetables are represented by
strips of card-board, corresponding to the
length of time the particular vegetable takes
to mature, a very real convenience for plan-

ning successions throughout the season so as

to get the maximum yield from the piece of

ground he may have available.

don’t be a butterfly!

YOU know the old fable of the butterfly

and the ant, and of how the latter pro-

vided her winter requirements in advance.
The trouble with the butterfly was not that
she was lazy, but that she lacked foresight.

Plan now for your winter supply of vegetables.

If there is not sufficient room for a good supply
of root crops, such as beets, carrots and turnips

and so forth, get a little extra ground some-
where for these things. From the present
outlook they will be about worth their weight
in gold next winter.

MOISTURE BY MULCHING

yOUR crops of gooseberries, currants and
strawberries will depend to a very large

extent upon the amount of moisture you can
keep in the soil about their roots. Use all

your grass clippings and other mulching ma-
terials that may be available for this purpose.

Grass clippings in the strawberry bed make
an ideal mulch. They are clean, are short

enough to pack down tightly about the plants

and are not likely to blow around. One
watering through a mulch of this kind will do
as much good as three applied in the ordinary

way.

KEEP ALL FLOWERS CUT

SWEET peas, and all other flowers par-

ticularly the annuals, will stop blooming
much sooner if the old flowers remain on the

plants and “go to seed.” Keep the flowers

cut daily. If you have not time to cut them
yourself, let someone have them for the trouble

of cutting them.

RAISING STRAWBERRY PLANTS

TO GET the biggest and the finest straw-

berries, not only should the vines be

grown in the “hill” system, but if you want
one hundred per cent, next June from berry

plants set out in July or August, you should

have potted plants. Select a few of the best

plants in your bed now and mark them with

small stakes. As soon as the new runners

have formed, get 3 or 3! inch pots and fill

them with regular potting soil if that is avail-

able. If not, the soil where the ordinary

strawberry plants are growing will do if it

is not lumpy. Sink each pot up to the rim

and hold in place over it with a small stone

or a clothes pin, one runner, so that the first

plant formed will root down into the pot.

Snip off the continuation of the runner beyond

this first plant. As soon as the little plant is

well established in the pot it can be severed

from the parent plant, and allowed to remain

and develop in the pot until wanted to make
the new bed. In this way, you will get

plants that are well established—not one in a

hundred of which need be lost when you make
your new bed, even if it is mid-summer.

Select runners from the best plants.
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Directions as to time given in these columns apply generally to the latitude of New York as a standard. Except where spe-

cifically otherwise mentioned allow a difference of about a week earlier or later for each hundred miles south or north, as the case may be

'EVER before have
June-made gardens
held such alluring

promises of being

highly profitable. Never be-

fore have late comers among
home gardeners been confronted by such possi-

bilities as this year. And, perhaps, never again

will gardens mean as much to this nation, col-

lectively, or to the individual, as the gardens

created in June, 1917. Gardens that were

started weeks ago can still be made to yield

bigger crops by cultivating them with higher

ideals and greater enthusiasm.

Putting the June Garden on a War Basis

June gardening efforts are of two kinds:

(1) The work to be done in the newly started

garden. (2) Plans for the utilization of garden

space so that every row bears two or three

crops where only one grew before.

Nearly all vegetables that were sown or

planted in April or May can equally well be

planted also in June with the assurance that

they will bear crops before frost. Exceptions

are the very early short season crops, such as

peas among which there are no varieties adapt-

able to the hot, dry months of the year. This
does not mean that you could not grow peas
during July or August. But they cannot
be considered a profitable crop then.

Induce quick germination of seeds by every
known method. Specific recommendation
of this is made, later on, wherever practical.

But always remember that, where seeds are

“coaxed” to sprout quickly by abnormal
methods, special care must be taken to plant
them in a well prepared seed-bed so that the
baby plants may thrive without any set back.

Getting Uninterrupted Supplies

Make repeated sowings of such vegetables
as you particularly like. Classes and kinds
that will do well during the hot, dry summer
month and will mature before frost from seeds
sown throughout June are:

Beans. 1 wo fifteen foot rows per week
of such early sorts as Bountiful, Stringless and
Full Measure among the green podded;
New Kidney, Wax, Brittle Wax and Sure
Crop Wax among the yellow podded sorts
will provide enough young beans for a family
of five between August 1st and the middle of
September.

Beets. Make repeated sowings of large,
late sorts for winter storage.

Carrots. Handle in the same manner as
beets.

Corn. Sow 2-fifteen foot rows of early sorts
like Peep O’Day, Early Mayflower, Poca-

hontas, Golden Bantam, every week up to July
4th, when the last sowings should be made.

Lettuce. Sow midseason Butterhead, like

All Seasons and Crisphead Iceberg throughout
this month.

Radishes. Select summer sorts like Long
White Vienna, Chartiers and White Delicious.

Keeping the Garden Busy All Summer

The June garden holds a two-fold duty for

the early starter: (1) To provide fall crops by

They Also Serve:

l]J Who plant or cause to be
planted garden crops to build

up the world’s food supply.

Ifl Who spray an orchard tree

and thereby save its fruit crop.

If Who turn to practical use,

unplanted and therefore
wasted acres and so help to

feed the hungry world.

<J Who will, with their own
hands, plant, care for, and har-
vest the crops of the garden
and field, releasing others
who are needed elsewhere to

serve their country’s cause.

tfl Who save from waste, day-
by-day in canning left-overs

from the table, as well as dry-
ing and canning fresh crops.

replanting rows of extra early vegetables
now on the decline. (2) To make repeated
sowings of those vegetables which are essen-
tial for a table supply of fresh vegetables
throughout summer and fall.

Rows that may be exhausted and thus
be ready for replanting to second crop may
be early beets, lettuce, onions from sets,

radishes and spinach, also possibly smooth-
seeded peas. In mapping out a programme
how to use these rows from now on, keep in

mind not to follow one crop with another crop
of similar nature.

Do not follow beets with
radishes or carrots, nor vice-

versa. But plant

Midsummer lettuce or endive
to follow early beets.

Bush beans to follow radishes.

Beets or celery to follow let-

tuce.

Lettuce or beans to follow onions.
Kale, kohlrabi or cucumbers to follow peas.

By choosing extra early kinds of the follow-

up crop, the rows frequently become available
for a third crop early in August. This is the
highest efficiency in the garden, and greatly
increases the value of the product.

Next Winter’s Vegetables That Don’t Have to

Be Stored

fJERE are a few vegetables that are very
"* profitable to grow for winter use, be-

cause they do not have to be stored. Parsnips
and salsify planted now in good soil will make
roots of good size before freezing weather,
can be left out all winter, and will be much bet-

ter in the spring than if they had been sown
six weeks earlier. Brussels sprouts do not
produce a big yield in proportion to the space
occupied, but if you sow a packet of seed now,
you can transplant the plants later, sticking
them in wherever there is space, and they will

weather it until Christmas with no protection
whatever, giving a delicious vegetable after

the garden is frozen up. And don’t forget
kale; start the plants now, transplant later,

and you can go out and cut “greens” from
under the snow next winter.

Root Crops for big Values

you can grow three rows of carrots or
beets, and two of winter turnips or

rutabagas, where you can one of potatoes.
Moreover, you can get a crop of summer
vegetables off the ground first. All of these
things can be used to take the place of potatoes
next winter to a very large extent.

Begin now, and plant all the space you can
spare for the next two weeks to carrots

—

twelve to fifteen inches is enough to allow for

each row. For the two weeks following, plant
beets, the same way—a row at a time, wher-
ever you can find room. Follow the beets
with turnips or rutabagas in July. This
will make not only the work of planting, but
that of thinning and first weeding, be spread
out so that you can attend to it much better
than if it all came in a bunch, from one big
planting. And next winter you will have a

supply of “roots” that will make you smile
when you think how few potatoes you would
have been able to get off the same piece of
ground.
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The selection of proper vari-

eties is of paramount importance
and holds the key to success of the

June-made garden. When choosing.

keep in mind the number of days, required by
specific sorts, from sowing to maturity (see

special references below).

I he condition of the soil is important for

the June-made garden. Be sure that it contains
sufficient moisture to encourage quick germin-
ation of the seeds that are sown. If the soil is

very dry, give a thorough watering before

sowing seeds, and let the surface dry out
until it can be finely pulverized with a rake.

Then make the rows and sow the seeds.

Watering after seeds are sown is not as prac-

tical because of the danger of washing out
seeds.

Even poor soil grows fair crops of beans.

If in doubt what to grow in your garden, plant
beans, any beans. Those that aren’t used as

green beans become useful as dry shell beans
during the winter. Pound for pound, beans
are more nutritious than potatoes, require

less labor at harvest and are more easily stored.

Besides, growing them enriches the soil.

Profitable Crops for the June Gardens

Beans sown early in June will bear bigger

crops with greater certainty than those sown
sooner or later. A few years ago, early sorts

sown in May suffered during a dry spell in

August and the crop fell short. Late kinds
sown late in June were caught by an early
September frost and did not mature. Bounti-
ful, Stringless Green Pod, Full Measure or
Longfellow among the green-podded; Kidney
Wax, Brittle Wax, Prolific German Black Wax,
and Sure Crop Wax among the yellow-podded
sorts are reliable as regards both yield and
quality. Plant seeds in rows, 4 inches apart, 2

ft. between the rows, covering seeds about 2

inches deep in heavy soil, 3 inches deep in

light soil. Quick germination may be in-

duced by soaking beans over night. Put
them carefully in the row, eye down. The
seedlings should push through the soil within
six days after planting. Select the earliest

Pole Lima procurable—Leviathan is ideal. It

is as early as the bush limas and many times
more prolific. While a great delicacy in the
green stage, they likewise prove great “cost
of living” reducers during the winter.

Beets are an “ideal” war garden vegetable.
Within 60-70 days from date of sowing seeds,

Eclipse, Crosby’s Egyptian and Detroit Dark
Red, will produce beets ready for use. If you

are willing to

wait longer,

Crimson Globe,

Half Long
Blood and
Long Smooth
Blood wi II yield

Hold the hoe so that the handle forms an angle of 45° with
the ground. This is best for comfort and efficiency

roots that will keep all winter. Beets re-

quire rather moist soil for prompt ger-

mination. If yours is dry, pour water
in the rows, then sow seeds, cover with dry soil

and walk over the rows, one foot in front of the

other. This presses the seeds firmly into the
moist soil. Sow seeds thinly. Each “kernel”
is in reality a fruit and contains from two to

four seeds. When thinning out the row, so the
seedlings stand four inches apart in the row,
save the thinnings, slightly trim both leaves

and roots, and transplant them between
rows of other vegetables. Any surplus can
be used for the table as “greens.”

Cabbage. Set out in the first ten days of

June (plants, of course, which can be bought
from the dealer) you can secure a fine crop
for winter use. Danish Ballhead, Surehead
and Premium Flat Dutch are the three sorts

most widely grown as winter keepers. When
buying the plants, select roots, not tops! It’s

the root that feeds the plant! Cabbage requires

rich soil, Danish Ballhead prefers a heavy clay.

All cabbages need lots of water to do well and
should be hoed often and thoroughly. The
application of a “complete” fertilizer contain-

ing one part muriate of potash to two parts

nitrate of soda to three parts of phosphate will

work wonders. If the head begins to burst,

push the plant over to one side; this breaks
some of the feeding roots and checks develop-
ment.

Carrots. Early, but small sorts like French
Forcing or Golden Ball will be large enough
for use within .±5 days. Sow in rows, j inch

deep, 18 inches between the rows. For winter
use, Danvers Half Long and Improved Long
Orange are ideal, though Long Orange and
sorts of a similar nature require deep, rich

soil for best returns. I he late sorts should be

“thinned” to stand 4 inches apart in row.

Dig in fall and store in frostproof cellar in

boxes or barrels, covering top with
soil or sand.

Celery. Buy plants and set in

rich soil. For use (before Christ-
mas) choose Golden Self Blanching or White

For winter use. Giant Pascal or

Set plants 6

Cultivation keeps the crops growing even in drought. The
dust mulch i inch deep conserves the soil moisture. The
finer the soil the better

rlume. tor winter use,

Winter Queen are standards,
inches apart in row, 3 feet between the rows.
Water often and thoroughly. Hill as the
plants develop or use Celery blanehers, in

which case the rows can be put 2 ft. apart or

even closer.

Corn, Sweet. All through the month, early
and midseason sorts may be planted in rows,

3 inches deep, seeds 4 inches apart in the row,
with 2J feet between the rows. Don’t plant
corn in long rows, one row at a time, but
rather in blocks of 4 or 5 short rows. This
will insure perfect pollination and, subse-
quently, more uniformly well-filled ears.

W hen the plants have grown to be a foot

high, thin them out to stand one foot apart
in the row and hill slightly. Hoe constantly
and hill from time to time.

Cucumbers yield perfect crops from seeds

planted in June. Make hills, about a foot

across, top of hill about 8 inches above sur-

face, 3 foot of space each way between the

hills. A shovelful of manure at bottom of

each hill helps greatly. Sow about a dozen
seeds in a circle around top of hill. Cover
about half inch deep. After the seedlings have
made the third pair of leaves, when danger
from the striped beetle is over, reduce plants

to three to a hill. Don’t disturb the roots of

those that remain. Fight the beetles with
slug shot. One packet will sow a dozen hills.

Kale, a form of cabbage may be treated just

like cabbage. Sow now in rows, zb feet apart,

thin out plants to stand 4 inches apart. Early

next month transplant in rows, one foot

apart, with 2 or 3 feet between the rows.

Dwarf German or Curled Scotch are good
keepers and very hardy, lasting well into

winter.

Lettuce. It is important to sow the right

kinds for summer use. Only midseason but-

terhead and late crisphead sorts can be at-

tempted now. Sow in rows 2 feet apart.

Cover seeds from j to 5 inch deep according to

condition of the soil—

\

inch deep in very

light soil, less in heavy clay. When two
weeks old, thin out seedlings to stand 4 inches

apart in row. Two weeks later take out every

other one and repeat until heads stand 16

inches apart. Hoe frequently, between rows
as well as between plants. California Cream
Butter and All Seasons should be “ready” for

use the first week in August. Iceberg (crisp-

heads) forms perfect heads even a week sooner.

Muskmelons. These are profitable only

in gardens of fair size, say 100 x 100 ft. be-

cause the returns per square foot are small.

Plant and treat like cucumbers.

Onions are one of the most responsive crops

if you don’t begrudge care and work at the

critical time, which is their baby stage. There
is still time to start White Queen, W hite Por-

tugal, and Southport W hite Globe from seeds,

though if sets can be bought so much the

better. Sow seeds j inch deep in rows, a foot to

18 inches apart. W eed carefully every other

week and when seedlings are about 4 inches

tall, thin to stand 4 inches apart in row.

Peas. Every variety will bear a crop be-

fore frost. Tbe trouble is that nearly all

June-sown peas mature the crop in August
when hot, dry weather cuts down the yield

by reducing tbe number of pods per vine and
number of peas per pod. Better wait until later.

Radishes. In general sow summer sorts

9

b
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There are several makes of wheel hoe. Don't try to push
in a steady drive like this

The proper way to use a hand cultivator is to stand still, draw the cultivator toward you, then push it away to arms length,

and step forward a step, advancing by short jerks

only at this time since the early spring kinds

(with the exception of Icicle) get hot and
pithy over night. In some sections, or in a

cool season with irrigation, spring radish will

succeed. Sow Long White Vienna, White
Delicious or White Strasburg in rows 2 ft.

apart, covering seeds ^ inch deep. Thin out

seedlings to stand 4 inches apart in row, as

soon as they get large enough to be handled.

This is very important with this crop, since

“spindley” plants require a good deal longer

than normal time to produce eatable roots.

Radish seeds may be prepared for prompt
germination by putting them between wet
blotters or wet newspaper over night. Where
this is done, ; inch covering of seeds is ample.

Swiss Chard. A spinach beet producing large

leaves, but not bulb roots. A most profitable

vegetable for war gardens since it practically

provides two dishes from one plant. Cook
the leafy part like spinach, the midribs like

asparagus. Sow and treat exactly like beets,

but, when fully grown, each plant should have
at least a foot of space in the row. Twenty
feet of row provides an abundance of

greens. You can “cut and come again.”

To-matoes. Secure plants. If that is

impossible you may still hope to raise a

crop before frost by sowing without de-

lay, seeds of Spark’s Earliana, Chalk’s Early

Jewel or June Pink. I hese will bear fruits in

100 to 1 10 days after seeds are sown and con-

ditions in June are such as to promote both
quick germination and rapid growth. Sow
like lettuce and transplant like cabbage.

Every “sucker” or branch removed from
an old plant, will take root and develop into

a self supporting plant almost over night.

In an emergency, where neither seeds nor

plants are obtainable, ask your neighbor for

a few “shoots” when he prunes the latter

art of the month. All tomatoes should

e reduced to three of the strongest branches,

trained to five-foot stakes and pruned regu-

larly. This will stimulate fruit production

and also economize space.

Turnips. Sow the late or winter keeping
rutabagas or Swedish turnips in rows \ inch

deep, 2 feet between the rows. Thin out
seedlings to stand from 4 to 6 inches apart,

according to variety. Monarch or Elephant
grows very large; American Purple Top needs
but 4 inches of space in the row. While the
main sowings of turnips for winter use are

made in July, it is well to sow the very large

growing rutabaga toward middle of June.

Save every bit of vegetable matter,
weeds, garbage, etc., for the compost heap.

Cover with soil and allow* to decay. By next
year the whole mass will be in fine shape to

spread on the garden as a rich dressing,

/.bout the only things that won’t decay in

that time are the ripe stalks of corn, tomatoes,
etc., which being woody and ready only at

the close of the season require longer time to

disintegrate. They may be placed in a

separate pile preparatory to the formation
of next year’s compost heap.

From the day the melon and cucumber
plants are set out hoe the ground surrounding
them at least once a week. The best hoe
for this purpose is the scuffle because when
properly handled it will not cut deeper than
half an inch to an inch. The scheme is

to keep the surface loose and dusty without
going near the roots which spread out farther

than the vines and only a trifle below the
surface. The less they are molested the better.

W HILE “ it’s nice to get up in the morning
when the sun begins to shine,” it’s not good
for all kinds of plants to be roused out of their

night’s sleep so early. Melons, cucumbers
and beans especially should be left alone untd
after the dew is off as their vines are somewhat
brittle and are likely to suffer from breakage-

to say nothing of the damage spread most
seriously while the plants are wet with dew.

Now that warm weather is upon us the
mam point in gardening is to conserve mois-
ture. Unless you have an overhead irrigation

system the best plan is to keep the soil con-
stantly loose and open by weekly shallow til-

lage either with hoe or wheel tools. Such at-

tention while it destroys weeds is not done
for weed extermination alone but for the effect

it has upon the soil. The loose surface layer

acts as a mulch through which the moisture
below cannot pass as readily as if the surface

were hard and smooth.

If you have no other use for lawn clip-

pings, spread them on your strawTerry bed to

serve as a mulch. \ hey contain no w*eed

seeds, are short and lie snugly up to the plants

and wThen turned under after the bed has

borne its crop, make excellent plant food.

The new bed will probably do better if kept

clean of weeds during the first summer by fre-

quent shallow cultivation or hoeing.

7 ime enough to mulch it after the

ground freezes hard in the fall.

All crops

that are grown for

their leaves—spin-

ach, cabbage, cel-

ery*, chard, endive,

etc., may be lav-

ishly fed wfith ni-

trogeneous ferti-

lizers. Rotted ma-
nure is best to

apply prior to the
growing season

and even during
the early part of
this w*hen it can be

spread without
trouble. The next
best things are
poultry and sheep
manure, espe-

cially if dry
and ground.

Keeping Up Fertility
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Repelling the Enemies’ Assaults
Plant lice often prove troublesome

on cantaloupes, cabbage and some other
crops. Generally they have got such a

start that little or nothing can be done to

save the plants. 1 herefore, examine the plants
from time to time, especially beneath the
leaves, to see if they are starting. A spray
of black leaf 40 or other standard nicotine

insecticide at recommended strength will hold
these pests in check. Be sure to have most
of the spray hit the under sides of the leaves.

The Striped Cucumber Beetle on
cucumber, melon, squash and their kin is

almost impossible to subdue after the plants

are left unprotected in the garden. Cover
with wire gauze before they get above the sur-

face and until the vines begin to run. To-
bacco dust on the hills is thought to be effec-

tive but is not fully satisfactory. However,
it does no damage as when it decays it adds
plant food, particularly potash to the soil.

Turn over the Squash and
pumpkin leaves and look for little

groups of eggs about the size of a pin

head. These will hatch into dirty

gray bugs which when full grown are

about an inch long. Not only do
the adults and the young suck the

sap of the plants but they carry in-

fection from plant to plant. The
adults are sluggish creatures, espec-

ially in the early morning and on
cool days, so they may be easily

caught. Popping them in kerosene
is satisfactory, except to them.
1 hey are hard to affect with sprays
of any kind. The eggs may be broken
or cut off with part of the leaf and
burned. In the fall after the vines

have been nipped by frost the bugs
will move to the squashes. Often
hundreds may be killed by knocking
them on the ground and tramping
on them. A cool day and the early

morning when the bugs are some-
what torpid are the best times to do
this.

No, THOSE BIG CATERPILLARS
on the tomato plants are not likely to do
serious damage. There are not enough of

them—usually. They are kept in check by
their parasites so they rarely become a pest.

If they seem to be too numerous for the good
of the garden, pick them off and step on
them.

Ugly brownish spots on the bean pods?
Anthracnose! It can be kept in check by
spraying with bordeaux especially if the spray
is directed upward from below, Never mind
if the beans become smeared; a few table-

spoonfuls of vinegar in the water used for

washing will dissolve the smears and a final

rinsing with water will remove the last traces

of the solution. Not the slightest danger of

poisoning! The best preventive of this dis-

ease is to avoid doing any work—cultivat-

ing, picking or even walking through the

patch—while the plants are damp with rain

or dew.

Irregular holes in cabbage leaves?

Probably caused by cabbage worms—velvety

green caterpillars rather hard to see at first

because so nearly the color of the leaves.

Arsenate of lead and paris green—one ounce
of either to ten gallons of water—sprayed on
the plants are the best remedies. No danger

to human beings from eating the cabbage
later because the outer leaves are pulled off.

Spraying now will destroy worms that would
become parents and grandparents of the
later broods which make fall cabbage leaves
look like poorly made colanders. The cater-

pillar also attacks cauliflower, brussels sprouts,

kale, kohl-rabi, etc.

Asparagus Beetles—pretty, metallic

spotted little fellows about a quarter of an
inch long and then slimey greenish slugs—often
play havoc in home gardens. Let the use-

less, inferior, spindley shoots act as decoys for

the beetles to lay their eggs upon, then cut
and burn them, say a week later to destroy
the eggs, leaving a new set of spindley shoots
to replace them. 1 his practice kept up for a

month or six weeks during the cutting season
will make the plants fairly free from the pest.

After the cutting stops destroy the slugs by
knocking the plants with a stick during the
heat of the day while the ground is so hot they
cannot get back. 1 his work would be play

to any boy who likes to rattle a stick on a

picket fence as he walks by! Chickens kept
confined in the asparagus patch will be help-

ful. In cases of bad infestation dust with
air slaked lime in the early morning while the

dew is on the plants.

Sometimes Carrots, parsnips, celery,

fennel, parsley, dill and other related plants

are defoliated by green and black banded
worms or caterpillars which when touched
suddenly exhibit a pair of yellow “horns”
that give off a peculiar, offensive odor.

Usually they are not numerous enough to

cause much concern, so knocking them off

and treading upon them will answer; when
abundant, spray with paris green or arsenate

of lead one ounce to ten gallons of water.

Plants cut off just at the surface of the
ground ? A cut worm—a dirty gray fellow

that hides under a chip or a clod during the

day and comes out to feed at night. Cut
worms are worst on newly plowed or dug sod

and near the edges of gardens bordered by
sod. Spray a patch of clover or grass with
arsenate of lead—one ounce to ten gal-

lons of water—in the early evening and
after cutting it drop in little clumps upon
the ground a few days before an}' plants
are set. In the absence of other food the
worms will eat this poisoned material and die.

After plants are set use poisoned bran near
the plants to be protected—a teaspoonful or
so to a plant. Paris green at the rate of one
ounce to three pounds of bran mixed dry and
then moistened with sweetened water till the
mass is thoroughly wet but not sloppy, will

give satisfactory results.

Turnips are troubled with little black
beetles that hop away briskly as you ap-
proach. You may make things unpleasant
for the beetle by spraying with bordeaux
(usual formula) or, now that copper sulphate
is costly, scatter lime dust on the plants be-

ginning at the windward side so the
dust will blow forward. These flea

beetles do not seem to be success-

fully combated with poisons but they
don’t like lime in any form.

Strawberry plants look sickly,

wilted or not thrifty? Dig down
carefully with a stick or a trowel.

Aha! A brown-headed white grub,
larva of a May beetle or June bug.
Nothing to do but kill each individ-

ual grub. Prevent repetition by not
planting strawberries on newly
turned sod.

Well, Well! A potato bug on
the egg-plant! Yes, it’s sometimes
a pest on this crop as well as on
potatoes. Spraying with paris green
—an ounce to ten gallons—is the
best remedy.

If you find a raspberry, dew-
berry or blackberry plant with
orange-yellow leaves — most con-
spicuous on the undersides—dig it up
and burn it at once. 7 his is orange
rust for which no remedy has as yet

been discovered. As every diseased plant

is a contagion spot it may mean serious

loss of adjacent plants due to infection.

As soon as the raspberry and blackberry

canes have borne fruit, the old canes

should be cut out close to the ground
and placed upon a bonfire of dry brush

and burned immediately. They are almost

sure to be diseased or insect laden so the

sooner they are destroyed the better. After

they have fruited they are not of the slightest

use to the balance of the plant. They die

any way. Why let them be a menace to the

plantation?

When large numbers of the blossom buds
of your strawberries drop off as if nipped, the

trouble is weevil. This insect is worst in

old beds and on varieties that bear pollen.

It is a good plan therefore to allow the straw-

berry beds to fruit only one year and to have
a new bed set out each season, preferably

as remote as possible from the older bed.

The insects do not migrate rapidly so this

method .helps to keep them in check. As
the pollen bearing kinds are most attacked

it is well to plant rather largely of pistillate

or female varieties and to rely upon the

other kinds almost wholly for pollen and not

for fruit.
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Daylight Saving and the Gardener
Let every gardener campaign for the Daylight Saving

reform. Setting forward the clock for one hour during
the summer months would give the average business man
an appreciable time for the garden in the evening, with-
out sacrifice of morning light. Daylight Saving would
mean millions of better, more productive gardens.
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THE patriotic thing now is for each

garden owner or worker to do his

utmost to increase food production this

summer by planting as many vegetables

as can be cared for properly. Remember it is

better to cultivate a small plot properly than

to work across a large area badly. Any surplus

of crops that are perishable may be saved by
putting up in tins or glass, or by drying.

Do not waste anything. Plgnt the staple

crops, such as com, black eye peas, butter

beans, navy beans and late potatoes this

month. One can continue the planting of

corn, snap beans, and beets until September.

It is too late now to plant English garden peas

as they are cold weather plants, but begin

again the end of August. Canning asparagus

and English peas and beets and some of the

fruits can be done now. Get recipe from the

Agricultural Department, Washington, D. C.

Farmers’ Bulletin 359 by J. F. Breazeale

has been well tested and for many years used

by the Girls’ Canning Clubs. Get also the

Government recipe for drying vegetables and
fruits as there is a shortage of glass jars and

tins and so much food can be conserved by
drying. Even though there might be only

enough for one jar it should be immediately

canned to prevent waste.

Plant in the open ground during June:
mid-season tomatoes, egg plant and peppers;

also a little curly endive, which last can be

blanched by tying the leaves together with a

soft string, as all kinds of lettuce bolt to

seed in hot weather. Witloof chicory can be

sowed in a row and thinned out later and when

big plants they should be dug up and put in a

trench and treated as one does celery to blanch
for winter; first cutting off the tops to two
inches from the crown.

Force all “leaf crops” with a bi-weekly
application of nitrate of soda, all cabbage
in particular. Sow in coldframe Brussels

sprouts, cauliflower, winter cabbage, and late

tomatoes. Plant the late potatoes. Green
Mountain and Peach Blow are proved good
varieties. Sweet potatoes can be planted the

end of May or first of June.
Keep up a constant cultivation in the

garden, stirring the soil to conserve moisture
and keep down the weeds. The orchard and
vineyard should be sprayed with bordeaux-
arsenate of lead up to July 1st, except of course

on trees that bear in June, i. e., early apples,

peaches, and apricots. Thin out superfluous

fruit so that those that are left will be finer

specimens. As soon as the grapes turn pink,

the small uneven bunches could be gathered
and used for jelly making and this thinning

out will also be an advantage to the remaining
bunches. The ends of the grape vines should

be cut out to let in air and sunlight. The best

bunches could be bagged to prevent loss by
wasps and to make a more even bunch.

Keep a vigilant eye on all vegetables and
fruit this month for there are so many diseases

and insects to combat. Bordeaux mixture is

used for blight and fungous diseases; and that.

with arsenate of lead added at the rate of

1L2 lbs. to 50 gallons of bordeaux, will

destroy codling moth, curculio, currant
worm, cabbage and potato worms, etc.

Slug shot sprinkled on plants in the early
morning when they are covered with dew will

eradicate the worm and the leaves should be
thoroughly covered with liquid poison

—

arsenate of lead is best.

Early corn is subject to smut and corn
worms. Spray it at silking time with a dry
spray, 20 per cent, arsenate of lead and 30
per cent, flour of sulphur blown right into the
tip end of the ear.

The latter part of the month, put out celery-

plants four inches apart, in a trench, two feet

deep, with six inches of manure in bottom and
four inches of good sod on top.

Early blooming shrubs should be trimmed
now, such are Forsythia, Spiraeas, and Lilacs.

Sow Aster seed now with a few peppers and
when transplanted into the open ground plant
them together. The aster beetle prefers the
pepper plant and thus the Asters will be saved,
and planted this late they will bloom in Sep-
tember. Trim off the weak shoots of the
Dahlias and keep the sod well worked about
them. A good potato fertilizer is the best for

Dahlias, but one too rich in nitrogen will make
the plants go to leaf. The lateral branches
of Chrysanthemums should be cut oft' and an
occasional watering with manure water is

beneficial. I he black aphis to which they are
subject can be eradicated bv a heavy stream
of water from the hose.

Virginia. J. M. Patterson.

Planting on the Coast
HPHE efficient gardener who is planning

for a succession of vegetable crops

every month of the year must now
sow seeds of carrot, cauliflower, popcorn,

peas, and radishes.

The standard carrot is Danvers Half Long.
However, an unusually attractive little carrot

is the Early French. This is almost round
and resembles the French Breakfast radish in

form. It grows to be about two inches in

diameter and is at its best just before reaching

the two-inch size. If you have a hotbed, sow
a few seeds of the Snowball cauliflower.

These seeds are expensive and it is much better

when working for a succession of crops to sow
only a small part of the packet at one sowing.

Those of us who hitherto have bought pop-
corn from the street vender rather than make
it in our own homes will do well this year to

grow some of the popcorn in the garden. I he

White Rice is an unusually good variety and
may be planted now. Treat it exactly like

sweet corn.

Big Boston is the standard lettuce. But in

the southern part of the state the Los Angeles
variety is much grown. It is the favorite on
the Los Angeles market and is very good in-

deed for home use. In the northern part of

the state, especially around San Francisco,

the California Cream Butter variety is rapidly

gaining in popularity. It is very prolific and
unusually crisp.

Keep yourself busy at odd times scratching

around the different garden crops, and drawing
a little soil around the base of the different

plants to protect them during the hot days.

Pole beans and peas that were planted early

will now need supports. If poles are at hand
they should be set up now. A very good way
to provide a support, however, and one that is

entirely satisfactory, is to set stakes or posts

at either end of the row and stretch a strip of

poultry wire between them.
If you have not planted for a succession of

vegetables but have a space in which some
may be sown for fall use, make your choice

from the following: Kentucky Wonder or

Old Homestead pole beans; extra Early Re-
fugee bush beans; Improved Egyptian beets;

Early Green or White Spine cucumbers;
Long-leaved Dandelion; Rich Green Curled
endive; Kohlrabi; Rockyford muskmelon;
Rich Netted Cantelope or Burrell’s musk-
melon; Peerless or Ice Cream watermelon;
Spinach; Okra; Parsley; Mammoth pumpkin;
Hubbard squash; Yellow Crook-neck summer
squash; and Purple Top White Globe turnip.

Plants of cabbage, eggplants, and sweet

potatoes may be purchased from the market
gardens or from the grocery stores and should

be set out this month unless the supply has

already been secured. Sweet potatoes do not
thrive well on heavy soil and should not be at-

tempted unless very sandy loam is available.

GREENHOUSE TASKS THAT NEED ATTENTION

If you are growing Chrysanthemums in the

greenhouse for developing unusually large

blossoms for cutting they should be examined
now to see if they are ready for repotting.

It is impossible to give a date when they

should be transferred. The way to determine

when they are ready is to examine the roots.

Turn the pot upside down and jar it enough
to loosen the ball of earth around the roots.

Carefully lift off the pot and if the roots have
formed a network around the inside of the pot

the plants are ready for repotting.

Chrysanthemums require a large

amount of water but must have the pots
well drained so that the soil does not be-
come soggy. After they have been re-

potted, put them close together on a bench that

has been covered with cinders or ashes in a

shady place in the greenhouse, or better still,

in a sheltered spot out-of-doors. If the largest

blooms are to be had, keep the side shoots
pinched back and allow one main flower stalk

to develop to its best.

At this time of year the air is usually rather
dry and the greenhouse will need water applied

to the walks and under the benches. Open
the ventilators early every morning and cldse

them early in the evening. Ferns and all

ornamental leaved plants not in bloom should
be sprinkled lightly with tepid water. Plants
that are beginning to show buds should receive

weak manure water or a light top dressing

once every two weeks.
If you desire a succession of Calceolaria

blossoms, a few of the seeds should be sown
in shallow pots or pans during June. After
the seeds have been sown on a mellow soil

cover them by sprinkling silver sand over
them. They should be kept in a cool frame
facing the north and the sun should not be
allowed to strike them until they are well under
way. I hey require a light sprinkling twice a

day, morning and evening.

For winter decorations, nothing is quite so

well liked as Coleus. If a good supply is wanted,
make cuttings now and start in small pots.

***/« the articles devoted to particular localities

and special subjects the reader will often find
directions that are of general application—e. g.

hints on canning , spraying, feeding, etc. There-

fore it will be well to look-through every line of
the Patriotic Garden Department because repe-

tition has been avoided to save space.
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WHAT MODERN IRRIGATION MEANS AND HOW TO SELECT A SYSTEM THAT WILL MEET YOUR OWN REQUIRE-
MENTS AND GIVE SATISFACTION

The overhead system of irrigation is a great con-

venience allowing for traffic underneath. The
direction of the spray is controlled by turn-

L,. ing the entire line by the lever handle

man at the front? Whether you

have studied the scientific side of

gardening enough to know it or not, it is

WATER Water is to the ranks of vegetables

in your garden, what food is to the ranks of

men in the trenches. Without it they perish,

no matter how well they may be established

otherwise. Without water they perish, no

matter how well planned, or thoroughly fer-

tilized, or carefully tended, your garden may

have been; yet when the long hot days come,

without abundant water it cannot

make progress, nor yield the re-

sults promised by the encouraging

opening of the “spring drive.

An adequate system for sup-

plying water to your garden when-

ever it needs it, and as much as

it needs, is the best garden invest-

ment you can make. Commer-
cial growers, with soil as rich as

it could possibly be made, and

using the best methods of culture,

have found that with irrigation

they can, as a general thing, double

their yields! To the home gar-

dener, often working under some

Show-
ing de-
tail of the
sunk e n
nozzle in

a buried
cup as
adapted
for lawn use

“IRRIGATION FOR THE HOME PLOT

The next question is, how to furnish irriga-

tion for your garden? You may be somewhat
confused by the term “irrigation’’ itself;

not quite clear as to what to do, or just how
to set about it; or what it is going to cost.

There are two points to be settled upon

right now, at the outset:

The first is a conviction that modern

irrigation for the home garden is not a com-

plicated thing. Don’t feel for a minute that

it is “beyond” you, because you are not an

expert gardener. It is just as simple as using

a watering can—and infinitely less work!

There are no complicated rules which must

be followed in using it; the few simple sugges-

tions given later in this article—most of

which common sense would have dictated to

you anyway—are sufficient to set you right

on that point.

Secondly, an irrigation system for your

home garden won’t cost a fortune. In fact,

considering that irrigation supplies are a new

thing, and as yet not in universal demand, the

prices asked by most of the manufacturers

are very moderate. You can get an outfit

that, with such hose as you may have on hand,

to convey the water from the house to the

garden—if you have not an outlet near the

garden—will enable you to sup-

ply artificial rain for a small

garden for five to ten dollars.

That is first cost and practically

the only cost. The expense of

operation is nothing but the cost

of the water; and with care the

outfit will last indefinitely, as

there is nothing to wear out.

Two weeks of hot dry weather,

even in a very moderate sized

garden, often does more than ten

dollars’ worth of injury.

Now as to the details of the

equipment, and how to install

it. In the first place, one

disadvantage in the way of soil, etc., it has

meant even more; it has meant not only much
larger crops, but the assurance of crops

where otherwise there would have been failure.

In practically every garden, even in the few

seasons when we have no real “drouth,” irri-

gation will be needed badly not once, but

many times, between June first and October

first. And whenever it is needed, and you
can give it, it will help the growth of every

vegetable in your garden.

Not only that, but keeping crops in vigor-

ous growth, materially protects them against

injury from insects and disease. Further-

more, your early crops, under irrigation, will

mature on time, and your succession and late

crops, which should supply you with materials

for canning, and for winter use, can be planted

the day the ground is ready, and be had up
above ground and beginning vigorous growth

under the most favorable circumstances, in a

few days more, if you can command the rain

over your own garden.

In short, at from whatever angle you look

at it, there is every reason for providing your

garden with irrigation; and all these reasons

are of double strength at this particular time,

when every ounce of food that can be pro-

duced will be needed. Keeping your garden

supplied with water this year will be as patri-

otic an investment as buying a war bond!

Y
OU will not have “done your bit”

to the fullest extent this year, unless

you leave no stone unturned to

make your garden yield to its full

capacity. It is by no means mere sentiment
to say that your best efforts in that direction

involve more than the personal gain you may
make by so doing, and will contribute con-

cretely, even if only on a small scale, to the

national welfare and the national cause.

WHAT WATER MEANS

What is the most important factor in assur-

ing the full success of the garden you have

p 1 a nted this year—perhaps for the

first time t, —to help feed yourself, and

the reby ftr make it possible for your

brother, the farmer, to feed the

should have a clear idea of the general prin-

ciple of “spray” irrigation, as this type is

called. It may be described most simply as

“artificial rain.” The water is distributed,

under considerable pressure, through “noz-
zles” placed in a row along a pipe, or by sta-

tionery or revolving “ sprinklers.” The water,
thrown quite a distance by the nozzle or

sprinkler, is broken up into small drops by the

resistance of the air, and falls in a spray. The
fineness of the spray is an important matter.

Big drops of water tend to pack the soil,

and unless it is very light, to wet it so rapidly

that it will get muddy on the surface, or even
run off, before it has wet clear down to the

roots. It also spatters mud over the leaves,

like a driving rain, which is objectionable in

the case of many vegetables and most flowers.

To get the best results from an irrigation

system, you should make yourself sufficiently

familiar with the various types on the market
to choose intelligently according to your own
watering problems. You may have a vegetable

garden alone, or only flower beds, or lawns and
shrubbery, or any of many combinations, to

supply water to. Your soil may be very light

and sandy, making it possible to apply the

water very rapidly without flooding; or it

may be of such a character that the water
must be applied very slowly, to soak in as it

falls. You may have a good water pressure,

but not flow enough for very rapid irrigation;

or a good flow, but low pressure. All these

things must be considered.

TYPES OF APPLIANCE

Here are some of the points of distinction

between the various types: The sprinkler

systems apply the water more rapidly than

the nozzle-line systems. But this may be,

and frequently is,

more of a drawback
than an advantage.

They do not, as a

rule, break the water

up into as fine a

spray, which makes
little difference in the

case of lawns or

shrubbery, but with

delicate flowers, or

even with many

When hand cultivation is done, as in a small garden, the

irrigation pipes may be kept low and the outfit is not then

obtrusive

280
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vegetables, is a disadvantage. All the

sprinkler systems, applying the water over

a series of circular areas, distribute the

water in extra heavy doses where the “cir-

cles” overlap; but this is not serious if one

takes the trouble to irrigate when there is a

little wind blowing, as can usually be done.

More serious, in most cases, is the fact that

the water is not evenly distributed over the

whole of the circular area covered by each
sprinkler. In many cases a large percentage

of the water falls in a comparatively narrow
ring; therefore, if you plan to use a sprinkler

system, be sure to select sprinklers that have

as even a throw as can be got. The nozzle

line system is not quite so automatic in its

operation, but all the attention needed is to

turn the line occasionally by means of the

handle at the end of the line, so that the water
will fall in a different place; five or six shifts,

turning the line a few degrees at a time, are

required to water all the ground covered, from

one side to the other. It is possible to get an
automatic turning device which will keep the

line turning, but this of course is an additional

expense. The nozzles are more likely to

clog up than are the sprinklers, and though
they are easily freed of ordinary obstructions,

it is necessary to keep a little closer watch of

them. One important advantage the nozzle

line systems have is, that where the pipes

run the same way as the rows of vegetables,

as they usually do, a few rows at a time can be
i wet down as wanted, or given an extra amount

of water; this is very convenient in weeding,

thinning, transplanting, and sowing succes-

sion crops.

The details of the equipment for the two
systems—nozzle-line, and sprinkler, are in

general, as follows.

THE NOZZLE LINE

For the nozzle line system there should be a

line of pipe (the hose will do) out to the gar-

den, i inch, or even ^ in. will answer for a

moderate sized garden. A riser, extending up

3 to 6 feet, is placed at the point where the ir-

rigation line is to start, and on top of this a

|

valve and an elbow. Next comes a special

fitting known as a “turning union.” This
is so constructed that it allows the pipe

to be revolved, by means of a short handle
placed in it for the purpose, without leaking

at the joint. It also contains a strainer.

A cap on the end of the handle permits flush-

ing out this union without taking it apart.

At intervals of three to four feet along the
i line, small nozzles are screwed into the pipe,

in a perfectly straight line. For a small

outfit, you can buy the pipe, with the nozzles

already inserted; for a larger installation,

there is a special drilling machine, with lever

attachment, which makes it possible to get

the holes in a perfectly straight line. These
nozzles throw the water to a distance of twenty
to twenty-five feet, so that each line is capable
of covering a strip of ground forty to fifty feet

wide. The line of pipe has supports, every
fifteen to twenty feet, in the form of wood or

iron pipe posts. Rollers to fit either kind of

post are supplied, but are not really neces-

sary for runs of pipe under 200 feet or so.

THE SPRINKLER TYPE

For the sprinkler system, all the piping is

put underground, except the uprights or risers,

which support the sprinklers. These are

Note these rows of peas, both sown the same day; that
on the right was given shelter by a “protector” or “forcer”
and is ahead of the other

placed at intervals of 30 to 50 feet along the

lines, according to water pressure and capacity.

A valve at the beginning of each line controls

all the sprinklers on that line; or one can have
a valve for each sprinkler. In either case, this

system is more expensive to install than the

nozzle line type. The water is applied

more rapidly, and therefore larger pipes are

necessary to carry it. For lawns, shrubbery,

etc., the sprinkler is often placed in an iron

box or cup, set flush with the ground, where
it is out of sight, and out of the way when not

in use, so that the lawn mower, roller, etc.,

may pass over it without injury.

While the above outlines in a general way
the construction of these two types of irriga-

tion systems, to inform yourself more fully

about the details of construction and equip-

ment, and get data on which you can readily

figure out what your own outfit will need to

include, consult the catalogues of the several

companies now making irrigation equipment.
I have taken pains in the paragraphs above to

tell you some of the things these interesting

catalogues don’t tell, but there is a lot more
that I haven’t had room for that you will find

well worth your trouble in reading, and that
will help you in making an intelligent selec-

tion.

USING WATER EFFICIENTLY

And now a few words as to using whatever
system you may install. First of all, remem-
ber that your irrigation system is not a play-
thing, and even though you may like “to see

it running,” always keep in mind that it is

better to give an occasional thorough soaking,

than frequent light sprinklings. Usually a

half inch to an inch of water should be given
in dry weather. You can gauge the amount
by the “time table” given with whatever
system you use—so many hours, at such and
such a pressure of water= | inch, etc. The
“pressure ” of city supply can be obtained from
the proper authorities; in a self-contained plant
it must be figured according to circumstances.

Usually it is best to water rather late in

the afternoon. To water in the bright sun-
shine wastes water, as much of it is lost bv
evaporation before it has time to sink down
to the plant roots.

After watering, just as soon as the surface

of the soil becomes dry enough to work, go
over it with a wheel-hoe and reestablish the
dust mulch, to aerate the soil, and save all

you can of the water just applied for the use
of the plants. After a light rain, which has
not soaked down far, but has spoiled the dust
mulch it often pays to finish the job with a

watering somewhat lighter than usual, before

working the soil to reestablish the mulch again.

A light watering is also often a great help

just before weeding or thinning, to moisten and
loosen up the hard dry soil.

In conclusion, bear in mind that water
will be one of the very few things that won’t
be costing you “war-prices” this summer, and
that every gallon of water you can add to your
garden in dry weather will be worth so much
in actual dollars and cents to you in the in-

creased weight of vegetables it is sure to make.
It will not only save worry and crops, but will

make your fertilizer go about twice as far

as it would otherwise. You can’t go wrong on
taking this step to make your garden sure

and safe so far as dry weather, its greatest

enemy, is concerned. Have a little rain-

plant of your own this summer!

Typical installation sprinkler type which distributes water in circles from focal centres.
A minimum of permanent pipe is above ground

Typifying the overhead nozzle line system in which the distributing pi ires are above
ground, and can be turned their whole length in desired diections



Transplanting Vegetables to Economize on Space
H. W. DOYLE,

IT OFTEN IMPROVES THE PLANT, TOO—THE RIGHT POOLS TO USE AND HOW TO GO TO WORK

W E GARDENERS, if we are to get

the most outofour gardens, must do
considerable transplanting and in-

deed many plants are greatly bene-
fited by the practice. I omatoes, cabbages
and celery are notable examples. The roots,

being broken, have a tendency to branch,
and thus a more ramified feeding system is

acquired. Another advantage is that each
individual plant is given more space in which
to develop. Plants are often transplanted
two, three or even more times in order to

further increase their root systems; the more
often they are transplanted the better they
seem to stand the operation. Not only does
it make stocky and sturdy plants, but it often

hastens fruiting, and it has been known to

have been the means of avoiding certain dis-

eases. 1 he first essential in successful trans-

planting is to have strong, sturdy plants; the

second a favorable environment in which to

set them.

YOUNG PLANTS FROM HOTBEDS

Plants started on small areas, in hotbeds,
greenhouses, or protected outdoor beds, are

more easily cared for, especially when they are

of a delicate nature or during a time when
weather conditions are unfavorable. The
space where they are to be planted may not
be available, either because occupied by an-

other crop or because of the earliness of the
season. Hence the value of concentrated
culture and the necessity of transplanting.

Where plants are transplanted two or more
times before setting in the field, the operation

is known as “pricking out.” This is begun
by most growers soon after about three true

leaves have formed—say at three weeks of

age. It should not be delayed long enough
to allow the plants to become at all spindly.

They are pricked out from one and one-half

to six inches apart—three inches is probably
the most common distance employed. Weak
plants are discarded.
— Coldframes, spent hotbeds, and sometimes
sheltered and specially prepared outside beds
are used to set them in. Often they are

pricked into flats and sometimes separately

in paper pots or other receptacles which are

Use a transplanting trowel or a dibber thrust alongside the

plant to firm the earth about the roots

placed in hotbeds or coldframes. If set in

flats a one-inch layer of well-rotted manure in

the bottom will help in removing the plants

with a large bunch of dirt about the roots.

Rich soil and careful attention to watering,
ventilation and weather conditions are neces-

sary to success.

USING OUTSIDE BEDS

Outside beds should be located in well-

drained places, convenient to water. They
may be about three feet wide and of any de-

sired length. It is well for them to stand an
inch or two above the general level of the sur-

rounding ground. The soil should be care-

fully prepared and of practically the same
constituency as that used in the hotbed or

greenhouse. Of course, with outside beds, the
grower runsagreater riskof inclement weather.
1 he plants are hard to protect in case of low
temperature or hard driving and cold rains.

Lath screens are valuable adjuncts to out-

side beds. They are so made as to give par-

tial shade, by the laths being spaced as far

apart as they are wide. I hus no part of the

bed is shaded all the time. While the plants

are newly set the screens may be left on during

the entire day. As the plants grow older

they may be taken off for short intervals,

gradually increasing the time, until finally,

to harden the plants against the sun, they
should be dispensed with altogether

TOOLS THAT HELP

Various devices are used in pricking out.

Some people use small dibbles, making holes

and setting in the same manner as in the open.

Others use transplanting boards, having f
inch holes through them in check rows, as far

apart as it is intended to set the plants. A
special dibble is made to fit these holes. The
board is held firmly in place over a flat and
the dibble run through each hole into the soil.

The board is then removed, leaving holes at

regular intervals, which, being uniform, econ-

omize in space and make the transplanting

easier. Holding a bunch of plants in one
hand, with the other hand drop a plant in

each hole, beginning at one side and leaning

the plants away from the holes yet to be filled.

When each hole is filled the plants may be

firmed in with the fingers.

Another contrivance for making holes is

known as a “spotting board.” Wooden pegs

or pins about three inches in length and

Y inch in diameter at the base, tapering to a

point, are fastened and project from one side

of a board, the distance apart the plants are

to be set. A “spotting board” should have
narrow projections from the side at each end,

carrying single pegs. These single pegs are

placed in the end holes of the last row made and
serve to guide the “spotting board” to the

proper distance between the first row of pegs

and the last row of holes. The board is

pressed firmly down, pushing the pegs into

the soil, and carefully removed. One can

stand on the board while dropping and firming

the plants in one set of holes and be at the

same time forming another set.

WHERE THE WEATHER’S RIGHT

Humid regions and weather conditions are

favorable to transplanting in the open. A
fine time to set plants is just before a rain, es-

pecially if cloudy weather follows. I he most
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unfavorable weather conditions are bright
sun combined with cold wind, cold storms
of drizzling rain, or frosty nights. Still

warm air is desirable—whether the day is

sunny or not is of less importance. During
drouthy weather the transplanting may be
done in late afternoon or evening in order
that the plants may have the night in which
to recuperate.

The soil is a very important factor in suc-

cessful transplanting. It must be in such a

condition of perfect tilth that fine particles

may be firmly compacted about the tiny root-

lets of the plants. Therefore, good judgment
must be exercised in plowing. Thorough
harrowing, rolling and dragging must be given,

until the soil is in a fine mellow condition.

Newly turned land, being more moist, enables
the plants to more quickly secure a foothold.

Moist, not wet, soil is to be desired. It

should not be so saturated with water as to

be soggy and muddy.
Ease of cultivation and successful manage-

ment require straight rows and uniform dis-

Transplanting develops a good root system. Seed sown
same day; plant on right was not transplanted. The
difference is plain

tances between rows. A marker is, there-

fore, a very useful implement. The one

generally used consists of a long handle and

a cross piece at one end, in which are fastened

the teeth that do the marking. It is very

simple, and may be easily made by anyone
who can handle a hammer and a saw. In

using a marker, stretch a line at one side

of the area to be planted, and with a side

tooth of the marker barely touching it, walk
backward, marking the rows.

There is a certain time when plants are in

the best condition for setting in the garden,

which does not extend beyond a few days.

It is hardly possible to describe this condition,

other than to say it is when they are as large

as they can be without crowding and are in a

state to best stand the shock of removal.

Experience teaches one to judge this time.

They can sometimes be held back by exposure,

scant watering or clipping the leaves.

Cooler plants, like cabbage, can stand lower

temperatures, and are preferably planted in

cooler weather, and generally several weeks

earlier than such warm plants as tomatoes

and eggplants. However, different varieties

of either the cool or warm kinds are naturally
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adapted, or may be

hardened by proper

methods, to greater

resistance of either

cold or heat.

Transplanting be-

gins days and weeks

before the plants are

moved. I refer to the

care and treatment

before the operation.

Those that are ex-

pected to resist cold

should be hardened
to cold by frequent

and ever increased

ventilation, until
they have acquired

sufficient powers of

resistance to permit

their removal to the

open without check.

Plants that are ex-

pected toresistdrouth

must be hardened to

drouth by withhold-

ing water. Some
plants are made short

and thick-set by shearing the tops while small.

A few hours before transplanting the beds
should receive a thorough wetting. The plant

cells will then absorb a large supply of water
and food, which will help them withstand the

shock of removal. The wetting also assists in

retaining soil particles about the roots.

Plants obtain moisture and food materials

from the soil through tiny rootlets and root

hairs. These are very fragile and delicate

structures. In transplanting, no more mois-

ture or food can be taken into the plant until

it has become reestablished in its new position,

and new root hairs have formed. Those
plants having larger root systems and greater

powers to make roots do not suffer so much as

the weaker ones. The danger of severe check,

and often death, can be readily seen. If a

plant has not become reestablished within

forty-eight hours it will seldom be of much
value, as the shock has been too severe.

Plants roughly grasped in bunches and
rudely pulled have to fight against great odds
when set in the open. The tiny feeding roots

and root hairs are torn from the plant and re-

main in the soil, while the stems are bruised

or broken. It pays to spend more time to

“lift” the plants carefully, retaining as much
soil about the roots as possible. It is well to

run a flat shovel far enough underneath the

plants as not to injure the roots, and then lift

the section—plants, soil and all—from the bed.

I hey may then be carefully separated with a

minimum of injury. One can hardly be too

careful about retaining these rootlets and hair

roots. Failure is very likely to result from hur-
ried or careless work at this stage of the game.
Where plants have been transplanted into

flats it is quite easy to remove them with
little disturbance and with a liberal quantity
of soil about the roots. Cut through the soil

and manure so as to divide it into little blodcs
each containing a plant. Place the flat on its

side and jar it on the ground, or tap it on the
bottom, and it will be easy to remove the
cubes of dirt.

HANDLING THE YOUNG PLANTS

1 here are various methods of treating
plants after removal from the beds and before
setting in the garden. Sometimes, when they
are quite large, it is customary to remove
about one-third of the foliage to prevent too

much evaporation after setting. When the

weather is quite dry it is the custom of many
to “puddle” the roots. This is done by dig-

ging a small, saucer-shaped hole in the ground,
pouring it full of water, and with a hoe mixing
a batter to the consistency of thick cream.
The plants are taken in small bunches, the

roots spread out and dipped in the batter.

They should be planted at once. Another
plan is to thoroughly sprinkle or wet the en-

tire plant, roots and top.

W hile plants are out of the ground the direct

rays of the sun should not be allowed to shine

on them any more than can be helped. It is

also well to protect them from drying winds.

They may be transported from the beds to

the garden in broad, flat pans, covered with a

newspaper.
As a rule plants should be set a trifle deeper

than they stood in the seed bed. If they are

a little large for transplanting, leggy or

A tomato plant all ready to set out. This is in ideal con-
dition and will “ never know it was moved ”

spindly tffiey may be

set proportionately

deeper. Never set so

deep as to cover the
crown or heart. The
soil must be tightly

pressed about the

roots. When a plant

is set it should be firm

enough in the ground
to prevent its being
pulled up by grasping

the leaves. Take
hold by a leaf and pull

steadily—if the plant

is firm enough the leaf

will part from the

plant.

When set by hand
either a trowel or a

dibble is generally

used. I prefer a dib-

blewhere a largenum-
ber of plants are to be

set. This implement
is held in one hand
and thrust into the

ground witha peculiar

sidewise motion. When withdrawn it leaves a

hole, in which a plant is inserted to the proper

depth by the other hand. A second thrust is

made about two inches to one side and the dirt

pressed firmly against the plant. The resultant

hole made from the second thrust must be filled

before passing on. A light tap of the dibble

should be sufficient. It is more convenient

to have some one drop the plants at the proper

intervals on the row ahead of the dibbler.

The dropper should not get very far ahead
because the plants quickly dry out and wilt.

With a trowel, dig a hole, insert the plant,

and firm the dirt about it with the fingers.

A small quantity of water placed about each

plant while setting is often of great benefit

especially during very dry weather. A good
way is to make the holes for, say, one row.

Then go along with a bucket of water and a

dipper and pour a dipperful of water in each

hole. By the time the last hole has been

watered the water in the first hole will have

seeped away sufficiently for one to set the

plants in the usual way. After they are

firmed in draw dry dirt, or rather dust, around

each plant and maintain this dirt mulch to

prevent evaporation.

It is sometimes customary to shade the

plants with shingles, paper bags and other

specially constructed contrivances for this

purpose. This is not usually necessary,

though, if proper methods have been fol-

lowed and the plants are robust. However,

if they are very extensively covered it is

well to uncover them during the night so that

they may get a little air.

Melons, cucumbers and plants of like nature,

do not transplant readily because of their

less extensive root system and an aversion to

growing a new one. They may be trans-

planted, however, by a little extra care, with

an advantage, though, only as to earliness.

Sow the seeds of such in a separate receptacle,

as a paper pot, berry box, bottomless tin can,

or in an upturned piece of sod. Place these

in the hotbed or cold frame and when the

propitious time arrives, move bodily to the

spot where it is intended to set the plant.

A hole is dug, the pot cut away, and the bunch

of soil containing the growing plant may be

then set in the hole, and firmed in place.

In this way, if handled carefully, the plant,

with its delicate roots, is hardly disturbed.



Most fruit trees "set” more of a crop than they ought to be allowed to mature. June "thinning" takes care of this and actually results in a better harvest ol liner specimens

June Thinning for Later Winning j r mattern

REDUCING THE PRESENT SET TO ENSURE LARGER SPECIMENS AND TO CONSERVE THE STRENGTH OF THE TREE

A LONG in June, when the apples

/\ are as big as hickoiy nuts and
I peaches are as big as lima beans or

iarger, you ought to take off the trees

all damaged fruit and all surplus that the

trees should not mature. Apples, quinces

and pears should not grow closer than six to

ten inches of each other. Peaches should be

no nearer than four to six inches. Separate

the fruits by a distance equal to about three

times their diameter when ripe. 1 his applies

to cherries, plums and practically all other

fruit. If they are closer than this the fruits

will not develop to the size and color they

ought to, but when thinned to this distance

the trees will bear the maximum quality of

fruit and at the same time will yield the maxi-
mum quantity. Don’t forget to take off the

inferior bunches of grapes. Always use a pair

of sharp shears or scissors for the work. If

you pull off the fruits you will injure next

year’s fruit buds. Note that fall bearing

strawberries must have their blossoms clipped

during May, June and July if they are to

yield fully later on.

The removal of blossoms from your fruit

trees and plants sometimes is advisable, but
it is not nearly so vital as some authorities

would have us believe. I know that fruit

trees often form their bearing habits to a cer-

tain extent while they are young. If you
make them bear when they are four and five

years old (apple, pear, cherry etc.) they will

continue to bear regularly. If they do not

bear when they are of this' age they may bear
lightly all their lives. So if your four-year

apple and pear trees produce a good bloom, let

it remain on or cut away only part of it. It

will do no four-year tree any harm to mature
from twenty to forty apples, particularly

if it is making vigorous growth. Peach trees

should yield a good heavy crop when they are

three years old, and three-year cherry trees

should have some fruits. Take off some of the

blossoms of these young trees, but not all.

PLANS FOR IRRIGATION

In your garden you can do many things

that are impracticable in a big orchard, and
to water your plants systematically in very

dry weather is one of them. Often when it

does not rain for a long period during May and

June your fruit garden will get very thirsty

in spite of all your efforts at moisture conserva-

tion. The simplest means you have of irri-

gating your garden is to use the ordinary

hose. As an extention of this make shallow

ditches four feet from the trees and plants,

and run water down these twice a week for a

few hours.

Other ways of accomplishing the watering

are to have a system of pipes six to eight feet

in the air and punctured with needle holes.

Or the pipes may be within a foot of the

ground. Twenty or thirty dollars will equip

a quarter acre garden with such pipes. 1 hey

produce a very effective irrigation system.

Another good way is to plan the irrigation
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when you plan your underdrains, and lay the

tile so that you can close up the mouth of your
drains and then run them full of water. Phis

will soak the subsoil full of moisture whenever
you want it to be wet.

MAKING GOOD OUT OF BAD

Should you have wrong varieties planted

in your fruit garden you easily can change the

trees that you have to the kind that you
would like to have by budding. Summer
budding is a much superior method to graft-

ing, for your garden purposes. Get the

budding wood from bearing trees if possible,

an hour or two before you want to use it.

You can get it several days before, however,

if you keep it on ice till you do the budding.

Insert a dozen or two buds in the top of each

tree, at proper points. If you tie the buds
with red yarn you can find them again easily.

Do the necessary pruning and trimming around

them the next summer. Budding also is a

good way of providing the necessary cross

pollination if you do not have it. Bud one

or two limbs in each half dozen trees with the

proper different varieties.

When trees persist in leaning the wrong
way, set a stake and tie the tree back into

proper position with a strip of cloth. In May
or June you will want to make trellises for

your grapes, blackberries and dewberries, or

to tie them up to the fence. Be sure that the

label wires are all off your trees and plants.

If you have planted an extensive garden, and
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do not have the varieties staked and marked,
make a plan of your garden on paper, showing

the location of each tree or group of smaller

plants and indicate the varieties and age.

Individual tree labels also are valuable.

Make them out of strips of zinc, three quarters

of an inch wide at one end by one quarter

wide at the other end, and eight inches long.

Twist the narrow end loosely around a small

limb. Before you put them on the trees im-

merse them in vinegar for a few hours until

they are corroded, after which an ordinary

lead pencil mark will stay on them for years.

Don’t forget that bees help greatly to pollen-

ize or fertilize the blossoms. If no one else

keeps bees in your neighborhood, get a hive of

them yourself.

All this care which I have suggested sounds
like a whole lot of work. It is work, in one
way. But in another way it is not. It is

the kind of work that you will drop your
amusements for, and that will absorb and
interest you intensely till long after dark on
many a long summer evening. All the fun

and enjoyment in a home fruit garden does
not come in harvest time and the winter.

After you have watched your trees and plants

from week to week for a little while, you will

see that this little tree is growing the way you
told him to, and that little plant is throwing
out branches just as you directed her to. It

will give you more genuine satisfaction to see

the evolution of the leaves and the buds and
the blossoms and the branches and the fruit

than you will get from many of the bigger

things of life. But maybe I’m mistaken.

What’s Worth While in Snapdragons E - L F^I™GT0N
NOTING SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THIS POPULAR ALL-AROUND FLOWER FOR GARDEN AND GREENHOUSE

S
NAPDRAGONS were never so popu-
lar as now. For many years they
have had a place in the garden of

the amateur, but it is only of recent

years that they have been found in green-

houses. During the last two or three seasons

large numbers were grown by commercial
florists and although they did not sell as well

as had been hoped, it was easy to see that

buyers were beginning to appreciate them
as cut flowers.

Naturally enough considerable hybridizing

has been done by growers who have not been

wholly satisfied with the varieties at hand,

and as a result several greatly im-
proved sorts are now in cultivation,

some of them being valued princi-

pally for their winter flowering

qualities. Virginia, Nelrose, Rams-
burg’s Silver Pink, Buxton’s Killar-

ney Pink, Firebrand, Phelps’ White,
Huebner’s Yellow and Black Prince

are among the best of the forcing

varieties.

The favorite color among those
who purchase Snapdragons is pink.

Nearly all pink varieties have yellow

throats, but V irginia is an exception.

It is pure pink all through. It is

quickly forced, too, and flowers in

abundance may be cut in January.
I his variety is propagated wholly by
cuttings. Nelrose is a very eAcellent

pink variety, one of the best, in fact,

which has yet been shown. Mr. F.

W. Fletcher of Auburndale, Mass.,
who originated Nelrose, intended it

wholly for winter flowering, but ex-

perience has shown that it is also

well adapted to outdoor bedding, so

that it is classed as an everblooming
sort. Several medals have been
awarded to this introduction.

Huebner’s Winterflowering Snap-
dragons are very new but promise
well. Whether they will actually

flower so freely in cold weather as

to crowd out most of the others re-

mains to be seen. There are three

varieties, yellow, pink and white.
All are strong growing and have
long, thickly set spikes with long
stems. The yellow is especially fine.

Ramsburg’s Silver Pink is much
grown but has one fault—it often

comes with a soft tip. Buxton’s Pink
is a very satisfactory grower but has
a tendency to fade out quickly. Prob-
ably Phelps’ W hite is the best of its

color for winter forcing. W. S.

Phelps of Marlboro, Mass., whose

name it bears, is said to have come upon the
original plant by accident, but recognized its

quality and propagated from it freely.

All the Antirrhinums so far discussed may
be grown by any one with a little greenhouse
and they are the kinds likely to be found in

the retail florists’ shops. They must be
grown from cuttings. A variety must be

very well established indeed to come even
fairly true from seed. Many growers start

with the seeds of well known varieties and
then single out the best plants from which to

make cuttings, and so originate a variety or

at least a “strain” by selection.

Among the best varieties which may be
grown from seed and which will flower well

in the garden are Purple Giant, Buff Queen,
Double W hite, Black Prince, Salmon Queen,
Sutton’s Orange Scarlet and Carter’s Gold
Crest. Several in the list come from Europe.
Fred Roemer introduced Purple Giant and
Ernest Benary gave us Double White. Sal-

mon Queen is a recent English variety and a

particularly fine bedder. Black Prince is an
intermediate variety which is widely distri-

buted and well suited for bedding purposes.
The color is a very deep crimson and the
leaves are exceptionally dark. Probably this

variety comes more uniformly true

than any other red. Carter’s Gold
Crest is another English novelty with
a color combination which makes a

strong appeal to many people. It is

soft pink, tinged with salmon and
with a golden orange lip. This var-

iety makes a remarkably brilliant

bed.

If grown among other plants or

for cutting in summer the tall varie-

ties may well be chosen. They attain

a height of about three feet. For
bedding, the intermediate varieties,

which grow about eighteen i»ches

tall, or the dwarfs, which are only a

foot high, are to be preferred. In an

exposed position on a lawn a bed
of dwarfs shows up splendidly and
they bloom profusely. Both the tall

and the intermediate varieties are

grown under glass. Some varieties

that seldom get more than fifteen

inches high in the garden will shoot

up three feet in a greenhouse. Of
course it is important to have long

stems when the flowers are to be cut.

Although really a perennial, the

Antirrhinum is commonly handled
as an annual, for it will bloom the

first season even when seeds are sown
in the open ground in April, May or

first days of June. Earlier flowers are

obtained by sowing the seed in

March in a hotbed or coldframe.

The plants like the sun, but will

flower freely if they get it only half a

day. Any good garden soil will be

satisfactory but the finest flowers are

grown when the soil is light and en-

riched with old manure. It is im-

portant to keep the seed pods picked;

but all in all, few garden flowers re-

quite less attention or give a longer

season of bloom.

When winter flowering plants are

desired cuttings should be made in
Types of new Winter-flowering Snapdragons which have become favorites for

cut flower under glass
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March of seed sown in April. Cuttings made
in April or even in May will give flowers the
next spring. Plants should be set about
twelve inches apart on the benches and nour-
ishment given as needed in the form of bone
meal, sheep manure or decayed cow manure.
Of course no flowers must be permitted to
form in the course of the summer and the
young plants must be kept growing steadily.

Snapdragons are excellent flowers for grow-
ing in the private greenhouse, for they are
easy to handle and give quick results. Pew
flowers are better for cutting, as they last a
long time and lend themselves admirably to

all sorts of decorative schemes. Even without
a greenhouse it is still possible to have
Snapdragons indoors, for they are very satis-

factory as house plants. Sometimes plants
may be taken into the house in the fall and
will continue to flower for several weeks. It

is also easy to make cuttings from the stems
of cut flowers purchased in the late winter. If

rooted in damp sand in a box or pan in the
kitchen they will make good plants to set

outdoors as soon as the garden season opens
and plants started in this way will give ex-

ceptionally early flowers.

Bedding Antirrhinum, which is useful for general purposes
Here’s a hoe that serves several purposes. The sharpened

“ear” is used for fine work (see below) Nelrose, one of the recent introductions among Snapdragons

What Hoeing and Weeding Does
PAUL E. TRIEM

I
NDISCRIMINATE hoeing is sometimes
worse than no hoeing at all. Decide
what you want to accomplish, then pick

out your “weapons” intelligently- We
cultivate the soil for one or all of three pur-

poses: first, to kill the weeds; second, to form a

“dirt mulch,”or layer of fine, loose earth, which
because of its mechanical condition shall be a

poor conductor of moisture and so shall pre-

vent, to a certain extent, useless evaporation;

and, third, to aerate the soil.

Weeds can be killed either by removing
them from the ground or by decapitating

them. With some of the more tender un-

desirables in the garden, one beheading is

sufficient; with the average weed, however,
the process must be repeated. No plant can
survive continuous treatment of this kind;

In the average sized vegetable garden,

weeds are most efficiently kept in control by
the use of hand or wheel hoes. The old-

fashioned, straight-edged hoe is best for work
between the rows. For fine work, close to the

plants, a Warren hoe, with its “ears” beveled

to a good cutting edge, will enable the gar-

dener to nip out individual weed stalks. A
satisfactory hand weeder can be made by
bending the heated blade of a case knife into a

right angle and sharpening both edges. With
this you can work close to the row without
disturbing the roots of the law-abiding citizens

of the garden patch. Probably the least effi-

cient form of wTeeder though a good cultiva-

tor is the one which is built like a human
hand, with bent fingers. It has a chronic

failing of leaving tenaciously rooted weeds in

the ground, while covering them with a film

of dirt. It takes more than this kind of treat-

ment to kill a determined weed.
Tillage with hand tools may be shallow

or deep. Shallow cultivation serves to kill

weeds and to establish a dirt mulch. It is

best accomplished with a straight-edged hoe,

wheel or hand. When the gardener is dealing

with vegetables, such as tomatoes, which have
a tendency to root widely and shallowly, tillage

of this sort is usually best; also during times

of drought, when the moisture in the soil

needs to be conserved. Shallow hoeing pro-

tects the soil by blanketing it from too great

exposure to the air, where deeper cultivation

would open the texture of the soil about the

roots, and so encourage evaporation. Some-
times it is preferable to mulch such plants as

tomatoes with straw or well-decayed manure,
rather than to cultivate close to them during

dry weather.
The various processes of soil formation and

plant growth progress only in the presence of

approximately correct proportions of air and
water. If the soil is waterlogged, nitrification

does not take place as it should. It is esti-

mated that not more than 6o per cent, of the

possible soil saturation should be present for

the most favorable growth of the average

plant. Interpreted in terms of actual gar-

dening, all this means, that if moisture is

abundant or excessive, tillage, if the condition

of the soil makes is possible at all, should be

deep rather than shallow. At these times,

the kitchen gardener should use his Warren
hoe or the cultivator attachment to his wheel
hoe, and should work deep. During drought,

on the other hand, cultivation should be

shallow.
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A HALF DOZEN LATE PLANTED CROPS THAT WILL SUPPLY THE TABLE IN FALL AND MAKE A CHANGE FROM
THE ORDINARY RUN OF SUCCESSIONS

THE only reason that celeriac, leeks,

kohlrabi, and some other excellent

vegetables are so rarely found in

gardens is that people do not generally

give attention to the big possibilities of the

later planted crops Now all these are as easily

grown as beans, turnips or pumpkins, and

at this time of year are of great importance

to the gardener who wants to make the most
of his garden because they are all “trans-

planted” and are valuable as succession crops

to follow the early kinds. Small plants can

be bought from the seed stores or florists and

can be utilized to immediately follow up ex-

hausted crops, and so materially help the year’s

food production.

Brussels Sprouts, belonging to the cabbage
class, are treated just like late cabbages and
require similar conditions—rich, moist soil,

cool weather and lots of water. Seeds are

best started in boxes the end of May. When
the seedling plants are

plant to the garden in

setting them one foot ;

six inches tall, trans-

a well prepared bed,

part in the rows and
two feet between the

rows. As every well-

grown plant will furn-

ish two quarts of

“sprouts” worth 25

cents per quart, a

piece of ground meas-
uring 10 x 20 ft. will

produce #50 worth of

them! Put this to

the test this sum-
mer.

Cooking the sprouts

offers no difficulties

and prepared proper-

ly they are delicious.

After trimming
off the rough outside

leaves, wash the

sprouts and boil for

half an hour in salt

water and serve

plain like cab-

bage, or make
a French dress-

ing as you
would for as-

Celeriac. or knob-celery
has a smaller root which
keeps well into winter,
stored in a cellar or even
in the garden

paragus, using

the juice of a

lemon, instead of vinegar, for

flavoring.

Celeriac or turnip - rooted

celery forms large, fleshy roots

which make one of the

finest salads imaginable.

From seeds started in

boxes in February trans-

plant the young seed-

lings to 2-inch pots.

If these are not avail-

able, biscuit boxes, tied

with strings and cut in

half, will serve the pur-

E
ose admirably, each

ox furnishing two
paper pots. Or seeds

sown the latter part of

May in a well prepared

seed bed in the garden,

putting the rows four

inches apart will give

transplants toward the

end of June. Put out in rows three feet

apart and plants six inches apart in the row.

They require lots of water for perfect devel-

opment. Draw shallow furrows, about six

inches away from the plants on both sides of
the rows. Turn on the water in the hose
and let it run down these furrows until the
soil is thoroughly saturated. Repeat this

once a week throughout July and August.
Between irrigating times, hoe freely and hill

up slightly. By October you should harvest
a fine lot of roots which may be covered and
carried over in the garden the same as beets,

or pulled and stored in a frost-proof cellar

in moist sand.

Cook the roots in boiling water until so

tender that a fork will pierce them easily. This
usually requires 45 minutes. Drain and re-

move the skin, cut in one-fourth inch slices, and
serve with cream sauce. The best way to eat

them, however, is to let the roots get cold after

boiling, then peel, slice and serve cold as a salad

with French dressing of olive oil and vinegar,

with a few slices of onions for flavoring.

Kohlrabi, or turnip-rooted cabbage, is an-

other wholesome fall and winter vegetable

of the Brassica family. You may sow it and
Brussels sprouts in a like manner at the same
time. Transplant into the garden by the

middle of July in rows five inches apart, two
and one-half feet between the rows. Give
shallow cultivation and do not hill. The
roots should grow quickly or they will become
woody. Do not let the plants suffer from
lack of moisture, but do not water them as

freely as root-celery. Kohlrabi is in the best

condition for table use when the “bulbs”
average three to four inches in diameter.

Use them as fast as they reach this stage of

development. Those that grow past that

size should be left in the soil and later on,

chopped up in a root cutter, will furnish

chicken feed. By making several sowings you
may have kolhrabi until the holidays. Pull

all roots before heavy frosts and store them in

a cellar.

For cooking kohlrabi cut the roots into die;

and boil until tender. Serve with cream sauce

or mash them in the same manner as turnips.

Kohlrabi is easier to digest than any other

vegetable of the cabbage family.

“287

Leeks are a very mild-flavored type of

onions that does not form bulbs. The edible

portion of the plant consists of the thick centre

stalk formed by many layers of fleshy leaves.

When well-grown, leeks average eight to ten

inches long and nearly two inches in diameter.

Seeds are sown just like onion seeds—early in

April in rows twenty-four inches apart.

When seedlings are four inches tall, thin

them to stand five inches apart in the row.

Hill slightly and cultivate freely. After

plants are a foot or more tall, draw soil up
around them to blanch the stalks. Excellent

results are obtained by start-

ing leeks in boxes and trans-

planting them to carefully

prepared trenches, as you
would celery. Fill in these

trenches as plants grow.

When fully developed and
with the approach of frost,

cover rows with straw or

boards.

Cook the leeks, after care-

fully trimming and washing
them, by boiling a half hour

in saltwater. Make a cream sauce and serve

hot. And a salad is made from the stalks, after

they have been boiled, by cutting them up in

pieces one and a half to two inches long.

Let these get cold and add a dressing consist-

ing of one part of olive oil and two parts of

vinegar, using pepper, salt and a pinch of

garlic for seasoning.

Red Cabbage is the least known of this

large and valuable class of vegetables. True,

the heads do not grow as large as those of

common cabbages, but 100 heads of red

cabbage may be raised on a piece of ground
which would support only fifty of white cab-

bages, and when properly cooked red cabbage

For a mild onion flavor grow the leek. It is handled much
like celery and is a welcome seasoning
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Kohlrabi is a cabbage with a swollen tumip-like root which should be eaten young

has an absolutely distinct flavor. The direc-
tions given for raising Brussels sprout plants
will also apply to red cabbage. Plants may be
set eighteen inches apart, with two feet be-
tween the rows. They mature by the end of
September.

Prepare red cabbage by trimming the outer
leaves; cut the heads into small pieces, boil

about 15 minutes, drain and chop fine. Place
in a stewing pan, add two tab.iespoonfuls
of butter, salt and pepper to suit taste. Get
a small muslin bag in which place one third
of five cents’ worth of mixed spices. Place
this in the stewing pan and let it cook slowly
for an hour, stirring occasionally. Serve hot,

adding perhaps a little more butter. Before
serving throw out the little bag with spices.

Sometimes red cabbage is preferred to the
white for making cold slaw.

The planting line must feed the fighting line.

Plant Now and Grow Salad in Your Cellar All Winter
ANNA M. BURKE Ma“ac

s

hu-

FRENCH ENDIVE, THE FANCY SALAD OF EXCLUSIVE TABLES, IS EASILY AVAILABLE IN WINTER AND SPRING
TO ANY ONE WITH A GARDEN

F
resh, crisp salad growing in one’s
cellar all winter! It sounds too
good to be true, doesn’t it? And
when we add that we are speaking

of the luxury variously known as witloof chic-

ory, Barbe de Capucin, and French endive,
our story assumes the proportions of a fairy

tale. Yet a bountiful supply of this most
delicious salad, for which restaurants and
markets demand such fancy prices, on the

ground that it is “imported,” may be grown
in the cellar with less care than is required
to produce a head of lettuce. In fact, the
only care required during the winter consists

in watering when dry—perhaps once a week.
1 he real work is done in the garden during the
summer, and is simple in the extreme.
Sow seeds in shallow drills eighteen inches

apart, either in a frame or seed-bed to be
transplanted later, or where they are to grow.

June 1st to 15th is not too late—so that it

can follow a crop of some early vegetable
such as early peas. The peas are done by
July 1st, and the vines should be cut off,

leaving the nitrogen-bearing roots to be dug
in, thus adding to the fertility of the soil,

add bone meal
and transplant

the young seed-

lings from a

seed-bed. If

the seeds are

sown where
they are to

grow, the plants

should be thin-

ned to stand 6
inches apart in

the row. Those removed in the thinning pro-

cess may be transplanted, if desired.

Keep the ground about the plants con-

stantly stirred with a wheel-hoe, or a scuffle-

hoe and rake. A tablespoon of nitrate of

soda dissolved in four gallons of water and
applied at the base of the plants once a week
will greatly stimulate their growth. The ob-

ject is to get as large roots as possible; the

larger the roots, the better they will force

during the winter.

After the first black frost has killed the

tops, the large, parsnip-like roots may be dug,

and the wilted tops cut off an inch from the

crown. 1 he roots should then be piled near
the house in a sheltered corner, covering them
with coarse litter. A dozen roots may be

brought in and forced at once, but it is advis-

able to leave the greater portion out for a

week or two, as the frost seems to remove
much of the bitter tang. [For a spring crop
the roots may be left where they grow and,
after frost is out cover the tops with straw lit-

ter or manure held in place by boards—Ed.]

1 he method of forcing is as follows: Select

a box at least eighteen inches deep, and if

there are no cracks in the bottom, holes must
be bored to allow for drainage. Have at hand
also in the cellar a quantity of rich garden soil,

to which has been added a sprinkling of fine

bone meal (The roots may be packed more
evenly if the box is tipped over on its side,

with the opening facing the worker).

Place a layer of soil on this under side, put-

ting an inch or two of drainage—cinders or

coarse litter—at the back (which is the bot-

tom of the box when in its upright position).

On top of this layer of soil arrange a row of

roots, placing them an inch apart and having
the crowns even and at least four-inches below
the top of the box. Cover with an inch of

soil, putting the drainage at the back as before,

and arrange another row of roots—and so on
until the box is full. Then tip the box back

into its original upright position and over the
crowns spread sifted soil to within half an
inch of the top. Water well with Iuke-warm
water and set in a warm place, close to the
heater. To' insure well blanched heads light

must be excluded. \ his may be done by a

V-shaped thatch of newspapers held up by
pieces of shingle inserted in the soil, or a box
may be inverted over the roots.

The new growth starts very quickly. In

three or four days white shoots begin to appear,

and in a week they are ready to cut. If good-
sized roots were planted, they will produce
cone-shaped heads two-inches or more in

diameter.

Another box of roots may be started about
the middle of November, leaving the rest to

be planted about the first of December. The
first plantings will continue to bear all winter,

however, if care is taken to cut the heads at

the surface of the soil, so as not to injure the

crowns.
The surface of the soil in the box may be

stirred occasionally with a small hand-weeder,
and should be moistened with luke-warm water
whenever dry. Once a fortnight a liquid

fertilizer—one teaspoon of nitrate of soda to

two quarts of water—should be added, and
about the first of February a sprinkling of fine

bone meal may be raked in.

Witloof chicory makes a delicious salad

when served alone with French dressing, or it

may be combined with lettuce, vegetables

or fruits in almost endless variety. Some
combinations which we have found particu-

larly good are appended:
Chicory and Grapefruit Salad: Separate

the chicory leaves and arrange them in nests

on individual plates. Remove the sections of

pulp intact from a grapefruit cut in halves

crosswise. File in the centre of the nests and
sprinkle with a little finely chopped green

pepper. Serve with French dressing, to which
has been added some of the juice of the grape-

fruit.

Cress and Chicory Salad: Arrange a bunch
of crisp water cress in the centre of a shallow7

“French Endive,
1

' really a chicory is an easily grown crop for salad in winter and spring
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serving dish. Around this place the chicory

leaves, like the spokes of a wheel, slipping the

end of each leaf through a narrow ring of pi-

mento. Serve with French dressing to which
has been added a teaspoon of chopped chives.

Chicory and Celery Salad: Cut the chicory

leaves into half-inch lengths, and add an equal

amount of heart celery cut into quarter-inch

pieces. Toss together and arrange in nests

of heart lettuce. Serve with mayonnaise
dressing to which has been added one tea-

spoon each of chopped pimentos and chives,

a tablespoon of chili sauce, and a hard-boiled

egg chopped moderately fine.

Chicory and Orange Salad: Arrange the chic-

ory leaves in fan shape on a flat serving dish,

alternating sections of seedless oranges with
the chicory. Mask with mayonnaise dressing

and sprinkle with shredded candied cherries.

Chicory and Beet Salad: Cut medium sized

beets in quarter-inch slices and cut out the

centres to form rings. Into these rings slip

four or five leaves of endive. Arrange on in-

dividual plates, allowing two or three fagots

of leaves for each service. Pour over French
dressing to which has been added one table-

spoon each of chopped green pepper and chives.

“Doing Up” the Surplus From the Garden E - E T£™BULL

CANNING THE PRODUCE THAT CAN’T BE EATEN FRESH—LEFT-OVERS FROM CURRENT NEEDS CAN BE PRE-
SERVED FROM LOSS

if the covers of the jars are fastened loosely
to allow the steam to escape.

Gather vegetables early in the morning,
the sooner they are canned after gathering the
better the flavor will be. Nothing tough,
over ripe or wilted should be used.

Asparagus and string beans should be
broken into inch long pieces.

Peas and lima beans are shelled and corn
sliced from the cob with a sharp knife and
packed, closely without cooking into the jars,

add a pinch of salt to each jar and fill to over-
flowing with cold water. Adjust the rubbers,
fasten covers in place loosely and place the
jars in the receiver in which there should be
enough cold water to come half way to top of
jars. Cover the kettle tightly to retain

the steam and place over the fire.

After the water comes to a boil keep it boil-

ing for one hour. I hen lift the kettle from
the stove and fasten the pressure clasp on each
jar. The cans may be left in the water until

the next morning. When the pressure clasp

is loosened and the boding process repeated,
and again the third day. It is important to

remember that the pressure clasp be loosened
before, and tightened after each cooking.
Greens are especially desirable when canned

as they retain their attractive color and the
most critical can detect no difference in ap-
pearance or flavor between the canned and the
fresh article. Spinach, beet greens, mustard
and swiss chard are all canned in my home.
They are boiled in salted water until wilted
before packing in the jars, which are then
treated as described above.

Pumpkin and squash should be cooked until

tender, then pressed through a colander, filling

jars to running over and cook as for asparagus.
For storage a cool dark

cellar is the best place.

Every can should be
washed and thoroughly
dried before putting away.

THE easiest way to fill our shelves with

the products of the garden is to begin

early in the season taking each variety

as it comes along when at its best. As
vegetables deteriorate very rapidly after reach-

ing their prime it is easily seen they must be

used as soon as they are ready. Again gather-

ing the fruit promptly helps the plants to con-

tinue growing and producing.

There is no reason why any family owning
a small plot of ground should not have a plenti-

ful supply of canned vegetables for winter

use. The whole secret lies in sterilization

which is accomplished by long cooking. All

vegetables are covered with the bacteria and

spores of decay, and exposure to heat will

kill the bacteria but not the spores. The
scientific method is to boil the vegetables

in the jar one hour for three successive days.

The first boiling kills all the bacteria, but

does not kill the seeds or spores, which as

soon as the jars cool germinate, producing a

fresh crop. The boiling the second day kills

these bacteria before they have time to

produce spores. 1 he third boiling is to make
surety doubly sure.

Glass jars with glass tops are best containers

and new rubbers must always be used. Any
kind of kettle may be used that is sufficiently

deep to hold the jars, and be covered tightly

to retain the steam. A piece of wire netting

may be cut to fit the bottom of the kettle, as

the jars must not rest directly on the bottom
or they will break, and pieces of cloth should

be placed between the jars, with these pre-

cautions there will be no danger of breakage

Begin early in the season to can all surplus fruit and vegetables. Even the daily surplus from the table may be put up for future use. Every bit canned is a saving from waste
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My Hobby in Raising New Irises

GRACE STURTEVANT S““„

[Editor’s Note:—Miss Sturtevant's exhibits of seedling Iris of her own crossing have
attracted much favorable comment at the exhibitions of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society and
have been given special awards. In this note she explains fully her method of operation and opens
up a field of speculative interest for the enthusiastic gardener

.]

THE hybridization of Iris is a field

in which little has been attempted
here in America, yet is such a fascin-

ating one that I should like others

to realize, from my success, what they might
do for themselves and how they might parti-

cipate in the joy and anticipation of creating

new varieties even if of little real merit.

The possible combinations of delightful colors

are endless; often so unexpected and remark-
able as to be quite bewildering.

The Bearded Iris of our gardens have
many points in their favor as the subject

of such a hobby. They are hardy, withstand-
ing both winter cold and summer drought;

are sure to bloom and do not ordinarily pro-

duce seed unless crossed by hand; the seed-

lings are large enough to handle easily and
can be best planted and grown in the open
without troublesome frames or greenhouses.

This enables any one with but three clumps (or

only one if it is of the right kind and he can
borrow a few stamens from a neighbor) to

make a beginning. The time, too, before

we know the result is not as long as you might
think; perhaps a third (or under better cul-

tural conditions a far larger proportion) of

the seedlings will bloom two years from making
the cross. After that you may have another

crop coming along each season; there need be

no break in the succession and the only dis-

turbing question will be, “Ivhere shall I put

the new seedlings” and “what shall I do
with the ones I do not want to keep?”

I make the cross in the garden, record it

in pencil and pin the folded record about the

stalk. This I find better than tags and it

will last until the seeds are ripe. At first I

covered the crossed bloom, but it seems un-

necessary as most of the blossoms last only

one day and the bees, for whose especial con-

venience the Iris flower was made according

to some botanists, in my garden crawl in and
out at the bottom of the falls without touching

the stigma. I remove the stamens carefully

before they are open and at once thoroughly

cover the stigmatic lip with pollen from the

anther of the bloom I am using; for, as with

other plants, it has been found that the first

coating of pollen is the effective one.

The pods may be picked when green quite a

time before they burst open: if the seeds have
turned brown, they are ripe enough: take

them out of the pod, dry in an airy place

and then plant in your seed bed out-of-doors.

A layer of leaves is a desirable protection but

remove it early as the seeds usually germinate
about the time the parent plants are starting

into growth. A bed should have been pre-

pared in the fall and as you see an inch of

seedling leaf you can transfer it at once in the

place where it is to grow and bloom. Few of

m v seedlings have survived if not transplanted.

The little plants are put out in rows about
a foot apart as they will have bloomed before

they become crowded, later a shallow culti-

vation to keep down the weeds is all that is

required. When a fertilizer is needed I have
found bonemeal as good as anything, but lime

is as necessary to these as it is to the well-

being of all the Bearded Iris.

I mentioned before the surprising results

from various combinations. This means not
only that every pod is different but that al-

most every seed produces a different combina-
tion of color or other characteristics. For
instance from I. palhda dalmatica X aurea
(germanica) cross I raised eleven plants of

which four are what I call “palaurea,” three
delightful, clean combinations of lavender
and yellow of a medium tone and the other
with a charming predominance of yellow.

The rest were much the lavender of pallida;

there was no clear yellow, though aurea was
dominant in growth throughout.

1 hen again I had quite a surprise when
forty-nine seedlings from two pods of I.

pallida X Jeanne d’Arc (plicata) cross gave me
all blue-lavenders of varying shades with the
exception of one dwarf gray-white. And in a

cross between an insignificant form of I.

amoena (white standards and purple falls)

and Iris King the result though lovely, was
most unexpected, for the purple appeared in

all the falls and the standards were respec-

tively, clear lavender, peach, fawn, and a

yellow with an olive cast, while only one re-

sembled the parents much in growth.

I shall choose but one more example from
the many crosses recorded, almost all of which
have resulted in effective garden plants.

Jeanne d’Arc and Comte de St. Clair are both
plicatas with a delicate fringe of blue and
pink-lavender respectively; these crossed with
Oriflamme gave very’ diverse results; nine

plants in all, five from the Count de St. Clair

pod were whites similar to Jeanne d’Arc and
the four from the Jeanne d’Arc pod included

a clear light lavender, one pink-lavender, and
two similar to Oriflamme, all four unusually

large.

These few examples show the uncertainty

of the results that may be expected from the

appearance of the flowers used. Color seems
to be the least reliable of the Iris character-

istics; it might be called almost fluid, com-
bining or being overlaid, like water color

washes, one upon another, or appearing in

wonderful penciling or venation. This feature

of color is of first interest to the beginner but

as the work progresses, he recognizes new
qualities, new points of excellence, new aims,

and his enthusiasm is continually increasing

and expanding.

Iris raising is a delightful hobby and I hope
that many' will ride it for I consider the Iris as

worthy of a society' of its own as many' of the

other flowers and a society is only one way to

meet and consult with other enthusiasts.

Where the cross is made in June and the

resulting seeds are planted in late August or

early September many of them will germin-

ate the following April (although there is an
instance on record where hybrid Iris seed

lay dormant 18 years, I think two y'ears will,

in the open ground account for most of the

seeds). Perhaps a third of these seedlings

transplanted to a well prepared bed will, under
favorable conditions, bloom the following

spring and practically all will flower the next

year, i.e., some will bloom two years from mak-
ing the cross, or one year from germination.

RECENT BOOKS
Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture. Edited by L. H.
Bailey (The Macmillan Co.. New York. Six vols.: illus-
trated; $36.00).

Five years of work is brought to a successful
completion by the publication of the sixth and
last volume of the Standard Cyclopedia of
Horticulture. Though in a certain sense a
revision, by the same editor, of the Cyclopedia
of American Horticulture, it is at the same
time an entirely different work, larger and of
wider scope.

The Standard Cyclopedia comprises 3,639
pages and 4,056 illustrations in the text, and
120 whole-page illustrations, some of which
are in color. The present work includes not
only' the plants sold in the L nited States and
Canada, but also those that are actually
grown in collections of specialists; and is in

general a presentation of plants generally used
and referred to in horticulture and gardening,
whether they are actually found in trade lists

or not.

1 he large army of experts and specialists,

who have contributed services as collaborators,

numbers more than 3,500, so that the Cyclo-
pedia, as a whole, may be fairly said to rep-

resent the concentrated essence of the best hor-
ticultural skill of America. Not only does it

deal with plants and plant materials, but it

presents in concise form cultural instructions to
the number of more than 3,500 articles. And
a new feature in this work as compared with the
old, is an index of the six volumes which makes
easy reference to names that are otherwise
obscure and listed under different headings.

Some idea of the scope of the work may be
realized by a statement of the fact that the
total number of Latin plant names accounted
for approximates close upon 40,000, which re-

presents an addition of some 3,500 names in

excess of those in the older work. Inasmuch
as the question of plant names is more or less

pertinent to the handling of plants, consider-

able attention has been given to a systematic
treatment, and in the main, the regulations

of what is known as the “Vienna Code” have
been followed. The editor assumes a friendly

conservativeness in the matter of names since

“botanical names do not belong to botanists

to do with them as they will. The public has
good right to these names; and this is par-

ticularly true in the names of cultivated plants.

. . . In this Cy'dopedia the interest is

in stability of names rather than in priority of

names.”
A supplement in the concluding volume is a

report of the American Joint Committee on
American nomenclature, Harlan P. Kelsey, of

Salem, Mass., Secretary, which is a list of the

Latinized names commonly used in North
American literature and commerce, with their

equivalents in the Cyclopedia. 1 his is a

systematic effort of those most interested in

trade dealings to arrive at a uniform system of

cataloguing plant references. In this respect

perhaps, as in any other—the bringing into

general acceptance a simplified sy'stem of uni-

form names for the same plant all over the

country—this Cyclopedia must serve an

important and useful purpose. It remains

only for the horticulturists, professional and

amateur alike, to accept this monumental
work as the real standard and to follow it con-

sistently. The fact that there are some
changes from the old work is merely the in-

evitable record of the progress of knowledge.

The book is of uniform size with its predeces-

sor, printed in the same style and in the same
typographical arrangement. A credit to all

concerned in its production and a valued pos-

session of American horticulture.
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Speciallowprices
Dutch.Bulbs

Good only until July 1st

Order Now!

It’s Rose Time
At West Chester

Save the Trees ^3n Jose -’caie - Aphis, white
Fly, etc., by spraying your trees with

GOOD’SwreSFISH OILSOAR N93
Sure death to tree pests. Contains nothing injurious to
trees—fertilizes the soil. Used and endorsed by U. S.
Dept, of Agriculture.

FRFF Our valuable book on Tree and
lllfrp ^

1 rvL,Ej Plant Diseases. Write to-day.
JAMES GOOD, Original Maker, 2111-15 E. Susquehanna Are., Phila.

FREE!
Fall

Catalogue
Now
Ready
Write
To-day

Hyacinths,
Tulips. Narcissi,

Crocus, give, for a

small outlay of time and
money, an abundance of

flowers in the house from
December until Easter and in

the garden from earliest spring

until the middle of May. Bulbs

are grown almost exclusively in Holland, in enormous quanti-

ties. and sold at very low prices. Usually they cost double

before reaching you.

By ordering from us now instead of waiting until Fall, you

make a large saving, get a superior quality of Bulbs not

usually to be obtained at any price in this country and have a

much larger list of varieties to select from.

Our orders are selected and packed in Holland, and are

shipped to our customers immediately upon their arrival in the

best possible condition.

DARWIN TULIPS—We can now supply the magnificent

and high price Darwin Tulips at a great reduction. They are

sensational in their beauty and should be included in every

garden. They last for many years.

If you wish to take advantage of our very low prices, we must have
your order not later than July 1 st, as we import Bulbs to order only.

They need not be paid for until after delivery, nor taken if not satis-

factory. (References required from new customers.) For prices on
smaller quantities see our import price list, the most comprehensive
catalogue of Bulbs published, which may he had for the asking.

A FEW PRICES Per 100 Per 500
Fine Mixed Hyacinths - - - 30 $16 00]
Fine Mixed Tulips 100 4 50
Darwin Tulips—Fine Named - 2 25 10 00
Darwin Tulips—Fine Mixed - 1 35 6 00
Double DatTodils 215 10 00
Narcissus Empress (Monsters) 3 25 15 00
Narcissus Golden Spur - -- 260 1150
Spanish Iris, Splendid Mixture 60 2 25

ELLIOTT NURSERY, 377 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Throughout the month of June our nurseries

will be filled with the glory of thousands of

fragrant roses. Those three wonders of Rose-
dom, Christine Wright, Climbing American
Beauty, and Purity (our most noted introduc-

tions) will then be at their best. We extend to

you a cordial invitation to visit us this June.
How to reach the nurseries is told in

“Hoopes ' Specialties
”

a booklet which shows these Roses in their magnificent
natural colors. Send for a copy.

Hoopes, Bro. & Thomas Co.
45 Maple Avenue

West Chester, Penna.

finra

Costly Hand-weeding

HAND-WEEDING was “good-enough” in days when science

was unknown and unrecognized—and when labor could be
had cheaply. Modern methods of to-day have replaced crude
methods of yesterday, such as hand-weeding.

Owners of estates and homes,
country clubs, municipalities

and railroads, all over the coun-

try, employ Atlas Chemical
Weed-Killer instead of costly

hand-weeding in keeping
grounds beautiful.

Atlas comes in highly concen-

trated liquid form. You mix
it with 20 parts water and ap-

ply in ordinary sprinkling can
or cart. Atlas enters the plant

at the surface and soaks down
to the deepest root. Weeds
die in a few days—and the
ground round about is sterilized

for all season.

One gallon of Atlas Weed-
Killer keeps 6oo sq. ft. clean »

for the whole year. Compare
this with costly hand-
weeding, which must be
done over and over
again.

/pms W66D-KILL6R
Grass and Weed-Killing Chemical

Sample Offer:
IVe will turn is h you a trial 2 qt. can of Atlas Weed-
Killer on receipt of $l .oo and this coupon, postpaid if

you mention your dealer s name. * /
v" ^WW

We Can Save Your Trees
Don't give up hope until one of our experts has
inspected them. The "Bartlett Way” of bracing
and bolting, cavity treating, etc., has saved
thousands that were thought beyond repair. Tell
us your tree troubles. Representatives every-
where. Send for "Tree Talk.”

^
THE F. A. BARTLETT COMPANY

588 Main >t. Stamford, Conn.

i—LATE PLANTING—

|

If you wish to plant hardy perennials after the

Southern Xurseries have finished shipping,

send to Vermont and get plants and bulbs. We
specialize on late shipments.

Ask. for Horsford’s Catalogue

Frederick H. Horsford, Charlotte, Vermont

Garages At Wholesale
Ready-cut or not Ready-cut. Plans free.

Build your own. Prices $52 up. Highest grade ma-
terials supplied complete. Prompt shipment anywhere.
100 ,OCX) customers. Send for FREE Garage Book. NOW! 2326

Gordon -VanTine Co.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back

6298 Case Street,

Davenport, Iowa

Advertisers unit appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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THE MOST
Brilliant Darwin

ISIS, Darwin Tulip.

Very large, brilliant

flower of intense crim-
son scarlet, with blue
base margined white.

Tall stem. The show-
iest Darwin for bedding
or among shrubbery. A
striking beauty.

Price:

55 cts. per doz.; $4.00 per 100

This is but one of many
unusual Tulips, Narcissi,
Hyacinths, etc., which are
listed in our Free Import
Catalogue.

You secure quality stock very reason-

able if you order before July 1 st. Send
postal for Catalogue now.

QUALITY BULB CO.
824 Chamber of Commerce Building

Rochester, N. Y.

ABSORBINEr* *trade mark reg.us.pat ofp.

Will reduce Inflamed, Strained, Swollen
Tendons, Ligaments, or Muscles. Stops
the lameness and pain from a Splint, Side
Bone or Bone Spavin. No blister, no hair

gone and horse can be used. $2 a bottle at

druggists or delivered. Describe your case

for special instructions and interesting horse
Book 2 M Free.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., 152 Temple St., Springfield, Mass.

The Nitrogen of “Sulphate”

To the Editor of the Garden Magazine:
Under the heading “Fertilizers” in The

Garden Magazine for March, I note an
interesting article entitled “Why Garden
Soils Need Nitrates,” by Mr. James B.

Mormon.
The article is in the main excellent and in

normal circumstances its advice might well be

followed. It is only to the last paragraph
that exception may well be taken. In this he

says that sulphate of ammonia is not so

generally recommended and it should be used

by gardeners with caution until more is

known about its effect.

This, I think, is hardly a fair statement of

the case. Sulphate of ammonia is almost
universally used by those who use commercial
fertilizer at all, only they use it as a com-
ponent of their mixture rather than as a

separate application by itself. This arises

from the fact that it is naturally better

adapted for use in mixtures to form a complete
fertilizer than is nitrate of soda, although it is

well recognized by agricultural authorities

that its beneficial action is the same. It is,

therefore, probable that Mr. Mormon has
used sulphate of ammonia extensively when-
ever he employed a complete fertilizer and has

enjoyed its benefits without knowing exactly

to what ingredient they were due.

In its fertilizing action sulphate of am-
monia differs very little from nitrate of soda
except that its nitrogen, being in the form of

ammonia, requires from a week to ten days
to become nitrified by the organisms of the

soil to the form in which it can be assimilated

by plant life. It is thus a little slower in its

action than nitrate of soda, but makes up for

this by continuing its action for a longer space

of time, making unnecessary the separate ap-

plications which Mr. Mormon advises. It

has also the property of being retained by the

humus in the soil and does not leach out as

readily in heavy rains. Aside from this, it

can be applied at the rate of from ioo to 300
pounds per acre on any garden soil that is in a

good state of cultivation with entire confidence

as to the beneficial results. It is admirably
adapted for top dressing or side dressing after

the plants are started, or it may be scattered

broadcast in the seed bed before seeding or

setting out the plants. It is a well-accepted,

thoroughly reliable form of nitrogen and

as such does not deserve to be passed by
with the casual hesitating comment that was
accorded it.

Director Charles E. Thorne, of the Ohio
Experiment Station, says that “sodium ni-

trate^and ammonium sulphate have been nearly

equally effective as carriers of nitrogen and
both have been equally better than tankage.”

He made this statement after two years’

experimental work on a tobacco-wheat-clover

rotation. Seventeen years’ test in a corn-

oats-wheat-hay rotation shows practically

the same conclusion. So high an authority

as Dr. A. D. Hall, past director of the

Rothamsted Station, saj^s (“Fertilizers and
Manures”):
“As a nitrogenous manure sulphate of

{Continued on p. 294)

My Japanese Irises

Are Now in Bloom
I want you to see them. Their marvelous

flowers, nearly a foot across, reflect the
oriental splendor of their native home.

All through June and during the first days
of July my Jap Iris gardens will be a souice
of great delight to many lovers of the un-
usual in flowers. Won’t you come and
see them, too ? You are welcome any
week day.

Adolf Miiller NURsifm^s
Noi*ristown,Pen.na.

Farquhar’s Gold Medal

CYCLAMEN
Awarded the Gold Medal of the Massa-

chusetts Horticultural Society

Strong plants in 2\ inch pots $15.00

per 100; 3§ inch pots $20.00 per 100.

R. & J. FARQUHAR & CO.
9 So. Market Street Boston, Mass.

Just a little

“patch” will yield
these luscious
berriesallsummer

Strawberry plants set out this

summer will bear abundantly
next year. Complete cultural

directions are given in our

Midsummer Garden Guide

Arthur T.

Boddington Co., Inc.

Dept. G.

128 Chambers St., N. Y.

—also valuable information

about Seasonable Seeds,

Bulbs for fall planting, insecti-

cides, implements, etc. Write
for a copy, io-day.

Your Rose Bush
Owes You Nothing

unless you give it proper care and
attention. This is true also with

anything you plant.

“How to Beautify
Your Home Grounds”

tells What, Where, When and How to Plant,

How to Prune, Fertilize, Cultivate and Protect
Rose Bushes, Climbing Vines, Lilacs, Peonies,
Phlox, Iris, Shrubs, Hedges and Ornamental
or Shade trees, io cents per copy—Money
back if not satisfied. Contains no advertising.

WILLIAM P. STARK NURSERIES
Box 478, StwikCUy/Tto.

SUN DIALS
Pedestals, Gazing Globes

Dials to order for any latitude. Guar-
anteed to record sun time to the minute.

Illustrated detailed information sent upon request

A»k for Folder

E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 'xVwt 'Yu""
0

Branches: Brooklyn. Detroit, St. Paul. Minne-
apolis, London, Paris.

If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers 1

Service for assistance
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“Do Your Bit!”

PROTECT YOUR GARDEN
Also Roses and Fruits

FROM INSECT ENEMIES
KILL APHIS, LEAF-HOPPERS, THRIPS

by Spraying with

“BLACK LEAF 40”
Nicotine Insecticide (40% Nicotine)

Sold by Seedsmen, Druggists, etc. Write for free

Booklets and the name of your nearest dealer.

Manufactured by

The Kentucky Tobacco Product Co.,
Incorporated

Louisville Kentucky, U. S. A.

ll!liillllll!!!!lillllllMIM llllllllllliyillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Watering Simplified
“Time is Money”—in the garden and around the home as well

as in business! Do you recall the many hours spent summer
after summer, trying to keep your grass and garden from “dying
of thirst”? Do you recall the “fussing” with a leaky hose and
the“mussing”up of your clothes, not counting a “ruffled” temper ?

To keep gardens and lawns growing during dry spells with the

least amount of labor and trouble, we offer and recommend

Dayton Rotary and
Oscillating Sprinklers

The most practical, durable and efficient sprinkler made for all irri-

gation purposes. Adjustable to all conditions and requirements. Nozzles
can be regulated as to size and kind of stream required. The oqly
machine on the market that operates automatically in either a complete

circle or half circle! It guarantees the most even distribution of water.

For the Lawn or Garden
The very fine sprays, falling as softly as summer rains,

are the most beneficial. So fine are the sprays from the
“Dayton" that a gentle breeze will sway them. The
sprinkler can run all day and there will be no baring
of roots, no puddles to mar the appearance of your
lawn, or no washing out of holes that would injure

the productiveness of your garden.

Lawn Sprinkler
(Illustrated)

We also manufacture an Irrigation Sprinkler at £5.
For full particulars regarding Dayton Sprinklers get our
illustrated folder which is gladly mailed free on request.

Dayton Irrigation Company
Dayton, Ohio

Summer n •

Blooming D0gOHlB,S
make ideal garden and border plants. Their large, single

or double flowers are magnificent. June is the ideal

month to plant them. They do well in partial shade.
Foliage is highly ornamental. In red, white, rose, yel-

low and orange color, in both single and double shapes.

Cnpninl Clffe>y Wc wil1 mail one finespecial Kjrrcr . bu | b each of above
colors in the double flowering type and two
strong bulbs each of the five single flowering
sorts, fifteen sure-to-bloom bulbs in <£*|

all postpaid for *P *

Booklet Free:—Describes the choicest kinds ol
Dutch bulbs and offers them at money saving
prices. Write to-day.

NETHERLAND BULB CO., 32 Broadway, N. Y.

Fairfax Roses
Do you want an abundance of roses all

summer? Then plant Fairfax Roses. They
are grown slowly under natural conditions

(not forced) will bloom the first season for

you under ordinary care, and will be a con-

stant delight for many years.

Book on request giving instructions as to

the proper method of growing roses.

W. R.
Box 6

GRAY
Oakton, Virginia

Let Me Show You

—

Cold type and pictures cannot do justice to the fair-
ness and beauty of flowers. If more people could
actually see my wonderful Dahlias, when in bloom,
there would be more Dahlia enthusiasts. I am willing
to do my share and will send

50 Dahlia Flowers for $ 1
I will ship, by express, 50 beautiful blooms, differ-

ent varieties, properly labelled and carefully packed
anywhere witfiin 500 miles. When you get them note
names of sorts you like best and let me book your
order for roots to be delivered next Spring. Write
now for your sample Dahlia flowers.

George L. Stillman, Box C-77, Westerly, R. I.

|
FOROfftauto- for

'yurtuvi.

“HAMMOND’S SLUG SHOT”
USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN
A light, composite, fine powder, easily distributed either by duster,

bellows, or in water by spraying Thoroughly reliable in killing

Currant Worms,Young Potato Beetles, Cabbage Worms, Slugs. Sow Bugs,
etc., and it is also strongly impregnated with fungicides. JS9”Put up
in Popular Packages at Popular Prices. Sold by Seed Oeaiers and
Merchants.

HAMMOND S SLUG SHOT WORKS, BEACON, N V.

GOLD MEDAL
GOODS

For a pamphlet worth having

on Insects and Blights, write

for pamphlet.

Our Products are sold by Seed Dealers

and Merchants in U. S. and Canada

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Your Garden Tools
The push-ahead-a-stei>-at-a-time \
Kind are the ones you want—with \

high wheels to run easy over rough \
ground, even with a woman behind the tool,

and with adjustments so that a boy or girl can
handle it. Tools of this kind will do as much in

one hour as you could with old fashioned hoes in
ten hours. Easy work and better results.

Wheel Hoes
and Seed Drills

Include 38 or moie styles and combinations from which
any gardener can choose just what be needs. Accurate
sowing in rows or hills, perfectly safe cultivation astride

j

young plants or between rows, hoeing, weeding, ridg- f

ing. opening furrows and covering them. 16 inch /
wheels. Steel tube frame. L

.1 ak your •lealer lo show them and write

us Jor booklet "llome. Farm and Mar-
ket Gardening with Modern Tools.”

BATEMAN M’F’G CO.
Box 352

Grenloch, N. J.

Also

i
Spraying

is Machinery,

Potato

Machinery,

Cultivating

Tools, Etc.

School of Horticulture for Women
Box 105, AMBLER, PA.

Three short courses in Practical Horticulture for

Amateurs. Spring, Summer and Fall. Instruc-

tion and practical work in Flower Gardening,
Fruit Growing,Vegetable Gardening, etc., etc.

Very moderate terms.
For particulars address

ELIZABETH LEIGHTON LEE, Director

The Recognized Standard Insecticide warn

will help keep your garden free from insect

pests, with little trouble and at small cost.

Popular with home gardeners everywhere

because it is so easily applied. Economical,

because it comes in highly concentrated form,

to be diluted as per directions on each can.

Saves Vegetables, Fruits and Flowers

It positively rids plants of all sap sucking in-

sects like lice, green fly, etc. Endorsed by

leading growers throughout the country.

Does not stain foliage or injure vegetables,

but does most effective work either in the

garden or with house plants. Put up in

various sizes at prices within everybody’s

reach and sold by all representative seeds

houses and dealers in horticultural supplies.

For further particulars apply to

APHINE MANUFACTURING CO.
Manfacturers of Agricultural Chemicals

Madison New Jersey

IWIIWI1IIM

{Concluded from page 2Q2)

ammonia is practically as effective, nitrogen for

nitrogen, as nitrate of soda; it is also to all

intents and purposes as rapid in its action,

because the process of nitrification, which
generally precedes the utilization of the am-
monia by the plant, takes place very rapidly

in suitable soils.”

A test by the writer on the farm of W. O.
Davids, Peconic, L. I., last year, gave 191
bushels of potatoes per acre with sulphate of
ammonia as against 114 bushels without,

both plots being fertilized alike. Such quota-
tions could be extended without limit.

It is perhaps more to the point to emphasize
the fact that sulphate of ammonia is a native

source of nitrogen and is produced in this

country, whereas nitrate of soda, whatever its

merits, is necessarily imported from Chile.

In such times as these, it is the part of every
American tiller of the soil to inform himself

accurately as to how best we can use our own
natural resources and make available our own
supply of nitrogen for the purposes of agricul-

ture.

C. G. Atwater.

Transplanting Roses in Summer
f

|
'HE local florist told me that there was

-* no use in trying to transplant Roses

during a hot, dry spell in late June. But
because we had to have the garage, and be-

cause, to build it we had to dig up part of the

Rose-bed, I was obliged, therefore, to make a

heroic effort to save the bushes. 1 here was
one Rosa rugosa which was still blooming.

The other nine had finished for the year.

We saved all but the rugosa; and I think I

know why we lost that—it had no roots.

As a beginning, we cut back all shoots,

both old and new, to within ten inches of

the earth. This was in order to stop growth

and to lessen the strain while the roots were

establishing themselves in the new quarters.

We dug out the new bed to a depth of almost

two feet, piling up the earth so that it was
returned in about the same order—that is, the

sub-soil was still the sub-soil, and the top-soil

still on top. The ground was a rather rich

clay, located on the south side of the lawn

and well drained, being high ground.

Digging up the bushes was a tedious pro-

cess, as they had been so closely set that

it was difficult to loosen the earth among the

roots without breaking some of them. We
refilled the new bed to within a few inches of

the top and flooded it with water. After

this had soaked in, we set the bushes, except

the Rosa rugosa, and filled in about them
with the thoroughly fined soil, and left them

a little high, to allow for settling. We then

soaked the top-soil and covered the bushes

with newspapers pegged down with sticks.

At night we uncovered them for air, and

when the earth needed it water was given.

We did this for three or four days and

should have continued it, but I was called

away.
There followed a drought of at least six

weeks, during which, though we kept the

ground moist, the bushes did not show a leaf.

After the rain fell, however, they leafed out

beautifully.

Indianapolis, Ind. L. Lennox.

[Editor’s Note: One cannot be arbitrary

in gardening matters: Our man misunder-

standing directions, transplanted a score

of Roses the middle of last August and they

all lived.

J

June. 1 S) 1

Limited Number of

3 Year Old Everblooming

Rose Plants at Wholesale

[

Here Is a rare opportunity, indeed, for lovers of
the Hardy Everblooming Rose. 3-vear-old
plants are always difficult to obtain and seldom,
if ever, are they obtainable at such low prices.

All of these plants

Will Flower This Season
We have but a limited quantity and can fill only such

orders as are received before our supply is exhausted.
We offer now

—

PRIMA I>OW\—A grand deep pink, fine form, very
fragrant and double, quite new, 75 cents each.

MRS. AARON WARD—The best orange yellow. Fine
for bedding and cutting, 35 cents each , 5too dozen.

KILLARXEV—Strong grower, free bloomer, brilliant
pink, large full flowers, delightfully fragrant. A rose
of great beauty, 35 cents each, I3.00 dozen.

KILLARNEY WHITE— Pure white, flowers very
freely, 35 cents each, $3.00 dozen.

SUNBURST—A truly great rose, rich coppery yellow,
strong grower, long stems, fine for cut flowers, 35 cents
each, $3.00 dozen.

RICHMOND—Scarlet, crimson, pointed buds on tall

erect stems, free bloomer, 33 cents each. $ 4.00 dozen.
Many other varieties. List on application.

Satisfaction guaranteed
Mail your order to day. Plants will be shipped via express
or parcel post in time for proper planting.

GUTTMAN & RAYNOR, Inc.
Wholesale Florists

101 West 28th Street New York City
Phones: Farragut 2036, 2037, 558

0
THE READERS’ SERVICE gives

information regarding Poultry. Ken-
nel and Live Stock.

American-Grown
TREES
and

EVERGREENS
y^vUR ability to sup-

V_y ply plants of the

highest quality is not

curtailed by the stop-

page of foreign ship-

ments. Euy nursery

stock grown atAndorra.

Andorra
Nurseries
Wm. Warner Harper, Prop.

Box 60 Our Catalog.

Chestnut Hill
“Suggestions for

Effective Planting”

Phila., Henna. on request.

The Readers’ Service is prepared to help you solve your gardening problems
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foulnsureYourHouse
WhyNotYourGarden?

A few weeks’ dry weather at the critical

period may lose you the time, money and
labor put into the garden. A few dollars

invested in an efficient irrigation outfit will

insure you against this loss and increase

your crops enough to pay for itself.

Campbell Oscillator
Ideal for Garden Use
Gives fine rain-like shower, thoroughly watering
the ground but not injuring the tenderest plants.

Distributes water evenly, on one or both sides of
machine as desired, in straight rows—but does
not pack the soil. Light in weight, easily moved,
quickly adjustable, simple and durable.

Write for our booklet , “ Artificial Rain”
describing full line of irrigation de-

vices at prices to Jit every purse.

THE GEORGE W. CLARK CO.
259-F Fifth Avenue New York City

Now, Man Power Counts Most!
Mobilization of the nation’s men and resources puts man’s

time on a premium basis. Turn your spare time into dollars

by making a vegetable garden. Let the

Colfax s
i;l

nJ Cultivator
help make garden work a pleasure. With it

you can do more in one hour than your neigh
bor can do all day, working the old-fashione -

way. Works on entirely new principle and
splendidly balanced. Many times more
efficient with the motion and spring lever

bars over the 26 in. wheel. Let us prove
it! Send
for full in-

formation
—NOW!

Colfax

Cultivator

Company

Box 167a,

Yardley,

Penna.

Patented April xi, 1917

For Garden and House

Improvemen ts

“PERGOLAS”
Lattice Fences

Garden Houses
and Arbors

“Catalogue H-30” tells all

about ’em. When writing
enclose 20c. and ask for
Catalogue “H-30.“
HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.

Factory and Main Office:
K Inton & Webster Ave. CHICAGO
New York Office: 6 East 39th St.

The largest and finest collection in

America, embracing the best Hardy
and Tender varieties of Nymphaeas,
including Day- and Night-blooming
kinds, also Victoria Regia, the Royal
Water Lily in several sizes. Nelum-
biums, in strong pot-plants (or dor-

mant until June 15).

Thesearefully described in Dreer’s

Garden Book for 1917, together with
cultural instructionson thegrowingofWater
Lilies. The best Catalogue published, con-

taining 288 pages, four color and four duo-
tone plates, hundreds of photographic re-

We offer free to our patrons the advice productions, and offers the best of every-
of our experts in devising plans for thing in Seeds, Plants, Bulbs, etc.
ponds and selecting varieties. .

Mailed free if you mention this publication.

HENRY A. DREER, 714-716 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia
t i

Dahlias
The Brockton Dahlia Farm is again
to the front with the largest and best

collection of Dahlias in the United
States. All new roots, tagged, and
true to name. It will pay you to give

me a trial order — try me and see.

Catalogue free.

W. P. LOTHROP
East Bridgewater Massachusetts

Kill Dandelions
TJEREis a handy tool that will posi-
A A tively eliminate dandelions. One oper-
ation drops liquid—kills roots. All metal.
—strong, durable. Easy to use. Stop
back-tiring, unending work by using

It Kilims

acto
*EBDS

$1.00 postpaid. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Will kill all kinds of weeds without damaging
lawn. We make 40 stvles hand and power Auto-
Sprays. W'ntc/or FREE “Spraying Guide."

E. C. BROWN COMPANY
850 Maple Si., Rochester, N. Y.

Bulbs Before July

a* a L°wer Price
I expect to receive my
Holland Bulbs this year

the same as in the past.

I also intend to give a

special discount of 10 per

cent on all orders that I

receive before July 1st.

I cannot guarantee prices after July 1, but I

will endeavor to fill orders and allow the dis-

count up to that time. Prices are likely to

be higher in the fall than they are now; there-

fore send at once for my
New Bulb Catalogue

so that you can secure at reasonable prices

Tulips, Daffodils, Hyacinths, Crocuses, and

other bulbs for fall planting.

Bertrand H. Farr
Wyomissing Nurseries Co.

104 Garfield Avenue

Wyomissing Penna. Snapdragons
June is the time to plant Sweet
Williams, Japanese Anemones.Gail-
lardias, hardy Asters, Chrysanthe-
mums, and Dahlias, for fall flowers.

A complete list is given in “Farr’s
Hardy Plant Specialties.” If you
do not have a copy write for one.

Superb for bedding.
Splendid plants;
white, pink, yellow,

crimson,

$1.00 per dozen

Write for a Hodgson Catalog. It points the way
to a pleasant summer in the country or at the

shore. This book shows photographs, plans and

prices of cottages, tent houses, screen

houses and lots of other houses. All

made in neatly painted sections that can

be quickly bolted together by unskilled

workmen. Write now for catalog.

E. F. HODGSON CO.
Room 228, 116 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

6 East 39th St., New York City

HODGSONPortableHOUSES

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too.
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The Thousand Dollar Trophy Rose

of the Panama-Pacific-Exposition

We are now making de-

livery on strong plants,

in pots, for immediate

planting in the garden.

$2.50 plant $25.00 dozen

We can still supply in 6"

pot plants, two year old stock

of the following varieties:

Gorgeous

Scott Key
Ophelia

Hoosier Beauty

Mdm. Herriott

Lady Alice Stanley

Cleveland

Sunburst

Tipperary

50c plant $5-00 dozen

$35.00 hundred

Also a full line of Hardy
Chrysanthemum Plants.

Charles H. Totty
Madison New Jersey

...

Meetings and Lectures in June
(Following dates are meetings unless otherwise specified)

'Horticultural Society of New York, New York City,
N. Y., Peony and Rose Show by announcement.

'Minnesota Garden Flower Society, St. Paul, Minn.,
Annual Flower Show by announcement.

1. Pasadena, Cal., Horticultural Society.
New York Botanical Garden, New York City, N. Y.

Lecture: Vacant Lot Gardening.
2. Lenox, Mass., Garden Club.
4. American Rose Society, Arlington Farms, Washing-

ton, D. C., Annual Outdoor Meeting.
5. Lake Geneva, Wis., Gardeners' & Foremen’s Associa-

tion.

Garden Club of Pleasantville, N. Y.
6. Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club.
7. Marshfield, Mass., Garden Club.
7-8 American Peony Society, Clinton, N. Y. Annual

Exhibition.
c New Bedford, Mass., Horticultural Society. Peony
Show.

8. Connecticut Horticultural Society. Hartford, Conn.
Westchester, N. Y., & Fairfield, Conn., Horticultural

Society.
9. Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., Horticultural Society.

New York Botanical Garden, New York City, N. Y.
Lecture: Garden Roses.

9-10 New York Botanical Garden, New York City, N. Y.
Exhibition of Roses and Peonies.

11. Park Garden Club, Flushing, L. I.

Rochester, N. Y., Florist Association.
New Rochelle, N. Y.. Garden Club.
New York Florists’ Club, New York City, N. Y.

13. Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club. Rose Show and
meeting.

Lenox, Mass., Horticultural Society.
Nassau Co. Horticultural Society, Glen Cove, L. I.

13-16 "'Pittsburgh Flower Show has been abandoned.
14. Garden Club of Alleghany County, Alleghany, Pa.
15. Pasadena, Cal., Horticultural Society.

California Dahlia Society, San Francisco, Cal.
16. New York Botanical Garden, New York City, N. Y.

Lecture: The Seaweeds of New York and Vicinity.
18. Lenox, Mass., Garden Club.
20. Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club.

Rhode Island Horticultural Society, Providence, R. 1.

Tarrytown, N. Y., Horticultural Society.
21. Marshfield, Mass., Garden Club.
21-22 UNew Bedford, Mass., Horticultural Society. Rose

Show.
22. Connecticut Horticultural Society, Hartford, Conn.
23. Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., Horticultural Society.

New York Botanical Garden, New York City, N. Y.
Lecture: Lilies for Everybody.

23-24 Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston, Mass.
Rose, Peony and Strawberry Exhibition.

25. Park Garden Club, Flushing, L. I.

27. Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club.
29. Pasadena, Cal., Horticultural Society.
30. New York Botanical Garden, New York City, N. Y.

Lecture: The Food Value of Wild Mushrooms.
1 Date subject to change according to the weather.

Organizing a Garden Club

UR Garden Club in a Western town was
the outgrowth of a Literary Club which

closed for the year in April. Some of the

members wished to continue our meetings
through the summer, as a fancy-work club

which would mean “gossip.” A half dozen
flower lovers wanted to have a Garden Club
and ask others so inclined outside this literary

club, but one dear woman, who was afraid

of offending some of her club sisters, thought
we ought to ask all those that wanted to come
in to do so. We did, and were bored the

whole summer by some of them who knew
nothing, cared for nothing but the “eats”
and the “garden parties.” Some made the

remark that they cared nothing for it but did

not want to be left out of anything. One
woman said when we were buying Roses that
all she wanted was an old-fashioned yellow
Rose. Well I dug one for her, called her, and
told her she could have it. She said she would
call for it in a day or two, I heeled it in, and it’s

in the garden yet! So much for trying to help

along with Seautyfying this world. But,

on the other hand, out of the twenty, we have
at least ten interested women and we do hope
to interest others and teach them to love the

flowers and the great outdoors. We had such

a dry season last year and when others were
at the movies, or visiting or motoring, I was

sitting on an old chair in the garden with the
hose soaking the flowers and when I was re-

warded by beautiful Roses and other flowers all

the summer, some of the others would raise

their eyebrows and say, “Oh, sent you
better Roses than he did us.” But he didn’t;

they only had different care.

We have thought it would be nice to have a

flower exhibit twice during the year, one when
the spring blooming bulbs are at their height

J
and one September 1st when Asters, Gladioli

;

and Roses are showing off.—L. R.

The Friendship Garden Club of Chicago

IT WAS on June 18, 1915, that five enthusi-

astic women met to talk over their gar-

dens, how to beautify them, make them more
intimate, and interest their friends in garden-
ing. They agreed to meet once in two weeks
for an all day meeting. The meetings to be

held at the homes of the members in turn,

w here luncheon is served. A few weeks later

five friends w7ere invited to join the Club lim-

iting the membership to ten, including Three
Officers, a Garden Mother, a Recorder, and a

Keeper of the Menus—(Club dues 50 cents 1

a year), each member w’rites a paper on
such subjects as suggested by the leader at a

previous meeting. Last year each member
]

chose a Flower Family and a Tree Family for
j

special study through the year and each gar-
j

dener grew one plant in her garden for experi-

ment. The all-day meetings indoors in gar-

dens and in fields are days of satisfying ex-
j

periences. All work for “The Protection of

Our Native Wild Flowers” Society.

Ridgewood, N. J.

' I 'HE Garden Club of this place is one of

the most prosperous in the state of New
j

Jersey. The following gentlemen form a

governing board for the current year: C. L.

Leisner, president; S. R. Walker, vice-presi-

dent; J. C. Russell, secretary-treasurer; and
R. L. Roe and E. T. Sowter as members of

the executive committee.
This club was founded on October 23, 1914,

by R. L. Roe, the retiring president.

The members of the club paid a tribute

of sincere affection and respect for Messrs.

Roe, and Sowter, the retiring secretary, in a

suitable resolution.

During the course of the meeting W. H.
Maier of the Shade Tree Commission enter-

tained the Club with some interesting details

in regard to the planting and grading of the

new Station Plaza. W. G. Daub gave an

enlightening talk on Chrysanthemums. E.

F. Keller related an experience of using fish

as a fertilizer. The difficulties he met with

before he got his fertilizer into the ground were
told in a very humorous manner.
The Club holds annual spring and fall shows,

where the exhibitions are thrown open to the

public, free of charge. I he effect of the

Club’s efforts to beautify Ridgewood bears

evidence in the many well kept residences

that abound.

American Rose Society

/'AN JUNE 1 the “Annual Outdoor Meeting”
will take place at Washington, D. C. All

Rose lovers are invited to attend the inspection

of the trials at the Arlington Farms. 1 he Na-
tional Test Gardens cover tw’o acres, and about

500 varieties will be in bloom.

Write to the Readers' Service for suggestions about garden furniture
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Bobbink & Atkins

ROSES
ENGLISH IVY

FLOWERING SHRUBS
HARDY OLD FASHION FLOWERS

OUR GIANT FLOWERING MARSHMALLOW
JAPANESE MAPLES AND WISTARIAS

EVERGREENS AND CONIFERS
HYDRANGEAS IN TUBS
RHODODENDRONS
and 150 other specialties

500 acres of Nursery. Half a million feet under glass. Visit

our Nurseries, only 8 miles from New York, or write for our
complete illustrated catalogue.

Rutherford,New Jersey

- t-foSK set gQfel ,

-'urfto? ^vetuturr

clos»

d waterC “r M' Sub Irrigating I

roots of trees

wrth water
left In ppes Yi

Spray Head OpenSpray Head ClosedDetail of Sub imgatingOranage

RAINS ONLY RIVAL

Sold and

Installed by

the plumbing

Trade

Everywhere

ASPRING SHOWER may be brought over
your lawn in the hottest summer weather by

a simple “twist of the wrist.” The BROOKS
LAWN SPRINKLING SYSTEM keeps the grass

a uniform color of velvety green. When not in

use, it is invisible, and out of the way of the lawn
mower. All use of hose, and the labor required in

sprinkling by the old method is eliminated; besides,

the lawn is watered evenly, and in a minimum
time. Shuts off automatically. Write for booklet.

JOHN A. BROOKS 2356 Fulton St., Toledo, Ohio

cffie HOMEo/"I1eaTHER
Announces— Its Most Complete List of

Dutch Bulbs
For Import Orders Exclusively. 144 Pages—Complete Selection of

Hyacinths—Tulips—Crocus—Daffodils—Narcissus

AND MANY RARE AND LITTLE KNOWN BULBS ALL OF THE
SUPERIOR QUALITY ESTABLISHED BY THE HOME OF HEATHER

This most interesting book is free. It

contains full cultural directions for all the

many varieties of Bulbs—also valuable

suggestions for planting and improving

your garden.

$$$’ n / Edition Limited—Write for it 'Now. This

book also contains “The Hardy Garden

• A from Seed”—a complete list of perennial

seeds for planting at this time—a most

helpful and comprehensive treatise.

KNIGHT & STRUCK CO.
PLANTSMEN - SEEDSMEN

258 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YOKK

Enlist the Bees!
not in the fighting army, but in the greater army of

food producers, the army on which the result of the war
depends as much as on the soldiers. Your bees wdl

help feed the world, and they will work for nothing

and board themselves.

There’s Money in Honey
Especially in War Times

Uncle Sam is urging beekeepers to increase their pro-

duction of honey to help out the sugar shortage. Honey
may largely take the place of sugar in cooking. Send
for our Airline Honey Book with ioo choice recipes.

As Interesting as it is

Profitable
Nothing can beat the combina-

tion of a warm June morning, roses

in bloom and your bees busily at

work with their contented hum.
You will be tempted to neglect

everything else to watch and
study them.

Root Service Branches
New York, 139-141 Franklin St. Des Moines, 917 Walnut So

Accessories That
Simplify Beekeeping
Manual of 214 pages HOW

TO KEEP BEES, postpaid $1.00

Root Bee Smoker, postpaid 1.00

A full line of appliances des-

cribed in our 64 page catalogue,

sent free. Dealers everywhere.

Philadelphia, 8-10 Vine St.

Chicago, 215 West Ohio St.

St. Paul, 290 East 6th St.

San Francisco, 245 Mission St.

Syracuse, 1631 W. Genesee St.

Indianapolis, 859 Mass. Ave.
Mechanic Falls, Maine
Los Angeles, 948 East 2nd St.

Washington, 1100 Maryland Ave., S. W.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
HI

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
AND FACTORY Medina Ohio

Advertisers unit appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Don’t Inflict a Truss
Upon Your Child

r* ROWING children need a great amount* of
'*-* care and attention Especially is this true when the

child is unfortunate enough to be ruptured. But the

parent who harnesses a ruptured child with a truss is in-

flicting an injustice.

Trusses seldom fit well Spring trusses are dangerous. No
truss can be comfortably worn in bed. Most trusses are

conspicuous. Few of them are uninjured by water.

The Brooks Rupture Appliance has none of the

drawbacks of a truss. It is especially adapted for wear by
children because it is made to the individual measure of the

wearer. It rests flat and smooth, and its soft cushion

adheres to the flesh, making slipping impossible. This

cushion is always cool and comfortable, owing to a con-

stant circulation of air.

SENT ON TRIAL
To convince you of the great comfort and relief which your child will

obtain from the Brooks Rupture Appliance, we shall be glad to

send you one on free trial. If you are not entirely satisfied, we will

cheerfully refund your money. You may deal with us with the knowl-
edge that you are Veceiving the care and attention of a sanitarium.

We are not a factory

The Brooks Rupture Appliance has the endorsement of the

country’s leading physicians. Tho isands of happy wearers daily sing

its praises

Do not permit your child to suffer any longer. You owe it to the child

and to yourself to learn more about this Appliance without delay.

Use the Coupon. Use It Now.

BROOKS APPLIANCE COMPANY
Manufacturers of Orthopedical Appliances

275 State Street Marshall, Mich., U. S. A.

I should like to receive in a plain wrapper and without obligating myself
in any way, full details concerning the Brooks Rupture Appliance.

Name

Address

City State

Dept. 8.

We Pay The Highest Cash Prices for

OLD BAGS or BURLAP
of all kinds—Any Quantity

WE PAY THE FREIGHT
Become our Agent, buy old bags for us

HUDSON BAG MFG. CO. Bayonne, N. J.

Less Ground; More Celery

ORDINARILY, you know, celery is grown
in rather wide rows and is banked or

boarded up for blanching. There’s another
way, however, whereby you can grow four or

five times as much celery on the same amount
of ground. That method is called “The New
Celery Culture” and it’s the method I follow

with the celery that I grow alone, or as a

single crop. It is the best and really the only
efficient way of growing celery by itself in a

small garden where every inch must be made
to produce its very most.

The method itself consists simply of hav-
ing the right kind of soil, making it rich

enough to stand close planting and then
setting out the proper variety of celery

plants eight to ten inches apart in each
direction.

My soil is a loose, humus-filled loam, well-

tilled. To make it able to stand the close

planting, a good fertilizer, analyzing high in

ammonia, is applied at the rate of one pound
to ten square feet. The fertilizer is in addi-

tion to the twenty-odd pounds of manure
that has been previously applied and worked
well into the soil. T he plot of ground allotted

to celery is laid off as a bed, five rows wide, so

that it can be worked from both sides.

A rather early, self-blanching variety is

set out. I grow the White Plume, but
Golden Self-Blanching is equally good. Good
thrifty plants are obtained and transplanted on
a cloudy day in late June to places that have
been marked out for them in the bed. Eight
to nine inches apart each way is the best

distance to plant, for with this spacing

sufficient cultivation can be given and the

celery crowds together and blanches itself

almost perfectly. If it does not blanch well

paper can be wrapped around the rows or

the separate plants to aid the whitening

process. The celery -is not lifted until its

full growth has been obtained or until the

first light frosts of fall. Then the plants

are lifted and stored in the cellar or some
place where there is no danger of freezing.

They are packed together in an upright posi-

tion on a layer of a few inches of moist,

but not damp,' soil and are thus kept per-

fect nearly all winter.

Last summer in a bed four by thirty feet I

grew 176 excellent plants of celery, all white,

tender and crisp.

Morgantown, West Va. R. E. Allen.

For Peony Lovers
The Book of the Peony. Mrs. Edward Harding (J. P.

Lippincott Co.; 259 pages with index; price $6.00.)

This is a contribution de luxe to the garden
lover’s library and is presented as a companion
volume and in the same style as the same
publishers’ “Book of the Rose” (Thomas).

Mrs. Harding has been known as an en-

thusiastic Peony amateur and has gathered
together the essential material concerning her

favorite flower, historically, culturally, and
critically. The text is accompanied with
twenty illustrations in full color and twenty-
two in doubletone. The author has called

upon other authorities for special contribu-

tions, so that the subsidiary matter is authori-

tative. Her own preferences are given in

selective lists and she devotps a reasonable

space to the interest of the Tree Peony.

For the convenience of readers, the Editorial

Department of The Garden Magazine will be

pleased to supply any books that may be desired.

Guard Your Garden
Guard it against intruders and trespassers! Guard
it with fences that require no up-keep, but improve
in beauty as they grow older. Guard your garden
with live hedges.

Order Now—Save 10%
We will have ready for delivery by August ever-

f
reen hedge plants like Norway Spruce. Hemlock
pruce, Arborvitae, etc. To be able to properly

estimate requirements we will book orders through-
out June at 10% less than regular prices Write
for sizes and prices, giving number of feet of hedge
required. Illustrated Catalogue free on request.

American Nursery Co.
S
Bi!J£.

r New York

$2.50

Rare Water Lilies
can be grown in a small tub or pool.

No trouble, always beautiful.

Three Charming Sorts

White, Rose, Yellow

With these you can have a unique floral

display this summer. All illustrated in

natural colors in my 1917 Booklet on

Water Lilies and Water Plants
which gives directions for planting and caring for

Lilies and other water plants. Sent free to any-
one—write to-day for a copy.

OF ALPINES AND ROCK
PLANTS from the rugged slopes
of the Rocky Mountains will con-
dense more joy into a small space
than any other style of Fall Gar-
dening. The list includes rare and
choice varieties of Anemone. Co-
lumbine. Clematis, Delphinium.
Gentian, Evening Primrose,
Pentstemon, Yucca. Hardy Cacti,
and many others not commonly
cultivated, all hardy and easily
grown.

Besides native plants, we grow
and catalogue all the best orna-
mentals for the Northwest, in-

cluding trees, shrubs, evergreens
and hardy flowers. Either cata-
logue free.

Rockmont Nursery, Boulder, Colo.

G I L L E T T ’ S
Hardy Ferns and Flowers
For Dark, Shady Places

Plant \Tjur native ferns, plants

and bulbs NOW. It is not too

late to get good results if you do
your planting immediately.

We will gladly call and advise you
regarding woodland plant-

ing and natural gardens.

Our price for this service is

reasonable. Send for de-

scriptive catalogue of over So
pages.

It’s FREE

EDWARD GILLETT

The Readers’ Service will gladly furnish information about Retail Shops



LISTERINE
The Safe Antiseptic

—to prevent the infection of cuts,

scratches and blisters, A suitable

dressing for stints and bites of insects

Dog Kennel No. 4 Poultry Housefor 200 hens—5 units No. 3 Poultry House for jo hens

HODGSON PORTABLE HOUSES
The Hodgson poultry and dog houses enable you to take care of the stock with the least amount of trouble. This dog kennel is well-

ventilated, sanitary and storm-proof. The poultry houses are made of red cedar, verm in-proofed, and are absolutely complete inside.

All neatly painted and made in sections that can be quickly bolted together by anyone. Send for illustrated catalogue.

Room 311, 116 Washington Street, Boston, Massachusetts
6 East 39th Street, New York City

Rose Arches

SUNDIALS
Real Bronze Colonial Designs

From $3.50 Up
Also Bird Baths. Carden Benches. Fountain
Sprays and other garden requisites.

Manufactured by

The M. D. JONES CO.
72 Portland St. Boston, Mass.

Sendfor illustrated Price-List
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DEMING WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
furnish home, barn or country estate with a
steady, dependable supply of clear, pure water
under high pressure.

The Deming catalogue of hand and
.
power

operated water supply equipments is free

to those planning the installation of a water

system. It outlines in detail the systems
for large and small houses; it proves the

simplicity and permanence, the excellence and
resulting economy of the Deming Hydro-
Pneumatic method. Capacities 180 gallons to

60,000 gallons an hour.

Ji » MIL THE DEMING CO. Pump specialists for years 116 Depot St. # Salem, Ohio
flgH f -

ALiOWCfG POifERY^
Doubles tfie Garden’s Charm

Seven ft. high and
four ft. wide

EXTRA-HEAVY
RUST-PROOF
$12.00 each

PAINTED
$8.50 each

Porch Trellis

and Arches

All sizes and shapes
made to order

A. T. Brook Co.
Maker and Builder

Fence, Tennis-courts,

Dog and Chicken Runs
,

Tennis Net Posts , etc.

37 Barclay St, N. Y.City

Write for Circular

X E.

ISYElflHE

USTEK1M-

BpikW

pmarhaca'l company

JUST WHAT YOU WANT FOR AN UP-TO-

DATE MOVABLE POULTRY YARD
“BUFFALO” Portable

PORTABLE/ Poultry Runways are
‘ neat and easy to handle

and erect; simply push
legs into ground. Made

from i§ inch diamond mesh, heavy galva-

nized wire fabric and galvanized round iron

frames with i inch galvanized Hexagon Net-
ting along bottom, 1 2 inches high, strong and
durable, last a life time. Can be moved to

other locations at will. Greatest thing on the
market for young chicks or duckling runways or

can be used for grown chickens, ducks, geese,
etc., and make any size yard you wish. Can also be used
to advantage for enclosingsmall vegetable garden plots, etc.

Standard size sections as follows:

long x 5' high
2 '6" “ x s' “ gate
8' “ x 2' “
6' “ x 2' “

sidove prices effective April 1st , IQ17. F.O.B. Buffalo and arefor orders con-
sistim7 of six sections or more.

Sizes mentioned above can be shipped from stock immediately. Special sizes made
to order on short notice.

Send money order, check. New York draft or currency by registered mail and we will

send you one of the greatest articles in existence for poultry or dog kennel purj>oses.
Booklet No. 67-A will be sent upon request.
Place a trial order to-day, we know you will be well pleased.

Price, each section

$3-75
. 1.60

. 2.00

I.60

ENLARGED VIEW

BUFFALO WIRE WORKS CO. (8ch 8̂
r,
J„ng) 467 Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.

Classic Simplicity is typical of the many
beautiful designs in our Collection

Galloway Pottery is everlasting Terra Cotta, made in a
variety of forms including Bird Fonts, Sundials, Flower
Pots and Boxes, Vases, Benches, Gazing Globes and other
interesting pieces that recall the [charm of Old World
Gardens.

Catalogue will he sent upon request

GauowayTerra CoTta Cb.
3214 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA

Advertisers will appreeiate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in wriJing—and we will, loo
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BIRD HOUSES
Our Folder illustrating the best, most successful and largest

line on the market, is Free. Write to-day and compare values.

CHICAGO BIRD HOUSE CO., 709-11 So. Leavitt St., Chicago, 111 .

SITUATION WANTED—Have had years of experience in the care

and management of select homes including gardening shrubs and all

domestic animals. Good character, do not use liquor or tobacco.

Protestant, good education. Will be ready on short notice to hire m_y

services to a reliable party desiring a quick, active man. Lends

Valentine, 135 Wood Street, Auburn, New York.

“HOW TO GROW ROSES”—Library Edition; 121 pages—ib in

natural colors. Not a catalogue. Price Si, refunded on $5 order

for plants. The Conard & Jones Co., Box 24, West Grove, Pa.

MR. ROBERT PYLE—the well-known Garden Lecturer and
Rosarian incites correspondence from garden lovers and societies.

Subject — "The American Rose Garden” illustrated with finely

colored lantern slides. Address; West Grove, Pa.

OREGON & CALIFORNIA RAILROAD CO. grant lands. Tide

to same revested in United States by act of Congress, dated June 9,

1916. Two million three hundred thousand acres to be opened for

homesteads and sale. Timber and agricultural lands. Containing

some of best land left in United States. Now is the opportune time.

Large sectional map showing lands and description of soil, climate,

rainfall, elevations, etc. Postpaid one dollar. Grant Lands Locating

Company, Box 610, Portland, Oregon.

ORDER
Until July 20th

we take advance orders for the VERY CREAM of

Darwin, Breeder and Rembrandt

DUTCH BULBS Tulips and best Narcissi

NOW Let us send our Special List of these and

also our Autumn Catalogue

Franken Brothers, 51S Deerfield, 111 J

ASTER Y icks’ Mikado white, pink, laven-

DI A MTC ^er. Crego lavender, white, pink,
Jr LAIN 15 rose. Vicks’ Rochester lavender-

pink, white, lavender. Vicks’ Branching white,
rose, lavender, pink, purple. Lavender, violet, white, crimson
and pink King. Lavender Gem, Enchantress Pink, Royal Pink,

Royal Purple. Ready for delivery June 1st to July 15th, £1.25
per 100. The Oldbrick Farms, Orwell, Ashtabula Co., Ohio

To prevent the peas from attack by red

spider (really a mite) nothing equals overhead

irrigation. The little mites dislike moisture,

whether of air or on the plants, and will be

destroyed by occasional sprayings. 1 he spray-

ings if copious enough and judiciously ap-

plied will aid the pea crop which should be

finer in quality than unsprayed peas.

Pansies can be Grown in the South

JXTIL last year I considered it impossible
to grow Giant Pansies in the South.

I had always given my plants a seemingly
good location; they were invariably planted
in a rich, loose soil and generally in a place
that grew ideal Roses. This, you will notice,

is the kind of situation that gardeners—or at

least, seedsmen—recommend as suitable. I

observed, too, the efforts of neighbor gar-

deners, and everywhere the result was the
same—only weak, scraggly plants, bearing a

few- small and otherwise inferior blossoms,
were seen. 1 he enormous flow-ers of the

Northern gardens and city parks were un-
known here. Consequently, I came to look

upon Pansy growing as an art for the few
specially favored with congenial climatic

conditions. Fortunately, however, during
the past season I had cause to change com-
pletely my attitude in regard to this subject.

It happened this way. At the back of

my garden, right at the base of the wall is a

long frame in which I keep over winter fall-

grown Columbines and other perennial seed-

lings. Last autumn when my plants were
set in the frame, I scattered among them a

few seeds of a giant strain of Pansy sent to me
by a seedsman for trial. The follow-ing spring

when the plants were set in the perennial

border, I noticed that the Pansy seeds had
grown into sturdy little bunches of green, and
determined to give them full benefit of the

shade and moisture afforded by the frame.

As a few days after everything else was
removed little vigorous growths shot up
from the Pansy seedlings. They appreciated

the extra space so much that they grew into

a compact mat, requiring thinning. This

was done thoroughly, ten inches of space

being left between the plants. Then with the

showers and w-arm spring days came the first

blossom, the forerunner of the most gorgeous

show of colors that I had ever witnessed.

As soon as I saw that the Pansies were
really going to make good, I gave them atten-

tion. Water as plentiful as rain was given

whenever signs of its necessity appeared, all

weeds were kept pulled up, and occasional

feedings of liquid manure given. As a result

of this treatment the display of brilliance

was kept up throughout the summer. Even
in December, just before the first hard frost,

I had a profusion of splendid flowers.

I am leaving the frame open this winter,

having built another one for my young per-

ennials, and have hopes for a Pansy bed of

great effectiveness in spring, for I am confident

that they can do the “come-back stunt”

next spring better than they did the last season.

I am now thoroughly convinced that

Pansies can be grown as well in the South as

anywhere else, provided a moist and cool

location is given them.

Sherman, Miss. Buford Reid.

No. 7348

Plated

SI .SO

each

No. 7251

Unfurl Old Glory
In bas-relief on the base
of this beautiful desk
flag PAPER WEIGHT
is Stephen Decatur’s
declaration of loyalty:
OUR COUNTRY—In
her intercourse with for-
eign nations may she al-

ways be right; but our country right or wrong.

Show Your Colors
An artistic ornament made by quality silver-

smiths. Flag of silk, attached by movable hal-

yards to 5 in. staff, imbedded in solid metal

Every table in every home, every
desk in every office, should display

the Stars and Stripes.

Get one from your jeweler, department or

stationery store, or we will csend direct,

postpaid, on receipt of price. Satisfaction

or money returned without question.

Blackinton & Company
Established 1862

Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths
219 Broad Street. North Attleborough, Mass.

DEALERS—Write for proposition

Antirrhinum Nelrose
Small plants, strong, ready for the

garden, $1.50 per doz., $10 per 100.

F. W. FLETCHER & CO., Inc.
Auburndale Massachusetts

Originators and Introducers of New Plants

Underground Garbage Receiver
installed at your home in the early Spring Clean Up

—

means less danger from infantile paralysis germs. Elim-
inate the dirty garbage pail.

Sold Direct. Send for Circular
Look for our Trade Marks

C. H. Stephenson, Mfr., 40 Farrar St., Lynn,

5 - ::::::
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ENTERPRISE PROTECTIVE FENCE
protects and beautifies

An Enterprise fence is an unclimbable barrier—security against tramps,
prowlers, thieves and other undesirable persons. In addition to giving

ample protection, it beautifies and lends distinction to city homes, country
estates, etc., etc., and enhances property value.

Investigate—Send for Illustrated Catalog
Write to-day for illustrated catalog. It describes hundreds of styles, quotes prices, and ex-
plains out free offer to make a blueprint showing all details of fence needed to protect and
beautify your premises.

ENTERPRISE IRON WORKS, 2432 Yandes Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

Specialists for 33 years in All-Iton and
Iron-and - Woven - Wire protective fencing

Send to-day for

this catalog
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TF you expect to build a garage
-*• to accommodate more than one

'

.

automobile, itsconveniencewill be

greatly increased if the doors are

hungsothat allcan beopen atonce.

STANLEY
ARA.G
HARDWARE

provides this convenience. It is a com-
plete line of Builders’ Hardware designed

especially for garage use. It includes

hinges, door holders, latches and bolts

suited to garages of all sizes, costs and
types of construction.

Stanley Garage Door Holders, No. 1774,
keep doors from slamming against each
other, or against the outgoing and
incoming cars.

When planning your garage the Stanley Garage
Hardware Catalogue V-6 will be helpful. Send
for it to-day.

THE STANLEY WORKS
New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

New York Chicago

THE ORIGINAL — GENUINE
ROWE’S GLOUCESTER

Bed HAMMOCK
Sent charges prepaid in the U. S,

The Rowe represents all-quality construction—built up to an
ideal and not aown to a price. That is why the Rowe has been
standard in bed hammocks for thirty years and used exclusively

at select summer resorts, clubs, camps and by people who know
values and demand absolute efficiency and comfort. Furnished
in either (government standard) non-fadeable U. S. Khaki or 21-

oz. white sail duck that will resist wind,weather and rough usage

—

Costs a feiu dollars more, but -will outlast ten one-season hammocks.
Is the only hammock you can afford to buy.

We prepay charges Send for our catalogue

E. L. Rowe & Son, Inc., GS«SX,
Makers of Tents and Hammocks for the U. S. Gov*t.

Make Your Garden Sing !

Lloyds in London will insure
your garden party against rain

—

but that can’t compete with Bird
Insurance in your garden

—

Trees, plants, shrubs or vege-
tables all are guaranteed under
the “Food and shelter Act" of
the bird lover. A folder worth
reading is aw aiting your call.

EVANS KROH.
JOC per pkg. 230 Bain Street, Evanston, III. Wren House, $4.50

The Transformation of a Garden

LAST year a garden-lover found a copy of the Gar-
dencraft Handbook on a friend’s table. She took

it home and studied it—planned her garden with new
ideas in mind and then placed her order for two pieces of Mathews
Gardencraft. In August she wrote—“My garden is a place trans-

formed. Last year it was simply a garden. Now it is an out-door
iiving-room by day—a bit of fairyland by moonlight. Garden-
craft is the good fairy.”

The Gardencraft Handbook will be mailed you immediately on
receipt of 18 cents in stamps. The Handbook contains scores of
fascinating garden suggestions.

Garden -(5aft

THE CO.MATHEWS MFG.
Designers & Craftsmen

915 Williamson Bldg. Cleveland, Ohio

T H E Mathews
Hall Mark,

graved on your
pieces o f Garden-
craft, tells you that
those pieces are un-
questionably a u -

thentic i n design
and rendered in
the finest bench-
work obtainable.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT,
Etc. OF THE GARDEN MAGAZINE, published in accordance
with the Act of Congress of August 24, IQ12: Publishers, Doubleday,
Page & Co., Garden City. N. Y.; Editor and Managing Editor,

Leonard Barron, Garden City, N. Y.; Owners, Doubleday, Page
& Co., Garden City, N. Y.

Stockholders holding 1 per cent, or more of total amount of stock on

March 31, 1917, F. N. Doubleday, Garden City, N. Y.; W. H.
Page. London. England; H. S. Houston. Garden City, N. Y.; S. A.

Everitt, Garden City, N. Y.; A. W. Page, Garden City, N. Y.;

Russell Doubleday, Garden City, N. Y.; W. F. Etherington, New
York City; R. M. Fair, Chicago, 111.; H. W. Lanier, Eliot, Me.

Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders holding
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ties: None.
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A FLOWER POT WHEREVER |
YOU CAN DRIVE A NAIL §

The Universal Portable Shelf makes this ||
easy. Only 7% inches square, it supports 20 =
pounds or more. Novel device within metal

||
shelf holds it firmly in position. “The shelf ==

of a thousand uses"—for books, bird houses, ==

shaviug utensils, tools, etc. With it, you =
may have what you want, where you want it. =

Finished tor outdoor use in green, s
brown, or black, 40 cents each; $4 .00 a

||
dozen. ==
DeLuxe finish for interior use, in ==

white, light green, light pink, light =
blue, dark green, French gray, tan, gilt. g
green-gilt, or aluminum, 50 cents each; S
$5.00 a dozen. Send/or booklet. ^

THE GEO. W. CLARK CO. I
259-F Fifth Ave. New York =

Patent Applied for

The Readers’ Service gives information

about Gardening
The Readers’ Service will give you helpful

hints in planning your new home

SHARONWARE 4
Bird Baths

THE SHARONWARE WORKSHOP, home of

Sharonware Garden Furniture, is conducted exclus-

ively for men suffering from chronic heart disease.

Here under constant medical surveillance they learn

a trade suited to their condition and to become
self-supporting.

Industrial Committee; Mrs. W. H. Truesdale,

Chairman; Mrs. W. P. Hamilton, Treasurer; Mrs.
W. H. Hyde, Secretary; Mrs. M. D. Kling, Director;

Miss Janie N. Morgan; Mrs. C. F. Neergaard; Mrs.
Ponsonby Ogle; Dr. N. G. Seymour.

SHARONWARE WORKSHOP

Made by Cardiac
Convalescents

|
SHARONWARE GARDEN FURNITURE,
made under expert supervision, adds charm and g
distinction to any lawn or garden, large or small. g
Visit our workshop where are displayed bird

baths, fountains, sundials, benches, flower boxes, g
gazing globes, vases, jardinieres, etc.

Tripod Bird Bath, height 33 inches,

bowl 24 inches Price (F. O. B.. N. Y.) $18.00

Send for illustrated catalogue and annual report

82 Lexington Avenue, New York City
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KEL5Ey
HEALTH HEAT

II
*

m

WHEN we throw stones at radi-

ator heats, we throw stones at

one of the heats we sell.

Some people insist on buying them,
so we sell what they insist on having.

But when we do sell them, they are

sold as just a radiator heat; not as a

Kelsey Health Heat.
Knowing as we so well do, the lim-

itation, the disadvantages and un-
healthfulness of radiator heats, we
can the better judge the goodness of
the Kelsey Health Heat.

Briefly, it is a warm air heat that
heats with air as fresh and full of
health, as the air of the sunshiny
outside.

.

It heats every room in any weather,
and any wind

!

It burns less coal than any radiator

or furnace heat. We can prove it.

Send for booklet.

T
he fCtLSEV
WARM AIR GEnERATOR |

232 James Street, Syracuse, New York

NEW YORK—IOTP Park Avenue
CHICAGO— 2767-P Lincoln Avenue
DETROIT— 95-P Builders Exchange

BOSTON—405-P Post Office Square Building

m

Scheepers’ Medal Lilies
are the products of the World’s Foremost Lily Specialists

Healthy Bulbs in $7—
Ten Superb Sorts for20 prepaid

For details regarding this remarkable offer, consult

page 68 of Garden Magazine for March. Lily)

catalogue on request.

JOHN SCHEEPERS COMPANY
Flowerbulb Specialists

2 Stone Street New York

Why GrassWon’t Grow
is fully explained in my new 16-pane
booklet, "Perfect Lawns and How to 111

Make Them.” It explains why grass looks sick

and yellow, why it dies and how to remedy the
causes. Ask for your free copy to-day.

Everything for the Lawn
of Best Quality only is obtainable from me,
in any quantity, at reasonable prices. Let me
prescribe mixtures and treatment for your special

needs. Construction of golf links and tennis
courts my specialty. Correspondence invited
from Park and Estate Superintendents. Write for

above booklet, also for “Practical Illustrations of

Turf Construction”—NOW.
William Tucker, New York

[flji FJftr TWflprjr j(

The Adaptable Amaryllis

'T'HE Amaryllis, at least Johnstoni, orA Bermuda Spice Lily kind, is very tolerant
of mistreatment, and will deliver its big, red,

five-pointed, lilylike blossoms at the proper
season with any reasonable encouragement.
Bulbs brought from Bermuda twelve years
ago were potted three to an eight-inch pot,
and have been repotted only once, about six

years ago. 1 hey will bloom either in summer
in the open, or in winter in a sunny window,
but they should have a year’s rest between
blooming seasons. During their rest time
they may be left perfectly dry in a cellar

where they won’t freeze. For summer bloom-
ing, begin to water the pots a week or two
before it is safe to plunge them in the garden.
1 hat will be when it is certain that there
will be no more frost. A little manure water
seems to stimulate them after they begin to
grow. After a short growth of leaves a tall

bloomstalk will shoot up, and the leaves will

develop by the time the blossoms open.
There are two or three of these to each stalk.

Bermuda Spice Lily (Amaryllis Johnstoni) has a tena-
cious vitality. It starts into growth on the least stimulus
and produces its showy red flowers when there is no more
danger of frost

If the leaves show much growth before the

bloomstalk develops the bulb will be “blind”
for that season. The pots may be left in

the ground until danger of frost when they

should be taken to the cellar and left to dry

out. To change from summer to winter

blooming, let the pots go over a season in a

dry state. For instance, a pot that bloomed

in the summer of 1915 was left dry until the

fall of 1916, and then bloomed in a sunny
window, in living room temperature, about

six weeks after it was first watered. After

the winter blossoms have faded and the leaves

have their growth, the pots may be placed

in the cellar in the same way as after the

summer blooming season. This is probably

not the best way to handle Amaryllis, hut

it is a convenient way for amateurs with

limited facilities.

Architectural Harmony

E
very ch arming note of individual dis-

tinction in the architectural style of
your house will have consistent expres-

sion in the design of your fence if you choose

f&WARf
IRON FENCE
TheStandardoftheWor/d "

Artistic designs, first class material and skilled
workmanship make Stewart Fence the best value.
Get our catalogue containing 144 pages of modern
fence and gate designs for bungalows, town houses,
country estates, cottages, churches, cemeteries,
parks, schools, factories, and public buildings.
Send for it to-day.

THE STEWART IRON WORKS CO (Inc.)

655 Stewart Block, Cincinnati, Ohio
"The World's Greatest Iron Fence Builders

”

Mark

A Powerful Fungicide for

Fruits, Vegetables and Flowers
Peach Leaf Curl, Brown Rot, Apple Scab, Grape Mildew,
Potato Blight, Cucumber Wilt, Bean Blight, Rose Mildew, etc.

Most inexpensive. 1 gal. makes 200 gals, spray. $1 to $2 per
gal. according to size package.

Booklet free .

B. G. Pratt Co. Dept. I 50 Church St., N. Y. City

8 gS

ALBAMONT
EVERBEARING STRAWBERRIES

IOO EXTRA FINK HARDY PLANTS
Either Superb or Progressive

With full directions to successfully grow them
Sent postpaid/or $2.00 cash ivith order

ALBAMONT, CAMPTON, N. H.
Winter Address, J. C. HAARTZ

136 Federal St. BOSTON

Handy Box of Plant Labels
Assortment complete, from sj inch tag label, copper wired,

to 10 inch garden label, too in all. with marking pencil; packed
in a neat, strong box for mailing. Needed in every garden.

An appropriate present to a friend interested in gardening.

’rice $ 1 .10 postpaid. Beyond the fourth zone add fifteen cents.

W. H. BAYLES, Verona, New Jersey

Beautify Furniture
Protect Floor and Floor Coverings
from injury by using

Glass Onward Sliding
Furniture Shoe

in place of casters.

If your dealer will not supply you
write us.

ONWARD MFG. CO.
MENASHA, W1S. DEPT. T

The Readers’ Service will give you suggestions for planting
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Brand’s American
Peonies

The peonies which bear the name of Brand
have been selected for individual character and
quality from half a million seedlings, bloomed
through a period of twenty years.

We try to have something new to interest the

collector every year.

We consider some of our creations to be as

fine as were ever produced. The eagerness with
which they are being sought by collectors every-
where convinces us that we are not alone in

our views.

They are Northern Grown, thoroughly
American and vary in price from 75c to $25 .0x3

per root.
Write for catalogue to

BRAND PEONY COMPANY
540 Lumber Exchange Building

Desk B Minneapolis, Minn.

Your Fruit Won’t
Spoil If You Use

RED RUBBERS
They Fit All Standard Jars

Specially recommended for cold pack canning. Send 2c
stamp for new book on preserving or 10c in stamps for

one dozen rings if you cannot get them at your dealer's.

Address Department G
BOSTON WOVEN HOSE & RUBBER CO.

Cambridge, Mass.

The Only Garden Cultivator

that you can set an}- depth you
wish. The two wheels hold it

just that depth until you
change it to some other depth.

It runs 30 per cent, easier.

Uniform depth of culti-

vation.
Writ* for special price and

testimonials.

The Schaible Mfg.Co.
Elyria, Ohio

The Readers’ Service gives informa-
tion about Home Decorating

REMOVABLE FLAG POLES
SI EEL AND CLOTHES POSTS

No holes to dig. Strong
steel sockets driven. All

high-carbon galvanized steel.

Slip easily into sock-

ets, removable in a

moment. Don’t dis-

figure lawns, no de-

cay, last life time.

Adjustable ten-
sion hook on
clothes posts make
clothes hanging easy.

Tennis Net Posts;
Back Stops; Fence
Posts on same prin-
ciple.

Ask dealers or Write usfor booklet A
CHEAPER

Milwaukee Steel Post Co. THAN <
Milwaukee,Wis. WOOD *

TOWNSEND’S

TRIPLEX
The Public is Warned not to purchase

mowers infringing the Townsend Patent

No. 1.209.519. Dec. 19th. 1916

The Greatest Grass-

cutter on Earth, cuts a

Swath 86 inches wide.

S.P. TOWNSEND & CO.
23 Central Are., Orange, N. J.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one main, the

TRIPLEX MOWER will mow more lawn in a day
than the best motor mower ever made, cut it better

and at a fraction of the cost.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it will

mow more lawn in a day than any three ordinary

horsedrawn mowers with three horses and three men.

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the

waves. One mower may be climbing a knoll, the

second skimming a level and the third paring a hollow.

Does not smash the grass to earth and plaster it in the

mud in springtime nor crush out its life between
hot rollers and hard, hot ground in summer as does

the motor mower.

Send for Catalogue illustrating all types of TOWNSEND MOWERS.

OSES sf NEW CASTLE
—the most authoritative bookjpn rose planting, cultiva-
tion and pruning ever published. Beautifully printed in
colors, this valuable guide gives special prices and tells

all about our famous Roses, Plants and Bulbs. It’s the
lifetime experience of America's largest rose growers.
You will be astonished at our low prices. Tells how
we prepay express charges anywhere in the U. S. and
guarantee safe delivery. Write to the Rose Specialists
for your copy to-day.

HELLER BROS. CO., Box 621, New Castle, Ind.

Cash
We Pay the Highest Cash Prices

Old Rubber, Rags, Metal
for auto tires, old bools, scrap copper, brass, lead.

Your zinc, old rope, rags, burlap, old bags

WE PAY THE FREIGHT
Junk Ship at once any quantity. Send for price list

HUDSON SUPPLY & MFG. CO., Dept. Z, Bayonne, N. J. %

EXCLUSIVELY—
7,000.000 Bulbs of superior quality—American grown
—the best in the world—my 1916 product. May and
June is the time to plant.

Mir f|(§f|
B. HAMMOND TRACY, Box 27, Wenhajn, Mass.

Ft!

RUDYARD KIPLING
AFTER SEVEN YEARS HAS COMPLETED A
NEW BOOK OF SHORT STORIES ENTITLED

“A DIVERSITY OF CREATURES”
FOURTEEN STORIES FOURTEEN NEW POEMS
TO READ THEM IS TO RENEW THE MAGIC OF MANY OF THE GREAT KIPLING
CREATIONS OF THE PAST TWENTY-FIVE YEARS WITH A NEW UNDERTONE OF THE
WORLD WAR BREAKING FORTH IN AT LEAST TWO STORIES OFTHE HIGHEST GENIUS.

Green Cloth, Net, 01-30. Red Limp Leather, Net, $1.75

OTHER HOOKS BY KIPLING
Puck of Pook’s Hill

Traffics ami Discoveries
The Five Nations
Just So Storiesj

Kim
The Day’s Work
Stalky & Co.
Plain Tales from the Hills

Life’s Handicap
Under the Deodars

Kipling’s two war books:

Songs from Books
The Kipling Birthday Book
The Light That Failed
Soldier Stories

The Naulahka
Departmental Ditties
Soldiers Three
Many Inventions
From Sea to Sea
The Seven Seas

Actions and Reactions.

Rewards and Fairies

Published by the

CENTURY COMPANY
{Uniform with this Edition)

The Jungle Book
Captains Courageous
The Second Jungle Book
Red leather, each , net , $1.75

France at War (net, 6oc.).Sea Warfare (net, Sr.25 ), and

published by DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., garden city% n. y.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Make Friends Now
WITH THESE BOOKS

They will help you enjoy the summer

months with an added zest

The Worth Knowing Series
A new series which tells just the things most of us want to know about Birds, Trees, Flowers, and Butterflies.

A much-needed link between the larger Nature Library books and the Pocket Nature Guides. Each volume
covers the most interesting American varieties of the subject discussed. A beautiful set of books to own, too.

Birds Worth Knowing Butterflies Worth Knowing Trees Worth Knowing Flowers Worth Knowing
By Neltje Blanchan By Clarence M. Weed By Julia Ellen Rogers

192 illustrations, 144 of them in color. Each, net, $1.60

A book with the true joy of

gardening on every page. It

is hard to restrain our enthu-

siasm when speaking of

My Garden
By Louise Beebe Wilder

Every Garden Magazine
reader will enjoy its happy
blending of the inspirational

and the practical side of gar-

den lore. Net. $1 .50.

Gene Stratton-Porter

has taken some very wonder-

ful pictures of shy, wild song-

birds showing really human
expressions of fear, anger, and
greed. They are included in

Friends in Feathers
The delightful record of how
she made friends with these

birds. (Revised and greatly

enlarged edition of “What I

Have Done With Birds.”)

Net. f3.50

.

Adapted from Neltje Blanchan’s Works
by Asa Don Dickinson

How Much Time and Trouble This Set Will Save You!

The Pocket Garden Library

n

n
a

Edited by LEONARD BARRON, editor of The Garden Magazine

More than 800 popular garden flowers, each shown in its own wonderful natural colors; each one with descrip-

tion and directions telling how to plant and where and when; the whole divided according to the season into

four exquisite little volumes representing an investment of about $38,000!

Do you wonder we claim that it is—bar none—the most remarkable, practical, and authoritative series of

garden books ever published?

No longer need you plan your garden without the best of aid in advance. Each of the popular new and

old-fashioned garden flowers is here, classified according to color and carefully indexed.

The Pocket Garden Library i§ published in the same style and size as the Pocket Nature Guides (see below)

of which hundreds of thousands are sold every year.

Garden Flowers of Spring
ByiEUen Eddy Shaw

Garden Flowers of Summer
By Ellen Eddy Shaw

Flexible Linen, each $1 .25

Garden Flowers of Autumn Flowers of Winter, Indoors and Out
By Ellen Eddy Shaw By Montague Free

Flexible Leather, each, net, $1 .50

SPECIAL NOTE:— The Pocket Carden Library was published May 25th. Owing to the large advance orders and the encouraging interest manifested, we earnestly advise that you do

not delay ordering as the first edition is limited and months will be required for reprinting! Make sure of a set for this summer's garden by ordering now.

The Pocket
Nature Guides

Uniform with the Pocket Garden Library

(Size 5Jx3{)

Land Birds. By Chester A. Reed.

Water and Game Birds.
By Chester A. Reed.

Western Bird Guide.
By Chester A. Reed.

Flower Guide. By Chester A. Reed.

Butterfly Guide. By Dr. W.J. Holland.

Tree Guide. By Julia Ellen Rogers.

How to Make Friends With Birds.
By Niel Morrow Ladd.

Flexible leather, each, net, $1.25

Flexible linen, each, net, $1.00
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Aristocrats of the Garden
by Ernest H. Wilson, of the Arnold Arboretum

This volume represents the result of Mr. Wilson’s years'of search

in Europe, Asia and America for beautiful material in hardy

shrubs and plants, suitable for American Gardens. Some
accounts of personal experiences, particularly in his quest of the

Dove Tree, are included. “The most important contribution to

garden literature in recent ye^-s.”

The edition is limited to 1200 copies. Index contains more than

800 references to plants.

Boxed, net, $5.00 . 16 full page illustrations.

These Books are For Sale at all Bookstores

Published by

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

The Garden Bluebook
By Leicester B. Holland

Containing a unique chart showing color,

soil-requirements, blooming time and the

like for perennials, at a glance. Net, $4.00.

Book of Garden Plans
By Stephen F. Hamblin

A work which enables the amatuer to ap-

proach his garden problems from the stand-

point of a landscape gardener. Net, $2.00.

The American Flower Garden
By Neltje Blanchan

How to obtain effects desired, cultural direc-

tions for styles in gardens, what flowers to

use. Beautifully illustrated. Net, $1.80.

The Bird Study Book
By T. Gilbert Pearson

The fundamental facts of bird study present-

ed simply and authoritatively by the Secre-

tary of the National Association of Audubon
Societies. Net, $1.25.

The Readers * Service will gladly furnish information about Nursery Stock, etc.



Screen Time is PEARL Time

RIGHT about now you’re beginning to think about screening—so—right
now is the best time to investigate G & B PEARL Wire Cloth—best
wearing screen material of its kind.

Rust is the great “screen enemy.” G & B PEARL Wire Cloth is as near rust
proof as metal can be made. That is why it outlasts painted and galvanized
screen. PEARL requires no paint—no repairs and is beyond question the best
looking material that ever permanently protected a door or window or porch.

You’ll find lots of screen materials that look like PEARL but don’t wear like it.

The rust-resisting properties of G & B PEARL are due to a process exclusively used by us. So
it will pay you to look for and insist on the genuine article which carries 2 Copper Wires in

the selvage and a round tag on each roll as a mark of permanent identification.

There's a retailer near you who sells and recommends GiSB
PEARL for permanently screening doors . windows and porches

.

See him or write us direct for samples and literature. Address

Dept. N.

The Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co.
New York, Georgetown, Conn., Chicago, Kansas City

Pearl is made in ttOO weights—regular and extra heavy

The best Hardware Dealer in your city sells '‘PEARL

Moninger Greenhouses
are constructed to combine both beauty and strength.

Their graceful lines have added to the charm of many
of the finest country places in America and the strength

and practicability of their construction have made them
the choice of the largest commercial growers all over
the country.

We will be glad to send you our new booklet which
describes the Moninger method of greenhouse construc-

tion. It is full of interesting information which you
are sure to find helpful.

JOHN C. MONINGER CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK

924 Blackhawk Street 814 Marbridge Building! 11i
1

!

!

1

1

|
A Garden Library for a

Dollar and a Quarter

Bound volumes of THE GARDEN MAGAZINE
%

represent the last word on gardening. It is really

a loose leaf cyclopedia of horticulture. You are

kept up to date. Save your copies of THE GAR-
DEN MAGAZINE and let us bind them for you.

1 here is a new volume every six months, and Vol.

24 is ready now. Send your magazines by Parcel

Post and we will supply index, and bind them for

|
you for $1.25. If you have nqt kept all of the

|
numbers, we will supply the missing copies at 25c

|
each, or we will supply the bound volume complete

|
for $2 .00 . THE GARDEN MAGAZINE can be

of more service this year than ever before, and vou

|
can get most out of the magazine when you bind

it, and keep it in permanent form. Address:

Circulation Department

1 GARDEN MAGAZINE, Garden City, N.Y.
1

/ Fencing
"

the home grounds ^
As you can see from the illustration.

FENCE
is quite sturdy, yet graceful and pleasing in design. \

It has wonderful rigidity and strength because of the V
overlapped loops, interlaced wires and the Excelsior

'

|l patented steel clamps which hold vertical and horizon-

% tal wires firmly together. AFTER being made it is

sk dip-galvanized, which not only makes it rust proof and
long lasting, but firmly binds the whole together.

Sendfor catalog B andyou will have complete and
interesting information.

Ask your hardware dealer for EXCELSIOR
Pk garden necessities, sucli as

RustProof Tree Guard, Tennis Rail- i

BPS. ings, Gates, Bed Guard,, Trellises, etc. JL

• ?5S|vWright WIRE CO.M
aSB* Worcester, Mass. AciS



Annie Laurie immortalized

by five great Victor artists
“Annie Laurie” is another of those dear old Scottish airs whose beauty shines out of

the distant past.

And to-day its charm is more appealing

Victor Supremacy

than ever because of the exquisite inter-

pretations by Farrar, Gadski, Flomer,
McCormack and Melba.
The Victor Records by these great artists are not

only beautiful to hear, but they perpetuate for a

time this lovely lyric of the heart.

In the Victor Record catalogue there are hundreds of
favorite songs—old and new—which become veritable

masterpieces through the superb artistry of the world’s
greatest singers.

Any Victor dealer will gladly play for you any music you
" ish to hear, and demonstrate the various styles of the Victor
and Victrola—$ioto 5400.

Victor Talking Machine Co.
Camden, N. J., U. S. A.

Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distributors

Victrola XVII, electric, $300
Mahogany or oak

<smmiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiminiimimiiimnnimniinumummiiiiiiniuiiuiiiiK

THE COUNTRY LIFE PRESS, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK
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Every bug killed means a vegetable saved. Every blight

stopped stands for healthier plants that bear bigger crops of

better vegetables. Fight for your right in the garden. Delay
spells disaster when a world in arms is looking to us for food.

The most ingenious invention shown in use alongside makes
fighting bugs and blights so easy a matter that a child can do
it. The simplest of all spraying devices is

The Kirke System
••The Gun that Kills’’

Consists of a cylindrical, nickel-plated container and insecti-

cide in cartridge form. Simply put cartridge in the holder,

connect holder at either faucet or nozzle, preferably the latter

and turn on your spigot. The water passing through the con-

tainer gradually dissolves the cartridges, which consist of the

highest grade of concentrated and extremely effective chemicals.

Realizing that there is no “cure-all" for the different insects

and plant diseases, we make eight distinct preparations for

different purposes. The fertilizer

cartridge will dissolve in as much
water as will pass through ordinary

garden hose

enough

Special time" Offer
Get the following outfit

for $5.00

The Cartridge Holder (value $3)
and one cartridge each of

1 Tobacco Insecticide
1 Arsenate of I,ead

1 Bordeaux Fungicide
1 Fly Maggot Destroyer
1 Sulphur Cartridge and
1 Fertilizer Cartridge, in all

6
Cartridges C AA
and Gun d)O.UU

in about five hours

—

h time to fertilize a large

garden thoroughly at least cost.

Destroys Insects, Fungus,

disinfects and fertilizes

The eight distinct preparations in

cartridge form are highly endorsed

by leading specialists and will do the

same thorough work for you as they

are doing for thousands of satisfied users. They offer a perfect,

practicable, clean, odorless method of destroying insects and fun-

gus, of disinfecting kennels and poultry houses, of fertilizing the

growing crops. Six preparations are included in our special "\\ ar-

time Offer ” above. Take advantage of this exceptionally liberal

offer TO-DAY. Personal checks acceptable. Satisfaction guaran-

teed. Write to-day—lest the bugs get the best of your garden.

/"X J A/O IF Jul.V is the month when the bugs breed
Kjraer llKJW fastest and plant diseases spread most

rapidly. Descriptive literature with planting tables free

—

write, or order to-day

!

Kirke Chemical Co., Inc.
250 Robinson St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Price List of *
‘Kirke" Supplies

I I I 1

(II EACH HALF DOZ.
DOZ.

$3.00 $ $
.35 4.00 3.60
.38 4.15 4.00

Feeder (mail wt. 1 lbs.)

Fertilizer Cartridge. . .

.

Tobacco Insecticide
Arsenate of Lead
Bordeaux F'ungicide. . .

.

Angle Worm Destroyer
Fly Maggot Destroyer.
Sulphur Cartridge
Salt Cartridge

KIRKE
“Sprinkling Can”

Plant Food
Imperially prepared for

garden li"'*- Cmii-inI*
tablet - u hi 1

1, . ;,si|\
, gradual-

anti evenly in

makes
gallons of fertilizer that

ideal for flower beds.
!><>t plants. porch boxes, house
plants, etc.

1/ Price, per box of 12 tablets, 33c

| Special to We will send S

,
boxes, containing 36

Cj* IVT . Readers tablets— enough to
make 488 gallons of fertilizer for (hie Dollar,

am

“Kirke System” Supplies for sale at
leading seed stores or from us direct at

prices quoted.
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If the Germans Had Irrigated —
In a recent article in Literary Digest, attention was called to the fact that the potato shortage in

Germany, which is one of the most critical shortages the* people. are- facing, was occasioned solely

by drought. It went on to say that if the Germans had been more familiar with irrigation and
practised it to a greater extent, this shortage luould mot hate occurred.
And therein lies a valuable lesson for every one of us wThose interest is garden-invested.
Let us not neglect to fully profit by it!

Make Your Garden Crop a Sure Thing with a

Skinner System Sprinkling Line
"VOUR garden simply must “do its bit” this year. Drought can

stop it from doing it. But on the other hand, you can stop
drought from stopping it.

The Skinner System Sectional Sprinkling Line is the solu-

tion. With it installed in your garden, you can, by simply
turning a valve, bring down on your garden at any time,,

for as long a time as you like, a gentle, uniform^finely
broken up spray like the beneficent rains of Heaven.
A spray that is scientifically designed to make

plants grow, and does it.

Furthermore, theSkinner System Sprinkling
Line car» be installed without digging or

trenching in the garden injuring the crop
after it is started. It simply involves the

setting of a few posts, with no possible chance of hurting a thin

$15.75 buys a complete Sprinkling Line that will water 2,500
square feet (50 x 50 ft.). You can increase its length to exactly

fit your garden, at the rate of $5.40 for each 18 foot section

added. For $15.50, you can equip it with an automatic
turner that will start the sprays watering on one side if

your garden and gradually turn them completely over
to the other side, and then automatically shut off

the water. Its turning speed you control.

Don’t “trust to luck” for enough rain for

your garden, when you can so easily control

the situation yourself. ,

Send for 50 foot line, as a starter Our
catalogue you are indeed welcome to

The Skinner Irrigation Co.

219 Water St,, Troy, Ohio

WING’S BEAUTIFUL PEONIES
Our collection includes the best distinct varieties, both old

standard sorts and new introductions.

Fall is the best time to plant. Once planted they last forever

and become more beautiful every year

Following are just a few representative varieties:

Duchesse de Nemours. White. 50c
Edulis Superba. Mauve pink. Best for Memorial Day. 50c
Madame Bucquet. Dark crimson amaranth. 75c
Madame Emile Galle. Opalescent shades of lilac, flesh and cream. $1.00
Therese. (See illustration). Violet rose. $5.00
Mons. Jules Elie. Pale lilac rose. $1.00
Mons Martin Cahuzac. Dark purple garnet. The darkest Peony

grown. #5.00
Mary Holley. Rosy Magenta. 75c
Modeste Guerin. Light Solferino. 50c

We have many others, all of which are described in our catalogue.

Send for free copy.

THE WING SEED CO., Box 1626, Mechanicsburg, Ohio

La Fiancee Pure White Single Peonies

Plan to Plant Peonies
for masses of rich and varied bloom. Your choice of

nearly 200 varieties-—old and new—single and double.
Not divisions but strong, 1, 2 and 3 year plants. Prac-
tically every one of our plants blooms in the nursery the
first year, some having 3 or 4 flowers. Such stock is

bound to give you satisfaction. Liberal discounts on
quantities and reduced prices on many costly varieties.

The high quality of our stock is proved by our sales to many other
peony specialists, one of whom writes: “I bought of seven or eight
prominent peony growers in America and Europe last fall and your
roots were among the best I received.”

Our 1917 Peony Catalogue will offer many help-
ful suggestions. It’s free. Write to-day.

S. G. Harris, Box A, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Peonies

are Easy

to Grow

Will Bloom

for Many
Years

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Potted Ferns

For July Planting

ferns grown in pots can be transplanted
any time during the growing season with-
out setback or injury to plants. Because
with us, orders never stop, I have developed
a stock of pot-grown ferns second to none
in the country. All are shipped with ball

of earth, assuring arrival in perfect growing
condition.

1

FernsforRocky Ledges
With my sturdy, pot-grown plants, effects like that

pictured below are easily created in mid-summer. I

can supply special collections of perfectly hardy, low-
growing, evergreen ferns for both shady Rockeries and
dry ledges. Four Dozen Plants in either collection at

#7.50, constitutes the most remarkable bargain in

hardy ferns obtainable anywhere.

Of course, I have other collections made up for other
special locations, such as in open sun; dry, shady
places; moist shady ground; wet, open spots. If you
love ferns you are bound to find some in my collection

that will thrive for you under the particular conditions

of your garden.

1

I

1

Gillett
Stands for

Ferns
The hardy ferns of

New England are

my favorites and leading
specialty. I offer every

worth-while kind and- grow
them in such quantities as to be

able to sell them at rock-bottom prices.

You will find my Free Catalogue a most
unusual book describing unusual plants. It is

especially designed to create and stimulate among
home gardeners the love for the wild flowers. Write
for your copy NOW.

Edward Gillett

3 Main St. Southwick, Mass.
s

Bobbink & Atkins
Pot-Grown Vines, Climbers and Plants

for Summer Planting

ENGLISH IVY IN POTS
BUSH AND CLIMBING ROSES IN POTS

POT-GROWN STRAWBERRIES

The character and variety of our stock is

unsurpassed

Write for descriptive folder

Rutherford, New jersey

Farquhar’s Gold Medal

CYCLAMEN
Awarded the Gold Medal of the Massa-

chusetts Horticultural Society

Strong plants in 2§ inch pots $15.00

per 100; 3^ inch pots $20.00 per 100.

R. & J. FARQUHAR & CO.
9 So. Market Street Boston, Mass.

Three Tools in One
boost for every
home garden

Why let weeds, poor cultivation and lack of mois
ture reduce your garden profits? Enlist The Barker
to help light your garden battles. It kills weeds,
cultivates perfectly and forms the moisture-saving
dust mulch, all in one operation. It is the ideal tool

For Intensive Cultivation
Eight revolving steel blades, working against a

knife set below the surface, destroy the weeds and
pulverize the soil. Special shovel attachment for

extra deep cultivation. Entirely self-adjusting and
so easily operated that girls and boys can push it

with ease. Special leaf guard makes use possible un-

til late on the season. Every one of the five models
is fully guaranteed for five years. Special Factory-
to-user prices make Barker Weeders inexpensive.
Write for free catalogue and special offer to-day

Barker Mfg. Co., Depf. 11, David City, Nebr.
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Home Defense
to the Rescue

It’s«too late now for preventive “reg-
ular” remedies that might have checked
bug invasions in the home garden weeks
ago. July is the month to use specific
remedies

—
“last minute” insecticides that

are sure to do the work when it is too late
for experiments!

The Recognized Standard Insecticide

Is the ideal “Home Defense” Guard
especially adapted for use by private and
amateur gardeners. A concentrated
liquid that is easily mixed, easily applied,
free from all sediments that clog sprayers.
A sure remedy for all sap sucking insects
such as green, black and white aphis,
thrips as well as soft bodied “chewing”
insects like currant and cabbage slugs.

Equally useful with vegetables, fruits

and flowers.

17- - Controls Rust
I*ungme and Mildew

A most efficient remedy for many fungi and
blights affecting celery and other vegetables, roses,
sweet peas as well as other flowers and fruits A
liquid sulphur spray that does not stain foliage, but
cleanses, protects from disease and encourages
vigorous foliage growth. Applied at regular
intervals of a week or ten days it is a sure preven-
tive for both garden and greenhouse use.

\ - Destroys Worms,
v ermine Maggots, Root LiCe

It means sure death to all insects or vermin
working in the soil or around roots of plants. A
thorough soaking of the soil with a Vermine solution
(direction on package) sterilizes, drives out or kills

insects and makes your garden safe for some time
from the ravages of hidden invaders. Ideal for

potted plants, freeing them from angle and eel

worms. Make Vermine your home defense against
ravages by enemies beneath the soil.

Aphine, Fungine
and Vermine

are tested, tried and never found
wanting. These products have
been on the market for many
years and proven thoroughly reli-

able in thousands of gardens. All
are highly endorsed by the foremost
professional as well as amateur
gardeners.

All three products are concentrated liquid spray-
ing materials and are applied as per directions on
each can. Put up in sizes to meet the requirements
of all growers—whether for the home garden of
modest dimensions or for extensive ranges of the
commercial grower. All good seedhouses sell them.
For further particulars write to

Aphine Manufacturing Co.
Manufacturers of

Agricultural Chemicals

Madison New Jersey

The Readers' Service will give you suggestions for the care and purchase of cats and dogs and other pets
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Could we attach a workroom and greenhouse something like this to your garage?
Is there room at the south or east side ? Would one 18 x 33 , like this one, be
large enough ? Why not 18 x 50 with two compartments ?

GREENHOUSES
Advantages of Combining with the Garage

H A D you noticed that the broadened use of the

auto and the general acquiring of greenhouses
have gone hand in hand?

The linking of garage and greenhouse was the natural

result. But it was also an economy result.

While heating one, it is easy to heat the other with but
litt’e more coal.

If the greenhouse is built directly against the garage
and a part of it used as a workroom, it saves the expense
of building such a room.

If the workroom is necessary and then attached to

the garage; as in the one above; the cost of one work-
room gable is saved.

There are always also many advantages in having all

your buildings grouped as compactly as possible.

If you are thinking of having such a combination, bear
in mind that the greenhouse must be attached at either

the east, south, or west side. On the north only if you
desire to grow orchids, ferns, palms and such semi-shade
thriving plants.

If you will send us a photo of your garage and indicate

which side faces south, we would gladly suggest a green-

house best adapted to it.

Let us know whether you have room in the garage to par-

tition off for a workroom; and if there is a cellar under it.

Then if you would say whether you wanted to spend

$500, #1,000, or say #2,500; it would avoid our sending a

sketch of a combination that you might promptly set

your heart on; but be “a bit more than you cared to

spend, just now.”
Let us keep well within the limits of the possible, so

we can work together in making this greenhouse dream
of yours an early reality.

To our catalogue, you are most welcome.

NEW YORK
1170 Broadway

Httchlngsj^fempan^
General Offices and Factory—Elizabeth, N. J.

BOSTON
49 Federal Street

[PHILADELPHIA
40,So. 15th Street

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will , too
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Buald

A MONINGER greenhouse will enable you to enjoy
your indoor garden for many years to come. Its

construction provides durability that will withstand
the attacks of age and storm, yet insures your plants and
flowers receiving the full benefit of every ray of sunlight.
You will be spared all the worries and expense that result

from faulty greenhouse construction, for every Moninger
greenhouse is built to give lasting service.

We would like to tell you more about the Moninger
method of greenhouse construction—may we send you
our new booklet, which contains interesting information on
greenhouse gardening?

JOHN C. MONINGER COMPANY
CHICAGO NEW YORK

924 W. Blackhawk St. 814 Marbridge Building

M
GKHENHOUSES

Maintain The Beauty of Your Grounds!
It isn’t necessary that the grass should look browned and

burned during the hot, dry days. Nor need the plants and
shrubs be allowed to lose vigor and become unattractive.

A small outlay for proper irrigation will keep everything
growing nicely right through the summer. The investment
you have already made will be insured by this means.

The Campbell Oscillating Sprinkler

—

Everywhere Efficient and Economical

The Campbell Oscillating Sprinkler supplies a nature-

like, gentle shower. Automatically the water motor
oscillates the jetted pipe from side to side every three seconds, evenly watering a rectangular area 9
feet wide and 50 to 70 feet long. It requires no attention—simply place it and turn on the water.

Trouble-proof, it lasts for years. Harmless to tenderest foliage. Does not pack the soil. Superb for

vegetable and flower gardens and lawns.

Ideal System for Putting Greens

—

Turbo-Irrigator with Tripod Stand
Collapsible, machine may be easily moved from place to place. Will

thoroughly and perfectly irrigate an ordinary sized green from one posi-

tion. Automatic in operation, so greens may be watered at night when
not in use. Except tripod stand, entire construction of brass, giving con-

tinuous service for long periods without showing wear or corrosion. Saves
labor bills more than equalling cost of installation, in one season.

Write for our booklet, “Artificial Rain,'* describing

full line of irrigation devices at prices to fit every purse

THE GEORGE W. CLARK COMPANY 259 F. Fifth Ave., New York City

July, l 9 1

Now for August Planting

of Evergreens
Plan right now to enjoy the beauty and company of

Evergreens this fall and winter. We heartily recom-
mend August planting of the proper kind of Ever-
greens—trees that are properly rooted, correctly dug
and carefully packed. That is the kind we offer.

A Treatise You Should Have
‘‘Coniferous Evergreens" is the title of a leaflet as unique as

it is practical. The advantages of evergreens, with suggestions
for planting and treatment are discussed with most unusual
frankness. The treatise represents the accumulated experience
of a "seasoned'' nurseryman. Gladly mailed free to G. M.
readers. Free Catalogue describing complete stocks of Ever-
greens growing in our 800 acre Nurseries at Flushing. L. I. and
Springfield, N. J., is yours to command. Write To-day.

American Nursery Co. New York

Scheepers' Medal Lilies
are the products of the World’s Foremost Lily Specialists

Q A Healthy Bulbs in $/—
Z,\J Ten Superb Sorts for prepaid

For details regarding this remarkable offer, consult

page 68 of Garden Magazine for March. Lih?

gue on request.

JOHN SCHEEPERS COMPANY
Flowerbulb Specialists

2 Stone Street New
mm1

DARWIN TULIPS
Rembrandt and Hybrid Tulips

direct from the sole originators

E. H. Krelage & Son
Complete Bulb Catalogue Free

on request to

J. A. deVEER, Sole Agent, 100 William St., N. T.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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Sweet Corn in October!—Perhaps some of

the “ Neighbors ” do not realize that they may
enjoy two of the garden’s choicest vegetables as

late as the second week in October. Last year
my family feasted for two weeks on Golden
Bantam Corn planted July thirteenth; and
October 12th our man picked a peck of peas
(First-of-All) from seed planted August 17th.

Of course, the peas were a gamble, still we have
succeeded both times with peas planted in the
middle of August and one feast of them repays
fully the small labor of planting. It is neces-

sary to use an early variety. Words fail to

describe the corn. We have always con-

sidered Golden Bantam the best corn grown,
though it seems rather dry at times, but this

last late planting is juicy and delicious.

—

G. G.

Bell, New Rochelle, N. Y.

A Phonograph Advertises this Flower Shop.

—In advertising my Roadside Garden last

summer I found a loud-toned phonograph
to be an invaluable aid. The machine was
placed upon a small table under the maples
separating the garden from the road. My
little sister (another important auxilliary to

the flower shop) found great sport in operating

it. The music, mostly loud band selections,

attracted the attention of autoists as well as

other travelers. They would come into the

shade of the trees and stop to hear the Music,

after which they generally became interested

in the flowers. Not infrequently did people

who otherwise would never have stopped

take away large purchases of flowers, as a

result of the talking machine’s use.

—

Buford
Reid, Arkansas.

and I do not recall what number it was, but I

intend to try the remedy.

—

Mrs. H. Bruce
Rouzer, Minneapolis.

—Miss Sarah E. Brody (December issue) “has
it” on all of us Dahlia fanciers in this part

of the world as the plants here were almost
a total failure, I having about 75 plants

and not a dozen blooms! Even our Gladi-
olus failed; Nasturtiums too; Pansies and
Sweet Peas just dried up because of no
rain from June 20th to August 1st—forty

days. My young Rose garden, having
about seventy -five bushes, was a treat,

as it bloomed all summer and fall. I

have coldframes full of perennials such as

Gaillardias, Pinks, Pansies, Hollyhocks, Car-
nations, Snapdragons, Asters, Foxgloves,

Make More Home Gardens!

“ I salute our splendid army of
home gardeners. They are fighting
Kaiserism along with our troops in
France. But we must not sit back
and congratulate ourselves. We
must begin now to lay our plans to
quadruple, or at least triple, that
army next year. The battalions of
home gardeners will need reserves
or fresh recruits, for if in wartime
the home garden is a national neces-
sity, in time of peace it will be a
valuable national asset.”

Carl Vrooman
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture

Columbine, Coreopsis and Canterbury Bells.

I have no greenhouse, but I have a hotbed 3

feet by 16 feet which I start in February. I

read the Garden Magazine from one end to

the other, except about shrubs as outside of

Roses I do not care for shrubs. I do not forget

you when I buy a seed or plant—I say: “ Gar-
den Magazine.”

—

R. Houdek, Illinois.

School of Plant Material.—Very wel-

come is the announcement that the rich col-

lections of growing plants in the Arnold
Arboretum will be made use of during July
and August in a course in “plant materials”

offered in the Summer School of Harvard
University. The rich amount of material thus

available is not generally realized and it is indeed
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a worthy object to make the greatest possible

use of the Arboretum as a working laboratory
for this demonstration which will be under the
direction of Mr. Stephen F. Hamblin.

A Simple Way to Plant Potatoes.—The
other day I was told about a simple, practical

little device in planting potatoes which would
suit the man who had only a small area to

plant. After the furrow had been plowed, the
man came carrying a sack with seed potatoes
and had in his hand a water spout wide enough
to allow the seed potato to go through. He
used this spout as a staff and set it down in the
place where he wanted the potato to lodge, and
dropped the potato through the spout to this

spot. In this simple way he kept the potatoes
from running around and without the tiresome
effort of every time bending his back got it to

lodge in the right place.— T. Woods Beckman,
Altoona, Pa.

“ Blow - Torch ” as a Garden Weapon.

—

After several seasons of having my squash
vines ruined by the big “stink” (gray-black)

bugs, during which time I tried in every way
to overcome them, I accidentally hit upon a

practice that was successful from the start.

“Stink” bugs always appear in colonies,

I noted that each colony, at first, confined it-

self to but part of a hill—even part of one vine

—and also that in the early morning each
colony would be found clustered on a few
leaves, the idea came to me of using fire to

destroy them wholesale. I first tried a

kerosone-soaked rag on stick torch and it

worked very well, except that the flame was too
uncontrolled. I then bought a gasolene blow-
torch (such as electricians use) and found it

worked perfectly. The flame from this torch

is concentrated and so hot that a blast or two
from it will kill instantly an entire colony and
also bake the unhatched eggs with no greater

injury to the squash vines than the scorching

of a few leaves, which seems in no way to

check the growth of the vines.

Next year I used the blow-torch on the
striped squash bug, also, but in a little more
painstaking way, for the striped fellows usually

come early and in swarms when they first re-

turn from winter quarters, and do their great-

est damage while the squash plants are still

small. 1 o protect the young plants from any
loss of leaves through scorching by the blow-

torch flame, I would drop an old pan over the

Dahlias Don’t Flower? — Some of the

Garden Neighbor’s in various sections have
referred to the failure of their Dahlias in 1916:

and I do not know any one here who succeeded
with them last year. I had a dozen or more
blooms, but most of the buds rotted. In my
garden and other gardens that I had an op-
portunity to observe closely the cause was a

pale green creature called, in an old number of

The Garden Magazine, the frog hopper or

spittle bug. 1 his insect lives on the under
sides of the leaves and sucks the life out of the

plant. The magazine recommended spraying
with whale oil soap or kerosene emulsion, be-

ginning early in the season. I found this in-

formation during the winter while looking over
some old numbers of The Garden Magazine
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A rock garden surrounding a well. The stones are moss-covered and sunk almost to the grass level

hill of vines. As the disturbed bugs would
come swarming out through a small crack at

the pan’s edge (left for this purpose) the

blow-torch is applied; and gets every one.

When the striped bugs first appear I go over

the squash and other vines every morning for a

week, every third day is sufficient for their con-

trol during the next two weeks; after which the

plants are safe. I have also used this torch

to good purpose in killing these striped bugs in

the fall, when they sometimes swarm on to un-

gathered squash in the field. And also on other

garden and orchard insects, including the de-

stroying of the nests of the tent caterpillar

on small trees or low-

down limbs.

—

N. Olds,

Maryland.

Edgings for Rocker-
ies.— The article on
“Rockery Edges” in

your May number re-

minds me that a cor-

respondent in March
asked if any one had
tried rock plants for

bordering perennial beds. The photograph be-

low showing an Iris border edged with alpines

was taken last year in June. The second photo-

graph is of a well surrounded with a rock gar-

den, the mossy stones in this case being sunk
more or less flush with the grass. Mrs. \\ llder

whose delightful book “My Garden” I have
just been enjoying, gives a list of rock plants in-

cluding a number of species of Dianthus. As I

gather from her book that she has not yet

succeeded with D. alpinus I am including a

photograph showing it in full bloom, I shall be

glad to know from Mrs. Wilder where she ob-

tains her seed as she lists a number of plants

which I would be glad to add to my collection.

Perhaps this autumn, you would care to hear

something further of my experience with a

rock garden which I can illustrate from snaps

taken on the spot.—E. Cleveland Morgan,
Montreal. [Certainly, let’s hear more.

—

Ed\

An Italian View of our Rose Craft.

—

The Garden Magazine for February has

reached me, and I see various requests from

readers, so may I make bold to ask for more
articles about Roses? It always seems as if

they were somewhat neglected in American
garden papers, and yet they are perhaps the

most reliable flowers for a garden. Where I

live—some ten miles outside of Rome toward

the Alban Hills—they are almost the only

flowers which successfully resist four months
of scorching summer wind, with sometimes no

rain from May till the end of September, and

yet bloom long and well, and I am sure would

suit may dry parts of the United States.

Again, why do the American writers almost

invariably confine themselves to the Wichur-

aiana Hybrids and Multiflora Ramblers for

Iris border edged with alpines

Teas and H. T’s. I think many people unduly
fear tenderness in summer. I live in the moun-
tains, a climate like central Vermont, where
snow often begins in October, and lasts until

April—yet I have all these Roses there, and
Bardou Job on a wall, and three yellow Bank-
sias prospered and grew since they were put in

four years ago. The usual American article

would give one little idea of the variety and
beauty of the Rose world. And, lest certain

objections be raised, may I hasten to say that

they require less trouble. My gardener is fight-

ing, and I know whereof I speak.

Once I subscribed to five American garden-

ing papers, but have deserted all but yours

One wants to know about plants—as you
admirable articles by Mr. Wilson, which one
hopes will be published separately, and not

merely how to make Japanese tea gardens!—

-

An Italian Reader.

[There are in fact several “climates ” in

America and one cannot generalize for the

entire country. The Wichuraiana Hybrids
and other Ramblers find most congenial

conditions in those parts of the country where
gardening is mostly popular—that is the

older, more thickly populated sections. 1 rue,

much more might be done for Roses, and

indeed more is being accomplished in fact than

just at present appears on the surface. The
American Rose Society has a great field be-

fore it, and the official test and demonstration

gardens now established in the larger centres

of interest will be effective centres from which

interest must spread. Until lately we have

been entirely dependent on European types

of Rose, only some of which are ideally fitted

to our climate; but we are now developing our

own varieties that fit. Part of the American

Rose gardening trouble lies in the trying late

winter conditions, when we get clear, bright,

dry days with no moisture in the air. 1 he

Single Roses do not last long enough for most

people, and what color they have bleaches

out badly. The Pernetiana varieties have a

decided tendency to drop their foliage (as well

as bleach) except on pure clay soils, which are

not universal in America. 1 he series of articles

by Mr. E. H. Wilson has been quite recently

republished in book form under the title of

“Aristocrats of the Garden,” price, $5 net.—

L. B.\

Double Glass and Other Things— I think

everybody is pleased with the new de-

partment, “Garden Neighbors,” and the prom-
inent place it is given. Since I began to
contribute* to it I have increased my flower
acquaintance considerably. One letter re-

ceived asked for more information, another
offered some, a third invited me to join a

flower society, etc. Let the good work go on!
I am too far from Garden City for the pro-
posed lawn party, but shall be interested just

the same and might join a club if one grows out
of the situation.

My recent experience with double glass is in-

spiring. A little bed of Beilis Daisies was bright

at the close of last season, so I put a wooden
frame and glass around
it. 1 hen I gathered
a bank of leaves and
dead plant stems,
brought it up a few
inches above the edge
of the glass and then
laid another glass over
it. 1 his left a good air

space and all I had to

do after that was to

raise the bank a little

higher and then put on a few pieces of brush to

keep everything in place. Deep snow covered

the bed most of the winter and when it was
gone the plants were as bright as when the

glasses were put on and one plant was in blos-

som. I think I shall in summer try to improve
on this primitive protection by setting the

glasses in a bottomless box, the upper one prob-

ably tilted a few inches, like a hot-bed glass.

Then if the weather turns too sunny I can turn

the box north to south and shade the plants by
the high back of the box during the middle of

the day. In winter the banking of leaves could

be put on so that quite tender plants could be

wintered safely. They tell us that tender

plants will freeze through a single glass at a

temperature of about 29 degrees, so the double

pane will be valuable in summer as in winter.

By its help I hope to winter Sna^ragons and
make sure of Pansies .—John IF. Chamberlin,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Sowing for Second Crop.—I am, with

many others of your large family of readers,

a garden enthusiast. With much interest

I read, from time to time, about sowing for

second crop. But my first attempts were dire

failures. Each time I acquired fresh knowledge
until, the last season, I was successful. About
July 20th, after the early peas were cleared

away, I sowed two kinds of lettuce—Big Bos-

ton and Mignonette, both head varieties.

1 he seed was sown near the last of a pro-

longed drouth and therefore laid in the ground
before growing, about four weeks—until rain

fell. I' returned from my vacation near

The Alpine Pink (Dianthus alpinus) plant, l inches high;

flowers dark rose with darker ring at eye
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September 1st and the leaves of the small

plants were about the size of mouse ears.

But with good care they grew rapidly.

In October, we were having deliciously crisp

heads of Mignonette lettuce. Soon came the

early hard frosts but I protected my late Bos-
ton by mulching generously with fallen leaves.

The added warmth, from this covering seemed
to be just what these Bostonians enjoyed, for

they not only grew more rapidly but they
blanched most beautifully. As a result we
had large ivory-yellow heads until nearly

December 1st; and this in New York thirty

miles from the St. Lawrence.

—

(Rev.) Otto L.

Nichols, Jefferson County, N. Y.

Summer Pruning a Success.

—

For many
years I have been a close follower of the teach-

ings of The Garden Magazine, immediately
putting into practice the methods discussed.

One of my most successful efforts was summer
pruning of fruit trees (the way is told at length

in issue for July, 1913). Nearly all the trees

in (5-year apples, pears, plums) started into

vigorous bearing the very next year. There
was only one drawback: the trees being so

young the branches were not strong enough to

This is the crop of fruit borne on a 5-year Damson plum
after priming. Its first crop about 23 bu.

carry the loads of fruit, and needed much
propping up [a severe thinning, as advocated
in last month’s Garden Magazine would
have been better

—

Ed.\. One Burbank plum
bore between three and four bushels of fruit

—

its previous crop was three quarts!

—

T. S.,

Orange Co., N. Y.

The Flowers in Spring.—Just a word Mr.
Editor, to you, and I hope to the “Garden
Neighbors.” We have taken the Garden
Magazine since ’02 but it has often been too
popularized to be of any real interest. Slowly,

however, you have developed popular interest

to the point when your excellent articles of to-

day can find general appreciation and this

latest correspondence page will I feel sure,

prove most helpful. A word to your readers:

I hope that A. E. Thatcher (page 161) may
try Harison’s Yellow Rose and the orange
Austrian Copper, both lovely, and with me
they have withstood 18 degrees below zero, so

that they should prove hardy. The latter,

however, has not made as large a bush.

The recent mention of Delphinium Zalil in

these pages brings to mind D. nudicaule or

perhaps it is cardinale. I have it in a well-

drained place in the open sun and though it is

clearly a rockery plant, its clear orange-scarlet

is delightful, particularly with the lavender of

the wild Campanula rotundifolia.

Spring is upon us as I write and I have been
delighting in the vivid Bulbocodium that has

really established itself. Nearby are yellow
Winter Aconites, a startling “combine” but

pleasing at this season. The delicate lavender
of Crocus Tomasianus is also nice, and the fat

buds of Iris reticulata show purple; the purple

young growth and half opened Anemone stel-

lata are fascinating, but best of all Iris

histrioides has pulled through the winter and
to-morrow I shall probably be disappointed in

my first sight of this wee lavender flower. The
Waterlily Tulip is almost out, and the clustered

buds of T. biflora, a similar color, and of lini-

folia (almost a miniature d . Gesneriana) look

promising.

—

R. S. Sturtevant, Wellesley Farms,
Mass., April 4.

A Vine for Quick Effects.

—

The accom-
panying photograph of a rustic pergola
covered with Moon Vines was taken July 1st,

1916, and is offered to The Garden Neighbors
as an illustration of what can be done in a short

time. Not having any shade we built this

shelter out of poles and planted the Moon Vine
some time in May. I fiave been taking The
Garden Magazine for about ten years and
would not do without it.

—

H. B. Shawen,
Virginia.

Mr. Wilson in Japan.— Under date of
March 26th, Mr. E. H. Wilson, who is now
travelling in Japan and Korea, writes to us

that he “had an interesting and enjoyable
trip to the Linkin Islands, and collected quite a

lot of specirhens and much information. The
winter has been exceptionally cold in Japan
and the spring is late. The cherry trees

will not be in blossom until the middle of
April.”

The Title Page and Index to Contents of
Volume XXV, which concludes with this issue,

is ready and will he sent gratis to subscribers on
request; or subscribers’ copies can be returned to

us and will be bound in cloth with indexfor$i.2j.

Something like Jack's beanstalk! Moon Vine arbor three
months after planting the seeds

THE MONTH’S REMINDER
These directions apply generally to the latitude of New York; due allowance must be made, earlier for the South and later for the North. Ap-

proximately 100 miles of latitude equal a difference of a week

NOW is the time when the honor win-
ners of the General Army of De-
fense, Home Garden Division, will

begin to show up in the ranks.

The easy part of the work has been done, and
the sentimentalists and the slackers are ready
to quit. But those who will keep up the work,
and see their gardens through, will deserve
this year to be doubly rewarded—and what is

more, they will be!

Stick to your garden to the end this season,

even if it is your first garden, and full of mis-
takes. If your conditions are at all favor-
able, you can hardly fail to get enough to pay
well for the effort expended. And the experi-

ence will be of even greater value in helping
you in the future: for the food problem is not
likely to be less urgent for the next year or so,

even if the war should be brought to an end
in a few months.

KEEP RAISING THE DUSt!

CTILL first and foremost in this month’s
activities is keeping every thing you

have growing, growing as well as you can grow

it! That means no compromise when it

comes to the matter of cultivation.

Keep the wheel-hoe going

To keep your garden growing!

The only time to stop cultivating all the space
between rows, is when you can no longer get

through—but remember that when there is

no longer room for the wheelhoe, you can
still break the crust, and keep the dirt mulch
established almost as quickly with a scuffle or

“slide” hoe. We have repeated the old rule—
“cultivate after every rain, and every ten

days or so if it doesn’t rain”—many times.

But it is still as good to follow as it ever was.

still time to eat this winter

"VTEGETABLES—ordinary plain stored
’ “roots,” not “fresh” stuff from Florida

—are not going to be any joke this winter.

Everytime you want any extra vegetables for

dinner, or even for stock for a war-time vege-

table soup, it will make a hole big enough to

see through in the week’s table budget. Don’t
let any ground lie idle that you can use now

for the growing of beets, carrots, ruta-

bagas, or turnips, but provide to make a

full planting of these things at once. Many
people are not aware of the fact that these

things are of very much better table quality

if not planted until so late that they have just

time to develop nicely, attain a fair but not

full size, and without being allowed to reach

full maturity before being harvested. They
are then much more like the tasty vegetables

you are used to having from your garden in

spring and summer, than the tough unpal-

atable things you usually get when buying the

large, coarse, and fibrous “roots” one gener-

erally finds in the markets during the winter
months. The market gardener plants earlier

than this because he is chiefly interested in big

yields; but for your own use, where high qual-

ity is as important as yield, later planting is

advisable.

transplant for fall and winter

T ATE cabbage, cauliflower, Brussels

sprouts, kale, and _celery should all be
set in their permanent places this month.
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transplanting them from the seed bed as

soon as they are large enough. If plants were
not started in anticipation they may be ob-
tained, usually at a very low price, from a

market gardener, or got from a .neighbor.
Don’t make the mistake, which many begin-
ners do, of thinking that you must have
a late variety because it is wanted for late use
—quite the contrary an early variety is better

because it matures sooner. For the home gar-

den the medium earlier, smaller sorts are
more satisfactory in every way. Volga,
All-head Early, and Danish Bailhead are
good sorts. They can be planted much closer

than the large spreading late varieties such as

Autumn Giant or Worldbeater, are more
certain to make good solid heads, and much
more convenient to store and to use.

The ‘

‘savoy” type, is however the finest

flavored of all. Put out a generous supply
of Brussels sprouts and kale. Both are per-

fectly hardy, and you can continue to use
them right out of your garden as long as

they last, even if you have to wade through
the snow to get them for your Christmas
dinner!

When setting out your celery plants, keep
in mind that they are about the hungriest
of any plants that grow, and for good crisp

fat stalks, such as you will be proud to have
on the table for Thanksgiving, you must feed

them bountifully. Even if the soil where
they are to be put was well manured and en-

riched in the spring, give extra fertilizing in

the furrows before setting the plants, in the
form of bone dust and hen manure or sheep
manure, and a little sprinkling of nitrate of

soda, of course mixing these thoroughly
with the soil before setting the plants, which
should be pretty severely trimmed back before

planting. Flood the trench full of water and
let it soak away a couple of times just before

planting if the soil is dry; celery is one of the

water-loving vegetables, and can hardly

be given too much on a well-drained soil. Set

the little plants very firmly, about six inches

apart, being careful not to get any soil over the

centres or crowns, where the new leaves are

pushing up. If a few old boards are available

they may readily be placed on edge along the

row, at a slight angle, and supported by small

stakes, to shade the newly set plants for a few
days; this will aid materially in getting them
started.

don’t crowd out next year’s flowers

\X7^HILE we are all, rightly, interested in
* * growing as many vegetables as possible

this year, there is no occasion to neglect de-

voting the little time and space necessary

for starting a generous supply of flowers for

next year. A single frame, three by six feet,

or an equivalent space in some sheltered spot,

free from the “drip” of any building or tree,

but where it can be shaded from the hot sun

is enough to start all the seedlings any ordin-

ary garden is likely to require. Let the

soil for this little seedbed be the finest and
spongiest you can get. Old compost from a

hotbed or coldframe, carefully sifted is excel-

lent; or you can mix humus and a little sand,

and get an excellent surface soil for sowing
the finest of seeds, which is clean and free

from weed Seeds and disease germs.

Pansies, English Daisies (Beilis perennis),

Forget-me-not and a long list of the hardy
perennials, such as Columbines, Pinks, Sweet
Williams, Foxglove, etc., etc., are available

for starting now. A dollar’s worth of seed

will give you all the plants you are likely to

be able to find room for—and plenty to give

away besides! Prepare the seed bed care-
fully, and water it down thoroughly, so that
it is soaked through and through, and as soon
as it is dry enough plant, barely covering from
sight the smaller seeds. Newspapers or sphag-
num moss laid over the surface for a few days
after planting will help to keep the soil moist
and cool immediately about the seeds, but
careful watch must be kept so that the covers
are removed immediately on the first sign of
germination. To get good sturdy plants for

transplanting in the fall, either transplant or
thin out the little seedlings just as soon as

they are large enough; otherwise they will very
soon begin to crowd, and be permanently
weakened.

cutting out old wood may be filled up; and
the new growth may be guided to make an
even and symmetrical plant. But do not
go to the opposite extreme and prune and
head in until all the natural beauty and grace
of the shrub has been lost, and you have but
a stiff, ugly “specimen” that is about as at-
tractive as a rag-wound thumb at a card
party. As a general rule for the decorative
and flowering shrubs, the less pruning the
better, so long as old or injured wood is re-

moved, wandering growths are made to
conform to the plant’s general contour, and
too much crowding at the centre is prevented.

STRAWBERRIES AND CREAM—GET READY NOW!

KEEP AFTER THE BUGS AND BLIGHTS!

MATTER how good a grower a gar=
~ dener may be, unless he is also a good

fighter he is likely to see much of the results

of his labor go for naught at this time of the
year as a result of the annual invasion of in-

sects and plant diseases. You must both be

1 .

2.

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

9 .

10 .

11.

12.

13 .

14.

15.

DO THIS MONTH
Keep on cultivating.

Plant root crops for winter use.
Transplant for fall and winter.
Make first sowing of perennials and bien-
nials for winter use.
Keep after the bugs and blights.

Prune Rambler Roses after flowering.
Prune early-flowering shrubs after flowering.
Keep the lawn in condition for dry weather.
Get ready for the new strawberry bed.

Plant for canning, drying and preserving.
Undertake new improvements.
Send on your bulb order.

Send on your order for evergreens.
Do a little visiting *round.
Join your local Garden Club.

^ The southern gardener will read the spec

-

> ial article on another page.

on the watch for troubles of this kind, so as to

be able to detect them at the very earliest mo-
ment, and ready to act, so that you can do
whatever should be done to combat or pre-

vent them, at once. That, “in a nutshell,” is

the secret of being able to protect your plants.

Elsewhere in this issue detailed information

about bugs, diseases, worms, sprayers, sprays,

and powders is given. Don’t wait untd the

trouble is upon your head; get busy now, pro-

vide yourself with the things you are likely to

need, and make yourself familiar with how to

use them. Get busy—now!

PRUNE RAMBLERS AND EARLY FLOWERING
SHRUBS NOW

A S SOON as the flower-clusters have gone

by on the hardy Ramblers and other

similar late-flowering Roses is the best time to

prune them. The fading flower clusters are

no ornament; and one can see now, better than
at any time later, what wood it will be best

to cut away, and how the plant should be de-

veloped for another season’s bloom, the

growth for which will be made this year. The
older canes, which have ceased to flower freely,

should be cut away back to or near the ground,
and removed to make room for new growth,
which will quickly take its place. If this is

done now, the plant will be as graceful and
symmetrical as ever for next season; but
if it is left until fall or spring a very un-
attractive looking plant is pretty sure to

be the result.

1 he shrubs which have flowered during
spring and early summer are now making
their new growth, on which next year’s flower

buds will be developed before winter. They
must be pruned now, so that any “holes” left by

f
I 'HE old saying that “all things come to

him who waits” surely was not meant
to apply to the man who waits for a straw-
berry bed; for if you would have berries next
June, you must begin to get busy now—(and
that will be getting them in shorter time than
most people do). Potted plants set out this

month or early next month will bear a full
crop of the very biggest berries they are capa-
ble of producing next June, if they are given
the proper attention. The first step is to have
the soil rich and in good shape (The plants
can be bought, if you are not growing your
own, as suggested in last month’s reminder).
Avoid soil that has been in sod within a year,
as it is likely to be infested with white grubs

—

the larvae of the “June bugs”—which are one
of the strawberry’s worst enemies, frequently
ruining new plantings. Select a place where
the strawberry rows will not be in the way of
your other garden operations, if possible; but
they must have good rich soil to do well.

Spade it up and manure or fertilize it now,
even though you will not be ready to plant
for a few weeks yet; this will get rid of one
crop of weeds, save the moisture in the soil,

and enable the plants to get a quicker start

when you do put them in.

CONSERVATION IN THE WAR GARDEN

fJAVE you made provision to utilize every-
"* thing that your garden produces this sum-

mer and fall? If not, your war garden, no
matter how carefully cultivated, is not a com-
plete success. Down to the last ounce, all

the food produced should be used. Cans and
jars will be scarce this year, if obtainable
at all. Have you made yourself familiar with
the processes of drying or evaporating, or “de-
hydrating?” Many vegetables and most
fruits can be kept as well this way as by can-
ning, and with much less work. Look into

these things, and plan ahead, so that nothing
will go to waste. Not only that, see to it

that some organized effort is made, in your
town or city, to look after this same problem
in connection with the hundreds of new gar-

dens there are there. Next month The
Garden Magazine will have some sugges-

tions for the carrying out of thus work.
Watch for them; or if you want to get started

at once, write to our Readers’ Service Depart-
ment for advance information.

ARE YOUR BULB AND SHRUB ORDERS READY?

T> EMEMBER that the war won’t last

forever. Plant evergreens this fall if

you had been intending to; and also bulbs

for spring bloom. These are among the

things that haven’t gone up in price—in fact,

you are pretty sure to get better value than
usual, as the demand is likely to be light.

Profit by the “psychological condition” and
get in your own order in good season.
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ifically otherwise mentioned allow a difference of about a week

the latitude of New York as a standard. Except where spec-

earlier or later for each hundred miles south or north, as the case may be

J
ULY is truly the turning point

in the campaign of the garden.

Nearly everything is then

either at its best, or is ex-

hausted and ready to make room
for other crops. Much space is

really available—between the rows
of crops now reaching eatable size—for further

P
lanting. Look at the early rows of beans,

eets, carrots, lettuce, onions from sets, rad-

ishes, etc.; some will soon become exhausted.

Why wait? Transplant plants from crowded
rows into the paths between the rows. By
the time these transplanted plants have taken

root and begin to spread those of the old row
are “gone” and you have new rows developed

in position.

Bringing Up the Supports

Onions growing from seeds require special

care. Keep the rows free from weeds. Once a

week scatter wood ashes or a “complete fer-

tilizer” along the rows and work it into the

soil. If rain is lacking, irrigate ! Onions are one

of the most profitable of garden crops. At pre-

sent prices, a crate of onions stored for winter

use is worth all the work required to grow them.

Beans planted last month will be ready for

the first “hilling” this month. Do not work
over the young plants when the leaves are wet
with rain or dew. It spreads blight and cur-

tails the crop.

If cucumber vines run rampantly—pinch

back. It does not curtail the bearing power
of the vines, but encourages more rapid de-

velopment of fruits already “set.”

The tomato is really a rank growing weed.

Plants need staking and pruning luring the

first part of July or when about two feet high

and two feet across. For full directions as to

staking and pruning, consult The Garden
Magazine for July 1912. Splendid plants may
yet be made from branches and “suckers”
removed in pruning. Just stick a cut-off

branch in the ground and it will root promptly.

Very profitable crops may yet be secured from
plants started thus, of early kinds like Earliana,

June Pink, Chalk’s Jewel, Bonny Best, Globe,

Magnus and Beauty. Later varieties are apt

to be caught by early frosts.

In starting and managing the July garden
two things are of paramount importance, viz.:

induce prompt germination by firming the soil

well over seeds; and encourage rapid growth by
frequent cultivation and seasonable irrigation.

July Garden—A Goldmine
f

I 'HESE things there are tobe done:(i) Start-
A ing a mid-season garden at the beginning.

(2) Continuing the early garden by making
succession sowings. (3) Coaxing all the crops

The Seed Necessity for 1918

We have given most of our attention to discussing the

present production of food. There is another vital neces-

sity—seed for next year. A critical situation has devel-

oped for the seedsmen of America—and consequently for

the world. For the world war has made us the world’s

custodian of these precious germs.

Following the President’s appeal and the subsequent
nation -wide movement for more gardens, an unprece-

dented demand arose for seeds of all kinds. There were
enough seeds of most vegetables to supply the demand.
But a shortage akin to famine in seeds of biennial vegeta-

bles developed.

Biennial vegetables are those that require two years to
produce seeds from seeds sown. From seeds sown this

year, the vegetables are harvested by fall, stored in pits

or cellars, planted again the next spring, and the"seeds are

gathered late in the summer or in early fall. This group
of vegetables includes such staples as beets, carrots, the

entire cabbage family (brussels sprouts, cabbage, cauli-

flower, etc.), leeks, onions, parsnips, rutabagas, turnips,

and some others of less importance.

Up to fall of 1914, Europe supplied us with nearly 75
per cent, of the seeds of all these plants excepting onions
and beets. Carrot seeds come from France and Germany;
cabbage and cauliflower seeds from Denmark and Hol-
land; turnips, rutabagas, etc., from England and other

countries. Suddenly in the spring of 1915, the seed grow-
ers of those countries found themselves confronted by the
necessity of conserving their seed stocks, and even of

securing additional supplies from elsewhere. Many of the

roots stored to produce the seed crops of the following

year were used for food, or destroyed.

It is to the credit of American seedsmen that they did
their “ bit ” three years ago to offset the situation now
confronting us. In August, 1914, a group of wholesale

seedsmen gathered in New York City to " take stock
’*

of the Nation s needs. Supplies of all biennial vegetable

seeds were immediately supplemented by contracts abroad.

In the fall of 1914, America had a three-year seed supply
of all the important vegetables of this kind.

In the meantime, values of American farm staples

—

corn, potatoes, wheat, etc.—soared, and so did the aspira-

tions of the American farmers who grow the seeds of these

crops. The ever-present temptation to sacrifice future

rewards and ideals for the sake of immediate returns

proved too great anc^the seed stock dwindled.

With farm products selling at highest prices ever heard
of. and his mind full of speculative ideas, Mr. Average
Farmer does not care to consider seed contracts that fix a

price in advance for the seed crop to be harvested a year
hence. Yet, with France clamoring for tons of carrot and
beet seeds and our own needs greater than ever before,

American seedsmen and seed-growers have to assume the

responsibility of providing seeds for the world.

In attempting to do this, the leaders of the movement
may find themselves handicapped by the lack of in-

terest and knowledge—lack of interest on the part of

capital, whose aid is required to see the country through
the crisis; lack of knowledge on the part of the farmer
who is willing to undertake the work.

A proper meeting of this situation would help Amer-
ica a long way toward fulfilling her obligations to her
allies and the world at large; it would also help her along
the road to that leadership in seed production for which
her natural resources are unrivaled. ' As to “ skill avail-

able ” let the seedsmen call on those most expert seed-

growers in the world—the American market gardenersl

An Eleventh-hour Call

July presents the last chance in 1917 to market garden-
ers to rally to the flag, to perform a patriotic duty by
coming to the rescue of a precarious situation. All space
available this month should be sown to early maturing
kinds of beets, carrots, turnips, and any other “ biennial

”

crops that will produce roots large enough for planting
out next spring. Sacrifice immediate returns on these
crops; store them to be planted in spring for seed crop.

Few investments will bear bigger interests, few things

that our market gardeners can do will benefit the country
more. Unless all signs fail, the prices obtainable in 1918
for skilfully grown seeds of the kinds of vegetables named
above will reach just as high new levels as food products
maintain at present.

to quicker maturity and heavier
bearing by frequent cultivation,

timely fertilizing and occasional

irrigation.

Everything planted in any early

garden can still be started in the

July garden (except late limas and
pole beans, sweet corn requiring longer than
eighty days to reach roasting ear stage, late

sorts of eggplant, pepper, pumpkin, and squash.
You can still grow lots of ripe tomatoes if

you secure May-started plants of Sparks’

Earliana, Chalk’s Tewel, Livingston’s Globe
or Red Sunrise.

I he coming of cool nights in August and
cool days in September makes practical July
planting of such “ cool ” season crops as lettuce,

peas and spinach. The very varieties that were
planted in early spring are again the order of
the day, because weather conditions in early

fall and spring are similar, with the compara-
tive results from spring or fall gardens strongly

in favor of fall gardens!

The Way to Start the New Garden

SUCCESS or failure with July planted gar-

dens is largely determined by the condition
of the soil, and the method of sowing the seeds.

In most cases the soil is in ideal condition

—

warm, mellow, with all the annual and sur-

face weeds killed by previous cultivations or
spaded or plowed under so deeply that they
have no chance to do further harm.

If the soil is dry (as is usual, soak thoroughly
with water the day before you expect to plant.

If time or circumstance do not permit this, the

handicap may be partly overcome by sowing
seeds deeper—twice as deep as before: or say,

beets and radishes one half inch; lettuce, en-
dive, carrots, and other fine-seeded classes, one
quarter inch; beans, peas and corn three to

four inches. It all depends on the nature of

your soil, of course; the lighter the soil the

deeper to sow.

Decide which vegetables you want from
August first until frost. For sowing early in

the month are beans, beets, carrots, endive,

kale, kohlrabi, lettuce, peas, radishes, spinach,

turnips and rutabagas. By setting out plants,

you can provide cabbage, cauliflower, celery,

celeriac, and tomatoes.

GATHERING THE HARVEST

Supposing you sow, during the first week of

this month, two fifteen-foot rows each of the

dozen vegetables that will yield crops from
seeds before frost. Here is the way in which
returns should come in:

Beans. Red Valentine, ready between August 25 th and Sep-
tember 1 st; Bountiful, between September 1 st and 5 th. First

picking per 30 foot of row should yield two quarts of pods.
Beets. Faust’s Early Crimson ready in fifty-five days,

Eclipse, 60 days, Crosby’s, 62 days; Detroit Dark Red, 65 days.
Carrots. Oxheart, 55 days; Chantenay, 60 days; Danvers, 70

days.

<U3
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Endive. Any kind, 65-75 days.
Kale Dwarf Scotch, 75 days.
Kohlrabi. White Vienna. 60 days.
Lettuce. Black Seeded Simpson, 50 days; Wayahead, 55 days;

All Season, 60 days; Iceberg and New York, 60-65 days.
Peas. Little Marvel, 60 days; Thomas Laxton, 70-75 days.
Radishes. Icicle, 50-35 days; Chartiers and White Lady

Finger, 40-45 days; California Mammoth Winter, 70 days.
Spinach. Victoria, 45-50 days; Long Season or Triumph, 55-60

days.
Turnips. Purple Top and White Milan, 45-50 days; Purple

Top Strap Leaf, 65-75 days. Rutabaga, American Purple Top,
75-80 days; Monarch or Elephant, 85-90 days.

“Taking Stock” of the Early Garden

AX 7HEREeconomyin space is a factor it pays
* * at this time to look over each row

critically, asking yourself (i) Has it

yielded the bulk of the crop? (2) What
is it likely to yield from now on? Put
aside all sentimental reasons in an-

swering these questions. If returns from
now on are apt to be scant, or, if only a poor

stand was secured, pull up or hoe out the row
without regrets and plant it to something
assuring full returns from every inch of row
between now and frost. For illustration, the

middle of the month, some of the rows of

early-planted beans will have yielded most of

their pods; then pull them up, rake the ground
level and sow beets, carrots, turnips or any
other root crops for winter storage.

Intrenching for Winter

A FTER all, the important thing from now
d~V onward is: how much of the harvest can

you save and store for use next winter? Let that

be your guiding thought when deciding on July

plantings. Late kinds of celery and cabbage

keep better than early kinds, but also require

a longer season to grow; when setting out

plants, keep in mind that it may be necessary

to protect them against severe frosts in the fall

and do not plant them as far apart as you
would ordinarily so that it will be easier to

cover them.
Of the root crops, parsnips may be left out in

the garden all winter—under cover, of course.

Turnips and rutabagas may be stored like

potatoes in a cool cellar. Beets, carrots and

salsify require a covering of soil or sand, other-

wise they will shrivel badly and lose their

usefulness for any purposes.

Advancing the Reserves.

Y'.OU may still gather cabbage, cauliflower, cel-

ery and celeriac crops if you start with plants

of sufficient size and age to reach maturity in

80 to 90 days. The age of the plants really

matters more than the size, and one of the best

ways to judge age is by the roots. See that you
buy strong roots rather than big tops. If you
can find from your plant source when seeds to

C
roduce these plants were sown, so much the

etter.

Cabbages that will mature before frost from

seeds sown not later than May 15th are Sure-

head, Premium Flat Dutch and Danish Ball-

head. The last named requires a strong, heavy

clay soil to do well, so, if your garden soil is

rather light, depend on the other two. Of red

cabbage Danish Round Red is a particularly

good keeper and is well liked for “slaw” in

some sections.

Cauliflower must have an abundance of

moisture to do well. Unless you are willing

to irrigate during July and August you are

courting failure. Either Snowball or Dry
Weather are satisfactory sorts for pickling and
winter use.

Celery. See that the plants have fine

bunches of fibrous roots. I rim off about an

inch of both top and roots before setting out.

It stimulates the root system and prevents ex-

cessive wilting of the tops. Celery is another

crop requiring an abundance of moisture. Set

the plants in rows three feet apart, six inches

apart in the row. Hill or board up to blanch
properly. Golden Self Blanching, New Easy
Blanching for early use and Winter Queen or

Giant Pascal for later will measure up to all

quality requirements.

Celeriac is a turnip-rooted form of celery

ofFering an unexcelled flavor for soups and
salads. A detailed article on this fine root

crop will be found on page 231, June Garden
Magazine. •

1JERE is a programme of varieties for pre-
* -* sent sowing which will yield fully:

Beans. Dwarf or bush kinds of earliest

maturity only. Hopkins’s strain of Red Valen-
tine may be sown up to July 15th, because it

has the unusual record of bearing pods in 55
.days from date of planting. Since the average

first frost is September 20th, RedValentine, from
seeds sown middle of this month, will bear

the bulk of its pods before cold “nips” the

plants.

During the first week in July sow either

Bountiful, Full Measure or Burpee’s Stringless

among the green-podded, or New Kidney Wax
and Sure Crop Wax. among the yellow-podded

kinds. Figuring on a light and a heavy picking

before frost, you may count on three quarts of

pods from every fifteen feet of row between
September 1st and frost.

Beets. The first week in July sees the last

chance to plant the exceptionally good winter

keeping variety Long Smooth Blood. After

that, and up to July 20th, sow either Faust’s

Early Crimson, Eclipse, Crosby’s Egyptian
or Detroit Dark Red. All these reach good
size (z\ to 3 inches in diameter) by fall. In

exceptional cases Faust’s has reached the de-

sirable two inch size for canning by September
20th from seeds sown the first of August. But
to do that, prompt germination must be pro-

vided by pressing the seeds into firm contact

with the soil and by providing moisture

through irrigation whenever the natural

supply fails.

Carrots. Make liberal provisions this

month to sow carrots for winter storage as

they are one of the most wholesome foods for

that purpose. Both, Chantenay and Danvers
Half Long will grow to be six inches long by
z\ inches in diameter at the crown from seeds

sown up to July 15th. Carrots are not injured

by the first light frosts and often thrive out-

doors until the middle of October.

Corn. Keep in mind that few sorts yield

ears in less than 85 days. Do the country a

patriotic service be devoting July 4th to sowing

either Early Mayflower, Peep O’Day, or

Golden Bantam in rows, z\ feet apart, plants

a foot apart in row. This will spell sweet corn

independence till frost. When gathering the

first ears, don’t pull upward but give a quick

downward twist. Pulling disturbs the feeding

roots on which depend the development of

further ears on the stalk.

Cucumbers. Still time to provide pickles if

you sow such extra early varieties, as White
Spine, Cool and Crisp or Klondyke. 1 hese

will reach the desirable three to four-inch size

by the middle of September if you water the

hills occasionally with liquid manure. Take a

shovelful of well rotted cow or sheep manure
to a gallon of water, let it stand for a few

days and give each hill a quart twice a week.

It’ll work wonders!

Endive. Few people appreciate that
properly blanched, handled and stored endive
will keep quite as well as celery! Early White
Curled sown during the first week in July will

form large bunches by end of September. It

stands considerable frost without injury—not
unlike lettuce. Tie up plants in cones, to help
blanch centre. Store just like celery—either

cover the rows with dry leaves and boards or
transfer to coldframe.

Kohlrabi. You can grow this delicious

turnip-rooted cabbage (fully described on
page 231, June Garden Magazine) to

eatable size in 60 days from sowing seeds

if you sow either White or Purple Vienna.
Kohlrabi is quite hardy, will continue
to develop up to hard frosts and keeps

as well as turnips.

Lettuce. Up to the middle of the month sow
heat-resisting mid-season sorts like All Season
Butterhead and Iceberg Crisphead. Between
July 15th and 30th, sow Naumburger or Ten-
derheart, Black Seeded Tennisball or Big
Boston. All these should be transplanted
promptly as often as plants crowd each other
in rows. Any of these sorts will stand con-

siderable cold weather if afforded the slight

protection of dry leaves or grass clippings or

coarse straw.

Peas. While midsummer sown peas will not
yield the same quantities of pods as spring sown
seeds, yet July sowings of this delicious

vegetable prove well worth while. Select

heavy bearing, quickly maturing sorts like

Sutton’s Excelsior, Thomas Laxton or Little

Marvel. All will perfect pods by September
25th from seeds sown up to July 10th—not
later! You can plant Pedigree Extra Early as

late as August 1st, but you should not expect

the quality of the sorts mentioned above in

this or any other smooth-seeded variety.

Pumpkins. If your early corn patch is of

fair proportion (not less than 50 feet square)

put a few seeds of Livingston’s Pie Pumpkin
or Winter Luxury Squash in every third row
after you cultivate the patch for the last time,

but not later than July 10th. This particular

type develops rapidly, is of unequalled

quality and when carefully handled and stored

the pumpkins keep well until midwinter.

Radishes. 'Between July 1st and 15th, sow
White Strasburg, California Winter, and

Black Spanish for winter use. These grow to

large size and should be “thinned” to stand

six inches apart in the row. Their flesh being

of remarkably firm texture, they keep remark-

ably well, stored in boxes \yth dry sand or

soil. After the middle of the month and up to

July 30th sow Icicle, Cincinnati Market,

Chartiers and Lady Finger. While all these

develop rapidly, they withstand heat remark-

ably well during August and will be in fine

condition in September.

Turnips and Rutabagas. Any time during

the first week in July, sow Swedish turnips or

rutabagas for winter use. , 1 hey require a

longer time than the ordinary turnips in which

to reach good size, but they have much firmer

flesh and keep as well as potatoes. American

Purple Top, Yellow Aberdeen and Monarch
or Elephant are splendidly flavored kinds. All

should be thinned out to stand at least six

inches apart in rows. Up to July 20th Purple

Top Strap Leaf, Amber Globe and White

Globe turnips may be sown for early winter

and late fall use. Generally about this

time, some of the early plantings of bush beans

have yielded the bulk of the crop. Pull them

up, level the ridges and sow these kinds very

thinly, later transplanting seedlings to stand

four inches apart. This is an ideal succession.
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There’s no question that the var-

ious irrigation systems are wonderful
adjuncts in gardening. No home garden
should be without one. But where one
has not been installed the next best thing

is the garden rake! With this the surface

can easily be kept loose so that moisture
cannot escape as rapidly from the soil as if

there were a crust. It

is important to go over
the ground every week
to maintain this dust
mulch and to break up
every crust that re-

sults from each rain

shower if enough to puddle
the immediate surface.

The time to do this latter

work is just when the sur-

face begins to lose that

wet condition which if

handled would result in

pasty lumps that would
bake hard in the sun.

Lawn clippings are

fine for making a mulch
in the garden. Never
waste these by putting

them on the compost pile.

They are excellent for

scattering between fhe

rows of any of the taller

growing vegetables, espec-

ially those that cannot be

The efficient way of conveniently worked with
growing tomatoes: three wheelhoes and the garden
stalks trained to a stake

You want lots of cucumbers and
summer squashes, eh? Try this method: As
soon as each fruit has reached ediblesize, gather

it. If you can’t use it give it away or even
throw it away! At any rate, don’t let it ripen

—unless you want the vine to stop producing
because of itsmaking seed. Yousee,theplant’s
one aim is seed production. So, as soon as it

has made a good advance toward maturing a

fruit it draws all its energies from other flowers

and little fruits which may drop off or if they
do continue to develop they are either late or

He Also Fights Who Helps a Fighter

Fight ”—Herbert C. Hoover

inferior. This same rule would apply to many
other plants—eggplant, pepper, okra, etc.

—

w’hose fruits we use in the immature state, but
usually these plants are killed by frost in

northern parts of the country.

Figure ahead! The middle of July will

see the early sowings of beets, lettuce, radish,

onions from sets, spinach and many other
extra early “short season” crops exhausted.
Therefore the first part of July is the proper
time to provide succession crops for the space
that will become available. Sow between the

“old” rows, or set out additional plants. In
the case of rows which are nearly exhausted,
it pays well to pull up the old plants and re-

plant the rows at once to vegetables not akin
to those which grew in the same row before.

There’s no question about it! The
wheelhoes with their various attachments
do reduce the amount of work necessary in the
garden. With the wrench furnished with each
machine a few minutes will suffice to make any
adjustments necessary to change the style of

work from raking the centres between rows to

cutting on each sideof a rowwhich the machine
is made to straddle. By using the machine
each week the work is kept light and effective

all season, or at least as long as any cultivation

is necessary or desirable. The work thus

accomplished will be greater in extent and
superior in quality to that done by hand with
ordinary garden rakes and hoes, necessary

though these are.

Liquid manure! Certainly it is good

—

provided it is properly made and applied. It

is especially useful in growing all the leafy

crops—lettuce, swiss chard, collards, cress,

spinach, etc., in warm weather. One of the

best ways to make it is to use a leaky barrel

placed on a slightly tilted platform so the liquid

that trickles through may flow into a tub or a

big crock placed to catch it. The manure

placed in the barrel should be packed
firmly around the sides, best left rather

loose in the centre so the water may
work down and out from centre to bottom
and sides. Well rotted manure is better

than fresh for this purpose. The first

leachings are sure to be stronger than later

ones, so may be diluted more or less. In ap-

plying the liquid the best

plan is to fill small holes,

say, four to six inches

deep several inches away
from the stems of the
plants. Sprinkling the
surface is not a desirable

way because it will form
a crust.

Now that the
STRAWBERRIES HAVE
done fruiting it’s time
to plan for next year’s

crop. If the bed is two or

more years old and fail-

ing perhaps, better dig it up and plant celery,

cabbage or some other late crop. If still in

good condition mow off the tops, let dry a day
or two, and then set fire to the mulch pre-

viously lifted and loosened. It is well to start

at the windward side or corner so as to have
the thing done quickly. The dreary look of

the burnt bed will disappear in a week or two
and beautiful, lush green leaves will push up.

The advantages of this plan are to kill insects

and diseases and to give the plants a fresh clean

start. Of course, a cultivation and replace-

ment of the old mulch with a new one are

desirable.

The efficient utility garden may be just as attractive to the eye as is the flower border, and with a little forethought can be made a decorative feature
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Skirmishing Orders of the Month
“Beware the worm.” Unless

spraying is done properly no one dare eat

an apple in the dark. The worm that
might thus furnish part of a meat diet is

the larva of the codling moth whose first

brood begins operations shortly after the
blossoms fall. Toward mid-summer the full

grown worms eat holes through the green
apple and crawl to crevices in the bark and
other hiding places where they pupate. While
most of them wait until spring to appear, far

too many emerge in a few days and lay eggs on
the half grown fruit. 1 hese are the fellows

to “beware.” Of course, the most important
work is to control the spring brood but in

mid-July and early August the later ones may
be destroyed by using arsenate of lead. Two
pounds in 50 gallons of water (or about an
ounce to two gallons). Always make the spray
as misty and apply with as much force as the

pump will permit.

Those enormous filmy webs inclosing

whole branches of apple and some other trees

in mid-summer are probably made by the

fall web worm, the parent of which laid her

eggs on the leaves in June or early July. 1 hey
are not caused by a second brood of the apple

tree tent caterpillar which perhaps stripped the

trees bare in May. As soon as the larvae are

seen spray with arsenate of lead (one ounce to

two gallons of water) especially on the foliage

around the outsides of the nests. Unlike the

tent caterpillar the web worm larvae feed in-

side their nests. The former uses its tent as a

sort of den or retreat from which paths of silk

are laid to the feeding areas outside.

There’s no need to fear those yellow

necked caterpillars on the apple trees in

July. To be sure when a drove of a dozen or

more feed like a flock of sheep side by side a

leaf doesn’t last long. Often a single twig may
be populated by a hundred or more. A
lighted rag torch soaked in kerosene will burn
them off or they may be destroyed by spraying

with arsenate of lead, an ounce to two gallons

of water.

It’s too late now to prevent damage to

the plums, cherries, apricots and peaches from
CURCULio, that little worm that makes the

fruit ripen and fall prematurely. The pre-

ventive spraying should have been done in

spring while the fruits were still small. Much
may be done, however, to reduce attacks for

next year. One of the best means is to keep

poultry confined around the trees until after the

fruiting season has passed. Chickens are very
partial to an insect diet.

Little pin holes in the peach tree

trunks and branches, eh? They are made by
tiny beetles, borers, of two principal kinds that

attack also cherry, plum, and apple trees.

If you had noticed earlier, when the trees w ere

first attacked, there were little masses of gum
on the stone-fruit trees where the borers w7ere

working. While healthy trees well cared for

may be attacked, this is not common except

w here the beetles are very abundant. I he

trees that usually fall victims are the neglected

and ailing ones. I hey are a menace to the

other trees so the sooner they are cut out and
burned the better. It is important to burn the

trees as soon as cut even using dry fuel or brush

to make them burn; for the insects will crawl

out if the trees are left whether cut or not.

Good cultivation and fertilization of the trees

are the best three preventives of this kind of

damage because they tend to keep the trees in

good health. As a further preventive a coat of
thick whitewash applied in early July, October
and late March is fairly effective.

Brown rot of peach, cherry, apricot and
plum is rapidly spread by curculios which gnaw
holes in the fruit and leave spores of the
disease. To control both the disease and the
spreader of it, a spray of self-boiled lime-sul-

phur wash and arsenate of lead (an ounce to

two gallons of the wash) is effective since the
wash destroys the disease and the poison
settles the bugs. While the first application

should be given as soon as the “shucks” or

calyxes fall off the newly formed fruit, yet a

thorough spraying in early July will be help-

ful.

Slugs on the quince leaves! Probably
the same as on pears. Fight them with poison

or dust the same as on pears.

Cherries are made “maggoty” by the

larvae of fruit flies wffiich lay their eggs beneath
the skin just w-hen the fruit is beginning to

color. 1 he infested fruits show sunken de-

cayed spots above the yellowish wThite grubs.

These maggots crawl out of the fruit and
burrowT in the ground to pupate until the fol-

lowing spring. An effective spray if applied

before the eggs are laid is made of five pounds
arsenate of lead, three gallons of molasses and
one hundred gallons of water—or similar pro-

portion. A quart or two of the concoction is

enough for a tree. Arsenate of lead alone in

wrater is not effective enough.

Those little steely-blue beetles that

hopped off the opening grape buds in May were
perhaps more active than you then thought.

They were laying eggs all through that month
and now (July 1st) their numerous progeny are

feeding on the foliage. In about three weeks
they’ll be full grown and will drop to the

ground to pupate for ten days or so before

emerging to feed as adults on the foliage. In

this last form and during late summer they do
little damage; but in spring and in July they

are often perfect pests, the early bugs destroy-

ing the buds, the larvae gobbling up the leaves.

Gathering the adults in shallow pans of kero-

sene is as cheap as spraying. 1 he larvae are

easily destroyed by arsenate of lead (an ounce

to the gallon) in bordeaux mixture. 1 his

latter material will hold various grape diseases

in check.

As soon as the last raspberries and
dewberries have been gathered is the time to

cut out the stems that have borne fruit. I hey

are useless because they will die next winter.

The sooner they are removed the better. It is

best to make several cuts of canes that can’t be

removed without danger of breaking the young
stems. As there are often insects and diseases

in or on the old stems, burning should be done

without delay.

Now is the time to prevent sprawling
raspberry and blackberry vines for next

summer. No, not by staking, but by pinching.

As soon as a young stem has grown to the de-

sired height, say 24 to 36 inches, use the finger

or thumb nail to nip out the terminal bud. I o

do this properly will require a visit at least once

a w'eek from now7 until early fall; but it will pay
because the canes so pinched will become

sturdy and so stiff that no wfind will blow
them over. They will not need to be
staked.

Now that the late cabbage, cauli-
flower, and brussels sprouts have been set

out is the time to feed the plants. The ground
is drier than in spring so there is less available

plant food. Hence the necessity of supplying
more so that when a shower comes the plants
may have plenty to draw upon as long as the
water lasts. While the plants are small, a

teaspoonful each of nitrate of soda and acid

phosphate to each will be sufficient. As they
grow7

, a second dressing double the size may
be given without damage. Always be careful

to avoid getting any of these fertilizers on the
foliage because they burn. To prove this, put
a little on a leaf and after a dewy night or two
notice the effect. It is w7ell to spread the
fertilizer thinly in a circle several inches from
the stem as a centre.

Currant w7orms did a good deal of

damage this spring eh? Then be ready for

the second brood due in early July, for it is

likely to be bigger than the first! Spray the
lower and interior part of the bushes (goose-

berry and currant both) thoroughly as this is

where the eggs are most frequently laid.

Arsenate of lead an ounce to 50 gallons of

water is the usual spring strength. Fresh
wffiite hellebore is safer after the fruit begins to

ripen—an ounce in two quarts of water.

Wilted and drooping raspberry and
blackberry shoots and tips of shoots turning

bluish! Cane maggots. The adult flies laid

their eggs in the tip leaves and the maggots
burnwved down the pith of the stems several

inches and then girdled them just beneath the

bark. Hence the wilting. L nless stopped it

will continue to tunnel downward till it

reaches the ground surface where it will

pupate early in July if not already in late June.

Here it will remain in pupation till next spring.

Cut drooping canes several inches below7 the

lowest wilted leaf. If solid the insect is in the

cut part; if hollow make another cut several

inches low7er. Burn all cuttings.

There’s no need to be afraid of Lep-

tinotavsa decemlineata! When you find it on

your potato vines and egg plants, just

treat it to a spray containing an ounce of paris

green to three gallons of w7ater or an ounce of

arsenate of zinc to tw7o gallons. Better still, use

bordeaux mixture instead of water so as to

control disease as well as beetles. No, don’t be

afraid of potato bugs. They’re easy!

Those little black beetles that hop

merrily off the potato vines as you approach

are flea-beetles. They are responsible for

the holes in the leaves. Bordeaux mixture,

while a fungicide is a satisfactory repellant be-

cause the beetles don’t enjoy it very much.

Arsenate of lead or paris green may be added

as in spraying for potato beetles. The same

spraying will then answer for both bugs.

Asparagus stems bare, are they? The
larvae and adults of tw7o species of beetles are

probably to blame. If the bed is small confine

a brood of little chicks in it and forget your

troubles. In a larger bed whack the lower

parts of the stems to jar off the larvae. This

is best done when the ground is hottest and

driest about midday w'hile the sun is shining

full; very few larvae w ill get back to the plants.
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Spraying is also effective—arsenate of lead one

ounce, soap two ounces, water two gallons.

Can’t understand why your squash and
pumpkin vines wilt here and there and rot or

break off? The squash vine borer is the cul-

prit. Split the stem and look for him—a borer

about an inch long when full grown. As he is

inside no spray can reach him. When his

presence is suspected plunge a thin bladed pen-

knife through the stem and make a slit

parallel with the stem itself, then cover a foot

or so of the stem with an inch of earth so it

will take root at the joints above and below the

slit. Burn the vines as soon as the crop has

been gathered.

Potted strawberry plants are easy to

get and handy to have. They’re better than
runner plants for summer setting. Plunge 2,

2.\ or 3 inch flower pots rim deep in the soil

where a runner plant is trying to take root.

Fill with soil and place a small clod or a

pebble upon the runner stem to prevent its

being moved by the wind. In t\vo or three

weeks, or when the pot has become filled with

roots the plants may be removed to and
planted in a new bed. Plants so treated will

give a good crop of berries the following spring

whereas runner plants set in the spring will

not. The plan is therefore a time saver. Being
simple any one can use it.

To PROLONG THE CURRANT SEASON,
cover some of the bushes with burlap or

muslin early in July or before the fruit be-

comes ripe. The material should be brought
down and tied at the base of the bushes so as

not to be whipped off by a wind. By this kind

of thing, currant varieties that would normally
be ripe in mid-July will last in good con-

dition until mid-August. Later varieties may
be made to keep until September.

) v ' // J riy
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W E HAVE a vegeta-

ble garden this year
after all! We were
“plumb” discour-

aged last year, as, after having planted, watered
and tended the crops for many weeks and every-

thing was flourishing, vacation time arrived

and the house was shut up. This happened
just as the beans and peas were beginning to

yield. When we came back two weeks later,

there was a luxuriant growth of weeds, quite

choking out over-ripe vegetables. And then

the mosquitoes! So I suggested that what we
grew was not worth all the trouble and that

this year we would devote ourselves to flowers

and a nice little lawn. But “circumstances
alter cases” and this year, after all, we are

filling every possible space with food plants of

all kinds; we actually have tomatoes among the

Tulips and cabbages with the Canterbury
Bells. Why not? Everything is green and
pretty to look at and really, to twist a

well-known sentence: “Now is the time for

every good woman to come to the aid of her

country.”
The men are seeing to it that every possible

use shall be made of the land; but, while the

summer crops are plentiful and comparatively
cheap we must prepare for winter supplies,

when, according to the economists, there will

be a shortage of everything. So I say, grow
anythingyou can, and then can it. Very often

there are “left overs” of fruit or vegetable

after the day’s meal—well, can them. Don’t
throw away anything. A pretty good plan to

follow is to deliberately cook too much for one
meal and can the remains. By doing this every

Mobilizing Crops for Winter
EFFIE M. ROBINSON SrhnnI of CnnLprv. London

WHY, HOW AND WHAT TO CAN

few days by the end of the summer you will

have collected a fine number and variety of

jars of fruits and vegetables that should help a

great deal toward carrying you through the

next winter at a cost of very little time or

trouble to yourself and it also enables you to

spread the money cost over many weeks in-

stead of crowding it all into a few.
.
The

motto: “waste not, want not” had better be

put up in everybody’s kitchen as a reminder.

When I send in my weekly order to the

grocer I always add an order for a five pound
bag of sugar. This is not used for the

ordinary daily cookery but put aside sep-

arately to be used for canning only, as at the

time when all the fruits seem to ripen together

and I simply have to do a lot of canning or

preserving I have a whole lot of sugar already

and more money to spend on fruits, etc.

RULES FOR CANNING

Canning is either a perfectly easy routine

job or a terrific undertaking, according to the

way you approach it. Simple canning of

fruits can be done without sugar, but you must
have it for jellies and jams. In all canning, by
whatever method, a few general rules carefully

observed, will pretty well assure success.

(1)

. Absolute cleanliness in everything.

(2)

. Perfectly sound and fresh goods.

(3)

. Complete sterilization.

(4)

. Complete exclusion of air when sealing.

For home canning glass jars are the best.

They are economical as they
can be used over and over
again. Use any shape or size

you may happen to have, but if buying new
ones, get either quart or pint wide-mouthed
ones with glass top and fastened with a clamp.
V hatever jars are used must have rubber rings,

good springy new ones, as old and hard rubber
which has “perished,” as it is called, allows
the air to seep through and so spoil the con-
tents. After emptying a jar, wash it, and keep
it in a handy place with fresh rubbers also

handy; then when you are about to can any-
thing all that is necessary is to put the jars on
the fire in a pan of tepid water and when the
water bubbles boil the jars fifteen minutes,
then let them stay in the water kept hot till

you are ready to use them. Boil the glass tops,

also. \\ henteady for work, lift out a jar, do not
dry it, set it in a shallow pan of boding water
and fill with the boiling food, at once place the
top and rubber ring in position and put into

the bath. 1 he rubber rings must be scalded

—

have a small pan with a quart of boiling water
with one teaspoonful of bicarbonate of soda
dissolved in it. When you are ready for the

rubber rings, drop them into the solution for

half a minute. Do not seal the jars tightly till

the food has been boiled for fifteen minutes, for

otherwise when the water starts to boil and the

heat runs up, the jars, expanding, will burst.

If you are so successful that your canning
business grows beyond your home needs, and
you start out to market your products, as is

quite possible if you once take to canning, the
enamelled tin cans are good to use instead of
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jars as they will not break in transit and they
are cheaper. Of course, you will have to learn

to cap and tip properly with the outfit that you
can purchase. To do it properly and solder

smoothly requires a little practise; and of
course tin cans cannot be used over and over
again.

Acid fruits and vegetables are affected by
tin, so rhubarb or other extremely acid fruits

must be put in glass jars anyway to be on the
safe side.

Wire basket useful in handling fruit for
scalding

Left, position of spring during sterilization; right, spring
tightened after sterilization is done

not injure them. A colander, a basket for

dipping the things in water, saucepans, spoons,
paring knives of silver if possible, and all

other articles needed should be sterilized be-
fore being used. All your ordinary kitchen

pots and pans can be used if you wish in-

stead of getting new, only provide yourself

with plenty of clean cloths.

KILL THE BACTERIA

The great thing in canning is to kill bacteria

as it is the cause of fermentation and spoiling.

Bacteria or germs are all about us, in the very
air we breathe, in the water we drink and the
food we eat. It used to be thought necessary
in order to kill these germs to use what was
called the intermittent process, that is, boil up
the things three separate times—once to kill

the germs, then to kill the spores or seeds

Wire sieve, a handy utensil in gathering fruit,

etc., in preparation for canning

YOUR CANNING OUTFIT TIME TABLE

There are several processes of

sterilizing, by hot water bath, steam
water canner or steam pressure

canner, also by the oven method.
I use the hot water bath which is

efficient and easy to manage. If

you intend to do much canning it

would pay you to buy the little

outfit. The whole thing costs only

about $10.00 and really is a good
investment, as well as being a con-

venience in having the correct and
complete outfit always ready for

use, and available at any time with-

out using the utensils needed in

your ordinary kitchen wrork. The
washboiler makes a good canner,

but it is not always convenient to

get your canning and your washing

days to separate themselves. You
can also take the bought canner

out-of-doors as the heating appa-

ratus is with it, all under one and

it would be nice to work out-doors

on hot summer days instead of in

the warm kitchen if you are not

afraid of mosquitoes. I use my
nice cool cellar which is screened.

A HOME-MADE CANNER

Do not give up in despair because

you can’t afford a real canner.

I'he washboiler or even a large

garbage can are good as they have

flat bottoms and straight sides

with close fitting lids. You must
get the handy man or boy of the

house to make you a rack of flat

pieces of wood nailed crosswise to

stand the jars on so that they will

not break. The washboiler will

hold about ten or a dozen jars and

the garbage can five or six.

OTHER UTENSILS DESIRABLE

All utensils used ought to be

either earthen-ware or porcelain

or enamelled ware or some metal

that will not discolor your fruits or

other foods and whose action will

For Scalding, Blanching, and Sterilizing of Fruits and Vege-
tables by one-period cold-pack method

,

Time schedule given is based upon the one quart pack and upon fresh picked
products

PRODUCTS SCALD OR
BLANCH

HOT
WATER
BATH

OUTFITS
AT 212°

WATER
SEAL

OUTFITS
214°

STEAM
PRESSURE
5 to 10
LBS.

PRESSURE
COOKER
10 to 15
LBS.

Fruits of all kinds Minutes Minutes Minutes Minutes Minutes
Apricots 1 to 2 16 12 10 5
Blackberries no 16 12 10 5
Blueberries 1 . . .

.

no 16 12 10 5
Cherries (sweet) no 16 12 10 5
Dewberries no 16 12 10 5
Grapes no 16 12 10 5
Peaches 1 to 2 16 12 10 5
Plums no 16 12 10 5
Raspberries no 16 12 10 5
Strawberries no 16 12 10 5
Citcus fruits Is 12 8 6 4
Cherries (sour) no 16 12 10 5
Cranberries no 16 12 10 5
Currants no 16 12 10 5
Gooseberries
Rhubarb (blanch before

no 16 12 10 5

paring) 1 to 2 16 12 10 5
Apples li 20 12 8 6
Pears 20 12 8 6
Figs 15 40 30 25 20
Pineapple 10 30 25 25 18

Quince

Special Vegetables
and Combinations

6 40 30 25 20

Tomatoes. . . 1 to 3 22 18 15 10
Tomatoes and corn T. 2, C. 10 90 75 60 45
Eggplant 3 60 45 45 30
Corn on cob or cut off . 5 180 90 60 45
Pumpkin 5 90 50 40 35
Squash 5 90 50 40 35
Hominy 5 120 90 60 40
Cabbage or Sauerkraut. 5 90 75 60 35

Greens or Pot Herbs
35Asparagus 5 120 90 50

Brussels sprouts 5 120 90 50 35
Cauliflower 5 120 90 50 35
Pepper cress
Lamb’s-quarters

15 120 90 50 35
15 120 90 50 35

Sour dock 15 120 90 50 35
Smartweed sprouts
Purslane or "pusley ”

.

15 120 90 50 35
15 120 90 50 35

Pokeweed 15 120 90 50 35
Dandelion 15 120 90 50 35
Marsh marigold 15 120 90 50 35
Wild mustard
Milkweed (tender sprouts

15 120 90 50 35

and young leaves) .... 15 120 90 50 35

Pod vegetables
60 40Beans (lima or string)

.

5 • 120 90
Okra 5 120 IX) 60 40
Peas 5 120 90 60 40

Roots and tubers
Beets 6 90 75 60 35
Carrots 6 90 75 60 35
Sweet potatoes 6 90 75 60 35
Other roots and tubers

[
as parsnips or turnips f

6
’
90 75 60 35

which were left and had become
germs in their turn in twenty-four
hours, and then again for luck or

safety. This made a long and
tedious business of canning.

THE COLD-PACK METHOD

Now there is a new method of

preparing the food before it is ster-

ilized that acts on the bacteria and
makes three-times cooking un-
necessary and even undesirable.

Once is enough. This method
which is called the cold pack method
in technical terms is the one chosen
from all others by canning clubs

and housekeepers as the best, as

practically every kind of fruit and
vegetable can be preserved by it,

allowing, of course, certain varia-

tions in the time required for the

different processes. This being such

a satisfactory method is the one I

use myself and have found entirely

successful and will describe the
process with assurances that suc-

cess will follow. The cold pack
method does not mean that the

foods are not cooked but simply

that they are packed cold into

the jars and then cooked.

Having selected your fruit or

vegetable, prepare it and then
blanch it. Blanching and scalding

are two distinct processes in can-

ning and must not be confused.

Scalding means to dip the article

in boiling water for one minute and

then into cold when skins of hard

fruits or vegetables, etc., can be

easily peeled off. Blanching means
to plunge the article, whether fruit

or vegetable into boiling water, boil

fast for from one minute to fifteen

or even twenty minutes, according

to the texture and composition of

the article, then immediately plunge

it into cold water to harden the

surface again which is called cold-

dipping it. This method has been

found to kill bacteria effectively.
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making the intermittent process unnecessary.

It also draws the acid or acrid flavor from
vegetables, and it helps to retain the full flavor

of the article to be canned by sealing up
the juices.

The food after blanching and cold dipping is

packed into your already sterilized jars. Fill

the jars quite full, then fill up with some liquid.

For vegetables use water with a teaspoonful

of salt for each quart jar. For fruits use syrup

either thick or thin as you wish, fill to over-

flowing, put on the glass tops and the rubbers,

and fasten loosely, put into your canner and
boil for fifteen minutes after the water begins

to bubble, then take out the jars (use a wire

lifter for the purpose), tighten the caps or press

down the springs, return to the canner and

after the water begins to bubble again, boil

long enough to cook the food.

The time for cooking food varies tre-

mendously. Com and peas require four hours.

Greens, beets, lima and string beans, sauer-

kraut, etc., require about an hour and a half.

Home made screen tray for drying produce in an oven or in

open air

Give okra, succotash, pumpkin, squashes,

quinces and such like an hour, and soft fruits

such as apples, strawberries, rhubarb and

huckleberries only half an hour. By a little

practise and knowing how long things take to

cook for the table you will soon learn the exact

time.

THE OPEN KETTLE METHOD

For leftovers which I told you I always can

and which of course are already cooked, the

open kettle method is good. Boil the food up

again, have the jars boiling hot, and the

rubbers scalded. Have a shallow pan with

about two inches of boiling water in it. Stand

the hot, wet jars in that, fill to overflowing

with the boiling fruit with its juice, or vegetable,

strained and boiling water added, run a skewer

round inside the jar to break any air bubbles.

Then put your tops and fresh rubbers on and
seal at once. Turn the jars upside down to

cool. Next morning you can see if there is any
leak. If so, find out the cause—cracked jar,

ill fitting top or another rubber needed, then

the whole process must be gone ’trough again.

If using the open kettle metnod the jars

must be kept under water till ready to use and

the work must be done very quickly while the

HINTS ON PREPARA-
TION

The fresher the
food the better the

canned article will

be. If you are one
of those lucky peo-
ple that can hang
your basket on your
arm and go out and
pluck whatever you
want you are the one

food is boiling hot.

Fruit pricker, made with
wire on a cork base, useful in
canning tough skinned goods

Complete canning outfits with self contained heat for out-
door use in the orchard, etc.

who ought to have the best canned goods.

The commercial canners put up their factories

just where their foods grow and they are

gathered, graded, prepared and canned all

in the same day. Beans, peas and asparagus
particularly sometimes have a flat, sour smell,

Canning for Victory

“ Our reports show the widest and
most intelligent interest in canning
and drying foods for winter use.
Exactly what effect this will have on
the nation’s food supply is hard to
say, but it is going to help, and may
be enough to turn the tide to victory
sooner than we expected or hoped.”

Carl Vrooman
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture

very unpleasant that is simply due to stale

vegetables having been used.

After picking your fruit, etc., look it over

carefully, throwing out all bruised or over-

ripe or any way unsound pieces, wash carefully,

looking for insects. Apples and articles that

discolor quickly after peeling should be

dropped into cold water with a little salt

dissolved in it to keep the color.

All fruits and vegetables must be blanched

Mushrooms and other articles, such as peppers may be
strung up and sun dried before storing away in bags

and cold dipped, as described above. Do not
leave them around after cold dipping.

Preservation by Drying

'
1 'HE advantage of drying over canning is

_that there is not so much apparatus needed,
not so many utensils, the flavor of the food is

perfectly retained if the work is done properly
and much less time is taken in preparation.
To dry is simply to extract all the moisture

from the article leaving it all shrivelled and
dry. By just soaking it in water when needed
for use it regains its natural size, and color and
flavor to a great extent. Foods prepared this

way can be packed tightly in boxes and travel

and keep well. For large quantities you can
get a regular evaporator which costs $6.oo and
which does the work perfectly or you can dry
in a cool oven or outdoors by the heat of the
sun. Drying can be resorted to if you have too

little to can or do not wish to go to the exertion

of it as sometimes will happen. Only remem-
ber all the moisture must be extracted or the

A hot water tray dryer adapted for
use in connection with any stove

things will become mouldy. Clean and pre-
pare and wash the foods the same way as if

you were going to can them. Cut apples, pears,
peaches or any like fruit in slices, open plums
but don’t stone them, lay flat on thin clean

boards and dry in the sun, in a cool oven
or spread on your evaporator.

If drying food out-of-doors, look out for rain.

Cover with mosquito netting to keep out flies

or other insects, and it is well to heat them over
steam before putting away to destroy any in-

sect eggs that may have gotten there.

All small fruits can be dried whole the same
way. Cherries can be pitted or not as you
please, and if sugar is sprinkled on the layers

they will be nicer. I always buy mushrooms
when they are at their cheapest. Peel and stalk

them and put them in a paper bag with top
tied tightly with string. I leave a loop to

hang the bag by and suspend it near the ceiling,

which is always the

warmest part of a

room.

Celery leaves,

parsley, mint or

other herbs can be
kept perfectly that

way. Wash and
scald them (as

previously told),

then dry; and
when dry keep in

bags. Tie the bags
up tightly to pre-

vent dust getting

in, and all through
the winter you
need never be

without V0ur“ pot- When using this type of jar

, , ,,
J r make certain that it is act-

herbs. ually sealed
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A trellis-arch whose design could not be improved
upon. Manufactured by the Mathews Mfg. Company

This arbor has a sponteo.

good lines and not over-
tail. Combined with the
fusion of phlox and hollyhot

I Hit,

Itui

A brick wall with a good trellis and seat treatment. Garden of St. Martins, Penna.

A pleasing seat treatment with horizontal lines emphasized. Stone benches of classic design such as

this are more available than good wood benches, but they are often used unsuitably near a wood trellis or

arbor, where no masonry construction makes the stone appropriate. Garden of Dr. Woodward

An arbor and seat which have the simplicity of the country
penter’s work, and the good lines of an experienced designer,
the garden of Mr. G. C. Eastman

car-
In

Example of Sharonware bird bath which fits well
into garden decorative schemes

Garden Furn:re

Jjndp

ILLUSTRATIVE PHO'l|^ 5a1'

RUTH L

“The main idea to be kept
)

an;9 garden furniture, is th<i te i

architectural scheme \tfhich she! W
(See fol

Lead figure personifying Summer. The
good qualities of lead have made it pop-
ular in England for centuries, and are only
beginning to be appreciated in America

A classic sundial of interet: bait

Garden of Mr. S. T. Mosl fabi

mm
<• .
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:ire That Fits

These angle seats emphasize the shape of the pool, and give one a choice of two directions in which to face.

Woodward
Garden of Dr.

si d beauty, well placed.
M Newburyport, Mass.

.ttleous charm bom of

'd ful architectural de-
i rtgh wall and the pro-
ud it is delightfu'

Terracotta tubs filled with topiary work used to mark the piers along a wall. A more ornate jar or

um could not have been used successfully in such numbers. There is enough uniformity to make the vari-

ety in boxwood forms a pleasing change. "Garden of Weld" estate of Larz Anderson
A simple arch of good proportions with a gate which

owes much of its interest to the hinges and latch

J>HS SELECTED BY

N Landscape
a Architect

I mind, in making a ckoice of

• ote it will contribute to an

1 embrace house and garden
”

Lead figure personifying Spring.

Lead is an agreeable material for garden
figures, weathering in time .to a soft

gray

The gazing globe in the garden is a source of in-

terest on account of its reflections

The trellis and benches have been added to this old house,

without disturbing its serenity, although not true to the period.

Residence of Mr. R. A. Cram, architect, at Weyland, Mass.



Selecting Garden Furniture that Fits Landscape Architect

(See illustrations on the two preceding pages)

S
PEAKING from an architectural

standpoint, the kind of garden one
builds should be influenced chiefly

for the sort of house for which it is

made, and, similarly, the type of furniture and

accessories one puts into a garden should be

carefully chosen to conform to the particular

style of the garden they are to decorate,

Sundials, benches, archways and gates are

too apt to be unrelated objects, bought with-

out any special reference to each other, and

with very little thought as to whether they

carry out the main idea of house and garden.

The house is the starting point from which the

architecture of the garden should take its

keynote; and the furniture of the garden, in

turn, should be in keeping with the style of

both, in order to develop a pleasing whole.

The picture of the centre garden, shows

just such a well knit house and garden; the

white painted arbor, the rough stone wall,

the hollyhocks and phlox, all bespeak the white

clapboard house which shows through the

branches of the big maple. The conventional

stone bench in Dr. Woodward’s garden, is

well used in connection with the carefully

finished masonry wall, and the white trellis

and bench against the brick wall of the St.

Martins garden, carry out the brick and white

scheme of the house very pleasingly.

Incidentally the promiscuous use of white

painted furniture is not to be recommended.
Most of the stock furniture available, comes

in white or green, and the purchaser takes it

“as is,” without realizing that the manufac-
turer is able and willing to furnish it in any
other color of paint or stain, or totally un-

painted if desired. Green paint is apt to be
out of harmony with Nature’s greens, and
white paint is as often staring and unrelated

to the architecture of the garden. The nat-

ural wood finish of oak, allowed to take on
the mellow, silvery tones of age, is probably
the most widely adaptable finish, for it is

native enough in appearance to be at home in

any garden of not too formal a character.

One of the most important points for con-

sideration in choosing wood garden furniture,

is its enduring quality, a subject on which Mr.
Herbert Mathews has very interesting things

to say about cypress: “Weather resisting

wood is the great essential in the manufacture
of wooden garden furniture, and architectural

wood working of all kinds for the garden. In

England old shipp are purchased and the wood
utilized for outdoor architecture. We in this

country are fortunate to have cypress which
grows in swamps covered much of the time
with water. It is customary to dig canals

in which to tow the logs to the mills, or to

construct railroads through the swamps,
as the trees grow 75 to 140 feet in height and
three to six feet in diameter. Few cypress

trees are large enough for lumber at an age of

less than two centuries, and many do not

reach sufficient size until they are much older.

The wood is straight, easy to work, and
very desirable in contact with the soil. What
we are mostly interested in is the Bald Cy-
press (Taxodium distichum) which is generally
termed in advertisements the “wood eternal.”

The hues of naturally aged wood may be
simulated by means of gray or gray-brown
stain if one is impatient for effect, but the
real textuTe is impossible to gain except by
seasons of wind and rain and heat and cold.

Stone or cement is more formal in character
than wood and introduces a somewhat more
pretentious note into the garden. This fact

should be considered in connection with the

degree of formality of one’s house and the
corresponding effect desired in the garden.
The generally prevailing notion that figures

of any sort mean an ambitious or pretentious

treatment of the garden, is not necessarily

true, for the effect is largely dependent upon
the type of figure chosen. The two little

lead figures illustrated, for instance, are

delightfully informal in character and wood-
land in spirit, and would be at home in the

least architectural of gardens. More classic

figures such as busts of philosophers or sculp-

tured Dianas recall the Italian style which is

stiffer in character.

The main idea to be kept in mind in making
a choice of any garden furniture, is the note
it will contribute to an architectural scheme
which should embrace house and garden and
be fairly consistent throughout.

Transplanting Out of Season CTJS,LER
DON’T LET OVERCAUTION PREVENT YOUR MAKING NECESSARY IMPROVEMENTS—REALLY CAREFUL HAND-

LING THE SECRET OF SUCCESS AT ANY SEASON

WHAT to do when one does not know
what to do” is an enigma without

which a gardener’s experience is

lacking in completeness. I he need,

sometimes the desire, to transplant out of

season sooner or later confronts every gar-

dener and the answer is seldom to be found in

one’s trouser pockets no matter how deep one

may thrust one’s hands into them.

My advice is do it any way, ignoring the ordi-

nary dread of transplanting out of season, for it

is largely a matter of attitude. A friend writes

me from Minnesota that he has transplanted

Iris with very good success ten months in the

year. He is an Iris enthusiast and your en-

thusiast is always rationally willing to take a

chance. I have repeatedly transplanted Iris

in bud and flower and though, as might be ex-

pected, the bloom was slightly impaired, the

plants did not suffer.

The man who is ready to transplant Iris ten

months in the year insists upon it that in our

latitude shrubs should be planted only in

spring. His insistence does not make it a

fact, however, it merely shows his attitude

in the matter. If he knew Lilacs as he knows
Iris, he would know that a Lilac can be moved
whenever and wherever an Iris can be trans-

planted. And the method is no more difficult

except that from the nature of the case there

is a very much larger bulk to be handled. A
giant could transplant a large Lilac bush as

easily as an ordinary man can move an Iris.

So imagine yourself a giant, take your time,

be careful, and the trick is done!

Move as much soil as possible, with the

Showing the proportionate amount of soil to be taken with
a shrub transplanted "out of season”

roots, but do not despair of success if a con-

siderable quantity does shake loose. 1 he

32?

secret of success as far as I have been able to

determine, seems to lie in having as many
particles as possible clinging to the root-hairs

and to get these into their new home undis-

turbed. It is a poor plan to puddle the roots

and it is better to have the soil while trans-

planting a little too dry rather than too wet.

Once in its new location, an abundance of

water must be given to each plant. Root
pruning is a great aid to success in transplant-

ing out of season. Now all this is easily,

almost subconsciously done in moving so

small and compact a plant as an Iris though a

much more difficult matter in moving so large

a plant as a Lilac or other shrub.

Moving perennials out of season is much in

the nature of repotting. In the greenhouse,

the gardener does it all the time, but out-doors

we are just a little unused to the situation.

After re-potting, the gardener watches his

plants carefully, giving them plenty of water

and a little shade if need be. Now out-doors

transplanting is really about the same in pe-

rennials where a good lump of soil can be

lifted with the roots. That part of the work
surely is no more difficult, though it differs

a little in the very nature of the case for the

water is not confined in a pot and evaporation

is far greater. This necessitates greater

watchfulness—nothing else. It is no trick to

move perennials even in bud and flower.

First of all the new bed must be well pre-

pared, with a deep friable soil free from lumps,

then by carefully cutting around the roots

with a sharp spade a lump of soil can be

moved with the plant as to make it virtually
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a re-potting process. A well scoured spade
is quite a factor for the soil will cling to a rusty

spade and thus be torn from the roots in

drawing the tool out of the ground. Some
perennials such as Bleeding-heart whose roots

break apart easily must be handled with
greater care than others such as Phlox, Iris,

etc. My experience is that every perennial

hardy in my locality can be successfully

moved “out of season.”

Some interesting facts developed in the

course of this transplanting. Delphiniums
moved in summer tend to bloom again in fall.

Hemerocallis moved just before the flower

buds come forth will have their bloom re-

tarded all of two weeks. This, however, has

proven true of all the perennials: that trans-

planting out of season has retarded their

bloom more or less though it has seldom im-

paired it. For such late bloomers as Bolton-

ias and New England Asters this would of

course not become apparent inasmuch as

these bloom up to frost anyway. [We read re-

cently in an English paper a note on trans-

planting Peonies as the flowers fade. It was
done with complete success. As a matter of

fact almost any plant is in condition for mov-
ing just after flowering.

—

Editor.]
Root pruning a shrub several weeks before

transplanting is a great aid to success. This
is done simply by thrusting a spade into the

ground as deep as it will go all around the

plant, marking off thus the bulk of soil that

is to be moved with the roots. A tile spade
is best because of its length. Also the spade
should be held diagonally so that all the spade
thrusts will tend to meet under the plant.

Cutting back the top somewhat likewise

helps. In this pruning, the gardener must
seek to balance the top to the lessened root

system. This will adapt the shrub to its

new condition even before it is moved and
will make the transplanting more in the nature

of re-potting. Root pruning tends to develop
small rootlets and root hairs, the very thing

the shrub will need to establish itself in its

new location. To make certain that enough
soil be moved with the roots, a box can be

built about the roots. The writer has found
this last necessary only in transplanting

Peonies and then circumstances required that

the plant be kept out of the soil for several

weeks.
The hardier the plant, the more readily it

transplants out of season. Our native Goose
berry will transplant anytime and the work
may even be done somewhat carelessly. So
with the Rose that is actually hardy with

us, Gruss an Teplitz, it can be moved at

any time though of course the transplant-
ing should be done with care. I have suc-

ceeded in moving even Elms and Bass-
woods with their leaves more than two-
thirds grown and attribute the 'success to
ground preparation, root pruning and careful

watering.

Transplanting out cf season is not alone
confined to the garden but many natives may
be moved from the wild. The nature of the
soil and the distance the plants often need to

be hauled makes this kind of transplanting
somewhat more difficult though it need not
be the less successful on that account, provided
of course that proportionate care is exercised.

Wild flowers such as Blood-root, Violets,

Jack-in-the-pulpit are not hard to move,
even in bloom, while with shrubbery, the

writer has found the Native Plum the only dif-

ficult subject. Wild Roses are always sure
to grow. Choke-cherries will send forth a

second crop of leaves if the first should wilt.

M ild shrubbery needs to be cut back more
severely than that in the garden. Crataegus
and the wild Crabapple moved out of
season may even seem to die, yet the follow-

ing spring you will find most of them vigor-

ously sending forth their buds.

Simplifying Garden Warfare F F
£2S,

WELL

HOW TO GET DOWN TO THE LEAST COMMON DENOMINATORS IN THE CONTROL OF INSECTS AND DISEASES

T
here is no
place for the

pacifist in the

war garden.

The “conscientious

objector” whatever
moral ground he
may take against

war, in his own veg-

etable patch must
shoot to kill or go
hungry. No treat-

ing with the enemy
is possible here; you
must get him, and
get him quick, or he
will get you by the

starvation process.

It’s a fight to the

finish.

Hardly one gar-

den in ten that left

to itself comes through the average season

without having one or more crops badly in-

jured, if not practically destroyed, by some
insect pest or disease—and never just the

same lot of pests in two successive years.

WHY THE BUGS GET AWAY WITH IT

The fact that so little is usually done to

prepare in advance for the impending battle

with the bugs can not be put down wholly to

mere indifference. Rather it is a general state

of mental confusion as to just what can be
done, to make ready for the attack. Every
gardener knows that there are some dozens of

bugs, worms, and fungi which may possibly

wage war on his carefully nurtured plants be-

fore the season is over. He knows that they
are of all kinds and descriptions with long

scientific names that make them appear at

first sight, proof against anything less than a

gatling gun; and he does not feel that he can go
to the trouble and expense of fortifying him-
self against the whole horde. So he decides to

The boring or burrowing pest is more elusive. Prevention
against attack is the better course

wait until some particular thing puts in an ap-

pearance, and then try against it whatever his

most experienced garden friends may recom-
mend.

M''hat he does not know, in the majority of

cases, is that this apparently very complex
army of invasion can be treated as consisting of

a very few groups or classes, the individual

members of each of which can all be dealt

with in much the same way.
This fact, once it is thoroughly grasped, sim-

plifies the whole problem of garden warfare
immensely. It means that the gardener has but
five or six lines of attack to prepare himself

against, instead of thirty or forty. Even the

Latin names, so dear to the heart of the experi-

ment station bulletinist, may be dispensed with
in considering ways and means of arming
for defense. Even the beginner, who has
had a little practical experience, so that he
can tell a potato bug from a cabbage maggot,
and a melon louse from a cut-w'orm, will be
able, if he goes at the problem in this way,
to determine almost at once the nature of the
particular thing he has to fight, and what to use
against it.

The problem of “remedies” is almost as

complicated and confused as that of enemies.

Reliable manufacturers give a description] of

contents, and such goods are put up in a
“ ready-to-use” form which saves much labor

in the garden. By all means use them. To get

at the “ patent insides,” however, giving the
chief or active ingredients instead of manu-
facturers’ trade names, quickly reduces the
problem of selection to its least common de-

A1I sucking pests (lice and scale) must be smothered by a
contact spray of oily or tobacco preparations

nominators, just as grouping the many insects

and diseases simplifies the problem of attack.

ONLY FOUR TYPES OF INSECT ENEMIES

Let us then begin at the beginning—even if

it means repeating a few things you already

know—and state the problem and the remedy,
so far as one is available, in the simplest pos-

sible terms.

Insects, on the whole, can be controlled more
successfully than fungus diseases. And yet

in the home garden they are much more likely

to cause damage. Diseases are more likely

to prove serious where the same crop is grown
over large areas than they are in the small

garden. Insects, on the other hand, seem
usually to be able to locate the single row of a

certain crop in the home garden as quickly

as they do the field of several acres, and do
comparatively more damage there because the

gardener is not prepared to fight them, and the

grower is. How is the small gardener to prepare

himself against their attacks?

First of all he must learn to distinguish be-

tween the various types of intruders—what
their past, present, pluperfect or maiden latin

names may be matter little. Here is what he

can usually tell about them himself, with his

own eyes, after a few minutes’ observation or

search. They either

Eat the foliage, or fruit, or stems of the

The sturdy potato bug,
type of the chewing insect
that can be attacked by a
stomach poison
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Spray pump attached to
a pail; a useful all around
outfit

plants, and are
known as

“
chew-

ing insects”; or

Suck the plant

juices from below
the surface, remain-
ing apparently im-
movable, and mak-
ing no perceptible

“holes,” and are known as
“
sucking in-

sects” ; or

Burrow down below the surface, attacking

the roots of the plant, and may be desig-

nated as “root-workers”; or

Bore into the inside of the stem or

branches of the plant, and are termed
“ borers.”

Therefore when you find trouble in your
garden, and are satisfied that some insect is the

cause, it is a comparatively simple thing to

hunt around or watch long enough to satisfy

yourself as to which of these four classes the
intruders belongs.

The chewing insects are usually the first to be
spotted, because the damage they do is at once
apparent. They include such well known and
unwelcome friends as the potato-bug, the

green cabbage
worm, the asparagus
beetle, the horned
tomato worm, the
rose bug, the aster

beetle, and many
others which actu-

ally consume por-

tions of the foliage

or flowers. The
deadly “cut-worm”
is also an “eater,”

but he is in a class

by himself, as ex-

plained later.

1 he suck-

ing insects
have a tend-

The " knapsack " sprayer is easily portable and can be car-

ried to any part of the grounds. Has continuous pressure

encyto choosethe undersides of leavesof tender
growing tips and buds, and to start in crowded
and out of the way places where they are not
readily observed unless one is looking for them.
One of the first indications of their presence is

contorted or twisted leaves, on an otherwise
healthy looking plant. If they are allowed to

continue unmolested, even for a short time,

however, the whole plant soon gets a drooping,
dejected looking appearance, and looses its

green color. In an incredibly short time it will

be injured beyond saving. The “aphids” or

plant-lice attacking peas, cabbage, melons and
many other things, the various forms of
“scale,” and the “nymphs” or young of the
small white fly and the odoriferous black flat

“squash bug,” all belong to the sucking class.

HOW TO LOCATE ROOT-WORKERS AND BORERS

The root-workers are even more difficult to

spot. Usually it is necessary to take the plant

up by the roots, quite carefully, to find them.
But their presence may be suspected when
here and there a plant along the row has a

drooping or wilted appearance compared to its

neighbors, and does not seem to be making
satisfactory progress. It is likely to lose

color, also. Frequently it is too late to save

the first plants attacked before their presence

is suspected at all. 1 he onion and cabbage
maggot; the large white grub of the June
beetle, and the wire-worm, are the most
common pests of this type.

The borers take more freely to fruits and
ornamental shrubs and trees than to vegetables

and flowers, nevertheless they are occasionally

to be encountered among the latter. One fel-

low, sure to show up every year, is the

“squash-vine borer.” You can begin to

suspect his presence when your biggest and
best vine begins to show signs of wilting at the

growing tip on a bright day.

FITTING THE PUNISHMENT TO THE CRIMINAL

Diagnosis is important; but of course that

doesn’t amount to much without a suitable

prescription. Having learned how to “place”

the various insect intruders in your garden, the

next step is to know what to do in each case

to stop them. They cannot invariably be

stopped. But prompt action and the right

kind of “dope” will usually hold them under
control at least. The first part of the remedy
—prompt action—is however just as im-

portant as the last; you should never forget

that.

The chewing insects can, for the most part,

be controlled by internal or stomach poisons.

The most convenient and effective of these for

general purposes is arsenate of lead. It may be

applied in a wet spray, or dusted on dry. 1 he

main thing is to get it on before the bugs or

worms have a chance to do much chewing, and

cover all parts of the plant evenly. It is -made

by a number of reliable companies. It is also

the chief ingredient of several “patent” or

trade-name concoctions. Helebore is some-

times used instead of the lead on currants or

cabbages that have begun to form, as it

washes off with the first rain. Paris green is a

similar poison, but arsenate of lead has largely

supplanted it.

'I he sucking insects cannot be poisoneo by

any of the above materials, because there is no

way of getting it on their food. So for them
the so-called “contact poisons” are used.

They are not really poisons in the sense that

the above are, but are capable of causing

death by direct contact, through asphyxiation

or smothering. 1 he most convenient and

effective of these <s nicotine extract. It comes

in several degrees of strength, some as high as

forty per cent, nicotine. It also forms the basis

of a number of trade-name compounds. A
high per cent, of nicotine is desirable. It is

used diluted with water; if by itself a little soap
is added to make the spray stick and spread.
It can easily be added to a wet arsenate of lead

spray, both being applied at once; only the
nicotine must hit the insects directly, while the
lead remains on the foliage to be eaten later.

Kerosene emulsion is used for the same pur- '

pose. A stock solution may be kept on hand,
making it a convenient spray.

1 he root-workers and the borers are more
difficult to get at. Lime, nicotine extract, and
special preparations poured about the roots,

first removing the top soil, are sometimes help-

ful, but by no means sure. Badly infested

plants should be removed and burned. A top-

dressing of nitrate of soda, with cultivation’ and
slight hilling up, and irrigation if possible, to

stimulate strong new growth should be given,

as the attack is usually transient, and the
plants may outgrow it if they are not de-

stroyed. The squash vine borer may be taken
out by slitting the stem lengthwise on one side;

after which the wound and several joints

beyond it should be covered with moist soil.

Strawberries and other plants attacked by the
large white, or june beetle grub may be taken
up, the grub destroyed, and the plant trimmed
back and reset.

FORESTALLING THE CUT WORM

The cut-worm is a chewer, but not of the

regular type. He eats through the stem of the

plant, or a branch of it if the stem is too large,

destroying the whole plant or branch for the

fewT bites he gets out of it. So that, even if he

could be got by poisoning the plants, he would
have done his damage before succumbing.
The cutworm is particularly harmful to newly
transplanted plants, and to young seedlings.

If you will dig carefully around a cut off plant

early in the morning, the culprit can usually be

unearthed. But the only way to head him off

beforehand, is to trap him under small pieces

of shingle or board over night, on newly pre-

pared surfaces ready for planting, or to use a

poisoned mash before as well as when planting.

A combination of these methods will greatly

reduce the damage they will do. The mash is

made of one quart of wheat bran, a teaspoonful

of white arsenate of Paris green, and a tea-

spoonful of molasses, mixed with enough

water to make a moist mash, to be spread

around toward night fall in small quantities.

THE BEST TO BE DONE WITH DISEASES

The various fungous diseases which attack

some vegetables and flowers are known as

mildew, blight, and rust, or

anthracnose. No satisfactory

“remedy” has yet been dis-

covered, Bordeaux mixture,

or lime and sulphur prepara-

tions, used before the disease

starts, and applied frequently

A type of dust gun for use with dry powders.

The long tube gives adequate reach
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enough to keep new growth covered, are help-

ful in preventing and controlling all of these

things. Fortunately they can be used in con-

nection with arsenate of lead, making a “com-
bination ” spray which, if used systematically

on plants likely to be attacked, will ward off

both injury by eating insects and by blight or

rust. Spraying should be begun early in the

plant’s development, and repeated as often as

required to keep up with the growth.

SIMPLE AND COMPLETE PROTECTION

For real garden protection—as a complete
insurance against insect and disease injury

as can be had—the following simple plan

which is not expensive considering the pro-

tection afforded, is probably the best that can
be followed.

On all plants likely to be attacked by either

eating insects or disease, use a combination
arsenate of lead and bordeaux preparations

at intervals of ten to fifteen days,

whether any trouble is in sight or not. This
list would include: beans, cucumbers, melons,

potatoes, squishes, and tomatoes. In addi-

tion to this, a forty per cent, nicotine extract

should be kept on hand to add to this spray
on the first sign of plant lice, or other sucking

insects-

Or, if more convenient, the bordeaux-lead

spray may be applied in powder form, with a

dust gun; and the nicotine kept on hand for

instant use when required, as at the first ap-

pearance office on peas, melons, or cabbage.

These precautions, with a good sprayer or

dust gun, kept in perfect- condition, and
cleaned and oiled like a repeating rifle, will

enable the gardener to “ do his bit” creditably

in fighting the insect and disease enemies in

his garden, which are, this year at least,

enemies of his, country.

Do Sprays Cause Any Injury?

BY ALDEN FEARING, MASS.

TN THE course of my experience as an
amateur orchardist, I have run up against

some perplexing questions regarding the spray-

ing of apple trees. In seeking answers to

these questions I consulted several fruit

For gardens of any size the portable barrel sprayer will be
found serviceable as it holds a quantity of material

growers of experience, several state experi-

ment stations, and the U. S. Department
of Agriculture. The resulting correspondence

has proved of considerable value to me, and
may perhaps be useful to somebody else.

I shall have room to give only brief excerpts

but the net result of these opinions is, I think,

conclusive.

A timely question is as follows:

Does the use of bordeaux mixture as a

fungicide, with or without lead arsenate, tend

to russet the fruit ? •

This has bothered me a great deal, for I

have had considerable trouble with the rus-

seting of fruit, particularly Rhode Island

Greenings and young trees just coming into

bearing. To secure a combined insecticidal

and fungicidal effect, I used a compound of

bordeaux mixture and lead arsenate. The
advice of other fruit growers led me to suspect

the bordeaux as the cause of my trouble, and
I sought expert advice.

In the first place, the manufacturer in-

sisted that the bordeaux was not responsible.

He said:

“ I have seen fruit rusted just as badly where lime and sulphur
have been used as where bordo-lead have been applied. I

have also seen apples rusted where the trees have not been
sprayed at all, which was due to the hot sun after a rainy spell.

It is the climatic conditions with the insecticides tnat causes the
trouble in almost every case.”

Mr. H. L. Frost, who has conducted exten-

sive experiments in his orchards at Littleton,

Mass., writes:

“My experience, based on observations carried on for the
last five years, has been that when we have an excessive amount
of moisture during the early summer, rusting of the fruit invari-

ably occurs on certain varieties of apples. This rusting is quite
materially aggravated by spraying, both with bordeaux mix-
ture and lime and sulphur, possibly to a slightly greater ex-

tent where bordeaux is used. During these five years there
have been two years when the weather conditions were such
that the rusting was very bad, especially 1916. In 1912 I

found a large number of apples badly rusted which had never
been sprayed. I also found the rusting much worse in tjie

valleys than on the hilltops, which led me to believe that the
presence of fog was materially affecting the condition of the
fruit. If the spraying is done immediately after the dropping
of the blossoms, I do not believe the fruit will be much affected;

but if it is delayed, or if an application is made after the fruit

is pretty well formed. I believe, when there is an excessive amount
of moisture, the rusting will be increased. My conclusion is

that this injury to the apple is caused primarily by climatic con-
ditions, and is aggravated by spraying with any material,
possibly a little worse by copper fungicides. I would recom-
mend less spraying of certain varieties of apples with fungicides
during an extremely wet season, especially the Baldwin.”

From Mr. M. F. Barrus, of the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture:

“ Bordeaux mixture has been held responsible for the condi-
tion known as russeting which sometimes occurs on apples, es-

pecially of the light-skinned varieties. It does not always occur
when bordeaux is used, but it occurs so commonly that growers
were not at all reluctant to give up bordeaux for the lime-sulphur
solution, which does not seem to bring about so great an in-

jury.”

Prof. M. B. Waite of the same department
writes at considerable length, saying that
bordeaux may be safely used as a fungicide late

in the season, but not in May and June.

“It has been abundantly demonstrated that bordeaux
mixture, either with or without arsenate of lead, applied to

the young fruit and tender foliage of the apple, causes russet-

ing of the skin of the fruit and more or less copper poison-

ing, spotting, and reddening, and finally defoliation of the

leaves. We have had so much trouble with this that we have
finally abandoned bordeaux mixture entirely in our recommen-
dations for the early treatment of the apple.”

Mr. F. C. Stewart of the New York station

writes:

“ It is undoubtedly true that the russeting of apples is fre-

quently caused by the use of bordeaux mixture as a spray,
though weather conditions have much to do with it.”

From Professor Sears, Amherst, Mass.:

“I think there is no question whatever that bordeaux mix-
ture is likely to russet fruit. We have given it up as a summer
spray on apples.”

From E. H. Jenkins, director of the Con-
necticut station

:

For dusting on sulphur, dry bordeaux, arsenates, etc.,
there are many bellows. Middle one used for liquids

“I am quite sure that bordeaux mixture, used with arsenate
of lead or by itself, is likely to cause a russeting of the skin of
the apple.”

From Mr. Clinton, New York:

“WT

e are now recommending the bordeaux mixture 4-4-50
only for the first spraying on the unfolding leaves before tbe
blossoms open, in order to avoid rusting of the fruit which
would occur with later sprayings.”

For the later sprayings he recommends lime-

sulphur and lead arsenate.

Mr. Gourley writes quite fully on this point,

to the effect that he has seen the bordeaux
burn fruit so badly that the crop would have
been better off if not sprayed at all, though
this is not always the case. He also testifies

to the contributory effects of moisture, and
adds,

“Varieties vary a great deal in their susceptibility to this

injury. There is probably none that is worse than the Ben
Davis. The Twenty Ounce, Greening, Baldwin, and many
others are bad, while McIntosh, Rome Beauty, and some others
are very often not affected.”

He states that lime-sulphur has largely

superseded bordeaux in New Hampshire.
Mr. Woods also testifies to the varying

susceptibility of different varieties, stating

that on the Ben Davis bordeaux and lead

arsenate have invariably produced russeting,

leaf spotting, and partial defoliation.

I his whole question is summed up most
thoroughly in Bulletin No. 287 of the New
York Agricultural Experiment Station at

Here is a serviceable type of outfit—power pump with strong
container and a length of hose to reach well up the trees
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Geneva, on “ Bordeaux Injury,” by Prof.

U. P. Hedrick. Unfortunately, though I

have been able to secure a copy of this bulle-

tin, I understand that it is out of print.

1 remember that last year, when my russet-

ing was very bad, we had a great deal of rain

in the early summer. Rain, in fact, followed

our spraying at the time of the falling of the
blossoms. This may have had a good deal to

do with it. but I am inclined to think that the

best way is to omit the bordeaux mixture to

be on the safe side.

In conclusion, I might add that one of the

best monographs on the general subject of

spraying is Farmers’ Bulletin No. 492, on
“The More Important Insect and Fungous
Enemies of the Fruit and Foliage of the Ap-
ple,” by A. L. Quaintance and W. M. Scott.

Routing Our Common Foes
Lawson Melish, Ohio

I he aphis, (green, black, red, or other color

fly), may be held in check, and destroyed, by
frequent and thorough spraying with any of

the proprietary nicotine solutions or oily

emulsions which are offered by the seedsmen.
Spraying should be done before the leaves

of the plant curl, and care should be taken that
the solution reaches the under as well as the

upper surface of the leaves. Note: The little

red ladybug is the natural enemy of the aphis,

and is to be encouraged in her good work.

headway later in the season, all affected
leaves should be removed and destroyed, and
a thorough spraying given. Monkshood and
Delphinium which have been subject to black-
ened leaves, may be given mo successive
sprayings early in the season with bordeaux.
When Peonies blacken on the flower stems
and buds, a spray of this same solution, with
the addition of some of the dry bordfeaux
dug about the crown of the plant, should prove
effective. I used to think that the ants which
swarm over the Peony buds, were enemies,
but I have found that they do no harm to

either flower or plant, and they assemble only
to drink the sticky liquid exuded by the flower

bud as it unfolds.

Bordeaux is a thorough remedy for mildew
on most plants if applied in early stages.

Dusting powdered sulphur on the foliage and
about the plants is another excellent medicine.

1 he fatal Lily disease may, in a measure, be

checked, or prevented by shaking each bulb,

before planting, in a bag with some powdered
sulphur. If the bulbs are placed on their

sides, on a bed made of a trowelful of sand,

then covered with another trowelful of sand,

before the earth is thrown into the hole, proper
drainage will be insured so that the bulb may
not be subject to the disastrous decay.

It would be pleasant not to have to play

the loud pedal on all the ills and enemies of the

Rose. Two remedies for mildew, bordeaux
and powdered sul-

phur, have been men-
tioned in connection

with other plants.

Rosarians say with
emphasis that the fol-

iage of Roses should

not be sprinkled in

the evqping, as the

moisture retained on
the leaves over night

tends to produce mil-

dew. Early morning
is the time advised for

sprinkling. For black

leafspot—the cause of

blackening and pre-

maturely falling

leaves — spray with
bordeaux. For aphis

spray with some nico-

tine solution, fre-
quently and thoro-

ughly. For the ugly

black beetle which
finds the heart ofyour
choicest Roses its

most delectable food,

hand picking in the early morning, into a

pan of kerosene, is the surest method of de-

struction.

Of the larger pests, mice, moles and rabbits

are perhaps the most disturbing. Mice may
be discouraged from eating bulbs during the

winter, by planting with the bulbs a generous

quantity of moth balls. Moles are such soft,

pretty-coated little things that I hate to wage

war on them; but they do have an annoying

way of working under your best bit of turf,

or flower border, and, I must confess it, they

do chew up bulbs. Traps may be bought,

with directions for catching these little blind

creatures, or, if you can catch one at work
drive a sharp spade just behind his body and

bring him to light for execution. But if he

should escape the activities of your spade,

let it be said to his credit that he loves a diet

of grubs as well as bulbs, so you may, with a

clear conscience let him go in peace.

\X 7HEN the garden neophyte investi-
’ ’ gates the many perils and enemies,

which may attack her precious plants, she

is apt to become a confirmed pessimist, and
decide not to pit her feeble human efforts

against such odds; but, luckily no one
garden is visited by all the pests, and as I

have experienced in my own garden if pre-

ventive measures are used, few gardeners
will have serious trouble. There are certain

pests that each one of

us may naturally be
expected to meet at

some time in almost
any garden; and it is

of these that I speak.

For San Jose scale,

which seems to have
a penchant for fruit

trees, and the old

garden favorite Fire

Bush (Cydonia or

Pyrus japonica) as

well as many other

shrubs of allied fam-
ily the preventive is

to spray while the

trees are dormant
(January or Febru-
ary) with lime-sulphur

solution in any of its

forms. Directions for

mixing will be found
on the can. Be sure

that every part of the

tree is coated with
the solution; for, as

someone has said
“You may as well sit on the porch and rock,

as to spray anything halfway.”
Cutworms hide their fat gray bodies under-

ground, where they are hard to find; and they
have a most vicious habit of biting off the tops

of young plants. Three recipes for their

destruction are offered: A paste made of bran
sugar and water and flavored with paris

green lures them to their doom; as does

freshly cut clover soaked in arsenate of lead.

Either of these baits may be placed in small

and tempting piles about the surface of the

ground in the evening; or buried just under-
ground, near plants the cutworms seem to

have designs on. It is said too, by reliable

authority, that if two or three holes are made
with a sharp pointed stick, near the plants

which are being attacked, these stupid worms
will fall in and as they are not able to get out,

they may then with ease be dug out and de-

stroyed.

For use with the regular hose—this holder into which car-
tridges are inserted is practical for small quantities

The wretched black beetle which mobilizes

his columns just as the Asters promise their

best, may (according to my experience) be
sprayed to his Waterloo, with frequent and
thorough applications of a weak solution of

paris green.

Wire worms are the ugly little grubs, less
'

For field crops there are many types of sprayers on wheels embodying and bettering the idea shown here. Some are quite

elaborate machines

than an inch long, which look like bits of rusty

wire, and which do considerable damage to

the roots of plants. They may be vanquished
by using the same clover bait saturated with

arsenate of lead, which was recommended for

cutworms: or by digging tobacco dust into the

ground around the attacked plants, which
drives them elsewhere!

Hand picking is the most effective way of

ridding one’s place of the troublesome bag-

worm, which hangs on trees and bushes its

pendant cradle of larva, which later hatch

into the destructive worms which feed on
many kinds of trees, both evergreen and de-

ciduous.

Spraying with bordeaux mixture is advised

for the following troubles: Hollyhock plants

affected with rust, or with the disfiguring red

spot on the undersides of the leaves, should

be sprayed in April and again in May, or if the

rust is not discovered until it has gained
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•EED YOUR PLANTS
and they’ll feed you!—ISi

This year—more than ever before—re- |

turns from the garden count! For best

results, constant fertilization is just as
jj

essential as cultivation. If, when ferti-

lizing, you supply plant-food that plants

can absorb quickly, bigger crops are

sure to follow.

Natural Humus |
is nature’s own plant food. Scattered along

the rows in liberal quantities and “hoed in,”

it will stimulate development of vegetables, g
hasten their maturity. Sow it in the rows of

July-made gardens! Before replanting ex-

hausted rows, replenish their fertility with jj
Commercial Humus. Its effect on trans-

planted plants like lettuce, beets, celery,

cabbage, etc., is most remarkable, at low cost.

6—100 lb. Bags $5.00
Shipped by freight. No charge for bags.

Order to-day or send for descriptive literature.

NATURAL HUMUS CO.
52 Vanderbilt Avenue New York

Plants Guaranteed
by Specialists

Wo
We specialize in the choicer varieties of new
hardy plants generally not ob-

tainable elsewhere in this coun-
try. Whether discovered here or

in Ireland or in Japan, we nearly

always secure novelties quickly.

Because of our thorough
methods in propagating, all

plants we sell are guaranteed
true-to-name.

Unique Catalogue FREE: Full of facts

about the best hardy plants which an ideal

soil and climate plus human skill can pro-

duce. Let it acquaint us. Write NOW.

WOLCOTT NURSERIES Jack.on, Michigan

cott’s
for

Hardy Plants

SUNDIALS
Real Bronze Colonial Designs

From $3.50 Up
Also Bird Baths, Garden Benches. Fountain
Sprays and other garden requisites.

Manufactured by

The M. D. JONES CO.
72 Portland St. Boston, Mass.

Sendfor illustrated Price-List

INGEEPOSFS
Sturdy as Oaks 1V\/iJJuiJ
Dingee roses are always grown on their own roots

—and are absolutely the best for the amateur planter.

Send to-day for our

“New Guide to Rose Culture” tor 1917
—it's free. It isn't a catalog—it's a practical work on rose

growing. Profusely illustrated. Describes over 1000 varieties

of roses and other flowers, and tells how to grow them . Safe
delivery guaranteed. Established 1850. 70 greenhouses.

THE DINGEE A CONAKD CO., Box G37, West Grove, Pa.

ORCHIDS
Largest importers and growers of

Orchids in the United States
Send twenty-five cents for catalogue. This amount will be refunded

on your first order.

LAGER & HURRELL
Orchid Growers and Importers SUMMIT, N. J.

BIRD HOUSES
Our Folder illustrating the best, most successful and largest

line on the market, is Free. Write to-day and compare values.

CHICAGO BIRD HOUSE CO., 709-11 So. Leavitt St., Chicago, III.

This shows what happens shortly after weeding by hand. The weeds have
been only temporarily checked and soon grow again. Just one application of
Atlas and all those weeds would disappear permanently— for the whole year.

-
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wlU ckan up Kill the Weeds

Now is the time. Weeds mar
the appearance of drive-ways,

paths, walks, gutters, tennis
courts—everywhere.

Hand -weeding is costly and

must be done over and over again.

Besides, labor should be put to

more productive work.

The answer is Atlas Chemical

Weed-Killer. It comes in highly

concentrated liquid form. You
mix it with 20 parts water and

apply in sprinkling can. Atlas

enters the plant at the surface and
soaks down to the deepest root.

Weeds die in a few days and the

ground round about is sterilized

for all season.

One gallon of Atlas Weed-Killer
keeps 600 sq. ft. clean for the

whole year.

Sample offer

We will furnish you a trial 2 qt.

can ofAtlas Weed-Killer on receipt

of $1.00 and this coupon, prepaid

if you mention your dealer’s name.

fSpAS W££D-K1LL£R
Grass and Weed-Killing1 Chemical

Something new—LAWN SILICATE

Kills weeds in lawns without injury to the grass.

A chemical in powder form. Invaluable for every x
.

home, estate or club that has a lawn or turf /
tennis court. Write for full details

n£-
c°a°

4.V >V

Have You Gardening Questions? Experts

will answer them free. If a plant fails, tell us about

it and ask help from the Readers’ Service.

rIRONACE
Farm, Garden and Orchard Tools

Answer the farmer's big questions.

How can I get my crops sprayed when
help is scarce? How protect my crops

against bugs and blight?

IRON AGE Sprayer
meets the peed for a fast-working, high-

pressure field sprayer Covers 4 or 6 rows

—

55 or too
gal. tank. Write to-

4 or b r07L’S* <

day for free booklet.

B ATEM AN
M’F’G CO.

VS. po* 350

t
Grenloch.N.J.

'Vi Y V-hY'sVf
' V

'HE Readers’ Service can help you
find a country or suburban home

Watering Problems
ffMKmmSolvecl for GoodtBmmm§

Summer droughts hold no terrors for the gardener who en-
lists the help of a good watering system. The following
Skinner equipments water automatically and correctly, are fj|

of simplest construction and are easily moved about.

“Peacock” Sprinkler waters an area 15 ft. x 60 ft.

“Lawn Mist” Sectional Sprinklers water 20 ft. x 40 ft.

“Portable Automatic Oscillating” Sprinklers cover B
strips 50 x 60 ft. wide and up to 250 ft. long in one operation. jj

Sprinklers for every need at prices to suit any purse. Des- |g
criptive literature on request. We are sole agents for J§
eastern districts for Skinner Irrigation Co.

THE CLOCHE CO., 131 Hudson St.,N.Y. |

/
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Japan Bamboo Stakes
Last from year to year

INVISIBLE GREEN COLORED
For your Gladioli. 1 .ilies. Roses. Herbaceous plants,

etc. Stakes are heavy pencil thickness

:.o 100 1000

2 ft $ .30
3 ft. long 40
4 ft. long 50
5 ft. long 60
3 ft. Natural color .35
6 ft. Natural color .50

$ .50 $ .75 $5.00
.75 1.25 8.00
.85 1.50 10.00
1.00 1.75 12.00

> .60 1.10
.85 1.50 12.00

Natural color HEAVY stakes 12 25 50 100

4 ft. $ inch diameter up S .60 SI.25 $2.00 $4.00
8 ft. Extra heavy J to 1 inch 2.00 4.00 8.00 15.00
The heavy stakes are especially adapted for DAHLIAS, young trees,

wherever strong support is needed.

H. H. BERGER & CO., 70 Warren Street, New York City

Just a little

“patch” will yield
these luscious
berriesallsummer

Strawberry plants set out this

summer will bear abundantly
next year. Complete cultural

directions are given in our

Midsummer Garden Guide

_ —also valuable information
Arthur /• about Seasonable Seeds,

Boddington Co., Inc• Bulbs for fall planting, insecti-

Dept. G. cides, implements, etc. Write

128 Chambers St., N. Y. for a copy, to-day.

An Iris Garden

Of Oriental Glory
June and July are the glory months in

my gardens. I he Japanese Irises are a

riot of color now, the huge flowers and
lustrous foliage imparting eastern splendor

to my fields.

I want you to see them, to admire
them, to know them. Come to DeKalb
Nurseries any day (except Sunday). You
will be welcome. Send tor Catalogue.

AdolfMuller
Norristown,Pe>rtric\.

PEONIES
Aurora $1.00 Madame D’Treyeran ’

- $2.00
Baroness Schroeder •75 Madame Augusta Dessert - 1.00

Germaine Bigot 1.00 Madame Savreau 3.00
Gloire de Charles Gombault •75 M. Martin Cahuzac 2.50

Karl Rosenfield - 2.00 Mr. Manning •75

King of England (Jap.) 1.50 Petite Renee •75

La Fayette - I.OO Therese 3-50

Catalogue on request

H. F. CHASE Fernlea Andover, Mass.

Dahlias and Gladiolus

VISITORS WELCOME

Ralph Benjamin, Calverton, L. I., N. Y.

THICK SWOLLEN GLANDS
that make a horse Wheeze, Roar,
have Thick Wind or Choke-
down, can be reduced with

also other Bunches or swellings. No blister, no hair gone,
and horse kept at work. Economical—only a few drops re-

quired at an application. $2 per bottle delivered. Book 3M free.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.
162 Temple Street Springfield, Mass.

Planting for winter store—Battling with insects—Keeping the
garden fit.

PLANTING the crops is only one third
* of the work of the garden. Caring for

them requires vigilance on the part of the

gardener to conserve moisture by cultivation

during the dry months, watering thoroughly
when necessary and not spasmodically and
insufficiently, guarding against diseases and
insects by spraying.

Spray with bordeaux every two weeks for

potato, tomato, and melon blight. Put in

the bordeaux 2 lbs. of powdered or 4 lbs. of

paste arsenate of lead to 50 gallons of bor-

deaux. This destroys the beetles and worms
and borers that attack the vegetables. Begin
when the plants appear above ground, so as

to destroy the larvae and offset any disease.

Slug shot is a good insecticide for vegetables

if dusted on in the early morning when the

dew is on the plant, to make it stick. Use
bordeaux on beans and celery plants for rust

and for rot on grapes up to the middle of July.

Investigate currant and gooseberry bushes
for worms and dust with hellebore. Spraying
on roses should continue until the middle of

September. Lasher’s formula eradicates the
beetles. The formula is

100 gallons of water
15 lbs. fish oil soap
I pt. crude carbolic acid

It is best to spray when the leaf bud is just

coming out, to kill the larvae. This is also

good for insects on fruit trees.

Mildew on Roses, Phlox, etc., can be pre-

vented by sprinkling with flowers of sulphur

in the early morning and early in the season

on those plants that are subject to this blight.

Clean culture is a safeguard against disease

and insect pests; therefore, destroy all weeds
which breed insects and employ constant

nourishment in the way of liquid manure.
If plants are nourished and watered they are

le$$ liable to disease.

Corn smut and worms can be eradicated by
a dust spray at silking time into the tip of the

ear of 30 per cent, flowers of sulphur and 20 per

cent, arsenate of lead.

Examine the base of peach and plum trees

for borers. Their presence is indicated by the

exudation of gum. Follow this down into

the roots with a stout wire or sharp knife.

Push along vegetables by frequent applica-

tions of nitrate of soda, or liquid manure

—

especially cabbages for fall consumption.
Cultivate often, always two days after a rain

to prevent a hard crust forming above the

plants. A dust mulch is important and a

mulch of grass clippings at the base of Sweet
Peas keeps them cool and moist throughout
the hot days. A fine mulch of well rotted

cow manure can be placed around the Roses.

Do not stimulate them after August, however,

as they will make new wood which would be
too tender to withstand the cold of winter.

Summer pruning is most essential. Rotten
limbs can be more readily detected when the

trees and shrubs are in leaf. Go over the
orchard carefully to cut these away, also

suckers at base of trees and any superfluous

limbs so as to let in the air and sunlight.

Thin out the fruit if the limbs are over-

(Continued on page 332)

July, 1917

TREES AND PLANTS
The isolated, barren look of your garage will be overcome at small expense
by a few MOON trees and plants. Our Catalogue A-3 will help you

The Wm. H. Moon Company, Morrisville, Pa.
Phila. Office, 21 S. 12th St. White Plains, N. Y.
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Farr Says You Should
Order Dutch Bulbs Early
Hyacinths, Tulips. Daffodils, and other bulbs that come
from Europe, are likely to be scarce this fall. Probably you
can get them, but you must order early. Send to-day for

Farr’s 1917 Bulb Catalogue
make your selections, and place your order for bulbs at

once. I allow a discount of 10 per cent on orders received

before July 1. •

BERTRAND H. FARR
Wyomissing Nurseries Co.

104 Garfield Ave. Wyomissing, Penna.

ETERNITY METAL LABELS
A label with an indestructible ink that stays black

and can be read, without stooping, and will stand

through all seasons and weather conditions. We have

by study and a series of experiments developed the

zinc label known as The Eternity Label.
Prices Reasonable. Made by James Boyle & Son., Salem, Ohio

Pot Grown
Strawberry Plants
Plants set out in July and August will

give a good crop of berries next season.

All the best Varieties; pot grown.

25 for $1. 100 for $3.50 by express

Descriptive Catalogue mailed free.

W. E. MARSHALL & CO.
Seedsmen

166 W. 23d St. New York

Horsford’s
=

Cold

All the best old fash-
ioned garden flowers,

Hardy Ferns, Wild Flowers, Lilies,

etc. Our autumn supplement with

Ul/PSltllPr bargain list, bulbs for fall setting.
* ® valllCt Tulips, Daffodils, Crocuses, etc., ready

middle of August. Send us your
address and see what we can grow in
cold Vermont. Ask for Catalogue N.

F. H. HORSFORD, CHARLOTTE, VT-

Plants

lllllllllllll liiiiiiliiliitli

the conveniences of ample, high

pressure water supply any-

where in the home or garden. A
Enjoy
where in the

DEMING
AIR-PRESSURE WATER SYSTEM

makes your garden independent of rain at low cost. It gives

to the country home all the advantages of city water supply.

Booklet of installation suggestions gladly sent free

THE DEMING CO.
117 Depot St. Salem, Ohio

mm
If a problem grows in your garden write to the Readers' Service for assistance
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GOLD MEDAL GOODS

“HAMMOND’S SLUG SHOT"
USED FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN
A light, composite, fine powder, easily distributed either by duster,

bellows, or in water by spraying Thoroughly reliable in killing

Currant Worms, Young Potato Beetles, Cabbage Worms, Slugs, Sow Bugs,
etc., and it is also strongly impregnated with fungicides. |^"Put up
in Popular Packages at Popular Prices. Sold by Seed Oealers and
Merchants.

,HAMMOND'S SLUG SHOT WORKS, BEACON, NY.

For a pamphlet worth having on Insects

and Blights, write for pamphlet.

Our Products are sold by Seed Dealers and Merchants in U. S. and Canada

DREER’S
Mid-Summer Catalogue
offers the best varieties and gives directions

for planting in order to raise a full crop of

Strawberries next year; also offers Celery
and Cabbage Plants, Seasonable, Vegetable,
Flower and Farm Seeds for summer sowing,
Potted Plants of Roses, Hardy Perennials,

and Shrubbery which may safely be set out
during the summer; also a select list of sea-

sonable Decorative Plants.

Write for a free copy and
kindly mention this publication

Henry A. Dreer
Philadelphia, Pa.

American- Grown
TREES
and

EVERGREENS

YOU are invited to

visit our Nurseries

duringJuly and August,
when the trees andplants
are at their best, and
make your selection

for fall delivery.

Andorra
Nurseries
Wm. Warner Harper, Prop.

Box 100
Chestnut Hill

Phila., Penna.

Our catalog.

Suggestions for
Effective Planting,
on request.

Save EveryTomato
HTHE present food crisis stamps waste as a crime.

Expert gardeners estimate that 30% of all tomatoes

grown in home gardens are imperfect because of resting

on the ground. Nearly 15% goes to waste through

rotting or being chewed by insects. As the result you
lose 5 tomatoes per average plant or a bushel of fruits

from every dozen plants you grow. This terrible waste

is eliminated entirely by the use of

ig°e ivmnn Tornat°
Brothers lilv/l/LL Support

Substantially made of heavy galvanized wire. Good
year after year, if properly taken care of, easily put up.
quickly taken down, folded it may be stored in small
space.

Price $3.25 per dozen;' £13.SO per 50; £25.00 per

100, f. o. b. Brooklyn.

All Leading Seedsmen
Sell Them

If yours cannot supply, order

from us direct. Personal check
accepted. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Write us to-day for

Free Catalogue of lawn and
flower bed gu ards, tree guards,

trellises and other wire special-

ties for the garden.

Igoe Brothers
69-71 Metropolitan Avenue

Brooklyn, N. Y.

y
“How to

Grow Roses’

’

A delightful handbook for

rose lovers. Tells how to
plant, prune, spray, etc.

Editor Barron of the Garden
Magazine, says: “The book

f is a very thorough round-up of what the
amateur wants to know about roses.” Library

edition, 121 pages—16 in natural colors.

Sent postpaid for $1. Contains coupon
worth $1 with $5 order for plants. Order now.

CONARDbox roses
& Jones Co. 24 West Grove, Pa.

Rob’t Pyle, Pres. A. Wintzer, Vice-Pres

Rose Specialists

Backed by SO years* experience

“Suitableand SuggestiveThings”
required for

Beautifying Home Grounds

PERGOLAS
Garages with

Pergola Features
Lattice Fences

Garden Houses

IlltiS

When Writing enclose 10 cents in stamps and ask Jot
Catalogue *‘H-30**

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Factory and Main Office

2155-37 Elston Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.

ELastern Office

No. 6 East 39th Street

New York City

>
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Pot-Grown Perennials
WE have grown in pots some of

our choicest perennials, for
summer planting. Strong rooted
and healthy. Order some of these
for your own hardy garden!

Blue Spirea % .25 each $2.50 doz.
Torch Lily .25 “ 2.50 "

Larkspur .75 •• 7.50
*•

White Flowering Mugwort
$ .25 each $2.50 doz.

Sage .20 ** 2.00 “
,

Julius' Cor
Ai Tho Si£n of" The Tree

x 12, Rutk*

T
Hot-beds

-and CokMrames

H E latest word
in efficiency and

economy in Garden-
ing with Glass

Sash of all sizes carried in stock.

Small, inexpensive, ready-made Greenhouses
for summer delivery.

Suntrapz—the wonder working plant boxes

that come by mail.

Get our Catalogue of Garden outfits. Free

SUNLIGHT DOUBLE GLASS SASH CO.
927 East Broadway Louisville, Ky,

The Novelty Man

Charles H. Totty
Hardy Plants

a Specialty

Madison New Jersey I

THE most complete stock of

hardy plants in America. Illus-

trated catalog of hardy plants, shrubs,

trees and bulbs sent free on request.

ELLIOTT NURSERY COMPANY
326 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

SUN DIALS
Pedestals, Gazing Globes

Dials to order for any latitude. Guar-
anteed to record sun time to the minute.

Illustrated detailed information sent upon request

Aik Tor Folder C-2

E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., t-ZX"
Branches: Brooklyn, Detroit, St. Paul, Minne-

apolis, London, Paris.

(Concluded from page 328)

crowded so as to relieve the weight on the
limbs to prevent breaking and also to have
finer and larger fruit.

Early flowering shrubs should be pruned
now; these include Forsythias, Lilacs, Pyrus,
Spiraeas, etc.

FOOD CROPS FOR WINTER STORAGE

Plant this month succession of those crops
that have the highest food value both for man
and beast. Sweet potatoes are more nutritious

than Irish potatoes, are free from insects

and diseases, but need a sandy loam. They
can be stored in a cool cellar which has good
circulation of air. Beans and peas are rich

in protein and should be planted in large

quantities. They can be dried and stored in

attics in paper hags hung to the ceiling for

winter use. Continue to plant dwarf lima
beans, Burpee’s Stnngless snap beans, and
navy beans, Eclipse beet for table use, mangel
wurzel (rutabaga) beets for stock, late cabbage
plants and winter cabbage seed in cold frames
to be transplanted later. Plant celery plants

in trenches (see July, 1915 number of The
Garden Magazine).
Sow in a row, and quite thinly, Witloof

chicory. Thin out later to five inches apart

in the row. In the fall cut off tops to within

two inches of the crown, dig up roots and
pack in sand in a cool cellar; or leave in ground,
to be taken up throughout the winter as

needed. Take up a few at a time, pack in a

box in rich soil and water them and place in a

warm dark cellar or turn box over them to

keep dark, to sprout and blanch.

Sow thinly in rows Red-top turnips and sow
broadcast Large White Norfolk turnip for

salad. Sow latter part of month Norfolk
Savoy spinach. Sow broadcast cow peas
both for food and to turn under the vines for

green manure after peas are gathered. Sow
crimson clover on all garden plots that will

be unused during the winter. Sow rape for

hogs and sheep and mix Sunflower seed and
buckwheat and sow broadcast for chickens.

Sorghum is also valuable for stock sown broad-

cast, to be chopped up for feed or in rows
thinly, to develop into canes to crush out for

sugar and molasse sand the seed to mix with
feed for stock.

Jerusalem artichoke tubers should have
been planted in April like potatoes. 1 hey
can be kept in the ground all winter and dug
as needed. They are excellent as feed for

hogs and chickens but are also good as a table

dish creamed and especially good if pickled.

Plant late potatoes now; Green Mountain
is a good keeper. Plant if possible where the

early peas stood and if the vines were turned

under, the soil will be in fine condition for the

potatoes. Incorporate in the soil a good com-
mercial fertilizer.

Asparagus should be allowed to grow after

the first of June, a good layer of salt thrown
over the beds, which kills weeds and is other-

wise beneficial to asparagus. A good fertilizer

or well rotted cow manure should be scattered

over the beds and weeds kept down and the

tops cut off and burned before the seeds fall.

Plant cauliflower and brussels sprouts for

winter use. Transplant the Asters from the

cold frames to the flower border. I rim off

the weak shoots from Dahlias and pinch off

lateral branches of Chrysanthemums, making
one good strong plant. Feed constantly

with liquid manure. Keep aphis off by a

strong stream of water from the hose. Pinch

back Cosmos to make stocky, bushy plants.

J. M. Patterson.

DUTCH BULBS
are coming!

The Quality of “Diamond Brand” Bulbs of 1917 crop
promises to be superfine! We are not so sure about the
Quantity

,
but hope enough will reach us to go around.

Snecia I Off • To popularize the giant-flower\sircr . ing DAinviN tulips win
mail 12 blooming bulbs each of (TAKA BUTT, clear salmon

pink, PUIDK OF IIAAKLEfl. deep rose shaded
scarlet and (IKETCHEN. very light salmon, <£1
!{(» flm* bulbs in nil, postpaid for «pl

FREE:—Treasures of Bulbland
describes the choicest Hyacinths, Tulips. Daffodils,
etc. Delivery in September. Write for your
copy TO-DAY.

NETHERLAND BULB CO., 32 Broadway, N. Y.

Readers of who enjoyed

This Ernest H. Wil-

71 /f _ • son’s remark-
Ivlagazine kl f° able series or

articles, may now secure them in

book form with a chapter added

on the author s experiences in

exploring for the Dove Tree. We
are bringing out “Aristocrats of the

Garden as befits such a book in a

limited, numbered edition, bound

in heavy linen and green boards,

and with 16 full-page illustrations.

Boxed, Net $5.00.

i

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Co.
Garden City, New Yor\

OSES NEW CASTLE
—the most authoritative book on rose planting, cultiva-
tion and pruning ever published. Beautifully printed in
colors, this valuable guide gives special prices and tells
all about our famous Roses, Plants and Bulbs. It s the
lifetime experience of Americas largest rose growers.
You will be astonished at our low prices. Tells how
we prepay express charges anywhere in the U. S. and
guarantee safe delivery. Write to the Rose Specialists
for your copy to-day.

HELLER BROS. CO.. Box 621, New Castle, Ind.

CLASSIFIED
SALAD SECRETS, ioo recipes. Brief but complete. 15c by
mail. 100 Meatless recipes, 15c. 50 Sandwich recipes, 15c. All
three, 30c. B. H. Briggs, 456 Fourth Ave., Newark, N. J.

“HOW TO GROW ROSES”—Library Edition; 12 1 pages—16 in

natural colors. Not a catalogue. Price $1, refunded on $5 order
for plants. The Conard & Jones Co., Box 24, West Grove, Pa.

MR. ROBERT PYLE—the well-known Garden Lecturer and
Rosarian invites correspondence from garden lovers and societies.

Subject — “The American Rose Garden” illustrated with finely

colored lantern slides. Address: West Grove, Pa.

OREGON & CALIFORNIA RAILROAD CO. grant tends. Title

to same revested in United States by act of Congress, dated June q,

iq 16. Two million three hundred thousand acres to be opened for

homesteads and sale. Timber and agricultural lands. Containing
some of best land left in United States. Now is the opportune time.

Large sectional map showing lands and description of soil, climate,

rainfall, elevations, etc. Postpaid one dollar. Grant Lands Locating
Company, Box 610, Portland, Oregon.

SCOTCH GARDENER wants position as head gardener or superintendent on
private estate. Has thorough knowledge of every phase of gardening, especi
ally landscape and construction work. Twenty-one years' experience in both
Europe and America. Married, no children. Best references. Box 9,
Garden Magazine, Garden City, N. Y.

W’ATERWEEDS of all kinds are easily removed from lakes, ponds,
streams, etc., by the Submarine Weed Cutting Saw. Send for

particulars. Aschert Bros., W’est Bend, Wis.

The Readers' Service is prepared to help you solve your gardening problems
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Gardening

Efficiency
is largely a matter of correct tools for dif-

ferent purposes. After the garden is made,
results depend mostly on cultivation. It

kills weeds, aerates the soil and conserves

moisture. All this is done in the easiest

manner with the

Perfection Cultivator
The lightest cultivator on the market, hence easy to

operate. A perfect machine to do the job of culti-

vating completely; it cuts the weeds, pulverizes the
soil, throws the soil to or from the rows. Leaf-lifters

prevent injury to plants. A simple change of bolts

automatically adapts the machine to shallow or deep
cultivation, deep for use on loam or shallow culti-

vation on heavy clay. Of simplest construction and
strongest workmanship.

Any of 3 Sizes $3.50 each
No. 1, with two discs, on which 6 inch or 7 inch knives
may be used, will work rows, 9 to n inches wide.

No. 5J, with four discs, for use with 7%, 8% and 8% inch
knives, will do the work between n to 14 inch wide rows.

No. 8, with four discs, and 10 or xi inch knives, works 13 to

16 inches wide.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Order to-day
II —don't fight weeds the old-fashioned way. Descriptive

|!
circular free, as is also our catalogue of seeds for present

||
planting.

Leonard Seed Co.
226-30 W. Kinzie St. Chicago, 111.

S
OME heats, heat and reheat with the

same air. Such heats are dead air heats.

Other heats take fresh air from outside and

then proceed to burn out the freshness by

scorching its health giving oxygen. The

Kelsey Health Heat is a health heat, mainly

because it heats with freshly heated fresh

air, that is as full of tonic oxygen as all

outdoors. Noiseless, Leakless. Dustless.

Heats any room in any weather. As prac-

tical for an old as a new house. Can often

replace furnace heats and use same piping.

Send for booklet

T
he |(elsev
WARM AIR OEPERATOR |

232 James Street, Syracuse, New York

NEW YORK I03-P Park Avenue

CHICAGO — 2767-P Lincoln Avenue

DETROIT — Space 95-P Builders Exchange

BOSTON — 405-P Post Office Square Building

ENTERPRISE PROTECTIVE FENCE
protects and beautifies

An Enterprise fence is an unclimbable barrier—security against tramps,

prowlers, thieves and other undesirable persons. In addition to giving

ample protection, it beautifies and lends distinction to city homes, country

estates, etc., etc., and enhances property value.

Investigate—Send for Illustrated Catalog
Write to-day for illustrated catalog. It describes hundreds of styles, quotes prices, and ex-
plains our/ree offer to make a blueprint showing all details of fence needed to protect and
beautify your premises.

ENTERPRISE IRON WORKS, 2436 Yandes Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

Specialists for 33 years in All-Iron and
ITon-and - Woven - Wire protective fencing

Send to-day for

this catalog

Dog Kennel No. 4 Poultry House for 200 hens—J units No. 3 Poultry House for JO hens

HODGSON PORTABLE HOUSES
The Hodgson poultry and dog houses enable you to take qare of the stock with the least amount of trouble. This dog kennel is well-

ventilated, sanitary and storm-proof. The poultry houses are made of red cedar, vermin-proofed, and are absolutely complete inside.

All neatly painted and made in sections that can he quickly bolted together by anyone. Send for illustrated booklet.

E. F. HODGSON COMPANY Room 31,1

You will certainly appre-

ciate a

GREENHOUSE
or CONSERVATORY
next January and Now is the time

to build it.

Send for descriptive literature and
let our experts work your ideas

into practical plans. No Charge
or Obligation of course.

King Construction Company
368 Kings Road, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

All The Sunlight All Day Houses

BRANCH OFFICES:
New York, 1476 Broadway
Boston, 113 State Street

Scranton, 307 Irving Avenue
Philadelphia, Harrison Bldg:. 15th and Mar

ket Streets

WiX-

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing— and we will, too.
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Are you “ doing your bit’' in the
garden by growing vegetables for

yourself and country? If you are,

suggestions below will help you pro-
vide additional crops for Fall and
Winter. This also is the eleventh
hour call for the man with land, but
no garden, to start one. July-made
gardens are very profitable. Below
we offer the seeds you need to make
them and two free books to help you
succeed. For the country’s sake

—

and your own—get busy! Write and
order—Right NOW.

Seeds to Sow Now
(All prices postpaid)

Beans, Bountiful—most productive green-pod, Pkt.
15c.; Pt. 30c.

S. IA W. Co's Favorite—green-pod, white geeds for

winter use, Pkt. 15c.; Pt. 35c.
Sure Crop Stringless IVax— yellow podded, very pro-

lific. Pkt. 20c; Pt. 35c.

Beets, Detroit Dark Red—best all round, Pkt. 10c.;

Oz. 20c.

S. U* W. Co's Model Globe—extra fine quality, Pkt.
15c.; Oz. 25c.

Carrot, Danvers—a selected, heavy'-yielding strain,

Pkt. ioc.; Oz. 30c.

Com, Metropolitan — for planting until July 15th,
Pkt. 15c.; Pt. 25c.

Golden Bantam—plant first week in July, \ Pt. ioc;
Pt., 20c.

Kohlrabi, White Vienna—earliest, keeps well. Pkt.
5c.; Oz. 25c.

Lettuce, Wayahead—butterhead for late July plant-
ing, Pkt. ioc; Oz. 25c.

Salamander—butterhead to sow at once, Pkt. 5c.;

Oz. 20C.

Peas, Little Marvel— bears fine crops in fall, \ Pt.

15c.; Pt. 25c.

Thomas Laxton — taller growing, as prolific, 5 Pt.

15c.; Pt. 25c.
Radish, Chartiers—best for summer, Pkt. 5c.; Oz. ioc.

California Mammoth Winter— keeps well, Pkt. 5c.;

Oz. ioc.

Turnips, White Milan—ready in 60 days, Pkt. 5c.;

Oz. 15c.

Purple Top White Globe—keeps splendidly, Pkt.

ioc., Oz. 15c.

Rutabaga, S. 15 W . Co’s Long Island Improved—a se-

lected strain of exceptional value. Pkt. 5c.. Oz. 15c.

Order direct from this **Advt .**

Provide More Beets, Carrots,

n

.

Kohlrabi, Turnips
Koot L,rops and Rutabagas as

offered above, will play a most powerful part

in our national food program. For years we
have advocated their more extensive use.

For years we have pointed out the advan-
tages of having cellars well-stocked with these

excellent Winter vegetables. Varieties offered

above are our personal choice—we know them
to be dependable croppers and powerful
“cost-of-living” reducers.

Seasonable Plants
for Quick Results

It is still time to “catch up” with the season by en-
listing the help of our well-rooted cabbage, caulihower,
celery and other plants for immediate setting out. Cor-
rect varieties for the different seasons aje provided.
Write for list.

Insecticides of all descriptions, for July use, also

fertilizers, irrigation and watering accessories in a com-
plete assortment.

Two Free Books to Help You
Besides selling seeds, etc., we make it our business to

help customers to make them grow and yield the ex-
pected crops. Our Midsummer Catalogue is a complete
guide to the work of the season, besides offering the
seeds, plants and accessories for midsummer gardens.
“ Vegetables for the Home Garden” is the most unique
booklet, of the season, gotten out under “ war pressure.”
It accurately and thoroughly deals with vegetables
growing in all its phases, during different seasons. It

answers many questions on the subject. Both these
“helping hands

1
’ are free. Send for them.

Stumpp&Walter Co
3

.

0
^newy^rk

'* 1

COMING EVENTS Q
wLUB ^SOCIETY NEWeX

y- Timely Topics—

,

« I

Meetings and Lectures in July

(Following dales are meetings unless otherwise specified)

3 .

5.

6 .

7-8

9.

•Minnesota Garden Flower Society at Wild Flower
Garden, Glenwood Park, by announcement.

Lenox. Mass., Garden Club.
New Bedford, Mass., Horticultural Society.
Lake Geneva, Wis., Gardeners’ & Foremen's Associa-

tion.

Garden Club of Pleasantville, N. Y.
Marshfield, Mass., Garden Club.
Garden Club of Lawrence, Lawrence, L. I Lecture:

Small Trees and Shrubs Suitable for the Garden.
Pasadena, Cal., Horticultural Society.
Rumson Flower Show, Sea Bright, N. J.
Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston, Mass.
Sweet Pea Exhibition.

American Sweet Pea Society, Boston, Mass. Annual
Exhibition.

Park Garden Club, Flushing. L. I.

Rochester, N. Y.. Florist Association.
New Rochelle, N. Y.. Garden Club.
New York Florists' Club, New York City, N. Y.

10-11 Lenox, Mass , Horticultural Society. Summer Show.
11. Short Hills, N. J., Garden Club.

Lenox, Mass., Horticultural Society.
Nassau Co. Horticultural Society, Glen Cove, L. I.

Westchester, N. Y., & Fairfield, Conn., Horticultural
Society.

Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., Horticultural Society.
14-15 Horticultural Society of New York, New York City,

N. Y. Exhibition and Lecture.
Lenox, Mass., Garden Club.
Marshfield, Mass., Garden Club.
Pasadena, Cal., Horticultural Society.
California Dahlia Society, San Francisco, Cal.
Park Garden Club, Flushing. L. I.

Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., Horticultural Society.

13 .

14.

American Rose Society at Washington

TT WAS a great gathering of rosarians at

the Arlington Testing Gardens on June 4th.

The judges noted the following Roses as

worthy of special mention:
Teas and Hybrid Teas: Laurent Carle,

Gruss an Teplitz, Lieutenant Chaure, Mary
Countess of Ilchester, Mme. Paul Euler,

Dorothy Page Roberts, Mme. Jules Graver-
eaux, Lady LTsula, La Tosca, Mrs. Wake-
field Christie-Miller, Lady Ashtown, Gustave
Grunenvald, Countess of Gosford, Koenigin
Carola.

Dwarf Polyantha: Katherine Zeimet, Baby
Tausendschoen, Ellen Poulsen, Mrs. Wm. H.
Cutbush, Baby Dorothy,TriompheOrleanaise.

Climbers: Countess M. H. Choteck and
Bess Lovett.

Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, Carl

Vrooman, spoke earnestly on the general out-

look, and while impressing upon his hearers

the solemnity of the national crisis he urged

at the same time that the task be approached
on a sane and not hysterical basis.

“Nothing will go on the same as usual. I

do not object to an occasional flower garden
being plowed up for the sociological effect of

it. Roses and flowers are something we need,

that we must have; they are a part of our war
programme as well as our peace programme.
But even more than these things must we
have the fundamental essentials of living.

As much as I love Rosts, if it were for me to

choose between Roses and bread I believe

I would take the latter, and so would you,

but that time has not come, and I hope it

never will.”

Peony Society at Philadelphia

TT'HE meeting and exhibition on June 13th

and 14th met local conditions favorably

and there was a first-class display of blooms.

In particular, the following were of superlative

quality: Jubilee (Pleas), Walter Faxon
(Richardson), Martha Bulloch (Brand), and
the European La Cygne.
The visitors were enabled to see a splendid

bloom of the yellow Hybrid Tree Peony La
Lorraine, from Mr. Farr, which is a butter-

yellow with maroon-red base to each petal.

If you CAN’T go to the

front you CAN join

THE
AMERICAN
RED CROSS
The official relief organization of the

UNITED STATES

Become a subscribing ($2.00)

member and receive

The

Red Cross
Magazine

Do This Part of Your Duty Note!

AMERICAN RED CROSS
Washington, D. C. c. m, 7-17

(If you prefer, address your loealchapter)

Gentlemen:

I hereby enclose the sum of

$ for membership in the

American Red Cross in the class

checked below, my membership to

include a year’s subscription to the

Red Cross Magazine.

Name .

The new and greater manual
that will keep you in perman-

ent touch with the doings of

the Red Cross on the battle-

fields of war-torn Europe and
in the work of civilian relief

at home.

Address

MEMBERSHIPS
Subscribing
Contributing

#2.00

S-oo
j

f Payable

[
Annually

Sustaining 10.00
>

Life 1 One

Patron .... 100.00 ([ Payment

The Readers * Service will gladly furnish information about Retail Shopi
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“Love your gardeji andwork

in it and let it give you what

it surely will of sweetness,

health and content.”

—Louise Beebe Wilder

in “My Garden”
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ThePocket Garden Library
Edited by LEONARD BARRON, Editor of the Garden Magazine

The first pocket color guides to popular garden favorites—hardy annuals, herbaceous peren-
nials, shrubs, evergreens and greenhouse plants. A help to the home gardener and nature lover

; |
a key to open up a new world for those who have not yet learned the joy of knowing the
secrets of growing things.

I SUMMIT
V^LL«N*Wrt'-r,,AU/

fvnirr

| <*|iWJIIUWUS
f'OCKTT n/jtUES LIBRARY

k\ GARDEN FLOWERS%
SPRING

b ELLEN EDDY JHAW
>,tr* fly LEONARD HARAO)

N

You need no longer plan your garden blindly, or guess at the names of the plants and flowers

you see. Here is the information in four convenient and beautiful little volumes—one for

each season of the year. More than eight hundred popular garden flowers are shown in their

natural colors in a series of illustrations made for these books by the best plant portrait paint-
ers in America, and each flower is described, and directions are given as to how, when and
where to plant.

GARDEN FLOWERS of SPRING
By Ellen Eddy Shaw

GARDEN FLOWERS of FALL
By Ellen Eddy Shaw

GARDEN FLOWERS, of SUMMER FLOWERS of WINTER Indoors and Out
By Ellen Eddy Shaw By Montague Free

Flexible linen, each, net, $1 .25. Flexible leather, each, net, $1 .50. 4 volumes, flexible linen $4.50 boxed. In leather, net, $5.50.

At All Bookstores

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, N. Y.

THE WORTH KNOWING SERIES
Each volume covers the most interesting American varieties of the subject discussed. They
contain 192 illustrations, 144 in color. Each, Net, $1.60. Four Volumes, Net, $6.00.

BIRDS WORTH KNOWING, By Neltje Blanchan.
BUTTERFLIES WORTH KNOWING, By Clarence M. Weed.
TREES WORTH KNOWING, By Julia Ellen Rogers.
FLOWERS WORTH KNOWING, Adapted from Neltje Blanchan ’s works by

Asa Don Dickinson.

“After All Kipbng is Kipling,

and there’s only one.

Who has brought us such fresh news of

the ways of men? I felt that again as

I read the fourteen short stories in the

new Kipling volume, ‘A Diversity of

Creatures.’ ” (From a Kipling Lover).

Green Cloth and Red Limp Leather

Published by

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York

A Something new :

l| “ALL-CROP"

WmARMOGERM
|jmf Fertilizer Bacteria

Uip Dr. Earp Thomas’ latest and greatest

LtJf contribution to Soil-Bacteria Culture.

“All-Crop” Farmogerm is an extension of

the well-known benefitsof FARMOGERM
(the standard inoculation for Legumes) to

all field and garden crops, fruits vegetables and
even flowers. It is a composite culture of 37
different strains of seed and soil bacteria. W ill

supply bacteria to increase the yield of any
crops and enrich the soil in nitrogen, obtained

by the germs from the air. Costs only $1.50

per acre. Buy All-Crop Farmogerm to-day.

Read of the wonderful things
“
All-Crop” Far-

mogerm will do for your soil in a circular we will

be glad to send you Free. Write for it to-'day.

EARP-THOMAS FARMOGERM CO.
Dept. C Franklin Street Richmond, Va.

Dahlias
The Brockton Dahlia Farm is again

to the front with the largest and best

collection of Dahlias in the United
States. All new roots, tagged, and
true to name. It will pay you to give

me a trial order—try me and see.

Catalogue free.

W. P. LOTHROP
East Bridgewater Massachusetts

A^OUR garage is most satisfactory when
-*• its hardware is especially designed for

garage use.

Stanley Garage Hardware
is a complete line of equipment for your
new garage.

Send to-day for free illustrated catalogue

THE STANLEY WORKS
NEW BRITAIN CONN., U. S. A.

Fairfax Roses
Do you want an abundance of roses all

summer? Then plant Fairfax Roses. They
are grown slowly under natural conditions
(not forced) will bloom the first season for

you under ordinary care, and will be a con-
stant delight for many years.

Book on request giving instructions as to
the proper method of growing roses.

W. R. GRAY
Box 6 Oakton, Virginia

Brand’s American
Peonies

The peonies which bear the name of Brand
have been selected for individual character and
quality from half a million seedlings, bloomed
through a period of twenty years.

We try to have something new to interest the
collector every year.

We consider some of our creations to be as

fine as were ever produced. The eagerness with
which they are being sought by collectors every-

where convinces us that we are not alone in

our views.

They are Northern Grotvn, thoroughly
American and vary in price from 75c to $25.00
per root.

Write for catalogue to

BRAND PEONY COMPANY
540 Lumber Exchange Building

Desk B. Minneapolis, Minn.

Advertisers will appreciate your mentioning The Garden Magazine in writing—and we will, too
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INSIDE
THE

GARDEN HOME
JAMES COLLIER MARSHALL

'll

FURNISHING THE PORCH FOR SUMMER
Mr. James Collier Marshall, Director of the Decorating Service of The Garden Magazine’s Advertising Dept., will solve your problems of home
decoration—color schemes, hangings, floor coverings, art objects and interior arrangements, making purchases at the most favorable prices.

This service is free to our readers. Address inquiries to “Inside the Garden Home,” The Garden Magazine, 1 I West 32nd Street, New York.

THERE are as many ways of decorating a sum-
mer porch as there are different types of porches

to decorate, though in every case the ideas of

restfulness in the matter of color scheme and actual

physical comfort as to furnishing are common to all

types and are found in the same manner; that is, by

careful forethought and pre-arrangement.

Like schemes for the interiors, the color should be

decided upon first. Open porches are so exceptional

to-day that they need not be discussed in this regard.

In the enclosed porch, that is, those glazed as well as the

screened ones, the outside finish of the house forms one

wall of the sun room. However, if this were an en-

closed porch, I should not hesitate in changing its tint

or even texture to suit my taste in color. For if the

wall is not absolutely satisfactory, no amount of fur-

nishing will be able to make it restful.

Let us assume that this is a rectangular room, about

16 x 20, with two doors, giving into it from the living

room; three sides opened with casement windows fully

screened, to be left open most of the time. This means
that your woodwork inside must be painted to match
the wall. Usually this is a distemper, either putty,

gray or a grayish white. Yet, if there is much light,

this very light paint is liable to be trying and if one is to

have any comfort, the curtains must necessarily be kept

drawn, a condition quite out of the question in hot

weather. Hence, we must tone down our walls to suit

the amount of light, using cool colors instead of gray or

white. There is nothing more beautiful than apple

green for this use. And white walls, with sky-biue

trimmings are remarkably fine. One of the nicest porches

I have seen in recent years was white—one whose very

high ceiling was brought down by painting it a splendid

sky-blue. Against the white wall was arranged an

old-fashioned long settee, painted the same luminous

color, decorated with white, flanked by a white and blue

striped wicker table and chair, the latter being cushioned

with a cretonne that lent color while exactly working

into the scheme This blue and white, with dashes of

flowered cretonne was carried throughout most success-

There is a full-blown summery feeling in this fine cretonne, $1.15,
whose rich and fresh colors are ideal for sun room use

A reed table with a solid wood top is a real need for the summer
porch. This one striped blue and white, costs $15. Chair $11.50

fully. Of course, it was most unusual, but all the more I
wTorth while because of that.

Imagine what one can do by combining one of these I
gay colors with white. And there is no reason why one I
shouldn’t paint the wall and woodwork green. Just be- I
cause it isn’t commonly done is no reason for not follow- II

ing out our tastes. The thing we should regard is I

whether it is in good taste and appropriate.

Apple-green is the only color one can endure to paint I

the whole wall. Not only will one endure but enjoy it
|

very much. If this is done, a selection of sober furniture I

is necessary. Instead of getting all wicker, choose some I

wood finished in the oak that seems a trifle green. I

Several such pieces, lightened by some natural wicker I

or cane, will make the porch perfect.

Stripes are good too, though one must be very careful I

j

of their use in a summer porch. Indeed, they are J
much the best thing one can put into a room that is 'I

lacking life and spice.

Columns have been written about hangings for the |fl

sun room, sun porch, summer porch, etc. I am of I

the opinion that the shading of every porch is an
individual bit of business and must be so worked 1

out.

One cannot, without suffering, hang shades and net I

curtains in a summer porch that has casement windows. I
But in the evening, when the awnings are up, there must I

be something to relieve the plainness of the casement. !

Hence, hangings—either of cretonne or some solid color .

—must be hung. I have seen khaki (plain, stencilled,

and embroidered with worsted), used to splendid effect, i

Also dark blue denim is effective—the green of this

weave also being good. Surprising as it may be, the l‘

old blue and white striped mattress ticking makes a

stunning hanging, especially where the woods are I

finished natural. The putty colored figured patterns 1

used for ticking are also very good, especially those J
having the running vine patterns in blue. 1 he great

advantage of these materials is that they do not fade I

and can be put into the hands of the most merciless I

laundry with greatest success. Nothing hurts them.

The porch with green painted walls should have a good deal of oak furniture. This oval

table, with curved benches, can be converted into a bench by raising the board ,.

The porch needs a comfortable writing desk and
chair This one stained, costs $30. Chair $14
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TPADCMAPA BCG U lP«TOrE JUST WHAT YOU WANT FOR AN UP-TO-

DATE MOVABLE POULTRY YARD

Iron Fence a Modern Necessity
GET OUR BOOK

I
RON FENCE protects lawns and flowers, increases
property values, compels cleanliness. It keeps chil-

dren safe from automobile speed maniacs and pro-
tects careful drivers from careless children. There are
many imperative reasons why you need

fCWARf
IRON FENCE
TheStandardoftheWor/d "

Write for our De Luxe Book of Modem Architectural
Designs in Iron Fence. Gates, and Lawn Furniture.
Exact styles to harmonize with special types of archi-
tecture found in modem residences, country estates,
town houses, public and commercial buildings.

This hoo^ « sent free. Get your copy to-day.

The Stewart Iron Works Company, Inc.
655 Stewart Block CINCINNATI, OHIO'

“ The World’s Greatest Iron Fence Builders"

“1

BHi
Tree Health

We not only cure trees, but we keep them
healthy. Experts in fertilizing, mulching, spray-
ing and pruning, as well as cavity treating,

bracing, bolting, etc.
*• The Bartlett Way " is safe and sure. Repre-

sentatives everywhere. Send for “Tree Talk,”
the tree-lovers’ manual.

THE F. A. BARTLETT COMP \NY
638 Main Street Stamford, Conn.

Beautify Furniture
Protect Floor and Floor Coverings
from injury by using

Glass Onward Sliding
Furniture Shoe

in place of casters.

If your dealer will not supply you
write us.

ONWARD MFG. CO.
MENASHA, WIS. DEPT. T

“BUFFALO” Portable

PORTABLE;/ Poultry Runways are
neat and easy to handle
and erect; simply push
legs into ground. Made

from 1 5 inch diamond mesh, heavy galva-
nized wire fabric and galvanized round iron

frames with i inch galvanized Hexagon Net-
ting along bottom, 12 inches high, strong and
durable, last a life time. Can be moved to

other locations at will. Greatest thing on the
market for young chicks or duckling runways or
can be used for grown chickens, ducks, geese,
etc., and make any size yard you wish. Can also be used
to advantage for enclosingsmall vegetable garden plots, etc.

Standard size sections as follows: „ . ,

Price, each section

7' long x 5' high . $3.75
a'6"“ X5' “ gate 1.60
8 ' “ x 2' 2.00
6' “ x 2' “ 1.60

Above prices effective April jst, igi7. F.O.B. Buffalo and are/or orders con-
sisting 0/ six section r or more.

Sizes mentioned above can be shipped from stock immediately. Special sizes made
to order on short notice.

Send money order, check. New York draft or currency by registered mail and we will
send you one of the greatest articles in existence for poultry or dog kennel purposes.

Booklet No. 67-A will be sent upon request. ENLARGED VIEW
Place a trial order to-day, we know you will be well pleased.

BUFFALO WIRE WORKS CO. (^te’lona) 467 Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.

Would you like a group of Big Evergreens to beautify
your lawn—NOW?

'T'HEN send for our catalogue, which gives you expert advice.
-t From its photographs, diagrams and price lists you can easily order a group

of these cheerful evergreens that will exactly meet your needs.
The healthy, dense foliage of Hicks Evergreens shuts off the sight, noise

and dust of the street and effectively screens unsightly views.

We have evergreens for large and small hedges, foundation plantings,
specimen trees or re-foresting an estate. Hicks .

Evergreens have vigorous root systems which are Hardy Flowers — Roses
protected by shipping in a large ball of earth Grown in pots . Ready
—canvas wrapped and roped to wood platform.

1 1 o ship. Send for list.

Box M
Westbury.L.I.
Phone 68

Hicks
Trees

save to years Hicks Nurseries

OF ALPINES AND ROCK
PLANTS from the rugged slopes

of the Rocky Mountains will con-

dense more joy into a small space

than any other style of Fall Gar-
dening. The list includes rare and
choice varieties of Anemone, Co-
lumbine. Clematis, Delphinium,
Gentian, Evening Primrose,

Pentstemon. Yucca, Hardy Cacti,

and many others not commonly
cultivated, all hardy and easily

I grown.
Besides native plants, we grow

and catalogue all the best orna-

mentals for the Northwest, in-

cluding trees, shrubs, evergreens

and hardy flowers. Either cata-

logue free.

Rockmont Nursery, Boulder, Colo.

Start a Fernery
Brighten up the deep, shady nooks on your lawn, or that dark porch corner—just
the places for our hardy wild ferns and wild flower collections. We have been
growing them for 25 years and know what varieties are suited to your conditions.
Tell us the kind of soil you have—light, sandy, clay—and we will advise you.

^ GILLETT’S Ferns and Flowers
will give the charm of nature to your yard. These include not only hardy wild

ferns, but native orchids and flowers for wet and swampy spots, rocky hillsides
and dry woods. We also grow such hardy flowers as primroses, campanulas,
digitalis, violets, hepaticas, trilliums and wild flowers which require open sunlight
as well as shade. If you want a bit of an old-time wildwood garden, with flowers
just as Nature grows them, send for our new catalogue and let us advise you what
to select and how to succeed with them. We are glad to call on you and advise you
regarding woodland planting and natural gardens. Price for this is reasonable.

EDWARD GILLUTT, Box 3 Southwick, Mass.

Lutton Greenhouses
Give 100%
Satisfaction
Attractive
Efficient
Durable
Particu-

lars upon
request

WM. H. LUTTON CO.
263-269 Kearney Ave.
Jersey City, N. J.

Horticultural Architects and Builder.

Greenhouses

Conservatories

Cold Frames

Fdmund Wilxmx,Strawh.erries

Are as large as small oranges. This and the three other Van Fleet hybrid strawberries are marvels in size, beauty and
productiveness with the true wild strawberry flavor. They cover the whole season, from earliest till latest.

Lovett’s Pot Grown Strawberry Plants
Planted in summer or autumn, produce a crop of berries the following June. My booklet No. 2 on Pot Grown Straw-
berries tells all about them; how to prepare the ground, and cultivate. It accurately describes with truthful illustra-

tions the Van Fleet hybrids and a score of other choice varieties, including the best Everbearing Strawberries. IT’S
FREE. If you would have bigger and better Strawberries than your neighbors, plant Van Fleet Hybrids.

^Strawberry 'specicdis^ J- T. LOVETT, BOX 125, LITTLE SILVER, N. J.
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Rupture Need Not
Keep You From
Your
Favorite
Sport

D,OES your
rupture bar
you from the

exercise which you
used to enjoy when
physically sound?

There is a way by which
you can enjoy the sports
now denied you. It will

be found in the Brooks
Rupture Appliance.
Many a ruptured person, with this aid, is

following practically all of the pursuits of
an entirely well individual.

Because the Brooks Rupture Appliance is made
to the individual measure of the wearer, it fits per-
fectly. Because it fits perfectly it gives complete
support to the injured portions, permitting one to

enjoy any exercise not too violent. Because of its

soft pneumatic cushion, it adheres to the flesh and
slipping is impossible.

Ordered by War Department
The Brooks Rupture Appliance has been ordered
for the past nine years by the United States Depart-
ment of War. The Surgeon-General in referring to

the Appliance states that the Examining Surgeons
have “certified in each case that the Appliance was
satisfactory.” Hundreds of Brooks Rupture Appli-
ances have been sold to the War Department, but
never has one been returned to us as unsatisfactory.

It will be very easy for you to obtain one of these

appliances on free trial to test its worth. If you are

not entirely satisfied with it your money will be
cheerfully refunded. And the price you will find to

be remarkably low. Remember, we are a sanitar-

ium, not a factory.

Use the coupon. Use it now.

BROOKS APPLIANCE COMPANY
Manufacturers of Orthopedical Appliances

275 State Street Marshall, Mich., U. S. A.

I should like to receive, in a plain wrapper and without
obligating myself in any way, full details concerning the
Brooks Rupture Appliance.

Name

Address

City. State

.

MEND, IT TODAY IO<

MORE FRUIT from your trees if^ou keep
them free from San Jose

Scale, Aphis, White Fly, etc., by spraying with

GOOD'S»oSFISH OILSOAP N93
Kills all tree j>ests without injury to trees. I-ertili^es

soil and aids healthy growth.

CD UC < >ur valuable book on Tree and
l I\LL Plant Diseases. Write today.

JAMES GOOD, 2111-15 E. Susquehanna Ave., Phila.

July, 191'

TOWNSEND’S
TRIPLEX

The public is teamed nol to purchase

mouers infringing the Toicnsend Patent

No. IJ09.5I9. Dec. 19th . 1916

The Greatest Grass-

cutter on earth, cuts a

swath 86 inches wide

S. P Townsend & Co. 1

23 Central Ave., Orange, N. J. j

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the waves
One mower may be climbing a knoll, the second skimming a level and the third paring a hollow.

Underground Garbage Receiver
installed at your home—means less danger from infantile pa-

ralysis germs. Act NOW—for your protection. Eliminate the dirty garbage pail. Be-
fore buying send for our catalogue. It will pay you.

12 years on the market Look for our Trade Marks Sold direct factory
C. H. STEPHENSON, Manufacturer, 40 Farrar Street. Lynn, Massachusetts

IRISES—A Specialty
We are offering all varieties of Germanica or Tall bearded Irises,

priced at 15c each at $5.00 per 100: all varieties priced at 25c at $8.00
per 100. This is just one half usual price and should be taken advan-
tage of by those who wish to get Irises for beautiful mass effects in
planting around your gardens and lawns.

All stock carefully packed and labeled. Don’t fail to include 100 or
more of the grand Irises in your orders. Catalogue on request.

THE GARDENS
Erith N. Shoup Dayton, Ohio

School of Horticulture for Women
AMBLER, PA.

Two years’ practical and theoretical course
in Horticulture Next entering class for
diploma students January 15, 1918. Fall
course of ten weeks for amateurs begins
September 11th Write for particulars
Early registration advised
Elizabeth Leighton Lee, Director, Box 105

3d
EVERGREENS

WHEN you want some especially fine
* * evergreens, the kind that have been
neither coddled nor forced; but possess that
much-sought-for sturd\ constitution, result-
ing from growing in the rugged climate of
New England; then come to us. No finer
trees can be found anywhere, or more rea-
sonably priced. Send/or Catalogue.

672 Adams St.

North Abington, Mass.

SHRUBS
^"OT just the ordinary run of shrubs, but^ ^ full rooted . Sturdy topped kind, that^jXJIXj you can depend on As for Rhododendrons,

have an exceptional assortment of both
native and imported hybrids. You will say
they are surely priced consistently.

Sendfor Catalogue.

Y: . ..« . -

lAEOmT
PoirERY
GIVES ENDURING CHARM

S
end for our illustrated-

—

'catalogue of Flower Pots.

Baxes.Vases.Benches. Sundials.

GazingGlobes, Bird Fonts and

otherArtistic Pieces for Garden

and InteriorDecoration.

GAEOmYTERRACoTrA (b.
3216 "WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA.

rIRONACE
Farm, Garden and Orchard Tools
Answer the farmers' big questions: How can I

grow crops with less help? How dig potatoes
with fewer horses and men? How save every
tuber l>efore the frost and in time for the best
market?

Iron Age Pot^fmgeer
will dig your potatoes in two-thirds the usual
time. Sa\es two horses for other work. Oper-
ated by 4% H. P. air-cooled “New Way**
Engine you can stop the Digger and the
engine will clear the machine. Automatic
throw -out clutch prevents breakage. Engine
is quickly interchangeable for Iron Age En-
gine Sprayer. We also make three other
styles, one of which will surely meet your
condition. We make a full line of ix>tato

machinery Send for booklet to-day.

BATEMAN M*F’G CO.
Box 85N Grenloch, X. J.

Buy Your Greenhouse Ready-cut!
Wholesale prices. Comes glazed, in sections.
“Easybilt.” Erect it yourself. Any size. Highest grade
materials supplied complete. Shipped promptly anywhere.
Send for our Greenhouse and Hot Bed Sash Booklet. FREE. Write NOW'!

2328
Gordon-VanTine Go.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back

6296 Case Street

Davenport, Iowa

The Readers' Service u-iU gladly furnish information about Nursery Stock, etc.



WRIGHT WIRE CO.
Worcester,

"Skt&fry. Mass. srffflZ&k

' pXCELSIOR
RUST PROOF

FENCE
keeps these grounds beautiful

Keeps intruders out, doesn’t obscure
the view or keep light and air away from
the bushes, shrubbery, etc.

Made of heavy steel wires, held rigidly
together by the patented steel clamp. Rust
proof because galvanizedAFTER making.
Write for explanatory catalog B showing styles, sizes, etc.

Ask your hardware dealer tor EXCELSIOR Rust
Proof trellises, bed guards, tree guards, etc.

Use Flora-Tone for All

Garden and House Plants

_ Feed your plants with Flora- ng
% Tone and they will grow and gS
r bloom as they never did before,

pfafr. Flora-Tone is a clean, **flcS
odorless powder, contain- 'g
ing all the essential plant A
foods to promote healthy, jn

£ vigorous growth.

Convenient spout-top
b box, with directions for

use, 50c postpaid. In neat /fm
fj bag—a year’s supply for the X
f j

average home—$1.00 postpaid, fg

THE FLORA - TONE CO
LAKELAND, FLORIDA

BUY

because it» lasts longest. Hose seldom wears out—it

usually dies and falls to pieces. Cheap hose cannot last

because it is made of worthless compounds. BULL
DOC 7-ply hose lasts longest because there is plenty

of live rubber in it- Your dealer has it at 1 8c a foot
in 25 and 50 ft. lengths, made 5-8 in. with regular 3-4

in. connections. If he is out of stock we will fill your
order direct.

A 2c stamp will bring you our practical booklet,

“Making the Garden Grow.” You’ll like it.

Your hose will serve you best when equipped with a

“BOSTON” Spray Nozzle. Ask your dealer to show
you one. Be sure it is marked “BOSTON.”

BO/TON WOVEN HO/E & RU BBE R.
CAMBRI

9
1

1
19

1

ft
|

SB

Hardy Guaranteed
Trees and Plants

vVe guarantee our trees to make the growth
the planter has the right to expect. This
means: You plant our trees properly, give
them due care and attention, and then if any
of them fail to grow as you have reason to
expect, we will replace them without charge.

You are the judge of what you should expect.

“Inside Facts of Profitable Fruit
Growing” and “How to Beautify Your
Home Grounds” sent prepaid for 10
cents each.

WILLIAM P. STARK NURSERIES
Box 488, Stcuik Citytoo.

Do you want a cottage, bungalow, garage, play house,
screen house or any other small building for use this
summer? If so, don’t bother building—buy a Hodgson
Portable House. These houses come to you in sections
made of the best lumber, all finished, painted and fitted

—ready to put together in a jiffy by unskilled workmen.
Send for catalog. It tells and shows you everything.

E. F. HODGSON CO.
Room 228, 116 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

6 East 39th St., New York City



The Beautiful Transformation of

an Ugly Skyline Effect
The principal flaw in the top photograph is

the unsightly effect produced by dead branches.
Edged against the sky is a ragged, monotonous
outline in which there is a minimum of grace,
symmetry and beauty.
Now note the lower photograph— observe

what a wonderful transformation has been
effected by Davey Tree Surgeons!

All ugly, dead branches have been removed,
and artistic grouping has been achieved by the
elimination of certain unimportant trees and
bushes. What refreshing variety of outline is

now presented, what charm lies in its perfect
simplicity!

Possibly your estate offers similar opportuni-
ties for enhanced beauty—perhaps a little ju-
dicious artistry can bring out “hidden wonders”
of which you are now unconscious.
BUT—be careful to whom you entrust this

important work. Trimming and cutting, in-

correctly done, is dangerous. Thousands of
trees are lost every year because their owners
do not realize the degree of highly expert
knowledge and experience this work requires.
More than half the decay in trees is directly
traceable to improper trimming.

Take the safe course

—

—and put your trees in the hands of Davey
Tree Surgeons. Tree Surgery, as they practice
it, is scientifically accurate and mechanically
perfect—the result of the life study of John

Davey, “The Father of Tree Surgery,” aug-
mented and refined by the massed experience
of the greatest body of expert tree men the
world has ever known.
Davey Tree Surgeons are the only Tree Sur-

geons officially endorsed by the United States
Government. They have treated and saved the
priceless trees at the National Capitol, White
House, Naval Observatory, Fort Meyer,
Charleston (S. C.) Navy Yard, Annapolis Naval
Academy, West Point Military Academy, etc.
They are the only Tree Surgeons endorsed

by thousands of estate owners— prominent
men and women whose recommendations you
can. accept with complete confidence. And they
are the only Tree Surgeons who are backed by
a successful and responsible house, amply able
to make good in every instance, and not need-
ing, for the sake of temporary existence, to
sacrifice in the slightest degree its high stand-
ards.

Write today for free examination
of your trees

—

and booklet, “When Your Trees Need the Tree
Surgeon.” What is the real condition of your
trees? Only the experienced tree surgeon can
tell you fully and definitely. Without cost or
obligation to you, a Davey Tree Surgeon will
visit your place, and render an honest verdict
regarding their condition and needs. Write
today

The Davey Tree Expert Go., Inc., 1207 Elm St., Kent, Ohio
(Operating the Davey Institute of Tree Surgery)

Branch Offices with telephone connections: 225 Fifth Avenue, New York
2017 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia 450 McCormick Bldg., Chicago

Permanent representatives located at Boston, Newport, Lenox, Hartford, Stamford, Albany, Poughkeepsie, White
Plains, Jamaica, L. I., Morristown, N. J., Philadelphia, Harrisburg, Baltimore, Washington, Buffalo, Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati, Louisville, Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City. Canadian

Addres s : 22 Victoria St., Montreal.

Davey Tree Surgeons
FOR SAFE TREE SURGERY

Every real Davey Tree Surgeon is in the employ of the Davey Tree Expert Company and the public is cau-
tioned against those falsely representing themselves.

From Mr. Lisle R. Beardslee

,

Wilmington , Delaware

“The work done by your com-
pany upon an old tree in my
yard is very satisfactory and a
remarkable demonstration of
what can be accomplished by
the scientific methods followed
by your concern.**

From Mr. Arthur Heurtley ,

The Northern Trust Company

,

Chicago, 111.

“The work done on my trees
by your foreman and his asso-
ciates has been very satisfac-
tory, so much so that we have
been at considerable pains to
canvass the neighborhood so as
to give the boys some extra work
while in the vicinity.**

From Mr. Wm. R. Kenan, Jr.,
Lockport, N. Y,

“Some twelve or fourteen
years ago while visiting at my
sister’s summer home at Ma-
maroneck, N. Y., I saw your
father with a very large corps
doing tree surgery on that place.
It impressed me so forcibly
and, in later years the results
were so convincing that, upon
the purchase of this place, I

concluded to have your com-
pany do such work as was nec-
essary here. The work has been
entirely satisfactory.”

JOHN DAVEY
“Father of Tree Surgery* 1
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Allison, Inga M. K., article by, 132
American Civic Association, 102

American Gardens, English Material

for, 185
American Hort., Organization in, 166

American Rose Society, 166

American Sweet Pea Society, 166

Andrews, D. M., article and photo-

graph by, 184

Andromeda floribunda, 16*

Andromeda glaucophylla, 16

Andromeda polifolia, 16*

Andromeda speciosa, 16*

Angell, H. E
,
photographs by, 134

Annuals, Premier of All, 166

Antirrhinum gibraltarica, 118

A. P. S., article by, 39
Aphids on Your Plum Tree? 164*

Aphis, cabbage, 10

Apple borer, 56
Apple trees, borers in, 10

Apples, Topworked, 184
Apples, wormy, 36
Arbutus, Trailing, 16

Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi, 15

Ardisia, 133*, 158
Arnold Arboretum—What It Is and

Does, 122*

Amy. L. Wayne, article by, 160

Artemisia lactiflora, 18*

Association, American Civic, 102

Association, Woman’s Farm and
Garden, 166

Aster?—Why Does the Beetle Attack

>
This, 1 17

Asters, 17*

Asters, dwarf, 17*

At the Turn of Winter, 165*

August cover, Cashing in

Authorized Statement of the Asst.

Secretary of Agriculture, 9
Ayer, H. D., photograph by, 51

Azalea, Indian, 159*

Baskets filled with vegetables, 12*

Bastin, S. Leonard, article by, 118*;

photographs by, 90, 118, 120

Battlefield of a Year Ago, A, 79
Bayberry Candles, Recipe for, 172

Beach, S. A., article by, 184

Bean, Bush, 197*

Bean support, 80*

Beans, 10, 92*, 197*

Beans, covered with cloth, 57*

Beans on Strings, 80*

Bearberry, 15*

Beech collection, 123*

Beetle; Why does it attack this

Aster? 1 1

7

Beetles, fruit-tree-bark, 56

Beets, 10, 98, 197*

Beets, storing, 85*

Beginner's Garden, The, 188*

Begonia, Gloire de Lorraine, 133*

Begonia, Winter, 159
Berry Cane, 195*

Berry, Partridge, 16

Big Events for St. Louis in 1918, 104

Binders, Irises as Soil, 117

Bird Bath, 118*

Bird Bath. A Home-Made, 150*

Bird—Brown Thrasher, 154*

Bird, Cedar, 155*

Bird Garden, 153*

Bird House, 155*

Bird, Indigo, 154*

Birds, Encouraging the, 153*

Birds, Shrubs attractive to, 154
Blackberry Plant, n
Blackcap Raspberries, How to Get
New Plants of, 96

Blacklock, M. E., article by, 6

Bloom, Spring Planting for Summer,
201*

Blooming, After—What? 158*

Blue, A Touch of, in the Fall Garden,

IS*
“Bog” Gardening with Native

Plants, 89*

Bog Rosemay, 16

Boilers, 127*, 128*

Books, A Glance at the Garden, of the

Year, 136
Borers, 10, 11, 56
Box Huckleberry, 16

Box, Tulips in the Window, 41*

Brassey-Brierley, Charlotte, article

by, 39
Bright Flowers, January cover
Brooklyn Botanic Garden, photo-
graph by, 89

Brooks, John A., photographs by, 14
Broomstick Scratcher, 40*

Broomstick Scratcher, Comment on
the, 131

Browberry, 16

Brown Thrasher, 134*

Budding and Grafting—How they are

done, 48
Buddleia, New, from Seeds, 117
Buddleias; Why they Die, 119
Bugs, Spraying Kills Young Squash,

28

Bulbs, 120*

Bulbs Assured, Some, 104
Bulbs for Twelve Months, Indoors
and Outside, 43*

Bulbs Forced in a Greenhouse, 60
Bulbs, Gladiolus, 163
Bulb Planter. 41*

Bulbs. Various. 139
Burke, Anna M., article and photo-
graphs by, 158

Bush Bean, 197*
Bush Cherry, New Chinese, 80*

Bush, Spindle, 16

Bushes, borers in quince, 11

But. Be Reasonable, 183
Button, H. F., article, by, 86

Cabbage, 197*

Cabbage Aphis, 10

Cabbage, Chinese, 40*

Cabbage in a trench, 83*

Cabbage Worms, 10

Cactus, 133*
Calopogon, purple, 91*

Can You Cook a Potato? 134*

Canadian Yew, 16

Candles, Recipe for Bayberry, 172

Cannas, 163*

Canning?, Is the Fireless Cooker
Used in, 117

Canning Kohlrabi, 40
Canterbury Bells and Foxgloves,

Wintering, 119
Capsicum, 139*
Carrots, 10, 98, 197*, 198*

Carrots, storing, 85*

Cary, J. H., article by, 117
Cashing In, August cover

Cashing-In the War Gardens, 11*

Catalogues, Getting the Best out

of the. 197*

Cauliflowers, 98, 198
Cedar Bird, 133*

Cedar of Lebanon, 123*

Celery, 198
Celery, New Method of Wintering, 80

Celery Culture, More About Inten-

sive, 41

Celery, storing, 83*

Cercidiphyllum japonicum, 125*

Chafers, Rose, 96
Chamberlain, John W., article by, 6

Cherry, Jerusalem, 138
Cherry Leaves, blistered, 56
Chinese Bush Cherry, New, 80*

Chinese Cabbage, 40*

Christmas Dollar, Making the most
of the, 151

Christmas Gifts for the Gardener, 131
Christmas Spirit of 1917, December

cover/by J. P. Verrees
Clark, F. L., article by, 5
Clarke, H., article by, 28

Clearing up for Winter, 1 20
Climbing Hydrangea, 185*

Club & Society News, 24, 64, 102,

138, 167, 208
Coal, Various Ways of Saving, 196
Coldframe, 43*, 137*
Collards, Extravagance of, 186
Color, Fall; in the Rock Garden, 118
Color of Pansies, and Hot Weather, 98
Combinations, Practical Vegetable,

132
Comment on the Broomstick

Scratcher, 151
Compost heap, making a, 55
Conservation, crop, 9
Conservation, personal pointers for, 13
Conveniences for the Cottage, 30*

Corn, 198
Costich, Edwin H., article and photo-
graph by, 15

Cotoneaster hupehensis, 124*

Cottage, Conveniences for the, 30*
Cottontails, We Love Our, 6
Cover crops, 58
Cover crops, when to grow, 9
Cover Design, August, by J. P. Ver-

rees,

Cover Designs, October, November,
and December, by J. P. Verrees

Cover Design, January, by HAV.Ortlip
Cover Design, September, by E. D.
Drake

Covering lettuce with cloth, 57*
Crabapple, 123*

Craftsman Woodpecker, The, 167
Craig, W. N., articles by, 97*, 129*

Cranberry, Mountain, 16

Crops, packing root, 93*
Crop Conservation and Distribution, 9
Crops, cover, 38
Crops, Making Real Use of the Gar-

den’s, 132
Crooker, Orin, photograph by, 134
Crops, Present Sowing for Extra

Early, 93*

Crops, profitable, that can be grown
under glass, 129

Croton, Reedii, 133*
Cucumbers, 10, 198
Cultivation, Saving Labor in Land, 21

Currants, 51*

Currants, Why so Few? 3
Cutworms, 36
Cyclamen, 139*

Cyclamen, My Experience with, in

the House, 170

Daffodils and Tulips Planted Late, 149
Dahlia Festivals, 64
Dahlia Tubers, 162*

Darwin Tulip—Did it disappoint? 3
Day, Curtis Fisher, article by, 40
Daylight Saving, We Want, 183
Day-lily, Lemon-yellow, 53*

Dean, Mrs. J., article by, 117
December Cover, The Christmas

Spirit of 1917, by J. P. Verrees

December in the Greenhouse, 163*

December in the South, 168

December preparations, 152
Delphiniums, 17

‘

Destruction of Fruit Bearing Trees,

140*

Did the Darwin Tulip Disappoint? 5

Difficulties solved by a teaspoon, 7

Downer, II. E., article and photo-

graph by, 185

Drainage; why it is important indoors,

130
Drake, E., September cover design by

Drosera intermedia, 90*
Drug Plant Growing; Is it Practical?

160

Drying fruit, 26
Dunbar, John, article by, 6*

Duffy, S. R., articles by, 30, 119
Dugmore, A. R., photographs by, 90,

!54i I 55
Durand, Herbert, article by, 79

Early Start, Fall Plowing for an, 136
Early crops, Present Sowing for extra,

95
*

E. E. S., article by, 118
Egg-plants, 57*

Eldredge, Arthur G., photographs
by, 52, 123, 163

Electricity for Heating Frames, 125*

Encouraging the Birds, 133*
English Material for American Gar-

dens, 185
English Primrose, 151*

Epigaea repens, 16

Essay, Mr. Duffy’s, 118
European Grapes for America, 79
Evergreen shrub, 32*

Evergreens, Native; Suitable For
Ground Covers, 15*

Evonymus obovatus, 16

F-xford, Ernest C., article by, 5
Exhibition Season, The, 138
Experience with Cyclamen in the

House, 170
Experiment with the Potato. An, 184
Experimenting with Hunnemannia.

149
Extravagance of Collards, 186

Fairchild, M., article and photo by, 40
Fall Canker Worm, 36
F’all Color in the Rock Garden, 118

Fall Garden, Touch of Blue in the, 131

Fall Made Lawn, 41*

Fall Planting. 51*, 81

Fall Plowing for an Early Start, 136
Fall Sown Sweet Peas, 80
F’arrington, E. I., article by, 40*;

photographs by, 40, 122, 123, 124
Fay, Albert E., article by, 186

February, Flowers in, 117
F'erns for House Plants, 118

Fertilizer, Gallinaceous; Handled in

a Practical Way, 50
Festivals, The Dahlia, 64
Fetter Bush, 16

Few Facts, A, 117
Fireless Cooker; Is It Used in Can-

ning? 117
Florists; What They Will Offer in

Holiday Plants, 133*

Flower Roots, Wintering Tender, 162

Flower on November cover—Oncid-

ium varicosum
Flowers, Bright; January cover

Flowers Every Month, 6

Flowers for the July Garden, 201*

F’lowers in February, 117

Food Administration, Message from

the, 93
Foliage, slugs on pear, 10

Food Administration Poster, 9
Food and Home Economies That Can

Finance the War, 54
Food From the Greenhouse This

Winter, 97*

For the South, 26, 62, no, 136, 1O8,

204
Forcing Bulbs in a Greenhouse, 60

Forest Hill Road, 123*

Foxgloves, Wintering Canterbury

Bells and, 1 19
Frame, 47*

Frames, Electricity for Heating, 123*

French Orchardists. Helping the, 140*

Fresh Vegetables; Using them wisely,

126

Frost, protection from, 37
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Fruit Bearing Trees, Destruction of,

140*

Fruit, dried, 26

Fruit, Planning for—This Year and
After, 1 1

2*

Fruit-Tree-Bark Beetles, 56
Fruiting Shrubs, Two; for the Home

Garden, 79*

Fruits and Vegetables; Using them
wisely, 87*

Fuel Problem, Solving the, 196
Fumigator, Home-Made Potted Plant,

184*

G. W. A., article by, 41
Garden, Touch of Blue in the Fall, 151

Garden, backyard, 92*

Garden, bird, 153*

Garden Books of the year, A Glance
at the, 156

Garden Club Journal, International.

15°
Garden debns, use of, 96
Garden Efficiency, Water to Increase,

J3*

Garden Enemies, 28

Garden, Fall Color in the Rock, 118

Garden, Flowers for the July, 201*

Garden; getting it under glass, 130*

Garden Home, Inside the, 30*, 108*,

174*

Garden “Movies No. 1, 189*

Garden Products Stored for the

Winter, 83*

Garden, Rose; for Portland, Ore., 24

Garden Soil, Making Next Year’s,

Better, 86

Garden, suburban, 55*

Garden, the August, 9
Garden, The Beginner’s, 188*

Garden, Patriotic, 9*, 55*, 93*, 191*

Garden, Two Fruiting Shrubs for the

Home, 79*

Garden, Methods of Scientific Man-
agement Applied to the Vegetable,

191*

Garden, Plans for Vegetable, 200,

201

Garden, War; Make it Attractive,

200*

Gardener’s Winter Pastime, A, 120

Gardening, “Bog,” with Native
Plants, 89*

Gardening for the winter, 42
Gardening from the Outside, 81

Gardening, High Pressure Vegetable,

100

Gardens Add $100,000,000 to Nation’s

Wealth, 93*

Garden’s Crops, Making Real Use
of the, 132

Gardens, English Material for Amer-
ican, 185

Gardens, rock, 45
Gardens, war, 11*

Garekol, S. H., articles by, 106, 136
Gaylussacia brachycera, 16

Gentian, Closed, 90*

Geraniums, 162*

Getting the Garden Under Glass, 130*

Geyer, O. R., article by, 93*
Gifts, Holiday; that the Gardener
Can Send, 172

Ginder, J. W., article by, 80
Gladiolus, 162*

Gladiolus Bulbs, 163

Glance at the Garden Books of the

Year, A, 156
Gloire de Lorraine Begonia, 133*

Goodwin, Frank E., article and
photographs by, 21, 22

Gooseberries, 51*

Grafting, 48
Grapes, 51*

Grapes, European, for America, 79
Graves, Nathan R., photographs by,

6, 16, 17, 18, 40, 51, 53, 80, 93, 150,

iSi. 153. 158, 159. J93
Great Hort. Meeting in New York, 24
Greenhouse, 43*, 97*, 128*, 129, 165*

Greenhouse Activities in December,
165*

Greenhouse bench, 43*
Greenhouse boiler, 127*

Greenhouse, Bulbs Forced in a, 60
Greenhouse, Food from the, This

Winter, 97*
Greenhouse Heating, Little Chat on,

127*

Greenhouse, Inside the, November
cover, by J. P. Verrees

Greenhouse That Isn’t Heated, 129*

Greenhouse; With Oncidium vari-

cosum, November cover; by J. P.

Verrees
Greenhouses, Hardy Primulas for

Unheated, 150*

Ground-Covers, Native Evergreens
Suitable for, 15*

Grubs, white, 56

H. G. R., article by, 117
Habenaria, 89*

Habenarias This Season, 79
Hall, E. J., photograph by, 53
Hammond, Benjamin, Portrait, 81

Handling Gallinaceous Fertilizer in a
Practical Way, 50

Hardy Primulas for Unheated Green-
houses, 130*

Hardy Yellow Rose, The, 117
Harris, Mrs. Floyd W., article by, 117
Harvest is Gathered, October Cover,

by J. P. Verrees

Has No Rival, 81

Heather?, Who Succeeds with, 5
Heating Frames, Electricity for, 125*

Heating, Little Chat on Greenhouse,
127*

Heating material, 125*

Hedge of Lupins, 39
Helenium, 33*
Heliotrope, 202*

Helping the French Orchardists, 140*

Hemerocallis citrina, 33*
Hopkins, W., photograph by, 133
Herbaceous Plants, Wintering, 39
High Pressure Vegetable Gardening,

100
Holes, flute-like, 10

Holiday Gifts that the Gardener Can
Send, 172

Holiday Plants, What the Florists

Will Offer in, 133*
Hollyhock Chain, The Topeka, 149*
Hollyhocks, 202*

Home, Inside the Garden, 30*, 108*,

04*

Home Garden, Two Fruiting Shrubs
for the, 79*

Home-made Bird Bath, 150*

Home-made Potted Plant Fumigator,
184*

Hood, G. W., article and photo-
graphs by, 13, 14

Horticulture, Organization in Amer-
ican, 166

Hotbed, 157*

Hotbed Frame 126*

House, Bird, 133*
House, My Experience with Cycla-
men in the, 1 70

House Plant, Marsh Marigold as a, 7

House Plants, Ferns for, 118
House, Some Good Things for the

Small, 108*, 174*
Flovey, E. von R., article by, 170
How Budding and Grafting are Done,

48
Huckleberry, Box, 16

Hunnemannia, Experimenting with,

149
Hydrangea petiolaris, 122*

Hydrangea, The Climbing, 185*

I Say: Sow Sweet Peas in the Fall for

Early Bloom, 47*

Importance of drainage indoors, 130
Indian Azalea, 159*

Indigo Bird, 134*

Ingredients, mixing soil, 131*

Inside the Garden Home, 30*, 108*,

174
*

Inside the Greenhouse, November
Cover, by J. P. Verrees

International G. C. Journal, no
Iris, Spanish and German, from seed, 5

Irises as Soil Binders, 117

Irises, Modern; That Outclass the
Old, 18

Irrigation systems. 13*

Is Drug Plant Growing Practical? 160
Is the Fireless Cooker Used in Can-

ning? 117

January Cover, Bright Flowers
January planting, 187
Jerusalem Cherry, 138
Journal, International G. C., 130
July Garden, Flowers for the, 201*

Juniper collection, 123*

Kains, M. G., articles by, 31*, 194*;

photographs by, 193
Kale, 10

Kalmia angustifolia, 16

Kalopanax ricinifolium, 123*
Keeping It When You’ve Got It, 83*

Kerr, G. W., articles and photo-
graphs by, 47*, 80;

Kift, Robert, article by, 133*
Kirkpatrick, E. L., article and photo-
graph by, 167

Knoch, A. A., article by, 117
Kohlrabi, Canning. 40
Kruhm, A., article by, 137*
Kunderd, A. E., Portrait, 81

L. B., articles bv, 64, 39, 40*

L. G. B., article and illustration by, 184
L. M., article by, 6
Labor, Saving, in Land Cultivation,

21*

Ladies’ Tresses, 90*

Land Cultivation, Saving Labor in,

21*

Larkspur, Moerheim’s, 18*

Late M. Vilmorin, The, 64
Late Strawberry Planting, 41
Laurel, Sheep, 16, 91*

Lawn, fall made, 41*
Lawns, 93*
Leaders of the Societies, 81*

Leaves, beautiful, 160
Leiophyllum buxifolium, 16*

Lettuce, covered with cloth, 57*
Lettuce, 10, 57, 98, 131*, 198*, 199*
Leucocrinum montanum, 184*

Leucothoe Catesbaei, 16

Lilies, Day, 53*
Lily, The Sand, 184*

Little Chat on Greenhouse Heating,
127*

Long and The Short, The, 184
Lounsberry, Alice, article by, 153*
Lupins, A Hedge of, 39

M. G. K., article by, 184
MacArthur, J. N., article by, 127*

MacCalbane, II. L., article by, 183
Mackay, A. W., article by, 117
McCausland, Arthur, article by, 184
McClelland, W., article by, 79
McCollom, W. C., articles by, 43*,

125*, 163*, 188*; diagrams by, 126;
photographs by, 43, 44, 43, 46, 49,

83, 85, 92, 95, 96, 97, 162, 163, 189
Machine, spray, 14*

Machines, 21*

Magnolia Salicifolia, 6*

Make Your War Garden Attractive,
200*

Making a Lawn in Fall, 41*

Making Next Year’s Garden Soil

Better, 86
Making Real Use of the Garden’s

Crops, 132
Making the Christmas Dollar Buy a

Dollar’s Worth. 151

Making the Smallest Quantity Reach
the Farthest, 191*

Malus theifera, 123*

Map of Convention Garden 1917, 24
Map showing earliest recorded frosts,

57
Maples, 124*

Marsh Marigold as a House Plant, 7
Marshall, James Collier, articles by,

30*, 108*, 174*
Meconopsis integrifolia, 118*

Meeting of Women Horticulturists

at Chicago, 104

Meller, C. L., articles and photo-
graphs by, 41, 135

Melons, 10, 198
Merrell, Nellie J).. article by, 6
Message from the Food Administra-

tion, 93
Methods of Scientific Industrial
Management Applied to the Vege-
table Garden, 191*

Milk-flowered Ragweed. 18*

Mixing soil ingredients, 131*
Modern Irises That Outclass the Old,

18

Moerheim’s Larkspur, 18*

Monkshood, 18*

Month’s Reminder, 7, 42, 81, 120,

152, 187
More About Intensive Celery Cul-

ture, 41
Morus acidosa, 80
Mulberry, 80
Mulching—Successful and Otherwise,

167*

Mushrooms, 98
Musser, M. J., photograph by, 199
My Experience with Cyclamen in the

House, 170
Myrtle, Sand, 16*

N. S., article by, 41
Nash, G. N.. map by, 24
Native Evergreens Suitable for

Ground-Covers, 15*

Native Plants, “Bog” Gardening
with, 89*

Neat Stake, 128
Nettelroth, Cleo L., article and photo-

graphs by, 130
New Buddleia or Summer Lilac from

Seeds, 1 1

7

New Hybrid Tree Peony, 40*

New Method of Wintering Celery, 80
New York Spring Show, 138
Northend, M. H., photographs by, 12

November Cover, The Greenhouse;
with Oncidium varicosum, by J.
P. Verrees

November in the South, 136
Nozzle, 14*

October Cover, The Harvest is Gath-
ered, by J. P. Verrees

Old-Time Southern Recipes, 26, 62
Oncidium varicosum—Flower on No-
vember cover

One Successful “War Garden” Ef-
fort, 91*

Onions. 57, 198
Operations, December, 152
Orchardists, Helping the French, 140*

Orchid, Fringed, 89*

Orchid, Yellow Fringed, 91* •

Orders of the Day, 96
Organization in American Hort., 166
Original Sundial, An, 118*

Ornamental Pepper, 139*
Ortlip, H. W., January Cover by
Out of Season Transplanting, 6

Pack, Charles Lathrop, article bv,

186
Packing root crops, 95*
Pansies all the Year in Tennessee, 39
Pansies, Color of, and Hot Weather,

98
Parsnips prepared for storage, 85*

Pastime, A Gardener’s Winter, 1 20

Parsnips, storing, 83*

Partridge Berry, 16

Patch, Edith M., article and photo-

graphs by, 164
Patriotic Garden, 9*, 55* 93*, 191*

Patterson, J. M., articles by, 26, 62,

no, 136, 168, 204
“Pay Your Money and Take Your

Choice,” 17*, S3*
Peach borer, 36
Pear foliage, slugs on, 10

Pear, Prickly, 135*

Pear Psylla, 36
Peas, 10, 57, 98, 198
Peony, A Yellow Tree, 40*

Peony La Lorraine. 40*

Peony, New Hybrid Tree, 40*



Peonies, Plant, in September, 49*

Peonies that Fit, 39
“Peonies that Fit,

-

’ Regarding, 79
Pepper, Ornamental, 159*

Pepper Vine, 184
Peppers, 198
Perennials, hardy, 17*, 53*

Pests, general attention to, 98
Peterson, W. J., photograph by, 133
Phloxes, 53
Pitcher Plant. 90*

Plan to Plant—The Call of 1918, 186

Planning for Fruit This Year and
After, 194*

Plans for vegetable garden, 200, 201

Plans, planting, 192, 193
Plant, a “leggy,” 118*

Plant, Drug, 160
Plant Fumigator, Potted Home-
Made, 184*

Plant Now—or Wait Till Spring? 51*

Plant Peonies in September, 49*

Plant, Pitcher, 90*

Plant, Plan to, 186

Plant, raspberry, n
Planter, A Bulb, 41*

Planting, August, 7, 10

Planting, December, 152
Planting, Fall, 81

Planting for the South, 110, 136, 168,

204
Planting, January, 187

Planting, Late Strawberry, 41

Planting, November, 1 20

Planting, October. 81

Planting plans, 192, 193
Planting, September, 42, 31*, 35
Planting, Spring, for Summer Bloom,

201*

Planting Table, vegetable, 194
Planting to attract birds, 133*

Planting Tulips and Daffodils Late,

149
Planting Vegetables in Autumn, 106

Plantings, late, 42
Plants, Ferns for. House; 118

Plants, Making the most of the Holi-

day Gift, 158
Plants, Room; Why They Become

Leggy, 1 18*

Plants, What the Florists Will Offer

in Holiday, 133*

Plants, Where to Obtain Rare, 149
Plants, Wintering Herbaceous Plants,

39
Plot, vegetable, 200*

Plowing, Fall, for an Early Start, 136

Plum Tree, Aphids on your, 164*

Poinsettia, 138*

Pomologists to Meet At Boston. 102

Poppies, Oriental, 53
Poppywort, A Rare, 39
Poster, Food Administration, 9
Potato, 134*

Potato, An Experiment with the, 184
Potato, Can You Cook a, 134*

Potatoes before storing, 83*

Potatoes, The Storage of, 168
Potted Plant Fumigator. Home-Made,

184*

Potting, 44*
Premier of All Annuals, 166

Preparation for winter, 81

Preparations, December, 152

Presby, F. H.. articles by, 149, 131

Present Sowing for Extra Early
Crops. 95*

Prickly Pear, 135*

Primrose, 160
Primrose. English, 151*

Primula cashmeriana.131*
Primulas, Hardy, for Unheated Green-

houses, 150*

Protection from frost, 57
Protection, Winter, 135*
Provost, B . S.

,
articleand photos by, 1 1S

Prunus tomentosa, 80*

Putting the Rose on the Map, 166

Quince bushes, borers in, 11

Quinces, wormy, 10

R. R. A., article and photograph by, 41
Radishes, 10, 57, 98, 198
Ragweed, Milk-flowered, 18*
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Ramsey, Leonidas Willing, article and
plans by, 200, 201

Rare Plants, Where to Obtain, 149
Rare Poppywort, 39
Raspberry plant, 1 1

Recipe for Bayberrv Candles, 172

Recipes, Old-Time Southern. 26, 62

Recruit, Training the,. September
cover, by E. D. Drake

Regarding “Peonies That Fit,” 79
Reid, Buford, article by, 149
Ridsdale, P. S., article by, 79
Road, Forest Hill, 123*

Robinson, Eflie M., article by, 134*
Rock Garden, Fall Color in the, 118
Rock Gardens for the Connoisseur, 45
Rockery, 46*

Rockwell, F. F., articles by, 11*, 83*

130*; illustrations by, 84, 130
Rolfe, H. Parker, photograph by, 199
Room Plants; When They Become

Leggy, 1 18*

Root Crops, packing, 95*
Root-vegetables in a trench, 83*

Roots, storing, 163*

Roofs, Wintering the Tender Flower,
162*

Rose chafers, 96
Rose Garden for Portland, Ore., 24
Rose, Putting the, on the Map, 166
Rose, The Hardy Yellow, 117
Rosemay, Bog, 16
Rowland, E. H., articles by, 184, 186
Rutledge, A., articles by, 80, 120

S. F. II., articles by, 7, 80*, 149
S. L. B., article and photograph by, 41

4i

Sage, pale blue, 53*

Salvia, 54
Salvia azurea, 53*

San Jose Scale, 56
Sand Lily, The, 184*

Sand Myrtle, 16*

Sargent, C. S., article by, 122*

Saving Labor in Land Cultivation, 21*

Schoyer, B. Preston, article by, 118
Scientific Industrial Management,
Methods of, as Applied to the Vege-
table Garden, 191*

Scratcher, A Broomstick, 40*

Seed Order and the Tangle of Varie-

ties, Your, 197*
September cover, Training the Re-

cruit, by E. D. Drake
Seeds, New Buddleia or Summer Lilac

from, 1 17
September, Piant Peonies in, 49*

Sheep Laurel, 16, 91*

Show, New York Spring, 138
Shrubs Attractive to Birds, 134
Shrubs, Two Fruiting, for the Home

Garden, 79*

Sinclair, G, H., photograph by, 134
Skinner, C.D.,articleand photo by, 149
Slugs on pear foliage, 10

Small House, Some Good Things for

the, 108*, 174*

Smallest Quantity; Making it reach

the farthest, 191*

Snapdragons, 118

Sneezeworts, 53*

Society, American Rose, 166
Society, American Sweet Pea. 166

Societies, Leaders of the, 81*

Soil Binders, Irises as, 117
Soil ingredients, mixing, 131*

Soil, Making Next Year's Garden,
Better, 86

Solving the Fuel Problem, 196
Some Bulbs Assured, 104
Some Good Things for the Small

House, 108, 174*

South, Planting for the, no, 136,

168, 204
Sowing, Present, For Extra Early

Crops, 93
Spanish and German Iris From Seed, 5
Speck, Private A., article by, 79
Spice Sweet and Sweet Bough, 120
Spinach. 10, 57, 198
Spindle Bush, 16

Spray Engineering Co., photos by, 14
Spray machine, 14*

Spraying Kills Young Squash Bugs, 28
Spring, F., articleand photo by, 201,202
Spring Planting for Summer Bloom,

201*

Sprinkler, 13*

Squash, 198
Squash Bugs, Spraying Kills Young,

28

Stake, 41*
Stake, A Neat, 128
Standpipes, 13*

Steed, T. J., photograph by, 137
Stoddard, G. O., photograph by, 125
Storage, 83*

Storage of Garden Products for the
Winter, 83*

Storage of Potatoes, 168
Storing beets, 85*
Storing carrots, 83*

Storing celery, 83*
Storing parsnips, 85*
Storing, potatoes before, 83*
Storing roots, 163*
Storing Tender Flower-Roots, 162*
Strawberry Glen Mary, 20*

Strawberry Planting, Late, 41
Strawberry Specialist’s Intensive

“Systems,” 20*

Streptosolen Jamesoni as a Standard,
150*

String Beans, 98
Sturtevant, R. S., article by, 118
Summer Bloom, Spring Planting for,

201*

Summer Lilac (New Buddleia) from
Seeds, 117

Sundew, 90*

Sundial, An Original, 11S*
Sweet Bough, Spice Sweet and, 120
Sweet Corn, and “Sweet'’ Corn, 185
Sweet Peas, Fall Sown, 80
Sweet Peas Sown in the Fall for Early
Bloom, 47*

Systems of a Strawberry Specialist,

Intensive, 20*

Table, vegetable planting, 194
Tabor, Grace, article and planting

plans by, 191, 192, 193
Taylor, Norman, article and photo-

graphs by, 89, 90
Tealdi, Aubrey, article by, 81

Thalictrum dipterocarpum, 54
Thatcher, A. E., article and photo-

graph by, 1 19
Thomas, F. M., articles by, 17*, 39, 53*

Tomatoes, 96*, 198*, 199*
Tomlinson, B. N., articles by, 5, 39
Tools to use during January, 189*
Topeka Hollyhock Chain, 149*
Topworked Apples, 184
Totty, Charles H.. Portrait. 81

Touch of Blue in the Fall Garden, 151
Tractors, 21*

Trailing Arbutus, 16

Training the Recruit, September
cover, by E. D. Drake

Transplanting, Out of Season, 6
Tree Peony, A Yellow, 40*

Tree Peony, New Hybrid, 40*

Trees attractive to birds, 154
Trench, outdoor, 43*
Trench, root-vegetables in a, 83*

Tresses, Ladies’, 90*

Troth, II., photographs by, 133, 197
Trumbull, E. E., article by, 117
Tuberoses, 163*

Tubers, Dahlia, 162*

Turnips, 10, 57, 199
Tulips and Daffodils Planted Late,

149
Tulips in the Window Box, 41*

Two Fruiting Shrubs for the Home
Garden, 79*

Tyler, Jas. E., photograph by, 197

Under Glass Culture, Vegetables for,

i57*
Under Glass, Getting the Garden, 130*

Unheated Greenhouse, 129*

Unheated Greenhouses, Hardy Prim-
ulas for, 150*

Uni-Ford Tractor, photograph by, 22

United States Dept, of Agriculture,

photographs by, 88

Using Fresh Vegetables Wisely, 126
Using Fruits and Vegetables Wisely,

87*

VanGelder, H. E., article and photo-
graph by, 80

Vaccinium vitisidsea, 16
\ alentine, F. H., articles by, 20*,

184; photograph by, 20
Vegetable combinations, practical, 132
Vegetable Gardening, High Pressure,

100

Vegetable Garden, Methods of Sci-

entific Management Applied to the,

191*

Vegetable Garden, plans for, 200, 201
Vegetable planting table, 194
Vegetable plot, 200*

Vegetables and Fruits; Using them
wisely, 87*

Vegetables for Under Glass Culture,
157*

Vegetables, Fresh; Using them wisely,

126

Vegetables Planted in Autumn. 106
Vegetables, root, in a trench, 83*

Vegetables, why they spoil, 83
Verrees, J. P., August, October. No-

vember, January cover designs by,
Verrees, J. P., photograph by, 11

Viburnum opulus, 153*
Vilmorin, The Late M., 64
Vincent, Jr., Richard, Portrait, 81

Vine, Pepper, 184
Vines, 52*

Vrooman, Carl, Authorized State-
ment by, 9

W. M., article by, 81

W. N. C., articles by, 118, 119, 150*
Wait, Walter J., article by, 128
Walter, F. A., photographs by, 49
War Garden; Make it Attractive, 200*

“War Garden” Effort, One Success-
ful, 91*

War Gardens, Cashing-In the, 1
1*

War Gardens; What they realty mean,
93*

V ater to Increase Garden Efficiency,

T3*

We Love Our Cottontails, 6
We Want Daylight Saving, 183
West., Geo. P., photographs by, 21

What the Florists Will Offer in Holi-

day Plants, 133*
When a Teaspoon Solves Difficulties. 7

When Room Plants Become Leggv.
11S*

Where to Obtain Rare Plants, 149
White, Chas. E., photograph by, 155
White grubs, 36
Whiting, W. J., article by. 7

Who Succeeds with Heather? 5
Why Buddleias Die, 119
Why Does the Beetle Attack this

Aster? 1 17
Why So Few Currants? 3

Wilder, Louise Beebe, article by, 120

Willard, S. F., article by, 151
Wilson, E. V., article by, 162*

Window Box, Tulips in the, 41*

Winter, At the Turn of, 163*

Winter Begonia, 159
Winter Pastime, A Gardener’s, 120
Winter preparation, 81

Winter protection, 135*
Wintering Canterbury Bells and Fox-

gloves, X19
Wintering Celery, New Method of, 80
Wintering Herbaceous Plants, 39
Wintering Tender Flower Roots, 162*

Wire worms, 56
Wolff, Wm. IT, article by, 4S
Woman’s Farm and Garden Assn., 166

Women Horticulturists’ Meeting at

Chicago, 104
Wood, Jos. L., article by, 5
Woodpecker, 135*, 167

Yellow Fringed Orchid, 91*

Yellow Tree Peony, 40*

Your Seed Order and the Tangle of

Varieties, 197*

Zcnobia, 16*






